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PREFACE.
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\
1 T was not our design to have diverted the attension of our readers from the important events
which at present agitate the political world, by any I
address in the form of a preface ' dr advertisement,
farcher than was necessary to Convey our thanks to*'
the public for the very liberal encouragement which t
our last volume experienced. But a fospect for that
public obliges us for once to relinquish our intention, ;
as it is of some importance, not merely to ourselves,
but to the cause of truth, to expose the flagrant and
absurdfalsehoodsby which we have bzznignorantly and
maliciously attacked by interested and venal writers.
It would ill become us to pronounce our own
panegyric : but if there is any one species of merit
which we may without arrogance assume, it is that
of taking a liberal and temperate course with respect
to the politics of the times. Yet, we have been un
accountably charged with a predilection for French
principles. The best proof that we could offer
against this accusation is, that we have been also
charged by the other party with the opposite offence,
with that of inclining too much to the aristocratic
system. vIn this instance, however, we have only
been fellow-sufferers with some of the' most illustrious
characters of this nation ; and we must remark, that'
it has been a source of serious evil to our country,
that every man, who was not prepared to go every
A $
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length with the adherents of ministry, has been, bjr
profligate writers (whose sole employment and oc
cupation consist in dispersing falsehood ) too success
fully represented as an " advocate for the French
cause." But surely every rational person will agree,
that it is possible to disapprove most heartily of
the proceedings of the French, and yet to wish that
our country had never interfered in those troubled
scenes. We most sincerely believe, and we solemnly
f>rofess our opinion, that next to the declared republ
icans and anarchists (and we still assert that they are
few in this country) the best friends of the French
system are those who have countenanced and abetted
those rash measures adopted in the ablurd and im
practicable hope of subjugating France. Those who
really wished well to their country and constitution,
those who deserve the name of friends to their king^
are those who wistied this nation to avoid engaging
in an absurd continental contest ; to maintain a '* dig
nified neutrality
to preserve our commerce and
manufactures uninjured ; to lessen gradually the pub
lic debt, and consequently to lessen the burthens
and remove the real grievances of the people.
But as assertion on either' lidc is no proof, let us
fairly ask our adversaries, for which of the pro
ceedings of the French republicans have we been
" the advocates ?" Did our narrative of the events
of the ioth of August 1792, or our sentiments on
those transactions
did our account of the massacres,
of the ?d and 3d of September, of the trial and death
of the "unfortunate king, savour of French princi
ples ? Did our character of the Brissotin party, or of
their opponents Marat and Robespierre, indicate a
partiality to either? Did our vindication of heredi
tary nobility and cf religious establishments manifest
apre
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\ predilection for democratic or levelling opinions?
Did our commiseration of the French clergy, and our
repeated defences of religions prove that we had im
bibed the pernicious maxims of the new philosophy ?
-We have asserted that, to our knowledge, " no circum
stance of moment has been omitted or misrepre
sented." We defy our enemies to instance one : and
as they have not attempted to prove their charge,'
because evidently they cannot prove it, but have
confined themselves to bold and general assertions ;*
we leave it to the fair determination of the public,
whether they do not stand convicted Of wilful and
deliberatefalsehood?
,
* It is, it seems, an unpardonable offence" in us to
have said, that an assembly (the constituent assem
bly of France) who certainly professed to frame a
free constitution, professed also to make ours the model
» of that constitution. If a partiality for our own
government had led us into an error, it would be
only doing justice to those who have so sagaciously
animadverted on us, to fay that they are not in dan
ger of falling into any similar mistake^ Those who
can extol the fi rmer arbitrary government of France
cannot be in much danger of error from a venera
tion for our constitution. But the truth is, this is an
instance of that incorrigible ignorance which out
adversaries every where display. Not only the $.H*.
neral frame of the government, composed of a king
and a parliament, but the trial by jury, the sanc
tioning the acts of the legislature by royal assent, the
regulation of the tribunals, even the forms of pro
ceeding, and the very terms (for instance, that which
is at present a kind of proverbial phrase, the order of
the day) were copied from the British constitution*.
U these well-informed critics had taken the pains to exh 3
amin*
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amine and peruse the journals of the national assembly
as we have done, they would have found continual al
lusions to this constitution ; they would have found,
that even where they deviated from this model, they
were studious to assign their reasons for such deviation,
as in the debate on the two chambers. But the French
legislators did not institute an upper house— neither
did the Corfican legislators, though that constitution
was sanctioned and accepted by our king. If, in
deed, the constitution of 1789 was so exceedinglyvicious as these impugners would insinuate, what
shall we lay to lord Hood and the prince de Cobourg
for attempting to re-establish it ?
, . We are charged with giving to the public (in a
note) a pretended treaty of Pavia, which our ad
versaries Jay is forged*. We do not stand pledged for
the authenticity of that paper. We found it inserted
in the most, respectable collections of state papers
which are published in Europe. It was our duty not
to withhold so important a document from our
readers. We candidly stated where we found it<; and
when the insertion of it was censured, we vindi
cated ouilelvcs by a very plain and hmple question,
a question only calculated to serve the cause of truth,
aud to develop the mystery. " If this treaty is really a
misrepresentation of the views and sentiments of the
combined powers, why do they net justify them
selves by pub.'i/htur the reel treaty V And surely till
the treaty of Pdnitz or Pavia, or that system (for
there .must be some (yjhm or compabl) on which the
allies have acted, be made public, every thinking
* f!ee a very al-le defence of this paper, as containing tlic sub
stance oi the compact between the combined powers, in the pre
face to Mr. Debrett's 21I vol. of State Papers on the French war.
ra:n
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man must suspect, that either the paper in quefttort
contains- the substance of this compact, or that
" the compact itself is something worse." There was
indeed no necessity to aggravate the criminality of
the combined powers. The design of interfering
sn a hostile manner in the domestic arrangements of
an independent nation, as avowed by themselves in
the Circular of Pavia; was (we maintain it) a glar
ing violation of the law of nations ; and the differ
ence between milrdering a people in order to
force upon them a particular form of government,
and murdering them in order to acquire a part
of their territory, is perhaps not so material as at
first fight may appear. In both cafes the object is to
place the nation under a government which they ab
hor: and. the difference is this, that in the former
instance their tyrant is 'to be called the king of
France ; in the latter he is to be called the king of
Prussia, or the emperor of Germany. On the
whole, however, let it be remembered that we have
sio disavowal from authority of this paper ; we have
only the ipst dicunt of anonymous writers. The trea
ty of Pilnitz is generally supposed to have been a
partition treaty ; and we have no reason, from ana
logy, for supposing the empress of Russia, the em
peror of Germany, and the king of Prussia . morally
averse to partition treaties. If the partition of Po
land, and the horrid massacre of its innocent inha
bitants, were laudable, would the partition of France
have been so criminal as our adversaries (most incon
sistently, it is true) are studious to represent it ?
We have said, " that in the month of November
an association was instituted at the Crown and An
chor tavern by Mr. Reeves, the chief justice of
A 4
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Newfoundland, and 6ther gentlemen connected witlr
administration, the avowed purpose of which was the
protection of liberty and property against the daring
attempts of republicans and levellers."— Is there any
thing disrespectful rn this ? Or have we any where
treated this association with disrespect ?< We have in-*
deed learned a new lesson from our opponents, viz.
* that it is a disgrace to be connected with administra
tion ;" and evidently under this idea they have taken
infinite pains to represent this association' as not con
nected with administration, and would rather have it
considered as a party of tradefhien met at a pot-house
to talk politics. The fact is (and we mention it'
again not with any disrespect)yikQ institutors of this
association were " gentlemen connected with admi
nistration," and many of them in the actual situa
tion of placemen * ; and we should violate truth asflagrandy as our opponents are in- the habit of doing,.and falsify history,, if we otherwise represented the
fact.
. We have said, " that as thefitst part of the Rights
of Man was written with rather more modesty than
the second, it was read and approved by many
whose sentiments were by no means favourable ter
republicanism." Let it be recollected that this first part
of the Rights of Man was an answer to Mr. Burke'sr
Reflexions on the French Revolution, which it pro
fessed to correct chiefly as to matters ofJaci ;znd as far:
* We have before us, at tins moment, a list of the principalpersons concerned' in instituting this association. We do nos
think it right to publish, without their consent, the names of
any set of gentlemen : but if our impugners persist in affirming,
such gross and palpable falsehoods, we shall be under the necessity
of printing the names at length, with a list of the places and
emoluments enjoyed by eash member.S3
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as it tended to elucidate historical fact, it might be read!
and approved by any man who loved truth, and
consequently wished to hear both sides of a question.
Let it not be forgotten also, that this first pamphlet
i»as by no means considered in the same dangerous
point of view as the subsequent writings of Mr.
Paine : for it never was prosecuted by government, it was
only the second part that was prosecuted ; and that pub
lication we have expressly stigmatized as " a virulent
and abusive attack upon the British government."—
If, however, after the decisive terms in which we have
censured the writings of Mr. Paine (lee our last vol*
p. 5), these gentlemen choose to represent us z&PaintteSy we shall not be surprised, if, in the same spirit
of candour and consistency, they next choose to re
present us as cannibals.
It would have been a real kindness to a certain
city orator, if his too officious friends had not been
so studious to have brought forward his name. We
are sorry for the man, and would have charitably
consigned him to that insignificancy and obscurity, in
which every man who wiihes him well must be de
sirous he should remain. We are vehemently cen
sured for hinting that the woFthy and fluent knight
Was not remarkable for his knowledge of grammar.
— Public speakers, like authors, are certainly objects
of criticism ; but there is perhaps a degree ofsym*
pathy in this matter, of which we were not aware.
Those who have themselves been accused of not '
being the most accurate grammarians * must be na* See some letters in the Morning Chronicle in January and
February 1 794, Hgn-'d " English Gkammar," and "Vindica
tor," where certain critics arc convicted, not upon " broad asser
tion," but direct quotation, of not being able to write their own
language grammaticati).
turallyk
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furally a little sore when such a topic unfortunately'
happens to be introduced. If we have uncautioufiy
said that the speech of the worthy knight was remark
able for " broad assertion," we only request that
cur opponents will inform us, which of his assertions
•were accurate and true ?
We thank our calumniators (for we would give to
every one his due) for a compliment a little ungra
ciously paid us, " that we have some religion.'*—
We may have less bigotry than these pious gentle
men, but we trust it will be found that we have
much more of true practical religion than they can
prcterdto. To destroy, however, the effect of this
concession, we are accused of uttering an untruth, in
faying that a part of Robespierre's popularity was at
tributed to his pretences (hypocritical they might be)
to religion. The part which he took with respect to
the decree for again restoring the liberty of religious
worship in Paris is well known. But if what appears in
our volume be an untruths it is not ours, but M. Condorcet's, sanctioned by the authority ot Dr. Moore. Men
ought to be a little acquainted with the sources of in
formation before they presume to censure. Condorcet,
in enumerating the causes which contributed to give
popularity to Robespierre, says—"II fe fait une reputa
tion d'austerite qui vile a la saintete ; il monte lur des
banes ; il par/e de Dieu & de Providence ; il fe die
Fami oes pauvres, &c."— For the benefit of these gen
tlemen we insert the translation —" He attempts to
establish a reputation of austerity, which points to
JanSlity ; he mounts on benches, and talks of God
and Providence ; he calls himself the friend of
the poor, &c."—Such extreme ignorance of the
most common facts would be disgraceful in the
highest
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highest degree, could any thing disgrace such wii*
ters.
It has been said that our general method is " am*
ply and favourably to detail the sentiments and
speeches of one set of men, and to relate those of the
opposite side in few and feeble words."—Those who
wish to form an estimate of our veracity, compared
with that of our accusers, are only requested to take
any of our volumes, and compare that part of it with
any well authenticated report of the proceedings of
parliament. We profess to give the substance of all
the arguments employed by the speakers on either Jidc
upon any political question, and we have endeavoured
to do. it without bias or partiality. Unfortunately
for our antagonists, this article of charge is also desti
tute of proof; for they have not specified a single
instance of such omission, and we defy them to do it.
No persons indeed ought to be better judges of the
fable in composition than those from whom we quote
this expression, for even their malice is impotent.
They should remember that there are feeble speakers
as well as feeble writers ; and if some speakers (as
well as some writers) deal more in words than in
ideas, the fault is not with us ; those readers who 1
want the words must apply to the parliamentary re
gisters, and not to such a brief abstract as our limits
confine us to. When the venal advocates of any
party censure in this manner publications conducted
upon liberal principles, an erratum should always be
added. We are censured, " not because we are par
tial," but because we " are not partial to the right
(that is to their) fide.'''' The " very head and front
of our offending is this," that we have scorned to
6
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•vidfate the records of history by pronouncing a pa
negyric upon the wisdom and foresight of the present
ministers. If, however, we cannot discern in their
conduct those extended views, that enlightened po
licy which we would wish to discover, we can only
aver that our error is not intentional. As we are
not the dependants and parasites of any party, we
solemnly declare, that we have never omitted to ap
plaud ministers, whenever their conduct would in
iny degree admit of approbation ; and, we shall be
ready to do it again, whenever they shall shew an
attention^ directed by judgment, to the real interests
of the country. We cannot, while we continue to'
respect truth, make something out of nothing. We
cannot applaud the wisdom of measures, which every
intelligent person evidently saw were puerile and er
roneous, and which have proved such in their conse
quences. We are averse to boasting;' but the malignancy
of our opponents compels us to what is in itself most
disagreeable—and we appeal to our readers, whether
we have not uniformly foreseen and predicted every
one of the fatal consequences which have attended^
what we cannot but call the ram counsels of an ad
ministration, young in years, and still younger in
counsel, experience, and knowledge^ In this the
sentiments of every well-informed person in the na
tion already coincide with ours; and we will venture
to predict, that (as in the cafe of the American war)'
the verdict of posterity will be unanimous. Our op
ponents must therefore excuse us if we cannot con-*
descend to sacrifice cut judgment as they do, if
they can be supposed to have any. We have a' cha
racter to lose y and we shall persevere in the steady
7
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line of truth, regardless of the efforts of any literary
jfpiesf. Our conduct is open and fair, let then*
take advantage of it if they can.
To evince, however, that our impartiality is not
affected but real, we give this intimation to our read
ers and to the public. Fully conscious of the falli
bility of human nature, and that there is no man who
js not liable to mistake, who is not exposed to decep
tion from the misinformation of party writers ; if in
the course of our annual labours we mall be found to
have mistated a single fact, we shall receive with gra
titude the corrections of any correspondent, and will
not only rectify cheerfully the error, but print the
corrections (if desired) in the very words of their au
thors. This is a concession which we think is due
to the public ; and, while it wijl evince our candour,
it will also (we are satisfied) add greatly to the value
of our publication.
v
% We flioifld be greatly wanting in respect, if, on this occa
sion, we omitted to notice the meritorious services of the Bri-i
tisti Critics, who, if not among the most eminent, are certainly,
some of the most active and zealous of the ministerial spies.
They may not rank with the R——-s, the M——*—s, and the
S
s' ; but they may consort well, both in point of ve
racity and talents, with a Watt, a Lynam, a Gosling, and a Tay
lor. The booksellers throughout Great Britain will doubtless be
very active in promoting the sale and circulation of a publicax
tion, which is constantly employed in recommending prosecutions
for libels.
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IN GREAT BRITAIN,

. iDuring the Reign of King James the Firsts
.PART THE SECOND.
A MIDST all the zeal for theology, and the varioil9
disputes concerning it, which marked the reign of
King James the first, moral philosophy, as a distinct: fci
ehce, was little studied. The time was not yet arrived
when a due attention was paid to so important and inter
esting a branch of knowledge. Bacon's Essays we have
mentioned under the preceding reign, in which they first
made their appearance; and though they contain a rich
treasure of observations relative tu j ire and manners, they
are most properly ranked under the head of miscellaneous
learning. It would have been well, however, if so admi
rable a model had been followed. In such a dearth of
ethical productions, perhaps we may be justified in intro
ducing to the notice of our readers the translation os Charron on Wisdom. Though on some accounts the book may
have been objected to, it comprehends, upon the whole,
a large fund of moral science. The translation too is
energetic; and, notwithstanding its ancient garb, we shall
not think our judgment impeached in preferring it to the
a 4
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more elegant but diffuse version which was long after
wards given by dean Stanhope. Nothing equal to Charton was produced by any of our own countrymen in the
period concerning which we are treating.
With respect; to the progress of opinions and claims on
the head of constitutional freedom, we have observed on
a former occasion, that the cause of civil liberty gained
some ground towards the close of queen Elizabeth's
reign ; that the rights of the subject began to be better
understood, and more vigorously maintained ; that par
liamentary speakers, without the fear or danger of im
prisonment, assumed a greater boldness in arraigning the
conduct of government; and that, in short, a new spirit
appeared, which, under succeeding princes, was attended
with very great and important consequences. Such was
the state of things when Jaires the first ascended the
throne. The ideas however which he brought with him
were ill accommodated to the circumstances of the time.
He came into England full fraught with the most extra
vagant notions concerning theablolute and uncontrollable
power of kings. These notions were partly encouraged
by the high tone of authority which had been assum
ed and exercised by the princes of the house of Tudor,
and partly were the result of his own speculative senti
ments.
The opinion of divine hereditary indefeasible
right, and that all the privileges of the subject were only
gi ants from the crown, he strenuously maintained •, and
he could notavoiii being strengthened in these conceptions
by the flatteries of his courtiers, which we cannot read with
out contempt mixed with indignation. Indeed, on what
ever side he cast his eye, many things occurred to encou
rage his prejudices, slut while he was thus full of his
claims to the highest prerogatives, the minds of men in
Europe, and especially in England, had begun to under
go a general, though at first an insensible, revolution.
Of this rising spirit in our countrymen several instances
were displayed by parliament, and particularly in the
case of sir Francis Goodwin.
This gentleman had been
6
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«hbsen member for the county of Bucks, and his return,
as usual, was made into chancery ; but the chancellor,
pronouncing him an outlaw, vacated his feat, and issued
a writ for a new election.
The ferment occasioned in
the house of commons by this transaction, and the vigour
with which they maintained their rights, are related in all
our histories, and need not here be enlarged upon : but ic
is suitable to our present subject to mention the sentiments
that were delivered by two or three members. " By this
course (said one) the free electron of the counties is taken
away, and none shall be chosen but such as shall please
the king and council. Let us therefore with fortitude,
understanding, and sincerity, seek to maintain our privi
lege. This cannot be construed any contempt in us,
but merely a maintenance of our, common rights, which
our ancestors have left us, and which it is just and &t for
us to transmit to our posterity." " This (said another)
may be called a quo warranto to seize all our liberties.**
The language of a third member was, " A chancellor, by
this course, may call a parliament consisting ot" what per
sons he pleases. Any suggestion, by any person, may be
the cause of sending a new writ. It is come to this plain
queltion, Whether the chancery or parliament ought to
have authority ?"
About the fame time the commons, in the case of sir
Thomas Shirley, established their power of punishing
bath the persons at whose suit any member was arrested,
and the officers who were employed in arresting or detain
ing him. Nor was their attention solely confined to the
assertion and maintenance of their own privileges. Their
spirit and judgment appeared in their endeavours to free
commerce from those sliackles which had been imposed
upon it by the tyrannical exertions of the royal preroga
tive.' While they were thus attempting to give liberty
w the trading part of the nation, they endeavoured like
wise to emancipate the landed property from the burthen
of wardships, and to remove those remains of the feudal
tenures under which the nation still laboured. Though
tiiis matter was involved in greater difficulties than could
ac
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at that time be surmounted, the attempt was an indications
that more enlarged views of civil policy and government
were spreading through the nation.
An eminent instance in which James the first, to his
great mortification, experienced the resistance of parlsament, was in the project of an union between England
and Scotland. The scheme in itself had many powerful
recommendations, and the king displayed a passionate zeal
for carrying it into execution. But the people in general
were not prepared for it-, and it was very unpopular in
the house of commons. All that his majesty could ob
tain was the appointment of forty-four English, to meet
thirty-one Scottish commissioners, in order to delibe
rate concerning the terms of zn union ; but they had no
power of making any advances towards its establishment*
After the affair had been warmly agitated for two sessions,
it fell wholly to the ground. We do not enter into the
question whether the conduct of parliament, in this respect-,
was or was not founded in wisdom. The fact only is
mentioned to prove that the minds of our countrymen
were rising above the idea of an unreserved subjection to
the will of the prince.
Another evidence of the diffusion of the principles of
liberty was exhibited in the opposition that was made,
in a new session of parliament (1609-10), to the raising
of the supply. The king met the house with the prin
cipal view of obtaining money ; but the commons v/ere
chiefly intent on circumscribing the prerogative. James's
profusion to his favourites began to be looked upon
with an evil eye by the people, and several of the bolder
speakers did not scruple openly to say, that the whole
wealth of England would not serve his vast bounty.
Some impositions had been laid upon different kinds of
merchandiie, and the business had been conducted with
caution. But all the caution that h id been exercised upon,
the occasion could not prevent the complaints of the
commons. A spirit of freedom had taken possession of
the house. The leading members, who were men of art
independent genius and large views, began to regulate
theic
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their opinions more by the future consequences which
they foresaw, than by the former precedents which were
set before them. While they were solicitous to preserve
what remains of liberty there were in the ancient constitu
tion, they aspired at extending its boundaries, and in
deed at fixing it upon what might almost be called a new
foundation. In their remonstrances to the king, they ob-'
served it eobea general opinion, that the reasons of the
practice of imposing money, on any pretence or occasion,
without the consent of parliament, mie;ht be extended
much farther, even to the utter ruin of the ancient liber
ty of the kingdom, anc! the subjects' right of property
in their lands and goods- Though the commons were
expressly forbidden by James to touch his prerogative,
they passed a bill abolishing the impositions. It was
however rejected by the lords, who were eicher less en
lightened, or, from their peculiar situations, more depen
dent on the power of the crown.
In another address to the king, the commons objected
to the practice of borrowing upon privy seals, and re
quested that the subjects should not be forced to lend mo
ney to his majesty, or to assign a reason for their refusil.
Some discontent was likewise discovered with respect to
the royal proclamations, and remonstrances were made
against the proceedings of the high commission court, &c.
Amidst all these attacks on the prerogative of the crown,
James displayed as openly as ever his exalted notions con
cerning the absolute authority of princes. Even in a
speech to parliament, in which he solicited for a supply,
he expressed himself in these terms: " I conclude, then,,
the point touching the power of kings, with this axiom of
divinity, that, as to dispute tubat God may doy is blasphe
my, but what God wills, that divines may lawfully and do
ordinarily dispute and discuss ; so it is sedition in subjects
todiipute what a king may do in the height of his power.
But just kings will ever be willing to declare what they
will do, if they will not incur the curse of God. I will
jiot be content that my power be disputed upon •, but I
shall
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shall ever be willing to make the reason appear of my
doings, and rule my actions according to my laws."
It is not easy to avoid smiling when we consider the
time in which such exiravagant claims were asserted, and
such pompous language adopted. Language of this kind
had never been used by the most arbitrary of James's prede
cessors, and he made use of it at a period when the English
were bursting the chains of ignorance and servility, and be
coming more and more sensible that they had rights of
their own ; rights that were not derived from the precari
ous concessions of absolute monarchs, but which were
founded on the eternal principles or reason and justice.
Indeed so little were the commons affected by the king's
speeches, that they strenuously persisted in contending for
a redress of grievances-, the consequence of which was,
that the parliament was dissolved in disgust.
The parliament, which met in 1614, was animated
with the fame spirit. An extraordinary alarm was disco
vered cn account os the rumours which had been spread
abroad concerning undertakers. It was reported that se
veral persons, attached to the king, had entered into a
confederacy ; and that, having laid a regular plan for the
management of the elections all over England, they had
undertaken to secure a majority for the court. So little
skill, or so little influence, had the courtiers of James's
reign in the management of such an affair, that they
failed of success.
The commons, instead of entering
upon the business of supply, as urged by the king, who
made them several liberal offers of grace, immediately re
sumed the subject which had been opened in the last par
liament, and disputed his majesty's power of levying new
customs and impositions by the mere authority of his
prerogative. Were we to pursue the history of the suc
ceeding parliaments of James the first's reign, fresti proofs
would arise of the people of England's growing more and
more enlightened upon the head of civil liberty. The
most enlarged sentiments concerning it were occasionally
thrown out by individual members of the house of com
mons.
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mons, and they were heard with general approbation.
Without entering into a farther detaij, it may be sufficient
to observe, that, by the time of the king's decease, a
great revolution had taken place in the minds of our
countrymen, the awful consequences of which were amply
displayed in the succeeding reign.
While the ideas of civil liberty were thus daily expand
ing, the subject of religious liberty was not at all under
stood. Statesmen, as well as churchmen, had no concep
tion either of the justice or the wisdom of toleration.
Even so profound a reasoner as lord Bacon thought that
uniformity in religion was absolutely necessary to the sup
port of government, and that no indulgence could safely
be granted to sectaries; a striking evidence this how slow
and gradual is the progress of rational views of things,
and how long mankind may suffer from narrow systems of
polity and legislation. And yet political knowledge was
tar from being uncultivated. Many persons applied them
selves to the acquisition of it ; though the study of it was
not, we believe, so eagerly and extensively pursued as in
the preceding reign. Nor were the practical statesmen
equal to those who adorned queen Elizabeth's period.
There was not, indeed, a want of able politicians, but their
exertions were restrained by the deficiency of wisdom in
the sovereign, and by his unbounded attachment to fa
vourites. Robert Cecil, earl of Salisbury, stands at the
head of king James the first's statesmen. His character
was not so great and respectable as that of his father,
lord Burleigh ; nor hath it been honoured, by our his
torians, with equal praises. His capacity and talents were
perhaps not much, if at all, inferior ; nay, it has been
said, that he was a man of quicker parts, and a more
spirited writer and speaker. But the same estimation hath
no: been formed of his integrity. In the management of
public business he was more subtle and less open. He
could descend to a more crooked policy. He has not,
however, been destitute of apologists, and it cannot be
denied that he was a faichful as well as a very able ser
vant of the crown.— So far as the lord chancellor Egerton
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ton entered into state affairs, he appears to have conduct:ed himself with wisdom. — It is to be lamented that lord
Bacon's talents of this kind were degraded by servility
and meanness of spirir, and consequently often applied to
unworthy purposes. — George VilHers, duke of Bucking
ham, who was so wantonly and foolilhly raised to the high
est pinnacle of political power, appears to have possessed
a more considerable degree of capacity than is commonly
ascribed to him •, and, in several cases, he had the good sense
to secure the attachment and assistance of men whose abi
lities were superior to his own.—That the diplomatic
knowledge of the age stood upon a respectable founda
tion, will be evident when we mention the names of John
Digby first earl of Bristol, sir Dudley Carleton, and sir
Thomas Edmondes ; to which others might be added.
But the bad policy of the king often counteracted the
wholesome advice and exertions of his ablest ambassadors.
The period we are treating of produced eminent writers
in the law. Lord Bacon, though this is not the most
distinguistied part of his character, must not here be
omitted. His tracts of this kind have been mentioned
in the highest terms of applause. Concerning his " Ele
ments ot the Common Law of England" one oT his
biographers thus speaks : " An excellent work it is ; and
not only completely fitted for the improvement of such as
study the law, but also the* book in the world the best
calculated to give every man of good sense and unbiassed
judgment both a general idea and good opinion of the
law, which is represented therein in that light which is at
once tVie fairest, fullest, and most agreeable ; that is, not
as a contrivance to limit the freedom, and abridge the na
tural liberty of mankind, but as an inllitution ptinci^
pally intending the benefit and advantage of men, as ra
tional beings and members of society, by protecting them
in their perlons, fame, and estates ■, and therefore 1 esteem
it one ot the best and most useful pieces that our author
ever composed."—"1 he few things left by the lord chan
cellor Egercon lhew him to have had a profound know
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kdge of the law, and ro have been a perfect matter of
whatever related to the constitution and proceedings of
the court of chancery — Sir John Doddridgesti.il makes
some figure as a legal author. The works written by him
reflect no small credit on his learning and abilities.
But these several writers on the law of England, and
any others that might be specified, were all of them
greatly eclipsed by fir Edward Coke. Jn the early part of
his life his character was deeply shaded by the ferocity with
which he treated the state prisoners against whom he was
called to plead in his official capacity. It was carried to
such a height, that it cannot admit of being palliated from
the spirit of the times. We must chiefly look to his lat
ter days, if we would wish to view him in his true splen
dour. Then it was that he nobly stood up in support of
the constitution and liberties of his country. In the par
liaments which met from the year 1 620 to his death, he
exerted himself with great vigour in opposition to tyran
ny, and in defence of the just claims of the subject. As
a legal writer he is entitled to the highest applause. When
we consider not only the quaniity but the quality of his
works, in what manner they contribute to illustrate, as
well the origin as the body and substance of our laws, to
explain their nature, to vindicate their justice, and, to de
monstrate the benefit of them ; how they take in the
whole circle of this extensive science, in reference both to
its gruunds and practice, and how methodically and accurateiy every thing touched by his pen is treated, we can
not avoid admiring his wisdom, his diligence, and his
public lpiric. His wisdom appears in his being able to
examine, acquire, and digest such a prodigious fund of
knowledge, and to apply it with such distinctness, perspi
cuity, and propriety, as he did, to every point ; and though
much of what he has written may through time become of
little use in regard to practice, yet the utility of it, in re
spect to the understanding of the law, will remain as
long as it subsists on its present basis. Viewing things
only in this light, it is impossible for any impartial
reader to abstain from paying a very high levetence to
7
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sir Edward Coke's memory. When we reflect also on
his wonderful diligence in collecting, framing, and dispo
sing so many, so laborious, and such different kinds of
writing, our surprise must increase. Our admiration will
still farther be excited, when we call to mind, that from a
principle of patriotism, and a sincere love to his country
and its laws, he persisted in his services to the common
wealth, though exposed to much ill usage. All this pains
he took for posterity in the midst of a life occupied with
continual cares, when in the full possession of the greatest
practice at the bar, when called to the highest offices of
his profession, when involved in the perplexity of public
employments, as well as when out of them and more at
leilure. To his care we owe the reducing the knowledge
of eur laws into a system, and the putting it into the
power of others to prosecute and impiove his plan. If
we compare the law as he found it, with the condition in
which he left ir, we (hall fee his merit in its true point of
light, and have a just notion of the reasons which induced
our forefathers to style him the oracle of the law. Such
he really was, and such he will be esteemed, whatever may
be the future fate of his works, since from him were bor
rowed thole lights which have enabled succeeding lawyers
to traverse the paths that have led them to knowledge and
credit.
The study of the civil law was not neglected in king
James the first's reign. Indeed it was particularly foster
ed by the crown, as its general principles are more favour
able to the doctrines ot arbitrary power than the old
common law of England.
The most distinguished
writer of the time, in this department of litera:ure, was
Dr. Cowell. Sir Edward Coke and the doctor were not
only in direct opposition to each other in point of sentirnept, but there was a great personal ill-will between
fhem- As Cowell frequently practised at Westminsterhall, as well as at Doctors Commons, sir Edward took
all occasions to affront him ; and, making use of a
wretched pun, called him in derision, Dr. Cow-heel. Buc
however blameable he might be for his despotic prin
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ciples, he was undoubtedly a man of eminence in his
profession .
With regard to the science of natural philosophy, as it
generally subsisted in this country, we might specify a
number of persons, of whom high things are said by
Anthony Wood and other writers ; but they are little en
titled to distinction, especially in a work of so compen
dious a nature as the present. Whatever celebrity they
might have in their own day, their names are now seldom
remembered, and their productions almost wholly forgot
ten. Nor is this an act of injustice to their memories,
since they made none of those discoveries which have con
tributed to the benefit, or demand the gratitude, of pos
terity.—Robert Fludd was perhaps the only learned En
glishman that ever seriously embraced the Rosycrucian
philosophy. In that mysterious and fanciful philosophy
he was eminent, and wrote several elaborate treatises in
its defence. His works were better known abroad than
at home ; and that he was not looked upon as an insigni
ficant author, is apparent from his having such literary
antagonists as Gassendus and Kepler.
We are now come to a name that transcends all praise.
Our readers will immediately understand that we mean
Francis Bacon, lord Verulam. The name of Bacon had
already been consecrated to immortality, in the person of
that famous friar, to whom we have endeavoured to do
justice in a former part of our work j and the fame name,
in the subject before us, lays claim to still superior ho
nour, at least in point of utility and effect. Lord Bacon
had the glory of introducing a new epocha in philosophi
cal science ; an epocha productive of the most important
consequences. With a sagacity of the most penetrating
nature, he rose above the systematic school philosophy
of the times, and pointed out the true road to knowledge.
He saw that it must be built on the basis of experiment
and, by building on that basis, the discoveries and im
provements which have since been made in the study of
aature are without number. Nor has the method of at*794«
b
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raining true science which he has laid down ever fallen
into disuse, but continues to be pursued with the greatest
ardour and with the happiest effects in every part of Europe.
That the applauses of such a man as lord Bacon mould be
sounded by multitudes of authors, will not be deemed sur
prising. Omitting the encomiums which have been deliver
ed concerning him by our own countrymen, we shall con
tent ourselves with inserting the estimates of his rqerit that
have been formed by two eminent foreign writers. These
are Mons. D'Alembert and Mr. Brucker. " On consider
ing attentively (says the former) the found, intelligent, and
extensive views of this great man, the multiplicity of ob
jects his piercing wit had comprehended within its sphere,
the elevation of his style, that every where makes the
boldest images to coalesce with the most rigorous preci
sion, we mould be tempted to esteem him the greatest,
the most universal, and the most eloquent of philoso
phers. His works are justly valued, perhaps more va
lued than known, and therefore more deserving of our
study than elogiums. Bacon, born amidst the obscurity
of the most profound nighr, perceived that philosophy
did not yet exist, though many had undoubtedly flattered
themselves with having excelled in it; for, the more an
age is gross and ignorant, the more it believes itse'f in
formed of all that can possibly be known. He began by
taking a general view of the various objects of all natural
sciences. He divided those sciences into different branches,
of which he made the most exact enumeration : he ex
amined into what was already known as to each of those
objects, and he drew up an immense catalogue of what
remained to be discovered. This was the aim and sub
ject of his admirable work, On the dignity and aug
mentation of natural knowledge. In his New organ of
sciences, he perfects the views he had pointed out in the
first work : he carries them farther, and (hews the ne
cessity of experimental physics, which was not yet thought
of. An enemy to systems, he beholds philosophy as only
that part of our knowledge which ought to make us bet
ter or more happy. He seems to limit it to the science of
useful
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useful things, and every where recommends the study of
nature. His other writings are formed on the fame plan.
Every thing in them, even their titles, is expressive of the
man of genius, of' the mind that fees in great. He there
collects facts ; he there compares experiments, and indi
cates a great number f.o be made. He invites the learned
to study and perfect the arts, which he deems as' the most
illustrious and most essential part of human knowledge.
He exposes, with a noble simplicity, his conjectures and
thoughts on different objects worthy of interesting men ;
and he might have said, as the old gentleman of Terence,
that nothing affecting humanity was foreign to him.
Science of nature, morality, politics, ceconomics, all
seemed to be within the stretch of that luminous and pro
found wit ; and we know not which most to admire, the
richness he diffuses over all the subjects he treats of, or the
dign'ty with which he speaks of them. His writings can
not be better compared than to those of Hippocrates on
medicine ; and they would be neither lei's admired nor
less read, if the culture of the mind was as dea.r to man
kind as the preservation of their health. But there are
none but the chiefs of sects of - all kinds whose works can
have a certain splendour. Bacon was not of the number,
and the form of his philosophy was against it.- It was too
good to fill any one with astonishment. The scholastic
philosophy, which had gained the ascendant in his time,
could not be overthrown but by bold and new opinions ;
and there is no probability that a philosopher, who only
intimates to men, " This is the- little you have learned,
" this is what remains for your inquiry," is calculated
for making much noise among his contemporaries. We
might even presume to hazard some degree of reproach
against the lord chancellor Bacon for having been perhaps
too timid, if we were not sensible with what reserve,
and as it were with what superstition, judgment ought to
be passed on so sublime a genius. 1 hough he confesses
that the scholastic philosophers had enervated the sciences
by the minutiæ of their questions, and that sound intel
lects ought to have made a sacrifice of the study of geneb a
ral
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ral beings to that of particular objects, he seems, not
withstanding, by, the frequent use he makes of school,
terms, and sometimes also by the adopting of scholastic
principles, and by the divisions and sub-divifions then
much in vogue, to have shewed too much deference for
the predominant taste of his age. This great man, after
breaking the shackles of so many irons, was still entangled
by some chains, which he either could not or dared not
to break asunder."
In giving Brucker's estimate of lord Bacon's philoso
phic principles and merit, we shall make use of the ele
gant pen of Dr. Enfield, Brucker's translator.—" That
reformation in philosophy, which had been unsuccessfully
attempted by Bruno, Cardan, and others, was happily
accomplished by that illustrious English philosopher lord
Bacon, who did more to detect the lources of former er
rors and prejudices, and to discover and establish the true
method of philosophising, than the whole body of philo
sophers which many preceding ages had produced.
" Possessing by nature a strong and penetratingjudgment, and having inured himself from his childhood to a
habit of close attention and deep thinking, Bacon was
capable of taking an accurate and comprehensive sur
vey of the regions of knowledge, and of thoroughly
examining the foundations of those structures which
had hitherto been honoured with the title of systems of
philosophy. His fir!t great attempt in philosophy was
his incomparable treatise On the advancement of learn
ing, first published in English, and afterwards translated
by himself, with the assistance of some friends, into Latin.
" The great design of this work was, to take an accurate survey of the whole extent of the intellectual world -,
to review the state of knowledge, as it then stood, in its
several brandies, in order to dilcover how far science had
been successfully prosecuted, and what improvements
might still be made for the benefit of mankind •, and to
point out general methods for the correction of error, and
the advancement of knowledge. The author, following
the division of nature into the three faculties of the soul,
memory,
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memory, imagination, and understanding, classes all know
ledge under three general heads, corresponding to these
faculties, history, poetry, philosophy. Philosophy he con
siders as the universal science, which is the parent of all
others, and divides it into three branches; that which treats /v
of God, or natural theology ; that which treats of nature, or
natural philosophy ; and that which treats of man, or hu
man and civil philosophy. Natural philosophy he distri
butes into speculative and operative; including under the
former head, physics, which treat of the general princi
ples of nature, of the frame of the world, and of distinct
bodies, and their common or peculiar properties ; and
metaphysics, which treat of forms and final causes : and
comprehending under the latter, mechanics, as deduced
from general physical causes ; and magic, or the know
ledge of peculiar properties and powers in nature, and
of their application to produce unusual effects. Mathe
matics he considers as an appendage to natural philosophy.
The philosophy of human nature he views generally and
especially ; generally, as it respects the whole man, liable to
miseries, or possessing prerogatives, and as regarding the
mutual connection and influence of mind and body ; espe
cially, as it respects human nature divided into body, the
subject of medicinal, cosmetic, athletic, and voluptuary
arts ; and soul, whether rational or sensible, with its va
rious faculties, their use and objects ; and, as it respects
civil life, comprehending conversation, negotiation, and
government.
Under the head of The use and ob
jects of the faculties of the mind, he includes logic,
comprehending inquiry or invention, examination or judg
ment, custody or memory, and elocution or tradition, in
all the forms of speech and writing •, and ethics, treating
of the nature of good, simple or comparative, and of
the culture of the mind, respecting its natural or acciden
tal characters, and its affections and distempers. To all
this the author adds a discourse concerning the limits and
use of reason in macters divine.
" From this brief analysis of this excellent work, the
reader may in some measure perceive, with what compass
b-3
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of thought and strength of judgment Bacon examined
the whole circle of sciences and if the treatise be care
fully perused, as it ought to be by every one who is desi
rous of methodising and enlarging his conceptions on the
general objects of science, the reader will not fail to ad
mire the active and penetrating genius of the author, who
could alone discover so many things, of which former
ages had been ignorant, and hold up to posterity a light,
by which they have been so successfully guided into new
fields of science. The numerous desiderata^ which he
has suggested in almost every branch of science, have
furnished hints to succeeding philosopher?, which have
greatly contributed towards the leading object of all his
philosophical labours, the advancement of learning.
" Bacon was now desirous of becoming a faithful and
useful guide to others in the pursuit of knowledge, by
pointing out to them the best method of employing their
reasonable faculties on the several objects of philolophy j
and for this purpose wrote his Novum Orpanum, a treatise
which the author himself esteemed the most valuable of
his works. Rejecting the syllogistic method of reasoning,
as a mere instrument of scholastic disputation, which
could not be applied with any advantage to the study of
nature ; he attempts, in this work, to substitute in its
stead the method of induction, in which natural objects
are subjected to the test of observation and experiment, in
order to furnish certain facts as the foundation of general
truths. By this expedient he hoped to remove thole ob
structions to the progress of knowledge, the prejudices
(called by our author ido'.æ) arising from ancient au
thority, from false methods of reasoning, or from the
narural imbteility of the human mind. Physical experi
ment, the organ or instrument which he proposed for
the iuvt-stigation of nature, he considered as the only ef
fectual method of drawing men off from those uncertain
speculations, which, contributing nothing towards dis
covering the true nature cf things, only serve to bewilder
the ima6ination, and confound the judgment. For the
particular precepts which Bacon prescribed for this pur7
Posc>
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pose, we must refer the reader to the work itself, which
will amply repay the labour of a diligent perusal. The
great number of new terms which the author introduces,
and the complex mode of arrangement which he adopts,
cast indeed some degree of obscurity over the work, and
have perhaps rendered it less useful than it would other
wise have been : — but the reader who has the courage to
overcome these difficulties will meet with many excellent
observations, which may materially contribute, even in
the present advanced state of natural knowledge, to the
improvement of science. But the principal value of this
work is, that it reprelents in the most lively colours the
nature, the strength, and the mischievous effects of pre
judice, and lays open the various circumstances which
have, in all ages, hindered the free and successful pursuit
of knowledge.
" The way being thus prepared, Bacon applied him
self chiefly to that branch of knowledge which best suited
his inclination, physics •, and though he did not attempt
to frame a system of natural philosophy, he wrote several
treatises, which contain original oblervations on various
branches of natural science, but are chiefly valuable as a
pattern to posterity of the manner in which these researches
ihould be pursued.
His philosophical treatiles are,
Of woFds ; of rarefaction and condensation ; of sym
pathy ; of life and death ; of the three cnemical princi
ples j of bodies, heavy and light } on speculative and es
sential physics ; description of the intellectual world ;
plan of the heavens ; on the tides ; the philosophy of
Farmenides, Telefius, and Democritus •, indications for
the interpretation of nature; of the wisdom ds the antients; a history of nature-, and a new Atlantis. Be
sides these, he wrote several moral, political, and histo
rical pieces, somewhat obscure in expression, but full of
profound thought and just reflection, and worthy of an
attentive and frequent perusal. This latter clats of his
writings is enlivened with examples, narratives, apo
thegms, similies, and many other decorations.
** The only thing to be regretted in the writings of
b 4
bacon
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Bacon is,, that he has increased the difficulties neceslarily
attending his original and profound researches, by too freely
making use of new terms, and by' loading his arrange
ment with excessive multiplicity and minuteness of divi
sions. But an attentive and accurate reader, already not un
acquainted with philosophical subjects, will meet with no
insuperable difficulties in studying his works •, and, if he
be not a wonderful proficient in science, will reap much
benefit as well as pleasure from the perusal. In fine, lord
Bacon, by the universal consent of the learned world, is
to' be ranked in the first class of modern philosophers. He
unquestionably belonged to that superior order of men,
who, by enlarging the boundaries of human knowledge,
have been benefactors to mankind •, and he may not impro
perly be styled, on account of the new track of science which
he explored, the Columbus of the philosophical world."
Mr. Hume has in some degree detracted from the me
rit of lord Bacon. He acknowledges, indeed, that if
•We consider the variety of talents displayed by him, asa public speaker, a man of business, a wit, a courtier, a
companion, an author, a philosopher, he is justly the ob
ject of great admiration. But he adds, that if we consi
der him merely as an author and philosopher, he was,
though very ellimable, inferior to his contemporary,
Galileo, perhaps even to Kepler. " Bacon," fays the his
torian, " pointed out at a diltance the road to true philoso
phy : Galileo both pointed it out to others, 2nd madehimieir considerable advances in it. —The Englishman was
ignorant of geometry ; the Florentine revived that
science, excelled in ir, and was the first that applied it,
together with experiment, to natural philosophy. The
former rejected, with the most positive dildain, the sys
tem of Copernicus : the latter fortified it with new proofs,
derived boih from reason and the senses." In answer to
these strictures, ic hath justly been observed, that " Ga
lileo was undoubtedly an illustrious man, and Kepler an
admirable astronomer : but though we admit their iuperiority in astronomy, mechanics, and some particular branches
pf physical knowledge, it does by no means follow, that
either
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either of them were greater philosophers than Bacon. The
praise of Bacon is founded not upon his skill in this or
that particular branch of knowledge, but on his great and
comprehensive understanding, which took in almost the
whole extent of universal science.?' Indeed, we think
that it was wholly needless, and very invidious, in Mr.
Hume, to make the comparison he hath done between
lord Bacon and Galileo. The reputation of each of these
great men stands upon its proper and distinct basis. We
have no inclination to detract any thing from the least
portion of Galileo's fame : but it may not be amiss to tranlcribe an observation of Dr. Tenison's. " Galileo far" ther improved the doctrine of Copernicus ; dilcovered,
" by telescopes, new stars in the heavens ; wrote dia" logues concerning the system of the world, and touch" ing local motion ; which latter is the key that openeth
" nature. But he descended not to the several classes of
" bodies in nature, and the particulars contained in
" them, and their respective motions and uses. Neither
" did he publish any thing till many years had passed,
" since Mr. Bacon had formed and modelled in his
" thoughts, his larger idea of experimental knowledge."
However, after all the great and just encomiums which
have adorned the memory of lord Bacon, it must' be
confesied, that it was some discredit to him, that he
could not see the reasonableness of Copernicus's system.
Perhaps he understood less of astronomy, and had less
extensive views wherein it was deficient, than of any
other part of science and philosophy.
The reign of James the first appears with advantage in
point of mathematical learning. Thomas Allen is spoken
highly of in this respect. He is said to have been the
very soul and sun of all the mathematicians in his time,
and was accounted another Roger Bacon. It is certain
that his scientific attainments were held in the utmost es
timation by his contemporaries. Little, however, was
written by him, and that little was astronomical ; nor has
posterity derived any advantage from his labours. In his
•wn age, his great skill in the mathematics gave occasion
to
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to the ignorant^and vulgar to look upon him as a magi
cian, or conjuror.—Henry Gellibrand is entitled to some
distinction on the subject before us. His natural abilities,
indeed, were not of the first order, his character being
that of a plain, plodding, industrious and well-intentioned
man. But though he had little invention or genius, his
proficiency in mathematical knowledge was so considerable
that it procured for him the attention and friend ship of
Mr. Henry Briggs. Gellibrand's writings were chiefly
directed to the improvement of navigation, which would
probably have been farcher advanced by him, had he not
been carried off when under forty years of age.—Sir Henry
Savile, who is a name of still subsisting celebrity in the ge
neral literature of the period, may here be mentioned,
not only as having been a skilful mathematician himself,
but an eminent promoter of mathematical science. This
was apparent in his having instituted, and liberally en
dowed, two professorships at Oxford, one in geometry,
the other in astronomy. We shall hereafter have occasion
to record sir Henry's literary abilities with no small de
gree of honour.
The prime English luminary of mathematical learning,
in king James the first's reign, was Henry Briggs. To
the clotest application in this branch of knowledge he
added the powers of genius and invention. His two
great works were his " Arithmetica Logarithmica," and
his " Trigonometria Britannica;" and they are works
which to this day are held in high estimation. In them
we meet with the most imporrant discoveries in the ma
thematics, and what, by those who were unacquainted
with Mr. Briggs's writings, have been considered as of
much later invention, such as the binomial theorem ;
the differential method and construction of tables by
differences ; the interpolation by differences ; with an
gular lections, and several other ingenious compositions,
which cannot fail of transmitting his name with eminent
reputation to posterity.
Scotland produced in this period a name of equal ce
lebrity. This was John Napier (or Neper) baron of M archeston,
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cheston, near Edinburgh. He was the inventor of loga
rithms : an invention of the utmost consequence and
utility in astronomical calculations and other parts of
mathematical science. Henry Briggs was so struck with
the discovery, that he could not rest till he paid Napier a
visit. When they first met, they beheld each other for
a time in mutual admiration, without speaking a word ;
and so well pleased was Briggs with the interview, that
he repeated 'his visits to Scotland every summer, so long
as lord Napier lived. In one respect Mr. Briggs had an
enlargednefs of understanding superior to that of his
friend.
Napier was a believer in judicial astrology ;
but Briggs regarded it as a mere system of groundless
conceits. " He was," fays William Lilly, " the most
satirical man against it that hath been known."
The reign before us has but small claim to honour on
account of its improvements in astronomical knowledge.
Copernicus's system, and the establishment of it by Gali
leo, did not easily or early make their way into this coun
try. Our professors of astronomy seem to have been
content with pursuing the old track. Edmund Gunter,
who excelled as a general mathematician, and who as
such was the author of many useful inventions and
works, has in this place some demand upon our notice.
He merited the title of an inventor by the new pro
jection of his lector. He invented likewise a small port
able quadrant, for the more easy finding the hour and
azimuth, and other useful purposes in astronomy. By
experiments made at Deptford, he discovered the variation
or changeable declination of the magnetic needle. In
Ihort, he distinguished himself in various important re
spects ; and the chain constantly used in land-surveying,
and which is universally called Gunter's Chain, will long
preserve his memory from oblivion.
With regard <o natural history we have nothing parti
cular to offer, nor does botany appear even to such ad
vantage as it did in the last reign. It was not, however,
wholly neglected. John Parkinson was preparing his
great work, the " Theatrum Botanicum/' and his other
writings j
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writings ; but none of them were published till the next
reign.—The fame was the cafe with Thomas Johnson, an
other ardent cultivator of botanical knowledge. In Par
kinson's works we find the name of a female botanist.
This was Mrs. Thomazin Tunltal, a lady who was not
only distinguished for her taste in cultivating a garden that
was well stored with exotics, but for her acquaintance
with English botany, and her discoveries of several curi
ous vegetables found about Ingleborcrugh Hill, in Lan
cashire, and which were not known before to grow in
England.
Medical science was in a state of progressive but not
rapid improvement. It was reserved for the next reign
to display the full lustre of Harvey's career. The prin
cipal physicians of the present period were Richard Bani
ster, Matthew Gwinne, Philemon Holland, Theodore
Goulston, Edward Jorden, fir Theodore de Mayerne,
Robert Fludd, Thomas Winston, and Tobias V<.nner.
Richard Banister chiefly excelled in the knowledge and
cure of the diseases of the eyes. The remarks which he
made in a treatise upon the subject are the result of much
experience, and shew him to have been a good operator
and a careful observer.—Matthew Gwinne was more distin
guished as a writer in polite literature, than by his produc
tions as a physician. He was, however, much valued in his
day for his knowledge and success in medical practice.—
Philemon Holland is chiefly known to the world as a trans
lator. —Theodore Goulston displayed his zeal for the im
provement of the science of medicine, by instituting an
annual pathological lecture within the college of physi
cians. " If institutions of this nature," fays- Dr. Aikin,
" have, by the more improved and regular Hate of medi" cal education, become less necessary, we are not the
" less obliged to thole who founded them at a time when
44 they were more wanted."—Dr. Goulston published,
likewise, a Latin version of some of the works of Galen,
accompanied with critical annotations. Like Gwinne, he
was a proficient in classical learning, as appeared from
his translation of Aristotle's rhetoric and poetics.—Edi
ward
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ward Jorden was held in great reputation for literature
and abilities. He had a natural propensity to the stu
dies of chemistry and mineralogy ; and these were the
foundation of the fame he acquired by his principal
work, a " Treatise on bathes and mineral waters."
This is a work of considerable learning and ingenuity,
and is written in a clear style and judicious method.
Though much of it is extracted from other authors, Dr.
Jorden has not failed to add many things which are pecu
liarly his own.—Theodore de Mayerne, who by birth
was a foreigner, but who settled in England, and was
knighted by king James, was the most fashionable court
physician of his time, and appears to have been consi
dered as the first person of his profession in this kingdom.
He contributed to the introduction of important changes
in the practice of medicine. His works will not now
stand the test of a very critical examination. It is justly
recorded to his honour, that he employed his knowledge
in chemistry to the advancement of the fine arts.—Robert
Fludd, who has been mentioned under the head of Phi
losophy, had the address to render his Rosicrucian doc
trine the instrument of success in the way of his profes
sion. " He is said to have used a kind of sublime un" intelligible cant to his patients, which, by inspiring
" them with greater faith in his skill, might in some cases
** contribute to their cure." Accordingly, he was emi
nent in his medical capacity.—Thomas Winston was
much valued as a gentleman and a scholar, and was in
high esteem ts a physician. Meric Casaubon has described
him as the great ornament qf his profession. Some ana
tomical lectures, which were read by him at Grelham col
lege, were published after his decease. —Tobias Venner
acquired great popular fame by a work on the right way
to a long life. It is a plain practical piece. Hii ac
count of the several articles treated of is compiled (though
without any quotations) from the current authors of the
age. The rules and admonitions are trite ; but the style
and manner of the treatise were well calculated to render
it acceptable to common readers.
Francis
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Francis Anthony, who was regularly graduated at
Cambridge, both as master of arts and doctor of physic,
is entitled to notice as an eminent empiric. His nostrum
of potable gold made for some time a noise in the world \
and he published a defence of it in Latin, by no mean*
devoid of learning and art, although, in the present im
proved state of chemistry and medicine, it would be
thought destitute of solidity. The work is methodically
divided into several chapters, in which the author at
tempts to establish the possibility ofmaking a potable gold;
the great medicinal powers of the mineral kingdom ; the
superior virtues of gold ; and the claim a preparation of
that metal may have to be entitled an universal medicine.
Dr. Anthony's book was attacked by several of the regu
lars of the faculty, and particularly by Dr. Matthew
Gwinne. But, notwithstanding the strongest opposition
on the part of the college of physicians, Anthony found
means to engage the patronage of various persons of
rank, and the good opinion of the people at large ; to
•which the excellence of his moral character, and his learn
ing and easy address did not a little contribute. He had
the triumph of seeing his reputation, practice, and emo
luments arrive at a great height.
In the knowledge of surgery the two most noted per
sons were Peter Lowe and John Woodall. Peter Lowe's
" Discourse on chirurgery" is a general treatise on the
subject, as well operative as judicial, and was designed
for the use ot beginners. It is a copious, plain, and me
thodical work, full of references to ancient, and modern
authors j and, indeed, more founded on authority than
observation.—Far superior in point of merit in his pro
fession was John Woodall. His tract on the scurvy,
whether for accuracy in describing the disease, or judi
ciousness in the method of cure, has perhaps scarcely
since been excelled. A variety of judicious remarks and
directions concerning medicines, diet, and external appli
cations, occur in the work, which appear evidently to
be the result of experience and observation, and are in a
great measure confirmed by modern practice. Another
piece
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piece of Mr. Woodall's, " A Treatise on gangrene and
iphacelus," is entitled to particular consideration, on
account of an important innovation which it introduced
with respect to amputation. This was amputation in the
mortified, instead of the sound part •, a practice not new
indeed, but at that time universally disused. He threw
out, likewise, the first hint in favour of amputating
as low as the ancle in diseases of the foot. In short, Mr.
"Woodall has a claim to the most honourable distinction
in the surgical history of the period.
A scientific institution was established in the latter end
of queen Elizabeth's reign, which ought to have been
mentioned in its proper place.. We mean the foundation
of Gresham college in the city, together with a provi
sion for seven professors, in divinity, astronomy, geome
try, music, law, physic, and rhetoric. During the com
parative infancy of science and learning, this institution
was of great importance. In a course of time, and
from a wider diffusion of the means of knowledge, it hath
become of less consequence. Among the number of pro
fessors will be found the names of Anthony Wotton,
William Dakins, George Mountayne, Edward Brerewood, Edmund Gunter, Henry Gellibrand, Samuel Fos
ter, Christopher Wren, Walter Pope, Henry Briggs,
John Greaves, Isaac Barrow, Robert Hooke, John Bull,
William Petty, Thomas Baynes, Matthew Gwinne,
Thomas Winston, Edward Stillingfleet, John Wood
ward, Henry Pemberton, and John Ward*.
* Hume, Parliamentary History, Anthony Wood, Biographia Brifaanica, Annual Register, Enfield, Hutton,^ and Aikin.
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CHAPTER L
Great Britain. Observatinns on the State of Parties. Recapitulation of
the Causes and Motives of the present War. Meeting of Parliament.
King's Speech. Debate on the Address in the Lords—in the Commons.
Earl Stanhope's Motionfor acknowledging the French Republic. Debate
cn Mr. Adam's Motionfor amending the Criminal Law of Scotland. Mr.
Palmer's Petition. Further Debates on the Conduct of the Courts in
Debates in the Lords on thefame SubjeS,
TO delineate the habits, the sen
timents, the prejudices of na
tions ; to catch with a discriminat
ing eye the features of the times ; is
a task for which perhaps only the
annual historian is qualified, and the
due execution of it would render
his labours doubly meritorious, and
of the most essential benefit to pos
terity. The writer who records
the transactions of a remote period
must inevitably lose many of those
circumstances, apparently minute,
which in reality influence the course
of events ; the shades of character
are obscured by the distance of the
view ; and the imagination is dis
posed to form for itself a represen
tation, perhaps consistent in ap
pearance, but very distant from the
truth. The difficulty of the un
dertaking is the great impediment
to its execution. There are but few
mtn, who can divest themselves en-

tirely of the prejudices of party;
few who are connected with the
busy world, that are not influenced
by some motive of interest or po
licy : and from the retired student
the public will be in still greater
danger of misrepresentation. We
feel ourselves the difficulty of our
situation ; and we are conscious that
our sentiments may be equally dis
relished by the two great parties
which unhappily prevail in this
country. We are placed between
two opposing currents, and the
predominance of eitrier must over
whelm us, as well as the constitu
tion of our countryi in obloquy
and ruin.
In our preceding volume we en
deavoured to exhibit such a picture
of the state of parties in Great
Britain, as our observation war
ranted us in believing true. The
three parties into which the nation
A2
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Was then divided may be (aid still to
?xist ; but we have now the misfortune to witness the rapid decline of
that middle and moderate party, on
the ultimate prevalence of which
•we had built our hopes. Violence
begets violence ; and he who finds
ro refuge in candour and liberality,
is naturally driven to the opposite
extreme.
That scheme of policy, which
in the pursuit of ideal perfection
would rashly involve the whole fabric of society in anarchy and
confusion, is naturally an object of
dread and of abhorrence with every
reflecting mind ; but surely the partisans of the court system do not
discern their true interest, when
they would involve in the guilt of
such designs every man who doubts
of the infallibility of ministers, or
who wishes to make the people
happy in order to render them obedient. Such men it is surely not
consistent with found policy to
force, by a species of persecution,
into the arms of their opponents,
and, contrary to the maxims of our
ancestors, to compel them to find
-in democracy the only asylum from
the evils of an arbitrary system—
Yet such is the injudicious conduct
of the tory faction in this country,
It is a circumstance peculiarly unfoitunate, that the conduct of each
of the predominant parties appears
exactly to point to the fame deplorable conclusion*. To persevere in
prodigal and fruitless wars, to aggravate the national burdens by improvident subsidies, to create new
and expensive offices and places, to
increase the profits, already enormous, of commissaries anescontractors, is certainly not a less effectual
means of promoting republicanism,

than the preaching of the doctrine*
of equality, and inculcating the duty of insurrection. Men seldom are
rebellious upon speculation; they
must feel their grievances before
they can be tempted to rifle every
thing for their redress. The restoration of peace, the re-eitablishment of commerce, the equaiization ef taxes, the moderation of the
government, are more certain as
well as more pleasing modes of enforcing obedience and subordination, than the uncertain sway which
depends only on the augmentation of
military force, or the authority supported by venal influence and publie prodigality. Much more indeed,
on the restoration of peace, might
be effected, by a wise and upright
administration, in favour of the peopie, by moderate and gradual reforms, than could be expected from
the violent, and we must fay visionary, plans of democratical projeetots. The penal code may with
advantage be reformed ; and it will
be to the honour of a humane legiflature to blot from it those bloody
statutes which disgrace our jurisprudence. The administration of
justice in civil cases may be rendered
more simple, more easy, and less
expensive. Encouragement might
surely be held out for the cultivation of those unprofitable wastes
which deform the face of the country, and which might be the means
of rewarding those who have risked
their lives in its service. The national expences might be at once
retrenched, and the honourable and
honest trader encouraged, by exciting a fair competition in the disposal of every contract, loan, or Icrvice of profit. Even the clamour
for a parliamentary reform would

* It is a remarkable fact, i)iat the decided republicans in this country art desirous of
&e prosecution oi the war,
«
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losemuehosits vehemence, if thepar*
lament evinced only its promptitude
to redress grievances, and acted witha becoming liberality to the mass of
the people. It is a saying of some
note, that the government which
treats the multitude as brutes, takes
the most effectual means to render
them such in reality, and has rea
son to apprehend the consequences.
We are far from wishing indiscrimi
nately to censure ; and while we
make these reflexions, we must in
justice observe, that a spirit of boun
ty and generosity has long charac
terized the more opulent classes of
the British nation ; and this spirit
was nobly manifested in the volun
tary donations which have been dis<ptnsed to the relief of the poor,
since the commencement of the
war. The man of reflexion will
however still have to regret the oc
casion for these exertions. The
precarious largess of benevolence
may be received with gratitude, but
is seldom enjoyed with pleasure ;
the people mult be easy in their cir
cumstances if they are to be con
tented with the government. Re
forms in the state we have ever
contended should always (though
we fear they seldom do) proceed
from those who possess the autho
rity of government j and the more
of real evils which they redress
themselves, the less they will have
to fear from more intemperate re
formers. Are we the enemies of
our country when we state these
sentiments ? Time and experience
will evince the rectitude of our in
tentions, and perhaps confirm the
jullice of our opinions.
To our last volume we mull also
refer for the causes and motives
which have apparently involved us
in the calamities of war. It is an
inquiry of some importance, whe
ther or not, on the part of Great
Britain, it might have been avoid

ed.-—The question involves not only
the character of the ministry, but
also many considerations that must
be regarded whenever a peace is
to be established. If France, and
all the different parties which have
successively influenced her councils,
were decidedly hostile to Great
Britain, and, without provocation,
sought the overthrow of her go
vernment, then the war was un
avoidable in its origin ; though it
will not excuse ministers 'if they
have neglected any opportunity
which may have occurred, of secur
ing the return of peace. If, on the
contrary, the wish of the French
nation from the first period of their
revolution was amity with England,
and if our ministry beheld with a
jealous eye the first dawn of liberty
in that country ; if France, on the
first occasion of dispute, extended
the olive branch, and, contrary to
the received notions of national dig
nity, voluntarily offered to enter
into an explanation of a decree of
her legislature, which appeared ex
ceptionable to our administration ;
if she proposed to submit the ques
tion relative to the Scheldt to be
adjusted by the only persons who
were affected by it, the inhabitants
of Belgium, and those of the United
Provinces ; if she disclaimed those
of her subjects who should demean
themselves in an unworthy manner
in this country, and submitted their
punishment to our discretion ; if, in
conclusion, she threw herself at our
feet, and offered the most splendid
propitiation to appease our resent
ment, the possession os some of her
most valuable colonies : —if ihe mi
nisters of Britain, with a puerile ar
rogance, rejected every offer of ac
commodation ; if they withdrew
their ambassador; if they attempted,
even with professions of peace, to
withhold those supplies which were
necessary to relieve the diilreise* of
A3
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the starving poor, while the enemies yet have been gainers by delay.
of France were cherished and en The resources of France were daily
couraged ; if a treaty, the most ad and rapidly diminishing, while ours
vantageous to us in a commercial were increasing in almost the fame
view, was wantonly broken by our proportion. The wealth, the specie
selves ; if official communications of France must have centred in
were returned unanswered, and the Britain ; and every manufacture,
ambassador of the nation insulted by even that of offensive weapons,
a mandate which has been com would have been neglected, while a
pared with that of a Turkish divan ; supply was to be obtained from the
—if above all (which however we markets of England.
Perhaps, however, the most im
cannot credit) the ministers of this
nation privately and insidiously en portant inquiry, at least as far as
gaged in a hostile and unprincipled the character of ministers is impli
league for the partition of their cated, is, whether they have ne
country : then it will be impossi glected those opportunities to ne
ble to acquit our ministry of blame gotiate, when the most advanta
on their part ; and the nation must geous terms might have been ob
be prepared for larger concessions tained ; after the defection of Duin a negotiation for peace, than if mouriez ; during the decline of the
France had been the sole aggres Brissotine faction ; and after the
sor. To those who are desirous of capture of Valenciennes ? It may be
forming a rational opinion on poli asked why the season of humiliatioa
tical measures, we earnestly recom was not embraced, when the mini
mend a candid investigation of these ster of the republic, in April 1 793*,
questions. In the eye of reason sued for peace in the most unequi
and religion, indeed, the conduct of vocal terms? Either the conduct and
neither party will appear meritori views of administration in these in
ous ; the party which provokes and stances have not been sufficiently
the party which declares war, equal explained, or the accusations of
ly err against all the interests of their opponents are not without
mankind, against all the principles foundation. On tbe conduct of the
of Christianity. It would be uncan- war we shall not offer an opinion,
did, however, not to observe that and the best investigation of that
the most plausible argument which subject will be found in the debates
has hitherto been urged in favour of parliament. We are far from
of ministry, is the insecurity of a wishing to cast any odium whatever
peace with a nation circumstanced on the conduct of the executive go
as the French were at the com vernment ; and when we have ven mencement of hostilities ; yet to tured to scrutinize its proceedings,
this it may be replied, that it is it has been with no other view than
scarcely consistent with wisdom, that of restoring to our suffering
voluntarily to rush into evil, because* country the blessings of peace, by
there is a chance that we may be removing those impediments which
involuntarily involved in it. Had the rashness or the pride of mini
the professions of the French been sters may have thrown in the way
even more insincere than our mini of its accomplishment.
As our domestic transaction*
stry suspected, we probably should
See L* Bran's letters to lord Grenvilfe 00 that iiijecc, New Ana. Reg. for 179J,
t- 97have
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have been brought down in our
preceding volume to the conclusion
of the year 1793, no event occurs
of sufficient importance to demand
particular attention till' the meeting
of parliament, which took place
on the 2 ill of January 1794. . In
the speech from the throne, his ma
jesty called the attention of the two
houses to the issue of the war, " on
which," he observed, " depended
tbe support of our constitution*,
laws, and religion, and the security
of all civil society"—to the ad
vantages which had attended our
arms both at land and sea—and the
expectation of ultimate success, as
the operations of our enemies were
alone derived frpm an arbitrary sys
tem, which enabled them unjustly
to dispose of the lives and proper
ties of the people, which must ne
cessarily induce internal discontent
and confusion. His majesty pro
ceeded to state the impossibility of
making peace upon the only
grounds on which it ought to be
concluded, the permanent safety of
the country, and the tranquillity
of all other nations. He noticed
the treaties and conventions into
which he had entered for this ob
ject with foreign powers—and
mentioned the general loyalty
which prevailed amongst all ranks,
notwithstanding the continued ef
forts to mislead and seduce the
people.
The address to the commons
wa«, as usual, more brief. His ma. jesty doubted not of their readiness
to provide for all exigencies —la
mented the necessity of additional
burdens, and noticed the favour
able state of the revenue. Both
houses were reminded of the rea
sons so often urged for commencing
the war, and were earnestly exhorted
to continue their exertions against
the enemy.

f

Lord Stair moved the address in
the hoisse of peers in a speech ia
which he recapitulated the various
successes of the British troops, and
the atrocities and misery of the.
French. The motion for the ad
dress was seconded by lord Auck
land, in a speech very similar to
the preceding, and in which his
loidship strenuously justified the
war. He was followed by lord
Guildford, who said he conceived
it necessary, before pledging the
house to support his majisty in the!
war, to consider its object and end.
The avowed object of that war had
been changed :—it was at first af
firmed to be the protection of our
allies and the security of this realm ;
it was now urged by the noble
lord who seconded the address, that
its aim was the restoration of mon
archy as it had been established
under the old government ofFrance.
Let it however be for one moment
supposed, that the protection of
Holland and Great Britain against
the French republicans was the ob
ject of the war ; might not this ob
ject have been much more success
fully attained by negotiation than
warfare i Had this failed, we might
then have commenced hostilities.
It might be urged that the moment
was not favourable; that the French,
elated by their astonishing success,
would have listened to no terms
which Great Britain, consistently
with her good faith to her allies,
could have offered. But the history
of that period refuted the assert
tion. There was also another pe
riod which did not support the ar
gument. The French had in the
course of the last summer been re
peatedly depressed and defeated
.would they not then have listened
to such pacific terms as it became
the dignity and justice of this na
tion to offer ! Much had been urged
A4
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of the signal advantages we had
•btained, and the certain prospect
of a speedy peace, by a vigorous
exertion of the resources of this
country in the prosecution of the
war. Our advantages, his lordship
feared, would be more than coun
terbalanced by the expenecs we
had incurred, and the losses sustained
by our traders and manufacturers.
In the comparison of our conquests
with our losses, we did not appear
to have much reason for boast. His
lordship thought it reasonable to
inquire whether we had not ob
tained the end originally proposed,
after which his majesty's ministers
had solemnly declared their inten
tions to pursue every method for
obtaining peace. He combated
the opinion that the French had
made efforts which they could not
repeat, and that the destruction of
France could increase the prospe
rity of this country. The argu
ments in support of the war were
reduced by his lordship to the ne
cessity of opposing the progress of
the French, and by that the pro
pagation of their principles ; it was
therefore argued that we must per
severe till such a government stiould
be established as we might treat
with under the expectation of a
lasting and honourable peace. How
ever alarming the progress of the
French had been, they were now
driven back to a sufficient distance ;
and some regard ought to be paid
to their declaration not to interfere
in the internal government of any
country, nor to enter upon any but
defensive wars. His lordship de
manded whether ministry had cal
culated the resources necessary for
subduing the French. Much reli
ance might be placed on the assist
ance of the allies, but of these, it
was well known to all Europe that
the resources of Austria were ex

hausted —the distresses of the king
of Prussia were no secret in EuropeIs it were urged that we must at all
events prevent the importation of
French principles, their dissemina
tion was certainly not to be pre
vented by the sword—they were tobe counteracted by an impression
upon the minds of the people of
the blessings they derived from
their own constitution. His lord
ship ridiculed the idea of there
being none wit b whom we could treat
for peace—with whom stiould we
treat, but with those who direct the
arms aud the force of the country ?
As it was the interest of such to
conclude a treaty, it was their in
terest to observe it. No difficulty
could arise from the form ofgovern
ment of those with whom we treat
ed ; we have treated with some of
a ifmilar description, and are in
actual alliance with Dantzick. His
lordship therefore submitted an
amendment to the address, implor
ing that his majesty would seize the
earliest opportunity to conclude an
honourable peace ; and, in the close
of his speech, advised, that, if the
war must be prosecuted, the direc
tion should be entrusted to abler
hands.
The duke of Portland thought it
the duty of every man to stiengthen
the hands of government, as he con
ceived the prosecution of the war
could alone save the country and
produce an honourable issue. He
objected to the amendment, as re
commending a dishonourable infrac
tion of the foreign treaties. Earl
Spencer joined with his grace in
considering the prosecution of the
war as the only means of preserving
the independence and constitution
of this country ; and was followed
by lord Coventry, who declared
that he gloried in the cause in which
ministry had embarked, and in
which
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Vhieli they should have his steady
support.
The sentiments of the duke of
Norfolk were very different from
those of the nohle peers who imme
diately preceded him. He lamented
our being engi<je#in a continental
war (though the object which had
Riven rife to it was now disclaimed)
which was likely to exhaust our
finances, ?.:id plunge tin's country
nto onhr rd of calamities. He
denied t!..u the people were now
anicio;* ! - the continuance of
hostilities , "here were no grounds
for the panic 'ifgovernment, no dan
ger of the introduction of French
principles. He concluded by point
edly condemning the conduct of
ministry in rejecting a negotiation
with France.
The earl of Derby approved the
amendment, but was desirous that
it should be couched in still stronger
language. The flattering picture
drawn by a noble lord (Auckland)
of the state of our revenue did not
carry conviction to his mind. Ad
mitting its truth—had all the armies
abroad been employed in our ttade
and manufactures, the revenue
would have increased, and the na
tional debt have been consequently
diminished. His lordship touk a
sarcastic view of the statement given
by authority of the transactions at
Toulon, and noticed a palpable sup
pression of certain circumstances.
He then took a view of the conduct
and situation of the allies—the
poverty of Austria and Prussia—the
king of Sardinia was paid for pro
tecting his own dominions— Russia
had joined in the opinion that it was
a common cause, but her good
wishes were the sole aids she had fur
nished. His lordship profesied himfclf at a lose to guess how far this
comolaifance of subsidizing oihcr
power* to i'.ej'cuA ihtir cwi Jominiuns
8
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was to carry us. He remarked that
we could have4 small reliance upon
the gratitude even os those we sub
sidized ; some of them already, in
consulting their personal safety, had
disregarded the grand obligation of
that common cause for which they
were so liberally paid. His Lwdfliip concluded by earnestly recom
mending a peace.
The earl of Mansfield contended
for the necessity of prosecuting the
war. He asserted that it was be
gun by the unprovoked aggression
of France, and continued, not frora>
motives of ambition and conquest,
but to restore the blessings of order
and good government to France—
to refill: and defeat the wild attempts
of thole who have declared it to be
their purpose to disorganize Europe,
and who were the enemies of the
whole human race. If such were
the objects, it was clear the amend
ment militated against them. A
lasting pence with France would be
impossible ; no alliance could be
made with anarchy. The go
vernment os France was continually
fluctuating, and the leaders of the
present faction were not likely to
respect any engagements formed
by their predecessors. His lord
ship entered into a warm en
comium upon his majesty, and the
blessings of a limited monarchy ;
not that this was the cause of kings,
but of society, government, reli
gion, aud law. He added that
reason, policy, honour and humanity
demanded our adherence to our
allies ; and concluded by asserting,
that 011 the issue of this contest de
pended not only the prosperity of
this country, but the general wel
fare of Europe and of society, and
the happiness of millions yet un
born.
The earl of Hardwicke allo sup
ported the cause of miuistry, and
gave

to
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gave it as his opinion, that if we
neglected the present opportunity of
securing to posterity our religion
and liberty, we had no reason to
hope for another. His lordship
adduced the usual arguments in support of his opinion, that no peace
could be made with the French; and
was followed by lord Abiugdon,
who spoke of the address in his
usual extravagant style, and said it
was " founded on motives that
could alone secure our political salvation, those of vigorously prosecuting the present/!//? and holy war."
The earl of Stanhope, in reply,
opposed the war on the ground of
our interfering with the internal
government of France, with which
we had no right to interfere. He
condemned it as unjust, ruinous and
unnecessary, and gave notice that
he should on Thursday next move
*' an address to his majesty to acknowledge the French republic."
Lord Grenville asked, whether,
in order to obtain an insecure and
dishonourable peace, it would become us to violate the most solemn
treaties, and to forfeit our character
for honour and integrity ?—His
lordlhip was followed by the marquis of Lansdown, who adverted to
his former sentiments against the
war, a war unnecessary in its commencement and impolitic in its continuance. The speech from the
throne had discovered a secret, viz.
that it was a war for nothing ; nothings always cost most. It had
been asserted that this war was unprecedented ; he could indeed compare it only with that which was
nearly the destruction of England,
the war with America. " The ministers fay (added his lordship) they
know not with whom thev could
treat. Let them ask general Wurm,
fer if there is no existing government in France. Let them aik
5

the dtike of Brtinfwic and the king
of Prussia. Let them ask lord
Hood and sir Gilbert Elliot—the
royalist army of la Vendee—the
unfortunate Lyonese—theSpaniards
retiring before their arms! He
feared it would not be long before
the prince of Saxe-Cobourg and
the duke of York must allow that
there was a government in France,
The horrid outrages perpetrated in
France were chiefly owing to the
delusive hopes entertained by the
royalists of assistance from this
country. The marquis compared
the personal contempt thrown upon
the leading members of the convention with the idle conduct refpecting the American congress
during our war with that country,
He ridiculed also the fashionable
jargon concerning English morality
and English religion, compared with
the manners of the French republicans. " The fast day," he said,
" was approaching; and though he
was not fond ofparty discourses from
the pulpit, yet he should be glad to
hear a good sermon from that instructive passage of scripture, the
parable of the pharisee and the pubHeart."
The earl of Lauderdale lamented
that the noble secretary of state
should not have chosen to bring
forward one argument in that period of the debate. He called upon
the noble lords to consider the situation of this country, and to recollect how different the measures
of ministry had been in the last
campaign from what they avowed
as their object at present. The
only argument advanced by ministry
was the danger of treating with the
government of France. Similar arguments had been used when the
rashness of former ministers had in
volved us in the American war;
yet what was the event ? His lord(hip
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ship noticed some consequences of
the war, which he considered as
lamentable. The alarm spread by
ministers had been made the ground
for a system of persecution ; the
revolutionary tribunal had been re
garded with horror and disgust ;
but what had been the conduct of
the courts of justice in this and a
neighbouring country ? what their
sentences? Who could venerate a
constitution, which must be pro
tected by the friend becoming a spy
on the actions of his neighbour,
and the hours of domestic convi
viality being subjected to a state
inquisition ? His lordship entered
at some length into the severities
exercised in Scotland, and ascribed
the revolution in France to the se
verity of punishments, and the op
pression of the poor. " Does the
minister then," said his lordship,
** take the way to prevent the intro
duction of French principles, when
he embarks in a war which weighs
down the people with taxation; and
introduces a system of severity which
must make them detest, not admire,
the constitution of Great Britain ?"
The earl of Carlisle rose to say,
that" his majesty's ministers were
not chargeable with having neglect
ed their duty, in refusing to nego
tiate with M. Chauvelin. M.
Chauvelin had no powers to treat
for a secure peace ; his object had
merely been to disseminate faction ;
he thought thereforethat the amend
ment to the address conveyed an
unwarrantable reflexion on his ma
jesty's ministers.
Lord Grenville pledged himself
to shew that the laws had never
been wrested for any vindictive pur
pose. With regard to the ruling
powers of France, he would give
them the opinion of M. Brissot,
which was, that the executive
sower was any sanguinary monster,

it

who in the revolutionary insurrec
tion of the mob is the most fero
cious and unprincipled. He denied
that the present rulers of France
could treat for peace on any other
terms than acceding to a decree of
the convention, which requires that
no peace stiall be made with any
power that holds one foot of French
territory. It was then previously
necessary that we stlould restore
whatever had been acquired from
that country. His lordship entered
info a long account of the disunion
and miseries of the French. The
French had declared our sovereign
a tyrant. With such persons he
thought it impossible to act. It
was by terror alone that the French
were governed ; the consequence
mull soon be, that they would
rise to oppose it. We had no se
curity for a permanent peace. And
his lordship concluded by expressing
his perfect confidence in the ulti
mate success of our allies.
Aster a conversation between
lord Lauderdale and the lord
chancellor concerning the criminal
courts in Scotland, the house di
vided on the question of amend
ment.
Contents 12 Nonconttnts 97.
The address was consequently
agreed to.
To judge properly of the situa
tion of the country, and of the wis
dom of political transactions, it is
necessary to pay attention to the
particular points of argument which
arc urged by ministers. On review
ing the preceding debate, it is evi
dent that very different grounds
were assumed for the prosecution
of the war, from those which were
formerly taken for engaging in it.
The navigation of the Scheldt ; the
importation of factious persons from
France, who were to overturn the
British government ; and the decree
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of the 19th of November l"jqt,
were the original motives for en
gaging in the dispute. It was af
terwards discovered, that it was ne
cessary to giveto Francea monarchi
cal government ; and in the debate,
which has just been reported, the
principal argument alleged, was
the necessity of maintaining faith
and union •with our allies. Subse
quent events, to which in the course
of our narrative we shall have to
advert, have deprived this argu
ment of all its force : and the other
avowed objects of the war being
either obviated or impracticable,
the impartial inquirer will be re
duced, either to accept the marquis
of Lansdown's explanation, that
it i3 a war for nothing ; or to agree
■with Mr. Fox, " that the true
motive has not yet been declar
ed."
The address in the house of com
mons was much more respectably
introduced than in the preceding
fesfion. It was moved by lord vis
count Clifden, and seconded by sir
Peter Burrell, in a speech of con£derable length, upon the grounds
which have been already stated in
the debates of the house of lords.
After giving to the house a full
account of all the late proceedings
of the French, the hon. gentleman
gave it as his opinion, that necessity
called upon us to undertake the
war; and honour and interest to
•ontinuc it at every hazard.
Earl Wycombe thought the war
might easily have been avoided,
and the lives of persons, whom it
had been the fashion of this country
to lament, might have been spared.
His lordship instanced in several
respects what he conceived to be
the misconduct of ministers in the
prosecution of the war. The at
tempt on Martinico was inade
quately planned, and shamefully ex

ecuted. The defence of Jamaica
had been grossly neglected—the
French had had the uninterrupted
range of the American coast during
the whole preceding summer—the
West India fleet had arrived, while
lord Howe lay inactive in Torbay.
His lordship noticed the defence
less state of the channel—the illplanned attack upon Dunkirk, and
the inadequate force employed in
the West India expedition. His
lordlhip concluded, by moving an
amendment to the address in favour
of peace.
Colonel Tarleton, in an animated
speech, in which he reprobated the
war and the conduct of ministry,
supported the amendment.
Mr. Courtenay said, that we had
taken every method to drive France
into a declaration of war ; we had
refused to treat with her, " though
M. Chauvdin had offered to wave
all diplomatic forms ;" we had
seized foreign ships laden with corn,
and bound for her ports, contrary
to the law of nations and an express
act of parliament. This he under
stood was at the suggestion of the
secretary of state (Mr. Dundas),
who had recommended Jiarvation
for carrying on the Amer ican war.
Had our ambassador been treated
like M. Chauvelin, what Briton
would not have resented the insult ?
The hon. gentleman accused mini
stry of having enttrtd upon the war,
" because they conceived a fair
opportunity had occurred for divid
ing the spoils of France ;" and
that they attempted to justify their
proceedings by subsequent atrocities
committed there. He strongly ri
diculed the idea of prosecuting a
war with France, from motive* of
justice and humanity, while we re
mained tame spectators of the plun
der and dismemberment of Poland
by our virtuous allies ; and enforced
the
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the necessity of immediate peace
with France.
The mott distinguished advocate
for administration on this occasion
wai lord Mornington, the chief
source of whose eloquence on this
occasion appeared to be a pam
phlet published by the unfortunate
Brissot previous to his death. His
lordship contended, that the alter
native of war and peace did not at
present exist. Before we could re
linquish the principles on which
the war commenced, proof was ne
cessary, either that theopinionsvrhich
we had conceived of the views of
France were erroneous—that the
war was become desperate and im
practicable—or that, from some im
provement in the system and princi
ples of the French, the justice and
% necessity which prompted us to com
mence the war no longer co-ope
rated. His lordship ascribed to
France unlimited views of aggran
dizement ; ambition connected
with principles subversive of all re
gular government. In support of
his opinion, he adduced the act of
fraternity—the assumption of so
vereignty in Savoy and the Nether
lands—the opening of the Scheldt,
and the apparent designs of hostility
against Holland. That such were
their motives, his lordship con
tended, from the pamphlet writ
ten by M. Brissot, the conduct of
the French residents in America
and Constantinople, and the scheme
of emancipating and arming the ne
groes in the Welt Indies. From all
these proofs, his lordship was
fully convinced of the original jus
tice and necessity of the war. The
original justice of our cause had re
ceived additional confirmation from
subsequent events.
With respect to the invinciblenes* of the French, his lordship
compared the situation in which we

stood at the commencement os the
campaign with the present time ;
and declared, that the campaign in
Flanders " had been productive of
the most considerable acquisition*
both of territory and revenue,"
which this coutitry had ever ob
tained in one year in that quarter.
—The prospect abroad was, he
thought, equally favourable. His
lordship entered into a history of
the French revolution from the
overthrow of the Brissotine faction,
and of the internal state of France.
He detailed the atrocities of the
French, and represented the exist
ing government as the utmost ex
cess of tyranny. He then entered
with much ability, and at great
length, into their system of sinance, which he conceived was in
the most ruinous state ; and fpo'te
of the abolition of religidn, which
had certainly been much less bene
ficial to the treasury than was ge
nerally supposed. His lordship pro
ceeded further to explain the regu
lations of the French respecting
agriculture, commerce and trade ;
contrasted their situation with that
of the English, in the minds of
whom there was a general convic
tion that they are all involved in
the issue of the present contests and
a firm determination to prosecute it
with vigour. From all these, hi*
lordship deduced the strongest hope*
of a favourable issue to the war.
The next point to be considered
was, whether we could secure our
selves from the inroad of the tyran
nical system of France by any other
means than the continuance of our
present exertions. In proportion
as this system of tyranny consumed
the property of France, it must en"deavour to repair its disordered fi
nances by foreign plunder. It must
be the immediate interest of a go
vernment, founded upon principle*
contrary
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contrary to those os surrounding
nations, to propagate the doctrines
abroad by which it subsists at home,
and to subvert every constitution
which can form a disadvantageous
contrast toitsownabsurdities. "No
thing (said he) can secure us against
the future violence of the French,
but an effectual reduction of their
present power. A peace founded
on any other principles would not
only be illusory, but produce the
most fatal consequences to all our
most valuable interests. Nor would
the French treat with us for peace,
without the surrender of eveiy adTantage we had gained by the war,
and a full recognition ot the sove
reignty of the people ; we must ac
knowledge the right of France to
the duchy of Savoy, and surrender
to her the Netherlands and the
principality of Liege. National
honour, and a fense of our imme
diate interest, forbade such a mea
sure. After such concessions, what
further indignities might we not
expect ? Were the French to con
cede any of these points, which his
lordship thought improbable, since
it had been declared death to pro
pose an infraction of these prelimi
nary articles, the whole transaction
would, on the sirst favourable oc
casion, be imputed as a crime to
those who had conducted it ; the
stipulations ofa treaty, commenced
in open defiance of the law, would
be easily annulled ; and we should
discover too late our fatal error, in
having relaxed our efforts, precisely
at the most critical period of the
war, for the purpose of negotiating
with a government utterly unable
to fulfil its engagements. His
lordship did not however conceive,
that the French had any desire to
rnter into engagrments of that
kind with us ; lie thought we had
the most reasonable proipect of ul
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timate success ; and that not only
the characters, the dispositions and
the interests of those who exer
cised the powers of government
of France, but the very natnre of
that system they had established,
rendered a treaty ofpeace upon safe
and honourable terms impractica
ble at present, and consequently re
quired a vigorous and unremitting
ptosecution of the war.
The speech of lord Mornin^ton
drew from Mr. Sheridan thi »»>st
brilliant reply that perhaps was
ever made in the British house of
commons. He admired, he said,
the emphasis of the noble lord, in
reading his voluminous extracts
from his various French documents;
he admit td too the ingenuity he
had displayed in his observations
on those extracts ; but most of all
he admired, that the noble lord
should have taken up so much time
in quoting passages, in which not
one in ten was to the purpose. No
part os the king's speech, it seems,
had more fully met the approbation
of the noble lord, than that in
which he warned us to keep in sight
the real grounds and origin of the
present tuar. For his part, he knew
not how to keep in sight what had
never been in his view. The noble
lord however appeared to understand
his majesty's allusion, and to recol
lect the means by which we had
beei» brought into the war. We
had been brought into it by re
peated declamations on all that the
phrenfy, the folly and rashness of in
dividuals in France had either said
or written, by which the passions
of this country could be roused, or
their fears excited, in order to se
cond the views of those who had
determined to plunge us into it at
all events.The noble lord conceived,
that a repetition cf the fame means
which had induced us to commence
hostilities
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hostilities was the best means to per
suade us to continue them. Hence
the farrago of well known extracts
and anecdotes from the noble lord.
But what was the sum ? That
enormities had been committed in
France, which disgusted and sick
ened the soul. This was most true ;
but what relation had these to
England? And, ifthey had, what did
it prove ? What but that eternal and
unalterable truth, that a long esta
blished despotism so far degraded and
debased human nature as to render
its subjects, on the first recovery of
their rights, unfit for the exercise
of them : But he should always meet
with reprobation the inference from
this truth, that those who had long
been slaves ought ever to continue
so. That we and all the powers of
Europe had reason to dread the
madness of the French, Mr. Sheri
dan agreed, but was this difficult to
be accounted for ? Wild and un
settled as they must necessarily be
from the posseflion of such power,
the surrounding states had goaded
them into a paroxysm of madness,
fury, and desperation. We called
them monsters, and hunted them as
monsters. The conspiracy of Pilnitz, and the brutal threats of the
abettors of that plot, had to answer
for all the additional horrors that
had since disgraced humanity. We
had covenanted for their extermi
nation, and now complained that
they turned upon us with the fury
that we had inspired.
The noble
lord," said he, " after dwelling so
long on the pamphlet of Brissot,
draws this important conclusion,
that the government adopted by
France cannot stand. I agree to
his conclusion, and what remains
but to leave it to the natural work
ings of the discords it is calculated
to engender ? If it will not stand of
itself, it is unnecessary for us to at
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tack it. The noble lord has at
tempted to shew from his pamphlet,
that France has not only been the
aggressor in this war, but that it is
still desirous of continuing it. His
quotations have however only prov
ed, that after a short experience all
parties retracted their opinions and
practices ; and so far from boasting
of having provoked a war with
England, the strongest reproach that
the different factions could throw
against each other, was the accusa
tion of having been accessary to in
volving the country in a war with
the only power in Europe with
whom France was eager to continue
at peace. All this was proved from
the quotations made by the noble
lord, and the pamphlet proved to a
•certainty, that both parties were
earnest to avoid a rupture with
England ; and that there are none
who may not at this moment be
reasonably supposed to be inclined
to put a stop to hostilities.
" The noble lord," continued
Mr. Sheridan, " thinks he has esta
blished a great deal, in proving that
all parties in the convention were
fond of the system of fraternizing.
The noble lord would have been
more candid had he dated the ori
gin of the system ; it would not
have been lesit fair to have noticed
that this system has been totally
abandoned. If he refers to it, as
a motive for our entertaining a just
jealousy of them, he ought to ad
mit their abandonment of it as a
ground for our abandoning that
jealousy. If their professing such a
doctrine was a provocation to ho
stility on our part, their retracting
it is an opening to reconciliation.
From the moment they solemnly
disavowed all intention or disposi
tion to interfere in the governments
of other nations, why should not
we have renounced any intention
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of interfering in theirs ? But in- the cruel and pirfi'Jiottt conduct of
stead of this, what has been our the fraternizing French to the
conduit ? We continue to remind Brabanter. ; but will he defend the
and reproach the French with their fraternity of (he jujl and magnani
unjust and insolent conduct in re mous English to the Genoese ? Have
spect to Brabant and Geneva, at we not adopted the very words, at
the same time we adopt jjursclves, well as spirit, of democratic ty
and act upon, the very principles ranny ? We say to the timid, help
they have abjured, or rather upon less Genoese, '• You have no right
principles of itill more extravagant to judge for yourselves ; we kuow
insolence and injustice. Who did what is best for you ; you mvfi and
not reprobate the folly and profli Jhal! make a contnon cause with us ;
gacy of endeavouring to force upon you must a<V>7>t our principles, our
and cur perils ;
the people of Brabant French forms, views, our I:
French principles, and French you must t.x :.,M • :t dangers which
creeds? ofdraggingthemtothetree do not threaten you, and resent in
of liberty, and forcingthem to dance juries which hav.- never been offered
round its root, or to hang upon its to you ; you mult shed your repub
branches ? But what has been the lican blood in the cause of royalty ;
conduct of Great Britain, so loud in thort, you must fr«trrni%r with
in the condemnation of such ty m ; you must be our friends, our
ranny under the mask of liberty ? allies. If you hesitate, we will beat
What has been her conduct to your walls about your ears; slaughter
Genoa? to Switzerland? to Tus your people, and leave your city in
cany ? and, as far as (he dared, to smoking ruins, an example to other
Denmark and to Sweden ? for her petty states of the magnanimity of
insolence has been accompanied by the British arms, and of the justice
its usual attendant, meanness. Her and moderation of British coun
injustice has been without magna* sels."With respect to M. Genet's un
nimity. She wished to embark the
world in the confederacy against warrantable desire to introduce a
France, the moment she thought fraternizing spjrit into America,
proper to join it : the neutrality of Mr. Sheridan noticed the different
which she herself boasted but a conduct pursued by that nation and
month before, became instantly a the court of London. Both, he
heinous crime in any other state of said, had been equally insulted,
Europe. And how has she proceed attempts had been equally made to
ed ? With those that are powerful, spread the sentiments of the repub
and wliosc assistance would have lic ; yet from the different councils
been important, she has only expo that directed the two nations, Ame
stulated, and prevaricated ; but in rica remained the undismayed, iinhow little as well as odious a light degraded, and unembarrassed spec
has (lie appeared, when threatening tator of the broils of Europe ;
and insulting those petty states, while we are engaged in a struggle
whose least obedience to her tyran (as we had been this day told by
nic mandates might bring great ministers) not for our glory and
peril on themselves, and whose ut prosperity, but for our actual ex
most efforts could give but little aid istence as a nation.
Mr. Sheridan next noticed the
to the allies ? The noble lord has,
with'a just indignation, execrated opinion of the noble lord, founded
upon
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upon Brissot's pamphlet, in which
the minister Monge is mentioned
as having promised in October, to
hare thirty mips of the line at sea
from Brest in April, and fifty in
July; that the French had always
intended to make war against us.
This however was prevented by
the vigorous measures of ministry.
What were these vigorous measures
of a vigilant ministry, that de
feated the equipment of fifty (hips
of the line .' They stopped two corn
ships destined for France ! But how
came it to pass, if our ministers had
this intelligence in'- October, that
no naval preparations were com
menced on our part till February ?
The noble lord, still pursuing his
authority, Brissot, quotes that au
thor's recommendation to the Eng
lish of a pamphlet of Condorcet's,
addressed to our parliamentary re
formers, who encourages us,itscems,
to proceed, to disregard numbers,
assuring us (being well informed
doubtless of our object) that * re
volutions must always be the work
of the minority, Every revolution
is the work of a minority. The
French revolution was accomplilhed
by the minority !' Nay, according
to Brissot, it was the work of not
more than twenty men ! Such is
the exertion that arises from the
confidence of those who look to
spirit and energy alone for success,
and not to numbers. •' If this be
true (continued Mr, Sheridan), it
certainly isa most ominous thing for
the enemies of reform iu England ;
for if it holds true of necessity, that
the minority still prevails in national
contests, it must be a consequence,
that the smaller the minority, the
more certain must be the success. In
what a dreadful situation then must
the noble lord be,and all the alarmists !
for never, surely, was the minority so
small, so thin iu number, as the pre1794.
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sent. Conscious, however, that M.
Condorcet was mistaken in our ob
ject, I am glad to find, that we are
terrible in proportion as we are few;
L rejoice, that the liberality of se
cession,which has thinned our ranks,
has only served to pake us more
formidable. The alarmists will
hear this with new apprehensions ;
they will, no doubt, return to us,
with a view to diminish our force ;
and encumber us with their alliance,
in or«icr to reduce U3 to insignifi
cance. But what; has the nonsense
any French pamphleteer may have
written, or the notions he may have
formed of the views of patties in
this country, to do with the ques
tion ; or how can it be gravely
urged as a proof of the determi
nation of the French people to
attack us ?"
Mr. Sheridan, in continuation,
contended that the arguments ad
duced by the noble lord, to prove
the hostile disposition of France to
wards this country, were nugatory,
or worse, as they in some instances
proved the direct contrary. In
support of this opinion, he appealed
to facts, to prove the growing in
veteracy of our ministry from the
beginning of the revolution to the
death of the king—the treaty of
Pilnitz—the departure of our mini
ster from Paris—the seizure of
French property in neutral vessels—
the banishing of French subjects—
the violation of the treaty ot com
merce, and the dismissal of the am
bassador. Notwithstanding these
provocations, the French -solicited,
expostulated, sent another negotia
tor, and abstained from the invasion
of Holland, when their arms ap
peared irresistible, Every fact de»
clared that we forced France into
the quarrel. Which party first said
the words, " We are at war,1 ' was
a trivial and childish distinction.
/ J$
« Granting
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Granting then this to be a war of
found sense, policy, andjustice, still
(said the honourable gentleman) it
was a war of choice on the part of
Great Britain, and from thai responfibility the minister nor can,
nor (hall disengage himself.''
Mr. Sheridan then proceeded to
state, that all the professed objects
for which we had been at war were
obtained, and that there was no
doubt of the readiness of the French
to treat with ns upon the principle
of being lest 'to the exercise os their
dun will •within their own boundaries. " Let the experiment be
made. If they prefer and persist in
war, then I will grant that the
noble lord will have some reason to
maintain, that their minds were always disposed to that measure, and
that war could not have been avoided on our part. But till then, I
am astonished that the minister who
iits near the noble lord, does not
feel it necessary to his own dignity
to oppose himself this paltry argument of the act of aggression having
come from them, instead of leaving
that taste to us, to whom, compara»tively, the fact is indifferent. When
he hears this called a war of necessity
and defence, I wonder he docs not
feel astiamed of the meanness which
it spreads over the whole of his
cause, and ^he contradiction which
it throws among the greater part
of his arguments Will he meet
the matter saii'ly ? Will he answer
to this one question distinctly? If
France had abstained from any act
of aggression against Great Britain,
and her ally Holland, should we
have remained inactive spectators
of the last campaign, idle, apart,
and listening to the hay ; and lest
the contest to Austria and Prussia,
and whatever allies they could
themselves have obtained I If he
lays this, mark \\m dilemma into
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which he brings himself, hTs supporters, and the nation. This war
is called a war unlike all other wars
that ever man was engaged in. It
is a war, it seems, commenced on a
different principle, and carried on
foradifferent purpose, from all other
wars ; it is a war in which the in
terest6 of individual nations are abforbed in the wider consideration of
the interest of mankind : it is a
war in which personal provocation
is lost in the outrage offered generally to civilized man : it is a war
for the preservation of the posscssions, the morals, and the religion
of the world: it is a war for the
maintenance of human order, and
the existence of human society,
Does he then mean to fay, that he
would have sat still, that Great
Britain would have sat still, with
arms folded ; and, reclining in luxurious ease on her commercial couch,
have remained an unconcerned spectator of this mighty conflict, and
have left the cause of civil order,
government, morality, and religion,
and its God, to take care of itself,
or to owe its preservation to the
mercenary exertions of German and
Hungarian barbarians, provided
only that France had not implicated Great Britain by a special
offence, and forced us into this
cause of divine and universal interest
by the petty motive of a personal
provocation ? He will not tell us so j
or, if he does, to answer the purpose of the hour, will he hold the
same language to our allies ? Will
he speak thus to the emperor ? Will
he speak thus to the king of Prusstar Will he tell them, that we are
not volunteers in this cause ? that
we have no merit in having entered
into it ? that we are in confederacy with them, only to resent a
separate insult offered to ourselves,
which redvefied, our zeal in the
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canst, at lead, if not our engage
ments to continue in the alliance,
roust cease ? Or if he would hold
this language to those powers, will
hr repeat it to those lesser states
whom we are hourly dragging into
tiiis perilous contest, upon the only
plea by which such an act of tyran
nical compulsion can be attempted
to be palliated, namely, that a per
sonal ground os complaint against the
French is not necessary to their
enmity; but that, as the league
against that people is the cause of
human nature itself, every country
where human feelings exist has al
ready received its provocation in
the atrocities of this common enemy
of human kind ? But why do [
nik him whether he would hold this
language to the emperor or the
king of Prussia ? . The king of Prus
sia, Cr, at this moment tells you,
even with a menacing tone, that it
is your own war ; he has demanded
from you a subsidy and a loan ; you
have endeavoured to evade his de
mand, by pleading the tenor ofyour
treaty ofdefensive alliance with him,
and that, as the party attacked, you
are entitled to the whole of his ex
ertions : he denies that you are
the party attacked, though he ap
plauds the principles upon which
you are the aggressor ; and is there
another power in Europe to whom
our government will venture to re
fer the decision of this question ? If
what I now state is not the fact, let
me fee the minister stand up, and
contradict me. If he cannot, lit
us no longer bear that a fallacy
should be attempted to be imposed
on the people of this country, which
would be treated with scorn and
indignation in every other comer
of Europe. From this hour, let
bim either abandon the narrow
ground of this being a war of ne
cessity, entered into for self-defence,
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or give up the lofty boast of its be
ing a war of principle, undertaken
for the cause of human nature."
Mr. Sheridan asked, whether our
arms were likely to produce in
France a government that "would
give a reasonable expectation of
duration and security to peace ?
Nothing could produce this but the
reformation and union of the nation
of France : and then they may pre*
scribe their own terms, we must lie
at their mercy. The honourable
gentleman then asked, whether, with
all our boast of having weakened
the French in the last campaign,
the allies were nearer to the object
they had in view than they were at
the commencement of the war?
Our first expectations were founded
upon the great body of French
Royalists, who were now destroyed
and annihilated. Our second hope
was derived from the two contend
ing factions in France. But what
has happened ? To the astonish
ment of the world, the weaker of
these factions has not only extin
guished the other, but the con
quering party appear from that mo
ment to have possessed not onlymore powers, more energy, and
more confidence than any of their
predecessors, but even a vigour and
fascination of influence unparalleled
in the history of mankind. We
were told also, that the system of
disgusting and cashiering all the old
experienced officers mull create in
subordination and mutiny in the
army, bring down the veugeance of
the soldiers upon the convention,
and establish a military tyranny.
Yet the reverse was the fact : not
withstanding repeated provocation,
there was scarcely an instance of
military revolt against any of the
decrees. The means of supporting
these armies, we were toid, could
not last half the campaign ; but
Bz
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the fact flatly contradicted the ex
pectation. Thus disappointed in
our negative resources, let us endea
vour to find a compensation in the
increased strength and spirit of the
grand alliance. What was the state
of the allies when we entered into
the confederacy ? The force of
Austria unbroken, though com
pelled to abandon Brabant, ami the
fljwer of the veteran troops of
'russia absolutely untried, though
the seasons and disease had induced
them to retire from Champaigne.
What is their state now .' Defeat
has thinned their ranks, and dis
grace has broken then spirit. They
have been driven across the Rhine
by French recruits, like Iheep be
fore a lion's whelp, and that not
after the mishap of a single great
action lost, but after a succession of
bloody contests of unprecedented
fury.ajjd obstinacy. Where now
'}* the scientific confidence with
which we were taught t0 re^frd
the efforts of discipline and expe
rience, when opposed to an un
trained multitude and unpractised
generals ? The jargon of profes
sional pedantry is mute, and the
plain fense of man is left to its own
course. But have the efforts of our
other allies made amends for the
misfortunes of these two principals
in the confederacy ? Have the va
lour and activity of the Dutch by
land and sea exceeded our expecta
tions? Has the Portuguese squadron
lessened the extent and lightened
the expence of our naval exertions ?
Have she Italian states whom we
have bribed or bullied into our
cause, made any sensible impression
upon the common enemy ? Has
bur great ally the empress of Russia
contributed jiitherto any thing to
the common caure except her praises
and her piayers ? Are all or any of
them in better spirits to act, or
jwller of resource to act effectually

than they were at the commence"
ment of the hit campaign ? " But let
me (said he) throw all these considera
tions aside, each one of which, how
ever, would singly outweigh the,
whole of the advantages placed in
the opposite scale as gained by the
allies, and let me ask, is it nothing
that the great and momentous expe
riment has been made, and that a
single nation, roused by a new anc}
animating energy, and defending
what they conceive to be their li
berty, has proved itself to be a
match for<he enmity and the arms
of the world ? Is the pride which
success in such a conflict has given
to the individual heart of every man
who has shared in it to be estimated
as nothing ? Are the triumphs and
rewards which the politic prodi
gality of their government heaps on
the meanest of the ranks who suffer
or dillinguish themselves in their
battles fruitless and of no effect J
Dr, finally, are we to hold as a mat
ter of flight consideration, the dar
ing and enthusiastic spirit, solicitous
of danger and fearless of death,
which gradually kindled by all these
circumstances, but which has now
spread with electrical rapidity among such a race of people, so
placed, so provided, aud so pro
voked ? Be he who he may that
has reflected on all these circum
stances either singly or in the ag
gregate, and (hall still fay that the
allies are at this moment nearer the
attainment ot their professed object
tfyan at the commencement of the
last campaign, I lay that man's
mind is either clouded by paffion,
err corrupted by interest, or his in
tellects were never straightly flamed,
" In corroboration of his general
position, the noble lord next details
to us the manner in which they
have either neglected or oppressed
their commerce. I have no doubt
but that all he has stated on this
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subject is true, and that they have
done it possibly upon system. I
seould not be surprised to hear that
some distinguished senator in that
country, with a mind at once heated
and contracted by brooding over
one topic of alarm, had started up
in the convention, and exclaimed,
" Perish our commerce, live our
constitution I" nor more should I be
surprised to Icam, that the mass of
the people, bowing to his authority,
or worked on by fictitious alarms
and fabricated rumours of plots, se
ditions, and insurrections, should
have improved upon this patriotic
eihortation, and, agreeing that their
constitution was certainly to be pre
ferred to their commerce, should
have conceived that they could not
thoroughly shew the servo»ir of
their zeal for the former, so well as
by an unnecessary sacrifice of the
Utter. Whether the hint of this
notable axiom was taken from the
expressions of any enlightened mem
ber of our own commercial senate,
or whether it was imported into this
house from France, is what I can
not take upon me to decide. The
only result worth our consideration
is, that however their neglect of
commerce may have abridged them
ofthe luxuries and even comforts of
Iife,it hasnothithertocuttailed them
in the means of military preparation,
or slackened the sinews of war."
The honourable gentleman then
proceeded to mention what he
thought an unfair statement of the
noble lord respecting the levies
made in France for the support of
the war, and contended that they
w<re only intended to answer pre
sent purposes, and to subside as soon
U a peace should take place.
" The noble lord," said Mr.
Sheridan, " not content with the
unfairness of overlooking all the
circumstances which imperious ne

ai

cessity must inevitably impose upon
a country circumstanced as France
is, thinks it fair and candid to con*
trast the proceedings of their con
vention on the subject ofsnpplyand
finance with the proceedings of the
British minister, and of the British
parliament ! We, it seems, assist
commerce instead of oppressing it;
We lend the credit of the public erfchequer to our private merchants :
and for the means of carrying on
the war, not even voluntary contri
butions are expected, unless it he
in little female keep-fakes for the
army, of gloves, mutens, nightCaps, and under waistcoats. Cer*
tainly the contrast between the
French means of supply and ourt
is obvious, and long may it con
tinue so ! But the noble lord pur
sues his triumph on this subject too
far. Not content with simply al
luding to it, which one would have
imagined would have answered all
his purposes, he endeavours to im
press it more forcibly on our minds,
by making a regular speech for our
chancellor of the exchequer, and
exultingly demanding "what we
should say, if hjs right honourable
friend (Mr. PittJ were to come
down and propose to the British
parliament such ways and means
as the minister of finance in France
is compelled to resort to ? What
should we think if he were to rise
and propose, that all persons who
had money or property in an un
productive state should lend it with
out ihterest to* the public ?. It he
were to prepose, that all who had
saved incomes from thebounty ofthe
state should refund what they had
received ? What, finally, if all per- '
sons possessing fortunes of any size
were called upon to give up the
whole during the war, or reserve to
themselves only the means of subsistance, or at the utmost 180 pound*
B 3
a year?
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a year? Upon my word, fir, I
agree with the noble lord, that if
bis right honourable fiiend were to
come down to us with any such
proposition, he would not long re
tain his present situation. And
with such a consequence inevitable,
he need not remind us, that there is
no great danger of our chancellor
of the exchequer making any such
experiment, any more than of the
molt zealous supporters of the war
in this country vying in thejr con
tributions with the abettors of re
publicanism in that. I can more
easily fancy another sort of speech
for our prudent minister. I can
more easily conceive him modestly
comparing himself and his own
measures with the character and
conduct of his rival, aud faying,
" Do I demand of you, wealthy
" citizens, to lend your hoards to
*' government without interest. ? On
" the contrary, when I (hall come
*' to propose a loan, not a man of
*' you to whom I shall not hold out
" atJeast a job in every part of the
" subscription, and an usurious pro*' sit upon every pound you devote
*' to the necessities of your country.
*' Do I demand of you, my fellow
" placemen and brother pensioners,
** that you mould sacrifice any part
*' of your stipends to the public exi" gency ? On the contrary, am I
" not daily increasing your emolu** ments and your numbers in pro" portion as the country becomes
" unable to provide for you ? Do 1
" require of you, my latest and
c< molt zealous proselytes, of you
" who have come over to me for the
" special purpose of supporting the
" war—a war on the succels of
«' which you solemnly protest, that
" the salvation of Britain, and of
** civil society itself, depends—Do
" I require of you, that you should
" make a temporary sacrifice in the

" cause of human nature of thf
" greater part cs your private in" comes? No, gentlemen, I scorn
" to take advantage of the eager" ness of your zeal ; and to prove
" that I think the sincerity of your
" zeal and attachment to me needs
" no such test, I will make your in" tereil co-operate with your prin" cipie1; I will quarter many of you
" on the public supply, instead of
" calling on you to contrilmte to it ;■
" and while their whole thoughts
*' are absorbed in patriotic appre*' hensions for their country, I will
" dextroutly force upon others the
" favourite objects of the vanity or
" ambition of their lives."
After inveighing with much
irony and at much length against
the minister, and the deserters of
his own party, Mr. Sheridan en
tered into the question so frequently
urged, "with whom shall we treat?"
and answered, " With those who
have the power of the French go
vernment in their hands. I never
will disdain," said he, " to treat
with those on whom I make war,
and surely no wise nation ought
to persevere in the idle disdain
of a Negotiation with those that
are a match for them in war."
Mr. Sheridan entered into a de
tail of all t lie proceedings of the
campaign, to (hew that government
had not displayed a single exertion
becoming the dignity of the na
tion, or calculated to accomplish
the object of the war. He detail
ed several instances of apparent mis
management, aud thought it a duty
he owed his constituents to inquire
into our own object in the war,
and those of our allies, who evi
dently had object's very different
from what this country could be
supposed to entertain.
Mr. Windham defended lord
MorniDgton against the accusation
of
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ef not having spoken to the ques- ploy, which, with the armed ves, ttoa. He combated the opinion, sel» now in the service of the pubthat the enormities committed in lie, made the whole above 300.
France were the effects of the war* fail. In augmenting the army, the
It was the duty of every govern, most effectual and œconomical fyfment to interfere, for France was' tern had been pursued ; besides the
waking war against all government, militia, 30,000 men had been adall religion, and all principle. How ded to the army. Uncertain ot"
was it possible to preserve peace the intended operations of the
withanation, which formed a ground French fleet, ministry had disfor quarrel with every government patched admiral Gardiner to prothat dared to suspect the purity of tect the West Indies. Another
their intentions ? Whatever might fleet was sent to protect our tradebe undei stood as the binding law in the Mediterranean. Mr. Dunupon nations carrying on offensive das said, that he knew but twowar with respect to interfering in the ways of protecting trade ; one was*
internal affairs of other countries, having large armaments at sea, the.
be conceived that such opinions other, having con^qys for different
could not affect a nation sustaining fleets. Both of these methods had
a defensive war. *i Standing (said- been employed} theadmiralty had,
Mr. Windham) as we do, the de- indeed done every thing which the
senders of the present and the suture means of the country enabled them,
world, ought we meanly to crouch to do. Mr. Dundas spoke in
in cowardice and sink in despair I" strong terms of the success of lord
He conceived it morethan ever necef- H°°d at Toulop, and vindicated
ferytoprosecutethewarwithvigour. the conduct of lord Howe with
Mr. Dundas replied to that part . the channel fleet. Taking a gene- ■
of Mr. Sheridan's speech which ral view of the aggression of the
respected the conduct os the war. enemy, and the importance os prc-i
He was ready to avow, that if the serving the constitution and detame .operations were to be repeat- pendencies of the empire—he con-,
ed, he should advise and pursue the eluded, that more-had been done in
same measures. The allegations- the fipst year qf ibis, than of any
against ministers .were, that they former war ; gnd added, . that upon,
aad been remiss and inactive j but the ifjiie of this struggle every thing
these accusations would be obviated that was valuable to us, either as in-,
by an examination into the state of dividuals or a nation, depended,
the country at the commencement
It was late in, the debate before
of the war, and the, rapidity and Mi\ Fox rose. Fse expressed his
spirit with .which the augmenta- earnest desire' to know for what
tioos to the aimy itud navy had purpose we were engaged in a war.
been made. Our seamen in the be- From the speech of the nob'.e lord
ginning of the, year Awere orily (^lqrnihgton.) h« fully understood,
i),000, in the course -pf the war that while the jacobin government
54,000 men had been added, „At existed in France, no propositions
the commencement ©f the war, we for peace could be made or received
had only 13 (hips, of the line and 30 by us. The chancellor of the exfrigates fit for service ; at the pre- chequer, though he reprobated a
sent time we had 80 (hips of the jacobin government, had in the
hoe and 100 frigates in actual em- former year declared, that would
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be no bar to a negotiation, provi
ded the safety of Holland and the
navigation of the Scheldt were se
cured. He actually opened a -ne
gotiation with persons holding
their authority from the jacobin
government of France, with M.
jDumouriez and M. Chauvclin.
Had peace, in consequence of these
negotiations, been then preserved,
what would have become of that
reasoning ? He mould be told, per
haps, peace was not the object they
had in view. The truth of this was
indeed proved by the haughty con
duct of lord Grenvillc towards M.
Chauvelin: ministers began a ne
gotiation which'they had no design
to perfect {''they only sought a pre
text for reconciling the minds of the
people to war, in which they had'
previously determined to embark.
The, object was then said to be, to
' protect an ally ; the real object was
the subversion of the ruling power iu
France. Is it then at last decided,
that we are to stake the wealth, the
commerce, and the constitution of
Great Britain on the chance of
compelling France to renounce cer
tain opinions, for which we have
already seen they ate ready to sa
crifice their lives? Mr. Fox con
tended that every state had a full
right to regulate its internal go
vernment ; ' and aflerted, that the
manifesto of the duke of Brunswic,
and the treaty of Pilnitz, had oc
casioned all the excesses of the
French. Upon the subject of acts
of aggression previous to the war
this difference subsisted. France
was aWays ready to negotiate; the
British government invariably re
fused. The former expressed thestrongest dislike to war, and took
every step to avoid it ; the latter
not only shewed an inclination for
war, but endeavoured to inflame
and provoke hostilities. Mr, Fox

proceeded to consider, vhefber
such a peace with France, as might
be attainable, was so desirable, as
to induce us to treat ; and whether
a failure in the negotiation would
be attended with such dangerous
consequences as ought to induce us
not to hazard the attempt. He
noticed the great difference of our
conduct with respect to France and
Poland ; and called the attention
of the house to the nature of every
peace that had ever been made.
What offence or what pretension
had appeared on the part of France
at present towards this country,
which had not occurred in the
reign of Louis XIV ? That mo
narch was a declared enemy to our
revolution ; he corresponded with
the jacobites of England ; he en
deavoured to overturn our esta
blishment- in church and state ; he
invaded Holland, and confined nothis projects ofconquest to the banks
of the Rhine. Let us be satisfied
with the best security we can pro
cure, taking care by our vigilanceand conduct, that the power with
whom it is made shall have no
temptation to break it. Were
France to accede to our wishes* and
take Louis XVII for their king,
would ministers in making a peacecede to them the places they have
taken ? No—the secretary of state
says, we must have an indemnifica
tion for our expences in the war.
What thca would be the languageof the French nation ? They would
complain of the deprivation, and
seize the first opportunity of again
entering up*n a war. • What se
curity are \ve to have for peace,
even upon the terms prescribed by
ministers ? He then pointedly ri
diculed the boast of victory in his
majesty's speech, and said, if the
advantages were such as were re
presented) we could assume thedignified
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dignified character of dictating the
terms of peace. The right hon.
secretary had stated, that our ob
ject in the West Indies was to ob
tain some indemnification for the
eipeoces of war. This, however,
was a distinct object from giving
such a government to France as
ministers might think it safe to
treat with, and in some respects
contradictory. Whatever islands
we took for Louis XVII we must
wish to keep, and, as we wished to
keep the islands, must wish that
Lows XVII, who would have a
right to demand them, should not
be restored. Since the close of the
last sef!t»ns of parliament, the suc
cesses of the French against both
their internal and external enemies
had bees such, that Mr. Fox
contended, there was no probabi
lity of soon, if at aH, vanquishing
that country. With respect to
whit had been urged of the ruinous
state of their finances, he remem
bered similar statements had been
made during the American warv
There was then much talk of a
vagrant congress, which was no
where to be touud, of their mise
rable resources, and their wretched
paper money at 300 per cent, dis
count, of which, with any few
halfpence you had in your pocket,
you might purchase to the amount
of 100 dollars. The Americans were
represented as exercising on each
other the most intolerable tyranny,
on the royalists the most unheard of
cruelty : and it was then said, that
if such principles were suffered to
exist, if the cause of America was
ultimately successful, there was an
end of all civilized government,
England must be trodden in the dust.
M Yet then (said this able states
man) I recommended negotiation,
and lived to fee Great Britain treat
with tkat very congress, so ofteu

vilified and abused, and the monir-'
chy remain in sufficient vigour.
God grant that I may not see her
treat with the present government
of France, in circumstances less
favourable for making peace than
the present!"— Mr. Foxthen endea
voured to shew, that by a negotia
tion for peace we might gain much,
and could lose little. We should at
least gain the point in this country,
of having it generally believed, that
the war was defensive-; we should
diminish the enthusiasm- of the
French, who would be disgusted
with the refusal of the jacobins tm
treat.
Mr. Fox strictly insisted on the
misconduct of ministers in the pro
secution of the war, and particular
ly noticed the failure of the expedi
tion against Dunkirk, and theevacuatkm of Toulon. A plan was
projected, said he, for making a
descent on the coast of France,
under the command of the earl of
Moira. When we ask why that ex
pedition was so long talked of, and
never undertaken, thi right ho
nourable secretary tells us, that it
was delayed for want of troops.
What, when we had at last hit upon
a plan which was to conduct us to
the gates of Paris, were we ob
liged to abandon it for want of men?
Were no Hanoverians, Hessians, 01even Austrians, to be found ? Mi
serable indeed must be the al
liances contracted by the minister,
if neither those whose cause he had
undertaken to support, nor those
whom he had taken into his pay,
would furnish him with men suffi
cient for an expedition, the success
of which might have redeemed so
many miscarriages ! Did he defer
that expedition till winter, because
the difficult navigation of the coast
of Normandy was peculiarly safe at
that season ? Or did he choose to
delay
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delay it, because then the prince of
Cobourg would be unable to ait,
anil of consequence the French
troops in that quarter would be dis
engaged ? thus with a spirit worthy
of a ]>riti(h minister magnanimously
displaying his contempt of danger,
and his disdain to take the enemy
at a disadvantage, defying every
obstacle of the season, and braving
the collected force of their ar
mies.
Knowing these transactions, Mr.
Fox contended that it would be
the moll contemptible sycophancy
to concur in an address to his ma
jesty, in which it was stated that
the war had been successful. With
respect to the avidity with which
different slates had put themselves
under our protection, the duke of
Tuscany hadbeen compelled by me
naces ; our conduct to the Genoese
had been modelled on the same prin
ciples ; the Swiss cantons were pro
hibited from holding any commerce
with France. The courts of Swe
den and Denmark had the wisdom
and firmness to refill every art and
menace to induce them to relinquish
their system of neutrality. At the
time when ministers were inveigh
ing against the French as invaders
of the rights of nations, they were
themselves daringly infringing the
rights of independent states. They
issued an order for seizing on Ame
rican vessels bound to the Well In
dies, and have only retracted it from
a dread of the power of that coun
try. How infinitely superior must ap
pear the spirit and principles of geueral Washington, in his late address
to congress, compared with the poli •
cy of modern European courts !
*• Illustrious man, deriving honour
less from the splendour of his lituation than from the dignity of his
mind, before whom all borrowed
greatness links into insignificance,
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and all the princes and potentates
of Europe (excepting the mem
bers of our own royal family) be
come little and contemptible ! He
has had no occasion to have recourse
to any tricks of policy or aits of
alarm ; his authority has been suf
ficiently supported by the fame
means by which it was acquired,
and his conduct has uniformly been
characterised by wisdom, modera
tion, and firmness. He, feeling
gratitude to France for the assist
ance received from her in that great
contest which secured the indepen
dence of Ameriea, did not choose to
give up the system of neutrality in
favour of this country. Having
once laid down that line ofconduct,
which both gratitude and policy
pointed out as most proper to be
puisued, not all the insults or pro
vocation of the French minister
Genet, could at all put him out of
his way, or bend him from his pur
pose. Entrusted with the care of
the welfare of a great people, he
did not allow the misconduct os
another, with respect to himself,
for one moment to interrupt the
duty which he owed to them, or
withdraw his attention from their
interests. He had no fear of tWe
jacobins ; he felt no alarm from their
principles, and considered no pre
caution as necessary in order to Hop
their progress. The people over
whom he presided he knew to be
acquainted with their rights and
their duties. He trusted to their
own good Cense to defeat the effect
of those arts which might be em
ployed to inflame or mislead their
minds ; and was sensible that a go
vernment could be in no danger,
while it retained the attachment
and confidence of its subjects—at
tachment, in this instance, not
blindly adopted, confidence not im
plicitly given, but arising from the
conviction
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copriction of its excellence, and the
experience of its bleffings. I cannot indeed (added Mr. Fox) help
*dmiring the wisdomand thesortune
of tii is great man ; not that by the
phrasefortune I mean in the sm&lltst
ci^ree to derogate from his merit.
But, notwithstanding his extraordi
nary talents and exalted integrity, it
must be conGdered as singularly for
tunate, that he should have expe
rienced a lot, which so seldom falls
to the portion of humanity, and
have passed through such a variety
ofscenes, without stain and without
reproach. It must indeed create
astonishment, that placed in cir
cumstances so critical, and filling
for a scries of time a station so con
spicuous, his character mould never
once have been called in question ;
that he should in no one instance
have been accused either of impro
per insolence, or of mean submis
sion in his transactions with foreign
nations. It has been reserved lor
him to run the race of glory, with
out experiencing the smallest inter
ruption to the brilliancy of his ca
reer. The breath of censure has
not dared to impeach the purity of
his conduct, nor the eye of envy to
raise its malignant glance to the
elevation of his virtues. Such \lias
been the transcendent merit and the
unparalleled fate of this illustrious
man ! But if the maxims now held
forth were adopted, he who now
ranks as the asserter of his country's
freedom, and the guardian ofitB in
terests and honour, wouldbe deemed
to have disregarded and betrayed
that country, and to have entailed
upon himself indelible reproach.
How did he act when insulted by
Genet ? Did he consider it as neces
sary to avenge himself sor the mis
conduct or madness of an indivi
dual, by involving a whole continent
is the . horrors of war ? No ; he

contented himself with procuring
satisfaction for the insult, by caus
ing Genet to be recalled ; and thus
at once consulted his own dignity
and the interests of his country.
Happy Americans ! while the whirl
wind flies over one quarter of the
globe, and spreads every where de
solation, you remain protected from
its baneful effects, by your own
virtues and the wisdom of your go
vernment. Separated from Europe
by an immense ocean, you feel not
the effects of those prejudices and
paffions, which convert the boasted
feats of civilization into scenes of
horror and bloodshed. You profit
by the folly and madness of the
contending nations, and afford in
your more congenial clime an asy
lum to those blessings and virtues
which they wantonly contemn, or
wickedly exclude from their bo
som ! Cultivating the arts of peace
under the influence of freedom, you
advance by rapid strides to opulence;
and distinction ; and if by any ac
cident you should be compelled to
take part in the present unhappy
contest, if you should find it neces
sary to avenge insult, or repel in
jury, the world will bear witness to
the equity of your sentiments and
the moderation of your views, and
the success of your arms will, no
doubt, be proportioned to the jus
tice of your cause ! I have now no
thing more with which to trouble
the house ; I am sensible, indeed,
that at this advanced hour 1 have
already detained them too long.
But I was anxious to put the ques
tion upon its true sooting, and to
free it from that misrepresentation
in which it has been so studiously
involved. We have of late been
too much accustomed to invective
and declamation ; addresses to our
prejudices and passions have been
substituted instead ofappeals to our
reason'.
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reason. Rut we are met here, not
to declaim against the crimes of
other states, but to consult what
are the true interests of this coun
try. 'I'he question is not, what de
gree of abhorrence we ought to
feel of French cruelty, but what
line of conduct we ought to pur
sue, consistently with British poli
cy. Whatever our detestation of
the guilt of foreign nations, we are
not called to take upon ourselves
the task of avengers ; we are bound
only to act as guardians of the wel
fare of those with whose concerns
we are immediately entrusted. It
18 upon this footing I have argued
the question." Mr. Fox concluded
by proposing an amendment, re
commending to his majesty to treat
for a peace with France upon fase
and honourable terms, without
any reference to its existing form
of government.
Mr. chancellor Pitt observed,
that the amendment negatived the
address. He recapitulated the ar
guments which we have given in
the account of the debate in the
upper house, and in the speech of
lord Mcrnington, to prove the ag
gression had certaiuly taken place
on the part of France* He men
tioned the system adopted by the
French, as subversive of all regular
government—their usurpation of
foreign territory—their hostile in
tentions against Holland—and their
Unprecedented views of aggrandize
ment and ambition. Unless it
could be proved that we had mista
ken these principles, we were
bound to continue the war ; and,
supposing that difficulty aud disap
pointment had occurred in the pro
secution of it, they ought to in
spire us with additional vigour, and
stimulate us to new exertions. Had
there been any misconduct (of
which he was not sensible) in con

ducting the warj yet these couttf
not affect the general question. If
those difficulties arose from the
want of abilities in those to whoiri
the management was entrusted, let
us resort to others ; if the diffi
culty arose from the nature of the
contest, then the argument against
ntinillers would be much weakened.
At the close of the last session; he
stated lie had placed the termination
of the war upon two circumstances,
the being able to procure a secure
and permanent peace, and an in
demnity for the expences incurved.
In otder to accomplish those ends,
he had suggested the propriety of
an interference in the internal af
fairs of that country ; and he vindi
cated this measure upon the ground
of securing our own safety. The
affairs in France had now come to
such a crisis, that, while the present
system continued, peace was less
desirable to him than war under any
disasters which he could possibly
imagine. Mr. Pitt then recapitu
lated the heads of lord Mornington's speech, which he vindicated
from the charge of declamation.
He conceived there was not the
least probability of the continu
ance of the present government of
France—the efforts of the people
had been merely the result of ter
ror—they were supported by the
most desperate resources, which
could not possibly continue. ** The
question of pursuing the war must
depend upon the convenience with
which it can be carried on ; but I
(said Mr. Pitt) have no hesitation in
unequivocally declaring, that the
moment will never come, when I
shall not think any alternative pre
ferable to that of making peace
with France, upon the system of
its present rulers." Mr. Pitt said
he united w.th the hon. gentleman
in thinking, that a safe and advan.
f
tageous
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tagtoas peace ought to be con
cluded, but the security and bene
fits of that peace must depend upon
the establishment of a government
essentially different from the pre
sent. He affirmed, that had Louis
XIV succeeded in his projects,
what we should have suffered from
him would have been a deliverance,
compared with the consequence
of success attending the present
French system. He denied hav
ing attached the same degree of
importance to the restoration of
monarchy in France, as to the de
struction of the present system. He
attached importance to the former
only as a form of government, in
which the greater part of the peo
ple would be dilpofed to concur.
That form would afford us the best
security for the permanence os
peace. Mr. Pitt noticed the de
cree of the French, declaring their
unity and indivisibility, to prove
the impossibility of treating with
them for peace, and recapitulated
the arguments to this effect ad
duced by lord Mornington. He
did not hope for any more modera
tion in them from a change of par
ties. There could be no question
but to resist, till such time as, by
she blessings of Providence upon
our endeavours, we might secure
{he independence of this country,
and the general interests of Eu
rope. On a division for the ad
dress the numbers were,
Ayes 277
Noes 50.
On the 22d of January, the lord*
presented their address to his ma
jesty. They thanked him for his
gracious speech, promiled to enter
into a consideration of the circum
stances of the country, considered
the war's! involving the continu
ance of its constitution, and the
security os cjvil society. Their
lordstiips congratulated his majesty

on the success of his arms, and, as
sured of the justice os their cause,
promised to his majesty all possible
support in the just and necessary
system in which he had embarked.
The addres* from the commons Was
similar in its import, and was received the following day.
After the reading of his majes
ty's answer to the address Trom the
lords, earl Stanhope culled upon
ministers to specify the ground*
upon which they had deluded the
people on account of the war.
The noble lord said, they had averred that if France could not get
arms from this countiy, lhe could
not for any length of time prose
cute the war. This supposition
was however so erroneous, that the
French had 700,000 muskets, and
confessedly the best artillery in the
world. Ministers, in the com
mencement of the war, deceived
the public respecting the quantity
of ammunition pufftssed by the
French, and their ability to in.
crease it; but they now hid sufficient
powder for seven years to come, and
saltpetre for seven more. Hislordstiip conceived the people to be still
further deluded by what had been
said of the French with respect to
their want of money, of clothing,
of the in-.-fficier.cy of their assi^nau,
of the superiority of the troops of
Great Britain and her allies, andthe
probability of starving the French
into submission. He then entered
into a long detail, to prove that
all these ideas were delusive if ap
plied to encourage us in prosecut
ing the war. He noticed the in
consistency between the original
causes which had been avowed for
the war, and the proclamation of
lord Hood at Toulon, in which
he declared that he took the place
for the purpose of establishing mo
narchy. His lordship contended,
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that there was an important difference between the real conslitution of
France and the provisional government os France : the first was fixed,
cfefinite, clear and permanent ; astes: the forming it by the convenlion, a copy was sent to every paristi in France, where it was left
for the opinion of the people, who
were to transmit their acceptance of
it to the convention. In reply to the
question, what security we should
have for a faithful observance of any
treaty with the French at present ;
he should lay, the French constitution, which was a higher degree of
security than any other power in
Europe could give, because that
constitution was the act of almost
entirely the whole people of France,
By that constitution, the French
had renounced the thoughts of interfering with any government but
their own, and expressed a friend(hip for every free people. This
constitution was unalterable; but the
provisional government, under which
all the sanguinary decrees lately
passed in the convention were to be
taken, was of a temporary nature,
and might be repealed whenever it
became necessary. The French had
shewn the utmost desire to be on
firiendly terms with us ; they had
united the flag of Great Britain
with those of America and France
in the hall of the jacobins. His
lordship asserted, that atheism in
France was confined to the superior
orders, and very much owing to
the misconduct of the clergy. His
lordship was interrupted by the
bishop of Durham, anda slight altercation took place; after which
his lordship resumed, and moved an
address to his majesty, stating, that
the French had recognized the facred principle, that no country
possessed the right to interfere with
another independent uation-»-that

they had declared themselves the
friends aud natural allies of every
free people, and they will not interfere with the government of
other nations—beseeching his ma
jesty therefore to acknowledge the
French republic, and thereby to
lay the foundation for a safe and
honourable peace,
Lord Darnley maintained, that
it was impossible for the king's ministers to attempt a negotiation at
present, consistent with the national honour and good faith to
the allies. He should shudder if he
supposed ministry would treat with
those whose design it was to destroy
the laws, the liberty, the happiness
of every country, and the christian
religion. So far was he convinced
of the inexpediency and impolicy
of the motion, that, if the French
were desirous of peace with Great
Britain, and to purchase it by the
gift of their islands in the West Indies and their territories in the East,
the minister who should propose to
treat for it would deserve to lose
his head. His lordship wasfollowed
by the carl of Warwick, who conceived, that little doubt could be entertained of our ultimate success in
the war. The motion was negatived without a division,
A discussion on the criminal law
in Scotland was introduced into the
house of commons by Mr. Adam a
few days after the commencement
of the session ; and on the 4th of
February he proposed a motion
upon that subject, at the same time
giving a short detail of its history,
Soon after theunion,thelawsofScotland, in cafes of treason, were affimilated with those of England; ten
otheractshad since passed, amending
the Scotch criminal law; the motion
therefoie was not without a precedent, and it was founded upon the
principle, that the court in which
a case
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a case originates, ought not to be
the ultimate court to decide. The
object of the motion was, for leave
to bring in a bill to grant an appeal
to the lords of parliament, from
the judgment of the courtsofjusticiary and circuit in ScotlandKin mattersoflaw ; and he moved to referthis
to a committee of the whole house.
Mr. Anstruther opposed the mo
tion ; it went not to recal the law
of Scotland to its original purity,
but to establish an essential altera
tion in the principle of the law.
He should oppose it also, on the
ground of expediency ; he believed
such an attempt would be very un
popular, as he had no doubt that
the great mass of the people of
Scotland were perfectly satisfied
with the administration of justice in
that country. He was replied to
by Mr. Adair, who differed widely
from the hon. gentleman, in the
idea that no discussion should take
place concerning the alteration of a
law in any part of the kingdom,
unless a general wish was expressed
by the people. He differed from
him in his legal statement ; he dif
fered also in believing, that so far
from this bill being unpopular in
Scotland, it would be highly ac
ceptable to the majority of the
people. The learned gentleman
had also said, he would prefer a
short bill to annihilate the whole
Scottish law, and to declare the law
of England that of Scotland % he
thought, on the contrary, every
alteration in the existing law should
be gradual.
The b,ill was opposed by the at
torney general. The English and
Scotch had, he said, each a par
tiality for t heir respective systems.
The institution of the courts was
also different —the courts of Scot
land were framed with a view to
(he laws which they had to admU
I
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nistcr, and there would be danger
in attempting to change them.
Mr. Fox strongly reprobated the
opinion, that no interference was
to be made till the people brought
forward complaints of the judicial
power. The maxim was in a
high degree dangerous. Mr. For
entered into an animated defence of
the right of appeal ; the principle of
appeal was the wisest that ever was
attended to in the formation of laws
for civil society. The master of
the rolls on the contrary thought,
that to bring the criminal law
of Scotland to be decided by
the analogy of the criminal law of
England, would be impolitic and
unwise; and stated various objec
tions to the possibility of effecting
this, even if it were expedient,
arising from the want of confonni.
ty in the forms of the law of Scot
land to the law of England, and
the difficulty of moving the record
to this country. On a division for
the motion, the Ayes were 31.
Noes 126.
Earnestly desirous, however, of
extending" t6 Scotland the advan
tages possessed by the English in
criminal cases, Mr. Adam on the
14th of February gave notice
to the house of a motion rela
tive to the proceedings which .had
taken place in certain trials in
Scotland, in August and Septem
ber last. He wished to have an
authentic record of the trials laid
before the house. This measure
was opposed by the chancellor of
the exchequer, who said he could
not consent to the production of
the papers, because it might imply
something like an idea, that there
existed some ground of doubt or
suspicion, as to the legality or the
propriety of the proceedings in
question before the court of justi
ciary iu Scotland. He we.s himself
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iclf of opinion, that the determina
tion of the judges was strictly legal
ami highly meritorious. Mr, Adam
£tid, it was far from his intention
to contradict or negative the pro
ceedings of the court of justiciary.
He was ready to confess, however,
that the proposition he had to
make, would tend to the investiga
tion of the judgments of that Court,
if not to prove them wrong ; but
it would be extremely difficult for
him to support an objection to the
legality of a judgment, without
that judgment having been previ
ously laid before the house. The
facts which he wished to appear be
fore the house were-«-the libel
charging Mr. Muir with seditious
practices—the plea put in by the
defendant to that charge—the ver
dict of the jury on the trial of the
issue—and the sentence of the
conrt on that verdict. The consi
deration of this motion was ap
pointed for February 24th ; but the
discussion was interrupted, and the
business adjousaed to a further day,
in consequence of a petition from
the rev. I ische Palmer, which was
presented by Mr. Sheridan, repre
senting, that the petitioner was
now suffering under what he con
ceived to be an unjust sentence of
the high court ofjusticiary in Scot
land, irom which there was no ap
peal to any other court. Mr. Pitt
objected to receiving a petition, the
purport of which was, to pray the
interposition of the house between a
sentence pronounced by a compe
tent court and the execution of
that sentence; and said, the regular
mode of proceeding was, to peti
tion the crown for mercy.
Mr. Fox, on the contrary, justi
fied the presenting of the petition,
on the broad and liberal principle,
that it was the duty os the legislature
te attend to ell the complaints us the

sahjeS, of whatever nature tJier
might be. Mr. Dundas took a different ground from either of the
preceding speakers, and insisted
that " the sentence was already
executed , the warrant for the trans*
portation of Mr. Palmer having
been both signed and issued." The
gentlemen in opposition exclaimed
loudly against the indecency of this
proceeding, and said, that while
the house, in consequence of Mr.
Adam's notice, pretended to delibeiate on the legality of the sen
tence, " to suffer that sentence to
be executed was a mockery of jus
tice." Even some gentlemen in
the habit of voting with ministers
censured the temerity of Mr. Dun
das in this instance ; they contend
ed, that the convict being on board
a transport ready to sail, was no
reason for flying in the face of that
house, while the matter was ac
tually under discussion : and a mo
tion being made to prevent the sail
ing of the vessel till the 29th, Mr.
Dundas was severely ridiculed for
asserting, that .his conjeience would
not suffer him to neglect his duty.
In the course of the discussion, .
Mr. Whitbread senior insinuated a
doubt concerning the mental sa
nity of Mr. Palmer, which the
reader will find afterwards alluded
to. The motion for preventing the
sailing of the transport was lost by
a preat majority ; but the further
discussion of Mr. Palmer's petition
was deferred to the 27th, wlien Mr,
Sheridan having produced some in
controvertible precedents of similar
applications, Mr. Pitt was com
pelled to acknowledge his error,
and the petition was received andordered to lie on the table.
On the 10th of March Mr.
Adam brought his promised motion
before the house, and proposed to
review the late proceedings and de
cision,
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cinon of the supreme court of jus
ticiary in Scotland, against Thomas
Muir, and the trial of the circuit
court of julliciary against the rev.
Fysche Palmer. From the records
he required, lie meant to question
the legality of the sentences; *and
upon that doubt, as no appeal
could lit from this questionable con
viction, he proposed to move for a
respectful address to his majesty, in
favour of these unfortunate men.
In discussing the subject, Mr.
Adam maintained, with great
strength of argument and legal
knowledge, tst, That the crimes
set forth in the indictments against
Messrs. Muir and Palmer were
called, in the law of Scotland, Icasing-mairng, which was properly a
misdemeanour in the nature of a
public libel, tending to affect the
Itate, or disturb the government,
and that their indictments charged
no other crime. 2dly, That trans
portation could not, by the law of
Scotland, be legally inflicted for
kaftr.g -making, the act of Anne
I703-4 having appropriated to
that crime the punishment of sine,
imprisonment, and ban'Jhment only ;
»nd that the annexing of the pain
of death to the return from trans
portation was an aggravation not
warranted by law. And 3dly,
That if the acts charged in the indict:nentsdo not const itute the crime
of leasing making, the indictments
charge no crime known to the law
of Scotland. Mr. Adam said he had
heard, and not without horror, that
is new manners made new crimes,
the court of justiciary was supreme,
and, without appeal, could make
lawapplicable to the occasion. Thi3
sort of doctrine had disgraced the
flar-chamber and high commission
court. If it was possible to con
ceive, that any court of judicature
in thin country, that boasted of kr
>794-
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freedom, and of the pure admini
stration of criminal justice, could
have such power, he must say, that
it \1olated all his ideas of the consti
tution of this country, and was an
outrageous libel upon common
fense. But Messrs. Muir and Pal
mer were charged in the indict
ments' with no other crime thari
that which is in England the
misdemeanour of libel, and the
hon. gentleman believed there were
few present who would deny that
their punishment exceeded all the
bounds of sound discretion. There
was a phrase fh the Scotch law, ,
which answered to what in English
law was called accessary; the term
was art and part. But by the
Scotch law, the principal may bs
charged art and part. The pri
soner is obliged to deliver in the lift
of witnesses he intends to call for
his justification, a certain number
of hours previous to his trial, and
yet the prosecutor is entitled to
prove art and part from circum
stances, though those circumstances
are not contained in the indictment ;
and in that cafe he is not permit
ted to call any new witnesses against:
such new charge. This singular
process was practised in the case of
Mr. Muir ; it was proved he had
recommended " Flower on the con
stitution of France," and had ut
tered some expressions about re
forming the abuses in the courts of
law and justiciary, though neither
of these had been articulated in" the
indictment. Mr. Adam contended,
that by art and part the indictment
could only mean art andpart of the
crimes libelled, and not of any other5
crimes : yet the lord advocate had
said, that under the terms art and
part he could prove the sedition of
thepannel'^ whole life, anddraw intci
it every act of every kind. If so$
he must aver, that the man had not
C
ha4
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had a trial thaf ought to subject whom the gibbet has spared,, and"
him to the dreadful punishment under 'a system of despotism, ren
passed upon him in the sentence, dered necessary for the government
which was illegal, atbitrary, *nd of such a tribe. They have alsor.n warrantable. Mr. Adam enter*, d to undergo the fatigues of a long
into, an account of the jury, some voyage, in which many have pe
of whom had txcluded Mr. Muir rished. Aster entering at much
from a soeiety to which they be length into the whole of the case,
longed, in consequence of his ap Mr. Adam made a short but ele
probation of Painc's Rights of gant conclusion, as to the motives
Man, and were objected to by Mr. which had induced him to come
Muir on the ground that they forward on this occaQon. He had
were prejudiced, had declared theii been led to the discussion, not from
prejudice, and had acted upon it. motives of professional interest, not
They were, however, held to be from personal knowledge of the
feir jurors. The treatment of the sufferers, not from personal preju
witnesses was, equally adverse to dice to the judges, whom he re
justice. John Russel, one of the spected, not from his love of Paine*
defendant's witnesses, was sentenced of whose writings he had frankly
to three weeks imprisonment, be declared his disapprobation ; , but
cause, in the commencement ot liia because he considered the equal dis
examination, he had not been able tribution of criminal justice as the
to montion the name* os the persons best defence of public liberty, and
who had spoken to him on the sub because Ire believed the perversion of
ject of the trial. Another witness criininaljurisprudence was likely to.
for Mr. Muir who from metives- be the forerunner of anarchy on the
of conscience hesitated at taking one side, orofdelpotismon the other.
The lord advocate entered into
an oath, was ordered to be impri
soned perhaps for ever. After ex a» elaborate defence of the Scots
amining the whole business with the jiudges, and said, that the whole
moll anxious attention, Mr. Adam speech of the learned gentleman, as
faid he must declare in the most so far as it respected the proceedings
lemn manner, rt\at he questioned in question, was sounded on misre
the soundness ef the discretion ex presentation, misconception, or to
ercised in the court, in the sentence tal ignorance of the law of Scot
which they had passed. What was land, and the practice of the Scotch
the crime i Misdemeanour.—What courts. Messrs. Muir and Palmer
was the punishment ? Transporta had not been tried upoi> the charpe
tion—and thut the moll aggravated of leasing- making. When s^ch
and afflicting known to the law, daring, profligate, and abandoned
not to cultivated society, to an ea- proceedings had been entered upon,
ly master and kind treatment, but as those upon which they had been
to a desolate island, an inhospita convicted, it had become his duty
ble desert, at the extremity of the to look into all the old laws of
earth, where all is rude and barba Scotland upon those points : the
rous, where they are deprived of result was, that, as Mr. Muir had
all communication with intelligent been guilty of exciting persons to
beings like themselves, where they acts of sedition against the king
can find no social pleasure, but are and constitution, he could not in
condemned to live with ruffians dict him sot kasing-makiiig, which.
ptoperly
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properly defined, rrieaht the crime
of telling lies of the king, his no
ble*, &c. Had he, however, been
indicted for leasing-making, that
would cot have altered the nature
of his punishment. Mr. Adam
had contended, that there was a
difference between banishment and
transpoitation, the former of which
only was the punishment for leasing-making 5 but the law of Scot
land knew no such distinction, and
his lordship entered into a detail of
the existing acts where these words
occurred, and of the practice of the
Stcttish courts, in support of this
assertion.
With regard to what passed at
the trial of Mr. Muir, the lord ad
vocate said he asked the coutt to do
nothing, but what it was bound to
do by the strict rulcsof thelawsof the
country. He endeavoured to bring
in facts which were not stated in the
indictment. How far he was right
in doing so, was a question for the
house to determine, always taking
it into their reflection, that it was
net the law of England but the law
of Scotland they were to be guided
by. The learned gentleman totally
misunderstood the law of Scotland,
if he thought the Scotch lawyers
were to plead as formally as they
do in England. Such was not the
practice of the law of Scotland. It
was enough, by that law, if a charge
was made out in general terms;
and the time, by the common
practice, in which the prosecutor .
insisted on any act of the defendant,
was three months, within the time
ef which the prisoner had notice.
The prosecutor was not bound to
prove what he stated specifically ; it
was enough to prove, that the na
ture of the charge generally was
sufficient to entitle him to give evi
dence of speech, words, or letter.
This doctrine applied to the cafe
3
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of the book called " Flower on
the Constitution," in the defen
dant's pocket. As to the objection against the
jurymen, they had indeed united
for the defence of the constitution.
That disqualification might lie equally against the first characters of
the country. Unless it could be
proved that traitors and seditious
persons were the only proper persons
to fit on juries, this jury co'dd not
possibly be accjfed or impeached,
since there only could be found two
descriptions of persons—those who
wished to support the constitution,
and those who wished to destroy it.
With respect to the witness Russell,
on being asked whether any body
had told or instructed him what to
say on the occasion, he hesitated ;
and, upon a further investigation of
the business, it appeared that he
had held conversation with some
persons on this subject since his ci
tation, and therefore his testimony
was inadmissible. The defendant
had lost nothing by the rejection of
this witness ; he onlycame to prove
what twelve other witnesses had
sworn, that Muir frequently desired
the populace to behave peaceably,
&c. These witnesses, his lordship
had no doubt, hud conferred upon
the subject, and that was the reason
they agreed so well in their testi
mony. As to the soundness or
discretion of the court of justiciary,
the sentence of transportation, and
its excessive rigour, he felt himself
bound to defend it under every cir
cumstance. He had heard much of
the superiority of the English law ;
but in this cafe the law of Scot
land was siijVricr, and much better
adapted to suppress sedition. The
lord advocate concluded with an in
vective against those who had been
charged with seditious practices,
and amongst them mentioned GeCz
raid.
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raid. He was Called to order by
Mr. Thompson, on the plea, that
as that gentleman was now upon
his trial, this was an indecent an
ticipation of his sentence.
Mr. Sheridan thought there was
fallacy in all the arguments of the
learned lord, who he conceived
had confounded two things essen
tially different, the crime of lcasing-making and the crime of sedi
tion. He ridiculed the idea of
lawyers from Scotland telling the
house they were not qualified to
judge on a point of common sense,
because they were not Scotch law
yers. He repiobated in severe terms
the idea, that there was no middle
class of people in Scotland between
those who wi (lied to destroythe con
stitution, and those who applauded
the proceedings of the court of jufsticiary. This assertion he hoped and
believed to be as false, with regard
to the people ofScotland, as he knew
h to be false in application to the
great body of the people of En
gland ; he knew, that in England
there was a class between that of
republicans and levellers, and that
of associators and alai mists, and
much more honourable in their
views than either ; men, who
would defend the constitution with
unabated ability and undaunted
courage. Mr. Sheridan expressed
' much indignation at the lord advo
cate, for preferring the criminal
law of Scotland to that of En
gland ; such assertions ought never
to pass with impunity, lest, con
tempt should be construed into ac
quiescence, an d there might be found
_ a minister bold enough to make the
experiment of changing the law
of England for that of Scotland.
If the statements of the lord advo
cate were correct respecting that
law, he had presented a picture
. Calculated to alarm every man iu

this country. He took notice os'
the conduct of the court respecting'
the witness Russell, and maintained
that the lord advocate and the
court had acted illegally upon that
subject: their conduct had not bet-rr
agreeable to -any principle of law
recognized in any civilized soci
ety, for Russell had only said that
he did not recollect what no person
in court could prove to be false. lie
applied many pointed observation*
on the rcfuscl of the court to allow
the objection of Mr. Muir to the
jury, as having prejudged his cause.
This, he said, confounded two
things essentially at variance in the
administration of justice in every
court wheie justice was known or
pretended to be administered—that
of the accuser being the judge,
which was the cafe on the trial of
Mr. Muir. He ridiculed the effect
of the researches of the lord advo
cate, who had professed to have stu
died the law of Scotland upon these
subjects for eighteen months ; and
the result was, the. bringing for
ward a law, which had fit pt above
a century, and which when pro
duced turned out to be only a law
upon hajttig-tnakingt whereas the
subject to which he applied it was
sedition. Mr. Sheridan proceeded
with much humour to notice the
singularity of the lord advocate's
not being; able to find any law for
■sedition in the course of a century,
which had produced in Scotland
not only sedition and insurrection?,
but two rebellions. As the lord
advocate had gone into the evi
dence on the trials, it became fair
for him to go into the accusation
against Messrs. Muir and Palmer.
What was this accusation I Mr.
Palmer had been accused of inciting
poor people to insist upon a parlia
mentary reform. Had the lord ad
vocate not been as ignorant of Englib
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^lift history as of English law, he
would hive found some resemblance
to Mr. Palmer's conduct. He
■would have found a resolution,
signed Pitt and Richmond, from
which every word and sentiment
used by Mr. Palmer had been taken.
Mr. Sheridan said he had drawn up,
in three columns, the declaration
of Mr. Palmer, Mr. Pitt and the
■Duke of Richmond, and Mr.
P.urkc, and declared that no other
differencesubtisted between them,except that the latter had gone great
er lengths in calling the people to
assert their rights, and throw ess all
dependance upon parliament, The
learned gentleman, he said, had
boasted, that in the conduct of Mr.
Muir's trial tlie established course
of proceeding was followed, but
had forgotten to state, that on
summing up the evidence, while
every circumstance of aggravation
was brought forward, no notice
vis taken of any part of the evi
dence in favour of the accused.
Mr. Sheridan totally differed from
the lord advocate respecting ba
nishment and transportation ; and
a«T considering the cases ad
duced by him as precedents, and
the legal opinions he had produced,
as totally irrelevant, he called the
attention of the house to the ques
tion in debate, whether in the
cases of Messrs. Muir and Palmer
there appeared sufficient gruunds to
order au examination into the con
duct of the court of justiciary, or
whether or not the whole proceed
ings ought to be revised, and, if
necessary, amended ? Before Mr.
Sheridan concluded, he mentioned
an insinuation, which, from the
best of motives, had fallen from an
honourable member of that house,
(Mr. Whitbread senior) respecting
the sanity of Mr. Palmer. This impu
tation-had scusibly touched the un
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fortunate sufferer, and was a total
mistake. This was confirmed by
Mr. Whitbread junior in a short
but animated speech, in which he
reprobated the conduct of the
Scottish courts.
The motion was opposed by Mr.
Wy nd ham in a very desultory speech;
in which he appeared to insinuate!
that if the laws of England with re
spect to sedition were not found ade
quate to the restraint of offenders,
they ought to be assimilated to the
laws of Scotland. Mr. Wyndhara
was followed by Mr. Fox. He consi
dered the present question as ona
of the moll important that ever
came before the house ; a question
which involved not only the suffer
ings of two oppressed individuals,
but the consequences which would
result to posterity by establishing a
precedent dangerous and inimical
to their liberties. Should the law
of Scotlarid be introduced here, he
conceived it would be proper to ac
commodate his affairs, and retire to
some hnppy clime, where at least he
might enjoy the rights which God
had given to man, and which his na
ture tells, him he has a right to de
mand. "My hon. friend Mr. Wyndham(saidMr.Fox)hasbecn talking
of the adequacy ofthe laws. Does»h€
■mean that t he lawsofthis country arc
not adequate to punish sedition ? He
lias told us, that if they arc not foffi■cient to check the career of sedi
tion, laws ought to be introduced
to answer that purpose—that tbje
laws of Scotland should be intro
duced in their place. The question
is unfortunately a complicated one.
In complicated questions it will al
ways happen, that there are some
particular parts in which gentle
men will disagree ; parts that some
will overlook, and others will conlbat ; but in every question, how
ever intricate or comprehensive its
C 3
views,
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views, there are certain essentials,
in which all who value truth, or
act from the honest impulse of their
heart, must be unanimous. Justice
in ever)' country must be the fame.
If, therefore, in England this sen
tence must be considered as noto
riously unjust, and repugnant to
every principle of humanity, it i«
impossible for ingenuity to varnish
over such a system of iniquity, or
give to that which in its very face
wears the features of cruelty and
oppression, the appearance of jus
tice and humanity- The lord ad- 1
r vocate, in order: to vindicate the'
proceedings of the trial, had chosen
to: consider banishment and trans
portation as synonymous terms.
.MivFok contended that this was
not true ; and in proof he cited
the statute of 1672, in which the
words " banishment to the West In
dies" were expressed. If this word
■extended generally to transporta
tion, why wastlie place pointed out
in some cases and omitted i» others?
The reason was obviou3. When the
law of Scotland only meant the ex
iling of a man from his country, it
used the word banishment only, it
rave him the liberty of choosing a
spot for himself : when the offence
tailed for more exemplary punish
ment, the place was specified. Mr.
Fox warmly disapproved of the con
duct of the trial in Mr. Muir's
case, the questioning os his own ser
vant respecting his private and unjjyarded conversation, and the se
verity of his sentence, which he
.conceived illegal. He noticed the
inconsistency os Mr. Wyndham in
decrying the conduct of Messrs.
Muir and Palmer. In the American
war, he had himself been extremely
active in delivering sentiments hos
tile to government. Why are
Messrs. Muir and Palmer considered
as sowing the seeds of anarchy and

confusion, for only pointing out to
the people thole privileges which,
they had a right to enjoy \ Sedi
tion, he said, was of a generic na
ture ; there were several species of it ;
and possibly the' lord advocate had
been guilty of one, in respect to this
trial, respecting two witnesses, one
of whom, though incompetent to
give evidence, was admitted, while
the other, on account of his credi
bility being doubted, was rejected.
With respect to the credibility of
Russell, that ought to have been
left to the jury, without the judge
usurping their province, One of
the_ lords ofjusticiary had. said; that
no man has a right to speak of the
constitution unltss he possesses landed
property j men of personal pro
perty, however great it might be,
had no right to speak. Another
of this learned body had wandered
into the Roman law, and had at last
discovered, that, according to that
law, the punishment for this offence
there stated was, either being torn
asunder, thrown into a den ot wild
beasts, or transportation! Another
of these learned lords had asserted,
that now the torture was aboIi/l^J,
•there was no adequate punishment
for sedition ; and the lord advocate
had pronounced upon the guilt of
Mr. Gerald before he was brought
to trial. It could not, he said,
escape gentlemen, that not maoy
years ago there were associations in
this country, formed exactly upon
the principles that Mr. Muir and,
his friends had formed theirs. But
it will be said, that the French re
volution has changed the nature of
affairs. It may be so j but 1 wish
never to believe, that what was
once meritorious, and considered as
the only means of preserving the
liberties of our country, can of a
sudden become so atrocious, as to
call down upon the head us him
who
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who so far reveres the constitution
of England as to wish to restore it
to its-primitive perfection, the uOt
relenting vengeance of persecution ;
while those who perhaps set this
fatal example have fled into the
arms of power, and are now enjoy
ing the emoluments of the highest
places of this kingdom. " Yes,
these unfortunate gentlemen have
done what the chancellor <if the ex
chequer and the duke of Richmond
have done before them. They
iave done no more. Will tlris
house forget the addresses of those
two gentlemen to the people— and
this not to petition for a reform in
parliament, not simply to state
aoulei, and to pray for redresses of
'those abuses, but to demand them
as their right ? As long as gentle
men shall remember the Thatched
House, and those associations, it is
impossible they can forget their
addresses to the people."
The chancellor of the exchequer
conceived the grounds of discuffioa
on this subject were simple, and in
-his opinion no doubt could be entertained either of the legality' of
the trials, or the propriety with
•which the lords of jasticiary had
<xercifed their discretion on that
occasion. He accused Mr. Fox of
having confoHndcd the distinction
between capital and arbitrary puuishment, and contended that by
■the law of Scotland thejadges were
empowered arbitrarily to regulate
all punishments (hart of death. Mr.
Pitt accounted for no> recent in
stance of sedition having occurred
in Scotland, though there hud been
two rebellions, from the struggle in
that country having been for the
higher exercise of power and pre
rogative in a particular family, and
not for the propagation of princi
ples which had a tendency to pro
mote sedition. He quoted the le-
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gal opinion of fir George Macken
zie, that ieditiou was a crime de
serving capital punishment, whereevcr> it led to commotions among
the people, and thought the of
fences of Messrs. Muir and Palmer
had that tendency. The honour
able gentleman vindicated the whole
of the proceedings upon these trials,
and referred to his speeches during
the preceding sessions, to shew why
he at present opposed a parliamen
tary reform. The conduct of die
judges through the whole of these
proceedings appeared to him highly
meritorious and advantageous to
their country ; and he concluded
by declaring that he should have
thought them highly culpable if,
vested as they were with discretionr
ary powers, they had not employed
them for the present punishment of
delinquents, and for preventing the
diflusibn of their doctrines.
On a division of the house the
motion was negatived by a majority
of 1 39 against J2.
On the 25th of March Mr.
Adam introduced a third motion
relative to the regulation of the
justiciary courts of Scotland. The
several heads he wished to have Con
sidered were, the nature and punish
ment of leafuig-making, and of
sedition:—the propriety of appeal
from the Scotch criminal courts—
the expediency of granting a new
trial in certain cases—to know in
what manner petty juries were rec
turned, aud what rij;ht of challenge
-was allowed to tlie prisoner— the
-powers of the lord advocate, and
.the expediency of granting to the
^Scotch the protection of a grjpid
jury-—and the power of the criminal
.courts topunish contempts, and the
power of inferior courts to try cri
minal causes, and punish without
the intervention of a jury. Mr»
Adam entered into an investigation
C4
o£
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of all these points, and of the con
duct of the English courts. He
was auswered by Mr. Duridas, who
Conceived that the assimilation of
the Scotch to the English law was
jiot desired by the country, and wai
a violation of the articles, of uniun.
He contended that the Scotch were
equally happy under the admini
stration ofitheir laws with the Eng-'
Jish. The honourable gentleman
lidded, that' with respect to the
punishment for libels in this country,
when he saw " the attacks that
were daily made on the verv vitalB
of the constitution ; when he. saw
this systematically done ; when he
found that works in their nature
hostile to the government of the
•country, addressed to the lower or
ders of society, for the purpose of
creating discontent among them,
were lest in cellars and on Hairs,
dropt in stretts, and scattered about
CO highways and on commons (nay,
fie found one of them himself on
Wimbledon Common the other
day) ; he thought it his duty to
fay that something mult be done
to check those practices,- These
things wtre carried on, and these
sentiments were spread with great
assiduity by peiti'-ns denominating
themselves conespondirg .societies,
and other names by whteh gentle
men choose to ai orn their meetings;
and under nil these circumstances,
he was ready to fay that he was
clearly convinced that the punish
ment hitherto inflicted by the law
of England was not sufficiently se
vere' to deter persons from this prac
tice." [Aery of Hear! hear!] Mr.
Dundas said, he would again repeat
it, in order to be well understood
—" rlt was clearly convinced that,
on proper inquiry into this sub
ject, it would be found that the
■law'of this country was insufficient
in this respect, and that the legis

lature must proceed in some mea
sure or other different from what
the law was at present in that par
ticular."
The lord advocate strenuously
vindicated the constitution, and
administration os the Scottish cri
minal laws, and, as well as the
master of the rolls, gave a negative
to the motion.
Mr. Fox, in a speech of great
ability and energy, supported the
motion. . It was, however, strongly
opposed by the attorney general,
and, on the question being put,
there were 24 for the motion,
ageinit it 77.
The discussion of this question
was not confined to the house of
commons ; it was introduced into
the upper house by lord Stanhope,
who brought forward a motion for
addrefling his majesty to suspend
the execution of Mr. Muir's sen
tence till the house had examined
the circumstances. His lordship's
motion, after much had been laid
concerning the trial, nearly similar
to what we have already detailed,
was thrown out by a majority of 49
against t.
On the 14th April the earl of
Lauderdale moved for the produc
tion of the papers relative to the
trial of Messrs. .Muir and Palmer,
preparatory to his intended motion
for au address to his majesty in faw of these unfortunate persons.
His lordship's speech was replete
With ability, and judiciously arran
ged y but we have already entered so
fully into the proceedings of the
house bt commons, that our limits
do not allow us to extend this topic
much further. The motion was
-negatived without n division, and
was succeeded by a motion from
the lord chancellor, declaring, "that
there was no ground for interfering
in the established courts of criminal
justice,
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justice, as administered under the
constitution, and by which the
-rights, liberties, and properties of
all ranks of subjects were pro
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tected." This was put aud car
ried ; and this closed the parlia
mentary proceedings on the subject. ■ «

CHAP.

II.

Messagefrom the King— D. Lite on tht landing os Hessian Troops—Motion by
Air. Greyfor a Kill of Indemnity —A similar Motion by Lord Albemarle
in the Lords— Air. Sheridan's Motionsor an Account of certain Expences,
isfc.— Committee ofSupply—Mr. Fox charges the Naval Department ivitb
ifegleS respeSing Convoys—Delate on thai SubjeB—Debate concerning
Nova Scotia in the Committee of Supply—Debate in the fame Committee on
the Treaty with Sardinia—Debate on the Naval Supply—Budget—ParHamcntary Proceedings on the Tax Bills—Debate on the Lottery.
THE minds of men, both within
and without the walk of parliament, continued to be agitated
by the very interesting question of
peace or war, and the consideration
of the impedimenta which obstructed the restoration of that tranquil
-system of policy^ under which the
nation had found itself both floufishing and happy. This subject
therefore naturally intermixed itstlf
in most of the succeeding debates.
Independent, however, of the party
and temporary politics, which were
necessarily alluded to, some of the
discussions involved points of the
utmost constitutional importance,
and these were ably contested on
the part of opposition. Among
these, the debate concerning the
employment of foreign troops within the territory of (ireat lintain is
not the least worthy of attention ;
and the arguments of the minority,
though unsuccessful as to their object, will, we doubt not, obtain an
influence with posterity on any
similar occasion.
On the 27th of January Mr.
Dundas brought np a -message from
hit majesty, iufoixning the house

that a corps of Heflian troops, employed in his service, having been
brought to the coast on the Ifle of
Wight, to prevent sickness on board
the transports, his majesty had given
orders they should be quartered in
the island. An address of thanks
was voted for this communication,
On the following day Mr. Grey
called upon ministers to assign a
reason for landingthe Hessian troops,
He could not, he said,' but observe,
that neither the amount of the
Hcffians so imported, their deilination, nor the time for which they
were to remain our guests, had been
specified. Mr. Fox thought full
information was necessary upon
these, points. Mr. Pitt objected
to the discussion of their future mililary operations, as improper in
that place; and for the fame rcason coidd not state the duration of
their stay ; no regular account of
them had yet been made out, nor
were they all arrived. On the loth
of February Mr. Grey again called
the attention of the house to this
subject. He professed that he
should set out with declaring that,
as far as related to the present ques
tion,
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fion, he did not mean to consider
the expediency of introducing at
this time foreign troops into this
country; his object wr»to prove
that the measure itself was clearly
uncuulluutkuutl, aud-uiuWuiably il
legal ; that the king had no power
to introduce them without the con
sent of parliament. By the bill of
rights it was positively declared,
that the raising or maintaining an
armed force or Handing army with
in these kingdoms in time of peace,
unless by the consent of parliament,
■was againstjaw. He might be told
this did not apply to a time of war;
l>nt he liked not the distinction,
nor did the principles of our con
stitution turn upon these subtleties.
The principle was, that parliament
should always have the power of
granting and regulating all military
force. Largely and liberally con
sidered, 'it would appear that the
framerf of this .bill had it in con
templation, -that at no time should
the king hare power to introduce
foreign troops into this country
without the sanction os parliament.
Mr. Grev entered into a history of
various cases, as applicable to the
point in question. He then called
the attention of the house to the
act of settlement, which expressly
declared, " That no office of trust,
civil or military, shall, on any ac
count whatever, be held by any but
natural subjects of his majesty, born
within the realm." The command
of these troops now within the realm
was a great military trust, and there
fore contrary to that act. The
mutiny bill too would illustrate his
proposition, without the annual
pasting of which, the army could
not be under military law. The
marine mutiny bill was of a similar
nature. These Hessians were not
tinder the military law of this king
dom ; whatever power was previ
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ously exercised over them, from the
moment thev landed here they were
ipso facto discharged; and if anydeserted or disobeyed, there was nt»
law by which they could be tried.
The landing of- foreign troops w.i*
besides expressly prohibited by
many acts of pailiament; he in
stanced the 29th of George II. and
the Bth of his present majesty, lie
reprobated the resorting to prece
dents to justify any measure repug
nant to revolution principles. Mr.
Grey produced several instances to
prove that parliament luid uniformly
opposed this measure as uuceitstitutional and illegal. Whenever
such a measure became necessary,
ministers should either obtain the
previous consent of parliament, oV
apply for a bill of indemnity. He
begged leave to remind gentlemen,
that while they drily expressed their
alarms at popular incroachments on
his majesty's prerogative, it would
highly become them not to sit silent
and neglect the rights and privi
leges of the people. He was sure
hi.- majesty Ii Ail no bad intention in
the exercise of his power j but it was
the duty of that house to watch
over the prerogative, • which his
ministers might advise him to make
use of. Mr. Grey concluded by
moving, " That to employ fo
reigners in any situation of military
trust, or to bring foreign noops
into this kingdom, without the
consent of parliament first had and
obtained, is contrary to law."
The motion waB opposed by Mr.
Powis, and supported by Mr. Whitbread, who expressed his dissatis
faction with respect to the message
from the king :' but there was one
article in the treaty with the land
grave of Hesse Caflcl, which, in his
opinion, was more unconstitutional
than the landing of the troops in
England— he meant the article-: by
which
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yhich h\t majesty agreed 'with the
landgrave, that if any of the troops
should be employed in Ireland or
England, they were to be put upon
the fame footing with British troops.
Mr. Whitbread conceived his ma
jesty's prerogative would not enable
him to comply with this article,
but should be glad to know the
opinion of gentlemen on the other
sitie of the house.
Mr. Wyndham said, that with
respect to the bill of rights, and the
abstract question, he took it to be,
whether ministers had acted illegally
in advising his majesty to bring fo
reign troops into this kingdom in
time of war, and when the exigency
oi circumstances was such as in their
opinion rendered it an advisable
measure ? He contended that the
arguments deduced from the decla
ration of rights, and from the other
precedents, were unfavourable to
the inferences drawn from them.
Opinions on great constitutional
questions ought to be formed from
the practice of the constitution,
rether than theories and discussions
upon abstract principles. He costended that his majesty was autho
rized to use a discretionary power
in this respect, and was enabled at
any time, during a war, to bring
foreign troops into this country
without the previous consent of par
liament.
Lord John Cavendish and major
Maidand earnestly concurred in the
motion. They were followed by
Mr. Francis, who conceived that
the mover and supporters of the
motion, together with Mr. Wynd
ham, had mistaken the bill of rights,
which he contended had said no
thing relative to the introduction
of foreign troops ; a native force
alone was what it referred to, the
force which they had seen main
tained by James II. and they ap

plied the remedy to that grievance;
A distinction, he said, had been
taken, and supposed prodigiously
' material, that foreign troops could)
not be introduced in times of peace
only. But taking for granted the
general position, which however be
declared himself ready at any time
to controvert, that the king may
make war at his pleasure, the mini
sters had only to excite or create a
foreign quarrel, which was at any
time in their power, and then fo
reign fbrees might be introduced
into the kingdom, because it was a
time of war. If on this ground it
was lawful to bring in four thou
sand Hessians to-day, why not ten
thousand Austrians to-morrow, and
twenty thousand Russians the day
following ? A corrupt and abject
people, when once frighted, will
submit to any thing for the sake of
being defended. The English will
be threatened with a French inva
sion ; and instead of being called
to defend themselves, will be told
that they may be perfectly quiet,
for the king has subsidized an army
of Germans to protect them. Mr.
Francis hoped that Englishmen
would look a little to the conse- t
quences of this doctrine ; and said,
that were he to choose whether the
king mould possess the power of in
troducing foreign troops into the
kingdom in time of peace, or in
time of war, he should much prefer
the former. Such a step would
then appear so alarming and exor
bitant, that every man would op
pose it, and the precedent eould not
be established; which would not be
the case when foreign wars and
fictitious alarms furnished pretences
for calling in a foreign force.
Mr. Wallace thought that the favourers ofthe motion had not proved,
that to bring a foreign force into
these kingdoms in time of war was
contrary
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contrary to any existing law, or
contrary to the custom and prac
tice of the constitution ; nor, if the
power subsisted in the prerogative,
had it been proved to have been
abused in the present instance.
Amongst the numerous occasions
on which foreign forces had been
iu this kingdom, he could discover
no instance of any thing like a pre
vious parliamentary consent. He
conceived his majesty fully possessed
this prerogative, and tiiat it became
the house to watch over it with due
vigilance and attention, but not
with suspicion. He did not think
it becoming the house ; it could
not be for the interest or peace of
the country, that all confidence in
the executive power should be at an
end ; he did not think it amongst
its duties to teach the people that
their interests and those of the crown
were at variance, and that minister*
were ever on the watch to surprise
and overthrow them.
Mr. Serjeant Adair declared, that
he believed the king did not posses*
the prerogative of introducing or
keeping foreign troops in this king
dom. He was, he said, a firm
■friend to the principles of the mo
tion, but not to the form of it, or the
time in which it had been brought
forward : he therefore moved the
previous question, and was second
ed by the attorney general.
Mr. W. Smith said, if such a pre
rogative existed, as that of the
king's introducing and employing
foreign troops in the country, with
out the consent os parliament, he
wished to know what was the se
curity of the subject. The king
possessed the indubitable right "of
declaring war. If he had annexed
to this prerogative the right of
landing foreign troops in this king
dom without number, the security
el the subject, was no more.

Mr. Pitt contended, that for hi*
majesty's ministers to introduce such
troops into the country in time of
war, either to a place of rendezvous
for foreign service, or for the de
fence of the kingdom, his majesty
communicating what had beendone,
and receiving in an address the ap
parent approbation of parliament,
was contrary to no law or precedent.
He strongly asserted, \ that his
nwjesty possessed this prerogative,
and adduced a number of precedents
to support his opinion. The re
medy for any danger resulting from
this prerogative was the power of
the house to withhold die supplies
tor the payment of troops. He
appealed to the treaty with the
landgrave of Hessc-Cailel, to prove,
from the stipulation for the pay to
be received by his troops, in cafe
they were taken into Great Britain
or Ireland, that it was considered
that the crown wa6 invested with the
power of landing foreign troops.
Mr. You conceived the introduc
tion of foreign troops to be a moll
dangerous and unconstitutional
stretch of prerogative. He very
ably recapitulated every argument
against the measure, which had been
already brought forward. From
the bill cs rights, the mutiny bilk
and the debates in 1775, on sending
foreign Hoops to Minorca and Gib
raltar, he contended that they could
never be introduced into this king
dom without the consent of parlia
ment. He conceived the present
question important in the highest
degree. Ministers affirmed they
were not to remain long : but that
was not the question ; and who were
to tell au aimy of Austrians, of
Hanoverians, of Hulans, or of
Dutch, that their further continu
ance in England was contrary to
law ? Was the house to wait till it
was surrounded by foreign merce
naries,
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saries, and then present them with
a piece of parchment, or the bill of
rights, to convince them that they
uere violating the liberties of Eng
lishmen ? and he conjured the house
to consider that the liberty of Eu
rope had been destroyed by the il
legal use os the mercenary arms of
kings and of princes. He entreated
the house not to desert cither the
liberties of the people, or the privi
leges of parliament. If there ex
isted a party in this country, who
wished to lower monarchical power,
that party would be defeated by
liot rendering that power odious by
such a dangerous extension of the
prerogative. He wished that some
mode could be adopted for qualify
ing in some degree a measure, which
was perhaps not blrtmeable in itself,
so as not to establish a precedent of
right in the crown. The house di
vided on the previous quest ion, ayes*
184, noes 35. The original mo
tion was consequently loft.
This very important question
was again brought before the house
(March 14), by Mr. Grey, who
controverted in strong terms the
opinion of the chancellor of the
exchequer on the former debate.
He considered that opinion, as
coming from such authority, of
tbe utmost importance. However
the landing of the Hessian ttoops
night be justified by necessity, it
was so clearly against law, that the
house should make as speedy an
atonement as possible to the people
for this breach of the constitution,
by passing an act of indemnity ;
which, while it secured such as had
counselled the act, bore testimony
to those principles, so essential to
the preservation of our liberties.
From a review of the general tenor
of the bill of rights; from the sollowing acts of parliament ; from
die answer of the house of com-
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mons to king William, peremp
torily refusing to allow his majesty
to keep his Dutch guards even ia
time of peace, he would maintain
that the king had no right, either
by law or the practice of the con
stitution, to bring foreign troop*
into this country at any time, with
out the consent of parliament. By
the act of settlement no foreigner
could possibly hold any office of.
civil or military mist in this coun
try; and according to the mutiny
bill, such troops, when in this coun
try ; could not by any legal mean*
be under any military law. The
1st of George I. which was an amendment of the act of settlement,
enacted, that in every naturalization
bill, the person naturalized should be
held incapable os accepting any civil
ormilitary trust. What then was the
situation os the Hessian officers? He
might be told there were precedents
to sanction the measure, but no pre
cedent could sanction illegality ;
that which was unjust must for ever
remain so, notwithstanding the num
ber of instances in which it was re
pented. He professed he had no
other view in the measure, than
guarding against the establishment
of a dangerous doctrine and a dan
gerous precedent. Whatever might
be the pride of ministers, the house
were bound to maintain the princi
ples of the constitution. Mr. Grey
directed the attention of the house
to the possible effects of a measure
like the present. What was the
security for the freedom of the
country, when a king had the
power of introducing such a force
as would terminateall disputes about
rights? — What would become of
the controul of parliament should
such a circumstance take place ?—
\V hat was the remedy he proposed
to this evil ? A bill of indemnity.
Did this hurt the pride of the mini
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fier, or was he to be deemed in
capable of having erred ? What in
convenience could result from such
a measure ? If the house refused
his proposition, what remained on
the other side ? The law violated*
and a precedent established preg
nant with the most dangerous conse
quences. Mr. Grey ended by mov
ing for a bill of indemnity, and was
/ecor.ded by Mr. Francis.
Mr. Grenville saw), that with eve
ry possible attention which he could
give to the question, he could not
siiul one declaration of law which
fairly applied to the present case.
The bill of rights did not reach it ;
for that bill only declaied, " that
the king should not keep a standing
army in this country in time of
peace, without the consent of par
liament.'' He thought no one, upon
fairly reading the act of settlement,
would lay, that its regulations were
framed with a view to a cafe any
thing like the present ; he conceiv
ed it was only intended to prevent
foreigners from being introduced
into places of trust by the family
recently admitted to the throne.
He leterred to the conduct of those
who framed tut. act, who fourteen
years after, \vhen6oooDutch troops
were introduced into this country,
in their debates on the subject ne
ver expressed a doubt of the legality
os their introduction. The conduct
of ministers on that occasion had
never been questioned as illegal ; in
deed, in iu. one instance since the
present century, in which foreign
troops hdd been introduced into the
country in time of war, had a bill of
indemnity ever been thought neces
sary. The opinion of the honour
able gentleman was, he thought,
contrary to the letter of the law, to
the practice of parliament, and the
spirit of the conltitution. He men
tioned the responsibility of ministers

for every undue exertion of ihc
prerogative, and asked whether, if
ari invasion from the French was ap
prehended, and the regular troop*
of this country employed abroad, if
at the fame time there happened to
be ie,oooof our allies at Ostend,
would or would not the minister be
justified in sending for them ? Most
certainly, if he did not, he would
deserve to be impeached;
Mr. serjeant Adair, in a speech
of considerable length and ability^
contended, that so far from the
king being empowered to maintain
foreign troops without the consent
of parliaments he could dt no pe
riod of the English history call
out the native troops without that,
consent* During the operation of
the feudal laws, the monarchs did
not levy troops merely as kings;
but as the territorial lords of the
country. That at common law
there existed no right in the crown
to embody any armed force within
the country, was clear from the first
establishment of the militia in the
reign of Charles II. At that time
the greater part of the feudal tenures
were abolished, and the system of
national defence founded upon them
of couise fell to the ground. In
their stead, parliament established s
regular national militia, because
they knew that the king by his
prerogative had no power to pro
vide for internal defence. From
that time a system had been gaining
ground of having a regular body of
forces, in the nature of a standing
army, which had become in some
degree a neeessary measure. But
this army must be annually voted
by parliament, pnd a mutiny bill
yearly passed for its regulation.
The jealousy of parliament on the
prerogative of the crown to levy
troops commenced at a very early
period, and was evinced by several
acts
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iiis and resolutions of parliament.
In the reign of Edward III. an act
u%.3 passed which enacted, that no
pei Ion should be called out of the
lhire in which tie lived, except in
cafes of insurrection or invasion ; and
he could not conceive our ancestors
would be guilty of such a solecism
in politics as to prevent the draw
ing forth our native forces, except
in timesofextraordinary danger.and
yet leave to the crown the right of
bringing into the kingdom an in
definite number of foreign troops
whenever it pleased. ■ The 25th of
the same king restricts this military*
force to such as were bouud by their
tenure aid possessions to defend the
country. Respecting the militia,
though composed of persons pecu
liarly interested in the welfare of
the kingdom, the king is not bylaw
wholly invested with the controul
of these troops: even in cafes of the
utmost exigency he is not em
powered to call them out, without
tiril acquainting parliament, if it is
at that time fitting; and if not,
it (hall be convened within fourteen
days, and the measures which had
been adopted laid before it. If,
however, his majesty was vested
with the power of introducing what
number of foreign troops he pleated
into the kingdom, this jealous, cau
tion of the legislature was totally
useless and inefficient. From the
iilence of the bill of rights respectiag the prerogative of the crown
in this instance, it would be wrong
to suppose the existence of such a
prerogative. As well might it be
laid, that several of the most valu
able privileges of British subjects
which they hold under magna
charta, and the habeas corpus
ad, did not exist, since they had
uot been recited in the bill of rights.
The act of settlement and the na
turalization bill clearly proved that
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this prerogative did not exist- in the
crown. Mr. Adair confessed him
self no enemy to the ordinary pre
rogatives of the crown, which were
known, defined, and legal ; but the
prerogative which appeared to himi
dangerous, was that prerogative,
which, if it at all existed, was un
known, undefined, and unascer
tained. With respect to what had
been said by an honourable gentle.rcan concerning the acquiescence of
those who had framed the act of
settlement in the subsequent intro
duction of foreign1 troops, that this
was at a time when there was au
open rebellion in the country ; the
present introduction of foreign
troops, he thought, might be fully
justified 011 the grounds of necessity
and humanity ; and he lhould have
considered that there was little
cause for jealousy, had not the asser
tion of this prerogative proceeded
fioni a quarter which gave occasion
for more than common jealousy,
when the question was between the
prerogatives of the crown and the
law of llic land.
Mr. Anstrutlicr defended the
power of the crown in the present
instance, from the powers with
which it is vested for tlie protection
of the kingdom, and the practice of
stating to the house, in his Majesty's
speech, that he deemed it necessary
to augment his forces. Supposing;
a war broke out in the recess ofpar
liament, and the king increased
his military establishment for the
immediate safety of, the kingdom,
would any man regard this as a vio
lation of the sacred principles of
the constitution ? In iuppoit ofthe
right of his majesty to call out the
forces of the kingdom in time of
war, he appealed to ,the precedents
of Henrj VII and VIII, aud the
reign of Philip and Mary, and cited
the preambi" to an act in the latter
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of these rei'gns, to prove the prero
gative at present contested. He
cited other acts, to prove the power
of the crown to raise troop9 in time
of war. He >Vould not allow, that
the argument respecting the militia
applied to the question, and equallyset aside the applicability os the act
of settlement. How could the
house pass a bill of indemnity for an
act that could not be found consi
dered as an illegal act on any of the
statute or law books ? Would any
gentleman assert, that the king had
not at any period raised forces in
this kingdom ? From the year
1698 to the year 1701, there was
a standing army kept up in this
country, and the mutiny bill was
suspended. From that period to
the present, no bill of indemnity,
under circumstances like the pre
sent, had been passed ; therefore it
could not be presumed that this was
a sit ground upon which to found a
bill of indemnity.
Mr. Sheridan, with his usual abi
lity, combated the arguments of
Mr. Anstruthcr. There was, he
contended, only one part of the
hon. gentleman's speech which
applied to the question, the prece
dents in relation to the conduct of
bills of indemnity. But to look
into books for the illegality ofsnch
a claim, was a mere waste of time ;
common fense was sufficient to (hew
that it could not - exist. It had
been asked by an hon. gentleman
(Mr. Grenville), whether, is an
invasion was to be threatened here,
and our troops were abroad, we
should not impeach the minister
who should, in this exigence, ne
glect to bring from Ostend the
troops of our allies to defend the
country. To this he would an
swer, «' that if the country could
suffer the incapacity of a minister to
bring it into such a situation, it

would not be woilli while to im
peach him, for the country would
be past the possibility of being
saved." If it were the wish of the
king to land a foreign force, any
construction which could be put on
the bill of rights was a paltry con
sideration, compared to the conse
quences which must result from such
a measure. The militia act enjoin
ed, that if the domestic force of
the country was necessary to be
called^ut, the circumstance flioiild,
as soon as convenient be submitted
to the house. But if, in an inter
val of anarchy, 50,o~o foreign
troops were to laud in the king
dom, who would assert, that the
responsibility of ministers was a suf
ficient apology for the measure ?
With respect to impeaching or re
proving ministers, of all men, he
should like the least to reprove the
leader of an army of foreign troops.
While the house was dividing on
the reproof, they might meet his
advanced guard in the lobby. The
question, Mr. Sheridan said, lay in
narrow bounds. Let it be proved,
that the prerogative contended for
had always existed, that it was
safe, an J subject to proper control.
Every control of the executive
power was attended with some
disadvantage ; but the general re
sult was of such inestimable benefit,
as far to outweigh all the partial in
conveniences.
The attorney general agreed with
Mr. Sheridan, that if the minister
was at the head of 50,000 men, it
would be difficult to make him
responsible ; but the supposition
was too extravagant for a com
ment, and the argument made not
more against our own than against
every- other species of government.
He asserted that governors must
act as individuals j if it was thought
advisable to grant them any power,
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tfrey must also be allowed the means
of maintaining their authority, or
such powers could not exist to any
useful purpose. He concluded, by
contending that no argument drawn
from the danger arising from the
abuse of power ought to have weight
in determining the decision of the
house respecting a question so nice in
its nature, and which, for a variety of
reasons, had better remain as it was.
The earl of VVycomb declared,
that If etery idea of the constitu
tion he had been able to collect for
himself, or had received from edu
cation, were not founded in preju
dice, the king had not the prero
gative now contended for. He
could not wonder at the people
being enraged, when they law
foreign mercenaries, introduced into
this country, at a time when our
own troops were sending out of
the kingdom. The introduction.
«f those troops was inconsistent
with the established constitution
and maxims of economy, and re*
pugnant to rational policy. He
mould vote for the motion, consi
dering the power which it was
meant to disallosv as unfit to be
possessed by the sovereign of a free
people ; and a bill of indemnity,
in this cafe, might establish a ne
cessary and useful precedent, which
would prevent suture ministers from
transgressing the limits prescribed
by the constitution..
Mr. Smith also thought the illega
lity of introducing foreign troops
could not be questioned. No consti
tution could contain a principle,
which was silo defe, which struck
at its vital part, and endangered
its existence. It had last year been
asserted by miuisters, that they
might build barracks in any part of
the country, and when built, par
liament might take into considera
tion the propriety of their being
»794«

erected. If the crown had the
power of garrisoning these for
tresses with foreign troops, procur
ed by treaty or by pay, what carl
it have to fear, what may it not ac
complish ?
Mr. Fox, with that energy
which characterizes all his exertions
on constitutional questions, said, that
if the introduction of foreign troops
into this country was legal, to talk
of liberty was absurd ; to' speak of
a free constitution was weakness.
If the house did not come to some
resolution on its illegality, all the
libels of those who said we had no
constitution, would be converted
into melancholy truths. The ar
gument of responsibility would jus
tify any prerogative, but it was a
very different thing to be able to
tell a minister he was wrong', and
arrest him in -the very first step,
and to be obliged to watch him id
his progress, in order to prove
something wrong, when the proof
might come too late. He thought
it would be criminal to sit silent,
and not at least establish a settled
precedent for posterity ; since it
was the silence of parliaments, on
similar questions, that gave us the
smallest cause to doubt of the ille
gality. But our ancestors never ima
gined that there would have beei*
any ambiguity in construing the
act of settlement : had they en
tertained the smallest doubt, they
Would have guarded against the de
lusive aud artful practice of endea
vouring to confound right and
wrong, truth and salstiood, so of
ten resorted to in cafes of diffi
culty by the present servants of tjie
crown. He did not suppose mini
sters would engage in a measure de
claredly illegal ; but if their inten
tions were pure, what objection
could they make to the proposed
bill of indemnity ? Mr, Fox quoted
D
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the authority of the late lord Mans
field, to (hew the propriety of mi
nisters seeking indemnity, when
ever necessity should uige them to
act illegally. Mr., Fox called upon
gentlemen to consider the duty they
owed their constituent?, and upon
the crown lawyers to decide tbi*
important point. If tlie motion
was to be negatived, he said one of
two ideas would po abroad, either
that the house hail assumed the le
gality, or that, fnem timidity and
deference to men in power, they
had shrunk' from the inquiry. If
it was asked why decisions were
not called fdr on other points of
the constitution as well as this, he
would answer,- that on most other
constitutional points there was no
niutarial difference of opinion, but
here a new and dangerous claim of
prerogative had been maintained by
great abilities and great authority.
The chancellor of the exchequer
recalled' the attention of the house
to the preceding debate en this
subject,- and said, that the act
which they had then, on full discus
sion and mature deliberation, de
clared to be not illegal, they were
now called upon to declare illegal,
by palling a bill of indemnity, in
which such a censure was evidently
implied. It had ever been the prac
tice of parliament, in difficult cafes,not to follow up to strict and precise
definitions, questions which might
be better left to practice, and they
Lad always avoided coming to de
cisions upon them,- unseso in cafes
of such exigency, as rendered a de
cision unavoidable. Gentlemen had
maintained, that doctrines were as
serted contrary to the constitution,
and it was insinuated that the cafe
of right, whether in the preroga
tive or not, 'had never been fairly
brought into discussion. The fact
was he laid directly the reverse; n»t

a single war had occurred since tb<»
involution, in which grouud had
not been furnished for some pro
ceedings on the subject. Mi. Pitt
mentioned different instances inwhich the question had been dis
cussed, and inferred, from what
had arisen on these occasions, that
it had been the uniform practice ot
parliament to avoid coming to a de
claration on the subject. He perse
vered in his opinion of the lega
lity of introducing foreign troops
into the kingdom without the pre
vious consent of parliament, and
called upon gentlemen to- point out
to him what positive law was con
travened by it, what precedents it
violated, or what course of prac
tice it traversed 2 He denied that
ministers would think themselves
lowered, or their pride wounded by
a bill of indemnity ; on the contrary, he should have occasion in a
few days to move for such a billr
but- he ihou'J never think it right,
m,crcly to save a warm debate, to>
avoid odium, or to spare trouble,
to concede so far as to ask for or
agree to a bill of indemnity on a
matter not declared to be illegal.
Mr. Grey aontended that the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Pitt) had re
ferred to precedents which did not
apply to the present question. Had
they however been applicable, and
proved that similar acts had been
practised by the king at former pe
riods,' without any notice having
been taken of them f the silence os
parliament on these occasions, was
of itself a sufficient inducement for
him to bring forward a motion like
the present. He pcremptQrily de
nied that there ever was a similar
cafe in this country ; in the only
cafe produced by Mr. Pitt which
bore any fort of resemblance to the
present, the circumstances were es
sentially different, and no man in
that

foreign history.
\\tat house attempted to support
the prerogative in the manner it
bad been lately attempted; He de
clared his intention to pursue the
subject till he should be able to
effect something for the preserva
tion of the constitution. He con
ceived it to be a point of the utmost
importance to the people of this
country, whether their liberties
did or did not depend on the exer
cise of a prerogative, which he
contended, was totally repugnant
to the spirit and practice of the
constitution, and the statute law of
the land ; a prerogative, destruc
tive of all the rights and liberties
of Englishmen, and by which they
might all be overthrown at a single
stroke. On the motion being
called for, the Ayes were 41, Noes
A motion for a bill of indemnity,
cn occasion of landing the Hefiian
troops in England without par
liamentary consent, was also brought
forward in the house of lords, on
February 2 I, by the earl of Albe
marle, in a speech eminently con
spicuous for found argument and
historical knowledge. After a re*
view of the bill of rights, of the
act of settlement, and the mutiny
bill, his lordship entered into a con
sideration of various precedents in
parliament relative to the question,
tending to mew the jealousy with
which every incident likely to af
fect the principles of the constitu
tion had been regarded. His
lordship particularly noticed that of
177;, in which year ministers wished to fend foreign noops to garri
son Gibraltar and Mahon, and
landed them in England with that
view, justifying the measure under
the subterfuge that these places
were without the kingdom : the
evasion however was scouted, and
a bill of indemnity brought in,

which passed the house os com
mons, but was lost in the lords, from
the objection made by the marquis
of Rockingham to the preamble,
in which it was stated, " where
as doubts have arisen, &c." the
marquis declared no such doubt
had existed, for it was clear
ly true, that the crown had no
right to land foreign troops without
the consent of parliament. . His
lordship contended that the cafe os
the Hetfians was stronger than
any of the precedents to which' he
had referred. He trusted he had
pioved, that by law the king could
not introduce foreign troops with
out the consent of parliament ; and
by law, that both houses of parlia
ment had uniformly entertained a
constitutional jealousy upon the
subject. '
Lord Spencer combated the opi
nion on this subject, taken from the
bill of rights, that the king has
not the power to employ a standing
army in this country without the
sanction of parliament, on the plea,
that the present case did not amount
to this. The act of settlement,
which prohibited foreigners from,
holding any civil or military trust
in this kingdom, was equally ir
relevant, for the Hessian officers,
while here, were not in any office
of trust. When indeed troops
were thus landed, to justify the act,
it was essential they should have a
foreign destination, that their resi
dence should be temporary, and
that there should be a prompt com
munication to parliament of the
measure. All these points were to
be found in the conduct of the pre
sent measure. " It certainly was
not in the power of the preroga
tive to introduce foreign troops,
either to quell domestic disorder,
to share in garrison duty, or to
make a permanent residence in the
D 2
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kingdom, without the sanction of
parliament ;" but their introduc
tion on an emergency, and under
the modifications he had Hated, was
clearly not against law, and wanted
no indemnity.
Lord Auckland was sorry to fee
a great quellion agitated on very
•slight grounds. He could not con
sider the measure in question as an
illegal act, though he •would not go
so far at to say it was according lo
/am. There were in our constitu
tion many cafes in which the law is
silent, and it had been the wisdom
of parliament to remain silent also,
unless there were some unequivocal
reasons for apprehending, that the
crown was making a pernicious use
.of the discretionary power resulting
irom the silence of the law. His
lordship thought such a power ought
to subsist in the hands of the king,
to be exercised for the benefit of
his people. He mentioned several
cases, in which the existence of
this power would be salutary, and
observed, that the possible dangers
attending it were no more than
.might be conjured up against every
prerogative of the crown.
Lord Romuey said, a regard to
•his own character would not suffer
him to give a silent vote, after hav
ing heard what had fallen from the
noble lord ( Auckland) , which, con
sidered in a constitutional point os
view, appeared to him to be a doc
trine the mojl extraordinary that had
ever been avowed and maintained.
■It had fallen to his lot, lie said,
19 years ago, to rise in the other
house of parliament, and move an
amendment lo the preamble of the
indemnity bill then brought in,
on the business of ministers having
sent foreign troops to garrison Gi
braltar and Port Mahon. At that
time, it was not even pretended, that
to introduce and employ fureiga

troops in any part of the king's
dominions was not illegal and un
constitutional. It was admitted on
all hands, and the only question was,
how to frame and word the pream
ble of the bill of indemnity, so as
not to throw a doubt upon a princi
ple, respecting which there was
no doubt entertained, or question
made. His lordship however in the
present instance did not think an in
demnity bill absolutely necessary,
though he should not like to give
his vote against one, moved on the
ground of preserving the constitu
tion from encroachment.
Lord Grenville considered the
question as turning wholly on an
abstract proposition, and saw no
use in agitating abstract propositions
in parliament. He justified the
measure of landing the troops on
the plea of exigency, but in. what
had been done, did not conceive the
smallest illegality had arisen. His
lordship admitted, " that the crown
had no power to keep up a stand
ing army without the consent of
parliament," which possessed abun
dant security against it from a va
riety of checks. These were of
three descriptions, the supplying
of money to pay the army, the
enacting and investing the crown
with the power to discipline the
army, and enabling the crown
to provide the army with quarters.
It certainly would not be laid
down as a maxim, that where there
was prerogative, there must exist
an abuse of it. All prerogative was
inconsistent with liberty ; but it was
an evil which, on the ground of the
general good, was submitted to as
a necessary evil. His lordship men
tioned instances, in which the ex
ertion of the prerogative in ques
tion might be necessary for the ge
neral good. He called the atten
tion of their lordships to the double
responsibility
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responsibility of ministers, who in
curred a double danger both by
bringing troops into the country
at an improper time, and by omit
ting to bring them in when, there
should be real occasion. If the
bouse should declare, by pasting a
bill of indemnity, that it was con
trary to law so to introduce troops
at all, how could they afterwards
impeach ministers for orhitting to
do so in a case of real exigency ?
It would therefore, he thought, be
better for the country that the
question should be left open, and
ministers remain subject to double
danger, than that it mould be de
cided upon either one way or
other.
The earl of Lauderdale observ
ed, that it had been contended, that
it was the undoubted prerogative
of the crown to bringforeign troops
into the kingdom, but that it was
parliament alone which could ena
ble or authorize the crown to
continue them. In opposition to
this doctrine, it was plain that,
according to the letter of each mes
sage from the king relative to the
landing os foreign troops down to
the present instance, the communi
cation had been made in sufficient
time to enable parliament to prevent
their landing, isthey thought it unsafe
or improper. It was argued, that
no danger could arise from the mea
sure, because the troops could nei
ther he paid, disciplined, nor sent
to quarters without the consent of
parliament. Was it then to be
gravely argued, that the crown pos
sessed the envious prerogative of
landing, at pleasure, any number
of armed banditti ? for as such must
all troops, not subject to discipline,
be considered. The king could
not keep native troops without
the mutiny bill ; but, according to
this doctrine, he might keep fo

reign troops. Parliament were to
fee the introduction of foreign
troops with perfect tranquillity, be
cause afterwards they might, in
right of their constitutional autho
rity, dispute tbe use to which they
were to be put. His lordship said,
he did not highly approve of ar
guing a point with 30,000 armed
logicians.
The substance of lord Hawksbury's speech on this occasion was
an echo to that of lord Grenville.
He was followed by earl Stanhope,
who noticed the less lofty terms, in
which the present question was agi
tated in that house than in the
other. It lay, his lordship said,
with the supporters of the preroga
tive to shew the law which justifies
and allows such an exercise of the
prerogative. He stated to the house
the difference between statute and
common law, and contended, from
a full consideration of both, that
nothing appeared in either to jus
tify the exercise os the prerogative
in question. His lordship mention
ed the precedent of 1775, when fo
reign troops had been landed to,
garrison Port Mahon and Gibral
tar, and it had been found indispenlibly necessary to come to par
liament to obtain its sanction, and
pass a bill for quartering these
troops ; which proved that, with •
out the sanction of parliament, they
could not be kept in the kingdom.
Precedents, his lordship said, he
considered as nothing ; on that
ground it had been contended, that
there was no neceflity for a bill of
indemnity in the present instance,
because it was to be found, by refer
ence to precedent, that illegal mea
sures had been employed in many
instances, without any notice having
been taken of them by parliament.
Upon this idea ministers might act
as they pleased, for he believed,
D3
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there was nothing so bad, so ille
gal, or so enormous, but there
might be found a precedent for a
similar crime without its being no
ticed by parliament.
Lord Carnarvon conceived the
bringing in, or maintaining fo
reign troops without consent of
parliament was illegal and uncon
stitutional ; but he saw nothing in
the present case which called for a
bill (if indemnity.—Hi3 lordship
Was followed by the earl of Guild ford, who thought no argument
of expediency could justify any de
viation from the principles of the
constitution. If troops could be
thus introduced, Janus II. might
have brought into this country a
sufficient number of French troops
to prevent Great Britain from ever
having enjoyed a mild government
under the house of Brunswick. On
what ground a bill of indemnity
was rejected, he was at a loss to
guess. It was pretty generally ad
mitted, that the landing of the
Heflian troops was unconstitutional
and illegal. By what milder mode
could the encroachment be set to
rights than by such a bill ? With
respect to what had been said of
the message from the crown being
sufficient for the executive govern
ment to act upon, he would reply
in the words of lord Coke, " that
the king's message was gracious,
but what is the law of the land ■"
The duke of Portland thought
landing the troops was unconstitu
tional and illegal, but expressed his
surprize, that none of the noble
lords had adverted to the treaties en
tered into with the landgrave of
Hesse, which had Iain upon the ta
bles more than twelve months; and
in which it was expressly stipulated
what the pay of the Hessians should
be in cafe they were brought into
this kingdom— that was a pretty

long notice of the possibility of
such an event.
The marquis of Lanfdown consi-<
dered the question as one of the
most important that could be possi
bly argued in that house. He con
ceived the discussion as no more
dangerous than any one of their
lordships consulting a lawyer con
cerning the title deeds of his estate,
when it was not challenged. Hi3
lordship said he paid little attention
to precedents ; they were generally
used to seivc the purpose of those
who brought them forward in de
bate, and were so convenient tq
the times in which they were pro?
ductd, that they often saw at dif
ferent conjunctures the fame prect.'ents differently applied. To de
monstrate this, his lordship noticed,
the seven years war from 1756 tq
the peace of Paris, which cost this
country 78 millions of moneys
when both houses of parliament
were unanimous in their sentiments
and votes during the whole of the
war, though after the peace in
1763, they were as unanimous in
reprobating the system upon which
it proceeded. From all the prece
dents, however, his lordship in
ferred the illegality of the measure
in question. His lordship observed,
that this pretended right had been
compared to different branches of
the king's prerogative, his power
of pardon, and veto—but those
were powers given and acknow
ledged, whereas the power of in
troducing foreign troops either in
time of peace or war, without the
consent of parliament, never had
been given. An attempt had been
made to place the executive power
of the crown and the parliament
as pliintiss and defendant, on which
ministers built their grand argu
ment of responsibility. In short
they were to do what they pleased,
and
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and then say, we do not wish for
an act of indemnity ; if we have
done wrong we are responsible.
His lordship argued strenuously in
favour of bills of indemnity, and
asserted, that in case of invasion
these troops could not be employed
without the sanction of parliament.
He made some remarks upon aug
menting the militia, and mention*
ed, in pointed terms, the danger
of mercenaries, the bad economy
of employing them, and the little
necefisty for having recourse to
them, considaringour own internal
resource*.
The duke of Bedford noticed
-many contradictions in the present
discussion. One noble lord hr.d
said, ministers had done nothing im
proper ; therefore, why pass a bill
of indemnity i Had ministers dune
what would have subjected them to
censure or punishment, a bill os im
peachment would have been voted,
and the house, in that case, ought
not to pass -a bill of indemnity.
A noble duke had noticed, that
treaties lay upon the table, sti
pulating for. the pay of Hessians, if
brought mto the kingdom. His
majesty 'had undoubtedly the pre
rogative of making all treaties ; but
the noble duke's argument, if it
meant any thing, went to the enor
mous length of giving the king an
absolute power to land as many Hes
sians as he pleases. A noble earl
(the earl of 'Carnarvon) had sup
posed the case of sickness as an
apology, but this his grace consi
dered as a shallow pretext ; a hun
dred thousand might as likely be
tick as ten thousand, nay an army
of the former size was more likely ;
and under that pretext infinite mis
chief might arise to the constitution.
The bill was rejected by a majo
rity of 77 against 12, and a protest
was signed by the carls of Stanh:>pc
and Radnor. Though the bill of
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indemnity wds thus rejected, or ra
ther evaded, upon what many will
consider as frivolous pretences, yet
the mode in which it was discussed
in the house of lords, may be consi
dered as a real triumph by the
friends of the constitution ; and
from the d«bate of this day, the
principle may fairly be consi
dered as established beyond the
power of ministers to shake ;
" THAT TO INTRODUCE FOREIGN
TROOPS INTO ANY PART OF TUB
DOMINIONS OF G<»EAT BRITAIN,,
IS ILLEGAL AND UNCONSTITU
TIONAL. In this, every respectable
man among the peers of Great Bri
tain, whatever his party wasj
decidedly agreed. Sjjch a manly
avowal of constitutional principles,
reflects the highest honouronthe old
aristocracy of the kingdom ; a
few such discussions would efface
every prejudice which democratical speculation r.as excited against
them ; and when we compare this
debate with the manner i"n which
the subject was treated in another
place, it serves effectually to illus
trate the truth of n position, which
we have often laid dawn, that the
liberties of Great Britain will never
suffer from the ancient nobility, and
landed interest of the kingdom;
but will be overturned, if ever they
arc overturned, solely by the influx
of corrupt contractors, commissa
ries, venal stock-jobbers, the plan. derers ofAsia,and the commercial lo
custs ofEurope, into the lowerhouse.
An attention to perspicuity com- '
pels us occasionally to transgress
the order of time in reporting the
transactions of parliament. But
the advantage which must resnjt
from presenting to our readers a
complete and connected view of ail
the reasoning which occurred upon
one subject, before we venture to
advert to another, will, we doubt
not,Dplead
4 our apology.
c'
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On the j8th of January, Mr.
Sheridan rose to make the motion,
of which he had previously given
notice, respecting what he denomi
natedjobs. As it was, he said, the
first duty of that house to inquire
into the application of the public
money— it was the intrrest of every
fair and candid minister to counte
nance the inquiry, and at no time
could inquiry be more necessary.
We had heard in the speech from
the throne information deeply inte
resting to the people of Great Bri
tain. Very soon the chancellor of
the exchequer would have to bring
forward his budget ; he feared it
would then appear, that the surplus
oftherevenueso much boasted of, and
the application of it tor the reduc
tion of ourdebt, would all at once be
swept away, and with it would va
nish that pleasing prospect of alle
viating the hardships of the people,
by the reduction c? the taxes. That
cheering hope of reducing our
peace establishment, of the diminu
tion of our debt, and the allevia
tion of our burdens, which had
year after year been held out to
us, would vanish. If peace was*
concluded to morrow, many years
mull pass before we could hope to
be in the fame situation as at the
commencement of the war. On
the preceding day he had used the
word job as applicable to some part
of the minister's conduct, with re
spect to certain appointments since
the commencement of the war.
The minister (doubtless from his
simplicity and innocence) did not
seem to comprehend the word. It
•was certainly, though not very ele
gant, very intelligible. He would
however explain it by faying, that
whenever any emolumtnt, prosit,
salary, or honour was conferred!
upon any person who had not gone
through a public service or necessary
public duty, that was a job. After

more observations, Mr. Sheridan
moved for " an account of all the
expences incurred by the employ
ment of counsel, &c. relative to the
affairs of India, in assisting and ad
vising the board of control, from
the date of the board down to the
present time.
•» An account os the salary now
enjoyed by i
Anslruther, esq,
as counsel for the board.
" An account of the half pay,
or pension, or emolument in lieu of
half pay, to John Erskine, esq. for
his services at Toulon, &c.
" An account, in the fame way,
to Joseph Dornford, esq. for his
intended expedition on the coast of
France.
" An account os the salary,
emolument, half pay, &c. to Sir
Gilbert Elliot, for his services at
Toulon, &c.
" An account of the expence in
consequence of the mission of lord
Yarmouth to the king of Prus
sia, &c.
" An account of the salary of
lord Malmsbury, for his late mis
sion, &c."
The first motion was put and
carried, To the second Mr. Anstruther denied having any salary
from the board of control, and
the motion was withdrawn. A
motion, for an account of the
pension granted to Mr. Hayes in
lieu of the place of Welsti judge,
was agreed to. With respect to
the pensions, or half-pay, granted
to Mr. Erskine, or any other gen
tleman employed in the commissional department at Toulon, the
chancellor of the exchequer stated,
that it had always been the prac
tice for commissai its to have com
missions granted them, which enti
tled them to half-pay. The motion
for an account of salaries granted
to Sir Gilbert Elliot was agreed to.
On moving for an account of the
expences
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expencw attending the earl of Yar
mouth, &c. his lordship rose and
assured the house, that he had nei
ther demanded nor received any
gratuity for the services he un
dertook. A very warm alterca
tion took place on this occasion
between Mr. Sheridan and the
chancellor of the exchequer, which
was interrupted by Mr. Fox, and
the motion respecting lord Malmsbury passed. Mr. Sheridan added
to these a motion for an account of
the expenditure of the sums of
5 cool, and ii.oool. granted last
sessions to defray the expences of
the India board of control, which
was agreed to. These accounts
were laid before the house January
31st, when the earl of Yarmouth
clearly evinced the perfect difmterejledntfi which peculiarly marked
his mission.
On the »7th of January lord Arden brought forward a motion fora
supply of 85,000 seamen, includ
ing 12,115 marines for the service
of the present year, Mr. Fox
rose, not, he said, to oppose the
motion, for if we must have war,
it was necessary to prosecute it with
vigour, but he thought it proper
to inquire iptp the conduct of the
ww. On the motion for the ad
dress to his majesty, it had been
stated by an hon. gentleman (Mr.
Dundas) that the exertions of the
navy had never been better con
ducted, particularly respecting con
voys. These asseitions, Mr. Fox
said, he had heard with considerable
jealousy and distrust ; he had since
taken pains to investigate the busi
ness, and the result had been unfa
vourable. The Baltic fleet had all
been in danger of being captured,
and 16 or 17 had been taken into
Norway; whether or not they we»e
condemned, was another question.
The Quebec sleet failed under the
s
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convoy of one ship only, the Se
vern, and that he understood .was
unfit for sea. That part of the fleet
destined for Great Britain had been
saved, only because there was no
thing to oppose it ; of that part
destined for Spain and Portugal,
some were captured. Mr. Fox in
quired whether a whole fleet was
not ready to fail from the West In
dies about the 15th of May, which
was compelled to wait for a convoy
till the 23d of August. He stated
the loss that must have been conse
quently sustained, and the risque of
the sea at that time of the year ;
and that in consequence of the delav in convoy sor some ships in the
Mediterranean, there was a litiga
tion between the English and lta-*"
lian merchants about receiving the
foods. Another tiling not very
attering to the pride of English
men was, that six French frigates
had been masters of the channel for
a considerable time, and had, as he
was informed, taken 26 fail of very
valuable prizes. A fleet destined
for the Welt Indies had been de
tained by the rumour of a French
fleet being out, and this at a time
when we were assured every thing
was protected. These circumstances
he thought necessary to state to the
house, as grounds for his jealousy
and distrust of the information re
ceived from the ministers, on
the opening of the session. Ad'
mitting, however, all that had
been said respecting the naval ser
vice having been as well performed
during this as any preceding war,
was it wonderful thai Great Bri
tain, in the plenitude of her power,
should be equal in her navy to
what she had been on former occa
sions ? Was it wonderful, that after
having deprived France of a great
part of her navy . we should be asterwards able to protect ourselves at
sea,
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sea, and do what was done in the
year 1778, when we contended with
France, Spain, and Holland united ?
He had, however, made some in
quiries, and the result was, that he
doubted whether more of our /hips
«vere taken in 1778, when we con
tended with those powers, than we
had lost since the commencement
of the present war. Mr. Fox read a
statement, taken from Lloyd's List,
of the vessels captured from the 1st
of February 1793, to 1'1C
°^
February 1794.; from which it ap
peared, that there was a balance of
0,4 ships in favour of the French,
against all the combined powers.
The chancellor of the exchequer
confined himself to the considera
tion, whether any material neglect
had been manifested, and whither
any (hips had been taken fer want
of sufficient convoy. We could not
cover the seas with our fleet, nor
!>c secure against the inclemency of
theseason. The observations he ap
plied to the Baltic fleet, but did not
state whether any had been lost. If
any of the Quebec fleet were taken,
it must be after they separated from
the convoy. He mentioned several
causes which might prevent the
sailing of a convoy at a particular
time ; but these, he did not con
ceive, appeared in the present case.
The delay respecting the Mediter
ranean Beet was on account of the
necessity of making inquiry into
the force of the enemy. Notwith
standing the circumstance of six
French frigates remaining six days
in possession os the channel, he
thought our success on the whole
exceeded the most sanguine expec
tations. When the intelligence of
the French being in the channel ar
rived, our fleet had returned to re
fit, and the French, who had aban
doned their foreign possessions,
might easily concentrate their force

to any particular object. We had
a superior force to the French,
though they had so much the start
of us at the beginning of the war.
We had protected, and safely
brought home, our East and West
India trade, and made great exer
tions in the Mediterranean, where
we had a large fleet ; yet, with all
this, we had fifty ships cf the lineHe noticed that we had given a de
cisive blow to the French maritime
power at Toulon, and had blocked
up the whole of. the Mediterraneari
till this was effected. We had
been ready for action, but the ene
my had never met us ; if they
wished not to engage us, the fault
was not ours* After having been
long out in hopes of meeting them,
it became necessary to return, apd
then they collected^their force into
one point, and had a temporary su
periority. With respect to obtain
ing information of the proceedings
in France, Mr. Pitt asserted that it
was very difficult.
Admin I Gardner gave an ac*
count of several convoys which had
protected ships of great value ; and
mentioned, that the whole of the,
victualling fleet from Ireland,
except one ship, had safely ar
rived.
Mr. Fox admitted that the Ba*tk: fleet was separated from the
convoy, which was the circum
stance of which he complained, and
insisted that 1 6 sail were actually
taken. Much had been said ©four
great success ; the hon. gentleman
had forgotten that we had 3ny al
lies— if ever there was a time when
we might expect complete protec
tion to our commerce, and decided
superiority, this wss the period.
That we had a decided superiority
in our navy, he not only agreed,
but asserted that no circumstance,
however disadvantageous, could
render
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rrader the French superior to us at
sea. He maintained, that none of his
objections were fully answered, nor
msit proved that any thing he had
Sated was not true.
The chancellor of the exchequer
again replieo and said, that the aid
of our naval allies had not been of
such a nature, as to disengage any
part of our own -naval force. Hol
land was so much engaged, that we
had her trade to protect. The naval
exertions made by Spain, though
very considerable, did not allow us
to concentrate our force at home. If
we had not sent a fleet superior to
that of the French into the Medi
terranean, the important advantages
accruing from the surrender of
Toulon would not have been ob
tained.
Mr. Sheridan stated that Toulon
had been taken not in consequence
of the loyalty of the inhabitants,
but of fqrce and famine. A right
hon. gentleman ( Mr. Dundas) had
contradicted the statement of a no
ble lord (earl Wycombe) of the de
fenceless state in which Halifax had
been left, and said there were 4000
men to defend it. A letter from a
person in whom he could confide,
dated Halifax, Dec. 7th, stated,
that the trade from thence had
do protection, that it possessed no
means of defence, and was in a state
of the utmost alarm. A conversa
tion ensued, in which the chancel
lor of the exchequer and admiral
Gardner supported the adequacy
of the force at Halifax. The reso
lution for the 85,000 seamen was
agreed to.
,
On the first reading of the re
port of the committee of supply, a
long conversation took place ' be
tween the speakers in the former
debate, and with the usual effect,
that of each party appearing more
decidedly attached to their respec
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tive opinions. Mr. secretary Dun
das contended strongly in favour of
the superiority of the exertion*
during the present war, and ad
verted to the situation of Halifax,
to prove the strength of which, he
read several letters. Hestated, that
4000 militia could be brought to
gether there at a few hours notice
—that 9 160 were in the settlement,
all animated with loyalty and a de
testation of French principles—that
some of them were men of 100L
per annum and upwards. He-con
trasted this report with the letter
read by Mr. Sheridan.
Mr. Sheridan vindicated the letter. he had read on a ^former night,
from the tbarge of being anony
mous ; and contended, that from
the letters just produced, it appear
ed that there were no fortifications,
nor was the colony in any adequate
state of defence previous to the
27th of August. He noticed, that
the last letter produced by the hon.
secretary was dated Nov. gth j hi»
was dated Dec. 7th, and he wished
to know whether ministers had re
ceived no letters since, and if so,
from what cause that proceeded.
The right hon. gentleman had
stated that 9000 militia were in
Nova Scotia, that 4C00 of them
were collected in Halifax, but had
allowed that they had still their
exercise to learn, being freeholders
and merchants. He averred, that
whatever might be the individual
exceptions to the contrary, the ge
neral opinion was, that the trade
and commerce of this country had
not met with adequate protection
from the admiralty.
Earl Wycombe professed himself
astonished at the great exertions
which, according to the statement
of Mr. Dundas, had been made to
establish a militia in Nova Scotia.
He considered, however, the keep
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ing it up as highly detrimental to
the industry and prosperity of the
colony. His lordship represented
the effects of obliging the quakers,
the molt useful and industrious part
of the inhabitants, to quit their si
tuation, and stated the inconveniency and loss of sending negroes
thence to Siena Leone. Admiral
Gardner and captain Berkley stre
nuously contended in favour of the
sufficiency of the convoys, and
their assertions were supported by
Mr. Dundas. Mr. Vaughan, how
ever, with his usual ability and
commercial knowledge, asserted that
the merchants in general held a
language relative to the convoys
directly the reverse of their state
ments. The supply was agreed to
aster the usual forms.
Mr. Pitt moved in the commit
tee of supply, that the treaty be
tween his Britannic majesty and
the king of Sardinia be referred to
the said committee, Mr. Fox said
he considered this treaty as one
which his duty tohisconilituentsdid
not allow him to assent to, with
out sonic observations, and a latissactory answer to those observa
tions. He had never conceived
that it was wife to enter into a
treaty by which we were to receive
nothing, and to pive every thing.
When he looked at the treaty, he
should have supposed that the king
of Sardinia possessed the power to
put into our possession the port of
Nice, or to afford us an easy pas
sage through Savoy into France ;
but on the contrary he found the
king of Sardinia had lost both Nice
and Savoy, before we entered into
any negociation on the subject.
The assistance of the king of Sar
dinia might be useful in the prose
cution of the war, but in obtaining
assistance, we ought to estimate
what we- gave, as well as what was

to be given. By this treaty the
king of Sardinia was bound only to
maintain 50,000 men for the de
fence of his own territories ; and
conformably to this, he had not
given the least assistance to the roy
alist party in France. On our
part what did we engage to per
form ? Not only to pay a subsidy of
2O0,c0ol. a year, but to restore to
the king of Sardinia all those ter
ritories which the French had
wrested from him, while we were
sitting by and boasting of our neu
trality. Mr. Fox observed, that
in the vicissitudes of human affairs,
we might be reduced to purchase
peace by great sacrifices «n our part,
in order to make these engagements
good. For the fake of argument
he would admit, that the restora
tion of Savoy was necessary to the
balance of Europe ; but it would
have been mote honourable and ad
vantageous to us, whenever we did
mak« peace, to have insisted on this
restoration as a preliminary, Mr.
Fox strongly ridiculed the idea of
paying a man to defend hit otvn
territory, and asserted the compe
tency of the house to refuse the
ratification of treaties,
Mr. Pow is appealed to former trea
ties, to prove that the treaty in ques
tion was nut unprecedented —when,
by the treaty of 1704, in which we
obtained the accession of the king
of Sardinia to the grand alliance,
the war then was of a nature simi
lar to the present. He strongly
reprobated the French, and would
fay, let every man who can furuilh
money, surnifli money—let every
man who can furnish a shirt, furnish
a shirt. —In a war of defence, assist
ance was to be obtained wherever
and however it could be had ; and
those from whom we received assist
ance were to be assisted in return.
The subsidy granted to the king of
Sardinia,
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Sudinia was for the general pur
poses of the war, and, if he was not
mistaken, the Sardinian troops sent
to Toulon w ere held to be paid for
by the subsidy.
Mr. Ryder entered very fully into
the account of former treaties, and
mentioned the importance of the as
sistance of Sardinia in preventing
the French from possessing them
selves of the country of the Mila
nese, and thence drawing supplies,
which might enable them to over
run the Italian states. He stated
that the exertions of the king of
Sardinia had occasioned a very im
portant diversion of the French
forces, and that it was our dnty to
enable him to defend himself effec
tually. The question in debate
was, whether 200,oool. was too
large a sum—but would it be con
tended that we should rather force
the king of Sardinia to be subsi
dized by other powers ? He noticed
the extreme scantiness of his reve
nues, and his troops not over
charged with military spirit. By
the treaty of 1703 we, paid
i6f),oool for keeping up only
15,000 men, and in 1743 we paid
the sum now stipulated for only
45,000; we had now 50,000. He
admitted that supplies for carrying
on the war must bear hard upon the
peasantry, but it was as applicable
"to any other war as this. No man
would have objected to adding
5000 seamen to the 85,000 alrea
dy granted ; yet the subsidy to
the king of Sardinia did not ex
ceed that expence, and the assist
ance obtained by it was much more
effectual. Mr. Rydtw contended,
that whatever might be the event
of the war, our stipulations to the
king of Sardinia did not militate
against our interests.
Mr. Grey vindicated Mr. Fox
from ihe charge advanced against
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him by Mr. Powis, of having called
the treaty an unprecedented one.
But had he used that epithet, he
said, he must hear many more cir
cumstances than had been stated,
before he could think that the epi
thet did not apply, as well as tne
epithets absurd and iniquitous. Mr.
Grey contended, that so far were
the precedents alluded to similar to
the present occasion, that the treaty
of 1703 was concluded with the
king or Sardinia when he was in
actual alliance with France, and
these terms were the price of break
ing it. In default of other argu
ments, the favourite topic was re
sorted to, which, as had been justly
said, made " men's passions instruct
their reason ;" the house was told
that the anarchy of France was
more dangerous than the ambition
of Louis XIV. On concluding
the treaty of Worms, the king of
Sardinia was engaged in war, and
had lost part of his dominions. To
this treaty the queen of Hungary,
our ally, was a party. Did it ap
pear that our present allies were
parties in the present treaty ? If,
however, the precedent was apt,
did the concluding of a bad treaty
formerly^justify concluding a bad
treaty now ? It wSs something
singular that those ministers, who
saw Savoy taken from the king of
Sardinia, and who, after it was
taken, had boasted of their neutra
lity, and had been ready to treat
with the French without mentioning
it, as was evident from the corres
pondence between Lord Grenville
and Mons Chauvclin, now come
forward and talk of its importance.
Mr. Canning, in his maiden
speech (according to the techni
cal language of the house)," said,
there were but two possible objec
tions to the treaty in question : the
fitst, that under all existing circum
stances
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stances it ought not to have been
made ; the other, that on compar
ing it with similar treaties it mult
be deemed bad. Upon the first he
had not heard any gentleman at
tempt to rely. With respect to the
second, he had been at some pains
in comparing the past and the pre
sent treaty, but was unable to dis
cover the defects so strongly in
sisted on. He gave up the treaty
of Worms, but mentioned the
treaty of 1758 between this coun
try and the king of Prussia, who
was subsidized by us to the amount
of 670,000 per annum, on the
ground that he was on all sides op
pressed by enemies, whom, in ap
pearance, he was unable to resist ;
and that his overthrow would be
destructive to the balance of power
in Europe. This, he contended,
was an instance directly in point,
both in principle and fact. Mr.
Canning justified the vote he meant
to give on this occasion, by recapi
tulating the arguments of the last
seffion in favour of the war. Had
it not been for the war, he said,
some corresponding revolution so
ciety might possibly have been sit
ting on the benches of that house,
or, instead of debating on,a treaty
of alliance, might have been de
bating on the means of raising a
forced loan, demanded by some
proconsular deputy from the French
convention.
The resolution for allowing his
majesty to make good his treaty
with the king of Sardinia passed
without a division. The chancellor
of the exchequer then moved two
resolutions, to allow his majesty
4,500,0001. for the present year, by
loan on exchequer bills, which were
put and carried.
On the 3d Feb. the house again
resolved itself into a committee of
supply, and lord Arden moved^that

558,021!. should be granted td hla
majesty for the ordinaries of the
navy, and that 547,3 10I. be granted
for defraying the expences of build
ing (hips of war, over and above the
sum allowed for wear and tear,
which was agreed to. The secre
tary at war then called the atten
tion of the house to the subject of
the army. He represented the un
common exertions which had been
employed to increase the troops,
and stated that the greatest numbers
of men raised in any one year, dur
ing the war of 1756, and during
the American war, had not amount
ed to more than 22,000 men ; but
that in the space of one year, the
whole time of the present war, by
the addition of new corps ofcavalry,
marching regiments, guards, Sec.
37,165 men had been raised. He
concluded by moving, " that the
land forces for the service of the
current year do consist of 60,244
men, including 3382 invalids."
The motion was opposed by Mr.
Hussey. The honourable secretary,
he said, had stated the comparative
exertions in raising troops during
the presei.t and former wars ; he
could have wished he had stated
their operations then and now, and
would have rejoiced to hear what
benefit we were to expect from our
present military force. He con
ceived that a few good (hips had
for us ten times the force of any
land operation. He wished mini
sters had stated some inducement
for this augmentation ; but country
gentlemen would recollect that this
island was encompassed with sea,
and the great basis of its resources
was commerce. What was likely
to extend that revenue, and increase
that commerce ? Our navy. There
were now mustered betwe«n 75 and
76,000 men ; and if we could af
ford to augment any part of the
3
armament,
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innament, why not make this
jco,ooo ? He complimented the
array, but did not think, on this
occasion, their utmost exertions
could be beneficial to Great Bri
tain.
Major Maitland conceived, that
the exertions of an army, pru
dently planned and directed, might
be beneficial to this country. More
troops were said to be now em
ployed than in the American war ;
but the question to be considered
was the manner of raising them,
and in what services they were af
terwards employed. If more levy
money was expended than on for
mer occasions, there was an end us
all the merit of railing men. In
stating the numbers at present em
ployed, he wished the militaiy ope
rations of the campaign had been
also stated, and what the forces
had to contend with. He believed
it would then be found that we were
lighting against that for which
military prowess is not a match :
there was no military lkill that
could alter sentiment or eradicate
opinion. Before he consented to
take more money out of the poc
kets of his constituents, it was right
to consider whether ministers had
already made a good use of that
they had in their hands ; whether
they had not employed a small force
where great force was indisputably
necessary, and employed great force
where small would have been susstvicut. Leaving out of the question
what had been the conduct of our
allies, who however be was ready
to prove, were at this time in a
much worse state than at the com
mencement of the campaign ; he
would confine himself to the ope
rations of British troops, upon
every one of which he contended
we had completely failed. This
censure he meant opt to affix ei
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ther to the generals, officers, or
men, but to the misconduct of mi
nistry. The major contended that
the success which followed the em
barkation of the guards for Holland
by the relief of Williarnstadt could
not be attributed to the wisdom,
and foresight of ministers, for as it
was a defensive measure, no pre
vious plan could be adopted to in- •
sure success. Their success at Va
lenciennes was owing to their num
ber and that of the allies, and, con
sidering their numbers and the
time, there was nothing wonder
ful in what was achieved. When
they came to act separately and
without the allies, as they did be
fore Dunkirk, the consequence was
disgrace ; and he attributed the se
ries of disasters during the subse
quent part oi the campaign to se
parating the armies, for the purpose of undertaking that unfortu
nate siege. He paid several com
pliments to the duke of York,
whom he considered as iu no respect
blamcable for the miscarriage,
which was solely to be attribut
ed to ministers. The taking of
Dunkirk was certainly desirable,
but the plan was ill contrived. He
understood that when the duka
came there in expectation of the
requisite supplies being forwarded,
many essential requisites were want
ing. Our disasters at Dunkirk was
the signal for rallying throughout
France. The consequence of our
failure at this place was the defeat
of the prince of Saxe Cobourg at
Maubeuge. With respect to Tou
lon, we had got it by treaty, and
lost it hy force of arms. How did
this prove a military advantage }
We got Toulon by promises to
the French there ; we loft their
confidence by betraying them. Mi
nisters sent a force there insufficient
to keep it ; we were faithless to our
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trust, and the only thing done was
creating a staff, and pursuing all
ihc expensive part of a military
establishment. If Toulon was of
the consequence it had formerly
been stated, why was the expedi
tion under Sir Charles Grey suf
fered to be diverted from its pre
servation ? After the capture of
general O'Hara, general Dundas
had stated the doubtfulness of hold
ing Toulon without the possession
of the heights, which yet they
were unable to preserve for want of
troops. The expedition under Sir
Charles Grey was deferred by re
peated interruptions and delays, till
at length it set forward in so dange
rous and boisterous a season, that
by the last accounts it was seen
with only one man of 'war, a fri
gate, and three transports. With
respect to the expedition under the
earl of Moira, it had ended as his
hon. friend (Mr. Sheridan) had
said on a former night, in an inva
sion of this country by a troop of
Hessians. In the West Indies a si
milar scene of misconduct and mis
fortune met his view. Our expe
dition against St. Lucia had failed.
The taking of St. Domingo was
the effect of negociation, not of
military, exertion. Tobago was
taken, which was the more despi
cable, as it had been possessed be
fore by the British, and had many
British inhabitants. The expedi
tion to Martinico had completely
sailed, and that by an inadequate
plan, which on the part of mi
nisters had been shamefully exe
cuted. Whether lie looked at home
or abroad, he saw every effort of
ministry tending to the dishonour
and discredit of the country. He
did not however oppose the supply
of troops required, but could by
no means approve of the mode in
which they were applied to the ser

vice of the country. The majof
said he had hoped that the money
to be levied for the purpose of war
would have been strictly applied tt»
that purpose. But how could he,
when additional burdens were inc«
vitable, approve of so large a sum
as ioo,oooL expended for the mul
tiplication of barracks within the
kingdom, a measure which he re
probated as dangerous and impoli
tic. By the plan now adopted,
likewise 15I. per man was allowed
for raising troops, of this 5I. was
supposed to be paid by government,
the remainder arose from the sale
of commissions. This added an un
necessary number of officer's, and
men whose services deserved bet
ter were superseded, unless they
could raise money to purchase that
to which their services gave them a
claim. This was censurable, be
cause it was unconstitutional to
raise troops without the express
consent of parliament ; and if eco
nomy was the object, ministers had
better regard the long list of useless
places that might be fold. The
last point he meant to • advert to
was the unprecedented expence of
the staff, exceeding that of any
other staff in the most brilliant pe
riod of the British annals. It
amounted at present to 97,000!.
per annum, a sum exceeding by
30,oool. a period when the war of
thiscountry was guided by the late
lord Chatham. From ail this he
inferred, that ministers were lavish
and improvident of the public mo
ney, that they were inadequate to
the guidance of the public sorce,
and that all the misfortunes during
the last campaign were so be attri^
buted to them alone.
Mr, Jenkinson said, that if (ho
war was to be considered as suc
cessful, it was to be taken as frimdfacie evidence of merit in those
to
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to Whom this success was owing ;
bat if otherwise, still ministers were
not to be deemed culpable, unless
specific charges of neglect or in
capacity could be made out against
them. We had employed 10,000
more men than at any other period
of the fame length ; this proved
that ministers had been attentive to
the public force. Mr. Jenkinson
vindicated the conduct of the siege
of Dunkirk. The division of the
allied armies was necessary, as at
the fame time that Dunkirk was
attacked, there were several other
places to be attended to. As to
the time when the division of the
armies took place, thaf must ap
pear equally justifiable. Had the at
tack been delayed to a later period,
all hopes of success must have been
precluded by the low and marshy
situation of the place, which ren
dered it inaccessible whtn the rains
set in. He could answer for it,
that no remonstrance from the
commanders had ever occurred,
stating, that in a military point of
view the liege of Dunkirk should
not have been undertaken, or was
impracticable ; had this been the
case, the cabinet never would have
titought of it. Mr. Jenkinson
complimented the duke of York,
who had done all that could be
done. Was success to be always
expected ? Our second object was
the capture of Quesnoy : we took
that) and we sailed to take Dun
kirk. With respect to the ord
nance, he believed it was expressly
desired by the commander not to
be sent till the arrival of the army
at Dunkirk, lest it should fall into
the hands of the enemy. In con
sequence the attack was unsuccess
ful ; but the effect of the siege
there was highly favourable to the
general cause, by drawing away
the troops from the Rhine and
K9i>
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Moselle, in order to relieve Dun
kirk. The plan respecting Martinico and Guadaloupe was certain
ly a good one ; at that time we had
reason to apprehend they were in
the power of the aristocratic party.
Before the arrival of the troops
the democratic party had gained
the ascendancy. We had in fact
been betrayed, and treachery could
not be foreseen or guarded against.
Toulon was certainly an object to
us j but depending, as there was
reason to do, upon the assistance of
the royalist party in France, mi
nisters were justifiable for thinking
that an additional force might be
better employed in the West In
dies. The reason why the expedi
tion under the earl of Moira did
not take place, was owing to the
negligence of the royalists in not
endeavouring to gain possession ofthe
sea-ports,previousto which it was im
possible to fend a sufficient force to
that country to give any hopes of
success. Captain Berkeley stated*
that if his information was right,
the ordnance for the siege of Dun
kirk was required to be at the placa
ofdestination between the 2 1st and
24th of August, and it actually ar
rived on the 24th.
The chancellor of the exchequer
stated in reply to Mr. Hussey, that
a naval war would prove inrffica*
cious, because it would not bring
that immediate pressure upon the
enemy, wlych was necejfary to ac*
cekrate the projpeQ ofpeace. Mere
naval exertiont are not sufficient
against a country not possessing the
command of the sea, nor formi
dable from its maritime power ; a
country which is satisfied volunta
rily to annihilate its own commerce.
He stated the grounds of the war
to be the encroachments made by
the French on the adjacent powers.
To prevent their attaining such an
£
meat
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extent of territory and of coast as
they aimed at, was as much an
object with Great Britain as with
Austria; but could this be effected
with a naval force ? Even the fai
lure in the last campaign, which
yet he would prove on the whole
had been successful to this country,
afforded the strongest reason for the
addition of our land forces. All
these failures arose from the want
of a sufficient force. We had to
contend not only with an army but
an armed nation. If, as an 1 oil.
gentleman had insinuated, there
was reason to doubt whether any
force could ensure success, our
condition wasdesperare indeed. But
if this country had not lost its cou
rage and its hopes, they would
look forward with confidence to
those greater exertions, which we
had it yet in our power to nuke.
If, wi'h all the difficulties and dis
advantages under which we la
boured at the commencement ofthe
war, we achieved a certain degree
of success in the first campaign,
might we not entertain much bet
ter prospects from the issue of a
second ? An hon. gentleman had
asserted that we were in a worle
situation at the end than at the
commencement of the campaign.
The fact was, that the Nether
lands were restored to the dominion
of Austria. Holland, at that time
invaded, was now protected by
strong armies, aud the combined
armies in possession of several forti
fied towns belonging to the ene
my. We were driven, he said, into
•war with a diminished peace esta*
blishment ; we had now 85,000
seamen voted, of whom 75,000
were mustered ; the army was aug
mented by 30,000 myt, and we
had in our pay ^considerable num^
her of auxiliary troops. All this
afforded the most flattering prospect

of success. The siege of Dunkirk
was not undertaken against the ad
vice of the illustrious commander
who conducted it, and, though an
important object, was not so much
so as to supersede other operations.
He had no objection to meet every
inquiry respecting his advice ou
this subject. No exertion respect
ing the ordnance had been omitted:
the true cause of the retreat was,
that the covering army was attack
ed by such a superior force as
could not be resisted. Respecting
the conduct of the war in other
parts, what could ministers do
more than they had done with the
force thty had at their command?
A force had been ordered for Tou
lon which had been thought suffi
cient, and it would not have been
justifiable to forego the expedition
under sir Charles Grey ; this force
had been since diminished, but suJi
as it remained it was thought ade
quate to the service for which ii was
scut. The capture of Toulon had
beer, highly honourable to this
country, and the evacuation con
ducted in Inch a manner as was
highly creditable to the British
name. Respecting the force un
der the earl of Moira, it was idle
to discuss the merits of an expedi
tion which had been only projected,
and was now laid aside.
Sir James Murray, in reply to
captain Berkeley, stated, that the
ordnance for the liege of Dunkirk
ought to have arrived between the
20th and 22d August, and did not
reach till the 26th or 27th. By the
dispositions made after the retreat,
the French were rcpulied at Ypres ;
Meniu was retaken, and West
Flanders laved.
Mr. Fox observed, that were it
possible to speak with levity of the
situation of Europe, which he
considered as highly disastrous, he
should
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ftould congratulate the house on a
campaign, with which all parties
engaged in it were pleased. We
extolled the success of our armies,
so did the French that of theiis.
We applauded the • evacuation of
Toulon j the French celebrated that
event by public spectacles. We
had however seen little success and
much defeat. The latter part of
the campaign had been uniformly
unsuccessful, and the early part, infteadof conducting to new successes,
had only led to disaster and dilgrace ; he therefore augured ill of
the future, as every rational man
must augur. The responsibility in
these cases, he conceived* lay
wholly with ministers. He knew
not whether the commander in
chief of the allied troops, or the il
lustrious prince who commanded
at Dunkirk, appioved or disap
proved the expedition ; but if it
mould appear to be undertaken
against the judgment of such pro
fessional irtn, it would form a
strong aggravation of the charge
against ministry. The chancel
lor of the exchequer had said,
that the defence of Toulon was
not to supersede the expedition
to the Well Indies. In one point
of view the defence of Toulon
was paramount to the capture
of all the West India islands,
for it wa* to preserve the faith of
the nation, solemnly pledged to the
Inhabitants, who had put them
selves under our protection. " We
entered Toulon by treaty, not by
conquest, as the ally of Louis
XVII. in conjunction with the
king of Spain, to whom the place
was as much surrendered as to us ;
and on the express condition of
restoring to the inhabitants who
admitted us, what they called
fheir constitution of 1789;" al
though he heard that the part of
lit treaty to which he alluded bad
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been broken by our subsequent pro
clamations. We got possession os
the (hips and stores in-trust for our
ally Louis XVII. and after that, to
boast of destroying them as the
sliips of an enemy, was a perver
sion of terms. He admitted, that
when they could not be defended,
we had a right to destroy them, or,
what was still better, to bring them
away, in order to prevent their
falling into the hands of those who
were the enemies of Louis XVII.
But this was to be lamented as a
misfortune, more especially if any
considerable part of them did fall
into the hands of his enemies ; not
vaunted as an instance of estraordiry success. Let ministers hold to
Louis XVII. or his representative,
if he had any ; let them hold to the
French royalists the language they
held to the house, of preferring an
expedition to the West Indies to
the defence of Toulon : let them:
fay, ' We have got possession of
a port and a fleet in trust for you ;
but we must take your West India
islands for ourselves ; we cannot
attempt the one without endan
gering the other ; and we prefer
taking what we mean to keep ataU
events, to defending what we mult
restore to you, when reinstated on
the throne of your ancestors ; and
fee with what cordiality and grati
tude it would be received. If seat
ing Louis XVII. on the throne of
France was the object to which
ministers looked as the means of
peace, they ought to have sent the
whole force at their disposal to
Toulon, if necessary, in preference
to every other expedition, on mo
tives of common policy* much
more on the strongest of all mo
tives, that of good faith.
The next matter to which Mr.
Fox adverted, was the dreadful
fate of the unhappy inhabitants left
in Toulon ; thousands of them had
£ i
glutted
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glutted the vengeance of those
whom they had made their impla
cable enemi '» by the confidence
they reposed in us. It was insinuated
that Toulon had been taken by
blockade, by famine, by skilf ul ex
ertions in opposition to a superior
fleet. He had always understood
that the officers of that fleet Were
willing to treat with us, not on
account of famine, but their ha
tred of the French convention.
That licet, laid to he superior to
ours, admiral Truguet had long
represented as in- a condition unlit
to act ; and admiral Trogofl, who
commanded it at the time of its sur
render, had now a command with
us, he supposed in the service of
Louis X\ II. It had been said, that
had Lyons htld out Toulon would
not have been taken. 6uch were
the hopes held out in the American
war. In- the south of Fiance,
when Toulon was in our hands,
Lvons in open revolt, and alt Mar
seilles discontented ; in none ot the
adjacent provinces did the people
rile in our favour. What prospect
had we that they would on any fu
ture occalion ? Mr. Fox stated that,
15,000 men was a very inadequate
garrison lor Toulon, especially
when that number was composed
of different nations, and under an
undefined command ; and this was
so undefined, that general Dutidas
did not know, alter the capture of
general O'Hara, whether he or the
Spanish general was comnwnder in
chief. If success was, pri.na facie,
some proof of merit, want of suc
cess mult, by parity of reasoning,
be a prelim- ption ot demerit. The
minister had said it was lit to assist
the royalists, vet neglected all the
summer to asult them ; tlien put
■a force under the earl of Moira, to
form which he had crippled ano
ther expedition, and then found it
too late to aliilt the royalist*. The

expedition under the earl of MoIrSV'
when coupled with the evacuation;
of Toulon, taught every Frenchman,
thatthe allies were ncitherabieto aid
nor defend. The motives respecting
the wholeconduct ofthe ti oops under
the carl of Moira were fit objects
for parliamentary inquiry, and in
all countries the administration of
public affairs had been improved inproportion as the right of intjuiry
had been exercised. Mr. Fox then
stated, that, according to the opi
nions advanced by ministers, assist
ing the royalists was the moll im
portant operation they could pertoim. In allusion to an expression
used by Mr. Pitt that the Frenchwere an armed nation, he laboured
to prove that the fame reason
which mt-kes an armed nation in
vincible in defence,, renders it in
attack quite the contrary. The
desire of conquest can only ani
mate a few, and they will be op
posed by the same principle of rciiilance in their attempt-s to con
quer other countries, which ena
bled them to defend their own.
He conceived the French would
not iucceed in their attempts at
conquest, and that we might make
peace with them with the utmost
lecurity. Had we formerly said
we would make no peace with that
country without a change of their
government, which we Knew to be
hostile to our own, we should have
been at war for more than a cen
tury. Mr. Fox entered into alhort history of the efforts made,
by the French court to feat the
pretender on the English throne, to
overturn the constitution, to ettablilh au arbitraiy government, tosubvert the protestant and intro
duce the roman catholic religion.
Yet we never then said we would
make no peace with a government
whose principles are so hostile to
ours. . If France were an armed
nation,
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Tit ion, we might accelerate the cab.mitics we dread, but should not
conquer France. When once a na
tion, Mr. Fox said, inflrad of mainlaming regular armies becomes an
armed nation, it must be united, be
cause theonly power of resistance to
"a reprobated system of government
was in the hands of those very men,
who taking up arms in its defence
against the attacks of -foreign ene
mies, made it an armed nation.
Mr. Pitt explained, that by an
armed nation he meant only to fay,
that from the present honid system
of compulsion in France, they had
a larger mass of armed men than
they could have by any other
means, and that -to this mass they
owed tlicir success. He strongly
vindicated the necessity of the war.
The seveiaj resolutions w£te agreed
to, and ordered to be reported.
The preparatory steps having
•been accomplished, on the 5th of
February the minister proceeded
to that branch os the financial ar
rangement which in the technical
.language ofpariiamentis usually distiuguisiied by the homely name of
opening the budget, and stated, 1st,
the extent of the provisions made
furihe vigorous prosecution of the
war ; idly, the articles of supply
ar.d ways and means; and 3dly,
the particulars of the loan, the re
sources from other measures of sinance, and the new taxes necessary
for defraying the additional expence of the interest of the loan.
The first of tluse heads had alrea
dy been detailed. The leading ques
tion, he said, for every man that
fek for all that was dear to him, was,
whether our exertious were ade
quate totheobjectin view, or limit
ed only by our ability ? The contest
io which we were engaged was for
.the whole we possessed. The" first
head of public service was the naflrj. for the second year of the
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war 83,000 seamen had been voted,
but we had the satissaclion os hav
ing mustered within 10,000 of
that number at the end of the first,
year, and the increase of our ship
ping had even exceeded in propor
tion. He noticed the exertions
that had been made as unexam
pled in this country, and tlic pro
vision made on this account as fully
adequate to what could be required.
With respect to the army, the aug
mentation amounted 1. 130,000 men
by the vote passed in the committee
of supply j the troops of this coun
try, including the fencibles and mi
litia, amounted :o 140,000 men, and
the foreign troops to between 30
and 40,0:0. The ordnance had also
receiveoVonsiderable augmentation;
the body of artillery now amounted
to between 5 and 6000 men. Thus
it appeared that not less than two
hundred and i'.uy -thousand men
were to be employed in the public
service in the prosecution of the
war. {Such was the extent for the
present year, but a large provision
wa6 necessary for the execedings of
the past year. The progress, ot the
i:avy outstripped at that timethe pro
vision made for its support, and the
cumber of seamen exceeded the
numbcis voted by not less than 14
or 15,0^0 men. In consequence
a Urge navy debt had been contraded, which must be provided
for in addition. Mr. Pitt then
stated, that there had been already
voted for these services—
NAVY.
•General service of the
navy
Ordinaries
Extraordinaries -

4,4-20,000
558,000
547,000

Total amount osihe
navy
-

5,525,000

JEj
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ARMY.
General service - £.4,362,000
Foreign troops 1,169,000
Extraordinaricsfbri793 808,000
Total amount of the
army estimate - 6,339,000

ORDNANCE.
prdinaries
Extraordinaries
Debt incurred lad .year,
- and unfunded

324,000
377,0^9
644,000

Total of the ordnance 1,345,000
The miscellaneous services were
306,oool. exceeding by 8o,cool.
the estimate ot the finance commit
tee of 179'. The deficiency of
grants was 474,0001. deficiency of
land and malt taxes 320,0001. In
addition to the war and ordinary
charges, there was a sum of
aoo,oool. which the house, in
1792, had appropriated to the re
duction of the public debt, and
this he should continue so to appro
priate. The 'exchequer bills, amounting to 5,500,0001. it had
been usual to discharge, and to is
sue new bills for the fame sum ; at
present it was necessary to include
them in the account, as he intend
ed to provide for any expences that
might be incurred in the course of
the year, He meant therefore to
propose a vote of credit for
2,000,oool. in exchequer bills, is
suing oniy 5,500,000!. this year,
and leaving the 2,Qoo,oool. on the
vote of credit, if it should be ne
cessary to issue more. The supply
would then be

Total amount of na
vy, army, and
ordnance
- £, 13,209,00c)
Miscellaneous ser
vices 206,000
Deficiencies in grants
474,000
Ditto in land and
malt tax
35q,ooo
Additional sum to
the commissioner$ for discharg
ing the national
debt
200,000.
Exchequer bi!h 5,500,000
Total amount to be
provided for 1 9,9 1 9,000
The ways and means to pro
vide for this were, land and
malt 2, 750,oool. Exchequer bills
3,500,0001. The amount of the
permanent taxes from January
j 793 to January 1794 was
13,941,0001. The produce for
the present year was to be estimated
either on an average of former
years, which were years of peace,
or on the produce of one year of
war. The difference was, however,
not material. After deducting the
amount of taxes repealed, the ave
rage of four years was 13,994,000}.
The charges on the consolidated
fund for this year were 1 1,797,0001.
The growing produce of the fund
for the present purpose was there
fore 2,197,000!. The East India,
company 500,0001. The surn,
wanted to make good the supply
was to be raised by loan— he enu
merated the articles as follows:
WAYS AND MEANS.
Land and malt tax - £. 2,750,000
Exchequer bills 3,500,000
Growing produce of
taxes, after answering
charges of consolidat
ed fund
2,197,000
From the Eastlndia com. 500,0004
Loan
- 11,000,000
£.19,947,000
From
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From a comparison of the dif
ferent articles, Mr. Pitt contend
ed that 8co,oool. more revenue
was applicable to the public ser
vice now than in the year 1791.
Jn the course of the lall year the
navy debt had increased j,2OG,0ool.
This he did not rrean to leave ac
cumulating, as in former times, to
the end of the war, but meaAt soon
to bring forward some propositions
on this subject. He should pro
pose funding all the navy bills to
March 1793, about 1,900,000!.
There might also be some increase
os the navy debt this year, but no
thing equal to that of the preced
ing. The expence of transports
might exceed the estimate by
500,0001. The usual sum os 4I.
per nan per month was short of
the actual expence gs. per month,
which made $o©,ccol. more. For
the probable exceedmgs of the na
vy he meant to allow one million
more. In negotiating the loan the
terms were highly favourable to
the public and safe to the lender.
The terms were, that for every
tool, the lenders were to receive
tool, in the 3 per cents, and 25I.
in the 4 per cents, and an annuity
of 1 is. c_d. in the long annuities.
The tool, which they received in
stock amounted to a trifling frac
tion less than the hundred pounds
which they advanced, and so far
the difference was in favour of the
public. The money was lo be
paid by instalments, ttie last at
the end of eleven months. Those
who paid immediately were to re
ceive 3 per cent, for that time.
Compared with any other loan,
Mr. Pitt contended the contrac
tors had received the smallest price
that had ever been paid. After re
pealing the taxes on gloves, and on
births and burials, which produced
only io,6col. the sum which re
mained to be provided, amounted
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to 9oS,ocol. Our comforts un
der these accumulated burdens arose from the necessity by which
they were required, and the view
which had been exhibited of the
energy and resource', of the coun
try. He trusted, great as our ex
ertions had been, we fliould be able
to provide for them in such a man
ner as to avoid any pressure which
might be severely felt by the publie. The surplus of the taxes in
1 791, arising from the duty on
Batilh and foreign spirits, pro
duced 385,0001. and the new ar
rangement adopted with respect to
the duty on spirits in Scotland,
amounted to 43,0001. which taken
collectively, farmed very near
428,0001. of the sum to be pro
vided. The taxes he should pro
pose in addition were,
British spirits one penny
per gallon additional
.
on the wash
- ^"107,000
/, 107,000
Brandy ten-pence per "
gallon
Rum nine-peuce per 1
gallon
l 136,009
Bricks and tiles is. 6d.
additional per thou
sand
yo.OOO
Slate carried coastways
1 os. per tou—Stone
2s. 6d.
.30,000
Crown and plate glass,
additional
52,000
Paper, additional
63,000
Attomies, additional
35,000
Add surplus of taxes
1791
T 42 8,000
Total ,£911,000
With respect to the nature of
the provision in addition to the es
timates for the expences of the
war, two millions were provided
for extraordinary expences, with
ample means for removing the
pressure of the unfunded debt, and
this without deranging the system
E4
fur
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for removing the pressure cf the
old funded debt, Hie sum for which,
besides accumulating at compound
interest, was increased by 200,oool.
Provision was made for the interelt
and liquidation of the new debt.
The navy debt was put into an im
proved state. The state of our
revenue assorded grounds of satis
faction beyond our most sanguine
-hopes. The produce of the ta^es
was formed on the estimate of an
average of four years ; the produce
of 1703 exeteded that average by
-137,0001. and the revenue had pro
duced joo.occl. more than had.
been expected at the moll fortu
nate period. He concluded by
moving his first resolution.
Mr. Fox approved the terms of
the loan and the resolution respect
ing navy bills, but condemned
the affectation of considering the
burden of one million sterling per
.annum, in addition to the burdens
already imposed, as not likely to he
severely felt by the people. He
Tcriew in the discussion of taxes it
was genetally admitted, that when
imposed upon the lower classes,
they would in some measure fall
upon those who employed them.
On the other hand, taxes imposed
upon articles generally bought by
the rich might fall upon the poor.
It was maintained often as a prin
ciple, that taxes on luxury are the
fairest mediums of impost. But it
was not easy to define what was a
luxury ; w hat was once a luxury
might become a necessary, as for
instance -tea and sugar. Some of
the taxes, about to be imposed re
sembled these, and might be se
verely felt. The tax on bricks
fell partially, immediately, and al
most altogether on individuals, and
not on tbe mass of the people. Re
specting the tax on paper he W3S not
sufficiently informed to deliver an
ppinipn, \Vith regard to that on

attornies, he felt some doubts as to
what it might do, unless it wa*
meant as a regulation, and some
doubts too might be entertained
respecting the effects of that re
gulation. They were already taxed
both for a licence and part of their
practice, under the idea that the
customer would pay it. This might
be true, but perhaps the tax might
fall on those whom the house did
not intend to burden. The argu
ments respecting the (hop tax ap
plied to the present instance, and
he feared the proposed tax would
open a field for imposition. The
right hon, gentleman had stated his
hopes, that the revenue would be
• more productive in future than it
had been. That it had already
been more productive than was
expected, he rejoiced to hear j but
he feared when we came to the ba
lance, after the loss we must sustain
from the diminution of custom for
our manufactures in consequence of
the war, we should find a great de
ficiency. Mr. Fox noticed the lan
guid condition of commerce in
Lancashire owing to the war, and,
in reply to a part of Mr. Pitt's
speech, where he had said he hafl
not mortgaged the surplus of the
revenue for carrying on the war,
contended that it was in its nature
a thing that never had or could be
done. Respecting public credit,
he thought we had no reason to
exult on a comparison between our
situation in that respect in the
American war and now. At the
beginning of the American war in
1774, the 3 per cents were at 84.,
at the conclusion of 1783 they were
about 54. After seven years con
tinuance of the American war the
3 per cents funk 35 per cent. In
this war, during the continuance
of 20 months, they had funk 39
percent. He thought it his duty,
he said, to make these observations.
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made by the chancellor of the
exchequer from January 17133 to
January 1794 appeared, from a
consideration of them for three
quarters of a year, to have been
much overrated. The chancellor
vindicated his statement, and on
the production of the account, the
sums were stated as follows :

and to say that he thought it a lit
tle hard upon the people of En
gland, who bear heavy burdens
pretty patiently, to be told front
the throne that they were not se
verely loaded with taxes.
The resolutions were all passed.
On the second reading on the
following day, Mr. Fox observed,
that the llatement of the taxes
Customs
Excise
Stamps

-
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&•
1. a.
3,668,753 iS oj
7,158,766 14 4$
1,189,663 5 o

-

11,017,183 17
Incidents.
Consolidated letter money, 1787
Ditto
salt
Seizures since the 25th of October 1 760
Proffers
ditto.
Letter money
ditto.
Alum mines
——
ditto.
Compositions
ditto.
Rfcnt of a lighthouse
ditto.
Alienation duty
6d. deduct, on pensions, 24th June, 1721
is. ditto on salaries, &c. 5th of April, 1758
Houses and windows, 10th October, 1766
Inhabited houses, 1779
Hawkers and pedlars, 24th June, 1724
Hackney coaches and chairs, 1 7 1 1
Ditto, '
^784
Male servants, 1785
Female ditto, ditto
Horses, ditto
...
Four-wheel carriages, ditto
Two-wheel ditto, ditto
-\
Waggons, ditto
Carft, ditto
Shops, ditto
•■
Firilfruits and 'tenths of the clergy
Men servants, 1 7 77 (arrears)
«■

156 o
387.43S '7
14,066 18
6 10 I
250,000 O
960 o
I 16
& 13
3,040 18
46,342 o
33>47° 4
335,084 19
134,727 18
3,363 12
12,100 13
^'tfi O
88,544 6
7,217 11
109,338 8
149,950 4
30,675 17
3>299 4
3»301 0
47 12
!3>873 10
549 14

5

o
7§
6
7
O
o
8
4
8
o
lj
6§
io^
6
3
O
2
6}
4I
2^
8f
4i
<5r
4J
9
2j

»>795>i°7 4
Duties, anno 1 79 1 .
JJpufli spirit*

>

m

—

3»'»394 9 9?
103,855 o o
Foreign
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i.
t.
143.783 o o
2,000 o o
159,095 2 5
12,994 8 Tl
88,658 »3 61

Foreign spirits
*
Malt
Bills and receipts
Game duty
10I. per cent, on assessed taxes

821,780 14
Total of customs, excise, and (lamps
Total of incidents
Total of duties, an. 1791

12,017,183 17 5
1,796,107 4
821,780 14 8

Grand total
On the 7th of February the
malt biH and land tax bill passed
the house, and persons professing
the catholic religion were exempted

8

14,635,071 17
from the customary charge of double land tax. On the 1 2th the
house, in a committee of supply,
passed the following resolutions :
£.

For rendering the house of peers more commo
dious, and for warming and ventilating it
For the clergy and laity, French refugees
For works in the Fleet prison
For ditto, at Somerset Place
On account os land tax paid for salaries of com
missioners for auditing public account*
For debts contracted by Mr. Tilly, agent and
conlul general at Tripoli
For trouble of persons inquiring into losses
sustained in evacuating the Musquito shore
in 1786
For surveys at Cape Breton
For moneys issued to the bishop of Quebec, for
stationary for Upper Canada, and for cxpcnccs
•f administration of justice in Newfound
land, &c.
...
To commissioners' for inquiring into the laws,
&c. of the island of Jersey
For losses sustained by Mr. Starbruck, by his
removal from Nova Scotia
For American civil officers
For his majesty's service abroad, between Ja
nuary 5, 1793, and January 5, 1794
Fqr money issued pursuant to addresses
To commissioners of woods and forests
For American sufferers, pursuant to act 28
Geo. III.
T« ditto, pursuant to act 30 Geo. III.

t.

d.

465 1 i ioi
27,692 + 61
. 3.376 R 0
9>255 6 9
1,814
2,111

4
1

0

1 ,084 l5 0
669 9 ii

i,5°4 10

G

537 12

6

J+8 18
19,500 O

c
0

14,585
46,619 '3
2.043 0

6
7
0

*n,295 6
56,796 7

H
c>
For
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For expence ofprosecuting Mr. Hastings
For fending provisions, tec. to, and expences of
convicts at, New South Wales
Forexpences of convicts on the Thames
,
For convicts in JLangstone and Portsmouth har
bours
r
For the extraordinary expences of the mint
For the African forts and settlements
To pay exchequer bills,
The new taxes, except those re
lating to the duties on attorniesand
paper, passed with little discussion.
Mr. Adam was of opinion that a
tax upon a particular description of
men was invidious, and calculated
to injure many deserving persons in
the opinion of the public. He
considered the taxing by corps or
classes as militatingagainst the princi
ples of taxation in this country, and
very dangerous and pernicious, as it
operated as a capitation tax. Attornies, who were necessarily se
lected to be entrusted with se
crets of the utmost importance,
should be held up to the public as
respectable characters. The tax, so
far from improving the morals of
the profession, would prevent many
young persons in the country who
were properly educated for the pro
fession from entering into it, while
several in the metropolis who un
derstood the various chicaneries of
the practice, would find the means
of forcing themselves into it. The.
tax was also objected to by Mr.
Sheridan and Mr. Jekyll; the former
of whom considered it as ill-found
ed in its principle, likely to be in
effectual in its operation, and the
result of prejudice against a set of
men, who, whatever might be the
character of individuals, abounded
in general with characters of the
utmost r efpectability ; and the lat
ter as a peculiar hardship, as the
court could duke from the roll any
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£■
10,749

4
8

19,820
•1.393

10
8

13,576
18,844
13,000
1,500,000

17 84
12 4
o o
o o

person, or cancel his indentures,
from even an opinion that he was
not qualified to act as an attorney.
It was conceived that the present
chief justice, who had taken much
pains to render the profession, re
spectable, would find his hands
much tied up as to the removal of
attornies, if after they had paid
the tax they were liable to be re
moved at the pleasure of the court,
without having their admission fee
refunded, and it would be ex
tremely injurious to the property
of several young men.
The chancellor of the exche
quer, on the contrary, denied any
intention to stigmatise the profes
sion, nor did he conceive the bill
to throw any aspersion upon it } it
was meant to operate as a regula
tion, in preventing indigent and
uneducated persons from entering
into the profession.
On reading the report on the
bill for imposing an additional du
ty on paper, Mr. Brandling was
solicitous for the re-commitment
of the bill, on the ground that it
was oppressive, and that the duty
would amount to much more than
the sum at which it was laid : he
wislied therefore to have the du
ties lowered, so as to produce
only that sum. Sir M. W. Rid
ley objected strongly to several
parts of the bill, and suggested se
veral alterations in it, He was
followed by Mr. Burdon, who
thought
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thought the bill inconsistent with
the wisdom of the minister. He
Hated, that on those papers com
monly used by the rich, there was
a duty of only 13 or 14 per
cent, and on common writing and
whited brown paper the duty
amounted to 50 per cent. Resides
laying a heavy tax on the lower or
ders of the people, this would di
minish the circulation of general
intelligence, a thing that ought to
fce deemed Ucred.
The statement of Mr. Brandling
4-espocting the amount of the tax
was contradicted by tiie chancellor
4>f the exchequer, who wished
much, from the pressure of business,
that no farther delay should occur
with respect to that in question.
Ju this he' was followed by Mr.
.Rose, who, though he admitted
•the hardships occasioned by the bill,
.contended that they were unavoid
able, unless known and palpable
frauds in the revenue were to he
tolerated.
The recommitment was sup
ported by Mr. Sheridan, who la
mented the rapidity with which
the revenue bills generally passed
the committees. The heavy taxes
on coarse paper must, he said,
amount almost to a prohibition of
all the cheap means of circulating
intelligence. On newspapers he
hoped a drawback would.be allowed
on the stamp equal to the amount of
the additional duty. There was
another circumstance which he
must mention, as he should feel it
incumbent upon him to introduce a
•clause to prevent such a scandalous
abuse of the revenue laws. There
was a mill for the manufactory of
paper to a great amount in this
country, in which the forgery of
French aflignats was carried on.
The excise officer who attended
thu mill, doubted whether he

ought to suffer this fort of proceed
ing to pass ; and, on making the
necessary communications, he had
received what appeared to him to
be sufficient authority for superin
tending this species of manufac
ture, as if it had been the regular
and honest manufacture of paper
in the way of trade. He did not
state this upon a loose hearsay or
vague 1 rumour, he could give the
name os ihe mill if necessary. He
thought it for the honour of the
nation, and for the character of go
vernment, to disavow, by its mini
sters, any share in such a scandal
ous proceeding.
This statement was corroborated
by Mr. M. A. Taylor, who said
he had seen a letter, mentioning at
what mill this was done, and also
had seen some of the forged affignats. The motion for the recom
mitment was negatived.
In the committee of supply
.(March 3d)the chancelloros the ex
chequer moved, that provision be
made for enabling his majesty to
discharge debts due on all navy and
victualling bills, made out to the
•1st of March f;93, amounting to
1,530,094.1. lfls. id. which was car
ried. On the 5th, lie explained the
•nature of ihe-provifion for paying
off all navy and victualling biU%
made out on or before the 31ft of
March 1793. This was, that the
holdtjs fiiould be allowed the amount of their demand in the {
per cents, at the rate of 99, which,
as they were a little above par,
would be full 10 il. for every hun
dred, and all navy or victualling
bills issued after the l2lhof April
1794 wtcre to hear interest irora
the time they were issued, and
made payable in 1 5 months from
that time. On the report being
brought up, Mr. Pitt stated that
a doubt had been entertained by
the
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A* holders of these bills, as to the
filiation of those ilsiicd betwten the
3 1 It of March 1793 and the 5th
of April 1 79 \. It was an eilablilhcd rule, that all navy bills
diou'.d be paid according to their
date ; and as all bilk issued April
1704, would be paid in If months
from the time; conformable to this,
all bills issued before that period
vav.i\ be paid.
In addition to- the sums which
were to accrue from the new ta^es
of ministry, on the 28th of March
the chanctllor of the exchequer
moved, that there"be granted to his
majesty for the service os the pre
sent year, the sum of ■;04,o661. 1 3s.
4d. to be raised by way of lottery,
to consist of ;o,ooo tickets at 14I.
i"s. 3d. each. The scheme was
strongly opposed by Mr. M. A.
Taylor, as a mode of supply perni
cious and destructive in the ex
treme; and though insurance might
hi some degree be prevented by the
vigilance of magistrates and the
commissioners of the ltamp office,
he suspected it could never be abo
lished while a lottery continued.
He had conceived, from what had
formerly pasted, that the minister
had abandoned this fatal project ;
he had hoped, as the lottery of lalt
year turned out a bad speculation,
none would be wild enough to en
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ter upon another, and was confi
dent much better resources might
be resorted to. Mr. Taylor enter
ed into a detail of the fatal conse
quences- so generally resulting front
alottery, and was of opinion, that
if an appeal was made to the judgespresiding at the Old Bailey ses
sions, it would be found that many
of the unfortunate victims who have
suffered at the gallows, were first
seduced by the influence os this
abominable evil.
A lottery was reprobated by
Mr. Fox as a pernicious source of
rsvenue ; he would not, however,
oppose the present, when we had
lo much occasion to increase therevenue. He noticed that the new
mode of drawing the lottery had
not answered the ends for which it,
was designed, the prevention of in
surance, and thought some further
alterations of this nature ought tc»'
be adopted. This observation wasconfirmed by Mr. M. A. Taylor on
the second reading of the resolurtion, and the pernicious practice
of raising money by this mode was
reprobated by Mr. VV. Smith, whoobterved^that theconvention.whichhad been so much reviled, repro
bated lotteries, and abolished them,
as highly injurious to the morals of
the people. The resolution was
however carried.

CHAPTER III.
B':U to prevent the Transfer of French Property. —Delates on the Slave
'Trade. —Bill to abolish the foreign Stave Trade. —Mr. Vaughan's Moturn relative to the itate of the Negroes in our Wtfl India Islands.—Debjtes on the foreign Slave Trade Bill.—Bill passes the Commons.—
Bjjlop Horjlefs Motion for expediting the hearing of Evidence on the
Slave Trade in the Lords.—Foreign Slave Trade Bill rejrfled by the
Lords.—Debate in the House of Commons on the employing of foreign
Officers in Lord Moira's /Irmy.—The fame in the House of Lords. —
Matquis of Lanfdowne's Motion for Peace.—Debates on the Ncgletl of
Ministers relative to Nova Scotia.
»
O N the I ft of February the quer read to the house the decree
chancellor of the excite- of an extraordinary commission in
stituted
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stituted in France, in consequence
of a resolution of the joint commit
tees of finance, of public ami gene
ial safety and subsistence, directing
the use of every possible expedi
ent to ascertain the property of
French subjects in foreign funds, in
order that it might be delivered up
to the state and become public pro
perty ; and that when the transfer
Was made, it mould be paid for in
affignats estimated at par. This
measure, Mr. Pitt observed, united
two distinct characters ; the one a
robbery of the citizens of Prance,
by obliging them to transfer what
is valuable for that which they may
think of no value, as they were
constrained to take at par that
which at times was worth only oneseventh ; the other, that all debts
owing from individuals in countries
at war with France, instead of going
to the individuals for the purposes
of commerce, would supply the
means of carrying on the war.
Our on interest and security, and
even regard to the preservation of
our mercantile good faith, required,
on our part, that we stiould prevent
the transferring to the state, by this
mixture of fraud and force, the
payment of their lawful debts from
the persons who are entitled to
their receipt. The chancellor pro
ceeded strongly to reprobate this
proceeding of the French, and ad
verted to, as an elucidation of the
matter, the general principles upon
the subject by our lav/s. It was one
of these principles, that the pay
ment of any debt owing to an
alien enemy maw be suspendeji dur
ing war, and the king, if he
thought fit, might attach it as be
longing to an alien enemy. The
milder practice of modem times
Lad, however, in order to continue
the benefits of mercantile inter
course, which were for the advan

tage of individuals, without trench*
ing on public safety, long suffered
the rigour os this law to relax. But
if, instead of answering the first
ends of it, that of preserving the
interest of the individual without
trenching on the interest of the
state, it inverted both these propo
sitions; he thought it wife, politic,
just and h'.:mane, to use ever}' ex
ertion to prevent, at least with re
spect to our own country, the mea
sure of the French from taking ef
fect. He wished also to have it
understood, that some means should
be adopted for securing the pro
perty of the individuals of that
country, and quieting their minds.
These circumstances afforded am
ple justification for departing from
the usual practice. He therefore
thought it his duty to propose im
mediately to prohibit the payment
of any property belonging to per- >
sons redding in France. This ob
ject was the most pressing in point
of time, but there were others—the
preventing the subjects of France
from suffering from her tyranny,
the prospect of the payment os
those debts which the despotism
of her rulers would have seized, and
the utmost care to conceal the
names of those whose property we
protected, in order to prevent the
sacrificeof theirlives.
The motion on this occasion wat
brought forward by the solicitor
general, and was in substance for
leave to bring in a bill " to pre
vent the application of debts in the
hands of any of the subjects of his
majesty, to or for the disposal of
persons resident in France, under
the power of persons who exercise
the present government of France,
and for preserving the produce of
such property to the individual
owners." Upon the question for
the commitment of the bill, Mr,
Jekyll,
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JekyD, after declaring that he did
Bot mean to oppose the bill, ob
served, that from the title it pro
fessed to have two objects in view :
the one, to prevent the ruling
powers in France from seizing the
property of French subjects in this
country, for the purpose of carry
ing on the war ; the other, to secure
the said property to the owners.
He saw, however, no provision
fur adequately securing the latter.
This was an object which he wished
to have attended to, though he pro
fesied himself unable to point out a
remedy. He stated the property
of the French in our funds at about
2 j;o,oool. He dreaded the danger
of exposing persons to persecution
and death, if any public and authen
tic mode were adopted forascertaining and preserving their individual
properties; yet he had an invincible
objection to the appointment of a
secret commission for this purpose.
Another point on which he enter
tained doubts, w- s the property of
individuals being left in the hands
of the merchants here, and conse
quently rendered subject to all the
viciflhudes of trade and their con
sequences. Whereas, it must be
the meaning of the legislature to
give, the most ample and indubita
ble security for the safety and re
turn of the property. This secu
rity he did not think was afforded
by the bill.
The bill was vindicated by the
attorney general, who asked what
security was possessed by French •
men this instant, but what depend
ed on the honour and integrity of
their debtors ? The law afforded
them none ; for were a Frenchman
to brintjan action for the recovery
of the moil j a It debt, the defendant
might plead, that the plaintiff was
an alien enemy, and there would be an
end of the action. After the passing
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of the present bill, however,he must
pay the money when sued for it after
the war. The bill was to be consi
dered as a bill of protection to in
dividuals, and of defence to this
kingdom. As a defensive measure,
it was fit to prevent France from
deriving from England any re
source for carrying on the war. It
was therefore his intention to sill
the blank left in the first clause for
the description of the penalty to
be inflicted on those who should be
guilty of a breach of \ii with the
words " high treason" and a
breach of the second clause he
would consider as a " premunire." The bill was passed after
the usual formalities.
The humane endeavours of Mr.
Wilberforce, to effect a favourable
change in the state of the slave
trade, produced from him early in
the session a motion for leave to
bring in a bill for abolishing that
branch os the trade which extended
to the supplying of foreign terri
tories with slaves. He accompa
nied his motion with a declaration
of not having abandoned his origi
nal intention, of completely extin
guishing the whole of this detesta
ble traffic. He observed, that the
supporters of the slave trade had
rested their cause on the ground of
its being necessary to the well-being'
of our West India possessions, which
could not otherwise be supplied
with labourers. They who were
sincere in this objection' mult
warmly defend the present motion ;
for, instead of abridging that sup
ply, it tended to increase it, and
to prevent our railing the West
Indian possessions of foreigner*
into a competition with our
i;*n. It had been, he said, also
declared, that if the slave trade
had 110 existence, and it were for
the first time proposed to establish
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it, there could not be two opinions
on the subject. The trade against
which he now directed his efforts
was at present aim oil discontinued ;
all therefore who were honelt in
the above declaration must of
course concur with him in prevent
ing its revival.
The motion was opposed by fir
William Young, as better suited to
theory than practice, as inefficient
for the purpose it had in view, un
equal in itself, dangerous in point
of time and experiment, and vexa
tious to the Well India merchants.
The trade which it was now in
tended to aboliih had, he said,
scarcely an existence—he therefore
thought the bill useless, and should
oppose it, as he doubted not would
be the cafe with several other gen
tlemen who concurred in the vote
for the gradual abolition, from the
kope that it would settle the minds
of the people, and set the question
at rest.
Mr. WTiitbre.-.d pointedly ad
verted to the little earnestness ma
nifested in another assembly re
specting a question of lo much mag
nitude. No time could be so in
convenient, no danger so pressing,
as to allow the continuance of luch
gross injustice as that which at
tended the Have trade. The hon.
baronet, who had been in the West
Indies, had been of opinion, that
the abolition of this trade was prac
ticable ; if so, there could be no
doubt of its expediency. It had
also been stated by him, that the
trade was at an end—why not then
take the earliest opportunity of
wiping off this stain upon the na
tional character ? With respect to
the bilfjusl moved for being trou
blesome and vexatious to merchants—what was every trouble
and vexation that could attend it,
when put in competition with the

continuance of a practice that IT*
volted humanity, and disgraced the
national character ? What was it
when compared with a traffic car
ried on by rapine, blood, and the
murder of thousands ? Mr. Whitbread forcibly urged the entire abo
lition of the trade, and declared
that his chief motive for rising, was
to call upon the hon. mover of the
question to renew his former reso
lutions, and to bring them forward
immediately.
Colonel Cawthornc opposed the
motion in a speech of some length,
and upon entirely novel grounds.
He regretted that the act of last
year had been frittered away, so as
tobe rendered nugatory, and trusted
this would appear so too. It was nu
gatory in the retrospect to the cessa
tion of commerce between foreign
cojoni:?, since the commencement
of hostilities, and since the pioclaination ot French sentiments;
and the confused condition of the
French republic. Whatever might
be the protended motives of reli
gion, justice, and humanity, he
suspected the real motives of the
enthusiasts who proposed the abo
lition, and believed that their pro
ceedings were rather to be attri*
buted to their disaffection. There
might possibly be a collusion with
other agents, acombination of con
spiracies; and the attainment of this
object might lead to greater out*
rages, aud finally establish that sys
tem which it was only concerted
to destroy. The thoughts of an
abolition had certainly proceeded
from the enemies of this country^
and of its constitution both in
church 3nd state.
Mr. Dent also rose to oppose
the ''motion ; and thought the
measure so contrary to the policy*
which had supported and enriched
this country, that it must originate
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in enthusiasm. Moved with the im
portance of those evils ,-hich mult
attend the abolition of the trade,
he repeated several opmions which
had been published when the mea
sure was previously in agitation.
He waa interrupted by Mr. Jenkinson, who desued ihe speaker to
state the question before the house
for the information of the gentle
man. Mr. Dent apologized for
the digression. He thought the
prevention of the slave trade with
foreign colonies would ruin many
of our merchants. Some failures,
he believed, had originated from
the proposed abolition, more might
follow. He took a view of the
CtuatioD of our colonies and the
condition of the negroes, and anti
cipated the consequences of their
emancipation. He then proceeded
to state the species of reform, which
he thought necessary in every con
stitution, but was again stopped by
the speaker for irregularity, and
concluded by giving a negative to
the motion.
The motion was opposed by al
derman Newnham, as likely to oc
casion individual ruin, and the di
minution of public supply. Every
argument that rmd been employed
for rendering slavery odious to the
multitude might be applied to
render matrimony detestable ; but
would any, because abuses existed
in this stale, maintain the neceflify
of abolishing the nuptial law ? The
Loo. alderman descanted upon the
great happiness enjoyed by the ne
groes in the West Indies, and ob
served, that were our slaves libe
rated, those of other nations would
Hill continue to wear their fetters.
The markets of our. own islands
*ere sometimes overstocked; in this
cafe, must the negroes be re-shipped
to their native snore, or were they
to be lauded, to the loss of the tra-
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der, to subsist by rapine and mur
der ? Our foreign commerce ob
viated these excesses, and as long
as the trade was tolerated, so long
must the commerce with foreign
colonies be allowed. He was fol
lowed by colonel Tarleton, who op
posed the motion on the same
ground, and thought, that as it was
to the West Indies we must look
for a prospect of indemnification
for the expences of the war, any
measure tending to endanger their
security should be nicely balanced,
scrupulously examined, and delibe
rately determined upon.
^
Mr. Dudley Ryder noticed the
inconsistencies which had arisen in
pursuing this subject. The opposition to the bill os last year was said
to originate from the opinion, that
the destruction of a trade fi> profit
able, waa an innovation dangerous
in execution, and absurd in policy."
It had now been urged that there
was no trade, and therefore the bill
was superfluous and inefficacious*
No single exception had been taken
to the theory of the bill, it had been
admitted to be a fit and laudable
measure could it be done gradually ;
but upon this occasion it was op
posed, though it was the first step
that led to a gradual abolition. At
that time the measures to be adopt
ed were only partial, at present
they wcie likely to be general.
Another inconsistency was, that we
could regulate the trade with great
er effect in point of humanity, but
that other countries wou!d,not. We
were therefore to inflict almol
every possible evil upon the unhap
py negroes, because some other
countries would be inclined to treat
them with still more severity. He
entered into a general vicy of the
ad vantages ofthe trade upon the mo
derate termj of the motion, which
was a gradual method of abolition,
F
and
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and those derived from it in the pre
sent state, which had been so incon
sistently justified,
Mr. Lechraere and Mr. Esfe
oppofed the motion, which they
thought extremely iil-timed. The
latter conceived it inconsistent with
the previous resolutions of the
house for a gradual abolition, as
it went to an immediate abolition
ot part of the trade. He vindicated
the conduct of the house of peers
respecting the que'lion of an aboli
tion of the slave trade, and thought
that house ought never to be men
tioned without the reverence and
respect due to' their rank and situa
tion, and considered the former re
solutions of the house on this sub
ject as alleviations, to quiet the
minds of gentlemen who had been
inflamed or misled by falle philo
sophical expressions of humanity.
. Afternoticing thediffevent incon
sistencies which had been instanced
by former speakers, the chancellor
of the exchequer allced, whether it
was to be supposed that the house
meant, by passing the resolutions
for a gradual abolition, to do no
thing more, and never actually to
abolish it i The case was this. The
house had resolved to abolish the
trade totally in 1796. His hon.«
friend (the mover) had indeed pro
posed the immediate abolition ; but
this had been negatived by the
house, not on the ground os wishing
the perpetuity, or even the long
continuance of it, as was shewn by
the vote to abolish it in 1796 ; but
because it was thought that great
mischief must ensue to our West
India plantations by a sudden abo
lition, and that though justice re
quired this measure, there were
some opposing claims of justice to
be conliSered. On thtse grounds
the vote for a gradual abolition
bad, passed. He did not then sec

any inconsistency in the present
motion, it «>'ent only to abolisti im
mediately that part of our slave
trade which did not affect our own
Well India possessions. It wag also
to be observed, that the foreign
trade had ceased of itself, and the
motion was not so much to abolish
it as to prevent its revival. The
question was, whether we should
again set on foot a branch of that
trade, which the house had con
demned as unjust, and forbidden
the continuance of beyond the
year 179')? It was by no means
inconsistent 10 abolisti a part of
that now, the whole of which was
to be aboliihed in two years. On
the contrary, the measure was one
step towards a gradual abolition.
\\ Uatever had been the reasons
which induced the lords to pay lo
little attention to the subject, he
thought that house wag bound by
every principle of consistency t«
send up a bill to their lordship* for
the abolition of the foreign slave
trade. The proposition then be
fore the house was one which all
friends to the general abolition of
whatever class must agree to, and
in which many, even ot its enemies,
might join on very obvious grounds,
without any impeachment of their
consistency.
The motion was opposed bv Mr.
Payne, who thought the natives of
Africa not sufficiently civilized to
enj.iy the blessings of f reedom ; and
fioin the care taken to increase their
numbers by encouraging the breed,
he inferred that we were willing to
do that in a manucr less obvious to
common observation, which we were
ashamed to do in the face of day.
Mr. Whitbread again stcongly
enforced the necessity, the good
sense, aiid the humanity of the abo
lition. The object of the present
motion ought, he said, to be consi
dered
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dcxed as the first step towards that
rriaml abolition voted by the
house. The motion could not be
precipitate, since only pirt of the
trade was the consideration, and it
was the proper tinvc to terminate
that part when it was nearly de
stroyed. He was earnest that the
house should go into a committee,
and that a separate bill should be
sent up to the house of lords.
In answer to the observations of
alderman Ncwnham relative to the
dangers attending the negroes, if
n :t purchased by us, Mr. William
Smith, with his usual humane atten
tion to this subject, stated, that
the minds of the negroes had al
ready become more tractable since
their condition became an object of
parliamentary dilculfion ; that those
of the traders had been meliorated,
and fewer murders had been com
mitted than formerly, even on
their own coasts. He related a
transaction which had lately taken
place between some slave buyers
»nd stave sellers on the coalt of
Africa. Some vessels had arrived
for the transportation of slaves to
our colonies, and ,a contract \v d
been proposed for the purchase of
negroes. Th«r parties differed re
specting the price, which luid ma
terially fallen, owing to the care
and attention lately bestowed on
'he negroe* in the West Indies.
Upon this the Cave seller refused
to part with Ikjs slaves at the price
offered, declaring he would rather
set them to work ; and they had
accordingly been employed in the
cultivation of the earth on their
own coalls, and the captains had
been obliged to leek elsewhere for a
cargo.
Mr. Wilberforce noticed the ad
vantage which had been takep of
fc'm, from his having forborne ar
guing against the injustice and in
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humanity of the slave trade on the
present occasion, as being unne
cessary to his present purpose. He
must, however, remind gentlemen,
that there was a place called Afri
ca, where the csicCts of this de
tested traffic were written in blood.
He mull remind them of such prin
ciples as juttice and humanity,
though the latter term appeared so
indeterminate in its application
that he,was almost sick of it, and
desirous of resting his cause on the
solid unalterable principles of jus
tice and religion. He referred to
the fact stated by Mr. Smith, to
prove, that were there no pur-<
chafers, there was no probability
the slaves would be massacred. Nor
was this a solitary instance ; the
accounts of the Sierra Leone com
pany fully evinced the improvement
of Africa, arising from the de
clension of the slave trade. What
ever objections had been taken to
the present motion, on account of
his bill of last year, were irrele
vant. Gentlemen could not fay,
that the one he now intended to
bring in, might not be extremely
different. With respect to the
motion being ill-timed, he thought
tire contrary ; nothing mare waa
necessary on the prelent occasion,
than preventing the revival of a
trade already nearly destroyed.
This was a time when it was de
sirable to impress the public with
respect for the character of par
liament, which could not be done, if
they appeared willing to return to
a system of wickedness they had
determined to abandon : He ad
verted to the terms used ' by the
house in their late address to his
majesty, where they declared their
resolution to render their conduct a
contrast to that of their enemies,
by the practice of religion and hu
manity. Though deeply impressed
Fa •
with
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with the enormities of the French,
he conceived the slave trade to be
a faithful parallel to them. He
enumerated several instances of si
milarity, and added, that as for
the impieties of the French, the
slave trade was a system of practi
cal atheism,, and he thought gen
tlemen mould either avow the prin
ciple or abandon the practice. In
answer to the question os Mr.
Whitbread, he thought it at pre
sent better, merely to bring for
ward the bill for preventing the
supplying of foreigners, but ex
pressed his resolution never to desist
from his endeavours till a com
plete abolition should be obtained.
On a division of the house there ap
peared for the motion 63, against
it 40.
While this bill was pending, Mr.
Vaughan expressed to the house
his opinion on the necessity of ob
serving the late proceedings of the
French respecting their negroes
and mulattoes. The most dange
rous doctrines, he said, had been
disseminated among them, and in
the island of St. Domingo, there
had been published a proclamation
by a Mr. Polverel, giving a most
dangerous extension of liberty and
property to the negroes ; arnoi:g
ethers, a right to choose their mas
ters once a year, and to receive a
third of the product cf their labo-.ir deducting the expciiees, &c. ;
that they were to have a choice in
the appointment of persons who
were to preside over them in the
management of the estate, &c.
From all this he feared much dan
ger might ensue, and to this was
added the resolution of <be nation
al assembly, which tended to esta
blish a general emancipation. The
force of our smaller islands might
indeed be brought to act against
acy revolters in them, but Jamaica

was left to its own resources, which,
however, were not inconsiderable.
He thought, however, that the
present state of affairs called for
strong measures from go/ernment
here, and the colonial legislators
abroad. He proposed, on our part,
a mulatto and black yeomanry, and
observed that a conquest of the
French islands would prove but a
palliative, as tru-y had wasted 12 or
15,000 troops in a fruitless attempt
to restore order in their island*. St.
Domingo was said to be divided be
tween the people of different, co
lours who possessed property, and
those who had none. A conquest
might do mischief by opening an
intercourse with persons whose
principles could do our negroes and
mulattoes no service. He did not
wish to press a motion on the sub
ject, but must on account of form,
which was for an address to his ma
jesty, to recommend such measures
for the safety,* &c. of the British
West India islands, as in his wis
dom he sliall think sit. On the as
surance, however, from Mr. Dundas, that the West Indies received
at present every protection which
the motion required, it was very
readily withdrawn.
Previous to the introduction of
Mr. Wilberforce's bill respectingthe
foreign slave trade, petitions against
it were presented from the W«st In
dia merchants of London and .Li
verpool. The bill was in the first
reading oppoled by Sir William
Young. The circumstances of tbj
question were, be thought; changed
since the abolition of colonial sla
very by the French, and the mea
sures pursued in the French islands.
The doctrint3 of humanity and the
policy of abolition he reprobated
as wild, visionary, and destructive
to our commercial interest. He
thought members from all the
commercUt
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commercial towns were bound to
oppose the bill. He remarked the
trouble and inconvenience os licens
ing every slave. When our fish
eries were discussed, the number
of dockets, Slc. was found very
perplexing and oppressive ; they
would not be less so to mer
chants employed in the comuuvce
of slaves in which 600 (loops and
other vessels were continually en
gaged. As land carriage between
the islands was impracticable, Haves
muil be perpetually tran>ferred
from one island to another, for the
purposes of cultivation ; and what
trouble mint of necessity ensue ?
The evils complained of formerly
in this trade, were now neatly at an
end; the transportation to the French
Weil Jndia islands had abated since
the war ; and, during the war, it
was impossible the trade could rife
again. Should this bill pal's, it
might be neccssaiy tobring in others,
to recognize the foreign Conquests
as British, or how could it be de
termined that the trade with them
should coast or continue ? He con
cluded by moving for the second
reading that day six months.
Mr. alderman Newnham, in ad
dition to the arguments which
have been so frequently urged
against the trade, conceived that
humanity would be no gainer by
the abolition, as the trade would
be carried on by others.
Mr. Burden wished the total aboli
tion, and thought that if it had been
adopted when fir It proposed, we
mould, by getting the Hart of the
French, have annihilated the im
portance of the measure they had
recently adopted.
Mr. Vaughan, in a speech of
considerable length, spoke in high
terms of the petition from the city
of London, though he avowed, on
this occasion, his opinion differed
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from many of his West India
friends. He was surprised that
any British colonist couid object to
the cessation of that part of the
trade, which went to the supply of
foreigners with flaves. He thought
it extraordinary they should b*
anxious to raise up rival colonies
to supplant themselves, and that
the present state of the French
islands was a new motive for de
siring to continue to supply them.
Wtule thry were in a state os can.
vulsion, it was very extraordinary
to be deliious of giving them fresh
reinforcements ot mutineers If
the example of French proceedings
was really so contagious as was
apprehended, it was little less im
prudent to multiply disaffected per
sons in the Dutch, Danish, and
other settlements; when it was
argued that they would soon be
unable to govern those they had
already. His Wed India friends
had deprecated discussion in their
own meetings; but the matter was
already tpread abroad, and he was
revealing no secrets, when discusslag the question in that house,
with a view to the remedy. He
disregarded the fear that the minds
of the negroes were in such a
dangerous slate of excitement,
that we must not appear to give
way upon any one part of the
slave question. The votes of the
house, &c. were already well known
to the slaves: and little could be
gained by temporizing and delay on
this secondary question. Formerly"
the slaves were governed by force
and ignorance, but the system
must now be changed Forcr, he
was sorry to say, must still con
tinue and ever increase ; but it was
too late to govern the negroes on.
the prelumption of their beinpf ig
norant, and by the disgusting
means used to keep up that igF3
norance
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norance. The power of opinion
over them was now vanished ; if
strictly analysed, thispowerrtsolved
itself into the influence of ignorance.
It had become therefore necessary
to resort to force and to policy,
placing our policy in the stead of
their ignorance. Ideas of liberty
were not indeed innate, but they
were easily communicable, and
were now communicated. He ad
verted to the fate of the mulatto
question among the French, to
shew that a contrary conduct
would be policy in 119 at present.
He recommended the getting the
free blacks and mulattoes on our
fide, endeavouring to soften their
■manvets, and the encouragement of
/mall settlers, He insisted on the
impolicy os attempting to gain the
French islands ; the improbability
of our effecting tranquillity in them
if attained, and the danger of com
munication with our islands. Heprofessed himself a friend to the prin
ciple of the bill, looking forward,
at a proper period, to an entire abo
lition.
The bill was supported by Mr.
Serjeant Watson and Mr. Barham,
and opposed by Mr. Este and Mr.
R. B. Jcnkinson.
Mr. Fox said, the trade having
row no existence, what became of
all the arguments concerning the
migbty capital embarked in it ; the
sanction given by parliament to its
'eontindance ; the violent attack on
private property ; the injury to
commerce ; the danger of innova
tions ? These arguments, it argu
ments they could be called, were
fled, and it was sit that parliament
should take care they should never
return. Were parliament now silent
on this subject, it would, at a fu
ture time, Le attempted to be
proved by their silence, that it
had pledged itself to support this
S

abominable traffic. lie considered]
this bill as a material practical part
of the former resolutions of the
house ; and in pursuing it, the
house evinced to the world the sin
cerity of their professions and in
tention;;. He trusted the honour
able gentleman would not abate in
his zeal aud atdeur in this glori
ous cause. It might not be neces
sary to do more than push forward
the present bill this sessions ; but
another step towards the total abo
lition should not be delayed beyond
the next. If this important subject
had, from a picis ot business, not
yet received the determination of
the lords, it could not be improper
in that house to be additionally vi
gilant, and to remind the other
houic of their sense respecting the
expediency of a total abolition.—
Were the bill to pass the house of
commons, he entertained too high
an idea of the wisdom and justice
of the loids to doubt of their
concurrence. He contradicted
the notion of any danger arising
from a discussion of this subject ;
and contended, that no mischief
could ariie from the passing of this
bill. .
The chancellor of the exchequer
observed, that the point most re
lied upon by the opposers of the
bill, was considered by them as a
point of delicacy. The wild mea
sure of the French, in giving li
berty to their staves, was the strong
est -possible argument for the present
bill. ' Since this grant of liberty
by the French, there was the
greatest reason for apprehension of
danger, which waj only to be pre
vented by establishing wise regula
tions to prrlerve order, and main
tain our superiority by gradual re
form and limited indulgence,
which would manifest our inten
tions, at a tit moment, totally to
abolisti
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abolish the trade. With respect
to the mutiny said to be likely
to ensue from a cessation of the
trade, he thought that was the
most likely to happen from a con
tinuance of the trade after the
French had emancipated their
(laves ; it was not from the natives,
accuilomed to the habits of their
mailers, and interested in their fa
vour, nor from (laves who had been
long imported, but from those
lately brought to market, raw,
stubborn, and resentful at the loss
of their country, &c. that a mu
tiny was to be expected. Mr. Pitt
adduced many facts from history,
in support of his opinion ; and
asked, if to increase the slaves, at
a time when it was to be stared
they may revolt, because they re
ceive not the same benefits as the
French, was either politic or expe
dient. He further observed, that
the defect of population in the
French islands, would be supplied
by our foreign ti-ade ; and they be
empowered to retort upon us, by
the very instruments provided by
us.
Col. Tarleton said, the foreign
slave trade was so far from ended,
that 40 or 50 vessels had been fitted
out from Liverpool, for that trade,
since the last session.
Mr. W. Smith censured the
tardy method in which this business
had proceeded. He was followed
by Col. Cawthorne, who, to (hew
the baleful effects of an abolition
of the trade, read a letter from a
friend, in which it was said, t h at
if the efforts of the abolitionists
should be persevered in, the period
was rapidly approaching, when
the blacks would no longer suffer
the whites to live amongst: them.
He concluded with the words,
" These are my pr'iva'.: sentiments,
which 1 wish not to be knowu

which produced in the house almost
a convulsion of laughter.
,Mr. Wilbeiforce professed his in
tention to move, at a future period,
for the names and clearings of the
mips mentioned by Colonel Tarle
ton, in order to set whether the
Colonel or himself Jiad been mis
informed. On a division, there ap
peared for the amendment 38,
against it 56.
On the motion for a recommit
ment of the bill, it was objected
to by lord Sheffield, who con
sidered this as a most senseless
attempt at the abolition of the
(lave trade—senseless, because it
might occasion much mischief with
out attaining its object. The pro
fessed motive of the bill was hu
manity ; this end would, however,
be infinitely better answered by con
veying negroes in British (hipping
under proper regulations, than in
the promiscuous (hipping of Kurope. Not a single (lave less would
in fact be carried to the West In
dies. '( he trade might be turned
into another channel, and deprive
this country of considerable ad
vantages respecting navigation and
pro*,t. His lordship condemned
iome clauses of the bill as extrava
gant and despotic, a*nd likely to
revolt mankind ; but he hoped the
British merchants would find the
means of fulfilling their contracts
with the Spaniards, the Danes, and
tl\c Dutch. He asserted, that the
measure was highly detrimental to
the (hipping and commerce of this
country, and highly impolitic and
unjust towards the West Indians.
In these feverish times, lit wislied
the honourable mover would spare
his country and' his friends from
promoting one of the greatest re
volutions, in respect to property
and commerce, which could be
conceived. He concluded by muvF4
in£l
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ing, that the speaker do not leave
the chair.
- Mr. W'lbersorce, after having
expiesscd some UirpTife at meeting
with an opposition in this stage
of the bill, replied to some per
sonal reflections call upon him by
his lordship ; he justified the mo
tives upon which he pressed for
ward this subject, and disclairned all idea of endangering the
commercial interests of this coun
try, at this or any other time. On
a division, there was a majority of
42 for til', commitment.
The third reading of the bill
was again oppoled by lord Shef
field, on the ground that it was
attempted to be hurried through
the house, in a manner which was
shameful, scandalous, and surpas
sing all bounds of decency s and
as the merchants concerned in the
foreign slave trade were to meet
the ensuing day, they would lose
the benefit of the meeting.
Mr. Wilberforce considered the
epithets of the noble lord as ap
plied to the whole house, as, in
making the motion now before
them, he only obeyed the order of
the house. If any of the mer
chants had still further reasons to
offer against the bill, they had suf
ficient time for that purpose.
It was coptended by Mr. Fox,
that the bill had been as long in
pasting through its several stages,
as any other in that or any former
session, in which the question it inTolved was equally well under
stood. It had passed a cpmmittee
of the whole house j the whole of
it was recommitted for the purpose
of receiving any amendments from
those who were known to be hostile
to the bill, and sufficient time was
allowed. He adverted, in pointed
terms, to the delay which the slave
business had met with in the house

of lords. He had heard much of
the new calendar of the French 5
the house of lords had, however,
a calendar still more extraordinary.
They had allowed for one great
business (that of Mr. Hastings)
48 hours in the year. For another
(the slave trade) only 16. This
was a new mode of calculating
time. He, however, advised the
house of commons not to fall
under the censure of the public in
the progress of this business.—
After some further conversation
between Mr. Ncwnham, Mr. Dent,
Mr. Francis, and Mr. SerjeaBt
Adair, who observed, that the
merchants might have met sooner,
and had not chosen to be heard by
counlel, the bill was read a third
time, and passed.
During rhe agitation of this bill
in the house of commons, the
bishop os Rochester, on the 10th
of March, attempted to introducs
a discussion of the grand question
of an abolition of the slave trade,
in the house of lords. He observed,
that three sessions had passed since
that business had been before the
house, and censured the protraction
of it. When the question for hear
ing counsel and examining wit
nesses came before the house, he
had voted for this examination at
the bar of the house, not because
he wanted any additional evidence
to guide his mind, but that noble
lords who had not made up their
' minds on the subject, might have
a more early opportunity of being
convinced of the impolicy and in
humanity of this traffic. From the
experience of three sessions he der
(duced, that unless some mode could
be adopted for expediting the bu
siness, it would never be brought
to a conclusion. It was certainly
an object both to those who w islied,
aud those who opposed an aboli
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tton, to have a speedy determina
tion. His lordship concluded by
moving, " that the further hear
ing of counsel and evidence, on the
Dave trade, be rfcserred to a comxu'ttee above stairs."
The duke of Clarence opposed
the motion, on the principle that
an amendment to the same effect
with that proposed by the learned
prelate, had already been negatived
by a great majority. Two other
amendments had been proposed,
and negatived, on this subject ;
from all which he argued the great
attention of the house to the que
stion when it first appeared, and
the impropriety of now altering
the mode of conducting it. His
royal highness noticed the different
stateof the country, when the subject
was first discussed ; it was then a time
of profound peace—now we were at
war, and the time and attention as
the house necessarily directed to
business more temporary and im
portant : that the slave trade had
not been brought forward before in
the course of this session, had been
owing to the illness of the right
reverend prelate ; and he expressed
his surprise that the first day his
lordship was able to attend in par
liament, he should bring forward a
motion of such a tendency. The
colonies, his highness said, could
not be cultivated without slaves ;
and in a country like this, it was
of the utmost importance to pay
the strictest attention toevery branch
of our commerce and navigation.
In this view, the trade was of the
utmost importance. The country
was benefited 4,000,000!. a year
by it, an immense number of sea
men were employed, and upwards
«f 70,ooc,oool. was embarked in
the trade. From thtse reasons, and
from iu having been brought be
fore them by the commons of Great
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Britain, and from the propriety of
judging for themselves, he thought
it incompatible with the dignity of
the house to refer the husiness to a
private committee. It was besides
a time peculiarly inconvenient for
their lordships to attend a com
mittee, just when the affixes were
holding. He concluded by giving
a negative to the motion.
From one of the arguments of
his royal highness, that there was
an additional press of business from
our being engaged in war, the
bilhop of Rochester thought it the
more necessary to adopt a mode of
examining evidence on this subject,
better suited to dispatch. The
plan proposed by the bishop wa*
approved by lord Gienville, who
prosessed his full conviction on the
subject in question, and could see
no difficulty or inattention to their
own dignitv in that house leaving
the business to a committee. If
that house, like the other, should
be finally of opinion that the trade
was contrary to humanity and po
licy, he doubted not but that their
lordships would deeply lament that
they had adopted so tardy a mode.
The motion was opposed by lord
Mansfield, in a speech of some
length, in which he placed the ques
tion in various points of view. Lord
Titurlow joined his lordship in the
opinion of the impropriety of re
ferring so important a question to a
committee. The petitioners against
the abolition had the greatest pro
perty at stake that ever was em
barked in any trade. They were
countenanced in it by the legisla
ture ; and now called upon their
lordships to decide, whether they
had embarked in it on fallacious
assurances, or were entitled to the
protection of the legislature. The
evidence ou-^ht to be examined in
the molt solemn manner ; and he
believed
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believed the records of parliament
afforded not a single precedent of a
question of fncli infinite importance
being referred to a committee. To
change the mode of inquiry, after
the lapse of two feflinns, would im
ply either that the house did not
consider the question of the same
importance as formerly, or were
tired of it. Did the motion mean
that in order to expedite ,the busi
ngs, they were to begin again ? if
otherwile, it would be two distinct
parts, and he did not fee how they
could be possibly united. Was it
likely that those who could not at
tend on the business at the bar,
would do so in a committee ? Be
sides this, his lordstiip thought an
adoption of the measure would not
-be attended with any particular de
gree of expedition. Their lordships
■were not only to examine evidence,
but to hear counsel. How would
they judge of that which few of
them, in a committee above stairs,
.would ever hear ?
Lord Grcnville said, that as the
committee was open to every noble
lord, it was liable to none of these
objections. What sanction had
been given by the legislature to
this trade, if indeed it had given
any, or whether the property of the
petitioners was to be destroyed,
would be seen when their lordships
came to decide on the general
question.
The motion was supported by
the bishop of London, as the best
mode which had yet been suggest
ed. The immense property at
stake o'ught certainly to weigh
with their lordlhips ; but on the
other hand, they were to consider
1 5 millions of Africans as peti
tioners at their bar, 8o,oooof whom
were annually torn from their coun
try and friends, to be carried into
captivity. His lordship was in

terrupted by the dnke of Ciareiiee
forgoing into the general question.
The bilhop, however, contended,
that his observations were not only
strictly in point, but strictly in
order, to shew the necessity of
avoiding any further delay, which
was the question before ilie house.
He had formed an opinion upon
the general question, but was open
to conviction, if better information
could be procured. If their lord
ships should decide , that our Weft
India islands could not be cultivated
without the importation of negroes
from Africa, he should acquiesce ;
but should they think the trade as
repugnant to policy as to huma
nity and religion, he mould rejoice.
Lord Hay and Lord Abingdon
opposed the motion ; which was
supported by Lord Guildtord, who
said it was too evident that the
examination of evidence in that
house might extend to the period
at-which another branch of the le
gislature had decided the trade
should cease. When their lordships
were convinced of the impolicy and
injustice of the trade, they might
be called upon to allow some thou
sands more of the unhappy vic
tims of it to be carried away,
that the trade might not cease too
abruptly. On a division, there ap
peared a majority of 2S against the
motion.
The bill of Mr. Wilberforce, for
abolishing the foreign slave trade,
was, on the second reading (May 2),
strongly opposed in the house of
lords. Lord Abingdon, in aspeechof
considerable length, and in his usual
argumentative strain , talked much of
French principles, of corresponden
cies held here with individuals of the
national assembly of France, of Tho
mas Paine, of insubordination,
anarchy, con fusion, murder, havock,
desolation, and ruin , os innovation,
the
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t?ie new philosophy, and other
topics equally relevant to the sub
ject in question.
Lord Grenville professed himstlf a friend to a total abolition of
the trade, but said he could not
bring himself to press the house to
pass the bill in question, pending
the inquiry instituted in that house
on the general lubject of the slave
trade—he therefore moved to
postpone the second reading to
that day three months.
His lordship was followed by the
bishop of Rochester. The French
part of St. Domingo was, he said, in
our possession, and probably other
islands; anew situation of affairs had
therefore taken place, and before
they proceeded with the bill, he.wishcdtoknowhow matters were to stand
respecting the West Indies. The
bill at present appeared unneces
sary and nugatory. His lordship
added some further particulars re-specting the island of St. Domin
go, and of the negroes landed on
ihat island. He protested himself
inimical to French principles, and
denied what were termed the
Rights of Man.
The duke of Clarence rejoiced in
coinciding with the noble lord and
the learned prelate, for learned he
mult be in geography, as he had
informed the house that the i/laHd
of St. Domingo belonged to us
and thr Spaniards, and that when
the negroes were landed in the En
glish part, they might walk into
the Spanish territory.
Lord Stanhope charged the no
ble secretary and learned prelate
with inconsistency in opposing the
present bill, and a conversation en
sued on some of the censures
thrown out bv his lordship.
The earl of Lauderdale noticed
those noble lords as inconsistent in
haying changed their opinions, with

out having assigned a sufficient
reason for the change. He de
clared himself a friend to a gradual
abolition ; but would not, he said,
consent to a premature termination
of a trade, long warranted and. en
couraged by repeated acts of the
legislature.
On a division on the motion of
lord Grenville, the bill was thrown
out by a majority of 45 against 4.
The employment of the French.
' emigrants in the war against their
own country, which had frequently
been censured by the opposition,
produced in this session debates of
some magnitude. In the house of
commons major Maitland, 011 the
ill of February, desired to be in
formed from Mr. Dundas, whether
or not there were French officers
employed as aides-de-camp to the
carl of Moira, and receiving Bri
tish pay ? A satisfactory answer to
this was evaded by Mr. Dundas,
who thought the earl had a right
to employ Inch instruments as lie
thought lit for executing the busi
ness with which he was entrusted,
and noticed the indelicacy of men
tioning the names of the French
officers. He declared furthtr, that
he should decline answering any
questions that tended to disclose
the measures of government, the
success of which might depend upon
secrefy, unless he was commanded
to answer by the house. The ma
jor justified himself from having
called for any information which
might prove injurious to the ser
vice or the interests of the country.
The fact which the hon. gentle
man seemed to consider as a very cu
rious and important cabinet secret,
might be learned from the meanest
private soldier serving under his
lordihip. He understood, from
good authority, that French offi
cers were employed under the earl
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os Moira, and received British
pay, which (if such was the fact)
was contrary to law, and a fit ob
ject of inquiry in that house. He
admitted the delicacy of their situation, and thvt their services
might be useful ; but if they were
to be employed in a local way, the
delicacy of their situation would
not be violatf d, nor Iheir services
less important. If the motion he
was now about to make were not
assented to, he shsjild a;;ain bring
the matter before the house. 'I he
major concluded by moving sot the
production of the names of foreign
officers serving under the earl of
Moira, and receiving British pay.
The motion was seconded by Mr.
Grey, who declared his surprise
at the questiou not having been an
swered, and spoke of the frequent
departure from the principles of
the constitution. He denied the
right of the eatl to employ foreign
officers in British pay in this coun
try, without the consent of par
liament.
The motion of the major was
negatived j and form afterwards the
carl of Moira introduced in the
house of lords a justification of his
conduct. He mentioned the in
vitation he had received to take
upon himself the. command, first
of an expedition, not immediately
to be undertaken, and then ot that
undertaksn to succour the royalists,
which was immediately to be un
dertaken. He was honoured with
his majesty's commands on the 17th
November, but owing to the ad
verse state of the wind and weather,
the fleet did not fail from Ports
mouth till the 1st os December.
Previous to this, his majesty's mi
nisters and his lord snip had received
information of a meeting held by
persons deputed by ministers to
the royalist army at Doll in Nor-

Blindy, who had agreed on a plan,
or operation; but, owintr to the d:f"
ficultv of intercourse, this informa
tion did not urach minister*, rill the
25th of November. By that in»
formation it was settled what sig
nals were to be made by the En
glish fleet on their arrival upon the
coast, for the purpose of directing
the troops where they thought the
descent most practicable, and a va
riety os other matters were adjust
ed. On the 1st of December they
failed, and early the next morning
they made the coast of Cherbouig.
He ran down the coast for a consi
derable extent, hoping to rind the
royalists in the force that had been
represented to him ; but not one
of the concerted signals, though
repeatedly made bv the different
(hips, was answered from the
shore. Mot knowing how to ac
count for this circumstance, and
in obedience to hi6 orders, his
lordship said, he proceeded to
Guernsey, where, in consequence
of contrary wind*, he (iid not ar
rive till the 25th. His lordship
desired the house to attend to the
dates which he had occasion to
mention, because the whole of his
explanation rested on that particular.
While at Guernsey, he dispatched
a number of emissaries in search of
the«i>y^llist army. He at length
learned that the royalists had made
an attack on Granville. vuit had
been defeated, and had retired to
the banks of the L<j;ie. All the
French journals and newspapers
however stated, that one column
of the royalist army had directed
its course towards Caen in Nor
mandy. His lordship said, that on
considering the port, which the
royalists had named as the port for
him to make, he found that fiom
the peculiar difficulty of access and
from other circumstances it would
be
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be impossible for him to throw suc
cours into it ; he therefoie by his
emissaries had sent woid to the'
royalists of the doubts he enter
tained of b^injr able to effect the
purpose agreed on, and had di
rected their mnrch to another
point. While at Guernsey a storm
arose, that separated from him
halt his squadron and troops. Con
ceiving, neveitheless, tli3t the faith
of the British government was
pledged to the army of the roy
alists, he thought it his duty, be
the event and consequence what
they miijht, to lend them every
possible succour which his reduced
force could administer. Under the
impression of this idea he put to
sea, and after he had left Guern
sey he appointed the French staff,
which had been rendered a sub
ject of discufujn in another house
of parliament. He begged their
lordships to recollect the point of
time when this appointment was
made—while he was expecting to
land on the coast of France imme
diately, and when he meant not to
join his army to that of the royalills,
but to engraft the royalists forces
on those which he had under his
command ; when he expected,
the moment he landed, to have
proceeded to battle, to find the
royalists dispirited by defeits, aud
to have^ to lead them cn to instant
contest : it was impossible therefore
for him with any regard to pru
dence, to trust to the chance of
subsequent opportunity. He ap
pointed the French staff as he had
stated, and it consisted of two aidesde-camp, a French secretary, and
a quarter master-general. In hav
ing appointed this Staff, he had no
hesitation to fay, that he had not
been authorised by his majesty's
ministers ; he conceived that the
nature us his command necessarily

invested him with a degree of discre
tion adequate to the end of the des
tined service. If, ' however, , it
should be thought by h»s majesty'*
ministers that he had acted impro
perly, he desired distinctly to be
understood, that he took the expence upon himsJf, and that mi
nisters might, is they pleased, upon
the winding up of his accounts, de
duct the whole amount of the expence.
Another matter brought into
discussion in the other house of
parliament, \ he > understood had
been, that he had appointed
Freuch artillerists. The fact was,
thnt the council who directed the
operations of the royalist army had
stated to our government, that they
had plenty of cannon, but that
they really did not know how to
make use of them effectually for
want of proper artillerists. Consi
dering that the French had render
ed themselves so formidable in the
field by means of their artillery,
his lordhip said, he thought the
circumstance worth immediate at
tention. He wrote without delay
to Flanders, begging that the
army in that quarter would sup
ply him with as many artillerist*
as they could well spare. His re
quisition was instantly complied
with, aud as soon as they arrived
they were put upon allowance, but
their allowance was not included
in any pay-list. What could he do
less with men, whom he ind sent
for, stum an army in which they
were entitled to constant pay ?
Hii lordship spoke in very feel
ing terms of the miserable situa
tion os the French officers in ques
tion, the safety of whose connec
tions in France depended upon
their names not being disclosed.
The earl of Lauderdale contend
ed, that it was not the intention of
the
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the gentlemen who had agitated the
matters referred to by his lordlhip
in the other h'
of parliament, to
investigate the time, the motives,
or the principles on which the earl
of Moira had appointed foreigners
on the flnssiu his army. H thought
too highly of the ability and talents
of the noble carl, to believe he
would take any measure of a strong
and questionable nature, without
having strong reasons for his con
duct. Nor 'had he a wi:h to de
preciate the merit of the officers in
question, or to draw down upon
them and their relatives those fa
tal consequences, which every man
must dread and deplore. Had those
who spoke upon the subject else
where received the same candid and
liberal answer from ministers to a
plain question, put to them in 'a
way perfectly parliamentary, as the
noble earl had given, they would
have been satisfied, and the matter
set at rest. His lordfliip censured
the affected hauteur and mysterious
silence of mipisters on this, occasion,
Mfh'ch had excited jealouly and
suspicion in the minds of others ;
and thought, that in the present
citical situation of public affairs, it
became necessary to attend to what
ever bore the appearance' of tres
pass, either on the laws or consti
tution.
Lord Grenvillc complimented
the earl of Moira on his liberality,
but declared himself, and his ma
jesty's government in general, to
be considered as fully responsible
for" every part of the transaction
stated by the noble earl. He cen
sured, as an impropriety) the con
duct of gentlemen in the other
house in the investigation of this bu
siness. In this his lordship was op
posed by the earl of Guildsord, who
thought they had acted with the
utmost propriety ; and had the

same fair and liberal explanation
been there given, he liad no doubt
that all inquiry would have ct-ated.
Oil the 17th of February the
Marquis of JLanldownc, in a
speech replete with sound observa
tion and elaborate reasoning, in
troduced a motion for peace. His
lordihip began by Hating his wilh
that it had eorme horn ether hands,
and paiticulariy that his majesty's
ministers had derived from such a
motion all the merit, and all the
gratitude, which it would have
fixed in the minds of their country
men. In hopes of this he had de
ferred his motion ; but seeing the
immense preparations making for a
continuance of the war, the vo
lumes of engagement into which
\\t had entered wilh foreign pow
ers, and the solemn declaiations of
perseverance, he thought it time to
deliberate for a moment, to in
quire into the cause and object of the
dispute. His lordship professed that
it was not at all his intention to ad
dress himself to the passions of no
ble lords, but asked w hat must be
the feelings of a burdened nation,
when they saw thirteeru'millions of
money voted for the continuance
of a war, without a single conside
ration of the merits of the cafe,
and on the mere pretext of a
Fren.h pampbltt. The people, he
said, were however not likely to
think the sentiments of a single in
dividual, and that individual a
member of a faction that was
crushed at the time of the writing,
a good ground for perpetuating
the horrors of an undcGned and
unexplained war. The present fac
tion in France might soon be over
thrown, and inflammatory pam
phlets by the partilans of each suc
cessive faction might furnish pre
texts for the continuance of war,
if such wretched pretexts were to
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be allowed as legitimate grounds.
After two campaigns, the last the
molt sanguinary and expensive in
the aunals of modern history, be
fore involving Europe in the hor
rors of a third, it might not be un
worthy their lordships attention to
inquire into the success of the past.
The question was, whether the
innumerable treaties we had made
were calculated to turn the tide of
misfortune, and secure a rational
Lope os success in the ensuing cam
paign ? 'He thought we had no
more probability of success now
than before. 'she line of rtar in
which we were now engaged, had
been condemned from the time of
the duke of Marlboro ugh down to
general Lloyd, the last officer who
had written upon the subject. The
opinion of all men of great mili
tary talents in Europe had been,
that an attempt to penetrate France
through the: frontier, which had
been the feat of war, is impracti
cable, and thia had been verified by
the fate of the two last campaigns.
His lordship took a concise and
able review of the different attacks
mad; in the two last campaigns on
the frontiers of France, undet ge
nerals of the most diilinguilhed abi
lities, and all had equally failed of
success. Yet, after this melan
choly experience, we were hazard
ing a third campaign. But it seems
a new officer of middle rank (co
lonel Mack) had formed a ne* plan
upon which the cabinets of Europe
relied their hopes, and upon which
we were to risque the lives of our
fellow creatures. ' His lordship paid
every compliment to the colonel,
which could be possibly his due,
but did not conceive lain very
likely to accomplish an enterprise,
which had failed in the hands of
predecessors of acknowledged mili
tary experience and gallantry. It
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was not so astonishing to find an offi
cer suggesting a new plan, as to fee
the credulous avidity with which it
was embraced, and the implicit
confidence given to it. We were
told that Flanders had been laved ;
Flanders had been loll by one bat
tle, and gained by another. This
only proved, that the fate of Flan
ders depended upon a single battle,
and it might be lost by the next.
The secret history of the French
would prove, that the loss of Flan
ders to them was the result of the
animosities of private faction. These
gave Dumouriez the ascendant over
La Fayette, aud subjected him to
the triumph of Pache. To the
animosities of these factions may be
attributed their failure by the de
fection of Dumouriez. The jealou
sies of la Fayette and Dumouriez
were the cause, and in proportion
to the unanimity of the French
(an unanimity ellablistitd by the
persecution of their enemies\ will
be the difficulty of making any im
pression upon the republic. There
was a principle of action and re
action in human nature, that ne
ver failed to produce great and un
accountable effects. The result of
the private factions of France had
at length given tp the government
of Fiance more formidable power
than had ever been maintained by
any state ; and it was of the utmost
consequence to consider the effects
which were likely to follow, from
keeping up in France the tone and
passion they at present possessed.
France, by the pressure of the al
lies on her frontier, had become a
school of military wonder. In a few
years none could prophesy what un
foreseen enterprizes they might not
effect, li's lordship proved from
history the probability, that if
other governments determined to
persevere in the design to goad, to
attack,
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attack, and to hunt the French,
we (hould confirm, so as never to
be rooted out, a military republic
in the heart of_ Europe. Nor let
us, said the marquis, proudly conteive, that our combination will
make us formidable, because it is
opposed to a single people ; when
we sharpen talents by irascibility,
when we inflame the natural ener
gies of the foul, when we call
Forth and rouse every faculty of
nature, each individual becomes
something more than man. Great
moments have always produced
great men and great actions. The
time of conflict is the time in which
nature seems to delight in her
grandest productions. The whole
of the rising generation in France
is educated in the military art ;
not, as here, with a view to rising
in life, but the enthusiasm of war
entered into the heart, only from
the enthusiasm os liberty ; aiid the
whole country is taught, that their
sole occupation and passion ought
to Tie arms, because their only
good and blessing is liberty.
Such being the state of the war,
his lordship asked whether it was
reasonable to persevere- in it ? whe
ther, upon the principle avowed,
we ought to succeed ? and whe
ther, by the treaties we had made,
u-e were likely to do so ? Above all,
whether the war was not likely to
produce consequences fearful to
England, to Europe, and to the li
berties of mankind? His lordship
then entered into a view of the
treaties which we had made ; he
attempted to (hew, that the jea
lousy of Spain, excited by our views
upon she French West India islands,
which, if attained, mull ihrow her
at our mercy—by our naval inte
rest, and the contraband trade
which it had been our object to
encourage, to her discontent—by
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the affair osNootka Sound—by the?
uneasiness manifested at Toulon,
when they saw a ship of I lo guns
taken away by the English, which
they thought belonged to them
as the natural guardians of Louis
X V I [., was not likely to faster that
nation to entertain any substantial
alliance with us ? From various cir
cumstances, his lordship proved
that Portugal too would be found
in the same interest with Spain,
with all the numerous advantages
to be derived from her ports, in
cafe of future differences between
the courts of Madrid and Lon
don.
With respect to the king of
Prussia his lordship contended, that
as the head of the Germanic al
liance, it must ever be his policy to
relist the aggrandizement of the
house of Austria. This alliance
seemed for the moment to be sa
crificed to the project against
France ; and the king of Prussia
was now allied with the house os
Austria, to accomplish a purpose
which must ruin the very object of
thatleague. Tosupport theindependence of Prussia, his lordship iaid,
he would cheerfully vote for almost
every subsidy ; for when once the
principalities of Germany were en
slaved, there was an end to the li
berties and freedom of the continent.
But was it to be believed that the
cabinet of Vienna had changed its
object ? It had been dilh'nguiflied not
merely by its systematic ambition,
but by incessant ability in the pro
secution of its designs. His lord*
ship called the attention of the
house to the designs of the court of
Vienna npon Bavaria, in which
they were very near succeeding,
and in which if they had suc
ceeded, the chief of the house of
Austria would have become king,
and all the little German states
must
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temst hare fallen his prey. Either,
therefore, Prussia cannot be sin
cerely united to Austria in the pre
sent war, which must threaten our
confederacy ; or the connexion
mnst threaten the liberties of Eu
rope much more than luffering
France to continue her present
boundaries. Can we believe that so
monstrous an alliance can continue,
or that the independent states of
Germany can long continue so
blind to their permanent interests,
as to abet the court of Vienna in
the present war ?
Hip lordship next proceeded to
mention Russia,, and considered the
court of Pctersburgh, next to that
of Vienna, as the most systematic
in Europe. Tin; good sense of the
nation had, he said', recently saved
us from a profitless war with Rus
sia. By the fault of ministers, we
made peace leaving Oczakow in
her possession ; and we had allowed
her to give a value to Oczakow,
which before wa3 merely negative,
by permitting her to seize the whole
tasttrn division of Poland, con
taining three millions and a half of
people, and rich in corn, forests,
and pastures, which will enable her
to make an active use of all the ri
vers east of the Danube. By these
means she was furnished with every
supply for land and sea operation
against Constantinople itself, and
this had been done while we had
been intermeddling in the internal
affairs of Franc ! "As to her al
liance, where were the expected
forces from Russia ? Had she in one
instance fulfilled her promises ? It
was her invariable policy to embroil
the southern powers of Europe, in
order to exhaust them. His lord
ship noticed her interference in the
peace of 1782, and added, that
instead of sending troops to aid the
fresent confederacy, she had been
'794-
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erecting fortresses in Poland, that,
when (he had seen her rivals suffi
ciently exhausted, (lie might fall
upon her long devoted victim the
Turk. His lordship lamented that
we should abet the designs of this
truly formidable power, and, from
the best information, stated the re
sources of the Empress as im
mense.
The next ally considered by his
lordship was Holland— Holland,
which had been the cat's-paw of
the cat's-paw; for the fact was un
deniable, that ministers had in
volved Great Britain in war, .andV
Great Britain had tricked Hollanri
rilo it, contrary to her own iudgment and inclination. Had the
Dutch, thotijrh a maritime power,
sent a single (hip to sea ? His lord
ship compared their present back
wardness with their forme glo
rious struggles, ancMaid jt exhibited
the difference between men when
engaged in defence of their own
liberties, a.itl vhen drawn in to
fieV.t with others against their
will.
The marqrjt next mentioned the
king of Sardinia, and considered
that statoaatoo much impoverished
to render us any service. It had
been an opiniun that the king
might b; a small check upon
France, but he certainly never
em! J cress the Var to any good
purpose.
LI is lordship then observed, that
upon this heterogeneous confede
racy of interests so inimical to each
other we relied for success in the
war. He asked whether it was to
be expected they would keep toge
ther ? Was it to be believed, that
an undefined object, in which no
two of them have ever agreed, and
which is stated to be diametrically
opposite as soon as they attempt
to define it, shall perform the miraG
de
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ele of subduing all old animosities,
stifling their jealousies, smoothing
their mutual asperities, and re
solving them in a mass of perfect
union ? The artful ambition of the
courts of Russia and Prussia, he
said, maintained the league only
till their rivals were exhausted. In
the mean time none of the allies
had money, except that power
which had given no other aid than
promises, and the whole burden
nad fallen, and must fall, upon the
people of these kingdoms.
His lordstrip reprobated the con
duct of ministry towards neutral
nations, whom we had endeavoured
to compel to take up arms. He
recapitulated the correspondence
between lord Hervey and the court
of Florence, and that of our other
ministers with the courts of Swe
den, Denmark, Switzerland and
America. Od the izd of May
lord Hervey sent his first note, in
timating the arrival of a Spanish
and English squadron in the Medi
terranean. He received si om the
minister of the grand duke a re
spectful declaration, that li is royal
highness was determined to pre
serve a strict neutrality. To this
lord Hervey made a reply expres
sive of astonishment, but declaring
that he would make known the an
swer to the court of St. James's.
Yet, to prove that he had received
bis instructions, lie forthwith dis
patched a circular letter to all the
other ministers of the court of Tus
cany, making known the declara
tion of the grand duke, in terms
harsh, revolting and unprecedent
ed. On the »th of October he
presented a memorial, perempto
rily calling upon his royal highness
to dismiss the French minister in
twelve hours, orlord Hood would act
offensively ag:iiuil Leghorn. This
was our conduct to the brother of

the emperor our ally—as drflant
from every principle of policy, as
it was from decency and the law of
nations. Ministers should have
considered,before they offered such
a premeditated insult, that the
prince whom they treated so rude
ly might to-morrow sill the throne
of the empire. It is a received
opinion of persons conversant in
courts, that services conferred upon
princes are usually, if not constant
ly, forgotten; but that insults and
injuries never are. Leghorn, his
lordship shewed, had in the year
1712 been declared to be a perpe
tual free port, and he remarked the
danger ^hcre was in future wars of
Spain and France availing them
selves of the precedent we had set
them, and holding the same lan
guage to Leghorn and Genoa,
which we now do.
Our language to Genoa had, bis
lordship said, been the language of
the strong to the weak. With
Sweden and Denmark we had stood
upon particular treaties, because
they suited our views. The state
of them with Denmark made it ne
cessary to have recourse to other
arguments. The answer of that
court, with the counter-declara
tion enclosed in it, was a sufficient
reproof of their anogance. In
fact, count Bernstoff's reply was
one of the most argumentative and
the most masterly diplomatic pro
ductions he had ever read. His lord
ship spoke with nearly equal praise
of the canton of Berne.
Our conduct towards America
had been marked with more than
common outia^e, he even feared,
with the blnckntss of guilt. \\ ithout any possible subject of conten
tion, supposing the late treaty of
peace carried fully into execution,
we had contrived to become em
broiled with that country ; though
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111 tin's present war (he had passed
by many provocations, and though
flic had at the head of her govern-*
mem a person of such consummate
wisdom, and force of character, as
to set an example to all the other
power* of the world. This great
man, instead of attending to the
clamour of the moment, or raising
a false alarm, in order to have a
pretext for yielding to it, had the
firmness to relist popular opinion,
and to wait for the return of good
fense and sound judgment in the
public. Undersuch circumstances,
what could tempt us to issue the
order of council, November 6th,
without consulting a single mer
chant ? an order which we were
obliged to repeal six weeks after
wards ! The marquis intimated that
suspicions had arisen* that this
country was accessary to the war
made upon the Americans by the
Algerines, and even that we were
concerned in promoting the Indian
war. If these were calumnies, mi
nistry ought to deny both, not on
ly for the fake of their own honour,
but for the public good.
Whether, his lordship said, he
looked to our confederacy on the
one hand, or to the neutral powers
whom we had irritated, he saw nothiug to hope. There was no Eu
ropean power who would not ra
ther keep out of the contest, if left
at bberty to do so, or who had not
ibme separate view of interest forengaging in it which mult take place at
theexpence of the whole. All the
continental powers, the marquis
added, wen? in want of money,
which deserved some consideration,
as Great Britain was to supply the
desicie»cy. Spam had issued about
three millions and a half of paper
money, though Ihe could scarcely
circulate the paper (he had before,
which had sunk the exchange 20
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per cent. None of our confede*
rates except Russia had credit in
neutral countries. All of them, ex
cept Prussia, which had no credit
whatever, had proposals for loans
whkh did not till. The credit of
Holland was worse than any, hav
ing lately endeavoured to raise a
million sterling on a lottery, which
would have yielded 5 per cent, to
the subscribers; but none were to be
found, though Holland used to get
her money at a£ percent. -On the
other hand, in France every thing
was converted to public use, pa
per was used for internal purposes,
aud gold and silver for its necessary
importations*
The whole being left upon us, hi»
lordship said it was not the trash of
an indemnity we ought to pursue,
but to conciliate the minds of the
people of France, and to restore
peace to mankind. This was the
way to make a lasting peace be
tween the two nations. So far in
the present instance from a peace
not being secure with France, it
would be more secure than with
any cabinet in Europe. His lord
ship produced several instances to
prove, that cabinets were never to
be depended upon. But who were
we to treat with ? was constantly
said. " Treat (said his lordship)
with the French people, no mat
ter for the name. If our inten
tions are wife and disinterested,
there can be little to settle, and in
that would lie our great security."
Minillers, he said, might make
difficulties; they had done so in
the American war, and he noticed
the paltry shifts which had been
made use of on this occasion. In
the present instance our allies were
talked of, who, if they meant ho
nestly, had interests the fame as
ours, namely, that of peace. Other
difficulties might and would b«
G3
started,
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started, as long as ministers were
indisposed to peace ; but if this
were proved to be the cafe, lie
hoped that parliament would do as
in the cafe of America, cut the
knot which ministers refused lo un
tie. He strongly asserted the pa«ific dispositions of the French to
wards this country, and solemnly
declared as a fact his conviction,
*• that the French never dtfired a
war with this country, and that
there never had been a moment, to
that very time, when peace was
not to be had on terms perfectly
consistent with the honour of Great
BFisaait." His lordship asked, what
indemnity we were to receive ?
Was it any West India island or
islands ? At the time we possessed
America, this might have been
considered as a source of great
wealth ; but now they no longer
depended upon us for supplies to
their markets, for their (laves, or
for defence against their slaves, this
was no longer the cafe. His lord
ship noticed the diffusion of the li
beral principles respecting the slave
trade, as an additional reason for
the ceasing of the dependence of
the West Indies upon us. The
St. Domingo proclamation, and
the late proceedings in the conven
tion, must spread gradually through
all the French islands; mutual dis
satisfaction must arise at the bar
gain answering so little for either
side ; and those new conquests in
the West Indies, however ma
naged, would be to this country
little better than money traps ;
they would belong to vis not one
moment longer than the mono
poly of our consumption made it
decidedly for their interests ; and
this was the cafe also with our own
West India islands. '* Let us not
then, said the marquis, pursue the
idea of this pitiful indemnity to
3

our ruin. The stagnation of om*
domestic industry and of our na
tional capital for one year, was
worth more than the fee-simple
of any of their islands to the
empire." The French, he added,
considering us as the head of the
confederacy, would more decidedly
direct their efforts against us. They
had turned their attention to their
marine ; and from what they had
done in that way under Louis XIV,
we well knew what they were able
to achieve.
In' this situation, the marquis
said, it became necessary to alk
what distinct object we had in
view ; and as ministers refused to
name that object, he must look for
it in the different manifestoes. H's
lordship then entered into the full
consideration of the two manifestoes
of the duke of Brunswick, that of
general Wurmfer and the prince of
Saxe Cobourg, and those of lord
Hood, admiral Langara, and ge
neral O'Hara, &c. and proved,
that " there was not one which
did not either contradict itself, or
which was not immediately con
tradicted by a succeeding one, or
which was not completely disre
garded in the execution.'' Taken
together, they conveyed no distinct
idea, except that of extending ab
solute power and encouraging un
limited monarchy. The real ob
jects of the war had never been de
fined, still less the terms upon which
we would make peace. The ob
ject of the present motion was
therefore to beseech his majesty to
make both these things known,
which was equally necessary both
for war and peace. The marquis
recommended, as an example to
this country in its intercourse with
France, the conduct of Louis IX
during the civil wars in the reign
of Henry III. Were vre to raaoifeft
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■isest sentiments of kinduess and
generosity, and a desite of peace,
towards the French, they would
evince the fame. They had always
been against a war with England,
Mutual rancour, his lordship said,
Lad heen excited by the mutual
invectives which had been bandied
•bout. This he earnestly wished
to be avoided, and that we should
behave n«bly, not seeking to de
rive prosit from the misforiur.ea of
■our neighbours. He next called
the attention of the house to the
critical situation in which we at
present stood. It was given as a
reason for the peace of 1748, that
Maellricht wa9 left the single town
of the Low Countries. At pre
sent matters did not depend on a
single town, but on the fate of a
single battle ; one battle lost, and
all our advantage ground was
gone. It would then be the time
for the French to talk of indemni
ty, security and barrier. If they
loft 1 battle, it was comparatively
nothing ; for it was not one, two,
three, or even four battles that
could seriously humble them, and
nothing of this kind could have a
permanent operation. The mar
quis said, be hadno expectation tint
these reasonings would have an
immediate effect ; but he besought
the house to take them into consi
deration, that they might produce
future good. His lordstiip con
cluded by moving an humble ad
dress, to represent to his majesty
•he extreme improbability of con
quering France—that the confede
racy -was not to be depended upon,
was exhausted in its finances, and
the burden and odium of the war
must: ultimately fall upon Great
Britain—that were the war in fu.
ture to be successful, it wa» impo
litic to continue it, as no acquisi
tion* of territory could be of bene
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fit, at the risque of prolonging the
present, and laying the foundation
of suture wars—the immense loss
that must enlne to trade from the
continuance of this war, and the
general decay of it which had
arisen in the place of an expected
reduction of debt and taxes—that
the dismemberment of France, if
attainable, would augment the
strength of the greater Europuin
powers, who were the most danger
ous and the moll to be dreaded'-*
that opinions and sentiments, once
disseminated, cannot be controlled
by arms, and therefore every gov
vernmentwhich-would guard against:
democratic principles should avoid
the evils which gave birth to them
—that the acquiescence shewn by •
the French in the provitionary got
vernment is no proof that they
will continue it, if we suffer them>
to return to a state of external
peace—that experience has de
monstrated the futility of every
attempt to interfere in the internal
affairs of France, evea if the jus
tice were problematical —and that
wermist incurthekeenestreproaches,
if we encouraged further revolts inf
a country, where we had been una
ble to save thole who put eonfidence in us from extermination and
ruin:—therefore to implore his ma
jesty to declare, without delay, his
disposition to make peace upon sue."*
just, disinterested, and liberal terms
as were; calculated to render the
peace lasting, and that he would}
signify this intention 'to his allies,
that a stop might be put to the
daily effusion of human blood.
Such are the outlines of this ex
traordinary speech : a speech which
will necessarily attract the atten
tion of every man who wishes to
be acquainted with the actual state
of European politics, as contain
ing more real and curious infor-naG3
,
tion
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tion on that subject, than any
written document which has fallen
under our inspection. What the
noble speaker has proposed un
der the form of hypothesis and con
jecture, has in general been sinec
confirmed by positive facts ; and
the picture which he has drawn
of the views and interests of the
different courts is so correct, that
it seems almost to have been ex
tracted from the minutes of their
respective cabinets.
The motion was clamorously but
feebly opposed by earl Fitzwilliam.
After the address presented to hismajesty at the commencement of the
seflioii, their lordlhips could not, he
said, Consistently agree to the mo
tion. The war was defensive, and
the object of the French was to
propagate their principles in every
country of Europe. In justifica
tion ot this opinion, he cited the
pamphlet of Briisot. The object
of the motion appeared highly ob
jectionable ; it appeared to be to
call upon his majesty to specify the
mode in which the war was to be
carried on, and to violate the trea
ties in which he is engaged ; and
this, in order that we might nstist
the French, who had murdered'
their sovereign, deluged whole
provinces with the innocent blood
of the people, who threatened to
rcplunge Europe into a state of
barbarilm. He thought the trea
ties wife, and that by breaking
them we mould at once forfeit
our faith, and abandon our owa
interest. What the conduct of the
French would have been, if. not
successfully resisted, might be Col
lected from tlie accounts of their
atrocities. In this country great
pains had been taken to procure
the adoption of their piincipks,
but :hey had been defeated by the
TJjjilance of government. The iur
7
'

stances of aggression on the part of
the French were, his lordship said,
numerous.- He instanced the decree
of November 1792, which openly
avowed the intention of interfering
with every government that did
not recognize their absurd doc
trine of liberty and equality ; the
unprovoked aggression on the Dutch
territories ; the invasion of Bra
bant, the reduction of Savoy, and
their interference with the naviga
tion of the Scheldt. Their en
croachments were of the most dan
gerous tendency ; they did not go
to a simple invasion of our territo
ry, but to a total subversion of our
constitution. We had at present
no hopes of peace, without giving
up our constitution; and what were
we to expect if we were to with
draw from the present league, or
become passive ? For an answer to
this he referred to the conduct of
the French when they invaded Sa
voy. They declared they attacked
the king of Sardinia because he
was weak ; thev would therefore
become more insolent as we became
more humble, and out wisties for
peace would remove it further
from us. Before we proposed terms
of peace with the French, we must
disband our army, or quit the ter
ritories of the republic, and then
what security had we that any ho
nourable terms would be assented
to on their part ? Would the no
ble lord recommend it to us to dis
arm, and leave the French in lull
force ? rf he were in the situation
of a minister, would he ni<t spurn
ut such advice, as arising more -rom
a spirit of opposition than from
any reason that could justify the
measure i From the most lerious
consideration, his lordship said, he
was decidedly of opinion, that to
accede to the motion would be to
act as au accessary to the most es
sential
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sential mischief to the constitution,
and to sanction anarchy, treason,
and rebellion.
The duke of Grafton said, that
if £c had not previously, from
hiving communicated with the no
ble mover of the motion, weighed
it in his mind, examined it in every
point of view, and deliberately
considered it, he should not at this
stage of the debate fay a single
word upon the subject. His grace
noticed his long absence from the
house. He did not, he said, hope
that the ijpw who concurred with
him in sentiment would be at once
able to effect any material advan
tage ; but he hoped that, by con
stantly and unremittingly pointing
out the obvious disadvantages of
the war, they might at length ef
fect their object, and procure for
the country the blessings of peace.
He recollected that a minority
small in number, reviled, treated
with scorn and contempt, slandered
by addresses to his majesty from
different parts of the kingdom, did,
by perseverance and firmness, at
length effect their object, convert
tbeir minority into a majority, and
bring about a peace with America.
The motion was not likely to be
attended with any indignity to the
crown ; it did not militate against
the interests of dur fellow subjects ;
it was calculated to promote the
real welfare of this country ; and
he btiieved, if right measures had
been taken some time ago with
respect to continental affairs, hun
dreds of thousands of the lives of
our fellow creatures would have
been spared. He conceived the
misfortunes in which we were at
present involved had their origin
mi a doctrine new to him, the doc
trine of implicit obedience to his
majesty's minister1!;.. Such evils
w«re tlie consequences of a series
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of ill-judged and most impolitic
measures ; and those who Ihoulii
advise a continuance of them
might on a future day be called to
answer- to their injured country for
those misfortunes in which they
had involved her. There was some
radical defect in the constitution,
either in its theory or practice, or
these misfortunes could not have
happened. It was the duty of
their lordships to examine whence
it sprung, and file meansty which
it might be remedied ; for the pro
gress of it, if not prevented, threat
ened to terminate in the final sub
version of our excellent constitu
tion.
His grace afterwards adverted to
the financial oration of Mr. Pitt
in the yeai 1792, in which he stat
ed the probable prospect of our
enjoying uninterrupted peace for
the space of fifteen years ; and
had calculated upon that our fi
nances, and built upon it a plan for
the liquidation of our enormous
debt. Yet, in the space of twelve
months, all these fair prospects had
vanished, through the temerity of
ministers, who had involved their
country in a war undefined in its
principle and object ; and which,
from every information he could
obtain, was what political writers
teimed helium inlernecionis, a war of
extermination. At that time the
minister couldnot be ignorant of the
affairs of France ; vet, in less than
the short space of twelve months,
we were engaged in war, and the
people burdened with twelve mil
lions additional debt. What in
ference could be drawn from this
fact ? Either that the minister was
insincere at the time he held the
language, or that the system on
our part, with reference to the po
litics of the continent, was chan
ged. The first was uncharitable, the
G4
second
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second a fair inference. He would
take it then we had changed our
system, and trial we were now to insist
on a particular form of government.
On this he had no idea of success,
nor did he sec justice in our inter
ference, upon any pretence, in the
fnternal government os any coun
try. Had it not been for our alli
ance with Austria and Prussia, one
HUNDRED THOUSAND livCS might
have been spared. His grace
strongly contended for the policy of
having allied this country with
France, rather than with Austria
and Prussia. To prove that the
French would not unite with this
country, recourse was had to some
of the invectives of Bar. ere ? was
it from them we were to judge of
the fense of a nation ? As an un
answerable argument for terminat.
ing the war, his grace stated, by
calcusation, the enormous amount
to which an annual accumulation of
debt would swell in a few years.
The argument of the noble lord
who had introduced the motion,
and the meaning of that motion,
had been misconceived. The mar
quis had not meant to recommend
a violatioh of our treaties, nor the
desertion of our allies ; he had said,
if we (hewed a disposition for peace,
the effect would be the same dispo
sition for peace in all the allied
powers ; because we had put our
selves at the head of the war, and
were so considered by the French.
Certainly the marquis had not
meant to recummend our disarm
ing while the French remained
armed- 'Vhen they met us on the
terms of a treaty, and hr.d ap
proached to a close, we fliould do
as we did at the end of all wars —
disarm by degrees, just as the ene
my disarmed. It had been said,
that the French wished to overturn
eur constitution ; but he believed,

is there was wisdom in our councils
and proper terms were offeted lo
the French, there would be no
danger. _Much had been inferrecl
from speeches in the national con,
vention, and the pamphlet of Drissot, tc prove the French determines
pn the destruction of other govern
ments. He did not agree to the.
conclusion. Much invective hadj
pasted in our houses of parliament,
and indeed such steps had been taken,
as had tended entirely to inflame the
Frcncli. His grace particularly no
ticed the manifesto of the duke of
Brunswick ; and wished to know,
whether the ministers of this coun
try were acquainted with it previ-j
ous to its publication. If they
were, they should have protested
against it. If they were not, it
was far from respectful in the courts,
of Vienna and Berlin not to have
communicated it. After discussing
the sobject of the manifestoes at
large, his grace profesied himself
actuated on this occasion only by
love to his sovereign and his coun
try, and a regard to his own ho
nour. He thought a continuance
of the war threatened his maje/ly't
throne andgovernment, and thesafety
and prosperity os the country.
The earl of Caernarvon consider
ed the speech of the noble mover of
the question as little calculated to
promote peace, and tending to em
broil us with our allies and neutral
nations. All that he had said against
the war had been supported by rto
proof; and the only admissible posi
tion was, that peace was a blefling
devoutly to be wished. His lordsiiip mentioned, at great length,
the motives for the war, which have
been so often adduced ; resistance ta
the avowed objects of the French,
and security for the rights, liber
ties, and constitution of Great Bri
tain and her allies. That it could,
not
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not be avoided by negotiation, he
inferred from Mons. Chauvelin'a
answer to lord Grcnville respecting
the Scheldt. Hia lordship vindi
cated the conduct of lord Hood,
respecting the declaration made at
Toulon [but waa afterwards con
tradicted by the marquis of Lansdown, who read a passage from the
declaration of lord Hood, at Tou
lon, in support of what he had as
serted]. He did not, he said, mean
to follow the noble lord in his com.
merits on the different manifestoes.
The superintendance of parliament
was confined to the servants of the
king of Great Britain, and no such
intentions appeared as the noble
lord imputed to them : but if a
decided declaration in favour of
monarchy could have given a pro
bability of a more speedy peace, he
should not have thought it objec
tionable. His lordship described
the fluctuating and insecure nature
of the French government : before
he could feel confidence in a go
vernment which drew its precari
ous exigence from the subversion of
old principles, he must know its
moral principles and political opi
nions; whether it knew the nature
of a contract between nation and
nation ; and whether the new code
of the rights of man did not overset
the law of nations as well as those of
France. His lordship inveighed
strongly against the opinions and
conduct of the French, who, he
said, demanded the surrender of this
government as the price of peace.
Assuming for the data of his rea
soning, that the war was really just
and necessary, lordDarnley contend
ed, that we ought not to be told of
it* misery ; for, till security could
be obtained for peace, wr must
suffer it. He had often heard that
the country was injured by the con
tinuation of hostilities; but when
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he looked around him, he saw that
thesame happiness <a/at fell, and tbq
fame prosperity enjoyed, as in 1789.
ilij lordship patiently traversed
again the track pursued by the no-,
bleman who had last spoken ; and
ib perfectly was he satisfied in his
own mind of the urgency of pur*
suing the war, that he should pro
secute it with his fortune and his
lift, " if such support should ever
be deemed requisite."
The earl of Guildfard rose to
reply to the earl of Caernarvon.
Were it necessary to make those in*
quiries respecting the French which
the noble lord had stated, he was
at a loss to know when the proper
time for negotiation would arrive.
Granting all that had been said of
the perfidy of the convention, were
they to turn their attention to the
ancient system of France, they
would find invariably, that ia all
its transactions when a monarchy
there was as much perfidy, and as
little dependance to. be placed on
its treaties, as could be staled
against the convention of the pre
sent day. With respect to the
question, how peace could be made
consistently with the treaties enter
ed into with our allies, he would
aik what power was vested in the
executive government to make trea
ties, by which the privileges of the
house were to be entirely destroyed ?
Peace was, he said, universally
wished for in France. With re
gard to the apparent difficulty of
making it, from the language held
out by this country, the French
had little reason to flatter them
selves with the expectation of a
speedy peace. Why then condemn
them for pursuing a line of conduct
which we had ourselves pursued i
It would be wild and- extravagant
in us to continue the war till they
should have established a permanent
fora
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form of government ; and a still
greater ilegiee of absurdity, " to
inflict punishment and email cala
mity upon ourselves," for the fake
of dragooning them into our opi
nion, and pi escribing to them a
form of government congenial to.
our minJi, but odious to theirs.
There were a variety of" instances
on record, where no sanction b ad
been given by Great Britain to the
means by which power had been
acquired, and but seldom to the
manner in which it had' been exer
cised. Our own minister at the
courts of Russia and Prussia had,
without remonstrance, suffered these
potentates .to plunder, to seize
upon, and to enslave I'oland. We
had negotiated with the emperors
of Moiocco, who frequently as
cended the throne by the ml.rder of
their nearest relations. Fighting,
as ministers asserted, for all that
was dear to us, and our very exist
ence as a nation, we ought to lecure our future safety. The ob
jects of the war being attained by
the retraction of the obnoxiousdecree of the 19th of November 1792,
by the French having evacuated the
tetritoriesofouiallieS, and by having
disclaimed all intention ol meddling
in future with the internal govern
ment of foreign nations, nothing
could stand inthewayofa negotiation
forpeace ; and were wefincereinour
offers, he doubted not the French
would be jjjad to put an end to a
war so bloody and expensive, and
lo ruinous to ail the parties con
cerned. His lordship opposed to
t lie declarations of the French
those of this country, which, he
said, had frequently of late been
so liitle adhered to, that in ma:iy
instances we acted in direct contra
diction both to their spirit and let
ter. Those declarations made in
both countries, as violent as the

most rankling animosity could sug
gest, he should consider as the de
clarations of individuals rather than
the acts of a parliament or a go
vernment, and he wasseirprised that'
they were treated as objections to
the restoration of a peace. With
rclpect to the difficulties said to
lie in the way, he would afli,-what
difficulties ? Were we afraid or
ashamed to be the first, to propose
what was for otirown good and the
happiness of Europe ? Much had
been said concerning danger to our
laws and religion ; but he saw not
the weight in this argument, which
some people allowed to it. At so
momentous a crisis we should let
no prejudice, or exaggerations of
the proceedings of others, so far
get the better of our judgment, as
to prevent our making every effort
for restoring the Westings of tran
quillity. Our abuse of the French,
and their abuse of us, were pre
cisely the fame ; but while we were
satiriz-iiig their rulers and govern
ment, it behoved us not to endan
ger our own, or hazard the religion
we so dearly prized by the conduct
we were pursuing, hislordshipthcrcfore earnestly exhorted the houle to
endeavour to effect a peace, td
abandon the project of dictating a
government to France, and to sotsake the destructive system of poli
tics in which they had embarked.
The duke of Leeds objected to
the time in which the motion had
/been made, and the ground on
which it had rested, which appear-,
ed to him impracticable. He con
sidered tlie war as genet ally justifia
ble, and therefore lie law no reason :
for particular scrupulosity in in-'
quiring into the precise obiect of
it. He reprobated the system of
the French, thought we could onlytreat with them on the terms of a
complete disavowal- of that system ;
and
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■nd that, considering the circum
stances in which.this country stood,
it would at present savour of a timid
polcy to recommend peace. His
grace asserted, that his majesty's
ministers had done all that could be
expected from them to avert the
war, and vindicated the treatment
experienced by Mons. Chauvelfn.
The motion was considered by
lord Sydney as tending to declare
our inability to carry on the war,
to express our distrust of our allies,
and to charge ourselves with injus
tice. It was said that the duke of
Marlborough had acknowledged
the French frontier impregnable;
but was it forgotten that the duke
was besieging Bouchaine at the
time he was so infamously recalled ?
Whatever apology might be made
for the conduct of the French, be
cause it resembled the conduct of
Louis XIV, he would as eagerly
and as sirmly have acted against
that prince, had he adopted a si
milar course ofcruelty and injustice.
His lordship took a view of the pro
ceedings of the French respecting
Savoy, Austria, and Geneva. No
man doubted the blessings of peace ;
but ought we to prefer that which
was uniafe and precarious, when
we had reasonable hopes, in con
junction with our allies, of com
pelling one which promised to be
permanent and secure? With re
spect to ministers stimulating the
Indian war, such a matter ought to
have been brought forward in a
charge or direct accusation, or not
at al). He could not believe mini
sters so devoid of policy, prudence,
and humanity.
Lord Lauderdale drew an ani
mated picture of the situation in
which the minority were at present
placed. They were publicly ca
lumniated as Jacobins, when their
•bjett was only the support of the

liberties of the country. Though
the minority was small, he trusted*
however, that the spirit by which
they were actuated would not
abate ; and he had no doubt their
numbers would increase as in the
American war, and their efforts be
finally crowned with success. His
lordship asserted, that in the history
of mankind it would be difficult to
find a people who had been perse
cuted with an equal degree of an
tipathy, animosity and ferocity
with the French. It had been ask
ed, what losses we had sustained. He
would answer, that there was scarce
ly an individual who had not sus
tained some injury. All who had
property in the funds had alreadylost one fourth part of it ; and iff
those who possessed landed property
were to make a fair calculation,
they would sind their loss propor
tionate. There was besides aa
enormous increase of taxes. Our
trade, and every branch of our com
merce, had suffered excessively. And
what had been gained on the other
side? Was there a single action
which could elate the mind, or
warm us with pride, on reflecting!
on the conduct of our country i
*' Had ministers pursued a digni
fied neutrality, lie wealth osEurope
wouldhave beenpourediutothis island;
we should not only have reaped a
noble harvest, but preserved our
honour."
His lordship pointedly contended
against the necessity of any alarm,
from the diffusion of French prin
ciples. There was no similarity
between the government of Eng
land and the former government
of France. He strongly contrasted
the Vv^tched situation of the subjectscV>» /ance previous to the revo
lution, nith that of the subjects of
Great Britain. He ridiculed the
idta that we could not treat with
France

'
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France without risqninp; our happy
constitution against their principles.
He recapitulated the evils which
were apprehended from treating
with the French, and contended
that none such could arise. Hit
lordship again mentioned the losses
«f the merchants, and the deftntction«f their commerce. Hie no
ble friends never mentioned, he
said, the tosses of the campaign,
but ministers trumpeted forth,
that they were fighting for their
constitution, for their all. The
nohlc marquis and himself had both
property in the country. Were
property or religion in any danger,
could it be supposed the noble mar
quis would not be one of the last
men to introduce such a motion,
aind he the last man to second him ?
With regard to the impracticabili
ty of treating on account of our
alliances ; had we held that doc
trine in our late dispute with Rus
sia, we mull have been at war ; and
if it was one of our articles not to
make peace till the republic of
France was overturned, some of
our allies could not go with us in
that treaty. His lordship noticed
the reluctance with which Holland
had entered into the war. She
cared not about eilablilhing mo
narchy. Her language was, 44 Let
the barrier be secure, and we do
not care what your government is."
With respect to the king of Prus.
£a, it was well known what in
duced him to persevere, and that
no dependence could be placed on
hi* continuing in the alliance. It
was his opinion, that in the course
«f the war all the weaker powers
*>s Europe must be subsidized. His
lordship mentioned several icHances
of the intriguing spirit of* the old
government of France, and re
commended the line of conduct
pursued by the Americans towards

the present. With respect to th«
violation of treaties by "o-.r treating
fora separate peace, if we ever al
lowed ministers to make treaties
which bound the parliament andth**:
people not to make peace till their
wild and romantic views were gra
tified, the privileges of parliament
would indeed be annihilated, and
we should be acting, not on British,
but on German and Prussian prin
ciples. His lordship concluded by
noticing the inconsistency of our
employing lord Auckbnd to treat
with Dumouriez, as an agent of
France, at a time when we had
peremptorily refused to negotiate
with the French government.
Lord Carlisle objected to the
motion, because he thought the
present not a proper time to treat
for peace. He considered as im
portant advantages the driving
back the French from Holland ana
the Netherlands, the expulsion of
them from India, but above all th«
prohibition of an intercourse with
France, which nothing but war
couldhavesocompktely effected, &cHis lordship was followed by
lord Grenville, who, after review
ing the different argument? adduced
in support of the motion, thought
it ill-timed, inexpedient, and im
practicable. Whatever might be
the motive for bringing it forward,
he said he rejoiced in the discussion,
which would impress on the house,
on parliament, and on the people,
the real principles of the war ; it
would remind them how much they
had at stake in the event, and how
necessary it was to prosecute it vi
gorously. His lordship entered into
a full defence of the war, and sup
ported his opinion with the usual
arguments. He was astonished to
fee two such men as the noble mar
quis and duke, the one a person of
extensive landed possessions, th«
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•tlier deriving great advantages
from family grants, propose a ne
gotiation for peace, without stating
any ground on which it could be
effected with security. EL1 men
tioned the speechc6 delivered lately
in the French convention, to prove
that the French had not abated of
their designs against all govern
ments, and particularly that of this
country. He asleed whether either
of the noble lords would be nego
tiator* oa this occasion ? or whe
ther they would assert, that there
existed a man in France who had
»he power to treat with them i The
advocates for the war had been
challenged to express in any two
words the objects they had in view:
be would answer in one, it was se
curity. Whatever could be done
had been done to avoid a war with
France, which had orovoked hos
tilities both from thu country and
from Germany. When Mr. Pitt
had formed the calculations alluded
to by a noble duke, ii was impossible
to foresee that such events would
happen as had since taken place.
It had been said that we ought to
have joined France against Aus
tria, but would that have averted
the calamities of war t or could it
be thought right to jojn with a peo
ple, whom his lordship represented
in the most atrocious light ? His
lordship accused Mons. Chauvelin
of endeavouring to seduce the peo
ple of this country, and contended,
that he had merited the treatment be
mit with. In proof of this he
mentioned the notoriety of the
fact, the public impression at the
time, and the proclamation of his
majesty issued in May. His lord
ship said, the mischief then done had
not been diminished, nor would, till
the source whence it sprung was
dammed up and destroyed. If Ja
cobinical principles were struggling
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to effect here,could those who were
seditiously inclined hope to carry
their purposes into execution but
by uniting their efforts with those
of the factious banditti of France ?
He mentioned repeated attempta
of this nature, and urged the dif*
ferent words from the French,
adopted by certain persons in this;
country, as an ample aud convincing'
proof of the spirit by which they
were actuated. Me appealed to the
opinion of the people for a proof of
the excellency of the constitution.
Had we not been early provokoj
into the war, subsequent acts of
aggression on the part of the
French would have prevented our
remaining in peace, had we, by
a disgraceful and injurious neutra
lity, suffered the French to become
still more formidable. Security, he
repeated, was the end and object!
of the war, both with us and our
allies. Parliament would not, he
was persuaded, call upon ministers
to declare the decree of security
tiny rt-qnired, or in what specific
mode it was to be obtained : it de
pended on a variety of casual cir
cumstances and fluctuating events.
Tin's #^;r was different from all
others, and must be estimated by a
new scale : the proposition was,
whether all the excesses, &c. ofthe
French should take place in this
country, and disgrace us equally.
He strongly reprobated the pro
ceedings in that country respecting
religion, yet allowed that the
French had lately passed a decree
for its restoration. He denied the
impregnability of the frontier of
Trance; and after an extended view
of the last campaign, in which he
asserted the succejfcs were greater
than had ever attended the first cans
paign of any war, he vindicated
the conduct of ministers towards
some of the neutral nations, on
the
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the ground of the necessity they
were under of preventing nations,
under the pretext of neutrality,
supplying the enemy with materials
for carrying on the war. His lord
ship contrasted our finances with
those of France, and was pleased
to give the house the information,
that our commerce ix/as flourishing,
cur manufatlurtt increasing, and our
revenue prosperous He then pro
ceeded to describe the fluctuating
situation of those with whom we
were requested to treat, and the
hostility os their dispositions to
wards luch a measure. He flrongly denied our having had any con
cern in the Indian war, and men
tioned his surprise, that the noble
lords who supported the motion
had not brought forward any spe
cific propolal to obviate the diffi
culties which impeded a negotiation.
Lord Lanldowne conceived,
that the noble secretary of state
had in many instances misconceived
and misrepresented his aigumcnts,
as well as thole of the noble duke
(of Grafton), whose example he
however recommended to the no
ble secretary as that of a man, who
having enjoyed the liighel^ situa
tions of the kingdom, had not used
the influence afforded by his situa
tion to enrich or aggrandize his
family; he had not accumulated
places, he had seized upon no sine
cure, he had neither accepted ti
tles, grants, nor reversions. It was
therefore peculiarly unfair in the
noble secretary to allude to the
grams made to his grace's ancestors,
especially considering what had
pasted respecting some modern
grants. The arguments adduced
by the noble secretary had been so
precisely those made use of during
the American war, that were he to
have judged from his ear only, he
iuould have imagined they cauac

from precisely the same perfariis
His lordlhip expresied in the'
strongest terms his surprise at the
statement which had been given of
the prosperity os this country, and
said, that " in the town of Bir
mingham only, 4000 persons had
been added to the poor rates since
the commencement of the war:"—
where he lived in the countrybankruptcies happened every day 7
the people were so loaded with
taxes, that a little more would press
them down. If the noble secre
tary dreaded discontent and cla
mour amongst the people, the re
medy was at hand. Let him intro
duce a system as strict public eco
nomy, abolisti all reversions andJinecures unjustly obtained, lower tins
taxe3, extend the trial by jury
equally to both kingdom?. He
thought also, that since, much to
the honour of the age, new pri
vileges had been granted to the roman catholics, the fame liberality
mould be extended to the disicDters. His lordship stated, from the
late regulations of property ir»
France, that the resources of that
country weie immense, though he
hoped the miiiilleis of this would
never be permitted to manage the
' property of . the kingdom in the
fame way. With respect to our
disarming while France remained
in full force, the noble duke (of
Grafton) had amply explained his
meaning. He noticed, that the
cry of the minister was now
changed from indemnity to securi
ty i and added, that many points
in which he had been misrepre
sented, called for animadversion^
but that he would not, at so late as
hour, further detain the house.
On a division there appeared,
for the motion 13 ; against it
103.
The state i« which Halifax and
Nova
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Nova Scotia had been left during
the last campaign, and which had
been noticed in the committee ot
supply, was again introduced into
the house of commons 'on the 21ft
of February by Mr. Sheridan, who
prefaced a motion upon this iubject, by observing, that in circum
stances like the present there re
mained only two important duties
to be performed by those who wish
ed to avert the war and preverft its
continuances these were, to obtain
peace, and to see that the supplies
for carrying on of war were faith
fully appropriated- When, on a
former occasion, he had directed
the attention of the house to the
present subject, his assertions had
not only been denied, but it was
stated to be dangerous to make in
quiries respecting the executive go
vernment. If it were true that no
inquiry ought to be entered into
during a war, on account of some
danger which might follow, then
the greater the misconduct of mini
sters, the greater mult be the dan
ger of the country. The miscon
duct which it was the duty of the
house to prevent or to punish,
would be a conclusive argument
against all inquiry. It was the in
terest of ministers to render inquirydifficult, if not impracticable. Mr.
Sheridan, in an animated manner,
contrasted the difference of the
opinions now held by the mini
ster, and during the American war,
when he was a strenuous advocate
for inquiry. The principle of in
quiry was recognized in particular
instances, in the admiralty for ex
ample, and the inconvenience of it
in particular instances was more
than compensated by its general
good effects. He had in the former
session heard the right hon. secreta
ry lament to the house, that he
never went to bed at uight, or rose
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in the morning, without seeling
that he had more to do than he
was able to perform—yet, he still
saw him groaning under the same
load of offices and employments,
and could not be surprised, if
some part of his majesty's domi
nions escaped his attention. He
had formerly mentioned Nova
Scotia as neglected ; he now, in
addition, suspected New Brunswic
and Canada to be equally so. Mr.
Sheridan entered into a detail of
the illiberal manner in which he
had been treated on account of his
former intelligence, in a newspa
per called the True Briton, which
was under the patronage of the
treasury, and entertained the house
with the most pointed ridicule and
wit on this occasion. Mr. Sheri
dan next urgedthe greatimportance
of Nova Scotia to this country in
cafe of a rupture with America.
Halifax commanded Canada, had
the belt harbour for shipping in
that quarter, and was an excellent
place for the recovery of lick sea
men and invalids. Whoever was
matter of the sea might be master
of 'the West Indies ; but we could
not be so if we had not Halifax
for a place of refuge to our (hips
during the hurricane season. Mr.
Sheridan recapitulated the nature
of the defence of Halifax in 1754,
when it was the great rendezvous
o( our fleets and armies. After
the peace in 1763, six regiments
of foot, five frigates, and a fifty
gun (hip were stationed there, and
tliis force wasincreased in the Ame«
rican war. In 1783 there \\ere six
regiments, a fitly gun (hip, and five
frigates. He gave also a list of the
(hips, &c. in 1785, and argued,
either that there was a scandalous *
extravagance at that time, or at pre
sent an unpardonable neglect. In
1 79 j, wtren admiral Gardner's fleet
was

t«
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was taken by furprifc.onlyonefloop
of war was Rationed in that quar
ter, and the land force* con lilted
only oftwo regiments, and one com
pany of artillery containing about
90 effective men. He slated the
property at Halifax at between
two and three millions, and this
was protected, by only 350
wretchedmen. There, instead of the
9000 men in arms, 4000 effec
tive men, and the mass of militia
men stated in the official accounts
of col. YVentworth, were the only
force. With respect to t lie naval
defence, in July admiral Gardner
sailed with a convoy from the West
Indies. On the 24th of June the
French fleet failed for America
from St. Domingo. He wiflied to
know, whether the admiral thought
that all the French ships were to
come to Europe as well as himself ?
If he acted on this supposition, mi
nisters were culpable for not giving
him better information. The admiral
had said, a single ship was a sufficient
convoy for a homewaid bound
Weft India fleet. Why did it not
then occur to him that a French
admiral might think the same, is it
had been meant to send it home, he
himself remaining with the rest
for other operations 1 What pre
vented the admiral from detaching
part of his ships to Halifax, or go
ing there himself, where he was ex
pected, aud cattle purchased to victualhis (hips ? Why did he come away
with two 74 gun ships, when the
French had only four frigates, and
no privateers? Why did he divide his
fiiips to convoy the other fleet, and
apportion so large a convoy, when
a small one was sufficient ? And
what prevented his going to Hali
fax, or detaching a part of his fhips
to meet the French there ? He
would then have protected thecoast,
and been ready for those operations

which sir John Jervis had since fceeh
sent to execute. By his sailing in
July, the whole trade of Halifax
was left exposed to the enemy, and
the greater part of it intercepted.
The French fleet arrived on thef
coast' of America in August, and
sailed avowedly for Halifax in Oc
tober. The batteries were not
then mounted 1 the regular troop*,
including artillery, about 260 men,
and governor Wentworth's corps,
which was certainly over-stated at
350, a set of men in general so un
fit for service, that even in that
loyal province they were called the
sans culottes. The officers he stated
indeed to be complete, though
many remonstrances had been made
to the secretary of state against the
nomination of officers who had ne
ver seen service. The secretary of
» state had asserted, that there were
4000 effective men in the place at
that period. Would he, Mr. She
ridan asked, maintain there were,
more than 700 of any description ?
or, taking into the account as many
of themilitia as he pleased, would he
say this was a sufficient defence
when the disposition of America
was doubtful r
Mr. Sheridan proceeded to give
a lilt of Sercy's squadron, noticed
the captures and intei ruption of the
Halifax traders on the coast, and
proved, from the Halifax papers,
the public notoriety of the danger
to which it wa« exposed. The se
cretary of state had said the officers
were all taken from half pay ; this
he proved was not the cafe ; and
thatjcomplamts having been sent to
England, some alterations had been
.made. Instead of 9000 men in
arms, there were only 7 or 800,
many of whom were dispersed in
different parts of the country. He
mentioned several different chan
nels, by which we had received ac
count*
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Counts of losses on the American
coal's, and that at a time when the
Americans, provoked by Genet,
would have been happy to assist us.
The valuable stores and ammuni
tion were only saved by a mutiny in
the French fleet, which obliged the
ships to abandon their object, and
fail for Europe. The panic ex
tended to Quebec and New Brunswic ; at the latter place, indeed,
there were no arms and much pro
perty ; a vessel lying there at 500I.
a month, was at last obliged to fail
for Halifax without convoy. The
alarm at Halifax was extreme ;
and the chief justice with several
others were sending their families,
and their property, 70 or 80 miles
into the country. All these charges
Mr. Sheridan offered to prove by
the officers and engineers, and by
members of the assembly of Hali
fax, and. challenged ministers to
shew the letters received thence, if
they contradicted his statement. —
He would not have garbled, but
full accounts, and desired to fee a
memorial delivered to the secretary
of state since the last discussion.—
He concluded by moving for copies
of the Utters, Sic. on the state of
Halifax ; of all official accounts of
protection afforded to Nova Scotia ;
of the letters from general Ogilvie ; of the returns of the effective
force of governor Wentworth's
corps ; of the correspondence on
raising the :bove corps ; and an ac
count of the dates of the sailing os
the packets from Halifax, and the
information brought by therft of
the French force on the coast of
America.
After what had passed, Mr.
Dundas said, it gave him concern
to be obliged to withhold the letters
of governor Wcutworth. The con
tents were however true as he had
formerly stated them ; his answer
'794-
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to the general charge would also be
the same, a reference to the situation in which we were at the com
mencement of the war. The small
force we then had was to be appli
ed to the services the most urgent.
The two regiments had been re
moved from Halifax with regret j
but the service in the West Indies
was the most pressing, as govern
ment had received intelligence of
a plan laid by the French of ex
citing insurrections among the flr.ves
in our islands ; and to this danger
was added, that of the apprehen
sion of an attack upon some of
them. Ministers had then no other"
means of fending troops to the
West Indies but from Halifax,
where the danger was less, as the
settlers consisted chiefly of officers
on half-pay, and others who had
been in the army, of whom corps
for defence could speedily be form
ed. In order to save the Well In
dies, when it was well known there
did exist an intention of an inva
sion, troops had been sent not only
from Nova Scotia, but from Gibraltarand Ireland. Respecting No
va Scotia, the embodying of a mi
litia appeared to him the best means
of defence. The militia there were
not entirely ignorant of the art,
and were incorporated with those
who had been accustomed to actual
service. This plan was founded
on policy : as soon as there were any
apprehensions of danger, the im
provement of the different military
preparations in Halifax afforded
the most perfect security against;
the attack of an enemy, and an
incredible number os forces were
at once collected. Mr. Dundas
spoke in the highest terms of the
governor ; and, in order to abridge
the present discussion, said, a simple
recapitulation of facts, contained
in the governor's correspondence,
H
was
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W3s ready for the inspection of the
gentlemen on the opposite fide, if
they had any particular ctiriofitv.—
He denied the weak Hate of Hali
fax, on the authority of letters
from general Ogilvie, and from
other most respcctalil* quartets.
Under these circumstances, the
troops had been removed from Ha
lifax, and the event justified the
measure. A detail of the warlike
preparations of Halifax, and a state
ment of the latest dispatches, had
been triumphantly called for Ly Mr.
•Sheridan: he could assure him he
had produced no letter which was
not posterior to the departure of the
French from those sens. From the
testimony of an officer lately arriv
ed, he stated the military prepa
rations at Halifax as lo extensive,
that ministry were, in their plan of
defence, more remarkable for a
laudable exqefs than a culpable de
ficiency. Mr, Duudas justified him
self from the charge of net sending
transports to carry the troops to
the Well Indies, on the gtound
that we were under the necessity of
fitting out a fleet for the channel,
and another to the Mediterranean ;
and on the commencement of the
war we had only 13,000 seamen
on our establishment. He had
therefore availed himself of the
vessels belonging to Nova Scotia,
and trading to the West Indies.
Government, he said, had been
condemned tor not fending suffi
cient convoys into these seas, but
not a single (hip of the description
alluded to had fallen into the hands
of the enemy ; a convoy having
been sent with each of the embark
ations. Mr. Dundas contended,
that the reduction of the military
establishment at Nova Scotia bad
been an act of public œconomy,
and that from the troops, &c. left,
and the spirit of the people, Hali

fax was as well prepared for defencs
as if the 1800 men alluded to had
remained. He knew it was injuri
ous to agriculture to institute a mi
litia in an infant colony ; but safety
was paiamount to all other consider
ations. Mr. Dundas said, he would
pass over the multiplicity of cor
respondence which the hon. gentle
man had boasted of. There was,
however, some reason to suspect
that certain gentlemen not only
wrote to their constituents for in
structions how to act, but gave
them hints how they were to in
struct their representatives; and he
charged Mr. Grey with having thus
acted. He professed himself igno
rant of the proprietor or editor of
the news-paper alluded to. He
condemned the mode in which the •
hon. gentleman had questioned ad
miral Gardner in the house, as im
proper and unparliamentary. • Con
sidering the different fleets we were
obliged to fend out, it would, he
contended, have been extremely dif
ficult lo have allotted one at th«
fame time to the American station.
Ha thought the production of the
papers desired totally unnecessary,
since no more information could be
obtained by them than had already
been announced.
The strictures on the conduct of
Mr. Grey called up that gentle
man, who related that a person of
the name of Harrison had called
upon him, and .complained of hav
ing suffered much oppression from
the magistrates of Birmingham,
against whom he had brought an
action and been non-suited. This
man mentioned his acquaintance
with many Sheffield manufacturer.',
who apprehended they should be
ruined by the war, and wished ta
know, whether they could obtain
any redress from parliament. To
this Mr. Grey replied in the neg;t»
vive,
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fcrve, but bought some of his goods, shrunk not from this letter being
and conversed with him on the made public, nor from the princi
conduct of the people of Sheffield. ples he had maintained. They were,
He said, he had argued with him indeed, such as had been held by
against the system of universal re-, men at present high in the confi
presentation, which they sought dence of their sovereign ; men who
tor j but the authority of the duke now prosecuted with unfeeling se
of Richmond was cdtitinually op verity other misted and poor peo
posed again it all his arguments. ple, for adopting their own opi
They had then talked of the war, nions.
The main question in debate was
and the distress it occasioned in the
manufacturing towns ; and Mr. again brought forward by major
Harrison had mentioned their in Maitland, who denied the necessity
tention to, present a petition, stat of. ordering the trtiops from Hali
ing the consequences they felt.— fax. Necessity might indeed be a
Mr. Grey had said, that if peti plea in defensive operations ; but it
tions were general, he believed they could not be through necessity or
trouldliave a good effect. The man defence that we sent troops to St.
then alked, whether the petition Pierre, Miquelon, or Martinique.
should be presented to the king, or In fact, the disaster at the last place
to the house of commons ? Mr. fell principally upon the regiments
Grey had replied, perhaps to both, from Halifax. He blamed ad
hut the best chance would be in the miral Gardner, who, he said, had
house of commons. After that he protected the homeward bound fleet ,
had franked, for this person, some not out of duty, but choice, and
blank covers, and among them one when he must have known that the
directed to a man of the name of French had a considerable force on
Shipley. Tliis letter had, how the coast of America. The con
ever, been sent to another peiion duct of governor Wentworth in
of that name, who transmitted it curred allo his censure. It had been
to one of the members for Notting said that geutleman was not to re
ham, whence, with all care and ceive any pay as colonel ; but as he
diligence, it was tiansmitted to the had the appointment of his own
secretary os state's office ; and was officers, he possessed the most va
conceived in the following terms : luable part of such an appointment.
"Citizen Shipley, having seen Mr. The regiment was, however, so to
Grey, 1 find he thinks that a peti tally undisciplined as to be unfit
tion ought to be presented, and as for service. The militia counted
many as possible. That the peti upon by Mr. Dundas was equally
tion should not be to the king, but unlit for duty. From a full con
to parliament ; for, he says, if we sideration of our force in that quar
petition the king, it will b? left at ter, he was persuaded that, had the
the secretary of state's office, and enemy landed theic, they might
no notice will' he taken of it." The have destroyed the arsenal, and done
letter proceeded to shew that 1500 whatever mischief they pleased.
Admiral Gardner entered into a
people met at the Globe tavern, in
the Strand, and had proved them justification of his conduct, but de
selves friends of the people. It clined giving any information. He
was signed John Harrison, a sans was followed by Mr. Sheridan, who
culotte. Mr. Grey declared he doubted not that the hon. secretary
II 2
had
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had received the Information he
spoke of, but thought that which
had reached him was more authen
tic. He noticed the boast which
had been thrown out, that 800 of
the inhabitants of Halifax had c'.cfired to be employed in the mili
tia, rather than exempted. This
he considered a3 ditcloling the fact,
that in the hour of danger our co
lonies must depend upon themselves
for protection ; and if they were
once confirmed in this belief, and
trained to the use of arms, their af
fection to this country mull pro
portionally dimkii'h, and their al
legiance become equivocal. As to
the vigilance of government in pro
viding for the delcnce of Halifax,
that colony had been deprived of
her strength eaily in the summer ;
yet no effective measures had been
taken till September. If, therefore,
the house would consent to the pro
duction of the papers, he would
follow up the production by an in
quiry ; and was ready to confront
major Hodgson (the source of in
formation alluded toby Mr. Dundas) with a witness at the bar,
whose talents as an engineer stood
as high as those of any other gen
tleman in that line. He would not
assert, that any imposition had been
intended, cither by the hon. secre
tary or the governor ; but if no im
position was Intended, a great mis
take must exist somewhere. He had
been told, and circumstances led him
to credit the report, that the dis
patches of the governor had been
written wish adelign that they might
fall into the hands of the French ;
and as every vessel was at that time
captured, it would have been indis
creet to have run any risque of mak
ing the enemy acquainted with the
wretched state of the place : but
so true was this, and so great the
alarm, that what had been repre7

sented as the effect of excessive
loyalty, was the consequence of
anxiety for their own safety. He
ridiculed the idea of Halifax beings
as well desenaed without the regi
ments sent away. It however thist
was the cafe, if government had
done its duty, where was the oc
casion for such excessive alarm as
had existed ? If there was a sufficient
number of government forces, why
call out the militia? These two state
ments of ministers co.itradicted each
other, audexposed tl.esallacyot their
assertions. But a props lull more
convincing was, that many persons
had removed their effects; and in
London, the insurance upon pro
perty at Halifax was 1 2 and 1 5
per cent, and at length it could not
be insured at all. He concluded
by declaring his desire for the full
est investigation os this subject.
All the different motions of Mr,
Shtrldan were then carried, except
that for copies of the letters rela
tive to the protection of the trade
of Halifax, which was objected to
by Mr. Dimdas, as the repetition
of a motion made on a former day,
and was withdrawn. After this,
Mr. Sheriddii moved for a copy of
a memorial presented that day, by
the merchants of London trading
to Nova Scotia, with respect to the
state of defence at Halifax. The
inquiries of the merchants proved,
he said, their dissatisfaction at
the manner In which it had beei>
hitherto defended. It was clearly
the opinion of the merchants, that
ministers had either been regardless
of their defence, or too ignorant
to know in whr.t manner they ought
to have been dcfi-nded. The mo
tion was warmly opposed by Mr.
Dundas. as dangerous, since it was"
not known what intelligence it
might contain ; and improperly
timed, as Lt hail nut yet been laid
before
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before the king. A warm alterca
tion "ensued between Mr. Sheridan,
Mr. Dundas, Mr. Fox, and Mr.
Pitt ; and the motion was with
drawn.
A short time before the close os
the sessions, Mr. Sheridan again at
tacked ministers on this subject, and
fiated, that he had received certain
information from a numerous body
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of the inhabitants of- Halifax, of
the truth of what he h id asserted
respecting the unprotected state of
Halifax ; and that his representa
tion of it had been received there
with applauses and thanks, and the
answer made by the kcretary of
state with surprise, not unmixtjd
with indignation.

CHAP. IV.
Motion by the Minister for increasing the Internal Force of the Nation.—
Debates on this Suljtft, and on voluntary Contributionsfor raising Troops.
—RestrSions on this PubjeS.—Resolution of the County of Surrey- —De
bate on the Requiftion for Subscriptions, feV.— Message jrom the King re
lative to an expetied Invasion.— Further Debate on Requisitions and Be
nevolences.—Debute in the House of Lords on his Majesty's Message.—
Delate in the fame House on Lord Lauderdale's Motion concerning Bene •
valences.—Debate in the House of Commons on the Bill for enrolling
Volunteers.— Thefame in the House of Peers.—jt Billfor raising Corps
' of French Emigrants.— Debate on that Subject in the House of Commons.
—Thefame in the Lords.
TT i« a remarkable circumstance,
that so confident had ministers
been ofthe subjugation ofthe French,
that in the course of the last session
they had decidedly declared their
expectations of an uninterrupted
march to Paris. At the time of which
we are now treating, the face of
public affairs had undergone a me
lancholy change ; and from their so
licitude for the internal defence of
the kingdom, it was evident that
they were not without their appre
hensions, that their too sanguine
predictions might be completely re
versed. In order to provide for the
internal defence of the kingdom,
Mr. Pitt, on the 6th of March,
introduced to the house a motion
fox an augmentation of the militia.
This mealure, he said, had been
successfully adopted during the last

war ; but he meant to propose that
the militia should be increased by
volunteers; whether ?s independent
companies, or by additions of men
to corps already formed, he had
not yet determined. Some bodies
of cavahy ought also to be formed ;
and as many who would probably be
long to them might object to leav
ing their own county, the best
plan would be to embody them on
the principle of not being to be
caller! upon except in cafes of great
emergency. However improbable
it was that the enemy should at
tempt an invasion, it was our duty
to make that which was improba
ble in the attempt difficult in the
execution.
The former part of the mini
ster's plan was thought by Mr. M.
A. Taylor, if necessary, extremely
H i
proper,

i iB
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proper, but of the degree of necessity he was not quite clear. With
respect however to the embodying
cavalry throughout the country,
and railing another military force,
he should give it his negative. He
did not see that uiir present situatioh justified this line of conduct,
He had no apprehensions of invstiion, though he considered the war
sufficiently pregnant with calamity,
It appeared to him extremely injurious to agriculture and trade, that
so many of the most active class
should be taken away, and unfitted
for further labour.
Mr. Francis noticed the great inconsistency of ministers. At the
commencement of the last session,
we weie told the French would be
driven to extremity—now, aster'vaunting our successes on the first
day of the session, we were represented in a state so alarming, that
it was necessary to take extraordinary measures to guard us from that
very enemy, of whose exertions
we spoke with such contempt a
few months back. Since however we were in danger, let us proyide the best means forour defence ;
and that we were in danger, he inferrtd from the absence of the usual presumption on the other side
of the house. He affirmed that
the people in general were in a state
of despair with respect to the fate
of the present war—and to that he
attributed the silence of those gentlcmen, who, at the commencement of hostilities, received the
minister'spropositions with animated
app'.ause. This inference was denied by Mr, Bouveric, who said
gentlemen on the other side of the
'house had risen so soon aster the
minister's speech, that none on that
side the house could possibly speak,
Though there was no probability of
an invasion, yet he approved a state

of preparation. And Mr. Drake returned thanks to the minister for
his precautions, which were alto
approved by Mr. Burdon and other
gentlemen.
Mr. Fox observed, that the house
was now called upon to make cxertions more extraordinary than
during the most alarming period of
the last war. With regard to the
motion itself, he should make but
one remark and that only for the
purpose of introducing his observations on the remark made by Mr.
Francis, that the exertions proposed
wcrcoigrcater.extentthaniniheyeac
1 779. We then stood alone against
the united powers of Holland,
France and Spain in Europe"— we
had been cn the whole unsuccess?ul in our operations, and the fleet
of France alone was very little inferior to our own, aud then we were
threatened with an invasion. Now
it was triumphantly and truly said,
we had the assistance of all Europe against the French. It had
been asserted, and truly also, that
our fleet was superior to that of the
enemy. It had been held out that
wewere eminently futceftsul in ih;
lost campaign. Did then our fuperior advantages demand superior
exertions ? Or was it the nature of
success to render defence more necessary, or danger more imminent
and alarming? It was not, he said,
very flattering to the pride of England, that with all her boasted su.periority the French were suffered
to remain masters of the rfiannel
for several days since the commencemeut of the war. He did not think
despising danger* was any proof of
wisdom, but that the exertions
now made were greatly disproportionate to the comparative pressure
of the occasion. In 1779 there
was substantial ground to apptehend danger, and little or no
ground
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ground at present. He .should
however make no opposition to
an augmentation of the militia.
The speech of Mr. Fox having
been misconceived by Mr. Ryder,
an altercation ensued. The lat
ter gentleman spoke of the exer
tions of the Frtnch as extraordi
nary and astonishing, that in these
momentary exertions they were
capable of doing much mischief to
their enemies, bur. that they must
inevitably verysoon besubdued. To
this it was replied by Mr. Grey,
that " ever since the commence
ment of the war gentlemen had
been entertained with the fame as
sertions of momentary exertions,
but unfortunately these momen
tary exertions had continued dur
ing a whole campaign, and con
tinued with such success, that mi
nisters, if not in words, at least by
their actions, seemed to declare
we were in a •worse condition, and
had more to apprehend than at the
commencement of the war." The
motion was put and carried.
While this matter continued in
agitation, a paper was issued from
the treasury, in the form of a recom
mendation, or rather requisition,
which had for its object the tunn
ing of volunteer companies both of
infantry and cavalry, to assist in
repelling invasion, suppressing liols,
&c. Such a requisition was by
many thought entirtly unconstitu
tional, and its illegality was in
creased by the proposal of enter
ing into voluntary subscriptions for
carryiijgthe measure into execution.
On the question for engrossing
the bill for the augmentation os the
militia on the 17th of March, it
was objected to by Mr. Baker, as
inadequate to the purpose for which
it was designed. It was said to
be a provision against a danger
which threatened the country. If
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the danger was imminent, our force
should be equal to it ; but the bill
did not.seem to be of that nature.
He mentioned that he had seen a
paper, dated Whitehall, March
14th, 1794, which appeared to
recommend a general subscription,
for the purpose of carrying on
measures, of which the bill then
before the house was a part. He
considered this measure as irregular
without the previous consent of
parliament, and a conversation en
sued upon the subject. It was re
sumed by Mr. Sheridan on the
21st March. He noticed, that let
ters had been sent to the lords lieu
tenants of several counties by go
vernment, which letters had been
laid before the grand juries. He .
wished therefore to ask the chan
cellor of the exchequer, if the mea
sure which had been lately pub*
lilhed relative to recommending the
railing of troops by voluntary sub
scriptions, upon plans to be sug
gested by the lords lieutenants of
different, counties, cr.mc from the
secretary of state ; and if so, whe
ther the right hon. gentleman had
any objection to laying that com
munication before the house ? This
was indeed a point that did not re
quite argument, since nothing
could be more clear, than that a
proposition from the executive
power to any quarter whatever, on
lo public an object .is the railing of
troops, ought and must be laid be
fore parliament. Nothing could
be more decidedly unconstitutional,
than that any measure for railing
an army should be carried on with
out the immtdiate knowledge of
the house of commons. It this
communication was not to be laid
before the house as a matter of
course, he should move for it on
the first open day.
It was replied by Mr. Pitt, that
11+ .
he
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he had in a former conversation
fiated, that it wa6 hio intention to
introduce the measure to parlia
ment when it was sufficiently ma
tured. The communication to
which the hon. gentleman alluded
was not a specific plaji for nosing
troops, but a meahire by which
ministers might be enabled to di
gest a plan which should be laid be
fore the house the first opportunity.
Estimates were actually prepared,
and would be ready in a few days.
With regard to the communication
to the lords lieutenants, he could not
agree to the production. This re
fusal again called up Mr. Sheridan,
1 who observed no reason had been
assigned why the circular letter
should not be produced, and he con
sidered the attempt to levy money
without the express consent of par'vaUament as so improper, that he
' should on the 24th make a mo
tion on the subject. Mr. Pitt ac
counted for the measure by stating
that innumerable instances had oc
curred, in which money so raised
had been applied to the payment of
troops, whicli was all that was in
tended in the present instance.
In pursuance of the notice alrea
dy given, Air. Sheridan, on the day
he had assigned, entered upon a discufii»n of the power of ministers to
, levy money without the consent of
parliament. He nuclei stood, since
the last conversation upon the sub
ject, the chancellor of tlie exche
quer was willing to produce the
papers required, which in fart he
could not withhold. As a point
which arose out of this question, he
said, that regardless of the imputa
tions so liberally bellowed upon all
who accused ministers of a wisti to
intcisere improperly with the go
vernment, or endanger the safety of
the kingdom, he trusted whenever
an occasion should arise, which he

most seriously deprecated, that they
would be sound as hearty in the sup
port of the realm as any set of men
whatever. He wished 'to see the
kingdom put in a state os defence
equal to its danger, and the more
s>, if the report was true that one
of the most potent of the belligerent
powers had withdrawn himself from
the common cause against France.
Ministers, he said, had been hither
to charged with a shameful neglect
of the coast. He must further
charge them with an act perfectly
illegal and unconstitutional, in mak
ing an application for a voluntary
subscription towards supporting a
military power in this country. He
stated, that persons were at this time
deliberating on the heftmeansof raisingmen,andof payingthem without
a parliamentary lanction ; and this
not as a voluntary act of their own,
but on the express requisition of the
secretary of state ; and this had been
followed by an advertisement in the
public papers, so worded as to ap
pear to indicate that those who
did not join it had views hostile to
the constitution. He doubted not
he should be told that it was not
the intention of ministers to put
these troops underpay, till the plan
of raising and the mode of payiug
them should have received the sanc
tion of parliament. But why was
parliament passed by i< any stage
of this irnportant business ? Why
did ministers rclort to lords lieute
nants and grand juries instead of
the hou!e of commons, where alone
they could constitutionally and le
gally apply on the subject ? Mr.
Sheric'an concluded bv moving for
an address to his majesty for laying
before the hoii'e a copy of the letter,
dated \\ hitchall, and sent to the
lords lieutenants of several conntics, and the plans and proceedings
proposed thereon.
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The measure was severely con
demned by Mr. Martin and Mr.
Western. The latter gentleman
observed, that if the executive go
vernment could raise supplies, un
der the name of benevolences for
service, solicited or unsolicited
supplies could easily raise armies,
and before armies all our liberties
must fall. He directed the atten
tion of the house to the nature of
parliament, which he defined to be
founded on the power the* posses
sed of concerting all measures for
the safety of the country, to give
the throne advice ia such cases—
to have exclusive dominion over
the purse of the public, and to di
rect the means of railing money
for the support of all public plans
whatever. The present plan, if
carried into eiecution, would make
the whole of the internal defence
of the country depend not on the
great council of the nation, but on
the executive authority supported
by individual. Thus the house of
commons would be robbed of its au
thority ; and if the executive go
vernment could raise supplies with
out an application to parliament,
there was an end of all the object of
a representation of the people. Mr.
Western strongly argued the dan
ger of such a measure to the liber
ties of the country.
The measures taken on this oc
casion were defended by the chan
cellor of the exchequer, who again
asserted, that voluntary contribu
tions of the subject for the purpose
of aflilling levies, those levies re
ceiving the sanction of parliament,
were perfectly legal, aud consonant
to precedent and practice. The
measures already taken were only
preliminaries to bringing the plan
before parliament. He was sur
prised gentlemen (hould complain
ot want us information on this sub

ject, as, when the militia bill wat
proposed, some had declared, that
though they agreed to that aug
mentation, yet they should op
pose the other plan which had been
alluded to, namely, independent
volunteer corps. He further in
formed the house, that a message
would be delivered the next day
from his majesty on the subject.
Mr. Fox confessed that he wat
present when the right hon. gentle
man had made his speech, declaratory
of the measures to be taken, but had
not at all understood that any such
were intended as were contrary to.
precedent and the practice of the
house. He could not consider
what had passed in 1778 as a prece
dent j those contributions werespontaneous, without a hint from
the crown He had been of opinion
that the right hon. gentleman had
only meant to take the advice of
the counties upou the measure, but
it now appeared that there had been
an official application from the se
cretary of state. Custom warranted
him in considering a secretary of
state in these circumstances as act
ing by authority from his majesty.
He mult therefore understand that
the king had sent his mandate to
different parts of the country to
ask, without the consent of par
liament, who would, and who would
not, contribute what was necessary
for the defence of the country i The
proceeding, he said, WjS extremely
unconstitutional; and he mentioned
the advertisement for the Surry
meeting, containing an insinuation,
or threat, that whoever refused to
contribute would be considered as
enemies to their country. The re
presentatives of the people of Eng
land were now couvened, and con
vened expitssly to consider, whe
ther they would or would not com
ply with the requests of his majes
ty J
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ty ; and yet his majesty, by his se
cretary ot Hate, was levying mo
ney without the consent of parlia
ment, though the constitution, by
explicit statutes, had expressed that
money (hall not be given to tile exe
cutive power, unless voted by par
liament. Afterwards the house was
to be called upon to pass an act of
indemnity for measures which lud
never received their concurrence.
Mr. Fox professed his readiness to
meet thisquellion in its fillicit ex tent,
and doubted not he mould succeed,
at least in part, though the fears
entertained by gentlemen respect
ing the fate of the war might make
them less alert in asserting their
rights against; the illegal practices of
ministers.
Mr. Francis denied having, on a
former occasion, heard any thing
like an intention of applying to
the bounty or loyalty o! individuals
to levy money privately for railing
or paying the militia, or for any other
purpose. He could see no possible
occasion for the minister to resort
to such irregular means. The housewas as ready to grant as he was to
aflt. It was an affront to question
its readiness to support government
in whatever was necessary and pro
per. What useful purpose was it
then to answer ? It created a pre
cedent against the house of com
mons, 'and that was something.
The door was open, the right hon.
gentleman had only to knock and
be admitted—why then would he go
in at the window ? It did however
more ; it enabled the minister to
draw a line ot distinction, and to
sow jealousies aad animosities amongst his majesty's subjects.
The illegality of levying money in
this mode upon the subject was ad
mitted by Mr. serjeant Adairjbut
thecondi-ct of minillerson thisoccafion was justified by its having been

directed by the expediency of the
moment, and not with any view to
making dangerous encroachments.
He thought the present an abstract
subject, upon which it might be
molt advisable to avoid discussion.
Mr. Grey thought onthecontrary
there was the utmost necessity for
the present discussion. He cen
sured the conduct of ministers, and
conceived that the only means of
healing the wound received by the
constitution, would be, by a re
solution of that house, founded
upon the order of council, expressive
of the illegality and impropriety of
the measure. After some further
conversation, the question was put
and carried.
Orv the following dav a message
from his majesty was delivered in
both houses of parliament, pur
porting, that the avowed intentions
of the enemy to invade this coun
try made an increase of the land
forces necessary, and that, trusting
to the concurrence of parliament,
he had given orders accordingly.
On the messige being taken into
consideration in the house os com
mons, Mr. Dundas moved the ad
dress containing the concurrence of
the house in repelling the attempt
of an invasion* assuring him of
their zealous concurrence in the
present just and necessary war, and
of every exertion which became a
brave and loyal people.
Mr. Honeywood rejoiced that
the address would enable him, orv
tTie following day, to attend a
meeting of the gentlemen of the
county of Kent in a constitutional
manner. He mentioned the great
loyalty of that county, in which
the utmost pains had been taken by
the magistrates to discover seditious
or treasonable practices, who, tin.
der the authority of the secretary of
state, had stopped and opened pri
vate
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*»te letters. Mr. Dim das justified
his
conduct by
he- had
information
of Hating,
seditiousthatpractices
in a person residing in that county.
The practice of opening private
letters was severely reprubated by
Mr. Fox, who stated the law which
enacted, that any person opening a
letter without the express order of
the secretary of state, was liable to
suffer punishment as a felon with
out benefit of clergy. This power,
he knew, was given to the secre
tary of state ; but it was so nice
and delicate in its natuie, that it
ought never to be used but when
required by the immediate safety
of the state. To employ it for the
purpose of discovering the politi
cal opinions of individuals, ap
peared to him so atrocious, that
the imputation was too gross to he
applied to any man without de
monstrative proof. He thought it
however the duty of the secretary
of state to inquire into the prac
tice.
With respect to the address, that
he did not mean to oppose, but ob
jected to it as too strongly worded,
and pledging the house to grant extraordinaiy powers to the crown,
before the emergency that could
alone justify such a grant was
clearly made out. He admitted,
however, that great preparations
for a descent had been made by the
enemy, and the necessity of due
means of defence. Important as
this object was, he would not hive
it effected by voluntary subscrip
tions, which were illegal : but these
he did not consider as at all the to
pic of debate on the present occa
sion, as there was r.o reference to
them either in the message or ad
dress. As the house had expressed
no opinion on the legality or ille
gality of these subscriptions, he did
not lee" how the present debate
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could produce the satisfaction felt
by an hon. gentleman (Mr. Honeywood). There was an objection
to the address which he wished to
state, which was the insertion of
the words "just and necessary war.'*
On this subject his sentiments re
mained the fame ; but as the words
did not pledge him to any specific
condition, he should consider them
rather as words of course than of
meaning,
Mr. Sheridan said, thee was no-'
thing either in the message or ad
dress that had any reference to the
papers he had called for, and which
t'.ien lay on the table. He would
abstain from making his motion, if
he found that ministers had aban
doned the plan of subscription,
and had taken this public, fair,
and constitutional mode of calling
tor the aid of the country to the
executive power. If not, he should
make it at a suture time.
Mr. Pitt admitted that the sub
ject of subscriptions had no refer
ence cither to the message or ad
dress. But it was not to be sup
posed, that though not mentioned
in the;n, the mcalure was abandon
ed by ministers, as a step hastily
adopted, and proper to be retract
ed. He wished not to introduce
an unnecessary discussion, but felt
himself obliged to say, that when
the subscriptions came to be ar
gued, he should produce such a
combination of political authority
of various descriptions, that he be
lieved they would not be opposed by
gentlemen on the opposite side of
the house. He would, he said, disr
tinctly state to the house the mea
sures which he conceived it the du*
tyof iniuillers to submit to parlia
ment, in orderthat parliament, being
possessed of their intentions, might
judge them upon true grounds.
They would recollect that, ac
cording
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cording to the notice he had given,
the estimates had been preiented
that day respecting the corps imme
diately to be embodied, the expence on which would be referred
to a committee of supply. With
respect to the other force, which
might or might not be called into
service, they could not yet be eltiroated ; but the plan was similar in
all respects to that adopted in the
lalt war ; and it was his intention
to bring in a bill, providing, that
if these troops are to be in actual
service, and (hall have occasion to
march, they (hall receive pay, a'nd
be subject to military discipline,
The measure for the augmentation
vi the militia had passed tiie house.
A number of feucibles were to be
IsCpt in towns aud counties in rea-,
diness for any emergency. These
two measures should be laid before
parliament; and, by consenting to
them, parliament would only fol
low precedents established on the
moll constitutional grounds. If an>y
subscription enabled bis m.-jesty to
add to that force, he had no doubt
the whole of it would be found
constitutional. He said he was
ready to argue the legality of these
measures, and enured into n la
boured defence of those words in
the address to which Mr. Fox had
objected, as peculiarly descriptive
oJ the present war,
Mr. Fox observed, that the chan«>?.jr of the exchequer had argued
upon the words as if they were
introduced into the address for
the purpose os affording an oppor
tunity os accusing gentlemen who
opposed the war of inconsistency, if
they voted for the address. The
war having been entered upon, and
no alternative left but to expose the
country to the enemy, or to de
fend it, he would support the war,
that the country might suffer a;

little as possible. Was it just and
honest, when the country was in
danger, to prevent the minority,
however small, from expressing
their loyalty and zeal, by the in
troduction of topics that mull
create a difference of opinion? In
defence of that consistency which
the chancellu- of the exchequer had
thought sit to impeach, he felt
himlelr under the necessity of mov
ing as an amendment, that the
word's "just and necessary" should
be omitted in the address.
A spirited altercation took place,
on this occasion between Mr. Dundas, Mr. Sheridan, and Mr. Grey.
The latter, at the close of hia
speech, wished the right hon. gen
tleman (Mr. Pitt) had delcendtd
from his high and haughty tone of
prerogative, . and informed the
house os his real opinion icspectingthe legality of the measures pur
sued by his majesty's ministers,
with respect to the circular letters
to the lords lieutenants of counties,
th.it gentlemen might not go home
with any misconception on a point
of such high constitutional import
ance. Mr. I'itt replied, that ta
propose a voluntary subscription
for the purpose of levying a mili
tary force for the defence of tlie
country, to be sanctioned by par
liament, was in his opinion strictly
legal. Mr. Francis noticed, with
ability, the great quantity of ex
traneous matter introduced in the
debate, and voted for the amend
ment. It was however negatived
without a division, and the address
was voted as originally moved*
On a close inspection of these
debates, it will perhaps appear,
thai eye:! the minority was disabled
from opposing the ministerial plan of
subscriptions on true constitutional
principes, from having formerly
givea their countenance to mea
sures
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sures not quite so audacious, • but
still far from legal, of a similar na
ture. If, however, the appeal he
made to those great and authorita
tive records, from which the whole
system of the constitution is derived,
it will be found that no troops can
ie levied i no money raised for their
support on any occasion or excuse, or
in any circumstances, without the pre
vious and express authority ofparlia
ment. To raise them by the autho
rity of the executive power, is di
rectly contrary both to the letter
and spirit of the bill of rights, &c.
to raise them without any autho
rity, is an act of rebellion and trea
son. A supreme authority must be
vested somewhere : by the Britifli
constitution it is vested in the parlia
ment, consisting of king, lords,
and commons; and the doctrine
maintained by ministers on this oc
casion is only calculated for the
subversion of order and of govern
ment, for the promotion of faction
and civil wnr, and is precisely the
doctrine maintaritd by the most
unfortunate ministers in the most
unfortunate of times. —If the sanc
tion of parliament is not previously
obtained, the functions of the legiflature, in this instance, are ren
dered nugatory; and it would not
only be in vain, but even ridiculous,
to fay to an armed multitude, "We
command you to disperse ; we will
not sanction your enrolment."———
That some precedents have occur
red, where this general principle
has been evaded, will be found
from the succeeding debate ; but
these we do not hesitate to as
sert are bad precedents; and we
trust the people of Great Britain
will never submit to mould the ge
neral system of their policy and
laws upon the fallacious doctrine
which may result from a few badand
unconstitutional precedents. Ifthere
i» any high misdemeanour against

the constitution, and against the
authority of parliament, for which
a minister ought to be impeached, it
is that of arming the people, and
calling for money upon any pre
tence to support them, without the
previous consent of'parliament so
licited and obtained.
This ministerial proceeding pro
duced a spirited and constitutional
opposition throughout the country.
— Resolutions pointedly against the
measure were carried in some coun
ties ; and that of Surry, on the
27th of March, in particular, de
serves respectful mention, as pecu
liarly expressive of the constitution
al doctiine on this subject. It was
as follows :
Resolved, with only one dissent
ing voice, " That it is the opinion
of this meeting, that it is their du
ty to refuse any countenance to pri
vate subscriptions, at the requisi
tion of ministers, for public purposts; but that we are ready at all
times to stand forward in any consti
tutional manner in support of our
king ami country, against all fo
reign and domestic enemies."
In conformity to the notice he
had already given, Mr. Sheridan,
on the 28th of March, introduced a
motion-on the above important topic.
It was prefaced by a very able
speech from that gentleman, in
which he stated, that the minister
had persisted in the measure he had
adopted in such a way, as made it
evident that he rather acted from
the view of establishing the princi
ple, than from any hope os imme
diate advantage to the state. He
would, he said, have cheerfully put
off the discussion, had any parlia
mentary sanction been applied for
on this alarming measure. ITut it
seemed to be the intention os the
minister, to be his first desire in the
ostentation of his power, to increase
the prerogative of the crown, and,
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in the choice of means; to give the
preference to whatever contradicted
some established usage, violated
some fundamental principle, or de
molished some constitutional fence.
Jn proof of this, he instanced the
introduction of foreign troops with
out parliamentary consent, and the
proceeding? on the present occa
sion .The question for the present con
sideration of the house was, he said,
uhetherthc peoplehad a rightto of
fer and to give, and the crown to re
ceive a supply or subscription for
public purposes, without the know
ledge and consent of parliament.
Mr. Sheridan divided his speech on
this occasion into three propositions ;
the first of which was, that it was
against the reason of things, and
the principles of a mixed govern
ment and of a representative sys
tem, and consequently not reconcileable with the spirit or letter os
our constitution, for the crown to
possess such a power. There could,
he said, be no security for public
liberty, except on the ground that
the crown cannot take or use pro
perty to any public purpose, with
out the consent of parliament ; and
it was our boast, that the people
could not, by any indiscreet bene
volence, present their money to the
crown by any other means, than
through the channel of parliament.
Were it otherwise, parliament
would be useless, and the king have
the means of employing this money
to purposes not previously explain
ed. If grand juries and county
meetings could not therefore, with
safety to the constitution, grant
such sums of their own motion,
how much more alarming must it
he, if the crown could at plea
sure appeal to knots of selected in
dividuals, and procure supplies for
purposes unexplained to the legal
representatives of the people ? A
moment of delusion might arise,

when, by exerting all the influence
of the crown, and adding to it the
quackery of cant phrases, and in
flammatory appeals to the passions,
the people might be brought to
grant supplies which the parliament
had refused. Mr. Sheridan men
tioned as a recent instance the cafe
of 1784, when many were of opi
nion that the house should have re
fused the supplies, as the best means
of resisting the unconstitutional at
tack made on its privileges. Had
this been adopted, the people
would probably have been seduced
to grant a supply which would have
made all the functions and purposes
of parliament unnecessary to the
crown, and useless to the people.
He staled, that if the power of
granting the public money were to
bevelled in the hands of individuals,
the constitution must be ovei turned*
the parliament a mere- mockery, as
the king would be independent of
lhat body. The use of parliaments
was, that the king might be under
the necessity of governing by them*
and might be indebted for his mo
ney to their grants. He consi
dered in its fullest extent the prin
ciple, whether the crown could, for
any public purpose, make use os
money derived from private re
sources, and demonstrated, that there
could be no security for English
liberty, if the king could use re
sources of this or any other nature
in such a way, as rendered him inde
pendent of parliament. He con
tended in the present instance, that
few of the contributions were pure
ly voluntary ; they arose from the
dependants of ministry, custom
house officers, excisemen, &c. and
mentioned the proceedings at Ber
wick, which> he considered as ille
gal, and aggravated by being found
ed on au application from the mini
ster, and in which all who refused
to subscribe were to be held out aj '
disloyal
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Aistoyal and disaffected. The- plea
urged in favour of the measure was,
that parliament was to direct the
application of the money. There
was no law which enabled parlia
ment so to act.
Mr. Sheridan then entered into
a very able account of benevolences,
from their earliest commencement,
to prove the illegality of the pre
sent proceeding, and dared the mi
nister to produce the authorities for
it which he had insinuated he pos
sessed. The case* ia which it had
been resorted to differed extremely
from the present ; and from a full
review of them, heinferred the mea
sure to be hostile to the constitu
tion, and to all the sound usages of
the country.
His third proposition was, that,
were it constitutional and cus
tomary, it was unwise, futile, and
unfit to be resorted to. The result
of the present attempt would soon
be seen, as there never was a moment
so favourable for the experiment.
The country had every motive for
the display of benevolence. The
fxpencesof the present year would
be at least 35,000,0001. for the pay
ment of our hereditary debts, and
for the maintenance of this most
glorious war—a war for the salva
tion of the British 'constitution,
and the safety of kings—tor the
preservation of the christian reli
gion—for the sake of privileges and
distinctions—for the restitution and
establishment of public order— for
securing the safety of this and other
countries—a war in which ail the
emotions of the foul were to be
roused, and in. which, if ever it
could' be expected to draw a great
sum from the source of benevo
lence, the exertion of the people
was to demonstrate the extent of
this species of resource. For
were the people only to advance
9
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their money upon the inducements
held out, and subscribe each one
pound for kings—one pound for
their country—one for the consti
tution—K>nc pound for religion, &c.
&c. what must not be expected
from a generous and opulent peo
ple so moved? Certainly, that the
whole debt must be wiped away.—>He would, he said, however, be so
bold as to foretel, that it would be
treated with merited disdain, and
be as unproductive as it was oppres
sive, litigious, and repugnant. No
thing could at the fame time be
more idle than to call it voluntary.
Considering the enormous influence
of the crown, and the long chain
of dependence, men could not act
from their own motion, or resist
the torrent of this prevailing power.
Nor could it be an equal mode,
since some from ostentation, and
more from the interested view of
obtaining advantages, either for
themselves or dependents, would
be induced to subscribe, not as they
could afford, but as the aggregate
of pride and a mercenary spirit
for a time, and which could not be
often resorted to without fallacy
and defeat. In every view he could
take of the measure, lie considered
it as a manifest mimicry of the
principles and practices of the Ja
cobins, and calculated not merely
to delude the people at present,
and to be vexatious and oppres
sive, but apparently adopted for no
ot her purpose than to take advantage
of the decay os the popular spirit to
establish a principle ruinous to the
liberties of this country. H; there
fore moved, " That it was danger
ous and unconstitutional for the
people of this country to mr.kcanv
loan, Ssc. to the crown, to be used
for any public purpose, without the
previous consent of parliament."
The motion was opposed by the
attorney
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attorney general, as an abstract
question, not relevant to the sub
ject which was the pietext of dis
cussion. Upon deduction from
all the historical precedents of the
former speaker, he was decidedly of
a contrary opinion ; and vindicated
the proceedings of ministers, arid
the legality of the measure, upon
the ground of repeated precedents,
and the sanction of the most indis
putable authorities. He declared,
that from every view he could take
of the subject, the subscriptions
vere strictly legal, Vut thought it
unwise to come to any resolution
on the subject. He considered
lord Shelburne's letter in 1782, to
the lords lieutenants, &c. when Mr.
Fox was in the cabinet, as precise
ly a case in point with the present,
and wished to know why gentlemen
on the other fide had, on a previ
ous occasion, suffered several of the
nobility to raise companies, at their
ewn expence ; why the East India
company had, in the American
■war, been allowed to subscribe three
ships ? He concluded by moving for
the previous question.
Mr. Fox, in a long speech of
great ability, defended himself from
the imputation of inconsistency
which had been urged against him
by an hon. gentleman (Mr. Pitt) in
a former debate. With much
pointed humour, he stated the cu
riosity he had felt to know from
what part of the house the charge
was to be brought forward ; and
adverted to several inconsistencies in
the conduct of gentlemen • on the
oppoii'.e side of the house. He de
clared that the letter of lord Miclbume contained no solicitation, nor
even a hint for subscription— no
money had been ?s!<ed—none re
ceived ; and, had such an idea been
started, it would have been indig
nantly reprobated. Every autho

rity adduced by the hon. gentleman
had been, he said, ably argued by
a late noble lord (Guildford), but
he wss still unconvinced of the le
gality of voluntary subscriptions ;
and on this opinion had opposed
the stiips &c. formerly offered to
government. He very ably ex
amined those authoiities, and, from
a review of the whole, inferred the
illegality of the present proceeding.
He considered it, coming from a
king to his people, as a command,
not a request, incompatible with
the dignity of a kintj, and with
the situation os a subject. Mr.
Fox asserted the readiness of the
members of opposition to defend
their country in any case of actual
danger, but thought the measures
under consideration calculated to
awaken those animosities which
weie said to prevail from a danger
ous democratic spirit predominant
in the country. It had not only a
tendency to discover what the po
litical sentiments of men really
were j but, if a man refused to sub
scribe, he would be marked as dis
affected to the constitution. The
inutility of the measure was such,
that not more than 300,0001. could
be raised by it, and for this was it
worth while to excite a spirit of
party ? Parliament had already
shewn the utmost readiness in vot
ing supplies to the amount of thirty
or furty millions a year. Why
then harass individuals with such
an application ?
The proposition before '.he house
was considered by Mr. Windham»
as one cf those Kvb'uh could neither
be universally nfiirneeil, nor universal
ly denied. The hon. gentleman
(Mr. Sheridan) had taken an ex
treme case, and supposed that be
cause it would be fatal to supply the
crown in such a manner as would
place it above the controul of par
liament,
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were equally bad. This strict a;id
Universal argument, however well
adapted for frgtii questions, was, he
thought, ill adapted for politic.
No man in his fenses could express
a fear that what was doing at pre
sent had any tendency to revive
those' compulsory benevolences; and
forced loans, which had fo long
been reprobated, destroyed, and al
most forgotten. As to there being
no mention of subscription in the
letter os 17S2 to the counties, so
much the woisc. If there was not
the word, there was the thing ; for
how were men to be armed without
expence ? It so clearly implied expence, that in a mercantile transac
tion, where the expence incurred
was to be rtpaid, he believed it
would have been held binding.—
When a bill pasted for railing so
cany troops, it was necessarily im
plied in it, that a competent sum
should be provided tomaintain them.
With respect to the charges of poli
tical inconsistency brought against
him, Mr. Windham pVofestcd, if
he hid been inconsistent he would
Dot sacrifice truth to consistency ;
he would always act according to
his last consideration of things, and
via: not desirous to Le consistent by
persevering in error. He had cer
tainly opposed subscriptions in the
American war, because he thought
the war unjust. The arguments of
the illegality, such as they were
now used, were then pressed upon
the public ; and perhaps he might
have taken them up, as he was
right in making every objection,
good or bad, to a measure he disap
proved. He censured the conduct
us gentlemen in opposition, as ex*
posing the constitution to danger,
while they affected to support it ;
and ridiculed the favourers of their
party, as persons silled with wild
1794-
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and frantic ideas of democracy.—
He ended by insinuating, that the
conduct of the opposition leaders in
the house was similar to that of
thole who had fat in it in 1*745,
who were secret friends to the pre
tender, who could fee no danger,
because they were interested in his
success ; expressing his abhorrence
of abstract declarations, when therewas ho danger; of an abuse of
{tower.
Mr. Sheridan reminded the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Windham) howvery lately he had acted in apparent
union and perfect confidence with the
men he how so seriously impugned.
If, however, he knew and believed}
that such persons as he represented
really existed amongst the members
of opposition, he called upon him
to come boldly forward, and name
them. When the hon. gentleman
sneered at the company in which
opposition acted, he mould have re
flected upon the sort of comprtny
into which he had now got. He
could net forget the triumph he
used to feel in exposing,the uncon
stitutional principles upon which the
chancellor of the exchequer came
into office, in uncasing his artifices;
his subterfuges, and high preroga
tive principles; in representing hint
as an object of distrust and jealousy,
and holding him up to the contempt
and derision of his country, by
stripping him of his assumed robe
of purity, and (hewing that all be
neath was filthy dowlas. In that
filthy dowlas he had suddenly dis
covered something extremely splen
did and engaging; for, " although
the hon. gentleman had changed,
the minister had not." Mr. Sheri
dan proceeded to argue, in strong
terms, against the apostacy of Mr.
Windham, and asserted, that at the
period when the latter had opposed
the subscriptions, he had the strongI
est
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est conviction of their illegality,
and that their illegality and uncon
stitutional tendency formed the
basis of those arguments which he
vjed to the meeting which he attended
at Norwich. Whatever had been
his opinion or his wishes respecting
the war, he ought not to go into a
popular meeting and mislead it, by
false law as well as false logic. In
politics, as well as science, the
grand principles were, he laid, clear
and absolute—it was only the subor
dinate parts that were left to discre
tion. Did gentlemen luppose that
a geneial principle was ovei turned
by a set of petty deviations ? Such
deviations ought the more carefully
to be guarded against, as they were
too apt to be drawn into prece
dents. He allowed that an occa
sional deviation from s>,me maxims
might be attended wjth. no serious
consequences ; but that there were
some fundamental principles, an in
fraction of which sometimes de
stroyed, and always debased their
value. Os this description- was
any pecuniary aid given to the
crown through any other medium
than that of parliament ; for, what
ever might be its avowed purpose,
it was liable to be employed in cor
rupting the house, and overturning
the liberties of the people. Miniilers, he said, could have no other
view in exciting this subscription
in a clandestine way, but to assert
this high prerogative in the crown.
The attorney genera/, not daring to
meet the question with a direct ne
gative, which he knew would not
accord with the fense of the coun
try' in general, had taken refuge
in moving the previous question.
The law authorities whom he had
quoted as favourers of the doc
trine in debate, did not actually
hold the opinions imputed lo them.
The admission of this new doc^iuf,
i
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connected with the doctrines avow
ed upon the landing of the Hessian
troops, would render a neiv bill erf
rights necessary. He concluded by
declaring, however, that so far
vtas he fiom wi filing to impede any
plan for the defence of the country,
that, if great expectations were
formed from these subscriptions, be
would agree to make them legal for
the part icular occasion. On a division,
there appeared a majority of ryo in
favour of the previous question.
On the motion for an addrese to
his majesty, in the house os lords,
nearly similar in import to that in
the house of commons, lord Lauderdale pointedly objected to the use
of the words " just and necessary
war," which were contained in the
address, and were calculated for no
purpose but to destroy unanimityHe never had, nor ever could con
sider the present war in this light,
but should suppoit the address, as
he approved of the message, by
which he found ministers had:
changed their opinion* ; and that
his majesty stated the ground of
calling upon parliament for further
support, to be a profession of the
French to invade this kingdom
However impugned, the party with,
whom he acted would, on such art
occasion, when constitutionally
called upon, be amongst the first togive his majesty their cordial sup
port. He had conceived the mes
sage would have been to ask their
lordships' approbation to the plan of
augmenting the land forces, in a
manner equally new and uncon
stitutional, and which he should
certainly have opposed ; but asit was only stated to be in con
sequence of an expected invasion
from the enemy, it was an aid
that, under such circumstances, he
was certain every man in the coun
try would readily granti
With
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With respect to the papers on
the table, for which he had called
(letters to the lords lieutenants, &c.)
his lordship considered them as en
tirely unprecedented and illegal.—
Had he, or any other of his friends,
last year* predicted such an emer
gency as the present, they would
hive been accused of jacobin prin
ciples, and of talking about matters
never likely to exist. At that time,
after all the alarm they had been
able to create, it had been said that
two thousand men, sent over from
this country) had secured Holland,
destroyed the greater part of the
miscreants who had over-run Flan
ders, and would (oon annihilate the
rest. Now, when all these chime
rical scars were scouted, even by
those who propagated them last
year, ministers, while they boasted
of success in the most lofty terms,
called for the strongest support
■which the country could give.
Lord Svdney warmly vindicated
the propriety of the epithets ap
plied to the war ; and, in the course
of his speech, appeared to have
misconceived the arguments of the
preceding speaker, as an opposition
to every measure of government.—
The speech of lord Laudcrdale was
ably vindicated by the earl of Der
by, and some altercation ensued,
in which the offensive words in the
address were attacked by the lords
Laudcrdale, Derby, and Guildford ;
and defended by lords Sydney,
Townstiend, and Grenville. The
latter declared his readiness to meet
the noble lord (Lauderdnle) upon
the assertion he had so particularly
adverted to, that we were in a
better situation than in all human
probability we Ihould have been,
had not the war commenced. By
sending the troops to Holland, we
had rescued the United Provinces
from threatened danger. Divine
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vengeance had overtaken some os
the wretches who were the authors
of the late calamities, and he
doubted not but it would soon overc
take more. The motion for the
address was carried with only one
dissentient voice, that of the earl
of Stanhope.
The question respecting the le
gality of voluntary subscriptions
for the use os government was
again brought forward in the house
of lords on the 28th of March
by lord Lauderdale. The present
attempt to extend the power of the
crown was such, he said, as called
for tbe reprobation of all who va
lued the constitution and liberties
of the country. To levy money
without the consent of parliament,
was a novelty that could not be
borne out by precedent. The cir
cular letters were anomalous, and
intended to keep up that alarm in
the country which was so favour
able to the views of administration.
Whoever spoke the language of
liberty, however acknowledged as
friends to the constitution, were
accused of maintaining French
principles, while the most Batter
ing approbation was poured upon
those who favoured an extension of
prerogative.
He entreated the
• house, however, to remember that
France, for her own internal pro
tection, had raised troops in .a
manner similar to that now recom
mended. ; and what was the conse
quence ? they were now obliged to
have recourse to troops of the third
requisition. By raising troops in
this manner, parliament was de
prived of an invaluable privilege.
His lordship ridiculed the former
fears of the minister, lest any alter
ation stiould take place in the con
stitution, and his present attempt,
which he considered as endangering
its exis> nee. He declared himself
12
at
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at a loss to imagine why ministers
had not taken the opinion of the
house before they resolved on the
measure. Was the exigency so
great, or the parliament lo consti
tuted, that it could not he trusted ?
If the plan wa3 even legalized, it
was crude and indigested. The
various plans exhibited no one re■ gular system of defence. A sys
tem adopted according to the ca
price of each individual, must
risque the uniformity of the whole.
When he and his friends had pro
posed a reformation in parliament,
such as originated with Mr. Pitt
and the duke of Richmond, tiny
were vilified as jacobins and le
vellers : they could' now retort that
.language, and lay, that the hetero
geneous plans pioposed by mini
sters appeared as if they had ori
ginated with Dan con and his asso
ciates ; for they were n^vel in their
-nature, dan^ciou* in thtir conse
quences, and inadequate to any one
good purpose. Thtv partook of
all that, confusion, which charac
terized the requisitions of France.
In the last century, parliament had,
he said, evinced extreme jealousy
of any measure like tbt present. —■
History could produce no similar
instance but in the very vmrii of
times, and precedents which shewed
the extreme jeaso-sy cf parliament
were numerous. His lordship stated
the ist of Richard III. the lorii
of Henry VII. anddtherj. to shew
that attempts of this fort had been
frequently made by the crown, and
opposed by the people. He ad
duced several great law, authorities
against the legality of the measure.
-He insisted that this measure, and
others lately. attempted, tended to
•increase the influence of the crown,
and to diminish the privileges of
the parliament and people, nn in
fluence which had alrea'.W grown
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to such extent, that it had been
agreed to by the house of conlmons, that the influence of the
crown " had increased, was in
creasing, and ought to be diminish
ed." The natural tendency of war
went, his lordship argued, to ex
tend this influence in a very consi
derable degree, from the great
patronage possessed by the crown.
Who could assure the house that no
instructions had been given to the
lords lieutenants, £;c. to induce
persons to subscribe, hy the hopes
of future favours? The power of
reward existed in al! times of war.
■ In the present war too it had been
conspicuously seen, that ministers
held an extraordinary power of piinisliment for all who disapproved of
their measures. • News-papere, he
asserted, were paid in an extraordi
nary manner, by government, to
vilify and traduce those who were
in opposition ; and some os them
had even insinuated that men of
• character and consequence, in this
country, were in the pay of France,
because they had contended in sup
port ot the constitution. Respect
ing the precedents for this measure,
he. believed only four would at pre
sent be mentioned. These were,
-that of, 1746,. when there was an
.actual rebellion in the country; the
•stihsciiption set on foot by the city
.of London in 1 7 J 9 ; and those of
1778 and'1782. lii all these cases
the subscriptions wore serf on soot
voluntarily by the people them. selves, wlio solicited government to
accept their ailiiiance. His lord
ship contrasted the force to be
called out by the present measure,
with the militia, which could not be
called out on any emergency, with
out convening parliament in fourteen
days after ; yet the present force
might be called out at the will of a
secretary of state. He noticed the
different
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different opiuions which had been sion, it was not unconstitutional,
started respecting the measure, in nor did it require the approbition
the different places where meetings of parliament to legalize the in. ahad been held. His lordship, with sure. The question of levying
great force, added many other ar- money had been often argued; tut
jfiments, which we have had oc these were questions which did not
casion to notice in the debate in b'.-ar 0:1 the subject of debate.—
the other house. lie considered His lordstiip, in mentioning the
the subscription as a for.td loan, precedents, observed, that in 1 7 59
and recapitulated the magnitude of the subscription of the city of
the question, which involved two London had been highly approved
most important points : nrtt, the by the late lord Chatham, and its
levying of money from the people ; legality never questioned/she same'
and secondly, the keeping of an arm- expedient was resorted to in 1778,
i d force iu the country without and he averred, the letter of lord
the consent of pailiament. He Shelburne in 1 78? was a prece
concluded with moving, " That dent directly in point. It had been
it is dangerous and unconstitu argued, that if the subscriptions
tional for the people of this coan- were legal, parliament was useless ;
try to grant to the executive go because, jf the executive power
vernment any private aid, bene could, of its own authority, raise
volence, &c. for public purposes, 500I. it might joo.oool. Extreme
without the consent of parliament." cases used as argument were ab
Lord Hawkesbury flowed, that surd. Was it to be lupposed, when
to take money from the subject, by the power of subscribing was in
the prerogative of the crown only, the people, they wold use it to
was clearly illegal. But he called their own prejudice ? The plans
the attention of the house to the had not been suificiently matured
difference between forced contribu to lay before parliament sooner; but
tions and voluntary gifts. The his lordship asserted, that ministers
latter were perfectly legal ; and he had shewn anxiety to bring forward
commended his majesty's ministers the present business. His lordship
for their conduct on the present oc concluded by moving the previous
casion, which was legal and consti question.
The original motion was sup
tutional, and useful in the present
situation of the country. His ported by the carl of Derby with
lord nip considered the subject great acuteness. With respect to
under three heads —the legality of the distinction betweeVi voluntary
the practice—whether it was con subscription and compulsion, he ob
stitutional—and the precedents.— served, that there were other means
He stated the various statutes on of compulsion than prisons, setters,
the subject, from Richard III. to chains, &c. There was the compul
Charles II. and defined the statute sion of apprehension felt by timid
of Richard III. to be an "act minds ; and he knew, as a fact, that
against benevolences, which had persons had subscribed who disap
been extorted from the subject in proved the measure, but feared the
the civil wars between the houses of odium which might arise from their
York and Lancaster. These he refusal. This requisition, for such it
agreed were illegal ; but if the sub might be called, he considered as
ject gave money without compul- perfectly against the statutes that
' I3
had
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had been quoted. His lordship was tlemen of every county. Both
followed by the marquis Townshend, transactions had the fame basis, the
who vindicated ministers, and aver finding money voluntarily, without
red that the people of the county the interposition of parliament.—
of which he was lord lieutenant This measure, he thought, fully(Norfolk) were eager to offer their sanctioned by the letter of lord
assistance, as they were alarmed for Shelburne in 17R2, in which,
their king, country, constitution, though there was no, requisition
religion, and property, by the pro for money, there was for an armed
ceedings of the democrats in Bri force, and that without the consent
tain, who, in correlponding socie of parliament. Such a proposition
ties, were endeavouring to intro was still more illegal than a sug
duce the enormities ot France. — gestion towards a contribution, as
The use of employing men who the only argument to prove a sub
know the political prejudices of scription illegal is, that such sub
their neighbours was obvious ; and scriptions might be used to raise
he hoped a proper force would troops. Could any man, said Uis
be established, to repel the machi lordship, seriously assert, that the
nations of designing men, whom he calling upon the great towns, as in
represented as numerous and well 178Z, to " furnish one or two
known ; and he thought it expedi battalions each," and Hating what
ent to embody a corps from the part of the expence government
middle classes, who, in cafe of com would supply, was not as clearly
motion, might at once fix upon proposing to the great towns to de
those most likely to promote it. This fray the remainder at thcir-bwn ex->
was an advantage which could not pence i From every view he could
arise from regular troops. This take of this letter, it was in all re
expedient was condemned by the spects analogous to the circular let
earl of Derby, who blamed go ters under consideration.
The conduct of the marquis of
vernment for not punishing, at once,
those who corresponded with the Lansdowne was strenuously vindicat
French, if known to them ; and ed by the earl of Stanhope. The
reprobated the principle of arming letter of 178Z only requested the
one description of men against observations of the magistrates upon
another, since private animosity the practicability of the plan sug
might avail itself of that pretext gested. The present went much
to take vengeance on the king's further. He charged the friends,
of ministry with admitting the
best subjects.
The carl of Caernarvon followed suhllancc of the question ; but that,
the argument of lord Hawkesbu- not daring to meet it fairly, it was
ry, in a speech of considerable got rid of by .the previous question.
length. He dwelt upon the ne He advised not arming the people
gotiations- between ^ministers and partially, but, if necessary, to put
individual- to raise regiments, &c. arms into the hands of all. He
which had so frequently taken place. admitted the position, that if the
He could net see the shadow of a object were legal, there was no dif
dissert nee hetvveen this and the ference, whether men or money
present case, by which ministers were subscribed, but he thought
discusied the subject of a levy, not both illegal.
The lord chancellor condemned
with individuals, but with the gen
the
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the question as abstract, and de
clined entering into a discussion of
precedents which had already been
argued so ably. He referred, how
ever, to thecase of 1 74 ;. when twelve
noblemen had spiritedly come for
ward, and proposed to raise each a
regiment at his own expence, which
was accepted. When parliament
afterwards met, administration were
attacked upon this subject ; yet the
estimate for the subsistence of these
troops was immediately voted when
presented. On an examination of
the letters which had been brought
in:ocompatison,hislordshipthought
that every advantage lay in the pre
sent instance. He guarded the
house against abstract theories, and
noticed the injury they had done in
a neighbouring country. He con
ceived a censure on the papers in
question to be premature, as they
only contained the statement of a
proposition, which was to be agi
tated and considered before it could
he presented to parliament . If such
proceedings were illegal, all bargains
for loans and lotteries were illegal.
He censured the ha!te with which
■this business had been taken up,
und strongly disapproved the arm
ing A: the whole nation.
Lord Lauderdale declared that
he could not discover, cither in the
acts of the commons or the pre
cedents quoted, any authorities in
support of the circular letters.
From Richard the third to Charles
the second, thepractice ofthe legisla
ture had been in direct opposition
■to such measures. His lordship
- quoted the act, which in_ the
course of the debate had been ex
plained in support of their dif
ferent opinions by members on
.both sides the house ; from the ex
press words of which he asserted,
that there was a specific proof that
such measures were considered as

unconstitutional. In the letter of
17SZ, no expression or word di
rect or implied could be construed
to favour a practice so inimical to
the British constitution ; no pay
was offered, no man was taken
from his labour ; il was only reccmmend;d that they mould assem
ble for an hour in the evening, and
habituate themselves to the use of
arms ; and it was expressly said,
that, if they were called into ac
tual service, it mould be under the
authority of parliament. On a di
vision of the house, a majority of
76 appeared against the motion.
On the 1st of Aptil, the chan
cellor of the exchequer, pursu
ant to the notice he had previ
ously given, moved the house fora
committee on the bill for the en
couragement of such men as (hall
voluntarily enrol themselves for the
general defence of the kingdom
during the war.
Mr.' Francis reverted to the sub
ject so lately agitated, and inquired,
whether, if the bill passed, it was
understood that subscriptions for
raising troops would be held to be
sanctioned by parliament ? He
contended, that in the considera
tion of this subject, gentlemen had
argued on improper ground : they
had taken that of precedent in
stead of principle. Great, as was
the power of parliament, it wag
not omnipotent, as it must be
subject to the rules of general jus
tice ; but of still less importance
were precedents drawn from the
conduct of particular persons whilst
in offica. It was the duty of every
member of that house to judge
not what had been done, but what
ought to be done for the prospers
ty and happiness of the nution ; and,
from the dangers resulting from
such a practice, he deduced that
it was illegal and pernicious.
I4
Mr.
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Mr. Fox again entered into a
defence of the letter of 17S2, aud
vindicated the character of the mar
quis of Rockingham, who had
joined him in that measure. He
considered it as totally different
from the present requisition, and
adverted to the attorney general's
having produced on a Termer de
bate six or seven answers from the
sheriffs, &c. and his having urged
them as authority for bclicwng
that the general fense of the coun
try was, that a subscription was tp
be opened in consequence of it.
This general fense was taken from
fix or seven letter, selected fiom a
mass of one hundred and forty,
which if produced would, he be
lieved, lead to adilTerent conclusion,
Mr. Burke observed, that
long speeches without good ma
terials were dangerous, aud that
lie was desirous to prosit by tuj:
advice—
H Solid men of Boston, banish (lion; pota
tions ;
,( Solid men of Boston, ma,k.e no lor.g ora
tions. ' '
He contended that Mr. Fox had
been too much occupied witli his
India bill, and other cTrcial busi
ness, to attend to that in debate.
He was followed by Mr. Sheridan,
■who laid he conceived that the in
junction against long orations was
tiot the only moral precept in the
fyllem of ethics alluded to, which
served to regulate the hon. gentle
man. He would remind him of
another passage in the same ap
proved author :
!' Now it hapt to the country he went for
a blessing \
" And from his state daddy to get a new
' lesson :
V He went to daddy Jenky, by Trimmer
Hal attended :
t« In lach company, good lack ! how hii
morals must b; mended ! "

Mr. Fox, he said, had professed thit
the justification os theconductos the;
marquis of Rockingham was one oF
his ehiefmotives forentering into ther
explanation ; but Mr. Kurke had ce»
elated his ignorance of the proceed
ing, though then in office, aud Kit
the character of the rr\arqil's to be
defended by othei s. Mr. Sheridan
proceeded some time in this strain
with his usual wit, and a spirited
altercation took place between hini
and Mr. Burke.
The chanetHor of the exche
quer observed to the comrnittie,_
that the moil material difference
between this bill aud that of
was, that it extended to cafes of in
ternal riot, as well as of imminent
danger of invasion. He further menr
tioned the following modifications
which, he meant to bring forward,
rather as amendments than clauses:
1. That no one, inrolling him
self in any os these volunteer corps,
should be compelled to serve in any
other case, or on any other terms
than those expressed in the condiT
tions of the inrollment.
2. That all persons so inrolled
should be exempt from any ballot
for the militia during the ti:pe of
such inrollment,
3. That the sergeants, corpo?
nils, and drummers should be lia
ble to be billeted, as they are in
the militia, though the corp3 is
not called out.
4. That when his majesty (lull
require it, the arms, &e. shall be;
delivered up.
5. That all court maitials,
when they are called out, shall con-'
silt only of officers belonging ta
volunteer corps.
Mr. Sheridan strongly objected
to the fashionable mode of calling in
military power to aid the civil ma
gistrate, as unconstitutional. It was,
however, as strongly vindicated byMr.
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Mr. Pitt, who wished it to be pejierally known in the country, that
ttx security and protection of the
kingdom depended as much on
the existence of such a force in
large manufacturing towns, and
the interior of the country, as on the
sea coast.
On the third reading of this bill,
it was opposed by Mr. Francis, as
militating against the bill of rights,
which stipulated, that r.o money
Ihould be levied bv the kins' withput the consent of parliament. »
Earl Wycombe roseinjullification
of his noble relation (the marquis of
Eansdowne) whose conduct he coi>
ceived had been commented upon
by an hon. gentleman (the attor
ney general) in a very unfair and
uncandid manner. Ke entered into
a comparative statement of the
two measures, to shew that they
were in no respect similar. The
object os the first was to arm the
people, that of the latter to arm
the crown ; the former operating as
an appeal to the sentiments and ap
probation of the people, the latter
precluding such interference. In
the former the officers were to be
appointed by the lords lieutenants
of counties j in the latter they
Were to be nominated by the crown.
The first plan required officeis to
possess property in the part ef the
ccuntry in which they were to
command; the appointed times for
exercising were periods of leisure,
and the corps were not to be called
out but in actual danger. This
coatamed no such regulations, and
the men might1 be subjected to all
the severities cf martial law, upon
what might be construed into the
appearance of even a riot. Above
all, the first went to raising no fnppliefc whatever, and the latter was
calculated to authorize the raisingof
supplies independent of that house.
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'and in violation of its prerogative.
His lordship was replied to by the
attorney general, who professed
himself unable to see any ground of
difference in the principle of the
two measures.
The cbancel'or cf the exche
quer professed himself willing to
wave the force which the prtsent
measure derived from the authori
ty of that in 1782, and contended,
that it was warranted bv the laws
and constitution, handed down by
precedents, and confirmed by the
best authorities both legal and poli
tical. The distinctions of the no
ble lord (Wycombe) went to the
mode of executing the measure, but
not to the true constitutional point.
As to the end to be obtained, that of
raising an army, whatever could be
said in justification of one measure
justified the other. There was Dot,
he said, m the history of thiscountfy one war to be found, in which
the privilege offul'seribing to the as
sistance of government had not
been enjoyed by ike people of thig
country. The circular letter of the
earl of Shelburne was so far from
excluding all idea of subscription,
that thecounty of Sussex, which had
by public subscriptionpreviousty sup
ported a large military force, had
on the receipt of that letter, conceiv
ing it to imply a desire of subscrip
tion, set on soor contributions, and
raised three additional companies.
Yet no resistance was then made to
this measure. Voluntary subscrip
tions were, he contended, legal. In
1746 many great men had raised
regiments at their own expence,
and the legality of the measure wat
decided unequivocally by lord Hardwicke. Who would venture to say
that great men might subscribe le
gally and with safety to the constitu
tion, and that ? or40oycomen should
not ? The only instance in which
contribution*
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contributions which had been so
licited met with opposition, was
that in 177H, though in the whole
©f that war it was practised in va
rious periods and at divers places;
The opposition given by lord Camden, Mr. Burke, &c. on that oc
casion he attributed to their disap
probation of the American war.
Had the opposition however then
foceeedcH, it would Hot vitiate the
present measure, to which it was
pot at ull analogous. From the sub
sequent acquiescence os the house
to similar measures, though there
appeared on the records a motion of
Mr. alderman Wilkcs to prevent
contributions, he inferred that par
liament did not then behold, with
so much terror as was now ex
pressed, the idea of subscriptions.
Gentlemen, he said, talked loudly
of liberty; but in the present in
stance the first liberty of the sub
ject, the right of disposing of his
own property, was attempted to be
torn from him, while the general
good would be piomottd by the
exercise of that right. Every man,
he said, had a tight to apply any
part of his property for any legal
purpose, unless prohibited by statute, and the bill of rights had no
wore application to this subject than
any other in the statute book. The
statutes against benevolences were,
be said, really statutes against ex
actions, and he stated the most be
neficial effects as resulting from the
measure ; it would afford men an
opportunity of shewing their opi
nions, and convince the enemy
that the war was not undertaken
and prosecuted by the English gorernment, but by the English peo
ple.
This, Mr. Fox contended, was
one of the most material objections
to the measure. If th* French
judged that all were iu their fa

vour who refused to subscribe, th*
number of their enemies in this
country would indeed appear verysmall. The measure would not
even mark the distinction which
ministers pretended to expect from
it. Mar.y persons zealously at
tached to the war might object to
the subscription as unconstitutional.
Those who thought the war im
politic would do so too, yet both
would be as ready to oppose a foYeigu invasion as the minister him
felt. He noticed, that the right of
the king to land foreign troops had
been contended for ; he might get
money to pay those troops by vo
luntary subscription. When the
troops were landed and so paid dur
ing any given time, he should be
glad to know how long the sub
scription would be voluntary ? That
such power could not exist in a
free constitution, it was easy to
maintain in defiance of precedents.
The numerous references to the
circular letter in 1782 occasioned
an application from the marquis of
Eanidowne for copies of the ans
Avers to that letter, which were re
fused. On the new militia bill
being introduced into the house of
lords, his lordship entered upon a
spirited defence of his conduct at
that time. That plan had at its
commencement been sanctioned by
the legal authority of lord Ashbur
ton, and his lordship poiutcd out a
variety of instances, in which it ma
terially differed from the one thea
under consideration. There never,
his lordstiip averred, had been en
tertained an idea of carrying the
plan of 1782 without application
to parliament.
Whilst the volunteers bill was
still in agitation, Mr. Pitt, on the
7 th of April, brought before the
house a motion " to enable the
subjects of France to enlist in his
majesty's
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majesty's service on the continent
of Europe, and to receive offi
cers in such regiments, as engi
neers, under certain restrictions,"
and thought many advantages
might be derived from a force of
this nature. A conversation took
place in the house on tiiis occasion,
in which some gentlemen informed
the minister that hand bills were al
ready circulating about the coun
try, and stuck up against the admi
ralty, offering considerable bounties
for the enlisting of emigrants. This,
if unknown to the officers of tlie
crown, was thought by colonel
M'Leod a culpable piece of negli
gence. Mr. I'itt however professed
himself ignorant of the transaction.
On the report being read, the at
torney general moved an amend
ment, obliging those who enlisted
under these circumstances to take
ths oath of allegiance ; which was
adopted. Mr. Sheridan proposed
a further amendment, limiting the
operation of the bill to one year.
He observed, that under the mu
tiny bill his majesty was not em
powered to continue the services of
his own subjects longer. As the
object of the war involved the de
struction of the preseut government •
in France, and the establishment of
order, morality, and religion in
that country, we might not be
able to effect an object of such
magnitude with less than 500,000
men, and by this bill the number
was indefinite. He would a(k the
house, whether it had ever passed a
vote of credit to the crown equal to
this ? If gentlemen were asked by
their constituents how the power of
the purse in this country stood, they
must confess that it was entirely
given up to the executive power.
Though the bill was silent as to the
half-pay of those who acted under
itj yet^ like the American loyalists,
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they might have irresistible claims
on our magnanimity, generosity and
justice. Should we even succeed
in establishing a government in •
France, the contest might be
changed into a squabble for indem
nification, and an attempt (as had
been the cafe in Poland) to parti
tion France, in which persons act
ing under this bill could notpoffibly
assist. What then would be their
situation ? trepanned into sighting
against their country, or exposed
to penury, or the penalties of deser
tion? Mr. M. Robinson, Mr. Ba
ker, Mr. Grey, Mr. Jekyll, and
sir W. Milner approved the amend
ment, which was opposed by the
earl of Inchiquin, Mr. Canning,
and the solicitor general, and ne
gatived by a majority of 97. Upon
the proposition of Mr. Sheridan,
the number of these troops, which
should at any time remain within the
kingdom, was consined to 5,000.
• Onthesecondreadingof thebilLit
was objected to by Mr. Baker as ex
traordinary in its nature, and as giv
ing additional powers to the crown,
since the numbers of men were un
specified, and they were permitted
toland in this island for air, exercise,
$c. It was defended by Mr. Pitt
as highly politic at the present
time, and approved by general
Smith, Mr. Jenkinson, and Mr.
Ryder. Mr. Fox thought, is the
bill was now necessary, it must have
been so at the commencement of
the war. It was also condemned by
Mr. Lambton. Mr.
an de
clared his intention to oppose a
measure so radically bad in tola.
The circumstance mentioned by
general Smith, that these new le
vies when they came into the field
could expect nothing but an igno
minious death, was as strong an ob
jection as could be made. If such
were the case, he aiked whether
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we should attempt to retaliate ?
and was answered by a " yes"
from Mr. Burke. He then warmly
attacked an expression which, he
ibid, 'might be the herald of cool
massacre to many of our troops,
and hoped this country would
spurn an execrable fy il cm of war
fare hitherto unknown in European
hiilory. He objected to the paltry
saving of not allowing these troops
half-pay at the conclusion of the
War; but, from the example of the
royalist corps in America, who, at
the conclusion of the war, remained
a heavy incumbrance on the grati
tude of this country, he contended
that the idea was delusive. He
thought the levying os 50 or 60,000
men, to whom the very name of
liberty was exasperating, and plac
ing them under the direction of the
crown, was the molt dangerous mea
sure that could be pursued ; and ri
diculed the idea that they might, if
landed, be confined within a little
distance from the coast.
Mr. Burke expressed his sorrow
that the wordjrcr had occasioned so
much resentment in the lion, gentle
man. He entered, with his usual
vivacity, into an eulogium on the
ancient government of France, and
an invective against the present: af
ter which he reverted to the subject
in debate, and approved of the mea
sure. He concluded by declaring,
that if French property was not
restored, property in England
would not have ten years existence.
The measure was opposed by Mr.
Francis aud Air. Grey, but defend
ed by Mr. Pitt and Mr. serjeant
Watson. On a division there was
a majority of 185 in favour of the
motion.
The commitment of the bill was
opposed by colonel Tarleton, as
fraught with various evils. He
thought it connected with the re6

cent alteration in the militia bill,
and allied to the county subscrip
tions and the landing of foreign
troops ; and all were tending to the
establishment of n military govern
ment. The dreadful situation of
Europe was, he contended, the re
sult of English intrigues and En
glish money. He condemned the
preamble of the bill as mistatir.g
the fact, and wished, if it was
thought right to co-operate with the
subjects of France, that it had upt
been deferred till they were be
come invincible. He thought the
places of destination not accurately
defined. He wished to know if
Portsmouth and Plymouth should
be entrusted to an army of foreign
ers ; lamented the lot of these un
happy Frenchmen ; and said, that
if the inhuman principle of tetaliation mentioned on a former night
was adopted, the wars of former
years would be harmless innocent
pastime, to the dreadful carnage
which must ensue.
Sir William Young thought little
was to be apprehended from the
doctrine ofretaliation, as troops si
tuated precisely in the same wayhad been embodied without these
dreadful consequences.
Mr. Whitbread complained, thut
dangerous and important as this
measure was, no reason had been
given for its adoption. Fact and
argument ought to be adduced t»
shew its necessity and expediency.
He noticed in strong terms the ha
rassing situation of the objects of
this bill. The alien bill empowered
ministers to fend those who refused
to enlist, into a situation equally
dangerous as any they could be
placed Jn by enlisting. How could
they resist any application of go
vernment to enlist ? He entered at
length upon the dreadful subject of
retaliation, and euucated the mi
nister
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*iilTer to disavow such a system . He
mentioned the great expence at
tending this measure, and thought,
considering the small progress we
had hitherto made in the war, and
the probability that we mould he
called upon for a supply of money
hy some of the allies, that econo
my was of the utmost importance.
The measure was, he thought, on the
whole entirely unconstitutional.
Lord Mulgrare contended for
the necessity of retaliation on our
•part, if such a system was pursued
by the ecemy. Unless we piocecded on equal terms, it would be
impossible to carry on the war to
any effect. A number of our
troops had, he stated, been taken,
and on that occasion no quarter
was given. Would it then be wife
to be bullied by our enemies, and
to (hew them we were afraid of their
inhumanity ortheirother qualities?
The king, lie contended, had no
more power over these troops than
•ver any other by the articlcsof war.
Major Maitiand asked how we
rd;!d expect that men would exert
spirit and vigour in our cause, who
had not exerted any in that of
tl«eir sovereign and their own r He
noticed the discordancy of their
opinions, and the inconsistency of
withholding the Britisli soldiers and
officers, by the mutiny bill, from
all dependance on the crown with
respect to money, while the pre
sent bill left that mattsr unde
fined. In contradiction to the mu
tiny bill too, that before the houle
left every thing relating to the dis
cipline ot the new corps to military
discretion. Respecting retaliation,
the major remarked, that it that
svstem was pursued hy us, those
who were sacrificed by the French
would not be Frenchmen in British
pay, but Britisli foldurs' and offi
cer;, our fellow 4ubjeds ; and he

called upon gentlemen to recollect
whom they already had in their
hands, and whom the fortune of war
might put into their power. If, by
employing Frenchmen to fight
against France, we brought on thig
departure from the ordinary rules
of war, to us, and not to the
French, mutt be imputed all the
horrors that ensue.
Mr. Montague thought, that in
the present state of France, when
all forgetting their former differ
ences were discontented with the
present rulers, more fotce might be
obtained by employing the discon
tented French than the allies. The
desperate circum'.tuncci in which
they were placed would make them
mote than true to us. The inten
tion of war was to kill ; and if pri
soners were spared, it was only on
the supposition of mutual conve
nience. In various instances ofcivil wars, this idea had prevailed
over the notion of right, and pri .
soners had been spared on both iides.
Such might be the case at present.
Aster Mr. Dent had humanely
remarked, that if the French emi
grants refused to enlist after all
the benefits they had received, they
ought to he sent out of the coun
try, the horse divided, when there
appeared a majority of 102 for
committing the bill. An amend
ment was proposed by major Maitland, that the bill should be an an
nual one, which was rejected.
The ' bill was opposed on the
third reading by Mr..Harrison, on
the pleas previously urged. He
thought too, that at the very time
when we feared an invasion from
France, it was neither wife nor
prudent to employ an indefinite
number ot French emigrants,, who,
to make their o.vn peace, might
betray us. He disappioved he
war, he said, and the principle
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of it ; and this bill, as tending to
it ; prolongation, aud leading to an
indefinite expence, should have his
negative. Mr. Fox thought the
bill pregnant with calamity. From
the time that it had been intro
duced to the house, he had waited
in expectation of hearing some
reasons urged in farourof the bill,
but little as yet had occurred in fa
vour of its principle. Almost all
that had been said by one set os Its
defenders amounted only to this,
what the men who enlisted under it
would feel, that from success they
might hope to be restored to their
honours, their fortune, and their
country ; and defeat set before
them either poverty or death.
Another set of its defenders, par
ticularly an hon. gentleman (Mr.
Burke), laid the bill was an auspi
cious beginning of a new iystem ;
that all the emigrants had lost must
be restored to tliem before all that
was valuable to us could be secure ;
that Great Britain, respecting its
property and i ights, mould feel an
identity of interest with the emi
grants of France ; and, except
those properties and lights were re
stored to them, our own would
comparatively be of little value.
This position was, he said, per
fectly novel, and would, in its na
ture and tendency, be dangerous to
this country and to Europe, if
adopted by government and sanc
tioned by parliamentMr. F"ox called the attention of
the house to the progress of the
war, which he believed might have
been avoided by negotiation j but
had that even failed, there could
then have been no doubt of the pro
priety of our having recourse to
arms. He noticed the alteration
which had arisen in the avowed ob
ject of the war since its first com
mencement. Had the object been

then stated as an attempt io fuf>
vert the government of France, lie
believed it would not, either in that
house or the country, have been
supported. If a necessity now ex
isted for entirely changing the ob
ject, he thought ministers should
boldly come forward, and avow
their former mistake, and their
present system and object, leaving
parliament to judge of thepropriety
of such alteratiou. The war he
allowed to be just and necessary, if
we could not obtain security by ne
gotiation ; but he could not agree
that it was right to continue it in
order to impose a government on
France. Whatever might be the
faults of their government, it was
an infraction of the first principles
of any independent state, and of the
sovereignty of nations, to interfere
with its formation.
These points, Mr. Fox thought,
had been generally assented to last
year. But we had now adopted a
new system, and were to employ
the F'rcnch emigrants in support
of it. The bill, he said, appeared
to him to pledge the faith of this
country to the emigrants, for the
full restoration of all they had lost
since the revolution, and to overturn
the present government of France by
force of arms. He spoke in the
most humane terms of the sorrows
and sufferings of the emigrants, but
was not willing so far to pledge the
faith of the nation, as it must ex
pose this country to great and tre
mendous evils. The war, consi
dering the present situation of
France, was formidable to this
country and its constitution, and
only two objects were to be consi
dered as desirable respecting it : the
one, that it should be as short as
possible ; the other, that it should be
as little sanguinary. The present
bill he considered as militating
against
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against both these objects. If the formerly enjoyed, peace appeared to
object of the war ttill continued him an object infinitely distant.
what it had been originally stated, An hon.' gentleman (Mr. Jcnkinson)
he should have sanguine hopes of its had wisely observed on a former
termination, and whatever successes night, " that the bell mode of
had attended our arms in the last conquering France waj to take Pa
campaign might induce the French ris, and the only means by which
to , think of peace. Such events this could be effected, was by tak
had in all former wars been steps , ing one town after another," on the
towards peace. But this was not northern frontier, as a protection to
the cafe in the present, because our troops. This was certainly
its object and that of former wars very just reasoning; but the mode
were essentially different. If the proposed for attaining this object
object of the present bill was car convinced him of the difficulty and
ried into effect, we must destroy almost impossibility of effecting it.
the present government of France, The talk was of an herculean kind,
and what would it avail us to cap required an herculean labour, 1 -ngth
ture their possessions or destroy of time, and an uninterrupted series
their leader* ? They would still fay, of success ; and to this vre should
we are not fighting for territory or take into consideration the nature
for men, we arc sighting for our own of the cause, and the disposition oF
existence and that of our govern the people with whom we had to
ment. He argued with great abi contend. He warned the house
lity against the probability that any of the danger resulting from consi
su.-cesses we might have against them dering the French as not formida
would ever produce a change in ble in the field ; such a people, he
their sentiments of government, or said> fighting under such circum
induce them to submit to the yoke stances, mull be formidable to the
of a foreign power, because we most powerful enemy that could
had taken their Cast or Well Indies. oppose them ; and judging of the
When the mind was irritated and future by the past, a complete con
goaded* when it was busied in view quest ofthe French, in war, could
ing daily objects of terror at home, not reasonably be expected. If this
it was not likely to be affected by re pursuit was likely to be so hopeless,
mote consequences. They were ei was it consistent with the dignity
ther disregarded, or, if regarded, and hononr of this country to cmcompared with nearer evils, they ploy these unfortunate people ia
were looked upon as nothing. If such a visionary scheme ? Mr. Fox,
our cause therefore was against the in the most energetic terms, then,
fovernment, not the possessions of deplored the effect which the conti
rauce, there could be no possible nuance of the war would have on
advantage that could contribute to the dispositions and general mora
this end short of our taking Paris, lity of Europe, and delivered an eu
or some other material part of logy on the practice of humanity,
France. Viewing therefore the which did honour to his own feel
present bill as a virtual engagement ings. All Europe had suffered from
on the part of this country to re the horrors of France ; but with re
store the ancient government of gard to their cause, the French ap
Franoe, and to replace the emi peared to have, in a great measure,
grants in the situation* they had been driven to these violent scenes of
bloodshed
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bloodshed and horror. Nations were
like individuals. > Place an indivi
dual in a situation in which he felt
himself abandoned by the whole
world, and sound no one his friend,
none interested in his welfare, but
all mankind become by general eonsent his enemies, he must become a
misanthrope or a savage, unless he
possessed a mind more heroic and
exalted than we had any right to
expect. All Europe had attacked
France, not from any of the usual
motives.for war, but to destroy her
people, or compel them to accept
a lorm of government which was to
be imposed on them by force of
arms, aud a form too which they
the moit detested and abhorred,
Could it then be wondered at that
the French were savage and fero
cious ? Mr. Fox remarked the flat
tering picture which had been
drawn of the French under the
old monaich) , particularly by an
lion, gentleman (Mr. Burke). He
had, he said, himself been then iu
that country, and witnessed, that
the situation of their peasants was
so replete with misery, so abject,
aud io wretched, that they could
not be objects of envy to the sub
jects of the most ablolute despots
on earth. Apprehending then that
the object of the combined pow
ers was to replace them in that bon
dage, was it surprising they should
become furious?
Mr. Fox next proceeded to state
the horrors which must attend emi
grants if taken in arms against their
country.. He mentioned, with much
feeling, the dreadful rancour which
always prevailed in civil wars, and
to the emigrants this must be a cir
vil war. He then noticed the dif
ference between modern aud an
cient (wars, aud , contended, that
\the milder practices which now
prcva&il w£r. not merely the cssect

of the benignant spirit os Christiani
ty, but that modem wars were wars
generally forterritory or for the loss
of territory, and ancient wars, wars
of extermination. As the measure
tended to retard the blessing of
peace, and to render the war more
savage and ferocious, it should, he
said, have his decided negative.
Mr. Duudasjustified the war upon
the reasons which have been so osten detailed, and accused those gen
tlemen os inconsistency, who ob
jected to it as not just nor necessary,
because they lad pledged themselves
in its support, ana added to this .the
further inconsistency of opposing
every measure adopted by the ex
ecutive government for its mainte
nance. With respect to the pre
sent measute, he left it to the wis
dom and diieernment of the house
to decide, whether it was one which,
tended to facilitate the object ofihe
war or not,, and he would impa:tially abide by that decision. Ihc
present paw er of France was, he
contended, held by the most preca.rious of nil, possible tenures ; and he
thought the ^reat body of the peo
ple were fa,r from attached to the
present constitution; and. in proof
of this he mentioned the Tmineuse
emigrations w hich had taken place,
the massacres, aud the insecurityos life aud property. Nothing but
protection, and support was he
thought wanting to induce the
French to come forward, and raise
their whole force against the con
vention. The usurpation os France
was incompatible w ith the existence
of other governments ; and till we
could overthrow.their system of po
litics, we must not hope for peace
or security. In this endeavour he
thought it right to unite with us
persons who had the fame reason*
with ourselves, and who called upon
the Britisti nation to give then)
arms*
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iVrnis. Whatever might be the ad- tal change in the government of
vantages we derived from an insu- France. Government had, he said,
kited situation, we could not remain been blamed the last session for not
fase while such opinions were dis- affording early assistance to the
semioated near us, and propagated rnal-conteiits and royalists in La
by force of arms. The authority Vendee. If it were expedient to
of books and the dictates of com- risque our national safety and homon sense established the maxim, nour in the hands of au ur.discithat the government of one coun- plined scattered band, such as that
try might interfere with and sub- in La Vendee, how much more so
vert another under certain circum- to take into our pay a strong
stances. This was a matter ofspe- concentrated body of men, disculative pelicy applicable to inter- ciplihed, appointed, and comfaal discords in time of peace; but manded by men eminent for miliin a state of warfare it would be tary honour aud talents ! Such an
ridiculous to fay, we should not army was, lie said, not only equal
do every thing to distress and de- to prodigies in itself, but must acflroy the government with which quire strength and numbers as it
we were at war. It was the part proceeded. An hon. gentleman
of ministers to consider the enemy had mentioned joo.coo : ha should
as an enemyj and devise mean3 to rejoice to find so many j and though,
bring them either to reason or to that gentleman had questioned
ruin. The hon. gentleman (Mr. the ability to find resources for such
Fox) had, he said, dwelt with a number except from this counmuch plausibility upon the calami- try, he conceived that a much
ty of retaliation : this he said it had smaller number would in a short
frequently been necessary to exer- time render aid from this country
cise, however painful the task, totally unnecessarvj by putting a
It lay with the emigrants U> con- prosperous period to the war, i=ecosider the probable effects of re- vering_ their rights, and terjninattaliation, and they had weigh- ing the calamities of France,
ed it well and alked for arms.
Mr. Burke, with great wit, riKone could accuse government of diculed the praises bellowed by an
compulsion in this instance : the hon. gentleman on hunvnity, as
emigrants' had themselves adopted uncalled for by any thing that had
the measure, and none coold de- been said, and unnecessary, as
ny the wisdom "of their choice ; no every member of that house unimanof feelingor magnanimity could formly acted according to its dieact otherwise. With respect to tates. He thought it might have
this measure having a tendency to been delivered with more effect in
prolong the war, Mr. DuHdas al- the clubs of jacobins or cordeliers,
lowed, that the conquests we had He seemed, however, to consider
made in the East and West Indies it but as a small proof of the huhad not the same effect as conquests inanity of Mr. Fox, that while he
in France might have had ; yet still, commiserated the sufferings of the
by crippling in some degree the emigrants, he fhoald wish to withresource8 of the war,' they must hold ftom them the means of
accelerate peace. We could not extricating themselves. Humanihowever, he contended, hope for ty must, he contended, be suppeace and security, without a to- ported by justice. All the atrocities
1)94.
K
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->f the Frsnch had been introduced
by the profession of humanity.—
Humanity was founded on justice,
and justice on the lex tahonis.—
Every man out of civil society had,
he said, a right to avenge his own
wrongs ; and he thought it better
the emigrants should have this opportunity afforded them of being
restored to their property, country,
&c. than to pine away life under
their present circumstances. Mr.
Burke indulged himself in one os
his usual invectives against the
French, and compared trleir late
conduct with that of the other nations of Europe on former occafions, very justly to the advantage
of the latter. Upon a review of
the atrocities of the French, he
asked what room was' left for compassion. The union of all Europe
against such wretches was just and
politic. All Europe had united
against. Louis XIV. Hadthatdriven
him to murder, &c. ? On the contrary, he had relaxed the reins of
government. He called upon any
man to shew him an instance when
all mankind had united against the
struggles of liberty : but all Europe saw that the object of the
Frcnch was power. Mr. Burke
commen! ed at large upon the happiness enjoyed by the subjects of
France under the old monarchy,
This was not, he said, a war for
the Scheldt, it was a war for every
thing valuable to us. The French
attempted to over-run Europe—
they attempted to penetrate into
Holland, the country of our ally.
" Speaking politically, upon the
fclvation ot Holland depended the
salvation of this country—our honour and dignity, as a nation, went
with that salvation. "
Mr. Sheridan, afternstilladmiflion
andasfullacondemnationofthcenormiuesoftheFreuch,thou«htitmij>ht

beworthwliiletoinquirehowsarthey
were to be attributed to the people
themselves, and how far to the ancient
government. If they were atheists
at present, it was because they were
accustomed to fee the clergy and
the higher orders of society live in
open contempt of religion. Had
they less respect for property, they
had been used to see property yield
to power, and had been educated
under a despotism, where every
thing depended upon the will of
the prince, and laws submitted tc»
the corrupt perversion of the magistrate. Were they treacherous,
and eager to spill human blood,
they had been used to see the life of
man made light of, and the human
form disrespected and disregarded,
The flagrant vices which had appeared in the French, upon the
subvetsion of the old government,
Mr. Sheridan contended, plainly
shew id that the government which
could produce such monsters must;
have been tTentially bad ; and he
should therefore disapprove of iti
restitution. He very justly condemned the absurdity of supposing
that the utmost happiness could be
enjoyed by the subjects of a country, whole property and life depended upon the capricious will of
the prince ; and pointedly exposed
the vices of the higher orders in
France. The hon. gentleman had
said, that the subjects of that country were wild beasts before we had
attacked them. Were they so, he
alked, previous to the attack from
-Austria and Prussia? If so, why
did not we then attack them? lnstead of that, we had endeavoured
to conciliate them so far as to preserve peace with them, at least; we
now pretended we did so. Notwithstanding the sanguine hope of
the' secretary of state, that the
army under consideration would
maintain
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lhaintain itself, and force its own
way, Mr. Sheridan contended that
it was only calculated to raise the
people in a more formidable mass
to oppose these invaders ; and he
confirmed this by stating the trans
actions in La Vendee, where,'
though the number of men in actual
rebellion amounted to '200,000, the
convention had overpowered them.
The events at Toulon, he said, also
favoured his opinion. Mr. Burke
had, he observed, brought many
instances to prove that emigrants
taken in arms had not been put to
death, but not one of his instances
applied to the present case. The
hon. gentleman had, he said, treat
ed with much levity the profes
sions of humanity made by his
friend, but had totally mistaken the
application of its principle to these
unfortunate men; which was, that
we ought not to hold out to them
the promise of a protection which
we might not be able to afford.—
He noticed the failure of our pro
mise to the insurgents in La Vendee,
and to the inhabitants of Toulon.
He also reminded the hon. gentle
man of having written and spoken
with great ability against the prin
ciple of our having held out pro
tection to the American loyalist?,
as a pernicious measure. The bill
would, he said, if passed, surrender
that powerful check upon the
crown, the annual opportunity of
disbanding the army, and the guar
dianship of the public purse. He
ended a very able speech, by desir
ing to have a clause, inserted in the
bill, limiting its duration to one
year ; hut he was informed by the
speaker, it could not be done in
this stage of the business ; upon
which Mr. Sheridan hoped, that a
short bill to this effedt might be
brought into the house. Lord
Alul^rave, Mr. Dundas, and Mr.
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W. Smith, spoke also on this occa
sion ; after which the bill was read
a third time and passed.
When the bill was brought into
a committee in the house of lords,
if was opposed by the earl of Albe
marle as unconstitutional, inhuman,
and impolitic. That it was uncon
stitutional to keep foreigners in
British pay, and to permit them to
reside in the body of the country,
coui 1 not be denied. The bill in
deed provided that these troops
should not proceed above five miles
from the sea-coast ; but such a pro
vision, if they were so inclined,
could not prevent it ; and as to the
possibility of its effect, it required no
argument. The inhumanity of it
was palpable from the declaration
of their countrymen, not to give
quarter to any .Frenchmen they
mould take in arms against them.
It was in fact a measure tending to
encourage the most cruel retali
ation and barbarous vengeance.—
His lordship argued upon the im
policy, from the different opinions
which must operate in the minds of"
persons who had emigrated at such,
different periods of the French re
volution, and who consequently
could not act with cordiality. His
lordship further asked, whether we
were to make the cause of the emi
grants a common cause, and conti
nue the war till they should obtain
the restoration of their property?
As only 5000 of these troops
were according to the bill to be in
this country at the fame time, and
those only to be landed in cases ot
nectffity, lord Hawkesbury argued
against the possibility of any dan
ger resulting from the measure*. If
landed loo, they were not to be per
mitted to proceed more than five
miles up the country. As the emi
grants owed no allegiance to the
present French government, hi saw
Ki
no
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to reason for r.pprchending the
horrid consequences attending their
being taken in arms against their
countrymen. The war, so far from
being prolonged by this measure,
must, he said, be expedited by it,
for it would certainly cease as soon
as the pi t-sent system of government
in France jwas destroyed ; at the
fame time his lordship stated, that
the establishment of any specific
government was a subject for suture
consideration.
' The bill was opposed by the earl
of Thanet, who oblervcd, that as
the agents of despotism were se
lected by it to restore the old mo
narchy of.France, these men would
be additionally abhorrent in the
eyes of their countrymen, and ex
cite the ferocity so much depre
cated. The pr-rmilsion to march
five miles into the country, afford
ed them a sanction to take possefiion
of our fleet, of Portsmouth, and
of all our military dcpcVts on the
fea-coast.
His lordship was -fallowed by
the earl of I^auderdalc, who
condemned ministers for justifying
the bill on the ground of Gliarity, and noticed their conduct in
having at length avowed their in
tention to overturn the existing go
vernment of Fiance, without hav
ing fixed upon giving her airy
other in return. His lordship said
this was the most extraordinary
mode of producing order he had
nver heard of. Ke thought how
ever it would have been better to
have applied to the continent for
troops, as these must excite animo
sity, and prolong the war, even if
the French were disposed for peace.
Many of the emigrants, he ob
served, could not take the oath pre
scribed, as they had already taken
that administered by the constituent
assembly. He urged, that the ii-
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tuation of those who remained rrr
France was more prosperous than
before the revolution, and that
they must regard with a jealous eye
the emigrants, of whose lands they*
were in possession. He thought
too, that the despotic opinions en
tertained by these men unfitted
them in a great degree from coales
cing with the troops of this couu*>
tr7* '
As the views of this country and
those of the emigrants were in ma
ny respects similar, lord Auckland
justified the propriety of the mea
sure. It would, he said, be thought
good policy to employ individuals
of other nations, who would serve
for moderate pay, and preserve our
own population ; and how was the
cafe varied by their being natives
of France, who were already dis
ciplines, and equally interested
with ourselves in the cause for which
they fight? Whatever might be
their individual difference of senti
ment, they would all concur indemolishing the jacobin tyranny.
He admitted that many of them
might be murdered by their coun
trymen in the service, but the ser
vice was voluntary. His lordstiip
ingeniously urged, that we were
not seeking to annihilate the exist
ing government in France, because
there was no such thing as a go
vernment there; we were only de
stroying a band of robbers, &c. and
did not pledge ourselves to establisli
the ancient monarchy of France.
The duke of Bedford, in a speechreplete with ability, condemned
the measure. He urged in pointed
terms the unhappy situation of the
emigi;anU, exposed to all the hor
rors ot retaliation from their coun
trymen, and driven into the mea
sure, which, if they did not adopt,
would render them the scorn of so
ciety. He wished this country had
provided
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provided for them in any other way
than by the bill in question. His
grace complimented the noble lords
{Hawkesbury and Auckland) on
their ingenuity, but said the differ
ence between interfering and anni
hilating was a distinction too nice
for his perception to observe. To
contend that the attempt^ to anni
hilate was not to interfere was, he
said, a pitiful quibble. From what
he had heard in that house, he con
ceived it a Fair conclusion to draw,
that this small island was to extermi
nate 24 millions of people, or over
turn their government ; for a go
vernment he must pronounce it,
lince it had been accepted as such
by the majority of the people, aud
he thought no man or body of men
had a right to dictate to a nation
the sort of govern mentthey thought
proper. He contradicted the idea
that the government of France
would change by the fall of Robe
spierre ; and entertained, he said,
tco good an opinion os mankind, to
imagine that one man was so supe
rior to the rest, as to be allowed to
dictate to millions that which they
did not approve, and in which they
were all so much concerned and in
terested. From the conduct of the
emigrants who had deserted their
king and country in the hour of
danger, he saw no great reason to
trust them at present. His grace
adverted to th" conduct of the ene
mies of the French, which he said
goaded them to desperation. He
was sorry to say that he had heard
speeches fully as ferociojs and san
guinary as any said to have been
uttered in. the convention.
The marquis of Lansdowne main
tained, that the impolicy os the
measure was obvious, and its in
humanity without precedent or
example. Ministers, affected to
fiy, that if any of these emigrants
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were taken and executed, we
should retaliate ; he strongly urged
the danger of such a doctrine.
Such a practice had been talked of
in the American war, and the ef
fect of that wtis sufficient to enable
us to see the danger os attempting
to adopt a system so ba-.baroua. If
there was any fundamental security
for the liberties and constitution of
this country, it was in the jealousy
which existed respecting Jtanding
armies. The marquis shewed the
peculiar reason there was to be jea
lous of one composed of French
men, of papists, of men so different
in both their religious aud political
faith. He asked what king Wil
liam, or the parliament of that time,
would have thought of the minister
who suggested such an idea ? Then,
and indeed besoie and aster, every
means was used by this country to
curb the ambitious spirit of the
house of Bourbon ; now we were
become Quixottes in the restora
tion of a branch of that family we
had so much dreaded and execrated.
His lordship thought many of the
emigrants averse to the measure,
though some favoured it in the
hope that on their return they
would find followers among their
former dependants ; but he asked,
was it likely that men who had suf
fered and been oppressed so much,
would in an instant forget what
they had been sighting for, and fly
with rapture to entreat for the re
storation of the feudal system ? Hit
lordship argued absy ^ind much at
length against the measure, but
feared all parties had too much made
up their minds to be swayed by any
facts
arguments. Time mutt
prove whose principles were best cal
culated to benefit their country—
those who wished for peace, or
those who suppgrted the war. From
their numbers, however, it ought
K 3
to
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to be remembered, that the French
would not be conquered by one or
two defeats ; but if the allies were
once beaten, he knew not how they
could rally again.
The earl of Caernarvon ob
served, that, had the war chang ed it1! object, circumstances might
h ave made such a change wife, po
litic, and inevitable ; but in fact
the object of the war was it ill
the (ame, namely peace, and secu
rity for peace, which must be at
tained by whatever means appear
ed the most likely to ensure it.
His lordlhip detailed with abi
lity the usual arguments for the
war, and concluded by saying, that
his hopes of peace depended on the
destruction of the present tyranny
of France.
He was followed by carl Stan
hope, who spoke in pointed terms
of the misting object of the war.
He quoted the king's speech in
j 792, which was long after aeobinism was triumphant in France; yet
that stated us to have such an assur
ance of tranquillity, that it was not
advisable to increase our naval and
military establishment. Ministers
did not then fee any danger from
the jacobin system. A noble lord
(Caernarvon) had abused the rights
of man ; where those rights were
allowed to be ridiculed ana disre
garded, there liberty must cease to
exist. Hislordship urged the hap
piness of the present subjects of
France, their cordiality in support
of the government and the war. As
sn instance of their attachment, he
mentioned that between 1 2 and
lj,ooo had lately been taken pri
soners, and were marching through
Vienna to their place of destina
tion. In the course of their march
they saw a boy playing with a red
cap upon a stick ; which reminding
them of the tree of liberty, .they

all with the same accord, as if
struck with an electric (hock,
shouted out " Long live the re
public one and indivisible, long
live the French republic !" When
such were the feelings of the French,
what probability was there of suc
cess to a plan for restoring aristo
crats to their possessions ?
The miseries ofthe peopleofFrance
were on the contrary strongly de
picted by lord Grenville. As usual,
he vindicated the wAr and the
conduct of administration. The
bill in question had his most decided
support, and, so far from compell
ing the emigrants to bear arms,
only acceded to their most ardent,
wi sties. The baibnrities of the pre
sent governing faction had united
them in their wishes for the rescue
os their country. The happiness
enjoyed by the meanest of our sol
diers under the British government
was such, that they could not be
tempted to swerve from their duty,
or to wish to change the constitu
tion. His lordship ridiculed the
idea that jcoo Frenchmen in arms
could occasion any danger to the
liberties and constitution of this
country. King William had cmployed French protestants against
the usurpations ofLouis XIV, yet
no idea had been entertained of th«
measure as unconstitutional. With
respect to what had been said of
retaliation mould the French put to
death any persons in the service of
this country, we stiould be excusable
in taking such measures as might
most effectually prevent such con
duct in future. His lordstu'p justi
fied the interference with the inter
nal concerns of another country, by
our interference in the affairs of
Holland. He would not declare
that we ought not to treat with
such a form of republican govern
ment as afforded us full security,
but
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but he thought a monarchical form humanely urged the impropriety of
better. The termination of the forcing the emigrants into a mea
war could not however take place sure which, if not thus urged, they
till the present system was totally might anxiously wish to avoid, and
destroyed.
- the personal danger they incurred,
The marquis of Lansdowne again as, in the cartels which had passed
gave his opinion against the intro between the French and Austria and
duction of a standing army, how Prussia, the proposition to exchange
small soever it might be in point of them had been treated with scorn.
numbers, or however subject to On a division of the house the con
particular regulations. He noticed tents were ^4, non-contents 7.
Agreeably to the notice given by
the introduction of barracks, and
other objects of a similar nature. lord Stanhope, that he would op
His lordship conceived that mini pose the bill in every stage of its
ster* had studied a certain author progress, his lordflup on the third
(Machiavel) oftencr than they had reading, amongst other observa
quoted him, and adopted the max tions, noticed, that according to
im* " that when a prince wishes to the laws of nations the practice of
introduce any measure obnoxious destroying subjects found in arms
to the temper of the people, or against their own government must
dangerous to their liberties, he be expected. By our statutes it
should arm himself with power be was treason for any man to enter
forehand, to compel the consent of into the pay of other nations, yet
bis subjects, if likely to be de we encouraged this treason in the
nied." As to the state of the peo emigrants. H13 lordship enlarged
ple of France, he had lately con upon the dreadful system of reta-versed with well informed and im lat ion , which was calculated to ex-partial men, who had nearly tra tend the calamities of war to a de
versed the country, and who re gree unknown in the annals of the
presented the people as being hap world, and moved an amendment,
pier, and the country better culti specifying, that no soldier should
vated than fix years ago under the be taken out of this country against
old government. He fully allowed his will ; wliich was perfectly con
that there were several hardships to silient with a clause in the mutiny
be borne by them at present, but act, and the opinion of judge
they were cheerfully submitted to Blackstone. It was however re
for a future good. His lordship jected.
CHAPTER V.
Delate onforeign Treaties in the House ofCommons.—On thefame SubjtSi itt
the Lords.— General Fitztatritl t Motion on the Imprisonment of La,
Fayetle.—Debate oh that Subjecl. —Lord Stanhope's Motion on the In
terference of Great Britain in the internal Affairs of France.—DifcuJJion
on the Privileges of the House of Peers.— Lord Hatvkejbury's Motions
concerning Trade and Commerce.—Delate in the Commons on the Conduff of the preceding Campaign. —India Budget.— Motion in the Commons
toncerning Sinecure Placet and Pensions,— Delates on the PruQian Sulfidj
—In the Commons—In the Lords.
DISCUSSION respecting by his majesty with foreign
A the treaties entered into powers was introduced iuto the
K4
housu
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house os commons on the 6th of
March by Mr. Whitbread jnn.
who prefaced a motion upon the
subject by a very able speech. He
would, he said, on the present oc
casion avoid inquiring into the
grounds of the present war, and
the topics which wereso artfully held
out to inflame the public mind and
incite them to animosity against the
French ; but would barely remind
the house, that the same virulent
invectives had on former occasions
been bellowed upon some of the
best and greatest men who had ever
engaged in the glorious struggle
for liberty. He instanced the pro
clamation of Philip the second
against the prince of Orange, and
the opprobrious epithets thrown
upon the Americans during the
American war. When these epi
thets were employed indiscrimi
nately against the French, he mull
think then) grossly calumniated ;
and for what ? To prove what no ra
tional set ofbeings ever doubted, the
existence of a God. Mr. Whitbread'
contended, however, that religion
was made a cloak of by those who
hated every thing like liberty, and
that such had the words christian re
ligion continually in their mouths,
though their actions violated its
fundamental principles.
Whatever had been the ground
of war on our part, it could not,
Mr. Whitbread suid, be urged on
the pait of Austria and Prussia,
that the war was ah aggression on
the part of France. The treaty
of Pilm'tz was a proof of this; yet
we had confederated with the framers of that treaty, and bound our-,
selves to go what length they plcaf.cd. The motives of Austria and
Prussia were inordinate ambition,
cruelty, and rapacity. He noticed
the sanguinary principles maintain
ed by these German despots j the

horrid manifesto of the duke p£
Brunswick, and the infamous divi
sion of , Poland ; and though we af
fected to lament the partition of Po
land, and various other instances of
inordinate ambition in these courts,
we had yet entered into an alliance
with those very powers. We hadt
he said, another ally of equal ho
nour, the empress of Russia, whose
only view was to keep the south of
Europe in confusion. He allied
whether any of the combined pow
ers had denned their object in the
war, or whether they had not uni
formly contradicted each other ? Ha
placed in a strong point of view
the contradictory motives' upon
which they must act. If we would
not treat with France aa a republic,
when were we likely to treat ? If,
on the contrary, we were willing to
treat with them as a republic, pro^
vided the present system and rulers,
were destroyed, did we conceive
that Prussia and Austria, who had
made a common cause of crushing;
the government of France in 1789,
would agree to that form of govern
ment ? Yet, how could we oppose
such a form ? For we had already
declared our partiality for it, asnvas
evident from the declaration at
Toulon. Austria however, it was
evident, would not assent td the
constitution of 17S9, as was plain
from the manifestoes of general
Wurmser and the prince of Sa*e
Cobourg. The hon. gentleman
declared there was " no reliance to
be placed on any of these royal deal
ers in hitman flelh ;'• and it was his
opinion, that if the views of this
detestable combination had suc
ceeded in the first campaign against:
the French, the liberties of Europe
would have been destroyed. With
such powers were we leagued in a,
cause which was said to be for jus
tice, humanity, law, order, and
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the christian religion, whereas it
was in fact against them all. The
treaty with the king of Sardinia
bound us not to lay down our arms
before the restitution of Savoy, yet
the irruption into Savoy was made
long before we engaged in the war.
The Sardinian ambassador applied
to the Genoese for assistance on that
occasion, but the British envoy de
sired the Genoese to preserve a
strict neutrality. So far from the
war being carried on for the preser
vation 9s civil society, we had
in many instances acted in such
a way as tended to break the bonds
of society asunder. With the
combination of such a number of
formidable powers, each one indi. Tidually was in a worse relative state
with regard to France than at the
commencement of the war. We
were called upon to make a more
extraordinary provision for our in
ternal safety ; and Austria and
PrulEa weTe still more exhausted.
What did this prove, but that a
war with an armednation no combi
nation upon earth could render suc
cessful? Mr. Whitbread argued,
that had success attended the arms
of the combined powers against
France, we should by this time have
had a quarrel With them. From
their principles of despotism they
would, after they had imposed a
tyranny on the French, have been
disposed to make an attack upon
our constitution. Had we inter
fered properly in the affairs of
France, the lives of the king and
r;ueen might, he believed, have
been spared, and Europe have been
at peace. In the danger arising
from the combination in which we
were engaged, he wished the house
to solicit his majesty to extricate
himself as soon as possible. There
v.tre, he said, preccd.nts for the
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measure ; sew of the allied power*
could have any. cause to complain,
nnd least of all the empress of Rus
sia, who had not fulfilled any os
her engagements. The hackneyed
question, with whom -were we tai
treat, he answered by saying, with
those who had the power to nego
tiate. Heconcludedby movingforari
address to his majesty, expressive of
the concern os that house, that lie
should have entered into engage-,
mentsincompatible with the declarations repeatedly made relative to the
object of the war—lamenting that
he should have been advised to make
a common cause with powers whose
objects are undefined, but who,
there is much ground to sear, prose
cute the war for the purpose ofdic
tating in the internal affairs of other
countries—views which had been
solemnly disavowed by his majesty
and his ministers, "and abhorrent to
the principles of a free nation—
that were it a war of aggression on
the part of France, the assistance of
the king of Prussia was by treaty
previously ensured to this country—
that it does not appear the suc
cours stipulated by the defensive
treaty of 1788 had been called for,
but that a convention had been
entered into, involving us in
schemes foreign to our true inte
rest, and imposing a restraint upon
his majesty rh relieving his sub
jects from the present burdensome
and calamitous war— that the re
storation of Savoy was not of suf
ficient importance to be made
the condition of peace—that these
engagements might prove fatal to
the liberties of Europe—and re
questing his majesty to extricate
himself from th.m, as they pre
vented his concluding a sepaiate
peace.
Mr. Jcnkinson justified the con
duct
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duct of the combined powers re war was affected by that transac
specting the treaty of Pilnitz, tion.
The motion was supported bywhich had no views of ambition
whatever*. Its object was to free Mr. M. A. Taylor, and opposed
the late unfortunate king; but when by sir G. P. Turner, who amused
he had accepted the constitution of the house, in his usual way, in a
J 789, aud notified his acceptance very considerable degree, and mo
of it, the court of Vienna mewed destly wondered what could so much
every disposition to retreat from the entertain gentlemen, as he did not
stipulations at Pilnitz ; which, he pretend to humour.
Mr. Fox, in a very luminous
said, was evides.v from a number of
circumstances which he adduced. speech, asserted, that it was impos
The cafe of Prussia was precisely sible by any sophistry to deny that
the same. Before he argued the Auiliia and Prussia fomented this
propriety of the treaties, he would contest by the treaty of Pilnitz,
state, that whenever a country was and every principle of religion and
involved in war, it was necessary morality called upon us to balance
to form as many alliances as possi the advantage we might reap from
ble. The two principal articles this alliance, with the shame and
contained in the treaties, he said, disgrace attendant upon any en
were ah agreement to make our gagement with those with whom
cause the same with that of the we had connected ourselves. Ac
court of Berlin, and not to lay cording to the treaties subsisting be
down Our arms till France had re tween this country and Prussia, we
stored to the allies all (he had wrest were only to assist her in a defensive
ed or might wrest from them. The war. This had been eluded by a
first presented the most efficacious subsequent treaty between the king
means of prosecuting the contest, of Prussia and the emperor, in
and securing to us indemnity and which they engaged in the provo
safety —the stcond was, from va cation of France, and then our as
rious considerations, highly benefi sistance was claimed for Prussia
cial to this country. The expendi against the enemy she had raised.
ture of 200,oool. a year was a wife Where, he aflced, was the instance
and politic measure on our part re in the French convention or the
specting Savoy. Were the French jacobin club that could match the
to osier to the king of Sardinia perfidy of the king of Prussia to-,
still more advantageous terms, it wards Poland ? He not only en
would be our interest to increase the couraged the Poles in modelling
sum, in order that the arms of the their constitution, but publicly con
French might have a diversion on gratulated them on having made
that fide of France. It had always their monarchy hereditary in the fa
been thought politic to prevent mily of his relation the elector of
France from extending her terri Saxony ; and in twelve months af
tory, and it was certainly doubly ter he audacioufly abandoned every
so at present. As to the par principle he had sworn to maintain,
tition of Poland, he did not fee opposed the claim of Saxony, de
that the justice or necessity of the clared that the revolution in Poland
Vet tl* existence of this treaty has ken denied by certain hirilioj but ignorant writers.
7
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liad given just cause of offence to
the empress, and secretly and perfi
diously co-operated with Russia for
a share in the plunder of Poland.
From the different language held
in speaking of the Fiench and
of the allies, Mr. Fox inferred,
that to the vices of those who lived
in courts, and filled or rather dis
honoured thrones, we were to be
totally blind, while the wickedness
of the anarchists was to provoke us
to hostility. He spoke in pointed
terms of the atrocity of the king of
Pruflia respecting the imprisonment
and treatment of M. dela Fayette.
We had publicly approved of the
constitution of 1789, yet suffered
one of its most illustrious founders
and supporters to languish in a dun
geon, without a crime imputed to
him. At the very time we were
acting on the principles of the con
stituent assembly, the Austrians in
Alsace pursued a totally different
system. This proved that the
views of the emperor were differ
ent from ours. He noticed also the
contradiction between the two ma
nifestoes of the prince of Saxe Cobourg ; the first issued when the
defection ofDumounez was believed
to include that of the army, and de
claring him a wife and virtuous ci
tizen, resolved to give peace to his
country, and to assist with his army
in restoring, not the old monarchy,
but the constitution of 1789. This
proclamation was not however is
sued becai se the prince meant to
adhere to it. As soon as Dumourtez's defection was found to be
only that of a general and a few of
his followers, all his virtue and wis
dom vanished with his power ; and
within four or five days the prince
of Cobourg, with audacity and ef
frontery unparalleled in history, is
sued a second proclamation, re
tracting rvery word of the first.
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What sincerity was there then in
the professions of the emperor ?
Mr. Fox next noticed the treatment
received by general Dumouriez in
thiscountry; indeed he had wandered
from country to country, in a con
dition not to be envied by any ge
neral of the republic who was not
under the immediate fear of execu
tion. What lesson did this hold
out to Frenchmen ? That it was
better to run the hazard of the
guillotine in France, than to take
the certainty of misery and con
tempt among the allies. Had the
king of Prussia, lie asked, promised
to restore to France the constitu
tion of 1789? or, if he had, was it
in stronger terms than he had used
in approving the efforts fpr freedom
made by the Poles? Had the empress
of Russia made similar professions?
or were we to look for herobservance
of them in her exemplary conduct
towards the Poles ? Was it in the
mad and foolish manifestoes of the
duke of Brunswick that we were to
find the good faith of Austria, and
tiie conformity of her views with,
ours ? We talked of indemnity, he
said, yet called upon Frenchmen to
join us in expelling their present
rulers. We might ourselves possi
bly procure an indemnity by the
surrender ofsomeof theFrench West
India islands, but what indemnity
would suffice for our numerous al
lies ? Except ourselves and Holland,
no state had joined the confede
racy but those under the dominion
of absolute monarchs, and Holland
would rejoice in an opportunity of
getting out of it with safety. As
the French must fee that nothing
short of the partition of their coun
try would satisfy the contending
powers, they had every motive for
continuing the war ; since, were
the result ever so wanting in suc
cess, they could lose nothing by
the
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the contest. Perhaps too, if the
improbable event of the conquest of
France should he attained, the
whole kfhgdora might not be suffi
cient to indemnify all the powers at
war ; and we must then have to
fight for a division of spoil, with
out that delusive calm, which was
said to be all we could obtain by a
peace with France. Mr Fox no
ticed the mutual animosities and
jealousies entertained by the allied
powers, in proof, thst ifan indem
nity was obtained, there would be
no further effects than a temporary
repose. He had, he said, been in
formed that the king of PrulTia had
declared his inability to carry on
the war without a subsidy of
700,000!. if such was the fact,
he considered it as a fortunate cir
cumstance, as it opened a door for
extricating ourselves, and accomplilhing not aseparate, but ^general
peace. At the commencement of
the last campaign, we had been
told the enemy were reduced to one
desperate effort. For that effort he
would use an old-fashioned word
Called perseverance. If by this effort
they could so far recover themselves
as to inltil intimidation, how could
the next campaign, however bril
liant in its commencement, be fi
nally ensured to prove propitious ?
With respect to Savoy, he would
state what had been formerly agi
tated upon the passive negligence of
this country at the time hostilities
commenced between the French anft
Sardinians. War was declared
with Sardinia qn the 1 6th of Sep
tember, yet the parliament was
prorogued from time to time. The
battle of Jemappe happened be
tween the order of the council and
the affixing the great seal to the
prorogation, so that it was before
it was announced in the Gazette.
Mr, Fox recapitulated v/riat he and
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his friends had done in the last scffion to prevent the war, and no
ticed the accomplilhment of the
tvents they had predicted. He
then exhorted the house to at
tend to the oppressed and burdened
state of the poor of this coun
try.
Mr. Pitt once more urge'd the
well known arguments for she jus
tice and expediency of the war, and
the impossibility of our making
peace. Fortunately, he said, we were
lo happy as to find other powers
whose interests led them to make a
common cause with us against the
common invader of tlic rights of all
mankind. The motion only tended
to disunite and separate these allies
for the general defence. Till gen
tlemen could fay, thnt, situated as
England was at the commencement
of the war, those alliances were im
politic, they could not expect the
house to agree to a measure which "
involved the principles, the security,
and the independence of the Bri
tish constitution, as well as the general
tranquillity of Europe. That part
of the conduct of our allies, which
seemed to provoke the most cen
sure, had nothing to do with the
present war, and we ought to draw
every possible assistance from them
in the present emergency. Though
gentlemen had argued so strenu
ously for peace, they had not stated
how it was to be obtained. They
had said, only dissolve the confede
racy, and every obstac"* to peace;'
will vanish. This was consistent
with all their opinions, and the real
meaning of the present ^motion,
which was in fact a motion for ar»
immediate peace at any rate. To
promote this, much was urged of
the miseries felt by the country.
No war could, he said, be prose
cuted without injury to commerce ;
but in such a war as the present,
gentlemen,
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gentlemen ought not to think any
tiling of sucli a trifling deprivation
of commerce ; it must; be much
more endangered if the pow^r of
France wa3 not opposed. He was
ready to confess, in reply to what
had been urged, that, considered in
a commercial view, the prosperity
of the country last year had not
been equal to that of former years ;
but this pressure arose from the con
tinental war, which would have ex
isted whether we had entered into
it or not. But this check was, he
contended, merely temporary, and
the nation had recovered from it ;
and the readiness with which it had
recovered, afforded joyfr.l hopes of
ultimate success in the war. The
greatest possible success was, he said,
tp be expected in the war ; and as
to the assertion that, were it ended,
we should afterwards have to fight
with the allies, that might as well
bt said in any war in which we had
alliances. The success of the war
was not, he said, uniform ; but, com
paring our present situation with
that at its commencement, it was
highly flattering. The French,
Mr. Pitt stated, in all their mili
tary proceedings, did every thing
by coercion and terror, and exhi
bited no resource but extortion'
keeping pace with prodigality.
Comparing their costs and resources
with those of the allies, any one
mull b*j led to think that France
would much sooner sink under the
pressure of the war. He partici
pated, he said, in the general conC:rn for Poland, and denied that
it was the intention of the em
peror or the allies tp impose or re
vive theantient despotism in France.
As for the argument of dividing
France, it made against al! wars in
which confederates were engaged.
Nor did he fee how it followed,
that because the confederates were
o
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not attached to each other} we,who had cemented the union, mould
be the first to dissolve it. He again
vindicated the war, and said, that
instead of its being an object of cen
sure, it ought rather to be const*
dered as matter of congratulation,
that we had been able to unite in
our cause so many powerful states.
He must therefore reprobate a mo
tion which had a tendency to lhake
and loosen it.
Mr. Whitbread, in reply, asked
what man was so weak as to doubt
the resources of France, when they
contemplated the efforts made by
Ameriea ? The efforts of disciplined
armie°, however numerous, were
impotent against enthusiasts in the
cause of liberty. He adverted to>
Mr. Pitt's evading an answer to the
question respecting the Prussian sub
sidy. Were the allies to divide
France, they would probably find
some jacobin principles in our constitution, which required their as
sistance to exterminate, jfaco&inifm
was not, he said, the alarm ivord of
the day, and was used now as the
terra heretic was formerly. He
thought nothing tended more to
the destruction of liberty, than ap
plying the epithet of jacobin tor
every man who was afrieudto amild
government, and an advocate for
reform. On a division of the
house, 28 appeared in favour of the
motion, against it 138.
On the iSthof March this subject
was brought forward in the houle of
lords by the carl of GuilJford. He
conceived, he said, that, there was
no prerogative of the crown to
Which that house was more bound
to attend, than that respecting the
right to make peace or war. With
this view he had called the attention
of the^ house to the different trea
ties, conceiving the house had a
light to advise his majesty not to
enter
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enter into such as might endanger
the safety and tranquillity of the
country. His lordfliip said he
mould decline any discussion on the
war ; the points he wished to esta
blish were, that the object of our
engagements was to support the
ablurd views of other countries to
conquer France ; that they were
not favourable to the real interests
of this country, and that they had
been entered into upon principles
which ministers had repeatedly dis
avowed. His lordship stated, that
neutrality had been thought by
every wise man the best policy we
could follow, and as such it had
been pursued ; but all at once we
found ourselves deeply involved in
the war, and acting as principals in
a cause in which we have no con
cern. So little had it been thought
necessary for us to intermeddle, that
the failures which took place after
the duke of Brunswick's first ma
nifesto, the French getting Savoy,
and the capture of Mentz, had
been considered by ministers with
perfect indifference. The change
which had since taken place mult
arise from a total change of system
and views.
His lordship referred to several
precedents, to justify the inter
ference of parliament respecting
treaties. He afterward', took a
view of the different treaties on the
table, dividing them into three
classes ; as subsidiary, those of a
more general and federal nature;
and lastly, that anomalous on.- with
the king ot Sardinia. To the first
he confessed he had the least ob
jection, as they might by saving
our own people, and preventing
the necessity of a Handing army in
the country, be essentially serviceable
both in war and peace. The trea
ties with Prussia, Austria, Rulli.i,
and Spain, he placed in the second

class ; they were different both int
theircomplection and object, though
he believed each of those courts had
a new and distinct object. He ob
jected strongly to these treaties a9
binding us underevery circumstance
from making a peace inconsistent
with their ambitious views. The
treaty with the king of Sardinia
was arraigned by his lordship in
pointed terms. He stated, that we
had stipulated to pay him 200,000.].
per ann. for keeping 50,000 men
to defend his own dominions; had
agreed to furnish him with a fleet,
and not to make peace with France
till he was restored to his owir pos
sessions. It was notorious, that
Savoy and Nice had been captured
before we took part in the contest ;
and was it to be supposed that the
king of Sardinia, from motives of
felt-defence, would not*be prompt
and eager to protect himself? We
engaged for every thing, and re
ceived nothing in exchange. His
lordfliip urged our impolicy in fet
tering ourselves with these treaties,
treaties which were not more cen
surable for their contents than their
omissions, particularly with regard
to the security of Holland. He
maintained the fnutility of the
treaties in even- point of view, re
peating, that the objects of the
allies were distinctly different ; and
ended by moving, " that it was
the opinion of the house, that his
majesty has entered into engage
ments tending to promote the in
terests of other nations, in which
this country had r.o concern, and the
motives of which have been repeat
edly disavowed by his ministers."
The competency of the house to
decide upon treaties was fully ad
mitted by lord Hawkefbury. With,
respect, however, to those to which
the noble lord had objected, the
necessity and policy of the measure
were
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were such, that he was certain they
must strike the house. For himself,
he only wished there were more,
and should rejoice if there was not
a neutral' power in Europe. In
the intestine quarrels of France,
Great Britain had indeed remained
at rest; but when the Low Countries
were invaded, when Holland was
in imminent danger, it became ne-'
eessary to consider how nearly the
danger was brought to her own
door, especially as, in the seizure of
Nice and Savoy, it was seen what
was to be expected from the suc
cess of the French in the field.—
His lordship then noticed the sub
sequent steps of the French, which
have so generally been pleaded in
justification of the war. In such a
situation of affairs, he thought mi
nisters had acted in a manner highly
meritorious in negotiating the trea
ties. He justified the policy of a
treaty with Sardinia, which was
the key of Italy, and the propriety
of guaranteeing that monarch in the
security of his whole dominions.—
He declared himself a friend to the
restoration of the family compact ;
and ended by saying, that we had
the deepest interest in the war with
any 6s the European powers con
cerned in it, and that the treaties
were in no respect contradictory
to the declarations of his majesty's
ministers delivered in parliament.
The earl of Caernarvon attri
buted the opposition made by lord
Guildford to the treaties, to his
dislike of the war, and conceived
that he had sailed in proving any of
his positions. He justified all the
treaties on the ground of the ne
cessity of the war. In respect to
that of Sardinia, he observed, that
whenever it was the interest of a
great uation to piotect a weaker
from oppression, it is its own in
terest, aud not that of tlio weaker

nation, which is the object. A
treaty, therefore, between an op
pressed and protecting nation might
be prudent aud politic on both
fides ; and yec all the stipulations
rnight, and indeed from their nature
must, be ' to the apparent benefit of
the protected nation, which de
rived its advantages from the con
sequences flowing from the benefit
it confers, not from the stipulated
provisions of the treaty. On this
ground the present treaty was to
De considered. He stated the im
portance of the king of Sardinia
to France, from the situation of his
dominions ; and that all treaties
formed with that country equally
prove, that Sardinia was unequal
to her own defence—equally prove
her value as an ally—and equally
acknowledge the necessity of fur
nishing her with means of defence.
Such was the importance of Savoy,
that by the treaty, his lordship said,
we only bound ourselves to do what
our honour and interest compelled
us to without such an engagement.
So far from the treaties tending to
involve the nation in a war on the
principles, whatever they might be,
of the allies, the object of all of
them was stated to be a war of de
fence ; and thero was no one stipu
lation which pledged Great Bri
tain to any of the views, avowed or
secret, which may urge the other
contracting pirties to pursue the
war beyond the preservation of
their dominions, and maintain
ing the general tranquillity of Eu
rope.
Lord Lauderdale observed, that
neither of the noble lordo !>ad taken
into consideration, that the several
powers with whom we had entered
into treaty were previously engag
ed in the war ; that it required no
very great diplomatic talents to
persuade one to accept of a sub' sidy,
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sidy, and another of our exertions
by sea and land, without any ex
press stipulations on our part. To
elucidate this part of his argument,his lovtlship took a review of the
different nature of the engagements
into which we had entered with
different powers, and maintained,
that they were such as could not be
curried into effect, and were totally
repugnant to each other in many
essential parts. He noticed the
difference between the interest of
the king of Prussia and that of
this country : and condemned a
system of alliance tending to dis
tract our commercial interest, and
lessen the produce of our manu
factures, by diminishing the num
ber os markets, which without such
a combination would be open to
our commerce in the usual way of
trade. To prove the injury done
to commerce in the war, his lord
ship oblerved, that notwithstanding
the injury to trade in the American
■war, yet long_as that war had conti
nued, application had not been made
to government for that assistance
which in the present had been found
requisite in the suit campaign. He
spoke in strong terms ot the danger
of -treaties which bound us to each
power in a different manner ; and
mentioned, that if all the allies'
were to withdraw from the combi
nation, we must continue the war
singly for the restoration of Satoy, or forfeit -the national faith*
His lordship noticed the discordancy
between the different objects and
opinions of the confederated pow>
ers. But .supposing one common
interest against France ; supposing
the allies to act in strict conformity,
and only require indemnity for
their losses; and suppose, Kill fur
ther, they should subjugate France :
the consequence mull be, that this
indtmuiiicmion must end iu the di-

vision of France, which would be
a ruinous event to this conn try. Re
verting, however, to what would
more probably be for some time the
object of dispute, the giving a go
vernment to France, his lordship
noticed the discrepancy of senti
ment which must arise on this sub
ject between the different powers.
He blamed, as disrespectful to the
commissioners at Toulon, the asser
tion of a noble lord ( Hawkeibury),
that there was no treaty by which
this country was bound to the recstablithment of the constitution of
1789, and that it was held out for
the purpose of raising a body of
French to act against the country.
His lordship ridiculed the idea of
there not being a power in France
with whom we could make peace.
He saw no chance by which this
country might be benefited in the
progress of the war, but many by
which it might be severely injured*
particularly one ; that many of the
powers engaged might demand sub
sidies, and perhaps suddenly quit the
combination if it suited their partial
interest, so that we might be left to'
stand the pressure of the1 contest.
The policy of alliances, parti
cularly in the present instance, was
strongly contended for by the earl
of Maussield. He greatlv pitied
the king of Poland, but thought
the alliance with Russia of such im
portance, that he should be heaT*
tily glad to hear of a large subsidy
being granted to Russia to secure
the alliance. He thought the pre
sent motion tended to a momentary
sccuiity and a delusive repose. He
thought there was in France a pre
valent though silent wish for monar
chy ; and that if support was given
to those who wished to live under a
regular form of government, a civil
contention would take place, which
would tend more effectually to
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she restoration of order than any
foreign force. The destruction of
the present system in France, and
the annihilation of the jacobin fac
tion, must be accomplished before
any order could be restored, or any
security for Europe obtained.
, The marquis of Lanfdowne cen
sured the present profusion of mi
nisters, at a time when econo
my was never more necessary. He
placed the treaties in two classes,
political and subsidiary ; condem
ned the latter as profuse and
shameful ; and said, that nothing
but the torpor of the nation could
have enabled ministers to place those
who were free, and had none of the
inconveniencies to which many of
the allies were subject, upon a soot
ing with them, nay to subsidize and
pay taxes for those whose blood was
fold, and let out to hire. Hethought
the increasing taxes would however
rousethe people from their lethargy,
and that the merchants of London
would not bear the conduct of mi
nisters much longer. His lordship
fiated, that the king of Prussia had
applied to the circles to give a cer
tain supply for the maintenance of
his troops. The diet of Ratisbon
preferred defending themselves, and
offered to rise in a mass : this was
objected to by his majesty as inju
rious to agriculture, a'.id dangerous
on account of the peasants, who,
when once armed, might possibly
imbibe new principles. These ap
prehensions might arise in the minds
of our allies, whose subjects were
ripe for revolt, but could not be
brought to bear upon England,
whole subjects venerated her confiitution. The minister from Ber
lin, however, finding the circles
•firm, at length informed them, that
his master was negotiating with one
of the principal powers in the war,
by which he should be enabled to
I794.
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release them from a great part of
what he had required. What was
this but saying, that the men of
Suabia (hall be saved, and English
men are to be burdened and op
pressed beyond bearing ? What
apology could be made for lavish
ing the treasures of England in
subsidizing Sardinia and Prussia to
protect their own possessions ? The
noble lord had said, we were, not
fighting for the constitution of
1789, but had not told-us for what
the blood and treasure of this coun«
try were to be exhausted. The
marquis said, we had somehow be
come a principal in the war. He
noticed, that a whimsical sort of
contradiction was obvious in the
conduct of ministers. By their
language, we were to regard each,
other in this country with distrust;
and jealousy, for the country was
ready to burst into insurrection.—
By their conduct it would appear
that we were perfectly safe, since
they were daily sending to other
countries the whole wealth and
strength of the nation, not only
for fighting our battles abroad, but
all our own troops, leaving the king
dom to defend itself in case of at
tack by foreign force, which had,
more than once been talked of as a
matter to be expected. The mar- "
quis thought the motion wisely cal
culated to check those imptoperprac-!
tices, and that it contained the most
important truths in every sentence.
All the treaties except that with
Russia were approved by the duke
of Leeds : all our stipulations in
that treaty were, he observed, com
plied with, while hers were entirely
unfulfilled. On a division of the
house, there appeared for the mo
tion 9, against it 96.
The melancholy situation of
M. de la Fayette, which has
long excited the commiseration of
1*
every
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every friend to humanity and free
dom, was introduced to the notice
of the house of commons by ge
neral Fitzpatrick, March l "th.—
The general observed, that the dis
approbation shewn by the minister
on a former night, when it had
been mentioned in the house that
the king of Prussia refused to libe
rate mons. de la Fayette and thrtfe
other state prisoners on the ground
that they were the prisoners of the
allied powers, was sufficient to
exempt the character ol the Iiritisti
nation from the odium of having
any share in so execrable a trans
action. He thought, however, that
humanity, justice, and policy re
quired an interference from this
country in behalf of this unfortu
nate man. The general entered
into a very able review of the whole
conduct of mons. de la Fayette, the
greater part of which has been de
tailed in our volumes for 1791 and
1792 —his firm attachment to the
constitution of 1 780, which had
been approved by this country—
his loyally, which was proved by
the most signal services to the royal
family —and his refusal to join the
republican party, though hllured
by every honour which could flatter
his ambition. On this party ob
taining the ascendency, what was
his conduct ? He resolved no longer
to head the army, though he would
not lead it against his country, but
posted them so advantageously that
general Clairfait was deterred from
attacking it. When commissioners
came to remove "him from the com
mand of the army, still faithful
to the constitution and monarchy
he had sworn to defend, he con
signed them to the civil power. He
soon afterwards passed the frontier,
with a determination not to join the.
enemies of his country, and this was
■the cause of his dungeon aud his

sufferings. Had he, the genera!
said, deserted his country a3 a trai
tor, and delivered the commissioners
•to the enemies of his country, he
would now have been at liberty,
and his virtues extolled. Had he
carried away the military chest, h*
would have received rewards. On
neutral ground (the bistiopric of
Liege) he was taken prisoner. He was
invited by the promises of officers
who were in the service of Austria*
who assured him of a safe passage.
With them he was taken prisoner,
and transferred to a fortress belong
ing to the king of Prussia, where he
was offered his liberty, on condition
of joining the army of the French
princes. This he refused ; and then
the officers of the king of Prussia
claimed him as a prisoner of their
master, not as a prisoner of war.
Whatever might be the law of na
tions, the general said he thought
it extremely hard to confine a man
in one nation for a crime committed
against another nation. La Fayette
and three other gentlemen who had
been members of the constituent
assembly were now confined in filthy
and 'iii wholesome dungeon?, without
the liberty osbreathiug the fresh air
more than one hour in a day, and
debarred from all communication
with each other. The general hu
manely urged the obligation which
this country lay under to protect
mons. la Fayette, according to the
proclamation of the 29th October,
which promised protection to all
who should throw off anarchy and
declare for monarchy. If we re
fused to interfere, what dependance
cculd the royalists place upon our
promises? He noticed the gross im
policy (hewn in our conduct to
wards those who had deserted the
republic, and warned the house
against the propagatiou of an opi
nion, that this country was nut
sincere
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sincere in the proclamation of Octo
ber 29th ; which mult inevitably be
the ease, if we did not mark our
disapprobation of the imprisonment
of M. la Fayette and his compa
nions, who were the defenders of
the constitution of 1789. A fa
vourable moment for negotiating
upon this subject might certainly be
found ; as for instance, when soli
citations were made to his Prussian
majesty to accept a sum of 7 or
8oo,oocJ. from this country. He
urged, that the conduct of monf.
la Fayette in America ought to
be no bar to such an interposi
tion, as we should have been happy
to have saved, by such a step, the
life of Louis the sixteenth, whose
conduit in th\American war would
never have been thought of as an
obstacle. The general continued
to urge the policy and humanity of
this interference, and mentioned the
intention of the president os the
United States to make an applica
tion in favour ofthe unhappy prison
er. He concluded by moving for
an address to his .majesty, stating,
that the detention of rnons. de la
Fayette and his three friends in pri
son, by order of the king of Prus
sia, was injurious to his majesty and
the cause os his allies, and beseech
ing him to intercede for their deli
verance in such a way as he in his
wisdom (hall judge proper.
This motion was seconded by co
lonel Tarleton, who gallantly ex
patiated upon the merits of a gene
ral who had once been his adversa
ry, and, to prove the attachment
of M. la Fayette to monarchy,
read an extract of a letter from
him, written in the camp at Maubeuge. This letter, he Hated, had^
on its arrival in Paris, excited
against him the rancour of the ja
cobin faction. It produced an ac
cusation against him before the as
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sembly, which on his arrival pro
nounced an unanimous acquittal and
approbation. In his absence jacobin
emissaries corrupted his army, and
he resolved to flee from a country
which he was then prevented from
serving.
The chancellor t5" the exche
quer denied that the four persons
mentioned in vhe motion ever were
the real friends of liberty, and
thought their detention no infrac
tion of the law of nations. The
question, he said, was, whether this
country was implicated to interfere
from motives of justice, honour,
and policy ? The interference re«
quired would be setting ourselves up
as guardians of the consciences of
foreign states. This country had,' •
he said, no participation in the mat
ter, since mons. la Fayette had.
been taken prisoner before we were
a party in the war. With respect
to the gentlemen being entitled to
the protection of this country on
account of the proclamation at
Toulon, that dechration was ad
dressed only to such as were wil
ling to come as friends and sujv
porters of the genuine cause of
liberty. This was not the cafe with
M. la Fayette and his friends.
He should, he said, oppose the mo
tion as equally improper and unuecessary .
Mr. Fox thought it was difficult
to fay which was the more extraor
dinary, that this country Ihould
hesitate to interfere, or that the
court of Berlin stiould excreiie such
abominable tyr;.nny. On the pre
text alleged for continuing the
treatment received by M. de la
Fayette, that he was the prisoner
of the allied powers, not to inter
fere was to be implicated in the
odium, and to be lianded down to
posterity as accomplices in the dia
bolical cruelty of the Prussian ca- i
L2
binet.
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binet. Mr. Fox stated that these
unfortunate prisoners were confined
in separate apartments, suffered
only to breathe the fresh air one
hour in a day, confined in subterra
neous caverns, in which the only
light came from a confined and
dreary court, where the execution
of malefactors Was the only specta
cle. In this dreary situation they
had still one comfort, that of think
ing themsjves confined under the
fame roof; but this consolation was
put an end to by the removal of
two of them to another prison; and
the request of M. la Fayette to the
king of Prusfia, that M. Latonr
Mnubourg might remain in the
siir.ie prison with him, was denied.
As a proof that we might interfere
in such a case, Mr. Fox cited the
i'ltlance of an application made
from this country to the court of
Trance in the cale of capt. Asgill.
He did not however conceive that
any authority was requisite on the
piesent occasion. He mentioned
that M. la Fayette was neither
mated as a prisoner of war nor as a
piisoner of state. The king of
f'liisir. had repeatedly declared him
a:ui hissriends prisoners to the allied
powers, and that he could notj. be
released but by their consent ; there
wan no way for those powers to
clear themlelvts from such an im
putation, but by declaring their
disavowal of the v. hole^procetding.
National honour and policy required
this. M. la Fayette, he contended,
stood exactly in the fame predica
ment with those to whom protec
tion had bten oflered by this coun
try. Had he staid in France and
come forward on the proclamation
at Toulon, could we then have rcsosed him protection : Mr. Fox
mentioned that the treatment expe•riencedby mons. la Fayette and his
friend* had prevented many per-

sons in France from joining tfre
standard of royalty. Frenchmen!
mult suppose, from our conduct,
either that our declarations were ai
faithless as those of the king of
Prussia and the prinpe of Saxe Cobourg, or that our allies thought
differently from us ; that all the
supporters of limited monarchy
were to be proscribed, and the ad*
Tocates of unlimited monarchy
only protected. He shewed the un
popularity of the old~govemment
of France—so much so, that after
Louis the seventeenth was pro
claimed) the partisans of royalty
were with much difficulty prevailed
upon to lay aside the national cock
ade, and substitute the white for
the tri-coloured flag. Mr. Fox men
tioned1, in pointed terms, theabominabletreacbery by which La Fayette
had been captured. Ofhis compa
ny, consisting/ of forty persons, all
but himself and three others, who
had bten members of the consti
tuent assembly, were released. No>
man could, he said, point out that
part of the law of nations, by which
the subjects of one independent
nation could be made prisoners of
state by the sovereign of another,
for offences committed, or supposed
to be committed, in their own
country ; it could only be done by
the law of tyrants, which condemns
all principles human and divine.
Mr. Fox spoke in the highest terms
of M. la Fayette and his fellow
prisoners, and vindicated the gene
ral from the charge which had been
urged against him, that of instigat
ing the flight of the royal family,
and afterwards betraying them, from
the testimony of the unfortunate
qjicen on ner trial.
Mr. Burke strongly opposed the
motion, on the ground that no
precedent existed of such an inter
ference, and that it was improper,
as
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m we had ro. jorne to interfere in
preventing the numerous massacres,
tec. in France. Of these calamities
he considered M. la Fayette as the
origin, and the author of all the
miseries that had befallen France.
He ridiculed all interference on this
occasion, and arraigned in his usual
unqualified terms the whole conduct
of the unhappy sufferer*.
Mr. Grey strongly contended in
favour of the motion, which was furthersupportedby Mr.Thornton, Mr.
W. Smith, Mr. Martin, Mr. Courtenay, and Mr. Whitbread junior;
and opposed by Mr. Ryder, the
solicitor general, Mr. Cocks, and
Mr. Addington. On a division of the
house, the ayes were 46, n*es 153.
A motion from lord Stanhope
against interfering in the internal
affairs of France, was announced
by him to the house of lords March
25th. The observation made by a
noble lord (Mansfield) on a former
night, " that if it were possible to
engage any number of Frenchmen
to excite an insurrection in France
against the convention, no expence
ought to be spared by this coun
try, &.nd that it was a measure
which ought to be adopted," was
considered by his lordihip as ab
horrent to policy, religion, aud hu
manity. He considered this senti
ment as so contrary to the principles
of civilized war, and so outrageous
to all the feelings that ought to go
vern the conduct of a people, that
in order to vindicate the honour of
the nation it ought to be disclaimed
by a solemn parliamentary act.
His lordship urged that such a senti
ment was repugnant to religion, and
to the law of nations ; and in sup
port of the latter assertion he
quoted a passage from judge Blackftone, and thought his opinions on
the subject confirmed by those of
lord Hawkelbury in a publication
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on a nationalforce. He charged his
lordihip however with inconDstency,
in having said that " the misery
of France" under its former go
vernment " was so complete, that
he did not think that country worth
preserving ;" yet, when (he had
thrown off thin yoke, he detested
hrr for that conduct which hi.
former sentiment went immediately
to promote. His lordship expa
tiated on the horrors of exciting ci
vil commotions, and tearing alunder every bond by which society is
held together, and on the impro
priety and presumption osdictating
a governmeut to France, and ob
truding upon them a king. Much
had been urged, his lordship said,
with respect to religion ; but he
would read to the house what reli
gion said on the subject of kings.
His lordship then read, 1 Samuel,
oh. viii. 1 1, &c. He said the pre
sent war was a system of delulion,
and in confirmation 9s this opinion
read a passage from his majesty's
speech, which boasted our superi
ority at sen, and the protection of
our commerce. Ia opposition to
this he stated, that from the rst
Feb. 1793, to' ill Feb. 1794, the
loss of our ships was 410 ; that of
the Fi-ench 326. From the latter
period to the end of March, he
laid, this country had lost 53 ships,
and the enemy 29. Another in
stance of delulion existed, he in
ferred, in another passage in his ma
jesty's speech, in which the neces
sary supplies for the present ex
igency were spoken of as to be
provided for in such a way as to
avoid any pressure which would
be severely felt by the people. The
taxes for that year could not, his
lordship thought, answer such a de
scription. i\ster a variety of other
matter in favour of a termination
to the war, and depicting the proL3
babie
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babie injury attending its continu
ance, his lordship brought forward
a resolution on the subject under
consideration, which, if adopted,
he meant to follow up with a bill
to regulate the conduct of ministry.
The earl of Mansfield contended
strongly in favour of the words
which had given rife to the debate,
and of the exertions of ministers
to restore a. just and permanent
government to France ; and ri
diculed the speech of the noble
lord. He was followed by lord
Grenville, who, in order to prevent
the resolution from appearing, on
the journals of the house, declared
his intention to follow up the ne
gativing of the resolution, of which
he professed he entertained no
doubt, by a motion for expunging
it from the journals. The lord
chancellor t Lcn left t he woolsack, and
entreated the house to spare him the
pain of reading the preamble to
the resolution ; aster which he read
from the wool-sack the resolution
only. This measure was thought
irregular by earl ckanhope. The
lesolution was however negatived,
and the motion of lord Grtnville
put and carried.
The proceedings on this occasion
produced, a few days afterv/hrds, a
discussion on the privileges of the'
house of peers, which was intro
duced by the earl of Lauderdale.
His lordship argued ut large upon
the propriety and necessity of ad
hering iliictly to parliamentary
forms ; aud contended that the
speaker in either house had no
light to alter or mutilate any mo
tion. Wrre the contrary to be ad
mitted, freedom of debate, and all
the most essential privileges of the
house, might he said by degrees
he annihilated. He severely cen
sured the informality which had
taken place p:i a preceding evening,

and cited several instances from the
journals of parliament to prove tiiat
the speaker had incurred the cen
sure of the house by taking im
proper liberties. His lordship, with
much humour, ridiculed the idea
held out upon the present occasion,
that the fense of the house had
been taken by its looks; and ended
a very able speech, by moving, ■
" that any motion proposed by any
lord of parliament, and given to the
speaker, ought to be put in the
given words, and the question of
content or not content decided upon
in that form."
The proceedings on the former
evening were strenuously vindicat
ed by lord Thurlow as perfectly in
order, and adopted only to avoid a
harsher method of getting rid of
the offensive part of the noble earl's
motion. They were further vin
dicated by the earl of Caernarvon,
who contended for the discretionary
power of the house. A long de
bate ensued ; after which the ques
tion for an adjournment, which had
been moved by lord Thurlow, was
put and carried.
'
On the 3d Apt il, lord Hawkefbury called the attention of the
house to the naval trade and com
merce of this kingdom, and the
different laws and regulations by
which it was governed. From the
peculiarly politic rtgulations in
this respect, his lordship very ably
stated, that our trade was not only
extended, suit that we also provided
such a number of sailors in time
of war, a6 could not otherwise be
collected. There were, however,
some detects, for which he was
desirous to propose a remedy ;
but this was not to take place till
the conclusion of the war, when
60 or 70,000 men mull be dilcharged from his majesty's navy,
for whom he meant to make a pro
vision,
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vision. The chief clause of the
bill would be to compel all British
merchant ships not to employ above
one fourth of foreign sailors ; for
ihe existing laws, in this cafe, had
been liable to great infringements,
a particular cafe of winch was ad
duced by his lordship. Another
clause would regard the coasting
trade, which in lime of peace he
wished to be confined to British ma
riners only, who might more easily
be obtained; and foreigners not so
.easily be made acquainted with the
portsofthiscountry. Anotherclause
-of great importance related, his
lordship said, to the out-going ships
with the freedom of British ports.
Bythis we were enabled to know the
•number and measuri^mcnt of the (hips
belonging to this country, and every
circumstance relating to them; but
the law at present was defective in
.being liable to evasion, as in the in
stance of a ship that was fold at Sa
vannah, and had tiaded to different
■countries, under the privilege of a
British vessel, without these forms ;
but being at length observed was
stopped in the West Indies ; and
the judges had decided, that as it
was fold out .of England, it could

* The Restoration
The Revolution
The peace of Ryswick
The last years of William III,
The wars of Queen Anne
The first of George I.
The first of George II.
The peaceful^ years
The war of
The peaceful years
The war of
The first of George III. war [
The peaceful years
Ditto
V
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not make the proper entry in the
register. When the matter was
brought before the privy council,
lord Camden had given it as his
opinion, that the intention of the
laws in that cafe was, that every
ship, having freedom of the British
ports, if iold abroad, shoul 1 re
turn to England V> be enregistered.
—This he meant to establish, to
prevent snips no longer belonging
to this country enjoying the privi
lege of our free ports.— His lordsnip next ga<e an account of the
actual state os the stripping of
Great Britain, by which it ap
peared that there were 16,079
strips, measuring more than one
million of toni, and employing
above 118,000 sailors,belonging to
Great Britain, of which 12,000
ships employed 107,000 mariners
belonging to England alone. Liver
pool alone had, he said, in the last
war fitted out privateers, of which
the tJunage and sailors exceed
ed the force sent out by queen
Elizabeth against the Spanisli ar
mada. He stated the annual car
goes which had been sent out at
different epochs * ; and ended his
speech by moving for the first
reading
1663-69
1688
10!;7
1700-1-4
1709-12
1712-14-15
1726-27-28
1736-37-38
1 7 39-40-41
1749-50-51
1 7>5-5'S-57
J ^°
1 764-5-6
i\ 72-3-4
L4

•95. [<j6
J 90.533
J44»2°4
273,693
283,156
42,.43I
432.832
476,941
384,191
609,798
45'. 2 54
47'.24i
508,2 :o
,639,872
795.943
The
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reading of the bill, which passed
the house.
Papers relative to the last e»mpaign having been previously moved
ibr by Mr. Grey and major Maitland, and refused by the chancellor
of the exchequer, the major, on
the loth of April, entered upon a
review of the last campaign. The
measures, he said, to which he
should piincipally direct the atten
tion of the house were the affair of
Dunkirk, the capture and subse
quent proceedings at Toulon, and
the expedition under the earl of
Moira. There was now, he con
tended, more difficulty in procur
ing the blessings of peace than at
the commencement of the cam
paign ; and to form an opinion upon
this point, we need only look at
the change wrought in the minds
of our enemies and our allies. Con
trary to what had then been the
cafe, the French were constantly
the first to attack; they no' longer
regarded the allies as invincible, and
the allies no longer thought them
an enemy to be despised. The last
campaign had, he said, been fa
vourable to the French ; they had
indeed lost Belgium, but suppres
sing the rebellion of La Vendee was
cf much more importance to them,
as all their dangers arose from in
ternal disturbance. The' major
took a view of the situation of the
allies, to prove that their strength
was on the decline, and, from the
taking of Valenciennes, no one
success had attended their arms.

The American war
The French war
The Spanish war
The Dutch war
The peaceful years
Ditto

He entered into a review of the
conduct of the allies. The empress,
had remained inactive. The king;
of Prussia, though the first to enter
upon the war, and that upon the
plea of punishing the impious as
sailants of the rights of kings, was
the first to recede from it, which"
pretty unequivocally expressed his
feelings upon the success of the
campaign. Those of the emperor
might be inferred from his seeing
the necessity of his subjects rifiBg ia
a mass, and that not with a view to;
offensive operations against France,'
but ^o protect themselves from an
enemy they had before despised.
What, he asked, were the feelings
of people here ? They talked of an
invasion, ahd 'found it necessary
to have an army of Frenchmen in
British pay.
In whatever was!
urged on occasion' of the present'
war, the major drew a strong pa
rallel between that and the argu
ments used inthe war with America.
While the plan was observed for
keeping the army united, which
was adopted by the allied powers,
their arms were, he said, crowned
with success. After the reduction
of Valenciennes this plan had'
been laid aside, as he conceived,
principally from the directions
of the British cabinet, as that
alone was to be benefited by the
capture of Dunkirk. The sole hope
of success fr«m a detached force
must, he said, arise from the promp»
titude of execution and the ability
to act : but neither of these attended

J775"°-7
1778
« 779
1781
1 7 84-5-6
1790.1-2

Tons o/EtigliJh Stifft*£.
7fo>798
f>57.283
$Wl
J47-955
9 2 6, 7 So
Ii5:9»979
the
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the attack upon Dunkirk ; sour
weekselapsedfromthe takingof Va
lenciennes to the attack upon Duniirk ; the duke of York was not
supplied at the proper time with a
single gun for the attack, or a single
gun-boat to cover it. To the
roaster general of the ordnanae
and to ministry the failure of that
enterprise must be attributed.
In the capture and evacuation of
Toulon, the major asserted there
had been a degree of folly, imbeci
lity, and treachery, unexampled in
the British nation. Our obtaining
it had, he said, been variously re
presented, according as it suited the
present purposesof ministers ; wehad
however obtained it neither from the
confidence of the inhabitants in the
faith of this country, nor from the
blockade bv lord Hood, but by
treaty, when the fall of the Giron
dists had spread disaffection and re
volt throughout the republic ; and
he contended that government had
no idea of taking possession of Tou
lon when lord Hood was first sent
into the Mediterranean. The in
habitants of Toulon, he said, sti
pulated with lord Hood for the
constitution of 1 769, wh'ch, as soon
as he obtained the power, he re
fused to fulfil. The declaration
made by lord Hood was more in
jurious to the cause than the re
treat from Dunkirk, or the over
throw of VVurmser. ' There ne
ver could have been any rea
sonable hopes that Toulon was te
nable by the army we had there.
Why were not other troops sent to
preserve the conquest of Toulon ? or
why, when it was found untenable',
was not an " evacuation at once de
termined upon, and the fleet sent
away to save the unhappy inhabi
tants from the fury of those whom
they had mortally offended ? With
respect to the expedition under the
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earl of Moira, the major quoted
the words of the carl in the other
house, to prove that this was a pro
ject to amuse the country, without
a hope of success from it. He
took a view of the manner in
which the campaign was commen
ced, argued the little probabi
lity of success, End ended by mov
ing for " a committee of the house
to inquire into the causes which led
to the failure of the army under the
duke of York at Dunkirk ; and to
inquire into the causes which led to
the evacuation Of Toulon under
general Dundas and lord Hood."
Mr. Jenkinson strongly vindi
cated the conduct of minister?, and
spoke in high terms of the unusual
exertions made by them in the pre
sent war. He took a view of the
different military transactions in the
campaign, to prove the credit that
was due to the valour of the Britifli troops, and the wisdom of
British counsels. The hon. gentle
man justified the measure of en
deavouring to take Dunkirk, as a
place of great importance to us,
and ascribed the failure of the ex
pedition solely to the extraordinary
efforts of the French. Mr. Jen
kinson stated a variety of facts to
prove that there was no ground
for an imputation of a breach of
faith on the part of the British na
tion, with respect to the acceptance
of any particular constitution ; or
that the people of Toulon, in men
tioning the constitution of 1789,
could have in view that accepted in
1 791 . He denied that the object
of the present war was to esta
blish any particular government, in
France ; it was to put a period to
that despotism which menaced Eu
rope. Not a single person was,
he said, left in. Toulon who chose
to come away, and the means of
escape were furnished to all. With
respect

I
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respect to the tarl of Moira and the
insurgents in La Vendee, it was not
in the power of this government to
aflifl th«m, till, by their coming
down to the sea-coast, they afforded
an opportunity of effecting a junc
tion with them. After discussing
the circumstances of the campaign,
Mr. Jcnkinson proceeded to conlider the circumstances upon which
it was founded, and laid it down as a
principle, that no security could be
obtained for this country without
the destruction of the jacobin club.
A very general spirit of insurrec
tion prevailed, he said, in France;
and if the jacobin system was de
stroyed in Paris, the system of anar
chy would be at an end in that
country. Tlie best means us de
stroying the system of jacobinism
was, he said, to force our way to
Paris, and he thought marching
there was attainable and practicable.
He was pleased even to recommend
tkeroute, which was through thtLow
Countries, by which we could gain
strong holds, Sec. &c. &c. During
the present system in France, the
enemy had only one advantage os
us, the power of bringing a supe
rior force to any one place ; but, on
the contrary, we excelled them not
only in military discipline, but in
the superior force of our cavalry.
In the latter part of the last cam
paign the combined powcis were
so situated that their cavalry was of
little advantage ; but, from having
obtained such strong holds, we
should now derive the fullest benefit
from our cavalry. From the events
of the last campaign, he augured
the most signal success in that to
come.
Lord Mulgrave strongly vindi
cated those proceedings at Toulon
of which he was a witness.
Ke was followed by fir James
Murray, who represented the im9

mense force of the French as the
sole cause of the loss of Dunkirk,
and vindicated the board of ord
nance from the chirge of neglect.
Nothing was, he said, loll on this
occasion but a few cannon and
stores, and the retreat was orderly,
and afforded {o part of Flanders
relief from their uneasiness and dis
may. The number of cannon lost
he stated to be 38. The alacrity
with which the military stores had
been sent out was attested by Mr.
tiargent.
Mr. JckylJ said, he did not confider the motion as relating to any
particular person, as appeared to
have been thought by a noble lord
aud an hon. baronet ; it was only
an inquiry which he must frankly
confess would, he believed, cri
minate ministers. A long debate
took place on this occasion, in
which the motion was supported by
col. Macleod and Mr. Courtenay,
and opposed by Mr. Canning and
sir William Young, and in the
course of which much extraneous
matter was admitted.
Mr. Fox said, that the evacua
tion of Toulon was acknowledged
as a misfortune, which was of it
self a sufficient ground of inquiry,
but had never been urged as a
ground of censure, unless inqui
ry should prove there had been
misconduct. It had been said too
that the misfortune might have
been avoided if the allies had fur
nished the expected aid, or if the
succours ordered by ministers had
arrived. This rendered inquiry
proper. Rumours had been circu
lated as to the negligence or mis
conduct of the allies while we had
possession of Toulon, which was
another reason for inquiry. If this
were the cafe, national honour de
manded that we should shew the
world that we had not sailed from
our

t
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«ur own fault. It was also mate
rial to know whether the emperor,
on whom so much depended in the
war, had failed in his engagements ?
Adverting to what had been said of
the mode of conquering France,
Mr. Fox thought a more melancho
ly prospect could not well be pre
sented ; and gentlemen, who at
present believed that Paris must be
taken before we looked for peace,
would go home with less sanguine
hopes of a speedy conclusion to the
war than they had hitherto enter
tained.
From the tardiness with which
the present discussion had been in
troduced, the chancellor of the ex
chequer inferred that minilters had
little to apprehend from the mo
tion. The iuconveaiencies of in
quiry during war were, he (aid,
so great, that they ought nev"er to
be hazarded, except when the fai
lures were of such magnitude as
to argiie incapacity on the part of
ministers, or to occafinn such dis
trust ot ultimate success as to pro
duce a change of system. The
failures at Toulon and Dunkirk
were far from amounting to this.
He stated the exertions which had
been made to save both these places,
and spoke of the inhabitants of
Toulon who had suffered on our
evacuation of that place, as persons
who chose to stay, and who vainly
hoped to preserve their lives by a
pretended attachment to theexilling
government of France. Thole who
impugned us, he said, for leaving
that place, mould at least recollect
that we had given such an effec
tual blow to the French navy, that
ages would elapse before they would
be able to recover their losses as a
maritime power. On a view of the
eventsofthe campaign, he contended
fortheglory ducto theBritifh couo-
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cils and British arms. Whoever, he
said, imagined thattheallies did not
co-operateagainstDunkirk were mis
informed, and nothing could be sa
unwise as to institute an inquiry in
to their conduct at a time when so
much depended upon their cordiali
ty and good will.
Major Maitland ascribed the de
lay of his motion to particular and
urgent business. Not to dispute the
boasted successes, he desired gentle
men to look at the situation of the
allies; the king of Prussia's seces
sion, the duke os Brunswick's re
signation, general Wurmser's retire
ment, prince Coboutg superlcded^
the emperor in self-armed prepa
ration, and the officers at va
riance. On a division of the house
3- were for the motion, against it
168.
On the 4th of April Mr. Dundas
brought forward his statement of '
the finances of India ; previous to
the opening of which, in reply to
the queries of general Smith, he as
sured the house that regulations
would soon be adopted for reliev
ing the officers on the Bengal esta
blishment. Mr. Dundas said it was
his intention at present to pursue
the same mode, respecting the state
ment of the affairs in India, that he
pursued last year, but without dwell
ing so minutely on each particu
lar article. He admitted that the
amount of the sales in a year of
war were not equal to those in a
year of peace ; but said, that the re
sources of the company were fnlly
adequate to all the demands which
he had calculated they would an
swer. Mr. Dundas then stated the
estimate taken on averages of the
three years previous to the war in
India, and of the last three years,
of which the following is the gene
ral view ;
Genera*,
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General View.
£. Sterl.
Actual revenuesofi792-3 atBen
gal, per No. 3, curt, rupees 5, 92,69,339
Madras, per No. 6,
pag. 61,90,775
Bombay,perestimate, No. 7, rs. 21,53,922

5.526,934
2,476,3 'O
242,316

Charges at Bengal
ct. rs. 3,95,60,684
Madras,
pag. 49,09,163
estimated rs. 60,58,395
Bombay,

£. 2,956,068
1,963,665
681,569

8,245,56a

5,601,302
2,644,258
Supplies from Bengal to Eencoolen, Pinang, Andaman Islands, and St. He
lena
7,41,844
The interest upon the debts at Bengal,
per No. 18, paid in the year
Ct. nip. 44,85,590
At Madras, No. 19,
pag. 2,06,434
At Bombay, as stated in the account laid
before the house last year, no ac
tual statement having been received
9,88,863
Total interest to be deducted

74,184

' »2>573

1 1 1,244
642,374
1,927,698

To this adding the amount received from
the sale of import goods and per certi
ficate, per No. 15,
ct. rs.

48,98,38}

The total sum applicable to the purchase .
of investment, payment of commercial
charges, &c. is
•

489.839

*>4'7.?37

Debts.
The debtsin India by last year's statements,
amounted to
c. rs.
By account, No. 16, the amount is

9,08,45,508
7.85.74.049

9,084,550
7>8S7.4°4

Decrease of debts in India

1,22,71,459

1,227,146

i

65,95,477
Deduct

Remitted home by. account
No. 17
"Bills drawn since dates of ac
counts, by No. 1 6
a

34,58,831
31,36,646
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Deduct
'Debts actually paid in India, besides what
transferred home,
c. re.
Debts bearing interest by last year's state
ment
By present account, No. 16

in

6s»9S>477

659,548

56,75,982

567,598

6.93.39.432 6.933.943
6,32,23,287 6,322,329

Decrease of debt bearing interest

61,16,145

611,614

Annual amount of interest by last year's
account
By present account, No. 16

59,22,097
$1,78,256

592,210
.517,826

Decrease of annual interest

7.43»84 •

74,384

Assets.
Value of cast), bills, goods, and debts ow
ing to the company, stated last year at
Ditto, ditto, by No. 2 1

7,61,67,983
8*73.37.91 >

7,616,798
8»733»79*

1,11,69,928

1,116,993

1,22,71,459

1,227,146

2»34.4i,387

2>344,i39

Increased value of assets
The decrease of debts there, as before
stated
»"
Adding decrease of debts in increase of as
sets, the affairs in India appear better by

China and St. Helena.
Balance in favour of the company last
year
Ditto this year, No. 24

805.95?
1,080,881

Better in China and St. Helena

374,916

At Home.
In an average estimate laid before the
house last year, the amount of sales of
goods was taken at
Actual sale amount
-

£. Sterl.
4,988,300
4,887,127

Less than estimated
Charges and prosit on private trade esti
mated
...
•
Actual amount
...
More than estimated

101,173
70,000
95,840
25<840

Ptfrrcncc between estimate and actual
75.333
Actual

i74
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Actual amount received for goods in the
year
: - ,
The company having been obliged to give
more credic than usual by 497,669 over
the 1 ft of March
India debt paid off in the year
Bond debt ditto
*
- Debts paid off
Amount to be received for goods fold in
present year estimated at
India debt estimated to be paid in this
year
Total of India debt paid, and to be paid
in two years
Last year's act directs only 500,0001. a
year to be paid.
More India debt paid than ordered by the
act
More goods fold not paid for than ex
pected
More paid and less received
Debts at home, including transferred
debt according to last year's account,
exclusive of capital stock
Amount of ditto at present
-

-

-

4,389,458
1

.-■
-

1,008,637
1,028,47 5

-

2,037,112

-

5,426,358

-

972,126
■
1,980,765

-

-

-

980,763

-

497,669

-

1,478,432
■

-

7,604,629
7,006,500

-

Decrease of debts
After paying 250,0001. to government,
and including 250,000]. among the
debts.

•

-

598,129

Assets at Home.
The assets at home making the account ex
actly similar to the second part of No.
23, amounted last year to
By No. 23 the amount is
-

-

Increased value of effects at home

9,229,173
9,888,83&
-

659,663

Add decrease of debts to increase of assets
—the affairs at home appear better by
General Comparative View.
Debts less, and assets more in India than
in last year's accounts
- •
-

*>344»x39
Debt*
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Brought forward
Debts in China and St. Helena, per No. 24
L>itto at home

'7>
2 344.139
274,926.
3.576.857

But towards this there was raised by new
- capital
•
.And cargoes arrived from India since, mak
ing their Hock accounts

2,000,000
207,103
z,207,io8

JCet improvement in the company's affairs
by reduction of debts and increase osas
sets
The reason why the average pro
duce of the revenue of Bengal was
less during the three lad years, was
owinrr to a reduction of the duty
on salt. The revenues of Madras
would, he said, in suture be equal
to its expenditure ; those of Bom
bay, from the inaccuracy of the
Company's servants there, he was
unable to state, but had estimated
the revenue for 1 794, ioo,oool.
hiss than he was sure it would pro
duce. He did not, he said, mean
to state the balance as likely to be
permanent ; but he could lay with
confidence, that there would be a
permanent balance of more than two
millions applicable to the purchase
of investment and the liquidation of
debt. He stated tiie prosperous si
tuation in which our East Indian
possesiiuns were ; we had annihi
lated the only European power on
the continent of India that could
rival us, we had humbled the only
native power that could distress us.
He mentioned the confidence of
the native powers as a source of se
curity, and the advantages arising
in India from a permanent security
for the possession of land on a certain
tenure. The quantity os circulat
ing specie had, he said, also been in
creased in different ways. The re
gulation of the courts of justice bv
•lord Corn wailis was a great addition

1,669,749

to the happiness, and consequently
to the population of the country.
The reduction of interest, and the
acquisition of territory on the Ma
labar coast, were the mean3 and the
proofs of prosperity.
The estimates abroad, Mr. Dundas said, had been exceeded by the
actual produce, and the sales at
home had failed to the amount of
878,873!. owing to the state of
commercial credit, and the quantity
of goods for sale being less than ex
pected ; but the distress ofcommer
cial credit being removed, an ad
ditional quantity of goods would be
called for to make up the deficiency
of last year. With all the addition,
al charges from the war, and the
deficit of sales, the company had
been able to pay off more thaa
500,000!. of their debt at home.
Mr. Dundas augured very confi
dently upou the increasing prospe
rity fif tiie company. He said it
might be a Iked, why then apply to
the public for relief I Why borrow
money? fhis. he faid,.the company
did not ask ; they only alked leave to
increase their own capital, an indul
gence to which they were fully en
titled. In order to this lie inoved
for leave to bring in a bill, enabling
the company to continue their
bonded debt at two millions, and
to issue new bonds for one million
more j
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more ; which was agreed to with
out a division. .
On the 8th of April Mr. Harri
son brought forward a motion re
specting sinecure places and pen
sions. He did not, he said, desire to
deprive gentlemen of the rewards
due to their presejit or former ser
vices, but thought those who had
neither of these claims ought, in
the present exigencies of this coun
try, to contribute largely. Sinecure
placesand pensions were, he thought,
lair objects of resource, at a time
when every resource which the
country could procure appeared ne
cessary. He thought at such a time
there was a peculiar propriety in the
•servants of the crown, who enjoyed
large emoluments, giving an exam
ple of promptitude to serve the state.
It would make the poor moretheerfully bear their burden ; it would
shew them they were in earnest
when they talked of the calamity of
the war, and be a sure proof of their
willingness to put an end to it. It
would be a means of shortening the
present calamitous war, and enable
government to make more stre
nuous efforts in the contest. This
bill was, he said, not intended to
touch any pension below 200I. per
annum. Out of the net produce of
an efficient place amounting to
400I. a year, he proposed onefouith (houtd be appropriated to
the public service. Out of sine
cure places and pensions of 40OL a
year and upwards, he proposed to
appropriate to the public one-half,
and the whole of any sinecure place
held by a person who had another,
and an efficient place under govern
ment. Of these, however, he ex
cepted the judges, the speakers of
both houses of parliament, ambas
sadors, and officers of the army and
navy. He quoted as a precedent
the motion of admiral Ruffcl in

1691, for relinquishing a part of
every salary, in which the house had
then been willing to concur. He
was averse, he. said, to mention any
thing relative to another kingdom |
but he desired gentlemen to recol
lect, that it was the luxury, and re
sistance ,to reform in the higher or
ders, which produced all the mise
ries of France. He concluded bymoving for a bill to appropriate
certain parts of salaries, &c. to the
use of the public during the conti
nuance of the war,and also to appro
priate part of the emolumen ts of ef
ficient places, so that they shall not
amount to more than a specific
sum.
A debate ensued, in which the
favourers of the motion mentioned*
as an inducement for its adoption,
the great distress of the poor, par
ticularly in the city of Norwich^
where the poor rates, which before
the war were 9000I. a year, were
now increased to 21,cool. The call
which had lately been made for
voluntary subscriptions, and the pro
priety of the minister surrendering
his sinecure, were also hinted at. To
this it was replied, that the Norwich
manufacturers had suffered from ait
edict of the empress of Russia, for
bidding the manufactures of Nor
wich, and not from the war ; that
the minister fully deserved all he had
got ; that the motion was useless,
and contrary to the wishes of a great
majority of the people ; and that it
was calculated to confirm the fedU
tious opinion, that a greater sum
was paid by the people for the go»
vernment than it was worth.
Mr. Burke treated the motion
as a jest, and Considered the pro
position as a flagrant invasion of the
rights and properties ofindividuals,
rights which were as sacred as
that of any landed property. He
compared the present measure to
those
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th?>se which had occasioned the
ruin of France. He considered the
emoluments of office as absolutely
necessary for the support of its dig
nity, and thought the salaries of
the servants of the crown were far
from adequate to their services. As
a measure of resource it was, he
said, trifling and inadequate ; as a
matter of policy, mistaken. If the
poor were only to be relieved in
this way, then let them submit to
the will of God. He noticed the
Impropriety of considering the acci
dental and fluctuating circumstances
of manufactures and commerce's a
ground of imputation on the execu
tivegovernment. Money, he said, was
not the means whereby distressed
rrj3jf ifacturers were to be relieved; to
give them money would be to make
them idle ; if they chanced by mis
fortune to fall into poverty or dis
tress, their sole relief must be from
Leaven. ■ In answer to a sarcasm
which had been made in the course
of debate on the means by which
the minister had come inTo power,
he thought that had nothing to do
with the subject ; that it was the
peculiar province of the crown to
measure and distribute the portion
of rewards to the meiit of its ser
vants, and lie wai a'uonitlied the
house should be called upon to in
terfere in a matter not within live
scope of their ordinary functions.
Mr. Sheridan professed the utJhost astonishment at the sentiments
Just delivered, and adverted to Mr.
Burkc's having himself branded the
mode in which- the minister had at
tained his present p((wer, and {obis'
celebrated bill which limited the ciTiTlist, and rejlrictcd the amount of
salaries, Sec. The minister had, he
said, limited the salaties of the
first lord of the treasury, &c. and
thus trenched upon the asserted
right of the crown. He asked whe»794'
«

ther the hon. gentleman meant to
assert that the crown possessed the
sole right of judging what reward*
were to be bellowed upon the public
servants? If he did, he would ask
who was obliged to pa'v those re
wards ? The money belonged to
the public ; they were the servants
ot the public ; and even parliament
were the servants of the people. To
fay that the salaries of ministers,
Sec. were only linkable by his ma
jesty, was an unconstitutional and
dangerous declaration. The hon.'
gentleman had asserted the propo
sition would embarrass government
and the country ; but in the Ameri
can war he had stated sinecures,
&c. as the origin of al! the cala
mities of the country. The leading
feature of his biU was to shew the
evils attendant upon enormous
places, and to induce a reform.
He contended that the savings
would be much greater under the
present bill than uri'der that of Mrw
Burke. Observing a member wri
ting (Mr. Rose), he claimed his as
sistance in calculating the amount.
He reprobated the custom of af
fecting to contemn evety attempt
at amendment. If every thing we
held dear was realty at stake, it
was not surely preposterous to call
upon those who gained the most by
the present system, to give up a part
for the preservation of the remain
der. The French, instead of con
ceiving our resources exhausted by
this measure, would only fee great
er cause to dread us when they faiv
corruption cutting up by the roots.
If it was necessary to our existence
to conquer the French, we mull
beat them at their own weapons. It
had been stated in a Vrmer debate,
that properly in France to the
amount of 400I. a year was effec
tive only to J :ol. and he wished mi-'
nislert, &C. holding places to adopt
6*
thi*.
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tin's proportion, which at four years
purchase would produce no inconsi
derable income. Mr. Sheridan
mentioned, that if the teller of the
exchequer (marquis of Bucking
ham) were to give up 8000I. a
year, it would make up the sum of
32,oool. The ranger of the park
(lord Grenville) might also apply
4000I. the amount of his place,
which he affected not to make use
•f, but which was in fact no saving
to the public. The other secreta
ry of state, out of his multiplied
places, might give up at least one
ef his places to some patriotic pur
pose. A part of the profits of an
lion, gentleman (Mr. Rose) expert
at calculation, might also be added,
«f whose places he had just had a
list put into his hand ; which being
desired to read, he enumerated
clerk of the parliament, master of
the pleas, surveyor of the green
wax, secretary to the treasury, &c.
fcc.
The house had, he said, been ac
customed to hear of the reduction
«f the national debt, but it was a
dream which never could be rea
lized. For, were peace established
immediately, pur naval, military,
and civil establishments would be
higher than ever. Nothing was,
he said, to be looked to, but that
the plea of necessity would be
brought in from time to time to
justify the repetition of new loans.
What prospect was there of the re
duction of our debt, when, in a
ten years peace, the minister had
not been able to arrive at the peace
establishment which had been set
tled by a committee of the house?
Those gentlemen who were alarmed
with the novelty of the present mo
tion, he begged to remember, that in
February 1783 the present chancel*
for os the exchequer moved for leave
to bring in a bill, which was in

fact only a continuation of Mr*#
Burke's.
Mr. Rose called the attention of
the house to Mr. Burke's bill,
which expressly required compen
sation for those who were aggrieved
by it. He never had, he said, ques
tioned the discretionary power of
she house to direct the manage
ment of the sums voted to the.
king for the support of his mi
nisters. He stated the saving*
that had already taken place.
Under the notion of an economi
cal reform in 1782, and a subse
quent inquiry by the treasury, 278
offices had been abolished ; and the
expencea reduced from 171,00c!.
to 6o,OOoL The salaries of the
exchequer office had been reduced
from 45,0001. to 17,8001. The?
offices of the auditors of the imprest
were brought down from 44,000!.
to 7000I. The pension list, since
1783, was reduced above 48,000!.
Sinecures in the customs to the
amount of 130, and the expence
of which was io,68ol. had beea
suppressed during the fame period.
In the excise there was a saving of
!2,oool. Contracts, commissions,
loans, and lotteries, were now, he
said, put under such regulations aa
prevented any possible corruption.
Mr. Fox said he differed from the
hon. mover respecting sinecure
places for lives. If a place wa»"
once bestowed, it should be held sa
cred. If the giver possessed a legal
right to bestow, the property"
stiould be held as immoveable as any"
other. He vindicated the pro
priety of the bill, on the ground
that ministers having gone out of
the legal road in order to support
the war, and justified their doing*
so on the principle that it animated
the people, it was highly expedient
to call upon those for aid whose:
Busiccfs it peculiarly was to mani
fest
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test ieal. Justice demanded that mo
ney should be levied in proportion to
themeatlsandtotheextraordinary advintage derived from office. A 9 to the
boasted reformation in the treasury,
tnc advantages to be hoped from
such a reform1 were sounded oil
principles not so much ot economy
as of influence. He desired the
house to compare however the in
fluence then and the iiifiuttice now,
particularly in Ireland and India.
The flourishing Hate os the country whs not, he thought, much
shewn by the additional taxes this
year to the amount of 900,0001.
Commerce was diminished, manu*
factures decayed, the poor's rate
increased, and the land fallen in va
lue : in this situation of affairs he
thought every thing should be done
to remove the burden from the
people,
The chancellor of the exche
quer ridiculed the idea contained in
the preceding speech, • which, he
said, amounted to this, that he
would balance the impropriety of
voluntary contributions in the first
instance by Compelling contribu
tions in the second. He charged
the gentlemen on the other side of
the house with the inconsistency of
reprobating voluntary subscriptions
as illegal and compulsory, and then
proposing this bill in aid of that
measure. If the aim of the pre
sent motion was a diminution of
the influence of the crown, it must
fall short of that end ; to effect
which, the matter should be syste
matic and permanent, and should
not pioless reform, when it meant
only a temporary supply. It held
ont, he said, false principles, and
weut to mark out with an exclusive
tax a body of men who merited a
very different, distinction. Was
the country, instead of a flourish
ing, in a desperate situation, the
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house would not, he thought, recur
to a measure like the present, which
could neither heal breaches nor af
ford consolation. From a review
of the state of the country, he con- '
tended that the nation had the
fullest cause for exultation. Oil
a division there appeared for the
motion 50, against it 1 19.
In the course of this debate, Mt.
Rose ftatedi that measures were in
agitation for letting the crown lands
at a value greatly increased. A
bill for this purpose was according
ly brought into the house, and
passed.
On Monday the 28th of April
Mr. Dundas delivered a message
from his majesty, importing that
he had ordered to be laid before
the house a copy of a treaty with
the states general and thr king of
Prussia, arid a convention between
them and the states general, for the
purpose of carrying on the war,
relying on the support of his faith
ful commons for the vigorous pro
secution of the war,&C. Mr.Dundai
finished by moving that the message
shotrld be taken into consideration
on the following Wednesday.
Mr. Pitt, on being much pressed
by Mr. Fox, Mr. Sheridan, &c.
respecting the terms of the treaty,
slated, that his Prussian majesty
had agreed to furnish 62,oootroops,
which was 30,000 beyond his con
tingent ; for which his Britannic
majesty had agreed to pay him
50,000!. a month, ioo,oool. a'
month for forage, 400,000!. to
put the army in motion, and
100,000]. on their return ; in all,
for the remaining nine months of
the present year, thirteen hundred
and fifty thousand pounds': th*
whole year would amount td
i,8oo,oool. cit of which the stated
general were to pay 400,0061. '
The ensuing day Mt. Cunven inM 2
traduced
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troduced a discussion on t!ie Prussian subsidy. He denied the neecs- '
sity of the war, and charged the
minister with having endeavoured
to prevent the people from forming
just opinions.on the subject by holding out falle alarms. He noticed
(he shifting object of the war, the
enormous terms of the subsidy, and
the | probability that the house
would be called upon for a further
vote ot credit. These were points
of such importance, that he thought
ample time should be given for the
people to consider before they
pledged themselves for a proseculion of the war He therefore
moved the delay of a fortnight in
the prosecution of this business.
Mr. Whitbrtad strongly objected to the precipitancy evinced
by ministers in carrying on this
measure. - It was impossible for him
and his cAllea'giicK to withstand the
torrent wfriclii'he feared threatened
the ruin ftf'frhe country, and he
earnestly tvifhed for a delay in the
present business. Many arguments in
favour of the motion were advanced
by Mr. Taylor, Mr. Francis, and
Mr. Harrison. The minister,
ho wever, though urged, declined
saying any thing, and the motion
was negatived by a majority of
79.
.
Ondhe following d;iy the house
entered into the consideration of
his majesty's message. The chancellor of the exchequer directed the
attention of gentlemen to the two
objects ofbjs niiijtstv'f, message', the
treaty, and the provision to be
made for it. It would, he said,
have beea raupi more satisfactory to
him if the king of Prussia had continned to act from his own resources, and it might be a matter of
question, whether the court of Berlin ought not to have continued its
exertions, evtn under the moil fe-
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vere pressure, rather than solicit assistance. But Prussia, it mull be
allowed, had not the same resources for carrying on the war
as the other powers, and particularly not in so transcendant a degree as this country. How much
soever the secession of the king of
Prussia might be disapproved of, is
his essorts could be at all effectual
to the purpose of the war, it fs still
desirable to secure the use of them,
It remained then, he said, only to
be considered what proportion the
force secured for the service bore to
the stipulated expence.
Mr.Pitirccapitulatcdthe termshe
had stated on a former night, and said
twoquestionspresentedthemselvesor*
this topic. Whether, engaged 3s we
were in the war, it was material to
us to have the co-operation of such
a force, and whether we could have
it to the fame extent from any other
quarter fiom which it might have
been more desirable ? The first of
these he determined in the affirmative ; the second in the negative,
A third consideration, he said, 011ly remained, which was respecting
the, reasonableness of the terms,
They amounted to 13I. perman,
including levy money, equipment,
&c. At home, independent of
arms, clothing, &c. the levy moncy amounted to 15I. The levymoney in Hanover to 13I. The
prince of Hesse and othets in our
pay re ceived indeed for their men
only 81. each, but then we paid
them large subsidies. We should,
he said, pay the king of Prussia a
much less sum than for British
troops, or indeed for Hanoverians
or Hessians. He thought it highly
unreasonable if any should expect
to secure the co-operation of inch
a power as Prussia, without giving
some scope to the military spirit of
the troops, and the thirst of mili
tary
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tary glory In the monarch. We
did not therefore, he said, acquire
the exclusive direction of the troops,
but they were to be employed in
conceit with British arms and for
British purposes. Mr. Pitt entered
into an account of former subsidiary
treaties with the great continental
powers, to prove that the terms
of those exceeded the present
treaty. He eloquently expatiated
upon the joy and satisfaction :n the
country, having the good foitune
to secure the effectual co-operation
of the king of Prussia. He then
P roposed a vote of credit to enable
h is majesty to fulfil hie engage
ments, and ended by moving,
" that it was the opinion of the
committee, that a sum not exceed
ing two millions five hundred thou
sand pounds be granted to his ma
jesty for the service of the year
1794, to enable his majelly to
m>ike good his engagement with
the king of Prussia, to be raised
bv way of' loan on exchequer bills,
&c."
TYom the tenor of the preceding
speech, Mr. Foi contended that
the minister had represented the
king of Prussia as so ill-advised, that
he had taken the weak, the wicked,
the shameful, the scandalous alter
native of abandoning the war, his
own honour, and the interest of his
own subjects ; and that this being
the cafe, Great Britain was to come
forward and press the king of Prus
sia to proceed against this advice,
and that this country will bear his
expencts. • Re wished to a(k whe
ther the whole of the argument was
not applicable to all the combined
powers now at war withFrancc?They
had all the fame difficulty with re
gard to their wealth and commeice,
and all except the Dutch the defect
with respect 10 their constitution, as
Prussia. What was to be expected
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from this, but that eventually the
whole expence might fall upon us J
When this was coupled to the
avowed object of the war, the to
tal destruction of the French go
vernment, the situation of this coun
try was dreadful. From our con
duct it should seem that we had
been originally attacked in it, aud
Prussia not at all : the fats, how
ever, we well knew, was, that Prus
sia originally b.'gun it; aud possibly
it was that very beginning ot his
which brought on the aggression
made by the French upon Holland,
and involved us in the contest. It
was hardly possible, he said, for
the mind of man to conceive a
pretence more odious, arul liable to
suspicion of every kind, than this
conduct of the king of Prussia. It
contained such, a mixture of perfidy,
fraud and meanness, as was unparal
leled in all modern political history.
Having involved us, he now. Oust
ed the burden from himself. His
conduct was so bad, that it was im
possible for any man of the least
prudence to trust that court in
any thing; yet this was the
court to which the people of this
country were then topay 1 ,3 50,000].
for carrying on a war which its
king had himself commenced. He
argued to (hew the probability that
further assistance .would probably
be required from us from the fume
quarter, and that possibly srmn tlie
success of the present application.
He strongly ridiculed the phrase
that it was a day of joy and satis
faction to England, and compared
it to the joy which mi/ht be ex
pected from a patient who was- told
tliat he would soon die ot a morti
fication if his limb were not ampu
tated. He accused the minister of
a quibble respecting the treaty with
Prussia against the house of Aus
tria, of which he had taken a
M3
view.
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view. He did not, he said, ex- accumulated expence, and that fox
pect to hear that it was a matter of an unattainable object; a4id con-y
joy and satisfaction to the people eluded by moving an amendments
of this country, that when their that instead 2,c.c,ocol. the fun*
money was voted for the mainte- mould be 1,500,0001.
nance of an army, some authority
Mr. Windham reiterated the axof their own.wa8 not to have com- guments of the chancellor of the;
pand and controul over them. It exchequer, and added, that what?
was not very prudent to entrust the, ever had been the conduct of Prufcomtnand to a prince, who, by his fia, when such assistance was necesown declaration, had been too im- sary, who was there that woul<4
provident of his own to carry on not give the terms proposed by the;
the war he had commenced. He treaty ? On a division there appeared
wished to know what security we in favour of the amendment 33j
had for the Dutch payments. At against it 134.
«ny rate they had agreed only for
On the report of the committee
a year, we to the end of the war. another debate took place, in which}
Mr. Fox condemned the conduct of Mr. Sheridan stated his opinion^
this country towards the Dutch, in that instead of granting to the
holding out that it was an object king of Prussia the subsidy demand;
of the war to obtain for them the ed, it would be much more advan?
exclusive navigation of the Scheldt, tageous, in the present ciicumstancea
<yn object which had since bten of the enemy, to call upon him for
contemned in indecent tcrm6 by an the performance of the treaty of
hon. gentleman (Mr. Burke). In 1780, by which we should have;
fact, he said, he never had believed 52,0150 troops a year for the sumj
that this was au object. Mr. Fox of f)00,cool. of which the Dutch
proceeded to (hew the improbabili- would have to defray 2CO,oool. and
ty of subsidizing the king of Prus- employ the remainder of the stfrn
fia being effectual, as the other granted for the subsidy in a way;
combined powers were in distressed more advantageous to the public^
circumstances. Ifreport spoke truth, He censured the present sub.jidy at
he said, the king of Prussia had extravagant in a high degree. He;
made this application to other aiked whether the 62,000 troops
powers before it came to us ; others agreed for by the ^ting of Piuflia.
had had an opportunity of sharing were or Were not in readiness. If^
in the glories of this day, but It we were to wait for them, the sti»
had been reserved exclusively for putation was a gross imposition,
Great Britain. They had been that we might advance our money
totally unable ; and if so, we were for nothing j if on the other handj
to be the only power who were able they were ready, it was a gross
to advance any more wealth, and it imposition to call upon us by
became Us to look our iitiintion man- way of subsidy to produce an,
fully in the face, and to see what army which he could produce
the "probability was of our being without our aiTiltance. From the,
able to bear it. He thought then conduct of his Prussian majesty, he
pur resources very great, but they argued to prove the impolicy ot
were not infinite. He called the trusting to his fulfilling his agreeattention of the house to the pro- ment after he received the stipubablc effect upon, the people of such lated suai, which was to be pai^
before
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before he moved a single soldier.
Some disturbances might arise in
his newly acquired territory in Po
land, and afford a plea for breaking
the treaty. He moved an amend
ment, that all that part of the reso
lution of the committee which re
lates to the king of Prussia (hall be
omitted, so that the resolution
would stand only as a vote of credit
for two millions and a half.
Mr. Martin and Mr. Fox sup
ported the amendment. The latter
wished to know in what situation
the king of Prussia stood, whether
as a principal in the war, or a prince
who hired out troops ? If his
majesty was a mere hirer of troops,
be thought it very extraordinary
that the command should not be in
the person who hired the troops.—
The price to be paid for them was
greater than for any troops over
which we had the command ; and
having no command over*them, it
was enormous indeed. He com
pared the present treaty with that
to Sardinia, and the treaty of 1756
with Frederick king of Prussia, and
contended that the present, com
pared with that, was in the pro
portion of fourteen to one against
us. He spoke of the behaviour of
the king in the present instance as
tricking and shuffling ; as saying,
when the question related to expence, that he was not equally in
terested in the war, aud therefore
we must bear the whole ; but when
it was a question who should com
mand the troops, he was then a
principal. In his usual forcible
manner Mr. Fox called upon the
house to consider how they could
answer it to their constituents, to
vote away such a prodigious sum,
and that with so much precipita
tion, as did not admit of receiving
any instructions upon the subject.
f4r. Pitt said, that on the face of
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the treaty, the king of Prussia was
certainly a principal in the war, but
unable to carry it on without pecu
niary assistance ; and his force for
which we engaged to pay, was to
be employed for our advantage,
and the conquests to be made in the
name of the maritime powers. He
entered into a vindication of the
treaty, which, he observed, differed
greatly from that with the late king
of Prussia, whose troops were to b«
employed solely for his own defence.
Sardinia was subsidized for the
fame object. It would, he said, be
unreasonable to suppose that the
king of Prussia would now lend ug
such a body of troops upon the
fame terms for which he agreed to
furnish them in consequence of a
defensive war, and for which he
was to look for an equivalent as
sistance from his maritime allies, ia
cafe he should be attacked.
A message from his majesty on
the fame occasion was at the fame
time delivered in the house of lords.
On taking it into consideration,
lord Grenville stated, that the prac
tice of this country in former wars
with France, had always been
cither to form continental alliances,
or to subsidize such powers a,s were
inclined to lend us their assistance.
This had been done, not from our
inability to raise laud troops, but
from economy, and to prevent any
injury to husbandry, &c By a vio
lence altogether the reverse of this,
the French were able to bring into
short-lived action an unheard of
force : but so far were we from
taking such violent steps, that he
would take upon him to assert,
that there never was a time when
the pressure of war was so little
felt by the interior of the coun
try. The exertions of France,
however, rendered exertions on our
prt additionally necessary. The
Mi
object
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object of the war being such as it
was, no expence ought to be spared
in accomplishing it. On this opi
nion, ministers finding Prussia no
longer able to incur the expence of
supporting her armies, had con
cluded the present treaty. His
lordship's statement of the expence
coincided with that of Mr. Pitt in
the house of commons. The army
engaged was, he said, numerous, dis
ciplined, ready and efficient ; add to
this, we engaged one of the first
powers on the continent on our
fide, who would otherwise have
withdrawn himself.
He ended
with moving for the thanks of the
house to his majesty, assuring him
of the readiness of the house to
concur in enabling him to fulfil his
part of the treaty.
The marquis of Lanfdowne cen
sured the precipitation with which
the house was called upon to ex
amine a question of Inch magnitude
and importance. The present treaty
gave perfectly a new aspect to the
war, in which we set out with Au
stria and Prussia for leaders; and
Prussia, not only the most eager,
but in fact so much the author,
that the late unfortunate queen of
France always dreaded the ea>gerncls of Prussia, as likely to in
volve her brother. It had then
riever entered into the head of his
Prussian majesty, that we, far rerrmyed not only from all danger,
but from' all interest in the war,
. could be so absurd and stupid to
take a part. He was even surprised
and concerned to hear that we had
involved ourselves in the war ; yet
this very principal had now with
drawn himself, but lest us the least
and last concerned to" become the
head, and to sustain the. whole bur
den of the W'ar. It surtiy, he said,
became us to reflect before we en»
gaged po pay a subsidy unprete,

dented for enormity in all the mad
wars in which we had ever been en
gaged ; and what war had ever re
ceived any other epithet after the
passion of the day had subsided ? The
subsidy of 1 756 had been instanced
as a precedent ; there had never
been two opinions on the folly, ex
travagance, and absurdity of that
act, which had been confessed to be
an unadvised and impolitic measure,
even by the minister who brought
it in. As to our securing by it a
great leading power in Europe,
the marquis thought the fame num
ber of troops from inferior powers
would have been preferable, since
they had no interests which could
interfere with ours, or at least
no capacity to thwart our views.
Here we confounded two charac
ters which ought ever to be kept
distinct, that of a principal and ser
vant. A ^jreat potentate who had
sacred duties to fulfil towards his
own dominions, which our views
might cross, we expected to bind
to the performance of a light pecu
niary engagement against the per
manent hereditary duties of his so
vereignty. He pointed out the
different interests of Austria and
Prussia ; as to ourselves, he knew
of no interest on earth that we had
in view. His lordship mentioned
the probability that the king of
Prussia might, from Poland and
the north, find he had other occa
sions' for his troops. It would not,
he said, be the first instance where
a subsidized power had broken a
treaty: as an instance his lordship
mentioned Hesse CassJ. Suppose
Austria were to have success in the
present war of partition, that Prus
sia must regard as ominous to him
self. He would not assuredly act
upon this treaty to his ruin. In
such a cafe he would act like his
uncle ; he wound laugh at us, he
would.
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Hfould call us a trafficking commer
cial nation, who thought, by a
Quantity of guineas, to engage him
to overlook the true interests of his
people, and he would spurn the
bribe. In the renewal of t!n"6
bloody lease, he thought it might
be wise to look back to the last
Campaign, ami see the cause why
our efforts had been ineffectual. One
obvious cause was the hatred be
tween Prussia and Austria, Did
this treaty do any '.hingto reconcile
them ? Prussia in his memorabfe
declaration fays, that he brought
70,000 of his 'choicest troops into
the field ; but he met such unceas
ing multitudes, that all his efforts
were vain. There was evidently
then a want of troops, but did we
get more now? No, only 62,000,
and those not the choicest troops.
He stated, that in three years an ar.
tny was worn out, and two years of
the present haiasftng war mul be
equal to three of any other war,
and shewed the difference that must
be expected from the exertions of
troops which considered themselves
as principals, and a hired force.
From the situation of the combined,
and the dispositions of the neutral
powers, his lordstiip thought there
was nothing that indicated any
hopes of success from the present
campaign. In addition to all that
was wanting to us was, he said, the
want of a just cause, and a fair and
intelligent object. The best writers
on this side of the question, from
Mallet du Pan downwards, had
owned, that what the most tended
to prevent our success was, that a
substantial object had not been held
up to mankind, and particularly to
the people of France. How ranch
more truly might such a change
now be adduced ! for this treaty
confounded all rational hopes ; Prus
sia wa* to make conquests for the

maritime powers.' He ridiculed the
arrogar.ee of two nations assuming^
the title of maritime powers. If
Prussia had a mir.d to secede after
receiving the stipulated sums, he
astced in what court we were to sue
such a debtor ? Whatever might be
the character of the king of Prus
sia as a gentleman and a man of ho
nour, it was well known that sove
reigns, held their consciences ab
solved from common • ties. Hii
rordfi'jVi spoke os our successes in
the \*.Yst Indies, find intimated his
wish that ministers should give up
ill their other pretensions in ' the
war, on the ground of securing
these conquests. None of our al
lies, he contended, retained the
appearance of seeling a common
cause with us ; and from that, and
On every other account, his lordship
argued against the probability of
success from the treaty, and depre
cated the measure as pregnant with
the most fatal consequences.
■ The wisdom os the measure was
supported by the earl of Mansfield,
who said, that is no precedent ex
isted for so large a subsidy* there
was no example of so important an
occasion. He vindicated the treaty
of 1756, which assuredly, he said,
was not forced on England. Hi*
lordship ridiculed the idea that a
more effectual assistance might be
obtained from the inferior powers ;
thought engaging the king of Prus
sia, who would otherwise have
withdrawn himself, was a mighty
object, and that he would hold him
self bound, not merely from the
natural sentiments of his own dig
nified mind, but from considering
that the solid interests of sovereigns,
like those of individuals, could on
ly be secured by the sacred mainte
nance of good faith. To compro
mise all our expectations and hopes
in the war for our posseflions in the
Weft
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West Indies, would be fatal to the
|rue honour and interests of En
gland. He would himself sooner
Have his head severed from his body.
The earl depicted the present state
pf France, and said, that the war
must be persevered in till such a go
vernment was established in France
as could give security to the other
states.
I declaration was considered
This.
by the earl of Lauderdale, as the
full open avowal that we were
(sighting for a certain kind of interrial government in France. In the
correspondence with M. Chauvclin,
in the king's speech on the com
mencement of hostilities, in the de
claration of the Hague, &c. it had
\>een studiously declared that it was
riot our wish to interfere with the
internal government of France.—
He asked whether we could coniide
|n the king of Prussia, who had
already broken the treaty of 1792,
by which he was bound not to re
linquish the alliance, nor withdraw
from the war, but with mutual con
sent. It could not be a greater treachery to break the present treaty
than to break that ; he contend
ed, that the expence to this coun
try, respecting these troops, was
stated below its real amount. After
wishing the troops of Prussia might
find full employment from the gal
lant and ill-treated Poles, his lord
ship said, we had no common feel
ings in this war with Prussia. We
thought it so essential as to risque
upon it even our existence as a na
tion—Prussia thouglit it so little
interesting as to require a subsidyof
1,750,0001. a year for continuing
the war. The Dutch had no com
mon feeling with us, for they had
determined to try the war for this
year, and rio further. Austria
alone appeared to have a common
feeling ; but, his lordsliip said, if
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he might be allowed papers, for
which he should move, he would be
bound to preve that they had not a
common feeling with ue. Admitting,
however, that they had, he did not
conceive Austria could long con*
tinue to co-operate, since me wa$
now reduced to the Jacobinical art*
of finance, pillaging churches, Sec,
making what (he called loans in
every country, aud now trying one
here ; and thus the whole war wa»
to be maintained by British capital.
From the quelling of the insurrec»
tions in La Vendee, &c. his lord
ship thought the object to be at
tained by the war was ten time*
more difficult than ever. Much at
he detested the atrocities of Ro
bespierre, equal horrors were daily
perpetrated by Russia, which were
only tolerated because they were
permanent. Who could say that
we were to fight against Robes,
pierre because his tenets disturbed
the tranquillity of his neighbours^
and yet be reconciled ..o Russia and
Prussia? But it was said that 30,000
men could not otherwise have been
obtained for the war in Europe. If
this were true, how hopeless wa,s our
state! The campaign would exhaust
double the number at least, and we
had no further resource. As these
troops were said to be cheaper than
our other mercenaries, and we had
40,000 more foreign troops, hi*
lordship observed, that we must pay
at least three millions a year to
foreign ppwer&for men only, inadr
dition to our own expences, and
this toettablilh LouisXVIL It waa
said that France was using up its
capital; and were not we doing
the fame ? Every stalling of money
funded was a part of our capital
lavished and lost for ever. With
respect to the country having never
felt so little from the pressure of
war, his, lordship said he would;
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leave the assertion to the feelings of
the country, and tothe knowledge of
the manufacturing towns; but never
in thesecond year of a war had such
an impression been made on the
country. In one manufacturing
town, one justice of the peace had
attested 23,000 soldiers taken from
manufactures ; in another a magis
trate had attested 12,000.
Lord Hawkefbury denied that
the object of the war wa3 changed,
and spoke as usual of indemnity
and security, the latter of which
could not be obtained from the pre
sent government of France. His

lordship contended, that living at
they were on their capital, ana
wasting the whole, it mull end—r
when he could not predict—but it
would he a sudden explosion, auij
break up at once. It would then
not be for us to dictate to them a
form of government ; but it wat
obvious that there must be erected
in France a strong executive govern*
meat. It was urged in addition to
this by lord Auckland, that he had
always thought this a war which
was to be waged usque ad interne:'tonem- On a division of the house,
the contents were 99, non con tents 6.

CHAPTER VI.
racy agairjl the King and Constitution.—The Secretaries and other
'embers os the Constitutional and Corresponding Societies, arrested and
imprisoned—Messagefrom hit Majesty relative to thesupposed Conspiracy.
—Motion for a Secret Committee.— Report os the Secret Committee.—
Debates on the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act in the House of Commons.—Secret Committee appointed by the Lords.— Their Report.—Debate
inthe House ofLords on that Subject.—On the Suspension ofthe Habeas Corput
Act.—Second Report of the Secret Committee in the House of Lords—in
the Commons*—Debates on the Address to his Majesty on the Royal Mes
sage.—Marquis of Lanfdotvre's Motion respecting America.—Mr. She
ridan's Motion on thefame Subject.—Mr. Sheridan's Motion for a New
Military Test Duke of Bedford's Motion for "Peace.—Mr. Fox's
Motion on the fame Subject.—Thanks voted to Lord Howe, Sir Charier
Grey and Sir Johif Jervis by both Houses.—Debates on a Vote of
Thanks to Lord Hood.—City Militia Bill.—Debate concerning the Mo
ney issued to the King of Pruffia.—Parliament prorogued.—Dispute with
America.*—Changes in Administration —New Peers.—Corsica annexed
to the British Crown,— Chinese Embassy. — Riots at Crimping Houses.—
State Trials.
THE alarms which had arisen in
the latter end of the year
j 792, concerning thedangerousconspiracies of the democratic party in
England, had been suffered to subfide, and no prosecution had been
instituted, nor any measures taken
to bring to light the supposed trai
tors, till the parliamentary session
of 1 794 had been far advanced.—
On a subject of so much delicacy
we would wiih to divest ourselves

of every prejudice, and to view the
facts, if possible, in the fame light
in which they will be contemplated
by distant posterity. That there
have existed disaffected persons in
every society, since the first institu
tion of civil government, no man
conversant in history will deny }
that England for a century past has
contained a number of speculative
republicans is almost equally evi*
dent. While we admit this, we
mud
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taust also admit, that many persons
who have been strenuous advocates
for a parliamentary reform have
been not less determined friends to
monarchy than the most bigoted
tor)- ; indeed the contrary suppo
sition would involve in the charge of
republicanism tliepresent chancellor
of the exchequer, and some of the
rnost distinguished characters in ad
ministration ; and so far was Mr.
Pitt himself from supposing that
the desire of reforming parliament
implied a conspiracy to establish a
republic on the ruins of the mo
narchy ; that even in 179: he did
not attempt to implicate the sub
jects ; and though certain societies
had long existed for the express pro
motion of the former object, no
prosecution or even accuiation had
been commenced against them.
The first rumour of a conspiracy
in 1792, when the chancellor of
the exchequer pledged himself
" that such a conspiracy did actual
ly exist," stems to have applied on
ly to the practices of certain undis
covered foreign agents, dispeised
throughout England; for upon that
plea, and upon that only, the alien
'bill was pasted. Our readers will
remember that the suspicion of
treason was afterwards attempted
to be indirectly attached to cer»
tain persons in opposition ; but
those insinuations were completely
quashed by the very manly and spi
rited motion of Mr. Sheridan in
1793. Though, however, Mr.
chancellor Pitt bad solemnly pled^-d
bis veracity to the existence of the
Conspiracy (and of his honour and
integrity it would be a crime to ex
press or intimate a doubt), yet he
does not seem to have made a full
discovery of the actual conspirators
till the month of May J 794 ; and
this discovery appears, by the most
nmhciitic documents, by the re.
7

ports of (he secret committee after
wards instituted, and by the indict
ment since filed at the Old Bailey,
to have entirely resulted from the
subsequent acts of these conspirators.
Uniutimidated, it appears, by
the royal proclamation, and by the
loyal associations in the beginning
of 1793, the society for constitu
tional information, and another so
ciety called the corresponding so
ciety, which was still more exten
sive, and which, dividing into
branches or districts, included an
immense number of members of
the middle and lower classes of so
ciety in London, had issued several
advertisements and publications of
fensive to administration, the avow
ed object of which however was
the promotion of a reform in the
representation ofthe people. They
had also held some public meeting?,
and particularly one at Chalk Farm
in . the vicinity of Hampstead,
where it was said some intemperatespeeches had been pronounced, and
some toasts bordering upon sedi
tion had been given. They also
had held communication with cer
tain other societies at Sheffield,
&c. and had deputed delegates to
the celebrated Scottish convention,
which they speedily proposed to re
place by another of a similar de
scription. Whether then sere these
men were the authors or not of the
conspiracy .uhich ministers affirmed
lo exist in the year 1 7921 or whe
ther that was a.disserent conspiracy,
the authors of which have not yet
been discovered, ministers conceiv
ed it their duty to lose no time in
ptotttding against the principal
members of these societies.
In pursuance of this determina
tion, therefore, on Monday the 1 2th
of May, 1794, Mr Thomas Hardv, a shoemaker, in Piccadilly, who '
had acted as secretary to the
London
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London corresponding society, and Mr. Dundas, and the address was
Mr. Daniel Adams, the secretary moved for by the chancellor of the
to the society for constitutional in exchequer, who mentioned his in
formation, were apprehended by a tention of afterwards proposing that
■warrant from Mr. Dundas, for trea they should be referred to a1 commit
sonable practices, aud their books tee of secrecy, that the whole of the
and papers seized. Mr. Home transactions might not be prema
Tooke, Mr. Jeremiah Joyce, pre turely laid before the public, so
ceptor to lord Mahon, and Mr. as to render future necessary mea
John Thekvall, who had for some sures abortive. The addieis passed
time entertained the town in the without a dissentient voice. But a
character of a political lecturer, committee of Jecrecy was opposed
were afterwards, in the course of by Mr. Fox, who called upon the
the week, arresttd and commuted minister either to cite a precedent
to the Tower, on a charge os high for the measure, or to (hew suffi
treason.
cient grounds for deviating from all
On the same day (May 12) Mr. rule. Mr. Pitt cited several prece
Dundas brought down to the house dents, in particular Layer's plot in
a message from the king, importing, 1722, and justified the expediency
that seditious practices had heen of the measure. The object before
carried on by certain societies in the house, he said, touched nothing
London, in correspondence with less than the very existence of par
other societies; that they had lately liament. The precedent of Layer
been pursued with increasing acti was opposed by Mr. Fox as irrele
vity and boldness, and heen avow vant, since the house had been ia
edly directed to the assembling of a possession of the business previous to
pretended general convention of the its reference to a secret committee.
people, in contempt and defiance He wished to be informed in what
of the authority of parliament, on rriode the papers had been obtained ;
principles subversive of the exilling whether the seizure had been made
law and constitution, and tending on the grounds of seditious prac
to introduce that system of anarchy tices, or an allegation that the
prevailing in France. That his persons implicated had been guilty
majesty had given orders for seizing of an overt act of treason. From
the books and papers of these soci the resolution on the journals of
eties, which were to be laid before the house (in Mr. Wilkes's cafe),
the house. That it was recom seizing papers for seditious prac
mended to the house to consider tices, or any thing short of trea
them, and to pursue such measures son, was illegal. Mr. Dundas de
as were necessary, in order to pre clared the warrants to be grounded
vent their pernicious tendency.
on allegations for treasonable prac
These voluminous papa's were tices, and the assair was referred to
the following day brought down a secret committee of 21 member*
sealed to the house of commons by chosen by ballot
• Ir is absolutely-necessary to insert the following note from Mr. Plowden's History,
as it involves a matter of fact : how far his information was authentic, it is impossible
for us to decide.
%
" The balloting for this committee may possibly have been influenced by the note*
which were said on ibis occasion to hive been sent from the treasury to their fiiends,
entreating their attendance, and enclosing a lilt of the ccaumitte* that was actually
ftliclid." Flowden's Short Hutory, 1794, p. 118.
s
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On the t6th of May the first
report of the committee Was brought
lip by Mr. Pitt, and read by the
clerk. It contained an account of
the proceedings of the society for
constitutional information, and of
the London corresponding societiesj
together with their communica
tions with other societies within
the realm from the year 1 79 1 ,
the greater part of which had
becrt published a» advertisements in
the public papers. Mr. Piu stated,
that it had appeared to the com
mittee that qlplan had been digested
Slid acted upon, and was then in
forwardness for its execution, the
object of which was to assemble a
pretended convention of the peo
ple, for the purposes of assuming
the character of a general represen
tation of the nation, supersed
ing the representative capacity of
the h&lise, and arrogating the le
gislative power of the country at
forge. It would be for the house,
he said, to consider whether they
were impressed with similar opi
nions. If they were, he could not
entertain a doubt of their con
cluding, that not one moment was
to be lost in arming the executive
power with such additional means
as should effectually prevent the ex
ecution of such a plan. It was, he
said, necessary for the house in
considering the report to. recollect
that much of it was merely intro
ductory 1 but it was neeessary to
revert to a date antecedent to the
time when the societies had assumed
the serious aspect of practical trea
son, to (hew that from the first
their views were the fame, and that a
parliamentary reform was far from
being the true object of their inten
tions. It would appear from the
report, that the papers found in
that part of the conspiracy, which
implicated the two societies, con*

tained two years correspondence!
with other societies in this and a
neighbouring country ; and from
these, coupled with more recent
proceedings it was evident that
the plan of a convention had been
contemplated from the very outset,
and the practice was only reserved
till a seasonable occasion should oc
cur. The whole system of insurrec*
tion was laid in the monstrous doc*
trine of the rights of man, which
seduced the weak and ignoraDt to
overturn government, law, pro
perty, security, and whatever was
valuable, which had destroyed
whatever was valuable in France,
and endangered the safety, if
not the existence, of, every na
tion in Europe. The proceedings
of all these jacobin societies would
appear from the papers to be only
comments on that text—a text fof
the inculcation of which the'sefocietie'3 were the disciples here, as then*
corresponding French brethren were
the instruments for disseminating it
in France, and extending It by car
nage to all other parts of Europe.
He stated from the report, that
prior to the enormities of France 3
correspondence had been carried on
between these societies and the ja*
cobin club, delegates had been sent
by them to the national convention,
and formally received ) andat t he time
whe n thejacobin faction whicli usurp*
ed the government had commenced
hostilities against Great Britain,
these societies had, as far they could,
pursued the same conduct, expressed
the lame attachment to their cause,
adopted their appellations, and
formed the design of disseminating
the fame principles. The report
would shew that a statement of the
manusactuiing towns was marked
Out, as most likely, from the vast
concourse of profligate and igno«
rant men in these places, to adopt
their
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<teif plans, and societies had been
established there to keep up the
chain ofseditious intercourse. Sometimes the societies had acted in undisguised and audacious hostility,
sometimes worn the appearance of
attachment to the state and countty. In their letter to the society
at Norwich would be seen a plain
avowal of their object, an apology
for deigning to apply to parliament,
and a candid confession that they
were to look for reform only to the
convention they were about to establish. They afterwards advised perseverance in petitioning for refcrm, as a mask to be thrown off
when convenient. Happily that
mafk had been thrown off when
the bulk of the nation were uniting
firmly with government in vigilance
and acal for its protection. The
convention at Edinburgh, which
still retained some flimsy remains of
fhathypocriticaldisguise.they styled
fhe representatives of the people,
inveiled with all the rights to reform, and' sent delegates to it, asselling the innocence of those members of it who fell under the fenfence of the law, and pronouncing
them objects of panegyric and envy.
In conformity to their prior declarations, they made the legal condemnation of those persons the figAal, as they styled it,of coming to issue
upon the point, " whether the Taw
mould frighten them into cempliance, or they oppose it with its own
weapons, force and po%ver." That
was, he said, to say distinctly,
** whether they should obey the
laws of their country, or oppose
them by insurrection*." This was
a cafe as strong as the mind of man

1$t

could well imagine, but was in fact
only introductory to stronger facts*
He should call the attention of the
house to a society, which, though
composed of the meanest and most:
despicable of the people, who acted
upon the worst jacobin principles*
had within it the means ofthe most
unbounded extension and rapid increase. It had already risen to thh>
ty divisions in London, some con*
taining six hundred persons, and
was connected by a systematical
chain of correspondence with other
societies scattered through all the
manufacturing towns. That society had arrived at such enormou*
boldness, as to declare itself a power to watch over the progress of
parliament, to scan its proceedings^
and prescribe limits for its action?,
beyond which if it presumed to
advance, an end was to be put to
the existence of parliament itself,
Such language, from people so conterhptible, might seem the effect of
insanity, and therefore deserving
only os compassion ; but it had been
the result of deep design, moulded
into shape, and fit for mischievous
effects when opportunity should ocCUr. About fix weeks ago a new1
sera had, he said, arisen in the histery of insurrection. At that period the corresponding satiety had,
in due form, laid before theconsti.
tutional society a deliberate and
deep-concerted plan for assembling at
convention for all England ! and
evidently to exercise legislative and
judicial capacities, to overturn the!
established system of government,
and wrest from the parliament the!
power lodged in their hands,
Within a few weeks the plan was1

* On* of the report! stated, that in the poflefGon of the different members of these!
socittiei (which were estimated at not sewer than 20,000 persons) there were found not
left than elgbian muskets. They had also a fund for supporting this insurrection, which
toaniced upwards of nine pounds sterling.
2
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to be carried into exeention ; and house was of opinion that th'Ti dVf-p^s
in their circular letter they empha ly assected the safety of parliament
tically stated, that no time wat to be itself, and struck at the root of go
hfi ; and lest their1 ruinous inten vernment and the constitution, so>
tions should be misunderstood, the as to demand interference, there
kttet was addressed equally to all was still more to increase the impa
parts of the island, and circulated tience of the house so baffle the
with a lhare of vigour and address views of these conspirators, and de
truly astonishing. It c'eclaied that stroy their projects, tie professed
a central lpot was fixed upon, which hiu full belief, that even upon the
they would not venture to name supposition of a neglect of duty in
till they had assurances of the fide the executive power in watching
lity of those to. whom they were to over the safety os the British con-,
disclose it. This central spot was, stittition, and the supineness os
they said, chosen for the purpose of parliament under these manifestafacilitating the assembling of the lious of sedition, its enemies would
delegates from the whole island, and still have failed of fæces*. But it
a request was sent to each society to was right to prevent, by timely in' °ve in an account of their numbers, tetference, the misery of even a
that their force might be estimated. short struggle. The report stated*.
Of this they informed the society that arms had been actually procured
for constitutional information in a and distributed by these soc'uticj; and
letter accompanied by a set of reso^ that so far from breaking up this
lutions. All this, Mr. Pitt con jacobin army, they had shewn themtended, proceeded from the adop felvcs immoveably bent on their
tion of jacobiuica} principles, by pursuit, and displayed preparation*
wretches who aspired to elevation os defiance and resistance to go
by the same means. These men vernment. It remained for the
liad, he said, continued to act upon house to consider what was to be
their horrible plan. They had on done ; in doing which they ought
the 14th of April held a meeting, uot to refer to the quality of the
in which resolutions had been persons, but to the nature and mag
puffed, arraigning every branch nitude of the objects they had iiY
of the government, threatening view. It would appear that a
the sovereign, insulting the house ceajturary so formidable hudnever yet
os peers, and accusing the com exi/ted*, though tlie committee hadV
mons of insufficiency.
Notice yet far from completed their in
had been taken of those measures quiry. It had, he said, been usual
»f parliament, which had pre- in time of danger to enact a temvioufly been made the signal of porary suspension os the habeas cor-insurrection; and declarations, that pus law. The temporary sacrifice
if certain measures were pursued, of that la-w miVbt be, oivcertain oc
whether with or without the con casions, as necessary to the support
sent of parliament, they sliould be of the constitution, as the mainte
icscinded, and that the constitu nance of its principles was ?t others*
tion was utterly destroyed. Th« It had been suspended when the
proof of these allegations was drawn constitution and liberty . of the
from their own records. If the country were most guarded and rei
* Compaie ihia with tbc verdicts of several honest juriet upon evidence.
specter
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Tpected ; and such a suspension was
more particularly called for at this
crisis, when attempts were made to
disseminate principles dangerous to
that constitution, for the preserva
tion of which the law had been
made. Mr. rSlt concluded by mov
ing for leave to bring in a bill,
" empowering his majesty to secure
and detain all persons suspected of
designs against his crown and go
vernment, &e."
Mr. Fox observed, that aster
having listened with the utmost at
tention to the report, and, in vain,
expecting something which might
call for the attention of the house,
he had never been more surprised,
than to hear that the worthy frameri ofthe report should recommend
so sudden, so violent, so alarming
a remedy as that now proposed—a
proposal grounded upon facts noto
rious for years. He was astonished
that the committee should so so
lemnly call the attention of the
house to facts published in every
newspaper, and notorious to every
one—and, after a long history of
these proceedings, call upon, the
house for its immediate considera
tion of the probable effects of such
events, and of the necessity of put
ting an eud by the most violent
means to what had so long been
suffered to pass in silence. . The re
port was not, however, confined to
a detail of these Jlale, ridiculous,
and contemptible facts ; it stated an
inference from them. He could
not arrive so readily as either the
committee or the minister at a con
clusion upon these points, .taking
them even a9 they were related.
Nor would the inference, if fair*
justify the measure proposed. He
should not consider, then, whether
these persons had acted consistently
or not. Through the whole course
of the business they had wished for
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a parliamentary reform. The con
vention at Edinburgh, which had
been noticed, in all its proceedings
published in the newspapers, had
uniformly stated their design to be
not to oppose the power of govern
ment, but to seek redress of griev
ances. Was the minister prepared
to fay such conventions were sedi
tious ? He did not know that the
minister was ever a member of one,
but sot- his own part he certainly
was in theyear 1780; and if that
was illegal, they carried on their
proceedings with great imprudence ;
they held a public correspondence
with societies in Yorkshire and
other places ; they presented the
result of their labours to the house,
which refused to recognise them,
as delegates, but allowed their
right to petition as individuals, and
received their petition. Such a
convention had never till lately
been thought either, against the
letter or spirit of the constitution.
If it had been illegal) the minister
and many others had been scandal
ously negligent. A scandalous ne
gligence must have attended the ob
taining a free constitution for Ire
land. By a convention the Irilh
catholics had obtained thefr late
privileges. On their first applica
tion to parliament, there were on
ly about twenty-five in its favour :
but how differently were they re
ceived the next year, when they ap
pointed a convention of delegates i
In saying this, he did not mean to
allege that the proposed convention,
in the present case, would be meri
torious, but only that it would be
dangerous for that house to declare
its illegality. There was no charge
against these persons, but that they
might, of their own authority, at
tempt to alter the form of parlia
ment ; but was any gentleman pre
pared to fay that this very convenN
tie*

■"'
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Pbn would not apply to parliament
for a parliamentary reform ? The
number of persons lie conceived not
to be very considerable. The mis
fortunes of the tear were likely to
excite discontent and resentment,
and the late trials in Scotland were
likely to alarm every man in En
gland who had the least regard for
the principles of liberty. Such a
convention as that fiated by the mi
nister was, he said, perfectly ridi
culous ; the idea of those persons
assuming the authority of govern
ment was so eontemp'iblc, that Bed
lam was the only proper receptacle
for them. " To pretend alarm on
that account mu!r, he said, be grofi
nfftftation." Werean h undred ofthese
person3 to issue the orders ofgovern
ment, would they sir.d an bundled
to obey them? Supposing, however,
this convention assembled by Mr.
Hardy and Mr. Adams, and' that
they had the' views ascribed to
them, he would then say the mea
sure now proposed was a greater
evil than the one it proposed to re
medy. Let the house consider the
extent of the measure, which was
no left than giving to the ex
ecutive authority absolute power
over the personal liberty of every
individual in the kingdom." Every
m*n who talked freelv, every man,
*' who like him, from his heart,
detested the war," would be in the
hands and at the mercy of mini*
Hers. We were going to give up the
Terv best part of our constitution,
and, considering the restraints
which it was calculated to impose,
it might be said there was an end to
the constitution of England. Mr.
Fox contended that the'suspenfion
of the habeas carpus act under king
William, and in the years 1715 and
1 745, formed no precedent for the
present measure. In those times there
■was an army in the kingdom in favour
**
6

of a popish prince claiming1 a
right to the throne, and at a time
when the people were divided in
opinion as to tiie right of the house
of Hanover. Was there any such
prince now? were there any such
circumstances now ? Nothing like
it. Here we saw a number of indi
viduals, without arms - or means,
talking of a reform in parliament.
Such being the cafe, the house
would betray its duty to its consti
tuents by supporting the present
measure. Is however the busi
ness was to be persevered in, there
ought to be a call of the house,
that even' member might render
himself responsible by his vote : the
danger, if any, was nothing when
put in competition with the mighty
sacrifice proposed. For his own
part, he thought the bill would furrender the personal freedom of every
man to the caprice of the mini
ster. ■
The bill was further opposed by
Mr. M'. Robinson, Mr. Martin,
Mr. Lambton, and Mr. Harrison,
who proposed that during tiie sus
pension os the act the house should
continue to sit, and that an acCount mould be rendered by the
executive government to that house
of all persons apprehended and
confined by the bill. With regard
to the report, Mr. Harrison no
ticed,- that no circumstance which
was not ot notorious publicity had
been contained in it, except that
those people who had been forming
a convention had been providing
arms, and were ready to use them
for illegal purposes. If this were
true, of which however there
was no proof, it was of itself an
overt act of treason, and there were
existing laws in the country to find
a suitable punishment for such a
heinous offence.
Mr. Grey contended that the
report
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report was so Incomplete as not to
justify any proceeding upon it. He
joined his hon. friend in proposing
a call of the house, and wished the
report to be printed. He depre
ciated all the intelligence contained
in the report as trumpery, and ob
served, that almost all the matter
contained in it had been published
last year, and is worthy of notice,
ought to have been attended to
when at a meeting of parliament
there seemed to some gentlemen to
be so much cause tor alarm.
The bill was supported by Mr.
Burden aad Mr. Wigley, and
opposed by Mr. Jekyll on the
grounds already stated. He thought
the committee had proceeded more
upon panic than from any other
cause. Had the minister been paid
by the enemies of the country, he
could not have held out better
hopes to than than his conduct
that night would do. In addition
to the defeat of Clairfait, the ac
count of which they would receive
about this time, they would have
the pleasure of hearing that the
people of England were dissatisfied
with the government, and suspect
ed so far, that It was necessary to
follow up the French practice, and
institute a committee of secrecy, of
public safety, or whatever else they
chose to term it. The conduct of
administration had, he said, for
some time past tended to put an
end to all public or private confi
dence, and to destroy that happi
ness and harmony in society, which
used to be the characteristic of Bri
tish subject*,
The bill was ably qpp'oftd also
by Mr. Sheridan, who said he had
waited with much attention to hear
some argument used in favour of
the measure. He censured, as
highly indecent, the impatience
shewn by the minister and his

toj

friends for the question. The mf»
nilter's attack upon the people of
Great Britain, • by telling France
that they were so much disaffected
and suspected as K> make the most
harsh measures necessary, was, he
said, unsounded, unjust, and im
politic in the highest degree. Af
ter all the great exertions and: ta
lents of this committee- of public
safety, instigated as they were by
the most tremendous alarms that
had ever frightened any country,
what had they to' shew -to , the
country as a vindication of their
conduct, and the i fruits of . their
alarms ? What Was to be found- in
this famous report of the ~$rh{/h
Burrere ? Shortly this : a number
of copies of idle papers that had
been printed, published, and' cir
culated in the ■ course of the last;
two years, aud before the com
mencement of the last sessions of
parliament. .-.Why had they -not
been prosecuted at the time when
they appeared ? Why did not the
attorney general proceed upon the
paper signed by Martin, which
contained the most criminal matter i
Mr. Sheridan declared his belief,
not only that no treasonable prac
tices existed in the country, and
that ministers and theirfriends knew
this lo bi thc-cafe ; but . that it waa
necessary far their vievjs to keep
up, or rather create some new cause
of panic, to gain a continuation of
power over the people. He- firmly
believed that they had a full con
viction, that.no practices existed itt
the country which could justify the
proposal for putting the liberty and
property of the people of Great
Britainatthe discretionof thetxecutive government ; a power which ne
ver had been, nor ought to be, given
but in timesos actual rebellion, orimminent and manifest danger, whxli
none could contend was at present
N2
the
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the case. Of all the great men
who composed the committee, none
had come forward in defence of the
measure, or to state grounds for it,
but the minister. The principal
argument he had used went to
prove the illegality of conventions.
There had been many conventions
in these kingdoms, but none had
been thought illegal. He' belonged
to one society, he believed the hon.
gentleman had been also a member,
and was certain the duke of Rich
mond had ; and though they joined
in the meeting with a vivw to par
liamentary reform, they held their
conventions at the Guildhall of
London, and thence they published
their proceedingj and resolutions.
It had been said, that the power
which was entrusted to the execu
tive government by the suspension
of the habeas corpus act would not
be abused. This he thought he had a
right to deny} because, having that
day seen the frivolous pretexts upon
which this bold and dangerous mea
sure was founded, there waigood rea
son to suppose, that if they had the
power to detain persons suspected,
they would be very apt to proceed
upon suspicions equally frivolous. No
man could be safe ifthey were inclined
to misrepresent or distress him. He
(bought it would be better to make
the bill affect every person that be
longed to any society for cairying
tllroughany political purpose, than
to 'subject every man in Britain to
the despotic power of ministers. He
further observed, that no limited
time was fixed for the duration of
the suspension ; and said it was im
possible, if this bill passed, to satis
fy the people that many of those
who brought out these seditious
publications were not suborned, and
employed for the very purpose of
exciting and carrying on the system
of alarm.

Mr. Burke denied that the friftl
catholics had assumed the name of
a convention, but only that of 3
meeting of delegates. Their ob
ject, he stated, was special and
avowed. That of this convention
was an intention to erect itself into
a power paramount to that of par
liament. It would also appear that
their projects were now in a state of
maturity, and they were furnishing
themselves luilb arms to enable them
to follow theexample of France. Even
in the extreme cafe of the measure
being abased, he contended it could
not have any thing like the bad con
sequences that would result from
suffering this convention to proceed
undisturbed. The fusptnsions of the
habeas corpus act, by which the
chiefs of several disaffected families
had been safely locked up in the
Tower, had preserved them from
ruin, and possibly the present
measure might effect similar bene
fits.
The attorney general justified
himself for not having prosecuted
those persons who had publilhed the
resolutions signed by Mr. Martin,
from his inability to trace the com
bination ; and vindicated as neces
sary the prosecution which had
taken place in Scotland) where the
proceedings had been more open and
undisguised.
Mr. Fox, in reply, mentioned
fever al pi osecutionswhich bethought
contrary to law ; particularly those
of Mr. Walker of Manchester,
Mr. Philips at Leicester, and of
Mr. Winterbotham ; and very hand
somely, on this occasion, noticed
that of Mr. Frost, for whom he
could not be conceived to have any
partiality.
The motion for bringing in the
bill was carried by a large majori
ty. Upon this Mr. Grey moved a
call of the house, that gentlemen
might
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might have time to consider a pro
position of such importance.
It was supported by Mr. Fox,
who contended that the delay of
one week could not make any mater
rial difference as to the object in
view : if the object was punish
ment, there must be criminality,
and the present laws were fully ade
quate to that. If it was merely to
prevent the escape of a few guilty
persons from justice tljat demanded
so unprecedented a measure, it was
scandalous, for a single moment, to
surrender the liberties of the whole
kingdom on such an account. He
lamented that the old established
laws, known to the constitution,
had not been applied to the evil, if
any existed ; and contended, that it
was an infamous libel on the consti
tution to fay that it was only able
to maintain itself in a season of tran
quillity. He wished to know how
long the suspension was to conti
nue, or how it could be necessary ?
Was it said, that when we were
engaged iq a war upon such ho
nourable principles as to be ap
proved by the whole kingdom, and
that at a time when there was the
most popular administration that
ever governed in that kingdom,
who had, on every occasion, a ma
jority of ten to one-rwas it at such
a time we thought it necessary to
suspend the habeas corpus act, from
the apprehension of an insurrection
in the heart of the kingdom ? The
pretences for this measure were, he
asserted, the most flimsy and bare,
faced he had ever witnessed, and the
measure the most daring and im
pudent.
Mr. Grey replied to some ex
pressions which had fallen from the
chancellor of the exchequer, and
in the course of his speech declared,
that however impugned, parlia
mentary reform was a cause he would
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never desert, nor would he, to pre
serve power or gratify ambition,
ever become as apostate.
The bil!, on the same evening,
rapidly passed through its first and
second readings, and was voted in
to a committee, though the house
was several times divided. The re
port was received at three o'clock
in the morning ; but the third read
ing wac deferred to the following
day, when, as the chancellor of the
exchequer was not in the house,
Mr. Sheridan proposed an adjourn
ment, which was seconded by Mr.
Francis.
During an Interesting debate on
the occasion, in which the motion
was opposed by Mr. Canning, Mr.
Rose, Mr. Yorke, &c. and sup
ported by Mr. Coiirtenay, lord
Wycombe, Mr. Lambton, lord W,
Russell, &c. Mr. Jekyll observed,
" that it was a maxim in English
law, that every man was to be
deemed innocent till he had been
convicted by the judgment of his
peers." It was indeed, he said,
true, that some persons were in
custody on a charge of high trea»
son ; but was it to be supposed, if
guilty, that they would escape if
the present bill were not passed into
a law ? The minister had frequently
declared, and even the last evening
but one, that the majority of the.
nation were attached to the present
existing government. If so, and)
that it was so he was fully persuad
ed, why take such a violent measure ?
Why raise cn alarm for the sake of
punishing a few, for whose punish
ment the existing laws were fully
adequate ? Mr. Jekyll called upon
the house (q recollect that the act
in question had been obtained by
almost a miracle. It was, in one
stage, carried in the upper house
by a kind of fraud ; one of the
tellers seeing a very fat lord come
N3
in,
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jn, and knowing him to be a man
of weight, counted him for ten. In
the debate in that house upon the
suspension in 171.2, a very able op
position to it had been made by
lord Harrington, whose speech
Mr. Jtkvll called to ha\£ read from
the reports.
,.
Oh the division for an adjourn
ment jbeing put,- it was negatived
.by a. majority of 124. The queilii ii for the third reading of the
bill , was then moved, and it was
again opposed by Mr. Grey. The
mealure would, he said, utteily
exempt ministers from all responsi
bility. To allow them to act as
they pleased secretly, would be the
least us two evils ; since, is they
acttd./n violation of the .law, they
would at least: act under the terror
of impeachment. He asserted, that
the ballot by which the committee
was chosen did not deserve the
name ; he differed in opinion from
the comniiLtee in their conclusions
from the evidence reported, and
doubted whether all the evidence
which ought to have been produced
to the house had been produced.
The committee had, he thought,
been either deceived themselves, or
wished to deceive others, and an at
tempt was now made to involve the
Jiouse as parties in the imposture.
The precedents for this mealure of
172,3, and of 1745, were entiiely
different from the present. Ano
ther had occurred in 1777, in which
so much time was allowed for a full
discussion and deliberation on the
subject, as to admit of a petition
being presented against it from the
city of London. On this occasion
jt was held improper to appeal to
the public for their sentiments^
thoi'gh on former ones the minister
had affected to appeal to the " pub
lic voice." Was this right to be
abferved when, th.e event appeared

likely to be advantageous to him
self, and when there appeared any
danger of their differing from him,
was it to be reprobated as indecent
and unconstitutional ? The fame
use was made of the public voice
in the hon. gentleman's appeal in
1784, on the subject of the slave
trade—and when, upon his defeat
on the subject of parliamentary re
form, he had recourse to resolu
tions at the Thatched house tavern
in St. Jamcs's-strcct, in concert
with John Home Tuoke, and those
unfortunate gentlemen who were
labouring under the severities of
conviction, and still severer sen
tences, only lor persevering in those
sentiments which others had aban
doned, he had then resolved, "That
considering it was in vain to look
to parliament for a regeneration
originating within itself, it be re»
commended to the people through
out the kingdont to assemble dur
ing the ensuing lummer, in districts,
for the purpose of an application to
parliament upon that subject."
Would it be said, that the object
of thole meetings was nnt to su
persede the functions of parliament,
but to make application for re
form I What then, upon the face
of their proceedings, as contained
in the report, could be attributed
to the present societies, but a re
commendation of w hat they call a
convention, for precisely the self
same purposes, only that, because
the word petition was not expressly
mentioned, the absurd and iniqui
tous design was imputed to them of
superseding that House in the ex
ercise of their functions ? What was
the conduct of the minister in the
year 1782, when his pretended lin«
cerity for a parliamentary reform,
had been defeated in that lioufe by
a motion for the order of the day ?
He had abandoned it for ever,
William,
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William Pitt, the reformer of that only fitted for the refuse of the
day, was William Pitt the pro people. If this were so, os that de
secutor, and persecutor too, of scription were the duke of Rich
reformers now. He who thought mond and Mr. Pitt. This he proved
lit to inflame the passions of the from the duke's letter to colonel
people, and to instigate them to a Sharman. What more had been
contempt for the house of commons done by Messrs. Palmer, Muir, &o.
then, would not at present allow to expose them to their present suf
the people to judge of tluir own ferings? What, he said, had been
rights and dearest interests ; but per discovered by the fine velvet bag
secuted, with the real bitterness of which the minister had brought in
an apostate, his own partner in the to the house a sew days before i
question of parliamentary reform. Nothing but what had been known
He had that ver)' day been examin twelve years ago, and what these
ing as a prisoner John HorneTooke societies had thought proper to re
for persevering in his sentiments. print and publish in the year 1794.
This fame William Pitt, who had For this the habeas corpus act was
once taught the public to believe to be suspended, and the personal
that nothing honest was to be ex liberty of every individual of the
pected from the house of commons, kingdom was to be placed in the
now asserted that the people should hands of ministers. In extreme
do nothing for themselves, but casts extreme powers should cer
should submit implicitly to the tainly be given ; and is the case
house of commons the right of were made out, he should readily
accede to the measure proposed: but
their personal freedom.
Mr. Grey asserted, that if any he strongly contended that the
evil had arisen from the doctrine charge at the utmost amounted
of applying to the people instead onjy to sedition, and imputed the
of to parliament, the chancellor measure to that system of alarm
of the exchequer was to be con which had been adopted to prevent
sidered as the cause. If the lan the people from seeing their real
guage of applying to tlie people situation.
Mr. Canning asserted, that in
for a parliamentary reform was cri
minal, Mr. Grey said he had him the precedent os 1722, ministers
self been guilty, since he did not r^ad only been supported by a mes
scruple to assert, that from the sage from the throne ; on the pre
house of commons he had no hopes sent occasion such a message had
of parliamentary reform ; that house been backed by the secret commit
never would reform itself, or de tee. Then traitorous correspon
stroy the corruption by which it dences were carrying on for re
was supported, by any other means storing the exiled family ; they were
than those of the resolutions of now carrying on for the subversion
the people acting on the pru of the constitution, and the intro
dence of the house. That point duction of republican anarchy. Whythey could only accomplish by then not apply the same remedy to
meeting in bodies, and this in I ySi cases so similar ? Or, were there no
had been the opinion of the mini precedent, were we not justified in
ster. An hon. gentleman (Mr. devising new remedies for singular
Windbam) had asserted that the and unheard ofoffences ? What had
doctrine of universal suffrage was been said of the precedent of 1777*
N4
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so far from being in point, was dia
metrically opposite to the present
instance. That had for its object the
prevention of a congress in Ameri
ca; thi& plan was designed to prevent
the assembling of one in Great Bri
tain. He retorted the charge
brought against the minister of
adopting only such precedents as
made for him, and scouting others.
He would not, he said, argue as to
\ the proof of the danger that induced
ministers to suspend the act. The
report of the secret committee jus
tified the measure, and he was
willing to take the word of govern
ment. It had been observed, that
if time were given, petitions against
the measure would stow in from all
parts of the country. He was not
however to be intimidated from his
duty by any petitipns. He adr
verted to the conduct of the mini
ster, when he had stood forward as
an advocate for parliamentary re
form. What he thought on that
subject then, he said, now signified
but little. He entertained the
same opinions with his right hon.
friend ; he supported him in them ;
and agreed with him, that though
such a reform might be not im
proper for discuilion in a time of
peace, it was a proposition that
ought not to be agitated in a season
pf tumult. If the chancellor of
the exchequer should at a future
time return to his former opinions,
it wasprobable he should again agree
with him. However he and his
right hon. friend might be threatened
with secessions in the house, and dis
turbances abroad, they should con
tinue to know and feel their own
dignity, and wait for the subsequent
approbation pf the pepple.
Mr. Courtenay, with his usual
humour, entered into an ironical
eulogium on the preceding speech.
He knew pot which to adnure most,

the arguments which had been disi
played, or the ingenuity with which
the chancellor ofthe exchequer had
been defended by his friend, who.
had admitted him to be an apostate,
and cpmplaisantly declared himself
one also. He had further professed
his readiness to join hisfriend if he_
resumed his principles. He seemed
attached to hisfriend, as necessary,
probably, to promote his fortune.
Thui a light straw, whirl 'd rqund with
every blast,
Is carried off in some dog's tail at last.
He had asyet,he said, heard no argu
ment that warranted the suspension.
After bestpwing the highest eulo
gium on the habeas corpus act,
Montesquieu, in his Spirit of Laws,
had pronounced it the palladium of
Englisli liberty, an act that ought
never to be repealed. Nothing could
justify the suspension but great and
imminent danger to the state, and
the actual existence of rebellion. In,
the suspension of 174.5, and that in,
the American war, circumstances,
were materially different from what
they now were. Mr. Courtenay
contended that the report did not
state , any distribution of arms to
have taken place, nor mention that
any correspondence had heen carried
on with the enemy. There was there
fore no evidence for the necessity of
such a measure, which was calcu
lated to destroy the social inter
course ampngst men. He vfas, he
said, much at a loss to conjecture
why ministers adopted those mea
sures which they so much reprobated
in a neighbouringepuntry, where the
fame thing had been done by Barrere and Robespierre. It was evi
dent, he said, no proof existed of a
plpt tp pverturn gpvernment. He
ppinted out the danger pf arming
gpvernment with so large a discre
tionary power. Every act of op
pression,
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prtfiion might be justified on the
plea of state necessity. Much had
been said on the humanity of mi
nisters : he would refer on this sub
ject to the cafes of Messrs. Muir
and Palmer. He declared his full
intention to oppose the bill to the
utmost of his power, because it
struck deeply at the existence of
the constitution, and subjected in
nocent persons to extreme oppres
sion.
Mr.'Dundas observed the mark
cd scepticism which prevailed re
specting precedents. A coincidence
of circumstances might, he said,
never occur ; nay, it was almost
impossible an exact coincidence ever
lhould. It was sufficient for the
adoption of any measure, that the
pressure of the moment demanded
such an extraordinary interposition.
Since the revolution the habeas cor
pus act had been suspended nine
times, and that under the best and
wisest ministers that ever govern
ed the country. Had the evils
painted in such sombre colours ever
followed ? Had any man alleged
that the rights and privileges of
Englishmen suffered any diminu
tion i No fear had been entertained
of the executive government, under
such circumstances, subverting the
constitution ; he was therefore the
more surprised at the present op
position. As to the necessity being
more apparent then, he would rather
have to contend with an open and
avowed enemy than to resist the se
cret poison that operates unseen,
and against which it is more dif
ficult to provide an antidote. With
respect to the inferior condition of
those who were now conspiring
against government, that increased
the necessity of applying an imme
diate remedy to the mischief; such
men had much to gain from anarchy
and confusion, nothing to lose, A

parliamentary reform would not sa
tisfy these men : the resolutions of
one of their societies expressly de
clared, " that some things were
not to be submitted to either with,
or without the sanction of parlia
ment." All the societies did not
indeed go so far; but he had no heT
sitation in declaring that a conven
tion, which had for its avowad ob
ject universal suffrage and annual
parliaments, could onlyexist by sub
verting the monarchy and the par
liament. With respect to the aposr
tacy charged upon his hon. friend
(Mr, Pitt), there was no specifica
tion made of the principles cm
which he acted. If the duke of
Richmond had held these opinions,
it only proved that a wife man
might adopt a very foolish theory.
The propositions alluded to were
such as no friend to his country
would attempt to bring forward at
the present period.
Mr. Sheridan pointedly noticed
the mention which had been made
of nine precedents, without one of
them having been examined. Ad
mitting, however, their number,
was it wonderful that, immediately
after the revolution, it might be
found necessary for preserving the
constitution, to vest in the ex
ecutive government extraordinary
powers ? But would the hon. gen
tleman fay, that he would rather
grapple with an avowed enemy,
and open rebellion, than contend
against the secret poison and hidden
practices of these societies ! Was
that the character of the danger to
be apprehended ? Did it wear the
most remote feature of secrecy or
conspiracy ? Mr. Sheridan noticed
the publicity of all the proceedings
of the societies, their public meet
ings, their intentions announced in
the public papers. If this was a
conspiracy, it was the most open
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garrulous conspiracy he ever heard
of. The remedy, however, he
thought likely to produce some
thing much more like n conspiracy ;
for unless all the obnoxious persona
who composed these societies were
to be cooped up in prisons, they
would pursue, in secret, the iamc
objects, and assume the colour, and
probably have the tffect of a real
conspiracy : for the measure to be
adopted by the house did not de
clare such mectmgs illegal—it did
not declare the opinions they held
treasonable—nor did it even Hate
that a convention for the purposes
intended would be criminal. Mr.
Sheridan considered as futile, any
intention of punishing all who
might favour the idea of universal
suffrage ; and observed, that ever
since the commencement of the
French revolution, ministers had
evinced a strong jealousy of par
liamentary reform. The procla
mation, he said, which was the
first measure they adopted, was
avowedly directed rather against
the " friends of the people," than
against any of those seditious so
cieties. The result of that procla
mation had been tumult and insur
rection. The next measure was
spreading abroad spies and in
formers; but these had only increas
ed the general turbulence. The
last measure was a system of prose
cution ; but the result of thele, ac
cording to their own statement, was,
" that a great part of the nation
was now actually in a state of rebel
lion." He had himself a full con
viction that the whole of this was
a trick. Ministers had long been
in possession of every fact relating
to these societies ; and why did not
they then proceed upon the infor
mation they had received ? Because
they knew them to be false. Sudfk ply Mr. Stone was examined be*

H ANDfore the privy council: all these
plots revived^ though it was noto
rious Mr. Stone had nothing to <l»
with these societies ; so that if be
had been engaged in a plot, of ne
cessity it must have been a different
one. It had not been stated whe
ther the arms mentioned in the re
port had been furnished from Shef
field, or from some other place ; or
whether they had been furnished
for the purpose of rebellion ; or that
each man,: fearing the excesses of a
church and king mob, had deter
mined to furnisli his house with a
musquet. It was imposlible such
an army as was stated in the report
could have been formed without the
knowledge of ministers, long ante
cedent to this period. The press
had been exercised in an uncom
mon degree on this occasion, to se
cond the ingenious management
and dispatch which had distinguilhed the production of the re
port. Mr. Sheridan then produced
an absurd hand-bill, which he con
tended was calculated to excite and
spread abroad the general alarm.—
He appealed to the house, whether
they had not expected, upon com
ing down, to have heard of some
earnest and pressing danger. In the
course of last year, they had been
told that the system of prosecution,
and the associations of Mr. Reeves,
had totally changed the publicmind ; and in the close of the last
session, in the king's speech, they
were told, that all the attempts
against the constitution were com
pletely checked. On the opening
of this session his majesty was
again made to rejoice *' in the
steady loyalty and firm attachment
of all ranks of people to the con
stitution." The hands of govern
ment had since been strengthened
by an alien bill, the traitorous cor
respondence bill, the new levies,
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&c. ; and the house was called upon
now- to declare, (that his majesty
was entirely mistaken'; -and .that it
was necessary for the preservation
ot the existing government, ,that an
undefined exercise os arbitrary
power should be vested in the. ex
ecutive government. This exten
sive power, which had been asked
upon very frivolous occasions he
thought would be exercised upon
pretences equally frivolous. He
argued, that the sentiments of
those societies had originally sprung
from feeds first sown by the chan
cellor of the exchequer, the duke
of Richmond, and Mr. Burke ;
and, in lupport of this assertion,
quoted passages from the letters of
his grace and the latter gentleman.
The time when these opinions were
disseminated, was similar to the
present ; and the effect of pursuing
the desired measures in their extent
would only sill the gaols with men
whose criminality was undefined ;
and the measures would not accom
plish their object, but tend to mul
tiply societies for parliamentary re
form.
It was observed by Mr. Windham, that it was erroneous to sup
pose that, because the proofs ot a
conspiracy existing had been for
some time in the hands of govern
ment, those proofs had no validity.
No man who permitted his teason
to guide him, could deny that there
were complete proofs of a regular
system to overturn the constitution,
when it appeared in the first in
stance, that the designs of these so
cieties were clearly expressed and
followed up by overt acts, tending
to the perfection of their designs.
The principle adopted by them of
universal suffrage, if carried into
practice, must terminate theexiitence
of that house. From that princi
ple had arisen the Ucmcnduu* evils

of France. Mr. Windham censur
ed the severe language used respect
ing the committee of secrecy. The
sulpeniion of the habeas .corpus act
conveyed no terrors to his mind,
for he recollected no instance in
which it had been attended with
_evij consequences. Itwai unfair to
fay, that because the former mea
sures of government had not cured
the present- evil, they had done no
good. Mild remedies must be used
firll ; but ifthe present measure should
prove insufficient, recourse must be
had to others more harsh. The
thing must be done ; and if the exist
ing laws were too weak to check
the mischief, laws of greater force
must be made. There had been a
plan laid for the subversion os every
government, even ofAmerica ; which
had however been aware of the
fact, and taken measures to prevent
the operation.
Mr. Fox, in a most eloquent
speech, again strenuously reprobated
the bill, and replied to a part of
the preceding speech, which he
considered as foretelling the de
struction of the British constitution.
With respect to the gradations of
punishments which were professed,
what by this argument must we
think of the present measure? but
that it was only one step in the lad
der, and that more severe remedies
were in reserve ? Gentle remedies
had already been applied. The alien
bill was an anodyne, the treasonable
correspondence bill was also a gen
tle medicine ; but as in the king's
speech these evils were said to exist
with increased malignity, this se
vere remedy was lo be tried, with
the declared intention, that if this
should fail, more violent methods
would be pursued. What were
they ? Would all meetings of the
people be prohibited, so as to pre->
vent all diseuslion on political sub
jects? '
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jects ? When that proved ineffectual,
was the minister to have the power
of making arbitrary imprisonment
perpetual i Would the next step
be the establishment of a revolu
tionary tribunal ? Under the colour
of pretended alarms, were we to in
fringe upon and demolilh the best
part of the constitution ? He con
tended that the proceedings here
were precisely similar to those in
France ; that ministers circulated
stories of alarms and conspiracies to
fill the public mind with fear, and,
according to the French, to make ter
ror the order of the day. The ques?
tion for the consideration of the
house was, he said, to compare the
danger with the remedy. Whether
the word convention was a bugbear
held up to terrify their imaginations
he knew not; but it was of conse
quence to inquire into the nature of
the thing, and not to be startled at
name?. Mr. Fox entered into a
discussion on the nature of a con
vention, which meant no other
than a meeting of the people ; in
which if they committed an ille
gal act, they might be sent to prir
son, and tried for the offence as
securely as if no convention existed.
The danger then called for no re
medy ; and the suspension was only
intended to agitate and alarm the
nation, to put men's minds under
the dominion of terror, and take
from them the exertion of their
rational faculties, which would be
otherwise employed in scrutinizing
the fatal measures of ministers. For
that reason subscriptions had been
set on foot ; he saidfor that reason,
because ministers had been open
enough to acknowledge that it was
not for money. He expressed high
esteem for some of themembersof the
committee, "but asserted that it was
composed of two descriptions, men
who were cither dupes to themselves,

orwished todupeotlicrs. Their whole
report was trifling and inconsequent
tial, and told nothing' which was
not known before. The avowed
intention of the societies was to ob
tain universal suffrage, which, bowever he might be disposed to agree
was a wild and impracticable idea,
he must doubt its having caused the
destruction of France. Why was
the house to argue theoretically or
practically from the example of
France i Was every man who men
tioned liberty to be regarded as a
traitor because liberty had been
abused in France ? If such were the
case, it would be fatal for England,
Mr. Fox called upon gentlemen to,
state the parallel between this coun
try and the old government of
France, that we should dread similar
effects from jacobinical doctrines.
Had France, he said, possessed a
habeas corpus act, had (he respected
the rights and liberties of the peo
ple, those doctrines would never
nave prevailed. He -stated this not
improbableconjecture.one on which
he would not lay much stress ; but
it was material, in support pf the ar
gument adduced by Mr.Windham,
to prove that the old government of
Frauce had fallen from a want of
power, as the argument had been,
that we must proceed from measure
to measure, till ministers should be
armed with sufficient power to resist
and vanquish all innovation. Such
doctriaes went to the extinction of
every vestige of the constitution.
Mr. Fox asked what all these seve
rities were for ? Were they because
any great body of people were dis
affected to the state Mvo such thing:
it was the boast of ministers that
every part of the country was
strictly united in love to the consti
tution. It was to be introduced,
because seme low persons, without
property and consideration, had en8
tertained
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tertained opinions about a parlia
mentary reform, wliichwerethought
dangerous. If the act was to be
suspended, he said, till no discon
tented person remained in the
kingdom, there was an end to it ;
and it was a declaration to all man
kind, that the conltitution of En
gland was sit only for an Utopian
society, and not for any society
that ever did or could exist upon
earth. If America had been alarm
ed, let us look to what her conduct
had, been on this occasion ? Had she
mocked every feeling and conside
rate mind by the scandalous rigour
of her legal punishments. Had (he
plunged her country in war, and
loaded her people with new and ex
cessive burdens ? No: (he had main
tained a strict and perfect neutra
lity towards the belligerent powers,
and protected herscif at home by
securing to her people all their pri
vileges ; and, so far from dreading
comparison, they left their people to
the most ample discuflion of politi
cal doctrines. From the little re
gard paid by these societies to himielf, Mr. Fox argued that he could
not be actuated by any partial re
gard towards them ; but he con
tended strongly for the right of po
pular discuflion, as an essential and
salutary privilege of the subject.
With his usual candor, he confessed
that the events in France had cor
rected several opinions which he
previously held; and that though
when a boy his heart revolted at
the observation of Cicero, ImquiJJimam paerm jujiijjimo belli anttfero,
the wisdom of the sentiment was
How manifest to bis mind. He could
hardly frame to himself the condi
tion of a people, in which he
would not rather covet to continue
than advise them to fly to arms,
and to seek redress through the un
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known miseries of a revolution. But
the more he was weaned from such
experiments, the more he abhorred
all acts on the part of government
which tended to exasperate the peopie. Wise men, deliberately weigh
ing the relative duties of govern
ment and people, would recom
mend incessant conciliation. Never
had England been so happy as when
this was the cafe, never so misera
ble as when a persecuting system
had been adopted* which, he ar
gued with great ability, had almost
uniformly nourished the plant it in
tended to destroy.
The necessity of this measure was
supported by the chancellor of the
exchequer, who stated the question
as resolving itself into the simple
consideration, whether the danger
threatened to the government and
constitution was not greater than
that of placing in the hands of the
executive government a more than
ordinary degree of power, for the
purpose of resisting a very dangerous1
conspiracy. It had not, he said,
been adverted to in the debate, thac
the bill was limited in its duration,
and only a temporary measure
adapted to the existing evil, and
was to continue in force little more
than six months ; all the rights of
the people aud all the privileges of
parliament remaining the fame, at
taching at the time the fame re
sponsibility upon ministers to which
they were liable in every other si
tuation, and equally answerable for
any abuse of power. Could any
gentleman then think that all the
liberties of the subject, and all the
privileges of parliament, would bo
annihilated by this bill? He contend
ed, that there was nothing in the
present measure similar to those in
France, under the influence of the
present ruling powers in that coun
try
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try, miscalled a government. It was,
he said, unfair to impose such com
parisons ■ upon the house; in the
present instance we were only reiiltiflg French crimes bv opposing
to thlrrt French principles. An
extraordinary kind of argument had
been used, which was, that because
all the measures which had yet
been taken had proved ineffectual,
they were not to persevere in en
deavouring to overcome the evil by
more efficacious means, If • some
measures had not been already takers
he asked whether we should now be
as quiet as we are ? The fact was,
they would have been turned much
faster to the fame scenes of mischief
which were opened to their view.
As to mild and moderate reme
dies, was it to be supposed that a
jacobin convention once established
in this country was to be stopped,
or its • consequences avoided," by
indulgence and concession? or that
they were fit to be opposed to lo
daring an attempt on the existence
of^be constitution ? The preserva
tion of the British constitution
would be impossible, if these socie
ties met with indulgence or conces
sion. Nothing would satisfy them
short of a surrender of the consti
tution. Toleration of such opi
nions amounted to a toleration of
the worst species of anarchy, sedi
tion, and treason. With respect
to the question of " where are you
to stop ?" it was not proper that
the limit of their remedies sliould
ever be declared, or that they
should pronounce this the last reme
dy to which they would recur. He
would however fay, that persecu
tion ought not in any calc to ex
tend beyond what the real necessity
of the case required, and the tempo
rary remedy in the present bill might
be supposed the belt in the present
case. Respecting the necessity of

the measure, the proofs for that
necellity, and the nature of the re
medy applied to the cuCe, he con
ceived the house was perfectly sat^lied ; aud he saw no 'reason why
the right of: the people to meet for
legal purposes in a constitutional
way, or tlieir right to petition par
liament for a reform had been in
troduced, since those points had ne
ver been disputed. Such a meet
ing, however, he contended, bore
no resemblance to the convention
proposed by those societies; and in
support of this opinion he read ex
tracts from the proceedings of the
focitties. Mr. Pitt argued at much
length on this subject to prove that
the convention was intended to pos
sess a power paramount to that of
parliament. Whether or not the
report contained any thing new was
little to the purpoie, provided it
was considered to substantiate the
grounds of the alarm. The fact,
•however, was otherwise. Till the
seizure of the papers the corre
spondence with the club atNorwich
was unknown ; a very important
fact, which brought to light the ge
neral design of assembling their ja
cobin convention. What was known
two years ago was a link of the
chain which reached down to the
present time. The remedy, he said,
only amounted to put a legal re
straint upon criminal actions ; and
the present crime amounted, in his
opinion, to a conspiracy of that
nature, which was perhaps a strong
er reason for the suspension of the
habeas corpus act, than the cases of
invasion or rebellion so frequently
alluded to. The persons who com
posed these societies were of a very
different opinion, he said, from those
who thought the present mealure
ineffective ; for they had declared
the suspension of the habeas corput
bill the very measure which should
be
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fee the signal for them to assemble
their convention ; and therefore it
became the more neceflary to pass
the bill quickly, to prevent their
taking measures to evade the ope
ration.
Mr. Thompson rose to explain
the correspondence alluded to in the
report of the secret committee be
tween the corresponding society and
the society for constitutional infor
mation, of which he was a mem
ber. The latter society had, he
said, refused tp agree to the word
convention, as tending to give a
false inipreslion of their intentions,
and on the Friday following they
resolved they would not send dele
gates to any meeting. Why was
this resolution not mentioned in the
report ? and he asked Mr. Pitt, as
a member of the committee, if he
did not remember having seen the
resolution in the books of the socie
ty ? ■•
This fact not being rrrol!e3::l
by the chancellor 'of the' exche
quer, Mr. Grey spoke of it as a
proof that the whole report was a
scandalous imposture ; and a very
warm altercation took place be
tween this gentleman, Mr. Pitt,
Mr. Windham, Mr. Fox, and Mr.
Jekyll, who, in order to gain time
for the necessary inquiry, moved
for an adjournment of the house,
which was negatived by a large ma
jority. On the motion for paflmg
the bill being put, the ayes were
146, nues 28 ; after which, Mr.
Sheridan moved for printing the
report, which, after fume conver
sation, was agreed to, and the
house separated at three o'clock on
Sunday morning.
On the 17th of May a message
from his majesty, similar to that
which had been brought down to
tie lower house, was introduced in
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to the house of lords by lord Grenville.
The duke of Grafton, lord
Lauderdale, and earl Stanhope
were solicitous to proceed im
mediately to a consideration of the
import of the message,' which was,
however, postponed till Monday
19th.
Lord Grcnville then moved, that
the report of the secret committee
of the house of commons mould be
referred to a secret committee of
their lordships ; which was op
posed by cr.rl Stanhope, on the
grounds that as the contents of
the papers produced were notorious,
they might as well be referred to an
opencommittecof the whole house;
for which he stated several reasons.
From what he had previously heard
respecting the business, during his
attending the dehate in the other
house of parliament, he considered
the report as " a merle humbug,"
the mere shadow of the papers it
referred to, varying materially from
the papers on which it pretended- to
be founded ; and a particular and
material. resolution, enteted in the
book of the society, was passed
over without the smallest notice.
For these reasons the report and
the papers ought to be examined in
that house, that the variations might
be traced and detected.
The motion for a secret commit
tee was opposed only by earl Stan
hope, and a committee was balloted
for and appointed.
On Wednesday the 21st, the first
part of the report was presented to
the house by the lord privy seal,
and on the following day it was
taken into consideration. The re
port stated, that the committee had
compared the repoit of the commit
tee of the house of commons with
the papers sent with it, and
were

ioS
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were satisfied from it, that a trea
sonable conspiracy had been formed
and acted upon in different parts of
the kingdom, for the express pur
pose of superseding the functions of
parliament, subverting the esta
blished laws aiid constitution of the
kingdom, and introducing that
anarchy and confusion which so satally prevailed in France : that
measures had been taken for pro
viding arms of the moll pernicious
fort, for carrying on the purposes
of the conspiracy. The committee
had, he said, directed a further ex
amination into these circumstances;
and they submitted whether it would
be proper they should order the
perusal of these books and papers
Dy a committee of secrecy, or leave
it to the zeal of their lordships
to come to an immediate mea
sure, to avert the calamities in
which the further progress of the
conspiracy might involve the na
tion.
The earl of Lauderdale objected
to the report as irregular. The
Committee, he said, should have
reported factsto the house, on which
they might form an opinion, and
not have stated their own opinion
to the house.
In this he was opposed by the
bistiop of Rochester.
The regularity of the report was
also contended for by lord Orentrille. His lordship called upon the
house to consider whether they
ought not immediately to proceed
with all possible expedition in the
measure before them, which was a
bill from the house of commons,
enabling his majesty to secure and
detain luch persons as he shall sus
pect to be conspiring against his
person and government. That there
was a dangerous conspiracy formed,
had been communicated by his ma

jesty's message, from the house of
commons, and by a committee of
their own. It was also ascertained
that arms had been furnished to ef
fect these wicked machinations. In
such a situation the two branches of
the legislature had shewn prece
dents for strengthening the hands of
the executive . governments to de
feat these dreadful purposes. In
passing the bill his lordship said
the house was only following the
example of their ancestors, at a
time when liberty was the best un
derstood. Such a bill had been
passtfd dt the time of the revolution,
on a simple communication from the,
crown, without facts or proof
being adduced. The views which
had been ascribed to these societies'
by the committees hadj he said, so
far from being discouraged, been
encouraged in many instances, and
that at a time when we Were con
tending for every thing dear to our
selves and to society, and both
houses of parliament had decided
upon the justice and necessity of the
war. From the moment in which
those who produced the revolution
in France had found themselves
strong enough to avow their veal
principles, they began to disturb
this and other countries under the
name of reform. Accordingly in
the beginning of the year 1792, a
correspondence was established to
disseminate principles utterly incon
sistent with the existence of the
constitution of this country, or, in
short, of any where there was ei
ther law, morality, religion, or
order. His majesty had then been
advised to warn his subjects of the
pernicious tendency of such princi*
pies, and accordingly a proclama*
tion was issued in May. Precisely
at the time when these societies
came forward for a purpose to
which
\■
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fcliich it was very material to at
tend, they endeavoured . to cor
rupt the people by disseminating
pamphlets containing their system ;
and on the 18th May passed a re
solution to distribute a ciieap edi
tion 6f a book called " .Rights of
Man." Their principles were so
wonderfully extended, that it ap
peared there were similar clubs in
almost every town in Great Bri
tain, with whom they held a corre
spondence. This he stated as the
foundation of that 'system which
bad since ripened into treasonable
practices. It was increased by the
success of Dumouriez, which de
monstrated the views of the parties,
and their avowed concurrence with
the national convention of France,
manifested by an address fotmally
presented to the convention, and
answered by the president Barrere,
who applauded the spirit ot British
republicans, and hoped the time
was not far distant when a national
convention mould be established in
England. The declaration of war
suspended this intercourse, but still
the societies continued their assi
duity in proportion as any advan
tage was obtained over the allies.
At the time when we were arming
in our own defence against the de
cided enemies of this country, the
societies had entered in their books
the names of Barrere, St. Andre,
and Roland, whose hostility to Eng
land was strongly marked. His
lordship expressed the astonishment
he had felt upon reading the asser
tion of Barrere in the convention,
that it was false the people of Eng
land were adverse to their proceed
ings, and particularly the murder
of the king : yet this speech had
been applauded by the societies. He
noticed the studied accommodation
to French forms and French phrases,
which, though ia themselves infig'794- ■

nisicant, he said, yet, when united
with other circumstances, proved
their views to be the lame with,
those of France. All the papers
of the societies contained an express
approbation of the principles of go
vernment maintained in the national
convention, and were a direct at
tack upon the constitution of this
country. Every seditious publi
cation was eagerly di stimulated
amongst men who were the most:
likely to be led by their paihons.
At length they determined upon
calling a convention, which met in
December; and they then sent a de
legation to Edinburgh, where they
met under the avowed title of the
British convention, and were pro
ceeding toact in direct violation ofthe
law, when the magistracy interfered;
and some of them were now suf
fering the punisliment due to their
crimes. This it was hoped would
have had a proper effect ; but the
societies had since proceeded fur
ther than ever, and dared to ar
raign the proceedings of the courts.
His lordlhip read extracts from the
report, a.ul maintained, that open
resistance to the law had been re
commended by the societies, and
that there was nothing like a dis
position to apply to parliament
evinced. It was stated indeed that they
looked for a parliamentary reform
by legal means : but this his lordship
regarded as a flimsy and miserable
pretext, and contrary to the whole
tenor of their proceedings, which
went to introduce into this coun
try the anarchy of France ; and
he hesitated not to pronounce that
their designs were criminal and
treasonable. His lordship strongly
reprobated the proceeding of the
societies in the circular letter in
which they desired a return of their
numbers if it could be ascertained,
and of the resolutions passed at the
O
meeting
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meeting at "Chalk Farm, which, he
contender), were exhorting the peo
ple to rise in arms against parlia
ment. The conclusion drawn by the
committee was, he said, the con
clusion he had himself drawn from
the circumstances. In some of the
societies, proposals had been made
for providing arms for the mem
bers, which must be a complete
conviction to the molt credulous
mind of their treasonable inten
tions. When this fact was esta
blished, that they armed to effec
tuate by force, if possible, what
they could not otherwise accomplish
(for he had not a doubt of the issue
of such a trial), it would surely ap
pear a necessary caution to strength
en the hands of the executive go
vernment, to prevent an evil which
might otherwise produce a civil
war. The measure had been- said
to be strong and harsh, but it was
required by necessity. If it should
be argued that there was an incon
gruity in adopting a measure which
would attach to the whole, because a
part was criminal ; he would argue
that their lordships might repose
with safety in the clemency and the
exercise of any power vested in the
executive government. With re
spect to the Insignificancy of those
who formed these societies, history
would inform us that the overthrow
of all governments had proceeded
from obscure individuals. In proof
•f this, his lordship noticed Oliver
Cromwell ; and stated, from the au*
thorky of Dumouriez, that just
previous to the revolution in France
there were not above 200 persons in
the country who wished for it. He
concluded by moving, " that the
till for empowering his majesty to
secure and detain such persons as he
may suspect to be conspiring against
his person and government be now
read a suit time:'' which beipgdone,

his lordship moved for the
reading.
This measure was opposed by
earl Stanhope, who said he consi
dered the bill as the establishment
of the old French system of a Bas
tile and Ittlres de cachet, by which
any man might be imprisoned for
an indefinite time at the will of mi
nisters, without proof, without
reason, and even without trial, and,
after all, without redress of any
kind for such imprisonment. No
situation could, he thought, justify
such a measure to the proposed ex
tent, and the report did not by any
means state sufficient ground for it.
His lordship proceeded to consider'
the charge against the societies. A
convention—a meeting—a congress
—assembly, orgive it whatever name
they pleased, for the name was no*
thing, had, he said, been agreed
upon by thefc societies, in which
the object of the parties, and the
means by which it was to be at
tained, were to be considered. The
charge against them was, that they
avowed their intention not to ap
ply to parliament for a reform, buC
to supersede its power, and take
upon themselves the functions of
legislation: There appeared to him
a miserable deficiency of logic insuch a conclusion ; for it was cer
tainly possible, though not advise*
ble, for a body of men to form a
resolution for -obtaining a parlia
mentary reform, and that legally,without an application to parlia
ment. That the societies had'
meant to attain their object legally,
his lordship inferred from the fre
quent repetition of the words " le
gal and constitutional means" so'
often recurring in their papers; and
he spoke the more freely, he said,,
upon this point, as he never be
longed to these societies, and didnot appr«ve of the meeting of sucha convention
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4 convention as the societies pro
posed, because, however legal it
might be, it was not likely to be
effectual. It had been unsuccess
fully tried in the years 1780 and
178 1. To prove that a plan for a
parliamentary reform might be
formed and even carried into effect
legally, his loullhip put the cafe,
that all who possessed the right of
election should determine not to
vote at a future election for any
man who would not pledge him
self to agree to a given plan for a
parliamentary reform ; and suppose
those so elected were to prove
faithful to their engagements. The
papers were said to contain extrava
gant ideas of reform. The ideas
of annual parliaments and univer
sal suffrage were not peculiar to
them : 3 person of the name of Rich
mond had delivered that opinion
both in and out of parliament . The
secretary of state had, his lordship
said, mentioned that the societies
had expressed disapprobation of the
parliament of sreland. The same
intemperate expressions had been
Used respecting the parliament of
England. Let their lordships re
collect a congress, a meeting, or a
committee, in Kent in the year 1 )8o,
amongst whom were the late earl
•f Camden, the earl of Jersey, the
earl of Radnor, the right hon.
Thomas Townfliend, a brother to
the right hon. secretary of statej
and many Other distinguished cha
racters. They afterwards met in
London and Westminster, stated se
veral points for reform, entered
into federal spirited resolutions, and
did not speak of parliament in ve
ry soft and delicate terms, A con
gress, as he believed it hdd been
called, met even in the commoncouncil chamber of the city of Lon
don, to which aldermen Wilkes
and Stwbridge were sent as dele

gates from the city. A meeting ■
had also been held at the ThatchedA
House Tavern, at which some lords
then in the house had attended, and
several resolutions had been entered
into ; and no question was started
respecting the legality of the mea«
sure. His lordship then noticed the
quintuple alliance which had agreed
to call a convention precisely as
those societies had done. Another
meeting upon the subject of reform
had been held in Scotland, by the
recommendation of the lord advo*
cate, which was called a conven*
tion. He mentioned as advocates for
reform Mr. Pitt, fir George Savillc, the duke of Richmond, the
latter of whom, in his letter t»
colonel Sharman, had said, "that
he had no hopes of a reform front
parliament, but that the people
must do ever)' thing for themselves.'*
If then any of the members of these
societies were to be imprisoned for
disrespectful expressions to parlia
ment, they ought to send with them
citizen Richmond. As a further
instance his lordship quoted Mr.
Burkc's letter to the inhabitants of
Bristol, and to sir Hercules Langrishe in 1 79 1 , on the exclusion of
the I«sh catholics from the elective
franchise. Before the passing of the
convention bill in Ireland, the lavr
with respect to public assemblies of
the people was the fame in that
country as in England. To alter
it, a bill was passed to declare such
assemblies illegal, which was, his
lordship contended, a clear confes
sion that that, which after the
passing of the bill was illegal, was
strictly legal before" the passing of
the bilL He ridiculed the idea of a
conspiracy being meditated and
carried on iri meetings, every act of
which was public. With respect
to the cheap edition ofthe Rights of
Man which had been circulated, his
O2
lordship
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lordshipstatedthat the original book
had been prosecuted, and declared
by the jury a libel on the constitution of this country ; but in all the
cheap editions circulated by the so
cieties, the parts selected by the at
torney general for prosecution were
omitted : the inference therefore
was, that the book in that Hate was
a legal publication j as it was not
to be presumed the attorney gene
ral had passed any part of a public
libel by, without inserting it in his
indictment. The address to the
convention and jacobins, which was
curiously stated to have been made
on the eve of the commencement
of the war, was legal, in his opi
nion, as long as the war was not
begun. The answer to it was as
curiously stated as a crime, since it was
not known whether the answer was
approved or even read. As to the
admission of Barrerc and Roland as
honorary members, there was no
thing in the face of it illegal ; for
their speeches were not inserted in
the report, and their lordships had
no evidence of their unconstitu
tional tendency. Nor was Roland,
as had been Hated by the secretary
of state, in the convention, for
placemen did not sit in parliament
in France. The report, his IordIhip maintained, was extremely un
fair; parts of the correspondence of
the societies, the most unfavourable
were selected, and the favourable
parts omitted. The whole siiould
have been exhibited to enable the
house to judge. On the subject of
arms, his lordship quoted the au
thority of judge Blackstoue, and
desired to know what arms had
been traced and discovered. The
opinion of lord Hawkesbury on
arming the people he-stated had
been, that there never was an in
stance of an armed people using
their power to their own destruction.

The measure his lordship thouglrt
unwise and unwarrantable, and the
fears pretended to be felt were to be
compared only to the windmill in
Don Quixotte. Admitting, how
ever, the machinations of a fev
individuals, it was unjust that the
freedom of all the people in Eng
land should be thrown at tiie feet
of the minister. Do justice, said
his lordship, produce measures of
mild and temperate reform, and
give the people peace ; then you
will be able to guide their reason
ing, and keep it within proper li
mits.
Kail Spencer, lord Hay, and
lord Barrington argued in favour
of the bill, which was supported
by lord Thinlow, who observed,
that the general principle on which
the bill was sounded was lieceflxty ;
and when once that necessity was
established, there was nothieg so
strong in the measure as to create
an objection to it. Obedience to
the laws was a duty which every
legislature was bound to enforce ;
and if it was clear that the pro
ceedings which made the bill ne
cessary had produced all the mis
chief in France, then it was neces
sary to adopt this measure, which,
though it seemed for a time to in
fringe upon the principles of the
constitution, took away jnll as
much as secured the rest. From
what he had seen of the report, hit
lordship said it contained many
facts that amounted to heinous and
aggravated sedition, but he thought
not to any higher crime. If suffi
cient facts and inferences could be
proved of their subsequent conduct,
the offences might be carried up to
treason, but he begged leave to de
cline giving any further opinion.
The bill, his lordship said, gave no
further additional power to govern
ment, than that suspected persons
5
might
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might be secured and detained for
a certain time, without being
brought to trial, but at the instance
of government. Whenever the
bill passed, the habeas corpus act
would in reality remain in full force ;
and magistrates acting under this
act must consider that to be the
case, and act with proportionate
caution. Bills of this kind had
been resorted to, where actual in
surrection had taken place, or
where conspiracies were strongly
suspected ; and in the latter case it
was prudent to detain suspected
persons till the conspiracy could
be traced. As to the crimes charged
in the report, certainly many per
sons might be committed under tin's
act ; but he thought most of them
could be brought before the com
mon courts, whether this act passed"
or not.
Lord Lauderdale ridiculed the
idea of any actual danger to be ap
prehended from these conspiracies,
with which the country was kept
in alarm, but the existence of which
he confined to the weak heads or
insidious designs of ministers. With
all the attention he could pay to the
report, he contended it afforded no
ground for the present measure. It
certainly, though the greatest, was
not, he said, the only innovation
lately brought forward ; and no
ticed the alien bill, the traitorous
correspondence bill, the introduc
tion of foreign troops, and the
raising voluntary subscriptions with
out the consent of parliament, all
which were to be followed up by
the present bill ; and formed altoge
ther a chain of revolutionary mea
sures, tending to establish in this
country a new system of revolutionary government. During theschemes
ot reform by the duke of Rich
mond, &c. no such measure had
beta adopted. A» to the statement

ai3

of the power of these societies
composed of the meanest of the
people, and their treasonable de
signs, it was mere assertion unsup
ported by proof. Who could sup
pose that Lovel and the 200 mad
men he collected at Chalk Farm
could produce any serious harm i
or who could believe, that if he
was so mad as to attempt to collect
persons for the purposes ascribed to
the society, he would get twenty
to assemble ? His lordship argued
strongly against the possibility of
the papers affording proof of trea
son, on the ground of their pub
licity. They had, he observed,
paid the duty at the stamp-office,
and been for a considerable time a
source of revenue to the very go
vernment which they were intended
to overturn and destroy; so that mi
nisters had long known the whole
proceedings they now pretended to
think so dangerous, and had been
nursing the conspiracies till it suited
their own purposes to 'bring them
forward, and keep up the system of
alarm and terror, when it would
have been of much more impor
tance to consider the real state
of the country, respecting the
war, &c. His lordship charged
some of the members of admini
stration with mean and shameful
apostacy in deserting the princi
ples held by the societies. When
ever the habeas corpus act had been
suspended formerly, it was founded
on some overt act, and not upon
such ridiculous and untenable
grounds, as the report on the table
held out. It might, his lordship
said, be recollected what happen
ed aster 1715, in sir W. Windham's time, when respectable gen
tlemen were brought up from Nor
folk and confined, which afforded
a sufficient proof how power
might be abused. In 17*2 the
O3
bill
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bill was founded on a specific com
munication to parliament contained
in the king's message. In 1745, as
in 171 31 there was an open rebellion
in the -country. From that time
till within twelve years there had
been a pretender and a jacobite par
ty in existence. Other ministers had
never thought of suspending the
habeas corpus act under such cir
cumstances as the present. Whence
he might conclude, that either that
act ought never to have existed till
within these twelve years, or that it
ought never to exist again. Hit
lordstiip earnestly recommended a
plan of moderation. When once
embarked on the sea of innovation,
there was no faying where the revo
lutionary system might end. If
mention was ever made of the mis
chiefs and imperfection which had
gradually crept into the constitu
tion, there was an immediate cry
of the danger of innovation, and
that by men who were constantly
innovating upon the best righisof
the people.
was, he said, an
equal calamity to a country, whe
ther a struggle was caused by a
greedy attempt to increase power,
or by mad ones to introduce anar
chy and confusion,. As instances
of this observation his lordstiip men
tioned France on the one hand, and
Poland on the other. To prove that
low men were not always the instru
ments of treasonable conspiracies,
he called to the recollection of the
house the virtuous duke de la,
Rochefoucai.lt. He noticed the, pre
cedent of 1777, when the bill then,
brought into parliament only affect
ed a particular description ot per
sons specified in it; and thought
that the operation of the present
bill ought only to extend to the
members of the objectionable clubs
and societies. But this, he said,
would, not have answered the end

os ministers in alarming anddehidi
ing the people. His lordstiip endea
voured to vindicate the society of
the friends of the people, of which
he professed himself a member. The
system of terror was, he laid, what
had ruined France, and to that his
lordstiip ascribed the overthrow of
the Brissotines, of Hebcrt*s party,
and of Danton's ; the massacre of
the ipth of August, and the death
of the unfortunate king. His.
lordstiip concluded by moving,
" that the house do now ad
journ."
The bill was supported by lord,
Abingdon and the earl of Manfri
field, who argued upon the proprie-:
ty of " nipping the seeds of anar
chy in the bud,"rather than leaving
them to ripen and disperse. He
denied that terror had produced the
unexampled atrocities in France.
Our measures of precaution were,
he said, not to be calculated on the
probability of ultimate success, but
on the magnitude of the evil with
which we were threatened. His
lordship depicted in strong colours
the mischiefs which would result
from a convention, such as the so
cieties proposed to aflemble, usurp ing an authority paramount to that
of parliament.
W ith respect to what had been,
said of unnecessary alarm, lord
Caernarvon stated, that it would
have been as competent in him to,
have asserted, that those who had
marked a contempt for the danger
to which the constitution was ex
posed, had, by blind temerity, un
willingly perhaps, fomented and
encouraged the evil designs of the
disaffected, till the mischief re.
quired the present remedy. The
question, he said, simply was, whe
ther the temporary suspension of
the habeas corpus act could be justi
fied upon any emergency, and whe
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&er the present dangers authorised
the measure. Both of these points
his lot d ship resolved in the affirma
tive. Certainly, he said, if the preient measure wasonly to facilitate the
punishment of the seditious matter
in any of the papers, the measure
would not be necessary, as the com
mon law would be sufficient ; but the
proceedings of the societies made
it necessary to guard against the
treasonable effects of those libels.
His lordship admitted that no con
stitution was safe and free, unless
in its ordinary state of vigour
great latitude was given to the wild
range of fancy of reforming pro
jectors, because some good might
result from it, and the evils flowing
from the intemperance of individual
*eal might, in common circum
stances, be left to the usual pro
visions which the law, circum
scribed by the 'ealous spirit of li
berty, ha's formed : but in difficult
and suspicious times the secret ene
mies to the constitution ought not
to be suffered to collect and ripen
their poison, under the protection
»f that liberty they meant to de
stroy ; and upon this principle all
former instances of this measure had
been founded. A secret conspiracy
having broken into open rebellion
could never, he said, be an additioaal reason for employing a power
applicable only to secret enemies.
Such an act as that in question was
only calculated to operate against
concealed enemies, of which there
were necessarily fewer when one half
were in open war, and out of the
reach of such an act. The eve of a
rebellion was therefore the time
when such a power must have its
most effectual operation. The
negligence of any government
in suffering conspiracies to gain
strength would, he said, produce
a catastrophe similar to that in
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France. Aconspiracy,cIearlyproved,
needed not to be traced through all
its ramifications : its existence, and
the danger to the state, were fufficient to justify the temporary sus
pension of that security for our
liberty, which by law was our
birth-right. From what had been
deemed legal by some of the mem
bers of the house in the conduct of
the societies, his lordship contended
that much danger existed fronp
them.
The question of adjournment
was supported by lord Derby. If th«
less th? danger the stronger must be
the precaution, to what an extreme
of absurdity might such an argiir
ment be carried ! Every fence of the
constitution might be broken down:
and should a fortunate period arrive
when no danger existed, not an
atom of it would be left. If the
acts of the persons now in custody
only amounted to sedition, he could
not see the necessity of new power*
to bring them to justice, or to pre
vent their doing future mischief.
He asked whether it was meant to
be said, that all who attended the
meeting at Chalk Farm were im
plicated in the purposes of the
meeting ? In the neighbourhood of
London a very few persons could
soon collect a mob of thousands,
merely from motives of curiosity.
That the societies were preparing
to distribute arms, was stated even,
in the report as a mere presumption.
He therefore deprecated a measure
which he considered as not called
for by any adequate cause, and as
an attack on the constitution.
The earl of Carlifle and marquis
Townlhend supported the bill. The
former mentioned lord George Gor
don's mob, which, though at first,
an object of ridicule, had actually
awed the legislature, and subverted
government £01 a week. The marP4
quit
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quls thought it safer to confide pow
ers in the executive government,
than to leave individuals to take
measures for their own security, the
mischievous effects of which might
be a civil war.
The marquis of Lanfdowne
strongly supported the motion for
adjournment. No inconvenience
could, he said, arise from the delay
of a day. It would give the peo
ple time to form and come forward
■with an opinion on the subject. The
principal persons concerned in this
terrible conspiracy had been taken
tip, and no attempt had been made
to rescue them. No appearance in
any part of the country justified the
haste of this proceeding. None of
the precedents, his lordstiip said,
were enough in point to justify the
measure. No distinction could be
pointed out between these societies
and those which met for the purpose
of parliamentary reform in the years
1778 and 1782 ; yet the executive
J>ower had never then expressed the
east apprehension, or taken any
measures to suppress them. Why,
he asked, was the measure not
adopted last year, when an insur
rection was so much apprehended ?
The reaion was obvious, because
the people were not wound up to a
proper pitch for receiving such a
measure. The revolution in this
country, and that in Fiance, had
been effected by men of rank and
Condition. The report, he said,
was full of capital inaccuracies. It
gave no information what the law
could do, nor any real cause for the
measure. It talked of societies.
Those societies had the fame object
in view with the society in 1 7 82, to
whom, if any, a greater degree of
blame attached, as they were the
beginners. But the old jacobins
were prosecuting the new. There
was a vulgar proverb, the purport

of which was, that one set of men
were best to catch another ; a smug
gler was the best man to catch
smugglers, but would it be right to
invest him with power to catch the
fair trader ? As to the policy of the
measure, if it was the real opinion of
the country that there should I-.' a
reform, whatever might be done to
prevent it, sooner or later it would
be effected. If their grievances were
real, they ought to be redressed ;
and that they had real grievances
was certain, for the commissioner?
of accounts, appointed even byparliament, had reported 011 the
enormous sinecures, expences, and
burthenfome offices of government.
After every exertion which could
be made, what was the benefit to
be expected ? That there should be
no meetings for the discussion of po
pular subjects ? Was that a state of
society to be wiflied for ? Emigra
tions would, his lordship observed,
not diminish under such measures.
The discontents of the people arose
from the impolitic measures of the
present ministry. What was to be
the end of the present business *
Was it to prevent a remonstrance
against the war ? Were the people
to be silenced till there were no
longer men or money to carry it
on ? His lordship argued with great
ability against the latitude given to
informers and spies by the present
bill, and the evil consequences that
might ensue ; and demonstrated the
impossibility of arms being collected
to any considerable amount with
out the knowledge of ministers, who
had only to fend for a few of the
principal manufacturers to have im
mediate information. As to newfashioned arms, and the dramatic
representation of pulling a dagger
from un4cr their cloaks, it was too
contemptible a manoeuvre for the
good fense of this country.
The
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The bill was supported by the
duke of Leeds, and the lord chan
cellor, who contended that the pre
cedent of 1722 was perfectly in
point, and only differed from the
present measure in not having been
accompanied with the same degree
of information to the house; where
as, in the present case, whatever
objection might be made tothe mea
sure, it could not be alleged that it
had not been fully discussed. On the
real point at issue, the lord chan
cellor said, there had been but little
argument. It had been admitted,
that if there was a convention, &c,
(the name signified little) which
aimed at giving laws to parliament
an&the country, this measure would
have been wise and salutary. The
Only difference then was about the
fact—whether the societies really
aimed to give laws to the country,
or merely meant to obtain a parlia
mentary reform by legal and consti
tutional means ? From passages in
the report which were quoted by
his lordship, he contended that a
reform os government and not of
parliament was the object intended ;
and that the assertion that their ob
ject was a parliamentary reform no
more legalized the meeting, than
God save the ting, written at the
bottom of a seditious libel, could
purge it of its libellous tendency.
Parliamentary reform had been tried
more than once, and settled and
extinguished in the years 1781 and
1782. He observed that these so
cieties originated at one of the
worst periods of the French revo
lution, and described the conven
tion at Edinhurgh, which was alto
gether on the French model, and
had the French convention in view
in all its proceedings. The num
bers he stated as at least tenfold the
number of those who began the
riots in iySo.-r-Qp the question of

adjournment there appeared against
it a majority of 108.
A motion wasthen made for the se
cond reading os the bill, which was
opposed by lord Lauderdale on ac
count of the lateness of the hour (past
two o'clock in the morning). It had,
his lordship said, been intimated that
a petition against the bill would pro
bably be presented the followingday.
The standing order against reading a
bill twice on one day was notun known
to the people : what must the house
not suffer in character from violating
its own standing orders, and ob
viously to prevent the people from
their right of petitioning ? The
duke of Richmond and Mr. Wyvill
he was certain would deny that
parliamentary reform had been put
to sleep in 1782. It had been said
that this bill would not prevent an
action for false imprisonment. In
1 7 15 it was understood that it did
give complete indemnity to the
privy council for all commitments.
The bill then went through the
usual forms, and a division took
place in every stage : it passed at
about three o'clock in the morning.
A spirited protest was however en
tered on the journals, which was
signed by the duke of Bedford and
the earls of Albemarle, Lauderdale,
and Stanhope.
The second part of the repo'rt
was debated in the house of lords
on the r 3th of June. It was in
troduced by lord Grenville, who
ended his speech on this occasion by
moving an address to his majesty,
" informing him that the house had,
from the consideration of the papers
sent down, seen a traitorous conspi
racy against the constitution ; and
strongly expressing the loyalty of the
house; and adding that they wished
to bring to exemplary punishment
the abettors of such plans, and to
vest additional powers in the execu
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tive gorerament ; and were ready to
j/ire energy and vigour to that law
by which they were protected," &c.
The address was strongly object
ed to by the earl of Laudetdale, as
containing no ground of complaint
against ministers, who had been in
possession of the facts contained in
the report for several months. If a
conspiracy existed, it ought to have
been crushed in the bud. His lordstiip stated, however, thtt he had
seen nothing like such a proof of a
conspiracy as warranted the carry
ing up to the throne an address
•which pledged the houft in a very
considerable degree. He argued at
large against the whole proceedings
co this occasion, and a debate en
sued, in which however little new
matter was brought forward. The
address was carried without a divifiou, and scut to the commons for
iheir concurrence.
Previous to the reading of the se
cond report in the house ot commons,
Mr. Pitt brought up several papers
a; a supplement, containing a letter
from Mr. Grty to the minister, and
inclosing several others signed by
Mr. Daniel Stuart. The purport
of the communication was to Ihcw
that there had not been any commu
nication between the society of the
friends of the people, of which
Mr. Grey was a member, and that
convention which was held at Edin
burgh after the proceedings of
that convention bore the appearance
of violent intentions.
Mr. Grey thought it extremely
strange that this letter, in explana
tion of the others, did not appear
on the face of the report ; and was
joined in this opinion by Mr. She
ridan. That part of the supplement
which related to the society in que
stion was, he said, of a nature the
molt urxandid. It contained three
letters, which, if they had been

ever so slightly examined, would
have been found to be written by
MA Stuart in his individual, not in
his official, capacity. There ap
peared, he said, in the report a de
sign to insinuate that the society of
the friends of the people had been
connected with the convention at
Edinburgh from beginning to end.
It was unfair to charge the society
with the contents of a letter ex
pressing the sentiments of a private
gentleman, though the letters con
tained not one sentiment of which
any man ofhonour need to be asham
ed, Had Mr, Stuart been exa
mined, every doubt and suspicion
would have vanished. He mentioned
another letter of Mr. Stuart's,
which, if found, would have conr
viaced the committee that Mt>
Stuart acted only as an iodtvidual.
Mr. Pitt defended the committee
as havinjr only acted consistently
with theif duty. They had enter
tained fume doubts respecting thosi;
letters found in the pocket of Skirving, observing that the signature
was different from that used by Mr.
Stuart in his official capacity. Yet^
when they compared these letters
with his official ones, the resem
blance was so strong it was difficult
to fay where the line of distinctions
was to be drawn. He admitted
the finding of the letter alluded to,
but said the committee had not
chosen to insert it in their report.
Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Grey
warmly expressed their disapproba
tion at its having been kept back,
and wished to know the meaning of
the omission.
On the fame day the chancellor
of the exchequer moved, " that
the house do agree with the house
of lords in their address to his ma
jesty." He strongly insisted upon
the conclusions formed in the report;
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♦f the existence of a conspiracy
against the state, and of its having
long existed. He also entered
into a very able detail of the
proceedings of the societies from
which their guilt bad been in
ferred ; and referred any gentle
man, who could still entertain any
doubt on the subject, to two or
three of the last pages of the re
port.
Mr. Lamhton reprobated the
mode of selecting partial extracts
from letters of individuals, and
books of societies, and making
them chargesand accusationsagainit
particular persons : nor could he
think the mode of printing certain
words and passages in italics and ca
pitals altogether fair, as if doubt
ful of a fair appeal to cool and un
biassed judgment in its decision, but
endeavouring to influence the pas
sions, by pointing out partial views
on which the subject was to be ex
amined. He cited the words of
Algernon Sidney, ,u That if quo
tations were suffered to be so man
gled and disguised to answer party
purposes, he would prove from the
bible itself, that there was no God."
This mode of partial printing might
tend to influence the minds, if not
of that house, perhaps of those
courts of justice before whom the
present objects of persecution were
about to appear. Partial extracts,
unaccompanied by any overt a3,
would not be admitted as criminat
ing evidence in any court of jus
tice, and were inadequate to sub
stantiate any charge of treason ;
what therefore was not admissi
ble evidence in a court of justice
ought not, consistently with the
principles ofjustice, to be admitted
in that house. He could, he said,
scarcely avoid wishing to see an ac
count thus garbled of the society
to which Mr. Pitt and the duke of

Richmond had belonged. In the
beginning of the report, the circum
stances attending the supposed con
spiracy were stated to be extrava
gant. If this meant absurd and im
possible, how could the ministerjastify the suspension of the habeas
corpus act upon the supposition of
danger ? Jf it was meant to call
them wild "and extravagant, whence
arose the pains taken throughout
the whole of the report to prove
them regular and systematical ?
While the committee professed to
trace the origin of these conspira
cies, why did they state facts of a
recent date ? or why were they
forced in out of their natural order
of time and place i In the third
page of the report the plan for
providing arms was termed a gene
ral idea ; yet directly afterwards it
was stated, that the matter was dis
cussed only by a few, and that only
when the general meetings were
broken up, and a few select mem
bers lest behind. What were these
talked-of arms f Eighteen pikeheads, ten battle-axes, and twenty
blades unfinished. This was the
mighty force that was to overthrow
the constitution, to annihilate the
parliament, and to destroy his ma
jesty ! Meetings were said to have
been held at Paisley for the purpose
of practising arms, yet at Pais
ley no arms had been discovered ;
two regiments would have de
stroyed this formidable conspiracy
in its most gigantic maturity. Mr.
Lambtou vindicated the society of
the friends of the people, and con
demned the suppression of some of
the papers found on Skirving.
From the different circumstances of
the two countries, he contended
that there was not the least danger
of the prevalency of French prin
ciples. He had, he laid, pledged
himself to accord with the measures
•f

tim
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of administration, if they brought
forward any evidence to prove that
tlie constitution was in danger, but
it was his duty to state that he saw
no danger whatever.
Mr. Robinson and Mr. Martin
censured tlie report, which was de
fended by Mr. serjeant Watson, sir
"Watkin Lcwcs, Mr. , alderman
Newnham, and Mr. Burdon.
Mr. 1 Fox, in a speech replete
with sound argument, avowed his
little connection with the societies,
and urged tlie little necessity that
could exist tor. warranting a depar
ture from the ordinary course of ad
ministering government. He warned
the house against the fatal etror of
bringing the constitution into con
tempt, by teaching the people that
it was of itself inadequate to any
emergency. In discussing questions
of war or alliance, it was said to
be the prerogative of tlie crown,
and that parliament was not to in
terfere with tlie exercise of this pre
rogative, but to punish ministers if
they abust-d it. Was it not equally
tlie prerogative and the duty of the
crown to punish all attempts against
the constitution by the regular
course of law, and the province of
parliament to animadvert on mini
sters if they neglected or betrayed
their dut" ? No reason could be
alleged for deviating from the ordi
nary mode in the one case more than
the other. What was to be ex
pected from their address ? Proseslions of loyalty. Surely the house
of commons had better means of
manifesting their loyalty than by
professions. Professions they had
already given in abundance, and
they were not in this instance called
upon to give material advice ; they
were only called upon to witness
facts, to affirm their belief of the
existence of a conspiracy, which
was all tady in issue on the trials of

the persons committed as accom
plices in that conspiracy. The ad
dress was neither for the purposes
of loyalty nor advice, it was a re
conveyance from that house to the
crown, whereby the house was
made to volunteer as a witness of
their own accusation. The papers
in the report on which the address
was founded were many of them the
composition of ministers: of the au
thenticity of such papers, neither
the house nor the secret committee
had any knowledge of their own.
The effect of the address could only
be to publish the opinion of the
house that the constitution was in
danger. He ridiculed the idea of
arms, aud the use which was made
of the term convention ; and no
ticed, that a convention had seated
the house of Brunswick on the
throne. Mr. Fox asserted the rigltf
of the people to meet and discuss
their private or political affairs.
Conventions might not only be in
nocent but meritorious ; and if the
right of assembling and giving their
opinion on grievances properly al
leged were withheld from tlie
people, the constitution of the
country might gradually sink into
ruin, without one blow being struck.
It was, in his opinion, the work
of the old tory sailion in this country
to raise an alarm, and to exhibit as
a weapon of danger the only constitutional means which could be
resorted to in cases of extremity. A
cafe might be supposed, in which it
would be the duty of the people as
sembled by their delegates in con
vention to call upon parliament to
do what parliament would not do of
itself. Was it not then the height
of madness to blunt the weapons,
and discredit the means to which
parliament must resort in such an
emergency i He would not quote
the resistance made to king James,
to
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to shew that the prince on the
throne might at any time be resided.
It might be asked how the obe
dience of the disaffected was to be
secured ! The law had provided for
the punishment of the disaffected,
whenever disaffection shewed itself
in any of their actions. That was
the proper means of prevention, and
tlic true answer to all that had been
said ubout suffering the mischief to
grow to a head. To put the law in
force, was it necessary for the house
to declare its belief in the exist
ence of a conspiracy, on evidence
which they should have' been
ashamed to listen to ? Had parlia
ment, previous.to the trial of Mr.
Walker, &c. declared their belief
of the conspiracy with which those
gentlemen were charged, a jury
prejudiced and milled by such a de
claration might have sound a verdict
of Guuly on the testimony of a wit
ness, who was in fact a person whom
the counsel' for the prosecution
was ashamed of. For these reasons
he objected to that part of the ad
dress, which declared the belief of
the house in the conspiracy, and
should move to leave it out. He
objected also to the declarations of
loyalty as unnecessary, but should
not vote against them. From a
review of the persons from whom
danger was apprehended, he said
such men might join in a revolution,
but could never produce one. In,
the advice he gave his disinterested
ness must be allowed, since it could
scarcely be imagined he should wish
to go to the guillotine, merely for
the sake of being accompanied by
the gentleman over against him.
Rash and even seditious conversa
tion would, he supposed, be proved
in the course of the prosecutions,
but he trusted none had so far for
gotten their duty to their country
u to embark in treason. At all
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events the trials would be conduct
ed, and the punishments awarded,
with the dignity and humanity of
British justice ; and the examples
in his opinion, strike with greater
force, without any previous decla
ration fiom parliament. In coun
tries where the taking off a few in
dividuals tends to overturn the go
vernment, a few individuals, how
ever obscure, might effect a revolu
tion ; but here, where the revolu
tion must be popular to have the
most distant chance of success, no
thing could be more irrational than
the attempt. Such persons would
be more (it for Bedlam than for
Newgate. In the most eloquent
and energetic terms Mr. Fox re
commended the diffusion of civil
and religious liberty, and a regard
to the happiness and rights of the
people of this country, and of all
mankind, as the surest means of es
tablishing and securing the govern
ment ; and concluded by moving
for leaving out of the address, thas
part which declared the belief of
the house in a conspiracy against the
constitution.
The amendment was opposed by
sir William Dolben, as throwing
the whole proceedings into ridicule.
In any address sent from the com
mons to the house of lords he was
certain they would not have taken
the liberty of proposing such an
omission. If the commons altered
the address, we should, he said, have
a passive obedient king, non-resist
ing lords, and a rampant republi
can house of commons.
The attorniy general noticed,
that the hon. gentleman (Mr. Fox)
had asserted, that these reiterated
discussions were more to make the
house act as a witness, and give
evidence to prejudice the trials of
the unfortunate men then under
prosecution, than for the attain
ment
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ment of any substantial good. This
effect, he argued, from the benig
nity of the English laws, could not
be produced. He vindicated the
proceedings against Mr. Muir in
Scotland, and contended, that the
suspension of the habeas ctrput act,
which had been insisted upon at a
Violation of the constitution, ex
tended only to persons suspected or
accused of treasonable practices.
No person could, he said, put the
assemblies of the present times in
competition with the convention
held in 1688, without affixing a
gross libel on the constitution. The
present convention had for its ob
ject the annihilation of that consti
tution which at that period was
ratified and established; and he
called upon the house to point out
One instance of a similarity of prin
ciples adopted by those who con
ducted the revolution, and the mo
dern reformers. He considered
the society of the friends of the
people, and that of the liberty of
the press, as particularly dangerous,
from the persons of rank and in
fluence that composed them. It was
not easy to find out what the views
and intentions of the former were ;
the latter had been more audacious,
and by applauding the patriotic
sentiments of counsel, and the con
duct of personB after conviction,
attempt . a to palsy the hand os the
public accuser. The part of the
address attempted to be omitted,
contained its very substance and es
sence. He deprecated the mode in
which the law officers of the crown
Were constantly treated with regard
to criminal prosecutions. If they
forbore to prosecute, they were ac
cused of neglecting their duty j if
they prosecuted, societies voted
thanks to those who opposed them,
and gave them every support. Pre
vention was, he said, better than

cure. Had the existing goverflmeisfc
prevehted the assembling of 40,00a
men in the year 1780, would it not
have contributed to the public tran
quillity, and prevented innumera
ble evils. The amendment of Mr.
Fox was negatived without a divi
sion, and the address was put and
carried.
Whilst the preceding business was
in agitation, the marquis of Lansdowne, on the 26th of May, ad
dressed the house of lords on the
subject of America. It had not
been, he said, his intention te
trouble the house again this session,
and he had arranged matters for
going out of town that day ; but
he wished not to let the season flip
withoutoncemorecallingtheiratten.
tion to the state of affairs at home
and abroad. At a former period he
stated that he had taken the liberty
of directing the attention of the
house to the neutral nations, and
had predicted a variety of circum^
stances relative to the impropriety
of the war, which, though at that
time treated with light and incon
siderate regard, had unfortunately
proved to be too fatal, and too
true. To the fame objects he was
again reduced to recur by the im
politic and delusive system We had
adopted. Previous to the discus
sion of the particular sabject of his
motion,he begged leave to make some
observations connected with it. His
lordship recommended several inte
rior reforms, and objected strongly
to the present employments of the
attorney and solicitor general, who
could not enter into a consultation
with his lordfliip*s agent on particu
lar business, as they were engaged in
taking the examinations of persons
suspected of treasonable and sedi
tious practices. He was astonished
to hear, that the great officers of
state were employed in inspecting
I
instruments
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instruments of cruelty, calculated
for the purpose of assassination,
when their time might be so much
tnore respectably employed by mi
nisters to the advantage of the
public. His lordship censured in
pointed terms the management of
affairs at home. Abroad, he said,
erery thing had tended to confirm
his former opinion of their calamitous state, particularly in Flanders.
His lordship mentioned the great
loss of our artillery, and that the
number of sick, since the com
mencement ofthe campaign, which
■was only six weeks, exceeded the
whole amount during the last year.
Was it not universally known that
thelosses of our allies were concealed,
while our display of successes was
made with every ornament that in
genuity could bestow : He stated
the Low Countries to be in ex
treme danger, the inhabitants open
ly condemning the war, and pro
claiming their wishes for the ene
my ;—the Dntch murmuring at our
conquests in the West Indies, and
complaining that we had secretly
gained possession of the French At
lantic colonies to monopolize the
sugar trade ;—ItalyandSpain repro
bating our perseverance. The aftooiflunrmultitudes in arms brought
forward by the French might, he said,
teach us how utterly impracticable
the war was, with any hope of ulti
mate success, in a war like the
present, attended with such a pro
digious waste of men and money,
it behoved ministers to reflect deli
berately before they piovoked a
new enemy to enter the field
against us. He had great appre
hensions respecting neutral nations,
and he wished a noble lord (Auck
land) to declare whether he had
signed an article of a treaty in
huofikialcapacity, which had not
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been laid before the house, and re
quired the grand duke not only to
banish emigrants, but such of his
own subject* as the British court
should proscribe. His lordship fur
ther censured the conduct of mi
nisters respecting the courts of Swe
den and Denmark, and the island
of Corsica, and proceeded parti
cularly to notice the conduct of
tliis country towards America. Ho
first complained of oirr conduct re
specting that part of the treaty of
peace with the United States ia
1783, which fixed the boundary,
and allotted them the barrier polls,
of which they had never yet been
put in possession, and were still
uneasy on that score. This neglect;
had, he said, irritated the Ameri
cans; and their suspicions andjea-<
lonfy were increased by our having
assisted the Portuguese to enterinta
a truce with the Algerines and the
States of Barbary. That concilia
tion was, he said, effected by the
Portuguese consenting to join the
league against the French. The
Portuguese, antecedent to that
truce, had constantly opposed the
Algerines, and kept a squadron of
men of war at the mouth of the
Straits, principally to check- the
Algcrine rovers from injuring the?
American trade. In this poiqt of
view our conduct stood condemned
by the Americans, who were not
at all reconcikable to the truce, a*
it was averred on their parts, that
the truce was acceded to by the
Barbarian's, on the express condi
tion that it should be concealed for
six weeks ; the con-sequence of
which was,- that the Algcrine ves
sels were let out upon them at once,
greatly to their detriment ; the sal
lies against the American vessels'
proving successful, and a great
number of them were actually seized
■say
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near Lisbon ; which might have
been avoided, had the negotiation
been known. The next cause of
offence to America was, he said,
the order of council, June 8,
1793, to seize all ships (those of
Sweden and Denmark excepted)
loaded with corn, and after purchas
ing the cargo for the use of -his majelly, and paying what was reason
able for freight, to dismiss them.
This his lordship stated as not
only strange and insolent conduct
towards an independent nation, dic
tating to them with whom they
should trade, but an instance of un
precedented cruelty in attempting
to starve twenty-six millions of peo
ple fora matter of opinion. No
writer on the laws of nations stated
it as a principle, to prevent a neutral
power carrying corn into a bellige
rent nation ; the restriction was only
on arms and ammunition, but not
on corn, which was the staple com
modity of America.—The next
point resened to by the marquis
was the order of council of Novem
ber 6th, for capturing all vessels
carrying any provisions or stores to
the French colonies. From the 6th
of November to the 28th of March
upwards of 600 American vessels had
been captured or detained in British
ports. This detention he greatly
reprobated, because it was conti
nued after the hope of regular con
fiscation was abandoned, the car
goes damaged, and at last the
ownersreceived no demurrage. He
disapproved of the non-permission
of American vessels to fail from the
British ports in the islands, unless
they gave security for the discharge
oftneir cargoes in some British or
neutral port. These infringements
had so far alarmed the American
merchantshere, that they had applied
to government to know on what

they might depend, looking upon it
as a measure calculated to produce
a rupture between the two coun
tries. The order was, however, soon
after revoked, which was a tacit
confession from ministers of the in*
justice and illegality of the mea
sure. The imprudence of provok
ing hostilities with America was
demonstrated by his lordship from
the contiguity' of our West India
islands, our retention of Canada,
the number of manufacturers em
ployed, the yearly employment of
230,oootonsos stepping, and by the
danger our commerce to the West
Indies would be exposed to in sa.iling along the extensive coast of
America. The marquis at length
.proceeded to consider the speech of
lord Dorchester in reply to seven
tribes of Indians, on the 10th of Fe
bruary (793, of the seven villages
of Lower Canada, as deputies from,
all the nations exet-pt three, which
wasdrawn up in the following words :
" Children,
" I have well considered your
words, and am now prepared to
reply.
« Children,
" You have informed me, that
you are deputed by the seven vil
lages of Lower Canada, and by all
the nations of the Upper Country,
which sent deputies to the 'general
council held at the Miamis, except
the Chawanoos, Miamis, and Loups.
" Children,
*' You remind me of what
passed at the Council Fire, held at
Quebec, jult before my last de
parture for England, when 1 pro
mised to represent their situation
and wislies to the king, their father ;
and expressed my hope that all the
grievances they complainedof onthe
partoftbeUnitedStateswouldsoonbe
done awaybyajustandlastingpeace.
"Children,
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« Children,
" I remember all very well : I re
member that they pointed out to me
the line of separation which they
Wished for between them and the
United States, and with which they
would be satisfied and make peace.
" Childien,
" I was in expectation of hear
ing from the people of the United
States what was required by them 5
1 hoped I should have been able to
bring you together, and make you
friends.
" Children,
" I have waited long, and listened
with great attention, but I have not
heard one word from them.
" Children,
" 1 flatter myself with the hope,
that the line proposed in the year
one thousand seven hundred and
eighty-three, to separate us from
the United States, which was im
mediately broken by themselves as
soon as the peace was signed, would
have been minded, or a new one
drawn in an amicable manner :
here also I have been disappointed.
" Children,
" Since my return, I find no ap
pearance of a line remains: and
from the manner which the people
of the States push on, and act, and
talk on this side, and from what I
learn of their conduct towards the
sea, I shall not be surprised if we
are at war with them in the course
of the present year ; and if we are,
a line must; then be dt awn by the
warriors.
" Children,
M You alk for a passport to go to
New-York ; a passport is useless in
peace ; it appears, therefore, that
you expect we shall be at war
with the States before you return.
You shall have a passport, that,
whether peace or war, you shall be
well received by the king's warriors.
1794.

" Children,
" They have destroyed their right
of pre-emption, therefore all their
approaches towards us since that
time, and all the purchases made by
them, I consider as an infringement
on the king's rights ; and when a
line is drawn between us, be it peace
or war, they must lose all their im?
provement of houses on our side of
it. The people must all be gone
who do not obtain leave to become
the king's subjects. What belongs
to the Indians will of course be
confirmed and secured to them.
" Children,
" What further can I say to you ?
You are our witness, that on our
part we have acted in the most
peaceable manner, and borne the
language of the United States with
patience, and I believe our patience
is almost exhausted.
" Given under my hand, at
the .castle of St. Lewis, in the
city of Quebec, on the 10th
of February, in the year of
our Lord 1794.
(Signed) DORCHESTER."
By his excellency's command,
(Signed)
Heman Wissjus Ryland,
Secretary."
The dangerous consequences of
such a paper, if authentic, were
largely commented upon by the*
marquis. Could it be matter of
surprise, after such a paper had ap
peared in print, that the Ameri
cans had laid an embargo on our
vessels in their ports for thirty days i
Yet such had been their temper,
that they had proceeded to the
measure with remarkable reluctance.
Had the measures pursued against
them by this country originated
with those who had condemned the
peace, it might not have been ib
wonderful; but some of them were
persons who had affisted in making
P
it,
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k, and were well acquainted with
the motives on which it was found
ed, and had never offered any rea
son for a change of their opinion.
He assured the house, theemly object
he had in view in this investigation
was to avert danger, and to heal
the differences between the two
countries. This motion would afford
ministers an opportunity of clear
ing themselves from an imputation
which, if false, might produce
dreadful consequences ; if true, it
was .right to bring it forward, that
the wii'Jom of the legislature mightCorrect the rashness of the governs
meat. Alter a speech os great
ability, his lordship concluded by
moving for an address to his majeily, praying him " that there be
laid before the house eopitj of the
instructions sent to lord Dorches
ter, relative to all differences be
tween this country and America, and
fj.ich communications, as may have
Jjeen madcof conferences with the In
dian tribes north-west ot the Ohio."
• J.ord Grenville, thought ministers
were hot is the kail indebted to
the noble marquis' for an opportu
nity of vindicating themfelvesagainst
that which appeared to him to be
no charge. The measures pursued
«(ith rclpect to neutral nations had
-already been fully discussed in th:
houie. With respect to what he
liad termed the unexampled severi
ty of the executive government,
■fmd the dangers likely to enlue both
Bt home ar* abroad, the conduct of
jbc executive.government, and that
$>f the legislature likewise, would,
.on fair examination, be found to be
slot only lenient, but in some in
stances perhaps criminally tender.
Was it to an assembly which had
Jleen for two years in posseffion of
the conduct of those who aimed .at
•subverting the constitution, that the
jnai'qui* addressed such, language ?

The marquis had, he said, talkers
of the intention os starving the poor
distressed country of France. Di11 rested and poor it was true it was,
and earnestrj' desirous to renderevery
cither country the fame. How then
could blame attach to ministers for
having used precautions to prevent
the introduction of that ruinous*
system ? The oppressions of France,
I113 lordship said, arose not from
the external combinationagainst her,
but from a set of barbarians who
had got into power, and preserved
it by deluges of human blood.
With respect to a great part of the
speech of the marquis, the conduct
of government was a full refutationXo the censure and calumny which
it seemed designed to convey. AH
the calamities of war must be con
sidered as produced by those who
brought on the war; ami these, as usu
al, his lotdship contended, were the
French. The conductof thiscotfhtry
towards neutral nations, he asserted,
was sli icily consonant to the laws of
nations ; ar.d he knew of no right
the executive government had in
excess of liberality to sacrifice the
interests of the country to the views
of its' enemies, while we were car
rying on a defensive war. He cen-1
sured the speeeli of the marquis: of
Lanfdowne which had preceded hi»
*>iotiori ; but, as it had been made^
all that the house could do was to
prevent the effect it might otherwise
produce. With respect to fixing
the boundaries and the line of polls,
in the treaty of peace with Amerira, he had never considered that as
the article of most advantage to
Great Britain, nor had he ever
.conversed with any individual (who
understood the subject) who enter
tained a different opinion. The
article might have been necessary,
as perhaps better terms could not
have becu had j and when conclud
ed

1
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cd they must be binding-, and mult
therefore be punctually observed.
All treaties, however, were to be
considered on tcrrfii of reciprocal
advantage to both panic. If one
side did not fulfil the conditions sti
pulated, it was an ample reason why
the other should not be over-forward
to comply with all the stipulations ;
since it would be new indeed in the
affairs of states, if a nation making
considerable sacrifices on its part
Ihould not expect to obtain also the
advantages of that treaty to itself.
His lordship said, it would be idle
for him to say any thing more on
that part of the subject. The inte
rest of Great Britain and America
was to be on terms of mutual friend
ship and good will ; and by that
principle every part of the execu
tive government of this country had
been uniformly governed since the
conclusion of the peace. He pro
fessed him!e!f at a loss to know
what the motive was for bringing
forward the charge against them;
and still more at a loss to con
ceive in what government had
disgraced itself. So conscious was
he of their endeavours to act
unexceptiouably, that he was rea
dy to take his share of the respon
sibility which belonged to his
ttation, for the advice he gave his
sovereign on that subject. A charge
that ministers wiihcd to provoke a
war with America, could be con
sidered as little less than a Calumni
atory libel on his majesty's govern
ment. With respect to the peace
effected through his majesty's me
diation between the Portuguese and
the Algerines, could it be supposed
tliat when Portugal, our old and
faithful ally, at the commencement
°f a war so important as t lie prefent was desirous of peace with the
jferbary states, and solicited the
■ing to interpose his good offices
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for the purpose—thr.t ministers, for
having taken proper measures to
achieve that object, ihould be ac
cused of acting improperly? This
country could not possibly teel any
repugnance on that subject ; and iii
consequence of this, orders were
sent to negotiate a peace between
Portugal and the Barbary states.
This negotiation in part failed ; a
peace was not concluded, find the
mediation of Great Britain could
only procure a truce. But it was
by no means true thru it was kept a
secret for any sinister purpose, or any
longer than the nature of the trans
action required. With regard to)
the order of council June 8th, he
did not, he said, expect to hear that
it was a crime on the part of this
country to seize, not for condem
nation, but mcr-jly to detain, asterwards to value, and then to pay for*
the cargo of (hips laden with corri
that were on their voyage to sup
ply the enemy. He thought evety
principle of the law of nations
warranted this Conduct ; or rather,
that we had relaxed from the spirit
ofthat law,in having granted toAme
rica advantages that had not been
allowed to Sweden and Denmark.
Respecting the order of. council
November 6th, his lordship stated
that the French, seeling themselves
unable to bring their cargoes direcily to Europe, had gone with the
whole produce of their West India
islands to America; and waited
there an opportunity to come home
with safety. To meet this circum*
stance the order was mad* ; and it
ought only to be considered as a
temporary measure, which whenl
no longer necessary was revoked.
The revocation, however, he ac
knowledged was partly produced by
the requisition of a number of in
dividuals, who stated that it mighC
be possibly attended with inconveP 2
nkacC
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niencc and Injury. The extract
from the New-York Gazette he
knew nothing of. The part'culars,
if true, would be transmitted by
the noble lord whose name it bore ;
and it would then be time enough
to proceed upon it. The motion he
thought calculated not to be ad
vantageous, but of disadvantage to
this country.
This position was contradicted
by the duke of Grafton, who
thought that, so far from any harm
accruing from the motion, it would
only convince America of the ear
nestness of that house to prevent
any possible cause of complaint.
From all that had occurred, he
wished this Country to assure Ame
rica of its determination to act fair
ly. The declaration that the secre
tary of ilate had not seen the paper
alluded to by the marquis, he
thought very insufficient, and llrongly urged him to proceed one step
further, and to inform the house
whether lord Dorchester had been
invested with such powers as war
ranted his adoption of the measure.
The abilities of lord Dorchester
were warmly defended by lord
Sydney. The earl of Lauderdale,
adverting to that part of lord Grenville'8 speech relating to the pro
ceedings of ministers in cafes of se
dition and treason, oblerved, that
government had proceeded as if the
country was in a state of actual re
bellion ; aricl tin's was the notable
proof which the minister had to
give of the criminal tenderness of
the executive government. With
respect to what had been urged,
that the country was in a state of
defensive war; whatever it had been
at its commencement, no one, he
affirmed, could deny that the prin
ciple of the war had been changed,
and that the country was, and had
been, acting offensively. " What !

said his lordship," engaged in a de
fensive war, and seize all the French
Welt India islands ! Engaged in a
defensive war, and declare that
peace shall not be made till the
conquest of France be completed !"
This was the most curious mode of
proving a defensive war that the
imagination of man could devise.
The noble secretary had, he said,
thought proper to discuss the mo
tives of the marquis of Lansdowne's speech j it would have been
more satisfactory to have discussed
the speech more ably, than to have
made any observation on the mo
tives. Was the secretary prepared
to say, that discussions even of sub
jects upon which no tegular docu
ments were before the house, were
improper ? As an instance that
they were not, his lordship mention
ed the debates on the Russian arma
ment, which had, he said, prevent
ed a war, and induced ministers to
descend from arrogance to humility*
The earl of Carlisle conceived ic
so much to the mutual advantage of
this country and America to conti
nue on amicable terms, that he en
tertained no doubt such would be
the event. He thought the passage
quoted from the New-York Ga
zette a very insufficient ground for
a parliamentary proceeding, and
was joined in this opinion by the
earls of Coventry, Radnor, and
Caernarvon.
The earl of Mansfield censured
the introduction of the late pro
ceedings respecting treasonable prac
tices, into the present debate, as ir
relevant. With respect to defen
sive war; the meaning of it was, he
said, to repel attacks, and to give
the enemy as many thrusts as he laid
himself open to. The object of
defence was clearly twofold ; to de
fend with precaution and skill, and
to attack the assailant wherever vul
nerable.

r
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aerable. The measure of stopping conduct, which was calculated to
the corn he thought fully justifi involve us in future wars, and re
able, and could not conceive how quired fortresses, garrisons, &c. in
the Americans' could be stated to numerable. It had, he observed,
be sufferers, having received the full been Hated, that he ought to pro
■yalue of their cargoes in British duce his civil-law authorities for
guineas instead of French asfignats. what he had said respecting neutral
His lordship argued for the necessity nations and the conduct of admi
of investing foreign agents with dis nistration during the war. He was
cretionary powers, and the impro not however to prove the negative ;
priety of incautiously divulging se and he was bound to fay, that the
cret instructions.
measures could not be justified by
The marquis of Lansdowne vin the books. Where, he asked,
dicated the motives which had in could be found an authority for
duced him to bring forward the starving a whole nation, for treating
question in debate, and which had twenty-five millions of people like
been solely those of securing a cor a besieged fortress ? Where was
dial and permanent friendship be there a precedent for making tobac
tween this country and America. co an article of provision? Where
Instead of the pitiful calumnies and a precedent for sayieg to an inde
personalities he had met with, he pendent nation, .that its legitimate
had, he said, expected to have heard commerce on the high seas should
language which should have conci be interrupted, and cell it grace to
liated the people of America. If stop them from going to their de
it was wrong in ministers who made signed markets, and to set what
•the peace, to concede the boundary price was most agreeable upon their
in question, and giye up the posts staple commodity? Fiom the cha
in America, they were highly cul racter of lord Dorchelitr, the
pable, and ought to be impeached; marquis inferred that he had cot
for he had no hesitation to say, that acted without authority. Ou a di
they might have kept the posts if vision of the house, there appeared
they would, and a still larger extent for the motion 9, against it 69.
On the same day on which the
of country than they had secured to
.Great Britain. But after very ma motion of the marquis of Lansdowne
ture consideration, it was deemed was introduced into the house of
wife and proper to concede to such 1 lords, Mr. Sheridan brought for
terms as should convince the Unit ward a motion to a similar purpose
ed States that we w^re sincere in in the lower house. Mr. Dundas,
our withes to establish a cordial however, positively denied that any
and stable reconciliation with Ame instructions had been given to lord
rica, and to create one common in Dorchester authorizing such a line
terest between the two nations. of conduct, and asserted that, on
With regard to the idea, that if the contrary, ministers had nsed
one contracting party did not fulfil their utmost endeavours to termi
her conditions of a treaty of peace, nate all hostilities between the Ame
the other party was exonerated from rican states and the Indians. The
discharging her agreement faith paper, he said, he had nevtr before
fully, the doctrine was perfectly beard of. Sir Francis Baring, Mr.
new to him. His lordship- stated the Wilberforce, and Mr. M. Robinson,
impolicy and expeuce attending such deprecated a war with America. As,
P 3
however,
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however, though the paper bore
the appearance of authenticity, and
was believed to be sue-h by persons
conversant in American affairs,
it had been publicly disavowed,
Mr. Sheridan begged leave to with
draw hit motion; which was agreed
to.
This debate was succeeded by a
motion from Mr. Sheridan, for
leave to bring in a bill for a new
military test, containing only a de
claration of his majesty's right to
the crown, an attachment to the
constitution, and a promise to reveal
all treasons. This measure was,
lie said, totally unconnected with
party, and had arisen incidentally
from the circumstance of the emi
grant corps bill. It was not found
ed upon any petition or claim of
that people, for whose peculiar'beJieiit it was intended ; for at a time
like the present, when his majesty
was calling for aid from his subjects
of every description, in support of
the constitution, it might be impro
per to petition for what they felt
to be no more than justice, as it
might have the appearance of a de
mand; and it tmVht be as improper
for government to i^rant a voluntary
offer of relief,' which might be con
sidered as a bribe. It was, he said,
his opinion, that all penal statutes
which made distinction^ between
di!Tv'rent classes of" his majesty's sub
jects should be done away, but that
liedid not expect to sen done at pre
sent. He respected the prejudices as
well as the rights of the people, for
hecoT'lidered those prejudices as ori
ginally inspired and cherished by
government for wife and bmeticial
purposes. When we weie in daner of a popish king, great pains
i: id been taken to prejudice the
people against trusting the Roman
Catholics: but after reaping the beliclic of such prejudices, it would

be unjust in government to insult
them all at once. This was not
however necessary : the dangers ap
prehended from the P.oman catho
lics, and the prejudices against them,
had vanished from every rational
mind. The riots in i"So, he con
tended, ought not to deter the house
from adopting any measure in fa
vour of the catholics at this time.
Those troubles did not, he said, arise
merely from tire apprehension of re
lief to be granted to that people,
but from a general disapprobation
of the measures which were adopt
ed, and the criminal negligence of
those yyho should have prevented
them. Since that time, the spirit
of toleration had been increasing!
If then the danger and the preju
dices were gone, the inconvenience
from allowing catholics to serve in
the army or navy, in the fame man
ner as any other of his majesty's
subjects, remained alone to be con
sidered. When we were embody
ing an army of French catholics, did
it not appear preposterous to ex
clude an Englilh c:;tholic ? It was
preposterous in another instance, to
prevent the employing of Roman
catholics in the army and navy, in
this country ; for, by an act pasted
last year in the Iristi parliament}
catholics were permitted to serve in
the army as officers, under the rank
of the staff. Supposing any of these
officers to be ordered upon duty tot
England, could any thing be more
absurd than that they should be sub
ject to heavy penalties for bearing
the king's commission, which they
did in conformity to the laws of
their country ? Nothing but the
urgency and importance of other
business could have rendered mini
sters inattentive to such an absurdi
ty ; and this he thought himself
warranted in saying, from a review
of the proceedings in the Iristi par
liament
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liament during the discuflion of this
question. To every objection which
faad been urged on that occasion, on
the incongruity of the measure, the
utmost reason had been given for be
lieving that a similar law would be
pasted in England, and this by men
who were in habits of official com
munication with his majesty's mi
nisters. The catholics, Mr. She
ridan observed, did not stand in the
same situation with the protestant
dissenters, who, if they chose to
incur the penalties, were admitted
to serve. BcllJes,' the act annually
passed in that house, allowing perlons a longer time to qualify, afford
ed them some protection, while it
was at the fame time a proof of the
injustice and inconlilency of these
tests. As an instance of the differ
ence made between these two
classes of dissenters, he mentioned
Mr. Weston, a gentleman of most re
spectable character and great influ
ence, who had been nominated a
lieutenant colonel in one os the new
corps, which he had contributed
largely to raise, but who had been
superseded in his command, as mi
nisters did not think it proper to
allow his commission to be signed.
He thought it extremely hard, that
the catholics, who were so distin
guished for their fidelity, loyalty,
and attachment to government,
should be deprived, at a time when
his majesty called for aid from
all his subjects, of one great means
of proving their loyalty and fideli
ty. He staled that the catholics
had, almost without exception, con
tributed voluntarily to the necessi
ties of their country. Still further
to prove the absurdity of the present
regulation, Mr. Sheridan put the
case, that if any one of those com
mands usually silled by the senior
officer became vacant on the conti
nent during the war, if the officer

next in command chanced to be a,
Roman catholic, to succeed to the
command he mull prove himself a
Frenchman; for neither an Irish
nor even an English catholic would
be eligible: whilst a Frenchman,
under the emigrant corps bill, might
succeed to any command in the
army. Fie very forcibly objected ty
all tests and disqualifying laws j but
confining himself, he fail!, to what he
thought likely to be then granted,
he mentioned only military and naval
tests, leaving all civil employments
to remain as they were. Nor was
he particular in the mode of attain
ing his object ; if it was chosen, ra
ther than repeal military tests altor
gether, to repeal them only during
the war, which might be done by
extending the time allowed for qua
lifications, or by framing a new oath,
to be taken by catholics conform
ably to what was contained in his
motion.
The loyalty of the catholics was
fully admitted by Mr. Dundas; but
the motion, he observed, included
dissenters of every description, and
operated to repeal every religious
test, As that was a subject which
had often been discussed in the
house, it was unnecessary at this
time for him to give any opinion
on its merits ; and he should there
fore move the previous question, as
the most proper when the period for
discussing the principal question was
improper.
The hardship of subjecting IritU
catholics to the severest penalties in
this country, who had accepted
commissions in conformity to the. '
laws of their own, was argued
by Mr. Fox, who further ad
verted to the distinctions made be
tween catholic and protestant dis
senters. He condemned the harlh
treatment (hewn to dissenters, to
whom he said we owed toon; than
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to any other description of men
. —the constitution we enjoyed, and
which we so lavishly praised. He
stated the readiness evinced by them
t) stand forth in defence of their
king and country ; their readiness
in 1715 and 1745; and asked what
had been done after they had used
such exertions? An act of parlia
ment had been passed, not to reward
them for their services, but as an
act of grace and pardon for a vio
lation of the existing laws, which
they had committed by taking up
arms in defence of their king and
country. He thought the legiflaure bound in honour to remove the
odious distinctions with which they
were branded, especially those which
precluded them from serving their
country in a military capacity. It
was, he said, the duty of every
government to preserve honour and
integrity towards all its subjects.
The line ought, therefore, to be
drawn : either admit dissenters to
equal rights in time of peace, or
give up their services in times of
difficulty and danger.
Mr. W. Smith said , however the
dissenters might be gratified by the
passing of a bill which removed
some portion of the odious suspi
cion under which they laboured,
they had not been at all consulted
on the present occasion, nor desired
to receive as. a boon what they
night justly claim as a right. He
farther asserted the readiness of the
dissenters to defend the constitution
and the country.
The motion for the previous
question was considered by Mr. M.
Robinson as countenancing the
principle of the bill which he dis
approved. In this light it was
also conlidertd by Mr. Sheridan,
and as only an objection to the time
in which it was introduced. With
respect to any danger resulting from

granting indulgences to dissenters
and catholics, he begged to be in
formed what evils had arisen from
the indulgence already granted to
the catholics of this country, 01 the
privileges given to those of Ire
land ? What evil consequences had
ensued from the admission of catho
lics to the bar? He trusted that
ministers only wished for time to
consider the subject fully, and that
they would themselves bring it for
ward in the next sessions of parlia
ment. After some further conver
sation, in which the master of the
rolls disapproved of the original
motion, the previous question was
carried without a division.
On the 30th of May, the duke
of Bedford called for the attention
of the house of lords on the import
ant subject of peace. In opening
the discussion, his grace recapitu
lated the leading circumstances of
the war. It was, he said, his de
sign to shew the views in which it
had been entertained by govern
ment and the legislature ; the dif
ferent aspects it had assumed, and
the utter impossibility of drawing
any specific conclusion of the inten
tions of administration, or limiting
the calamity to any objtct the at
tainment of which would satisfy
their wishes. He entreated the
house to examine the state of affairs
abroad and at home, and to inquire
whether the system pursued and the
means taken for its accomplishment
were likely to produce any benefi
cial effect to this country, much
less the object professed. His gracesaid he intended to offer some reso
lutions for the assent of the house,
which might be offered with pro
priety, since both the object and
the nature of the war were changed.
Hostilities were avowedly commen
ced to prevent the navigation of the
Scheld, and to guarantee the Dutch
from
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from the invasion of the French,
Both these purposes had been early
completed; and therefore some propositions for peace on the part of
Great Britain might loner before
this have been expected. His grace
proceeded to read his five fiist resolutions *.
.
The matter contained in these
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resolutions was, he contended, the
first proof of the determination of
ministers to interfere with the inter
nal affairs of France. It was a declaration in favour of monarchy,
as explicit and unequivocal as could
be made. It was, lie (aid, material
for the honour of the country, to
fee upon what principles lord Hood
had

f " Resolved, I. That it appears to this house, that during the several changes
which took placa in the constitution and government of France, before the com
mencement of hostilities, and more particularly after the events of the joth of
August 1791, when his majesty was advised by his ministers to suspend all offi
cial communication with France, it was, and continued to be, the profelscd prin
ciple and policy of his majesty's government, carefully to observe a strict neutra
lity, and uniformly to abstain from any interference with respect to the internal
affairs of France. That when his majesty was advised to make a further augmen
tation of his forces by sea and land at the beginning of the last year, it was for
the declared purpose of opposing views of aggrandisement and amhitionon the part
of France j and that when his majesty acquainted parliament, that acts of hosti
lity had been directed by the government of France against his majesty's subjects,
and after war had been declared against his majesty and the United Provinces, the
then avowed object of prosecuting the war on our part, was to oppose all views
of further aggrandifenaent imputed to France, and that the prosecution of the
war on this ground, aud for the attainment of this object, was approved by both
houses of parliament.
" Resolved, II. That it appears to this house, that at or before the end of
April 1793 tue armies of France were obliged to evacuate Holland and Flanders,
and to retire within their own territory ; and that the prince of Cobourg, com
mander in chief of the emperor's forces in Flanders, did on the 5th of April
engage and declare that he would join and co-operate with general Dumouriez, to
give to France her constitutional king, and the constitution "which fie hadformedJlr
herself; and that the prince of Cobourg did also then declare, on his word of ho
nour, that if any strong places should he delivered over to his troops, he should
consider them no otherwise than as sacred deposits; and that on the 9th of
she fame month all the preceding declarations of the prince of Cobourg were
revoked.
" Resolved, III. That it appears to this house, that, by the 15th article of
the treaty concluded with the landgrave of Hesse Cassel, on the 10th of April 1793,
his majesty's ministers were of opinion, that the situation os affjirt bad then entirely
cfimrged ill a/peel, in consequence of which his majesty might not have occasion for
the Hessian troops, and might be at liberty to relinquish their service, on certain
conditions of compensation to be made to the landgrave.
" Resolved, IV. That it appears to this house, that on the 14th of July 1793
a convention was concluded between his majesty and the king of Prussia, in which
their majesties reciprocally promised to continue to employ their respective forces,
as far as their circumstances would permit, in carrying on a war equally just and
necessary.
" Resolved, V. That it appears to this house, that on the 23d of August 1793
lord Hood declared to the people of Toulon, that he had no other view than that
of restoring peace to a great nation, upon the most just, liberal, and honourable
terms. That the inhabitants of Toulon did, in return, declare, that it was their
unanimous wish to adopt a monarchical government, such as it was originally form
ed 6y the constituent assembly of 1789; and that lord Hood, by his proclamation
of the iStli of August, accepted of that declaration, and did then repeat what
''
he
■
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had acted, what terms he proposed,
jnd into what engagements he en
tered on behalf of his majesty. It
was evident from the paper on the
table, that he accepted their wish to
adopt a monarchical government
such as was formed by the constitu
ent assembly ; that he offered pro
tection to the people of the south
of France who should manifest their
sentiments, and pledged the faith,
of the government of England to
she unequivocal maintenance of the
object of their declarations. The
invitation given to the people in
the south of France was accept
ed ; they repaired to the standard
erected ; and his lordship, on the
28th of August, solemnly accepted
their declaration. Thus a specific
ground and object of the war was
held out to the people of France,
and the faith of Great Britain was
pledged for this object. The phra
seology quoted in his 6lh resolu
tion1*, his grace asserted, deserved
the warmest reprobation. What,
he asked, would be the feelings of
this country if its constitution were
so treated by any foreign minister?
By the memorial to the states ■
general in January 1793, those
who had naaje the constitution

which we pledged ourselves by lord
Hood's declaration to assist iu re«
establishing, were described as
" miscreants assuming the name of
philosophers." His grace repro
bated such declarations, and all ideas
of dictating to another independent
people the government they Ihould
choose, or the mode of regulating
their internal concerns. Such an
interference could, be said, only be
regarded as a violation of rights,
and an outrage not to be forgiven.
The French were, he said, held out
as the original declarers of the war^
which was called upon our parts
a defensive one ; but it was ot lit
tle importance who were the first
declarers, in comparison of who
were the first provokers ; and it was
impossible we COuld look back to
thele preliminary steps in the war,
with any satisfaction to ourselves
either asslo the right, the modera
tion, or the policy we had exer
cised.
The next resolution, his grace
said, referred to the means we had
taken, and the co-operation we had.
secured for the conduct of the war.
By it f, his majesty certainly ex
pected the other powers at war to
accord in the seiuimeuts expressed ;
t
but
he had already declared to the people of the south of France, that he took pos
session of Toulon, and held it in trust only for Louis XVII."
* ;• Resolved, VJ. That it appears to this house, that the constitution, to which
the declaration and acceptance stated in the preceding resolution are applied,
was the fame which his majesty's ambassador at the Hague did, in a memorial pre
sented to the states general of the 25th of January 1793, describe in the follow
ing terms, viz. ' It is not quite four years since certain miscreants, assuming
the name of philosophers, have presumed to think themselves capable of esta
blishing a new system of civil society ; in order to realise this dream, the off
spring of vanity, it became necessary tor them to overturn and destroy ail esta
blished notions of subordination, of morals, and of religion;' and that this dtscription was applied by the said ambassador to a government with which his
majesty -continued to treat and negotiate from its institution in 1 78/) to its disso
lution in August 1792'; and that his majesty's amljassador was not recalled from
Paris until that government was dissolved."
■<. '< Resolved, VII. That it appears to this house, by the declaration made by
his majesty's ministers, and dated on the 49th of October 1795, * that his. majesty
demands only of Fi ance, that some legitimate and stable government Ihould ba
established,
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tut their manifestoesand declarations
proved him to be deceived. The de
claration- of the 29th of October
17^3 did not bind us to continue
the war till monarchy was restored ;
but said, that we should not make
peace till the establi'liment of a
stable government, which might se
cure a permanent peace. The for
mer of these he thought no man
could answer for, the latter any
man ; and he had no doubt if pro
per overtures were made from this
country, the people of France
would force their government to
make peace. His grace proceed
ed to read his Sth, 9th, and iolIi
resolutions * ; after the latter of
which, he animadverted in point
ed terrm on the assistance promised,
but never afforded, by the empress of

Russia. England had been said to
arm in the common cause of all na
tions; America, Sweden, and Den
mark were neutral in the business;
Poland' neither could nor would
assist ; Naples had inserted a saving
clause in the treaty with this coun
try, enabling her to withdraw from
the war at pleasure ; Venice and
Genoa would not engage \n the
contest ; the king of Sardinia was
subsidized for defending his own
dominions ; and the assistance from
Spain and Portugal was.jneffectual.
He next stated the conduct of the
king of Prussia. Tnat monarch
had been the first to declare war
against France, and bound himself
to pursue the war as a principal ;
which he did till April J 794, when
his Britannic majesty was obliged to

established, founded on the acknowledged principles of universal justice, and
capable of maintaining with other powers the accustomed relation l union aud
peace ;' and that his majesty, in treating for the re-establithm^nt of general
tranquillity with such a government, ' would propose none other than equitable
and moderate conditions, not such as the expences, the risques, and the sacrifices of
she war might justify ;' and that his majesty hoped to rind in the other powers
engaged with him in the common cause, sentiments and views perfectly conforma
ble to his own."
* " Resolved, VIII. That it appears t» this house, that, at the commencement
of the war, the prosecution of it was considered by his majesty as a cause of
general concern, in which his majenv had every, reason to hope for the cordial co
operation of those powers who were united with his majesty by the ties of al
liance, and who felt an interest in the fame cause.
" Resolved, IX. That it does hot appear to this house, that, in the prosecution
of the war, considered by his majesty :is a cause ofgeneral concern, and as a common
cause, his majesty has received that cor.tfal cj-oferatim which we we're led to ex
pect from thole powers who were' united with him by the ties of alliance, and
Who -were supposed to feel an intcrclr 111 the same cause.
" Resolved, X. That, on a review of the conduct of the several powers of Eu
rope, from whom, if the cause was common, and if the concern was genera/, such
cordial co-operation might have' been oxpected, it appears to this house, that
many of thole powers have not co-operated with his majesty; that the empress
of Rusiia has not contributed in any (hape to the support of this common cause ;
that the crowns of Sweden and Denmark have united to support their neutrality,
and to defend themselves against any attempt to force them to take part in this
common cause ; that Poland is neither able nor inclined to take part in it ; that
Switzerland and Venice are neutral'; that the king of Sardinia has required and
obtained a subsidy from Great Kritain, to enable him to act even on the defen
sive ; that the king of the Two Sicilies, profeiling to make a common cause with'
his mnjesty in the war against France, L bound to it by nothing but his own
judgment, in the course os eventi which may occur, and that he is at liberty 1 o abandon
the common cause whenever heshalljuJge that be cannot avy longer nuitbjujlice and dig
nity continue the var ; ttiat the effuits us Spain and Portugal have been completely
ineffectual."
■«.
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grant him an exorbitant subsidy to
induce him to act even as an auxi
liary. If the war was the common
cause of civilized states, why, he
asked, was not the emperor to con
tribute to the expence, the salva
tion of whose country was (rated to
depend on the destruction of France ?
In the end his grace thought we
might be obliged to bear the whole
of the expence. Were we able to sus
tain such a burden ? From a view of
thelituation and circumHancesof the
allies, he thought the object of the
war unattainable, and pregnant with
the most awful calamities to this
country. His grace spoke in
pointed terms of the inconsistency
of remaining tame spectators of the
atrocities exercised against the brave
and high-spirited Poles, aud yet de

claring that we were humanely ewr
gaged in fighting the cause of all
civilized nations. He noticed our
subsidizing the king of Prussia to
enable hiin to wage the most inhu
man and cruel war thai was ever
undertaken with the cry of huma
nity in our mouths. Those at
tempts against the independence cf
neighbouring nations with which
we charged, and for which we exe
crated the French, we assisted other
powers in perpetrating. It was,
he said, idle and hypocritical to as
sume the pretext of humanity in
the one instance, and to laugh it to
scorn in the other.
The four* following resolutionSj
his grace said, referred to the object
of the war asoriginally professed, art,d
jhe restoration of peace on terms of
permanent

* " Resolved, XI. That, with respect to the powers who were principals in
the present war (viz. the states general, the king of Prussia, and the emperor),
it appears to this house, that the states general, having refused to contract for
the payment of their portion of the subsidies to he paid to the king of Prussia, be
yond the term of the present year, Lave thereby reserved to themselves a riglit
to withdraw from the support of the war at that peiiod, -and to throw the whole
burden of it upon Great Britain. That the king of Prussia, being bound by the
convention of July 1793 to act in tbe most perftlj canerrt and tbe most intimate rov
Jidence tvitb bis majtjiy, upon all tbe objects relative to tbe present vjar ; and bavins
/ben promised to continue to rmploy bitfarces, as far as chfunylances viould permits ik
carrying on tbe viar ; and his majesty having since been obliged, by the treaty of
the 19th of April 1794, to grant to the king of Prussia an enormous subsidy, in
order to engage him to continue to co-operate in the prosecution of the war ; tt
follows that the king of Prussia is no longer a principal, party, nor «yeu an auxU
liary in the said war, but that he basely lends wit his troops to this country,
in return for a most profitable pecuniary compensation, at our expence ; and
that Great Britain is, in fact, loaded with his proper share of the burden of a
war which is said to be the common cause of every civilized state. Finally, that
if it were expedient or necessary to purchase the king of Prussia's co-operation
on such terms, the emperor, whose interests are more directly at stake, was
full as much bound in reason and justice as his majesty or the states genvral could
be, to contribute equally tt> that expence ; and that if, at any future period of the
war, the emperor's finances should be so exhausted as to make it impossible for
him to maintain it on his part, at his own charge, his imperial majesty will be in
vited aud encouraged, if not justified, by the example and success of the king of
Prussia, to call upon this country to defray the whole expense of whatever army
he m..y continue to employ against the French ; nor does it appear to this house,
by what distinction in policy or in argument, the terms granted to the king of
Prussia can be refused to the emperor, whose efforts and expences, in the course
of the war, have infinitely exceeded those of Prussia ; -or how this counti y can, in
prudence or with safet , decline a compliance with such demands, if it be true*
as has been tlecLirud, that the tfeitmction of the present French gevernment v
1
ejfcr.titl
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prrnianent security, which could
only be obtained by proposing to
France equitable and moderate con
ditions, and explicitly stating the
object we had in view. The whole
of the resolutions had, he said, been
drawn from official documents. He
shewed from the collection of state
papers, that the prince of Saxe
Cobourg had in April 1 793 joined
with Dumourlez to restore the conftitution of 1789, against which
the war had
The
' ''been undertaken.
'
'
""
.inconsistency df this declaration
with that from this fame prince,
four days after, in which he totally
annuls and revokes all he had antece
dently declared— the further incon
sistency of lord Hood's declara
tion to the Toulonefe with this of
the prince of Saxe Cobourg—the
contradiction in the declarations of
general Wurmfer—and the still
greater contradictions in the con
duct of this country were all noticed
by his grace. He then entered into

a review of the events preceding and'
producing the French revolution,
the feeds of which he thought were
brought from r\.merica ; and men
tioned the amelioration produced in
France at the time of the revolution.
Speculative men had, he said, afterwardsattemptedtoform a system too
pure for the present state of society ;
but time would have softened down
these theories, and have- made it one
of the grandest and most extraordinary structures that was ever formed
by man. During this time, unless'
some trifling dispute about bound
aries, nothing happened to excite
the jealousy of other powers. Yet
two of the despotic powers of Eu
rope affected to fee the progress of
the revolution with alarm, and laid
the foundation of all the horrors
thathavefollowed. The constitution
of 1 7S9 had been formed by men
distinguished for their rank and ta
lents. How had these men, howhad M. La Fayttte been received by

essential to tie security of every thing tvbici it mrji dear and valuable tt ut tt a
station.
"Resolved, XII. That it appears to this house, that in consequence of the
events of the war on the continent and elsewhere, all views of aggrandisement
and ambition on the part of France, supposing the French to entertain such views,
are evidently unattainable, and must be relinquished by France ; and that, theresore, the object of the war, as it was originally professed on our part, viz. tho
restoration of peace on terms of permanent security, is now attainable, astd may
be secured, provided that, on one side, the French lhail be content with the pos
session and safety of their own country, and that we, on the other, shall adhere to
the principle of juitice and policy, so often declared by his majesty, and avowed
by his ministers, of uniformly abstainingfrom any interference viitb refpctl to the in
ternal affairs ifFrance.
" Reiolved, XIII. That it is the duty of his majesty's ministers to avail themselves
of the present circumstances of the war, and to promote a pacification by every
means in their power, by proposing to France equitable and moderate conditions,
and, above all things, by abstaining from any interference' in the internal affairs of
France.
" Resolved, XIV. That it is the* opinion of this house, that in every possible
case, it is equally desirable that his majesty should make an explicit declaration
of bis views. If it is the intention not to interfere in the internal government of
France, notning can contribute so much to advance a negotiation with those who
now exercise the power of government in that country, as such a declaration,
solemnly and explicitly made. If, on the other hand, it is intended to interfere,
it is highly essential to make the degree of interference precisely known, to
induce such parts of the French nation as are dissatisfied with the present govern
ment, to unite and exert themselves with satisfaction and lccuii'y."
those
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those men who professed themselves
engaged in the cause of humanity ?
That, there was much to blame in
the fy (le tn of libeity siift adopted
in France, much to correct:, much
to alter, was certain ; but what a
work was a fy (I cm of government .'
and how impossible that human
wisdom could perfect it in a day !
Subsequent to the king's death,
every species of horror to which
humanity could be subjected had
passed on the devoted scene of
France. These however had, he
contended, in a great measure arisen
ftom the conduct of the allied pow
ers, who had preflcd on the French
from cruelty to cruelty, and had
goaded, hunted, and set upon them
likebealfsof prey, and tendered them
desperate in the toils. Their ex
termination, their blood wat deem
ed necessary to give security to Eu
rope. To destroy the government
it was necessary to destroy the
Fiench system, French principles,
and even the people. Could such an
expectation, he alked, beentertained
hv any reasonable man ? To the
friends of despotism all the massa
cres of France were to be attri
buted. They instructed the people
to distrust a good and humane
king, who they made them believe
was so shackled by his nobility, and
so enveloped in prejudice, as to be
unable to f ilsil what a temporary
expediency obliged him to grant.
The conduct of our allies, with other
causes, had, he said, conspired to
produce a second revolution.
With respect to the arguments
commonly urged in favour of the
war, his grace ridiculed the idea
of preventing by war the introduc
tion of principles. This was not a
country to be invaded by doctrines
contrary to human reason: senti
ments of liberty were not new to
it ; sentiments that ....... liceti7

tiousness would only be received ay"
a people under the torture of op
pression; the molt secure barrier
against licentiousness was a rationafr
system of freedom. It was, he
said, a melancholy consideration, that
the alarm so industriously spread
against French principles had been
the preface to pursuing French
principles ourselves. His grace
accused ministers of having gone un
warrantable lengths in the prosecu
tion of several of their late measures
(the landing the Hcsfiin troops, the
rapid progress of the suspension of
the habeas corpus act, &c. ), and re
probated, in pointed terms, the
association of place-men and pen
sioners for tjie purpose of breeding
and fostering swarms of spies and
informers to hover over the le
vities of conversation, the unguard
ed momenta of conviviality, and to
treasure every hasty expulsion ofpas
sion excited by the iiklome weight
of revenue laws, or the oppres
sive burdens resulting from war.
That expressions of passion wrang
from a man in the agony, perhaps,
of having lost his all, mould subject:
him to be dragged to the tribunal
of justice, was a horror at which
the heart of every friend to freedom
must revolt. His grace expatiated
at large Upon this subject, and
asked if such proceedings were cal
culated to preserve in the minds of
men an admiration of the constitu
tion, and a love and reverence for
thelawd? He then ridiculed the idea
of pencebeingconsidered as unattain
able from the intemperate expressions
used in the French convention, and
allied whether it was to be believed
that ministers in this country would
notlistentoan equitable pacification,
because they had been guilty of a
number of idle terms of reproach;
and unmeasured expressions of con
tempt. As the conduct- of the lead
ers
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ffs on both fides had been equal,
he saw no obstacle to negotiation in
their mutual reproaches. With re
spect to the question, how a permaHtnl peace was to be made with the
French? he was, he said, at a loss
to comprehend the force of that
epithet. As applied to treaties be
tween nations, no peace had ever
been permanent when it suited
cither of the parties to break it.'
No peace had ever been continued
from the influence ofjustice. It sel
dom however happened, that an un
just war was undertaken without in
volving its authors in the moll dreadfulconsequences. The consequences
attending the interference of the
French kingin the affairs ofthiscountry had recoiled upon himselfand his
family, and afforded a [Inking lesson
to other princes and powers. His
grace concluded his very able and
animated speech, by entreating the
attention of the house to the whole
of the subject as it then stood—the
conduct of the allies—the change
in the sentiments of a great part of
Europe—the impolitic, unsafe, and
unpromising prosecution of the war
as far as respected this country—and
the energy of the French: from all
of which, he said, they might be
convinced that we Ihould neverconquer France. He then proceeded
to move his first resolution.
Lord Auckland rose to state what
occurred to him respecting the ex
pressions made use of against the
French, in a declaration to the
United Provinces. That declara
tion .had, „his lordship said, been
made subsequent to the revolution
ary decree for subverting every go
vernment in Europe, to the inva
sion of Holland, to the murder of
the king, and only fix days prior
to the declaration of war again'!
England and Holland. He had,
he said, certainly meant to allude
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to those who had managed the Cut
constituent astt-mbly, to whom he
attributed all the calamities that
now appalled mankind. With the
single exception of the abbe Sieves,'
they had no pretension to the title
of philosophers; they were the ene
mies of God and the human race;
and he had no apology to make,
eitherto them or their predecessors^
for the sentiments and language he
had so long maintained respecting
them. The resolutions adduced by
his grace opened, he said, the
whole circle of politics, foreign and
domestic. He trusted however the
house would be little dilpostd to
discuss themseriatim ; it would be a
waste of time. With respect to
the internal situation of the coun
try, his grace had, he said, repre»
hended the measures taken for
the suppression of treasonable prac
tices, in terms more remarkable for
their force, than for their justice,
prudence, or temperance. His
lordship strongly contended for the
necessity of these measures. With
respect to the external situation of
this country, he fullyagreed with his
grace as to the difficulties and
risques of the warj but we had no
alternative. He did not however
feel despondence on this score; for
it was not to be supposed that so
unnatural and so monstrous a pa
roxysm as tlrat of France could be
permanent. His confidence in the
protection of providence would not
allow him to believe that the su
preme being had determined the
subversion of all states and the gene
ral destruction of mankind bj each
others hands; and he hoped, before
the next session should arrive, we
should be drawing towards a safe
close of.a just and unavoidable war.
His lordihip concluded by moving
for an adjournment.
The resolutions ivere further op
posed
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posed by lord Darnley. The ar
guments used for peace had, he faid>
been often urged, and often re
futed, and nothing had been ad
duced to shew that this country
could with safety or honour make
peace with the present government
of France. His lordship denied
that in the papers brought forward
by his grace there was the smallest
variation in principle, or contradic
tion in fact. As we required the
assistance of the king of Prussia*
the only question was, whether it
could have been obtained upon bet
ter terms 2
The adjournment was approved
by earl Fitzwilliam, who thought
no peace could, with safety to this
country, be made with France.
It was not a sufficient ground, be
cause the matter of moil of the re
solutions was contained in the pa
pers on the table, that the house
should adopt the conclusions drawn
from them. The precise question
was, whether it was consistent with
the wisdom of this country to come
at this time to a specific declara
tion on the war, or not ? In his
opinion, it wasnot called for. France
had provoked hostilities by the de
claration of being ready to pro
ceed to war, for the subverting
of every existing government. Besore peace could be had, France
must annul that declaration. With
respect to our interfering in the
conduct of France, it became a
great and magnanimous people to
become the defenders of mankind.
King William had on this account,
he said, opposed Louis XIV. and
we had a right to interfere in the
internal affairs of France till they
should be so regulated as to give
security to mankind. His lordship
declared himself a friend to the re
storation of monarchy in France,
a> an intelligible means of restor
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ing order ; though he did not meafl
that he would not be willing to make
peace while she retained a republi
can form. He was far from dis
approving of republics, but at pre
sent he thought France only a re
public in name, and the people slaves
to the most rigid despotism; The
French were, his lordship contend
ed, the authors of the war. As to
the late proceedings in the suspen
sion of the habeas corpus act,
they were called for by the exi
gencies of the times, and were in
general warmly approved.
That France had been guilty of
acts of aggression, was admitted by
the diike of Grafton^ who con
tended, however, that it would not
have been derogatory to the cha
racter of this country to have acted
as a mediator, instead of engaging
in the war. His grace entered
into a review of the conduct of our
principal allies. Prussia had been
defended for accepting a subsidy ori
the ground of incapacity ; but he
believed it would be found, that
the king of Prussia rather wished to 1
save money in the grand combina
tion, to prosecute an unjust war in
another quarter. To his tardiness
the successes of the French in West.
Flanders were to be attributed.
Should we go into another cam
paign, there was much reason to
think the emperor would not be
enabled to make very vigorous ex
ertions. Much assistance was not
to be expected from the empress of
Ruilia. Spain seemed, incapable of
defending herself 5 and Sardinia was
nearly ruined ! How long did mini
sters suppose the good sense of the
people of this country would suffer
them togo on in the presentmannerj
It had been a means of putting an
end to the American war, and had
saved us from a war with Russia 1
for so partial were the present mini-'
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stcrs to preserve what they esteemed
the balance of power in Europe,
that thev would have encountered
ail the expences of a war, to deter
mine whether Russia or the Porte
should possess Oczakow. Four
years ago, government was acting
the Diawcansir in defence of the
liberties of Europe ; and now was
seen prize-fighting for the re-esta
blishment of despotism in France ;
in pursuance of which plan, every
thing adverse to France was un
dertaken with alacrity, and every
thing in her favour rejected. His
grace particularly adverted to the
proposal made by the French to the
king of England, to mediate be
tween them and Austria; which, if
complied with, might have placed
Europe at this day in a happy state
of peace. His grace urged at con
siderable length the necefliry of
Concluding a peace with Fiance,
and reprobated the alarms artfully
raised, in order to give an oppor
tunity ofcarrying measures the most
unconstitutional.
The earl of Mansfield asked what
purpose could be answ ered by par
liament adopting the resolutions
which had been proposed ? He
considered such an adoption as de
rogatory so the dignity of the house,
which had so often and so solemnly
approved the measures which were
now arraigned. That ministers had
not forced France into war he con
tended upon the authority of the
letter of the abbe Sieyes to M.
Neckar, in which he fays,,/ Jhalt
ever regret thai Fraire but prevuked
tvar, andset all Euros)! dgairiji her.
It had been a matter of contest in
the convention between the jacobins
and girondists, which had been the
authors of the war. With respect
to the embargo on corn, BrilTot had
given orders for sitting out a fleet
irith all poffibie dispatch/and for the
»79+-
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purchase of all provisions which
could be got, for that purpose. Had
not ministers taken the utmost pains
to prevent these purchases, thev
would have been guilty of a criminal
dereliction of their duty. His lord
ship utterly denied that the king of
Prussia had deserted the confederacy .
That night was, he kid, thefiist:
time he had htard that, because a
war was defensive, the assailant should
not be attacked in turn ; and he
forcibly argued the absurdity of such
a position. He noticed, as a cir
cumstance that had not taken place
in former wars, the care of the
French, which was so osstcioufly
affected in both houses of parliament.
In the course of his speech, his lordstiip adverted to what had fallen
from the duke of Graston respect
ing the exhausted revenues of this
country, and regretted that such
language and such reasoning had
come from one who had filled the
highest offices of the state.—His'
grace, in explanation, persisted that
the finances of this country were
in danger, and th:<t the resources'
of Great Britain were proceeding
towards exhaustment with an alarm
ing rapidity. When he left the
adminift ration, the public debt had,
he said, amounted to one hundred
and thirty-two' millions, and this
enormous debt had bee.i doubled in
about twelve years ! Hia grace laid
he had always disapproved of the
funding system.
The qarlof Lauderdalc observed,
that when a person of his grace's
rank thought proper to come for
ward with luch resolutions as had
then been proposed, it must refute
every misrepresentation which assert
ed that all \vho were not friends to
the war were enemies to the coun
try, and desirous of subverting the
constitution of Great Britain. In a
time of insurrection, his grace had
much
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much to lose—in the moment of
alarm also much to endeavour to
preserve. It had, he said, been
objected to his grace's resolutions,
that they contained nothing new.
Every day produced some new ac
counts of bloodshed, expenditure,
and devastation : it wa| therefore
the duty of every man to propose,
without intermission, some remedy
for the evils which increased with
every revolving day. He said he
saw none of those difficulties in
making peace which some were
afraid of ; such difficulties as there
were he believed were created by
those who were ready to repeat the
common-placequestion, Withwhom
can you tteat i a question which
precluded a particular description
<>f men from being in a situation to
make peace with, and of course set
up an insurmountable bar to the
conclusion of the war. The idea
of re-establishing the ancient mo
narchy of France he conceived
equally absurd and impracticable,
lie had, he said, been in the
country ; and from the belt informa
tion he could obtain, he denied that
the rcstbration of monarchy was
wished by the majority. The dis
contents at home he thought easily
to be accounted for from tlie dillrefs
of the country, and the severe mea
sures lately adopted. He took a
review of the armies abroad, and
branded the accounts in the Ga
zette, after every action, as constructed with the utmost duplicity
and delusion, to deceive the people
with mistaken notions of success.
The names of officers, however
brave and active, if connected with
persons in oppusition to the mini
ster, were suppressed (as an inltance,his lordship mentioned colonel
Fox) : he noticed the delay in the
account of a defeat, and the acce
leration in the report os a victory :

the exaggerated return of the killed
and wounded of the enfcmy when
ever unsuccessful ; and several similar
artifices which equally took place
in the naval aud military force.
His lordship considered at large
the loan to the emperor, and the
subsidy to Prussia. He forciblycontended against every possibility
of succeeding against France, and
said, " If howevertheir whole system
could be overturned, and we were
to succeed in placing a monarch
upon the throne, we ought to calcu
late the expence of maintaining him
in his situation, contrary to the
wishes of the majority ofthe nation."
Lord Hawkesbury urged the im
policy of interfering with the royal
prerogative, .particularly respecting
peace and war, as the enemy might
infer, that the legislative part of the
government was adverse to the ex
ecutive j and peace would be doubly
difficult to attain. It would tend
to create distrust in our allies, who
would be dispirited to see onebranch
of the government averse to the
continuance of the confederacy, os
which this country <was the foul.
The French, his lordffiip asserted,
had interfered with us ; and their
making war upon us unprovoked
undoubtedly gave us new rights.
None who understood the law of
nations could question the propriety
of attacking them in every way
that could conduce to our ultimate
success. The interfering system of
the French government gave no
hopes of a permanent peace being
to be made with them. The
speediest method of obtaining peace
would be by a change in that go
vernment. He was, he said, per
suaded that a people of twenty-five
millions could not be held by a re
publican form of government. The
experiment had been tried upon a
smaller scale in England, and failed.
Money,
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Money, he said, was never so plen
tifully in circulation as at the pre
sent time. The conquest of the
French West Indies was a new and
extraordinary source of wealth, and
would soon be found an astonishing
means of increasing the national
commerce, and consequently the
national revenue. There was a be
nefit accruing from the war of at
least two-thirds of ten millions
yearly, and he hoped shortly it
would amount to the whole of that
annual sum. Our manufacturers
would also be employed in increas
ing numbers, and wealth would be
flowing in upon us in a constant
and uniform proportion.
The marquis of Lansdowne
thought there was not the smallest
similarity between the present Hate
of Fiance and that of England
previous to the restoration. Pro
perty, he stated, was greatly more
equalised in that country than it
had been in this, though he denied
that no one there was suffered to
possess more than two hundred a
year : on the contrary, he was
well assured, that several large for
tunes were still suffered to appertain
to individuals, untouched by the
executive government. With re
spect to the allied armies' conquer
ing France, it had been proved,
that the veterans of Austria and
Prussia, conducted by the ablest ge
nerals, were inadequate to the at
tempt of conquering men who were
inspired with an enthusiastic love
for their country. Such had been
the devastation in the English
troops, that boys of sixteen years
of age were made captains of ca
valry j that to replace the finest
body of cavalry which perhaps the
world ever saw, were sent out
horses which had never been ridden,
and men who never rode. His
lordship said, that the conduct of
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ministers was such, that if he had
any motive of personal animosity
against them, it was such as he
should wish them to adopt.
That a secure and permanent
peace could be obtained with the
present government of France, was
strongly denied by lord Grenville.
Had we entered into negotiation
with the persons who last year ex
ercised the powers of government
in France, the execution of Brissot,
&c would stiew the futility of such
an attempt ; and it was manifest
the present government was equally
precarious and unsubstantial. In
no former war, he said, had mini
sters been called upon to state the
specific object of it : there was,
however, but one that was justifi
able, which was a secure and ad
vantageous p^ace. But how was
this to be effected ? To attain thisi
object, he did not fee why we were
not to interfere with the internal
concerns of France : he would, he
said, go farther ; that the only se
curity we could obtain was in re
storing monarchy to France ; this
was not restoring despotism, as the
abuses of the monarchy alone were
despotic. Independent of the ra
dical imperfections of the present
French government, the rulrrs
mewed such malignity against this
country, as to make it folly to rely
on -their sincerity, if England had
nut too much at stake to admit of
any compromise. His lordship as
serted, that the successes of the
present campaign were unexampled,
spoke in high terms of colonel Fox,
and represented our situation as in
the highest degree brilliant. As a
contrast, he mentioned the despe
rate resources, annihilated com
merce, and ruined revenues of
France; the people only prevented
by their fears of immediate punish
ment and death from uniting to
Q_2
overthrow
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overthrow a tyranny which mud
be of short duration.
The duke os Bedford, in a short
speech, lamented that nothing had
been urged which shewed any- pro
spect of a termination of the war.
The prospect was indeed gluomv,
and di Ham indeed, is we were only to
look for peace in the issue of a war
which was to exterminate twentyfive millions of people. He ridiculed
the idea of deriving security from
any particular form os government,
or any particular set ot inert. Give
a great nation such a peace as they
had a right to expect, and that
would, he said, be the hell security
for its permanency. Whatever was
the valour of our troops, he could
not but dillrult their final success
againll a foe whole numbers almost
exceeded calculation. He could
perceive no solid advantage in our
foreign conquests, but as they
might be the means of procuring
a general peace. On the motion
for adjournment, the contents were
1 1 3, non-contents : 2.
On the fame day, Mr. Fox in
troduced into the house ofcommons
fourteen resolutions similar to those
brought into the house of lords by
the dtike of Bedford. It' was not,
lie said, his intention to endeavour
to decide, whether in the preftnt
war the aggression had arisen on
the part of Fiance or of the allies j
but the real principles on « Inch it
had been undertaken, had, he con
tended, been concealed. His ma
jesty's speech, at the commence
ment of the last sessions, insisted on
the neutrality he had observes!.
•Subsequent even to .the destruction
os the monarchy of France, in 179",
and after the commission of the most
horrible atrocities, this was still held
iorth to the people.
Ministers said fairly, ifthe French
nitde an unprovoked aitack on any
7

os our allies, or pursued plans of ag*~
grandisement, which, if accom
plished, would render it difficult to
repel any attack they might after
wards make, we must take part in
the war. Great pains were taken
to persuade the house that their at
tempt to open the navigation of the
Scheldt was an aggression on the
Dutch ; and however this had been
since ridiculed, he appealed to the
house whether this was not at first
the point principally insisted upon ?
To settle this, he had, he said, re
commended negotiation, which,
though refused by the house, was
adopted by ministers, but in such
a way as was certain to render it
ineffectual.—The war then com
menced ; but even then the princi
ple of interfering in the internal
government of France was not
avowed : on the contrary, it was re
peatedly asserted, that the continu
ance -of the power of France in
the hands of those who then exer
cised it, was not a fundamental ob
jection to peace. This had been the
mode of conduct during the lalt
session. Several declarations made
in his majesty's name during the re
cess, evinced the progressive depaittire of administration from that line
of action. If the aggression on
Holland, which had been stated as
the real cause cf the war, had not
taken place, the boasted cause of
religion, morality, and the cause of
civilized society might have been
left b) Gieat Britain either to other
defenders, or to take care of themstlvcR. He desired the house to
consider why it was more necessary
on principles of policy to interfere
in the government of France this
year than at the commencement of
the war. Flad the necessity arisen
from our successes at Toulon, or
from that system of penetrating in
to France with a force which had
nut
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not yet left our shores ? It cer
tainly had not. We had disclaimed
peace with the present rulers, and
disclaimed interfering in the inter
nal government of France ; but we
were at this time interfering, and
in the most objectionable manner.
He argued the probable miseries
arising, even if we succeeded in over
turning the present government of
France, and setting the rulers of that
country to erect another; and the fa
tal mischiefs the interference of this
country in the internal government
of France might produce to its un
happy inhabitants in its divided and
distracted state. What he would
particularly infill upon was, that
we had entered into the war on de
fensive principles, and were called
upon to continue it on other prin
ciples ; and that the people were
deluded by false pretences to spend
their blood and money, for pur
poses which, if faiil* stated to them
in the first instance, they would
not have consented to. Mr. Fox
noticed the inconsistencies which
had taken place in ministers respect
ing the conduct of the war. He
entered into a consideration of the
conventions between this country
and foreign powers, which he as
serted were* all to the advantage of
the latter, to whom Great Britain
fuaranteed herself not to lay down
er arms till each nation had reco
vered those dominions which might
have been conquered from her ; but
no stipulation of this nature was
made on their parts in favour of this
country. Thus we were bound to
continue a war ad interneeionetst, and
consequently of incalculable dura
tion. Had the king of Pi ulsia
stated as a reason for his subsidy,
that he bad sustained any losses or
defeat ? On the contrary, we were
told the last campaign was success
ful beyond the roost sanguine ex
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pectation. The exhausted slate, of
his finances could not then be an
unforeseen circumstance, and the
words, " as far as circumstances
will permit,'' inserted in the treaty,
were fraudulent, and meant to de
ceive. Austria had indeed assisted
with her trooys: but was that all
she was to do ? was: flic to bear no
share in the expenee ? It wa.& well
known that Pruflh, previous to
her application to this country, had
applied to Austria, and been re
fused assistance. The emperor,
with all his vast extent of rich do
minions, had been obliged to apply
to this country, and he understood
ministers had not explicitly ap
proved or disapproved this loan.
Should the English think his secu
rity suspicions, he must then apply
to government as Prussia had 'done.
Under such views, Mr. Fox said,
he conceived it his duty to propose
some ratioml means for procuring
peace, which could only be pro
cured by treating with France, or
pursuing our conquests in such a
manner as to force our adversary to
make peace. To the first of these
it might be objected, that the ex
istence of such a government as
Fiance must subvert all other go
vernments. But experience proved
it the will of providence that go
vernments L,{ every description
might exist at i he fume time, andtliat
thole principles which were directly
adverse to each other, might not
only exist without mutual injury,
but in friendship and alliance. Let
us then make a trial, propose a
peace with France ; and should we
then be deceived, we could then re
cur to war : it would be much more
easy to proceed from peace to
war, than from a ruinous war to an
advantageous peace. If we could
not he laie without the destruction
of France, it was a most mtlancho
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ly truth, that, whatever had been
our success, the French had never
since the revolution been so/power
ful as at present. France was no
more affected by our successes than
our disgraces. This was more pe
culiarly melancholy, when we con
sidered the exhausted situation of
the allies. The advantages we had
gained might indeed be of eminent
use in making peace, but could not
conduce to the success of that sys
tem by which France was to be de
stroyed. They were every thing
for negotiation, nothing for destruc
tion. None could doubt the power
of the French government to make
war against any nation it choie to at
tack. If then it possessed the pow
er of making war, it possessed the
power of milking peace. If, as
was stated, force was required to
make the French take the field, it
surely must require less force to in
duce them to make peace. What
ever might be the event, Mr. Fox
said, we could lose nothing by
making the proposition ; the French
could no longer be deluded by the
idea that they were fighting for
their most valuable rights, and this
country would be convinced of the
sincerity of this government in its
wiflies for peace. The original
French principles which were held
by many to be so dangerous, he
very ably traced to the writings and
principles of this country, whence
they had been diffused to Ameri
ca, and thence to France. After
having with his usual energy urged
every thing to induce the house to
adopt his resolutions, Mr. Fox said,
that is they were rejected, he should
contend that the determination to
destroy the French government
should be openly aud solemnly
avowed, and what was our object
in the war. If we declared we
were contending for the restoration

of the old government, we might
then be joined by its partisans—if
for the constitution of 1791, then
by the approvers of that constitu
tion. The fame argument might
be used, if the object were the establistiment of a rational republic ;
and the assistance given in these
cases would be that not merely of
the hand but the heart. From the
great losses of the French, which
he computed at 200,000, he in
ferred the vast power of that coun
try, which was able to lose so many
men, and yet come forward with
such incredible force ; and from a
survey of the state of the campaign
on the frontier of France, and of
the myriads of men in arms, he
said, he mull consider the conquest
of France as more desperate than
ever.
Mr. Jcnkinson denied that it wa*
the avowed intention of ministers
to interfere in trie internal govern
ment of France, and stated what
had been so often urged as grounds
of the war. He was, he said, ready
to admit, that if security for the
future and indemnity for the past
were attainable, it ought to be
brought to a speedy conclusion :
but these he thought, under the
present Circumstances, could not be
obtained, and upon this point he
was ready to meet the present
question. The principles upon
which the ruling powers of France
acted aud supported themselves, de
nied a wife man the possibility of
entertaining such an idea. If we
recollected the striking features
which marked every change of
power in Fiance, we should find
that moderation, the friend of
peace, had been the destruction of
the power of the , different ruling
parties, and the power confirmed in
the hands of the present rulers of
France was owing to the total
want
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vrant ofmoderation. The destruc
tion of the present French system
was therefore an indispensable preli
minary to peace. By the destruc
tion of the jacobinical system peace
could alone be attained ; and how
ever distant the completion ofsuch a
scheme mightbe, itwasby no means
impossible or impracticable. Mr.
Jenkinson repeated the opinions he
had advanced on a former night, of
the importance of securing a strong
frontier ; which, if we should fail
of taking Paris, would, at all events,
secure a barrier which would af
ford protection and safety to our
allies. He justified the subsidies to
Sardinia and Prussia, and conceived
that there was every reason for look
ing forward with confidence to suc
cess and victory. He thought it ab
surd to bind ourselves down to a
specific declaration of the form of
government we intended to establish
in France. It was impossible, he said,
in the nature of things to bind
down men in precise terms as to
objects of pursuit ; they might
change from a variety of ^uses.
Interference, he argued, was strict
ly justifiable in a state of war. He
concluded by moving the previous
question.
When the question was about to
be put, Mr. Sheridan said, that
from the silence of ministers, with
them at least " mum was the order
of the day." From their silence,
however, he inferred that the sen
timents of the gentleman who had
spoken last corresponded with theirs.
The gentleman, though not a mi
nister, always spoke as if he was
much in the secrets of ministry ;
and nothing else could warrant the
manner in which he delivered his
sentiments, unless we were to sup
pose that a deep insight into the se
crets of cabinets ran in his blood.
He aiked whether the destruction of
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Pariswassoattainableashehadasserted, and compared theaccountsofthe
successesof the present campaign be
gun only a few weeks, with the ad
vantages which had been gained by
the French, and the bulletin of the
emperor concerning the victory of
the 22<i, so much boasted of. We
had indeed, he said, taken Landrecy ; but then we had been ob
liged since to abandon the defence
of it, and to fall back near 70 miles.
We were 70 miles further from Pa
ris (to which however we must go)
than at the commencement of the
campaign. The arguments made
use of on this occasion were, he said,
precisely those used in the Ameri
can war, and respecting the power
of Russia, when the minister had
called upon us to arm on account
of Oczakow ; yet since that we had
tranquilly seen Russia taking its
(hare of Poland. This he men
tioned, he said, to shew how much
sincerity there was in these gene
ral expressions about our veiy exist
ence being at stake, and to shew
they were mere common place state
tricks to cover the most wicked de
signs. The whole of our force, if
our object was to destroy the power
of the jacobins, was, he said, mis
employed ; for by this we held out
to our enemies a spirit of commer
cial advantage, while we pretended
to fight disinterestedly in the cause
of order, morality, and religion. In
short, he added, this was, what
the wars of princes against the peo
ple always had been, a war in which
fine and splendid pretexts were made
use of to conceal intentions the
most mean and selfish. He asked
where the Prussian troops were, for
which so large a sum had been paid
by this country. They were to have
joined the British on the 24th of
May, but as yet we had received no
intelligence of them. With respect
Q_4
to
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to the emperor's loan, he would
state a singular circumstance. He
held in his hand a paper which
contained a letter from Mr. Boyd,
the banker who was concerned in
the transaction, requesting the
chancellor of the exchequer to con
firm, in writing, an assertion be
had made in a consultation with
Mr. Boyd and the German minister
respectiiy the loan. Here he
CouM not but remark, that though
that nV'it hon. gertli-tr.an, of all
men who ever breathed, or ever
spoke in a public assembly, had the
finest choice of words, and the
most beautiful arrangement of them,
yet, in all his dealings with com
mercial men, he war. so unfortu
nate as never to make hip-self un
derstood. That wa? the C"<se in the
present instance. Mr. Boyd, who,
he had no doubt, was a \crv accu
rate man, refuelled Mr. Pitt to
state, in writing, what he had al
ready said in the conference, that
" the loan wa( pevsvctlv hgal, and
government wished it all possible
succtrr-." That «-as what had been
understood by Mr. Boyd and the
German minister, when the former
gentleman applied to the chmcellor of the exchequer for informa
tion, as be did not wist) to do any
thing illegal, or contrary to the
wishes of government. At the dis
tance of a fortnight, during which
time no doubt advice had been sent
to tne imperial court < f '.he mini
ster's beany concurrence, the chan
cellor of tru- excheqiierrcturned.for
answer, " That, as far as he could
recollect, there wasno statute against
a loan to a power at amity with this
country, and that government did
not wish toohstruci tucii a measure."
That ct't i.ritv, ther,of the perfect
legaiity os the measure tinned twit
to be nothing more tl.s'.n a- mere
floating idea in his mind, that he

recollected nothing to the contrary,
and, instead of wilhing it hearty
success, it was only not wishing to
obstruct it. Might not the imper
rial minister with justice complain
ofdeci-ptionon thepart of the mini
ster? The minister, perhaps it would
be thought, ought to have wished
to obstruct it, as those persons who
made the loa.11 with him for the
public service did understand that
no other loan war* to be negotiated,
and were in consequence of that step
mii-h dissatisfied.
" Mr. Pitt considered the whole of
the motion as calculated only to
put upon the journals an abstract of
the opinions entertained by the op
position. So far was the assertion
from being true, that at the time
of augmenting the forces, no intinr.itii'.n had been given of a design
of interfering in the internal go
vernment of France ; that it ap
pealed in his majesty's message of
the 28th of January 1793, and in
the addresses in answer, in which
it was stated that the general and
particular thirst of power, which
w hen obtained, was to be employed
for the most pernicious ends, was
the danger against which we were
to guard. When too a motion had
been brought forward at the close
os die last se ssion of parliament si
milar to the present, the hon. gen
tleman had concurred in the state
ment, that such a degree of inter
ference as was necessaiy for our own
safety, was all that he wished for in
regard to the interior condition of
the miserable country in question.
The motion wunt to prevent all in
ternal interference in the govern
ment of a country with which we
were at war—a length which never
had been gone, and such an interfe
rence might be one means of ob
taining peace. It was contrary too
to what he (Mr. Fox) had asserted.
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in the affair os Holland some years
ago, that we should use our endea
vours for a form of government in
that countrv, the most conducive
to British interells ; and this prac
tice was approved by the authority
of statesmen, sanctioned by the ex
perience os ages, and conformable
to the common fense of mankind.
Mr. Pitt argued that there was no
discordancy in the proclamation of
his majesty and the declaration of
lord Hood at Toulon, and ridi
culed the professions ui gentlemen
on the other side of the house to
support the war, and the opposition
given to every measure in support
of it. It was not, lie said, the de
sign of ministers to conquer, but to
save France, and to restore to it li
berty and order inltead of anarchy
and despair. With respect, to not
pulling down one form of govern
ment till another edifice was erected
in lieu of it, no scheme of govern
ment could be so pernicious to the
interests of Europe as the present
one of France. By declaring in favourof anv particularfonr.,v.e should
weaken the general confederacy
against the present. Was there, he
asked, any security, that if we
should attempt to negotiate, the
French woulu listen to our propo
sal upon any reasonable terms ?
Could it be supposed that men
who were sworn enemies to this conit itution, who had declared that the
king should be deposed before they
would make peace ; that men, who
by their constitution were declared
traitors if they negotiated with
a sovereign, would agree to any
terms consistent with the dignity of
this country ? What was the re
ward of this enormous sacrifice of
our dignity ? The certainty of'the
loss of our allies, and the weaken
ing of our own efforts pending the
negotiation. As to the French
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West India islands forming a proper
basis for negotiation, he would, h«
said, rather wish them for ever lost;
to this country, than that jacobin
principles should remain unsubdued.
Upon that every thing dear to us
depended.
.
To prove that the maint it-.- of the
people of France were not ad verse to
thepresent government in that coun
try, Mr. Fox adverted to the expe
dition under lord Mo>ra, which had
failed, though publicly announced,
and for six mouths endeavoured to
be carried into execution, by afford
ing to the mighty majority of the
French an opportunity of joining
us, for the purpole of overturning
a form of government, of which
they were said to be so tired. The
French certainly now were not de
sirous of destroying their republic :
had they ever been so ? When Dumouriez abandoned the French re
public, how many followed him? A.
few officers and domestics. When
we took Valenciennes, how many
flocked to our standard in conse
quence of it ? We erected a stand
ard of royalty at Toulon, how ma
ny Frenchmen came to it ? We de
clared in favour of royalty, and the
French were called upon to shake off
their sanguinary tyrants, and we
would protect them : how many
Frenchmen flocked to us for that
protection ? Whatever the French
might think of their government,
they would never join the allies to
alter it ; they had too clear a speci
men of Russian, Prussian, and Aus
trian integrity, to remain doubtful
of its nature. They saw, by the
partition of Poland, that when the
allies professed to protect, their ob
ject was to plunder. It was said to
be extraordinary that gentlemen
should both oppose and support the
war. He was himself, he laid, one
of those who did so, and would do
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all in his power to induce the peo
ple 'to demand peace: but if an ob
stinate haughty minister should
plunge us into war, we mud do our
best to get out of it ; and to keep
up our respectability to the rest us
the world, supplies mull be grant
ed. As to the general argument,
that the house had often divided
upon many points now brought
forward, it was an answer that might
cover the most enormous errors,
and an answer which he had con
tinually received in the American
war. It was, however, a mode of
answering, which had cost this
country above one hundred millions
of money, and many, many thou
sands of men. The fame topics
were resorted to, and the same sys
tem adopted, in this and that war ;
and the conclusion of the present
might be, perhaps, more calami
tous to this country than the con
clusion of that had been. With
respect to any disgrace attaching to
the negotiating with the present
rulers of France ; had, he asked,
the minister forgotten that he him
self negotiated with M. Chauvelin,
the minister of these jacobins ? and
that lord Auckland negotiated with
Dumouriez, the then agent of these
persons ? As far as the war had
proceeded, jacobins had increased
. in number both in Germany and
Italy. War therefore had not hi
therto tended to their extermina
tion. On a division of the house
there appeared for the previous
question 208, against it 55.
As we have found it the most
convenient and perspicuous mode of
arrangement to insert the details of
the war under the affairs of France,
which enables us to include in one
view the operations of the whole
alliance, we (hall not interrupt the
chain oi parliamentary proceedings
in this place with a 1 coital of fo

reign events. It may, however, be
necessary slightly to intimate, that
the armament under sir Charles
Grey and sir John Jervis was emi
nently successful in the West Indies,
and the islands of Martinico, St.
Lucia, Guadaloupe, and their de
pendencies were reduced early in
the campaign under the power of
Britain. These, however, were con
sidered by the nation as small achievements in comparison with the
brilliant victory of earl Howe on the
lit of June, when the grand fleet
of France was completely defeated
with the loss of 7 ships of the line,
six of which were taken, and one
funk in the engagement.
On the 20th of May the una
nimous thanks of the house of
commons were voted to sir Charles
Grey and sir John Jervis, for their
gallant achievements in the West
Indies. A similar vote of thanks
to lord Howe passed in the house
of lords on the nth, and in that
of the commons on the 16th of
June.
On the nth of that month
lord Grenville moved for the thanks
of the house to lord Hood, on
whose conduct in the West In
dies, at Toulon, and in the Medi
terranean he bestowed a very warm
eulogium.
The motion was opposed by the
earl of Lauderdale. The thanks
of the two houses were, he observed,
the only honour that the houses of
parliament could bestow, and there
fore ought only to be given after
undeniable proof of great and me
ritorious services. With respect to
the conduct of the admiral at Tou
lon, he could not, he laid, perceive
that the smallest credit accrued to
this country. The circumstances
attending that transaction were un
favourable to the British name, and
the motion came with peculiar im
propriety
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propriety from his lordship, as the
language of lord Hood'at that time
was a flat contradiction to his own.
The one declared his intention to
restore the government of 1789;
the other, the old government of
France. Lord Hood's services
were not to be compared with those
of the other commanders who
had received the thanks of the
house.
Lord Grenville declined entering
into the affair of Toulon, as it had
been spoken of by his majesty in
his speech from the throne, and
had then been fully discussed. He
spoke of the services of lord Hood
on that occasion, as of very great
advantage to this country. With
respect to the capitulation, the
conditions of a treaty were to be
made good as far as the contracting
parties had it in their power to make
them good ; further it was not pos
sible to go. His lordship mentioned
Corsica as a fit place for carrying
French prisoners to. He was certain
that officers thought too justly to be
meanly jealous of other officers in
dividually receiving the thanks of
parliament.
Lord Derby objected to the mo
tion, as not being so much a motion
of thanks to lord Hood, as a mo
tion from ministers to thank them
selves. He spoke of the evacuation
of Toulon as s» far from merito
rious, that it had tarnished the lus
tre of our other conquests in the ex
treme. Toulon was, he said, de
livered by a treaty, every article of
which it behoved us to observe ;
but we had violated both the pro
mise we had made of restoring the
constitution of 1789, and the pro
mise to guarantee the fleet, in or
der to get rid of the motion, his
lordship moved the previous question,
Which was approved by the

duke of Bedford, who urged that
nothing was to be inferred from the
silence of the house respecting lord
Hood in the answer to his majesty's
speech, since it was a rule to give
as little opposition as possible to
the address on the first day of the
session. He reprobated the con
duct of lord Hood at Toulon, and
the breach of the conditions made
with the Toulonese in taking the
French to Corsica, as it was not
stipulated with them that they
should be taken there. Much more
might, he thought, have been done
in the time in Corsica ; and with
respect to the taking of Bastia, his
grace thought the importance of
the conquest was much exaggerated
by the minister, as, according to
the Gazette account, there were
only seven men killed, and thir
teen wounded ; which was a pretty
sure proof that but very little force
had been used. The delay his
grace attributed to dissensions amongst the troops.
Lord Hawkesbury considered
what had pasted at Toulon as ex
tremely advantageous to this coun
try as a maritime power, and re
plied to every part of the duke of
Bedford's speech. A very warm
altercation ensued, in which lord
Lauderdale urged the greater pro
priety of voting a motion of thanks
to the duke of York for his con
duct at Valenciennes, and inti
mated his desire, ifthe original mo
tion was carried, that colonel Villette the commander of the land
forces should be included in the
vote of thanks. The motion of
lord Grenville was carried by a con
siderable majority : but a protest;
was, on this occasion, entered, which
was signed by the duke of Bedford,
and the earls Albemarle, Lauder
dale, Derby, and Thanet.
PROTEST
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PROTEST
Against the vote of thanks to
lord Hood.
Dissentient,
1. Because it has not been the
practice of this" house to vote
thanks to officers commanding his
majesty's forces by sea or land, ex
cept on occasions where they have
eminently advanced the honour and
promoted the interests of their
country, by the most important
and acknowledged services.
2. Because, by voting the thank3
of this house except in such in
stances, ve diminish the value of
the most honourable reward we
liave it in our power to confer, and
lessen one of the test incitements to
future service.
J. Because the reduction of
Battia does not in itself appear to us
to be suen a service as calls upon
this house for any extraordinary
mark of approbation or applause.
4. Because, whatever the merit
os that service may be, the other
admira's ot the fleet, and the com
manding officers of his majesty's
land forces, must have had theirshare
in it; and to refuse thanking them,
as had been usual on similar occa
sions, appears to us to justify an
opinion, that the vote of thanks to
lord Hood originated from some
motive of a private and personal
nature, which it is improper for
this house to countenance.
5. Because even ministers them
selves do not seem, in the first in
stance, to have considered that ser
vice as entitled to such a mark of
approbation ; for, though accounts
hn ! been received of the reduction
of Callia, previous to those of the
victory obt/'.ied by the fleet untjer
the command of carl Howe, no in
tention was announced of moving a
tofe of thinks to lord Hood, till

this house had paid the just tri
bute of gratitude and honour for
that moil important and splendid
victory.
On the 20th of June Mr. Dundas
moved for the thauks of the house
of commons to lord Hood, which
was opposed in a very able speech
by Mr. Sheridan, principally on the
grounds urged in the other house.
After a spirited debate, which was
supported on the side of ministry
by Mr. Pitt, Mr. Addington, Mr.
Law, Mr. serjeant Watson, and
Mr. Burke, and opposed by Mr.
Sheridan and Mr. Fox, the motion
of thanks was carried without a
division.
On the 17th of June sir Watkin
Lewes moved for leave to bring in
a '* bill for the better regulation of
the city militia." He stated that
the present manner in which the
militia of the metropolis was regu
lated, was attended with many dis
advantages, and that they were not
adequate to the defence of the city.
He wished to have them put upon the
same footing with the other militia
of the kingdom. One regiment
was to be constantly employed in
the city, and the other mould be
liable to any removal which might
be thought proper. The bill was
opposed by Mr. Sheridan, who ob
served, that the city had been well
protected under its present militaiy
establishment, and he did not con
ceive there was any desire on their
part for a change. Upon the
question for engrossing it, Mr. She.
ridan again objected to it. He
thought the claulesnot Inch as were
warranted by the preamble to the
bill, which set forth, that there
were some defects in the militia
establistiment ; and in order to re
medy such defects the bill entirely
destroyed the ancient constitutional
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force of the city. Their present
force was nine thousand men, which,
if properly managed, would be an
effectual protection for the city.
In place of this force, it was pro
posed to substitute two regiments of
militia, which were to be under the
controu! of the king, and to add
to the influence of the crown, con
sisting but of six hundred men each,
which did not appear to him to be
any improvement of its military
force. He thought the measure
fraught with mischief, and so re
pugnant to the spirit of freedom,
that had ever distinguished the me
tropolis, that he could not conceive
the inhabitants had been consulted
upon the subject. If they had acceded
to it, they had acceded to a pusilla
nimous abandonment of their most,
valuable rights aud privileges. They
were to give up the power they had
long enjoyed by charter of defend
ing thcmlelves by a force selected
from their own body, and subject
only to their own laws. Had the
citizens of London thoroughly un
derstood the extent of the bill, they
would not have instructed their re
presentatives to support it. It was
a link of that chain of innovation
on the lights of the people, which
characterised the present admini
stration, and another attempt to
conveit the government of the
country into an absolute monar
chy, and to introduce a military
government.
Sir James Sanderson said, that
all possible means were used to ren
der the defence of the city by
raising a militia by the former law
practicable, but without luccess. It
was, he said, the lenle of the city,
and his own conviction, that the
city was safer with the twelve hun
dred disciplined men, than with the
armed multitude which had been
referred to, if they could ever be

raised, which fie thought unlikely.
The old force of the city was, he
contended, of no use whatever, nor
ever had been so. The bill was
further supported by Mr. Dundas,
who said, the measure had originat
ed in the city, which had stepped
forth in support, of good order and
for internal, defence. The citizens
had considered, it maturely, and
knew it to be a proper measure.
They understood their interests too
well to need a warning voice. They
knew the value of the blessings they
enjoyed, and had too much good
fense ever to abandon them but with
their lives.
Mr. Sheridan profesRd his sur
prise at hearing the o!u city esta
blishment so disparaged, particularly
by a great military commander (sir
Jamts Saunderson) who had on a
former occasion received thank* for
his conduct. That gentleman had
forgotten the services that the mi
litia had rendered to this country in
the times of Charles I. particularly
at the siege of Gloucester. It was
true he might want the military air
of his friend who fat near him
(Colonel Cawthorne), buthe might
nevertheless pofiefs talents sufficient
to improve the present force of the
city, and not lend his aid to destroy
it. The occasions on which this
militia was to be called out, were,
he said, notoriously vague. One
of them was imminent danger of
rebellion. The habeas corpus act
was suspended, the militia called
out, and the parliament suddenly as
sembled, on account of intended in
vasions and apprehended insurrec
tions. The city force was now at
the difposalof the city. If this force
were superseded, the new militia
would be entirely at the disposal of
the crown. To give time for the
better understanding of the bill,
Mr. Sheridan moved for an adjourn
ment
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ment of three days, which was
negatived by a very considerable
majority, and the bill accordingly
passed.
On the ioth of June, the day pre
vious to the prorogation of parlia
ment, Mr. Sheridan moved for an
account of the money issued for the
king of Prussia, in pursuance of the
treaty between his majesty and the
ting of Prussia, together with an
account of the troops employed by
him in concert with his majesty's
troops, in pursuance of that treaty.
He prefaced this motion by a speech
of very considerable length, in
which with great ability he recapi
tulated the conduct of ministers in
the prosecution of the present war,
and insisted upon the necessity of in
quiring why all their expectations
respecting it had been disappointed.
Whatever they had allied from the
nation had been granted, yet all
hopes and expectations had ended
in disgrace, defeat, and disaster!
All this called for an inquiry into
the cause. He wished to know
whether the plan of marching to
Paris had been disappointed by the
king of Prussia ; whether that mo
narch had received his subsidy, and
what troops he had furnished in
consequence of it ? He did not
imagine the minister would assert
that the king of Pi u fsia was assisting
the alliance against France, by mas
sacring the Poles. If he urged that
he did not imagine the king of
Prussia would have acted as he had
done, it was his business* so to have
thought ; for he was warned of it in
the debates on granting the subsi
dy, and ought to have expected it
from the character of the monarch.
He was warned also of what might
be the conduct of the emperor and
the other allies. The minister must
have been aware of the immense
numbers of the French, and he had
himMf said that they were an
I

" armed nation." Why, when
these adverse events took place in
Flanders, were the troops suffered
to hover on the coast of Hamp
shire ? The avowed object of the
war was, he said, well known to be
unattainable ; it became the house
therefore to call upon ministers to
fay, whether they persevered in
that object. From some new poli
tical alliances which had been form
ed, he suspected a deeper and more
stubborn principle for prosecuting
the war had been adopted, and that
these new appointments hoisted the
bloody flag, to declare that war was
to be carried on till either the go
vernment of France was exterminat
ed, or England fell in the attempt.
Explanation was strongly urged as
further nectssary on the subject of
our difference with America; but as
nothing that administration could do
could possibly satisfy the Americans,
without the express recognition of
parliament, he thought that of it
self a very good reason why parli
ament should not at this time be
prorogued. If the minister was in
clined to give the house any infor
mation respecting America, or any
explanation respecting the money
paid in part .of the Prussian
subsidy, and the subsequent con
duct of the king of Prussia : if
he was willing to give the house any
explanation as to the object of the
war ; then, Mr. Sheridan said, he
should address his majesty not to
prorogue parliament till an oppor
tunity should be had of receiving
such information. The assertion
that we must not make peace, be
cause we must have security for the
future, and the French had not a
government that we could depend
upon, of all the insulting mocke
ries that ever tired the patience of
man was the most insulting. The
engagements of the allies faithfully
toco-operate, and even our own promisei
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miscs of protection to the royalists,
Ice had all been (hamefully vio
lated, yet we talked of security.
The only power in Europe which
had been faithful to its promises
was France. She had said that,
single-handed, she would sight
all the despots of Europe, and
she kept her word ; — she de
clared she would drive us from
Toulon, and she kept her word ;
—she affirmed she would drive the
Prussians to the other side of the
Rhine, and (he kept her word;
—she asserted she would beat the
allies out of Flanders, and she kept
her word. Why then was France
to be called the only power in Eu
rope on which no reliance could
be placed ? In all the points in which
he could view otir situation, he said
he saw abundant reason for parlia
ment entering into an examina
tion of it, and coming to some de
termination for the satisfaction of
the public.
Mr. Sheridan strongly ridiculed
some projected arrangements in
the cabinet, and expressed his
sanguine hope, that if this mad
crusade was yet to be continued,
the deluded people of this country
would at length turn their eyes,
their hearts, and their minds, to
one man (Mr. Fox), and in that
stormy hour would find him
Like a great sea-mark, standing every
flaw,
And saving those that eye him.
The obect of the war was again
avowed by Mr. Pitt to be the de
struction of the jacobin govern
ment of France, It was not, he
said, a war of extermination, nor
its object the conquest of France,
but the emancipation of that un
happy country ; for no argument
could lead him to believe, that a
numerous and enlightened people
would willingly submit to the most
severe and sanguinary despotism.
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It was impossible to put an end to
this, without destroying the pre
sent government of Fiance. This
object had been avowed in his ma
jesty's declaration in the course of
the last summer, in his speech at the
close of the last sessions, and at the
beginning of the present. He
dwelt at much length upon the
magnitude of our gains, in compari
son with those of the enemy. Had,
however, the disappointments expe
rienced by the allied parties been
tenfold greater than they appeared
to be, even through the mist of
exaggerated misrepresentation, it
could not make an atom of differ
ence, as to the only method which
prudence required for the safety of
this realm, and the preservation of
order. With respect to the treaty
with the king of Prussia, and the
employment of the troops promised
by him, Mr. Pitt thought none
who wiffied well to the operations
of the combined armies and the
success of the cause,1 would wish,
that question answered in the midst
of a campaign. While negotiation
was pending with America, he
thought it equally improper to state
any circumstance respecting it. As
to the general grounds of perse
vering in the war, he did not sus
pect the sentiments of the house or
of the nation were changed. What
then was to be gained by adjourn
ing instead of proroguing parlia
ment ? As ministers were respon
sible to parliament fof the conduct
of tiie war, it did not require the
sitting of parliament to watch that
conduct ; and their interference
with the conduct of the king of
Prussia and the affairs of America
would be highly injudicious and
improper. Mr. Pitt ended by an
eulogium on the talents and virtues
of the new converts to ministry,
and on their devotion to the benefit
of this country.
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Mr. Grey said, that there scarcely
existed any difference between the
object as avowed by ministers, and
that charged agaiust them by the
opposition.
Mr. Sheridan had
stated that extcrmina'hj/i was the ob
ject of ministers: his opponent said,
it was only the destruction of the
present government of I'Yance that
was the object. He was himself to
tally at a loss to discover where the
essential difference between the two
ideas conveyed by those words lay.
Opposition had been accused os
having termed the war bdlum usque
ad intcrnccHitum. Those words had
indeed been used by one who at that
time displayed his abilities in ex
posing the conduct of ministry, but
who was now to be war minister.
It had bee:i said that the object of
the war was not to destroy, b'.u re
store. Was that object to be achieved by assisting the French
against each other ? Were not two
disastrous campaigns sufficient 'to
convince us of the futility of such
an attempt ? Were the people of
Toulon or the inhabitants cn the
northern frontier to be adduced as
instances of wirat might be expect
ed from the co-operation of the
loyal French with our armies?
Where were those inclinations
which were pretended to be disco
vered in the hearts of thousands,
when an opportunity should be pre
sented to them? Is in the course of
last year's campaign we were un
able to make any impression, even
during a rebellion in the Country,
what was to be expected when the
government was become energetic,
their resources regular, and thtir
armies increased ? He ail: ed how
■ long it wot:M be bcfoie we acknow
ledged a republic, which sooner or
later he believed we mould be oblig
ed to acknowledge ; and demon
strated the similarity between the
language and conduct pursued at
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this time, and during the Ame?!r)»#
war. In wishing for peace, he said,
he meant no such thing as suing tC
any people in the world ; he wi tired
it on no other terms but such as
were consistent with the honour and
dignity equally with the interests of
the nation. He therefore had no
hesitation to exhort the house to
acknowledge the French republic.
The explicit declaration os a conti
nuation of hostilities from the mi
nister, would, he hoped, rouse the
nation to an interference necessary
4br their salvation. He doubted not
that numbers, judging from the fa
cility with which he had relinquish
ed former assertions, had hoped he
would have done so in the present
instance, and resting on that hope
had hitherto acquiesced. Mr. Grey
ridiculed what he called the stale
trick of state secret. The motion
went not< he said, to investigate
into causes and effects, but merely
to ascertain a matter of fact, whe
ther the money had been paid, andwhether the troops stipulated, for
were employed. This was to be
answered by the word which had1
Inch a charm in it—a secret. The
whole was indeed a secret—a secret,
why the treaty was entered into at
all—a secret, why such an enormous
sum of money was granted—and a
secret, where the troops so paid for
were to be found. The or.ly thing
that was not a secret, was that the
king of Prussia had received a con
siderable part of the money. State
secrecy was also nrued to what re
lated to America, the motion with
regard to which hnd opiy been made
to afford parliament an opportunity
of preventing a war.
In the course of the debate ma
ny personal charges were made'
by the minister against the mem
bers of the opposition, and by
the opposition against the mini
ster. At the close of it Mr. Sheri
dan*
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Jan stated, that as' any account of
the Prussian troops, &c. was re
fused, he should not trouble the
house with any further motion.
On the 7th July (Monday) lord
Amhersl moved for an adjournment
till Friday. As this was the day
on which the prorogation of par •
liament was expected to take place,
the earl of Lauderdale objected
to the adjournment, alleging that
some propositions should be offered
to the consideration of the house
previous to its prorogation, and
moved for an adjournment toThurfday. This motion was however
negatived; and that for Friday being
about to be put, the duke of Nor
folk declared his intention of mov
ing on Friday for permission for the
house to continue sitting some time
longer, that it might be enabled to
deliberate on important affairs.
This he meant to do, unless he
should in the interim receive such
information from any of his maje
sty's ministers as should render the
motion unnecessary.
On Friday July nth, several
peers, amongst whom was the duke
of Norfolk, being assembled in the
house, the carl of Lauderdale re
probated in severe terms the absence
of the lord chancellor, which he
represented as intended to prevent
liis grace from coming forward with
the motion he had proposed. His
lordship moved that the house
should immediately proceed to the
election of a new speaker. Soon
afterwards the lord chancellor arriv
ed ; but after the necessary forma
lities on this occasion were gone
through, the duke of Norfolk ob
served, that as there was not suffi
cient time for debating the motion
of which he had given notice, he
should decline giving their lordships
any further trouble. His majesty
then came down in state to the
•794- " '
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house os lords, arid as usual termi*
nated the session by a speech to both
houses of parliament.
In whatever light we may be con*
sidered by the partisans of mini*
stry, we can safely assure them,
it is with pain that we record
any circumstance, whatever that re
flects the slightest discredit upon
government. We should however
be culpably negligent of our duty*
if on any occasion we omttt' d to
submit the whole truth to the consi
deration of our readers ; and indeed
such conduct would rather be inju
rious than friendly to government*
Infallibility is not the portion of
human nature : if ministers would
wish to act wellfortheircountry, they
must be warned of their mistakes.
He is no friend to the government
and constitution, who in sullen si
lence broods over the misfortunes of
his country, and sits secretly rejoic
ing over every repetition of errort
till ruin comes like a torrent on
the nation, and overwhelms all that
is estimable in civil society ! . Under"
this impression, at the conclusion of
our last detail of domestic affairs,
we noticed the truly impolitic or
der of council of November 6,
which, had it not been afterward*
revoked, must infallibly have in
volved these kingdoms in hostilitie*
with the United States of Amerir
ca. We' cannot be surprised if
such an order, sidded to the previ»
ous acts of aggression in seizing and
detaining the merchant ships of
America, should have a natural
tendency to alarm the jealousy of a
free and independent people. Nhis
jealousy was increased by another
measure equally unjust, useless, and
impolitic ; and that was the re-oc
cupation of certain forts within the
boundary line, which were, to have
been ceded by the peaceof 1783, and
which most unaccountably had been
' R,
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repossessed by the lieutenant go
vernor of Canada. The very ex
traordinary speech of lord Dor
chester to the Indians, the authen
ticity of which was most unaccount
ably denied by Mr. Dundas in the
house of commons, was well calcu
lated to raise these suspicions into a
flame.
It is the part of the historian
to record even the sentiments of
different parties upon political
topics ; and without subscribing
to the opinion, it may not be im
proper to remark, that from these
circumstances it was suspected by
some, that ministers, in the height
of their exultation on the victories
in Flanders, had actually entertain
ed expectations of reducing not
only France but America to a state
of subjection. This alone, they
observe, will account for counsels
which could only irritate, orders is
sued only to be revoked. Weak
and incapable men, they add, are
ever insolent and arrogant in pro
sperity, abject in adverse fortune.
Unsteady councils and irregular and
eccentric measures are the necessary
consequences of such a character.
Their proceedings are not the result
of uniform wisdom, of a system
founded upon full consideration
and ample knowledge ; they flow
from e.xijling circumftanccs, and "their
conduct is a political Proteus, which
varies its appearance upon every
change.
Such were the reasonings adopt
ed On this occasion by the oppo
nents of ministry* while they were
justified by their friends on the prin
ciple of necessity.' The only hope
of success, they observe, in the
present contest, was that of starving
France 'into discontent and insur
rection. To 'intercept their sup
plies was the only mode of effecting
this purpose, and with this view the

order of council was issued. Trie
forts were reoccupied, because it wa»
possible that this necessary measure
might involve us in hostilities with
the American states '; and the speech
of lord Dorchester was not intended
to excite the Indians to immediate
hostilities, but to secure their alli
ance in case of such an event.
To this statement of the argu
ments on both sides we (hall not
add any conjectural comment of
our own. Whether the reverse of
fortune in the Netherlands repressed
the pride and presumption of mini
sters, or whether the arrangement
was the pure result of their wisdom
and their justice, we cannot but
sincerely rejoice in the event, and
exult that Britain was fortunately
rescued from the most disastrous
war, and the most afflicting situa
tion in which she could possibly be
involved.
InthemonthofAprilMr.JohnJay,
chief justice of the United States,
was appointed by the president, and
his appointment was confirmed by
congress, as minister plenipotentiary
to adjust the points in dispute be
tween the republic and Great Bri
tain. His reception at the court of
London, we have understood, was
at fiTst cool and revolting, and but
little hope was entertained of an
amicable termination. The oppo
nents of ministry insist, that in pro
portion as the allied armies on the
continent retreated, the negotiation
with the American minister ad
vanced.
On the 30th of July Mr. Jay
presented a memorial to the secre
tary of state, setting forth the
causes of complaint alleged against
Great Britain on the part of
America with respect to captures,
Sic. It stated that a very consider
able number of American vessels
had been irregularly captured, and
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as improperly condemned, by cer- state of parties in the two houses
tain of his majesty's officers and of parliament. The remarkable
judges; and that these irregularities unsteadiness of party-men is one
extended not only to the seizure of the predominant features of the
and condemnation of American present reign, and perhaps more
vessels and property, and to unu- than any other marks the surprising
sual personal severitii s, but even to ascendancy which the great desire
the impressment of American citi- of emolument has acquired in the
zens to serve on board of armed present times over the minds of
vessels, &c—The answer of lord men, in opposition to every other
Grenville is dated August ist, and motive and sentiment. When Mr.
candidly admits, that in so extensive Pukeney acceded to the party of
a naval war no care could prevent the court, in the last reign, his
some irregularities from taking apostacy was marked by the flrnngplace ; but intimates his majesty's est disapprobation, and even by the
wishes to render complete and im- execration, of all ranks of men. He"
partial justice to all the citizens of who had been the idol of the popuAmerica ; and adds, that the fullest lace, after this fatal i'.ep never apopportunity mould be given to all peared in public without the most
.ft) prefer their complaints, and to humiliating marks of the popular
obtain redress and compensation detestation. The public mind is
where due. With respect to the now unfortunately familiarized to
impress, lord Grenville assures Mr. coalitions ; and the profligate axiotri
Jay, that if in any instance Ame- of sir Robert Walpole, " that every
rican seamen had been impressed in- rnan has his price*" appears no
to his majesty's service, it was con- longer a subject of discussion and
trary to the king's desire, and must controversy.
have arisen from the difficulty of
Of the much celebrated coalition
discriminating between British and in 1782 the secret history i , but little
American seamen ; but undertakes known, and its origin is far from
•hat every means of redress should beinggencrallyunderstood. We have
be speedily employed, and orders good reason to believe that two
issued to prevent a repetition of great commoners, who have shared
such irregularities.
largely in the odium of that tranfFrom this period the negotiation action, entered upon it only with
appears to have proceeded in a train * extreme reluctance. It was the iaof amicable accommodation, and a satiable thirst for power and office,
treaty of amity and commerce has predominant in certain leaders of
since been concluded between Great the whig party, which plunged the
Britain and America.—But this is whole of the connexion in inexa subject, the detail of which it will tricable disgrace. The support
be necessary to defer to our succeed- which the minister has received since
ing volume.
the beginning of 1 793, from a conImmediately on the rising of sidcrable body of those who had
parliament, some changes in admi- long appeared hostile to his meaaistration took place, which, how- sures, was considered by many as
ever they might surprise some per- a disinterested support, and the con
sols at a distance s'-om th« scene of sequence of the alarm which had
action, were fully expected by all been excited concerning the prowho were at all conversant with the gress of democratical doctrines.
R 2
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The subsequent acceptance of cer
tain offices by these persons was al
leged to be, from the sure desire
of partaking in the responsibility
attached to measures which they
entirely approved. Without wilhing to attach blame to an action in
itself indifferent, it is our duty to
state the fact. The coalition of
a 794 was effected by the fame
agency on the part of the vvhigs,
as the coalition of 1782. It was,
whatever might be the motive, the
effect of negotiation ; and before the
commencement of the war with
"France, the accession of certain
persons to office, whenever it could
with convenience be effected, was
undoubtedly stipulated. We do
Mot affirm that the precise and spe
cific arrangements were all actually
made, or that no variations have
taken place in the original plan ;
we do not fay that all the parties
were perfectly determined with re
spect to the share of " responsibi
lity" which they would condescend
to take, or that no hopes were en
tertained of inducing others to fol
low their example; but we have
the best reasons for believing, that
the general outline of the subse
quent arrangements was long since
agreed upon by the two parties, and
that support was given to Mr. Pitt's
measures upon compact.
The new appointments were not
announced to the public before the
day on which the parliament was
-prorogued, though it is probable
the cabinet system had been settled
for some time. On that day carl
Fitzwilliam was declared 'lord pre
sident of the council, the duke of
Portland one of his majesty's prin
cipal secretaries of state, and Mr.
Windham secretary at war. Earl
Spencer was at the fame time

sworn into the privy council, and wa*
on the 1 6th ot July appointed lord
privy seal. The earl of Mansfield
was soon after created what a popu
lar writer terms " a fupernumerary
member of the cabinet." Sir
George Yonge was removed from
the secretaryship os war to the ma
stership of the mint, and some infe
rior changes took place.
By this arrangement, it has been
remarked, Mr. Pitt was left in a
minority in the cabinet ; but the
erroi was rectified before the close
of the year *, by the appointment
of earl Fitzwilliam to be viceroy of
Ireland in the room of the earl
of Westmoreland. The earl of
Mansfield was, at the fame lime,
gratified with the substantial ap
pointment of president of the coun
cil. Another alteration also took
place in the course of the year ;
the earl of Chatham and earl
Spencer having changed places, the
latter being put at the head of
the admiralty, and the former creat
ed lord privy seal. Mr. Dundas
having frequently complained of
the pressure of public business, by
which he was overburthened, it
was generally presumed that, on the
duke of Portland's entering upon
office as secretary of state, he
would have resigned. No such
event however has yet occurred,
and his grace of Portland at this
time occupies the office of third
secretary of state, which he him
self had laboured so strenuously
in the year 1780 to abolish ; and
that under a minister whose ap
pointment to office his grace had
treated as an insult on parliament
aud the nation.
These appointments were accom
panied by the creation of ten neur
peers. The important services of

j , • Dec :mber 10.
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tbe duke of -Portland were also revrarded with a blue ribband, which
the party writers of the day assert
had been promised to earl Howe ;
but for the truth of their repre
sentations we cannot pledge our
selves.
The loyal part of the nation
■was in the month of July highly
gratified by the splendid acces
sion of an entire kingdom to the
dominion of Great Britain. It
is unnecessary to say, that this bril
liant acquisition was the island of
Corsica ; and to add to its value, it
vras not the effect of conquest, but
the imperial crown of that realm
was conferred on his Britannic ma
jesty and his successors, by the free
election of the citizens ofthat coun
try. After the glorious successes
which had crowned his majesty's
arms in that quarter, the whole
island, except the town of Calvi,
having been reduced in less than
twelve months by lord Hood, let
ters of convocation were issued for
the assembly of the general consult to
be held at Corti, on Sunday the
8th of June,; and in these letters the
object of the meeting was distinctly
specified, viz. " the union of Cor
sica with Great Britain, and the
tender of the crown to his majesty."
That wife and valiant veteran (so
justly celebrated by the appropriate
praises of Mr. Boswell) general Paoli was elected president ; and we
are officially informed, that " he
opened the assembly by an excellent
and eloquent speech."— After re
turning their thanks to general
Paoli, the assembly passed two re
solutions, the first of which declared
the separation of Corsica from
France, and the second its union with
Great Britain. A committee was
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appointed to draw up articles of
union : and we are informed, on
the fame official authon'ty, that
" it was declared, that all ivhocamt
should have voices ; and in fact se
veral persons of character and talents,
who were not even members of the
assembly, were admitted, and took a
share in the discussion of the com
mittee."
Such was the first representation of
the people of Corsica. The consti
tution which was thus framed, re
sembles more the French constitution
of 1791 than that of Great Britain;
—and it is distinguished by thi»
fundamental difference, that it con
tains nothing equivalent to our
house of lords*. Sir Gilbert El
liot, who with a solemnity becom
ing so great an occasion accepted
the crown in the name of his Bri
tannic majesty, was, in return for
this important service, constituted
the first vieeroy, with a considerable
salary at the expence of Great
Britain. We learn also, from
the Viceroy's first speech to tha
assembly, that the whole of the
civil and military expences of the
island are, with the accustomed ge
nerosity of this nation, to be borne
by Great Britain.
The island of Corsica is about
eighty-eight miles in length, and
forty in breadth ; that is, consider
ably larger than the Isle of Wight.
The air is insalubrious, and the soil
so stony that few vegetable pro
ductions can thrive in it except in
some of the vallies. Of its popula
tion, trade, and revenue, we arc
not yet able to speak ; nor have the
inhabitants as yet been much distin
guished by their progress in arts,
manufactures, or science. Of ita
political importance also we are not
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yet fully Informed ; but we may
possibly be able to speak more sa
tisfactorily in our succeeding vo
lume.
The event of the famous Chinese
embassy, from which, so much was
expected, afforded not equal satis
faction and triumph to administra
tion. The wisdom of this measure
indeed, and the principles on which
it was undertaken, have been much
questioned by those whose senti
ments are hostile to ministers.
" An embassy (it has been said) ex
pensive beyond all precedent, ac
companied with presents to an im
mense amount, and with a degree
of parade which (if unsuccessful)
must render the British cabinet ri
diculous in the eyes of all Europe,
appears to have been fitted out
without the smallest intimation, or
even any reasonable ground of cxpectation,that ouramb;issador would
be received. The objects of the
embassy (it is added) were also in
definite; and we are to learn at this
moment, what lord Macartney was
to have achieved had he even prov
ed successful."
In the latter end of September
3.791, lord Macaitney with li is suite
took his departure from Spithead, in the Lion man of war of
sixty-four guns, accompanied by the
Hindostan India ship and the
Jackal! brig as tenders. The mi
litary guard consisted of about fifty
men, a,nd a;i immense civil establish
ment gave additional splendour to
the embassy.
Aster touching at the Madeira
islands, the ships anchored in Turon Bay, in Cochin China, on the
z6th of May 1793, which they
kft early in June, and on the 2 lit
of July reached Jangangfoe bay in
the Yellow Sea, on the north-east-

ern coast of China, whence the am
bassador and his train were convey*
ed in junks, or barges, along the
riverTyen-sing ; the guards belong
ing to the mandarin who conduct
ed them marching constantly along
the banks of the river to prevent
their having any communication
with the inhabitants ; and at night
pitching their tents exactly oppo^
site to the station where the junks
lay at anchor. On the 1 ith of
August they reached the city of
Tyen-sing. At this place some
presents of silk, worth in England)
about eighteen -pence a yard, were
distributed in a very frugal manner
to the English visitors. They pro-,
ceeded in junks, towed by men,
wherever there was a failure of wind
or tide, to the city of Tong-tchew,
which is about twelve miles from
Pekin, where a temple was prepared
for their temporary residence, and
the usual precautions were employ
ed to prevent their intercourse with,
the natives. From this city lord
Macartney, sir George Staunton,
and Mr. Plumb th? interpreter,
were conveyed in palanquins, and
the rest \n coveredcarts and waggons,
to Pekin. As no alteration had
been made in the common travelling
dress of the ambassador's attend
ants, their appearance on entering
Pekin, " both with respect to the
shabbiticfs of their dress and the
vehicles which conveyed them,,
bore a greater resemblance to the
removal of paupers to their parish
es in England, than the expected
dignity of the representative of a
great and powerful monarch*."
The embassy was not at first per
muted to remain in Pekin, but
were marched to a vacant palace
of the emperor, about four railei
distant from the -city, where they

*. Eneas Anderson'* Narrative, p, ioz.
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were kept as prisoners under a
strong guard, without being per
mitted to pass the gates of the
palace. As this situation, in the
midst of a marsh, was however re
markably unwholsome, they were
removed in the latter end of Au
gust, at the earnest solicitation of
lord Macartney, to a palace in Pekin, the property of John Tuck
the viceroy of Canton, who was at
that time a state- prisoner in the
same place on a charge of em
bezzlement.
On the 28th of August the Bri
tish ambassador received notice of
the emperor's commands, that the
embassy should proceed to Jehol,
the emperor's summer residence in
Tartar)-, where at length his lord
ship was to be favoured ~Avith an
audience. The fame jealousy which
they had hitherto experienced from
the Chinese, accompanied them on
the whole of their journey ; and
even some disposition was indicated
to curtail them exceedingly in the
article of provisions. On the 7th
of September, after a journey of
one hundred and fifty miles from
Pekin, they arrived at Jehol. On
the 1 4th the ambassador was favour
ed with a first audience of the em
peror ; but this proved to be a visit
of mere form and presentation, and
was performed (for what reason it
is difficult to fay) at the early hour
of five o'clock in the morning. On
the succeeding day the ambassador
had a second audience, and all the
persons engaged in the embassy
were honoured with presents of
silk, &c.
The emperor, who is generally
considered as a wife, provident, fru
gal, and patriotic prince, appears
to have acted with great propriety
on the occasion. He treated the
British ambassador with the utmost
respect, and expressed the highest
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esteem for his nation. His coldness,
however, and aversion to a written
treaty, give, it must be confessed,
some colour to the aspersion which
has been cast upon ministers, that
this was altogether " a random ex
pedition," and the objects of it
totally undesined. On this account,
it is laid, the emperor and his coun
cil appeared to regard the British
embassy in a light almost equivalent
to that of spies ; and hence the
watchful jealousy that was observed
towards them on every occasion.
The emperor is said even to have
expressed his surprise at what could
be the object of the British court
on this occasion ! —He declared his
willingness to continue the trade
which was carried on with the
English nation, but could not con
ceive that the present system would
admit of any alteration for the bet
ter ; nor does it appear that the
British ambassador was prepared to
suggest any.
On the 21st of September the
British embassy took their departure
from Jehol, to return to Pekin,
where they arrived on the 26th.
The emperor himself followed in
about two days; and on the 3d of
October the ambassador had the
honour of delivering the presents
which had been sent from England
for the emperor, and in the course
of the week received several in
return for their Britannic majesties.
As the whole end and purpose of
the embassy appeared to the empe
ror to be answered by the acceptance
of the presents, and the return of
others, on the 7th of October the
ambassador received an order to
prepare for his departure from Pe
kin on the Wednesday following.
It was in vain his lordship remon
strated, and requested that the pe
riod might be prolonged for a few
days, in order to enable him to
R 4
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make the necessary preparations for
so long a journey. 1 he emperor,
with that firmness which is the cha.
racteristic of a strong and politic
administiation, refused to revoke
the order ; and, as one of the am
bassador's suite expresses himself,
they " entered Pekin like paupers;
remained in it like prisoners ; and
quitted it like vagrants."
It has been said, that when the
cannon and mortars which had been
sent from England were presented
for the emperor's acceptance, his
astonishment was excited in no com
mon degree j an astonishment not
pt the workmanship or ingenuity of
the machines, but a surprise min
gled with indignation at those who
boasted of a pure, a mild, and be
nignant religion, employing these
engines of destruction in the mas
sacre of their fellow-creatures !
On the 9th of October the am
bassador and his suite left Pekin, and
proceeded to Tong-tchew, whence
they were conveyed in barges to
Canton, where they arrived on the
1 8th of December, and in January
embarked at Macao for England.
His lonlfhip arrived at Spithead on
the 3d of September 1794.
The uncommon difficulty which
ministers and their agents experi
enced in procuring recruits for the
land service, produced in the month
of September some extremely un
pleasant events ; but as the circum
stances are recorded apparently with
great fidelity by a gentleman who
seems to have made it pn object to
inquire particularly into them *,
we shall spare ourselves the disagree
able taflt of entering into the dis§usting detail, and in this one inance take the liberty of transcrib
ing from his interesting narrative.
M One of the great evils of war

in a free country is the eneourage~
ment given to deceit, fraud, and
cruelty in procuring recruits for the
service. When the war is in itself
unpopular, the bounties to recruits
rife in pioportion to the general
reluctance to enlist. When the
bounty money is at the highest,
the more extensive and subtle is the
system of turning it to account
through all the subordinate grada
tions of the military brokers, from
the commissioned officer down to
the unfortunate recruit. He too
often is seduced by the incautious,
acceptance of a scanty relict of the
clipt and sweated bounty that at
length reaches the hand for which
it was originally intended full and
entire. 1 he recruiting houies in
London, kept by crimps and kid
nappers, were the general scenes of
the enormities committed in this
atrocious and inhuman traffic. De
bauchery and intoxication, the general means of seduction into the
engagement ; force, cruelty, and
sometimes perjury, the remedy
against repentance in the moment
of returning sobriety and reflection ;
these evils will ever exist as long as
the present recruiting system is con.
ttnued.
" In the neighbourhood of Charing-cross is a court called John
son's court, notorious for disor*
dcrly and alarming scenes of de.
bauchery and cruelty. Here one
Mrs. Banna kept for these purposes
fix houses, which were contiguous,
and communicated by secret ave
nues with one another. She had
frequently been indicted, and was
at this time under actual prosecu
tion, though her trial had for some
unknown reasons been put off. The
indignation and sympathy of the
people were aroused by a melant

♦ p}o>vi}en's Short History, p. 155.
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choly catastrophe In this court.
The neighbourhood had for some
days been alarmed by the cries of
violence and murder in some of
these houses : from the frequency
of such occurrences, little notice
and attention were paid to the
alarm. In the morning, however,
the unfortunate young man, who
had so frequently cried out for mer
cy, was seen on the roof of the house
in his shirt, in apparent great ago
ny, as if closely pursued from with
in ; and upon the approach of his
pursuers, he threw himself in de
spair from the tiles, and was dashed
to piece? on the flags of the court.
The bruised and disfigured corpse
bore every appearance of the unfor
tunate victim s having been in a gen
teel line of life. He was afterwards
proved to have been at times insane.
The mob however felt from what
they saw : it was for others to ex
amine how far his insanity was
known, and would justify his de
tention as a recruit for his ma
jesty's service. The people assem
bled, and began to give symptoms
of alarming discontent : they call
ed for vengeance against the per
sons to whose door they laid the
untimely and shocking death of
this young gentleman. The ma
gistrates, who first arrived, made
flight of the matter, and believed,
or pretended to believe, that the
youth had thrown himself out of
the window in the delirium of a
fever : they took no step to se
cure t>e persons who had him in
care, charge, or detention ; at
which the mob became more out
rageous. Curiosity had brought
to the spot, amongst others, Mr.
Sheridan and Mr. Grey : the
former being in the commission
of the peace somewhat appealed
the mob, by signing a warrant to
search the house of Jaques a no
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torious crimp, where they fonnd
an unfortunate wretch in the
height of the small-pox, smother
ing in a loathsome cell : he was
instantly removed with care, under
the direction of a medical gentle
man, and was found to be the
son of a farmer near Maidstone.
It is presumed that the other lest
disabled victims had been removed
by Jaqties, at the first appearance
of the indignation of the mob.
By the earnest entreaties of Messrs.
Sheridan and Grey, the mob dis
persed for the present, and ap
peared satisfied with their assur
ances that the business should be
looked into, and full justice donj.
The coronet took his inquest upoa
the body of the deceased youth,
and the jury brought in their ver
dict, Kilted in attempting to escape
from a house os ill fame.
" The mob collected again in the
evening, but were prevented by
the military from committing any
outrage : they returned, however,
the next morning, and entirely
gutted the houses of these crimps,
scattering the furniture, bedding,
and feathers about the court. They
cried out for justice and vengeance
against the crimps and kidnap
pers. A detachment of the horse
guards dispersed thenu and carried
six boys to the office in Bow-street.
Alarming as were these discon
tents and murmurs of the mob,
it must ever appear surprising, that
no steps whatever were taken by
government to bring forth the
guilty causes of their complaints,
in order to assuage or soften their
just resentment and indignation at
these practices of inhumanity.
Serious is the duty of governors
to attend to the complaints of
real abuses. Mr. Sheridan and
Mr. Grey, and several other gentle
men, who attended at the office
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in Bow-street, expressed their asto
nishment that no warrants had
been issued to apprehend the par
ties concerned in the inhuman prac
tices, which had in fact raised the
mob, though Mr. Sheridan had on
the preceding evening sent to the
fitting magistrates a list of their
names, as well as of such of their
neighbours as were ready to give
evidence against them. The magi
strates declined acting without par
ticular orders from government :
Mr. Sheridan himself signed a war
rant for apprehending Jaques, sta
ting the place where he was then
secreted. He however received
previous intelligence of the war
rant, and had escaped before the
officer arrived. Such conduct from
government was little calculated to
suppress the new-fermented passions
of the mob. The military con
stantly patrolled the streets, and
different mobs began to form in
different places, and perhaps upon
different grounds : pity it is that
they should have a just cause to
murmur. This alarm continued
for about six or seven days, in the
course of which they attacked and
pillaged or damaged several recruit
ing- offices, in Holborn, Shoe-lane,
Bride-lane, Long-Luc, Smithfiekl,
Barbican, Golden-lane, Moorsiclds,
White-chapel, Clerkcnwell, and
Drury-lane. Some shots were sired,
but generally no resistance was offer
ed to the military ; admirable was
their temperate forbearance in the
midst of such insult and provocation
as will always happen fiom the
actual assembly of an idle, curious,
or malevolent rabble which they
have it in charge to disperse. It
is to be wished, that proper caution
had been used to prevent provoca
tion being given to the people, who
will ever act more from feeling than
from reason and judgment. Steps
9

were taken to look into the nature
of these abuses ; though complaints
were loudly made by some, that no
efficient measures were pursued ef
fectually to correct them. The
spirit of riot subsided without any
further consequences; and the horse
guards ceased to patrol the streets.
Thus the inhabitants of London
exhibited an admirable example of
steady moderation in stifling the vi
vacity of their emotions, and re
sisting the temptation or the snares
laid for betraying them into acts of'
violence."
In the commencement of thi»
chapter we had occasion to notice
the apprehension of several perr
sons charged with treasonable
practices in promoting a parlia
mentary reform 5 but we did not
think it proper to interrupt the
chain of the parliamentary proceed
ings to introduce an account of a
trial for a similar offence at acountry
assizes. As it is necessary, how»
ever, to notice the state trials
which took place in the other
parts of the kingdom, it will be
proper previously to mention, that
at the spring assizes at Lancaster
Mr, Thomas Walker, a manufac
turer of Manchester, who had
greatly distinguished himself in de
feating certain measures of the mi
nister, which had been, supposed
injurious to the manufactures of
Lancashire, and who had always
been a strenuous advocate for a parr
liamentary reform, was indicted
for conspiring with nine otl»;r per
sons to overturn the constitution
by force of arms, and to assist the
French in case of an invasion. The
principal evidence against the pri
soner was a spy, of the name of
Dunn, who was afterwards con
victed of wilful and corrupt perju
ry, and who confessed that he had
been hired for the purpose by cer
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tain person*. His evidence was
however so contradictory and ab
surd, that the prosecution was
even abandoned by the counsel for
the crown, Mr. Walker was ho
nourably acquitted without being
put upon his defence, and the
witness committed to take his trial
for perjury. The whole transac
tion reflected great disgrace upon
some gentlemen in Manchester, who,
it appeared, had encouraged this
man and others to become inform
ers, and to institute prosecutions
against such persons in that place
as were obnoxious to ministry. It
is a melancholy consideration, that
the fervour of party had arisen to
such an excess in this part of the
kingdom, that, on the testimony of
this infamous and perjured mis
creant, Mr. Paul of Manchester was
imprisoned for nine weeks on a
charge of high treason, and Mr.
Booth was condemned to two
years imprisonment for speaking se
ditious words, although his evi
dence upon the trial at the Man
chester sessions had been directly
contradicted by that of a fair, ho
nest, and unimpeached witness.
The persons who in the month
of May had been committed to
prison, on the charge of a demo
cratic conspiracy to overturn the
government, were kept in close
Confinement, without any notice of
trial, to the month of September.
With respect to the causes of this de
lay, we have no specific information,
nor is it within the compass of our
narrative to inquire into them. With
respect to the motives which in
duced ministers to open the judicial
campaign in North Britain, in pre
ference to the southern part of the
island, we are equally uninformed,
nor shall we attempt to supply by
conjecture what is wanting in evi
dence. Two prisoners had been
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committed at Edinburgh on a
charge of high treason, Robert
Watt and David Downie ; and in
the month of September a special
commission was issued with great
formality ; and Mr. Anstruther,
one of the minister's new converts
from the whig party, and other
gentlemen of the law, were dis
patched from London to Scotland
for the purpose of conducting the
trials. On the 3d of September
Watt was tried, and convicted of
high treason. The principal charge
in the indictment related to a plan
which, it appeared, the prisoner
had committed to paper, and com
municated to several persons, and
particularly to Downie, for seizing
by force upon the castle of Edin
burgh, upon the excise office, and
the banks ; also for seizing the
persons of the lord justice clerk,
the lords of justiciary and session,
and the provost ofEdinburgh ; and
for procuring and giving orders for
arms to effect these purposes. The
principal evidences against the pri
soner were a person of the name of
Taylor, who was afterwards con
victed of felony at the Old Bailey,
Alexander Atchison, ArthurM'Ewan, William Bonthom, and John
Fairley, members of different so
cieties in Scotland- for the promo
tion of a parliamentary reform. The
production of the paper in qaestion
was fully proved ; and indeed it ap
peared that Watt had made no se
cret of the business, but had pro
ceeded in it with a degree of pub
licity which must have been fatal
to any serious plan of conspir?cy. It
was further proved, that an orderhad
been given by Watt for the fabri
cation of five dozen of pikes j but it
did not appear that these measures
had been received with approbation
by any member of these associations:
on the contrary, according to these
■witnesses,
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witnesses, ' the utmost horror and
opposition was manifested to pro
ceedings which *' might disturb
the peace, or (hed the blood of their
countrymen."
Thus far, on the part of Watt,
a con/piracy to levy <war against the
government was clearly pioved,
though a doubt was entertained by
some persons in the law, how far a
conspira.y to levy war could be con
strued into an act of high treason,
as it is not the conspiring to do it,
but the aRual levying os war, which
js specified by the act of Edward
the third, and by sir Edward Coke,
as constituting an overt act of high
treason. But the most curious cir
cumstance in the trial was the pri
soner's defence. By the testimony
of the lord advocate of Scotland,
and by letters from Mr. secretary
Dundas, produced and authenti
cated in court, it appeared thatths
prisoner had carried on a confiden
tial correspondence with Mr. Dun
das, and had actually been retained
as a spy in the service of govern
ment, and had received money for
his services. The prisoner's coun
sel thertfore contended, that what
their client had done was with no
other view than to arrive more
completely at a knowledge of the
secret* of those persons whose con
duct he was to observe, and, by ap
pearing zealous in the fame cause,
to cover his real intentions of be
traying their counsel, and bring
ing to punishment the enemies of
his sovereign. This reasoning,
however, had so little weight with
the jury, that they returned into
court with a verdict of guilty in
about five minutes. Perhaps the
circumstance most in proof of the
defence of Watt, is one which is
mentioned by Mr. Plowden, but

which appears not to have bcei?
adduced m argument by his coun
sel, viz.— " Watt never became a
member of any of these societies
(for parliamentary reform), but pro
cured constant admission to them,
by false pretences and undertakings,
for the base purpose of carrying
information from them to govern
ment, and probably with the still
more iniquitous view of work
ing up grosnds for such informa
tion*."
The crime of Dow nie appears to
have consisted rather in being a si
lent auditor of the plans of Watt,
than in any active measures which
he had taken, except that it appear
ed that he had paid a bill for I 5
pikes, which had been made by
Watt's order. So little satisfied
indeed were the jury with the ver
dict of guilty, which they brought
in, that, " on account of certain
circumstances," they unanimously
recommended the prisoner to mer
cy ; and he has since received his
majesty's pardon.
On the 10th of September a spe
cial commission of oyer and terroiner was issued for the prisoners con
fined on a charge of high treason
in the Tower of London ; and on
the 2d of October it was opened
at the sessions house, Clerkenwell,
by the lord chief justice Eyre, in
an elaborate charge to the grand
jury ; and in the course of their
proceedings the jury found a bill of
indictment against Thomas Hardy,
John Home Tooke, J. A. Bonney^
Stewart Kydd, Jeremiah Joyce,
Thomas Wardell, Thomas Hoi- •
croft, John Richter, Matthew
Moore, John Thelwall, R. Hodson, and John Baxter. John Mar
tin, attorney, was afterwards in
dicted in a separate bill. Mr. HoU

• Plowdcn's Short Hist. p.
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troft, who had not been previously
in custody, at the same time volun
tarily surrendered himself, and the
prisoners were ordered to prepare
For trial.
While these affairs were in agi
tation, a new alarm was excited,
and the sympathy of the people
was interested by the sudden ru
mour of a detestable conspiracy to
assassinate their sovereign. The
circumstance occurring at this par
ticular stage of the impending trials,
has by some writers been converted
to the disadvantage of ministry, aud
an invidious allusion hits been made
to the famous Oates's plot, which,
it is asserted, bore a llrong resem
blance in every part to the present
proceedings. We are far from
countenancing such insinuations,
and only mention them as illustra
tive of that virulent spirit of party
which unhappily prevailed at this
period. Of the plot in question,
however, we must fay, that a more
ridiculous, inconsistent, and impro
bable talc never was invented, nor
one more destitute of ingenuity and
ta'tms in the fabrication. The
persons implicated in this charge
were John Peter Le Maitre, a na
tive of Jersey, and apprentice to a
watch-case maker in Denmarkstreet, St. Giles's ; William Higfics, apprentice to a chemist in
Tcet-market ; and a man of the
name of Smith, who kept a bookstall in the neighbourhood of Lin
coln's Inn. Their accuser was one
Upton, an apprentice or journey
man to a watch-maker. Le Mai
tre, Higgins, and Smith were ap
prehended on Saturday the 27th of
September, by a warrant from the
duke of Portland, and were ex
amined on Sunday the 28th before
the privy council, the lords of \yhich
were summoned again to attend on
Tuesday on the same important bu
siness. The charge, supported by
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the testimony of Upton, was to the
following effect : An instrument
was to have been constructed by
the informer Upton, in the form
of a walking-stick, in which was
to have been inserted a brass tube oC
two feet long ; through this tube a
poisoned dart or arrow was to have
been blown by the breath of the
conspirator Le Maitre at his ma
jesty, either on the terrace at Wind
sor, or in the play-house. The
poison prepared was to have been
of so subtle a nature, that if the
point but glanced upon the king,
it was to have produced instanta
neous death.
It required the most consummate
ignorance of every human art and
science to be for a moment deluded
by this ridiculous story. The sen
timents of men are often evinced
by the most trivial and common
phrases; it may therefore serve in
some measure to mark the contempt
Vith which this imposture was ge
nerally .treated, to observe, that it
was commonly distinguished by the
name of the pop-gun plot. We can
not but lament that the attention
of ministers could be at all en-,
grossed by such an idle tale ; or
that, by committing the men to
prison, they should have given occa
sion to the malignancy of party to
arraign either their judgment or
integrity. It is however proper to
add, that after a long and close
confinement the men have been li
berated.
The execution of Watt took
place immediately previous to the
trials of those who had been indict
ed in London. The evening be
fore his execution he signed a con
fession, which was published, and
which contained some extravagant
accounts of the extent of the con
spiracy, of which he was to have
been the principal mover. " To
keep up to the last," fays Mr.
Plowdeo,
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tlowden*, " a consistency with his
former character, he risked his
fate Upon the moll impudent and
incredible of all discoveries. It
was nolhing to confess what he had
been convicted of, viz. that with
forty-seven spears and six men he
had taken some steps towards seiz
ing the castle of Edinburgh, the
justices and magistrates, and over
turning the government of North
Britain. Now, for the good of the
nation, he discloses what had es
caped the discovering furor of our
inventive cabinet, eluded the co
vetous zeal of each mercenary Ar£js, and even baffled the busy pa
triotism of Mr. Reeves's two thousand associations. He had brought
matters to such maturity, that
there remained almost nothing
to do for the execution of the
whole, hut a visit to England by
intelligent and confidential persons.
The first movement was intended
to be made in Edinburgh, London,
and Dublin, while every town
throughout the three kingdoms was
in readiness to act according to the
plan, on the very first notice, which
was to be given by couriers dis
patched by express! ! !"
It has been insinuated that the
confession was not written by Watt,
and that he declared at the place of
execution, " that he had been
duped and deceived to the last."—
These are probably the forgeries of
party, but as they have appeared in
print, we think it proper t6 notice
them here ; but however these
facts may be, we cannot but agree
with the author, whom we have
jiist now quoted, that the greater
part of the paper in question " is
a mass of falsity and deception,
which probably was his last effort
to escape the gallows." It would
indeed be a severe censure on the
vigilance and activity of govern• Short Hi

ment, if the confession of Watt wii
true, that not one of those mime*
rous conspirators, who, by his account, were actually in a state pre
paratory to insurrection in Edin
burgh, London, and Dublin, and
in every town in the kingdom,
could be discovered. If Watt
moreover was able to communicate
any further particulars, and to spe
cify the persons concerned, with
whom also he must have corre
sponded, had the fact been as he
states it, it would have been a most
criminal neglect of duty in mini
sters not to have made the fullest
use of his testimony for their disco
very and conviction. It is a remark
able fact, that so abhorrent to the
mind of every British subject is the
character of a spy, that the fate of
this unhappy man appears to have
excited no compassion in any party,
and he died unregretted, as he had
lived without respect.
On the 25th of October Thomas
Hardy, John Home Tooke, J. A.
Bonney, Stewart Kyd, Jeremiah
Joyce, Thomas Holcroft, John
Richter, John Thclwall, and John
Baxter were arraigned before the
special commission at the Old Bai
ley. Of the twelve who were in
cluded in the first indictment three
were not in custody. When Mr,
Tooke was asked the usual question
of •* How will you be tried f
with that expressive air and manner,
which he is so able to assume, he
fixed his eyes on the court for some
time, and emphatically replied, *.* I
•would be tried by God and my
country—But !" Mr. Bonney and
Mr. Thelwatl both pointed out er
rors in the indictment, which would
have destroyed its validity with re
spect to them j but of these they
declined to take any advantage. As
the prisoners desned to be tried se
parately, the attorney general said
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lie would try Mr. Hardy first. By
some unaccountable neglect on the
part of the sheriffs, when the jury
came to be impanelled on the 28th
of October, it appeared that many
of them were not freeholders of
- Middlesex ; of those who answered
to their names, a number were
challenged on both sides, and at
length twelve were sworn*.
Whatever calumnies may have
been unjustly cast upon the loyal as
sociations in the beginning of 1793,
it is a sufficient refutation of them
to say, that most of the gentle
men who composed this and the
other juries were members of these
associations. Perhaps, indeed, a
more respectable, impartial, intel
ligent, and attentive jury never
was impanelled, than that which
fat upon the present occasion. The
indictment was unusually long, and
stated nine overt acts of h igh treason.
The first of these was, Th-.it the pri
soner, with others, having formed
an intention oftraitorously breaking
the peace and common tranquillity
of tne kingdom, and to stir up,
move, and excite insurrection and
rebellion in the kingdom, and war
against the king, and in order to
carry into effect such intention, did
meet and conspire amongst them
selves and other false traitors to the
king, to subvert the government,
and to depose the king.
The second overt act was, That
these persons did write and com
pose divers books, 'pamphlets, let
ters, and addi esses, in writing, re
commending delegates to a conven
tion.
The third overt act charged was,
That they did consult on the means
to form a convention, and on the
place where it might be held, Sec.
The fourth overt act charged was,
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That they did agree among them
selves, and others, to meet, form,
and assemble into a society, for the
purposes aforesaid.
The fifth charged, That. they
caused to be procured to be made
arms to subvert the government of
this country, and to depose the
king.
The sixth charged, That they
conspired to raise and to levy war
within the realm.
The seventh, That 'they con
spired to aid the king's enemies^
&c.
The eighth, That they did draw
and compose certain books, pam
phlets, setters, exhortations, and
addresses, and did maliciously pub
lish them for the wicked purpose*
aforesaid.
The ninth, That they did pro
cure arms for the purpose of levy
ing war against the king, and to
excite rebellion, &c.
The opening speech of the attor
ney general endured for nine hours,
and consisted chiefly in a recapitu
lation of the facts set forth in t\te
reports of the secret committees ;
and some of the circumstances ad
duced by the attorney general were
(it afterwards appeared) so ill sup
ported, that they- were not even
brought into evidence. It is a re
markable truth, however, that all
the facts which appeared in the least
to countenance the charge, were
posterior to the minister's declaration
in the latter end of 1792, " that a
conspiracy actually existed to over
turn the government."
The written evidence consisted
chiefly of advertisements, addresses,
&c. published in the newspapers,
and of some private letters which
had been seized among the papers
of the prisoners. Many of these

• For the names of the jurors on all these trials, fee our " Principal Occurrences."
papers
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papers were in an intemperate and
even indecent style with respect to
ministers, and other persons in au
thority ; but certainly none of them
could, by any rational person, be
construed into an act of high trea
son.
On the parole evidence the attor
ney general had drawn a very can
did, and, as it afterwards appeared,
a necessary distinction.—" Some of
the witnesses (he observed) were
above all exception ; and some were
persons employed by government
to watch over the proceedings of
these societies." From the wit
nesses of the former description, no
thing was extracted in the least to
criminate the prisoner ; and the
latter (among whom were the noto
rious Taylor, arid one Gosling, who,
on this very trial, wjs detected in
swearing falsely) were found not to
be deserving of the smallest credit.
It was a fortunate circumstance
for Mr. Hardy, and the members
ef those societies with which he
■was connected, that all their pro
ceedings were public and open.—
M Those transactions which consti
tuted the body of the proof were,
. (as Mr. Erfkine observed in sum
ming up the evidence) not the pe
culiar transactions of the prisoner,
but of immense bodies of the king's
subjects, in various parts of the
kingdom, assembled without the
smallest reserve, and giving to the
public through the channel of the
daily newspapers a minute and re
gular journal of their proceedings.
Not a syllabic (added that able ad
vocate) have we heard read in the
week's imprisonment that we have
suffered (for the evidence for the
■crown lasted nearly a week), that
we had not read for months and
months before the prosecution was
heard of ; and- which (if we are
not sufficiently satiated) we may

read again upon the file os every*
coffee-house in the kingdom."
The applications of these socie
ties to the friends of the people and
other associations to join them in
stienuously promoting a refoim in
the commons house of parliament,
upon the plan of the duke of Rich
mond, viz. universal suffrage and
annual parliaments, and their ap
plication to Mr. Fox and Mr. Fran
cis to present their petition to par
liament, were infilled upon as strong
arguments that a reform in the re
presentation was their sole object.
With this the evidence for the
crown completely corresponded ; nor
could the whole process of cross
examination extort from any of the
members of the societies who wrere
examined, any concession beyond
this. The society in Sheffield was
supposed to have gone further than
any other in the kingdom ; and yet
the evidence of the persons from that
place was perhaps among the fairest
and most consistent that ever was ad
duced on a trial of this kind. Ca
rnage the secretary, when the ques*
tion was put to him—" I ask you,
in the presence of God, to whom
you will have to answer, had you
any idea of destroying the king, or
the house of lords V—answered
with a Spartan brevity, " God for
bid !" The spies indeed enume
rated several instances (some true
and some sals.-) of rash apd inflam
matory expressions used at different
meetings of the societies, and par
ticularly at Chalk Farm ; but not one
of these attached to the prisoner,
who, it appeared, had always de
meaned himself in a most peacea
ble and becoming manner, and had
always been the first to reprove the
contrary conduct in any indivi
dual.
The charge which at first ap-.
peared to bear most against the pri
soner,
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foner, was that of having excited
the people to arm against the go
vernment. This was the charge
which effected the conviction of
Watt, and from which the most
fatal tffects were expected. This
charge originated in a letter which
was found in Hardy's possession,
from Richard Davisonof Sheffield,
containing a proposal to manufac
ture pikes of a certain dimension,
and at a certain price, to defend
themselves, as the letter expressed,
from the violence of the aristocrat!.
It also appeared that a person of
the name of Edwards had inquired
of Hardy where he could procure
a pike ; when he shewed him Davison's letter, which, however, he
had communicated to no other per
son. It further appeared that one
Williams, a gunsmith in the Tower,
who bought shoes of Hardy, had
asked him whether he wanted a
gun ? when he replied in the nega
tive.—As the mention of arms had
originated in Sheffield, the charge
was cleared up to the entire satis
faction of the jury, by the evidence
of the Sheffield witnesses. From
the testimony of Carnage, Broomhead, and others from that place, it
appeared that the whole had origi
nated from an infamous hand bill,
which had been circulated in t henight
previous to an intended meeting of
the society, exciting themob of Shef
field to assemble and maltreat the
members. Several of the members
thereforecamearmed to the meeting,
and othersafterwardsprovided them
selves with pikes, as the most porta
ble and convenient weapons of de
fence. A report that the fame vio
lent proceedings against the socie
ties were likely to take place in
London, occasioned the application
of Davifon to Hardy.
A pocket knife was also found
in the possession of Hardy, which
'794-

occasioned a long discussion. Upon
the testimony of Groves (one of
the spies) it was asserted, that one
Green had procured these knives
for a particular purpose, and for the
use of the society. It however asttrwards was proved, that Green had
accidentally bought one dozen of
these knives from a country rider,
and, as he dealt in cutlery, had
fold them openly, and exposed them
for sale in his shop window.
ft appeared also that an associa
tion had been publicly established at
Lambeth by one Franklow a taylor,
called " the Loyal Lambeth Asso
ciation," for the purpose of learn
ing the military exercise.' But, be
sides that it was perfectly public, it
appeared that the prisoner Hardy
was not implicated in it.
The defence of Hardy, by Mr.
Erfkine, may be considered as a
model of forensic eloquence ; and af
ter a number of witnesses had been
called to substantiate Hardy's cha
racter as a peaceable and inoffen
sive man, the defence was con
cluded by Mr. Gibbs. The eluci
dations of the law of treason cited
by these two eminent advocates
will, we doubt not, hereafter be
referred to as authorities, and re
main as standing bulwarks against
that most fatal of legal perversions,
constructive treason.
An attempt was made to impli
cate Hardy in the crime of Watt ;
but it w?.« proved that the former
had never corresponded with him,
nor knew of the existence of su^h a
person before his apprehension.
Mr. Francis also proved, that when
Haidy requested him to present the
petition ot the corresponding so
ciety, he had voluntarily offered
to come forward and produce all
the books and papers of the so
ciety, to evince that there was no
thing seditious in their conduct, and
S
that
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that their object was purely a par
liamentary reform.
The reply was made by the soli
citor general Mr. Mitsord, who
began with contesting the difficulty
he felt in following two such able
advocates as Messrs. Erskine and
Gibbs, and endeavouring to con
fute them. He observed that much
of what had been urged tended ra
ther to accuse the duke os Rich
mond, and others of his majesty's
ministers (meaning, we presume,
Mr. Pitt), than to defend the pri
soner. He argued, that " the
necessary and natural consequences
of a national constituted assembly"
must be the dethroning of the
king. A letter from a society at
Stockport to the prisoner, contain
ing these words—" 1 am directed
by the friends of universal peace,
and the rights of man," was on
that account considered as treason
able by the solicitor, because none
but an enthusiast, like the fifth mo
narchy men in the reign os Charles
the second, could profess himself a
friend to universal peace. He ad
mitted that very abominable abuses
in government might belong to this
country. " I will not dissemble
(said he) that there may be such.and
■which, as far aslijs in my power, Isliall
think it my duty to bring forward
as soon as / can. In whatever si
tuation a man may stand in a coun
try, he has that iwterest in it which
is far dearer to him th^n any thing
else : and as may be said in a re
ligious view, we are taught, what
ean a man give in exchange for his
foul? fa in a civil and political view
it may be soid, what enn a man give
in exchange tor his liberty r"
Mi. Mitsord proceeded to cite a
supposed but almost impossible
safe from some of the casuists of
antiquity, viz. " If two men
were floating upon a plank in the

sea, and the plank would support
but one, it has been said that the
stronger man would be justified in
taming the other overboard."—
Here Mr. Mitsord burst into tears,
and- said he " was quite overcome
by the dreadful alternative to which
the other man was reduced." He
asserted, that if representatives were
to be paid by their constituents^
(w^iich was a part of the plan of
the corresponding society) " it
would lead perhaps to all the mis
chiefs of anarchy and confusion."
He reprobated in strong terms a
censure in one of the resolutions on
the conduct of judge Jesseries, aud
pointed out an exceedingly treason
able toast—" All that is- good in
every constitution ; and may we
never be superstitious enough to
reverence in any that which is good
for nothing !"
What impression the eloquent
speech of Mr. Mitsord might make
upon the jury we may not conjec
ture ; but after some deliberation,
they brought in a verdict of not
guilty.
Perhaps the public never was
upon any occasion so visibly inter
ested in the trial of an obscure in
dividual as on this. The hall of
the Old Bailey was surrounded
during the whole trial by a nume
rous mob, who every evening re
gularly drew Messrs. Erskine and
Gibbs to their chambers amidst the
:loudest huzzas, and it was with
difficulty they were prevented from
maltreating the counsel on the op
posite side. Lest, however, on
so delicate a subject we stiould lay
ourselves open to a charge of par
tiality, we (hall insert the conclu
sion of the trial, as published by
the short -hand writer to the city of
London, from whose notes, and
Mr. Gurncy's, we have extracted
the very short statement which we
have
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tare been able to give of this im
partial trial.
" Mr. Hardy's deportment thro'
the whole of his arduous trial was
.distinguished by the mod exem
plary decorum—firm, temperate,
and tranquil, he (hewed through
out the conscious rectitude of his
heart. There was no agitation, no
arrogance, no disdain in his man
ner ; no apparent uneasiness of re
flection on his palt conduct, and
no emotion of alarm for its conse
quences. When the jury pro
nounced their verdict ofNot Guilty,
he addressed them in a few words
of grateful acknowledgment, for
the attention they had paid to the
long trial, and for the just verdict
they had pronounced ; but the
words were drowned in the low,
but universal noise of joy, that
silled the court.
" He was immediately set at li
berty ; and having left the court,
Mr. Kirby, the keeper os Newgate,
conveyed him through his house
privately : but it was in vain for
him to resist the impetuosity of his
fellow-citizens who surrounded the
place : they drew him in a coach
to his house in Piccadilly, making
the lour of Pall Mall and St.
James's-street.
" He had been thus hurried along
by the' enthusiastic zealof the mul
titude, and it was at length with
difficulty that he was able to tell
them that he was desirous of going
to the house of his brother-in-law,
in Lancaster-court, in the Strand.
He was drawn thither ; and having
got out of the carriage, before he
entered the house he went into the
church-yard of St. Martin, and was
shewn to the grave of his wife,
from whose side he had been taken
when first seized, and who had
fallen under the shock. The mul
titude respected this feeling with a
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sympathy that did them credit.
They kept at a distance, while his
relation pointed out' to him the
grave. After this affecting scene,
he went into his brother's house,
and, in a short address, thanked
his fellow-countrymen for the kind
interest they had shewn in his fa
vour ; and he requested them, as
they valued the cause in which
they had displayed their zeal, that
they would separate in peace, as,
if mischievous spirits should take
advantage of their joy to disturb
the public peace, it would be art
fully misconstrued to the injury of
the other prisoners.
" The cry of ' Home ! home !'
was given, and, in three minutes,
the multitude quietly dispersed.
" Mr. Erskine and Mr. Gibbs,
whoseglorious struggle upon this oc
casion will make them for ever dear
to mankind, were eager to avoid the
burst of gratitude that they ex
pected from the multitude. They
continued a very considerable time
in the court after the acquittal ; but
the vigilance and patience of gra
titude were not to be wearied. They
were recognized, and conducted in
triumph to Serjeant's Inn, where
that incomparable defender of na
tional liberty admonished them in &
few words, in his own impressive,
way, to retire to their separate
homes, confident, from the grand
proof of this day, that they had
the best security for the mainte
nance of their rights, in the love
of justice, which the constitution
had indelibly implanted on the
English heart.—The honest jury of
Thomas Hardy had (hewn to man
kind, that it would not be easy to
make Englishmen forget the prin
ciples in which they were bred, nor
surrender the security to whfch
they were born.
" Mr. Erlkine then retiredsrom the
S 2
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window ; and the populace, after a
few huzzas, retired with the ex
clamation of " Erskine and Gibbs
for ever !"
Considering the state of parties
in this kingdom at the time, we
must remark that the joy on Mr.
Hardy's acquittal was much more
general than we expected. Even
those who were evidently adverse to
the societies in question appeared to
partake in the triumph. There is
a wide medium between the appro
bation of democratical, or even
\ery popular principles, and that
of constructive treason ; ar.d they
probably were not insensible to the
very judicious remark of Dr. John
son, on the acquittal of lord George
Gordon, as quoted by Mr. Erskine
■—" I hate lord George Gordon,
but I am glad he was not convicted
of this constructive treason ; for,
though I hate him, I love rhy
country and myself."
Mr. Hardy was acquitted on the
Jth of November, at four in the af
ternoon, for the trial lasted eight
days. After an interval of eleven
days, John Home Tooke, Esq.
was put upon his trial.—This gen
tleman's character and abilities
are too well known to require
any panegyric from ns, nor would
"it be either decorous or proper to
enter on the detail of character
during the life of any man how
ever distinguished. Mr. Tooke
liad been for a considerable period
the warm and intimate friend of
Mr. Pitt; and to that friendship
many are of opinion, in the zeal
and fervour of attachment, he sa
crificed both candour and justice in
the comparison which he has drawn
between that minister and his truly
illustrious rival Mr. Fox. In the
ages of patronage, the portrait
which he has drawn of Mr. Pitt, in
theparalk-1 to which we allude,would
9

have secured him the highest ho
nours and emoluments in the dis
posal of a minister ; and a Riche
lieu or a Medici would have re
quited the compliment with a pen
sion for life. The disinterested pa
triotism of Mr. Pitt, therefore, has
been highly extolled by his adhe
rents, who could sacrifice a friend
and fellow-labourer in the cause of
reform, when that reform became,
in his opinion, dangerous to the
state ; who could prosecute with the
utmost rigour the man to whom he
was most indebted for his politic-al
reputation ; and who cotildbe so in
sensible to posthumous fame, as to
disregard a panegyric, which,butfbr
this alloy, must have handed down
his name to posterity in a point of
view, perhaps beyond both his me
rits and abilities.—Of this praise we
do not wish to defraud Mr. Pitt.
It is much to be regretted that
our limits necessarily confine us to
a very brief abstract of these 'trials,
and that we can neither give the
arguments of the counsel, nor even
the depositions of the witneffcs, in
that full and copious manner in
which we make it a point to report
the debates of parliament. Mr.
Tookc's trial commenced on the
17 th of November. After some
conversation relative to a demand
made by Mr. Tooke to quit the bar
and sit at the table with his counsel,
the court granted his request as an in
dulgence " on the score of health;"
and on that principle it was accepted
by Mr. Tooke, though he begged to
be understood, that he did not change
his ground, but conceived he had a
right to thissituation, though he was
willing to accept it under the name
of an indulgence, to save time. Af
ter the usual challenges were made,
a deficiency of three persons ap
peared. Mr. Tooke then addressed
the court, and insisted that the
crown,
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•rown, by the stat. 33 of Edward
Some difficulties having arisen in
the first, had no right to any per the commencement of the trial con
emptory challenges wha'ever ; and cerning the identifying the hand
after some altercation, the attor writing of Mr. Tooke, he offered
ney general wa» compelled to aban voluntarily himself to identify it,
don his challenges, and three of the wherever it appeared, adding, " I
jurors, who had been set aside upon protest I have never done an act—
that principle were impanelled and I protest I never have had a senti
sworn, to complete the jury.
ment—I protest I never had a
The charge was opened by the thought of any important political
solicitor general Mr. Mitford, who nature, which, taken fairly, I have
informed the jury, that the"distinct the smallest degree of disposition
imagination of personal harm to not now to admit.—I am anxious
tlu; king formed no part of this that my life and character should
charge ; aud he contended, that go together, and I wish to admit
" it was not material whether a per all that I have said, done, or writ
son so charged had, in hit contem ten. "
plation, all the consequences of that
The lord president observed, that
luhith he it about to do ; it is suffi he should prefer that the evidence
cient, if such are the probable and should lake its course. " I do not
ordinary consequences." He con think (said his lordship), that any
fessed that he felt his own wsufitU prisoner is quite cognizant to take
tncy for the talk imposed upon him. upon himself to admit evidence that
He said, he did " not know what may be adduced against him."
Mr.Tookereplicd, " Ifit wasalimight be the consequence of this
trial ; whether that constitution, to bel I would not do so ; but in a matter
which a great majority of the people of high treason, where subtle ar
of thiscountryareattached,wasto be guments cannot take place, I
defended by the law of the country, have no fear in doing it ; but,
or whether those that have formed if they cannot, I desire to be
that attachmeu: may be compelled the first man that dies upon that
to rally round itsJlundard, and def'.nd doctrine. 1 am old enough to
it by their own arms andjhrc;:*." wish to be the first man, because
He proceeded to cite various pro I shall be sure to be the last. I
ceedings of the constitutional and am not at all afraid either of
corresponding societies, to Drove the construction or of the consethat the leaders of these societies quences."
Some other altercations took
had formed a plan for the subversion
of the constitution ; and as, in his place in the early stages of the trial ;
former address. Hardy the shoe hut the whole was loon converted
maker was represented as the ori into furh a scene of pleasantry and
gin and main spring of all these good humour, as perhaps never oc
proceedings, so in the present that curred in a trial lor a capital offence.
part was transferred to the prisoner It appeared on the evidence, that
Mr. Tooke, whom he compared, in the minister had been more than
the conclusion of his speech, to usually terrified by a letter from Mr.
Joyce to Mr. Tooke, which had
lord Lovat and Judas'Iscariot.
* This is literally tr.ir.s" I'ed fion Blanclmd's report of the trial, p. }j ; and ue
transcribe it, to give tlie flioi'.-Ijjnd writer an opportunity >>f conceling it, as we caradiiy hope there it some rauUiic, aud (hat die solicitor .made use of 110 such tipreUjor.S 3
Weil
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been intercepted, and which was in
substance as follows :
" Dear citizen,
'* This morning citizen Hardy
was taken away by an order from
the secretary of state's office. They
seized every thing they could lay
hands on.—Query. — Is it possible
to get ready by Thursday ? Yours,
" J. Joyce."
The query, it appeared from the
evidence, related merely to an extract
which Mr.Tooke was to have made
from the red book of the places and
emoluments derived from the public
by Mr. Pitt and hisfamily,and which
was to have been published in the
news-papers. Immediately on the
intercepting of this Utter, it ap
peared a strong body of light horse
was ordered to Wimbledon, and
warrants were issued for the appre
hension of Mr. Tooke and Mr.
Joyce. On this and other parts of
the charge the prisoner exercised
his wit and raillery with such effect,
that the judges themselves could
not help joining in the ridicule.
From various other evidence it ap
peared that Mr. Tooke was a man
of such moderate principles, that
even some of his majesty's ministers
went much farther than he did on
the subject of a parliamentary re
form ; that it had even been reported
in the societies that he was pen
sioned by ministry ; and that in a
conversation with major Cartwright
on the topic of a reform, Mr.
Tooke made use of the remarkable
expression—" You would go to
Windsor ; but I fliould choose to
ilop at Hounfiow."
The defence by Mr. Erfldne was
masterly. The opening was re
markably forcible and impressive.
" \\ hen," fays Mr. Erskinc, " I
stood up here on a former occasion,
I had, gentlemen of the jury, tocontend against what 1 tremble to look

back on—I had to contend with what
no other man at anytime in England
ever had to contend with—I had
to contend first of all as the repre
sentative of a poor, lowly, and ob
scure mechanic, known, of course,
to persons equally obscure with
himself only— I had to contend in
his name and person against that
vast, powerful, extensive, but, aster
the verdict which has been given,
I will not fay crustnng influence of
the crown of England ; I fay this
with all that respect which belongs to
its authority, for, in my opinion, the
administration of government and
law ought to be deart* every man.
—I had, gentlemen, besides that,
to struggle, from the nature of the
cause, with that deep and solid in
terest which every good subject must
take and ought to take in the secu
rity of the life of the chief magi
strate, called upon by the law to
execute the laws, and the reve
rence due to the authority of the
constitution and government. I
had to struggle with what is much
more difficult than all, with that
which is the characteristic of En
glishmen, and which I hope ever
will be, that general benevolence
they must eVer feel for every thing
that is dear and interesting to the
sovereign upon the throne, of whom,
surely, personally, we have nothing
to complain. This would have been
enough, independent of other cir
cumstances, at any time ; but at
what season had I to contend with
it ? I had to contend with it when
there was a cloud of prejudices
raised up against every person whose
name is mentioned or thought of
in the course of the cause, and
against those societies, for only do
ing what their betters have done
and approved of at other times;
and who were, as I fay, only ac
tuated by honest zeal to demand
what

.
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•what they might think belonged house of commons, but stating the
to them— I had to contend also fact ; that the briefs, without
atjainft prejudices fomented by which my learned friends, as they
wickedness, which it is out of the agree, could not have proceeded in
power of human language to utter the cause, were prepared by the
ope idea concerning—That is not commons of Great Britain, pre
•all, for prejudices in such a cause ceded by proclamations in every
as this can go but a little way— [ part of thekingdom, stamped by the
had to contend with this in a fearful highest authority, in order that theseason, when the face of the earth prejudiecs of that authority might
was drawn into convulsions, when be as extensive as the whole island.
variousrevolutions were daily riling
" Gentlemen, this is a cafe al
up, and when some men, because together new ; for when a man is
they chose to pretend alarm, wished impeached by the house of com
to turn the edge of that which has mons, he is not tried by a jury of
no concern with the business of his country—Why i Because the
others, to the utter destruction of benevolent institutions of our wife
those who happened to be engaged forefathers forbid it ; they consi
in the business long, long, and of dered, when the commons were the
ten proceeded upon, in other seasons. accusers, the jury were the accusers ;
" Gentlemen, when one reflects they considered the commons at
upon the stability of the law of large as accusers and jury. Here one
England, and when one reflects upon would think the commons had no
the faithful administration of it, sort of connection with the people
one might fay, Yet this might be of England, but that they were
provided against, there still remains holding out a siege against those
that which is even paramount to whose representatives they are and
the law—that great tribunal which ought to be. In such cases the
the wisdom of our ancestors raised lords in parliament have been ap
in this country for the support of pointed as a court of justice, and
the people's rights—That tribunal an Englishman, a common man, is
which has made the law, that tri not forced before the house of lords
bunal which has given me you to when accused by the commons ; but
look at, that tribunal that is sur he goes there because it is the only
rounded with an hedge as it were set place where he can stand for justice.
about it; that tribunal which from But, gentlemen, the lords of Enage to age has been fighting for gland did not stand in that capa
the liberties of the people, and city ; they too, were accusers ; theyj
without the aid of which it would to whom alone, under such an accu
have been in vain for me to stand sation, we could fly lor protection,
up before you, or to think of look joined the commons in laying all
ing round for assistance. But, gen this matter before you, which you
tlemen, in that quarter, which al have heard in the course, of the
ways has been the shield of the sub cause. We had, besides all this,
ject, was found a sword drawn to 3 mass of matter which the human
destroy him. The house of com understanding is not able to disen
mons was the accuser of my client ; tangle, which no human strength
the house of commons made up the of body can go through the exa
■brief for the counsel of the crown. mination of, and which was there,
I am making no complaints of the fore produced. I go along with
S 4.
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the court in what it has decided,
not waving any privileges of my
client. 1 conceive the adjourn
ment that took place, was founded
upon that necessity which proba
bly, if it? had existed before, would
not have been thus lately to be de
cided by their lordships ; but if it
be so, what shall we say of that case
in 1794, aster a constitution hat
existed for a number of years, in
which we were obliged to catch at
any device, indulgence, or consent,
and at last the judges consulted to
know how they shouUl deal with a
cause that hr.d no parallel, and waB
nothing like what any man before
had to encounter with ?"
In the course of his speech Ms.
F.rskine had occasion to mention
Mr. Paine's works, and related the
following fact :
" The second part was published,
and in every man's hands : it was
prosecuted as a libel, and it was not
determined till 1793, w'>er| it wag
brought on to trial. C) shame ! you
will say, when I relate what I am
about to do—that there was a conspiiacy formed, that the author
should not be defended ; that was
the clue to Mr. Home Tooke's
conduct ; there was a conspiracy,
that Mr. Paine was not to have the
benefit of a trial ; he was a poor
man, and he could not defend him
self j he was to have no counsel,
and I, who speak to you, was
threatened with the loss of my of
fice, if 1 undertook his defence as
an advocate, as I do in this place ;
I was told, Mr. Paine mull not be
defended ; I did defend him, and I
lost my office."
In the conclusion, he states in
beautiful language a circumstance
greatly to the honour of theprisoner.
" Now, gentlemen, I must con
clude with laving, thcpait which
this gentleman has acted in this

cause has certainly entitled him to
the greatest respect from me, be
cause, undoubtedly, I was pro.
pared to conduct it in a different
manner, by a selection of those
parts of the evidence, and by a
minute attention to those paiticular entries, where I could have se
parated him from the rest. I could
have made a defence which would
have kept his vessel out of the
storm ; I could have brought him
safe into the harbour pf peace, while
those men were to ride out the
storm. But he would not suffer his
defence tote made upon that ; and
though he has nothing to do with
the conspiracy, he held out a rope
to save them ; he charges me to
fay, I will shew the other men had
nostichgftilt belonging to them, and
I rejoice in being the advocate to do
it. I .declare, my heart was never
lo much in a cause :—you must see,
I am in a manner tearing myself
to pieces by what I am doing ; 1
have neither voice nor strength to
pursue it, but I have the most per
fect reliance and confidence in your
justice : I am asking no favour of
you ; I am not endeavouring to
captivate you by elocution ; but I
conclude this cafe, as I began the
last, with imploring, that you may
be inspired by that power, t*hich
can alone impregnate the human
mind with true principles of truth
and justice."
On the part of the prisoner, a
number of witnesses of high rank,
and connected with administration,
were examined : among these were
the duke of Richmond, loid Camden, Mr. lieaufoy, and Mr. Pitt.
They all appeared to have drank
mo'.t copiously of the Lethean
stream, and Mr. Pitt in particular
seemed literally to have forgotten all
that he had formerly attempted in
the cause of reform. On a letter
being
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being put into his hand, Mr.
Tooke asked him, if that letter was
hit hand-writing? He owned it was.
Upon lord chief justice Eyre's a/k
ing what that letter had to do with
the cafe, Mr. Tooke declared, that
he had never followed any other
plan of parliamentary reform than
that proposed by Mr. Pitt ; name
ly, that which was necessary to the
independence of parliament, and
the liberties of the people.
Mr. Pitt being asked by his lord
ship, to what description of per
sons his letter was addressed ? he
answered, that he could only judge
from the contents of the letter, to
what description of persons it was
directed ; aud he thought he must
have sent it to some person who
acted as chairman to a Westmin. Her committee. He recollected
nothing more about that letter. He
said he recollected a meeting at the
Thatched House tavern, relative to
a motion for a parliamentary re
form, which he had made in the
house of commons, in May 1782.
He conld not recoiled with certainty
who were present ; but he believed
Mr. Tooke was present. Mr.
Tooke asleed Mr. Pitt, whether he
had not recommended to endea
vour to obtain the sense of the peo
ple throughout England, in order
to be a foundation for a future ap
plication to parliament ? He said
he had no particular recollcBion of
recommending such a measure : so
far as he could recolka, it was the
general fense of the members to re
commend petitions to parliament
in the next session, with a view to
reform.
Mr. Tooke hoped that his lord
ship would now allow him to read
Mr. Pin's letter. This, however,
his lordship refused ; and it was
therefore returned to Mr. Tooke.
Mr. Pitt, upon his cross exami

nation by theattorney-general, said,
that there was nothing passed at
that meeting respecting bringing
about a convention by delegate*
from different bodies of the people.
There never was such a thing agi
tated in his presence. Mr. Tooke
asked him, what that meeting was,
but a convention of delegates, from
different great towns and counties,
sent by committees of those towns
and counties of England ? He said
he had nor. sufficient recollection how
that meeting was composed j but he
did not consider it as a meeting that
was authorised to act for any body
but themselves. Mr. Tooke said,
he would perhaps recolleil, that it
had been objeSed in the house oscom
mons, to the very petition which,
they presented, that it came from
persons in a delegated capacity I
He said he had no ruolleSion ofany
such thing. He did not recollect
exactly how that meeting was com
posed ; and, therefore, did not
know but that some of those per
sons might have been deputed by
others..
The evidence of Mr. Sheridan
went almost to the direct contradic
tion of that which had been given
by Mr. Pitt. He had met Mr.
Tooke in 1780 at a convention or
meeting of delegates, from different
parts, who were to consider the
best means of procuring a parlia
mentary reform, and to act for
those who deputed them ; he was
himself a delegate for Westminster.
The matter, he said, was notorious.
He said they certainly did mean to
awe the parliament, not by any
illegal means, but by a proper and
constitutional awe. Mr. Sheridan
proceeded to enumerate the places
where these meetings were held, and
mentioned in particular Guildhall,
and the duke of Richmond's at
Privy Garden.—Here Mr. Pitt
figged
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begged leave to corrtB his evidence,
and confessed that he was present at
some meetings at Privy Garden,
where there were delegates from
different counties.
The evidence was commented
upon in a most able and satisfac
tory manner by Mr. Gibbs, who
insisted, " that the evidences for
the crown had, of themselves, given
a most complete verdict of acquit
tal." The reply of the attorney
general went chiefly to infer the
guilt of Mr, Tooke from his hav
ing conferred with Hardy, and cor
rected some of the publications of
the corresponding society. The
case, however, was so clear, that
the jury had not retired above six
minutes before they returned with
a verdict of Nnt guilly.
A burst of acclamation filled the
court, and was instantly followed
by a shout from the populace assem
bled without. As soon as silence
■was restored in court, which it
tequired some minutes to effect,
Mr. Tookc addressed the court
and the jury, to the following ef
fect :
" My lord, and gentlemen,
** I now beg have to return my
sincere thanks to your lordship, and
to you, gentlemen of the jury, for
your conduct during this trial—
give me leave to fay, that the con
clusion of it, which has given me so
much satisfaction, and has given you
satisfaction, will give as much satis
faction, and do a great deal os good
to our country. I shall now tell
you, what indeed I could have told
you before, but what it was not re
gular, and therefore not sit that I
should tell you before, which is the
only reason why I now trouble you
to hear me at all, in< more words
than are necessary to return my
thanks. I have the pleasure to be
confident you will never have the

trouble of going through such a
trial again. And now I will tell you,
in as few words as I am able, the
reason why his lordship entertained
a doubt upon my conduct.—It
arose entirely from my own abun
dant caution, and the care I took
to preserve the regularity of the
proceedings of this court.
" It arole incidentally also, from
a circumstance which I could not
possibly foresee, and which I had
no means osguessing at until I heard
the attorney general's reply. In
that reply he thought fit to lay
great stress on the alterations which
appeared in the papers in my hand
writing. He insisted that the word
king being inserted here, struck out
there, government struck out, and
country inserted in its stead, &c.
afforded strong presumption that I
was concerned in the original fram
ing of these papers. The truth is,
that I had no hand in framing any
of them, nor any connection with
any of the societies f.om which
they came. I do not even know
at this hour any one individual
member of the country societies ;
nor should I have known any
thing whatever of the London so
cieties, but from the circumstance
of my having been candidate for the
city of Westminster. In that cha
racter I visited them ; and, to take
care of a very honest, though not
very able man, I perused Inch pa
pers as lie brought me, and, when
I found that thev were intended for
publication, struck out what ap
peared to me to be libellous, and
corrected what appeared to be bad
English—a trifling favour which I
never refused to any person who
applied to me. I could say this of
a gentleman who wrote a book
against me ; he shewed it to me in
manuscript, and I corrected it as
I did these papers. .
v
" I protest:
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" I protest that I meant it en
tirely for the sake of the law, on
which our lives and fortunes must
all depend, and by which, I hope,
they will be always protected, as
mine has been this night. Having
said this, I now declare in the face
of this court, that no man ever
came into it, or was discharged ho
nourably out of it, who stood more
free from the charge exhibited
against him, than I did of that which
the attorney general thought fit to
make against me in his reply. No
thing of this was mentioned in the
solicitor general's opening. It was
not even alluded to till the mouths
of the counsel who have defended
me so nobly, and my own, were
shut, and very properly, by the
rules of the court. I was content
to risk my lite rather than once at
tempt to violate the f-stablisiSed
forms of justice. Upon this frivo
lous charge have I suffered prosecu
tion for high treason, in which I
have been defended so gloriously
by Mr. Erflrine and Mr. Gibbs ;
and I hope the manner in which I
have been acquitted will plead my
excuse for having detained the
court after the .business was over. I
hope, my h;rd, you will accept my
thanks ; to my counsel I tender
my thanks; you, gentlemen of the
jury, I hope, will accept my
thanks ; and the law, which I love
and revere, which has been so glo
riously asserted, will teach attornies
general, in future, how to main
tain the doctrine of treason upon
constrrction."
The court was then adjourned
till Monday se'nnight.
The multitude surrounded the
court for a considerable time after
the verdict, in order to pay their
respects, as usual, to the counsel
for the prisoner.—At length Mr.
Erfkine and Mr. Gibbs came to
I

their carriage ; the horses were in
stantly taken out ; the people col
lected about it in considerable num
bers, and with this escort they were
drawn to Serjeant's Inn. In the
fame way. Mr. Sheridan being re
cognized in the carriage of a gen
tleman, the horses were taken out,
and he was drawn to Mr. Erikine's
house, while the streets blazed with
the flambeaux which the people
had prepared.
Mr. Erfkine addressed the people,
from his window, to the following
effect :
" Gentlemen,
" My voice is so very much ex
hausted by the fatigue of the long
trial, now so happily concluded,
that I am afraid I shall not be heard
by you ; —but no voice could, at
any time, express my satisfaction
at the event of this day, glorious
for the laws, nor my affection for
your kindness to myself, and my
learned and most excellent friend,
Mr. Gibbs, who stands hete, and
who joins with me in the thanks so
justly due to you. We now hope
that you will retire to your homes,
rendered more secure to you from
what has passed ; and as there are
persons still within the walls of pri
sons, upon similar charges, con
nected with the imputation of vio
lence and disorder, your peaceable
deportment, even in the moment
of zeal and triumph, will operate
as a sort of evidence for the unfor
tunate prisoners, stamping credit
upon the testimony by. which the
forms of a court of justice will, in
due season, bring about their deli
verance."
When Mr. Erftine had finilhed,
the loudest applause followed ; but
there was a general cry for Mr.
Sheridan to come forward before
they separated.
Mr. Sheridan, in a short but per
tinent
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tincnt address, enforced the senti
ments of Mr. Erikine. He paid a
warm compliment to the exertions
of the two learned advocates, Mr.
Erskinc and Mr. Gibbs. He was
not surprised at the enthusiastic gra
titude which these exertions had
excited in the minds of the people.
They rightly considered them not
as the fee'd pleaders oPMr. Hardy
and Mr. Tooke, but as the gene
rous advocates of the cause and
constitution of the people of En
gland. He congratulated them on the
first great consequence which must
result from the conduct and verdict
of the juries in these trials. It must
be clear to all the nation, that that
most sacred of all rights—the right
of juries—was a bulwark too stj ong
to be assailed with success, by the
arts, influence, or power of any
government.
Hence must arise this first secu
rity for all good government, a so
ber and sincere reverence for the
existing laws. He concluded by
enforcing Mr. Erskine's exhortation
to peaceable demeanour, and re
minded them that their present ex
cellent chief magistrate had under
taken to preserve the peace and
protect the courts of justice in the
city of London, without having re
course to the fashionable, but most
unconstitutional, pretexts for mili
tary assistance. The only return
they could make in such times as
these for such a confidence, was to
shew that they deserved it. It wa6,
therefore, jloubly incumbent on
them to make it manifest to the
world, that at all times, and even
in the moment of eager and honest
exultation, an ardent love of free
dom was compatible with a sincere
respect for order and the law,
without which the triumph of li
berty would loon cease to be a vic
tory.

In ten minutes this thronged
concourse of people were entirely
dispersed.
The jury on their return from
the Old Bailey, aster their verdict
on the trial of Mr. Tooke, had s
lane formed for them all the way to
the London cossee-house. On their
arrival there, the company, who
amounted to about five hundred
gentlemen, immediately arose, took
off their hats, ranged themselves
on each fide as they passed through,
saluting them with the most animated
and expressive tokens of applause.
One of the jury, speaking for the
rest, said, it added highly to the
gratification they felt in having
conscientiously discharged their du
ty, to find the verdict they had
given so satisfactory to the publie
at large.
After the acquittal of Mr.
Tooke, which took place on the
22d of November, the attorney
general declined any further prose
cution of the remaining members of
the constitutional society ; and on
Monday December the ist a jury
being impanelled pro surma, Messrs.
Bonncy, Joyce, Kyd and Holcroft
were acquitted and discharged.
The trial of Mr. Thelwall com
menced on the same day.
The charge was opened with
great ability by Mr. serjeant Adair;
but no new evidence was adduced
upon the trial, except some intem
perate expressions at the various
meetings at Chalk Farm, &c. and
at his lecture room, which were
supported only by the testimony of
the spies, Lynam andTaylor, whose
evidence was afterwards rendered
nugatory by that of two other wit
nesses. The prisoner was defeuded
by Messrs. Erskine and Gibbs will*
their usual ability, and this jury also
brought in a verdict of Not guilty.
At the conclusion os the trial
Mr.
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Mr. Thelwall addressed the court
and jury.—Aster so long a trial, he
said, aided by so powerful a pro
secution against a poor and uncon
nected individual as himself, with
out fortune and without friends ;
after suffering seven months confine
ment in a prison, and enduring,
with the pain imposed upon his bo
dy, the more excruciating tortures
of the mind ; and after n/king not
only his life but his reputation, he
could not hear the verdict which
wa» then delivered without emo
tions too vast for utterance, and
too sublime for thought. To the
court, to the jury, to the people,
he was indebted for candour, judg
ment, and patience, ever memora
ble. Yet although he might con
tent himself with making this ac
knowledgment, nor longer intrude
on the attention of the court, he
conceived that he was honoured
with a public trust, which it was in
cumbent on him to discharge. He
confessed, that he had acted with
imprudence, and had sometimes
perhaps exceeded his intentions—
hut he had nevtr acted with a cri
minal design. Of an irritable tem
per, and endowed with passions, it
was hardly possible for him some
times to repress that indignation,
which was purposely provoked by
his accusers to draw him into asnare.
It was true, that he had written
that letter, which was produced
against him; addressed to a friend
in America—but he said, that he
had not only never sent it, but that
he had never read it afttr it was
written, or he should have con
sumed it in the flames.—He was
ashamed of the bombastic and infiated language which composed it j
but, sot hi. Iecturcs,as all who had at
tended them, except those who came
in the character of spies, would testi
fy i he said, they were calculated to

support himself, by giving reasona
ble instruction to the people. He
could have no personal enmity
against his sovereign, nor had he
conftived so horrible an intent as
to depose him from his throne, or
deprive him of his life. Far too
from his thoughts were all trea
sons and conspiracies against the
state, all projects of subversion, all
provision of arms. Happily, he
hoped, the time was arriving, or
would arrive, when pikes and mus
kets would no longer be fabricated,
and when each engine of destruc
tion would itself be destroyed ; when
man would look on man as bro
thers, by one immortal parent, and
an universal compact of fellowship
and peace prevail. Though ac
quitted by the verdict of his coun
try, however, at a seasonable time
and opportunity he purposed, in
moderate and lawful terms, to jus
tify his conduct to the world.
The chief baron Macdonald, in
very handsome terms, regretted
that Mr. Thelwall had made the
latter declaration, which was to
tally irrelevant, and not within
their jurisdiction. Since he was
acquitted, and acquitted too by the
noblest and most public verdict, the
verdict of his country, he advised
him to reverciice those laws by
which he had been jufiified, to
respect that people to which- he was
returned, and to conduct himself
with such propriety as should not
only be satisfactory to his own
conscience, but ensure him eternal
honour.
The other prosecutions were
abandoned by the crown lawyers,
and those who had been indicted
were liberated from confinement.
On a candid review of these
trials, we should feel ourselves guilty
not only of falsehood, but of gross
indecency, did we not heartily
subscribe
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subscribe to the radical -justice of
the verdicts. Of all the pernicious
arts of tyranny, there is none so
dangerous as that of conjlrucllve
treason ; and whatever grievances
Englishmen may have to complain
of occasionally in the administra
tion of public affairs, they cannot
felicitate themselves too strongly or
too frequently on the wide distinc
tion which exists between the admi
nistration of justice in this, ami in
all other countries of Europe. Even
the forms of law, which in civil
cafes are pioductivc of expence,
and might perhaps be simplified
with advantage, form in criminal
cafes a strong barrier against op
pression and injustice. Woe to that
nation which consents on any occa
sion to dispense with the forms of
law ; or allows anything to the ac
tion of prejudice or passion in judi
cial proceedings. The whole of
those black and guilty transactions,
which have for ever stained the
cause of liberty in France, may be
resolved into this one principle, the
neglect of legal forms, the disre
gard to evidence, and the condem
nation or rather murder of men
upon suspicion, rumour, and pre
judice.
While, however, we congratu
late ourselves and our country upon
the event of these trials, we must
add, that we are far from approv
ing the proceedings of the societies
in question. The idea entenained
by some of them of annual parlia
ments and universal suffrage, ap
pears to us, in the present circumltances of Britain, an extravaganc
idea. Reforms, to be salutary,
must be gradual, and adapted to
the moral state of man ; and this, if
ever it can be practicable, is cer
tainly too violent a step to be at
tempted at once. But had their
•bject been rational, was it the
I

time to enforce it f In a time of
alarm, of prejudice, of party spirit,
and general ferment, was it a time
to enforce schemes of reform and
innovation ?—The imprudence of
the measure must be obvious on
their own principles ; and admitting
the ministry to be what they have
supposed them, crafty, unprinci
pled, existing only on the alarms
and fears which they can excite in
the nation, was it not obvious that
advantage would be taken of these
proceedings, to support and extend
that system of delusion, which they
had found already so much adapted
to their purposes ? Or, supposingthe
ministry not distionest but timid,
could any other consequences be
expected than those which have en
sued ? It would certainly have been
more prudent therefore to have
pursued the advice of Mr. Home
Tooke, " to lie upon their oars"
till prejudice should be dissipated,
till the ferment of the moment
should have subsided, and the minds
of men be prepared for a dispassion
ate pursuit of those objects which
might appear essential to the public
interest.
The affectation of French
phrases in these meetings was also
greatly calculated to excite appre
hensions in weak minds. It may,
however, serve to calm the terrors,
which false repftrts and the testi
mony of venal spies had generated,
to learn from the evidence exhi
bited on these trials, that neither
the numbers, extent, nor resource*
of these societies were such as they
had been represented ; but that their
power, their numbers, and their
influence were (as tut have uniform
ly asserted) contemptible. These
circumstances are delineated with
such genuine humour, and yet in
such true colours, by a distinguished
member of the British senate, that
we
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we canfiot refrain from anticipating
a little the debate on that subject by
the insertion of his observations. —
He remarked, that " during the
coarse of the trials, he had heard
the evidence of the spies of govern
ment, no part of which went to
sanction the alarm which had been
so industriously propagated. It fol
lowed, therefore, either that mini
sters were deceived by their spies,
and had thereby shewn themselves
unfit for the situations which they
held ; or that they had acted upon
an alarm, which they did not feel, to
answer the infamous purposes of
their own ambition, and to delude
the people to continue a wicked and
ruinous war. At the time every
body admitted that the measures
of ministry were extraordinary ; but
something they said must come out.
Papers, notoriously in the pay of

ministers, even took upon them
to mention- the particulars of the
plot, and to name the persons
concerned. In the first of the
trials, one pike was produced ; that
was afterwards withdrawn, from ab
solute shame. A formidable instru
ment was talked of to be employed
against the cavalry ; it appeared
upon evidence to be no other than
a te-totum in a window at Sheffield.
These desperate conspirators, it
appeared, had formed their en
campment in aback garret; their
arsenal was provided with nine rus
ty muskets | and this formidable
preparation, which was to overturn
the constitution, was supported
by an exchequer containing nine
pounds and one bad shilling, all to
be directed against the whole armed
force and established government
of Great Britain."

CHAPTER VII.
Foreign Affairs.—Poland.—Perfidy of the King of Prussia.—His open
Violence at Thorn.—Takes that City.—Protest of the confederated Poles.
—Application to' Russia. —King of Prussia takes Dantzic.—Publishes a
Manifesto.—Further Partition.— Curious Manifejloes of Russia and
Prussia.—The Diet claims the Mediation of Foreign Courts.—Further
Proceedings ofthe Diet.—Diet besieged ly the Rvffiin Banditti.-— Treaty
extorted ly Force.—New Constitution.—Termination ofthe Session.—Mi
litary Order revived. —Annulled ly the Empress.—New Con/litution an
nulled ly the fame Authority.—Orders from the Empress to disband the
Soldiers of the Republic.—Appearance of Resfiance to these arbitrary
Mandates.—General Insurrection under the gallant Kofciu/io.—Insolent
Demand of the Ruffian Ambassador bravely rsijled.—Ruffians defeated
by Kosciusko.— Driven from Warsaw.—The Capital besieged by the
Prussians.-—Siege raised.—Retreat of the Enemy.—Artifices of the Court
of Petersburg!}.—Defeat of the Poles by the Ruffians.—Prussians de
feated. — Unfortunate Defeat of Kosciusko, who is wounded and taken
Prisoner Advance of. Suwarrow to the Siege of Warsaw. — That Ca
pital taken.—Horrid Massacre.—Submission os the Pohs — Reflexions.—
Geneva.—Retrospect of political Eivnt- in that Republic from 1782.—
Changes in the Government after the French Revolution.— Revolution there.
— Tribunal established.— Violence os the Populace. — Seven Persons put tt
Death.— Restoration of Order.— Mountaineers disarmed, fsY.—Ame
rica.-^
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rieti.—Insurrection in the Western Counties.—Wife Measures of the Amt'
rican Government.—-InfurreB'ion quelled without Blood/bed.—Indian
War.—Defeat of Indians by General Wayne.—Dispute -with the G#verriment tf Canada.^-Happily terminated.—Meeting of Congress.
OUR last account of the affairs
of Poland concluded with
the melancholy overthrow of the
patriots, and the subversion by a1
foreign force of the excellent constitution which they had framed,
We had hoped that our present
volume would present a more cheerful prospect in this quarter of Europe; we had indulged the pleasing
dream that their second noble effort
would be more prosperous than the
former; and that brute and savage
force for once might be compelled to
yieldtothe glorious cause of liberty
and virtue.— But, alas! our sanguine
expectation* provedbuta dream, and
we awake only to thedisgustingcontemplation of the gloomy triumph
of fraud, violence and murder,
Painful as is the task, we have now
to enter on the detail of the blackest scene of perfidy and wickedness
which the annals of Europe have
to record : a detail disgusting in
its progress ; cruel End languinary
in its catastrophe beyond all former
precedent.
On the 6th of January 1 793, the
king of Prussia published a declaration respecting the march of his
troops into Poland. In this, with
unblulhing effrontery, and in direst contradiction to the letters he
had himself written, both officially
and privately, to the unfortunate
Staniflaus, congratulating him on
the change of government in Poland in May 1791, he asserted that
■this change had been effected without the knowledge of the neighbouring friendly powers. The
revolution had, his majesty added,
been beheld with much displeasure

by a great part of the nation,
who had implored, and happily
received, the gracious assistance of
her imperial majesty of Russia,
whose troops were co-operating
with the confederated nobility for
the suppression of innovation, and
the restoration of virtue to the
constitution. He pathetically lamented the disappointment of hig
hopes, that the troubles in Poland
would have terminated without his
interference, particularly as he was
so deeply engaged in another quarter; but that the obstinate refinance'
of the foi-difant patriots, and the
jacobinical proceedings, especially
in Great Poland, put him under
the necessity of taking effectivg
measures on account of his own
safety. He had therefore, he added, concerted measures with the
courts of Vienna and Petersburgh»
and, to anticipate designs so fatal to
his interests, had resolved to send a
sufficient body of troops under the
command of M. de Mollendorf,
general of infantry, into the territories of the republic, and particularly into Great Poland,
Whatever factions or tumults
might have existed in Poland previous to the Russian invasion, we
must remark that they have remained undiscovered to any eye except that of the penetrating monarch of Prussia. It has always
appeared, tothe rest of Europe, that
the new" constitution of Poland
was received with acclamation by
the unanimous voice of the nation,
and produced real satisfaction
amongst every rank of the people,
except perhaps a few of the nobi-
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iitf who were either basely devoted
to the interests of the court of
Ruflia, or whose ambition was dis
appointed by being precluded from
the chance os succeeding to the
throne. The Prussian troops how
ever advanced to Thorn, and one
of its detachments appeared under
the walls of that city. The inhabi
tants, faithful to their duty, hav
ing refused entrance to the troops,
experienced an open attack. Can
nons were planted against the walla,
the gates were broken open, the
municipal gnard were dislodged
from their pods ; a defenceless city
exhibited the spectacle of a place
taken by assault ; and on the 24th
of January the Prjflian regiments
entered it, while tlie air resounded
with their triumphantacclamations.
There were no soldiers us the repub
lic in the city to mr.ke refinance, it
depended for security upon public
faith, and that faith was violated.
Different Polish detachments dis
persed throughout Great Poland
were attacked at the same time,
and driven from their polls by su
perior force.
Dantzic also in a very short time
became completely subjected to the
Prussians, and a garrison of 1,700
men was quartered upon the in
habitants. This city had already
suffered very considerably from the
oppressive conduct of its neigh
bours, and the consequent decay
of its trade ; it was further injured
by the loss of several of its princi
pal inhabitants, who, preferring
emigration to living under a mili
tary government, retired to Ham
burgh and other places. In the
mean time the confederated Poles
published on the 3d of February a
protest against the violent entrance
of the Prussian troops, in which
they stated, that confiding in so
lemn engagement* and the faith of
»794-

,

its

treaties, they could never have
imagined diat they had occasion to
apprehend a surprise or open vio
lence, where every assurance had been
given them that they were to find
only friendship mid assistance, and
declared they woild enter into no
views which might tend to dismem^
her any part or the Polish domains;
but on the contrary Were readv to
sacrifice the last drop of their blood
in defence of their liberties and in
dependence. They concluded by
hoping that even the two imperial
courts and all other'poweis would
not behold with indifference a ma
nifest violation of the right* of na
tions, and the open invasion of the
domains of a neighbouring and
frie::diy state.
This confederation, which fat
at Grodno, dispatched a nose, dated
the 'th of February, to count dc
Sievera the Rullian amhjTad >r at\
that place, requesting him to in
form the empress his mistress, (hat
the report of .knew partition of Po
land had diffused a general alarm
throughout the nation ; that a
people so long the sport of misfor
tune is easily alarmed ; that the re
collection of pall miseries excite*
its dread of future evils ; that the
confederation wait with confidence
for new assurances from her majesty
offriendship and good will, to quiet
the alarms of the people, whose ap
prehensions were considerably aug
mented by the obstacles which M»
Ingelstrohfn the Ruffian general
had opposed to the motions of the
troops of the republic, and his
prohibiting them from the use of
artillery. They concluded by de
claring, that the confederation had
solemnly sworn to maintain the uni
ty and indivisibility of the republic.
The troops of Prussia had na
sooner entered Dantzic, than the
T
inhabitant*

„
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inhabitants were insulted by a ma
nifesto from the king of Prussia,
dated February the 24th. in which
he informed them, that the same
motives which induce.] him to fend
troops into Great Poland had put
him under the necessity of making
sure os Dantzic and its depen
dencies: he charged the city, in
addition to its continued unamicable dispositions, with the
further atrocity of linking become,
the feat of an audacious sect, and
with having withstood his efforts to
seize one of itb leaders, whom lie
could not wrest from the hands of
his protectors but by dint of
remonstrances ! This recent exam
ple, other abuses of a liberty ill un
derstood, the dose connection kept
up between the rebels of France
and Poland, and a party which by
the boldness of its principles pre
dominated over the plurality of
well-difpoiVrl citizen?, together
with the supplies afforded by the
inhabitants of Dantzic to the com
mon enemy, ought to have drawn
the king's notice to the city, and
induced him to keep it within pro
per bounds, and to take care ot the
safety and tranquillity of the neigh
bouring provinces of Prussia. He
had therefore, he added, aster hav
ing agreed with other powers in
terested in this affair, charged his
lieutenant general M. de Raumez
to take possession of Dantzic and
its dependencies with a sufficient
body os troops, with a view of
preserving good tircltr and public
tranquillity! The inhabitants Were
exhorted by obedience to gain the
good will of this benevolent mo
narch, and the magistrates were re
quested to second his salutary views.
On the ad of April the burgo
masters and council of the city of
Dantzic assembled at the townbouse, and, at the kind request of

the king of Prussia, ordered every
burgher and inhabitant to keep
himself quiet, to follow his usual
occupation, and to remain peacea
bly in his house when the Prussian
troops should enter thecity.
The further partition of this un
fortunate country was now rapidly
approaching. It was preceded by
manifestoes from the royal robbers,
justifving, or attempting to justify,
this shameless division of their plun
der by shrewd political pretences.
The declaration of the emperor of
Germany, which gently prepared
the way, was dated from Vienna
February the 14th, and was couched
in terms of great forbearance, but
contained an absolute injunction to>
the Poles resident whhin his ownr
dominions, placidly to regard the
impending dismemberment of their
country. In March the manifesto
of her imperial majesty appeared
relative to the partition. Religion
waa aa usual called in to sanction
this atrocious act of rapine and in
justice, and the empreti humanely
lamented the sufferings of the peo
ple of Toland, amongst whom it
had been, for thirty years, her in
cessant endeavour to maintain tran
quillity ; and her grief was increased
by considering them as descended
from the same race, and professing
the holy christian religion, which
would be violated by the introduc
tion of such dreadful doctrines a»
were propagated by some unworthy
Poles, who adopted the detestable
and destructive plans of the rebels of
France. As an indemnification there
fore for her losses, to provide for
the future safety of her empire and
the Polish dominions, and to pre
vent all future changes of govern
ment, she graciously made known
her intention to. take for ever un
der the sceptre of Russia those
tracts of hud, with their inhabi
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tints, which lie between Druy on
the lest bank of. the liver Dwiua,
to Neroch and Dubrova, and fol
lowing the border ofthe woiwodstiip
of Vilna, to Stolptsa, to Nesvijr, and
then to Pinfk ; thence passing Kuhish between Vifkero and Novogreble, near the frontier of Gallicia; thence to the river Dniester,
and terminating in the old border
of Russia and Poland at Icgertic.
In this partition the increase of the
happiness of the inhabitants was avowed to be thefelt objeti of her im
perial majesty. What a religious re
gard to truth did the declaration
of this pious and upright princess
exhibit !
The declaration of the Prussian
monarch, which was dated March
the 25th, echoed many of the
sentiments contained in the Ruffian
manifesto, and avowed, that in or
der to preserve the republic of Po
land from the dreadful effects of its
internal divisions, and to rescue it
from utter ruin, no means 1'emained
but to incorporate her frontier pro
vinces into the states of Prussia,
which therefore had determined to
take immediate possession os the
cities of Dantzic and Thorn, tnd
the woiwodfhips of Pofen, Gnesen,
Kalish, and Siradia, the city and
monastery of Czentochowa,- the
province of Witlun, the woiwod
stiip of Lentschitz, the province
of Cujavia^ and of Dobrzyn, the
woiwodfhips of Rawa and Plotzk,
&c. The people were further ex
horted to behave like loyal and
Obedient subjects to Prussia, and to
renounce all connection with the
crown of Poland. On the 9th of
April the count de Sievers signed a
further declaration on the part of
Russia, in which the merciful Ca
tharine, after detailing her re
peated efforts for the preservation
of order and tranquillity in Poland,

a9t

states the ingratitude with which
her interference had been received
by those whom she was desirous to
re-establish and secure in their na
tive country. The invectives against
jacobinifm which have been echoed
through all the southern mo
narchies of Europe, were be^
stowed with profuse liberality upon
the unfortunate opposefs of dclpotism in Poland r and her imperial
majesty further declared, that irt
conjunction with the king of Prus
sia, and with ilie assent of the em
peror of the Romans, she and th y
had found no other remedy icr
preventing this fatal contagion
reaching their own frontiers, than
confining the republic of Poland
within narrow bounds, which, in tiic
fame modest spirit with the whole
of this manifesto, the empress as
serts to be a measure the molt con
ducive to the real prosperity of Po
land.
In return to the declarations of
the empress, the geneial confede
ration dispatched a note to M. de
Sieveis, in which they testified the
utmost surprise at his avowal of
usurping the previnecsof the repub
lic, and exculpated themselves from
any share in the dismemberment of
their country, which however they
regarded as inevitable. The mi
nisters of Berlin and Peterstwrgh
delivered notes to the Polish diet,
demanding the appointment of a
deputation lo sanction the intended
division of the country, which
produced violent altercations. It
was agreed, in the fitting of the
26th of June, by a great majority,
to claim the mediation of the fo
reign courts with those of Berlin
and Petersburg!),. to induce them to>
withdraw their troops, and to give
up the provinces of the republic. It
was afterwards moved, that the de
putation demanded should be emTz
powered
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powered to treat only with the
court of Russia ; and this motion
was supported by the king, and
carried by a majority os 107 voices
against 24. On the 28th the ques
tion respecting the appointment of
a delegation to treat with the courts
of Petersburg and Berlin was again
agitated, and opposed by almost
the whole chamber, as inconsistent
with the resolution formerly adopt
ed by the diet ; and an injunction
was voted to the chancellors of
Courland and Lithuania, to draw
up answers to the notes delivered
from those courts conformable to
«hi3 resolution. The instructions
prepared for the ministers at foreign
courts, and for the conduct of the
delegation, to treat only with the
court of Petersburg, being read, it
was proposed as an additional ar
ticle, to call M. Dueache charge des
mffairts from the court of Vienna to
the negotiations, as the emperor
had guaranteed the treaty of 1 7 7 j.
To give time for the examination
of this amendment, the diet ad
journed to July the 1st, when the
debates on the delegation were re
newed} and in order to get rid of
this embarrassing discussion, it was
further adjourned to the 15th.
On that day a second conference
took place between the deputies
and the Russian ambassador, to
whom the former delivered a me
morial remonstrating against the
violence which had been committed
against the deputies of the nation,
many of whom had been forcibly
arrested at their houses, and de
manding their enlargement. It fur
ther remonstrated with the ambassa
dor on account of his having inter
cepted the provisions destined for the
useof thcking;and of havingsequestrated the estate* os M.Tysskewiecz,
maifhal of thegrandduchyof Lithu
ania, and insisted upon hit counter

manding these orders, and all of I
similar import. This memorial thi
deputies requested him to transmit
to the empress, which he haughtily
refused, and in his turn addressed
the diet in a note accompanied by
menaces, insisting on the full ratifi
cation of ti e treaty of alliance and
commerce between Russia and the
republic. On reading this note
the diet prorogued the sitting to
the 30th, but refused acceding to
the withes of the Russian ambassador
respecting the treaty of alliance.
In consequence of their refusal, the
count de Sievers, on the following
day, sent a note equivalent to a
declaration of war, threatening to
lay the estates, &c. of the members
of the diet under a military execu
tion ; and that should the king ad
here to the opposing party, he
would treat his domains in the fame
manner. During several successive
days the diet was assailed with of
ficial notes from the Russian and
Prussian ministers, silled with me
naces, and pressing the signature of
the treaty. At length M. de Sie
vers presented bis ultimatum, which
concJjded with the following extratjrdinary expressions, " That he
thought it of absolute necessity for
preventing tumult to order two bat
talions ofgrenaiisers, with four pieces
of caution,\to surround the cqflic, and
declaring his expectation that the
sitting would not terminate until
the demanded signature of the
treaty was decided." Conformably^
to this threat, the Itoissian fpldierf
so closely surrounded the castle,
that no person was suffered to leave
it. Major general Runtenfield,
with some of his officers, posted
themselves in the senate, under pre
tence of guarding his majesty's per
son against conspirators. The king
however sent a declaration to the
Ruffian ambassador, refusing to
opem
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•pen the session in the presence of
the Ruffian officers ; upon which
they were all commanded to retire
except the general, who declared
publicly that no member should
be permitted to quit the senate be
fore the consent to the treaty was
given. The debates were long and
violent; and it was hot till three
o'clock in the morning, and after
three successive divisions, that the
diet came to a resolution on the
2d of September, in which they de
clared to all Europe, to which they
had so frequently appealed in vain,
that in defiance of the faith of trea
ties moll sacredly observed on their
part, as well as of that of the treaty
entered into with his Prussian ma
jesty, and at hit otvn desire, in the
year 1790 (by which the inde
pendence of Poland was guaranteed
in the most solemn manner), being
deprived of free-will, and it that
moment surrounded^by •'an armed
force, and threatened with a further
invasion of the Prussian troops, they
were compelled to authorise a de
putation to sign the treaty planned
and amended under the dictation
of the Russian ambassador. It was
further declargd in this extorted
treaty, in the name of the king,
that he would not give his ratifica
tion and consent in his own name
and that of the diet, but upon con
dition that the commercial and
every special article should be mu
tually agreed to, and definitively
signed by both the high contracting
parties, under the mediation and
guarantee of the court of K ussia.
The violences exercised on this
occasion were exceeded by those
which took place during the sub
sequent negotiation with Prussia,
which was opened by the Russian
ambassador on the 23d of Septem
ber. Previous to the sitting, and
wly in the morning, lie arrested
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four of the refractory representa
tives of the diet, and dispatched
them immediately to the places
they represented. He next station
ed two battalions of grenadiers
armed, with three pieces, in all the
avenues to the caille, which was
completely surrounded with a mili
tary force ; and aster the se inauspi
cious preliminaries the lirtingof tl>e
diet commenced. In vain was it
pleaded bv the members that a
decree existed, which commanded
that all deliberation should cease
whenever any violent act should
be employed against a member of
the legislative body ; and previous
to the ambassador's notes being al
lowed to be read, two deputations
were sent to him to demand the
liberty os the arrested members.
This was peremptorily refused.
The house conceiving itself entirely
in a passive state, from being sub
jected to foreign arms, and deprived
of free deliberation, continued for
some hours without proceeding to
business ; and in this degrading and
melancholy situation they were in
sulted by the presence of the Rus
sian general, who proudly paraded
the senate in the presence os offend
ed majesty, and alternately used
menaces and persuasions to induce
the members of the diet uncon
ditionally to subscribe to the man
dates of the king of Prussia.
After five hours spent in this hu
miliating scene, it was agreed, upon
the motion of count Ankwicz, to
make a solemn protest against the
violent proceedings of the Russian
ambassador on the 2d of Septem
ber ; and that to prove the total
dissent of the diet, instead of ex
pressing their sentiments by the cus
tomary mode of voting, or by ac
clamation, they should preserve a
mournful silence when the subject
in question should be proposed. In
T 3
this
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this manner was terminated a nego
tiation unexampled in the annals of
diplomatic history, and thus the
treaty of cession of the Polilh pro
vinces w;i3 signed. The subsequent
declaration of the, diet was calcu
lated to excite the most,lively sen
timents of compnffion and indigna
tion in every heart but those of the
unfeeling- aud atrocious despots
who occasioned it. It depicted the
abject and outraged situation of the
diet the pains which had been
fruitlessly taken to obtain less rigo
rous terms—the insults they had
received —the degraded and hope
less situation of a vittuous king —
and, abuve all, the negleft of other
countries; which, while they repro
bated the violations which one
country had committed against li
berty, could fee not only with
apathy but even with approbation
the outrages committed against
Poland.
Depressed and despairing, the
Polish nation, supposing its politi
cal existence to depend on a perpe
tual alliance with a powerful neigh
bour, put itself under the protec
tion of Russia, which, in the treaty
cf alliance with Poland, had ex
pressly stipulated th*t no change or
infringement should take place in
the form of government to be cstablistied, without the consent of the
empress or her successors ; so that
Russia, without engaging for the
perpetuity of the new form, became
completely mistress of whatever go
vernment should be established in
Poland. The act os the constitu
tion contained the p,.Ba eonvenia,
and the fundamental laws. Ano
ther act passed towards the close
of the session, which consolidated
the last dismemberment of the re
public, by establishing three com
missioners for the demarcation of
the limits agreeably to the treaty

of cession. The treaty of- corriT
merce between the king of Prussia
and this unhappy country met
with considerable difficulties, prin
cipally on account of the commerce
of Dantzic which being the only
sea-port of the former kingdom of
Poland, puts the whole commerce of
the country in the power of who
ever is mailer of that city. It was
however not allowed to impede the
closing of the session, but was re
ferred to the consideration-of the
new permanent council, jointly
with the commission of the trea
sury.
Poland, thus reduced to one-third
of her primitive force and extent,
naturally lost a proportionate part
of h^r revenues. In the session of
the 23d of November, a plan was
adopted of raising two loans under
the guarantee of the empress of
Russia: one of 27,000,000 of Po
lish florins, to discharge the private
debts of the "king; the other of
10,000,000, for ihc use of the re
public. The finances of the re
public were limited in suture to
16,000,000 of florins a-year, ten,
of which were to be contributed
by the wretched remainder of the
Polish provinces, and fix by the
remnant of those of Lithuania.
This sum was to defray the mainte
nance of the army, the expences
of the civil list, and the support of
the kirig.
The termination of the celebrated
diet of Grodno was marked by
turbulence and precipitation. The
plan of the new constitution, though
opposed in different parts by several
of the nuncios, experienced very
little alteration, and its acceptation
wns formally announced. The two
last sessions were peculiarly tu
multuous, and every effort was ex
erted, but in vain, by the party
hostile to tke court of Russia. t\
military
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military order, destined for the de cabinets, respecting that transaction.
coration and reward of those offi The court of Russia soon afterwards
cers who had signalized themselves issued its mandate for the reduction
in the service of Poland, had been of the military force to 16,000
abolished by the desire of the em men. This was opposed by several
press. Its re-cstablishment was now regiments, particularly in South
decreed ; and an officer, decked Prussia, where the insurgents, head
with these marks of distinction, ed by the gallant Madalinski, a Popublicly thanked the king for re listi nobleman, and brigadier of the
storing to the brave soldiers of Po national troop?, peremptorily re
land their ancient honours. He was fused to disband, /she spirit of re
followed by most of the nuncios, sistance was widely diffused, aoid the
who pressed round the throne to kiss capital assumed a military aspect. In
the hand of his majesty. TIk king, this situation fifteen thousand Rus
alarmed at a decree which he feared sian troops were sent into Poland ;
might incense the empress, blamed the ambassador was instructed to de
the disorder of this deliberation, liver to the permanent council an
and the confused return of thanks official document representing the
which were offered to him. The danger which threatened the king,
military order was however re-esta and requesting the commissioners o£
blished, and the diet separated on war to dispatch an army to oppose
Madalinski ; and the permanent
the 24th of November.
The arbitrary Catharine, offend council was desired to take into
ed at the re-establistiment of an custody every suspected person.
order which the diet of Warsaw in Both these requisitions were how
1 79 1 had instituted solely to reward ever refused ; and it was pointedly
those who fought against her arms replied to the latter, that according
and interest, dispatched a courier to the laws of the republic, no
to count de Sicvers j after which it Polish nobleman could be arrested
was reported that this minister was without being legally convicted.
The imperious conduct of the
about to quit Warsaw without tak
ing leave. The permanent council, Ruffians, during their struggle for
much alarmed, immediately assem power, continued to harass the op
bled, suppressed the offensive orde", pressed Poles, and to drive them to
and dispatched a deputation to the desperation. The peasants were
gentle Catharine, to announce the compelled to lodge and board the
reparation of the fault committed Ruffian soldiers, andtransport them
from place to placr, without receiv
by the late did.
As if the acts of the diets of ing the leall remuneration, or any
1788 and 1 7-gi had not been com other reward than brutality and in
pletely annihilated by the new con solence. The nobility and gentry
stitution, on the 7th of February were obliged to furnifli every neces
1794, the baron d'lngclstrohm, who sary for the army j for which, if paid
had succeeded the count de Sieved at all, they were compelled to re
as ambassador at Warsaw, demand ceive the price fixed by the Ruffians.
ed a public annulling of those acts, Was it to be expected that a gal
together with the form of the lant and high-spirited people should
constitution then established, and tamely submit to a conduct which
the surrender of every paper, whe was calculated to route indignation
ther in public records or private and vengeance iu hearts the most
T 4
spiritless ?
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spiritless ? Or would it excite fur.
prise that there should be an explo
sion, no' proceeding, as was artfully
and basely pretended, from a ja
cobin faction, but from a virtuous
endeavour of a generous nation
against the unparalleled oppression
of an enemy who, not satisfied with
the atrocities of which she had al
ready been guilty, continued to
plunge her poniards in the breasts
pf those whom she had plundered
and degraded ? A patriotic spirit
was latent, not extinguished. It
was roused i- to action by incessant
sufferings, and by the continued
efforts of the intrepid Kofciufko*,
who early in February appeared at
the head of a considerable body of
Polish insurgents, attacked the
Prussians who had taken possession
of their country, forced them to
retreat, and pursued them to a
considerable distance. The Ruffian
troops having evacuated Cracow on
the 23d of March, Kofciufko en
tered that town on the night of the
*4th, and next morning ordered
the gate; to be shut, and declared
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himself commander in chief of all
the Polish forces. He then imposed
an oath of fidelity on all the mili.
tary in the city, took possession of
the put lie treasure, and proceeded
to measures of military sequestration. On the day on which lie en
tered Cracow, he issued a proclama
tion couched in the most energetic
terms, inviting the nation to shake
off their disgraceful fetters, and to
unite in forming a new confedera
tion The proclamation was re
ceived with unanimous applause,
and Long live Kofciufko!" re
sounded from every quarter. —
He was conducted to the townhouse, and presented to the princi
pal nobility who had assembled
there to receive him ; and by them
he was formally invested with the
title of general. Every article for
the support of his army was abun
dantly supplied. On the 26th, a
revolutionary tribunal was establish
ed, composed of fourteen members,
and every five houses were required
to furnish one man armed and
equipped for the defence of the
• This gallant commander is reputed to be about forty years of age, of middle
stature and a penetrating aspect. Descended from a genteel but not asiTient fa
mily, he learnt the military art in the school of the cadets, and was one of tlio
four youths annually selected to travel into foreign countries for the purpose of
perfecting himself in military tactics. Patronized by the king, he was sent toy
france with the best recommendations, and after studying four years al Versaille*
returned to Poland with the character of being a skilful engineer. He soon
Obtained the command of a company of artillery, and in this situation captivated
the ariectiims of a young lady descended from one of the first families of tha
state, whose friends rejecting his alliance, the lovers privately eloped. The
breaking down of their carriage, however, allowed the father of the lady to
overtake them, and a fierce rencontre ensued, in which Kofciufko was reduced
to the dilemma of killing the father, or surrendering the »bject of his dearest
affections. His humanity prevailed over his love ; but much affected by the circumltance, he obtained leave of absence from the king, and departed for Ame
rica, at the time wh-.n that country was engaged in a contest with this country,
Kofciufko offered his services to general Washington, and was honoured with an;
important command. He returned with M. la Kayette to Fiance, with the repu
tation "f a gallant officer, to whom, according to Dr. Franklin, America was
much indebted for her success. He afterwards distinguished himself in three
battles under prince Poniatowski ; but when the king was compelled to cease
hostil'ties, Kosciuttco .-.gain procured leave to enter into foreign service, and went
to Paris, where he was introduced to seyeral members of the convention, and,
treated with groat respect.
consti,
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constitution against tn*e usurping
sowers. The different corporations
then assembled under their respective
banners before the town-house,
whence the magistiates led them
yi procefiion to the church of the
HjIv Virgin, where the constitution
ofthe 3d of May 1791 was publicly
read with great solemn ity, and an oath
taken to defend it. Thegeneralimmediately issued another proclamation,
exhorting the Poles to re'pect the
dominions of the emperor j a:id the
Austrian commanders on the fron
tiers were informed from the fame
authority, that if any violences
were committed on the persons or
property of any subjects of his im
perial irnjelty, the revolutionary go
vernment engaged to procure im
mediate and ample indemnification
for such a violation.
Ill the mean time Warsaw was in
a state of the highest fermentation.
In that city and its vicinity there
were not- less than fifteen thousand
Russian mercenaries, some of whom
were quartered, to the amount of
•ne hundred in a body, in seveial of
the palaces. The most vigorous
measures were adopted by the .per
manent council ; a decree passed,
declaring the insurgents rebels, aud
subjecting them to the molt arbi
trary punishments ; and the police
was charged to seize every person
fufptQcd of being inimical to the
existing government, with the pro
mise of military assistance. The un
popularity of bis Polish majfsty
daily increased, and a guard of
Ruffians was appointed for his pre
servation. About this time the unliappy monarch issued a proclama
tion exhorting his subjects to a
peaceable acquiescence, and urging
the danger and destruction which
attended their resistance.
The Polish nobles had no sooner
taken the oaths in the presence of

Kofciufko, than they departed for
their respective estates, in order to
arm their vassals, and to assemble.
Baron d'Ingelltrohm about the fame
time surrounded the diet at War
saw with a military force, and de
manded the surrender of the arse
nal. This demand was spiritedly
refitted ; and notice of the affair •
having been sent to Kofciufko, he
about the end of March took the
route to Warsaw with his army, and
a reinforcement of four thousand
peasants armed with pikes, tieOn the 4th of April he was met
by a detachment of fix thousand
Ruffians, with a park of heavy ar
tillery, on their march to reduce
Cracow. A fierce encounter ensu
ed. The Polish peasants beingdiiven
to desperation, a dreadful carnage
us the Ruffian plunderers was the
consequence. General Woronzow
was taken prisoner, one thouland
Ruffians were slain; while the Pole*
lost only sixty, and took eleven
pieces of cannon, and all the am
munition. After the bsttle Kolciustco fell back with his army to
wards Cracovy, where he was join
ed by a very considerable body of
disaffected Polish troops.
On the 16th of April, baron
d'Ingelltrohm demanded the sur
render of the arsenal, the -disarm
ing of the military, and that twenty
persons of the fiilt consequence
should be arrested, and if round
guilty punished with dtath. Too
king and council remonstrated
against this ; and prince Sulkowlky
the chancellor wasdifpatched to the
ambassador, by whom he was treated
with the utmost contumely and in
sult. This occasioned a general
alarm throughout the city, and the
soldiers and other inhabitants pre
pared for what might be expected
to ensue. Early on the 1 7th a com
motion took place, which so much.
alarmed
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alarmed the ambassador that lie col
lected the three battalions, which
were the only troops who had not
been dispatched against Kosciuflio,
and acquainted his Polish majesty
with the transaction. The king
informed him that he had already
been apprised of the affair, and ear
nestly requested the general to
march his troops from the capital
to avoid bloodshed, till the minds of
the populace should be appealed.
In the mean time general d' Ingelitrohm dispatched general baner
with a Russian detachment to
seize the arsenal, and disarm
the garrison. The burghers had
however already taken possession
of the arlenal, taken out the
arms, and baner and his whole
detachment were taken prison
ers. The citizens, provided with
the arms procured from the ar
senal, ruihed forth, and gallantly
drove the whole battalion of Rusiian infantry out of the city. The
two other detachments, headed by
Ingelstrohm, flill however refilled,
and continued to defend themselves
in the street, though sired upon
from the adjacent houses. Alter
an incessant combat of *hirty-six
hours, the Russians gained the open
fields, with the loss of one half of
their force, and under the guidance
of generals Ingelstrohm, Apraxin,
and Suboro, effected a junction
with the Prussian general Wolky
and his small corps, at the distance
of two leagues from Warsaw. The
Poles set tire to several houses in
Warsaw, in order to dislodge the
enemy; and a dreadful slaughter and
pillage ensued, which was in vain
opposed by the most strenuous en
deavours of the magistracy.
On the attempt of the Russians
to seize the arsenal, a deputation
was sent to inform the king, and to
exhort him to vengeance. The

monarch immediately replied tm
the petitioners, " Go and defend
vour honour." The situation of
his majeity after the contest be
came very critical ; the regency
kept no measures with the agents of
Prussia and Russia, and the people
were extremely jcalou3 of every
movement os the king. They
compelled him to promise repeated
ly, that he would not quit Warsaw i
and, notsatisfied with his assurances,
infilled upon placing two munici
pal officers as a guard upon him ;
and he was desired frequently to
exhibit himself to the people.
Solicitous to afford them every
satisfaction, the amiable monarch
complied with these requests ; and
entered with such ardour into the
national cause, as to fend one halt
of his plate to the mint, and a thou
sand ducats to the military chest.
The other half of the royal plate
was appropriated to the relief of
the families of those unfortunate
p-itriots who had perished on the
1 7th and lbth of April. Thecouncil having been solicitous to rebuild
the walls of Warsaw, his majesty,
in order to set an example to the
people, presided at the repairs of
the fortiiications, and even as
sisted in the work with his own
hands.
By the advice of Kofciufko, on
the 29th of May the provilionary
council at Warsaw was abolished,
and a national council instituted in
its stead, which was required to ac
cept the advice and direction of the
king, who expressed his firm inten
tion never to separate his interests
from those of the nation. Public
congratulations were presented to
his majesty from all orders of the
capital. In the mean time the Po
lish army was daily increasing, and
the empress became convinced, that
what at first she conceived was
3
a par1
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a partial storm, whose fury would camped within a small distance of
soon be spent, was in reality a trt- that city. The inhabitants, irritated
mendous hurricane, which menaced at the approach of their enemies
ruin and desolation to her usurped in every direction, resolved upon
authority on every fide. Forty the immediate punishment of those
thousand Russians were therefore delinquents who had been convicted
put in motion towards.Poland, from of treaspn against the republic, but
the Ukraine, and sixteen thousand whose sentence had not been pro
from Livonia. About the end of nounced ; and, in defiance of every
May, the corps of Kosciulko exeition which could be made to
amounted to twenty-two thousand the contrary, sacrificed several
nine hundred and seventy men; that lives to their implacable fury ;
pf general Kochowlki to eigh amongst: whom were some persons
teen thousand ; that of Jassinski to of the most distinguistied families.
six thousand, which were stationed They were however at length calm-:
at Grodno; a corps of twelve thou ed, and respited the other prisoners,
sand were stationed at Wilna, and whose number amounted to one
another at Warsaw which consisted of hundred and sixty nine.
"so conciliate as much as possible
pight thousand. The peasantry were
the minds of tli? Russians, a liberal
not included in this calculation.
Several skirmishes took place be proclamation was issued, permitting
tween the contending parties, the to the members of the Greek church,
events of which were in general the full and free exercise of their
favourable to the Poles. A Prussian religion. The Greek clergy were
army under general de Eisner was invited to unite their efforts in
dispatched to the attack of Cracow, instructing the people in the ge
which on the i jth of June surren nuine principles of liberty, and alT
dered at discretion ; Kosciulko lured by the assurances ot their
being compelled to retreat, from his persons and property remaining unapprehensions of being placed be violatcd. Another proclamation
tween two hostile armies, if he was issued, stating, that as the Polisi>
made any motion for its relief. It insurrection took place upon prin
is reported that, previous to this ciples essentially different from
event, this general had offered to thole prevailing in France, it should
deliver Cracow into the handi of be differently conducted ; that all
the Austrians, on condition of its mould be regaided as enemies to
being garrisoned solely by them till their country who formed clubs or
the end of the war ; and that this particular societies ; that the au
requisition was acceded to by the thorities should be respected, and
court of Vienna, and five thousand the king should be treated with
men were to have entered the city the deference and regard which was
on the l6th, if the Prussians had due to his rank. The execution
not received notice of the negotia of those unfortunate persons whose
tion and anticipated the event. devotion to Russia had brought
After the surrender of Cracow, them to a premature end, was
Eisner joined his Prussian majesty, justified bv an account found in
who on the 25th arrived at fvillce, the chancery of the Russian lega
and effected a junction with the tion, by which it appeared that in
Russian forces. He now directed recompense for their services to the
hi> course towards Warsaw, and en empress (in all probability, particu
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larly those at the diet in Grodno)
they received very considerable
annual pensions from the Ruffian
court.
About the end of June a mani
festo was issued by the emperor on
the occasion of his troops entering
Poland. On the 12th of July the head
quarters of the king and prince of
Prussia were only three or fourleagues
from Warsaw, whence they issued a
placard, stating that the enemy had
fled before them in their progress.
In the mean time, however, Kofeiusko (who had eluded the Prussian
troops) by a brave attack had de
feated the forceswhich opposed him,
and had thrown himself into War
saw. On the 31st of June the Prus
sians began to attack the city by a
heavy cannonade, and several hun
dred bombs were in the course of the
day thruwn into Warsaw ; a dread
ful fire was kept up on the besiegers
by night and by day, and an incredi
ble number of lives were loll. The
king and the prince royal are both
said to bave been in imminent dan
ger at this time. Four entrenched
and connected camps, under the
command of Kosciusko, DambrowIki, Zajaczcck, and Moknorowski
were placed before Warsaw. The
generalissimo was stationed at Mokatow, with the brave Madalinski ;
before him, at Czerniaco, Dambrowski was opposed to the Rus
sians* who were near Villanow ;
Zajaczeck opposed the Prussians at
Wola ; and- Mokronowski, with
prince Joseph Poniatowiki, was op
posed to the Prussians at Gurce.
The troops of the republic at Liebau, and at Kerztiiniec in Volhinia,
obtained about this period some
considerable advantages • over the
Ruffian troops.
On the zd of August his Prus
sian majesty, whose hopes of success
had probably been a little damped;

attempted to open a negotiation
with the king of Poland for the
surrender of the capital, which was
rejected. About the middle of
this month accounts were trans
mitted to the Prussian camp of in
surrections having arisen in South
Prussia (formerly Great Poland'!,
of which his Prussian majesty hnd
taken possession the preceding year.
The Poles had imprisoned the
Prussian soldiers stationed there,
plundered the military chest, and
thrown down the Prussian eagles,
which they impiously trampled un
der their feet, or hung up on gib
bets erected for that purpose. The
insurgents spread themselves over
the country, and compelled the
magistrates and inhabitants to take
the oath of fidelity to the republic,
and to the constitution of 1 79 1 . On
the 2 2d general Marawlky marched
into South Prussia with 10,000 men.
The provinces of Posnania, Gnefcn,
and Kaffich took up arms in his
favour, and success attended the
Polish arms in almost every distant
quarter. Near Warsaw, however,
the Prussians had carried several
Polish redoubts ; but so'little were
the inhabitants of the city affected
by these circumstances, that they
lived much at their ease, and an
swered the summons of the king of
Prussia to surrender, by saying.Tbat
they neither would nor ought to
receive any propositions of this na
ture, while they had a respectable
army to defend them, an army
which they invited him to beat
and disperse if he ivrrc able. Meat
fold in the city at the price of nine
Polish pieces per pound, which is
equivalent to fourpence»halfpenny
English.
On the night of the Jth of Sep
tember the Prussian and Russian
forces abandoned the siege of War
saw, after a fruitless attack of two
6
mouths,
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months, much weakened hy the dis
eases and desertions which prevailed
in their camps, and disabled from
the want of provisions aud ammuni
tion. The king of Prussia left his
lick and wounded at the mercy of
the enemy, and retreated in three
distinct columns towards his own
dominions. The Ruffian corps, to
the number of ie,coo, retreated
to Lublin, where it was ex
pected they would be joined by
general Fcrsen, with a body of
20,000 men commanded by the
sanguinary general Suwarrow, who
had been infamously distinguished
by his cruelties committed on the
Turks during the late war, and
particularly by the shocking mas
sacre of lsmael. Had the Pruilian
monarch received the reinforce
ments which had been promised by
the empress, his retreat must have
been unnecessary. But the artful
Catharine attains her end equally
well by the destruction of Prussia or
of Poland; and while he was wasting
liis forces in the fruitless siege of
Warsaw, the generals of the empress
are said to have received orders to
amuse him by skirmishes on the
frontiers, or. in Lithuania; and,
previous to raising the siege of
the capital, a very polite message
was delivered to his majesty from
prince Rrpm'n, stating that the
resistance of the Poles in Lithuania
was so obstinate, that it was not in
his power to co-operate in the re
duction of the city.
The most satisfactory intelligence
was received at Warsaw, early in
September, of the success of the
insurgents in Lithuania. But about
the fame timethc Rufliangrandarmy
consisting of 20,000 arrived in Po
land, and on the 18th a severe
engagement took place near Brzosc,
in which the Poles lost very con
siderable numbers, and were com
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pelled to retreat across the Bog.
This bad success on the part of the
Poles was however in some degree
counteracted by a successful battle
against part of the Prussian army
at Kamiona, and the continual in
crease of the insurgents in South
Prussia. Bomberg was taken by
the gallant Madalinlki ; and not
only Dantzic, Thorn, &c appeared
on the point of being restored to the
republic, but there was reason to
apprehend that the Poles would
penetrate as far as Stettin. Kosciustco next turned his views to
Lithuania; but on his route, hear
ing of the defeat at Brzesc, and
that general Suwarrow was march
ing to attack Warsaw, he deter
mined to march with 20,000 men
and give battle to the enemy before
he should approach the capital. In
the mean time he was informed of
the intended junction between Ferfen and Suwarrow, to prevent which,
he advanced with 6000 men to in
tercept the fonner.
On the 10th of October a dread
ful engagement took place between
the Russians under general Ferfen
and the troops under Kofciulko.
The Russians advanced twice to
the attack, but were repulsed by the
Poles, who however, unfortunately,
not contented with the advantages
they had gained, abandoned their
favourable position on the heights,
and pressed on to the attack in their
turn. This movement threw the
troops into some confusion; and the
Russians forming themselves anew,
the rout soon became general. The
battle, which began at seven in the
morning, did not end till noon.
Kosciusko flew from rank to rank,
and was continually in the hottest
part of the engagement, in the
course of which he had three horses
killed under him- At length he
fell; and a Cossack, who did not
knots
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know him in the peasant's dress
which he constantly wore, wounded
him from behind with a lance. He
lecovered, and advanced a few steps,
bul was again knocked down by
another Cossack, who was prepar
ing to give him a mortal blow,
when his arm was Hopped by a
Russian officer, who is said to have
been general Chrnozazow, to whose
wise Kosciusko had a short time
before politely given leave of de
parture from Warsaw to join her
husband. The unfortunate Kosciulko implored the officer, if he
wished to render him a service, to
allow the soldier to put an end to
his existence ; but the latter chose
rather to make him a prisoner.
The Polish infantry defended them
selves with bravery proportioned
to that of their general, and fought
with a degree of valour almost ap
proaching to fury.
This important defeat has been
attributed to the misconduct or
treachery of prince Poniniki, who
was polled with ^coo men to de
fend the passage of the Vistula, but
suffered the Russians to cross the
river, without any attempt to mo
lest them ; and at the time when
the generalissimo was unexpectedly
attacked in a quarter where lie
thought himself secure, he with
held his assistance. The loss of
the Poles was computed at 3000
men killed, wounded, and captured.
The Russian army was so much
exhausted at the same time, that,
instead of pursuing its original desti
nation to Warsaw, it retired to
Lublin.
The disasters of the Polish army
excited universal sorrow at Warsaw;
notwithstanding which the supreme
council published a spirited mani
festo, exhorting the people to re
member their motto " Liberty or
Peatb," to. preserve their spit it of
I

union, and to redouble their effortsj
in which the council promised to*
concur. A letter was at the fame
time dispatched to the unfortunate
general from the council, paying
him that tribute of praise which
his patriotism and valour so justly
merited. Soon afterwards a trum
peter arrived with a letter from the
generalissimo, which spoke in high
teims of the treatment he received
from general Ferfen, and the care
that was taken of his wounds. A
very insolent letter was about the
fame time sent to the king of Po
land from general Ferfen, remind
ing him of the late defeat—de
manding the liberty of all the Rus
sian prisoners, not as a favour but a
right, and expressing his hopes that
he should soon have an opportunity
of paying his personal respects to"
the king, and requesting him in the
mean time to accept his anticipated
homage. His majesty replied with
calmness and dignity, that however
painful the events which had re
cently taken place might be, they"
could not shake the firmness of
men who had solemnly sworn either
to die or to conquer for liberty*
and refused to surrender the prison
ers on any other terms than an ex
change. The Russians under gene
ral Ferfen soon afterwards sum
moned Warsaw to surrender ; and!
on being refused, after the junction;
of the different corps under Ferfen/
DernfelJ, Dcnisow and Suwarrow,
they proceeded on the 4th ofNovem
ber to attack the suburb of Prague.
In the mean time the generals Madalinfki and Dambrowski threw them
selves into Warsaw, andprepared for
resistance. Thcsuburbof Prague, se
parated from Warsaw by the Vistula,
was defended by more than a hun
dred pieces ofcannon disposed upon
thirty-three batteries. Little in
timidated however by so formidable
a force,
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a force, the ferocious Suwarrow
commanded his soldiers to mount to
the assault in the fame manner they
had done at Ifmael, where the Russi
ans entered by climbing over the dead
and wounded bodies of their com
rades as well as of their enemies. His
further orders were, that they mould
sight only with the sabre and bay
onet. The Russians sprung to the
charge with almost inconceivable
impetuosity. They eagerly began
to climb the works, and the six
Russian columns, by singular1 good
fortune, piesentcd themselves at the
fame moment before the lines at
Prague. Thus surrounded, the
PoKsh generals found themselves
unable to oppose with 10,000 sol
diers, which was the whole of their
force, the united attack of 50,000
men ; and, to add to their distress,
the fire which they immediately
commenced, from the darkness of
the night was so ill directed as to
pass over the head6 of the assailants.
Thq cry raised by the successful
columns penetrated to the entrench
ments on the other side the Vilhila,
and added to the consternation of
the Poles engaged with the other
part of the Russian force ; and they
endeavoured to find safety by re
tiring into Warsaw, over a bridge.
In their retreat they were met by
another body of Russians, and a
dreadful carnage ensued, in which
a great part of the garrison of
Prague was miserably slaughtered.
Aftcrascvcre conflict of eight hours,
the resistance on the part of the
Poles ceased; but the massacre by
the detestable Suwarrow, who from
liis habitual cruelty was selected fur
this service, continued for two
hours longer ; and the pillage last
ed till noon on the following day.
Five thousand Poles were com"
puted to have been slain in the as
sault; the remainder were either

imprisoned or dispersed. The citi
zens were compelled to lay down
their arms, aud their houses werG
plundered by the merciless Rus
sians, who, after the battle had
ceased nearly ten hours, about nine
o'clock at night set sire to the
town, and again began to massacre
the inhabitants ; nine thousand per
sons, unarmed men, defenceless wo
men, and harmless infants, perished
either in the flames or by the
sword, and nearly the whole of the
suburb was reduced to ashes. In
the whole of this siege it is com
puted that not less than 30,000 of
the Poles were inhumanly put lo
death. In this exigence count Potocki, the chief of the insurrection,
proposed to treat with the Russians,
and repaired to their head quarters
with propositions of peace, in the
name of the republic. He was re
ceived with extreme haughtiness
by the infamous Suwarrow, who
observed, that the empress was not
at war with the republic ; that his
only object in coming to Warsaw
was to reduce the refractory subjects
of Polar.d to cbedience ; and he
intimated, that he should not treat
with any insurgent, but only with
such as, invested with legitimate
authority, should come to speak
in the name, and on the part of,
his Polish majesty. Deputies were
then dispatched from the magis
tracy of Warsaw to the Russian
commander, who returned, aster
having been constrained to surren
der the city at discretion, under the
single condition of securing to the
inhabitants their livts and property.
The general insolently observed,
that there was another article
which without doubt they had
forgotten to ask, but which he
would accede to them, which was
pardon for the pas.
In consequence of this arrange
ment,
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merit, the firing which had been
kept up in the suburb of Prague
ceased, and all the inhabitants of
Warsaw were requested to surren
der their arms. This was re
fused by the soldiers in t!ie city,
and their chief Wawrv.ecki, with
many others of the supreme coun
cil, reiused to take part in the
capitulation. This impeded the
close of the negotiation ; but the
military, who refusi-d to lay down
their aims, were allowed to leave
Warsaw, not however without a
declaration from Suwarrow that
they might be sure of not escaping,
and that, when taken, no quarter
would be granted. On the morn
ing of the 7th the supneme council
with the generalissimo Wawrzccki
remitted into the hands of the. king
the authority they had exercised.
On the 9th the Ruffian general
made his triumphal entry into War
saw, in which the streets were lined
with his troops, and the inhabitants,
(hut up in their houses, observed
a melancholy silence. The chief
magistrate delivered him the keys
at the bridge of Prague j after
which he received the compliments
of the- king, and 011 the icth went
with much pomp to the castle, to
pay his respects to his majesty.
To complete the whole of this ex
ecrable scene, ostentatious and so
lemn blasphemy was called in ; and
the 1st of December was set apart
for a day of solemn thanksgiving,
and T' Dsum was fung, for the
triumph of powerful oppression
over persecuted virtue, lo the God
of all mercies, whose altars had
been stained by the blood of the
innocent and helpless j and " whose
praises were chanted by the voices
of murderers amidst the shrieks and
groans of the victims."
The Polistt patriots, t/o the num
ber of 30,000, who refused to ac

cede to the capitulation, took therr
route to Sandomir, under the com
mand of Wawrzecki. By the ef
forts of the Ruffians and Prussians
they were soon fonyd to disband,
and lost their ammunition and arms.
A oorps of 6000 men under Wawr
zccki, and accompanied by Madalinlki, Dambrowfki, &c. took the
route to Gallicia. A very power
ful military force was staiioued in
Warsaw and the suburb, and cannon
was pointed at the city in every
direction, to keep it in subjection.
In the mean time Kosciulko was
under surgical care, at Mozcylack,
where the utmost attention was
paid to his recovery,* particularly
by madam Chrnozazow. He was
afterwards sent to Petersburg, un- '
der a very powerful military es
cort ; and is said to be confined in
a dungeon, near the Russian capital.
On the 20th of December a cou
rier arrived from the empress, de
manding the arrestation of count
Ignatius Potocki and several of the
other patriots, whom flic otdered
to be sent to Petersburg. The
sanr* messenger brought a command
from the empress to the unhappy
monarch of Poland to repair to
Grodno, who. in obedience to the
summons, set off from his capital on
the 7th of January 1 795.
The melancholy recital of the
unprecedented misfortunes of this
gallant and virtuous nation cannot
fail to suggest some reflexions, not
only to the christian, but to the
politician also. Abhorring as we
("o from our hearts the atrecities
of the detestable Robespierre and
his patty in France, we cannot
forget thaj the whole sum of cruel
ty, oppreflion, perfidy, and injustice
which has been exercised in that
country, is not to be compated
with those which were practised in
Poland by the very peisons who
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Vere declaiming against the cruel
ties of the French j we cannot for
get that, while the former had a
specious excuse (false as we believe it
in some instances) arising from the
necessity of defending the inde
pendence of their country against
foreign hostility and domestic trea
son, the mbnarchs of Russia and
Prussia were without the shadow cf
a plea for their atrocities ; we can
not forget too, that more innocent
persons were massacred in one day
by the barbarous Russians, than
have been sacrificed during the
whole of the French revolution
by the infamous revolutionary tri
bunals. God forbid that we should
ever countenance the detestable
rnaxim^that one wicked action justi
fies another! But we must observe,
that such proceedings were not
tvell calculated to reconcile the
French to the restoration of mo
narchy; and we cannot blame them,
if these transactions excited an ab
horrence (as they certainly did)
of falling into, the hands of Prussia,
Austria, and Russia, and if in the
fate of the unhappy Poles they
seemed to anticipate their own.'
As Englishmen and as christians,
we will not dissemble that we sin
cerely regret that any political
connexion should exist between this
count?y and savages who have
disgraced the name os christian.
We do not countenance the charges
which the demoeratical patty have
from these occurrences insinuated
against the Britisti ministry. They
have alleged, that it is evident
that a grand combination was early
formed throughout Europe against
the very name of liberty, to which
our present ministry have afforded
but too ready a countenance ; that
Poland, France, and even America
were to have been swallowed up in
the vast gulph of despotism, and

the principle of freedom eradicated
from the face of the earth ; that
the wealth ot Britain, wrung front
the hard hands of the labourer,
has been lavished to supply the
delpots of the continent, and toi
enable tiiem to enslave and massacre
the innocent and brave inhabitants
of Poland. We do not wi(h to
countenance these insinuations ;
we rather conceive that our un
suspecting ministry, whose talents
certainly do not appear equal to
the difficulty of, the times, have
been unfortunately mscic the dupei
of the continental powers. We
however cannot b'it iegrct,that by
unfortunately engaging in a war,
which could produce no prosit or
advantage to as, we have lost (per
haps for ever) that pitch of emi
nence which rendered us the arbi
ters of the world, and which mi^ht
have enabled us to arrest by a single
word the progress of injustice, and
to preserve the balance of EnrOpe.
We have never disguised our
political sentiments. They are preciiely thole of the old whig party,
which seated the house of Bruns
wick on the throne of these king
doms, and under which thu coun
try was happily governed fur more
than half a century. C nsistently
with these sentiments, we do not
regard with lenity the balance of
Europe ; and we suspect the time
will anive, when this nation will
have to regret the cession of Poland
to the rapacious empire of Russia^
and when tve stiall view with wellgrounded fear the astonishing and
rapid progress by sea aud land of
that dangerous power. But cer
tainly, whatever chimeras may
be indulged on the subject of
the balance of Europe, if the pos
session of a mud fort on the
borders of the Black Sea was a
serious object of apprehension, the
U
stizuic

/
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seizure of the whole kingdom of
Poland, the granary of Europe, the.
emporium of naval stores, cannot
be a matter of lifrlit consideration,
Such is the present unhappy and
distracted state of the European
world, that a cheerful and pleasing
prospect scarcely presents itself in
any quarter; and from the perfidy
of courts we have next to turn to
the no less distressing scene which is
presented by the intrigues of demagogues, and the turbulence and folly
of the people.
That the little republic of Geneva should continue unmoved amidst the agitations which have
nearly (hook to their foundations
the surrounding countries, would
be a phenomenon little to be expected in the political world. Particularly connected as it is with
France, it is not surprising that it
should partake in the vicissitudes of
that government ; and the existence
of two contending parties within
itself, always ready to seize the
opportunity of strengthening the
aristocratic or democratic parts of
the constitution, as occasion might
offer, was a circumstance which
was certain to involve this little
state more or less in the revolutions
of its more powerful neighbours.
In 178 j, the popular party in this
country was completely subdued by
the count de Vergennes, who, determined to crush democracy at
Geneva, first resorted to intrigues ;
but as those were ineffectual, he
dispatched into the town a body of
the veteran troops who had served
in America, and who, in direct opposition to the cause which they
had been supporting there, drove
out the popular party, and eftablished a government entirely aristocratical. Such however was the
aversion with which this measure
wag regarded by the majority of

the Genevese, that It required the
constant support of a foreign force. .
In 1 789, sentiments of liberty ptrvading France, an extension of the
popular privileges succeeded at Geneva ; and the principles of freedom
were still more widely diffused in
i~<)t, when a tolerably popular
government was established. For
all common purposes the executive
power was lodged in two councils:
the little council, which consisted of
28 elected members, who held their
situations for life; and the great
council, which was composed of
250 members elected for feves
years, and who went out in rotation. The administration ofjustice
was entrusted to the little council,
under the direction of four presidents or syndics annually elected
from its body, whence an appeal
lay to the great council : but the
supreme authority was vested in the
general assembly of the nation,
which was composed of such as,
either by descent Or purchase, were
entitled to the appellation of citizens. The descendants of foreigners who were not entitled to the
municipal privileges, were termed
natives, in distinction from the title
of citizens ; but by a law passed in
1791 they also were admitted t«
the rights of citizens upon the
payment of about six guineas^ and
by this measure a very prevalent
cause of discontent amongst the
inhabitants of Geneva was destroyed. Thi3 sovereign body possessed
the legislative power of the state,
and elected the magistrates and offleers of state, and the members of
the {wo councils. It made peace
or war, imposed taxes, and ratified
treaties with foreign powers. Its
authority was however checked by
the salutary restriction of being
convened only by the councils,
which appointed the business on
■ which
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■Which the assembly was to delibe ther assisted the French by provi
rate, and it had no power but of sions and arms. These arguments
limply assenting to or dissenting were supported and enforced by
from what was laid before it, with general Montesquiou to the French
out modification or debate. This ministry; and after several negotia
government was sufficiently popular tions, on the Z2d of October an
to satisfy the wishes of all those amicable adjustment took place,
inhabitants, who desired not an ab the French army consenting to re
solute equality of rights j and the tire to the distance of ten ieagucs,'
situation of Geneva under it is re and the Genevese dismissing the
presented as uncommonly prospe troops of their allies. This com
pact however the convention refused
rous.
The' French had scarcely, under to ratify, and Brissot strongly en
the Brissotin party, resolved to at forced the necessity of effecting a
tack the king of Sardinia in 1792, revolution in Geneva ; in which he
before the Genevese were alarmed was assisted by a clamour raised
by the intelligence that general against the title os citizen, by which
Montesquiou had received secret all were distinguished who sat in the
orders of a nature very hostile to general assembly, and which was1
their new 'constitution. They ap therefore branded as being aristoplied for immediate assistance from cratical and hereditary.
The milder language afterwards
the Swiss Cantons, and obtained a
reinforcement of 1600 men. Mon used by the convention of France,
tesquiou, the day succeeding^that and the certain information, which
on which he entered Savoy, ad they had learned from other sources,
vanced to Geneva. Deputies were that the French had no intention of
dispatched to the general to inquire taking the city by force, greatly
into the reasons for this conduct, conciliated the popular party in
In imitation of the
who were answered, that the Ge Geneva.
nevese had insulted the French re French they assumed the red cap,
public by calling in the afiistanee of chanted the songs of liberty,- and
the Swiss to repel an attack which adopted the language and manners
was never intended ; and that the of the convention. The magi
magistrates were, though perhaps strates publistied 3 proposal for ad
unknowingly, the abettors of the mitting all the inhabitants of the
enemies of France, and had per republic, whether aliens or natives,
mitted some of the emigrants to into the general assembly. It was
pass through, and others to settle however necessary that that assem
in their country. The Genevese bly itself should sanction this mea
justified the steps they had taken, on sure before it could be enforced ;
the ground of a letter from the but in the mean time the natives
French minister, previous to their resolved not to aece 3t that as a fa
application to the Swiss Cantons, vour, to which t xy conceived
informing them of the resolutions themselves entitled as .1 right. On
taken against them, and on the she 4th ^of December 1 792 there
ground of repeated precedents ; fore they appeared in arms, and
and reminded the general that they insisted that, in order to secure
were the only foreign state which their privileges, every department
had acknowledged the French re of the state should be filled by inpublic, and also that' they had fur 1 dividuals of their own party, UniU z
versa!
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vet Ail suffrage soou took place; the marfeillois and the mountaineer
numbers of tlie great and little adopted the principles and practice
councils voluntarily resigned their of the jacobin club ut Paris. Their
places to the new chiefs ; the ar views were still more effectually pro
rangements were formed with the moted by an advocate of the name
utmost order aud quietness, and a of Boufquet, who during his stay in
convention similar to that of France Paris, where he had been sent upon
wa^> formed, consisting of l iO mem public business, deeply imbibed the
bers. It met on the 25th of Fe- principles of Jacobinism. His first
bruary 1 793. One of its first acts- object whs to detach the people
was to abolish the great council, from placing any confidence in the
and to transfer a portion of the members of the con/litutional go
power of the little council to the vernment, by insinuating their at
general assembly. These measure* tachment to the rich and powerful.
were censured by the opposite party, The powers held by this assembly
as destructive of that equilibrium he was solicitous to vest in the hands
which subsisted in the ancient con of a few of his own partisans, under
stitution between the executive and the title of a revolutionary govern
legislative branches ; but it is ui.i- ment. A revolutionary tribunal
veisally agreed, that in the laws that was also to be erected, and terror
they framed the utmost regard to to le made toe order of the dny. Aspersonal security was evinced ; and an additional assessment of property
this convention claims the honour was soon to take place, in whichof saving presented to its country there was no doubt of the entire
that invaluable bulwark against des concurrence of. the rich, it was ne
potism, that sacred aegis of liberty, cessary for Boufqtret to lose no timethe glorious tlial by jury. The in effecting his intentions. He be
measures taken by the members of gan the execution of his plan by
the new conjluuttonul guvernment spreading the report ef a counter
were indeed so popular, that it was revolution, declaring his disbelief of
formally adopted in a general as the concurrence of the rich in the
sembly 011 the 5th of February intended assessment, and asserting
1794, by 4200 votes against 200, that, should they comply, there were
ami the new offices were entirely means of relieving the miseries of
tilled up by its avowed friends.
the people much more efficacious,
. In the mean time some visionary .which were the complete eradica
doctrines respecting the equality of tion of the power and influence of
rights, and perhaps of property, their superiors, apd assuming the
were industriously disseminated at government themselves. The night
Geneva, at first by Genell (who af ofthe 'iSth of July 1794, which
terwards travelled as a missionary was the evening of the day on
hi the fame cause to America), which the new assessments were to
and next by the abbe cioulavie. be proposed, was selected for the
The sentiment 3 of these two men, execution of the plot. Bousquet
who were dignified with the title rnd about a hundred of the lowest
of residents from France, were of the people ran to arms, seized
echoed bv two clubs formed out of the artillery, entered the houlea of
the refuse of the popular party, the citizens, and disarmed such as
who, under the appellations of the they conccivtd were inimical to
their
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their views. They then plundered
whatever was most agreeable to
them, placed seals upoo what they
conld not carry away, and hurried
all the victims of their resentment
to the different prison?.. The plan
had been so well concerted, that the
whole of these proceedings were
executed in a few hours. The mob
who had at first followed Boufqutt,
were, as may be naturally expected,
joined by every person of unsettled
principles or desperate fortune; and
it was further augmented by many
who flattered themselves with the
hopes of averting by their influ
ence many of the evils with which
the (late was threatened. Bous<juet, collecting together all his as
sociates, addressed them by the title
of the revolutionary nation, and pro
posed that a daily allowance should
be .distributed to these diituiguifhed
patriots. He represented the severi
ties exercised in France as indispen
sable to the exigence of her freedom,
sod as reconeileable to pure mora
lity as well as to found policy ; and
added, that both in their principle
and effects they fully justified those
with which he propoled comn'rncing the reign of virtue and liberty
in Geneva, The constitutional go
vernment was then formally sus
pended, and the executive and legista«ive power committed to a
provisional revolutionary tribunal, ot
which Bousquet was the president.
The number os prisoners amounted
to near 600, amongst whom were
most of the magistrates who had
been deposed in 1 792, and almost
the whole of the clergy, many of
whom were torn from the churches,
In vain did the distracted female
relatives of the imprisoned Gene*
vtse collect in a body os two thou
sand to intercede at the revolution
ary tribunal for their liberation ;
the brutal judges ordered out the
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fire engines to administer what they
profanely termed the rite ot civic
baptism. The appearance and. pa
raphernalia of this self-erected ju
dicature were conformable to this
specimen. The tribunal sat in the
town hall. The sieetes of the
judges were tucked up, their legs
and breasts naked, while drawn sa
bres lay at their feet. Of the eight
persons however wl'o were at full
brought before them, the tribunal
convicted capitally only two ; but
the members of the marseillois and
mountain club?, incensed at this
moderation, proposed an immediate
massacre of all the ptisoaers; atid
the judges on the following day re
versed the sentence, and condemned
to death seven out of these eight,
unfortunate peisons. An appeal
was immediately made to the revo
lutionary nation, which was still ift.
arms ; and a decided majoritv ap
peared in favour of the ex-syndic
Cayla, the ex-counscllor Pievost,
.and the advocate de Rochemont.
This decision was regarded by the
revolutionists as the effect of arillocratical influence and aristociatical 'principles. They sent armed
deputies to the tribunal, who insist
ed upon the annulling of the sen
tence, and declared that, if this re
quest was refused or delayed, they
would repair to the prison, and be
come the executioners of their ven
geance themielves. Intimidated by
these menaces, and still more by the
arms and ammunition in the hands
of the revolutionists, the tribunal
reversed the sentence even of the
people, and delivered up the seven
prisoners to the hands of the execu*
tioners.
The next step of the predomi
nant party was to lower the interest;
of money, and to annul all leases.
They renewed also their domiciliary
visits; leaving only twelve ounces of
U 3
plate

3io
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plate to each individual; and those
Genevcse who happened to be ab
sent at the time of the last revolu
tion were summoned to return, or
condemned to have their property
confiscated. All persons whose
fortunes exceeded £ool. were re
quired to give in an account of them
within aweek, in ordtrto their being
assessed. The usual service, of the
church was considerably reduced,
and the ceremony of marriage and
the rite of baptism were ordered to
be performed by the civil magi
strate. Not satisfied with the blood
already spilt, the revolutionary tri
bunal cited before it four other
victims, three of whom had been
magitt rates. The eloquence and
arguments of Naville Gallatin, one
of these unfortunate persons, were
such as to (hake the firmness of one
of his sanguinary judges ; and the
revolutionists, who had given up
their right to review the sentences
of the ttibunal, manifested an earn
est wilh to resume tit is function in
favour of Naville. But the tribu.
nal disappointed their intention,
first by promising that no execution
should take place in the night, and
then contriving that the executioner
should come and demand him at
midnight ; when he was (hot, with
the ex -syndic Fatio, on a remote
part of the ramparts. Many saved
themselves by well-timed presents
to their judges, one of whom is re
presented to have suddenly become
favourable to a prisoner against
whom the populace *ere much ir
ritated, and having addressed them
gravely in the following shocking
terms, Is God had told me tkit
morning, Thou ivilt spare that aristo
crat, I should have answered, Thai
cannot he ; and yet from his defence
J find myself olliged to acquit him.
This tribunal fat a fortnight, dur
ing which it tried no less than 503

persons. Eleven however only suf
fered death out of 37 who were con
demned, as the other 26 did not ap
pear. The majorityofthe remaining
prisoners were condemned either to
exile, to forfeiture of their property,
to confinement for a limited time in
their own houses, to imprisonment,
or to reprimands, and 21 were ac
quitted.
The sanguinary spirit imbibed
from the disciples of Robespierre
soon began to evaporate at Geneva,
and a milder system prevailed. Too
much attached to their country to
endure its being incorporated with
France, or from more personal mo
tives, the friends to the revolution
in 1792 united themselves to the
new revolutionists, and endeavoured
to obtain an ascendancy. Their
first object . was to deprive the
French resident of his influence;
and the fall of Robespierre, whose
creature he was, favoured their de
signs. The syndics and council
lodged a complaint against him
with the French ministry. In this
situation Sonlarie availed himself of
the discontents of the niarseillois
and mountaineers, arising from the
discontinuance of the daily allow
ance which had been distributed for
about three weeks among the clubs,
and cost the state 300 louis a day.
They complained of having been
deluded with the hopes that, as soon
as the new division of property
should take place, every patriot
woulcWlave a comfortable subsist
ence ; and as it was impossible ei
ther to sell or let the splendid
houses which had been confiscated,
they insisted upon their being di
vided into shares. In these circum
stances they readily joined with the
French resident, and loudly talked
of re-establishing the revolutionary
tribunal, and bringing about five
or six hundred culprits to trial.
These
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These threats revived the dormant
courage of the members of the
constitutional government, who re
solved to arm themselves, but with
out receiving any pay, and to re
vive of themselves the revolutionary
tribunal"; which however they de
termined to direct against those
who, under the delusive malk os pa
triotism, were introducing a degree
of confusion which menaced the
independence of the country. By
the exercise of much prudence and
caution they detached the marfcillois from the mountaineers, whom
they then disarmed and imprisoned.
It was not however the wisti of the
tribunal to punish such of the moun
taineers as had distinguished them
selves in effecting the revolution;
but they were loudly called upon to
proceed to judge those prisoners
amongst whose papers had been
found the plan of an address to the
people to bring about a third revo
lution. This address, which has
been ascribed to Soulavie, was cal
culated to force the Genevese into
the arms of France. In the mean
time the destruction of the French
tyrant and his adherents afforded
the Genevese minister in France an
opportunity of defeating the de
signs of the resident. He was re
called with marks of displeasure ;
his conduct at Geneva was disavow
ed by the successors of the tyrant ;
and the convention gave a full and
solemn acknowledgment of the in
dependence of Geneva, and allowed
its minister the fame honours as had
been granted to the minister of the
United States of America. " In the
official correspondence of the Ge
nevese minister," says a contempo
rary writer, " he took care to in
form his constituents that the suc
cessors of Robespierre had adopted
a line of conduct exactly the reverse
to h« ; that the frmiflcf on which

they meant to all were those ofjustice,
humanity, and moderation ; and that
their intention was toshew themselves
net more the f/es of aristocracy than
osanarchy and insubordination.'" The
tribunal proceeded to arraign the
mountaineers, four vof whom were
sentenced to death, on a charge of
a plot to deliver the city of Geneva
into the hands of the French. The
ruin of the mountaineer faction
was very soon afterward* complet
ed. Some time after this the tri
bunal proceeded to the trials of 343
persons, who were accused of not
defending the rights of the people,
or of having defended them with
too little zeal. There were how
ever no executions in consequence
of this measure. Six were sentenced
to death for non-appearance, and
eighteen banished for life ; several
were condemned to short imprison
ments in their own houses, or to a
temporary suspension of their poli
tical rights, and seventeen were re
primanded and discharged.
On the 7th of September the
French convention entered into an
engagement, in which they solemnly
avowed their intention of taking 110
step which could in the smallest de
gree affect the independence of Ge
neva. The government, thus deli
vered from the fear of its external
enemies, proceeded to those mea
sures which it conceived best suited
to jts safety. As a measure of ab
solute necessity, they levied a very
heavy assessment upon all property ;
but, in order to quiet any clamours
which might arise upon this ac
count, instituted an extraordinary
commission to inquire into and pu
nish all applications of any part
of the public property to the
use of individuals. The reversal
or suspension of several of the sen
tences of the revolutionary tribu
nal took place ; and in a proclaU4
matioa
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piation issued on the 5 th of De report as soon as proper insormati»q
cember 1794, the syndics and cpun- can be obtained. In the mean
cil peremptorily forbad the citi time we shall not deface the page
zens called aristocrats and indiffe- of history by vague conjecture, but
rcnls, as well as those called moun shall direct the, attention of our
taineers, to form themselves into readers to some events not wholly
clubs or societies, and insisted that, uninteresting in another quarter of
for the preservation of public tian- the globe.
quiility, such citizens as were desi
The revolutionary spirit which
rous ofgiving their fentirr.f n*8 to the had been so active in Europe ex
public would not abuse the liberty tended in the course of the pre
of the press, to spread discontent by sent year beyond the Atlantic ;
declaiming 011 the necessity of re and in the peaceful plantations
storing confidence and union, under of North America broke out into
pain of punishment.
actual insurrection. However un
Such is the best account we have expected such a circumstance
been able to collect os a transaction might be to those who observed
which is still in soirie degiee my only the general happiness and
sterious, and of which we derive prosperity of those states under
our information from sources too their present wise and provident
partial to be implicitly trulled. administration, to those who con
Whatever part M. Soulavic might sider the internal circumstances of
take in promoting the measure, it America such events will scarcely
is still proper to observe, that it be a matter of surprise. In so ex?
was not effected by any military tended a country, the same union
aid from the French republic, as of sentiment, and indeed of interest,
there were no French soldiers with can scarcely exist, as in smaller
in the Genevefe territory. It is still states ; and where free discussion iq
possible, that the whole might pro indulged in the amplest extent by
ceed from the turbulent spirit of the civil constitution of the country,
the French resident, united with it may reasonably be expected that
that of men of similar dispositions . local questions will sometimes arise,
within the Genevefe republic, with- and partial views be occasionally
put even the participation of Robe- indulged, to the manifest prejudice
spierre, or any other of the French of the general interest. The in
anarchists. ' If however the plot surrection, to which we at present
originated from that faction in allude, took place in the four west
France, we (hall not long want sa ern counties of Pennsylvania, a tract
tisfactory information on that sub os territory chiefly settled since the
ject, as the present party in the peace of 1 783, and inhabited by
convention are certainly not dis- emigrants from different countries,
'posed to stiew mTith favour to and especially from Ireland and the
the memory of Robespierre, or to west of Scotland.
conceal his atrocities. We (hall
Among the different modes
also hope for the perfedt re-esta- which have been adopted for de
blistur.cnt of order and tranquillity fraying the expences of the state,
in Geneva itself, when doubtless a perhaps there is none more commo
rigid inquiry will be made into all dious, under certain restrictions,
the circumstances; and the result of than that of an excise ; aud yet
this we (hall not fail carefully to none has ever been less acceptab(e
o
to
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to the people in general. Most of
pur readers will recollect the oppo
sition experienced by sir Robert
Walpole on this account ; and in
deed, till lately, when the influence
of the crown has been so firmly es
tablished as to bid defiance to all
opposition from the people, an excise bill has seldom passed without
exciting disturbances ofan alarming
nature. Of one principle, which
has been latterly introduced into
these bills, we must, as Englishmen,
ever testify our abhorrence ; and
that is the summary mode of admi
nistering justice on excise questions,
and the direct violation or rather
annihilation of the trial hy jury,
which our present financier has
been so studious to introduce on
these occasions : yet, independent
pf this circumstance, the taxes
themselves have been seldom objec
tionable. By fixing the duty not
on the raw material, but on the
manufactured commodity, the ca
pital of the trader is less deeply in
volved, and the price is commonly
rendered less burthensome to the
consumer. In other cases the ex
cise laws might operate as excellent
sumptuary regulations ; and in the
cafe of distilled liquors, so injurious
to the health of the common peo
ple, the excise system appears riot
merely proper and salutary, but
even necessary. Y«t such was the
idleand absurd pretext for the Pcnnsylvanian insurrection. Among the
different objects of taxation which
presented themselves ta Congress
during the session of 1 790, none
appeared more proper than the di
stilleries throughout the United
States. But how is a revenue to
be derived from this source ? Only
by an excisi-. An excise therefore
was adopted ; the duty was light,
and the object unexceptionable ;
and yet this reasonable measure,

among these ignorant and turbulent
people, was made a pretext for riot
and rebellion.
It was insinuated by soaie of the
anti; Anglican party in America,
that the discontents were secretly
fomented by the agents of the Bri
tish cabinet, and that the insurrec
tion in Pennsylvauia, the encroach
ments of governor Simcoe on the
Miami, the accommodation , be
tween Algiers and Portugal to the
manifest injury of America, the
talk of lord Dorchester to the InT
dians, and the unwarrantable cap
ture and detention of American
vessels, were all parts of one great
system for the extinction of liberty
in America, and for the revenging
of the old quarrel, had the efforts
of the allies succeeded against
France. That the variable con
duct of the British ministry did
indeed afford too much colour for
these assertions, we must in candour
allow ; but the fame candour for
bids too hasty an assent to the con
clusion. The concurrence of these
circumstances appears rather the
effect of accident than of design ;
besides that there has been no proof
alleged of the supposed agency ;
and it is our maxim,where no proofs
of collusion can be collected by the
utmost diligence of the executivegovernment, to withhold our belief
of its existence. No measure of
importance was ever yet entrusted
to a number of men, without being
discovered sooner or later. The
probability therefore is, that the in
habitants of these newly-settled
countries, still cherishing their an
cient prejudices against the excise
system, and expecting more from
American liberty thau was consilient
with rational government, withstood
the tax upon some mistaken prin
ciple of patriotism, and apprehend
ed that resistance in one quarter
would
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would excite the fame effect in ano
ther, and reduce the legislature to
the necessity of a repeal.
The opposition to the tax com
menced in these counties early in
the summer, and petitions for its
repeal were presented to congress.
In the month of August a general
meeting was held at Pittsburgh ; a
strong remonstrance was drawn up
to be presented to congress ; com
mittees of correspondence for the
counties of Washington, Fayette,
and Alleganny, were appointed ;
and a resolution was entered into
against having any intercourse or
dealings with any man who should
accept of any office for the collec
tion of the duty. In the mean
time the marshal was ordered by go
vernment to proceed by legal pro
cess against all rioters and delin
quent distillers who should be found
to resist or evade the tax. But no
looner was he understood to be en
gaged in this duty, than the venge
ance of armed men was aimed at
his person, and the person and pro
perty of the inspector of the reve
nue. They fired on the marshal,
arrested him, and detained him
some time as a prisoner. The house
and papers of the inspector of the
revenue were burned, and both
these officers were obliged to fly to
Philadelphia.
The American government, on
this emergency, conducted them
selves with that wisdom which has
always characterised their councils.
Jn most cafes of insurrection, a
single defeat is fatal to an establish
ed government ; and force should
never be employed till it is certain
so be effectual. The first step
therefore was to dispatch commis
sioners to confer with the leaders of
the opposition in the disaffected
counties ; but the conference was
unfortunately without effect. A

committee of sixty persons was
chosen to confer with the commis
sioners ; but a small number only
voted in favour of the conciliatory
propositions. The others threaten
ed that, if the tax was not repealed,
the people of the western counties
would place themselves under the
protection of Great Britain : and
this threat unfortunately gave coun
tenance to the suspicion that they
were instigated by that court. The
conduct of the populace was still
more outrageous. They surround
ed the house where the commission
ers resided, broke the windows, and
treated with the grossest insult the
messengers of peace, who were
compelled to depart without effect
ing any thing ; and in a stiort time
after, not less than five thousand
insurgents appeared in arms at
Pittsburgh to oppose the govern
ment.
Nothing therefore remained but
to repeal the tax, or reduce the re
fractory counties by force. As
the former was not judged prudent,
or indeed safe, and at a trifling
force would have been ineffectual,
if not mischievous to the cause, a
general levy was made from the re
gular forces ; and the militia of all
the adjacent states was embodied,
and the different detachments, amounting in all to fifteen thousand
men, were ordered to rendezvous
at Carlisle, the principal town of
Cumberland county. Thither the
governor (formerly general) Mifflin, marched in the middle of Sep
tember, at the head of six thousand
volunteers ; and in the mean time a
proclamation was issued by general
Washington, exhorting to peace
and subordination. In the begin
ning of October the president, in
person, joined the aimy at Carlisle,
of which governor Lee of Virginia
was appointed commander in chief,

a
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. and governor Mifflin second in com
mand. From Carlisle the army
proceeded to fort Bedford. In
their route they experienced no op
position, and several of the leading
insurgents were apprehended. On
the approach of the main army, amounting to 7000 men, who ex
pected hourly to be joined by a re
inforcement of 6oco from Cumber
land, the insurgents suddenly dis
banded, and their leaders disap
peared. On the 25th of October,
a respectable meeting of the princi
pal planters and inhabitants of the
western counties was held at Pitts
burgh, where they entered into a
solemn resolution to submit to the
laws of the republic, and to pro
mote order and good government
by every means in their power.
Though every appearance now ma
nifested the return of peace and
good order, general Washington
judged it prudent to station a small
force for a certain period in the
disaffected counties. These mea
sures had the desired effect ; the
insurgents, who were taken, we
have understood, were all pardon
ed ; and thus, by a happy mixture
of firmness with moderation, an in
surrection which, under a rash and
.intemperate administration, might
have had the most fatal .effects, was
quelled without bloodshed, and al
most without violence or loss.
While the American republic was
distracted in some measure by these
domestic dissensions, a part of the
western territory was ravaged by a
desperate incursion of the Indians.
To repel this unprovoked attack,
major general Wayne was dispatch
ed with a moderate force early in
the summer ; and about the middle
ps August he penetrated to the
Miami river, where the British had
lately re-occupied a fort within the
boundary of the United States,
3
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which, according to the treaty of
1783, decisively belonged to the
American States. To his great
surprise general Wayne found a
number of the Canadian militia
and British settlers of Detroit in
arms, and strongly encamped with
the Indians without the fort ; aud
he asserts in his correspondence,
that he had discovered that " colo
nel M'Kee the British Indian agent
was the principal stimulator of the
war between the United States and
the savages." Though the army
under general Wayne amounted to
110 more than 900 effective men,
and the enemy were full 2000, the
American general determined not
to retreat ; but previous to the at
tack he thought it right to make
a last overture for pc;ice, which
was however rejected. The ground
which was occupied by the Indian's
and their allies was extremely ad
vantageous, and it was also unfa
vourable to the advance of the
American cavalry. Notwithstand
ing these circumstances, general
Wayne, on the 20th of August,
determined on the attack. On ap
proaching the post, the advanced
guard was thrown into -some disor
der by a most severe sire from the
enemy, who were secreted in the
woods and high grafs. General
Wayne immediately gave orders to
the second line to advance and sup
port the first, and directed the first
line to charge with trailed arm*
and rouse the Indians from their
coverts at the point of the bayonet,
and when up to deliver a close and
well directed sire upon their backs,
followed by a brisk charge, so as
not to allow them time to reload.
The legionary cavalry were at the
fame time ordered to turn their
left flank. But such was the impe
tuosity of the charge by the first
line of infantry, that the Indians
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and Canadian militia and volun
teers were driven from their coverrs
by so instantaneous an effort, that
the rest of the army could scarcely
arrive in time to participate in the
action. The savages and their al
lies were completely routed and
dispersed, leaving the Americans in
full possession of the field of battle,
which terminated under the guns
of the British garrison.
A curious correspondence com
menced here between major Camp
bell (who commanded at the fort)
and general Wayne, the whole of
which was not published in the Lon
don Gazette.
The letter of major Campbell
contained in substance an inquiry
into the views and motives of ge
neral Wayue, in making so near
an approach to a garrison occupied
bv the troops of his firrtannic ma
jesty. General Wayne replied, that
the most satisfactory answer that
could be given t« this inquiry, was
that which was announced from the
muzzles of his small arms on the
preceding day, when he drove a
horde of savages from an unwar
rantable encroachment on the American territory. The next let• ter of the major deprecates any act
of hostility, as he knows of no war
existing between the king of Great
Britain and the United States.
The American general in his reply
asserts also his total ignorance of
any war existing betwec/i the par
ties, and adds, " that the only
act of hostility that he knows of,
is that which he (the major) is
now in commission of, i. e. by re
cently taking post within the ac
knowledged limits of the United
States, and erecting a fortification
in the heait of the Indian tribes,
now at wnr with the United
States." The general concluded
by a peremptory demand to with

draw the troops to the next pofi
occupied by his Britannic majesty
at the peace of 1 7K3. Major Camp
bell returned a polite answei,' to
what he could not but consider as
a summons from the American ge
neral, He informed him, that he
was stationed in this post merely
as a military ossicer, by the corpmand of his superiors, and there
fore could not enter into any dis
cussion relative to the right of occu
pancy, nor relinquish the post ; but
expresses his confidence, that the
right would be amicably determin
ed by the ambassadors of their dif
ferent nations : and on this assur
ance it appears that general Wayne
with great prudence and propriety
retired. The noted Joseph Brandt
was said to have been killed in this
action with general Wayne.
The occupation of the fort on
the Miami by governor Simcoe,
united with some other circum
stances, particularly a talk between
Mr. faoton of Pcnsacola and the
Creek Indians, from which it ap
peared that he had endeavoured to
provoke them to engage in a war
against the Americans, while the
Indians candidly advised him " to
mind his trade," and some com
munications to the fame purpose
from the Seneca Indians, produced
in the American government strong
apprehensions that the British mi
nistry seriously meditated hostili
ties against the United States.
A long correspondence succeeded
between Mr, Raiuiolph the Ame
rican secretary of state and Mr.
Hamnlond the British minister;
but it is with sincere pleasure we
add, that the whole of the dispute
has been amicably terminated by
the mission of Mr. Jay.
The American congress assembled on ;hc 19th of November ; but
happy is that state whose legislative
council
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touncil find but few objects for
their discussion! The better organi
zation of the militia, the defraying
the espencet of the Indian war, aud
thereimbursiagof some trifliuglosses
in eunsequcnce of the riots at Pitts
burgh, together with the prosecu
tion of the salutary measures adopt
ed by congress for the redemption
of the national debt, were the prin
cipal subjects that presented them
selves for their consideration ; and
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these were canvassed and discussed
\*ith their usual candour and pru
dence. But to report minutely the
proceedings of congrels would ex
ceed our present limits both of time
and space; we therefore hasten to
that busy scene, which has more
powerfully than any other, and
perhaps more deservedly, excited
the curiosity and interested the at
tention of Europe.

CHAPTER
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France.— UnfavourdbleProfpc" thereto the Friends ofLilerty.—State ofPar
ties in Fi ance.—La Vendee.— Defeat of the Royalists.—Dreadful Exe
cutions.— Preparationsfor the Campaign.—General jsourdainsucceeded by
Pichegru.—Defeat of the French at Maroilles and Aclbecke.—Confer
ence of Colonel Mack with the British Minijlry.—Treachery oftheAllies.—
Dale of Brunswick desires to be recalled.—State of the French Armies
Note of the Emperor to the Diet.—Opprfitio* of the King of Prussia.—
Artful Condui! of that Monarch.—His Demand on the Empire prudently
refused.— Complied with by Great Britain.—Subsidiary Treaty.—Opening
usthe Campaign.—French repulsed at Catcau.—Cut offsome of the Hessum
Out-pojls.—Council' ofWar at Ath.—Inairguialion ofthe Emperor at BrufJ'clls.—Landrecy invejled. —Movements ofthe French and Allies.— Frenchdefeated at Cetfar's Camp.— Grand Attack on the Part of the French.—
Clairfait defeated at Moucron.— Courtray and Menin taken by the French.
—Surrender of Landrecy.—Beaulieu defeated near Arlon by General jsour
dain.—French repulsed at Tournay.— Clairfait forced to recross the
Heule.—French reposed by General R'aunitz.— Total Defeat of the Ai
sled Army.—French repulsed near Tournay.—Incursion of Beaulieu into
Bouillon.—French difeatid by Gineral Kaunilz ; aud at Keyscrflautern
by Mollendorf.—Successes of jsourdain in Luxembourg.—Defeat of the
Prince of Cobourg.—Charleroi taken.— Clairfait defeated thrice in five
Days.—Tpres taken.—Duke ofTork's Retreatfrom Tournay.—Emperor
quits the Army in Despair.—His unsuccessfulEndeavours to draw AJMance
from the A'etljerlands. —His Sincerity fufpeeled. —Successes of the French
in Spain—In Italy.—Losses of the French in the Wejt Indies.—Martinice, St. Lucia, and Guadaloupe taken by the English. —Losses in St.
Domingo.—A Brile offered to a French General.—Successes of Lord
Hood in Corsica.—Bajlia taken, iSfc.—Calvi taken.—Splendid ViSory
of Lord Howe.—French Convoy saved. — State of France at this Period.
THE campaign of I'yJ had the brilliant successes of her arms
unexpectedly terminated in were fufhcicnt to relieve the apprefavour of the French republic, ar.d hension* of the most timid for the
safety
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safety and independence of the naFrom the first moments of thtf
tion, as far as it had been endan- Gallic revolution, the theoretical
gered by foreign interference. Yet politicians of that nation appear to
the cause of freedom had hitherto have indulged expectations too fangained little by the change ; and guine, and to have sought in huthe success as far as regarded that man nature a degree of perfection
object might be considered as mere- which is perhaps not to be attained,
ly negative. The present must have but which certainly could not be
presented but little chetring or sa- the production of an instantaneous
tisfacto'ry ' to the real patriots of. effort. We have been uniformly
France ; and theirviews of tire fu- of opinion, that a monarchical goture must have rested on a hope, vernment, limited nearly as it was
the accomplfshment of which might by the constituent assembly, was
be distant, ahd perhaps by some well adapted to the state of France,
regarded as utterly improbable, and would have been ultimatelyproThe nation was still agitated by ductive ofhappiness and prosperity,
faction, and assailed by treachery ; We also gave it as our opinion, that
and the party which was for the whatever might be the designs of
moment predominant, had exer- the court, there was sufficient enercised a tyranny more despotic in gy in the nation, and in the constisome instances than the worst of tution, to counteract these designs,
their ' former monarchs, 1 and had however prejudicial they might be1,
satiated their vengeance with a cru- If the court was treacherous, the
elty only to be paralleled by the leaders ofthe opposition should have
sanguinary proscriptions of the Ro- waited for more decisive proofs of
man triumvirate.
its treason. The evidence should
The utility of history depends be strong indeed which justifies viovpon the accuracy with which lence and bloodshed, if they cairbe'
causes and motives are investigated, justified at all.
and the springs of action laid open
From the few errors committed
to the inspection of the reader. By by the constituent assembly, partithese means posterity is guarded cularly their removal to Paris, and
against error ; and, as all human the unfortunate decree which prdknowledge is experience, the spe- hibited the re-election of the mefri"culative politician is furnished with bers of that body, the republican
materials for the establitoment of party was enabled to overthrow the
systems,' and the improvement of monarchical constitution. From
the science of government. It has the fatal catastrophe of the 10th of
therefore been our great aim, not August proceeded the still deeper
merely to detail facts, but to di- horrors' of the 2d of September,
ftihgnish their causes, and, as far as the sacrifice of the king, ^nd a long
our information has extended, to catalogue of crimes. The massaexplain the principles upon which cres of September were, we are still
these amazing events have depend- persuaded, the effects of a sudden
ed; In our preceding volume we movement of indignation and reendeavoured to expose the errors venge m those who had suffered in
into which the constituent assembly their connexions and their friends
had fallen, and which appeared to in the preceding tumult ; the fame
be the real sources of the succeed- impulse led the sanguinary multiing calamities.
tude to demand the life of the de
graded
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traded monarch ; and the party of
Robespierre, by flattering the paslions of the populace in these in
stances, gained an immediate as
cendancy over their more moderate
opponents. Nothing is so difficult
to stop as the current of popular in
sanity. The Gironde, who partly
from private ambition, and partly
perhaps from public motives, had
promoted the deposition of the
king, wished to have rested there j
but the populace, who had been
their instruments in that transaction,
and who had afterwards found
leaders more suited to their minds,
were disposed to grant a more ex
tensive range to their passions. It
is no easy task to reduce a multi
tude, who have been accustomed to
rule, to habits of subordination.
The Gironde bad given arms to
the people, and those arms were
shortly after turned againftT them
selves. Robespierre and Danton in
the mean time, who had com
menced by being the (laves of the
populace, and who gained their
ascendancy by a compliance with
all that their passions demanded,
were thus enabled in return to make
the people slaves tb tnem, and to
convert their movements to the de
struction of their adversaries.
Robespierre and his party as
sumed the supreme direction of the
public affairs in dangerous and dif
ficult times. It was after the de
fection of Dumouriez, after the
armies of the republic had been
defeated in every quarter, and
while the hostile forces had broken
the barrier, and penetrated into
the country ; it was in the moment that a fatal rebellion over
spread the most flourishing pro
vinces of France, that these daring
adventurers assumed the reins of
government. Greater ability was
perhaps never displayed than in the

course of their administration. The
immense resources of France were
instantaneously called into action ;
generals were appointed of the most
consummate talents ; the vigilance
and activity of Cromwell were sur
passed by Robespierre, aud his in
defatigable collc/gues fiarrere and
Danton. At home, rebellion was
crushed, faction extinguished ; and
abroad, their enemies were every
where defeated, and the nation
freed from the harassing apprehen
sions of foreign vengeance and fo
reign domination.
The power which the jacobins
had acquired by craft, was retain
ed by the confidence which was in
spired by their abilities and their
success. The people regarded them
as their saviours, and on them re
posed every hope of protection. It
is to be lamented, that this confi
dence was grossly abused. Free
from the imputation of corruption,
the hands of Robespierre and his
associates were stained with cruelty
and blood. The tribunals were op
pressed with the multitude of pro
scriptions and accusations, and the
scaffolds were crowded with victims.
Some sacrifices might be demanded
by the imperious necessity of the
times ; but many were doubtless
the victims of a sanguinary revenge,
or a diabolical jealousy : and if uudebased by the meaner passion of
avarice; ciuelty, the viceof tyrants,
was undoubtedly too characteristic
of this party.
In the concluding part of oar
last volume, we mentioned the de
feat and dispersion of the insurgents
in the -departmeut of La Vendee.
By the report of Carriere presented
to the convention the Z2<1 of Febru
ary, on his return from his miffion
into the rebellious departments, it
appears that" there had been sixteen
districts in full revolt, and the inh*- „
biums
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bitants of the whole tountry be
tween ihe Loire and the sea(i from
Painbccuf to Saumur, a space of
more than forty square miles, hi
arms.
" The rebels were divided into
several columns. Whenever they
wanted reinforcements they found
ed the alarm-bell and set the mills agoing, whole iails served for fig*
nals, and immediately a large force
was collected.
" In the month of August the
rebels had 1 50,000 men in arms ;
but the victories of Mortagne and
Cliollet were so fetal to them, that
the reporter had passed over four
teen leagues of country entirely cov vered with their dead bodies.
" After these defeats they passed
the Loire, to the number of 5 o,oooy
women and children included. On
the left side of the Loire, Charette
still remained with an active army
in the heart of La Vendee. The
generals Dutruy and Hove were
charged to pursue him without
intermission, and they obtained
over him fifteen successive victo
ries."
Yet the rebels were still far from
being totally subdued. The forests,
mountains, and all thole natural
recesses with which that romantic
countryabounds, still afforded them
asylums. The party which escaped
to the ifle of Noirrhcmtier did not
however make that desperate stand
which their critical situation ap
peared to require. Though the
town was remarkably well calcu
lated for defence, yet they surren
dered at discretion on the 3d of Ja
nuary, even befor ; the republican
troops had arrived within reach of
their batteries. In the reduction
of the island 500 of the royalists
were killtd, and 1200 were taken
prisoners ; 50 pieces of cannon,
Booo stand of arms, aud 30,0001b.
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of powder also fell into the bands'
of the republicans.
The most dreadful executions
succeeded these defeats of the royal
ists. At Nants, on the 15th of
Ftbrnary, 500 of them were shot.
Froru the numbers that fell, we may
well conclude that the, -trials were
of the most summary kind, and
there is reason to fear that many
persons entirely innOcc"nt of the in
surrection suffered.' Even' the guil
lotine was considered as an instru
ment of too flow an operation ; and
numbers were shot with grape shot
discharged from artillery, or were
confined within barges, which were
scuttled and sunk ; it has been' said
that upwards of 4000 were drown
ed in one pit.
The royalists being thus appa
rently for the present subdued,
the republic was enabled to enter
upon the most vigorous prepara
tions for the ensuing campaign.
General Jourdain was removed from
the command of the northern army,
and succeeded by general Pichegnr,
whose uncommon military talents
proved him deserving of this con
fidence. As general Jourdain was
permitted to retire without dis
grace, and indeed, in the express
words of the decree, with honour to
himself and with the gratitude of
his country, his retirement was but
stiort, and he was afterwards ap
pointed to command the army of
tiie Rhine.
In the latter end of January, the
French established several redoubts
in the environs of Maroilles, and
the sire from these works consider
ably annoyed the advanced posts
of the allies. They were however
not long permitted to retain their
post ; for they had scarcely com
pleted their works before a division
of the combined army crossed the'
Sambre, attacked, the redoubts,
killed
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killed a considerable number, and
took 500 prisoners. The republi
cans were equally unsuccessful in an
attempt made 011 the 26th of the
fame month upon the post of Aelbccke. The French proceeded
from Waterloo with 900 infantry
and 100 cavalry, and by their im
petuous onset at first compelled the
eaemy to retire ; but the Austrian
outpoils assembling without loss of
time, they attacked the republicans
in flank, and compelled them irl
their turn to retreat. The loss of
the French on this occasion was 22
men in killed and wounded, that of
the Austrians inconsiderable.
These skirmishes were only the
preludes to that scene of devasta
tion which was shortly to open on
the continent, and for which both
parties were engaged in the most
vigorous preparations. The pro
ject of the French, it is said, was to
penetrate with a strong column
through the country of Namur and
the district of Liege ; and to attack
with a still stronger column the
Austrian cantonments in the vici
nity of Toumay, and to blockade
Condif, Le Quesnoy, and Valen
ciennes. This plan was betrayed to
the allies by an officer who deserted.
In the mean time the preparations
of the combined powers were not
less vigorous. In the month of
February the duke of York and the
celebrated Austrian adventurer co
lonel Mack proceeded from the
continent to London, for the pur
pose of holding a conference with
the British ministers relative to the
operations of the campaign. The
emperor, it is said, on this occasion
proposed to send a reinforcement
of 31,000 men, and it was recom
mended that the Prussian force
should be augmented to 8o,ooo.
It was however an evident truth
that there existed among the allies
'794-
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a fund of treachery and distrust,
which must weaken all their exer
tions, and in* the end conduct only
to discomfiture and ruin. The
strange circumstance of having aban
doned the lines of Weissembourg,
and the railing of the liege of Lan
dau, without risking a battle,appear
to have completely dishearteued the
duke of Brunswick ; and in evident
disgust he resigned the command.
General Wurmsar, in consequence
of these omissions, was displaced by
the court of Vienna ; but still sus
picions were entertained concerning
the cordial co-operation of that
court. The duke of Brunswick's
letter to the king, entreating his
recall, is a singular document, and
evinces at once his judgment and
his loyalty. It is dated January
the 6th ; and the duke states as the
principal reason for desiring his re
call, "the unhappy experience, that
want of connexion, distrust, ego
tism, and a spirit of cabal had disconcei ted the measures adopted dur
ing the two last campaigns, and still
disconcerted the measures of the
combined armies. Oppresscd(heconi
tinues) by themisfortune of beinginvolvedby the error of others, in the
unfortunate situation in which I find
myself, I feel very sensibly thac the
world judges of military characters
by their successes, without examin
ing causes. Raising the siege or
the blockade of Landau, will make
an epoch in the history of this, un
fortunate war ; and I have the
misfortune of being implicated ia
it. The reproach will fall upon me,
and the innocent will be confounded
with the guilty." He proceeds to
urge that the objects of o ie cam
paign were lost, and that there ap
peared no hope that a third would
offer a more favourable issue. The
fame reasons, he asserts, still di
vided the. powe:s which had hiX
therto
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therto divided them "When a great
nation," adds his highness, "like
that of France is conducted by the
terror of punishments, and by enthu
siasm, an unanimous sentiment and
the same principle ought to prevail
in the measures of the coalesced
powers. But when, instead thereof,
each army acts separately and alone
of its own accord, without any fixed
plan, without unanimity, and with
out principles, the consequences are
such as we have seen at Dunkirk,
at railing the blockade of Maubeuge, at the storming of Lyons,
at the destruction of Toulon, and
at the railing of the blockade of
Landau. Heaven prefeo-e your
majesty from great misfortunes !
but every thing is to be feared, if
confidence, harmony, uniformity of
sentiments, of principles, and of ac
tion, do not take place of the op
posite sentiments which have been
the source of" all misfortunes for
two years past. My best wishes
always attend your majesty, and
your glory v.il\ he my happiness."
With this representation of the
duke of Brunswick the state of
the armies entirely corresponded.
The French at this period had no
fewer than 780,000 effective men
in the field, and this force was dis
tributed as follows :
Men.
The army of the north 220,000
The united armies of the
Rhine and Moselle - 280,000
The army of the Alps - 60,000
The»army of the eastern
Pyrenees
- - - - 80,000
The army of the south - 60,000
The army of the west - 80,000

AND

ing recourse to the men of the se
cond requisition.
On the other hand, without reck
oning the forces of Spain, Portu
gal, Sardinia, or Naples, we find
the following statement ofthe com
bined tore's brought into the field
to act against the French in the
north and on the Rhine, viz.
Men.
Armv under the prince
of Cobourg ... 140,000
Ditto under the duke of
York ----- 40,000
The Dutch army • - - 20,000
Austrian armyon the Rhine 60,000
Prussian ditto - - - 64,000
Troops of the empire - 20,000
Emigrant corps under the
prince of Cunuc - 12,000
Total

356,000

The exhausted state of the re
sources of Austria loudly called at
this period for extraordinary mea
sures. The members of the Ger
manic body appear themselves to
have been divided in their opinions
w ith respect to the probable success
of the war ; and indeed no partv
in Europe seem to have been very
sanguine in their expectations but
the ministers of Great Britain, sn
the month of February the Aus
trian envoy at the diet of Ratisbon
delivered a note on the pait of the
emperor, to demand the sense of
the Germanic Itntcs, respecting the
neceflity of arming nil the inhabi
tants on the frontiers of Germany,
and the furnilhing of a triple con
tingent on the part of the said
slates. •
In this note the emperor ob
Total
780,000 serves, that all Europe knows the
manifold and just grounds which
It is also to be noticed, that this hae compelled the Germanic em
immense swarm of troops was pire, united under its supreme
brought into the field w ithout hav chief, to declare a general w ar, for
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ftie maintenance of the strictest
(covenants ami the most sacred trea
ties ; for the preservation of all so
cial order from a wild, destructive,
and most anarchic tyranny, falsely
.called freedom ; for the defence of
a.i acknowledged religion from pes
tilential atheiim ; for the support
of the constitution of the, empire
against an arbitrary, horrible, and
universal revolutionary power: —
that the deliverance os the Nether
lands from invasion may be num
bered among the many advantages
achieved by the valour of the
German troops : that notwithstand
ing the glorious conquests of the
last campaign, the violent decrees
pf the Ficrch convention, compel
ling the people to rife in a mals,
Lave given additional force to their
measures, so that their efforts were
successful at last, after repeated,
daily,- and moll violent attacks
(notwithstanding the most gallant
resistance on the part of the Ger
mans), in retaking, by their fupefio-ity of numbers, a part of the
conquests—a J;;fs which in all pro
bability would not have ensued, if
the contingents of the empire had
been properly forwarded.
From the motives urged in this
note, the emperor requests the con
sideration of his co-estates respect
ing a plan for the general arming
us the Germanic frontier — in other
words, for the peopL rising its a
riass ; and respecting the means of
coercion to be employed against
such members as have not fulfilled
.the decree of the diet of the 23d
of November 17^2, for the effectual
furnishing of their contingents
threefold, agreeably J.o the mode
regulated in the year 168 1.
That no movement of conse
quence took place amidst this im
mense preparation, was publicly at
tributed to the reluctance of the
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Prussian court to the contest in
which it was engaged. It is in
deed not improbable that a cabinet,
which has ever regulated its poli
tics upon a system completely self
ish, might be strongly influenced
by the representations of lo expe
rienced a general as the duke of
Brunswick ; and as it evidently en
tered into the contest with no other
view than that of sharing the spoils
in cafe of a partition of Frame,
when that object appeared no lon
ger attainable, we cannot be sur
prised that it should be the first to
meditate a secession from the grand
alliance. The time was however
not yet arrived for the king of
Prussia to throw off the mask. He
thought it neceffaty therefore open
ly to contradict the suspicious
which had been insinuated against
him, and in his name a declaration
was delivered to the states of the
Germanic circles assembled at
Frankfort. The tenor of this de-r
claration was, That his majesty the
king of Prussia .could not but hear
with the highest displeasure, that
designs were imputed to him of se
cularizing bishoprics and chapters,
and of appropriating to himself
certain cities of the empire, in or
der to indemnify himself for the
immense expeuces which he had
been put to for near two years, to
carry 0:1 the war against the French,
and to defend against them the Ger,
manic empire and his illustrious al
lies —That T1I3 majesty, l>eing con-,
fident that his designs were pure,
would have passed in silence over
such rumours, and would have con
tented hirnfclt with the conviction
that they would find no belief on
the part of the wclj-disposed Hates
of the empire ; but that to give tha
moil abundant of satisfaction, and tt»
confpund the malevolent, who in
vented similar storjes purposely,
X 2
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and, perhaps, with a design to ex
cite distrust, baron Hochstetter had
orders formally to declare, that
while his majesty made war upon
the French, he had never any views
but the desence of the Germanic
empire, and the maintenance of the
constitution —That it never was his
majesty's design to make conquests
for himself ; and that rf conqhefts
•were made from France, the empire
would have its share—'ITiat lie ne
ver conceived the most remote idea
of indemnifying himself at the expence of the empire, whose consti
tution had always been sacred to
him, and for whole maintenance he
had already made so many sacri
fices—That his minister, baron
Hochlletter, was empowered final
ly to declare, that his majesty
would never deviate from those in
tentions in future, and that he
would be always ready to secure
and 1 guarantee to the Germanic
empire its territory and constitu
tion, and to the states in particular,
both spiritual and temporal, their
rights and poiseUkms — m a word,
the inviolable maintenance of the
whole Germanic body—provided
that the empire, and, above all,
those six circles which were most
exposed to danger, would co-ope
rate as much as the constitution and
patriotism required of them.
Specious however as these pro
fessions might appear in the eyes
of thole who Were desirous of being
deceived, some circumstances soon
occurred, which to thinking men
left little doubt of the insincerity
of this monarch. The plan of
arming the people in a mass was
openly oppolcd by his envoy at the
diet, and the king even threatened
to withdraw his troops Ihould it be
attempted. The reasons which he
has urged against this measure are
unanswerable, it is true ; but as the
y

usual mode of warfare had com
pletely failed, it is not difficult to
perceive that the Pruffian cabinet
despaired of the contest. The rea
sons urged by this monarch against,
raising the people in a mass are
founded however in found policy ;
and the last in particular is so verv
weighty and forcible, that we will
venture to affirm that noJiate/mait,
when he considers it attentively,
will ever attempt so .absurd and de
structive a measure, as that of put
ting arms into the hands of the
common people. His majesty ob
serves, i st, That by employing the
husbandmen and yeomanry against
the enemy, agriculture will want
hands, idly, That it is difficult
to arm such a mass of people
3dly, That it is impoffible in rea
sonable time to accomplish them in
the manual exercise. 4thly, That
it requires troops well disciplined
to oppose the French ; and, 5thly,
That it is infinite/y dangerous, at it
time Hie the present, when the French
are eagerly grasping at every oppor
tunity to insinuate their principles, to
bring together a tody of men in arms,
•whose ideas upon government nrufl He
various, and among whom discujjiont
may arise, disdjh'ous in their cause
qoences to the conjlitutlon.
Independent of these public trans
actions, there were some of a more
private nature, into which inquiry
ought to have been made. In tire
month of February a negotiation
was carried on at Frankfort, be
tween the king of Prussia and cer
tain commissioners from the French
republic. The professed object of
the negotiation was an exchange of
prisoners, bu* there was too much
reason to suspect that the confer
ence had a much more extensive
aim, and subsequent events have
justified the suspicion. The cuurmiffioners of France entered Franksuit
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fort '« considerable splendour, in
one ot, the state carriages of the late
king, decorated with the cap of
liberty and other republican emblems. Th»ir conference with M.
Kalkreuth (the officer supposed to
be most in the confidence of his majesty) was secret, and not cohducted in the usual mode of negotiation for an exchange of prisonera. It was therefore an unpardonable act of weakness and incapacity in any men calling themselves statesmen, whose interests
might be implicated in these meajures, not to be well informed respecting their object. Would a
Walpole, a Relham, a Chatham, or
a Shelburne, have been uninformed
ps the real object of these negotiations, and have voted an immense
subsidy to this prince, while it isevident to common fense, that the
foundations of that treaty, which
has appeared in .1 795 between the
French republic and the king of
Prussia, were laid at the conferences
at Frankfort in 1794 ?
From this period therefore a good
understanding was probably eltaWished between Franct and Prussia;
but there was yet another object to
he achieved by this crafty cabinet,
and that was a reimbursement of
expenecs. In the month of January
the King had attempted, through
the elector of Mentz, to exact a sum
for "the provisioning of his army ;"'
andliehad endeavoured in vain to
alarm the six frontier circles into a
Compliance with his demands. The
German powers were too -wif- to
become the dupes of his artifices,
and he now applied successfully to
a quarter where he expected les s opposition. Whether the conclusion
be fair and true, we pretend not to
decide ; but it is well known, that
his Prussian majeftv does not cunlidcr the British minister as a states-
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man. He justly conceived therefore that he had only to threaten
him with a seceffion from the alliai qe, and whatever he might dcmand would be most readily complied with. Field marshal Mollendorf succeeded the duke of
Brunswick in the command of the
Prussian army. The first step therefore of the king was, to acquaint
the prince of Cobourg that he had
ordered that officer as well as general Kalkreuth to withdraw with
their armies from the environs of
Mentz, and to march to Cologne,
This declaration was followed on
the 13th of March by a proclamation, addressed to the German cmpite, announcing his Prussian ma
jesty's seceffion from the grand
confederacy. The proclamation
stated, that the present " war was
not a war with a civilized nation,
and with disciplined armies, but a
contest with a delirious and neverdiminishing swarm of men— with a
highly populous nation, provided
with every resource for war—a set
of men, who did not fight merely
for victory, but who sought, !>v
fire, sword, . nd the poison of their
pernicious doctrines, to subvert the
whole social edifice of Germany."
His majetly proceeds to state the
incredible efforts he had made to
oppose " this almost unconquerable
enemy." —That he had made every
possible sacrifice to the common
cause which the natural strength of
Prussia would permit, and had not
hesitated to expose even " his facred person.''
For this object
alone, he continues, lo much Prus.
lian blood had been spilt— for this
so much treasure drained from his
dominions : and he concludes this
part of his representation by deflaring, that he is uble " no longer
to take an active part from his own
means, without utterly, ruining his
X 3
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own dominions, and entirely exhr.usting the property of his subjects."
His majesty proceeds to state the
means which he had employed to
obtain from the circles of the em
pire the necessary support. He cen
sures in unqualified terms the in
sane proposal of urming the pea
sants—" a measure, he says, ob\ioufly inefficient against an ene
my, who presses forward with irre
sistible liny, Jhittcd in -taiiict, and
with a numerous artillery !" — " a
measure dangerous, because when
the peasant is armed, and brought
ttivaj from his ordinary mode of life,
the enemy may become his most
dangerous seducer." He concludes
therefore with declaring his reso
lution to withdraw his t: oops from
the protection of the empire, and
to order them instantly to return to
his own dominions.
The king of Prussia's declaration
was no sooner made known to the
British ministry than it began to
operate in the precise mariner his
majesty intended. How far Aus
tria might be in the secret, and how
far the court of Vienna might agree
to co-operate in the extortion, it
will not be easy to determine.
Certain it is, that colonel Mack
was sent express to increase the ter
ror of the British ministers, and it
was directly through his means that
the negotiation was carried on for
in subsidy to Prussia.
On the i^th of April a treaty
was signed at the Hague, by which
Great Britain and the States Ge
neral agreed to take into pay
62,400 piuffians, to be commanded
by a Prussian officer; for which the
enormous subsidy cf 50,000!. ster
linfC a month was agreed to be
paid, besides the sum of 300,000!.
to be paid immediate'y, to defray
the charge of completing the said
hrmy 5 and joc,coo1. to bear their

expences home ; and besides the*
sum of il. 12s. a month per man
for -bread and soracre, amounting
to the enormous additional sum of
ICO,CCcl. per month, or 1 ,200,cccl.
per annum. To the whole of this
expenditure the States General
were only to contribute .;cc,cocl.
It 1ms been- remarked by a fo
reigner conversant in diplomatic
affairs, " that every article in this
treaty betrayed the fol'y ;'.nd inca
pacity of the British ministry ; and
the circumstance rlone of the army
being commanded by a Prussian
was sufficient to render it totally
inefficient, provided his Prussian
majesty chose that it should hi so."
How far the remark was justified
by experience will be perceived iri
the sequel.
By thei\: various negotiations the
opening of the campaign was delaved till a late period. On the'
5th of March the duke of York
arrived on the continent to take the
command of the British army ; ori
the 17th he proceeded with gene
ral Clairfait to Valenciennes, where
a council of war was held with the
prince of Saxe Cobourg, after
which the generals returned to
their respective head-quarters. To
wards the latter end of March the
French made their appearance in
West Flanders; and on the 29th
of that month they attacked the
Austrian out-posts at Cateau, I^cauvais. and Solelmes, in the vicinity
of Landrecy. The posts were car
ried ; but a large body of Austrian
cavalry coming up, the French were
obliged to retreat with the loss, it
is said in the London Gazette, of
500 men. The Austrians, accord
ing to the fame authority, lost 1 201
About the fame period, a party of
French having succeeded in surpris
ing the Hessian posts at Tenbreuilj
between Wcrwick and Ypres, got in
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\\it rsar of the Hanoverian pickets,
and cut them oil. Upon the ap
pearance however of a considerable
body of troops approaching from
Menin, the French, who appear to
have effected the entire object they
had in view, hastily retreated, and
crossed the Lys, carrying with them
3 officers and 143 men prisoners.
It is one of the great evils of
war, that inaction is commonly not
less destructive than the molt hos
tile operations. While nothing was
effected towards the great objects
of either party, the ravages of dis
ease were fatal in the extreme. Of
the mortality in the French armies
we are not informed, but those of
the allies we are well assured suf
fered extremely. The general re
turn of the sick and wounded in
the Austrian army in Brabant
alone, at this time, was 23,000
men.
It was riot, however, by the com
mon chances of war that the com
bined powers were weakened. They
unfortunately resembled too much
the French republicans in one in
stance. They were divided by fac
tion, and undermined by treachery.
A general codicil of war was con
vened at Ath about this period, and
the arrangements of the campaign,
as fettled by the court of Vienna,
were brought forward by general
Haddick. A part of these ar
rangements was, that general Clairfait was to command the advanced
army over the duke of York. To
this plan, it is asserted, his royal
highness objected ; and his opposi
tion has been, we believe unjustly, at
tributed to some trivial sense of eti
quette, to some ambitious claim of
precedence and l^nk. It would
give us sincere pleasure were we
possessed of that full information
which is necessary to do complete
justice to his royal highness, whose
conduct, as an ollictr, w e have seen

reason in many respects to approve.
Our information of political trans
actions is necessarily limited, and
as we receive much of it from pri
vate and confidential communica
tions, it is not always either ho
nourable or right to publish the
sources of it. Those however who
wish to form just opinions of the po
litics of the times will hesitate before
they form any conclusion in this in
stance to the disadvantage of the
dukeofYork. Themilitary ta'.cntsof
general Clairfait are unquestioned ;
but his royal highnefs's objections
might not lie again It the mnn, but
against the source of his authority.
We affirm it, upon the best foun
dation, that the duke of York had
received too many proofs of the
gross duplicity, not to fay trea
chery, of the cabinet of Vienna, not
to be cautious of acting under its
dictates with too implicit a confi
dence. Not to enter more deeply
into a delicate subject, let it suffice
to say, that in this cojincil the
warmest altercations arose, nor
could the utmost exertions of prince
Charles of Austria, and lord Elgin,
terminate the contest. The duke
of York, it is said, declaied that
the British troops should not act
till he had consulted his court. By
the cabinet of St. Jam^s, in con
cert with that of Vienna, a com
promise was at length effected, and
it was determined that for the pre
sent the emperor in person should
nominally command, while his ad-,
visers and tutors, it was well under
stood, were general Clairfait and
colonel Mack.
In the beginning of April a so
lemn- piece of pageantry was per
formed at Brussclls —the inaugura
tion of the efhperoras dnke of Bra
bant. The emperor arrived a' that
city on the 9th at five in the after
noon. The states in a body pre
sented his imperi-J majesty with the
X4
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keys of the gate of Louvain, the
inscription upon which will excite a
smile in all who consider either
the object of the panegyric, or the
events which almost immediately
succeeded.
" Cæsar idest, frcment Calli \"
A number os children, decorated
■with white Icirfs, drew the imperial
state coach solemnly along. At the
church of St. Gudula Te Dram
was chanted, and congratulatory
verse3 were presented to his impe
rial majesty. A few substantial re\ forms would have had more effect
in conciliating the affections of the
people, than this idle pageantry.
Man, taken in the general, is
not an animal to be extolled for
Ills wisdom ; but yet the meanest
understandings can distinguish be
tween the passions of wonder and of
esttem ; and that sovereign who de
spises state, and whose grandeur
consists in acts of beneficence, libe
rality, and patriotism, will find
more real respect on visiting his
people in a plain carriage, than he
■who emulates the pomp of oriental
despotism, and makes his solemn en
try under triumphal arches which
he has never deserved.
From Brussells the emperor pro
ceeded to Valenciennes, and his
presence diffused at least the ap
pearance of joy through the allied
army. On the 16th of April the
army was reviewed by the emperor
on the heights above Cr.teau ; and
on the following day proceeded in
eight columns to invest Landrecy,
a small but well fortified town in
the province of Hainault. The
first column, composed of Austrian
and Dutch troops under prince
Christian cf Hesse Darmstadt, ad
vanced upon the village of CatilJon, which was forced after some
resistance. The second, under lieu
tenant general Alyintzy, forced the

French entrenchments at Ma sin.
guer, Oisy, and Nouvion, and took
poffessionof the whole sorcstof Nou
vion. The third column, led on by the
emperorandtheprinceofCobourgin
person, astercarrying the villages of
RibouviUe and Wafiigny, detached
forwards theadvanced guards, which
took possession of the heights called
Grand and Petit Blocus. The
fourth and fifth columns were en
trusted to the duke ofYork ; and the
first of these was under his own im
mediate direction, and the latterwas
commanded by sir William Erikine.
The objects of these columns were
the redoubts and village of Vaux,
and the strong entrenchments of
the French in the wood called
Bois de Bouhain. As the position
of the French army was evidently
ttroirg, the duke determined, if pos
sible, to turn their right, and for
that purpose ordered the whole co
lumn to move forwards under the
cover of the high ground, leaving
only sufficient cavalry to occupy
their attention. The fire of the
republicans was at first severe ; but
finding the position no longer tena
ble against the superior force os the
British, they retreatecT as soon as
the latter approached to a close engngement. A part of them were cut
off in their retreat through- the
wood, and the remainder continued
to retire through the village of Bou
hain to the main army. Sir William
Evlkine was equally successful with
his column.
The sixth, seventh, and eighth
columns under the hereditary prince
of Orange were not engaged, being
only a corps of observation on the
side of Cambray On the morning
of the 1 8th the prince of Orange's
advanced guard was attacked by a
small party of French, who how
ever were easily repulsed. In con
sequence of these successes the siege
of Landrecy was immediately form
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ed, under the direction os the he
reditary prince of Orange.
From this period little of con
sequence occurred till the 2 1 (I, ex
cept the reduction of an entrenched
camp and a redoubt at the village
of Eloques by the hereditary prince
of Orange. On the 2 1 ft, the
French attacked two detachments
of the prince of Cobourg'j advanced
guard at Blocus and Nouvion. At
the former, by the aid of the duke
of York with five battalions of Au
strians and fir Robert Lawrie's bri
gade of British cavalry, they were
repulsed ; but at the latter they
succeeded in forcing general Alvintzy to retreat. At the same
time the duke of York received infjormation from general Wurmb,
•who commanded a detached party
at Denaing, that he had been vi
gorously attacked by the French
on the 19th.
While such were the niovements of
the allies, the French had assembled
in considerable force at the camp of
Cæsar, in the vicinity of Cambray.
On the 23d of April the duke of
York dispatched general Otto with
a detachment of cavalry to recon
noitre them in this position ; but
finding them too strong, the gene
ral was compelled to wait for a re
inforcement till the following morn
ing, when he succeeded in forcing
them to retreat in great confusion
to Cambray, with the loss of 1 100
men and three pieces of cannon.
The loss of the allies was also con
siderable; and on the following
day the duke of York was at
tacked on all sides by the republi
can troops, who however were re
pulsed after a short but severe con
flict, with the loss of their general
Chapuy who was taken prisoner,
with 350 officers and privates, and
twenty-two pieces of cannon. The
French are repprted to have left
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1 200 men dead on the field of bat
tle. The loss of the allies was also
very considerable ; but as no return
is made in our Gazettes of any but
the British forces, we lament that
on this and many other occasions
we are unable to ascertain the num
bers.
This action may be considered
as the commencement of the cam
paign on the part of the French.
The attack it appears extended
along the whole frontierfrom Treves
to the sea. That part of the allied
army commanded by the emperor
was attacked at the fame time bythree columns, hut these were also
repulsed. At one point of attack
the French were however eminent
ly successful ; and indeed it is pro
bable that these actions, which have
just been related, were no other
than feints to cover the most im
portant movement. At the poll
of Moucron, general Clairfait with
some battalions of Austrians had
joined the Hanoverians, aud was
waiting only to be joined by six
battalions more ofAustrian infantry
to commence offensive operations.
The vigilance and activity of gene
ral Picnegru prevented the dtlign
of the Austrian commander. On
the 29th of April the French ge
neral attacked the post, which he
carried after an obstinate conflict.
The town of Courtray was taken
at the fame time by the republi
cans ; and by this event Menin, be^
ing deprived of every hope of suc
cour, fell into their hands ; the gar
rison, which consisted of four bat
talions of Hanoverians and four
companies of loyal emigrants, hav
ing forced their way through the
victorious army, and made good
their retreat to Ingelmunster, but
with some loss, as they were conti
nually harassed during the whole of
their inarch.
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For the loss of Menin the allied
powers found some consolation in
the surrender of .Landrecy. The
■whole of the siege, after the open
ing of the trenches, lasted scarcely
ten days ; yet the bombardment waB
so severe that not more than three
houses were left standing. Two
hundred of the inhabitants and
1200 of the garrison lost their lives.
The remainder ofthegarrison, which
surrendered prisoners of war, confisted of 44CO men.
On the fide of Treves, the re
publican army of the Moselle
was also successful. Early in
March, the committee of public
safetty hr.d commanded this army
to advance from Longw^ near
ArIo:i, in order to cut off the com
munication of the counties of
Treves and Luxemburgh with
those of Liege and Namur. This
movement was spiritedly executed
by general Jourdain. On the me
morable 17th of April, when the
grand attack was made by the
French along the whole line, the
Austrian general Beaulieu was com
pletely defeated by the French com
mander. The conflict, according
to the account of general Jourdain,
lasted for two days, and the loss of
the Austrians must have been con
fide; able. Arlon fell into the hands
of the republicans, but being unte
nable was soon after abandoned.
The French obtained also some ad
vantages over general Melas, near
the Moselle and the Saer.
The beginning of May was di
stinguished by some severe but in
decisive acticr.s.. On the 4th of
that mouth, the French attacked
a (y.-^nW party at Roussnlaer under
roloncl Untiughen, but aster a
bloody conflict were repulsed with
the Jfss os 200 rr.tn. On the. 10th
the diikc of York was assailed near
Tournav by the republican forces

in different columns to the amount
of 30,000 men. The attack began
at day break, when the French at
tempted to turn the right Hank of
the combined army ; but were dri
ven back by the Austrian regiment
of Kaunitz, which was polled in a
wood to cover the army on that
side. The French then directed
their efforts against the duke's cen
tre, upon which they advanced
under a heavy cannonade with great
resolutions An occasion however
soon presented itself of attacking
them in their right flank, when
they were compelled to retreat. In
this engagement the French are
computed to have lost 3000 men,
an estimate probably over-rated.
For the reasons already assigned,
we are incapable of giving any ac
count of the loss on the part of the
allies.
On the Sunday following, gene
ral Clairfait, who in the course of
the preceding night had crossed
the Heule, was again attacked by
the republicans. The Austrian ge
neral is said to have repulsed the
assailants, and driven them back in
to the town of Courtray ; but in
what manner this is to be recon
ciled with his precipitate retreat
first across the Heule, and after
wards behind the river Mandel, we
shall not presume to decide. The
present war, among many singular
phenomena, has more than once ex
hibited the victorious commander
cf the combined' forces flying be
fore the beaten and discomfited re
publicans. General Clairfait, it is
allowed by all, must have suffered
considerably in this engagement ;
and being still closely pursued,
found himself under a necessity of
continuing his march to Thieldt,
where at length he was enabled to
take a position to cover Ghent,
Bruges, and Oltend.
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it was nearly about this period
that the French array of the north
crossed the Sambre, and, accord
ing to their own report, seized the
town of Binche. General Katmitz
was forced to retreat, and take a
position between Rouveroy and
Binche, in order to cover Mons.
With that impetuosity which has
distinguished their whole military
career, the republicans did not long
permit him to continue unmolested
in this situation. They attacked him
on the 14th of May ; the conflict
v. as long and bloody ; but the
French were completely repulsed,
and obliged to recross the Sambre
with thf.' computed loss of j,ooo
men and some pieces of rwnnon.
From this unexpected success,
the emrjeror was persuaded that he
had perfectly secured that part of
the country. He determined there
fore to march without delay to the
assistance of the duke of York, who
still retained his position at Tournay. Here the grand attack Upon
the French lines, which was to clear
the whole of Flanders of the in
vaders, was concerted ;- and the ar
my under Clairfait was ordered to
co-operate with the forces under
bis imperial majesty and the duke
of York. By some unaccountable
treachery on the part os the allies,
the French in Lisle were made acquairfted with the whole plan in suf
ficient" time to take the most effec
tual measures to disconcert it. On
the -night of the 1 6th the allied
army moved forward in five co
lumns ; two of which on the left
were to force the passages of the
Marque, and, by a vigorous attack
on the French polls along the river,
to cover the operations of the three
remaining columns. These columns
however forced the passages so Lite,
and were so fatigued with their
march, that they were not able to
5
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accomplish the remainder of the
proposed plan. The column on
the right under general Basche was
equally unfortunate ; for, finding
tiie republicans at Moucron in
much greater numbers than he had
expected, the general was obliged
to relinquish his object, and retreat
to his former position at Warcbing.
Lieutenant-general Otto was more
successful with his column ; he
drove the French from Water
loo, and pushed forward to Turcoing. The column commanded
by the duke of York was also suc
cessful in its first movements. Af
ter a ssort cannonade his royal high
ness forced the enemy to evacuate
Lannoy, and proceeded to Rou- baix. This post also, after consi
derable resistance, was forced : but
having received no intelligence of
the two columns on his right and
left, he did not think it prudent to
advance further. Having acquaint
ed the emperor however with his
intentions, the necessity of co-ope
rating with general Clairfait in
duced his imperial majesty to order
the British forces to proceed to the
attack of Mourveaux. The French
entrenchments here were carried by
lieutenant-general Abercromby, af
ter an obstinate contest, and the
day of the 17th concluded with _
some prospect of success to the al
lies. But a fad reverse was shortly
to follow.
Early on the morning os the
1 8th, the French attacked the poll
of Turcoing, where colonel Dcvay
commanded ; and the duke_ dis*
patched two battalions of Austri
ans to make a diversion on that
part, with express orders to fall
back upon the main army if hard
pressed ; but by some mistake these
battalions joined colonel Devay at
Turcoing. From this circumstance
an opening was left on the Tight of
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the duke of York's corps, of which
the French commander immediate
ly availed himself. At this period
a column of 15,000 men appeared
advancing from Lisle ; and another
corps having forced general Otto's
position near Waterloo, attacked
the British in the rear. The few
troops that remained with his royal
highness soon gave way, nor was it
possible to rally them. The duke
himself was obliged to fly, accom
panied by a few dragoons of the
16th regiment, and join general
Otto, with whom, from the disas
trous state of his own army, he was
obliged to remain. After this se
paration, the very difficult task of
extricating the British forces de
volved upon generals Abercrombie
and Fox ; and they performed this
duty with great firmness and ad
dress. It has been said, that the
allies on this occasion did not act
vrith that vigour and spirit which
was expected ; but the Austrian
official details seem to cast a prin
cipal share os the blame on the Ha
noverians, who they assert " were
the first to retreat. They created
the greatest confusion ; for their ca
valry not only destroyed the foot,
but threw the whole army into such
dilorder, that they became a help
less prey to the pursuing enemy."
Of the loss of the allies we have no
authentic return, but one account
states it at 3000 ; and it must have
been very great, since the British
troops alone lost upwards of 1000
men, and forty-three pieces of can
non. Two columns of the impe
rial troops, which were brought up
by the emperor and the prince of
Saxe Cobourg, were also obliged to
retreat with loss. The army of
general Clairfait, being still sepa
rated by the Lys, was unable to
co-operate.
This unfortunate conflict may be

fiid to have decided the fate of the
Netherlands Consternation and
dismay overspread the whole face
of the country. The allied force*
collected as speedily as the despe
rate state of their affairs would ad
mit, and resumed their formtr po
sitions near Marquain, Templcuve
and Leers ; while the emperor in
vain endeavoured to cheer the
drooping spirits of his subjects by
proclamations. Fortunately for
the allies, the impetuosity of the
French soon afforded a more sub
stantial subject of consolation, and
convinced the trembling multitude
that they were not invincible. On
the 22d they renewed the attack ;
and a force estimated at 100,000
was brought against the right wing
of the combined army, with the
intention of forcing the passage of
the Scheldt and investing Tournay,
They at first succeeded in driving
in the out-posts ; but a reinforce
ment being sent urtder the com
mand of general Fox, the drill and
intrepidity of that officer enabled
the allies to maintain their position.
The conflict continued from five in
the morningtill nine at night; an in
stance almost unprecedented in the
modern annals of war. The French,
finding it impracticable to accom
plish their object, withdrew their
lorces during night, and fell back
upon Lisle. They are reported to
have sustained the incredible loss of
nearly 1 2,000 men ; an account
which however the duke of York
does not give as authentic. Five
hundred prisoners fell into the
hands of the allies, of whose loss we
have, as usual, no account whatever.
That of the British was somewhat
more than 100. The French were
commanded in this action by gene?
ral Pichegru, whose arrangements
were made with such judgment,
that though the attack was unsuc
cessful,
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cessful, both the wings and the
tear of his army being covered by
a wood, they could neither be
turned nor assailed by cavalry.
About the fame period in which
these desperate conflicts took place,
another partial success occurred in
favour of the allies. General Beaulieu made an incursion into the
duchy of Bouillon, defeated a
considerable body of republicans
stationed m that canton, took the
town by storm, which (on the plea
of the inhabitants having tiivd upon
the Austrians) was delivered up to
be pillaged. About 1200 French
are said to have been killed upon
this occasion ; 300 prisoners were
taken, and six pieces of cannon.
Another victory was obtained on
the 24th by gcueral Kaunitz over
the French, who had again crossed
the Sambre, aud taken a position
with their left to Rouveroy, and
their right to Fontaine l'Eveque.
As general Kaunitz had advanced
upon the republicans by surprise,
they were obliged to abandon their
cannon, amounting to fifty pieces.
The French are also said to have
lost 2000 men in killed and wound
ed, besides 3000 prisoners. The loss
of the Austrians was inconsiderable.
Mareschal Molleudors on the lame
day surprised the French in their
entrenchments at Keylcrflautcrii,
and defeated them wilh consider
able loss.
This gleam of success on the
part of the combined powers was
again of short duration ; for while
general Beaulieu was amusing him
self with his incursion into Bouil
lon, the duchy of Luxembourg
was invaded by general Jourdain
with a force of 40,000 men, who
obtained immediate possession ofArlon. General Beaulieu was there
fore obliged at once to abandon his
conquests by a p eciuitau retreat,

and to fall back on Marche, in or
der to cover Namur. ,
Encouraged by this career of suc
cess, the French prepared to invest
Charlcioi, having already cut off
the communication between that
place and Brussclls. They were
however attacked on the 3d as
June by the prince of Orance, who
compelled them to raise the siege,
and recross the Sambre with con
siderable loss. But this momentary
success was not attended with any
permanent advantage ; for in the
course of a few days they recrossed
the river to the amount of 60,000
men. On the 14th they destroyed
a strong redoubt which had been
erected by the besieged, and on
which they had apparently placed
much dependance. The imminent
danger to which this important
place, as well as Brussclls itself, was
exposed, determined the prince of
Saxe-Cobourg to make one grand
effort for its relief. In compliance
therefore with the solicitations of
the prince of Orange and general
Beaulieu, he marclicd with the
greater part of the combined army,
leaving only the British and Hano
verians with the duke of York at
Tournay. On the 2 ill he reached
Ath ; and on the 24th effected a
junction with the prince of Orange
and general Beaulieu, at Nivelles.
The main body of the French
army under general Jourdain was
posted at this time at Templeuve,
GoiTclies, and Fleurus, for the pur
pose of covering the liege of Charlcroi. On the morning ot the 26th
a general attack was made on all
the French posts. The conflict
continued till late in the afternoon,
and was unulually severe. The al
lied army was defeated in every
part, and forced with immense loss
to retreat tu HJle, thirty miles
distant
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■distant frorjri the field of battle.
The French did not fail to take ad
vantage of their victory ; they
pushed on towards BruiTells with
out loss of time, and forced the
prince of Cobourg to retreat horn
Halle, leaving Bnissclls to its
fate. Charleroi, it afterwards ap
peared, hadcapitulated on the even.ing of the 25th.
In the mean time Ypres, which
is considered as the key of west
Flanders, was besieged by 30,000
French, supported by a covering
army of 24,000. The great im
portance of this place induced ge
neial Clairfait to hazard the whole
corps under his command for its
relief. On the 1 3th of June he at
tacked the republicans. He drove
them from their first position\,but
presently experienced a melancholy
reverse. In the course of five days,
it is said, this intrepid officer expe
rienced three defeats in attempting
to raise the siege, and was at length
obliged to retire in great confusion
to Ghent, where he had the mortifiiailicn to find the communication
between that place and Oudenardc
entirely cut oft. Ypres surrendered,
after a most gallant defence, to the
French general Moreau, on the
17th of June, and the garrison were
allowed very honourable tenr.;;.
The defeat of general Glairfait
was attended with the worst conse
quences to the allies. General
Walmoden found himself no ionger
able with his small force to main
tain his position at Bruges, the
magistrates of that place, therefore,
on the 24th opened their gates to
the French, and signed a formal
submission to the armies and sove
reignty of the republic ; and in the
mean time the Hanoverian general
fell back to Landmark, and united
his corps to the right flank of ge
neial Qlaufait's 31 my.

The retreat of the Austrian ge
neral rendered also the duke of
York's position at To'urnay, which,
since the depatture and defeat of
the prince ot Cobourg, had always
been extremely hazaidous, no lon
ger tenable. His royal highness
tiiercfore on the 24th of June
marched to Renaix, in order to
support Oudenarde, which was al
ready invested, leaving only a lmall
garrison for the defence of .Tournay.
,
Previous to these events, the
emperor and colonel Mack in utter
despair of success had left the army.
The force of the allies, which in
the beginning of the campaign had
amounted to 187,000 men, was
now reduced to less than hilf the
number. It was in vain the em-,
peror issued repeated proclamations,
calling on the inl;abithants of the
Netherlands to rife in a mats. They
answered him with fair but delusive
professions, while their conduct
evinced a strong attachment to the
cause of the French. In the mean
time the sincerity of the cabinet of
Vienna itself was greatly doubted
by some of the allies ; and in a let
ter dated the 23d of June from the
camp at Tournay, we find the fol
lowing remarkable passage :
" We have long suspeeltd the
Austrian policy respecting this
country. From the beginning of
the campaign the emperor was
greatly deficient in the number of
troops, which by treaty he was
bound to keep yi western Flanders,
and now the deficiency amounts to
more than sixty thousand. .This
has been the real and original cause
of all our want of success this cam
paign. Three weeks ago he began
removing all his military stores from
Brusiells into Germany ; and the
manœuvres of the Austrians with.,
in thvde few days have completely
pptned.
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©ptned the eyes of the most un
suspecting to the real situation of
the British army here.
" On finding that the duke of
York prudently refused to garrison
Touniav for them, which would
most likely have been attended with
the capture of the army ; on their
leaving this for Charleroi, they re
moved all the bridges of communi
cation over the Scheldt, which has
left us no mode of retreating over
the river, but through Tournay,
which" in cafe of attack may occa
sion the loss of the army. We are
How trying to make some bridges,
which, considering we have no pon
toons belonging to -the army, is no
easy matter. Added to this, thenavigation of the Scheldt is completely
blocked up a few miles below us,
by several large barges being funk by
the enemy some time ago, which the
Austrians have prudently taken care
shall not be cleared away ; so that
great part of our military stores,
which are lying in barges here for
want of waggons, cannot be car
ried off ; but must be either left to
the enemy, or sent up to Condc and
Valenciennes, and committed to the
charge of the Austrians."
On the side of Spain the armies
of the republic were eminently suc
cessful. In the beginning of Febru
ary a battle was fought near St.
Jean dt Luz, which terminated in
favour of the republicans ; thfte
regiments were dispersed or taken
prisoners, and the trim regiment of
Ultoua was cut to pieces. A simi
lar victory was obtained on the 5th
of the fame month near the fame
place. In the eastern Pyrenees,
the armies were not in motion so
early in the campaign. In the
month of April, the Spaniards, were
compelled to evacuate Boulon and
the c:imp of Ceret. The city of
IJrgel soon after surrendered to ge
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neral Dagobert j but, as the citadel
was still in a condition for deience,
and the Spaniards had broken dowa
the bridge which communicated with
the town, the general retired to
Puyeerda to wait for reinforcements,
where he was killed by a cannon ball.
He was succeeded at first by gene
ral Doppet, and afterwards by ge
neral Dugommier. On the ill of
May a considerable victory was
gained by the republicans near Ce
ret: 200 pieces of cannon were
taken, with the Spauiih camps,
magazines and equipage, and 2000
prisoners. About the fame period
the main army of the Spaniards
was totally defeated near Coliioure,
-and the whole of the baggage and
artillery fell into the hands of the
conquerors ; and such was the fense
which the convention retained of
the importance of this victory, thatit was decreed that a column should,
be erected near the spot with an in
scription — " Here seven thousand
Spaniards laid down their arms be
fore the republicans." On the 23d
of May St. Elmo was evacuated by
the Spaniards, and Port Vendies
capitulated to general Dugommier.
In Italv, to use the singular and
inflated style of liarrere, " victory
was also i-.i a state of permanence."
Early in April the poll and city of
Oneglia in Piedmont submitted to
tire republican forces. As this post
was situated on the Mediterranean,
and very near the southern depart
ments, it proved extremely noxious
to the commerce of those parts by
the number of enjizers which/ it
regularly sent out. To attack it
with effect, the French were obliged
tosmarch through a part of the Ge
noese territory ; but p/evious to this
step the representatives Robespierre
and Sallicetti published a proclama
tion, promising the strictest regard
to the neutrality os tbc Genoese.
The
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The circumstance, it appears, did
excite some apprehensions in the
inhabitants of that little republic,
who had already suffered by thtir
adherence to a pacific syltem ; but
the order and discipline observed by
the French army appears to have
diflipated their alarm. This suc
cess was immediately followed by
a considerable victory, in which
500 of the enemy, the greater part
Austrians, were killed. Ormea on
the Tanaro, and the county of Nava, immediately submitted ; so that
the whole communication between
Turin and the sea, except through
, neutral countries, appears to have
been cut off. Immense magazines,
a superb manufactory of cloth, and
large quantities of provisions, can
non, and ammunition fell at the
fame time into the hands of the
invaders. In the beginning of May,
Dumerlion, the provisional com
mander in chief of the army of
Italy, possessed himself of the forts
Saorgio, Belvedere, Rocabilicre,
and St. Martin. The enemy were
also obliged to abandon their fa
mous camps of Fouche and R nous.
On this occasion the French took
sixty pieces of cannon, and a:i im
mense quantity of provisions, with
2000 prisoners. The loss of the
Piedmontese in killed is also said to
havebeen considerable. The French
lost 60 in killed, and had about 250
wounded. This was immediately
succeeded by another victory, in
which Dumerlion drove the enemy,
amounting to 8000, from their en
trenchments near the village of
Tende, and took 200 prisoners,
and a great quantity of military
stores.
«
About the middle of May, Du
mas, commander in chief of the
army of the Alps, obtained a moll
.decisive yidory at Mont Cenis.
On this celebrated mouniriia the

Sardinians had doubled their forces $
and on this account the French ge
neral, who seems to have acted with
great ability, formed a system of
vigorous diversion, extended over
all the line. On the night of tlui
10th the fort Mirubouk was at
tacked by Caire, commander of the
chasseurs ; and the garrison capitu
lated, leaving 20 pieces of cannon,
and a considerable quantity of pro
visions and stores. At the moment
of taking fort Mirabouk, the ge»
neral himself proceeded with 3C00
men to the rich vallies of Bordonnack ; all the posts of the enemy
were forced, and the French suc
ceeded in establishing themselves at
Oux. The general next proceeded
across the precipices of Gollibier,
in order to proceed to Maurieune,
and immediately to execute the at
tack upon Mont Cenis. From Lenebourg they ascended the moun
tain : amidst volumes of fire they
carried all the redoubts with fixed
bayonets. The left column, under
general Bagdelaune, made their
way over frightful precipices, and
turned the enemy. The junction
of the columns was no sooner efftdted, than the Piedmontese aban
doned their well-appointed and nu
merous train ofartillery, their equi
page, and magazines. The French
pursued with unabated ardour three
leagues beyond Mont Cenis. The
carnage was great ; between eight
and nine hundred prisoners were
taken, and yet the loss of the
French amounted to only eight
killed and thirty wounded.
The success of the republic on
the continent of Europe was in
fume degree counterbalanced by
the dismemberment of their foreign
possessions ; since in the course of
the summer almost the whole of
their West India islands were sub
jected by liie invincible navy of
Britain,
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Britain. The British fleet and artny, under fir John Jervis and sir
Charles Grey, rendezvoused early
in the year in Carlisle bay at Barbadoes, whence they failtd on the
id of February to the attack of
Maitinico. Before the 16th of
March the whole island was in pos
session of the English, except forts
Bourbon and Royal ; and these
surrendered by the 23d. At the
Former of thele general Rochambeau (the son of that respectable
commander who in conjunction
with general Washington made tarl
Comwaslis prisoner in America)
commanded ; and such was the gal
lant defence made by the garrison,
that sir Charles Grey remarks in
his dispatch, that " in the fort
there was scarcely an inch of ground
untouched by the shot and shells of
the besiegers." The terms granted
lo general Rochambeau were on
the whole honourable. The French
troops engaged not to serve against;
the allies during the war ; a com
modious vessel was to be allowed
for the general and his suite, and
other vessels to the soldiers of the
line, to return to France. On the
policy of one article some doubts
may be entertained. General Ro
chambeau particularly requested the
freedom of those slaves whom he
bad previously liberated ; but the
British general insisted that they
should be rcturnedto their owners.
It might perhaps have been more
consistent with policy not to at
tempt to reduce to slavery men
who had once experienced the bles
sings of liberty ; a compensation
might perhaps have been equally
acceptable to their owners ; and the
slaves, who could have no interest
in the quarrel, further than the ad:
vantage of obtaining their personal
freedom, might possibly have been
'7M*
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induced to incorporate with th«
royal forces. In making this ob
servation, we have not the slightest
intention of casting any reflection
on that excellent commander, who
certainly (as far as war can be con
ceived lawful in a religious view, of
which however we entertain strong
doubts) performed his duty to hi»
country most honourably and gal
lantly ; and, considering the small
force with which he was entrusted,
literally performed wonders. The
instructions of sir Charles Grey
might not extend so far as to allow
him to make compensation to the
owners ( and he might naturally con
clude, that to grant liberty to the
slaves without a compensation!
would greatly tend to alienate the
minds of the planters from the Bri
tish interests.
About the fame period cape Ti*
buron in St. Domingo was reduced
by lieutenant colonel Whitlock, and
a considerable quantity of ordnance
and stores was taken. The parishes
of Jean Rabel, St. Marc, Arcahaye,
Roncasio, and Leogane,in the fame
island, submitted also to commo
dore Ford. Shortly afterwards the
postof L'Acul, six miles from Leogane, which was garrisoned by
about 600 men, was taken by storm,
by colonel Whitlock. It is well
known that the French convention
have uniformly ailerted, that the
conquests of Britain have only beeit
made by the agency of gold. We
should be sorry to credit such an
insinuation ; not only because we
have abundant proofs of the bra
very of the British forces both by
land and sea» but because we do
.not know a greater censure thn '
could attach to our present mini
stry than such a circumstance. It
is ever a sign of weakness, not to
speak of want of principle, in a miY
aister
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nister to attempt to conquer by any
other than fair and open warfare ;
such as the pustoms of nations ha?e
authorised, and such as real states
men have uniformly practised. It
is a further impeachment of this
mean and contemptible mode of
carrying on hostilities to fay that it.
never succeeds ; and our readers
must recollect, that in the late war
a bribe offered to one of the mem
bers of congress did more mischief
to the British cause in America,
than the utmost military misconduct
could have effected. Even an ene
my should be convinced that lie
has honest and honourable men to
deal with. It is therefore with
pain that we record any fact which
tarnishes the honour of Britons,
and occasions a gallant nation,
through the mistakes of her .mini
sters, to be held up to the eyes of
Europe as an assemblage of usurers
or sharpers, who must descend to
the most contemptible arts to achieve success. As Englishmen our
spirit revolts at the imputation ; and
by expressing ourselves warmly on
the occasion we seel we are doing
a great act of justice to our coun-try, which ought not to be charge
able with the misconduct of its mi
nisters. In the month of February
a correspondence was entered into
between colonel Whillock and the
French general Lavaux, who com
manded at Port au ?aix in St.
Domingo. That we may not be
accused of misrepresentation, we
cite the proposal and the answer at
length. In a letter dated the 9th
of February colonel Whitlock ex
presses himself in the following
terms : — " I now, therefore, in the
• iime of his Britannic majesty, do
• hereby offer to you the sarae^rotection, on condition thy.t yon'shal!
first deliver the town and forts »f

#

Port de Paix and its dependencies'
into the possession of the British go
vernment ; which being complied
with, the officers and soldiers serv
ing under your command shall en
joy the lame favours as have been
granted to those of the Mole, [cav
ing it to the bounty of his majesty
to grant to yourself the' rank he
shall judge proper. I further add,
that as a reward for the confidence
which I demand of you in the name
of the government which I ferver
the sum of five thousand crown*
(t'cus) Tournois shall be paid to
you in person, or deposited in the
bank of England, payable to your
order, on your dtlivering the townof Port de Paix, with the forts, ar
tillery, ammunition, provisions, &c.
&c. without any damage or devas
tation having been committed on
them, into the hands of the officer
v.-hom I will appoint to receive
them, as also the ihips of war which,
may be in the fame port. I shaH
be at Leogaoe next Wednesday,
where any flag of truce you shall
please to send me shall be receivei
and respected."
The answer of Lavaux reflects
great honour upon his character ;
that part of it which is in reply to.
the above proposal is as follows :—
" Permit me now to complain to
yourself of the indignity you have
offered me in thinking me so vile, s«
flagitious, so bast-, aa n6t to resent
an offer os five thousand crowns
Tournois. In this you have wronged
yourself. I am a general ; hitherto
I have been worthy to command,
die army. You have endeavoured
to dishonour me in the eyes of my
comrade:-. ; this is an offence be
tween yon and me for which you
owe me satisfaction e I demand it
in the name of honour, which must
exist among all nations 1 therefore,.
.previous
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previous to any general action, I
offer you a single combat till either
of us falls, leaving to you the choice
of arms either on foot or horse
back ; then, if victorious, I shall
have proved myself worthy to com
mand republicans : if I fall glo
riously, the republican army will
have another leader still more for
midable, and every individual in the
array •will imitate my example.
" Your quality of enemy in the
name of your nation did not give
you a right to offer me a personal
insult ; as a private person I ask sa
tisfaction for an injury done me by
an individual.
" I mult tell you that the English
papers you fend me are not con
formable to the news we receive
from France. Gur two nations
have often made war with each
other, but always with equal wea
pons : cease then to attack us by
tenders of money. Let us ■ be
equally generous, let us Contend in
honourable hostility, and let us
scorn the arts of seduction.
" The enemy made prisoner of
•war with arms in his hands com
mands respect, as he merits esteem.
The universe has its eyes upon
us ; the universe will say* there
still exist men who preferred death
to dishonour ; we (hall serve as ex
amples to all military men, and
your country itself will testify its
approbation. We have always be
fore our eyes the proverb which
fays, the treason pleases us weil,
but the traitor is detested. "
It is an act of justice to the cha
racter of colonel Whitlock, aft a
soldier and a gentleman, to add,
that the proposal does not appear to
have originated with himself. Be
sides the use which he has rnude of
his majesty's name, it is not proba
ble that he would make himself an
swerable for such a sum buing hdgtd
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in the lank of England. It is evi
dent therefore that in this instance
the colonel acted only agreeably to
his orders, and probably with reluc
tance obeyed the disgraceful in
structions of ministers.
To the uncommon activity of-sir
Charles Gfey and sir John Jervit
their brilliantfuccess must, be chiefly
ascribed. They scarcely afforded
time to their enemies to put them
selves upon their guard ; and before
the conquest of one island could,
according to all common calcula
tion, well be accomplished, they
appeared in full force at another.
The reduction of Martinico was
no sooner effected* than without
the loss of a moment the troops,
ortinance, &c. were re-embarked;'
and the sine island of St. Lucia
was completely subjected to the
dominion; of Great Britain on the
/fib of April. The ordnance and
stores which were captured were
considerable ; but the reduction of
the island was happily effected
without much slaughter on either
fide. Major general Dundas on
this occasion, as well as at Marti
nico, greatly distinguished himself.
After leaving colonel sir Charles
Gordon to command at St. Lucia,
the indefatigable general re-em
barked with the troops on the very
day the conquest of the island wa»
achieved, and returned on the
5th of Af>ril to Martinico. Here,
on the 6th and 7 th, he shifted the
troops from the king's Clips to the
transports, took on board the ord
nance, stores, and provisions, and
sailed on the morning 0/ the 8th.
Four ships, viz. the Quebec, cap
tain Rogers, the Blanche, captain
Faulkner, the Ceres, captain Incledon, and the Rose; captain
Scott, were detached to attack the
small islands, called the Saints,
which they executed with great
Y2
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gallantry and spirit, and carried
them all early in the morning with
out loss. The Boyne, the admi
ral's (hip, on board of which was
the commander in chief, and the.
Veteran, anchored off Point-aPetre in Guadaloupe on the morn
ing of the 10th, and some more of
the fleet in the course of the after
noon. Without waiting, however,
for the anival of all the troops, the
British general made a landing at
Gosier-bay at one o'clock on the
^nornfng of the nth. The land
ing was covered by lord Garlics in
the Winchclfta, who placed his (hip
so close to the batteries on shore,
that the soldiers could not stand
to their guns, and the batteries
were soon silenced* In effecting
this service, his lordship was (lightly
wounded. At five o'clock in the
morning of the 12th, sir CharlesGrey carried by ftorm a strong
post, which was called fort Fleur
d'Epee : the troops being ordered
not to fire, but to execute every
thing with the bayonet. This suc
cess served to put them in immedi
ate possession of Grande Terre ;
which was followed on the icth by
the surrender of Basseterre by a ca
pitulation, which included the
•whole island of Guadaloupe, with
Marie Galante, Desirada, and asl
the dependencies of that govern
ment. The terms were the fame
as those grant-ed to general Rochamheau at Martinico.
From a return found among the
French general Collet's papers, it
appfared, that the number of men
able to carry aims in' Guadaloupe
v.as 5^77 ; and that the number of
firc-nrnu actually delivered out lo
them was 4044. The French loft
232 men killed, wounded, and pri
soners at fort Fleur d'Epee : the
loft of the English at the same
phier \*;!i;ib<>ut £c i and at Bnsl«'-

terre only 11. After these glori
ous successes sir Charles Grey re
turned to Martinico, ltaving gene
ral D undas to command at Guada
loupe.
The progress of the British arms
in the Mediterranean was not so
rapid as in the Well Indies : yet,
on the whose, since the evacuation
of Toulon, they may be consider-'
ed as fucceisful. After leaving
Toulon, lord Hood cruized for
some time off Hieres bay ; and
early in the month of February pro
ceeded for Corsica, which was in a
state of revolt against the authority
of the convention. The tower
and garrison of Mortella surren
dered on the loth of that month :
the tower of Torneli was abandon
ed by the republicans on the 1 7th ;
and in two days after they evacu
ated St. Fiorcnza, and retreated to
Bastia ; whither they were followed
as soon as possible by lord Hood.
The number of persons capable of
bearing arms in Bastia originally
amounted to no more than -3000
men. The fortifications were not
in the best state, and the garrison
but indifferently provided ; yet they
made a most gallant defence against
the united efforts of the British
fleet and army, joined by a consi
derable corps of Corsicans, which
Paoli had collected and dispatched
thither ; and refilled trll the 19th
of May, when lord H6od, " in con
sideration of the very gallant de
fence made by the garrison of Bas
tia, and from principles of huma
nity,", offered honourable terms to
the commandant Gentili ; which in
the situation of the gairifon it
would have been- desperation to re
ject. In consequence of this nego
tiation, the garrison on the 24th
marched out with the honours of
war, and Ballia was taken posses
sion of by the English. The loss
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of the French has not been ascer
tained on this occalion ; that of the
Iinglim was not considerable.
In consequence of this success,
the whole island submitted to the
. British arms, except the town of
Calvl ; and the arrangements which
have been already noticed, were
made with respect to the annexing
of Corsica to the British crown.
Of the importance of this island
to either party, we profess ourselves
not qualified to form a correct eiti mate. That the old government
of France considered it of some
consequence, is evident from the
efforts which were made for its re
duction in 176K. The loss of the
island on the present occasion is
certainly to be attributed in part,
if not chiefly, to the execrable sys
tem of ten or introduced under the
usurpation of Robespierre. Gene
ral Paoli is well known in England ;
and though not remarkable for
talents, he has been ever consi
dered as a well-meaning person. It
would be a conclusion most uacandid and illiberal, both to him and
to the British ministry, to say, that
when he resigned the pension he
enjoyed from the British govern
ment, and returned to his native
country under the sanction of the
constituent assembly, he acted not
from a regard to the principles of
liberty, but in concert with the
British ministry, and for the base
purpose of provoking his country
men to rebellion against the govern
ment they had accepted. The
more rational conclusion is, that he
acted under the influence of a natu
ral apprehension, rxcited by the
severities of the revolutionary go
vernment, and consulted his per
sonal siifety in negotiating with
England. Of all lyltems of go
vernment, that of terror is not only
the most/ unjust and detestable, but
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the most unsafe and unperrhanent.
The man whose obedience is only se
cured by his fears, will undoubtedly
embrace the first opportunity of
withdrawing his allegiance, if alle
giance it can be called : and such
we have little doubt was the cafe
with Paoli and the Corsicans.
With respect to the constitution
which they have adopted, the
people of that country have cer
tainly no reason to object to it, if
the people of Great Britain arcequally satisfied. If the former
can enjoy all the advantages of
freedom, while the latter defray
all the expences of government,
there cannot, on one side at least, bo
milch room for complaint. In this
constitution we could have wished
that the glorious and inestimable
privilege of trial by jury had beea
established in civil as well as crimit
nal cafes.
,
The town of Calvi resisted un
der the gallant Casabianca till the
10th of August, when it surren
dered on terms of capitulation.
The garrison marched out with
the honours of war, and were
transported at the expence of Great
Britain to Toulon.
That the military force of Bri
tain is inadequate to the mainte
nance of a contest on the continent
of Europe with so populous, enter
prising, and warlike a nation as
France, mull be evident to every
man conversant with modern his
tory '; and experience should have
taught our statesmen, that but lit
tle reliance is to be placed on that
mercenary aid, which is procured
solely by the influence of money
from the treacherous courts of Ger
many. It is, however, a truth
equally obvious, and ought to be
consolatory to Englishmen, that no
circumstance has ever yet occurred
to lessen our confidence in the maY3
ritiine
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ritime superiority of Britain : and,
indeed, according to all human
probability, in the most prosperous
circumstances of France, a series
of years must elapse before that na
tion can possibly support a serious
contest with us at sea. The Bri
tish ministry and the French con
vention have therefore been equally
guilty of error: the former in di
verting the wealth and resources of
the state from their natural channel
to the ruinous purpose of a land
war j. and the latter in attempting
to shake by a feeble, shattered, and
ill-appointed navy, the well-esta
blished empire of Britain on the
sea.
The conduct of the war on the
part of Great Britain should have
undoubtedly been to leave the con
test on the continent to those pow
ers who were more interested in it,
when it is probable their exertions
would have been more sincere and
more vigorous. A strong line of
posts might have been drawn to
defend the Dutch frontier, with a
much smaller force than Great Bri
tain employed : and in the mean
time the foreign dominions of
France might have been attacked
with a moral certainty of success by
sea ; her ports blocked up, and
her trade annihilated. On the
other hand, while France conti
nued to fend out only detached
Cruizers and small squadrons, the
trade of England was dreadfully
harassed. In the month of May,
99 (hips were taken by the French ;
and only one, a frigate of 38 guns,
was made prize of by the English :
ten of the above were outwardbound, and four homeward-bound
West India ships ; and one the
Lisbon packet, with a large sum
of money on board.
In the month of May, the
French were induced, to depart

from this system of nava! hostili
ties, which was certainly the only
mode in which they could distress
an enemy so powerful at sea as
Great Britain ; and, anxious for
the fate of a large convoy, which .
was hourly expected from America,
conveying home the principal pro
duce of their West India islands,
the Brest fleet to the amount of 26
fail of the line ventured to sea, un
der the command of rear-admiral
Villaret, with the representative of
the people Jean Bon St. Andre
on board the admiral's ship, La
Montagne.
As the British admiral lord
Howe was not uninformed of the
expected convoy, he had proceeded
to sea early in the same month,
with 26 ships of the line, in the
hope of intercepting it. On the
19th, as his lordship was cruizing
off Brest; he received information,
that the French fleet had a few
d;iys before put to sea ; and he re
ceived on the fame evening advices
from rear-admiral Montague, who
was cruizing in those seas, which
made it proper, if possible, to form
a junction with the rear-admiral,
which would have given the British
a very great superiority ; but, on
the 2 1 st, he again received certain
intelligence that the French were
but a few leagues to the westward,
and the British admiral was obliged
to alter his course accordingly,
Early in the morning of the
28th, the French fleet was disco
vered by the advanced frigates far
distant on the weather-bow of the
English admiral.
They came
down for some time in loose order,
as if unapprized that they had the
British fleet in view. After haul
ing to the wind when they came
nearer, they were some hours be
fore they could completely form in
regular order of battle ; and this
circumstance
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circumstance afforded time for the
^detached part of the British fleet
commanded by rear-admiral Pafley
to be placed advantageously for
effecting an impression on their rear;
and in the mean time the whole ot
the English fleet was making a
nearer approach.
In the report of Jean Bon St.
Andre, he observes, that while the
two fleets continued manœuvring,
one of the ships, Le Revolutionnaire, from motives not understood
hj the rest of the fleet, slackened
its fails on the approach of the
English ; and admiral Pafley,
.taking advantage of this circum
stance, led on his division, and at
tacked this vessel. In the conflict,
the British vrear-admiral had his
topmast disabled. Assistance was
/therefore immediately ordered ; and
lord Hugh Seymour in the Levia
than pushed up also to attack the
Revolutionnaire, and was supported
by captain Parker of the Audaci
ous. The captain of the Revolu
tionnaire was killed, and the vessel
greatly damaged. The English
accounts add., that she struck to
the Audacious. Night, however,
.j>ut an end to the conflict ; and in
the morning a French ship^L'Audacieux) fell in with the Revoluti
onnaire, and towed it into Roche,
fort.
The two fleets continued within
fight of each other during the
whole night : and on tl»c morning
of the 29th lord Howe gave the
signal sor the fleet to tack, with an
intention of making some further
impression on the rear of the
French. On this manœuvre, the
French also wore from van to rear,
and continued edging down in a
line to engage the van of the Bri
tish. Lord Howe then made the
signal for passing through the ene
my's line ; and a very severe action

commenced. The Cæsar, th«
leading ship of the British van,
however, not keeping to the wind,
the movement of pissing the French
line appeared likely to sail of the
proposed effect; the Queen Char
lotte therefore (the admiral's ship)
was immediately tacked, and (fol
lowed by the Bcllerophon and Lo»
viathan) passed through the action
between the fifth and sixth ships of
the French line. The admiral then
put about again, in preparation for
renewing the attack ; but the rest
of the British .fleet being at this
time paffiugto leeward, and with*
out the sterumost ships of the
Freach line, the latter wore again
to the eastward in succession to suc
cour their disabled (hips in ■ the
rear. Having succeeded in that
operation, the French wore round
again, and stood away in order of
battle on the larboard tack, fol
lowed by the British fleet in the
same order. The fleet3 then re
mained separated a few miles, in
view at times on the intermission of
a thick fog, which lasted for the
greater part of the two following
days.
Having, in the course os the
above manœuvres, obtained the
weather-gage of the French, on
the 1st of June an opportunity pre
sented itself for bringing them to
close action; which the British com
mander determined to improve, and
the ships bore up together for that
purpose between seven and eight
o'clock in the morning. The
French fleet consisted of 26 ships
of the line, four of which, how
ever, had been exhausted by a long
cruize with rear admiral Neuilly ;
and the Euglifii force was only 25,
the Audacious having parted com
pany after the engagement with
the Revolutionnaiie. A close and
tlesperate engagement ensued, and
Y4
both
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both fleets exhibited prodigies of
valour. All the advantages of
skill and discipline, however, were
on the side of the English seamen ;
and even the ships of the trench
were in general so c!d and crazy,
that they had suffered very considerably by the manœuvring previous to the action. Several of the
ships on both sides were dismasted,
and the carnage was dreadful. One
French ship of the line, Le Vengeur of 74 guns, was funk during
the action. The magnanimity and
patriotic enthusiasm of the crew of
this vessel must command our admiration, however we may regret
the havoc of the human species,
which is ever attendant on a state of
~war. After the lower deck guns
were under water, and destruction
inevitable, they continued to fire
the upper tier ; and at the moment
the ship went to the bottom, the
air resounded with the cry of
v Vive la rcpublique, Vive la
liberte, et la France!"
In less than an hour after the
close action commenced, the
French admiral, who had been engaged by the Queen Charlotte,
crowded off, and was followed by
most of the stiips in his van in condition to carry sail, leaving ten or
twelve of his ciippled or dismasted
ships behind. Such, however, was
the disabled state of the majority of
the British fleet, that several of
these afterwards escaped ; and two
or three, even under a fpritsail
singly, or a smaller sail raised on
the slump of a foremast, could not
be detained. Six remained in the
possession of the British admiral,
and were brought safe into Plymouth, viz. La Juste of 80 guns,
ta Sans Pareiite of 80, L'America 74^ L'Achilie 74, L'lnipc-

tueiix 74, and Northumberland 74 5
these with Le Vengeur, which was
sunk, made the whole loss of jho
French amount to seven ships of
the line. The French must have
lost a very considerable number of
men. The captain of La Montagne was killed, and nearly 300
men were killed or wounded on
board the same stiip. In the ships
that were taken, 690 men were
killed, and 580 wounded, and 320
are computed to have perished
in Le Vengeur ! The return of
killed on board the English fleet
was 272, and of wounded 787.
The French were consoled in
some degree for this humiliating
defeat by the attainment of the obr
jeCt for which they risked the engagerr.ent. Their American convoy, amounting to 160 sail, valued
at five millions sterling, and conveying a considerable quantity of
provisions and naval stores, arrived
safe in pint a few days after the
engagement. The British ministry have on this occasion been
charged both with " neglect in procuring information, and supinenesa,
in acting even when by accident
they have acquired intelligence."
Indeed it is not easy to conjecture
by what means this valuable convoy
escaped. Adrr.iral Montague muft
have been without proper information, if it be true, as is affirmed,
that his squadron was seen off the
Lizard two days after the engagement ; and even when he was sent,
to intercept the convoy, it is said,
his force was " so palpably deficient, that he was compelled to be
the humble and mortified spectator of the whole fleet and convoy's triumphant entry into port
L'Orient*.'*
A very curious and interesting

♦Plowden's Short History, p. 163.
vtc\?
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of the state os France at this
period, was taken by a bold and ap
parently intelligent observer, who,
It is said, was employed by the
British ministry for that purpose ;
and who, under various pretences,
though an emigrant, was enabled
to reside in France for a consider
able time *. In some instances his
information appears exaggerated,
but the correctness of his general
statement hasbeen confirmed by sub
sequent events : we shall therefore
present our readers with a short ab-'
• stract of it, as a proper introduc
tion to the extraordinary scenes
which they will presently be called
to contemplate.
" The power, the action, the
right of sovereignty (M. Montgaillard observes, speaking of the
present period, May 1794) are con
centrated in the committee of pub
lic safety. The thirty committees,
amongst whom are divided the la
bours of the convention, have no
share in the government ; they are
entirely ignorant of the measures
which are exclusively taken by the
committee of public safety ; but
the greatest activity every where
reigns in the execution ; laws are
made, roads constructed, and capali dug, all at the fame instant.
The most abundant resources are
lavished ; public schools instituted,
and the French language is carried
to the foot of the Pyrenees, and
.amidst the heaths of the Lower
Brittany. One fitting frequently
produces thirty decrees upon ob
jects the most remote ; orders fifty
millions to execute them, and
erects every where scaffolds to
maintain them. In finances, the
convention is richer than united
Europe. Seven ninths of the foil
belong (o the republic ; aud this
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continual pledge of paper credit
is now become inexhaustible, by
the rapidity with which property
is exchanged, and always to the
advantage of the assembly. They
have already conceived the project
to nationalize the whole soil of
France, to register the territory,
like a public debt, in the Grand
Livre ; and to resume the property
of the clergy and nobility, pur
chased, as they pretend, at a price
much inferior to their actual value.
About twenty millions sterling in
gold and silver are deposited in the
coffers of the national convention.
The mint of Paris, to which was,
transported all 'she bullion of the
suppressed provincial mints, contains
about three millions of pounds
sterling in metal ; and daily addi
tions are thrown in by deposits,
collections, and penalties. The
plunder of the churches produced
near 1,350,0001. sterling, and
through the whole extent of
France there no longer remains a
sacred vase, not even in the domes
tic chapels.
1
" The military committee, directedby Cat notvLa Fitte, d'Anifll, and
others, draw the plans of attack
and defence, combine their opera
tions, and adapt their military
tactics to the spirit of the revolu
tion. From the memoirs,and from
all the vestiges of the exploits, the
zeal, and intelligence of the great
generals, ministers, and statesmen,
who adorned the old monarchy,
these men have extracted the mean^
of its annihilation. Eight hun
dred and fifty thousand effective
men fight under the orders of the
committee of public safety, and1
this number may be augmented.
After the harvest and sowing season
have assured the future subsistence

* The Count de Montgaillari1.
of
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of these new soldiers, when they
are no longer useful at home, we
may star that France, in the end
of the campaign, will adopt the
alarming measure of a war gene
rally offensive."
With a spirit approaching to
that of prophecy, the count de
Montgaillard foretells the fall of
Robespierre and his accomplices ;
tut he adds, even Robespierre may

be brought to the Hock w ithout
occasioning any grand convulsion.
The spirit of the revolution would
survive such events. He intimate*
however, that it was generally be
lieved in France, " that, if the
conditions on which Toulon sur
rendered, had been faithfully observed, a great majority of the na
tion would by degrees have joined
the combined powers."

CHAPTER
IX.
Proceedings of the Convention.—FaSions in France.—Deputies received
from St. Domingo.—Emancipation of the Negroes.—Maximum eflabli/bed.—Reflections on that Suljifl.—Powers of the Committees enlarged.—
Answer to the British Minister.—Party of Hebert—Arrested and exe
cuted.—Fahre d'Eglantine and others arrejled.—Danlon and others
arrefled and condemned. —Death and Character of Danlon.—Execution
of General Dillon, Chaumeite, Gohet, cS"s.—Nobles and Foreigners or
dered to quit Paris, lie. — Rousseau's Ashes deposited in the Pantheon.—
Petition of Gamain.—Trial and Death ofMadame Elizabeth.—Decadary Festivals.—Attempts to assassinate Collot (PHerbois and Robespierre.—
Decree agaitist the English. —Atrocities of Robespierre.—Cruelty to Prifoners,—Spirited Conduit of Bourdon de L'Oife in a Debate on the Re
volutionary Tribunal.—Decline of Robespierre's Power.—Reports on
Mendicity and forged AJJignats.—Decree respecting Military Promo
tions.— Violent Debates in the Convention. —Robespierre publicly at*
fueled—Arrefled and executed with his Adherents.— CharaScr of Ro
bespierre. — Parallel between him and Cromnvell.— Consequences of the
Fall ofRsbefpierre.— New Organization ofthe Committees.—-Ambassadors
introduced to the Convention. — FaSions in the Convention.—Attempt /•
note Tallien.—Jacobin Club dissolved.—Laws respecting Emi
grants.—Commotions at Marseilles.—Lindet's Report on the State of
France.-—Deputies restored to their Seats.—Trial of Carrier.—Procla
mation addressed to the Royahjls.—Telegraph. —Balloons.
CONTRA RY as a state of war
undoubtedly is to every good
and found principle, and hostile as
it must be to all the best affections
of the human heart, it was in the
armies of France that all the ac
tive virtue aud patriotism of the
French nation at this calamitens period resided. Their le
gislative body was only the scene
of suction and depravity. The hall

of the convention was the great
theatre on which bad men contend
ed for power ; and the pyramidal
column of tyranny, which was at
first formed on a broad basis by the
overthrow of the monarchical con
stitution in 1792, gradually ascend
ed towards its apex, and at length
terminated in a point. %
The progress of faction, from its
first successful attempt at anarchy
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*o its termination in the despotism
of an individual, will form a cu
rious and interesting topic for the
future biflorian. The republican
party in 1792 had no sooner ac
complished the overthrow of the
constitution, than they became
tbemselves divided into two op
posite and inveterate parties, that
»f the Gironde, and that of the
Mountain. The latter had no
sooner enjoyed an horrid and san
guinary triumph over their unfor
tunate opponents, than a second
division was obierved, and the con
test lay betyveen the jacobins and
aordeliers. The jacobins had no
sooner sent their antagonists to the
scaffold, than they were once more
divided ; and, like two stars which
cannot move in the ' fjime orbit,
Robespierre and Danton contend
ed for the sovereignty. The for
mer was triumphant, and fell in
his turn ; and may his grave prove
the grave of faction, of anarchy,
and tyranny in France !
The three last of these contests
will form the principal subject of
the present chapter ; but it will lje
proper previously to notice some
other proceedings of the conven
tion. Gn the tst of January a
decree wa8 pasted, that " every ge
neral condemned to death should
in future be executed at the head
of the army which he has attempt
ed to betray." The punishment of
fi°$&mS was at tste s>me rime abo
lished on board the fleet, as im
proper for freemen ; and other pu
nishments substituted, such as im
prisonment, stoppage of pay, re
duction of rank, &c.
On the 3d of February, three
deputies from the island of St. Do
mingo were received into the con
vention, as representatives of that
place ; one of the deputies was a
negro, and the other two of that
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description of persons who are
called men of colour. On the suc
ceeding day, the deputies gave an
account of the tioubles in that
island ; and they had no sooner con
cluded, than La Croix rose to
move the entire abolition of slavery
within the dominions of France.
The national convention rose spon
taneously to decree the proposition
of La Croix ; and the men of colour
were all decreed to be French «iti- .
zen«. The moil affecting scene
took place, and a female negro
who attended the sitting1 fainted
with joy at the passing of the de
cree. On the motion of Danton
on the 5th, the convention resolved
to refer to the committee of pub
lic safety the decree of emancipa
tion, in order that they might pro
vide the most effectual and safest
means of carrying it into effect,
lest " the too sudden transition
from slavery to liberty might prove
fatal to those for whose advantage
the vote had been decreed."
In the course of some of the pre
ceding sittings, a committee of sub
sistence hud been appointed, and
on the 17th of February they
brought up to the bar of the con
vention a table of the maximum,
or highest prices at which the ne
cessaries of life should be sold
throughout the republic. The
table comprehended provisions,
clothing, grocery, firing, and
military stores. Barrcre rose to
pronounce a panegyric on the la
bours of this committee, and endea
voured to point out the advantage*
which must result from luch a uni
form table as had been presented.
He observed, that it would at once
defeat the efforts of the ill-disposed
and the avaricious. <i Let the rich,
said he, resign the superfluities of
theit sumptuoustables, whereluxury
and vanity alone are fed i Let them
.
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cease to consume in one day the
food of many months ! Let us all
impose on ourselves some civic pri-'
vations ! .Let us suppress all deli
cacies calculated for voluptuaries
and not for republicans !"
To the conclusions of the orator
we are more disposed to accede than
to the premises. In a time of na
tional scarcity, it is indeed highly
proper that luxury snould be re
strained: but establishing a maxi
mum of prices can never surely con
tribute to this end, as the more
cheaply provisions ave to be obtain
ed, the more likely the voluptuous
are to indulge to excess. A maxi
mum can only operate against mo
nopolies, and to prevent extor
tion ; yet even in this respect we
much doubt of its effects. To de
stroy a monopoly, bounties ad
vanced by the state on the im
portation of commodities are infi
nitely more effectual ; and in
deed a law which reduces their
price will only encourage the
possessors to keep the doors of
their granaries closed, and that
which might have been rendered
useful to the community is perhaps
by this false economy destined to
be the ptey of vermin.
That sumptuary laws might on
such occasions be passed with ad
vantage, is obvious. The number
of horses and other animals kept
for pleasure might be reduced, or
the proprietors might be obliged
to feed their cattlt with grafs, and
not with Corp. Every article of
mere vanity, such as hair-powder,
might he prohibited ; and bread
enly of a coarser standard than
usual ought to be exposed to sale.
Trie slaughter of young anirr.p'.s
p-.i^ht be prohibited; fisheries r>ri«;ht
be encouraged ; and all public
feasts and entertainment? ought to
be ciltirtly abolished, If we mis
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take not, the maximum was the
molt pernicious measure that could
at this period be aiipptedin France;
it was unworthy of the talents of
the party who espoused it; and -we
can only consider it as one of the
many sacrifices which they made
against, their btt! er judgment to the
populace of Paris.
On the 26th of February ano
ther pernicious decree was passed,
which invested the committee of
public safety with powers " to set
patriots at liberty;" in other words,
to dispense pardons : and as they
were previously invested with the
power of arrest, there is little doubt
but a most formidable traffic would
have been carried on, had the re
volutionary regimen continued to
subsist; Another decree was passed
at the fame time equally tyranni
cal, viz. " that the effects of such
persons as mall be deemed enemies
to the revolution shall be confis
cated to the use of the repub
lic ; and the persons imprisoned,
till peace be restored, and then ba
nished for ever.''
At this period an answer was
published bv authority to the de
claration of the British minister re
lative to his motives for continuing
the war. As it is our duty to in
sert all the information that we can
obtain concerning so important a,
subject, and as the paper in questipn may also serve to illustrate in
some .measure the views and ob
jects of the party predominant
at this time in France, we shall
trespass a little on the patience of
the reader, and insert a short ab
stract of this curious reply.
The answer begins by reciting
what is stated in the declaration
as the object of the war—namely,
" the preservation of that state of
civil society, happily establillicd
in the several nations cf Europe."
The
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The greater part of the govern
ments of Europe being in their na
ture despotic, this part of the de
claration is treated as the direct
avowal of a purpose to use the re
sources of Great Britain for the
end of perpetuating " the bleflings
of despotism."—" If this be the
object, the answer proceeds to
fay—it is easy to conceive what
part is to be acted in a country
where despotism has been over
thrown. It follows as a necessary
consequence, that famine, fire, and
sword are to be employed to replunge that country into its an
cient state of slavery.
" The English minister, always
faithful to his principles, rejoices
in his manifesto on the approaching
prospect of success in this laudable
enterprise. He sees every event
through the telescope of his wiihes.
He is so ardent as to take the vi
sion for a reality ; ar.d, like Mac
beth grasping the ideal dr.gger,
reasons on the fiction as if it were
an existing object."
It is iFated in the declaration,
that a desire for the restoration of
monarchy prevailed " almost uniTersally" in France. But where,
the answer proceeds to inquire, was
the manifestation of their desire to
be found ? Was it in La Vendee ?
If it was, the small crusade of ban
ditti in that quarter, though sus
tained by Englisti gold and fur
nished with English arms, had been
put to the rout, and thcir'leadcrs
punished as traitors to their coun
try Was it in Lvons or in Tou
lon ? The comparatively small par
ty which had been excited in those
towns by the peifidious stratagems
of the English minister, i>ad been
defeated and punished in the same
manner. The latter town was said
to have been •induced to revolt
** by their -confidence in the Eng
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lish government!"—After corrupt
ing the commandants of the place
to deliver up the town, the effects
of corruption are quoted, with
consummate effrontery, as so manyproofs of the confidence of the ci
tizens !
•»*
After having established the mo
tives which induce him to continue
the war, the English minister, say*
the answer, proceeds to state the
conditions " on which he will con
sent to make a peace." He states
his ardent desire to see himself in a
condition to treat for the re-establishment of general tranquillity.
But how are these protestations re
alized, or his " just and moderate
propositions" stated? If he wished
for peace a>> much as he pretends
to do, these .propositions would at,
least be clearly laid down. He
would not avail himself of any cir
cumlocution—of anV subterfuge.
But what does the British minister
say on this subject —He states, in
the first instance, that he docs not
contest, in any shape, the right os
France to reform her laws ; that he
does not wish to influence by any
external force the form of the go
vernment to be established in an
independent nation. He adds, that
such an object was never within the
limits of his desire ! ,
" If there had been one word of
truth in these assertions, the obsta
cles to a peace might h we been ea
sily removed. He had nothing to
do, but to recall his isetts and ar
mies—to concede to the French
their indubitable right to form a
government for themselves, and a
negotiation for the re-elbblifnment
of peace would naturally have fol
lowed.
" Butwhat fhallbe said if all that
he has advanced on this subject is
found to be nothing more th?n
falsehood at:i imposture ; and trm
hi*
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bis professions are contradicted by
himself almost in the instant that
they are uttered ?
" In the very next passage of the
declaration the Britiih minister
promises " a fuspeniion of hosti
lities ; and friendship, safety, and
protection, as far as the course of
events will permit, to all FrenchMen who, by declaring for a mo
narchical government, shall fheke
off the yoke of anarchy."—He
invites the French people to co
operate for that purpose—to serve
<uider the colours of an hereditary
monarchy— and to unite, under tls;
empire of law, morality, and reli
gion. This is the man who reject*
the influence of all exterior force.
This is the man who desires not
to interfere in the internal form of
the French government. The misister of England desires peace so
ardently, that he dictates the very
terms on which heJcnows it will not
be accepted !
" Whilst he complains against
anarchy, he himself excites sedi
tion. He invites the minoiity of
the Freuth nation to revolt against
the majority ; to oppose themselves
to the general will ; and to take up
arms for the purpose of establishing
an absolute monarchy. He states, at
the fame time, the number of
•* well-disposed" persons in France,
and to these he addresses parti
cularly his declaration. This de
scription of persons, he omits to
state, consists of honelt bankrupts,
©f priests without faith or law, of
starving nobles and insolent pros
titutes, of pickpockets out of em
ploy, and of knights of industry of
the order of St. Louis of men
who. live like ivcrmi but from cor
ruption, and exist like miijbraoms
only on the dunghill."
After some reflections on the
late queen.cf France, and a com-
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parison between her and* trip priircest?
Sophia of Hanover, which we fore
bear" to recite, the answerer passes'
to a review of the present situation
of 1 ranee.
_
This country, he observes, is"
now in a revolutionary state. ' I*
turns on its political axis, and tends
by its gravitation to the centre of
liberty. The laws arc the neccssaiy
result of the exigents of the mo
ment ; they are either mild or ri
gorous, corrective or encouraging,as the public welfare and the im
portance ©f tire object proposed
may require. England has had its
revolution ; and it is not just tcV
compare a nation which has effect
ed its revolution, to, another nous
in the crisis of that effort. The
former is in a state of repose, the
latter in a progressive motion. The
answerer, after admitting this dif
ference, proceeds to draw a strong
picture of the present state' ofEngland.- He states, that ourboasteef
laws are like those of Draco, writ
ten in blood ; thtit they arc so con
fused and contradictory, that not
one man in a rnirKon can understand
them ; and yet that to find fault is
punished by the pillory, by sine, or
by imprisonment.
In the declaration of the British'
mniister, transmitted to the com
manders of the English fleets and
armies, and which was expected to
work miracles ; found, it is added/
took the place of sense, and word*
of argument. In one part, all was
menace and haughtiness ; in ano
ther, all was softness and reconci
liation ;■ in one place, the ass bray
ed, and, in the other, the lion
roared. In the exordium, the Bri
tish minister demanded,- for himself
and his allies, "a just indemnity."
In the middle of the pieceh'e prefer!
no such demand. In the conclirsioa, he niukes a number of requi
sitions*
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fit ions, which he must he .confident
will not be granted !
He alks, amongst other particu
lars, that a legitimate and stable
government may be established in
France. But this was already accomplished. It was only the con
sent of the people which could give
legitimacy to a government. The
French republic is founded on the
general will, and is therefore a le
gitimate form of government.
" The time is- not far distant, the
answer states in a haughty tone, when
necessity will compel the British mi
nister to ask for peace. What will
then be the language of France ?
She will in her tum demand that
a stable and legitimate government
shall be established in Great Bri
tain, in which the people shall hold
the part which belongs to them.
The cabinet, the ministers, and the
parliament, France will regard in
the fame point of view as they now
consider the republic—as a com
bination of usurped powers. The
people of Fiance will only treat
with the people of Great Britain."
Before we proceed to narrate
the particulars of the different
schisms that successively took place
in the mountain party in the course
•f the year, it will be necessary to
carry our attention back to some
previous circumstances. Among
the different dubs' into which the
popular leaders were- divided at the
first seras of the revolution, two
of the most distinguished were the
jacobins and the cordeliers, both
named from holding their meetings
in the chapels formerly appropri
ated to the use of those religious
orders. Of the former of these we
have frequently had occasion to
treat, but the cordeliers were most
conspicuous at their fall. Previ
ous to the revolution of the ioth
«f August, 1792, the jacobins>

who were decided republicans, were
under the direction of Pethion,
Condorcet, Briffot, Roland, and
the rest of the Gironde party.
The cordeliers were commonly
supposed to consist chiefly of the
Orleans faction ; and their object
was said at first to be, to place
the unfortunate and ambitious
Philip of Orleans upon the throne :
the leaders of this club were Ro
bespierre, Danton, and Marat.
None of the true and original jaco
bins were members of the cordelier
society ; but almost all the corde*
liers were jacobins. We have al
ready seen, that after the acces
sion of the BrhTotines to office
(whether other engagements pre
vented their constant attendance at
the jacobins, or whether having ac
complished their object they might
neglect the means, we cannot de
termine) the party of Robespierre
and Danton obtained by degrees a
total ascendancy in the club of ja
cobins, and they in 'their turn ap
pear to have neglected the corde
liers. At the head of this latter
society remained Hebert, Vincent,
Ronfin, and others ; and in con
nexion with Fabrc d'Eglantine,
Camille Desmoulins, &c. this
was the party which produced the
new calendar, and carried by their
clamour and intrigues the horrid
decree in the preceding year for
the abolition of the christian wor
ship. The connexion with these
deputies was however, it appeared,
afterwards dissolved, and converted
into hatred and opposition on the
part of Hebert. The odium which
this party had brought upon itself
by the execrable measure of abo
lishing religious worship, and pro
bably the secret ambition of its
leaders, rendered it expedient to the
views of Robespierre to rid himself
os them by the speediest means ; and
indeed
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indeed the sacrifice of Hebert and
his connexion was evidently only a
preliminary to still bolder measures.
Hebert, who was at the head of
the municipality of Paris, and
whose arrest by the commission
of twelve, previous to the 3 1 st
of May 1793, had been the signal
of revolt to the adherents of the
mountain party, had hitherto been
the devoted instrument of Robe
spierre : but observing the facility
with which revolutions were effect
ed in Paris, or fearing perhaps
that the perfidy of the man whom
he had aflillcii in his elevation
might bring him in his turn to the
scaffold, he determined to endea
vour to effect a new change. 'Not
only the religious principles of the
cordeliers at this time were in the
extreme of depravity, but their
civil tenets were scarcely lese ex
ceptionable. To conciliate the po
pulace, they adopted the wildest
theories, preached equality in the
utmost extent, ?nd recommended
publicly an agrarian law. With
these tenets their dress and appear
ance corresponded. They emu
lated the squalid externals of those
■who were honoured with the ap
pellation of sans culottes. Long
trowsers, working jackets, black
wig', red caps, and pantaloons
formed the fashionable wardrobe of
these enrages.
Hebert was the author of a jourrial, which was entitled Pere du
Chesne. In this journal he com
menced his attack upon the conven
tion and the jacobins, by inveighing
against Fabte d'Eglantine, Camille
Desmoulins and other deputies, as
Briffotines. In the beginning of
March, the table of the rights of
man in the hall of the cordeliers
Was covered with a black crape ;
fcnd Hebert from the tribune of the
society asserted, " that tyranny e«a

isted in the republic." The sectiod
of Marat by the instigation of thii
party declared itself in a state of
insurrection, but the example was
not followed by the other lections
(of Paris. In conclusion, Hebert,
Ronlin, Vincent and others, who
were esteemed as the chiefs of the
conspiracy, were arrested on the
25 th of March, and ordered before
the revolutionary tribunal. It was
in vain that Hebert in his journal
affirmed, that he was not present
when the club of cordiliers passed
the resolution to throw a black
veil over the table of the rights of
man j it was in vain he affirmed
that he meant not to glance at
Robespierre in his denunciation
against Cnmille DesmOulins, PhiU
lipeaux, Sec. He was brought be
fore the fatal tribunal on the 21st
of March, with Momoro; Ronlin;
Vincent ; Ducroquet, a hair-dresser^
commissioner against monopolists in
the section of Marat ; Koch, 3
Dutch banker ;, Laumur, colonel
in the 6th regiment of infantry ;
Bourjeoia, a joiner ; Mazuel, a shoe
maker; LaboureaU, a student of
physic ; Anguard, a glover ; Leclerc, chief of the second division1
of the war department ; Proly, for
merly a merchant, and afterwards
the editor of a daily print ; Deslicux, a wine-merchant ; Anacharsis Clootz, formerly a deputy of the
convention ; Pereyra, a snuff and
tobacco manufacturer ; Marie Anne
Lairlil, the wife of Quetineau <
Armand, a student of surgery ;
Descombles, formerly a grocer's
shopman ; and Dubuiffon, a mau
of letters.
The following are the most ma
terial of a list of charges, which
wtre set forth at great length in the
act of accusation :
" That the conspiracy tended to
restore despotism, and to murder
the
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the representatives of the people ;
that the tyrant who was to govern
the French nation was first to have
borne the title of the greatjudge!
" That the English govern
ment and the allied powers were
the real chiefs of that conspiracy,
and made use of men invested with
the public confidence, namely Hebert, itonlin, Momoro, and Vin
cent, whose only ambition was to
obtain places and wealth by the
revolution, that they might indulge
their vices and excesses.
" That the principal conspira
tors, Ronsin, Hcbert, Vincent and
I,aumur, used -to meet at night at
Passy, at the house of the Dutch
banker, Koch, where they con
certed their plans, and revelled in
debauchery till late in the morning.
" That each of the conspirators
had a part prescribed for him ; that
Ronsin with Mazuel went to the
different houses of arrest, to take
down the namc3 of all those pri
soners whom they thought the fit
test to execute their plots.
" That Hcbert and Vincent
would at one time denounce the
bad citizens, at another the cou
rageous defenders of the people, to
mislead the public opinion, ar.d to
involve in one common ruin the
national representation and all the
patriots, as the authors of the
Want of provifions, while it was
manifest that they alone, in con
cert with Ronsin and Mazuel, kept
a part of the revolutionary army in
the most shameful inactivity.
" That these same conspirators,
with their accomplices Momoro,
Ducroquet, Laboureau, Ancard
and Bourgeois, proposed to cover*
the rights of man with a funeral
crape.
•
" That the above parties went
to all the public places to calum-
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niate and vilify the national repre*
sensation.
" That they calumniated in a
like manner the members of the
committees of public and general
safety, and demanded the renewal
of the national representation.
" That the system of reducing
Paris by famine was pursued by all
the conspirators at one and the
fame time ; that the public func
tionaries, in different communes,
gave orders, in consequence of this
plot, that no provisions should be
brought to Paris, in order to bring
on the crisis which was to restore
despotism and tyranny.
" That it was the design of Ron
sin to employ the revolutionary ar
my in the execution of this dread
ful plot : that Ronsin wished that
the revolutionary army consisted of
loo,ocoinstead of6oco men; which
manifested his desire of being a
Cromwell, were it only for twentyfour hours.
" That this fictitious famine
made every day a greater progress.
" That the conspirators inflamed
the people,by making them believe
that this famine was occasioned by
their representatives, whom they
intended to massacre.
" That Vincent declared that
he would dress out mannikins like
representatives of the people, and
place them in the Thuilleries, to
call the people around him, aud to
tell them, ' Behold the sine repre
sentatives you have ; they preach
plainness, and this is the way they
dress !' That this system of vilify
ing the national representation,
formed by Vincent and his accom
plices, corresponded exactly with
the plans of the leagued despots.
" That other conspirators, name
ly, Dessieux, Pereyra, Proly, and
Descombes, even published the
Z
names
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names os those representatives whom
they wished to murder ; and that
they circulated by their agents in
cendiary bills throughout Paris and
the adjacent communes, exhorting
the people to rebel against: the
national representation and the con
stituted authorities.
" That pamphlet* and bills were
distributed in all the public markets
and places, stirring up the people
to open the prisons, that the con
spirators and their accompliees
might more speedily exterminate
the representatives.
" That false patroles were to
massacre the citizens on duty in the
houses of arrest ; that the conspi
rators meant to seize the mint and
the national treasury ; but tint the
convention, at the moment when
the conspiracy was to break out,'
published a decree against the par
ties concerned." &c.
The principal evidences were
Louis Legendre, deputy to the
national convention, and Louis
Pierre Dufourni, architect ; but
their testimony went no further
than to prove some rash and intem
perate expressions which had been
used by the prisoners ; and the
charges we must £ay were very ill
supported by the evidoncJ. Laboureau was the only man who was
acquitted ; though to convict any
rna\i upon such evidence, whatever
might be his demerits, was only a
formal murder. The wretched mani.ic, Anacharfis Clootz, was of
course among the condemned, and
was the only man who attempted
to speak ; End he appealed, but in
vain, to the human race, whose ora
tor and ambassador "he had declar
ed himself. Clootz however met
death, we are informed, with move
firmness than might have been ex
pected from his general character

and his atheistical principles. Hebert and his colleagues passed their
time, when together, like the fallen
spirits in Milton, in mutual accusa
tion, till Clootz with a loud voice
recited to them those wejl known
lines :
" |c revois certe nuit, <}ue dt mal consume,
C6tt- a efite d'uu gueuxon m'avoitinhumtr;
Et que, blessc pour moi d'un parcil voitinage,
En moit de qualitc je lui tin! ce langagc."
This citation had the effect he
wistied : they became reconciled toeach other ; and Clootz, whose
only apprehension was lest any of
them should die in religious belief,
preached atheism to them till their
last sigh.
As the characters of Hebcrt and
the principal conspirators, as theywere called, commanded no re
spect ; so their fate excited no com
passion ; they were executed amidst
the applauses of the surrounding
multitude, and at tne falling of the
guillotine the air was rent with
shouts of Vive la Rtpublique !
The success and popularity of
Robespierre on this prosecution en
couraged him immediately to bring
forward a new group of traitors ;
aud, to the astonishment of every
man^ Fabre d'Eglantine and others
of the deputies, for the reviling of
whomHebei t had been condemned,
were among the principal culprits.
With Fabre d'Eglantine, Chabot
the famous ex-capuchin friar, a
man notoriously venal and corrupt,
was arrested with his two brothersin-law, the bankers of the name of
Frey, Julien of Toulouse, Bawire
and Delaunay of Angers. The
substance of the accusation prefer
red against them by Amar, the re
porter of the committees of public
and general safety, related chiefly
to
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to some stock-jobbing transactions ;
and it seemed to be clearly proved
against them, that they made use of
the situations which they held un
der the republic for the purpose of
amafiing large fortunes ; and that
in some instances they had accept
ed of bribes. These proceedings
Robespierre attempted to construe
into a counter-revolutionary pro
ject, and a' design to degrade the
Convention by exhibiting such in
famous conduct in the persons of
its deputies : and Amar asserted
that they maintained a venal corre
spondence with the combined pow
ers ; which might be true, but of
which there was no competent
evidence. Other parts of the charge
were ridiculous, and only calculated
to act on the mean and senseless
prejudices of the populace. The
bankers Frey were described as un
worthy republicans, because they
had been ennobled by Maria The.resa, and had a brother in the im
perial army ; and because they were
able to give to Cliabot 200,000
livres as a marriage portion with
their sister. It was further asserted
that they had attempted to fend a
letter with 50 louis in gold to the
son of Louis Capet in the Temple,
to enable that unfortunate infant
to effect his escape. i A charge ut
terly incredible and absurd.
The unfortunate Danton took
part in the convention against the
accused deputies, and in a few days
after pleaded strongly for, confi
dence in the committees of public
and general safety } unconscious
(so short-sighted are the faculties
of man) that he was soon to be
implicated in the fate of the persons
whom he censured* and to accom
pany them to the scaffold.
A secret rivalfhipanddeep-rooted
enmity had long subsisted between
Dantoa and Robespierre—at least
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it was strongly cherished by the lat*
ter—though the address and elo
quence of Danton, it is believed*
had saved him from the decree of
accusation which Louvct had moved
against him, relative to the massa
cres of September 1792. Dantod
indeed was the only person whom
Robespierre could regard in the
light of a formidable rival, and it
became necessary to the projects of
the latter that he should be removed.
Of the progress of the quarrel be
tween them we are destitute of in
formation : but, a very short time
before the arrest of Danton, an in
terview was brought about betweea
them by the influence of a common
friend, in the hope of effecting a
reconciliation. Danton, after a
long conversation, finding it im
possible to make an impression on
his implacable rival, who heard
him with a look of insult and ma-i
lignity, is said to have burst intc*
tears, and to have left the room
with the prophetic exclamation*
" I fee that my fate '.• decided, but
my deatli will be your ruin."
Danton, Lacroix, Philippeaux,
and Camille Desmomins were ar
rested on the 3 1 tl of March. The
real crime of the last was a satirical
parallel between the revolutionary
government of France and the ca
pricious tyranny of the Roman
emperors, which he published in
a periodical paper, of which he was
the editor,- termed the " Old Cor
delier." Philippeaux, it is said*
h?d mortally offended by exposing
the horrors and cruelties which be
had witnessed in La Vendee, y/hU
ther he had been sent on mission;
Legendre, who was in habils of in
timacy with Danton and Lacroix,
made a bold speech in their favour*
and moved that they Ihould be
heard at the bar. He assorted
ftiongly his own integrity, and adZ 2
ded
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dcd that " he believed Danton as
pure as himself." A peison who
was present at thia scene in the
convention observed, that the ha
bitual firmiic£;S$ Robespierre never
appeared more shaken than on this
occasion. He replied to Lcgcndre
with more than usual palfion and
vivacity ; lie ran into a long decla
mation on the vices, corruption, and
venality of Lacroix*; andconcluded
by faying that he had been himself
the friend of Danton, so lie had been
of Brissot, Pction, &c. but lie ceased
to be their friend when they mewed
themselves enemies to the republic.
The motion he contended was in
admissible, as it had been denied to
Chabot, Fabre d' Eglantine, and
Bazire. Herault Sechelles, Simon,
Chaumetre the procureur of the
commune of Paris, and Gobet the
ex-bishop, who had disgraced him
self and his profession by the pub
lic renunciation of his functions,
had been arrelted a few days be
fore, all as accomplice* with Fabre
d' Eglantine, Sec General Wester
mann, who was also charged as an
accomplice, had been some time
under arrest.
Though Danton was ambitious,
he is laid also to have had a tincture
of avarice in his composition, and
not to have been perfectly free from
all suspicion of public peculation.
It was expected therefore, that the
act of accusation would turn upon
the same points with that of Cha
bot and Fabre d'Eglantine ; but
it did not: it conlifled principally
of vague declamations, involving
them in the crimes of Dmnouriez,
Philip of Orleans, and Fabre d'Eglantine, whose accomplices they
were'declared to have been ; and ac
cusing them, but without any spe

cific charge, with being engaged in
a new plot for effecting a counter
revolution, for re-establishing mo
narchy, for destroying the national
representation and the republican
government. It is remarkable that
St. Just, in the report presented on
this occasion, makesthe profession of
atheism * a principal charge Against
Fabre d'Eglantine. " He soon per
ceived (said the reporter) to what
the destruction of religious worship
would lead; and becoming accord"
ingly a loud declaimer against the
eternal basis of morality, he attack
ed providence, denied the immor
tality of the foul, which comforted
Socrates when he swallowed the
juice of hemlock; andwished,incortcert with his followers, to banish
from nature the supreme being. At
the head of this system was Chaumette, the flatterer of the people,
but the friend of kings ; who, when
he remitted 30,000 livres to his fa
ther, requested of him neither to pur
chase national domains, nqr the con
fiscated property of the emigrants.
Let not the people (continued St.
Jull) lose sight of the divinity !
Those who made religion a pretext
For the restoration of royalty, have
endeavoured to disseminate among u*
the horrible doctrine of atheism."
On the morning of the 2d of
April, Danton, Fabre d'Eglantine,
Lacroix, Chabot, Philippeaux, Camille Desir.oulins, Dclaunay d'Aiigeis, Herault Sechelles, the abbe
d' Espaguac, I i usinau, the two Freysr
Diendrichen, Lullier, with the ce
lebrated general Westermann, were
brought before the revolutionaty
tribunal. They all evinced much
firmness, except Fabre d'Eglantine,
who was greatly agitated. Danton
in particular appeared from the

* Yet we hsve been as ruJely as ignorantly charged with uttering an uittmb
faying that Robespierre anil his party courtcJ popularity by aflectin; a zeal tor reJigr
very
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very first to have been reconciled
to his fate. When the usual ques
tions were put to him respecting
his name and residence, he replied,
" My residence will soon be a non
entity ; but my name will live for
ever in the Pantheon of history."
Herault Sechelles, on being que
stioned relative to his name and his
station before the revolution, an
swered—that he had formerly pos
sessed a feat in the hall in which he
stood, and was detested by the other
members of the parliament as being
the decided friend of liberty. Chabot had previously taken poison ;
but an emetic having been admi
nistered, his health was restored be
fore the trial. Herault Sechelles
and Camille Desmoulius entertain
ed the spectators by completely
turning the act of accusation into
ridicule ; and Danton perplexed
ajid mortified the judges by the
sallies of his wit, and the keenness
of his invective. His contempt for
this mock tribunal was indeed such,
that he amused himself with throw
ing little balls in the faces of the
judges. The prisoners professed,
•
That nothing would have been
wore glorious than to conspire
against a government winVh itself
conspires." Thev demanded to be
confronted with Robespierre ai:d
Barure; but these deputies, under
pretence that a plot was formed to
assassinate them at the tribunal, re
fused to attend, and the prisoners
consequently refused to aniwer any
further interrogatories, as they in
sisted that tlve proceedings were un
fair. The committee ot public
safety were probably not diipicaled
wills this declaration, as it afforded
them a pretext for shortening pro
ceedings which only increased their
embarrassment. The public accu
ser dispatched a letter to the con
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vention, informing them that the
prisoners were in a state of revolt
against the tribunal; and, on the
motion of St. Just, a decree was
passed, " that whoever insults the
national justice shall not be heard,
but tried (or more properly con
demned) immediately." This d«cree was read to the deputies upon
trial on the 5th; but they still
persisted in their refusal to answer
interrogatories, unless Robespierre,
St. Just, and Barrere, could be
compelled to attend. The jury
therefore, without further hesita
tion, found Danton, Camilk Des
moulius, Lacroix, Philippeaux, He
rault Sechelles, and Westennunn,
guilty of a conspiracy against the
republic; and Chabot, Fabre d'F.-,
glantiue, Julicn de Thoulouse,Despagnac, 1 1 > e t wo Frey s,Gusnian,and
Dieudrichen, guilty of corrupt prac
tices. JLullier only was acquitted.
At two o'clock on the fame day
sentence was pasted upon the pn."
soners; and at five in the afternoon,
they were conveyed in three carts
from the Coucicrgeric to the Place
dela Revolution, where the state pri
soners were usually executed. They
all behaved with great firmness, ex
cept Lacroix; and Danton, who
was executed last, when he was
tied to the plunk, cast up his eyes
to the fatal axe, and his counte
nance and figure assumed an air of.
magnanimity with which the spec
tators were deeply penetrated.
Danton was a man of great ta- .
lents. He had been educated to
the profession of the law, and from
the first of the French revolution
had taken an active part, at first
as one of the Orleans partyj and
afterwards on a more extended
scale. To his counsels on the loth
of August 179^, the republican
party were entirely indebted for
Z 3
their
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their success, and on that party
proving triumphant, lie was made
minister of just ice, which office he
shortly after resigned. He was at
first, considered a* bring intimately
connected with the Biiffotines, but
soon attached himself to the moun
tain party, which he greatly
strengthened by his eloquence and
abilities. His person was large,
inclining to cprpulcncy, and his
figure was rather prepossessing. As
he passed to the scaffold, his head
was bare, and the spectators were
struck with tiiC resemblance it bore
to the medals of Socrates. He
possessed much wit and pleasantry,
which he displayed occasionally
even after every hope of protracted
existence was gone. His disposi
tion is said to have been naturally
frank and social ; but his ambition
involved him either as a principal
or accessary in the commission ot
great crimes, a considerable part of
which has been faithfully recorded
in those melancholy pages which
we have devoted to the affairs of
France. In private life, and uncontaminated by that great corruptcr of the human heart, power,
he would probably have been a
much better man. In the dungeon
of the Concier -erie, he too late re
gretted the blessings of a retiftd
life. " In revolutions," said he,
*' the power always remains in the
hands of villains. It is better to
be a poor fisherman than to govern
men. Those fools! they will cry
* Long live the republic!' on see
ing me pass to the scaffold, This
day last year I caused the revolu
tionary tribunal to be instituted.
I ask pardon os God and of men ;
it was not that it should become
the scourge ofhuminity; it was to
prevent the renew al of the massacres
of September."

It is a singular circumstance, that
in the short space of two years al
most every individual of the princi
pal actors in the revolution of the
10th of August was brought to 4
violent end. Danton and Wester*
mann,thc one who directed and the
other who executed the counsels
of the insurgents, perished on the
fame day and on the fame scaffold.
The principle once admitted of
punifliing upon suspicion, and not
upon evidence, no boundaries can.
be prescribed to tyranny and op
pression. Among the number of
prisoners confined in the former
palace, but now the prison, of the
Luxembourg, were the deputy Si
mon and general Arthur Dillon,
who had formerly commanded that
division of the army which in the
campaign of 1791 had so gallantly
repulsed the Prussians near the fo
rest of Argonne. Dillon had been
in habits of intimacy with Camille
Definoulins, by whose influence and
friendly offices he had hoped to
obtain his' discharge from prison.
He was naturally interested in the
fate of his friend; and having heard
that the spectators and populace
had applauded the demand of the
deputies at the revolutionary tri
bunal concerning the appearance
of Robclpierre and the other mem
bers of the committee as evidences,
he appears to have flattered him
self with the hope that the people
would rise in their favour. These
hopes he communicated to a fellow
prisoner of the name of La Florte,
who had formerly been minister of
the republic at Florence ; he add
ed " that he was for a republic,
but a free republic." It appeared,
that he had also written a letter to
madame Desmoulins, inclosing an
order for 1000 crowns, which his
accusers asserted was to hire a mob
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to surround the revolutionary tri
bunal. This letter was given to
one of the door-keepers, but never
came to the hands ot madame Desmoulins. Some conferences were
also held between Simon and Dil
lon in the presence of La Flotte,
in which the parties expressed
llrongly their hopes in favour of
the deputies who were then on trial.
The substance osthese conferences,
La Flotte, in the hope of saving
his life and obtaining his liberty,
communicated to the committee of
public welfare, t&c. ; and on this
indistinct charge all the parties, in
cluding even madame Dcsmoulins
and the unfortunate door-keeper
(whose only crime was omitting to
inform the committee of Dillon's
letter), with Thouret, another pri
soner, who was implicated, we
know not how, in the plot, were
sent before the revolutionary tri
bunal, and were condemned and
executed.
With madame Dcsmoulins and
Dillon, Chaumette and Gobet suf
fered ; as also general Beysser, ac
cused ofrounter-Yevolutionary prac
tices, particularly in La Vendee,
where he had commanded, and
the wife of Hebert. The spec
tators sympathised greatly in the
fate os the beautiful and innocent
madame Dcsmoulins. General Dil
lon was not equally respected. His
conduct had been always suspicious
as a friend to liberty ; and whoever
peruses the blunt and honest narra
tive of our countryman general
Money will fee that Dillon was not

the hero of the pass of Biesme, as
he pretended ; but was actually
absent during the action, and while
it was so gallantly defended by ge
neral Money. In that narrative
strong appearances may also be pcrT
ceived of a design in Dillon to be
tray that famous pass to the Prus
sians. Chaumette had been an
active instrument of the mountaia
party in all their transactions; but
the only crime that was proved
against the unfortunate Gobet was
that of atheism, In which at the
age of 67 this weak old man was
the dupe of Chaumette and Anacharsis Clootz, the famous apostles
of incredulity.
While these affairs were in agi
tation, the convention on the 6th
of April decreed, on the motion of
Couthon, " That every deputy
should be obliged, upon pain os
death, to give an account of his re
venue before and since the revolu
tion." This decree was intended
to obviate a repetition of that pe
culation, of which some of the de
puties who had been condemned
were suspected.
A decree of a still more exten
sive operation was passed 011 the
1 6th of April, on the motion also
of Couthon, by which all aliens
belonging to the countries at war
with the republic, and all ex-nobles,
were ordered to depart from Paris,
and from all fortresses and maritime
towns; and several other measures
of severity were adopted to prevent
couDter-revolutidmary conspiracies*,
A decree was soon after passed,
obliging
* As this decree is more important than most of those which were passed at
this time, we subjoin it at large.
Art. I. All persons accused of conspiracy in any quarter of the republic shall be
conducted to Paris, in order to we tried by the revolutionary tribunal of that capital.
II. The committees of public and geHet al safety shall immediately take mea
sures to arrest all accomplices of conspirators, and shall order them to be con
ducted before the obove tribunal.
Z4
III. Po
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obliging all the aged non-juring
priests to repair to their respective
departments, where houses were to
be prepared for their reception.
The object of this decree wa6 un
doubtedly that their conduct might
be more carefully observed ; and
perhaps, in the present state of the
republic, the measure was not
wholly unnecessary. Another de
cree was made, annexing the pe
nalty of banilhitiLiit to the con

cealing or harbouring of any eccle
siastic subject to banishment or re
cursion.
About the same period an ap
plication was made from the widow
of J. J. Rousseau, that his remains
mould be received into the Pan
theon. This application was con
verted into a motion by Lequinio,
and decreed with applause. Upon
putting the question, the president
observed—" That immortal patriot
has
fll. Popular commissions shall he established on the 15th of Floreal next.
IV. All administrations and civil courts of justice are ordered to decide upon
all pending suits, within three months after the publication of this decree, under
the penalty of being deprived of their functions. All private law-suits shall, for
the future, be terminated within the same time, under the same penalty.
V. The committee of public safety is expressly charged to inspect the con
duct of all' the public authorities and agents of the government, whose duty it
is to co-operate m the administration of public business.
VI. No ex-noble or foreigner from a country with which the republic is
at war, is allowed to sojourn in Paris, any fortress of the republic, or any mari
time town, during the present war. Every noble or stranger under the above
circumstances, who shall remain in Paris, ice. within ten «lay> after the publii
cation of thjs law, (hall be deemed outlawed.
VII. Workmen employed jn the manufactories of arms at Paris, foreign wo
men married to French patriots, and noble women married to citizens not noHe,
are not included in the former article.
VIII. Foreigners, workmen, who lived upon their work previous to this de
cree, or retail dealers, settled previous to this decree, children under the age of
fifteen, and old men above the age of seventy, are exempted.from this law.
IX. Exceptions with respect to nobles and foreigners in the armies, are re
ferred to the committee of public safety ; this being a measure of government.
X. The committee of public safety is also authorised to retain, by a special re
quisition, all ci-davant nobles and foreigners, whom it may judge useful to the
republic.
XI. The revolutionary committees are authorised to deliver passports ; and
those who shall obtain them' shall be obliged to declare the place they intend to
retire to, and the name of the place shall be mentioned in the passport.
XII. The revolutionary committees shall keep exact registers of all the pass
ports they shall distribute ; and an extract of such register shall be daily deliyered to the committees of public and general safety.
XIIL The ci-devant nobles and foreigners, above mentioned, are obliged to
produce their paflspnits before the municipality of the place where they intend
to reside ; they are, moreover, obliged to make daily their personal appearance
before the munipjpality of the place of their residence.
XIV. The municipalities are ordered to fend to the committees of geneial
and public safety, a list of all the ci-devant nobles and foreigners living in their
jurisdiction, or of such as lately arrived there, wjth passports according to the
letter of this decree.
XV. The ci-devant nobles and foreigners shall not be admitted members of
popular societies, of the committees of inspection, of assemblies of the conw
munes, nor of thole of the sections.
XVI. Generals are prohibited from residing at Paris, in fortified places, or in
maritime towns, u.ilcss crdcred tluther in the course of actual service.
w-rr
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has left excellent lessons to mankind, to love liberty, morality, and
the divinity. These lessons will
for ever confound those false philosophers, who profess neither to
believe in a providence, nor in a supreme being, the only confolation of mankind in their last monients."
Several other decrees were passed in the course of the month, of
little moment. One was for the
destruction of the state coaches.
and other ensigns of royalty : one
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for obliging the men of the first leqnilition, and absent upon furlough, to return to their corps:
one for regulating the law ofdivorce : and one for prohibiting the
wives of emigrants from marrying
foreigners ; which was intended to
prevent a common evasion of the
laws against them, by contracting
pretended marriages with Swiss and
others, and by those means escaping from the country,
We have formerly had occasion
to notice the secret closet, which

XVII. Proper respect shall be paid.by citizens to their magistrates : every ci
tizen, however, has a right to complain .against them, in cafe they are unjust,
to the committee of public safety, which shall punish them accoiding to the ri
gour of the law.
XVIII. The national convention enjoins all public authorities strictly to consine themselves within the limits of their institution, neither to extend nor to
restrict their powers.
XIX. The committee of public safety is ordered to require punctual account*
of the operations and conduct of all putilic agents, to prosecute with the utmost
severity those who shall have favoured conspiracies, and who shall have turned
against liberty that power with which they have been entrusted.
XX. Every citizen is obliged to give information to the public authorities
ivithin his district, or to the committee of public safely, of every theft which
shall come within his knowledge, of iucivic speeches held, and acts of opprelsitn
committed against himself or others.
XXI. The representatives of the people may employ the constituted authori
ties in the execution ot what may be necessary for the public weal, but can never
delegate their own powers to others.
XXII. No authority has the power of ordering requisitions, except the com
mission of provisions, and the rcprescnt.itis es <af the people with the armicj, under
the special authority of the committee of public safety.
XXIII. Any person convicted of speaking against the revolution, at the same
time leading an idle life, being neither of the age of 6c, nor afflicted with infirmi
ties, shall be condemned to the punishment of transportation to Guiana, after
having been tried before the popular commissions.
XXIV. The committee of public safety shall encourage by indemnification!
?nd rewards, manufactories, the exploration of mines, and the draining of
marshes ; shall protect industry, promote confidence between traders, shall ad
vance pi viper sums to patnotic merchants, who engage to procure provisions;
shall ruarantee commodities imported into Paris; shall watch over the safety of
the circulation of commodities in the interior of the republic, and shall punilh
every -attempt made against property.
XXV. Two commissions mail be appointed ; each composed of three mem.
hers of the convention: one to be charged to collect, in a complete manner, all
the laws which have been made until this day, in order to form a correct na
tional code of laws, at the fame time suppressing such laws as shall have become
contused. The other commission shall form a civil code of the existing cnil
laws ami institutions for the preservation of the morals of the citizens, and of the
spirit of liberty. A report on those subjects shall he made by the said commis
sions, within a month's time after their establishment.
XXVI. The present decree shall be proclaimed to-most ow in Paris; and the
jasertioji in the bulletin shall Rive it the due publication in the dcpai talents.
had
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had been made in the palace of the aiels and of liquidation, to report
Thuilleries by order of the late king, Upon them.
the depository of those papers
II. After their report, that they
which were afterwards employed shall be deposited among the aras the foundation of what we mult chives of the convention, as aneter»
still consider as a most unjuil con- Dal monument of the baseness and
demnation, and not supported by perfidy of Capet.
the evidence. On the 27th of
111. That they shall likewise be
April a circumstance relative to published, in order to make known
this affair was brought forward in to the universe the wickedness of
the convention—a circumstance to the last tyrant of the French,"
which we cannot annex the smallest
A fact so opposite to the cha.
portion of credit, but which we con- raster of the late unfortunate king
iider ourselves obliged for many rea- ought not to be too easily creditsons to notice; and we extract itli- ed; and various reasons may be as.
tcrally from the journals. On that signed which mud lead us to doubt
day " Mussel informed the con- of its authenticity. The whole
vention that Francois Gamain, might be a fabrication of some of
lock-smith of the cabinets and la- the agents of Robespierre, a deboratory of the ci-devant king, and lusion calculated to cherish the ha.
three years since member of the tred of the populace to royalty and
commune of Versailles, had declar- aristocracy ; it might be an artifice
cd, that in the beginning of May of the man himself for the purpose
1792 he received orders to tome of obtaining a pension; or the illto Paris, and was directed by the ness might have been accidental, or
king to construct a secret closet in occasioned even by the drinking of
one of the walls of his apartment an innocent beverage when overurith a door of iron, which was not heated and fatigued. We must
finished till the 2 2d of the month, remark, that if the present leaders
when the king himself brought to of the convention are sincere in
him a large bottle of wine, which their profession of moderation, if
he desired him to drink, as he was they are endued with the slightest
very warm. Some hours after, he portion of magnanimity, they will
was seized with violent pains, which 'consider it as incumbent upon them
did not cease till he had taken an to ascertain the truth of thischarge;
emetic. Aster this he wasi ill sin- or, if a forgery, they will boldly
fourteen months, and even now is order it to be publicly contradictunable to attend to his business, ed, and exonerate the memory of
By information from tin's citizen, an unfortunate man from so atrowere the valuable papers procuKd cious a calumny.
that were found in the palace. He
One of the most flagrant violaexpects from you a pension. After . tions of justice, however, which
26 years of service, and the saeri- was committed by the convention
sices which he has made, he consi- at this period, was an ex pnjij'aclo
ri< rs himself the more entitled to it, law, which was passed relative to
as he is unable to earn hit subsist- the ci-devant farmers general (to
ence.—The convention decreed:
use the language of the decree).
1. That the papers relating 10 That they had been guilty of the
the proof of this representation grossest exactions and impositions
he referred to the committee of u:ider the formci governjneut was
very
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very generally believed ; and in an
examination into their conduct by
the committee of general safety it
appeared, that in some cafes they
'had extorted ten per cent, where
they were only entitled to four ;
yet we must still contend, that for
crimes committed under the ancient
government they should have been
punished only according to the laws
of that government. Perhaps the
only punilhment due to the crime
of peculation, or fraud, should be
fine or imprisonment. To sport
with the life ot man, or to put
it in competition with property,
cannot be according to the divine
will, or the order of nature. Notwithstanding all these considerstions, a decree was passed on the
5th of May for conveying these
unfortunate persons before the revolutionary tribunal} and many of
them in consequence were brought
to the scaffold.
To enter on a particular detail
©f the multitudes who at this period were sacrificed by the uc»
relenting revolutionary tribunal,
would be to incumber our narrative
with a long catalogue of names,
only rendered interesting by the
melancholy (and frequently doubtIcss undeserved) fate of those who
bore them. One illustrious victim
it is however necessary to notice,
one not leU eminent for her purity
and virtues than for her rank and
family. On the 10th of May
Fouquier Tinville, the public accuser, made a formal demand to
the commune of Paris, that the
sister of Louis XVI. should be immediately delivered up to the revolutionary tribunal. On the fame
day the unfortunate princes? was
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conveyed to the Conciergerie, and
on the 1 2th was brought before
her inflexible judges. The trial
was conducted in their usual suramary way, and consisted only of a
series of interrogatories which were
put to the prisoner *, No witnesses were called ; and the brutaj
conduct of the judges^ reminds us
of the mock trials which were instituted in this country in the corrupt
and tyrannical reign of Charles II.
The accounts of this trial, which,
have appeared in the public papers,
and in different publications, relative
to the affairs of Fiance, are wholly
erroneous. She'neither impugned
the existing authorities nor assumed
her former titles. When questioned
as to what the judges termed the
conspiracy of July 1789, she simply
answered, that she had no knowledge of any such conspiracy, and
the events which then took place
she was far from either foreseeing
or seconding. She admitted that
(he accompanied her brother in the
flight to V?rennes ; but when questioned with respect to the " orgies
of the body-guard," she declared,
that she was totally uninformed of
their having happened, and had no
concern in them. With equal firmness and dignity she repelled some
ridiculous charges relative to her
conduct on the 10th of August
17^2; and with respect to the
diamonds, which it was alleged she
font to the count d'Artois,>she dc«
clared, that she only placed them
in the hands of M. de Choiseul, as
a trusty person, and knew not what
was become of them. She utterly
denied having maintained any correspondence with the emigrants,
erven her brothers ; and when

• See the trial in the scconil volume os Miss Willinms's Letters, lately pub
lished ; a work to which we arc under great obligations, and from which we have
derived much entertainment and information.
,
charged
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charged with having encouraged
her nephew in the hopes of sueceeding to his father's throne, she
replied—" I have conversed famiIiarly with that unfortunate child,
who is dear to me on more than
one' account ; and 1 gave him all
those consolations which appeared
tome likely to reconcile him to
the loss of those who had given
him birth." This reply was construed into a confession that (he had
encouraged the child in these fallaeious hopes, and without further
interrogatory die was condemned.
The unfortunate princess was
nobly supported in the last scene
by the consolations of religion. She
betrayed some emotion ;:t the iirst
fight of the guillotine; but she picfently resumed a look of pious refignation, and was executed the last
of 26 persons who were carried to
the scaffold on the same day.
From these events, so outrageous
to every feeling of virtue and humanity, we find some relief in turning to a different scene. There is
something amiable and consolatory
in every thing that appertains to
the worship of our creator. Though
we may not even approve of the
mode in which that worship i» performed, yet the principle must be
respected ; and it must be peculiarly
satisfactory to observe it obtaineven in France, where a large body
of that class, which unworthily was
denominated • wen of letters, had
appeared as the open adversaries
of religion, and the clergy themselves had become the servile inilruments of infidelity, or rather of
a base and senseless idolatry.
In our preceding volume we
intimated our opinion, that the
decree for re-establishing religious
worship was a concession to the
feelings of the people. Robespierre,
td»o seldom failed to mark every
.

circumstance that could increase
his influence with the populace, did
not suffer this to escape him ; and
in devoting the decadary festivals
to the worship of the Almighty, he
adopted the most certain mode, not
only of gratifying the people themselves, but of repelling the charge
of atheism in which the former disgraceful proceedings had involved
the French nation. On the 7th of
May he made his report upon this
subject in the convention. After
having observed, " that the victories of the republic were celebrated
throughout every quarter of the
universe ; that there was an entire
revolution in the physical order,
which could not fail to effect a
similar revolution in the orders
moral and political ; that one lialf
of the globe had already felt this
change, which the other half would
soon seel ; and that the French nation had anticipated the rest of the
world by two thousand years, insomuch that it might beSconsidercd
as consisting of a new species of
men ;" the orator proceeded to enlarge on the praises of republican
morality, and a democratical government. He then attempted to
justify the measures which hadellablished the present regimen, and
those by which it was accompanied,
Eleven articles weredecreed, the first
of which was : The French nation
acknowledges the existence of a
supreme being, and the immortality
of the foul. 2. It acknowledges
that the worship worthy of the supreme being consists in the practice
of the duties pf man. 3. It ranks
among these duties, the detestation
of treachery aud tyranny, the punisliment of traitors, the succour-,
ing of the wretched, respect for
the weak, the defence of the oppressed, the doing to others all posT
siblc good, and the -avoiding of in,
justice
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justice towards all their fellowcreatures. By the fifth, these fes
tivals are to be named either after
the glorious events of the French
revolution, those of the virtues the
dearest and most useful to man, ot
the most conspicuous benefits of
nature. By the eighth, the free
dom of religious worship is main
tained. By the eleventh, a festival
is appointed to be celebrated on
the eighth of June, in honour of
the supreme being.
The taste and genius of David,
the celebrated painter, were em
ployed to give effect and splendour
to the spectacle ; and though we
consider every similar exhibition as
puerile, and ofall things least adapt
ed to religwin, yet it is depicted in
so animated a style, by a writer
eminent for her powers of descrip
tion *, that we should be wanting
in our duty to the public, if we did
not insert her lively and entertain
ing account of the performance of
this curious ceremony in the me
tropolis.
" The citizens of Paris had been
invited, and the invitation amounted
to a command, to decorate their
houses in honour of the festival.
Accordingly Paris on that morn
ing, lighted up by brilliant limfhine, presented the most gay and
charming spectacle imaginable.
Woods had been robbed of their
shade, and gardens to the extent
of some leagues rifled of their
sweets, in order to adorn the city.
The walls of every house Were co
vered with luxuriant wreaths of
oak «nd laurel, blended with flow
ers ; civic ctowns were interwoven
with national ribbands ; three-co
loured flags waved over every por
tal ; and the whole was arranged
with that light and airy grace

which belongs to Parisian fancy.
The women wore garlands of freshblown roses in their hair, and held
branches of palm or laurel in their
hands : the men placed oaken
boughs in their hats, arid children
strewed the way with violets and
myrtle. The representatives of the
people had large three-coloured
plumes in their hats, national
scarfs thrown across their shoulders,
and nosegays of blended wheatears, fruits, and flowers in their
hands, as symbols of their million.
" From this profusion of gay ob
jects, which in happier moments
would have excited delightful sen
sations, the drooping foul now
turned distasteful. The scent of
carnage seemed mingled with these
lavish sweets ; the glowing festoons
appeared tinged with blood ; and
in the back ground of this festive
scenery the guillotine arose before
the * disturbed imagination.
I
thought of that passage in Mr.
Burkc's book, ' In the groves of
their academy, at the end of every
vilta I fee the gallows!' Ah li
berty! belt friend of mankind, whyhave sanguinary monsters profaned
thy name, and fulfilled this gloomy
prediction ! —
" A great amphitheatre was rais
ed in the garden of the Thuilleries
immediately before the palace, now
the feat of the convention. Upon
a tribune in the ceutre of the thea
tre, Robespierre as president of the
convention appeared ; and having
for a few hours disencumbered the
square of the revolution of the guil
lotine, he invoked the parent of
universal nature, talked of the
charms of virtue, and breathed the
hope of immortality. When he
had finislied he descended from the
tribune, and walked with great

* Miss Williams.
solemnity
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solemnity towards a grotesque kind
of monument that was raised upon
the haion in the front of the palace,
which had been covered over for
that purpose. On this monument
was placed a mishapen and hideous
figure, v-ith ass's ears, which for
some hours served as an enigma to a
gazing crowd, who knew not how
to account for this singular appear
ance ; till Robespierre having set
Sre to this image of deformity,
which was declared to be the sym
bol of atheism, its cumbrous dra
pery suddenly vanished, and a fair
and majestic form was discovered,
emblematical of wisdom and philo
sophy.
" Atheism being thus happily de
stroyed, the convention, attended
by a numerous procession of people,
and preceded by triumphal cars and
banners, marched to the Champ de
Mars, where with much toil and
cost a rocky mountain had been
reared, upon whose lofty summit
the tyrant and his attendants climb
ed, and from whence he once more
harangued the people ; and the fes
tival closed with hymns and choral
songs in honour of the supreme
being."
It is remarked by the fame
writer, that " Robespierre on this
day, intoxicated with his power,
lost fight of his usual prudence,
and displayed all the littleness of
his vanity. He caused a line of
separation to be made between him
self and the other deputies of the
convention, and marched at some
distance before them, like a captain
at the head of his band. He had
the folly to display his importance
by keeping the convention and the
assembled multitude waiting, and
the ceremony suspended for two
hours, while he was sought for in
vain. During the procession his
creatures attempted to raise the cry

of « Vive Robespierre !' but it w<&
faintly re-echoed by the spectators,
many of whom followed him with
curses, not loud but deep, which
the poor heart would fain deny,
and dare not."
During the interval which passed
between the presenting of the re
port, knd the celebration of the fes
tival, some events took place to
which it is necessary to advert..
On the morning of the 25th of
May, an attempt was made to assas
sinate Collot d'Herbois, a member
of the committee of public safety, as
he was walking in the street. The
assassin's name was Ameral, who,
after having discharged a pistol at
Collot d'Herbois, immediately re
turned to his lodgings, which he for
tified in the belt manner he was able.
Collot requested a friend, with
whom he was walking(Geossroi) to
call a municipal officer, while he pur
sued Ameral to his lodgings. Ame
ral, having loaded several pistols,
threatened instant death to whoever
should attempt to enter his apart
ments; Collot, however, endea
voured to break open ,fhe door 5
but his companion, Geoffroi, pre
vented him, and exclaimed, " I
command you, in the name of the
people, to remain here. I will put
this monster under the axe of the
law, or perish hi the attempt. —
To exterminate such men, is to
practise justice and virtue." Geof
froi immediately broke open the
door, ruslied upon Ameral, dis
armed and secured him—not how
ever before he was himself wounded
by the discharge of the assassin's
piece.
Upon instituting an inquiry into
the situation and profession of Ame
ral, it was found that he had for
merly been in the service of Bertin ;
that on the 10th of August, 1792*
he was at the Thuiiierics ; and
that
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tfiat during the duke of Bruns
wick's invasion of the French ter
ritories he had been dismissed from
the battalion in which he had
served.
Upon his trial before the revo
lutionary tribunal, Ameral con
fessed that he had formed a .plan to
assassinate Robespierre and Collot
d'Herbois. He said, that becom
ing weary of existence he had de
termined to die, and at his death to
render his country some service.
He gloried in the attempt, and only
regretted that it had been uusucee ssful. He however averred that
no person whatever was connected
with him in the conspiracy, and
said he had even procured arms,
&c. by the sale of his effects-.
On the fame day at nine in the
evening, a young female about 20
years of age knocked at the door
of Duplai, where Robespierre refided, and desired to speak to him —
Duplai informing her that he was
not at home, she made use of these
words : " It is very astonishing
that, as he is a public functionary,
he is not home. Possessing such a
situation as he does, he ought to be
always ready to fee those who have
business with him."
The manner in which she littered
these words, having infused some
suspicion into the* mind of Duplai,
he slopped and carried her before
the committee of general safety.
On the way thither she exclaimed,
" that during the old government
the king was accessible at all times,
and that she would spill every drop
of blood in her body, to restore the
ancient government, and to have a
king again upon the throne."
Being introduced to the *comltiittee of general safety, she said
that her name was Aimee Cecilc
Regnault y that she was twenty
years old, and was the daughter of

a statiorer, who lived in the street
culled La Lanternc, in the section
os La Cite.
Upon her trial before the revo
lutionary tribunal it appeared, that
when she was first apprehended,
being questioned as to her business
with Robespierre, she replied, that
" she only wanted to see what kind
of a being a tyrant was," and in
this affirmation she persisted. The
report of Barrtre says, that two
knives were found upon her ; they
were proKably small pocket knives,
if any, as a writer whom we have
just quoted asserts that no offensive
weapon of any kind was found upon
her. It appears very evidegj to
us, that this unfortunate young wo
man was deranged in her intellects j
but notwith (landing this, not only
she but her whole family (against:
whom not a shadow of a proof
existed) were delivered over to the'
guillotine. With Cecille Regnault
and Ameral perished 69 other per
sons brought from different parts
of the republicRobespierre, whom the supposed
Conspiracy had now raised to the
height of his popularity, on this
occasion mounted the tribune, and
pronounced a long harangue, which
reminded us of some of the hypo
critical declamations of Cromwell.
He returned thanks to God, that
he and his party had served their
country so well as to be deemed
worthy of the poniard of tyrants.
It was a spectacle, he said, worthy
of heaven and earth, to behold the
representatives of the French peo
ple, stationed on the almost inex
haustible volcano of conspiracies,
placing with one hand at the feet of
the Great Eternal the homage of a
mighty people, and with the other
launching the thunderbolt against
the tyrants combined against
them.
Barrcrc
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Barrere on the 30th of May
made a itiH more insidious use of
these events ; and by ascribing every
atrocious act which had been at
tempted by the enemies of the con
vention to the machinations of the
British ministry, he endeavoured to
excite the horror of the French
people against the whole nation.
.The following is the address to the
armies of the republic, which was
moved by Barrere on this occasion :
" England is capable of every
outrage on humanity, and of
tvel-y crime towards the republic.
■ She attacks the rights of nations,
and threatens to annihilate liberty.
" How long will you suffer to
continue on your frontier, the
staves of George—the soldiers of
the most atrocious of tyrants ?
" He formed the congress of
Pilnitz, and brought about the
scandalous surrender of Toulon.
He massacred your brethren at Ge
noa, and burned our magazines in
the maritime towns. He corrupted
cur cities, and endeavoured to de
stroy the national representation.
He starved your plains, and pur
chased treasons on the frontiers.
« Whs u the event of battles shall
put in'your power either Englilhor
Hanoverians, bring to your remem
brance the vast tracts of country
English slaves have laid waste. Car
ry your view to La Vendee, Toulon,
Lyons, Lnndrecy, Martinique, and
St. Domingo, place3 *still reeking
with the blood which the atrocious
policy of the English has shed. Do
not trust to their artful language,
which is an additional crime, wor
thy of their perfidious character
and their Machiavelian government.
Those who boalt that they abhor
the tyranny os George, say, can
they tight for him ?
" No, no, republican soldiers :
you ought therefore, when victory

shall put in your power eitherEnglishmen or Hanoverians, to
strike ; not one of them ought to
return to the traitorous territory of
England, or to be brought into
France. Let the British staves
perish, and Europe be free !"
Happily for both nations, the
French soldiery had more just con
ceptions of the duties of man than
their representatives. Whatever
might be the errors of the British
ministry, they rightly concluded,
that the unfortunate men employed
against them were only the humble,
and often involuntary, instruments
of whatever was criminal in the
war. The sanguinary proposal of
Barrere was neverj as far as we
have been able to inform ourselves^
complied with in a single instance :
on the contrary, on many occasions,
the French officers and soldiers be
haved with singular humanity and
liberality to their British opponents.
A decree was afterwards passed,
that if the garrisons left by the al
lies in Valenciennes, Conde, and
Quesnoy, did not surrender within
24 hours after being summoned,
they should not be spared ; but
this decree was also never put in
execution.
At this moment Robespierre had
reached the summit of his 'popula
rity ; and from this moment the
baseless fabric of his usurped au<
thority began to totter. What
has been observed by naturalists of
the increased ferocity of those ani-<
mals, which have once tasted hu
man blood, may be applied to the
chief of savages, man, when he
has once discarded humanity, and
become intoxicated with power*
The prisons of Paris at this period
were crowded with victims from all
parts of the country, in conse
quence of the decree, which ordered
all of a certain class of state pri*
<j
sonera
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{oners to be tried only*by the revo
lutionary tribunal of Paris. At
one period the prisoners amounted
to between seven and eight thou
sand- Of the number of these
who were tried and executed, we
have no precise return ; and to
enter into a recital of particular
facts, would be a most irksome and
melancholy task ; besides that the
accounts published in the daily
prints are not accurate, Jind we
have ourselves detested in th-e.n so
many errors, that we .are discou
raged from attempting the detail.
Yet in perusing this black and dis
mal catalogue, the eye of humanity
and the admirer'of virtue w ill be
arrested by the fate os the venera
ble and intrepid defender of the un
fortunate Louis, Lamoignon Malesherbes ; and he who has read the*
interest ingmemoirs of the Eccentric,
but persecuted Trencki will lament,
that one whose life had been em
bittered by the ingenious cruelty
of despotism, should at length be
deprived of existence by a new kind
of tyranny, and that iu a country
whither he had fled in the hope of
enjoying the most perfect freedom.
Some were evidently put to death
for their wealth, and others fell the
victims of private resentment. A.
correspondence wit]1, their relations
tvho had emigrated brought many
to the scaffold ; but where this
plea was wanting, au imputed con
spiracy in the prisons abvays served
as a pretext for the ruin of those
who were obnoxiofis. The judges
and jurora were hardened beyond ex
ample. The viscountess deNoailles,
sister to madame La Fayette, main
tained in her defence, that she was
not in the prison when the conspi
racy of which she was accused
took place :—" No matter (ex
claimed one of these legal assassins) j
you would have been concerned
1794.
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had you been there." She was
condemned to death. It is remark
able, that among the numbers who
were sacrificed by this execrable
tribunal, only one native or subject
of Britain suffered death, and that
was colonel Newton. Though a na
tive of this country, he had spent
his whole life in foreign service,
and had latterly obtained rank in
the army of the republic. He was
attached to the Brissotine party,
and may be said to have fallen the
victim of hia honest warmth, in
rashly and openly stigmatizing the
opposite faction as a band of ty
rants and assassins.
Even the condition of the pri
soners during their confinement
was now rendered more intolerable.
Their imprisonment became more
strict, on the pretence of conspira
cies ; and they were no longer per
mitted to receive their provisions
from their families, or from the ta
verns, but were compelled to eat
out of one dish at a common table.
They were restricted to one scantymeal in the twenty-four hours, and
the expence of each prisoner was
not to exceed fifty sous a day. ,
It is seldom that men in public
stations can discern upon what
foundations their power rests ; and
thin was notoriously the case with
respect to Robespierre. The alarm
which the advance os the allied armics had created in the breasts of
the citizens, and th.' confidence
which they reposed in the great ta
lents of the revolutionary com
mittees, had induced them patiently
to suffer evils which they considered
as less grievous than to be subjected
to the vengeance os foreign merce
naries; and while the independence
of their country was threatened,
they regarded with apathy the ca
lamity of individuals. In propor
tion as,the allies receded from the
Aa
territory
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territory of France, these appre
hensions were removed ; and they
saw in the tyranny exercised at
koine a more prominent evil than
any that could assail them from
without. The government of Ro
bespierre should therefore have
grown milder, as the causes of his
influence evidently diminished ; but
instead of that, it increased every
day in severity and oppression. In
the fate of Danton and others, even
lu's very associates might anticipate
their own ; and wheie there is no
trust or confidence on the one fide,
there can be little security on the
other : fidelity, to be permanent,
must be reciprocal.
For a considerable period the
members of the national convention
hud not dared to controvert any
proposition that Robespierre was
known to espouse ; a large part of
that assembly were his servile instru
ments, and the reft were passive and
appalled spectators. The courage
of Bourdon de l'Oise first served to
awake the legislative body from
this lethargy ; and the first circum
stance which announced the declin
ing authority of the usurper oc
curred on the 10th of June, in a
debate on the organization of the
revolutionary tribunal. On the
preceding day the convention had
decreed in the usual manner, with
out dissent or discussion, that the
committees of public and general
safety should be invested with a
power of conveying before the re
volutionary tribunal all such as they
should deem to have incurred the
severity of national justice.— " Does
this right," asked Bourdon, " ex
tend to the members of the conven
tion, whom also they can order be
fore the tribunal 1" He was answer
ed by confused murmurs. " I love
these consolatory murmurs," ex
claimed the intrepid orator, " by

which I am satisfied that liberty'
can never perish, and that you diif
not mean to confer on the two
committees the, right of earning
the members before the revolution
ary tribunal. I demand that yon
formally pronounce, in the form of
a decree, that the committees of
public lafcty and general security
shall still preserve the salutary right
of apprehending, whenever it may
be necessary, the representatives of
the people, but that they shall not
bring them before the revolution
ary tribunal, without a previous de
cree of accusation framed by the as
sembly."
A division on this question was
immediately called for ; and a mem
ber observed, that such an idea
could not possibly have been con
ceived, as that of giving such a
power to the two committees.
" But," added he, " as the de
cree in question abrogates all the
preceding laws, I demand, that
the one which regards the invio
lability of the national represen
tation may be again in force."
Merlin of Douay then proposed
a decree, that the national represen
tation had an exclusive right to pass
decrees of accusation against hi
own members, and to have them
tried before the criminal tribunals.
This he thought was an unalienable right, and the convention de
creed this proposition.
This sudden check to his autho
rity there was reason to believe was
severely felt by Robespierre ; and,
whether distrustful of his associates,
or from some other cause, he ab
sented himself entirely from tin's
time from the committees. His
mandates however were still obeyed,
and his indefatigable colleagues,
Couthon and St. Just, overawed
the remaining members. *Yet a
most formidable party was gradual
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\y forming against him in the great
body of the convention ; and even
his colleagues, Barrere and Billaud,
in the committee, were secretly
plotting his overthrow.
The plausible and florid elo
quence of Barrere was employed
to gloss over the naval misfortune
of the lit of June, and it must be
confessed that his representation of
that fact is neither remarkable for
..fidelity nor. perspicuity ; but the
nation found a more solid consola
tion in the safe arrival of their rich
and numerous convoy from Ame
rica. With, almost this single ex
ception, the convention were enter
tained during the months of June
and July with a series of victories
the most numerous and most splen
did that perhaps ever occurred in a
single campaign. The time of the
assembly being, chiefly occupied
with these details, but few decrees
were passed, and no progress what
ever was made in the constitutional
code. The decrees that were passed
during this interval were, for the
most part» unexceptionable, and
some even deserving of commen
dation.
On the 18th of June Barrere
presented a report from the commit
tee of public safety, on the means
of preventing mendicity. The beg
gars were to be removed immedi
ately from the bridges and high
ways ; they were to be decently
clothed ; temporary relief was af
forded till houses could be prepared
for their reception ; and after this
each was to be employed in such
labour as his infirmities would ena
ble him to perform. The neces
sitous blind were provided for by a
subsequent decree.
Some regulations were also made
in the early part of July respecting
prizes and captures J and very ju
dicious measures were adopted to
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prevent the circulation of forged
aslignats, with which the combined
powers continued to mundate the
republic. To this disgraceful mode
of making war we cannot give out"
approbation. If the private forger
is a felon by the laws of our coun
try, what appellation shall we assign
to him who carries on the traffic on
a larger scale ? It, however, the
practice affected only theJlate with
which we are at war, perhaps some
apology or excuse might be found
in that pretended codej which is
called the " la«'3 of war," or in
plain language the jujlice of injus
tice ; but unfortunately it is not the
Jiate that is affected, but individuals,
since it appears by the report of
Barrere presented on the nthof
July, that not more than 130,000
livres (less than 6000I. ) of forged
assignats had reached the national
treasury. It is a fraud then com
mitted, not on the state, but on the
honest and unsuspecting day la
bourer, who finds himself and his
starving family deprived by foreign
sharpers of that sustenance which,
he had earned with the sweat of
his brow \ it is a fraud upon the
widow and the orphan ; upon all
the honest and industrious part of
society. Can the name of enemy,
arbitrarily as indiscriminately given,
jullify in the eye of reason or reli
gion such conduct ?
On the joint report of the com
mittees of public safety and of war,
the convention adopted what ap
pears a very equitable, and it has
certainly proved a successful, mode
of distributing military preferments.
In every corps, one third of the
posts, from the rank of sub-lieutenant to that of chief of battalion
or squadron, were devoted to the
recompense of such of the de
fenders of their country as distin
guished themselves by their heroiAa 2
eal
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cal exploits. The remaining twothirds were to be bestowed either
by seniority or election. Thus the
first post vacant in the corps was to
be filled up in i the order of senio
rity ; the second by election ; and
in the third case, the vacancy was
to be supplied, by order of the
convention, by some person who
had distinguished himself in the
service. A list of all these latter
appointments was to be made oat
every decade, and distributed to the
armies.
While the deliberations of the
convention were conducted with a
seeming unanimity, and the go
vernment of France proceeded
with the vigour and dispatch of a
despotic empire, a storm was col
lecting which was to burst forth in
the convention itself ; and the
whole system of the revolutionary
government was at one blow to be
levelled with the dust. Yet to (hake
the well-established power of Ro
bespierre was an Herculean task.
The jacobin club, that source of
power and popularity from the
commencement of the revolution,
was still at his devotion ; the armed
force of Paris was secured by the
agency of Henriot the command
ant ; the revolutionary tribunal,
and all the offices of trust, were
filled with his creatures; and his
influence with the populace might
be diminished, but it .was far from
annihilated. The tyranny of Robespierre was of a peculiar cast ;
it was not supported, as despotism
usually is, by the oppression of the
lower classes of society ; but it was
directed solely against the great
and opulent ; and as he rose into
power by the blind attachment of
the multitude, so he had never neg
lected on any occasion to comply
with their demands, and to conci
liate and flatter their passions.
I

Man is however a creature no<
naturally savage and ferocious—
he is rendered such by circum
stances ; and some of the severities
and massacres exercised under the
authority of the usurper, had been
such as to disgust even the populace
themselves. In the mean time two
formidable parties were gradually
forming, as we have already inti
mated, against his authority. The
first was in the great .body of the
convention, aud this was by far the
most formidable. As the lenity of
Brutus in sparing Anthony is said
to have proved the undoing of his
party ; so the conduct of Robes
pierre in sacrificing Danton, but
withholding from the scaffold his
friend Legendre, may be said to
have precipitated his fall. With
Legendre were united Bourdon of
Oise, Tallien, and Freron, all of
them distinguished members of the
mountain party; who now, disgusted
with the conduct of the tyrant, ap
prehensive for their personal safety,
or seeling for the miseries of their
country, determined to embrace
the first opportunity of annihilating
a power which they had formerly
contributed to establish. In this
they were abetted by the silent and
panic-struck remnant of the Gironde party, and secretly by most
of the superior classes throughout
the nation. The other party was
formed in the committees ; and at
the head of this were Billaud Varennes, Barrere, and Collot d'rferbois. This was only secondary how
ever in its movements to the great
party in the convention, and but
for the courage of Bourdon de
I'Oise, and others, on the loth of
June, would probably never have
been formed.
Robespierre himself was not unapprized of this situation of affairs.
He reposed, it appears, but little
confidence
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confidence in the committee of
public safety, from which lie had
absented himself for four successive
decades; but he felt his strength
in the jacobin club, whereon the
I ft of July he pronounced a long
harangue in his own defence. He
complained tiiat he was the object
of foreign persecution ; that the
same calumnies that were propa
gated against him in Paris, appear
ed at the fame moment in the Lon
don papers in the pay of Pitt j he
spoke in indistinct terms of a plot
formed by the agents of that mini
ster for the overthrow of the re
public, and reprobated the party of
indulgent! (the moderate party) as
in the fame interest, and active in
promoting the fame desigiio.
It is evident from this speech that
Robespierre already felt his popu
larity on the decline. The reports
to which he alluded as calumnies,
were in substance, that he had
formed a list of thirty members of
the convention, whom he meant to
proscribe ; that lie intended to pro
claim himself dictator; and that the
whole authority of the nation was
to be vested for the future in a
triumvirate, consisting of himself,
Couthon, and St. Just. His suc
cess however had been previoully
so great in defeating his adversaries,
that he still, it appears, flattered
himself with a prospect of victory ;
and it can scarcely be doubted that
he secretly meditated the sacrifice
of all who had latterly opposed
him. In the jacobin club, on the
nth of July, Robespierre the
younger denouncedDuboisCranctr;
and live days after, the elder Ro
bespierre asserted in the same so
ciety, that a counter revolutionary
committee actually existed in the
republic.
The parties in the convention,
however hostile to the usurper, ei-
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ther acted without concert, or the
members of the committees were
not prepared to act on the 23d of
July ; for on that day we find
Barrere engaged in a report on the
state of the capital, in which he urges
the convention to beware ot conspi
racies, and to place a confidence in
the existing government. " In the
midst of victories (said he) which
succeed each other, we ought to be
on our guard against the evil genius
of our enemies, who are forming
a party even in our bosom, with aa
much address and activity as we
employ energy and force in beat
ing their armies without.
" It is from the dregs of their
prisons th^t the English are seek
ing out for agents, and it is from
the help of the auxiliaries whom
they have in Paris that they hope
to prepare plots, conspiracies, pub
lic troubles, aud assassinations. In
the night of the 22dand 23d, forty
individuals went to the prison of
the Bicetre, and ordered the doors
to be opened, in the name of the
committee of public safety. Three
of these miscreants only were ar
rested, the rest escaped ; but good
patriots are on the watch for them,
and the revolutionary government
is in pursuit of them. Other plots
have been formed against the arse
nal, the authors of which are not
unknown. Once more let me con
jure the convention not to slumber
on its victories, but to strike terror
amongst the conspirators, who seem
to multiply in pioportion as our
armies are victorious.
" The truth is, that this govern
ment is odious to all monarchies,
on account of its energy. It
strikes conspirators with awe, and
unfolds their intrigues. Our ar
mies are permanently victorious j
they drive our enemies like flocks
of stieep ; they humble kings as
Aa 3
weak
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weak usurpers ; they unmask the
ministers of foreign governments,
and shew them in their true light
of privileged knaves."
On the 25th, Barrere presented
a second report to the same effect ;
in which, after stating that libcity would annihilate the authors
of the new plot, he entered into a
reply to those misled citizens, who
expressed a desire that a second 3 I ft
of May should take place. In this
reply he drew a comparison between
the present prosperous situation of
France, and the disastrous Hate in
which the different factions had in
volved the country.
In the mean time, the hopes of
Robespierre appear to have rested
principally on the jacobin society,
and he flattered himstlf with the
expectation of being once more en
abled to overawe the convention.
His brother and his other confi
dential agents repeatedly reproach
ed the society with torpor and in
activity ; and at length they suc
ceeded so far, that an address was
prelented by the jacobins on the
•25th, denouncing a foreign faction
who attacked the convention and
the committees. Duboii Craned
embraced the opportunity to justi
fy himself from the reproaches
which had been cast upon him in
the society on the nth ; but the
convention were so little assisted
with both the address and the apo
logy of Dubois, that they referred
the whole matter to the committee
of public safety.
On the succeeding day Robes
pierre ascended the tribune, and
on his own authority pronounced a
vehement harangue on the state of
the republic ; and replied to those
who reproached him with aiming
at the dictatorship.
" Is it true (said he) that such
uhrms have been infused into th«

minds of the national representa
tives, that several of them are afraid
to sleep at their own houses ? Is it
trae that I am accused of wishing
to march to the dictatorship over
the blood-stained ruins of the na
tional representation ?
" This word di3#torJb'tp reviles
the revolutionary government ; it
destroys the republic, and renders
the national justice odious, by de
picting it as an useful instrument to
one man who directs its operations
at pleasure. What a terrible use
have our enemies made of a word
which at Rome was applied only
to a public function ! May I be
permitted to return to the duke of
York the patent of this dignity,
which his friends have made out
for me ? The cowards ! They call
me a tyrant. If indeed I were one,
they would crouch at my feet—If
I were o/ie, do you think that ty
rants would persecute me with such
virulence ? No—they would be pro
digal of their assistance to me. Ty
rants arrive at the destined goal
by the aid of scoundrels : have
those th^n who combat tyrants the
fame object in view ? Truth un
doubtedly is despotic ; but false
hood can no more imitate this des
potism, than Salmoneu8 could
imitate the thunder.—Would you
know the source of those atrocious
pcxusations brought against me ?
Here is the source in the papers of
a conspirator, to whom the scaf
fold has at length done justice.
' If this cunning demagogue,' he
fays, speaking of me, ' had never
existed, the nation would be free,
the mind would have been unfet
tered, and we should not have seen
those assassinations known by the
appellation of the sentences of the
revolutionary tribunal.'
" Would vou know the authors
us ihefe calumnies ? In the first
rank
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rank move the duk,e of York, Mr.
Pitt, and his agents..—Who come
afterwards t —1 cannot here prevail
upon myself to remove the veil
-whish conceals such iniquity ; but
among them are contained those
men who opposed the decree by
which atheism was destroyed.
" For four decades I have been
forced to renounce those functions
which you conlided to me; but I
have never ceased to watch over the
public weal. I have seen that the
English, so abused in our speeches,
have not been treated with rigour
on the frontiers, and that the de
cree against them has in no one
instance been carried into execu
tion.
" I am astonished at that aca
demical levity with which our vic
tories are sometimes spoken of, as
jf they were gained without any
loss to our brave defenders—I warn
you that attempts are made to
amuse you by planting in Belgium
the sterile tree of liberty, instead
of gathering in the harvest of vic
tory.
" Without doubt your comjrtittees contain the firm supporters
of liberty ; but the majority is pa
ralysed. Concealment and <hflimulation arc practised, and conspi
racy rears her head. The artillery
has been sent from Paris. At
tempts are made to obtain posseslion of every thing ; and conspiracy,
I repeat, rears her head.
" I have thus disclosed to you
truths which, though disagreea
ble to particular persons, are ne
cessary to be known ; and in so do
ing I have been influenced by no
other defire than that of serving
my country."
As it was the usual custom to
move in the convention for the
printing of such addresses as those
t»f Robespierre ; Bourdon of Oise,
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the intrepid opponent of the usurp
er, to anticipate any similar motion,
moved, that " the speech should
be referred to the committees pre
viously to its being printed, lest on
its publication any errors might be
found in it." Ou the contrary,
Couthon contended for the print
ing of the speech without any such
reference. He expressed himself
in very strong terms—" A system
of calumny (he said) had long ex
isted."—" 1 here are some perfidi
ous beings in the convention (he
added) ; distrust intriguers, and from
this day let a line of demarcation
be drawn."—Not intimidated by
this speech of Couthon, Vadier
and Camhon complained that Ro
bespierre had misrepresented certain
reports which they had made ; and,
the usurper for the first time con
descended to apologize. The discufilon then became clamorous, and
Freron exclaimed—" The moment
that gave birth to liberty gave also
birth to freedom of opinion. I
move that the assembly make a re
port on the decree which gives to
the committees the right of arrest
ing the members of the convention
—Who is the man that possesses
the privilege of speech when he is
apprehensive of being arrested :"
The proposition of Freron was
greatly applauded; and Panis, ano
ther member, declared, "{that' if
it was not adopted, there could be
no liberty." Notwithstanding this
opposition, however, the speech of
Robespierre was ordered to be
printed ; but this was the last of
his triumphs, and it was short.
The usurper must now have
clearly perceived his credit lost
with the convention ; and apparent
ly unwilling1 to trufbjiis colleagues
in the committees, he seems to have,
waited firmly for the storm without
daring to attempt the violent tnea.
A a4
fur-.
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sure, which might have been expecti-J from him, of arresting the
deputies in opposition. He per
haps had Itill some reliance on his
eloquence, and that of his associates
Coutlior. and St. Just. The latter
ascended the tribune on the 27th.
" I am (said he) of no faction —
I hate all factions. Your commit
tees of public and general safety
have ordered me to present a report
to you on the apparent corruption
of the public opinion— But I will
speak only to you, and I will speak
only in my l>wn nume."
The indignant clamour of the
assembly compelled the orator ab
ruptly to conclude, and with some
difficulty Tallien obtained a hear
ing. He spoke to order. " The
last speaker (said he) commenced
with telling you, that he is of no
party : I likewise espouse only the
side of truth. Yesterday a mem
ber of the government (Robes
pierre) presented to you a report
upon his own authority. Tp-d^y,
another member conies to speak to
you in his own name. No good
citizen can refrain from lamenting,
■with tears, the abject and calami% .us state to which the republic is re
duced, when individuals pretend thus^
to dictate to you in their own name,
and upon their own authority."
Billaud Varenues spoke on the
same side, and said, " Yesteiday
the society of the jacobins .was
filled with apostates. Every per
son was admitted who came. An
intention was there intimated, of
murdering several members of the
convention. (The hs.ll resounded
with murmurs.) Yesterday I
heard men uttering the most abo
minable calumnies against those
who had never deviated from the
revolution. I see one of those
wretches now fitting on the moun
tain, who used the expressions. (A

general cry of Arrest him.) The
person alluded to was instantlyseized, amidst very loud .plaudits.
Billaud Varennes then proceeded
as follows : " The moment is ar
rived when truth must out. I
wonder that St. Just should speak at
the tribune, aftei what has passed.
He had prqmised to stiew his
speech to the committee before he
should speak it here. The assembly
will do wrong if it does not per
ceive that it is in the hands of two
murderers. If it is weak and ir
resolute, it will inevitably perish. "
" No, no !" cried the majority of
the members, waving their hats.
The galleries resounded with the
same cries, calling out, " Live the
convention, live the committee of
public safety !"
Le Bas desired tq be heard, and
insisted on speaking.
Delmas desired he should be
called to order j but Le Baa ststl
i:ipsting to be heard, it was moved
that he be sent to prison,
Billaud Varennes then continued
his speech : " You will shudder
(says he) with horror, when you
are apprized that the armed force,
of Paris,is entrusted to parricidal
hands. Henriot was denounced
by the revolutionary tribunal as an
accomplice of Htbert. What was,
the consequence ? One nun alone
had the audacity to support him.
Need I name who that individual
was ? Robespierre. La Valette,
one of the chiefs of the armed
force, the only noble who has been
retaiued in a military trust, sharpens
the poniards intended to inflict a
sital blow on t'.te representatives of
the people. Under whole auspices
has he been protected ? Under
Robespierre's. I might quote many
more proofs of the fame audacity
on the part of Robespierre, and of
his infamous designs against liberty.
Among
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Among others, I need only men
tion that he has been the author of
the imprisonment of the members
of the revolutionary committee of
the section of Indivisibility ; men
of the most unsullied integrity, and
of the most distinguished patriot
ism. I accuse him of having with
drawn himself from the committee
for these four last decades, since the
decree with respect to the revolu
tionary tribunal passed on the i oth
of June, which he alone devised ;
and which was badly received.
Thus he intended to drive from
the convention every pure man :
that is, every person who did not
please himself, or whom he wight
iuspect to be possessed of sufficient
discernment to detect, and integrity
to oppose, his ambitious views ;
and as a preparatory step to the
establishing himself in that dicta
torship, which has been lo long
the object of his wishes, he would
have left none in the convention
but his creatures and dependents,
men as vile as himself, and ready to
forward all his detestable views.
But his designs were discovered by
the very means which he took to
carry them into execution. From
the facts which I have briefly
stated, his intentions to corrupt the
military, to enslave and degrade
the representation, appear plain and
incontrovertible.
" I think I speak the voice of
the convention, when I say, that
there is not a representative who
would exist under a tyrant !"—
' No, no !' was the cry from all
parts, « Let tyrants perilh.'—
f Men who are always speaking of
their own virtue and probity, are
those who trample these qualities
under foot. A secretary of the
committee of public safety had
robbed the public of 1 14,000

livres. I demanded his arrest, but
Robespierre screened him." (New
murmurs.) "I could recount to
you, citizens, a thousand other si
milar facts of this man ; and yet it
is he who dares to accuse us ; we
who i]n nd our nights and days in
the committee of public safety, in
organizing our victories. We
must not hesitate either to fall on
him with our bodies, or to suffer
tyrants to triumph. It was his
wish to mutilate the convention,
and to murder the representatives
of the nation."
Robespierre here darted towards
the tribune, while a number of
voices exclaimed, " Down with the
tyrant, down with the tyrant !" '
Tallien then rose. " I just now
observed (said he) that we mult
draw the veil. I now see with
pleasure that it is so : that the con
spirators are unmasked, and that
they will soon be annihilated."
fLoud applauses.) " Every thing
peaks that the enemy of the na
tional representation is about to
fall. In the house of that guilty
man, who now slands humbled
with the consciousness of detected
guilt, and overwhelmed with that
disapprobation which his infamous
designs against liberty have sojustly
merited, were formed those lists of
proscription which have stained
with so much blood the altars of
riling liberty. He copied the ex
ample of the detestable Sylla. His
proscriptions were intended only to
prepare the way for his own
power, and the establishment of a
perpetual dictatorship : happily,
however, his designs have been dis
covered before he had time to exe
cute them, or to add to that stream
of blood which has already deluged 1
France. His long success in villany made him at last lay aside his
usual
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usual caution. He had advanced
with such rapidity in the career of
lawless ambition, that he already
conceived himself arrived at the
accomplishment of his wishes, and
that, like Cæsar, the name of king
was only wanting to him fo» the
full accomplishment of his power.
V^is it to subject ourselves to so de
grading and so abject a tyranny,
that we brought to the scaffold the
last of the Capets, and lavished so
much blood of the French citi
zens ? Was it to acknowledge so
petty a despot, that we declared
eternal war against kings, and
swore to establish liberty at the
price of life ? No ; the spirit of
freedom has not funk so low ; the
sense of that duty which virtuous
men owe to their country is not yet
extinguished. I invoke the (hade
of the virtuous Brutus — \_ filing
his eyes upon lhebvjf\—Like him, I
have a poniard to tid my country
of the tyrant, if the convention do
not deliver him to the sword ofjus
tice. The republic is to be eftablistied not only by the victories of
our armies, but by the vigilance of
our councils, and the justice of our
punishments. After the enumera
tion of facts which you have heard
from the last speaker, is it necessary
for me to remind you of the pro
ceedings of that fitting of the ja
cobins, where Dumas, president of
the revolutionary tribunal,-the crea
ture and confederate of Robes
pierre, had the audacity to insult
the representatives of the people i
Need 1 recal to you that expression,
addressed to the journalists, in one
of the last fittings of the jacobins ?
' I prohibit you from inserting
my discourses in your papers, till
you have previoully communicated
them to me.' Here already we
iiad the tone of the dictator—the

people mall know nothing except
through my organ, and in the
manner in which I shall be pleased
to communicate it to them.
" Let us, republicans, accuse
him with the loyalty of courage,
in the presence of the French peo
ple. It is lit to enlighten oiir fel
low citizens : liberty is alone the
object- of their affections. It is
not an individual whom I attack ;
it is a vast conspiracy. I doubt
not but the convention will take
speedy and efficacious measures,
and continue its sittings perma
nent, to save the people ; and as it
is of the utmost importance that
the chiefs of the armed force mould
do no mischief, I move that Henriot, and all his staff, be arrested.
It is our wish that the president of
the revolutionary tribunal should
treat the accused with decency and
justice. This is true virtue. I
now move,
" That our sittings be perma
nent, until the sword of the law
has secured to us this revolution."
I also move,
" That Robespierre, and hi*
creatures, be immediately ar
rested."
The decree was pasted with ap
plauses from every quarter ; and
on the proposition of Billaud Varennes, some others, among whom
were, Dumas the late president of
therevolutionarytribunaljDufrcsne,
Boulanger, La Valette, and the
aides-de-camp of Henriot were in
cluded in it. The convention now
called upon Bai rcre to speak in the
name of the committee of public
safety. He proceeded to make his
report, and towards the conclusion
of it presented the following de
cree, which was adopted :
" The national convention, on
report of its committees of public
safety
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safety and general security, decrees
ss follows :
" i. All ranks superior to that
of the chief of a legion arc supprtssed. The national guard shall
resume its original organization,
and each chief of a legion shall in
consequence command in turn.
** 2. The mayor of Paris, the
national agent, and he who shall be
in his turn the commandant ef the
national guard, (hall watch over
the safety of the national represen
tation, aud shall answer with their
heads for all the commotions which
may ensue in Paris.
" The present decree shall be in
stantly sent to the mayor of Paris."
The orator then resumed his
speech apparently in his own per
son, and no longer as the organ of
the committees. '* Since the ioth
of June," said he, " I have never
dared to behold that cunning man,
who has had the art to wear so
many different masks; and who,
when he has not been able to save
his creatures, has made no scruple
f.o turn against them, and send them
to the guillotine. No one igno
rant of the manner in which he de
fended Camille Desmoulins, Bazire, CliaBot, and others, whom
he afterwards betrayed. On the
ioth ofJune, the tyrant (for this is
the name I must give him) moved a
resolution for establishing a revolu
tionary tribunal. He framed it
himself, and Couthori proposed it,
without having even read it ; and
yet he is the man who complains of
patriots being oppressed— he wlio
jmprisoned the revolutionary com
mittee, composed of the most pure
patriots in Paris;—he who, in order
to arrest all who thwarted his
views, instituted a general police.
" The committee of government
•which conducts the operations of
the armies, has done its duty. He

has calumniated it, in order to
sow division among its members,
and prevent, any body of patriots
from having such influence as could
oppose his tyranny. He has endea
voured to oppress me particularly,
because I made a report which was
not agreeable to his views."
Robespierre still attempted to
maintain his ground; but the resent
ment of the assembly would not suf
fer him to be heard. Couthon and
Le Bas, with a fidelity worthy of a
better cause, attempted to justify
their colleague, and demanded that
they might partake in his misfor
tunes' as they had shared in his
prosperity; they were therefore in
cluded in the decree of arrest. Collot d'Herbois then moved, that
St. Just should be ordered to lay
on the table the speech he intended
to pronounce. This proposition
was also adopted, and St. Just him
self was included in the decree of
arrest.
When the decree of arrest had
passed the convention, the president
ordered one of the ushers of the
hall to take into custody the chief
of the triumvirs, the elder Robes
pierre. But such was the awe which
the presence of this man was accus
tomed to inspire, that the officer
hesitated to perform his duty, tallRobespierre himself made a sign of
obedience, and followed the usher
out of the hall. The prisoners
were conducted by a few peace of
ficers to the prison of the Luxem
bourg: but the administrator of the
police on duty there, who was one
o: their creatures, refused to receive
them ; and they were then conduct
ed, rather in triumph than as pri
soners, to the Hotel de Ville.
In the mean time Hetn-iot had
also been arrested, but had found
means to escape. With the alacrity
of desperation he rallied his adhe
rents.
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rents. The national guard in ge
neral, however, obeyed w ith reluc
tance the orders of thtir command
ant, and only the cannoneers inanifested a thorough attachment to
him. Henriot arranged his forces
in three divisions ; one was dispatch
ed to the Hotel de Ville, another
against the committee of public
safety, aud a third proceeded to the
convention. The alarm bells were
next rung by the partisans of Robes
pierre; the municipality of Paris
and the jacobin club declared them
selves in fc'ttate of insurrection ; and
the party of Robespierre in the Ho
tel de Ville formed themselves into
a new convention, and declared the
other representatives traitors to
their country.
In this dangerous crisis the molt
respectable part of the inhabitants
of Paris, who had been depressed
by terror or enervated by indo
lence, perceived the urgent neceshty of active measures; on the
event of this day their suture fate
depended; the horrors of Septem
ber stared them in the face, mould
the party of the tyrant now prove
triumphant ; no time was to be
lost ; taking advantage of the ring
ing of the alarm bells, they ran
through the streets, and excited the
citizens to their aid by the ciy of
five la convention!
The representatives of the people
assembled in the hall of the con
vention were not inactive. Their
session had been declared perma
nent ; and bo sooner were they ap
prized that Robespierre and his
confederates had escaped, and fftw
j.i a state of insurrection, than they
proceeded to declare them traitors
and outlaws, and a deputation of
their members was appointed to
lead the people against the revolters. £ arras was nominated proviueraal commander in chief ; and

Bourdon de l'Oife, Frcron, Beaupre, Leonard Bourdon, Ferrand,
and "Rovere, were ordered to sup
port him. A proclamation was
published in all the districts of Pa
ris, exhorting the people to assert
their liberty* and defend the na
tional representation.
In consequence of these mea
sures the national guard, who had
obeyed with some reluctance the
orders of their commander, imme
diately forsook him. A party of
the insurgents had attempted, with
the aid of cannon, to force the
posts in the Carousel; but they fail
ed in the attempt, and the officer
who commanded them was made
prisoner. Early in the evening the
sections of Paris appeared at the
bar, and renewed their oath to ac
knowledge no authority but that
of the convention.
It was not, however, till between
2 and 3 o'clock in the morning of
the 28th, that the deputies wlio had
been dispatched for that purpose
found themselves in sufficient force
to attack the insurgents at the Ho
tel de Ville. At that time Bour
don de l'Oise appeared at the
Place de Grave, aud read the pro
clamation of the convention. He
then rustled into the hall of the
commune, armed with a sabre and
pistols : the insurgents were com
pletely deserted, and now endeavour
ed to turn their arms against them
selves. Robespierre the elder dis
charged a pistol in liis mouth, which
however failed of its estect, and
only wounded him in the jaw, while
he received another wound from a
gens d'arme in the side. The
younger Robespierre threw him
self out of a window, and broke a
leg and an arm. Le Bas (hot him-,
self upon the spot; and Couthon
stabbed himself twice with a knife.
It' was ia vain that Henriot,
from
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from one of the windows of
the hotel, harangued the soldiers,
and endeavoured to recal them to
the assistance of his associates. Cofsintal, a member of the municipa
lity, who had been seduced into the
insurrection by the persuasion of
Henriot, at the desire of some of
the persons below, threw the mis
creant out of the window, and he
was mortally wounded.
The conspirators were immedi
ately conveyed before the revolu
tionary tribunal ; and their persons
being identified, they were con
demned to suffer death in the Place
de la Revolution, which they had
themselves defiled with the blood of
the unfortunate Louis, and that of
his guilty but penitent consort ; and
afterwards with that of their col
leagues and associates in ciines.
The persons who suffered on this
occasion were, Maximilian Robes
pierre, aged 35 years, born at Ar
ras; George Couthon, aged ,38
years, born at Orsai ; A. St. Just,
26yeaTS, born at Lisere ; A. Robes
pierre the younger ; F. Henriot,
33 years, commander general of the
armed force of Paris; L. Lavalette,
40 years, born at Paris, ex-noble ;
R, Dumas, 37 years, born at Lussi,
president of the revolutionary tri
bunal ; J. R. Lescot Fleuriot, 39
years, mayor of Paris ; N. Vivier,
50 years, late judge of the criminal
tribunal of the department, presi
dent of the jacobins in the night
between the 9th and iothThermidor (27th and 28th July) ; C.
Bernard, 34 years, ex-priest ; Geucv, 33 years ; Cooper Gobeau, 26
yeare, substitute .of the criminal tri
bunal ; A. Simon, 58 years, shoe
maker ; C. Laurent, 33 years ;
Wamee, 79 years ; J. Forefh'er, 47
years; P. Guerin, receiver of renls;
Lezard, hair-drtsser; Loche Fer,
upholsterer ; Bougon and Quentt ;
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the twelve last members of the
commune of Paris. They were
conveyed from the palace ofjustice
at seven in the evening of the 28th.
Never was so great a concourse of
people assembled as on this occa
sion, and it is impossible to describe
(says one of the journalists of Paris)
the joy^and transports that were
painted in every face! In all the
streets through) which the conspi
rators passed, and in the square of
the Revolution, unanimous cries of
Jth! the villains! Live the republic !
IAvethe convention! were heard. The
eyes of the spectators were particu
larly fixed on Maximilian Robes
pierre, Couthon, and Henriot,
whose faces were covered with
blood and wounds.
Co:'.thon was executed first, and
then the younger Robespierre and ■
Henriot. Robespierre was guillo
tined the last but one. He stood
two minutes on the scaffold, while
the executioner removed the cloth
which covered his face; but he did
not utter a word. In the mean
time Legendrc had proceeded to
the hall of the jacobins, expelled
the society, and brought the keys,,
and laid them on the table of the
*
Convention.
Robespierre is described as hav
ing been of a low stature, not more
thin five feet three inches. His
complexion was livid and cadave
rous, and his features harsh and
forbidding. He did not affect the
slovenly appearance of the fanatical •
professors of equality, but he was
generally decent and even neat in
his dress. He and his brother were
orphans-, ard natives of Arras.
When a youth, his abilities or his
misfortunes attracted the attention
of the hiihop of that diocese, at
whose expence he was educated,
and brought up to the profession of
the law. He was soon distinguish'-
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ed as an able advocate ; but he did
not succeed in Paris, and was oblig
ed to return to his own country,
where he exercised hfs profession
wish reputation. We have heard
that the iii 11 cause which gave him
celebrity was a curious trial between
two neighbouring gentlemen, one
of whom had erected an electrical
conductor on the roof of his house,
which the other presented us a
nuisance, as endangering his own.
Robespierre was counsel for the de«
fendant. He gained his cause ; and
his pleadings were admired not only
as eloquent, but as displaying conliderable information on a philoso
phical subject.
He was elected a deputy to the
tiers-etat in 1789. In the ccoistituent assembly, he was always re
garded as a firm friend 'to monar
chy ; and even in July 1 792 he publilhed " Representative government
and the forms of monarchy, the
only constitutional arrangements
proper for an empire so extensive
und ancient as France." He at
tached himself at this period to the
party of Orleans ; and he was sus
pected, even after the king was de
posed, of an intention of placing
the duke of Orleans on the throne.
He was not ranked in the first
class of orators in the national as
sembly. He possessed neither the
sire nor imagination of Mirabcau,
nor the graceful and polished elo
quence of Barnave : yet he was al
ways considered as a bold and ner
vous speaker ; and on some occa^
lions he considerably dilHnguifhed
himself, particularly in pleading the
cause of the enslaved Africans
against the famous report of Barnave on the state of the colonies.
He was deprived of a feat in
the legislative . body, by the fa
mous self-denying ordinance of the
constituent assembly, and accepted
o
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the office of public accuser, but rf*
signed it in a short time. If h«
was deficient in solid abilities, he
had a talent for intrigue which
compensated for the want of them ;
and the modest simplicity of his man
ners and appearance acquired for
him an uncommon reputation for
integrity. The ascendancy which
he gained over the people of Paris
was sufficiently maniselV, when he
was not only elected a deputy to
represent that department in the
convention, but had sufficient in
fluence to secure by his recom
mendation feats for his intimate
connexions Marat, Liegendre, and
Philip Egalitc.
He certainly had no part in the
events of the 10th of August; and
the count de Montgaillard acquits
him even of any principal share in
the massacres of September, though
he probably might be a complacent
spectator of those horrid transac
tions. But he amply compensated
for his inactivity by the ferocious
malignity with which he afterwards
persecuted the fallen monarch and
his unhappy family. He probably
did not conceive the vast project
of railing himself to the supreme
authority, 'till after the death of
the king and the defeat of the Gironde party. His ambition till
that period appears to have been
confined within narrower limits; but
after that, it is evident that his
whole attention was directed to the
removal of every person who might!
be an impediment to him in the at
tainment of this object.
As his only predominant passion
was ambition, we have already re
marked, that he was entirely free
from the imputation of avarice orpeculation ; but that he was destituta
of principle is evident from his po
litical versatility. He had no per
sonal attachment to any man ; and
what
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•what was once his boast, forms the
best clue to the development of his
moral depravity and hardness of
heart. " I was (said he) the friend
of Petion, of Roland, of Brissot."
( He might have added, os Orleans)
" They betrayed their country, and
I declared against them. DanUm
wilhes to take their place : Danton
in my eyes is only the enemy of his
country." The man who can
coolly devote to death persons
whom he has once esteemed, and
to whom he has the most pressing
obligations, must be destitute of all
those sentiments and feelings, which
form the most certain balis of so
cial virtue.
His abilities were probably over
rated by his immediate connections,
and they are undoubtedly depreciat
ed too much not only by the emi
grants, but by the preleut leaders
of the popular party in France.
Certain it is, that if he had not
himself great talents, he possessed
the no less valuable quality of dis
cernment, and knew how to make
the belt use of the talents of others.
He held the political abilities of
Mr. Pitt in the most profound con
tempt, and is known to have ex
pressed his opinion, " that if it had
not been for the opposition party
so frequently exposing his errors,
and affording him an opportuniti
es correcting them, he (Mr. Pitt)
would presently undo himself by
pursuing his own mistaken views."
Robespierre was probably more of a
statesman than an orator : a feeble
voice and unpromising exterior were
impediments which Ire could never
surmount; nor could we ever disco
ver in his orations any traits of fan
cy, sublimity, or pathos.
Robespierre has been compared
to our English CromweH. Perhaps
there was more resemblance in the
interior cast of their minds, than in
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the circumstances which contribu
ted to their elevation. Both indeed
were the creatures of accident.
Cromwell negotiated with the king
even during his fatal captivity; and
Robespierre was a royalist till the
ioth of August. The prospcct,of
sovereign authority wac gradually
unfolded to each by a series of fa
vourable circumstances* of which
each had the art and the courage
to take advantage. Both were
destitute of sympathy and affection.
Robespierre was more sanguinary
than Cromwell, probably because
he had.a more difficult part to play,
and more competitors- to contend
with. Both affected simplicity in
their manners and appearance; both
were adepts in cunning and intrigue.
Both assumed the mask of hypo
crisy. Cromwell adapted his un
meaning harangues to the jargon of
the enthusiasts of his day : Robes
pierre generally seasoned his ora
tions with the words God and vir
tue. Their hypocrisy was the fame,
but in, each it was adapted to the
scene on which they were to act.
While the parallel might perhaps
be traced in fame other points than
those to which we have adverted,
there are some very important cir
cumstances in which they entirely
differed. The power of Cromwell
rested upon a much more solid
foundation than that of Robes
pierre. It was founded upon great
military reputation, and supported
by a well organized military force,
without which no usurper can long
maintain his authority. Robespierre
rested solely on the fluctuating po
pulace, and on the credit and in
fluence cs the jacobin club. Crom
well, though destitute of humanity,
was less wantonly cruel than Ro
bespierre ; and did not disgust the
peofle by frequent and bloody exe
cutions.
Cj'ouiwell made good
laws,
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Jaws, and seems in many respects
to have consulted the happiness
and welfare of the community at
large j all the decrees of Robespierre
appear to have only had two ob
jects—massacre and confiscation.
Cromwell was his own minister ;
Robespierre made use of the genius
of others, and the public and
foreign aftairs were generally con
ducted by the great abilities of
Danton, Barrere, Sieyes, and Le
Clos. Cromwell was therefore,
apparently, the abler statesman ;
though we think the talents of
Robespierre were not to, be de
spised.
The usurpation of Robespierre
also differed from that of Cromwell,
not only in its duration, but in the
consequences of its overthrow. As
Cromwell's was a military usurpa
tion, it was more permanent ; and
the military, instructed in habits of
obedience and discipline, were still
at the disposal of an individual ;
and the restoration of monarchy was
the consequence. The usurpation
of Robespierre existed only on the
alarms of the people ; some plots
which were not imaginary gave oc
casion to the fabrication of many
others ; and by these devices the
tyrant had- the art of continually
working on the passions of the
multitude, who conceived that the
political independence of the na
tion depended on 1 1 is vigilance and
activity. As soon as the delusion
was dissipated, and the people
found themselves in a state of secu
rity, the whole fabric, which rested
only on imaginary alarms and ttirors, dropped of itself ; and, as the
government of Robespierre resem
bled in its arbitrary nature the go
vernment of their former monarchs,
the attachment of the people to a
republic was only the more firmly
riveted.

. Other consequences still more
important to France, if possible,
than the overthrow of a"n odious
tyranny, have resulted from the fall
of Robespierre. With him the in
fluence os the jacobin club, that
source os faction and intrigue, that
monster in a state, an empire within
an empire, was completely crushed.
But this was not all—From the
fatal icth of August to the triumph
of the 28th of July, the better or
ders of society, those classes which
generally include the great mass of
ability and virtue, were extremely
depressed. They were silenced by
the senseless clamour against aristo
cracy, and new phrases were in
vented to indicate that the whole
powers of government were vested
in the lowest of the populace. The
tyranny of Robespierre has re
moved the absurd and indiscriminate
prejudice against aristocracy, that
is, against* property and station ;
and the men of property perceiv
ing the necessity of emerging from
their inactivity, have once more
taken an active (hare in the public
affairs. A still better effect may
be supposed, and indeed appears to
result from this event. The French
republicans, from the moment of
the overthrow of the monarchical
constitution, indulged in the most
visionary spuculations, and the most
inconsistent theories of government.
Even the Gironde party (though
it .included some men both of abili
ty and integrity) is not exempt
from this censure ; and the constitution attributed to Condorcet was
utterly impracticable. The French
nation has now proved the danger
of extending theory too far in a
public institution ; they have seen
that on the speculations which
were promulgated by well-meaning
men was engrafted a mocking sys
tem of practical tyranny, and that
those
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tViofe who promise too much will
probably fulfil nothing. They will
therefore, it is reasonable to sup
pose, cease to carry their expecta
tions of perfection too far, and be
content with such a practical sys
tem as will anlwer tolerably the
great ends of government, the pro
tection of individuals, froni internal
oppression, and the defence of the
community from foreign invasion.
They have also discarded formally
the romantic (and indeed unjust.)
project of reforming other states
and governments. Their language
is now — " Let us content ourselves
withfecuringthe liberties of France,
£nd let us leave to time and to in
tellect the task of eradicating des
potism." The moderation, which
has characterized the late proceed
ing of the convention is in many
instances commendable. If any
thing is deserving of censure, it is
perhaps that they have* been too
indiscriminate in punishing the ad
herents of the tyrant. Many might
be forced into his service through
the system of tenor which he esta
blished, and some might even be
the dupes of his hypocrisy..
The municipal officers and others,"
who had excited the insurrection in
favour of Robespierre, were tried
on the 30th, and between sixty and
seventy of them suffered death.
The vacancies created in the com
mirteeof public safety by the fall
os Robespierre were immediate!)
filled by l'Eschasseriaux the elder,
Tullien, Thuriot, Breard, Laloi,
and Triellard ; and the following
old members were continued in of
fice, viz. Carnot, Barrere, Collot
d'Hcrbois,BillaudVarennes,Prier.r
and Lindet. The convention at the
fame time decreed that one-fourth
of the committee should go out by
rotation monthly. Congratulations
were received within the course of
*794-
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a sew days from the different ar
mies on the event of the 27th of
July. ,
Conformably with their profes
sions of moderation, the convention
proceeded to dissolve and new mo
del the revolutionary tribunal. The
prisons were also opened in succes
sion ; the eases of the different pri
soners were examined by commis
sioners, and but few were found
committed upon any accusation of
sufficient validity to warrant their
detention.' On the lit of Au
gust Barrere presented a new soriri
of government to exist till a consti
tution should be regularly form
ed, digested, and voted ; and on
the 5th his proposition wa3 mould
ed into the form of a decree, which
was as follows : .
Article I- The committee of
public safety Ihall assume the name
of " the central committee of go
vernment." It Ihall be composed
of twelve members, to be renewed
every month, and not eligible again
till after the interval of a month.
II. This committe; shall be un
der the direct inspection of the
" commission os foreign affairs,"
and cannot dispose of any of the
public funds except for the secret
services, of government. For this
purpose it shall have upon the na
tional treasury a credit of ten mil-:
lionj. The credit which it. had
formerly, and is hitherto unem
ployed, is hereby withdrawn.
III. Thecommittej of surety and
superintendence sin.I take the name
of "the committee os the general
police of the republic." It mall
consist of fifteen members : it shall,
independently of the convention,
have alone the power of arresting
citizens. For issuing warrants of
arrest' against public tunctionarics,
it shall act in concert with the com
mittee charged withthe superiutendB i>
ence
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ence of the administration to which
such functionary may belong.
IV. It sliall neither send to trial
thole who have been arrested, nor
liberate those sentenced by the po
pular commifiions, without being in
concert with the central committee
of government.
V. The commission of civil asfairs of police, and the tribunals,
shall make to it a daily report of the
police and interior security of the
republic.
VI. It shall have under its im
mediate inspection the police ar.d
armed force of Paris, the revolu
tionary tribunal, the committees of
superintendence of the republic, and
the popular commissions.
VII. The national treasury mall
credit it for nine hundred thousand
livres, for extraordinary and secret
expences.
VIII. A fifth part of the members
of the committee shall be changed
every month, and not be re-eligible
till after the interval of one month.
IX. All other committees, or
commissions of the convention, now
in existence, are abolished.
X. The following twelve com
mittees (hall be established :
1. One to superintend the com
mission of agriculture and arts,
composed of five members.
2. One to superintend the com
mission of public instruction, to
consist of five rrxn-bers.
3. To superintend the commis
sion of commerce and provisions,
rive members.
4. To superintend the commisfon of transports, post' offices,
and post-houses, five members.
5. To superintend the commission
of arms aud powder, fix mem
bers.
. To superintend the commission
of the movement of the armies-,
fix mi r^bers.

7. To superintend the commis
sion of the marine and colonies,
five members.
8. To superintend the com
mittee of public succour, five
members.
9; Tp superintend the commission
of public works, five members.
10. For the superintendence of the
public expences and revenues
there shall be four sections :—
The first, consisting of five mem
bers, mall superintend the com
mission of the public treasury ;
the second, of ten members, the
national revenues ; the third, of
ten members, the general liqui
dation ; and the fourth, of ten:
members, the office of accounts.
11. A committee of legislation,
composed of fifteen members,
which shall have the superintend
ence of the commission of civil
administrations, the police and
the tribunals, according to the
report of the tribunals and admi
nistrative bodies, shall be charged
with the revision and classifica
tion of the laws, and the details
respecting the territorial divisions
of the- republic.
12. A committee of inspectors of
the proces-verbaux, consisting of
fifteen members, is charged with
superintending the transcription'
of the acts of the convention in
its offices and archives, the na
tional press, aud the commiffioii
of civil administrations.
Article XI. — There shall
also be a committee of inspectors of
the hall, composed of fifteen mem
bers, exclusively charged with the
police within the limits of the con
vention, the committees, and the
national garden. It shall regulate
the expene-es of the national con-»
vention, snd its archives, as well as
thole of the committees ; also the
travelling txpeaees of the represen
tatives
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tatives of the people sent to the de
partments, or the armies.
XII. It shall verify and adjust the
accounts relative to the aforesaid
expences; and the resolution of that
committee, declaring its verifica
tion of the expences of the repre
sentatives of the people amounting
to such a sum, shall be allowed as
admission of that account.
XIII. . The national treasury shall
give it credit for three millions, to
be employed in such expences in
the aforesaid payments ; and all
former credit, hitherto unemployed,
is withdrawn
XIV. Every executive commis
sion shall give a daily account of
its proceedings to the committee
charged with its inspection, and
shall propose to it the difficulties
to be surmounted, and the means
of removing them. It shall also
submit for the approbation of the
committee, the agents nominated
for the execution of its order.
XV. The commissioners shall
every day lay before the committee
for inspecting the public expendi
ture and revenue, a detailed account
of the expences incurred in the
course of the day.
XVI. The committees shall di
rectly propose to the convention
all legislative objects, after having
previoufly communicated them to
the central committee of govern
ment. They shall concert with
that committee through the me
dium of one of its members, who
shall be charged to report the exe
cutive objects discussed in the com
mittee.
XVII' All executive objects 'shall
be definitively settled by the cen
tral committee of government,
which shall be responsible for the
resolutions it may take.
These resolutions shall be signed
fcy at least lis members of the cen
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tral committee, and by the commis
sioner of the committee who snail
make the report.
The resolutions stiall be sent to
be executed by the commissions,
and an account of them stiall then
be laid before the convention.
XVIII. Should there beany dif
ference of opinion in the central
committee of government, the affair
is to be discussed and decided by a
meeting composed of one commis
sioner from each of the com
mittees.
XIX. In cafes of urgency where
expedition is required, the central
committee of government may call
upon one or more of the com
mittee charged with the superin
tendence of the matter in question,
and the result of their deliberation
shall be carried into execution. But
the members who shaU'affiJt in such
deliberations shall make an imme
diate report of it to the general
committee.
XX. The convention shall itself
nominate the representatives of the
people to be sent on any commis
sion; the generals, the members,
of the executive commission, the
members of the 1 evolutionary tri
bunal, and popular commissions, on
thepropolition of the central corrmittee of government, united with
the committee charged with what
relates to that particular object.
XXI. The national convention
alone has power to recall the repre
sentatives of the people sent upon
commissions.
The central committee of go
vernment, in concert with the com
mittee charged with that particular
affair, may remove the generals, the
membeis of the executive commis
sions, and other public function
aries, of which a report is to be
made to the convention.
XXII. All the committees shall
Bbz
have
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have a fifth of their members
changed every month.
XXIII. All the committees and
tommissions wiihin the convention
shall continue to exercise . their
functions till the committees that
are to replace thtm are perfectly
organized.
On the 15th of the fame month,
Mr. James Mouro,ambassador from
the United States of America, was
introduced to t!ie convention ; and
on the Rih of September, Reybaz,
ambassador from the republic of
Geneva, was received ;. and the
flag* of both republics were or
dered to be hung up with the na
tional colours in the hall of the con
vention. On tile 26th, Freron
delivered a long discourse on the
liberty of the press, and' concluded
bv some forcible observations on
the unjust severity of penal laws in
moil civilized communities-.
" The revolutionary tribunal
(said he) and the general police re
quire also your attention. The
pjlice of ignorant and barbarous
nations is imprisonment, and their
justice, death. Among nations
enlightened' on the social art, in go
vernments acquainted with human
nature, a skilful and well distri
buted vigilance renders numerous
imprisonments unnecessary ; and
penalties well apportioned to de
grees of guilt, render the punish
ment of death more terrible from
being rare. What contempt has
been affected among us for these
maxims ! Into what horrors has
this contempt led us ! Let experi
ence, which has cost us so dear,
bring us back to those eternal prinr'ples which the genius of Montes
quieu and Bcccana drew from the
history of ages. Lei us think with
them, that the terror of punishimnt is lost in it3 frequency, and
tlutto make death be feared, we

must seldom inflict 1i. It is not
the axe which is always failing, but
the axe which is always ready to
fall, on which the imagination and
the eye dare not six. Multipliedpunishments, by rendering crimi
nals more desperate, may destroy,
in the minds of a whole people,
those tender and sublime affections,that exquisite seeling of humanity,
which are the principle, the endr ,
and the perfection of all the social
virtues. I move that you order
your committee of legiilatiou topresent a plan of active police and,"
vigilance, which may keep inces
santly under the eyes of the magis
trate all those whose manner of
living or conversing may excite sus
picion. It is the weakness, the dis
order, and the sloth of government,
that fill the prisons. A govern
ment of order, vigilance, and
energy, makes society itself the
guardian of society, without
screening from punishment those
who arc the Juit objects of it.
Good patroles prevent bloody bat
tles. Patroles 'nay be a measure of
police as well as of military vigi
lance ; and perhaps, if properly or
ganised, the bell ritted for a revo
lutionary government."
A debate of some length en
sued. The speech of Freron w;u
ordered to be printed, but no deci
sive resolution was passed.
The union-which at first appear
ed among the opponents of Robes
pierre was not of long duration.
The membersofthe committees had
evidently joined the opposition in'
the convention, not till they per
ceived that it was likely to prove
successful ; and the lattes soon ma
nifested a degree of jealousy lest
they should partake of the honour,
and acquire a share of that power
and popularity which had been
achieved by the courage of others.
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■On the 29th os August, Lecointre
of Versailles, in concert with Tal
lien, Dubois
Crance,
some
■other-;,
produced
an and
accusation
against sevtn members of the com
mittees of public and general
safety ; viz. Barrere, Billaud Varenncs, Collot d'Herbois, Vadier,
Amar, and P)avid. After a de
bate of some length, a great ma
jority decreed, that the accusation
was unfounded. On the succeed
ing iay the subject was revived;
'but the seven members were strenu
ously defended by Bourdon of Oisc
zr.d others, and the accusation was
^decreed to be false and defama
tory.
Whether in consequence of the
part which was taken by Tallien on
this occasion, or whether from
•some other motive, it is not easy to
ascertain, but on the icth of
September an attempt was made
to assassinate Tallien. As he re
turned from the convention to ti.a
■own house at a quarter aster twelve
at night, he was accosted by a man
in a furred great coat, arid a round
hat.—" Come, villain (exclaimed
the assassin) I have staid for thee a
long time1." He then struck him
in the breast with his fist, and dis
charged a pistol at him. The ball
penetrated his shoulder ; but the
wound proved only slight, and
Tallien was enabled in a few days
•after to resume his functions. The
assassin escaped in the- tumult.
The guilt of this attempt was
charged upon the jacobin clubs
After it had been shut up by Legendre, it had been opened again by the
influence of Billaud Varennes and
■others of that party; and several
■extremely inflammatory speeches
and addresses; had been uttered.
These circumstances, added to the
assault on Tallien, afforded a good
rtaW for entirely abolishing the
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jacobin club ; which salutary mea
sure was shortly after effected.
Eschasseriaux, .on the 7th of
September, in -the name of the
committee charged with the revifal of the laws against snug-rants,
submitted their report to the con
vention. Upon this it was de
creed, that " all persons of the
following descriptions are emi
grants. First, all Frenchmen who
quitted the territory of she repub
lic since the lit of July 1789, ,
and did not return into it by
the 9th of May 1 792 ; pr having
absented tli eir.selves from the place
,of their residence on the 9th ofMay
1792, or since that day, and cannot
prove that they have resided unin
terruptedly within the territory of
the republic since that period.
" Ever}- person, who having
enjoyed the rights of a French ci
tizen, akhough born in a foreign
country, or having two houses, one
in France, and the other in any
foreign territory, who shall not in a similar way establish the proofs
of his residence since the 9th of
May 1792. Every person shall
also be deemed an emigrant, who
may be convicted of quitting,
during the invasion of foreign
powers, the part of the territory
of the republic not invaded, and
of having retired into that occupied
by the rr>emy. Lastly, a resi
dence in the territon united to the
republic, prior to the proclamation
of the re union, cannot be urged
as an excuse."
In the same sitting, Fayau proposed, that Inch citizens as were"
not owners of lands, and such as
were poffefled of but small por
tions, might be enabled to obtain
certain allotments, for which they
should account at the end of
twenty years ; " because," said the
orator, " when the national d<>B b3
maim
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mains arc all put up to public sale,
they inevitably become the pro
perty of the monied part of the
community." Barrerc supported
the good intention of Fajau, and
proposed that the committee of
public succour should point out a
new class of citizens worthy of
sharing the favours of the republic,
viz. married men destitute of for
tune, from twenty-five to fifty
years of age. It was alto his opi
nion, that workshops mould be
opened for the reception of poor
artisans out of employment. lie
deprecated the idea of beholding
commissaries ai.d contractors erect
ing Colossal fortunes out of the
money which they had plundered
from the public, and Wished that
the committee of domains would
present the plan of a decree, en
acting, that the property of the
emigrants should be fold in small
portions, so that it could not be
monopolized by monied men, but
might be shared among the real
friends to the community — men of
small fortunes.
On the 19th of September,
some measures were adopted to pre
vent too great an influx of stran
gers to Paris ; and on the following
day, a very ample report on the
state of France was presented in
the name of the committees of
public and general safety, and of
legislation, by Robert Lindet.
" When a nation desires to be
free, it is not enough," fays the
reporter, " that the people wish to
be so ; they must be (hong enough
to relist the coalition of despots,
and to make their liberty be ac
knowledged and respected. At
this period i,2co,cco citizens in
arms, who formed the advanced
guard of the defenders of liberty,
swept the frontiers of Spain, the
palatinate, and the Netherlands.

Every thing yielded to their cou«
rage; the enemies (adds he) of the
new republic, (truck with terror,
fled to their places of retreat, ac
cused their chiefs and their tyrants,
a::d murmured secret prayers for
the success of their conquerors;
nations sacrificed to the pride of
kings, felt alone the calamities of
war, aud saw in the French the
avengers of the rights of man. A
formidable marine, united and wise
ly diiected, rendered impotent the
fury of the enemies of Fi ance, pre
pared the ruin of their commerce,
and promised the freedom of the
seas to Gaul. The nations who
had been wife enough to relist the
insinuations of the courts of Vienna
and London, heard and repeated
the victories of the republic. The
enemies of the French no longer
asked whether they had a govern
ment. They knew, that lo main
tain the moll numerous armies, to
cover the ocean with ships of war,
to fight and vanquish by sea and
land, to bring into their ports the
commerce of the world, is to go
vern. The means that France tiled
to attain this height of glory and
of power were—When liberty and
equality were solemnly proclaimed,
every Frenchman felt that he had a
country, and for that country wa*
ready to sacrifice himself. They
recalled to the minds of men that
they are all equal in rights, that
they are all brothers. What a
spectacle (exclaims this republican
orator in language somewhat in
flated) for posterity is that of a
people sacrificing every day to their
country the price of their labour,
their clothing, aud their subsist
ence ; regardless of themselves, and
renewing to-day the sacrifices they
had yesterday made, sacrifices which
nothing but experience could in
duce us. to bclic\c within the limit3
of
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os human power ! The enemies of
the French republic had been so
numerous, so widely spread, had so
many means of insinuating them
selves into the administration, the
popular societies, and even into
their families, that every citizen
was obliged to consider himself as a
sentinel stationed at a post. The
evils which the commune of Nar/tcs
had lately suffered, resounded in
every ear. This citadel of the
west sustained a siege of more than
fifteen months ; it combated the re
bels and the banditti ; it preserved
to the republic an important place,
and the navigation of the Loire.
" The army and navy, with the
services requisite for them, had
taken from agriculture and the use
ful professions, more than a million
and a half of citizens, and (accord
ing to the tstimate or the reporter)
employed for the republic more on
the whole than fix millions of men,
dispersed 'over the various com
munes, independent of the con
sumption occasioned by great num
bers being collected in one place.
" While the revolution was so
.powerfully agitating the minds of
Frenchmen jVhile invincible cou
rage, the rrtoral qualities of natural
men, the civic virtues, were raising
them above themselves; vice too (he
adds) was making advances. Men
were seen who embraced the revo
lution only for the sake of the
ciimcs they hoped to commit, and
the private advantages they expect
ed to derive from it. They wished
not for equality of rights; they
aimed only at the confounding of
fortunes ; they hoped to squander
or accumulate the wealth of others.
Errors, abuses of power, arbitrary
acts, arc evils (savs he) inseparable
from a great revolution.
" Some weeks before the army
had marched into West Flanders,

this country, full of fortresses, was'
covered with the forces ot the al
lied powers. All the fortresses fell
into the hands of the French, and
the capitulation ofOstend and Nieuport depiiviei the English of every
communication with the Belgians.
The republicans prepared before
Charlcrov ihe succeis which was to
crown them next day in the plains
of Flcurus. A new mode of tac
tics re 11 op d Namur to them. They
forced the Austrians to retreat.
They entered Liege, where they
made a successful conquest. They
broke the sceptre of a priest, and
the chains with which a despot
bound his fellow men. At this
period all the banks of the Rhine
resounded with the victories of re
publicans. The armies of the Mo
selle aud the Rhine united, put the
Austrians and Prussians to flight,
restored the communication with
Landau, and secured the Palati
nate. Collioure and Port Vendre,
in the south, were occupied by the
Spaniards for a moment, only to
give new eclat to the arms of
France, and exhibit the best troops
of Spain compelled to renounce the
honours of wit, and lay down their
arms. The vallies of Boston and
Lorrain supplied toe Gallic soldiers
for several months. Fontarabia ana
St. Sebastian gave the republic
ports that secure the navigation of
the gulph. Spain lost founderies
and manufactories of arms which
woulel have been an eternal source
of jealousy, if they had been pre
served." Such was the state of
France, as reported on the 20th of
September. The report is evi
dently exaggerated in some instan
ces, but experience assures us that
it has still much foundation in
truth.
The fame day the convention
passed several decrees, ordering tha
B b4
the
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the committee of public instruction
should draw up, every decade, a
paper of instruction, the object of
which should be to revive the
love of hbour, to confirm the citi
zens in the principles of moral,. and
attachment to their duties, to re
mind them of the grand events of
the revolution, and to Jay before
them the advantages of the useful
art's and sciences. These p.ipeia
\vere ordered so be sent to all the
communes, to be read every decide,
in the place of meeting of the ge
neral assembly, to which fathers,
mothers, and then- children, should
be called aud incited to repair.
The reading to be followed by
hymns of liberty. " The national
convention, desirous of accelerating
the period at which an uniform
mode of instruction, may be1 esta
blished over all the. republic, alio
ordered its commits.ee of public instiuction to present, within ten
days, a plan of regulation for
schools, to which shall be called the
best informed citizens osall the dis
tricts, in order to be taught, by the
ablest professors in all branches of
human knowledge, the art of teach
ing others." This project we con
fess appears to partake too much of
the new visionary philosophy ; ti;ne
perhaps may teach the French to
rest the principles of morals on a
better basis, that of religion.
In the month of September some
commotions took place at Mar
seilles. The principal occasion of
it was the desire of rescuing a per
son of the name of Rcgnicr, who
had been committed to prison there,
which they effected. The riot,
however, was after this soon quill
ed. Regnierwas outlawed, arw t lu
re ft of the confpiratu'rs ordered be~
fore the tiiSunai.
The contests between the party
of Tallien, and that ot Barren:,

Collot d'Htrbois, &c. still conti
nued to agitate occasionally the
convention ; and to tin's contest the
Girondists, who had been imprison
ed or outlawed from the 31st of
May 1793, are probably in part
indebted for their restoration to
their functions. On the Z2d of
October, some of these members
were encouraged to make applica
tion to the convention for their li
berty. A louj debate ensued, which
afforded but little prospect of a suc
cessful termination. In the course
pf the succeeding month, however,
they renewed their application, aud
on the 3d os December they resum
ed their scats in ihe convention tQ
the'number of ji. Mr. Thomas
Paine, though not imprisoned as'
having signed the protest against
the proceedings of the 31st of May,
but as an alien born, was also per.
nutted to relume his 'feat.
On the 1 2th of November,
Laignclot gave an account of thi
reasons which induced the commit
tee of general safety ib resolve
upon the susoension of the jacobin,
club. " Passion (ne said) had no
(Lare in this resolution, it was dic
tated by the interest of the coun
try alone. While they acknow
ledged the good which that so
ciety had done, they shtit up their
hall, only from respect to those
piir.ciplcs which, ought not to be
infringed. They were at the fame
time of opinion, that popular socie
ties might be permitted under pro
per restrictions, because they are
inherent in a republican government ;
but they could not consider the ja
cobin club as a society truly and
purely ponulart The jacobins were'
prottcted and supported while they
vied in virtue, and not in power,
with legitimate authority. If they
were not now what they formerly
were, the true friends of the people
would
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■would see that they had attempted
to vilify and degrade the conven
tion. It is necessary (added the re
porter) to remind the representa
tives of the people, of principles
that ought to be engraven «n their
hearts. In a well ordered govern
ment, two rival powers ought not
to exist. In a republic, there
must not be a government by the
fide of a government. On the 27th
of July, the jacobins were in open
revolt: since that period, availing
themselves of impunity; conceiving
that the national representation had
neither courage nor character; that,
it considered them as the sacred
ark, which no unhallowed hand
was permitted to touch, they have
continued their plan of revolt.
^There is but one republic, there
ought to be but one convention.
The committees, who love their
country, and who wish to unite all
the members of the convention,
have thought it useful for public
liberty, to extinguish a flame of
discord, of faction and dissension.
The committees were of opinion,
jhat the whole people would ap
plaud the measure they had adopt
ed. It never was their intention
jo attack popular societies. They
acknowledged that they had no
right to shut the gates but where
factions are engendered, and civil
■^ar publicly recommended. The
societies of the sections are truly
the societies of the people, and the
committees declared they would
maintain them." This step of the
committees met with the warmest
approbation of the whole conven
tion, and was also greatly applaud
ed by the people at large.
The next measure which the
convention adopted, was to bring
to punishment the perpetrators, of
the horrid cruelties in La Vendee.
Carrier, a representative of the
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people, who had taken a very ac
tive part against the rebels in that
department, was the principal ob
ject fixed upon as a public example.
The convention palled a decree of
accusation against him. His de
fence was able and argumentative;
and its failure of success may serve;
to convince future instruments of
tyranny and cruelty, that, though
criminal actions may be justified by
the applause of those who order
them, and pass with impunity dur
ing the period of their predominant
power, yet they will be punished
when that power has fallen into
other hands. Carrier, after a long
trial befoie the revolutionary tri
bunal, was sentenced to death, and
executed soon afterwards with two
of the revolutionary committee of
Nantz, who were found participa
tors in his crimes : the rest of the
revolutionary committee were ac
quitted.
After the convention had, in this
manner, atoned in some degree for
the cruelties committed by Robes
pierre's party and instruments, they
issued a proclamation to the insur
gent royalists themselves, which we
cannot .but allow to be both poli
tic and humane, and containing of
fers too liberal to be refused with
out degrading the name of royalists
to that of banditti. That procla
mation held out a free pardon to
all who should deposit their arms
in the respective communes within
one month after the day of its
date ; proper commissioners were
sent to the rebellious departments
to fee the decree made upon the
occasion properly executed ; and it
has since appeared, that it has been
attended with salutary effects. It
is with satisfaction we add to these
measures of justice and moderation,
that on the 30th of December the
abominabla decree- of Robespierre
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for giving no quarter to the Eng
lish and Hanoverians was formally
repealed, amidst the loi.dest accla
mations of the whole convention
aud the spectators.
In- the course os the summer the
mgemrity and enterprise of the
French nation were displayed in
■ some remarkable instances. "The
most extraordinary is the invention
of the telegraph, a name evidently
compounded ot two Greek words,
•m*t distant, and-/;afw tv -write. The
construction of the machine is very
simple. A number of posts are erect
ed at convenient distances ; and on
each of the upright polls is fixed a
transverse beam with two moveable
arms j the beam itself being also
moveable. Thediffcrentsorms which
the machine is capable of assuming
are 16, and these represent the te
legraphic alphabet. The signals are
repeated from one station to ano
ther; and in this manner the recap
ture of Q^icsnoy was made knDwn
at Paris within an hour after the
French troops entered the place.
Another in fiance towhichitisnecelLiry to allude, is the application
cf the air balloons to military pur
poses. They were very successfully
employed by the French en gineers
for the pnrpose of reconnoitring.
They were generally constiuctcd of
an elliptical form, made of gummed
taffeta, aud were 2) feet in length,
19 in diameter, and 57 in circum
ference. They were attached to
strong cords, and permitted to as
cend to a convenient height; and in
thecar or gondola was icated n skil
ful engineer, who gave notice by fig-

nalsto the army of the enemy's po
sition and movements. The battle of
Fleurus is said to have been gain
ed entirely by means of this contri
vance. It is laid also iha! a compa
ny of aeronauts is attached to each
of the French armies, whose sole
occupation is to prepare balloons.
Of the modes which the French
have adopted fur the production of
salt petre in such quantities as to
preclude the necessity of a foreign
supply, we are not yet able to give
an exact account, as we believe
they have ticvcr been made public.
One discovery, connected with this
subject, it may be proper to notice,
as it was presented tothe convention
by the Lyceum of Arts on the
nth of September. Of that insti
tution the committee of subsistence
had requested, that they would un
dertake some experiments in order
to discover a substitute for grain
in the fabrication of starch; and
they found upon examination of
several different materials, that the
fruit of the, horse-chesnut tree, freed
from its acrid parts by a peculiar
process, would furnish a quantity
of starch which is well adapted to
every commercial purpose. They
carried their researches still farther
upon this hitherto useless vegetable,
and the result was certainly of high
importance to commerce and ma
nufactures. They found that, by
burning the horse chesnut, accord
ing to a process described in their
memoir, from 1 2 J ounces of cin
ders they were able to collect the
amazing product of 9 ounces of
pot-am of the first quality.
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State of the Armlet in West Flanders. —Lord Molra lands at 0fiend—
Marches tosupport the Duie of Tor£.-»-Evacuation- of Ojhnd.— Loss of
tie Allies in. the preceding Part ofthe Campaign.—Retreat of the Duke
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of York.—French enter Tournny, Ghent, and Oudenarde.— Prince of
Colourg defeated near Mans.— The French take Poffspan ofthat City.—
Prince of Cobourg r.gain defeated—Evacuates the Netherlands—French
enter Brussels.—Nieuport taken —Duke of York again relrcats.~'foined
by Lord Moira.—Mechlin abandoned.—1.ord Aloira returns to England,—
Retreat of the Prince of Orange.—Defeat ofGeneral Clairfait French
enter Louvain and Namur.—rPetfi ofthe Lierforced.—Answers taken.—
Liegesubmits to the French.—Fort Lillo and Cadfand taken.—Siege and
Surrender of Slays.—Battle of Eidickbffen.—Prussians defeated.— Aus
trians driven across the Rhine Kcijerjlautern abandoned.— Treves taken.
—Recatture of La-iJreey, Qu.Jnoy, yaleneienr.es, and Cnnde.— Retreat
ofthe British Army.— Action at L'oxtcll. —Effort! ofthe Emperor.— Ex
pedition os F.r.rl Spencer. —Prince of Cobourg dismjsed.—Defeat of General
Latour. —French enter Aix-la-Chapelle.—General Clairfait defeated
rear fulicrs. — Surrender of sutlers.—French ent-r Cologne. — VcnU and
Nays taken. — French enter llonn.— Atfion near Andirnach.— Cohlcnt%
taken. —Frankendal, Worms, and Bingen taken. —Duke of York retreats
to Nimeguen. — Foit Creveeeeur taken.—Bois-le-Duc taken.—Duke of
York defeated'.—Retreats and crosses the Waal.—Siege and Evacuation of
JNimeguen.—Surrender of I'hilipp ne and Sas-de-G.ind.—Siege and Sur
render of Maeftricht.—Successes of the French in Spain surrender of
Bcllegardc *—Death of General Dugommier and the Count de PUnion —
St. Fernando de Figuerrs taken. —St. 'Jean de Luz and Fort St. Barbe
taken.— I'ontarabia tuken.—St. Scbaflian and Port de Passage taken.—
JGng of Spain taxes Plates and Pen/ions Successes of the French in
Italy.—Recapture of Gttadaltupc. —Treaty between S<weden and Denma'k. —Neutral Po-.vers compel Great Britain to muke Compensation for
their Losses.—rArmseld?t Conspiracy.—Conclusion.
THE importance of the internal transactions of the
French nation produced an unavoidable interruption in our narrative
of military affairs. In a preceding
chapter we left the allies retreating
before the victorious republicans
after the decisive battle of Fleurus.
The duke of York was compelled
to quit his position at Tournay, and
general Walmoden was obliged to
evacuate Bruges, and join the
bruken and discomfited corps of
general Clairfait. To those gallant
and able commanders no blame can
attach for these misfortunes. The
duke of York appears to have displayed in the whole of the campaign
that inflexible courage and undaunted military spirit, which has'been
inherent, in his illustrious family;

and most military men arc agreed,
that greater talents as a commander
have seldom been found in any man
than in general Clairtait, nor were
the other generals deficient either
in courage or abilities. That the
cabinets of the combined power*
did not second with equal judgment
and vigour the efforts of their generals has been said, and we fear
with some foundation. They appear to have had little sicill in military arrangements, and seem to have
acted like the Athenians, whom
Demosthenes compares to an unskilful pugilist, who makes continual
efforts to cover the pirt where he
had received a blow, and leaves the
rest of his body defenceless. The
fate of the Nctherlands,and ofWell
Flanders in particular, was no sooner
decided
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decided, than lord Moira was dis
patched to Ostend, with the remains
of thai army which was to have
established royalty in Britanny, and
arrived only in time to assist at the
evacuation of that place. The re
inforcement of'Ioi d Moira amounted
to io,oco men, and it was t he latter
end ot June when his lordship ar
rived at Ostend. By tl>e capture
of Ypres on the one .side, and of
Bruges on the other, the situation
of his lordship was rendered critical.
The French in,the mean time were
.advancing upon Ghent in great
force, and hut little expectation was
.entertained of general Clairfait
•being able to make any effectual
resistance in that quarter. By the
reinforcement remaining at Ostend,
the place mi^ht perhaps have been
defended lor some time ; and while
zhe British remained masters of the
sea, the grouty part of the troops
might have been able to rcimbark,
should they be closely pressed. On
she contrary, to relieve the allies,
and to fuppurt the dulce of York in
patticu1.tr, appeared to the British
commander an object of more ur
gent importance than the precari
ous possession of a single town ; and
whatever movement was to be made
required dispatch, lest the advance
*>f the French armies might com
pletely cut oss the communication.
A council of war was therefore
called by the earl of Moira, and it
•was determined immediately to eva
cuate Ostend. This difficult and
laborious task was committed to
colonel Vyfe. On the morning of
the lit of July, he began to em
bark the troops on board the ship
ping, which lay at single anchor in
the harbour, ami the baggage and
stores were on board before night.
The French entered the town as
the last detachment einbaiked.
Throe columns of infantry were ad
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mitted by the west gate, wits* t*"9
pieces of cannon, and began imme
diately to fire upon the British
transports, which was answered by
the frigates and gun-boats. The
inhabitants received the French with
transports of joy ; and the repub
lican general Van Damme imme
diately convoked them, and desired
them to choose provisional represeniatives. The Britilh fleet, amounting
in all to 150 fail, took their departure
for Flushing on the 3d. The Gatton
East India ship, Jidcn with ordnance
stores, unfortunately van aground in
getting out, and it was necessary to
let her on fire to prevent her falling
into the hands of the republicans.
The wealth which was left in the
place was considerable, as it was
impossible in so ihort a time to re
move th.e yyhole of the stores ; and
from the convenience of the port,
the acquisition to tht French re.
public was important.
While colonel Vyfc was engaged
in conducting the evacuation of
Ostend, lord Moira with his main
army repaired to Malic, about four
miles from Bruges, on the great
causeway to Ghent, and shortly
after effected a junction with gene
ral Clairfait. On the 3d of July
the duke of York retreated from
Renaix to Gramont, and the sick
were sent to Antwerp. On the
same day the French entered Tournay, the handful of Austrians and
Hessians who had been left there by
the duke of York having hastily
evacuated the place. The inhabit
ants of this town had been more
attached to the English than those
of any other in the Netherlands,
yet they received the French with
ever)- mark of festivity and rejoic
ing, and liquor was brought to
regale them at the gates by which
they entered. The republican army
entered Ghent on the fame day ;
1
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***hich rendered the situation of the
Englilh precarious, as the French
*eie now nearer Antwerp by
twenty miles than the duke of
York. Oudenarde was evacuated
at the fame time; and at this place
the French found 24 pieces of ar
tillery, besides the magazines and
ammunition. At Tournay they
found 20 guns spiked, 10,000 musquet balU, a large quantity of gun
powder, 200 rations of forage and
barley, andseveralmagazines. Near
that city they also took 14 barges
laden with ammunition.
About this period a statement of
the loss m killed' sustained by the
combined powers from the capture
of Landrecy (30th May) was pre
sented to the national convention;
and as no other return has fallen
within our knowledge, we embrace
the opportunity of inserting it,
■without pledging ourselves for the
correctness of the report, which is
given in the words ;a which it was
made.
" On the 2d Prairial, (21 ft
May) in the first combat near the
wood of Bonne Esperance,- 1500
Oaves were killed.
" On the jth Prairial, (24th
May) in the combat near the Ab
bey of Obbe, 1500 slaves.
" On the 7th Prairial, (26th
May) in the attack of Montigny,
1000.
. " From the ;th to the 15th
Prairial, (3d June) when Charleroy
was first blockaded, 2000 Aus
trians.
" On the a8th Prairial, (16th
June) in the very bltody engage
ment on that day, 6000 of their
sccomplices.
" On the 30th Prairial, (18th
Jrmie) near rfarleymont, 200.'
" Oh the 7th Mesiidor, (25th
June) 800 bit the dust.
" Ou the Sth Meflidor, (26th

June) in the celebrated frrt^ie of
Fleurus—in that battle which will
eternally recall to our remembrance
tire skilful march of the soldiers
of the army of tlie Moselle, who^
penetrated the woodi of the Ar
dennes, and crossed the rocks-of the
Meuse, to afford an example os dis
cipline to the enemy, and to beat
the enemy at Charleroi, in concert
with the armies of the North and
Ardennes—in that battle we have
stated the loss of the allies to be
between 8 and 10,000. The re
presentatives of the people have in*
formed us that the reports of deseiters since the battle of the 8th
MelTidor estimate the loss of the
eneiry at 1 5,X33"5. On this part of
the frontier the number of deserters
from the imperial standard is 600.
To this we may add the garrison'
of Charleroi, which amounted to
3000 slaves, and which surrendered;
at discretion.
" Total of the killed, &c. 3 1 ,6oov
'•' Besides these, 6000 were takenr'
and 67 pieces of cannon, in the
battle sought before the capture of
Ypies. To this number must be
added the amount of the garrison
of Ypres, which is 7,000 men."
The beginning of July was fatal
to the allies in every point. On the
2d, the prince of Cobourg was
again defeated near Mons, and that
piace immediately submitted to the
republicans, who entered at one
gate while the Austrians retreated
through another. The prince of
Cobourg next attempted to make
a stand near the forest of Soignesr'
where he intrenched himself strong
ly. The French attacked the Aus
trian batteries with the bayonet,
and carried them all. The prince
of Cobourg is said to have lost 7,oqf>
men in this fatal conflict. With the
miserable remains of his army th*
prime ordered a retreat in the
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night through Brussels and its en
virons, which he effected in good
order. He had previously ordered
the magistrates to enjoin the inha
bitants, on pain of death, to confine
themselves to their houses, lock
their doors, and even bar up their
windows. Such was the melancholy
state in which this repi efentative of
the emperor took leave of that
place, which his mailer but a short
time before had entered in triumph.
The republican armies of the
North, the Sambrc, and the Meuse,
formed a junction,at Brussels about
the icth of July, " with as much
gaiety and tranquillity," said the
reporter, " as would have been
manifested at a civic festival." The
magazines and stores which fell
into the hands of the French in the
course of thrir progress are beyond
computation. The rich harvest of
the Netherlands was then on the
ground ; and contributions of corn
5>nd money were levied on the cor
porations and the monks.
It was expected that Nieuport
would have surrendered immediate
ly on the fall of Yp; es ; it however
resisted till the 19th, and the brave
garrison sustained a molt severe
bombardment during the whole
iiege from an army of 30,000 men,
by whom it was invested. A number
of emigrants taken in arms at Mons
and Nieuport were put to death.
The surrender of Ghent and Oudenarde, added to the other suc
cesses of the Trench, did not per
mit the duke of York long to re
tain his position at Gramont. In
the morning of the 4th, he began
his retreat. The line moved off
ahout seven, and at four in the af
ternoon they arrived at the heights
of Dombeckc St. Catharine. The
marquis Cornwallis, who had been
dispatched on an unsuccessful mis
sion, to dispose the king of Prussia
9
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to fulfil his engagements, was at
this time on his return, and accom
panied the army from Gramont
to Antwerp, where he left it on
the 10th.
When the duke retreated from
Gramont, lord Moira's army was at
Alost. On the 6th, his outpostswere
attacked ; and the piquets being dri
ven in, the French penetrated to the
town : his lordship, however, ar
riving with a reinforcement, they
were repulsed. The loss of the
British in killed, wounded, ar.d
missing, was only thirty. From
the moment of their quitting Ostend, this brave army had suffer
ed incredible hardstiips, as they
marchtd without tents or baggage.
From Lombecke St. Catharine's
the duke of York marched on the
5th of July towards Mechlin ; and
on the 8th was joined by lord
Moira's corps. On the 12th, the
outposts occupied by the British,
in front of the canal leading from
Brussels to Antwerp, were attacked
and driven into Mechlin, upon
which place the republicans also
fired; but on a 1 enforcement
being brought up by the earl of
Moira, they were obliged to rctreit
with some loss. On the 15th,
however, the French renewed the
attack, and succeeded in obliging
the posts on the left of Mechlin to
abandon the canal and retreat from
the dyke.
Mechlin was immediately eva
cuated by the Austrian garrison,
and Antv.eip itself was no longer
considered as a safe retieat. On
the 20th, lord Moira took his leave
of the army ; and the duke of
York only continued in the vicinity
of Antwerp, to give the Dutch
time to put their fortifications in
repair, and prepare for a vigorous
defence. The prince of Cobourg
at this time informed the duke by
letter,
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letter, that he meant to have given
battle to the enemv, had not the
Dutch fallen back and left his
army too weak to attempt it. One
expression is remarkable in the
prince's letter : speaking of the
allies (he fays) " We seem to be
bewitched."
An exclamation
which strongly marks the confusion
and want of system prevalent in the
combined armies.
It is a singular circumllance, that
lord Moira conceived it necessary
to enter into a justification of his
conduct in a written address, which
was circulated among the officers.
Whether it arose from a mistrust of
the ministers, whom he might sus
pect of an intention of sacrilicing
him to their own reputation ; or
from a wish of marking his disap
probation of the mode which they
had adopted for the conduct of the
campaign, we cannot presume to
decide. In the address in question,
his lordship informs his brother of
ficers, that the orders under which
be embarked, pointed out the re
stricted object of defending Ostend ; and that he had told the
ministers, th it " any orders for his
serving in Fland-'rs must occasion
his immediate resignation." The
day after his landing, however, he
heard so much of the state of af
fairs in the country, that he
thought he could not honestly con
fine his attention to the service ex
actly assigned him. He then
made a proposal to generals Clair
fait and Walmoden to unite their
forces, and act from Bruges to
Thieldt, upon the left wing of the
French. On the road to Bruges,
however, he received a letter from
the duke of York, which had
come round by Slays, desiring
*• that lord Moira would embark
his whole army, and juin him by
way of Antwerp
bet the other
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object was too far advanced 1«
leave room for the obedience of
this order. From general Clairfait he soon after received a decla
ration, " that on account of prince
Cobourg's defeat, he could not
fulfil any engagement with lord
Moira, and that he expected
to leave Ghent in a few hours. "
At the fame time he was pressed
by the duke of York to march by
Sluys and Sas-de Oand (the other
road appearing out of the question)
and join the duke's army more ra
pidly than the passage by sea would
allow.
In consequence of this exigence,
lord Moira proceeds to state, that
he resolved to push forward bv the
route of Ecloo aud Ghent. This
arrangement, however, he ob
serves, occasioned many inconve
niences from the privation of bag
gage, &c. The evacuation of Oftend, &c. was therefore immedi
ately determined on. The rapi
dity of the march (he adds) for
tunately exposed nothing tochancr,
though the French general had or
ders to strike at the corps at all
event3, and had taken every preli
minary measure far that purpose.
Lord Moira was succeeded in his
command by general Abercrombie.
The prince of Orange in the
beginning of the month had taken
post at Waterloo, ar.d here he was
at first successful in repelling an ad
vanced guard of the French. He
was soon, however, compelled to
abandon this post by the advance of
the republican armk-3 to Bruflils.
He attempted afterwards to make
a stand ^ilong the canalof JLouvain ;
but the French bringing up conti
nual reinforcements, he was obliged
with considerable loss to retreat os
the 16th across the liyle, and esta
blished for a stiort time his head
quarters al Nylc. It was in vain
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that the fladtholder solicited the
Dutch by repeated proclamations
to make a levy of- one man in fen
throughout the rjnitcd Provinces.
A considerable proportion of the
people, it appeared, were disaf
fected to his governments and tlie
rcll were funk in an incorrigible
torpidity.
The. French generals loft no
time in advancing from Brussels
to Louvsin, General Kleber pro
ceeded on the 15th of July with
one division towards that city ;
while to favour this movement the
divisions under generals Lefevre,
Dubois, Championet, and Morlet,
advanced in front of frw Dyle. At
the iron mountain the unfortunate
Clairfait again attempted an inef
fectual resistance, but was com
pletely defeated by general Kleber,
with the loss, in killed, wounded,
and prisoners, of 6oco men ; while
the generals Lefevre and Dubois
seized on the position of the abbey
of FlorivaL General KIcKcr's ad
vanced guard next made an at
tack upon Louvain, which they
carried after an obstinate resistance.
General Lefevre at the fame time
drove the Austrians as far as Tirlemont, killed an immense number,
and made many prisoners.
It was at first the intention of
the commanders of the combined
armies to defend Namur, and to
form a line of defence
that
city to Antwerp ; but these suc
cesses of tlie republicans, and their
rapid movements, totally discon
certed this plan. Namur was
abandoned by general Beaulieu on
the night of the 1 6th, leaving be
hind him only two hundred men,
who surrendered both the city and
citadel on the first summons. A
large quantity of artillery was
found at Namur. On the zeth,
the. key3 of the city were prto

sented at the bar of the national
convention.
The important pass of the Lier,
where general Walmoden was past
ed, was forced nearly about the
fame time 5 and on the 23d the
French sent a trumpeter to Ant
werp to inform the inhabitants,
that they intended to visit them on
the succeeding morning, which
they did at eleven o'clock, and
took, quiet possession os that city.
The allies had previously set fire to
the immense magazines of forage
there ; and destroyed in different
kinds of stores to the amount of
half a millionJlerling. The French
commissioner however stated in his
dispatch, that he found immense
magazines, especially of hay, undeilroyed, and thirty pieces of can
non.
The retreat of the Austrians
from Louvain left open the terri
tory of Liege to general Jourdain,
who, with the armies of the Sambre and the Meufe, lost no time in
impronng his success, and endea
vouring to press the enemy more
closely towards Maestricht. His
advanced guard marched towards
the river Jaar on the 27th. The
allied army before Liege resisted'
the cannonade for some time, .but
the republican, charge (lays gene
ral Ernouf) soon put them to
flight." The French were most
cordially received at Liege, while
the enemy retreated to the heights
of the Chartrcux, where they were
entrenched, and in a petty spirit of
revenge directed their fire against
the city. In this post, however, it
appears they maintained their ground
for some time aiter the capture of
the city.
About the same period fort JL.illo was evacuated by the allies ;
and on the 29th the French gene
ral Moicau took possellion of the
island
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Island of Cadsand, where he found
seventy pieces of cannon, a third of
them brass, with a quantity of
tents, stores, and waggons.
The garrison of Sluys was fumrrioned early in the month of July
by general Almain, but the com
mander Vander Dugn returned an
answer remarkable at once for its
brevity and spirit—" The honour'
(says he) of defending a place like
Jihiys, that of commanding a brave
garrison, and the confidence they
repose in me, are my answer."
This biave and able commander re
filled the torrent till the 25th of
August, when honourable terms,
■were granted. The garrison weie
made prisoners of war ; but march
ed out with the honours of war ".in
testimony (fays the French general)
of the sine defence they have made;"
The armies of the Rhine and the
Moselle were not inactive during
these successes of their • brethren -.
On the 1 2th of July general Michaud attached the Prussians near
Edickhossen ; and, to favour their
operations in that quarter, advanced
at the fame time upon the Austri
ans before Spires. The contest
was long and bloody, and both par
ties claimed the victory. The
French geueral of division Eaboisfiere, by venturing too far, was
taken prisoner. On the following
day the French renewed the attack
on the Prussians with redoubled vi
gour. The battle lasted from early
m the morning till nine at nightgeneral de Saix made himself master
of Freschboch and Freimershcim.
At the same tims a second division
under generals Sisca and Desgranges combined its movements
to the left of the mountain, with
tliofe of the other column. They
attacked seven times, and at length
carried by assault, amidst a terrible
lire, the important pssts fortified
'794-
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arid occupied by the Prussians orf
Platoberg, the highest mountain in
the whole territory of Deux Ponts.
Nine guns, besides ammunition,
waggons, horses, and a number of
prisoners, were taksn by the repub
licans. The Prussian general Psau
was killed in the action, and two
others wounded! The remainder
of the corps under the hereditary
prince of Hohenloheretrcatcd at ele
ven o'clock at night toEdickhossen.
On the 14th, the French made
an attack upon Tripstadt ; they
drove in the out-posts, but the ene
my was str«rigly entrenched upon
steep and shelving mountains. Here
therefore the contest was sharp and
bloody. The French took six field
pieces and two howitzers : they loft
on their part 30c) men ; and general
Morcail taystliat " thelossofthe ene
my, many ofwhom were cut to pieces
in their flight,was verygreat indeed."
On the afternoon of the ijth^
the French repeated their attack
on the whole chain of posts from
Newstadt to the Rhine, along the
Rcbach. From two o'clock till
eight, the cannonading Continued
without intermission. The French,
were at length victorious, and in
the night all the German troops retreatedwith the utmost precipitation.
Th e imperial army passed the Rhine,
and the Prussians under prince Hohenlohe retired towards Gunterfblum by way of Durcheim.—Ano
ther corp3 of Prussians took the
road of WinweilleT towards Mentz.
The French' arc computed to have
lost nearly 4000 men in these ac?
tions. Keiserslautern was aban
doned to the republicans in conse
quence of these successes.
The army of the Moselle pro
ceeded on the 5th of August in
three columns, with a promise to
meet at Treves at the fame hour on
the fame day. In tbeir progress,
C«
they
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they encountered and forced several posts of the allies. On the 8th,
they united according to compact
on an immense plain, and immediately surrounded Treves on every
fide. One of the columns in the
afternoon entered the city, which
had been hastily evacuated by the
German troops. The magistrates
met them in their robes at the gates
With the keys, congratulated them
on their success, and declared they
were glad to receive them *. The
good conduct of this army deserves
commendation ; and an English
writer, speaking of it, observes,
" They had no sooner entered
Treves than they established a municipality ; they broke in upon no
property whatever, and left the
different corporations, and all civil
and religious institutions, as they
found them."
The good effects of that system
which succeeded the bloody ty-

ranny of Robespierre were Indeed
not confined to the territory os'
France, but were extended in a
conspicuous manner to the coaquered countries. The rage for
extended dominion* which was the
passion of Dumouriez, and but too
much favoured by the democratic
epthusiasin of the Gironde party,
was converted under Robespierre
into a vast system of plunder and
oppression ; and to this system may*
be attributed in part the slow pro-*
gress vliich was made by the immense armies of the republic. They
were invincible in the field, but
every town which was capable of
defence formed an impediment to
their advances. No sooner was
this conduct changed on the part
of the French, than the Flemish
and German cities spontaneously
opened their' gates, and received
the French rather as friends thau
as conquerors. Such a circunv

• The following vacancies in the army were filled up by the convention,
(agreeably to the decree for distributing military preferments according to merit)
on the day that the keys of Treves were laid on the table.'
'l. Latii, a captain of grenadiers in the 16th regiment, to be' chief of the titlv
Battalion of Angers, he having Srst jumped into the boats at the passage of the;
Straight of Caeysche, the icthof Thermidor (July 2,Sth), at the taking of the island
of Cazzan:
». Bonnot, aide-du-camp of geneial Morenu, to ho captain of the ioth regrment of dragoons, he having first steered the boat swimming at the passage of
the Straight of Caeysche, the ioth of Thermidor, at the taking of the island of
Cazzan.
3. Boulle, second lieutenant of the 17th re siment of dragoons, to be lieuteuanf
of the said ioth. He singly charged six muiketeers at Maconi, cut down two of
them; and the four others failing to surrender, and approaching Boulle, and dis
mounting him, he rose anil put two more tB the sword, while a dragoon running to
his aid killed the remaining two.
4. Michel Manu, dragoon of the 17th, to ri second lieutenancy in the ioth,
Various actions prove his courage. At the affair of Niederostendack, he killed a
hussar and brought off his horse. At the attack of Weyerfheim, he killed four
foot soldiers, and received two musket wounds- The eve of the capture of Lauterbourg, he killed an Austrian hussar, took his horse, and delivered a French
dragoon from the enemy. AtFiaukendal, lie took a dragoon on Itis horse, re-,
turned to the battle, fell on a conipany of foot, d.spersed it, and took the horse
of the commander.
' 5. Charles-An lra-Meda, gendarme of the men of the 14th of July, to be setond lieutenant i 1 the 5th regiment of chasseurs. During the expedition of the
commune of Paris, on the night of the nth (July 27), he first fired on the
traitors Couthon ami Robespierre.
7
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&ar.ce ought very forcibly to ope
rate on all who wish for success in
war ; they may depend upon it,
that cruelty and rapacity will coun
teract the very ends for which' they
engage in hostility, and, like the
armed men of Cadmus, a fruitful
crop of enemies will start up in
tvery foil. If we must have war,
good policy itself demands that
even this ahuse of human reason
should be rendered as little abhor
rent as possible from the principles
of humanity.
After these successes, it wa3 not
reasonable to expect that the for
tresses which had been conquered
from the French, insulated aa the
garrisons were, and deprived of
every hope of succour, should long
resist. Landrecy was invested by
general Scherer, with a division of
the army in which were incorpo
rated the national guards and vo
lunteers of the communes of Ayesnes, Maubeuge, and the neigh
bouring territory. The adventur
ous general, as if to (hew his in
flexible determination to carry the
place without loss of time, opened
the first parallel at only 1 30 toises
from the works ; and this bold ma
nœuvre eventually spared the effu
sion of blood : for the garrison,
,iot apprehending the besiegers to
be so near, directed their fire in
such a manner, that the shot went
100 toises over the ground on
which the workmen were employ
ed. Without firing a gun the ge
neral summoned the town, and at
the same time advertised the gar
rison, that no capitulation would
be admitted; As resistance in such
circumstances would have been in
sanity, the garrison surrendered at
discretion on the 15th. It consist
ed of 2000 men ; and besides ninetyone gun3, which were originally
mounted on the fortification*, the
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French found twenty-six others as
an additional security.
Qnesnoy followed the fate of
Landrecy, and the garrison sur
rendered at discretion to general
Scherer on the 15th of August. It
consisted of 3000 men ; and a great
quantity of arms, ammunition, and
provisions was found in the fortress*
with 1 19 Austrian and Dutch can
non.
Valenciennes surrendered upon
capitulation ou the 26th of the
same month. The garrison were
made prisoners of war, but were to
be confiucted to the first post of the
Imperial and Dutch armies, 6n con
dition that they were not to serve
against the republic till regularly
exchanged; Considerable stores of
every kind, with 200 pieces of can
non, one million pounds of gunpow
der, and three millions of florins in
specie, and 6\ millions of livres,
were found in Valenciennes ; 1000
head of horned cattle, and great
quantities of oat3 and other corn
were also included within the for
tress. So earnest indeed had the
emperor been to retain this import
ant place, that he is said to have
expended three millions in repairing
and improving the fortifications.
What is most to be lamented is,
that upwards of I coo unhappy
emigrants were surrendered on this
occasion to the vengeance of their
enraged countrymen. Surely it
would have been wife as well as
humane conduct, while the com
bined powers accepted the service*;
of these unfortunate men in tba
field, to avoid including them in
fortified places, where their inevi
table lot, on a surrender, must be
death.
The last of these four sortressei
which was restored to the French
was Cond£. Here the allies had
formed their dep6t, and the magaCat
zia,M

BRITISH AND
From Breda the Britisti retreated
zines and stores which fell into the
possession of the btsiegers were im about the latter end of August to
mense. It was on the 30th of Au wards Bois-le-Duc, with little mo
gust, in the midst of the violent al lestation, except a flight ikinnish
tercation respecting the accusation with an advanced party of the
of Billaud Varennes, &c. that this French. A Dutch garrison ot
intelligence was communicated to 7000 men was also left in this for
the convention by the telegraph, tress. In the beginning of Sep
as the re-capture of Qucsnoy and tember the British troops were
Valenciennes had been before. The alarmed by the approach of a body
communication was made in a few of French, under genera! Pichegru,
hours after the surrender ; and ky which the duke of York supposed
the telegraph a decree of the con. could not be less in number than
vention was transmitted back on 80,000. The poiis on the Domthe same day, changing the name mcl and the village of Boxtell, were
of Conde to that of Nord-Libre.
attacked and forced on the 14th by
A corps of 1606 men formed the the advanced guard of the repub
garrison of Conde, and surrendered licans. The duke therefore consi
pritoners of war. Besides a large dered his situation as no longer
quantity of provisions, there were safe, and on the 16th os September
found in the fortress 161 pieces of crossed the Meuse, and took a po
cannon ; 6000 mulkets, besides sition which had been previously
those of the garrison j. 300,000 !bs. reconnoitred about three miles from
of gunpowder; ioo}COO bombs, Grave. The loss of the British
balls, ,md (hells ; 1 ,500,000 car only in the attack on the posts be
tridges ; 600,000 lus. of lead; and hind the Dommel, and at Boxtell,
191 waggons of stores, provisions, wai iji in killed, wounded, ami
$ic. The fortifications w^re in the missing. Of the Hessians, who
most complete repair, and there suffeied most in this engagement,
were casemates for a much more we have no return. The Dutch
numerous garrison.
account states the whole loss of
The British army after their re the aliiea at 2000 men ; and adds,
treat from the vicinity of Antwerp t hat by the retreat of the duke us
proceeded to Breda, which it was York an opening was left between
determined to defend, and a Dutch Breda and Bois-le-Duc, by which
garrison was stationed there for that art enemy less daring . than the
purpose. The right cohimu of the French might penetrate into Hol
English marched through Breda on land, by passing the Meuse near
the 4th of August, while the lest Bornmel: The French account
went round it. They then took a states that they took 2000 pri
position which had been previously soners and 8 pieces of cannon in
marked out for them about sour the action at Boxtell.
miles distant from the town. In this
The emperor appeared at this
station they Continued some days at crisis completely weary of the war.
the particular request of the prince On evacuating the Netherlands, the
of Orange, while he was occupied prince of Cobourg issued a procla
in putting Breda in a respectable mation to the Germanic circles, ex
Mate of defence. The British ar horting them to make one despe
my at this time amounted to rate effort in defence of what he ii
pleased
to term C'rrr.anlc lilcrty.
25,003 men.
••
nil .
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The inexhaustible resources of France ; fence of his own frontiers, unless
its innumerable cohorts ; the inac the empire should think proper to
tivity of a blinded people (the oppose to the irruption of the
Belgians), who would not listen French an adequate force. He re
" to the paternal voice of their minds the spiritual and temporal
gooA-prince ;" and the secret prac communities, that " they are pof- * /
tices of some of thtir ambitious re ftssed of treasures whirl; areJliil un
presentatives, he fays, arc the causes touched, but which might be be
which have forced the Imperial ar neficially applied :" and he con
mies to retreat. He concludes by cludes by a most solemn assurance,
informing them, that if, like the " that if the Imperial and royal
" inhabitants of the Bclgic pro court in abandoned at this impor
vinces," they should suffer them tant crisis, it will not be able to
selves to be milled by secret se save the empire."
ducers, he and his army would be
It is something extraordinary,
obliged to pass the Rhine, and leave that whilethe Germanic circles, who
them a prey to their enemies, and were " possessed of treasures still
withdraw from them, without ce untouched," remained perfectly in
remony, whatever the enemy might sensible to these exhortations of
find among them for subsidence. their chief, the British cabimt
This singular half-expoilulatory should conceive itself more deeply
and half-threatening manifesto was interested in protracting the war,
without effect. The, stadtholder than those whose dominions weie
issued a proclamation nearly about immediately threatened. With that
the same time; in which, aster enu singular kind of generosity, how
merating the immense resources of ever, which has characterized Mr.
France, he observes, that " such Pitt's administration, earl Spencer
an enemy cannot be opposed by and the honourable Thomas Grenscanty contributions ; the force that ville were dispatched to Viennr,
must be opposed to them requires in the utmost consternation lest the
the greate/l efforts." Thi« proclama emperor should follow the example
of Prussia, and prudently withdraw
tion also was without effect.
On the 17th of August the -em from the combination ; and humbly
peror presented a memorial to the to entreat that his Imperial Ma
circle of the upper Rhine, presag jesty would condescend to accept a
ing the most fatal consequences, part of that treasure which had been
unless the irrast prompt and effica so liberally offered to other princes.
cious measures should be adopted. It is believed tint many difficult'- s
He states his own resources as atteiV.ed this million or the iBritith
being utterly unequal to the con negotiators. The oldest and wisest
test. He speaks with some degree counsellors of his Imperial majesty
of seeling respecting the king of were impressed with the necessity of
Prussia having received a large sub giving peace to his dominions ; and
sidy from England, and yet having the leading members of the German
never brought his troops to ait. diet were avowedly averse to the
He fays, that the progress of the continuance ot a war, from which
French is so rapid, and their army they could derive no benefit, and
so formidable, that he must be ine by which they might incur irrepa
vitably obliged to withdraw his rable loss. How far it is consilient
troops, and station them for the de with true policy in "this feagiit
Cc3
'
ifle,"
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Isle," which can be in no danger
from invasion while its invincible
navy covers the ocean, to exhaust
its resources in paying the conti
nental powers for fighting their
own battles, the event must deter
mine! All that we can at present
say is, that the million of the En
glish ambassadors extraordinary was
successful ; and thus the prediction
of Mr. Fcx was verified, that the
Prussian subsidy would only en
courage in other powers a similar
rapacity.
In consequence of these arrange
ments the prince of Saxe Cobourg,
the victorious opponent of Dumouriez, was dismissed from his com
mand ; and he took leave of the ar
my on the 30th of August in an
affectionate and pathetic address,
which foreboded but little success
to their, future enterprises. Va
rious reports were circulated re
specting the cause of this dismission.
It was alleged by some that the
removal of the prince of Cobourg
was an express stipulation of the
British cabinet ; by others it was
asserted, that two persons high in
the confidence of the prince had
been discovered to be in the pay of
the French. To this latter report
we cannot affix much credit. The
character of the prince of Cobourg
is that of an honourable man, and
a loyal subject : yet it ought not
to surprise us, that any reports re
lative to the treachery of the Aus
trians should meet some credit.
Their whole conduct was a tissue
of inconsistencies, the causes of
which no politician, who is furniihed with no documents beypnd
the official details, can possibly un
ravel. }t is an undoubted fact,
that the count Mercy Argenteau,
the confidential minister and politi
cal Mentor of the emperor, who
was sent to London on a special

mission, and died there in the couWj*
of this month, employed as hi^
principal agent M. Bellin, who was
private secretary to Mirabeau to
the day of his death ; and, if we are
not mistaken, M. Bellin at this mo
ment is in a confidential situation
at the court of Vienna.
After the defeat at Treves, that
part of the Imperial army which
was under the command of the
duke of Saxe-Teschen retreated
up the Rhine in order to cover
Mentz and Coblentz. This army,
at the period of which we are
treating, amounted to 94,535 men,
of whom about 65,000 were the
troops of the empire. The Prus
sian army added to these makes, the
whole force of the allies acting on
the Rhine in the beginning of Sep
tember not less than 150,000.
From the latter end of July to
the beginning of September the ar
mies of the S&mbre and the Meufe
do not appear to have been en
gaged in any very important enter
prise ; but the rapid advances of
general Jourdain afterwards amply
compensated for thio pause. In the
neighbourhood of Liege the Aus
trians were strongly entrenched.
On the right side of the river
Aywaille, the banks of which were
defended by remarkably steep rocks,
a corps of 1 8,000 men under gene*
ral Latour occupied two strongly
fortified camps. On the 18th the
French in four columns attacked
the whole line from the Aywaille
to Emeux. All the passages were
forced with the bayonet, and the
camps taken at full charge. The
Austrians left 2000 men dead on
the field of battle, and several of
their battalions were reduced tu
150 men. Seven hundred prisoners,
26 pieces of large cannon, 3 pair of
colours, 100 horses, and 40 ammu
nition waggons, weie taken, as well
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es the general's owri carriage, his se
cretary aWft papers. The remnant
©f Latour's army was completely
routed and dispersed; and in the
night the camp of the Chartreux
was hastily abandoned.
The Austrian accounts mention,
in addition to these particulars,
that the whole left wing of their
army was destroyed on this occa
sion. Three new-raised companies
of the legion of the archduke
Charles were entirely cut to pieces,
or made prisoners. The regiment
of Heaulieu lost all its officers and
most of its men. The emperor's
own regiment of horse was cut to
pieces ; and Murray's regiment of
infantry lost 900 men. Previous to
the action the FrencK launched a
balloon with two skilful engineers,
who threw down successive notes
describing the situation of the ene
my ; and to this precaution the
Austrians in a great measure as
cribe the success of their antago
nists. '
General Clairfait, who was posted
between Liege and Maestricht, was
no sooner informed of the defeat of
general Latour, than he dispatched
eighteen battalions to support the
left wing ; and by this reinforcement
general Latour was enabled during
the night of the 18th to rally the
fugitives. On the following day
however the French attacked him
again with their usual impetuosity,
and forced him to retreat to Herve
with the loss of all his artillery.
The corps de reserve, under gene
ral Dalton, which was driven by
the French to Aix-la-Chapelle,
fled in such confusion from that
place to Cologne, that the roads
were covered with the fugitive ca
valry, and they were not able to
rally till the third day. General
Clairfait was in consequence obliged
$0 retreat as far as Juhers j and on
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the 21st the French entered Aixla-Chapelle.
An action took place in the
mean tjme (on the 20th) between
a division of the French army and
the rear guard of the Austrians at
Clermont, which is chiefly deserving
of notice, to (hew the discrepancy
of official accounts. General Clair
fait estimates the lost of the French
at 2000, and their own at that of
30 killed and 300 wounded ; and
on the contrary the French commifiioner Gillet states the loss of the
Austrians at 800, and that of the
French at only 9 killed and /a
wounded. It appears from the for,
mer account that trie French were
repulsed.
General Clairfait was not long
permitted to enjoy in tranquillity
his position near Juliers, which he
had taken with hi3 accustomed
judgment and military skill. On
the 29th the French advanced from,
Aix-la-Chapelle, crossed the Roer,
and attacked all the Austrian ge*
neral's extensive posts from Ruremondc to Juliers and Duren. The
conflict lasted the whole of the
29th and 30th of September, and
was renewed on the 1st and 2d of
October. The battle was fierce
and obstinate on both sides. On
the 3d however general Clairfait,
unable any longer to resist, anrj
having lost at least 10,000 men,
took advantage of a fog which rose
early in the morning to make a
precipitate retreat. In the course
of the contest the republican sol
diers assaulted the mountain of
Merzenich four times successively.
The works on the mountain were
uncommonly strong, and defended
by 24 pounders. Though repulsed
in each assault, they returned to the
charge with renewed vigour, and
at length obtained possession of the
mountain. Several A lstrian regi.
Cc4
■
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. ^merits suffered most severely, and
three battalions of Hulans were
annihilated. The city of Juliers
immediately surrendered at discre
tion. The arsenal was well pro
vided ; and 60 pieces of cannon
and 50,000 pounds of gunpowder
were found there.
The retreat of the Audrian ge
neral was made in haste and con
fusion, and the French pursued
so closely that immense numbers
were lost in the retreat. The
French state them at between four
and five thousand, including 700
prisoners, an accounf probably ex
aggerated; but the Dutch accounts
estimate the whole loss of the allies
in the action and the retreat at
13,000 men, a statement which is
probably near the truth. General
Clairfait made but a short halt at
Cologne, and soon aster crossed the
Rhine. He was pursued by the
French to the very banks of the
Rhine; and as the rear of the impe
rial forces crossed the river, they
were insulted by the French sol
diers calling out to them, and ask
ing if that -was the read to Paris ?
An allusion perhaps to the childish
gasconade of some young members
of the British parliament.
The French entered Cologne on
the 6th of October.—" The inha
bitants, it is said, pressed upon them
with the most unequivocal tokens
of joy and admiration." The ma
gistrates had previously sent four
deputies to the French general to
deprecate the admission of light
troops within the walls; the request
was grantees, and he entered only
at the head os 4000 men. The
French conducted themselves here in
the most honourable manner. Very
few of the inhabitants left the
place; the persons and property of
all who remained were in the most
perfect security ; and the secular

clergy were permitted the free ex»
ercise of their functions.—Such
.was the change of system after the
fall of Robespierre.
Venlo and Nuys submitted . in
consequence of these victories, and
many loaded vessels on the rivers
fell into the possession of the con
querors. On the morning of the
7 th fifty French chasseur3 entered
Bonn, and they were followed on
the fame evening by 3000 more.
The committee of public safety had
transmitted to general Jourdaia a
wish that he would send some troops
against Coblcntz, which was parti
cularly obnoxious to the French,
from its having been the first resort
of th* emigrants. Before this city
the allies had been fpr two months
laboriously erecting very strong re
doubts. About the middle of Oc^
tober the French commander de
tached general Marceau thither'
with his division. On the 2 2d he
arrived at Andernach, where he
met the enemy's hussars, charged
them vigorously, killed several, and
tooX 50 prisoners, with the loss ot
only three men on his own part.
General Marceau arrived on the
following day before Coble-ntz.
The redoubts were carried by as
sault by the infantry, and turned
by the cavalry, and the Austrians
retreated with precipitation across
the Rhine. " This important ac
quisition did pot cost the republic
one drop of blood," according to
the German gazette of Cologne.
While the armies of the Sambre
and the Meufe were making this
near approach to Mentz, the army
of the Rhine was victoriously ad
vancing to the same point from the
other side. On the 17th of October
Frankendal submitted to the repub*
licans ; and on the following day
they entered in triumph the epis
copal city os Worms. The army
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of the Moselle about the same
period took possession of Bingcn ;
and from this time Mentz may be
considered as in a (late of siege.
General Pichegru, it is said, had
demanded from the convention, that
they would re-inforce his army to
2co,ooo men, with\vhich force he
pledged himself, to subjugate Hol
land before the close of the cam
paign. The exertions of that able
and indefatigable commander wete
however not inconsiderable, even
previous to his receiving the ex
pected reinforcement. It has been
already stated, that after the retreat
from Boxtell, the duke of York
took a position near Grave. His
retreat from the former place, where
he occupied a most advantageous
position, was attributed to the fail
ure on the part of the Austrians,
who had promised to strengthen the
communication between the British
and their own posts at Waert to
wards Helmont, and to guard a
pass of importance between the
morass of Peel and the Meuse. His
royal highness was again compelled
to change his position by the Aus
trians having abandoned the Roer,
and leaving his left wing unpro
tected ; and in the beginning of
October, after throwing a regiment
jnto Grave, he encamped under the
walls of Nimcguen.
In the mean time the French di
rected their principal force against
Bois-lc-Duc ; but previous to the
reduction of this place, fort Creveeccur on the Meuse surrendered
to Di»lmas, general of division, Sep.
27. The garrison marched out
with the honours of war, ar.drwcrev
permitted to retire into the united
provinces upon condition of not
serving till individually exchanged.
The possession of this fort ren
dered the Trench masters of the in
undation, and it was always con-

fidered as one of the principal keys
of Bois-le-Duc. The garrison con
sisted of 500 men ; and there were
found in the fortress 29 pieces of
cannon, [000 muskets, and 30,000
pounds of powder.
Bois-le-Duc followed the fate of
Crevecceur on the 1 oth of October,
aud Use event was announced to the
convention by the telegraph on the
fame day. Similar conditions as at
the latter place were allowed to the
garrison, which consisted of 2,503
men. The republicans took also in
this place 146 pieces of cannon,
107 of which were brass; 130,000
pounds of powder, and 9,000 fusees.
After the cap'tuie of this place,
general Pichegru demanded leave
to retire from the command for a
stiort time, in consequence of a
cutaneous disease resulting from
excessive fatigue. It is remarked
in the dispatch of the French com
missioners, " that it is in the power
of few generals to fay, what he can,
that he commanded during two
active campaigns, without being
once beaten." The convention ac
ceded to his wish, and appointed
as his successor for the time, ge
neral Moreau, the conqueror of
Ypres, Nieuport, Sluys, and Cadsand.
It docs not appear however that
general Pichegru immediately quit
ted the army after the taking of
Bois-le-Duc; as in a dispatch dated
from Posthick, October 20th, he
mentions the action of the 19th
between the Meuse and the Waal
as a skirmisii. The duke of York's
account of tin's action is more de
tailed. He fays that on the morn
ing of the above day the French
attacked the whole of the advanced
posts on his right wing in great
force ; and that the post on the
left of the 37th r.-giment, which
was occupied by a detachment of
Rohan
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Rohan hussars, being forced, major this quarter till the beginning of
Hope, who commanded the 37th, November, except an attack which
■was obliged to retreat upon the was made on the 27 th of October
dyke along the Waal, which he by the French on the British out
continued Tor some time without posts in front of Nimeguen, which
being much annoyed. " Unfor were driven in with some loss, and
tunately, however (adds his royal a new position taken to the left of
bjghness), a strong body of the the town. On the 4th of Novem
enemy's hussars being mistaken for ber, a sortie was made in the night
the corps of Rohan, the regiment from Nimeguen by orders of count
allowed them to come on un Walmoden, and conducted by ma
molested ; when the hussars im jor general dc Burgh. The troops
mediately attacked, and the nar employed in the sortie were about
rowness of the dyke, which, on three thousand British, Hanoveri
eye/y other occasion, must have af ans and Dutch ; and their object
forded a security to the infantry, in was to destroy the batteries which:
this instance acted against them, as were newly erected to annoy the
they were driven oss it by the ene city. By what means the French
my's charge. " We have not been were informed of this intention is
able to find any authentic return of not ascertained ; but it is certain
the loss. It was said that the they knew of it, and were accord
whole of the 37th regiment, ex ingly prepared. The resistance was
cept the major and about fifty proportionably obstinate ; and a
men, was cut to pieces. General terrible carnage ensued on both
Fichegru in his dispatch states, that sides. The loss of the French is.
they had taken four pieces of can stated by the duke of York at five
non and six hundred prisoners, ex hundred ; that of the British and
clusive of sixty-nine emigrants. Hanoverians (exclusive of the
He also mentions, that three hun Dutch) at about two hundred and
dred of the latter had been cut to ten. The brave general de Burgh
pieces.
was among the wounded.
All the prisoners who were
This sortie had the effect of
taken by the English agreed in the checking the operations of the
intelligence, that the republicans French rill the morning of the 6th,
had brought over on this occasion when they opened tu-o batteries
thirty thousand men ; and the upon the bridge of boats, and one
British commander received a re on the town. The effect of tho
port at the same time, that a very former, which very easily funk
considerable body had passed the two of the boats, determined his
Meuse between Ruremonde and royal highness to withdraw every
Venlo, and were advancing on his thing from the troops posted in
left flank. Thus circumstanced, the town, beyond what was barely
his royal highness determined to necessary for its defence ; and tlie
pass the Waal, and to t;ike up the bridge having been repaired, all
different cantonments, which had the artillery of the reserve, with
been marked out for the defence of the British, Hanoverian and Hes
that river, leaving general Wal- sian battalions, marched out in
moden with a corps to cover the the night, leaving piquets under
town of Nimeguen.
the command of general de Burgh
Little of importance passed, iu to the amount of 2,500 men,
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■who with the Dutch forces were
judged sufficient to maintain the
ylzce till the Austrian movements
could be determined,
This partial evacuation was how
ever no more than a prelude to the
total abandonment of the town,
which took place on the following
night (the ythj The British and
Hanoverians effected their retreat
5n tolerable order ; but before the
Dutch battalions, who covered the
retreat, could reach the bridge,
they found that it had been with
too much precipitation set on fire.
They then attempted to pass the
great flying bridge ; hut when they
got upon it, it swung round to
wards the city, either from the
ropes being cut by the French ar
tillery, or from some error on the
part of the troops on the right side
pf the Waal, who fired in the
dark on this bridge, supposing it
to be in the possession of the
enemy ; and the Dutch troops
either perished, or were taken pri
soners by the French, who had
forced their way into Nimeguen.
Philippine on the Scheldt, and
Sas-de-Gand, bot"h surrendered to
different divisions of the French
army, under general Michaud, on
the 23d of October. Both garri
sons were made prisoners of war,
but were permitted to retire to
Holland, and not to bear arms till
exchanged. The siege of Maestricht was
formed by the French soon after
the defeat of the Austrian general
Latour. On the 22d ot Sep
tember they crossed the Meuse
near the town, and blocked it up
on the side of Wyk. On the
26th the town was formally sum
moned by general Kleber, who
commanded the besieging army.
On the morning of the 28th a
dfcuichmen^ of Austrian cavalry
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made a sortie, and took one piece
of cannon ; and on the 6th of Oc
tober they made a second similar
attempt, but were repulsed. The.
French having begun to break
ground and construct batteries on
the mountains of St. Peter, under
the guns of the fort, a third sortie
was attempted on the 9th, which
partly succeeded ; but in less than
two days the batteries were re
established on the mountain of StPeter, as well as other formidable
works on the Limberg over againS
that mountain. On the 20th the
French park of artillery was in
creased by thirty pieces of heavy
cannon. On the 23d, they com
pleted their first parallel, and com
menced the second. The towa
was again summoned on the 30th i
and the trumpeter had hardly de
parted from the gate on his return,
when the besiegers began to pour
a most dreadful sliower of shot and .
shells from all their works, with
which they had surrounded the
place. This fire lasted the whole
of the night. The atmosphere
was filled with balls, bombs and
howitzer shells : scarcely a place of
safety was left in the whole circuit
of the city : a number of public
and private buildings were demo
lished ; and the groans of the
wounded inhabitants and soldiers
resounded in every quarter. Three
days were passed in this distressing
situation ; when the governor,
moved by the entreaties of the ma
gistrates and people, entered into a
negotiation with general Kleber,
and the city capitulated on the 4th
of November. The garrison sur
rendered prisoners of war, not to
serve till regularly exchanged.
About two hundred of the garri
son and inhabitants were killed or
wounded during the bombardment ;
more than two thousand buildings
were
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were either entirely destroyed or
greatly damaged : twelve thousand
bombs, balls and (hells hnd been
thrown into the town, and some of
the first, weighed two hundred
weight. It was the intention of
the French commander to have attempted a general storm on the
4th ; which the garrison, confiding
of five thousand fix hundred Austrians, two hundred hussars, and
fifteen hundred Dutch troops,
would probably not have been able
to resist.
At this interesting period of the
war, the usual termination of our
annual labours obliges us for the
present to conclude our narrative of
the campaign in the Netherlands,
which we shall endeavour to refume with all possible expedition,
In the mean time, however, it
will be proper to notice briefly the
progress of the French in Spain
and Italy, and a remarkable change
which took place in the state of asfairs in the Well Indies.
The army of the eastern Pyreures, under the command of general Dopprt, proceeded from Puycerda on the 14th of June to Campredon ; where, alter earning
17th. He advanced to Ripcll on the
2ist, where the Spaniards had a
mar.usactory of arms, alargequantity of which the French geneial
added to hisir.ilitary stores. During
this time the liege of lWle;;arde
continued to be closely pressed. A
.bold attempt was made 011 the l?th
of August, by the count de l'U
nion for the relief of that place.
He had been reinforced by several
foreign battalions lately arrived
from Africa, whose impetuosity
ijiligeet tile republicans at first to
give way. They however soon
railwd, regained the heights from
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which they had at first been dislodged; and the Spaniards were
completely defeated, leaving two
thousand five hundred dead on the
field of battle. The French general Mirabel, a brave and active
officer, was killed inthisaction, and
the republicans lost besides one
hundred and eighty-seven killed,
and six hundred wounded,
• Bellegaide being thus deprived
of every chance of relief, submitted
to general Dugommier on the 20th
of the following month. The
garrison consisted of six thousand
men. Ou the day after its furrender, the count de l'Union made
another spirited attempt to dislodge
the French, but wan completely
repulsed with the loss of six bundred men and four pieces of can11011. It does not appear that the
Spanish commander, when he made
this attempt, was conscious that the
town was in the possession of the
republicans.
General Dugommier concluded
his career in this quarter by a fig
nal victory which he obtained over
the Spaniards and emigrants at
Spouilles. The slaughter of the
emigrants was dreadful, but one
thousand Spaniards and Portuguese
obtained quarter by surrendering
as prisoners of war. The repubhcalfs took a large quantity of canrjon, and tents ami camp equipage
for twelve thousand men. '1 he
brave general Dugommier was
killed by a (hell upon the Black
Mountain, which he had ascended
the better to direst the military
operations. His de-ath was se
verely revenged on the 2Cth of the
same month, when his Treat oppo
nent the count de l'Union was
killed, with three either. Spanish
generals, near St. Fernando de Figuercs. For the defence of thi$
.poll, the Spaniards had spent six
months
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■nonths in erecting from eighty to
one hundred batteries mounted
with heavy cannon. Their force
amounted to forty thousand men
strongly entrenched ; and yet they
were put to flight, and the batte
ries carried by the republicans in
the space of three hours. The
fort of St. Fernando de Figueres
was then attacked, and surrendered
on the third day. The garrison
amounting to nine thousand one
hundred and seven men were made
prisoners of war. The French
found in the fort one hundred and
fevcnty-one pieces of cannon, and
five thousand tlaud of arms ; they
ailo took twelve founderies for can
non, and an immense quantity of
ammunition, Sic. The towns of
Ascoita and Aipetea soon aster
submitted"; and in the course of a
tew days another victory was an
nounced to the convention, in
which five hundred prisoners, one
brass cannon (the only one remain
ing in the possession of the .Spa
niards) and the military chest were
taken.
The army of the western Py
renees was not less successful. Jn
the latter end of [tily the redoubt
of Mary Louisa, the camp of St.
Jean de Luz, and the fort of St.
Barbe were stormed and carried in
one day by the republican general
of division Delaforde. Great num
bers of the Spaniards were killed,
and three hundred and twtnty pri
soners taken, with seven pieces of
cannon, two hundred tents, and
great quantities of ammunition
and small arms. The villages of
Bera and I.eiiaca were also taken at
the same time, in w+iich were abun
dant granaries for the supply of the
army.
These however formed but the
prelude lo a still' greater victory ;
tiar ou the lit os August fifteen
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thousand Spaniards posted near the
mountain ot Haya fled before a
body of fix thousand French. By
this retreat immense magazines,
two thousand muskets, fix stand of
colours, two hundred cannon and
howitzers, tents for twenty-five
thousand men, and two thousand
prisoners, among whom were two
entire regiments, who grounded
their arms, fell into the hands of
the conquerors. On the evening
of the fame day Fontarabia, which
guards the entrance of Spain, and
which coil the duke of Berwick
eight thousand men, was taken almolt instantaneously by a detachme'.t of the French ariny.
On the following day a single di
vision, commanded by general
Moncey, seized the port of the
Passage. On the 3d bt. Sebastian
was iiivested, and capitulated on the
succeeding morning. The garrison
consisting of two thousand men
surrendered prisoners of war.
More than one hundred and eighty
pieces of brass cannon were taken,
with considerable magazines and
stores ; ami after the reduction of
these place? two Spanish ships, laden
with powder and ball, wine and
cod-iilh, entered the port of the
Passage. The fame good conduct
which was observed by the other
armies of France, characterized
the measures of the commissioners
with that of the western Pyre
nees. A proclamation was issued,
annexing severe punishments to anv
acts of plunder or devastation ; and
the freedom of religious worlhip
was every where guarantied.
;
On the day that geneial Moncey
advanced against St. Sebastian,
another ■. division under generals
Fregeville and Laborde proceeded
against tha Spanish posts at Ernaoi ; but diiheartened by their
repeated defeats, the Spaniards fled
OB
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011 the first approach of the repub An infatuation, however, appears
licans. The- French after these to have possessed that weak and dis
victories extended their advanced sipated court. Attempts were made
posts to the gates of Tolosa. In in vain to excite the people to rife
the beginning of .September the in a mass, and considerable efforts
Spaniards again attempted to rally ; were employed to provide resources^
and according to the French dis One measure of this cabinet proves
patches, six thousand of them were at least their sincerity in the sup
repulsed by an advance guard of port of the war, since they volun
six hundred men. At the same time tarily submitted to tax themselves.
it is to be remarked, that one hun In the month of September a tax
dred and fifty of the Walloon of 25 per cent, was laid, at the desire
guards deserted to the French : so of the placetnen themselves, upon all
that the victory is perhaps more to places, salaries, and pensions what
bi attributed to the disaffection of ever. A large sum was levied at
the Spanish troops, than to the va the fame time on the opulent cler
gy ; and it was determined " that
lour of their opponents.
In the beginning of the succeed no minister, person or persons of any
ing month the Spaniards encoun class or condition whatever, should
tered another^ signal defeat. A receive more than onesalary, though
line of posts had been established they might possess various employ
upwards of forty leagues in extent. ments under the government."
The French, however, did not wait These self-denying ordinances are
to be attacked, but assailed these truly honourable to the grandees of
posts in twelve different points at Spain, who, instead of battening on
once. The Spaniards were en the spoils of their country, are the
trenched on the heights, and well first to bear a part in the public
fortified ; but all their entrench distress.
The experiment of raising the
ments near Beddaditz, Cubeg, Villaneuva, &c. were carried with the people in a mass was made by the
bayonet, and the works destroyed king of Sardinia in Piedmont in
which they had laboured upwards the month of July ; but in such
of a twelvemonth to erect. It was a manner as justifies fully the king
the intention of the French gene of Prussia's censure of this absurd
rals to surround the whole Spanish mode of warfare in a regular go
army : but one of the columns vernment, where the people are not
which was to have co-operated ar actuated by a strong enthusiasm.
rived a day too late ; and the Spa Ten thousand of these raw and un
niards, favoured by a thick fog, disciplined recruits were dispersed
were enabled to retreat to Sango- by a few French battalions. On
nella, with the loss of two thou the 14th of September the Piedsand five hundred men killed, and montese were again defeated with
considerable slaughter by the army
an equal number of prisoners.
Amidst these accumulated dis of the Alps. In the fame month a
tresses, it was expected that the ca grand plaif was formed for attack
binet of Spain would be prudent ing the French posts in the vicinity
enough to propose a negotiation of Genoa, and afterwards, k is said,for peace; and at one time it was the city of Genoa itself. The
said that some progress had been French anticipated this plan, car
made towards this desirable object. ried the Austrian and Sardinia*
posts
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posts with the bayonet, pursued
thcm to Alexandria, and forced
them to evacuate Le Caise with
considerable loss. The war on the
part of the Austrians and Sardiaians was defensive during the sollowing months ; and in some inconfiderable attacks they were so fortunate as to repulse the republican*.
In our eighth chapter we related
the rapid and brilliant successes of
sir Charles Grey and sir John Jervis in the West Indies. The British
arms received a check in that quarter before the close of the campaign
which they have not yet recovered,
and to which it is necessary now to
advert. The force originally sent
out under those gallant commanders was comparatively small, considering the magnitude of the undertaking ; and the diseases so fatal
to European constitutions in that
climate made dreadful havoc among
the soldiers in the course of the
summer, and greatly reduced their
numbers.
That accomplished officer major
general Dundas fell among other
yictims of this unfriendly climate,
and died of a fever at Guadaloupe,
after a few days illness, early in
June. " In him (fays sir Charles
Grey) his majesty and his country
lose one of thjrir bett and bravest
officers, and a roost worthy man.
I too feel severely the loss of so
able an assistant on this arduous
service." This irreparable loss wzs
immediately followed by other disastrous circumstances ; for on the
ad of June a French squadron, confisting of two 50 gun (hips, one of
40 armed enJluts, one frigate and 5
transports, appeared off the island,
and manifested an intention of attacking fort Fleur d'Epee. It
appears that colonel Drummond,
wkt commanded there, was at first
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mistaken with respect to the nutnber of the invaders, whom he supposed not to exceed 300 men. He
therefore acceded to the earnest solicitation of the royalists, and dispatched a party of them under the
command of captain M'Dowal in.
the hope of surprising the republicans at the post where they had establislied themselves near the village
of Gozier. On the first fire, however, the royalists fled and dispersed,
and only a few returned to the fort,
On the 5 th the French landed thir->
teen boats crowded with men, and
on the following day attacked fort
Fleur d'Epee, which they carried
by storm ; and the English garrison
retreated with considerable loss to
fort Louis. This post, however,
not being considered as tenable, was
also evacuated, and colonel Drummond, with the shattered remains of,
his garrison, retired to Basseterre.
The French commissioner, Vio
tor Huguet, a man of uncommon
enterprise and daring courage, and
who seems to have acted in a double
capacity both political and military, lost no time in making the neceffary arrangements both to defend,
himself in case of an attack by the.
English fleet, and to reduce the Britilh who remained on the island.
Conformably to the famous decree
of the convention, he declared the
negroes free, and equipped with,
clothiug and with arm* a strong
body of these, and such of the mulattoes as appeared well affected to
the French cause. Sir Charles
Grey, on the other hand, was>
equally active. He sailed from St.
Kitts with all the troops that he
could colfcct upon a (hort notice,
and landed on the 19th of June at
Guadaloupe, under cover of the
English fleet. Unfortunately the
force of the British general was inadequate to a eontest with the nu
merous
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merous bands of negrres and mu
lattoes vvliic!) Huguet had collect
ed. The gallantry of the British
troops procured them a temporary
success in some flight sl<irn*i(lies ;
but as nothing- effectual was done,
and the rainy season being already
set in, the general determined to
make one grand effort for putting
an immediate end to the campaign.
On the zd of July, therefore, he dis
patched brigadier Symes with three
battalions of grenadiers and light
Infantry, rind a battalion of seamen,
to attack the town of Point-a-Petre
before day -light, and to take it by
surprise. By accident or design'
the British troops were misled by
the guides, and entered the town
in a part where they were most ex
posed to the sire of the French, and
where it was impossible to scale the
walls of the fort. After suffering
greatlv from round and grape fliol,
its well as by a continued tire from
the houses, a retreat became una
voidable, which was made with con
siderable loss. General Symes was
wounded ; colonel Gomm, and capt.
Robertson of the navy, were both
killed, with several other officers,
and nearly 600 men were killed,
wounded, and milling in this unfor
tunate attempt *. The British ge
neral after this took measures for
the defence of Basseterre, and reembarked the remainder of the
troops during the ensuing night.
Thus the French were left in full
possession of the whole island except
Basseterre, which made a long and
gallant resistance, the detail of
which we must defer to our suc
ceeding volume.
■ Thus ended a campaign the most
extraordinary, in our opinion, that
has occurred in Europe since the
age of Charlemagne. In the num-

ber of battles which were fouglit {
in the duration of those fierce en
gagements; in the brilliant victorie*
which were achieved by the French ;
the number of fortresses which
were taken ; and the extent of ter
ritory on which their military ope
rations were conducted ; we have
not a parallel in modern history.
We forbear to make any comment
on these events. The conclusion*
are obvious; and though naturally
flowing from the facts, we should
be accused of party views if we
were to introduce them here. In
so complicated a detail we have stu
died perspicuity ; and we have given
til:: must authentic information
which we could collect from every
channel. While we have greatly
exceeded our usual limits, however,
we are still apprehensive that we
Have not been able to do justice to
so important a period of history ;
our only consolation is in the hope,
that our readers will in candour
consider the magnitude of the talk
compared with the early appear
ance of the volume. Wt certainly
cannot charge ourselves with indo
lence or inattention ; on the con
trary we truly cansay, that nothing
on our part has been test undone to
render our narrative as full, as per
fect, and as authentic as possible.
We flatter ourselves that nothing of
moment has beert omitted ; and we
can assert, that nothing has (at
least wilfully) been misrepresented.
Before we conclude this chapter,
we mull yet trespass on the patience
of our readers to notice one or two
circumstances, which oould not with
propriety have been introduced
before.
It is frequently found, that too
much ardour in any pursuit defeat*
its own purpose. Thus the violence

* The Frsuch accounts fay %Ck\
of
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of the combined powers in their
earnestness to subjugate France, re
coiled upon themselves; and the
manner in which they had treated
the neutral nations, compelled those
powers to form a combination for
their mutual protection. In the
month of March atreaty wasconcluded between Sweden and Denmark,
the principal object of which was
the maintenance of perfect neu
trality during the present contest ;
disclaiming any advantage which
was not clearly founded on their
respective treaties with the bellige
rent powers, and on the universal law
of nations. For this purpose, each
power engaged to sit out eight
ships of the b'ne, with frigates,
Sec. This convention, it was fur
ther agreed, should be communi
cated to the belligerent powers,
together with the assurances of a
desire to preserve perfect harmony
with them ; adding, however, that
stiould the innocent navigation of
Sweden and Denmark be molested,
those countries would first use every
conciliatory method to obtain sa
tisfaction and indemnity ; but if
unsuccessful, they mould after the
expiration of four months proceed
to reprisals.
This treaty was immediately fol
lowed by an edict issued by the king
of Denmark, commanding that no
vessel belonging to Danish subjects
mould be allowed to clear out for
a foreign port without such passes
as had been stipulated between Den
mark and the belligerent povveie,
and that the master of any vessel
carrying such goods as (if consign
ed to the harbours of the belli
gerent powers) would be con
traband, should be bound to make
a special declaration of the quan
tity and value, and bring back a
certificate from some authorised
person at the destined port j in fail' *794-
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ure of which he should be severely
fined.
An indemnity was also claimed
from Great Britain for the captured
Danish and Swedish vessels ; and it
was required, that in future a stop
should be put to the capturing of
Danish ships which were not laden
with such goods as were deemed
contraband by the several treaties.
With these requisitions the British
ministry were obliged to comply.
The sum which was paid on this acaccount was immense; a very consi
derable part of the corn was suffered
to rot in the king's warehouses, as we
have been credibly informed ; while
the French, deprived of this sup
ply, were driven to other markets,
where they completely anticipated
the Britilli. To this cause many
attribute in part the dearth and
scarcity which has since afflicted
Great Britain. The attempt to
starve the French ,into submission,
they allege, was as inhuman and
diabolical as it was weak and pue
rile ; it was as contrary to found
policy as to humanity, and in the
end has only fallen upon those who
conceived the base and absurd pro
ject.
While we are upon the subject
of Sweden, it may not be improper
slightly to notice a circumstance
which is at present involved in much
mystery and darkness. In the con
clusion of the year 1793, a con
spiracy was discovered, at the head
of which was baron Armfeldt, and
some others of the nobility. The
particulars, as communicated bjr'
the chief of the conspiracy to his
associates, are said to be as follow :
The baron had applied to the em
press of Russia to favour a revolu
tion in Sweden by fending a Rus
sian fleet to cruize near Stockholm,
and in case of necessity to land some
troops at Dclaro, about twenty
D d
miles
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miles from that capital. In this
revolution it was proposed to oblige
the duke regent to dismis.; bis pre
sent counsellors, and replace them
with Arrnfeldt and his associates.
The young king was to be conci
liated by having a place in the
council ; and the pretence for in
troducing anarchy and confusion
into the (late, was asserted to be
the extermination of jacobinism,
with which the present government
of Sweden was laid to be strongly
infected.
The knowledge of this conspi
racy was acquired by the regency
in October 1793, but was not
made public till the December fol
lowing, when an attack on the life
of the regent was apprehended.
The A ulic court have since publilhed extracts from the correspon
dence between baron Armfeldt,
whose ambition, ncccllitous circum
stances, profusion, and hatred of
those who Hood in the way of his
elevation, are very dilctrnible ; the
secretary Ehreustrom, who appears
to have been chiefly actuated by
avarice ; and the countess Rudenfkiold, maid of honour, who with
a genius for political intrigue,
which rendered her peculiarly ser
viceable to the projects of Arm
feldt, maintained (though he was a
married man) a criminal inter
course with that conspirator.
One of the chief plans of the
conspirators was, to prevail on the
young king to write such a letter
to the empress as might be con
strued into an approbation of
Armfeldt' 3 undertaking ; a rough
sketch of which the countess was
to deliver to the king. She ac
cordingly seized a favourable mo
ment lo inform him of her wish to
give him a paper of much import
ance ; but to her infinite surprise
and consternation, he refused to re5

ceive it without the concurrence cf
his governor, count Gyllenstolpe,
who was, however, secretly a:i
enemy to the regent, and endeavour
ing to instil into the mind of bis
pupil suspicions to the duke's dis
advantage ; but wa3 not sufficiently
attaelicd to the party of the con
spirators to meet their entire confi
dence. This was a severe blow to
the hopes of the countess ; but the
conlpirators proceeded, and endeavoured to introduce discontents
amongst the people. The high
court of parliament sentenced
Armfeldt, Ehrenllrom, and the
countess Rudenlkiold to lose their
nobility, to be beheaded, and to
have their property confiscated for
the uie of the crown ; but with a
mildness and moderation which
does honour to the duke regent, he
changed the sentence of death
against Ehrcnstrom and the coun
tess into perpetual imprisonment.
Armfeldt never appeared, and a
sentence of outlawry was conse
quently passed against him ; and
Gyllenstolpe was quietly dismissed
from his post as governor, and
only punished by an order from the
coui t to retire to his own estate.
With respect to the charge ot
jacobinism, the Swedish adminis
tration have expressed their abhor
rence of the atrocities of France ;
and nothing appears to have fa
voured the charges propagated by
the conspirators, that the regent
had a design to undermine the
Swedish constitution. The Swe
dish conspiracy has been repre
sented in the Britilh house of lords
as the detestable contrivance of a
neighbouring pottntale, whose ambi
tion and tyranny have long dis
turbed the peace of Europe : and
as the assertion remained uncontradicted, many will still continue to
believe it well founded.
WE
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WE cannot dismiss our volume
•without a few reflections on the
very awful crisis to which the af
fairs of Europe in general, and of
Britain in particular, appear to be
reduced. We have never entered
into the alarms by which so consi
derable a portion of this nation was
terrified in the two preceding years :
alarms excited by the clamour of a
very small number of turbulent per
sons, and, there is reason to suspect,
artfully magnified by others for
interested and evil purposes. We
have uniformly asserted, that at the
commencement of the present war
the number of disaffected persons in
this kingdom was extremely small;
this was apparent from the first as
sociations, and indubitably proved
by the late trials. We were con
vinced, that while the nation en
joyed tranquillity, plenty, an ex
tended commerce, and its concomi
tant luxury ; democratic principles,
however speciously introduced or
recommended, could make no pro
gress among us.
The higher
classes had too much to lose : the
middle classes too much to rifle by
unsettling the established order of
government; and even the poor
were in full employment, and en
joyed a moderate portion of happi
ness and content. The tumbled
state of the continent only served
to increase the wealth, extend the
commerce, and enlarge the power
of Great Britain, while we were
wise enough to cultivate a happy
and enviable neutrality.
This state of things has under
gone a melancholy reverse ; and it
is the duty of every man, who en
tertains a spark of patriotism la
tent in his heart; of every man in
deed who feels the strong and im
perious impulse of interest ; of
. every man -who has any thing to lose,
calmly but seriously to icquire by
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what means we have been reduced
to our present Hate, and what
means are yet left to save ut from
destruction.' I
We dread, and we deprecate po
pular insurrection and tumult ; and
those who sympathize with us in
these apprehensions, will only do
their duty to themselves, and to
their posterity, coolly to inquire,
what are the fleps which have ge
nerally conducted to this fatal ter
mination of all that is good and
estimable in society. Public pro
digality ; the rapacity of courtiers ;
the extravagance and profligacy of
the great ; improvident wars ; the
increase of the public burthens;
the growth of taxes ; the stagna
tion of commerce ; the phrensy of
military parade and general idle
ness ; united with a supine and le
thargic inattention in men of pro
perty and independence to the state
of public affairs ; these are the •
steps that infallibly conduct to na
tional ruin. Even where internal
anarchy is not the immediate result
of this inattention, there are always
consequences which are not less to
be apprehended. The Dutch re
public fell an unresisting prey to
her conquerors, only because the
men of property were too timid or
too indolent to adopt in time mea
sures which might have united the
people, and to stop the rash and
intemperate career of th«, court.
It is full time (and we express
ourselves with confidence, because
what we utter is the voice of truth ) ■
it is full time for every man who
has a fense of honour, or any ex
tended views for the good of him
self and his posterity, to lay aside
for a short period private interests,
private prejudices, and private ani
mosities. There is one means', and
one only, left to save the country.
Let every man dispassionately exaDd2
mine
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mine for himself the state of the
country, and the conduct of ad
ministration. Is ministers (hall ap
pear, on a fair examination, to
have conducted themselves wifely,
disinterestedly, and on every occa
sion for the good of the commu
nity, let them be supported. If
the war was entered into, not from
an imaginary, but from a real ne
cessity, and has been conducted
with ability to a definite end, ar.d
upon a rational and steady system ;
let them only be exhorted to specify
that end to the people of this
country, and use every means for
securing us a speedy return of the
inestimable blessings of peace. If
contracts have been made, not
\vilh a view to ministerial influence,
but on true principles of œconomy,
and upon a fair competition among
the contractors : if our commissa
ries abroad, by their waste, extrava
gance, and rapacity, have not ac
cumulated oriental fortunes, while
misery, sickness, and want have
thinned the ranks of the Britissi
soldiery, and impeded their opera
tions : if our administration has
not been the dupe of foreign in
trigue, and the treasure of Britain
lavished upon faithless allies : if, in
the midst of our external calamities,
prudent means have been employed
to protect our trade, to encourage
our manufactures, to redress griev
ances, to pr .mote agriculture (hut
not by remote and speculative
plans), to procure a constant and
proper iupply of the necessaries of
life : if, in their own persons and
conduct, ministers have set a lauda
ble example of frugality and dis
interested virtue ; if they have
not disgraced themselves by low
contemptible intrigues: if they
}.ave openly and candidly explained
their views ; in no instat.ee made a
prodigal use of the public treasure,

but brought every item to a, fair
and open account : if, what with
honesty they have planned they
have executed with ability : if they
have1 employed the most competent
men in every department, encou
raged genius and merit upon every
occalion, promoted literature and
sciesce, disregarded family or par
liamentary connections ; and for
that religion which they exclaim
(and we fear with reason) is in
danger, if they have evinced a lau
dable zeal, not merely by their
speeches, but by their conduct ;
and manifested an ardour for the
support qf the constitution, not
merely in the regal but even in the
popular parts of it ; if measures
wisely concerted have been spirit
edly and gloriously executed ; let
US revere them a3 the saviours of
their country, and support them at
the risk of our lives.
We are far from faying that this
statement is not warranted by facts.
The facts lie before the public ;
nod all that any true lover of his
country can wish is, that the public
will examine and judge for them
selves. Success, it is true, is uot
in every particular inllasure the re
sult of good conduct; but it rarely
happens, either in public or in pri
vate life, thus a series of disgrace
and misfortune occurs without some
misconduct; without either incapa
city in the head, or depravity in the
heart. It is of little importance to
a people, whether public calamities
are the result of incapacity, or dis
honesty in the public agents. These
qualities, however, are more com
monly found united, than mankind
are aware of. Weak mea in high
stations are obliged to have re
course to art and ftratagtra to con
ceal or to palliate those errors,
which perhaps had their source ooly in folly, or hi pride, which, is
proverbially
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proverbially the predominant vice
of weak men. Is however we have
reason to distrust the qualifications
of minillers, the remedy is obvious ;
the remedy is perfectly legal, and
must be effectual.
We should indeed despair of the
British constitution, were we not
persuaded that it still possesses ener
gy sufiieient to correct in a legal
way the errors of any administra
tion. In an illegal way they never
can be corrected, but by a remedy,
which, to speak in trite but intelli
gible language, is more to be scared
than the disease. Experience, and
even recent experience, has taught
us the consolatory lesson, that there
is no power in this kingdom suf
ficiently independent to withstand
the wilhes of the people, decently
and legally expressed. Neither the
rooted corruption of a Walpole,
nor the extended influence of lord
North, was able to resist the great
body of the people, expressing by
petitions their fense of the cala
mities of the nation.
But whatever may be the ad
visable measure, it is impossible at
tentively to peruse the debates of
parliament, as contained in this vo
lume, or in any other authentic re
port, and to reflect on the events
which have since occurred, and not
to fee that some immediate steps
are necessary to restore the prospe
rity, the credit, the commerce of
the nation; and to save it from per
haps still greater calamities. It is
a self-evident fact, that instead of
drawing their support from an ex
tended foreign commerce, the poor
of the country are becoming daily
an intolerable and inevitable bur
then upon the rich. Independent
of the numbers who are supported

in the various departments of the
army and navy, the expence of
which falls chiefly on the landed in
terest, it is a truth, that cannot be
controverted, that the poor's rates
in vaiious parts of the kingdom are
increased beyond expectation, whila
the voluntary contributions have
been liberal beyond precedent.
These supplies, however, it is ob
vious, must have a limit—We can
not—we dare not anticipate conse
quences : we can only fay that it is
time for men of property, and for
those who venerate the constitution
as we do, to refleS. It is not in
the machinations of a few discon
tented individuals—it is not inflam
matory publications that can sub
vert that constitution, while welladminillered. It is public distress
alone that can exasperate the publics
mind. There is a point when the
affairs of nations are not to be re
trieved ; that point we trust we
have not yet reached, but of its
distance we dare not predict. We
can only fay, that it is undoubtedly
acting on the sure side to stop in
time— to think in time; and if
men will only ÆspaJJionately think,
we can easily foresee in what plan
of proceeding the nation will be
unanimous. This is the crisis
when moderate measures may suc
ceed, and the time is even favour
able for their adoption. Men must
however agree to discard little per
sonal interests, for the fake of that
great interest which is to preserve
every other. Patriotism becomes,
at such a ciisi;, the immediate dic
tate of self-love ; and to save our
country \i to save ourselves, our
property, our constitution, our li
berties, our posterity.
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JANUARY.
1. T AST week arrived from
X j Sierra Leone, the Felicity,
captain Weijham, with a cargo of
wax, camwood, &c. The dispatches
by this ship contain very flattering
accounts of the health of this co
lony, and of its progress in com
mercial pursuits ; but we are sorry
to add, that they bring also an ac
count of the death of prince Naimbonna, who died on the evening of
his arrival at Sierra Leone, of a pu
trid fever, contracted by him on
shipboard, in the course of his pas
sage from this country. This ami
able young man had been for some
short time in England under the
protection of the Sierra Leone com
pany. He possessed a very excellent
understanding, a dii position earnest
in the pursuit of knowledge, and
great facility in receiving instruc
tion. His mental acquirements,
during his stay in this country,
were the subject of much admira
tion, and his easy address and sua
vity of manners endeared him to all
those to whom he was introduced.
He had imbibed, and he professed
to the last moment of his existence,
the strongest attachment to the
principles of the Protestant faith ;
and by his will (made in the begin
ning of his illness), he earnestly re
quested his relations to set their

faces against the slave trade, and to
befriend the Sierra Leone company
to the utmost of their power.
10. On Monday came on, before
the high court of justiciary, at
Edinburgh, the trial of Mr. Wil
liam Skirving, accused of having
circulated a certain seditious paper,
dated " Dundee Berean Meeting
house, July, 1793," (the same far
•which Mr. Palmer wassentenced to Le
transported. See Fol. XIP. p. 37J,
and accused also of other seditious
practices, particularly with having
acted as secretary to a number of
people who haJ assembled at Edin
burgh, under the denomination of
" The Britisti Convention of Dele
gates of the People, associated to
obtain Universal Suffrage and An
nual Parliaments j" the members of
which association did, in October,
November, and December last, in
imitation of the French Conven
tion, call each other by the name of
citizens, divide themselves into sec
tions, appoint committees of vari
ous kinds, such as, of organization,
of instruction, of finance, and of
secrecy; denominate their meet
ings, sittings; grant honours of sit
tings ; and inscribe their minuteswith " The first Year of the Britisti
Convention."—Mr. Skirving, after
a long trial, which lasted till one
o'clock on Tuesday morning, was
found guilty, and sentenced to be
(A a)
trans
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transported for fourteen years. Af
ter the sentence had been pro
nounced, he declared, in a short
address to the court, that the sen
tence did not at all appal him ; that
he had long ago learned to throw
aside all fear of man ; that this
sentence would be rejudged, and
that that was all his comfort and all
his hope.
Ii. On Wednesday, the king in
council signed an order for the
transportation of Messrs. Muir and
Palmer to New South Wales, for
the term sentenced by the court of
justiciary. Sec Vol. XIV. p. 3 1 and if.
Edinburgh, Jan. 11. On Thurs
day morning, about ten o'clock, a
vast crowd assembled in front of the
Black Bull Inn, where Maurice
Margarot lodged. He shortly after
came out, attended by three friends.
When he got the length of the Re
gister Office, the mob forced all the
four into a chaise, which they had
provided, and from which they had
previously taken the horses. This
done, they immediately drew the
carriage to the Parliament Close,
where Mr. Margarot and his friends
alighted ; and walking into the Par
liament House, he assisted himself
at the har.
. •
When the court met, the solici
tor-general informed their lordships,
that h: had that morning recived a
note from the lord advocate, inti
mating, that being much indisposed,
it would be impossible for him to
attend the trial. The solicitor-ge
neral then moved, that their lord
ships would postpone it till Monday
next. The court agreed to this ad
journment ; and Mr. Margarot, af
ter finding new bail, was dismissed
from the bar.
Mr. Margarot, on his way home,
was again forced into a carriage by
the mob, along" with five of his
friends, and the horses Deing'taken
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from the coach, the mob drew him
to his lodgings at the Black Bull.
Early this morning, three farmers
from East-Lothian, who were par
ticularly active on Thursday in ex
citing the mob to draw the carriage
in wh}ch Mr. Margarot came to the
Parliament-house, were brought
to town by George Williamson,
messenger, and are now under exar
niination, To prevent such inde
cent rioting in the streets in future,
there has this day been issued the
following
Proclamation by the right honour
able Thomas Elder, lord provost
of the city of Edinburgh; and
John Pringle, esq. sheriss-depute
1 of the county of Edinburgh.
" Whereas, upon occasion of the
trial of Willian Skirving for sediti
ous practices, printed hand-bills had
been previously dispersed and post
ed up in several conspicuous places
in the city and county, inviting
people to assemble for the purpose
of accompanying him to his trial ;
and that in consequence thereof,
numbers of evil-disposed persons
had convened, whereby tumults and
disturbances had been excited to
the breach of the public peace :
" And that on the 9th' current,
when the high court of justiciary
had met, in order to proceed on the
trial of a person indicted before
them, for similar practices, a num
ber of idle and disorderly persons
collected together in the streets of
this metropolis, and not only ac
companied the said person, in a tu
multuous and riotous manner, to
the justiciary court-place ; but took
out the horses from a carriage in
which he was proceeding to said
court, aud dragged the same along
the streets :
*« These are therefore prohibit3
,
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fcg and discharging all such tumul
tuous meeting.s and riotous proceed
ings in future, as being subversive
of good order, the peace and quiet
of the city, and that respect which
is due to the supreme criminal
court : certifying all such as may
be found contravening this procla
mation, that they will be taken into
custody, and proceeded against in
terms of law, as riotous and disor
derly persons disturbing the public
peace.
Given at Edinburgh, this 10th
of January 1794, and of his
majesty's reign the 34th
year.
God save the king.
Thomas Elder, Provost,
John Pringle, SheritF-depute."
Edinburgh, Jan. \£. Yesterday
came on the trial of Maurice Margarot, for seditious practices, at a
late meeting called the British Con
vention, when he was found guilty,
ajid sentence of transportation for
fourteen years was passed upon him.
Alexander Callender, indicted for
a similar offence, having failed to
appear, was outlawed.
1 7. Yesterday, at the Old Bailey,
James Lyon was indicted for felo
niously publisliing and uttering se
veral forged scrip receipts for
l,6,OOOl. stock, 3 per cent, an
nuities, with intent to defraud
Francis Barroneau, esq. and the go
vernors and company of the bank
of England. In this indictment
there were twelve counts, to all of
which he pleaded guilty. The lord
chief baron admonished the prisoner
in a very pathetic manner to alter
his plea, it being repugnant to the
wish of all criminal courts in this
country, as well as diametrically
opposite to the intent of the law, to
convict a subject upon his own con
fession. His lordship also apprised

(5)
him of his fate, in cafe he did not
recant, and begged him not to de
ceive himself in apprehending, that
by such a plea there was a greater'
probability of mercy being shewn
to him : That by pleading guilty,
he probably was the cause of his
own death, as there might be some
circumstances in the course of the
evidence to be brought in support
of the indictment, that would, in
point of law, prove favourable to
Him. On the indictment being read
a second time, and being asked whe
ther he was guilty of the felonies
therein mentioned, he answered as
before; when Mr. Garrow, counsel
for the prosecution, addressed him
to the same purport as the lord chief
baron, but with as little effect : in
consequence of which, judge Grose
alked the prisoner what were his
reasons for pleading guilty, after he
had been advised to the contrary;
to which he answered, the poig
nancy of his own feelings, on re
flecting that his sister was the prin
cipal evidence against him. Im
mediately on which, his counsel,
Messrs. Wood and Knowles, direct
ed him to demur to the indictment,
as by so doing the determination
of the cafe would devolve to the
judges, which he complied with.
The prisoner's sister had been em
ployed by him, to appear in the
dress of a man, in order to fell the
said receipts ; but the forgery being
discovered, before the transaction
could be completed, she was ap
prehended, and, to save her own
life, consented to become evidence.
20. This day the demurrer of
James Lyon to the indictment
charging him with forgery, came
on to be argued at the Old Bailey ;
but the decision of it was post
poned to a future day.
21. A melancholy accident hap
pened in a coalpit, near Newcastle,
(A 3)
by
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by holing an old waste, charged
with inflammable air, which in
stantly took sire from one of the
workmen's candles. An explosion
ensued, by which were killed 25
men and boys, and 16 horses.
Bali, Jan. 23. At our quarter
sessions came on the trial of Gt^rge
Wilkinson, a journeyman printer,
for seditious exprellions. The in
dictment alleged, that the prisoner
frequently wilhed " success to the
French, aud down with the allies ;"
that u The king and his ministers
were villains," &c. The words be
ing proved, the counsel for the
prisoner rested his defence upon
the words being the vague and idle
expressions of a thoughtless young
man, that carried with them no de
sign of a pernicious import. The
jury found him guilty, and the
court pronounced a sentence of
four months imprisonment, to pay
a fine of acs. and find security for
one year, himself in col. and two
sureties in 25I. each.
28- The following are some circumstance^ attending a latemarriage
between a branch of the royal fa
mily and the- daughter of the carl
of Dunmore.
About eighteen months ago,' lady
Dunmore, whoso husband is go
vernor of the Bahama Islands, went
with her two daughters to Italy,
where they resided till very lately.
His royal highness prince Augus
tus, being at Rome, met with those
ladies, and very naturally courted
their agreeable society ; the conse
quence of which was a mutual at
tachment between his royal high
ness and lady Augusta Murray, and
they were there married.
Lady Augusta became pregnant,
End returned to England. His royal
highness did the fame ; and, at the
instance of the lady and her friends,
a second marriage took place.
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The parties were regularly asked"
in the church of St. George's Han
over-square, in November last,
and, on the 5th of December,
were again united, according to
the ceremonies of the church of
England, under the names of Augus
tus Frederick and Augusta Murray.
The circumstances having come
to the king's knowledge, his ma
jesty has instituted a suit of nullity,
in his own name, in the arches
court of Canterbury, to set aside
the validity of this marriage, on
the ground of an act of parliament
passed early in the reign of his
present majesty, for the prevention
of the marriage of any male branch
of the royal family, without the
previous consent of his majesty,
under the great seal, declared in
council.
On Saturday, Mr. Hescltine, the
king's proctor, served a citation on
lady Augusta Murray, to answer the
charges of the suit. See p. 16.
Dublin, Jan. 30. Yesterday came
on, in the court of King's Bench,
the trial of Archibald Hamilton
Rowan, csq. on an information
ex efficis, for publishing, on the
1 6th of December, 1792, a falser
scandalous, malicious, and seditious
libel, purporting to be an address
from the United Irislimen of Dub
lin to the volunteers of Ireland,
signed by Mr. Rowan, as secretary^
against his majesty's government,
&c. A person, who, in- Tune last,
received an ensigney in the 40th
regiment without purchase, was
tailed to prove the publication.
Exceptions were taken to the cre
dibility of his testimony, on ac
count of his formerly having been
a witness to two bonds pasted- by
his father to his younger brother,
which were suspected of being for
geries. Three witnesses were call
ed to his credibility, two of whom
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laid they did not know enough of
him to speak positively, and a
third, that he was not to be be
lieved, even on his oath.
A second witness was called in
support of the prosecution, whose
evidence v/as defective, and ad
mitted by the court to go for no
thing.
Mr; Curran made an admirable
defence for the prisoner, to which
the attorney-general and the pvimeserjeant replied; and lord chiefjustice the earl of Clonmell having
summed up the evidence, the
jury retired a few minutes, and
returned with a verdict — Guilty.
Mr. Rowan was immediately con
veyed to Newgate, and Mr. Gurran was escorted by the people to
his own house. See p. 8.
FEBRUARY.
I. The total amount of the
French emigrants brought off by
the British from Toulon, appears
now, from the muster returned to
government, to amount to 14,877
men, women, and children.
4. Yesterday evening, a dreadful
accident happened at the Little
Theatre in the Hay-market. Their
majesties had commanded the play,
and there was a great crowd assem
bled before the pit-door. A poor
woman having been thrown down,
the people kept pushing forward,
others were thrown over her, and
all were trampled upon by the
crowd, who passed over their bo
dies into the house. The pit lies
lower than the threflihold of the
door leading into it : those there
fore who go in must go down a
step. Here it was that the mischief
happened : for the people who were
the unfortunate sufferers, either not
knowing any thing of this step, or
being hurried on by the pressure of

the' crowd behind, fell down, while
those who followed immediately
were, by the same irresistible im
pulse, hurried over them. The
scene that ensued may be easier
conceived than described ; the
screams of the dying and the
maimed were truly shocking; while
those who were literally trampling
their fellow-creatures to death, had
it not in their power to avoid the
mischief they were doing. One
could scarcely have believed that
so many could have been killed in
so small a space. Seven bodies,
completely lifelesi, were carried
into Mr. Wynch's the druggist,
next door to the theatre, some to
the shops of other medical gentle
men, and the remainder to St.
Martin's watch-house, to be own
ed. Medical aid was called ih, and
every thing done to restore anima
tion, if it were only suspended }
but we are sorry that success at
tended the process in one cafe only,
which was that of Mr. Brandram,
Tooley-street, whose sister-in-law,
■ nephew, and niece, were killed.
The following is the melancholy
list of those who perished :
Mrs. Fisher, sister-in law to Mr.
Brandram.
Miss Brandram, niece of Mr.
Brandram.
Mr. Brandram, his nephew. Mr.
Brandram himself was carried out
apparently dead, but was recovered.
Benjamin Fingo, esq. York He
rald, of the Heralds' College.
J. C. Brooke, esq. Somerset He
rald, of ditto.
Mrs. Willis. \ Wife and son
Master Willis, J of Mr. Willis,
attorney, Gray's Inn.
Mr. Garbutt, late master of the
Three Sisters, Whitby.
Mrs. Gwatkin, wife of Mr.
Gwatkin, dancing-master, Bartlet's
Buildings.
(A 4)
Mrs.
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Mr. Spencer, St. James's Market.
Miss Williams, daughter of Mr.
Williams, Shoe- Lane, Pall Mall.
Mr. Robinson, of Clerkenwell,
farrier.
Miss Bufhnell, niece to Mr. Nor
ton, of Berners-street ; and two gen
tlemen not yet owned— In all fif
teen persons.
This melancholy circumstance
was not generally known in the
theatre till late in the evening; and
it was kept from the knowledge of
their majesties till the play was
over.
Exclusive of these lamented vic
tims, who were all respectable per
sons, near twenty others suffered
material injuries, in bruises and
broken legs and arms.
7. Yesterday morning, the arri
val of the Swallow packet at Torbay, with marquis Cornwallis, part
of his suite, colonel Ross, private
secretary, and captain Apsley, aiddu-camp, on board, was announced
at the India House.
.The Swallow left Madras the
10th of October, and was convoy
ed by admiral Cornwallis to the
southward of the equator, arrived
at St. Helena the 1 5th of December,
and sailed thence the 19th.
When the Swallow left India,
all the presidencies and possessions
of the company were in an unex
ampled state of prosperity.
Tippoo Sultan had made all his
payments, and, what is still better,
given the most decided opinion
against the conduct of the French,
pledging himself to have no con
cern or alliance with the conven
tion.
The nabob of Arcot and rajah
of Tanjore had also used the most
spirited exertions in supplying our
forces with provisions, Sec. on their
march to Pondicherry.
Dublin, Feb. 7. A motion hav«
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ing been made in the court of
King's -bench, to set aside the ver
dict in the case of the king against
Mr. Rowan, the chief justice deli
vered his sentiments on the three
grounds on which the motion
rested, as stated in Mr. Rowan's
affidavit. The two first were ob
jections to Mr. Giffard, the slieriff, and Mr. Perrin, one of the
jurors, which, after some observa
tions',- were both over-ruled. With
respect to the third ground of the
motion, the incredibility of the evi
dence, he observed, that it would be
productive of the most formidable
consequences, if evidence were suf
fered to be adduced after a trial,
to invalidate evidence which had
been given upon the trial. If that
were admitted, a conviction could
never take place, while a man could
be found to swear, that he believed
another was not to be credited on
his oath. It would induce perjury,
and that kind of perjury which
would elude punishment. It would
transfer the office of the jurors to
the judge, and totally subvert the
trial by jury. He cited a case, to
prove that, even in cases where in
competent witnesses had been ex
amined, that incompetence was
not judged a sufficient ground for
setting aside the verdict, though
the incompetence was a point en
tirely within the power of the
court, whereas the province of de
termining on the incredibility of
the evidence was peculiar to the
jury.
The defendant's council, he ob
served, had surprised the prosecu
tors with a new ground of object
ion to the verdict, not mentioned
in the notice, viz. the illegality of
the charge given by the court to
the jury.
His lordsliip said, he would re
peat that pare of the charge alluded
to,
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to, which was in substance this—
** that the council for the prosecu
tion which stated the non-produc
tion of evidence on the part of
the defendant as strongly tending
to prove his guilt, had struck him
very forcibly ; that he had advert
ed then to the nature of the fact
charged, which was of a very pub
lic nature, and of course afforded
means of refutation ; that if the
jury believed an event of such pub
licity, that between one and two
hundred persons were concerned
in it, had happened, it was in his
mind a volume of evidence against
the defendant, that he had, pro
duced no witness to rebut the facts
charged on him."
This, his lordship insisted, did
not amount to an assertion that
the silence of the defendant should
be taken to supply the deficiency
of his evidence.
Council had said, that the affida
vits now before the court ought
to be taken as true. Even 'if they
were, his lordship observed, they
did not contradict any one specific
fact proved on the trial. He here
recapitulated the evidence, and ob
served it was on the fulness of
this testimony of Mr. Rowan's
guilt, he had charged the jurv, and
not on the principle that his silence
should be taken as proof of the
fact. If, however, the charge to
the jury were really liable to ob
jection, the objection now came too
late, as it had not been mentioned
in the notice served on the prosecu
tors. His lordfhipconchided by de
claring his opinion, that the ver
dict ought not to be set aside. Mr.
justice Boyd and Mr. justice
Downes concurred in the fame opi
nion, the latter observing,- in par
ticular, that even in cases of tclouy,
where no evidence appears for the
prosecution, perhaps, but that of
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a common informer, the non-pro
duction of exculpatory evidence by
the culprit is considered as'adding
weight to the testimony against him,
otherwise perhaps little deserving
of credit.
Mr. justice Boyd then pronoun
ced the sentence, which was im
prisonment for two years, a fine of
500I. and security for good beha
viour for seven years —Mr. Rowan
in 2000I. and two others in ioool.
each.
Falmouth, Feb. 8. The Ante
lope packet sailed from Port Royal,
Nov. 27. On the 1st of Decem
ber, on the coast of Cuba, not far
from Cumberland harbour, slie fell
in witli two schooners, of some
force; upon which the master bore
up for Jamaica. The Atalante, one
of the privateers, outsailed her
consort, left her, continued the
chase all day, and till about four
P. M. when the wind failing, she
rowed up with the packet, and
having exchanged several shots,
sheered off again. During the
night she frequently bore down,
and shot was fired on both sides.
At five on Monday morning, it
being calm, she rowed up and
grappled the Antelope 011 the star- .
board side, pouring in a broadside,
and made an attempt to board,
which was repulsed with great
slaughter.
By this broadside, unfortunately,
Mr. Curtis, the master, who com
manded, fell, as did the ship's
steward, and a French gentleman,
aid-de camp to monsieur Loppinot, a passenger ; and the first mate
was shot through the body. The
command then devolved on the
boatswain, (for the second mate
had died of the fever after their
sailing from Port Royal) who, with
the few brave men left, assisted by
the passengers, repulsed repeated
at
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attempts to board, during a con
siderable time the vessels were
along-side. The boatswain, at last,
observing that they had cut their
grapplings, and were attempting to
flieer off, ran aloft himself, and
lashed the privateer's square-sailyard
to the Antelope's fore shrouds, and
immediately pouring in a few vollies of small arms, which did great
execution, the survivors of the
schooner's crew called for quarter,
which was immediately granted
them, notwithstanding they had
the bloody flag hoisted during the
whole of the action. The prize
was taken possession of, and carried
into Annotta Bay about eleven
next morning.
The Antelope sailed from Port
Royal with 27 hands, but had lost
four before the action by the fever,
and had then two unfit tor duty ; so
that reckoning four dead, two ill,
and the doctor, who must neces
sarily go to his quarters in the
cockpit, they entered the engage
ment with only 20 men, beside the
passengers.
The following is a lilt of the killed
and wounded on board the pri
vateer :
jft Captain wounded, since dead.
1 id Ditto,
ditto.
30 Men killed during the action.
2 since dead of their wound*.
14. wounded.
16 unhurt.
oj men, consisting of French, Ame
rican, and Irish.
'L'Atalante was fitted out at
Charleston, and had been out a
month, during which period she
had captured a Bermudean brig.
The behaviour of Mr. Nodin,
formerly a midstiipman, is said by
monsieur Loppinot to surpass de
scription. He stood by the helrn
and worked the ship, armed with a
musket and pike, which he alter
nately made use of. When he per
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ceived the men climbing the quar
ters, he quitted the helm, and with
the pike dispatched all that came
within his reach, returning at pro
per intervals to right the vessel.
With this instrument, and the
musket, he killed several men, and
continued his astonishing exertions
for more than an hour and a quar
ter.
WThen the enemy called for
quarter, more than twenty men lay
dead on the decks, and several
more had fallen into the water :
on boarding her, they found a very
large quantity of ladies' and gentle
men's wearing-apparel, pillaged,
no doubt, from some vessels they
had previously fallen in with.
A representation having been
made to the lieutenant-governor
of Jamaica, and to the House of
Assembly, of the gallant conduct of
the officers and crew belonging to
the Antelope packet, the sum of
500 guineas was immediately voted
to be distributed as under, viz.
2co to the widow and family of Mr.
Curtis, the late master.
100 to the mate.
100 to the boatswain,
1 00 (o the crew.
10. Yesterday came on, in the
court of King's Bench, the cafe of
Mr. Ptirefoy. It was stated that a
bill of indictment was found against
the prisoner by the grand jury for
the county of Kent, for the wilful
murder of Henry Roper; and that
he not having appeared and plead
ed to that indictment, the process
of outlawry had issued against him,
and in Consequence he stood at
tainted of felony and murder. He
was therefore asked, what cause he
could stiew why execution should
not be awarded against him ac
cording to law ?
Mr. Purefoy
prayed that a writ of error might
be allowed, on the ground that at
the
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the time the process of outlawry
was awarded against him, and long
before and after, he was in parts
- beyond the seas, to wit, at Tourhay in Flanders, and that conseiquently he could not surrender
himself: and therefore he prayed
that the outlawry might be re
versed. Mr. attorney-general ad
mitted the truth of that fact. Mr.
justice Ashhurst therefore ordered
the outlawry to be reversed, and
Mr. Purefoy to be restored to every
thing he had iost by the judgment.
Mr. attorney-general then obtained
a writ of procedendo to carry the
indictment back to the assizes, in
order that the prisoner mjght .be
tried. The lord chief justice then
ordered Mr. Purefoy to be re
manded.
1 1. Yesterday morning early Mr.
Muir, under sentence of transport
ation, was conveyed from New
gate to the place appointed for his
embarkation for New South Wales.
Mr. Palmer was sent off some days
ago.
13. Information was on Monday
received at the Sierra-Leone house,
of ihe progress of the colony at
Sierra Leone to the 20th of De
cember last. The natives con
tinued perfectly friendly ; the
neighbouring chiefs sliewed every
desire of being connected with the
company; some had sent their chil
dren to be educated at Sierra Le
one, and mahy others proposed to
send them in the ensuing dry sea
son. The rainy season had passed
over without any considerable
mortality ; and the Nova Scotia
colonists had maintained their
health, and appeared to have be
come well inured to the climate.
The trade was much more brisk;
the cultivatidn was advancing both
in the colony and part? adjacent ;
and there appears to have been no
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difficulty in procuring the native 1
labourers.
The rice, cotton, and other ar
ticles in the company's plantation,
thrive exceedingly, the sugar-cane
excepted, which had been hurt by
the white ants. The schools of
the company contained between
300 and 400 children, chiefly No
va Scotians, who appear To have
made full as much improvement as
is common in European schools
under similar circumstances. The
colony haa" gradually improved in
order, and appeared to be advan- .
cing in every respect.
An unfortunate fire, however,
had happened on board the com
pany's storeship York, by which
slie was entirely consumed, to
gether with all such articles as
happened to be then on board, of
which the value, if estimated at
prime cost, might be 8000I. or
9000I. ; several thousand pounds
thereof being African produce,
which was on the point of being
sent to England. The whole loss,
including the value of the siYip and
the estimated profits and charges to
be adder! to the prime cost of the
goods, is computed by the gover
nor and Council, on a rough cal
culation, to amount to betweert
i4,oool. and ic,oool.
19. There never was a measure
so completely effectual, as that im
mediately proved, which was last
year adopted by parliament, for
granting aid to private credit by
the means of exchequer bills.
Though it was said, that five
millions would be a sum too small
to be of service, and that nothing
could stop the tide of bankruptcy ;
yet of the 5,000,0001. of ex
chequer bills that were allowed,
there were applied for, before she
5th of Augusts to no greater amount than 3,744,8241. of* which;
were
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were granted only 2,129,2001. The
two first payments of this loan
have been punctually made: a fact
which proves, that temporary relief
only was wanted, and to no great
amount. The alacrity of parlia
ment to support the credit of the
country, was itself relief. The
month of May, 17935 was the
epoch of the greatest number of
bankruptcies ; they greatly de
creased in June; they decreased
still more in July ; they continued
to decrease in August ; and in
September they fell to be nearly on
a par with the numbers in Septem
ber 1 792.
The merchants in the capital
received something less than one
million ; at Manchester, about
250,0001. at Liverpool 130,0001.
and at Bristol only 40,000!. It
appeared that most of the bank
ruptcies arose from illegal specu
lations, and an avaricious extension
of capital.
2t. At the session s-housc in the
Oki Bailey, on Wednesday, Mr.
justice Buller delivered the opi
nion of the judges upon the re
served ca"se of Jeremiah Reading,
who had been tried and convicted
at a former sessions, of forging the
acceptance to a bill of exchange,
purporting to be drawn at Bristol,
and directed to John King, of
Berkeley-sauare. It appeared up
on the trial, that no inch person
was to be found as John King.
The indi6tment stated the bill to
be directed to John King by the
name and description of John
Ring. The judges were of opinion,
that this description was errone
ous, and repugnant to the preci
sion the law required in the form
of indictments, and ; that therefore
the judgment ought to be arrested.
The case, however, being ot great
public importance, the judges were
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of opinion that the prisoner ought
not to be discharged, as the prose
cutor was at liberty to prefer a
new indictment against him. The
prisoner was of course detained in
custody. See Vol. XIV. page (37).
24. This day accounts were re
ceived in town by the Minerva,
from Bengal, for Ostend ; that the
Princess Royal East Indiaman, out
ward-bound, on the 27th of Sep
tember last, near the Sunda Islands,
fell in with three French frigates,
and engaged them for upward of
one hour, when flie was obliged to
strike to their superior force.
25. Yesterday came on, at the
sessions-house in the Old Bailey,
the trial of Mr. Eaton, bookseller,
in Newgate-street, for a libel, con
tained in a pamphlet, entitled
' Hogs Wash, or Politics for the
People." The libel charged was a
story told at a debating society, of
a man who kept a game cock. The
indictment charged, that under this
fable of a Game Cock, the present
King was intended; and that it
was published with a view to ex
cite disaffection to the king and the
regal government of this country,
and to stir up sedition. The in
dictment was opened by Mr.
Fielding for the crown. Mr. Gurney appeared as counsel for the
defendant. The jury found the
defendant, not guilty. See Vol.
XIV. page (20) and (26).
28. This day came on to be
tried in the Court of Common
Pleas, an action for damages, of
considerable importance to authors
and reviewers. The plaintiff, Mr.
Swinton, published, in 1 792,
' Travels into Norway, Denmark,
and Russia, in 1788, 1789, 1790,
and 1791.' This work was re
viewed in July 1 792, in tiie Criti
cal Review. The plaintiff alleged,
that hi this review of the book, it
was
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was insinuated that he was one of
those writers of travels, 'whpare
scarcely ever out of their closets;'
the work, in other respects, was
roughly handled ; and he, con
ceiving that he had been injured
both in his character, and in the
sale of the book, brought the pre
sent action against messrs. Robin
son, booksellers, the publishers of
the Critical Review.
The lord chief justice explained
to the jury, that this was a cafe
very different from common libel
cafes. It was a cafe of criticism,
which, if not left fair and open, the
greatest injury would accrue to li
terature. The plaintiff had made
out no cafe of loss or damage what
ever ; and as to its being insinuated
that he had composed this work in
his closet, the public might per
haps be as desirous to read the
book, as if he had actually tra
velled: thev might be desirous to
know how well a man can write
fiction. His lordship instanced
two books, with which he pre
sumed the jury were well ac
quainted—Gulliver's Travels and
Robinson Crusoe. He did not
conceive that the plaintiff had
proved anv loss from the review,
which, however, the jury might
read and consider ; and if they
were convinced that he had been
injured, they would no doubt af
ford a compensation.
The jury, without going out of
court, gave a verdict for the defen
dants.
MARCH.
i. Yesterday was tried, in the
court of King's Bench, an action
for criminal conversation, brought
by Bernard Howard, esq. presump
tive heir to the duke of, Norfolk,
against Mr. Bingham, son of the

eajl of Lucan, for seducing his
wile, lady Elizabeth Howard,
daughter of the carl of Fauconberg.
The counsel for the defendant
admitted, that Mr.' Bingham had
lived in intimacy with lady Eliza
beth, siiic'e the time of the separa
tion, which took place the 24th of
July, 1793.
The counsel for the plaintiff
produced several witnesses to shew
the great attention of Mr. Bingham
to ladv Elizabeth, previously to the
separation, by which he was de
prived of the affections of his wife,
and which was the cause of her se
parating from him. The proper
respect paid by Mr. Howard to hi*
lady, was also fully proved.
Mr. Erskine, for the defendant,
slated, that Mr Howard married
lady Elizabeth on the 24th of April,
1 789. He had issue by her the
12th of August 1 79 1 ; and he was
happy that it was universally al
lowed, that this issue was the child
of Mr. Howard, presumptive heir
of the duke of Norfolk. The
parties had separated the 24th of
July 1793, and no evidence pro
duced, made against his client, but
cohabitation since the separation.
He observed, that this unfortunate
woman was dragged a victim to the
marriage-bed, without having the
least love for Mr. Howard. He
lamented the little attention paid
to matches among the nobility.
He wi(lied they were concluded
by the dictates of love, and not by
the regard of fortune and con-'
nexions. It was too often the cafe,
that the object of matrimony among them was, to blend the escut
cheon of one noble house with
that of another, and exalt the
unfortunate couple to imaginary
consequence by the sacrifice of pri
vate happiness. He would prove,
that
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that the privilege of a husband was
denied Mr. Howard for months,
which fully sliewed her rooted
aversion to him. He said, that da
mages could not be the object of
the plaintiff : to giound a divorce,
was what caused him to look for a
verdict. He would show, he said,
the noble conduct of his client in
endeavouring to subdue his pas>lions, by withdrawing from the
object of his love and adoration ;
to whom he paid unremitting attention previously to her marrriage
with Mr. Howard; and he con
cluded with remarking,. a& to the
damages, that it would not be cre
ditable for the jury to give what it
would be disgraceful to the plain
tiff to receive.
The witnesses were then called
in behalf of the defendant: Mrs.
Bishop deposed, that slie was at
tendant on lady Elizabeth ; was
with her, in her own chamber, the
morning she went to be married to
Mr. Howard ; that that morning
slie cried very much, and appeared
extremely unhappy. The mar
riage was celebrated in lord Fauconberg's drawing-room. After
the service, they left town : the
witness had left town before them,
to prepare things for receiving
them. On their arrival, they
went into the room where the wit
ness was : when Mr. Howard left
the room, lady Elizabeth cried
much : she attended lady Elizabeth
to bed that night ; she again wept,
appeared distressed, and trembled
extremely. Lady Elizabeth was
young, beautiful, and about the
fame age with Mr. Howard. When
she was quitting the room, lady
Elizabeth desired the witness to
call her early the next morning.
The witness called her at nine
O'clock. On Mr. How ard's quit*
^ ting the room, lady Elizabeth threw
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herself round the witness's neck,
cried bitterly, but said nothing,
The witness put her to bed the
. second night, but lady Elizabeth
continued in the same situation
above a fortnight. They remained
in the country three weeks. Lady
Elizabeth then returned to be pre
sented at St. James's : when they
came to town, slie returned home
very late, sometimes at three or
four o'clock. Mr. Howard con
stantly retired to bed before lady
Elizabeth : when they came home,
slie often cried, threw herself in a
chair, often went to sleep in it, and
with difficulty was prevailed on to
go to bed, On the witness's ask
ing her once to go to bed, she said
she would as soon go to Newgate,
She recollected lady Elizabeth's re
turning from walking in Kensing
ton gardens : when slie came home,
she appeared extremely unhappy.
On asking what ailed her ladyship,
slie replied, 'that slie had seen Bingham, but that he turned up his nose
and frowned at her.' The witness
spoke once to lady Elizabeth about
her wedding clothes, but lady Eli
zabeth answered, 'Indeed, Polly,
when I had them m de, I did not
mean to marry Mr. Howard.' The
witness remembered lady Elizabeth
leaving her husband's bed, and go
ing to sleep with her sister, who
was in the fame house. She never
heard that the least animosity sub-,
sifted between Mr. Howard and
lady Elizabeth, or that they had,
any words. On her cross-exami
nation, slie said, she did not know
Mr. Bingham, nor cer heard any
discourse in the family about Mr.
Bingham ; nor ever heard that Mr.
Howard had proposed marriage to
lady Elizabeth at the duchess of
Devonsliire's ball. The witness
concealed every thing which passed
between lady Elizabeth and her.
7
The
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The meeting at Kensington was in
the first year of her ladyship's mar
riage.
Mr. Greville deposed, that he
was firmly persuaded that the love
and attachment ot lady Elizabeth
and Mr. Bingham were reciprocal.
He well remembered the marriage:
the effect it produced on Mr Bing
ham was die impairing of his
health. Mr. Bingham, in order to
forget lady Elizabeth, went to Bath
and Cheltenham before the mar
riage, and did not return to Lon
don for many months.
Mark Singleton, esq. deposed,
that Mr. Howard frequently com
plained of his wife's want of affec
tion, and had told him, in particu
lar, that, for two mouths together,
she had refused him the privilege
of a husband.
Lord Kenyon interrupted this
evidence.. This, said his lordship,
is a. very melancholy cafe. The
plaintiff has. been unfortunate in
npt having the affections of the
woman. he espoused, but his treat
ment of her has been nowise im
proper. He wished the counsel
would (as.a: verdict must be for the
plaintiff) leave the ascertaining of
she damages to him and the jury.
Mr. Erfkine said, ho wished to
Heaven his being an umpire could
have prevented this business from
coming into a court of justice, but
that his client had several witnesses
to produce, which would fully ex
culpate him in the eyes of the jury.
Lord George Conway said, he
knew Mr. Bingham before Mr.
Howard paid his addresses to lady
Elizabeth. His impressions were,
that lady Elizabeth and Mr. Bing
ham were much attached ; and he
knew, that immediately subsequent
to the marriage, Mr. Bingham avoided lady Elizabeth as much as
possible*

S.
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Charles Morris, esq. was sworn,
whom Mr. Erfkine interrupted, by
saying, I am sorry, my lord, it has
been necessary to hear so. much of
this cause. Your lordship sees the
nature of the evidence 1 mean to
produce. I have some of the most
noble characters in the country ; I
must also be obliged to introduce,
some of the near relations, whose
feelings I wish not to wound. I
will rest on those I have produced,
and will leave the ascertaining of
the damages to your lordship and
the jury.
Lord Kenyon. Gentlemen of the
jury, you are now to give your
decision on this melancholy cafe.
Since the time I have had the ho
nour of presiding over this court,
I have endeavoured to make the
laws of the land subservient to thelaws of morality ; and, also, to en
force the sacred precepts of reli-:
gion. I have often had the hap
piness of finding juries going with
me, by giving heavy damages,
punishing the libertine who vio
lates the law of God, of social
duty, and religion. Sometimes,
plaintiffs have procured small da
mages, and at other times large ;
but, gentlemen, said he, emphati
cally, this is a most unfortunate
cafe. You do not here observe the
plaintiff making use of the defen
dant's friendship, and introducing
him into the affection of his wife ;
or, what is equally criminal, being
privy to their illicit amour; but,
alas ! it has appeared that the plain
tiff never had the affection of this
woman : her love was engaged, and
though the object absented him
self for a time, yet when they met,
the unextinguished flame lighted
again. The defendant, it is true,
used his endeavours, for some time,
to bridle his affection : he retired
into the country. The husband has
not,
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not, I fear, been deprived of his
wife's society ; for he appears
never to have possessed it. I think,
gentlemen, the damages can nei
ther be great, nor at the fame time
nominal. This young man seemed
to withdraw himself from the snare
into which his passions had led .
him.
The jury, without retiring,
found a verdict of 1000I. damages.
4.. Yesterday, an officer arrived at
lord Grenville's office, with letters
from Francis Grose, esq. lieutenantgovernor of New South Wales,
and from captain King, lieutenantgovernor of Norfold Island, which
mention that the colonies were in
a flourishing situation, through the
industry of the convicts, &c.
7« A decree of divorce was last
week given from the commissary
(or ecclesiastical) court in Scotland,
at the instance of the duchess of
Hamilton, against the duke of Ha
milton, for erim, con. by which the
marriage is dissolved, and either of
the parties may marry again, with
certain restrictions as to the after
marriage of the duke, laid down
in the laws of Scotland, following
the Roman law in this respect,
which is different from the laws of
England. We understand that
these restrictions prohibit the per
son who is divorced from marrying
the person with whom he or she had,
by the judgment of the commissa
ries, been found to have cohabited.
io. The substance of the libel
given in the ecclesiastical court,
between his majesty and lady Au
gusta Murray, sets forth the act of
parliament of is Geo. III. for the
better regulating the future mar
riages of the royal family. It goes
on to state die birth of prince
Augustus Frederick, at the queen's
house, on the 27th of January,
1773, and his baptism on the 27th
of February, by the then archbishop
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of Canterbury ; to prove which, a
copy is exhibited of the entry of the
baptism taken from the register book
of baptisms for the royal family,
kept by the bishop of London :
That prince Augustus Frederick is
a. descendant of the body of king
George II. and therefore with
in the meaning and intent of the
act of. parliament ; and, in conse
quence of the restrictions therein
contained, and of his being under
the 25th year of his age, he was
incapable of contracting marriage
without the king's consent, signi
fied under the great seal, and de
clared in council.
The libel alleges, that his ma
jesty hath not at any time, signified
under the great seal, or in council,
his consent that prince Augustus
Frederick should contract matri
mony. It then proceeds to charge,
that in 1793, his highness being on
his travels, in Italy, on account of
his health, met with lady Augusta
Murray and her mother at Rome,
and they became acquainted, and
were frequently in company toge
ther ; at which time lady Augusta
was of the age of 3 1 years, and the
prince a minor under 31 : That
soon after their acquaintance, lady
Augusta, notwithstanding the act
of Parliament, prevailed on the
prince to consent to be married to
her, and a shew of marriage be
tween them actually took place at
lady Dunmore's house in Rome,
on the 4th of April, 1793. It
states, that some time in 1793, his
highness arrived in England, and
lady Augusta came to England in
November last, and went to live
at her mother's house in Berkeleystreet, Manchester-square ; and that
lady Augusta took lodgings at, and
occasionally went to, the house of
Mr. Jones, a coal merchant, in
South Moulton- street, with a view
of obtaining a marriage with the
prince,
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prince, in St. George's church,
Hanover-square: That in Novem
ber, 1793, lady Augusta prevailed
upon the prince to consent to be
married to her *at such church, in
which parish she had obtained a
residence by her lodgings in South
Moulton-street ; and she gave di
rections for the publication of
bans between herself and the
prince, by the names of Augustus
Frederick and Augusta Murray, of
St. George's parifli : That,- in pur
suance of the bans, on or about
the 5th of December, 1 793; a shew
of marriage was solemnized in St.
George's church, between the
prince and lady Augusta by the
rev. Mr. Downes, who pronounced
them lawful husband and wife ; and
an entry of the marriage was made
in the parish register book, an ex
tract from which is as follows :—
" Augustus Frederick and Au
gusta Murray, both of this parifli,
were married in this church, by
bans, this 5th day of December,
'793" By me, T. Downes, Curate."
" This marriage was solemnized
between us
« Augustus Frederick,
u Augusta Murray."
The libel then proceeds to state,
that both the said sliews of mar
riage, at Rome and St. George's
church, were had without his ma
jesty's consent, as required by the
act, and therefore the fame are ab
solutely null and void ; and it con
cludes with praying the right hon.
fir William Wynne, dean of the
arches court of Canterbury, (before
whom the suit is brought) to pro
nounce the fame null and void ac
cordingly.
Boston (N. America) Feb. 8. In
the assembly of New York, on the
1 3th ult. Mr. Wilcocks moved, —
" That the titles of excellency,
j 794.
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honourable, esquire, and every
other characteristical designation,
not warranted by the constitution,
and which are unnecessary, aud in
consistent with the plainness and
real dignity of republican manners,
be abolished."
On the 1 7th, the house took the
motion into consideration, aud ne
gatived the same.
Edinburgh, March 13. On Mon
day, came on the trial of Mr. Joseph.
Gerald, charged with being a mem
ber of a seditious meeting, called
the Britisli Convention, which met
here in November and December
last, with seditiously addressing that
meeting in a speech, &c. The
trial not being finiflied that even
ing was postponed till this day,
when the jury unanimously found
the prisoner guilty, and the court
sentenced him to be transported for
fourteen years.
15. A free pardon was lately
sent to Newgate for Jeremiah
Reading, who was convicted in
September sessions last, for utter
ing a forged and counterfeit note,
purporting to be drawn on John
King, esq. with which he had de
frauded Dalby and Co. linen-dra
pers, Bisliopsgate-street. See p. 12.
Vienna, Feb. 8. A sliock of an
earthquake was very sensibly felt
in this capital on Thursday last, at
about one o'clock P. M. —London
Gazette.
Copenhagen, March 1. On Wed
nesday evening, about si ve o'clock,
a dreadful fire broke out in the
royal palace of Christianbourg,
which communideting from the
hereditary prince's apartments,
where it began, to the rest of the
building, in the space of seven or
eight hours reduced the whole to>
a heap of ashes. The royal fami
ly have happily escaped without
accident, but the greater part of
(B)
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their valuable effects have been a
prey to the flames. It is not yet
known what number of lives have
been lost, but it is to be hoped,
considering the rapidity of the con
flagration, which was increased by
a very strong, wind, that the num
ber is not great. This j.alace, one
ot the most commodious and moil
sumptuously furnished in Europe,
was built in the reign of Christian
VI. and is said to have cost (m
building onlv) considerably above
a million tirrling: it seems there
fore not an exorbitant calculation to
suppose that, with the loss sustained
by the hundreds of iRdivid'cals by
whom it was inhabited, the whole
damage may amount to two inillions sterling. It ia some eonsolati, on, in so great a disaster, that the
roval library, consisting of between
two and three hundred thousand vo
lumes, which stood detached from
the principal pile, has been for
tunately saved. During the whole
of this distressful scene the garrison
and the citizens were under arms,
and every effort was made, both
by the military and the sailors, to
prevent disorder and pillage.
His Danisti majesty is lodged for
the present in an apartment at
count BernstorrPs, and the rest of
the royal family are dispersed in
different quarters of the town,
where they will remain till houses
proper for their reception can be
got ready.— Lon. Gax.
Exeter, March 27. At our as
sizes, J. Warren, was indicted for
speaking seditious words. Two
witnesses swore, that the defendant,
in a public-house, wilhed " Suc
cess to the French arms all over
the world,- and the downfall of
the British government."—Upon
cross examination, they said the
defendant had been drinking, and
appeared much intoxicated,
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The counsel for the defendant
made an impreslive speech to the
jury, m the course of which, he
said, that if the present horde of
spies and informers were still to
be encouraged, Englishmen would
in time become a race of barbari
an living upon the destruction of
each o her; and that no man, late
ly, could go to a coffee-house, or
other place of public resort, and
exchange his sentiments with his
fellow citizens upon any subject,
without some hired spy standing at
his elbow to catch some unguarded
expression, and convert it into se
dition. The jury brought in their
verdict, Not Guilty.
Leicester, Mar. 27. On Satur
day, came on, at our assizes, the
trial of Robert Erpe, of Caftle Donington, watch-maker, for speaking
certain seditious words.
The indictment contained two
counts, that on the 17th of No
vember 1791, he wickedly, mali
ciously, eke. Sec. said " king George
III. shall not reign next March ;"
and on the 29th of the same month,
—" the justices of the peace will
not have it in their power much
longer to grant licences to public
houses ; but the people will do
it very soon. There is a body
of people, at Sheffield, going to
London : they will remember the
enemies and burners of Paine at
Donjngton, on their way to Lon
don : If the words of the people
are not sufficient, they will take
the point of the sword to defend
the rights of the people."
Samuel Baker, an exciseman,
gave evidence on the part of the
prosecution, that he called at the
Horns, Castle-Donington, on the
1 7th day of November, where he
found Mr. Erpe, and three other
persons, engaged in a private con
versation. The subject was poli
tic,
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tics, and relative to the divine
right of kings. He listened to
the conversation, and' as he consi
dered it to be seditious on the part
of Erpe, on the fame evening he
committed to writing the words in
the first count of the indictment.
— On his cross examination, it ap
peared he had not written the words
rill some days after, nor could he
recollect the connection of the
words wish the general conversa
tion ; he also acknowledged that he
was instigated to inform by an asso
ciation at Castle Donington.
William Hearson, the master of
the Turk's Head, Castle-Donington, proved the words in the se
cond count. It appeared, that he
had not written them down till
seven days afterward, when he was
instigated to inform by the fame
association. Like Baker, he was
unable to relate the connexion of
the words with the context of the
conversation, but collected them
as he passed to and fro in the bu
siness of his house.
On behalf of Mr. Erpe, Mr.
John Dore, one of the persons in the
company at the Horns, proved that
Baker, the exciseman, was not
sober, and that the conversation
was relative to some chapters in
the first book of Samuel ; in par
ticular the eighth, which states,
that " kings were given in the wrath
of God, &c."
Mr. John Bakewell, a respect
able inhabitant of Castle-Donington, gave evidence against the cha
racter of Baker ; also two other wit
nesses, who had taken part in the
conversation at the Horns, proved
that the words were part of a speech
of the illustrious lord Chatham, and
that the words had not been used
so as to imply the construction put
upon them in the indictment.
Mr. Galley, counsel for the de
fendant, explained to the jury the
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nature- of the doctrines in the new*
libel bill. He said that they ought
not to find a verdict of guilty, on
the simple proof of words merely
spoken, but that the innuendoes, as
well as the malicious Intention,
were necessary to be fully substan
tiated.
Baron Thompson, in his charge
to the jury, told them, if they were
satisfied Mr. Erpe had spoken the
words with the intention stated in
the indictment, they ought to find
him guilty, but if the malicious in
tention did not appear to be esta
blished, he ought to be acquitted.
The jury retired, and in about
twenty minutes returned with a
verdict, " Guilty of speaking the
words, but not with the seditious
intent." His lordship refused to
accept that verdict, and 'the jury
after retiring again, in ten mi
nutes- brought in another verdict,
" Guilty of speaking the words,
but not with an intent to disturb
government." This also was re
jected by the court. The jury then
brought in a general verdict, of
" Not guilty ;" but being repeat
edly interrogated by his lordship,
and some of the officers of the
court, whether they were unani
mous, and one of the jury ap
pearing to hesitate, they were sent
back once more. They, returned
however, a fourth time, and
brought in a general verdict, Not
guilty ; which was recorded.
APRIL.
Lancaster, Jfril 3. Yesterday
came on the trial of Mr. Thomas
Walker, merchant, of Manchester,
for conspiring, with/ nine other
persons mentioned in the indict
ment, to overturn the constitution
bv force of arms, and to raise men
for the purpose of assisting the
French, in case of an invasion.
There was another indictment,
(Bi)
sepa-
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separately, for seditious expressions
against the king. These indict
ments were to be supported prin
cipally by the testimony of one
Thomas Dunn, on whose evidence
Mr. Paul, of Manchester, had been
already committed to Lancaster
Castle, on a warrant for high-trea
son ; aud another unfortunate per
son (Benjamin Booth) had been
sentenced to the same place for
twelve months by the justices of
peace at the Manchester sessions in
July last. See sol. Xlf. p. 28.
The counsel for the prosecution
were Mr. Law, (the attorney-gene
ral for the duchy) Mr. Wood, Mr.
Topping, and Mr. James : for the
defendants, Mr. Erskine, serjeant
Cockel, Mr.Chambre, Mr. Lloyd,
and Mr. Vaughan.
Mr. Law opened the case, stat
ing, that Mr. Walker and the other
defendants were accustomed to
meet privately in societies of per
sons calling themselves the Consti
tutional, the Reformation, and the
Patriotic Societies ; that at those
meetings, seditious writings were
read, violent and seditious expreslions were commonly made use of
against the king, the constitution,
and the government of the country ;
and, moreover, that many of the
members were accustomed, at these
meetings, to be regularly trained
and exercised with rmnket and
bayonet, for the express purpose
iof being rrady to assist the French
in case of an invasion.
This opening the witness, Dunn,
supported, by swearing that he was
present at forty or fifty of these
meetings, in the warehouse of Mr.
Walker ; tl^it they confuted of from
50 to 1 50 persons ; that he had
heard read there Paine's Rights of
Man, and oiher seditious writings;
that he had heard Mr. Walker and
others damn the king, and all
9
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kings ; that such expressions were
common among the members of
those meetings, and that he had
seen repeatedly several persons un
der arms, who, he understood, were
so training for the purpose menoned by Mr. Law. — On his cross
examination he prevaricated much ;
and it appeared, also, that he did
not inform, till he himself was
taken into custody for seditious
practices ; that at those meet
ings, any person was admitted who
came; that no questions were asked ;
that the doors were never shut ;
and no secrecy was enjoined.
One Kynaston was called to
prove that he ha'd been appointed
to watch the doors of Mr. Walker's
house and warehouse ; that he had
repeatedly seen persons go in there
in the evening when the meetings
were supposed to be held, but that
he never went in himself.
Mr. Erskine opened the defence.
He stated the undoubted legality of
peaceable meetings for the purpose
of considering the question of a
reform in the representation of the
country, {in -which the judge acqui
esced), that he himself belonged to
a society for that purpose; that
the right of a free discussion of the
measures of government indubita
bly belonged to every Britifli sub
ject, lie lamented that the vio
lence of party spirit sliould be pro
longed by prosecutions of this na
ture, which kept alive animosities
among those, whose mutual in
terest, as well as that of the public,
was to be found in peace and har
mony : That upon the question of
a parliamentary reform, reasonable
and peaceable men might easily be
led to adopt the opinion of its ne
cessity, especially when the very
county in which the cause was tried
exhibited a strong instance of ine
quality of representation : The bo
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roughs of Chthero and Newton,
with a handful of electors, bearing
twice as much weight in the scale
of legislature, as the county of
Lancaster, containing at least
30,000 freeholders. After many
other striking observations, he stated
the defense he had to make, and
called the evidence in support of it.
This evidence consisted of seve
ral members of the Patriotic and
Reformation Societies, who met at
Mr. Walker's. These witnesses
proved that they met there only
in consequence of being turned out
of their usual places of meeting by
the publicans of Manchester, and
the house of Mr. Gorse, where
they subsequently met, being de
stroyed by the rioters : that no
seditious writings were ever read,
seditious proposals made, or sedi
tious expressions to/their knowledge
used at any of those meetings, ei
ther by the defendants or others ;
that no persons were excluded or
questioned on entering ; that the
doors were never kept stiut, or any
secrecy used ; that there never was
any training or exercising of men at
arms, nor anv such measure propos
ed at any of those meetings ; that
no arms were seen by any of the
witnesses, excepting a few small
swivels, which were brought there
by Mr. Walker, the day after the
house was attacked by the rioters,
and a few other arms brought by
his friends on that occasion ; That
the only real, as well as the avow
ed object of the meeting, was to
procure, by peaceable and consti
tutional means, a reform in par
liament ; and, in the emphatic lan
guage of one of the witnesses, "That
nothing passed at the meetings of
those societies which they need
be ashamed of before God or man."
Several of Mr. Walker's servants
proved, that the meetings of thole
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societies took place only subfequeiit
to the riots in Manchester in De
cember 1792 ; that the doors were
never kept Ihut ; that they had
free access to the warehouse at
those times ; that no men were ever
exercised there, on any occasion,
or at any time ; that it was impossi
ble for such transactions to take
place without their seeing or heap
ing them; that there never'were
any muskets and bayonets carried
into the warehouse, or kept ther'e
for that or any other purpose ; that
the arms belonging to Mr. Wal
ker, and brought by his friends on,
occasion of the riots, were kept
locked up in a room in his house,
and never brought out when the
riots were over ; that they ncrer
saw or heard any seditious or irrlproper conduct or conversation,
either of Mr. Walker,, or any of
the defendants, or any other per
sons, at the meetings in que~stlWn?
Five witnesses were then called,
who proved that Dunn had' volun
tarily confessed to them the inno
cence of Mr. Walker; that "Mr.
Walker never had useif rhe crpreTsions which Dunn had ' charge';!
against .him in "the infor'p\vir>rr" ;
tliat he (Dunn) had been Kr-~eji
to accuse Mr, Walker; trr.it U<could not sleep till lie ly.HY liirvfe
this confession ; that rre had/ %
their presence, gone <;.>v,-i .ij.oh
his knees to Mr. Walker, -an\l
asked his pardon for having tiirftrcd him, with tears in his ey.'S rmd
in great agitation; that
had
wished to speak to Mr. \\'rti!.t*r
alone, who had ret.'.sjd this ; tint
on being asked Who had bribed
him, he refused to tell
Dunn was called to cor.f rent eaph
of these witnesses, ;*nfi pe •fii"t-.-"'-.rn
declaring that tlieir tdrtmony V *
false; but Mr. Law, r!.e lead!counsel for the ' proi's^ti'ii. a'
(B 3)
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length declared, that the charac
ters of Came of these witnesses were,
,to his knowledge, so respectable,
that he could noc think of pro
ceeding wish a case supported on|y
by such testimony as Dunn's, and
accordingly gave it up.
The Court declared, that Mr.
Law had acted very properly, and
ordered Dunn into custody for
perjury. The judge (Heath) then
|aid, " T hope Mr. Walker that
this will be an admonitjon to you
to keep better company in future."
To which Mr. Walker replied,
" I have kept no bad company,
.my Lord, except the wretch who
stands behind me ; nor is there a
word or act of my life that I wiflj
unsaid or undone as far as relates
to the public, or that, under similar
circumstances, I would not re
peat."
Court. You have been honour
ably acquitted, and the witness
is committed for perjury.
So endfd this important trial: —
important to the defendant, whose
character has been completely
cleared, and to the public, who
will be enabled hence to judge
upon what flight grounds worthy
and respectable men may be put in
jeopardy of life, character, and
jortune; punished by imprison
ment; harassed by expence, and
injured in reputation, by rumours
equally malignant and ill-founded.
On the, testimony of this man thus
committed for perjury, Mr. Paul
-of Manchester was imprisoned
iline weeks on a charge of High
Treason, aud then dismissed j and
another (Booth) is now actually in
prison, committed for a twelve,»ontli, for words spoken, al;
.though, upon his trial at the Man
chester sessions, the evidence of
Dunn was even then directly con
tradicted by a witness in the cause.
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j. On Saturday, at tvtfo o'clock,
the lord mayor, accompanied by a
select committee of the corporation
of London, proceeded from the
;mapsion-house to New Burlingtonstreet, the residence of marquis
Cornwallis, attended by the city
marflials on horseback, music, and
colours, to present that nobleman
with the freedom of the city, ele-.
gantiy embellished with emblema
tical ornaments, and curiously
written by Mr. Tomkins, inclosed
in a gold box of one hundred
.guineas value, agreeably to the
order of common council some
months ago.
When the gold box was deliver
ed by the chamberlain, the lord
mayor addressed his lordship in a
handsome speech.
The marquis returned his thanks
to the lord mayor, for the very
flattering manner in which the
freedom had been presented. The
committee then returned, accom
panied by the marquis and his
friends. The populace took the
horses from his lordslrip's carriage
in Pall-mall, and drew it to the
mansion-house.
The lord chancellor and the
speaker of the house of commons
joined the committee at Templebar. On their arrival at the man
sion-house, the- marquis took the
oath of a citizen. After winch
Mr. chamberlain Wilkes addressed
the noble citizen on his meritori
ous conduct in the east.
A magnificent entertainment
was provided hy the lord mayor.
The tables were decorated with
a number of emblematical orna
ments : at the principal table were
two historical pictures in variegat
ed sanding, of the delivery of the
hostages from the sultan to mar
quis Cornwallis. The front of
the -mansion-house was illumin
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ated in a superior way to what it
has usually been ; and in the
centre, between the two columns,
was introduced a very large and
Exquisitely well-painted transpa
rency, of the delivering of the two
sons of the sultan, by the ambassa
dor, to the marquis, with several
figures as large as life, executed by
Mr. Singleton, under the direction
of Mr. Powell, one of the committee.
Bristol, Apil 15. Yesterday, at
the assizes for this city, came on
the trial of Mr. Richard Vining
Perry, surgeon, on the statute of
Henry VII. for forcibly taking
away, and marrying Miss Clemen
tine Clark, an heiress.
It appeared on the trial, that
Miss Clark had been placed by her
uncle, in 1786, at the boardingschool in Bristol, then kept by Mil's
More, and, in 1 790, transferred to
the Mils Mills. The uncle died
Ln /an: 1791, and left to Miss
Clark a considerable estate in Ja
maica ; that she was a most mild,
gentle, models girl, and was much
afflicted both in mind and body,
by the news of her uncle's death,
and by that of her father in Feb.
1 79 1; that she continued in this
weak state until she left the school;
and that it was unknown to the
Miss Mills, that Miss Clark was
become entitled "to so large a for
tune.—The conduct of the Miss
Mills, it appeared, had been most
attentive to the interest of this
young lady ; and that no letters
were received or sent by any of
the young ladies of the school, but
such as were read by the Miss
Mills; that on the 19th of March,
a forged note was sent to the school
by a servant in livery, inviting
Miss Clark to the house of Mr.
Gordon in Bristol, to fee a relation
of hers from Scotland, which rt-
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lation was supposed to be her aunt
Mrs. Ogil vie.— That Miss Clark
was nO ways prepared to go out;
but that flie was immediately
dressed, and sent in the carriage;
and, on Miss Mills going to Mr.
Gordon's, the next morning, the
fraud that had been practised on
Miss Clark, was discovered. Mise
Mills became much alarmed for
the loss of Miss Clark, and themore so, as she then heard froin
Mrs. Gordon, that she was become;
a person of very great fortune ;
and, upon great enquiry, it was
found that a woman servant, of the
name of Betty Baker, who had
gone from Miss Mills on the day
before, had been traced to the
house of Mr. Perry, and that a
coach and four had set out from
the fame (19th March) at eleven
o'clock at night, and had gone to
Newport in Gloucestershire. Upon
this discovery, one of the Miss
Mills, attended by two gentlemen,
let out for Scotland, in pursuit of
Mr. Perry and Miss Clark, whom
they met, on their return, between
Penrith and Shap, in Westmor
land ; and, on the carriages stop
ping, Miss Mills saw in the chaise
she met, Mr. Perry, Miss Clark,
the servant Baker, and an appren
tice of Mr. Perry's. That the ap
prentice fat in the front, before
Miss Clark, and Mr. Perry put out
a pistol to Miss Mills; and al
though she pressed very much to
speak to Miss Clark, he refused
to permit her, faying, there was
no Mils Clark there, but Mrs.
Pern-, and immediately ordered
the chaise to drive on. The next
fact that was proved was, that, a
marriage had taken pliceat Gretna
Green, and this was proved not
only by the famous ma'n for this
business at Gretna, but by the pro
duction of a certificate of this mar(B 4)
riage,
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riage, under the hands of the mar the printer, publisher, and pro
ried couple. At the opening of prietor. After the indictment,
the Court, Mr6. Perry was intro which consisted of two counts, had
duced, and slie fat the whole time been read, Mr. Emmet, counsel for
of the trial with the counsel for the traverfer, challenged the array,
Mr. Ferry, who were, Mr. Erskine, on the ground that one of the she
Mr. Fielding, and Mr. Mills; and riffs had declared in company
a child she had had by Mr. Perry was with gentlemen, who were ready
brought into the court and shewn to prove ir, that the traverfer
should be sent to Botany Bay.
to the jury.
A very learned argument then Mr. Egan, for the crown, opposed
took place among the gentlemen the challenge. Mr. Emmet's ob
of the law, as to the admiffibility of jection had such weight on the
Mrs. Perry to be a witness for her prime serjeant, that he sent to the
husband, and after a variety of county court for the chief baron,
cases were stated by Mr. Erskine, to take, his opinion : when the
and replied to, our new recorder chief baron came, the matter un
(Mr. Gibbs) decided, that Mrs. derwent an able discussion ; and
Perry was a competent witness lor after the judges had consulted to
her husband.—She was according gether, their opinion was, that
ly examined, and stated that she there is room to lay the matter be
had seen Mr. Perry in her walks to fore the twelve Judges; but that
the Down, with the young ladies they did not consider it sufficient
of the school, and that she had to quash the indictment. In con
conceived an affection for him ; sequence of this decision, the jury
that ihe never was in company was sworn in.
Counsellor Egan opened the
with him before the 19th of March
(the day she lest school) and set case ; and the publication being
out for Scotland ; but that she had proved, the judge explained the
received a note from him about law of libel to the jury, observing
five days before, through the me very emphatically, that if they saw
dium of the servant, Betty Baker, the traverfer had not the intention
settling the elopement, and that she imputed to the publication in
sent an answer to it—that she question, they must acquit him.
The jury retires, and, after fif
knew perfectly well where she was
going, and that the whole business teen minutes, returned with a ver
■was with her full consent and ap dict, acquitting the traverfer on
probation. The Recorder was of the first count, and finding him
opinion that this evidence of Mrs. guilty on the second.
Yesterday, the traverfer was
Perry intitled the defendant to be
acquitted, and about seven o'clock again brought into court, when
IVlr. prime serjeant sentenced him
in the evening he was acquitted.
Cork, April 25. On Tuesday to two years imprisonment, and to
came on here, before prime ser find security for his good behavi
jeant Fitzgerald, the trial of the our for three years.
•Rev. Dennis Driscoe, for a scan
Admiralty-djr.cc, Aptil ;8, 1794.
The letters, of which the fol
dalous libel against the constitution
os this country, under the title of lowing are extracts, were this day
" Truths," end inserted in " the received from rear admiral MacCork Gazette," of « hich he was bride.
Miaitaar,
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Minotaur, Plymouth Sound, April 26.
Sir,
Be pleased to acquaint my lords
commillioners of the admiralty,
that the Echo (loop arrived here
yesterday morning, bringing with
her a letter from fir John Warren,
of his majesty's fliip Flora, who was
on his passage to Portsmouth, with
the Pomone and La Babet, French
frigates, captured by the squadron
detached under his command.
The Concorde and La Nymphe
arrived yesterday evening with
L'Engageante, another French fri
gate, captured by the Concorde.
Inclosed are the letters from the
captains, sir John Warren and sir
Richard Strachr.n, to me on the
occasion. The Resolue, another
frigate that was in company,
escaped, by her outsailing the Melampus and La Nymphe, who
chafed her into Morlaix. I am,
sir, &c.
John M'Bride.
P. Stephens, Esq.
Flora, at Sea, April 2 J, 1 794.
Sir,
In pursuance of your orders, I
proceeded with the (hips named in
the margin *, to cruise on the coast
of France ; and on the 23d instant,
from variable winds being in the
westward of Guernsey, Rock Do
ver, bearing E. by S. four or five
leagues, the Severn Islands S. S. W.
four or five leagues, Guernley
N. E. half east, seven or eight
leagues, I discovered, at sour in
the morning, sour sail, standing out
to sea upon the larboard tack, the
wind S. S. W. and, as the morning
began to break, I saw from their
manoeuvres, and firing of guns,
they were some of the enemy's
stiips of war. They soon after
ward appeared in a line of battle
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on the larboard tack ; and, as our
stiips, from having chased, were
not collected, I made the signal to
form in succession. We crossed
each other on contrary tacks, and
the enemy began an action at a
considerable distance ; their sternmost fliip having passed over, they
again taqked ; but the wind chang
ing two points in our favour, I
perceived it was impossible to
weather them, and therefore made
the signal lor the ships to engage
as they came up, so as to prevent
the enemy gaining their own shore,
and to oblige them to come to a
close action : I am happy to say
we succeeded in this object.
The engagement lasted nearly
three hours, when two of the (hips
struck : I then made the signal for
thole who were coming up to pursue
and engage the enemy, as, from the
situation of this fliip, having led
the line into action, lhe was inca
pable of continuing the pursuit.
I am much indebted to (ir Ed
ward Pellew, in the Arethusaj who
was my second astern, and to the
other officers and ships under mv
command, who exerted themselves
in engaging and pursuing the
enemy.
The French squadron consisted
of L'Engageante, 36 guns, 18
pounders, 300 men, monsieur Dcsgarceanx chef d'escadre ; I.a Po
mone, 44 guns, 24 pounders, 4C0
men; La Resolue, 36 guns, 18
pounders, 320 men ; La Babet, 22.
guns, 9 pounders, 2CO men : they
(ailed from Cancale Bav the even
ing before we met them.
I owe every obligation and ac
knowledgment to the oi'.icers and
crew of this fliip for their zeal and
exertions upon this and every for
mer occasion in the service of their

* Amiiusa, Melainjius, La Nymphe, Concorde.
king
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king and country, and trust you
will recommend them to their lordfliips' notice and protection.
Enclosed are lilts of the killed
and wounded, and also of the ships
taken from the enemy. I have the
bonour to remain, &c.
John Borlase Warren.
A list of the killed and wounded on
board his majesty's ships Flora
and Arethusa, on the 23d 0/
April, 1794.
Flora. 1 seaman killed, 3 ditto
wounded.
Arethusa. 1 master's mate killed,
2 seamen killed, 5 seamen
wounded.
A list of the killed and wounded
on board the conventional fri
gates La Pomone and La Babet,
on the 23d of April, 1794. •
La Pomone. Between 80 and too
killed and wounded.
La Babet. Between 30 and 40
killed and wounded.
La Concorde, Plymouth Sound,
Sir,
April 2;, 1 794.
I have the honour to acquaint
you of my arrival here with his
majesty's <hip under my command,
with a French frigate, which we
- took in the afternoon of the 23d
instant. The early transactions of
that day have been detailed to you
by sir John Warren ; but as the
Flora was at too great a distance
to observe my proceedings in the
afternoon, I beg to relate the par
ticulars of my conduct from the
time we passed the Pomona after
she had surrendered. About eleven
A. M. we were near enough to
receive and return the fire of the
enemy's- two frigates, which were
making oft". It was my intention
to endeavour to disable the sternmost, and leave her to the ships of
his majesty, which were following
us, and puih ou to attack the lead"
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ine (hip ; but in this I was disap
pointed, for the leading ship bore
down, and closed to support her
second, and laying herself across,
our bows, soon disabled us in our
fails and rigging so much, that we
dropped astern.
We soon got our fails on the
ship again, and I purposed to keep
the enemy's two ships in check till
ours arrived, as the only means of
taking them both ; but finding the
day far advanced, and little proba
bility of our being assisted, as our
sliips rather dropped ; and expect
ing our main-top mast, which was
shot through, to go every minute,
knowing that if our mast went,
both the ships must escape, I de
termined to secure the one I was
nearest. She was assisted for some
time by her second, but, changing
sides in the smoke, it prevented
her from annoying us. She was
defended with the greatest bravery
from twelve till a quarter before
two P. M. when being silenced,
and totally unmanageable, they
called they had surrendered. She
proved to be L'Engageante, of 34
guns, and sour carronades, with
300 men.
The other frigate, La Resolue,
after firing a few shot, stood on,
and our (hip, much cut up in her
sails and rigging, was not in a con
dition to follow her. The mast of
the L'Engagsante, in the evening,
as we attempted to tow her, fell ;
and expecting ours to go also, I
availed myself of seeing the Nymph
and Melampus, returning from the
chafe of the Resolue, to make the
signs for assistance. The Nymph
joined us at night, and we steered
for this port.
I must request you will please
to inform their lordships, that the
zealous, cool, and steady conduct
of the officers and ship's company
was
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was highly meritorious in the ac
tion ; and their efforts in resitting
the ship, after the fatigue they had
experienced, exceeded any exertion
I ever saw before. As the first
lieutenant, Charlei Apthorp, was
mostly with me, I had an opportu
nity of observing the spirit of en{erprize which pervaded his con
duct, and I must acknowledge the
.great assistance he was of to me
/roni the able manner in which he
performed the various duties I em
ployed him upon; and am con
vinced also of the good conduct of
lieutenants Boys and Evans, who
commanded on the main deck. 1
have the honour to be, &c.
, R. Strachan.
Rear-admiral M'Bride, &e.
Coventry, sJpril 28. This day,
Charles Reynolds, of this city, was
tried at the general quarter sessions,
■before a respectable Jury, for
speaking seditious words. The
Jury retired about half an hour,
and returned with a verdict of
'.' Guilty of speaking the words
charged in the indictment, but .not
with a malicious intention.''
Mr. Daryl, steward of the court,
refused to receive this verdict, and
informed the jury, that they must
bring in a verdict of either Guilty,
or Not Guilty; immediately upon
which they pronounced 3 verdict
of—Not Guilty.
M A Y.
Lcicejler, May I. At our quar
ter sessions, before the recorder and
corporation justices, on the 28th
ult. came on the trial of Mr.
George Harle Vaughan, of this
borough, for publishing a hand
bill, of a seditious tendency, chiefly
consisting of observations on war,
and its general effects on the
poor. .
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Mr. Percival, counsel for the
prosecution, stated, that the plain
intention of the paper was to reader
the people dissatisfied with the king
and his government, at a time when
we were at war for the preservation
of our country.
The informer called in support
of the prosecution, was one Wil
liam Davis, a dealer in second
hand clothes, who stated, that, on
the 26th of September, as he was
returning home, between eleven
and twelve in the evening, he saw
the defendant giving away some
papers : he asked if he would give
him one ; and the defendant gave
him a bundle of them. ■
On his cross examination, he
admitted that the defendant and he
-had Deen neighbours many years ;
that Mr. Vaughan made no obser
vation about the king, or the mi
nisters, or the war, or the paper;
that the next morning he met the
recorder, and mentioning the cir
cumstance, he desired him to at
tend at the Exchange the morning
following, when he gave his infor
mation to the magistrates.
Mr. F. Vaughan, counsel for
the defendant, made a forcible ap
peal to the jury, on the alarming
precedent attempted to be esta
blished ; namely, that the measures
of administration were not to be
subjects of criticism, and that mere
ly giving a paper to one asking f0r
it, without a word said on it by
way of recommendation, or shew
ing that the defendant knew its
contents, should be evidence of the
malicious intent. The innuendoes,
which were wholly unsupported,
and were hints to the jury to find a
straining point which could not be
proved, were also for their serious
consideration. But above all it
was essential to reflect, that when
a nation is taxed for public pur
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F oses, the reason of them should sand pounds, to any person or per
b e known, discoursed of, and ana sons, who dial] discover and ap
prehend the said Archibald Hamil
lysed.
The recorder, Mr. Wigley, hav ton Rowan wherever he may be
ing summed up the evidence, the found, or so discover the said
jury retired for about a quarter of Archibald, Hamilton Rowan as that
an hour, and brought the defend he may be apprehended and com
ant in guilty, -with a recommenda mitted to prison.
And we do hereby strictly charge
tion to mercy.
The sentence of the court was and command all justices of the
then delivered by the recorder, peace, mayors, slicrifFs, bailiffs, con
three months imprisonment.
stables, and all other his majesty's
It was a singular circumstance ■loving subjects, to use their utmost
that three persons of the fame diligence in apprehending the said
name were concerned in this trial, Archibald Hamilton Rowan.
all of them bred to the bar, ind
Given at the council chamber in
none of them related to each oth^r, Dublin, the 2d day of May, 1 794.
viz. Mr. George Harley Vaughan,
R. Dublin Carleton
the defendant, Mr. Felix Vaughan
Char. Cashel G. L. Kildare
his counsel, and Mr. John
Clanricarde B. Yelverton
Shannon
H. Cavendish
Vaughan, who, with Mr. rercival, were counsel for the prosecu
Bective
Her. Langristie
Glandore
Theo. Jones
tion.
Dublin, May 5. The following
Carhampton Win, Conynghatn
proclamation was published on
Ely
R. Cunninghame
Clonmell
James Cuff •
Friday.
Westmorland. Whereas Archi
Mountmorris Arthur Wolfe
bald Hamilton Rowan, late of
Dillon
James Fitzgerald.
Rathcoffey, in the county of KitMu skerry
dare, esq. was, in the last hilary
God save the king.
term, committed to his majesty's
And this day, at a quarter assem
gaol of Newgate, in the city of bly, for the election of magistrates
Dublin, under a sentence of the for the ensuing year, n message from
court of King's-bench, of impri the aldermen having announced
sonment for two years, for pub the slight of A. H. Rowan, esq.
and praying the concurrence of
lishing a sedious libel.
And whereas the said Archibald the commons in a proclamation
Hamilton Rowan has lately been offering 500I. for his apprehension,
charged with high treason ; and it was immediately agreed to. The
whereas we have received informa gaoler of Newgate has also offered
tion on oath, that the said Archi a reward of 200I. for Mr. Rowan's
bald Hamilton Rowan did, in the apprehension.
10. This day, Mr. William
night of Thursday, the first day of
May instant, make his escape from Stone, of Rutland-place, in
Thames-street, coal merchant, after
thi said gaol.
Now we the lord lieutenant and several examinations, on different
council, being determined to bring tfcys, before the privy-council,
the said Archibald Hamilton Row was committed to Newgate, on a
an to condign pnnifliment, do charge of treasonable practices.
hereby offer a reward of one thouDublin, May 1 c. Alexander and
W'U.
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William M'Dowell, the under
jailors of the new prison, are now
under commitment, to take their
trials for wilfully and corruptly
enlarging A. Hamilton Rowan, and
permitting him to escape from the
above-mentioned prisori.
Whitehall, May i 7. The king
havingbeen pleased to order that the
colours taken at Martinico, which
werelately brought to the palace at
St. James's, mould be deposited in
the cathedral of St. Paul ; and this
day being appointed for that pur
pose, proper detachments of horse
and foot guards were ordered to
parade at St. James' at ten o'clock,
and march before his majesty, who
was pleased to see them pass by in
the following order :
A captain and forty life guards.
A serjeant and twelve grena
diers.
Music of the first regiment of
guards.
Twenty-nine serjeants with the
French colours.
Four companies of grenadiers.
A field officer, and one hundred
of the life guards.
In this manner they proceeded
to the west gate of St. Paul's, where
the colours were received by the
dean and chapter, attended by the
choir; about which time the guns
at the Tower and in St. James's
Park were fired.
20. Beside Mr. Stone, several
other persons have been lately ap
prehended, and examined before
the privy-council, six of whom
were this day committed to the
Tower ; namely, John Home
Tooke, tsq. the rev. Mr. Joyce,
secretary to earl Stanhope ; Mr.
Thelwall, a political lecturer ; and
messrs. Bonney, Richter,andLovett.
Mr. Adams, secretary of the con
stitutional society ; Mr. Hardy, se
cretary of the London correspond
ing society ; and Mr. Saints, secre
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tary to a society at Norwich, are
in custody of the messengers.
28. Yesterday Mr. alderman
Combe moved, that the thanks of
the court be given to sir Charles
Grey, K. B. and sir John Jervis,
K. li. for their gallant conduct in
the Weft Indies, which was se
conded by Mr. Alderman Pickett,
and unanimously agreed to. The
freedom of the city was voted una
nimously to each of the said com
manders, in a gold box of 100
guineas value, and the lord-mayor
was requested to transmit copies of
the said resolutions to them.
Dublin, May 24. Last night, al
derman Warren, chief commission
er of the police, assisted by the
high slieriffs, and Mr. Carleton,
high constable, and a number of
peace officers, repaired to the
Taylors' Hall, in Back-lane, di
spersed the society of United Irish
men, and seized the books of their,
proceedings with a number of
printed papers addressed from the
society to the people ot Ireland.
Dublin, May 29. Yesterday came
on, in the court of King's-bench,
the trial of John Rhab, printer of
a newspaper called the Northern
Star, and twelve proprietors of the
fame, for pvlblisliing a libel, under
the form of an address to the peo
ple, from a society styling them
selves the Jacobins of Belfast ; in
which it is asserted, that there is
no national government in this
kingdom, and several other mat
ters, with intent to excite sedition
and tumult.
The attorney-genera! calL'd wit
nesses to prove the publication and
the proprietary of the pap^r.
Mr. Currun, counsel for the de
fendants, submitted to tiie court,
that the proprietors came not with
in the lcope of the information,
being responsible only in civil and
not in criminal cases.
The
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The earl of Clorrmell was clearly
of the fame opinion ; and as the
law in this cafe was on a criminal
statute, 'laid he thought it his duty
to continue it strictly, especially
as that part which was mandatory
on the printers and proprietors of
newspapers to swear to certain
fasts, and register the affidavits, to
stand in future as records of evi~
dence against themselves, was con
tradictory to common law, which
fays, ' No man shall be obliged to
give evidence to hi* own crimi
nation.1 His lordship, therefore,
charged the jury to acquit the pro
prietors, as no evidence whatever
of publication appeared against
them. In the cafe of the king
against Topham, reported in 4
Ihirnford and East, and cited by
the attorney-general, his lordship
observed, that there it appeared
the proprietor had taken a very
active part in the publication.
The jury accordingly acquitted
the twelve proprietors ; but found
the printer guilty.
JUNE.
Admiralty-office, June 7. The fol
lowing is an extract of a letter from
William Parker, efq. captain of
his majesty's (hip Audacious, to
Mr. Stephens, dated in Plymouth
found, on the 3d inst.
I have the honour to acquaint
you, for their lordships' informa
tion, that, on the 28th ult. in the
morning about eight o'clock, his
majesty's fleet, under the command
of the earl Howe, then in the lati
tude 47 deg. 33 min. north, longi
tude 14 drg. 10 min. west, got
sight of that of the enemy.
The wind blew strong from the
southward, and the enemy's fleet
directly to windward.
Every thing was done by his
majesty's fleet, per signals from the
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earl Howe (preserving them in or
der) to get up with theenemv, who
appeared to be formed in order of
battle. Bur, as I apprehend, his
lordship considered their conduct
began rather to indicate an inten
tion of avoiding a general action,
at 55 minutes after one o'clock he
directed a general chafe;
It was just becoming dark, when,'
his majesty's ship under my com
mand arrived up with the rear
ship of the enemy's line. I imme
diately commenced a very close
action, which continued near two
hours without intermission ; neves
exceeding the distance of half a
cable's hngth, but generally closer,
and several times in the utmost
difficulty to prevent falling oil
board, which, as his last effort to
appearance, at about ten o'clock
he attempted to effect. At this
time his mizen-mast was gone by the
board, his lower yards and main
foprfail-yard ihot away ; his foretop-sail being full, (though flying
out from the top sail-yard, the
sheets being shot away) he fell
athwart our bows, but we separated
without being entangled any time.
He then directed his course before
the wind, and, to appearance, pass
ed through or close astern of the
ships in the rear of our line.
When the enemy separated from
athwart our bows, the company of
his majesty's ship under my com
mand gave three cheers, from the
idea, taken from the people quar
tered forward, that his colours
were struck. This I cannot "my
self take upon me to fay, though I
think it likely, from his situation
obliging him to pass through or
near our line : but certain it is he
was completely beaten j his fire
slackened toward the latter part of
the action, and the lass broadside
(the ships' sides almost touching
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each other) he sustained without
returning more than the fire of two
or three guns.
His majesty's fliip under my
command, at the time we separated,
lay with her top-sails aback (every
brace, bowling, most of her stand
ing, and all her running rigging
shot away) in an unmanageable
state. It was some time before I
could get her to wear, to run to
leeward from the French line, un
der cover of our own sliips; which,
by what I could jud^e by their
lights, were all pretty well up, and
tolerably formed.
This being effected, I turned all
hands to the repairing our damages,
to get into readiness (if posiible) to
resume our station at daylight.
The rear of the French line had
been engaged at a distance by rearadmiral Pasley's division, and some
other ships that did not fetch so
far to windward, a considerable
time before I arrived up with them ;
and this very fliip was engaged by
one of his majesty's sliips, at some
distance to leeward, the time I
did.
The night being very dark, I
could form but little judgment of
the situation of our fleet with re
spect to the French, in point of
distance, other than, not hearing
any firing after our own ceased,
I concluded they were scarcely far
enough to wjndward.
Soon after da) light the next
morning, to our utmost chagrin
and astonifliment, we discovered
nine sail of the enemy's sliips
about three miles to the windward.
The Audacious then, with her
standing rigging but very indiffer
ently scoppered, her fore-sail and
top-sails unbent, main-top-fail in
the top in the act of bending, we put
before the wind, with the main
and fore-top-mast stay-fail* only,
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ill set, from the stays being shot
away ; but, it being hazy, with
rain, and soon becoming thick,
we, for a time, were covered
from their view, and before, as I
apprehend, they had formed a judg
ment of what we were.
The greatest exertion was used
by every officer and man in the
fliip to get the other fore-sail and
main-top sail bent. The fore-top
mast beiag so badly wounded, the
forc-top-sail was of but little mo
ment ; however, the people brought
the damaged fail to the yard again,
though it could not be hoisted; but,
before we got the fore-fail and
main-top-fail set, the haze cleared
off, and we soon discovered our
selves to be chased by two of the
enemy's sliips. At this period we
saw the sllip we had engaged, with
out any mast standing, and passed
her at about a mile and a half dis
tance. The ships coming up with
us very fast, our situation became
very alarming; until we got the
main-top -gallant-fail, main-top
mast, and top-gallant studding fails
set, when it was judged we nearly
preserved our distance. However,
from the fore-mast being in a to
lerable state of security, at half
past nine we were about setting a
lower studding sail, when three
sail, that had been discovered to
the eastward some time before,
(viz. two ships and a brig) coming
pretty near us, hoisted French co
lours.
The slate of our masts did not
admit of making alteration in our
course ; they observing our flutter
ed state, and two sliips in chafe of
us, stood athwart of us boldly
within fire, and sliot were ex
changed ; the one a large frigate,
and the other two corvettes ; but,
as we had so much fail out, they
fell astern for a considerable time ;
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at length the frigate came within
lhot of us again, and harassed us,
by a distant cannonade upon the
quarter, upward of an hour, but
without doing us any material in
jury, we only firing some, of our
after guns upon each deck at her.
She was observed to make a signal
to the ships astern, and soon after,
viz. about half pail twelve o'clock,
with the two corvettes, hauled her
wind ; and, by its becoming hazy,
the v. hole were soon out of sight.
Having been chased twenty-four
leagues directly to leeward, and the
crippled state of the bowsprit being
such as I judged impossible to stand
if the ship was hauled to the
wind, I considered the endeavour
ing to find the fleet again might
put his majesty's ship (in her de
fective state) to too much risque,
and therefore judged it most ad
vantageous for the service to pro
ceed to port without loss of time
to refit; which I hope may meet
with their lordships! approbation.
I must beg you will be pleased
to represent to their lordships, that
the conduct of the lieutenants of
his majesty's siiip under my com
mand, during the action, merits
all the praise I can bestow upon
them ; as also that of lieutenant
Crofton, of the 69th regiment,
whose alertness and activity with
his men, at small arms, in support
ing the seamen armed to defend the
hoarding, (which occurred twice
during the action) gave me perfect
satisfaction.
The conduct of my sliip's com
pany, also that of the soldiers of the
69th regiment, exceeded every
possible expectation; in fact, the
whole of the officers and men, in
their different departments, be
haved in a most exemplary manner.
'Tis wonderful, after such an ac
tion, that I have the happiness to
sav, the whole number killed and
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wounded are but 22 ; three were
killed on the spot, one died soon
after, and the lives of two .more are
despaired of.
The captain and some of the
officers of a French corvette,
which we took possession of and
burnt a few mornings before, by
the earl Howe's orders, viewed the
ship we had engaged, while passing
her in the morning, and were ot
opinion stie is called La Revolutionnaire, formerly the Bretagne.
In cafe their lordships sliould
have any enquiries to mike fur
ther, I have dispatched lieutenant
Joseph Bingham, my senior lieu
tenant on board, with the charge
of this letter ; who is a very excel
lent officer and an intelligent young
man, and, I trust, capable of giv
ing every requisite information.
AdmiraJiy-ojj.ee, June 9. Extract
of a letter from Francis Laforey,
esq. captain of his majesty's ssiip
Carytfort, of twenty-eight guns,
to Mr. Stephens, dated in Flymouth Sound the 7th instant.
On the 29th of last month, be
ing in lat. ifr" 38' N. Ion. 90
40' W. his majesty's ship fell in with,
and, aster an action of an hour and
fifteen minutes, captured a French
frigate (late his majesty's ssiip the
Castor) commanded by monsieur
L'FIuiller, mounting 32 guns, and
manned with ;oo men.
She had parted company from
the French squadron on the 24th,
in chase of a Dutch brig, which
slie had in tow when we first dis
covered her, and which, upon our
coming up, was enabled to effect
her escape.
I have the satisfaction of jeportiug to their lordsliips the uniform
good conduct of the officers and
crew of his majesty's ssiip i have
the honour to command ; and I
feel myself indebted to lieutenants
Worsely and Sayer, for the spirit
ed
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ed example they set to a new ship's
company.
. . '
Herewith I transmit a return
•f the loss sustained by his ma
jesty's sliip in killed and wounded,
with as accurate a one as we have
been able to obtain of that of the
enemy.
Carysfort—One seaman killed ;
five seamen, and one marinej
wounded.
Le Castor—Sixteen seamen, kill
ed ; nine seamen wounded.
Aflmiralty-cjjice, June 10. Sir
Roger Curtis, first captain to the
admiral earl Howe, arrived this
evening- with a dispatch from his
lordship to Mr. Stephens, of whteh
the following is a copy.
Queen Charlotte at Sea, June z,
1794, Uihant, E. Half N. 140
leagues.
Sir,
Thinking it may not be necessa
ry to make a more particular re
port of my proceedings with the
fleet, for she present information
of the lords commissioners of the
admiralty, I confine my commu
nications chiefly, in this dispatch,
to the occurrences when ih pre
sence of the enemy "yesterday.
. Finding, on my return off of
Frest on the 19th past, that the
French fleet had, a few days be
fore, put to sea ; arid receiving,
on the same evening, advices
from rear-admiral Montague, I
deemed it requisite to endeavour
^o form a junction with the rearadmiral as soon as possible, and
proceeded immediately for the
station on which he meant to wait
for the return of the Venus.
But, having gained very credi
ble intelligence, ort the 21st of
the fame month, whereby I had
reason to suppose the French fleet
was then a few leagues farther to
the westward, the course before
Jteered was altered accordingly.
'794'
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On the morning of the 28th,
the enemy were discovered far to
windward, and partial actions were
engaged with them that evening
and the next day.
The weather-gage having been
obtained in the progress of the last
mentioned day, and the fleet being
in a situation for bringing the ene
my to close action the 1st instant,
the ships bore up together for that
purpose, between seven and eight
o'clock in the morning.
The French, their force consist
ing of twenty-six ships of the lin:,
opposed to his majesty's fleet of
twenty- five (the Audacious having"
parted company with the sternmost sliip of the enemy's line, cap
tured in the night of the 28th)
waited for the action, and sulained
the attack, with their customary re
solution.
In less than an hour after the
tflose action commenced in the
centre, the French admiral, engag
ed by the Queen Charlotte, crowd*
ed off, and was followed by most;
of the sliips of his van in condi
tion to carry fail after him, leaving
with us about ten or twelve of his
Crippled or totally dismasted sliips,
exclusive of 6ne funk in the cnT
gagement. The Queen Charlotte
had then lost her fore-top-mast, and
the raain-top-mast fell over the lid»
very soon aft*r. . .
The greater number of the other
ships of the British fleet were, at
this time, so much disabled or
widely separated, and under such
circumstances wish respect to those
strips of the enemy in a state fcT
action, and With which the fring
was still continued, that two or
three, even of their dismasted
ships, attemptingto get away under
a .lpritsail singly, or smaller sail
raised on the top stump of the fore
mast, could not be detained.
Severi remained iri our possession,
(C)
one

I
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one of which, however, sunk be
fore the adequate aslistance could
be given to her crew ; but many
were saved.
The Brunswick, having lost her
' raizen mast in the action, and drift ep to leeward»of the French re
treating (hips, was obliged to put
awav huge to the northward from
■ them. Not seeing her chased by
the enemy, in that predicament, I
flatter myself stie may arrive in
safety at Plymouth. . All the other
i twenty-four ships of his majesty's
fleet re-assembled later in the day ;
and I am preparing to return with
them, as soon as the captured ships
of the enemy are secured, for Spithead.
The material injury to his ma
jesty's ships, I understand, is con. fined principally to their masts and
yards, -which I conclude will bespeedily replaced.
I have not been yet able to col-"
lect regular accounts of Hie killed*
and wounded in the different sliips.»
Captain Montague is the only offi
cer of his rank who fell in the1
action. The numbers of both de-'
feriptions I hope will prove smalls
the nature of the service consider- •
ed ; but I have the concern of being
ablt to add, on the same sub
ject, that admiral Graves has re
ceived a wound in the arm, and that
rear-admirals Bowyer and Pafley,
and captain Hutt of the Queen,
have eacri had a leg taken off: they
are, however, (I have the satisfac
tion to hear) in a favourable state
under those misfortunes. In the
captured sliips the numbers of kill
ed and wounded appear to be very
considerable.
Though I shall have, on the sub
ject of these different actious with
the enemy, distinguished examples
hereafter to report, I presume the
determined bravery or the several
ranks of officers and the ships' com
panies employed under my authori
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ty, will have been already suffici
ently denoted by the effect of their
spirited exertions ; and, I trust, I
shall be excused for postponing the
more detailed narrative of the other
transactions of the fleet thereon,
for being communicated at a future
opportunity ; more especially as my
first 'captairf sir Roger Curtis, who
is charged "with this dispatch, will
be able to give the further informa
tion the lords commissioners of the
admiralty may at this time require.
It is incumbent on me, neverthe
less, now to add, that I am greatly
indebted to him for his counsels as
well as conduct in every branch of
my official duties : and I have simi
lar assistance, in the late occur
rences/to' acknowledge of my se
cond captain, sir Andrew Douglas.
I am, &c.
Howe.
List of French ships captured on
•
the ist of June, 1794.
• Le Juste f
80 guns. "
: Le Sans Pareille
80
» L'Ameriq'ue
74
L'Achille
74
• Northumberland
74
L'Impetueux
74
- Le Vengeur
74 funk
ajmost immediately upon being
taken possession of.
N. B. The ship, stated to have
been da'ptured on the evening of
the 28th of last month, is said by
the prisoners to be the Revolutionnaire of 120 guns. London G«zelle Extraordinary.
Supplement to the London Gazette
Extraordinary of the nth of
June. Published June 14.
Admiralty Office, June 14, I 794*
A letter was received yesterday
from admiral earl Howe, to Mr.
Stephen?, dated that day, off
Dunnose in the Isle of Wight, giv
ing an account of his safe arrival
with the six captured French ships
of the line mentioned in his former
letter of the 2d instant, and with a
great part of his majesty's fleet un
der
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der his command, having sent the
remainder into Plymouth Sound.
*Fhe following are the returns of
the killed and wounded on board
his majesty's (hips in the actions
with the French fleet on the 28th
and 29th of May, and the 1st in
stant; and also of the numbers kill
ed and wounded on board the
French fliips captured and funk on
the last mentioned day.
A Return of the Killed and Wounded on
board his Majesty's Ship?.
Ships.
Killed. Wtmiid. Total
Caesar
iS
37
55
Bellerophon
3i
4
*7
Leviathan
10
43
33
Sovereign
4+ • 58
H
MarlboroUgb.
29
90
119
Defence
18
39
Impregnable
14
11
7
Tremendous
8
11
i
Barflcur
34
9
* Culloden
Invincible
14
!S
Gibraltar
2
12
14
Queen
Charlotte »4
29
^
-T
-7
TJ
43
\ Brunswick, parted company 1st of June
Valiant
11
z
9
Queen '
36
67
IQJ
Orion
24
49
i
Ramillies
7
9
Alfred
8
8
Russel
1
z6
34
Royal George xo
«Montagu
17
»3
4
jMajestic
8
5
3
Glory
52
,x3.
i9
—— /
-a
J7
Thunderer, none killed or wounded,
i) Audacious, parted cbmpany in the night
of the 28th of May.
Grand Total

z35

C69

904

E

S.
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Names of Officers Killed and Wounded bd
board hi» Majesty s Ships.
KILLED.
Sljips* N.imcs. Officer/ Names. iQualitus*
Ro. Sovereign William Ivey Midship.
Marlborough Abra. Nelham Ditto.
Defence
Wnl. Webster Master.
Jo. Fitzpatrick Boatswaut.
Impregnable David Caird Master.
Tremendous Francis Ross ists Lieut.
The Charlotte R. Rawlence 7 th. Ditto.
John Neville LtQA reg.
Queen
Wm. Mitchell Mailer.
Royal George Geo. Heigham 8th. I.ieut,
John Hughes Midlhip.
Montagu
J. Montagu, csq. Captain.
Glory
Geo. Mctcalfe Master.
David Grcig Midlhip.

WOtJNDED, and unable to come td
Quarters.
Bellerophon T. Pasley,esq.R. Ad. of Wh;
Smith
Cap. of Marin.
Chapman boarfwain.
Leviathan Glen
Midlhipman.
R. Sovereign Graves, esq. Ad. of Blue.
Money
Cap. of Mariilt
Mitchell Lt. of ditto.
MarlboroughBerkeley Captain.
Ruddack 2d Lieutenants
Seymour 5th ditto
Fitzgerald Midshipman.
Shorland Ditto.
Linthorne Ditto.
Clarges
Ditto
Purdoe
Master's Mate*
Ditto
Defence
Elliott
Boycott
Ensign, reg.
Impregnable Bullcr
Lieutenant.
Patterllo
Boatswain Barfleur
Bowyer, esq.R. Ad. of Wh.
Prowse
6»h Lieutenant.
Fogo
* ■' Midshipman.
Clemens
Ditto.
Charlotte Holland
Ditto.
Queen
Hutt, csq. Captain.

* P.y a separate return it appears that she had two men killed, and Mr. Tristranni
Whitter, the third lieutenant, and four men, wounded.
f The return, since (he came to Spithcad, is as follows : —Killed, r master s mate,
1 midshipman, 1 captain of marines, 41 seamen and marines.—Wounded, 1 captain,
1 lieutenant, I midshipman, 1 ensign of marines, ill seamen and marines.
Names of officers killed and wounded — Kill. d, Mr Thomas Dalton, mastet's mate,
Mt. Jamas Lues's, midlhipman, captain Ale.xan Jer Saunders, . 9th regiment.—Wounded,
Captaiii John Hervcy, lieutenant Rowland Bevan, ensign Veruon, 29th regiment, Mr.
Hurdi'j midshipman.
^
*ssV
J The return of the killed and wounded has already been published irj' the Gatettc of
the 7th initant,
(Ca)
Qa,<n
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Quccb

Dawes
id Lt since D.
Lawrie
6th ditto.
Crimes
A^linjditto.
Kinnier
Midshipman.
Russcl
Stewart
Ditto.
Kelly
Pi'to.
Douglas
Boatswain.
Ro. George Ireland
%A. Lieutenant.
Balmbrough Master.
Boys
Midlhipmanv
Pcarce
Ditto.
Montagu Bennet
Ditto.
Moore
Wtto.
The second captain, sir Andrew Douglas
of the Qnccn Charlotte, was wounded, tut
resumed his station on deck during the
further continuance ot the action on the
til inUaut.
HOWE.
Killed and wounded on board the French
Ships captured and funk, lit June, 1794Le Juue too killed, 14$ wounded. —
Le Sans Pireille ;6o killed, lio wounded.
—L'Achillc 36 killed, 30 wounded—
L'Amciique 134 killed, 1 10 wounded.—
Northumberland 60 killed, too wounded.
—L'lmpetueux 100 killed, 75 wounded.
Total Age killed, 5S0 wounded.
Le Vcneeur
funk.
Le J.icobin, funk in action, not a sun
fated.
Admiralty-Office, June 21. A let
ter, of which the following is a
copy, from the admiral earl Howe
to Mr. Stephens, supplementary to
his lordfliip's letter of the 2d in
fant published in the London Ga
zette Extraordinary of the nth,
was received late last night.
In tlie extract of the journal here
with enclosed, the proceedings of
the fleet are stated from the time of
leaving St. Helen's on the id of
last month to that of the first dis
covery of the French fleet on the
28th of the same. For the farther
information of the lords commis
sioners ot' the admiralty, I have
now therefore 10 relate the subse
quent transactions not already com
municated in my dispatch Of the
ad inshiv. to be delivered by my
first captain, sir Roger Gurtis.
Early in the morning of the 28th,
the enemy were discovered by the
7

advanced frigates, far distant on tha
weather bow. The wind there
fresh from S. by W. with a very
rough sea.
.1
They came down, for some time,.
in a letose order, seemingly unapprised that they had the British
fleet in view. After hauliag to the
wind when they came nearer, they
were some hours before they could
completely form in a regular order
of battle upon the starboard tack j
the Britifli fleet continuing as be
fore in the order of sailing.
The time required for the enemy
to perfect this disposition, had faci
litated the nearer approach of his
majesty's fleet to them, and for th«
separately appointed and detached
part of it, commanded by rear ad
miral Pasley, to be placed more ad
vantageously for making an impres
sion on their rear.
The signals denoting that inten
tion being made, the rear admiral,
upon the close of the day, led his
division on with peculiar firmness,
and attacked a three-decked ship
(the Revolutionnaire) the siernmost
in the enemy's line.
Making known soon after that he
had a top-mast, disabled, assistance
was directed to>be given to him in
that situation- The quick approach
of night only allowed me to ob
serve, that lord Hugh Seymour
Conway in the Leviathan, with
eqrKal good judgment and determin
ed courage, pushed up alongside of
the- three-decked French sliip, and
was supported, as it appeared, by
captain Parker of the Audacious,
in the most spirited manner.
The darkness which now prev
vailed did not admit of my making
anymore accurate observations on
the conduct of those ships arid
others concerned in the fame ser
vice; but I have since learnt that
the Leviathan stretched on farther
a-iiead, for bringing the second ship
from
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/rom the enemy's rear to action, as
soon as her former station could be
occupied by a succeeding British
stiip ; also that the three-decked
ship ia the enemy's rear as afore*
said, being unsustained by their
other ships, struck to the Audacious,
and fiat they parted company to
gether soon after.
The two opponent fleets conti
nued on the starboard tack, in a
parallel direction, the enemy still to
windward the remainder of the
right. The British fleet appear
ing in the morning of the 29th,
when in order of battle, to be far
enough advanced for the ships in
the van to make some farther im
pressions on the enemy's rear, was
tacked in succession with that in
tent.
The enemy wore hereupon from
van to rear, and continued edging
■down in line a-head to engage the
van of the British fleet ; when ar
rived at such distance as to be just
able to reach our most advanced
ship, their headmost ships, as they
•came successively into the wake of
their respective seconds a head,
opened with that distant fire upon
the headmost sliips of the British
■van. The signal for passing through
their line, made when the fleet
tacked before, was then renewed.
It could not be for some time
seen, through the fire from the two
fleets in the van, to what extent
that signal was complied with.
But as tbe smoke at intervals di
spersed, it was observed that the
Cajsar, the leading ship of the
British van, after being about on
the starboard tack, and come abreast of the Queen Charlotte, had
not kept to the wind; and that the
appointed movement would con
sequently be liable to fail of the
purposed effect.
The Queen Charlotte was there
fore immediatejy tacked; aud, fol
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lowed by the Bellerophon, her se
cond astern (and soon after joined
by the Leviathan) passed through
in action, between the fifth and
sixth fliips in the rear of the ene
my's line. She was put about again on the larboard tack forth
with, after the enemy, in prep. Vtion for renewing the action with
the advantage of that weathermoft
situation.
The rest of the British fleet being
at this time passim; to leeward, and
without the sternmost (hips, mostly
of the French line, the enemy wore
again to the eastward in succession
for succouring the dis- bled ships as
their rear; which intention, by
reason of the then disunited state of
the fleet, and having no more
than the two crippled ships, the
Bellerophon arid Leviathan, at that
time near me, I was unable to ob
struct.
The enemy kaving succeeded ia
that operation, wore round again,
after some distant cannonading of
the nearest British ships, occasional
ly returned, and stood away in or
der of battle on the larboard tack,
followed by the British fleet in the
same order (but with tde weather
gage retained) as soon as the fliips
coming forward to close with the
Queen Charlotte were suitably ar
ranged.
The fleets remained separated
some few miles, in view at times on
-the intermission of a thick fog,
which lasted most part of the two
next days.
The commander of a fleet, their
lordships know, is unavoidably so
confined in his view of the occur
rences in time of battle, as to be
little capable of remiefiiig personal
testimony to the meritorious service
of officers .vho have profited, in a
greater extent, by the opportunities
to distinguish themselves on such
occasions.
- (C 3)
To
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To discharge this part of my public
duty, reports were called for from
the flag officers of the fleet, for
supplying the defects of my observ
ance, under the limited circum
stances above-mentioned. Those
officers, therefore, who have such
particular claim to my attention,
are the admirals Graves and sir
Alexander Hood ; the rear admirals
Bowver, Gardner, and Pafley ; the
captains lord Hugh Seymour, Packenh.im, Berkeley, Gambier, John
Harvey, Payne, Parker, Henry
Harvey, Pringle, Duckworth, and
Elphinstone. Special notice is also
due of the captains Nicholls of the
Sovereign, and Hope of the Bellerophon, who became charged with,
and well conducted thole ships
when the wounded fla^ oflicers,-under whom they respectively served
therein, were no longer able to re
main at their posts; and the lieu
tenants Mo'nckton of the Marlborough, and Donnelly of the
Montagu, in similar situations.
These selections, however, should
not be ccjistrued to the disadvan
tage of other commanders, who
have been equally deserving of the
approbation of tkc lords commis
sioners of the admiralty, although
% am not enabled to make a parti
cular statement of their merits.
To the reports from the flag
officers are added those rcquiied
from the severa| captains of the
fleet; whereby their lordships will
become more particularly acquaint
ed with the meritorious services of
\ht several commanders, and ani
mated intrepidity of their subor
dinate officers and sliips'co'npaniej ;
to which ti;e defeat of the enemy,
with every advantage of situation
and circumstance in their favour, is
\ru\y to be ascribed. 7"c* l^ie ^''tc
purport, I beg my testimony, in be
half of the officers and' company
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of every description in the Queea
Charlotte, may be accepted. Lon
don Gazette Extraordinary.
On the Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday immediately following
the publication of the London Ga
zette Extraordinary of the ioth
instant, there were illuminations in
all parts of the metropolis, on ac
count of this glorious victory ; a,
subscription was almost immediate
ly opened at Lloyd's coffee-house,
for the widows and children of
the seamen who fell in the engaget
nient ; and the proprietors of Drury
Lane theatre gave a clear benefit,
which produced upwards of 1,300!.
in aid of the subscription, which
soon amounted to a vast sum.
The following has been given out,
in Public Orders, to the fleet at
Spi^head :
Public Order?.
Queen Charlotte, at SpitluaJ, June 20.
The commander in chief is di
rected, pursuant to the king's plea
sure, to make known in the fleet,
that his majesty has deigned to ex
press the highest satisfaction in the
account, reported by the admiral,
of the bravery and gallant be
haviour of the officers and men
serving in the fleet, in the actions
with the enemy on the 28th and
29th of May, and 1st of the pre
sent-month ; and is charged, in the
manner judged most proper, to
acquaint all the officers and men
(more especially the admirals
Graves and sir Alexander Hood,
K. B. the rear admirals Bowyer,
Caldwell, Gardner, and Paflty;
and sir Roger Curtis, first captain
to the commander in chief) with
the just sense his majesty entertains
of the zeal and courage they have
fa eminently exerted in his service
Oi) those occasions.
The commander in chief has also

s.
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been required by the lords spiritual
and temporal, and by the honour
able the commons of Great Britain,
in parliament assembled, to convey
the thanks of their respective houses
to the flag officers already named as
above ; and to the captains and
other officers of the fleet, for their
bravery and gallant conduct ; with
their approval and acknowledge
ment or the services of the seamen,
marines, and soldiers, serving in
'the said fleet, in the several actions
with, the enemy as aforesaid.
The commander in chief, with
the highest sense of pleasure, com
municates in. this manner, such ap
proval and acknowledgement as above stated, to the said officers and
ships' companies ; and desires, in
consequence, that the captains of the
different ships will signify the fame
to their respective officers and crews
accordingly.
He is, moreover, to make
known at this time, that in a court
of common council, holden in the
chamber of the Guildhall of the
city of London, the 18th instant;
on consideration (as it is expressed)
of the very gallant conduct of the
seamen, &cc. who served on board
the fleet in the said actions, and in
token of the gratitude of the said
court of common council, the
chamberlain of the city is- directed
to pay into the hands of Mr.
Thomas Tayler, the master of
Lloyd's coffee-house, the sum of
500I. for the relief of the wounded
warrant officers, petty officers, sea
men, &c. and also the widows and
children of those who so gloriously
fell on the days before mentioned,
in the service of their king and
country.
It is likewise to be noticed, that
a very considerable sum of money
had been previously subscribed (aud
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still increasing in amount) by many
respectable and generous private
gentlemen, making their deposits
with Mr. Tayler, for the like pur
poses ; c onsonant to the tenour of
which, the several captains of the
fleet have been desired to transmit
to the said Mr. Tayler, the names
of the killed and wounded seamen,
marines, and soldiers, with adequate
descriptions of the persons entitled
to such relief, with all convenient
dispatch.
20. The Paris papers contain a
letter from Morlaix, by which it
appears, that Archibald Hamilton,
.Rowan landed from a small vessel
at Poscot, a village in the Depart ■
meiit of Finislerre. The vessel set
sail again as soon as he had landed.
Thecommittee of vigilance atMor^
laix, being informed of Mr. Row
an's landing, immediately order
ed him to be conveyed to Morlaix,
where he underwent an examina
tion. He was afterwards sent to
the Deputy Jean Bon St. Ant!r6.
26. On Wednesday afternoon,
about three o'clock, a dreadful fire
broke out at Mr. Clove's,boat-builder, at Cock Hill, Ratcliffe. It was
occasioned by the boiling over of
a pitch kettle that stood under his
warehouse, which was speedily
consumed. It then communicated
to a barge, lying adjoining to the
premises, and laden with saltpetre
and other stores. Several other
vessels and small craft, lying near
the barge, soon took fire, with
out any possibility of getting
them off. The blowing 'up of
the s.ltpetre from the barge oc
casioned large flakes of fire to
fall on the warehouses of the East
India Company, which took fire.
Soon after, the saltpetre, which
they also contained, blew up, with
different explosions, like the roll(C 4)
ing,
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ing, as it were, of subterranean
thunder.
The wind blowing
strong from the S. VV. and the
high-street of Ratcliffe being nar
row, both sides of it caught fire,
which prevented the engines from
being of any service. Add to this,
it was low water, so that no supply
os water could be procured for
many hours. In the course of the
evening, the sire extended to the
premises of Mr. Joseph Hankes,
timber merchant, in London-street,
where it raged very furiously, and
communicated to Butcher-rOw, the
whole of the West and part of the
East side of which were consumed.
The fire had also taken its
course up Brook-street, caught the
premises of Mr.' Shakspeare, ropemaker, and burnt through to the
fields on the one side, and the
whole of the dwellings on the
ether ; till, at length, it ceased for
want of materials to consume,
having reached an open space of
ground where the connexion of
combulliblesubstances was broken;
but, toward Limehoufe, it con
tinued to rjge till about ten in the
evening. What is very remark
able, the dwelling-house of Mr.
Bere, a large insulated building,
stood uninjured amid the vast sur
rounding ruins, that were burning
almost incredibly near it; and yet
not even a single pane of glass in
it was cracked. Mr. Bere was in
the house the whole time.
1 A survev was yesterday taken by
the warden apd other officers of
the hamlet of Ratcliffe, whose re
port was, that out of 1200 houses,
of which the hamlet consisted, not
more than ^70 were saved. : '
; On account of the great distress
in which this fire involved num
bers of poor families, government
lent 140 tents, which are now
pitched in a field adjoining Step

ney church.yard, and accommo
date the unfortunate sufferers till
they can be more comfortably
provided for.
More houses have been de
stroyed by this fire than by any
one since the memorable confla
gration of 1666.
Yesterday a subscription waa
opened at Lloyd's coffee-house, for
the'benefit of the sufferers, which
meets with grtft success ; and col
lections are made at the gate of th«
camp, and at all the avenues lead-,
ing to the extensive ruin>.
JULY.
1. On Thursiiay, June 26, their
majesties and three of the prin
cesses, arrived at Portsmouth, about
ten in the morning ; the three
younger princesses having come
down the day before. The royal
party tlien proceeded in barges, in
the customary procession, and re
ceiving the customary honours, to
Visit lord Howe's (hip, the Queen
Charlotte, at Spithead. Here hii
majesty held a naval levee, and
presented lord Howe with a dia
mond-hilt sword, valued at 3000
guineas, and a gold chain (to
which a medal is to be suspended)
to be worn round the neck. After
which the royal party dined with
lord Howe, on board the (hip.
During their majesty's stay at
Portsmouth there were great illu
minations, and other rejoicings.
At nine in the morning, yesterday,
they embarked on board the Aquilon frigate, landed in the after
noon at Southampton, and imme
diately set off for Wiudso*...* '
2. On Sunday afternoon, about
four o'clock, the carl of Waldegrave, a youth about ten years of
age, was unfortunately drowned at
he was bathing in the Thames,
near
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near a field called the Brocas, in
the parish of Eton. His lordsliip was educating at Eton school,
and going out with two of his
companions, the latter were in
duced, from the heat of the day,
to bathe, but desired his lordsliip,
as the water was deep, and he not
an expert swimmer, not to venture
tn. Lord Waldegrave, however,
jumped into the river, and was
never perceived to rife, as it is sup
posed he got entangled among the
weeds. The body was not found
till Monday morning, and was
taken up close by the place where
he sunk.
'3. On Monday, a dreadful fire
broke out la that part of the town
which is called West End, in
Tiverton, in the county of Devon.
The buildings being mostly
thatched, and extremely dry, it
spread with great rapidity, and
was not got under till four o'clock
on the morning of Tuesday, de
stroying between 40 and 5/0 houses
in that quarter. The wind, being
rather high, occasioned the fire to
communicate with the houses in
the main street, several of which
are totally consumed, and others
much damaged.—By this dreadful
fire, about 200 'houses are sup
posed to be consumed.
Dublin, July 26. Yesterday, the
trial of Alexander M'Dowell, and
William M'Dowell, his son, underkeepers of the New Gaol, indicted
for aiding and alfisting Archibald
Hamilton Rowan, esq. in escaping
from the said prison on the night
of the first of May last, came on
in the court of King's Bench be
fore the honourable justice Chamberlaine.
After a strict examination of
evidences, who were Mr, stieriff
Jenkin, Mr. Trefham Gregg, and
the serjeant of tie guard on duty
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at the prison that night, the Jury
brought in their verdict— Guilty.
30. Yesterday came on, before
lord Kenyon, at Guildhall, the trial
of Mr. Daniel Isaac Eaton, bookfcller in Newgate-street, for a libel
against lady Elizabeth Luttrell, in
a book called " The Female JockeyClub."
Mr. Erskine opened the case on
behalf of the prosecution. He en
tered into a ■ Ihort history of the
character of the first Jockey Crab,
to which the Female Jockey Club
was in the nature of a supplement.
He dwelt on the malignity of such
publications, and the necessity there
was to check them ; and having
made some observations on the va
lue of character, and the necessity
of protecting it, he proceeded to
call evidence : after which, Mr.
Gumey, for the defendant, made
an apologetical speech, asserting,
that he had acted merely as pub«
lilher; was ignorant, at the time of
publication of its libellous con
tents; that the moment he was inforrred of them, he had discon
tinued the sale, and had offered
ever/ reparation in his power, and
to psy the costs of suit.
Lord Ken. on was clearly of opi
nion, that this was a gross libel;
but ae desired the jury to form
their own opinion upon the sub*
ject.
Tie foreman of the jury pro
nounced a verdict of Guilty ;—.
and it seemed to be assented to by
the rest; but as the .officer re
peated it, and was going to record
it, one of the Jury said, " I have;
not been asked a question.'' The
jury then said they must retire.
Lord Kenyon—"Certainly, if yoH
can find any doubt in the case."
The Jury retired, and were out
above an hour and a half, and re
turned their verdict—""Gidlty of
publishing
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publishing this book, which is a
libel."
Lard Kenyan— Take the ver
dict—Guilty."—'J Gentlemen of
the jury— Really, upon this evi
dence, it would have been a re
proach to the administration cf
justice, if the verdict in this cafe
had not been guilty —No nun
living, feeling the obligation of in
oath, could possibly entertain a
doubt of it."

i,ooo,oool. more ; but they were
withdrawn, as .the power of obtain
ing the loan rendered it in these
instarces unnecessary to obtain it.
There were also, some few appli
cations refused, the parties not be
ing able to give the security re
quired by the act of parliament.
Profit arising from interest
paid by the borrowers, 13,033
Expence of executing the
commislion,
- 8,685

AUGUST.

Profit paid into the exchequer,4,348
To the gentlemen who have
executed this duty, the mercantile'
part of the nation are much in
debted j bift they are more parti
cularly so to the indefatigable in
dustry and the penetration of the
minister, to whom, it is said, this
measure is entirely to be ascribed.
2. At the Well Riding sessions,
Yorkshire, James GJeadhill, a re
forming schoolmaster at Halifax,
was found guilty of publishing and
distributing a seditious hand-bill
in that town and neighbourhood,
exciting the people to take up
arms, plant the tree of liberty, &c.
He was sentenced to be imprisoned
in York castle one year, and until
he find sureties for his good be
haviour for two years ; himself to
be bound in iool. and two sureties
in 50I. each.
At Rotherham sessions, Charles
Gaskin, of Sheffield, silesmith,
found guilty of sedition, in damn
ing the king, queen, and all the
royal family, and also the govern
ment of this country, was fentenced to be to : fined in a solitary
cell in the house of correction in
Wakefield, for three months.
7. On Wednesday, the 30th ult.
came into Leith Roads, his ma
jesty's brig, King's Fisher, J. M.
GofftTui, commander, who relates,
that on the 24th. ult. he retook the
Dundee

1. The commissioners appointed
by an act of the last session of par
liament, for the purpose of issuing
Exchequer bills for. the relief of
the commercial credit of the na.
tion, have made their final report
upon the business entrusted to
them. It appears that this meifure
has completely answered the pur
pose for which it was intended.
The public has seen, that the in
tention was scarcely annouBced,
before it began to operate most
.powerfully, and to stop the pro
gress of that evil which at one mo
ment seemed to threaten with ruin
the whole commercial part of the
nation. By this report of rhecommissioncrs, it appears, thai- the
whole sum advanced to relieve dif
ferent persons, has been rtpaid,
and that there remains a profit to
the nation, arising from the differ
ence of interest paid by the bor
rowers, and that due on the ex
chequer bills.
The following is a short state-'
ment of the account :
Amount of the ex
chequer bills grant
ed under the act of
parliament,
5,000,000
Lent upon different ap
plications,
2, 202, 200
TUre were applications for above
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Dundee Greenlandman, of Dun
dee, going into Bergen ; which
vessel, with the Raith, of Leith,
was taken by a squadron of French
ships on the 21st. The Dundee
also picked up a boat at sea with
nine Frenchmen, who said they
were part of a crew of sixteen men,
who were put on board the Raith
Greenland (hip, to navigate her into
Bergen, but that the mate and
another man had retaken her, and
set them adrift in the boat.
The Royal George Excise cut
ter brig is anived in Leith Roads,
and has on board seven Frenchmen
received from on board the Raith
of Leith, at Lerwick, retaken by
Burrisli Lyon the mate, and an
other man, from sixteen French
men. The latter having indulged
very freely with a calk of whisky,
seven of them were drunk, whom
JAr. Lyon secured below: the re
maining nine, he and his compa
nion attacked on deck with a
whale slicing knife, drove them
into a boat along fide, and imme
diately cut her adrift. The Royal
George saw the vessel with a signal
of distress, and helped her into Ler
wick.
8. A fewdays ago.at the suit of his
majesty, the cause respecting the
marriage of prince Augustus Fre
derick and lady Augusta Murray,
which had been solemnized at the
parish church of Saint George, Han
over-square, was finally deter,
mined in the Arches Court, Doc
tors Commons ; when fir William
Wynne, delivered the judgment of
the court, that the said marriage
was utterly null and void ; and also
declared tnat a former marriage,
pretended to have been at Rome,
was also, by the law of this coun
try, invalid and illegal.
York, August 9. On Thursday,
at two o'clock, John Wilkinson,
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of this city, was detected, in court,
picking the pocket of David Armytage of his handkerchief. Sir
William Milner granted a warrant
to search his house, when 36 stolen
handkerchiefs, six pair of gloves,
and other articles, were discovered.
A bill of indictment was immedi
ately presented to, and found by,
the grand jury, for the above theft.
He was tried, convicted, and sen
tenced to seven years transportation
before five o'clock the same after
noon. It is said he is possessed of
property, amounting in value to
some hirhdred pounds.
And yesterday George Thomp
son was tried before Mr. Justice
Lawrence, for publishing a sedi
tious libel. It was entitled—" A
Serious Lecture for the Fast Day;"
and slated, that the combined
powers are despots and tyrants,
and that their conduct will bring
down divine vengeance on them.
The author compares the present
times to those mentioned in the
1 8th chapter of Kings .The in
dictment slated, that the author
thereby meant to charge the king
of England with being a tyrant.
The case was so made out j and
the jury brought in their verdict of
—" Guilty of publishing only."
The judge sent them back, and de
sired they would consider certain
parts of the libel : they returned,
and said they had; and then
brought in their verdict — Not
Guilty.
Naples, June 1 7. On the 1 3th
ultimo, at ten o'clock at night, all
Naples was sensible of the shock of
an earthquake, with an horizontal
motion, which lasted about thirty
seconds. On Sunday last, the 15th,
about the fame hour, the earth
quake was repeated, which was fol
lowed by a vioieut eruption of
Mount Vesuvius. The mountain
opene4
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opened in two places, toward the
Centre of its line, whtn columns of
black smoke, mixed with liquid
inflamed matter, issued from each
mouth, and in a line toward the
fia. The explosions of sill these
mouths, louder than thunder,
mixed with sharp reports, as from
the heaviest pieces of artillery, acCompaoied by a hollow subterraneous noise, like that of the sea
la a storm, caused all th« houses to
shake to their very foundations,
The lava gustiing from these
mouths, after having run four miles
in a few hours, destroyed the
greatest part of the town of Torre
del Greco, about a mile from Portici, and made a considerable progress into the sea, where it formed
a jjromontory about ten feet above
its surface, and near a quarter of a
mile broad, having heated the water to such a degree, that a hand
could not be borne in it at the distance of one hundred yards from
the lava.
It cannot yet be ascertained how
many lives have been lost in that
town. Many families are missing ;
but whether they have escaped, or
are buried under the rains of their
houses, is not known. Naples is
covered with ashes, and every object is obscured as in a thick fog ;
but Vesuvius, though not visible,
continues very turbulent; and more
mischief may be expected, although the lavas are all stopped at
this moment. The head of St.
Januarius was carried in procession
yesterday, and opposed to the
mountain by the cardinal archbishop of Naples, attended by
irany thousands of the inhabitants
of th^s city.
Naples, June 24. Mount Vesuvius is still covered with a thick
cloud of ajh.es ; all noise has
ceased, and the running of the lava
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is stopped. The former crater
has fallen in, and the cone of the
volcano has lowered 400 or 500
feet, the present crater being enlarged, and nearly upon a level
with the top of the mountain of
Somma. The ashes that were carried up, with a column of water and
sirioke, to the perpendicular height
of four miles, nave fallen and done
infinite mischief to the town, vil
lages, and country at the foot of
that mountain, throwing down
some houses, and beating in the
roofs of many. Sev eral families
from Torre delGreco are still missing ; but it is believed that very
few lives have been lost. The
lava that ran over the greatest part
of that town in its way to the sea,
where it has raised a promontory,
is in some places seventy feet high,
and its breadth about a quarter of
a mile. The whole of its course
may be about four miles, which it
performed in less than four hours,
Naples, July 1. The mischief
done by the lava and ashes, during
the late eruption of Mount Vesuvius, \y very considerable. The
former has covered and totally destroyed above 5000 acres of rich
vineyards and cultivated land, and
driven 17,000 inhabitants out of
the town of Torre del Greco,-most
of the houses there being either
buried under the lava, or so injured
by it as to be rendered uninhabitable. The temporary damage
done to the vineyards on the Somma side of the volcano, and for
many miles round it, by the prodigious fall of ashes (in some places
not less than four feet deep) is immense. It appears that not more
than fifteen lives have been lost at
Torre del Greco.
Naples, Jul,- 8. The late erup.
tion of Mount Vesuvius seems to
have occasioned a sensible altera
tion
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tion la the sea/on. For three witness, convicted in the penalty
weeks past scarcely a day has of iol. under the act cf 29 Geo. 3.
passed without a violent storm of chap. 26. which declares, 4 that (exthunder, lightning, and heavy cept in public marts, markets, and
rain, quite unusual here in the fairs) no hawker, pedlar, petty
month of July ; and the damage chapman, or any other trading perrfbne to the fertile lands at the foot son opening a room or fiop, and expoof the mountain, by torrents of.fing to sole any goods by retail ia
water mixed with the Puzzolane that town, parist), or place, fuel*
ames (and which immediately person not being a householder
formed into a hard cement) is in- there, or the fame not being a*
conceivable. In some places the usual place of his abode, or of kit
foil is covered by it not less than carrying on business, mail expose to
/our feet in thickness. The vol- sole any goods whatsoever in any
cano begins now to make its ap- market town in England, without
pearance from under the clouds of beingfubject tothepenakvof 10I.—
aslies and smoke which had ob- The defendant appealed against the
scured it ever since the beginning conviction to the next general quarof the eruption. It has lost near ter-sessions, held at Spilfby on the
•ne-third of the height of its cone ; aad ult. when the court unaniand to make up for that loss, seve- mously quafiied the conviction,
ral very considerable conical hills, upon the principle, ' that no mao
with deep and extensive craters, is restrained by law from carrying
some not less than a mile in cir- on business in more places than one,
cumference, have been formed by nor from opening or shutting his
the late eruption, and are visible on sliop, held by the year, at pleasure ;
its flanks towards the sea side.
and therefore that the appellant's
11. A case of considerable im- sltop at Alford, held and freqnentportance lately came on to be heard ed by him in the manner beforebefore the magistrates of Lincoln- mentioned, must be considered as
shire, at the general quarter sessions. * a usual placefor carrying on business*
It was the king against William where he had an indubitable right
Hardy. The defendant, who was to fell his goods by retail at any
one of the principal linen drapers time.'
resident at Louth in the county of
12. Accounts were received at
Lincoln, rented a sliop, by the year, Lloyd's, on Wednesday, of the arat Alford, a market town twelve rival at St. Malo, of nine cartel
miles from Louth ; attended such strips, with French prisoners, from
shop every market and fair day at Barbadoes, Martinique, and GuaAlford, to fell his goods by retail, daloupe.—The names of the strips
and kept it fiat on, other days, are, the Six Brothers, Stuart ; the
George Cuthbert, one of the dra- Sally, Ferguson ; the London, Kewpers at Alford, gave information an ; the William, Burnet i the
to a magistrate, that the defendant, Betty, Brown ; the Benjamin and
on a certain day (when it was al- Elisabeth, Jonts ; the Britannia,
leged no public mart, market, or Gowland ; the Providence, Gard-«'
fur was held there) exposed goods ner ; and the Atalartfa, Emery,
to sole by retail in the said mop; The above vessels, as soon as they
for which exposure he1 was there- arrived at St. Malo, were seized
upon, and upoa the testimony of a by the French, contrary to the laws
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of nations as well as of justice and
humanity, and the captains and
crews, after being deprived of all
their personal property, put into
prison.
Maidstonty August 14. At our
assizes this day, Mr. Thomas Purefoy was indicted for the wilful
murder of colonel Roper, in a duel
which took place on the sist of
December 1788. The interval
which had occurred between that
time and the present prosecution,
was not allignable to. the prosecu
tors, as Mr. Purefoy had, for the
greater part of the time, been out
of the kingdom.
In 1787, major Roper was com
mander in chief at the island of St.
Vincent, and Mr. Purefoy an en
sign in the 66th regiment. The
latter having obtained leave of ab
sence, had a festive day, with some
of the junior officers, in which they
committed such excesses as occa
sioned a complaint to major Roper,
by whom the leave of absence was
recalled. The remonstrances of
Mr. Purefoy were made in such a
style as to induce major Roper to
bring him to a court-martial. By
their verdict he was declared to
have forfeited his commission, and
this verdict was afterward confirm
ed by his majesty.—This was the
origin of the dispute, which had
afterward such a fatal termination.
The evidence, particularly that
of general Stanwix, the second to
col. Roper, was extremely favour
able to the prisoner, who, being
called upon for his defence, said,
that he had 4 entertained no malice
against the deceased. He had been
led by a call of honour, or, more
properly speaking, driven by the
tyranny of custom to an act, which
in early life had embittered his ex
istence,. but without which, he was
'taught to believe, that 'Tie should
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lose all the consolations which so
ciety could afford. The last chal
lenge, he observed, had come from
colonel Roper ; and, as some ex
piation for his offence, he had al
ready suffered nearly six years of
exile, and nine months of close
confinement.
The latter part of his address
was read from a written paper by
Mr. Erskine, the feelings of Mr.
Purefoy being such as to overpower
his utterance.
Theprisonercalled nine gentlemen,
to his character, most of whom had
known him from early life. They
all spoke to the general mildness
of his character, and the good-hu
moured ease and aversion to quar
rel, which marked his general de
portment.
After a charge by the judge*
Mr. baron Hotham, the jury, with
out hesitation, returned their ver
dict < Not Guilty.'
Admiralty-office, August 16.
Extract of a letter from capt,
Montgomery, of his majesty's
sliip Inconstant, to Mr. Stephens,
dated in Smyrna Bay, June 30,
1794I beg leave to acquaint you, for
the information of my lords com
missioners of the admiralty, that I
sailed from Naples Bay the 1st inst*
in company with his majesty's sliips
named in the margin, [Romney,
Leda, and Tartar], having under
convoy one English merchantman
and seven Dutch, and arrived with
them in safety at this place the
22d.
Being off the* island of Argenlierra on the 16th inst. I received
information that the French com
modore had been seen, the evening
before, between the islands of Tina
and Miconi, convoying three mer
chantmen. I immediately gave di
rections to the hon. capt. Paget to
remain
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remain with the convoy, and made fenceless ; there being neither a fort,
sail with his majesty's sliips Leda flag, or even a Turkish inhabitant
and Tartar, in the hopes of coining on it.
The Romney and Tartar, with
up with them before they could
reach the island of Scio. Being in La Sibvlle, arrived here this day ;
sight of the said island at day-light the latter is pierced for 48 guns,
next morning, and there being no and mounts 26 18-pounders on her
appearance of the enemy, I then main deck, making use of a shift
hauled our wind to rejoin- the con ing gun for the spare afterport : she
voy ; and in the afternoon was in carried t 2 o-pounders,and two 42formed, by the master of the Mer pounders, carronades, on the quar
cury Smyrna' ship, of what capt. ter deck, and four 9-pounders on
Paget had discovered. I then left the forecastle ; was built at Toulon,
the convoy under the care of capt. has been launched two years and a
Freemantle, of the Tartar, and, half, and measures,
with the Leda, made all sail for Mi- Her gun-deck, in length, 157 feet.
coni Bay, where we did not arrive Extreme breadth, from
out to out,
41
till early the next morning, and
there found capt. Paget in possession Quarter-deck, in length, 82
of La Sibylle and the three mer Copy of a letter from the hon.
capt. Paget, of his majesty's ship
chantmen, as stated in his letter to
Romney, to capt. Montgomery,
me, a copy of which I enclose for
of the Inconstant, dated in Miconi
their lordships' information.
Too much praise cannot b*given ' Bay, June 18, 1794.
to capt. Paget, for the very judici
I beg leave to acquaint you, that
ous and able manner with which yesterday morning on my passage
he conducted himself throughout between the islands of Tina and
the business, and the great care he Miconi, (in his majesty's sliip Rom
took in placing his ship in such a ney, under my command, and the
manner as not to injure the inha convoy I had the honour of receiv
bitants ; and the humanity he show ing charge of from you the preced
ed the prisoners, and to those who ing day) I discovered a frigate, un
were wounded and had got on shore der national colours and a broad
after stie struck, does him the high pendant, at anchor in shore, with
three merchantmen. Judging the
est honour.
The very high discipline and convoy to be in perfect safety, as
good order of his ship manifested you was in sight from the mast head,
itself on every occasion by the alert I made the signal for them to make
ness with which every point of the best of their way toward you,
duty was carried on, though she hauled my wind, and came to an
was much weakened by beiug, be anchor in Miconi Road, within a
fore the action, 74 working men little more than a cable's length
from the French commodore. I
short of her complement.
And it is with the greatest satis immediately sent to him, to desire
faction I convey to their lordsliips he would strike his colours, and
the encomiums captain Paget be surrender to his Britannic majesty,
stows on lieutenant Brisbane, and or that I mould sire into him : he
the rest of his officers ; which, I lent me for answer, that he was well
am persuaded, they highly merit.
acquainted with the f ;rce cf my
I beg leave to point out that the ship; that he was weil prepared for
island of Miconi is perfectly de- me both with men, and ammunition,
aud
S
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and that he had made oath never
to strike his colours.
By this time he had placed his
ship between me and the town of
Miconi, which obliged me to carry
out another anchor, and warp the
Clip further ahead, in order that
my guns might point clear of the
town. At one P. M. I got abreast
of. him; and, having secured the
Clip with springs on, the cables, I
Save him a broadside, which he inarrtly returned. The action last
ed, without a moment's intermis
sion, for one hour and fen minutes,
when I had the satisfaction of see
ing the national colours hauled
down, and of taking possession of
her and the merchantmen. She
proved to be La Sibylle, of 46
guns and 430 men, commanded
by commodore Rondeau.
I
have sent op. board, to take com
mand of her, Mr. Brisbane, first
lieutenant of the Romney, an offi
cer of most distinguished merit,
whom I beg leave to recommend
in the strongest manner, and whose
very cool, gallant behaviour and
prompt obedience to my orders
during the action, as well as lieute
nants Field arid O'Bryen, Mr. Pat
terson, the master, and all the other
officers, with the ship's company, I
cannot sufficiently commend.
I am sorry to conclude with in
forming you, that I had eight seatnesi killed in the action, and 30
wounded, two of whom are since
dead.
La Sibylle had 55 killed, includ
ing the second lieutenant and cap
tain of marines, and 103 wounded,nine of which are since dead.
17. Yesterday morning about
two o'clock, a fire broke out op
board the Neptune, West-India
ship, lying in the Pool. Her car
go, no part of which had been land
ed, consisted entirely of ram. She
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was immediately towed out of the?
tier, and run ashore on the South'
wark side. She burnt very furi
ously till late in the evening, but
without extending the calamity to
other vessels. By the quantity of
rum destroyed on board the Nep
tune, the fish in the Thames were?
so affected, as to float up with the
tide in such numbers, that they
were collected by the people, on
both shores, in baskets full.
And this morning, between one
and two o'clock, a fire broke out
at Aitley's Royal Saloon, on the
Surry side of Westminster bridge.
This was soon totally destroyed,
with several houses in front of the
Westminster road ; and also the
Pheasant public-house, and some
dwellings in Stangate-street. All
Mr. Aitley's horses were saved ;
but the whole of the scenery, ward
robe, &cc. was consumed.
18. On Friday morning, at five
o'clock, the king, queen, prince
Ernest, _ princess royal, Augusta,
Elizabeth, Mary, Sophia, and Ame
lia, attended by the countess of
Courtown, ladies Caroline Waldegrave, Frances Bruce, and F. How
ard, the hon. Robert Greville,
general Goldsworthy, and major
Price, set off from Windsor Lodge,
for Weymouth. They arrived at
the bishop of Salisburv's palace,
where they partook 0/ some refresliment, and after viewing the
cathedral, proceeded on their route,
and arrived at Gloucester lodge
soon after four o'clock in the after-,
noon.
19. OuThursdaydispatcheswere
received at the East-India house,
over land from Bussorah, which
were brought thither by the Hussar
cutter from Bombay, which place
slie left about the middle of March
last.
The object of the Bombay coun
cil
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cil in sending this overland dis
patch was to acquaint the board of
controul and East -India directors,
of the death of Madajee Scindia,
the great warlike Mahratta chief,
who has so frequently embroiled all
India in hostilities.
In consequence of Tippoo Sul
tan having fulfilled his engagements
punctually ••. ith the government of
Madras, his two sons, who were
kept as hostages, have been sent
backtoSeringap.itam, highly satisfi
ed with the treatment they have ex
perienced during their stay at Ma
dras.
30. On Saturday evening the
coroner's inquest was taken at the
Barn public house, St. Martin'slane, on the body of George Howe,
who, on Friday nften:oon, threw
himself from ,a tl.ree-nair-of-stairs
window in Johnson's court, Charing-cross, and was killed on the
spot. The jury returned their
verdict, ' Accidental death in en
deavouring to escape from illegal
confinement in a house of ill fame.'
On account ol the above acci
dent, the populace assembled on
Friday evening.
On Saturday
morning they demolistied the whoie
inside of the house, and broke the
windows of two other houses.
They were increasing, but were
kept under by the horse and foot
guards.
They were exceedingly riotous
again on Monday night at Charingcross, which occasioned the picquet
guard to be called. The gunsmith,
the corner of Angel court, firing
once or twice on the insurgents,
they broke his windows before the
military arrived, and afterward
pelted and maltreated the soldiers,
who forebore extremities, and di
spersed them with little mischief.
22. On an examination of wit
nesses, before the magistrates, at
J 794.
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the police office, in Queen Square,
Westminister, respecting the un
fortunate young man killed ia
Johnson's court, as stated above,
it appeared, that the young man
was violently insane, and although
it appeared, at the same time, that he
had met with harsli and improper
usage, nothing further came out,
which, in the opinion of the ma
gistrates, could criminate the mis
tress of the house, or the recruit
ing serjeant, who had, on this ac
count, been brought before the
magistrates. They were, there
fore, discharged.
On Wednesday, the mob at
tacked the recruiting-office* in Holborn. Shoe-lane, Bride-lane, Longlane, Smith field, Barbican, Goldenhne, Moorfields, White-chapelgreen, and Clerkenwell, to all of
which more or less damage was
done.
v
Several shot were fired from the
house in Holborn, one of which
went through a shop on the oppo
site side or the street, and ano
ther wounded a milkman in the
legThe lord-mayor attended with
out any effect. The military were
sent for, and the Riot Act read ;
but as the mob found themselves
interrupted in one place, they went
to another.
About 100 of the city volun
teers turned out and patroled the
streets. In the house attacked in
Barbican, they took several of the
rioters into custody.
Last night, the mob attacked a
house in Drury-lane, and the scene .
of riot was renewed in various
other places.
33. On Thursday morning the
lord-mayor caused to be circulated
and posted through the city a print
ed request, that every house-keeper
would use his utmost efforts to
(D)
prevent
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prevent any child or servant from
appearing in the street at night,
felting forth the consequences that
might ensue. An abridgement of
the Riot Act, and of the Procla
mation therein, were also printed
and posted in various parts. An
extraordinary number of constables
were appointed to watch in every
part of the town. The gentlemen
of the association paraded all night,
as a corps of observation ; and a
great number of guards were kept
at the mansion-house, to march at
the shortest notice. By these prudent
precautions, and the firm yet tem
perate behaviour of the magistrates
and military, these disturbances were
happily quelled without bloodshed.
Birmingham, Auguji 2t. At War
wick assizes, Edward Brothers,
James Bulmer, and William Wiggin, a serjeant, corporal, and drum
mer of a recruiting party, for as
saulting and forcibly detaining the
rev. Joseph Gronow, a dissenting
minister, at Long Itchington, were
ordered to be kept to hard labour
three months in the house of cor
rection. It appeared that the pri
soners had laid a plot to inlist the
prosecutor by force, and even to
attempt it in his pulpit, if they
could not find any other opportu
nity. Mr. Gronow happening to
call one Sunday evening, on his
way to his meeting, at the publichouse where this party were, to en
quire for some friends, a shilling
was sorted into his hand, and he
was detained upward of three hours,
insulted, and only set at liberty,
at last, by paying il. 8s. 6d. for
smart money, liquor, &c.
24. The sum total of the sub
scription, originally be°-un at
Lloyd's coffee house, and promoted
with great zeal in various other
parts, for the benefit of the suf
ferers by the late fire at Ratclisse
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(See sage 39) amounts to i6,oooI.
and 7d. which the committee for
the management of the subscrip
tion, who 1 sat dailv at the court
house in Welclose square, have
informed the public they imagine
to be sufficient to answer their be
nevolent views; but that, if the
contrary sliould appear, they will
again solicit their benefactions.
24. On Saturday morning, at
Danbury camp, Essex, the whole
line being drawn out, in honour
of the duke of York's birth-day,
on the feu de joyc being fired, the
adjutant of the Leicestershire militia
fell suddenly from his horse in
front of his regiment. Some officers
running to his aflistance, found, to
their astonishment, that he was
wounded: on being carried into
his tent, the surgeon discovered
that he had received a ball a little
below the left breast, which no in
strument could reach, nor has it
since been extracted, so that his
life is despaired of. The whole
regiment were immediately order
ed to ground their arms, when
every firelock and cartouch box
was examined, but nothing was
found that could lead to a discovery
of the offender.
ar. A cause was tried before
the lord chief baron and a spe
cial jury, at the assizes for the
county of Warwick, brought by
order of the post master-general
against Joseph Whitmore, a car
rier from Warwick to Birming
ham, for illegally collecting and
carrying letters. 1 he jury found
a verdict for the plaintiff generally,
whereby penalties to the amount
of 1500I. were recovered ; but Mr.
Newnham, who conducted the
prosecution, consented to a ver
dict being taken for the two penal
ties of el. each only, with costs of
suit. It is to be hoped that this
verdict
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verdict will be a warning to all
carriers, coachmen, and other personsj'manv of whom, as this car-,
rier did, take up letters tied round
with a string, or covered with
brown paper, under pretence of
their being parcels, which the
learned judge observed was a flimsy
evasion of the law.
26. At Carlisle assizes came on '
a trial, Johnson t/ni tarn, v. Gilbanks, clerk. This was a cause
of great importance to the nonresident clergy of this kingdom,
being an action brought upon the
statute to compel the residence of
the defendant, wrho lives in Cockermouth, upon his vicarage of
Kirkland, in the county of Cumberland. The prosecution was
brought in the name of a poor
fellow, w^io lives twenty miles
fiom the parish of Kirkland, the
farmer of the attorney who manage.i the business of the prosecution
ih the country. This attorney
was no other than the brother-inlaw of the defendant. It was
proved that the parishioners of
Kirkland were universally satisfied
with the discharge of the ministerial duty by the curate ; that the
defendant, when resident at Kirkland, had, in point of fact, laboured under bad health ; and by a
physician and a surgeon, who
knew and attended the defendant,
that he cannot reside in the vicarage without hazard of his life, the
house being built on the side of
the highest mountain in England,
and the defendant labouring under
the oppression of a confirmed
asthma. The learned judge (Lawrence) explained the law to the
jury—that the statute wasJo compel the residence of the clergy—a
salutary provision; that if this prosecution originated in malice, as
had been suggested, that was not
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for the' consideration of the jury,
as any man' might prosecute upona penal statute; that the plea of
health was for their consideration, .
and if they thought proper to find
for the plaintiff, they must enquire
irito the number'of months proved,
The jury found for the plaintiff—•
penalty tool. The defendant's
counsel tendered a bill of exceptions
immediately.
Portsmouth, Aug. 30. Yesterday,
the Impetueux French 74 gun'
ship caught fire. The flames
spread with such rapidity as seemed
at first to threaten the destruction
of the whole dockyard ; and the
Impetueux being moored near the
powdermagazir.e, alarmed the inha-'bitants so much, that great numbers of them fled in every direction
from the town. The French prisoners in Porch ester castle, amounting to near 5000, on the moment
of the flames bursting out, gave a
loud snout of Vive la republique !
and were all night singing 9a ira,
the Marseiilois hymn, &c. They
expected every moment to be released. They were, however, disappointed ; as the most proper caution was observed on the occasionj
and no stranger whatever was admitted into the dockyard. A
Spaniard and four other persons
were apprehended on suspicion of
being concerned in setting the sliip
on fire; but it now appears to
have happened through negligence,
Admiralty office, Aug. 30.
Extract of a letter from sir John
Eorlase Warren, K. B. captain
of his majesty's ship Flora, to
Mr. Stephens, dated Falmoutn,
Aug. 29, 1794.
I beg .you will inform their lordships tnat I put to sea, with his,
majesty's squadron under my command, on the 7th inst, and on the
14th in the evening stood to the
(D 2}
north
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northward, to obtain information
of a French squadron of frigates
that were supposed to bt cruising
to the westward and northward of
Scilly ; but not having seen them,
I struched over toward the Penmarks; and on the 23d, at four
A. M. I discovered one of the ene
my's frigates, made the signal for
a general chafe, and continued the
pursuit until four P. M. when his
majesty's ship Diamond, in com
pany with the Artoii, Santa Mar
garita and Diana, engaged and ran
her ashore near the Penmark
rocks, where they left her on her
beam-ends, disabled and irrecover
ably lost. I understand, from the
report from she several officers,
that she was the Felicite, of 40
funs, upon a cruise, and had left
rest six davs.
Having seen two corvettes to
windward of Point de Ras, I
gave chafe, in company with his
<najesty's ship Arethusa, when
the enemy , stood into the Bay
d'Hodierne, and anchored off the
Gamelle Rocks : perceiving my in
tention of closing with them, they
got under weigh, and ran aground
under cover of three batteries.
The two ships continued engaging
till a quarter after fix P. M. when
the corvette's masts went by the
board, and the crews got on shore.
I immediately ordered our boats
manned and armed, with directions
to put themselves under fir Edward
Pellew's orders, and to set the ene
my's ships on fire, or otherwise de
stroy them ; which service was
fully performed, he having repre
sented to me that there were from
20 to 30 killed and wounded in
the Alert, and a greater number in
the Elpion ; and that it was impos
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sible to remove the woonded to the
two frigates, as many of them
must have suffered m so doing :
for the sake of humanity I judged
it proper to let them remain, as
the enemy's vessels were bilged and
scuttled, the rocks appearing
through their bottoms ; and it be
ing impossible to get them off, it
would have occasioned much de
lay ; being then only nine leagues
from Brest ; I therefore brought
away 53 prisoners, and stood to
sea.
1 have great pleasure in faying,
that the destruction of the Frencn
vessels was obtained with very
trifling loss, as will be seen in the
margin *, and that every effort
was made by the officers and men
in the different sliips, in the execu
tion of their duty, which was per
formed with the utmost alacrity,
and will, I trust, meet with their
lord sliips' approbation.
I beg leave to add, that the
squadron on the 27th inst, recap
tured the Queen, of London, from
Jamaica ; also the Mary, a brijj
from New Orleans, bound to Lon
don, laden with furs, indigo, &c.
A list of French sliips of war d«*
stroyed by the squadron under
the command of sir John Borlase,
Warren, K. B. on the 23d of
Augu.lt, 1794.
Guns. Weight. Men.
La Felicite, 40 18 pounders, 350
L'Efpion, 18 9 ditto,
200
Alert,
18 9 ditto,
200
The two last ships were formerly
in our service.
SEPTEMBER.
3. Capt. Farmer, adjutant of
the Liecesterstiire militia, who was

* Diamond 5, Sura Margarita 1.
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shot a^Danbury camp (See page $o)
is pronounced out of danger; but
the assassin is not discovered.
5. On Thursday a court of
common council was held «t
Guildhall; present, the lord mayor,
recorder, 1 1 aldermen, and a great
many commoners; when Mr.
Powell introduced morons of
thanks to the lord mayor, the ar
tillery company, the light horse
volunteers, and the London asso
ciation, for their able exertion in
putting an end to the late alarming
riots ; which were unanimously
agreed to, and ordered to be pub
lished. ;
A ward rate and a county rate,
similar to those in the year 1780,
will be levied on the inhabitants
of the metropolis, to make good
(he damages done to the different
houses, &c. occupied as recruiting
offices.
Lancaster, Scp, 3. Yesterday, at
our assizes, came on the trial of
Thomas Dunn, for various perjufies committed by him, on the trial
pf Mr. Walker, and nine other
persons, (who were honourably ac
quitted) at the preceding assizes.
Being found guilty, on the clearest
evidence, he received the judgment
of the court, ' that he should be
confined two years in Lancaster
gaol, and stand once within that
period in the pillory.
Edinburgh, Sept. 3. Qn Wed
nesday came on before the court
of oyer and terminer in A is city,
the trial of Mr. Robert Watt for
high treason. The particulars of
the charge were, that he belonged to
certain committees of the Friends of
the People in Scotland, called the
Committee of union, and tne com
mittee of ways and means, whose
professed aim was, in conjunction
»'ith certain societies in England,
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to form, at a certain time and place
not specified, a convention or per
sons, whose avowed, aim was to
usurp the powers of government,
to compel the king and parliament
by force to make laws altering the
mode and duration of parliament,
and thereby to subvert the consti
tution ; with having, to effect this
purpose, caused certain pikes and
battle-axes to be fabricated ; with
having formed a design to seize the
castle, the bank, the judges, &c.
and with having attempted to se
duce the soldiery from their alle
giances by cauiing a number of
printed handbills, addressed to a
regiment of fencibles, to be distri
buted at Dalkeith. After evidence
had been adduced in support of the
facts, Mr. William Erlkine, coun
sel fof the prisoner, said, that he
would rest his defence on the corre
spondence carried on between the
right hon. Henry Dundas, the lord
advocate, and the prisoner, by
which it would appear, that he had
attended the meetings of the Friends
of the People with no other view
than to give information of their
proceedings. A letter from the
prisoner to Mr. secretary Dundas
was read, which stated, that, as he
did not approve of the dangerous
principles which then prevailed in
Scotland, and was a friend to' the
constitution, he thought it his duty
to communicate to him, as a good
subject, what information he could
procure of the proceedings of those
who styled themselves Friends of
the People. From an acquaint
ance with -several of the leading
men among them, he flattered him
self he had this in his power; and
he then went on to mention some
of the names of those leading men
in Perth, Dundee, and Edinburgh.
It concluded with enjoining secrecy.
(D 3)
To
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To this letter an answer was. re
turned, which was also read. It
acknowledged .the receipt of Watt's
letter, and, after expressing a hope
that things were not so. bad as he
had represented, desired him to go
on', and Re' 'might depend tipou his.
communications bting kept per
fectly secret. 'Another letter from
Sir.' 'Dundas to'Mr. M^Ritchic, the
prisoner's agent, was next read, in
answer to one from Mr. M 'Rit
chie, requeuing of Mr. Dundas
what letters he had of the pri
soner's. The answer was, that all
the letter? lie had rccci. ed from
Mr. Watt had been (lelivered to
the lord advocate.
The lord advocate then gave an
account of this business : lie- had
conversed with the priioner, seve
ral times, at his. own sodgings; arid
he had at one time given him some
informat'ou which he thought of
importance. This was' respecting
the disaffection of some 'dragoons.
of Path, which, upon inquiry,
'turned out to be ill-founded. In
March 17031 an offer' had beep,
made to him to discH't- some impor
tant secrets, provided he would give,
the prisoner one thousand pounds.
This he absolutely refuse.!. How
ever, sonie time af.er, the prisoner
having informed' him that he was
much pressed for monrv to dis
charge a bill of io\. his lordship,
who was then in London, not
wishing he should be distressed for
such a small sum, sent au order
for the payment of it. All this
happened previously to the meet
ing of the convention; since which
time, at least since October last,
Ire did not recollect seeing or hav
ing any connection with Mr. Watt.
Mr. Hamilton, counsel for the
prisoner, dwelt long on the corre•/j^ondence between Mr. Dundas
and Mr. Watt. He said? the pri

, [September,

soner had not deserted the service in
which he had engaged , but had not
bad an opportunity of exercising it
till the very time he was appre
hended. He was a spy for go
vernment; and it was well known,
that a spy whs obliged to assume,
not only the appearance of those
whose secrets he meant tp reveal,
but even to take part in their pro
ceedings, in order to prevent a dis
covery. A spy in an army, he said,
was obliged, not only to assume the
uniform of the enemy, but even to
appear in arms ; and it would be
exceedingly hard indeed, if taken
in a conflict, that, he should be
pynislied for discharging his .duty.
After the lord president had;
summed up the evidence, the
jury retired, at half pass five in the
morning, and, in about five minutes,
returned with a verdict—Guiltv.
The trial lasted' near twenty -two
t)pur$.
Yesterday came on the trial of
Mr.' David Downie, on the sam$
charge, and nearly the fame evi
dence being produced, he was
found guilty ; but the jury una
nimously recommended' h]n\ to
mercy, on account of some favour
able circumstances in his case.
And this day, the prisoners being
placed at the bar, the following
awful sentence was passed on them ;
' Robert Watt and David Downie,
you have been found guilty of
high treason by your peers ; thCj
sentence of the court is therefore,
That yen be taken to the place
from whence you came, from
thence you sliall be drawn on a
fledge to the place of execution, on
Wednesday, the 1 5th of October,
there to hang by your necks until
you are both dead, your bowels to,
be taken out and cast in your face,
and each of your bodies to be cut.
in four quarters, to be' at the dis
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P osal of his majesty ; and the Lord
h ave mercy upon your fouls !'
23. On Saturday, at . the Old
Bailey, three prisoners were capi
tally convicted, viz. Anthony Purr
chafe and Richard Warnsbeck, for
riotously, tumultuoully, and feloni
ously assembling, together with
divers other persons, to the num
ber of twelve and more, and un
lawfully beginning to pull down
and demolish the dwelling-house
of Robert Layzell, in the parish of
St. Andrew, Holborn ; and Joseph
Strutt, for unlawfully, riotously,
and tumultuoully assembling, to
the disturbance of the public peace,
at Charing-cross, and beginning so
demolish and pull down the dwell
ing-house of William Oslliss.
And yesterday, was capitally con
victed, James Biggett, for tumultuously and riotously assembling on
the 20th of August last, in Goldenlane, and being concerned with
others in feloniously beginning to
demolish and pull down the house
of Luke Case, known by the sign
of the iiiack Raven.
34. Yesterday, dispatches 'were
received at the Sierra Leone house
from that settlement, dated the 1 r,th
of June, the 2d of July, and the
5th of August, by the company's
ships the Ocean and the Amy,
which have both arrived at Ply
mouth with African produce. Jt
appears that the colony were ad
vancing, and the affairs of the com
pany imprbving in even' respect,
when a temporary interruption was
given to the peace and order of the
settlement by the turbulence of
several disaffected Nova Scotia
settlers, who endeavoured to rescue
some refractory persons of their
own body, that had been arrested
for a breach of the peace. Both
the individuals whose rescue was
demanded, and the ringleaders in

the succeeding tumults have been
either taken up and sent to Eng
land, or obliged to quit the colony.
The rains had been very severe for
some months, and were beginning
to abate; no deaths, however, had
happened among the whites for
many months, nor was any one
among them dangerously ill, tliough
several were indisposed*
i
An expedition of about 450
miles circuit had been made to the
interior country by two of the
company's servants, one of whom,
accompanied by another company's
servant, encouraged by the success
of this ad*enture, was preparing to
set out on a journey to Tombuctouj
in the hope of being able to pene
trate through the continent of Africa.
. The last dispatches are dated
about three weeks subsequent to
the tumult which has been menti
oned, when the peace of the colo
ny seemed to have been fully re
stored. All the company's stiipa
wltich were expected to. have >
reached Sierra Leone had arrived.
26, Tlie following letter, dated
Canton, October 14, 1793, appeare.l in the supplement to the
Calcutta Gazette, received by
the last ship :
The fond presages we lately in
dulged of the greatand manifold ad
vantages that we were to derive from
the embassy of lord M.acartney, to
the court of Pekin, have been much
diminished by the arrival here, with
in these few days, of captain Mac
kintosh, ot the Hindostau, and some:
of tne other gentlemen who ac
companied his lordship to the im
perial presence. It appears from
the report of these gentlemen, that
the wary policy of the Chinese go
vernment is not to be eluded hy the
most skilful efforts of diplomatic
ability or address. Never, perhaps,
was there a character better quali(D 4) » 5 fied
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fied for the management of an em
bassy of such delicacy and import
ance, as that of which I am now
speaking, than lord Macartney ; but,
notwithstanding his lordsliip's adroitnefs, lie found it utterly im
possible to carry either of the two
points he was ib desirous to effect.
Nay, indeed, so early in the train
of negociation was his lordsliip convinced, that the idea of obtaining
permission for the residence of an
Englishman at the capital of China,
as ambastador, consul, or in any
Other character, was not to be aceomplifhed, that he abandoned all
hope of its success after the second
or third interview ; and, in answer
to the application for an exclusive
settlement for the Englisli within
the Chinese dominions ; even on a
temporary grant, and solely for the
purposes of trade, the imperial ne
gative was most decidediy peremp
tory. According to a fundamental
principle in Chinese politics, inno, ration, of whatever kind, is held
as inevitably pregnant with mis
chief and ruin. And hence, while
the doctrines of reform and regene
ration are so fasliionable in the Eu
ropean world, the Chinese govern
ment would consider its political
existence at an end, were they to
allow any encroachment, not only
on their laws, but on established
prejudices, which with them are
held equally venerable, and possess
the fame force as positive ordi
nances. On this principle alone it
is, that the emperor declined to ad
mit a foreign resident at the court
of Pekin, or to expand the prin
ciples on which our commercial
intercourse with this country is at
present, and appears likely to con tiuuc.
The embassy was conducted to
Jehor, one of the emperor's resi
dences in Tartary, distant about
forty or fifty leagues from Pekin,
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Thither they proceeded by easy
stages, and were sumptuously ac
commodated on the way in the
emperor's palaces, of which many
intervene between Pekin and Jehor.
Previous to the introduction of
his lordsliip to the royal presence, a
number of preliminary circum
stances were required to be adjusted ;
and several days were spent before
all the.irrangementsforthat purpose
were satisfactorily disposed of. In
particular, much discuflion took
place about the ceremony of knock
ing the head against the ground,
which was held, at first, as indispen
sable. His lordsliip, however, po
litely, yet resolutely resisted against
compliance with this ceremony,
determined, at the fame time, in
his own mind, ultimately to ac
quiesce, rather than occasion any
material inconvenience, far less to
have allowed his non-acquies
cence to stand in the way to
defeat any of the useful ends he had
in view. The emperor, however,
ordered this ceremony to be dis
pensed with ; and his lordsliip and
snite were introduced, with hardly
any other ceremonial, than is used
at the courts of European monarchs.
Still, however, although the em
bassy has not been attended with
success in the greater objects it
had in view, we confidently expect
that it will be productive of certain
important advantages to the com
mercial concerns of the company,
that will soon abundantly repay the
troubleandexpence of his lordsliip's
visit to this country. A viceroy
extraordinary has been appoint
ed bv the emperor ; and he is now
accompanying; lord Macartney on
his wav ro this city Prom his cha
racter, from the instructions he has
received, and from the professions
he makes, we have every reason to
believe that he will lay the axe tq
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the root of those evils and imposi
tions that have hitherto ramified so
luxuriantly in every direction, as to
cramp and injure even- speci-.s of
commercial operation.
Had the emperor "(Tented to the
preposition of a Britilh a; uassador
or resident at Pekin, sir George
Staunton was to have remained
there in that character; with an al
lowance of i2,oool. sterling, per
annum. Lord Macartney, we un
derstand, is to receive 30,000!. for
the embassy.
The new viceroy, lord Ma
cartney, and their respective suites,
are expected to arrive here about
the 20th instant. A numerous body
of mandarines, and the principal
Chinese merchants set off hence on
the nth inst, to meet the viceroy.
To-morrow, the chief supercargo,
Mr. Brown, attended by a suite,
will proceed to meet the ambassa
dor, for whose reception we are now
preparing. His lordship's stay here
will be but short, probably not ex
ceeding fifteen or twenty days.
The presents that have been given
by the emperor are immense, both
in point of quantity and value.
They r.re all at this time on board
the Hindustan. I cannot attempt
to enumerate the variety of these
presents, but two of them are so
singular, as to claim particular no
tice. The one is an epic poem,
addressed to his Britannic majesty,
the composition of the emperor
himself, and in his own hand
writing, sr is lodged in a black
Wood carved box, of no great value
but as an antique, to which cha
racter it has a just claim, having
been two thousand years in the pos
session of the imperial famllv of
China ; the other present to which
I allude, is a mass of colly agate,
of unequalled size and beauty It
has always been the practice with
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the emperor to hold this agate in his
hand, and to fix his eyes upon it
whenever he spoke to a mandarine
or any of his ministers, as to look
upon a subject is considered as not
only derogatory to the imperial dig
nity, but to confer too much conse
quence on the individual addressed.
Windsor, Srft. 27. Their ma
jesties and their royal highnesses the
princesses set out from Gloucesterlodge, Wej mouth,' at five o'clock
this morning, and arrived here, at
half past six in the afternoon, in
perfect health.
28. This day, in consequence of
a warrant issued by the duke'of Port
land, Townsend and Jealous, be
longing to the Public Office in Bowstreet, apprehended "John Pierce Le
Maitre, and William Higgins, on a
charge of having concerted a plan
to assasiinate his majesty, when he
went to the theatre, by blowing a
poisoned dart at him, through a
hollow tube of the size and form of
a walking stick — These perstns, ncitk
some others, were, ester several sub
sequent examinat.ons, committed for
trial.
29. This day, a common hall was
held at Guildhall for the choice of
lord mayor, when Thomas Skinner,
esq. was chosen, being the next in
rotation to Mr. alderman Watson,
now abroad in the service of his
country.
OCTOBER.
8. An action was tried at Chester
assizes, under the late act for the*
benefit of friendlv societies, against
a person who had
belonging to
a society in the ) war 1777, on his
promissory note, which he refused
to pay. The jury gave the plaintitf
(the steward) a verdict for 5I. with
interest at five per cent.
"9. The society of arts at Paris
have
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have discovered a method of pro
ducing fixed alkali, or pot-ash, from
the horse-chesnut treeJ A decree
was in consequence passed on the
1 2th ult. ordering all the citizens to
store the fruit of the horse-chesnut
tree throughout the whole republic.
it. Yesterday a messenger was
sent off from the duke of Portland's
office to Edinburgh, with an order
to remit that part of Watt's and
Downie's sentence which relates to
their being quartered and their
bowels thrown into their faces. (See
fsr 54-)
Bath, OilobcT 10. Yesterday, at
the quarter sessions for this city,
Benjamin Bull was convicted for
dispersing seditious pamphlets, en
titled ' Rights of Man.' He was
sentenced to one year's imprison
ment, and to find securities for his
good behaviour.
Eilinburgh^OJloba 16. Yesterday,
about half past one o'clock, the
two junior magistrates, with white
rods in their hands, white gloves,
Sec. the Rev. principal Baird, and
a number of constables, attended
by the town officers, and the city
guard lining the streets, walked in
procession from the council cham
ber to the east end of the castle-hill,
when a message was sent to the
sheriff in the castle, that they were
there waiting to receive the pri
soner, Robert Watt. He was imme
diately placed in a hurdle, with his
back to the horse, and the execu
tioner, with a large axe in his hand,
took his feat opposite to him at the
further end of the hurdle.
The procession then set out from
the castle, the sheriffs walking in
front, with white rods in their
hands, white gloves, Sec. a number
of county constables surrounding
the hurdle, and the military keep
ing off the crowd. In this manner
they proceeded till they joined the
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magistrates, when the military re
turned to the castle, and then the
procession was conducted in the fol
lowing order :
The city constables ;
Town officers, bare-headed ;
Bailie Lothian and bailie Dalrymple;
Rev. principal Baird;
Mr. stieriff Clerk and Mr. sheriff"
Davidson ;
A number -of county constables ;
The hurdle, painted black, and
drawn by a white horse ;
A number of county constables.
The city guard lined the streets
to keep off the crowd.
When they had reached the Tolbooth door, the prisoner was taken
from the hurdle aud conducted into
the prison, where a considerable time
was spent in devotional exercises.
The prisoner then came out upon
the platform, attended by the ma
gistrates, the sheriffs, principal
Baird, &c. Some time was then
spent in prayer and tinging psalms ;
after which, the prisoner mounted
the drop-board, and was launched
into eternity.
When the body was taken do«'n,
it was stretched upon a table, and:
the executk/ner, with two blows of
the axe, severed off the head, which
was received into a basket, anc\
then held up to the multitude,
while the executioner called aloud,
" There is the head of a traitor,
and so perish, all traitors.''
25. This day the following per
sons, viz. Thomas Hardy, John,
Home Tooke, John Augustus
Bonney, Stewart Kvdd, Jeremiah
Joyce, Thomas Wardle, Thomas
Holcroft, John Thehvall, John
Richter, and John Baxter, were put
to the bar of the sessions house, in
order to be arraigned for high trea
son, pursuant to the bills found bv
the grand jury against them.—They
severally pleaded not guilty ^ and;
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Mr. Tooke, and others, having al
leged, that, by their sudden removal
from the Tower, they had loft the
opportunity of a day, In consulting
with their, counsel, and otherwile
preparing for their defence, the
trials were postponed to Tuesday
the 28th. The prisoners, more
over, having requested to be tried
separately, it was settled that the
trial of Mr. Hardy snould be the
first, and the others to follow as
they are, named. in the indictment.
Admiralty-officr, October 27.
Copy of a letter trom fir Edward
Pellew, captain of his majesty's
ship the Arethusa, to Mr. Ste
phens, dated off the Start, the
24th instant.
Sir,
I beg you will be pleased to infiirin their lordships, that I failed,
with the stiips under my command,
as per margin *, agreeable to their
orders, on Sunday morning the
rtjth, from <^p\vsand Kay; and the
wind having given me the oppor
tunity, on the following evening I
shaped, a course for Ushant, with
the hope of falling in with any ships
which might leave the port of Brest
on the commencement of the easter
ly wind ; the success of this inten
tion affords me the pleasure of beg-r
ging you to acquaint my lords com
missioners, that, at day-break in the
morning of the 2:st, Ushant bear
ing east about eight or ten leagues,
we had the good fortune to fall in the
with the French national frigate La
Revolutionnaire, to ' which the
whole of the squadron gave chase.
The advantage of beini; to windward permitted our cutting her off
from the land ; and the superior
sailing of the Artois afforded to
captain Nagle the happy opportu
nity of distinguifliing himself by a

well-conducted action of forty
minutes, when La Revolutionnaire
struck her colours to his majesty's
sliip Artois, which slie was induced
to do by the near approach of the
rest of the squadron ; and perceiv
ing the Diamond in the act of tak
ing a position under her stern to
rake her, the ship's company re-.'
fused to defend her any longer'.^
She had scarcely surrendered when',
the breakers of the Saints were dis- :
covered ahead, although very hazy"
Weather.
The distressed and crippled state
of the eneiriy allows me the oppornity of saying, that her resistance
could have been of no ava]l, had
the Artois been alon.e,;^and if an
officer of nearly she fame standing
may be permitted,' without pre
sumption, to offer his sentiments
ori the conduct of another, I stiould
not confine myself jii my expres
sions of approbatiwn'pn the beha
viour of captain Nagle ; and I hava
much pleasure in adding, that he
speaks in the highest terms of the
gallantry and good conduct of his
officers and stiip's company, lament
ing, as we all do, the loss ofavery.
gallant and worthy officer, in lieute
nant Craigy, of the marines, who,
with two' men killed, and five
wounded, are the sufferers on this
occasion.
La Revolutionnaire is a remark
able fine new frignre, most com
pletely fitted, and of large dimen
sions, being 159 feet long, and 41
feet seven inches wide, built at
Havre de Qrace, and never before
at sea. She sailed eight days since
pn her way to Brest, and was com
manded by citizen Tnevcnard,
mounting 44 guns, 28 on her main
deck, and 16 on her quarter deck
and forecastle, and manned with

• Arttliusa, Artois, Dlarnonjj and Ga'.atca.
370 men,
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370 men, eight of whom were kill
ed, and five wounded ; among the
latter is her captain, slightly.
Lieutenant J'ellew.who will have
the honour to deliver this letter to
their lordship,, will be able to give
any further information required ;
and will inform their lordships of
my inteation of going to Falmouth
to kind the prisoners, who have the
small- pox among them. I have the
honour to be, &c.
Edward Peilew.
NOVEMBER.'
t. A letter from Cork, dated
October 23, has the melancholy in
telligence, that, on the preceding
Saturday, a dispute arose between
John Augustus Croshie, esq. one of
the cind dates for the cunty of
Kerry, and sir Barry Denny. It
was agreed that they should go out
rhe next day, aud decide the matter.
They accordingly met on Sunday
at three o'c.ock in the afternoon,
and immediately took their ground :
they fired together. Mr. Crosbie's
ball entered sir Barry's head over
the left eye, which killed him almost
instantly. "Mr. Crofbie was attend
ed to the ground by capt. Godfrey,
and sir Barry Denny by the knight
cf Kerry. This melancholy event
makes a second vacancy for that
county.
6. On Tuesday, Oct. 28, came
on, at the Old Bailey, before lord
president Evre, and the other judges
under the special commission, the
trial of Mr. Thomas Hardy, late
secretary to the London Corre
sponding Society, on a charge of
high treason. The names of the
jury were as follows :
Thomas Buck, efq. Back-lane,
Acton.
Thomas Wood, efq. coal-mer
chant, Baling.
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Wijliam Fraser, efq. Queen'ssquare, Bloomsbury.
Adam Stcinmetz, efq. b>scuitbaker, Limehouse.
Newel Conner, efq. distiller,
Shadwell.
John Maiflial!, efq. brewer,
Shoreditch.
Thomas Saver, efq. distiller,
Bow.
Richard Carter, efq. Paddingtonstreet.
Nathaniel Stonard, tfq. brewer,
Bromley.
Joseph, Nicol, esq. farmer, Willsdon.
John Charrington, esq.
Joseph Aiiisley, esq. coslmerchant, St. George's in the
East.
Mr. Wood opened rhe pleadings.,
He stated, that this was an indict
ment preferred against Thomas
Hardy, the prisoner at the bar, for
maliciously and traitorously conspirT
ing, >v|th John Horne'JTooke, &c.
to stir, move, and evrite insurrec
tion, rebellion, and war against our
sovereign lord the king, within this
kingdom, and to subvert and alter
the legislature, rule, and govern
ment, now duly and happily esta
blished in this kingdom; and to
depose our said lord the king from
the royal I'ate, title, power, and
government of this king iom; and
to bring and put our (aid lord the
king to death. Mr. Wood stated
nine overt acti of this species of h gh
treason. When he had finislied, sir
John Scott, the attorney-general, in
a speech of nine hours, went into a
very minute detail of the subject of
these prosecutions for high treason.
The counsel for the prosecution
then proceeded to produce their
evidence, which consisted of papers
that had been found in the custody
ot different persons, and seized, unT
cter the warrant of the privy council,
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Previously to the court's breaking was followed by the solicitor-gene
up, about 12 o'clock, a conversa ral in reply. The next day (Nov. 4)
tion ensued, respecting the gentle- the solicitor-general concluded his
* men of the jury, who wished to be reply, and the lord president com
discharged on their honour; to menced the summing up of the evi
which Mr. Erskine, on behalf of the dence. Yesterday, his lordship re
prisoner, consented ; but the court sumed the summing up, which he
were of opinion, that the law would finished about 12 o'clock. The
not permit the jury to separate aster jury then retired, and after having
having t>een once impannelled. been absent two hours and a halij
The jury were therefore consigned returned, and delivered their ver
to the care of the sheriffs, by whom dict—Not guilty.
15. Yesterday, at the Old Bailey,
preparations for their accommoda
tion in the sessions house had been Elisabeth Serres was indicted for
previously made ; and, the next robbing her ready furnished lodg
day, the jury having complained, ings. The prosecutrix swore to the
that their accommodationswere un prisoner's having taken a lodging
comfortable, and incapable of af in her house, which she plundered
fording them the necessary reft, they the first opportunity. The prisoner
were provided, tliat evening, and said, that (lie had a twin niter, so
all the subsequent evenings of the like her, that their parents c.ould not
trial, with beds at the Hummums in distinguish them asunder. This was
confirmed by Mr. Kirby, who said,
Covent-garden.
The 29th, 30th, and 31st of the sister was in custody for a
October, were employed in the pro similar offence; he had seen her,
duction of evidence for the crown, and they were so alike, it was im
both documentary and oral ; which possible to perceive any difference.
latter took up great part ot the Under this singular dilemma the
morning of Nov. 1. This being jury acquitted the prisoner. She
finished, Mr. Erfkine, in behalf of was a second time indicted for a si
the prisoner, addressed the jury for milar offence. The prosecutrix, in
the space of six hours. The re this cafe, was positive as to her
mainder of the day was occupied in identity. This arose from her hav
the examination ot the witnesses for ing seen the sister, who, in order
the prisoner ; many os whom gave to deceive her, changed clothes
him an excellent character, stcitinœ^— w:th her; but still she pointed her
moreover, that he was a quiet in out. She also distinguished their
offensive man ; and that his object, voices, aud a degree of hastiness in
in connecting himself with these; the sister beyond the prisoner.—
societies, was merely to procure a Guilty.
On Thursday, John Taylor was
parliamentary reform, by all peace
able and lawful means, and on no convicted of bigamy. Among the
account whatever by a subversion other witnesses called, was the pri
of the constitution. The court ad soner's second wife, Maria Sophia
journed, at half past 12 on Sunday Richardson, who deposed, that slie
morning, till the Monday follow was married to the prisoner the 30th
ing, when the counsel for the pri of May 1791, at St. Bride's Lon
soner proceeded with their evidence : don ; that slie knew of his marriage
after which Mr. Gibbs likewise ad- to a former wife, and that she was
cireded the court in his savour. He still living; that slie was forced to
this
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this prosecution much against her
inclination; that flie now lived in
the greatest amity with the pri
soner's former wife ; and that this
prosecution was instituted to im
peach his credibility as a witness,
as he was subpœnaed on the state
trials. John Willis deposed, that
he saw the defendant married to
Maria Sophia Richardson, on the
30th of May 1 791. He heard that
a prior marriage existed, and told
miss Richardson of it ; she said,
' Mr. Taylor had a right to marry
as much as any single man, and lie
had convinced her of it.—Guilty.
The court, in consideration of cer
tain favourable circumstances, sen
tenced him to be imprisoned a sortnight onlv, and to pay a fine of is.
The prisoner in the above case
had been an evidence against Watt
and Downie, and was to be pro
duced in the state trials here. The
object of the present prosecution
appeared to be, to get rid of his
testimony by a conviction.
Yesterday, two prisoners were
convicted of misdemeanors, viz.
Richard Barrow, and Robert Wat
son, a physician, for having in their
postellion divers seditious printed
libels, with intent to publish the
fame, and thereby to excite sedi
tion and rebellion in this kingdom :
they received sentence to be im
prisoned in Newgate two years, and
at the end of that time to find sure
ties for their good behaviour for
three years more, themselves in
idol, each, and their sureties in
50I. each.
Yesterday, Mary Brown, an in
famous procuress, of King's Place,
flood in the pillory in l'allmall, for
keeping a disorderly house in that
place, tor which lhe was laudably
prosecuted by the churchwardens
and overseers of the parish os St.
lames. She met her punishment
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with all the impudent assurance of
an incorrigible offender. Her dress
was loose, and extremely indecent;
and she had taken care to muffle up
her face previously to stretching
forth her neck to the instrument of
punishment : the executioner, howover, soon removed every obstacle
which could hide her from the in
dignant spectators, who severely
pelted her.
Dublin, Nov. 19. This day was
tried the information against Mr.
M'Creary and others, proprietors
and printers of the Northern Star,
for the publication of a seditious
, libel, on the 19th of December 1 792.
This libel was the fame with that for
which Mr. Rowan was convicted,
and of publishing which Dr; Drennan was acquitted.
Mr. O'Connor, distributor of
stamps in Belfast, proved, that the
defendants had, on the 12th of Fe
bruary 1792, sworn an affidavit
(according to law) that they were
proprietors of the Northern Star.
Another witness proved the publi
cation of the paper in question, at
the house of one os the defendants,John Rabb. ,
The defendants' counsel insisted,
that though the affidavit ilated that
their clients were proprietors ot the
paper on the 12th of February, yet
there was 110 proof that any of
them, save Rabb, was lo on the 19th
ot December. This objection had
been offered successfully on a former
trial of the fame defendants ; but
the court now declared that, having
consulted the twelve judges, they
had been convinced that this evi
dence was sufficient to go to the
jury. The objection was therefore
overruled, and the libel read. ■
The defendants' counsel then
cross-examined the witnesses for
the crown, to prove, that the fame
production had appeared in other
news
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newspapers, whose proprietors had
not been prosecuted.
When the pleadings of the coun
sel on both sides were finished, the
jury retired, and after two hours
deliberation, returned
a ver
dict of—" Guilty of publishing,
but not with a malicious intent."—
When the jury gave in this verdict,
they were informed bv the court
is was not correct, and could not
be recorded.
A Juror. —" My lord, we will
frame our verdict agreeably to the
wish of the court, so far as we can
consistently with our consciences.
The fact appears to us, that the
paper charged as a libel was publislied in the Northern Star, of the
19th December, 1792; but we
have had no evidence, nor is there
any conviction on our minds, that
the defendants are Guilty of any of
the evil intentions charged in the
information."
The court said they had no wish
that the verdict should go against
the defendants, if the jury were
convinced of their innocence, and
desired that it mould be general
either one way or the other.
The jury retired again, and re
turned a verdict—Not Guilty.
On the verdict being given, a
loud burst of applause resounded
from all parts of the hall.
To the account of this trial in
the Belfast News-Letter, the follow
ing note is added :
We are desired to fay, that R. G.
Ker, esq. one of the jurors, at the
desire of the jury, pronounced the
following address to the court :
" My Lord,
" We find the traversers Not
Guilty, because we think the evi
dence insufficient as to the ivil in
tention in publishing ; at the fame
time we think the paper a Jibtl,
9
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and one that it was very much the
dutv of government to take notice
of."
Downitg-Jlrrcr, Nov. 19. This
day a treaty of amity, commerce,
and navigation, between his ma
jesty and the United States of Ame
rica was signed by the right hon.
lord Grenville, his majestv's prin
cipal secretary of state for foreign
affairs, being duly authorized tor
that purpose on his majesty's part,
and the hon. John Jay , envoy extra
ordinary from the United States^jf
America, having a like authority
on the part of the said states.
23. On Monday the 17th, the
court, under a special commission,
again met at the Old Bailey.
On Monday, Nov. 1 7, the court
again met, and proceeded on the
trial of John Home Tooke, esq.
on the same charge of high treason.
The names of the jury were as fol
lows :
James Haygarth, esq. Southamp
ton place, New-road, foreman.
Thomas Harrison, Grays-inn-lane,
cow-keeper.
Edward Hale, Highgate, gent.
Thomas Draine, Limehousc, brew
er.
Edward Whiting, Stepney-cause
way, sugar-refiner.
Norrison Coverdale, Limehouse,
rope-maker.
Robert Mairis, Holborn, gent.
John Cook, esq. Great Ormondstreet.
Charles Pratt, Tottenham, miller.
Mathias Dupont, Enfield, gent.
William Harwood, esq. Hanwell.
Henry Bullock, Whitechapel,
brewer.
Mr. Tooke, at his request, on
account of indisposition, was in
dulged by the court with sitting at
the table, near his counsel.
Mr. Percival having opened the
pro-
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proceedings, the solicitor-general
slated the cafe, in the fame manner
as had been done by the attorneygeneral, on the trial of Mr. Hardy.
The evidence for the crown was
then produced, the examination
of which took up till the third day
of the trial, Nov. 19.—On that day
Mr. Erfkine addressed the jury in
favour of the prisoner. The fourth
day,- the witnesses for the prison
er were called. These chiefly con
sisted of gentlemen who had been
engaged in former attempts to pro
cure a parliamentary reform, and
some of whom had actually attend
ed as delegates from certain dis
tricts. They were, as successively
examined, major Cartwright, Mr.
Fox, Mr. Francis^ the duke of
Richmond, Mr. Pitt, Mr. Sheridan,
earl Stanhope, the rev. C Wyvill,
col. Macnamara, counsellor Field
ing, lord Frederic Campbell, lord
Derby, Mr. Beaufoy, Mr. Sim
mons, col. Money, Mr. Maxwell,
capt. Harwood, counsellor Rous,
and the bishop of Gloucester. The
principal part of this evidence
tended to prove thatMr. Tooke was
a zealous friend to the monarchical
and aristocratical, as well as to the
democratical part of our constitu
tion ; that he was a friend to a par
liamentary reform on the moderate
plan of Mr. Pitt ; namely, by a gra
dual extinction of the rotten bo
roughs as they could be purchased,
and adding to the county member.-.;
and that he was an enemy to the
plan of annual parliaments and uni
versal suffrage, which had been
first suggested by the duke of Rich
mond, and afterward adopted by
the British convention at Edin
burgh, and by other societies >n
England.— On Friday Nov. 20 (the
fifth day) Mr. Gibbs also spoke
for the prisoner; the attorney-ge
neral replied ; and the lord presi
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dent commenced the summing up.
This his lordship resumed the next
day, and finished about eight in
the evening, when the jury retired,
and, in seven minutes and a haifj
returned with their verdict — Not
Guilty.
Whitby, Nov. 35. The heavy gale
on the 12th of this month has
proved destructive to the remains
of that beautiful pile, the abbey
church at Whitby ; at seven in the
morning the greatest part of the
west end gave way and fell to the
ground. This beautiful specimen
of Gothic architecture is conse
quently now no more. The great
window, which has long been the
admiration of every person of taste,
for the unrivalled elegance and
justness of its proportion, now lies
upon the ground in shattered frag
ments.
28. In the court of King's
Bench, on Wednesday, upon the
motion of the attorney-general,
Caleb Underwood, esq. who had
been duly outlawed for not appear
ing to an indictment, charging him
wit!) aiding, assisting, and comfort
ing Mr. Purefoy, in the wilful mur
der of colonel Roper, (See page 46),
was brought into court, and placed
at the bar. The indictment being
read, the prisoner, by the advice
of his counsel, prayed the allow
ance of a writ of error he had
brought to reverse the outlawry.
The error was immediately assigned,
which was that the prisoner was
out of the kingdom, at the time
the indictment was preferred against
him. The attorney-general, 0:1 the
behaif of the crown, confessed, that
the error assigned was a fact, in
consequence of which the court
ordered the outlawry to be revers
ed. The attorney-general then
stated,* that he had the consent of
his majesty, in consequence of M r.
Purefoy
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Purefoy being acquitted, to enter a
Nolo Prosequi as to the prisoner.
The prisoner was then ordered to
put in bail before a judge, till the
Nolo Prosequi is entered on record.
December, 6. On Monday at a
quarter after nine, the court, under
the special commission, met again at
the Old Bailey, when John Aufustus Bonney, Jeremiah Joyce,
tewart Kyd, and Thomas Holcroft, were brought to the bar,
and the followingjury sworn in :
Charles Digby, Robert Batfon,
Alexander Trotter, Robert Meilifli,
William Harwood, J.imes Haygarth, Robert Lewis, Mark Hudson,
' Henry Bullock, John Powsey, Hugh
Reynolds, Thomas Harrison, esqrs.
The prisoners arraigned, the
attorney-general said, that when he
had, on the last trials, the honour
to stand there in the discharge of
his official duty, he addressed the
jury, in order to state the grounds
of the prosecution, and the juries,
on those trials, had found a verdict
pf Not Guilty. It then became
his duty to consider what was pro*
per to be done in respect to the
public and the prisoners at the bar.
The result was, that as the evi
dence adduced on those trials, and
that which applied to the prisoners,
were the fame, and as, after the
best consideration, the persons had
been acquitted, he would submit
to the jury and court, whether the
prisoners sliould not be acquitted,
and for that purpose would not
trouble them by going into evi
dence. The lord president then
addressed the jury thus : ' Gentle
men, as there is no endence,
you must of course find the pri
soners Not Guilty.'—The jury
then pronounced a verdict of Not
Guilty ; and, by direction of the
court, the prisoners were discharg
ed. Meflis. Bonney, Joyce, and
1794-

Kyd, bowed to the court, and re
tired. Mr. Holcroft remained, in
order to address the jury : but the
court informed him, that, having
been acquitted, there was no room
for further observation. Mr. Hol
croft still persisted in attempting
to speak, and was informed by the
court, that, although he had no
right to be heard no.v, he should,
nevertheless, be indulged, if he
made no improper use of that indul
gence, Mr. Holcrott then pro
ceeded, but was soon interrupted
by the court, and, at last, with
some difficulty, prevailed upon to
retire.
Mr. John Thelwall was then
brought to the bar, anil the following
gentlemen were sworn in of the
jury :
Adam iteinmetz, esq. Limehouse,
James Paine, esq.
John Mercer, esq.
Richard Carter, esq. Paddingtonltreet.
Nathaniel Stonard, esq. Bromley.
Joseph Nicol, esq. Willsdon.
Andrew Burt, esq.
James Stetvens, esq.
Jonathan Eadc, esq. Stoke Newington.
George E'.lward, esq.
Edward Hill, esq.
Joseph Ainsley, esq. St. George's
in the East.
After Mr. Percival had opened
the proceedings on the part of the
crown, Mr. serjeant Adair rose to
state to the jury the nature of the
charge, and of the evidence to be
adduced, in the same manner as
the attorney-general had done on
the
trials When
of Mr.the
Hardy
and Mr.
rl ooke.
serjeant
had
finished his address (which occu
pied four hours and a half) the
examination of tiie evidence for
the crown was proceeded on till
half past nine, when the court ad(E)
journed.
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journed. The whole of the second
day was employed in the examina
tion of evidence. This was closed
on the third day, when Mr. Erfkine
' addressed the jury in behalf of the
prisoner. When he had finished,
his witnesses were examined ; and
the examination being ended about
seven in the evening, Mr. Gibbs
also spoke for the prisoner for about
half an hour, when the lord presi
dent addressed the prisoner, by ob
serving, that he had a right to make
any observations he pjeased in his
own defence; and that then was
the time. Mr. Thelwall said, that
h"e had so much confidence in the
exertions of his council, and in
the candour and integrity of an
English jury, that he should trou
ble them with no observations.
On the fourth day, Mr. serjeant
Adair entered upon his reply.
When he had finished, the lord
president proceeded to sum up the
evidence, which he resumed and
ended the next day, the last and
fifth of the trial ; and then the jury
retired at five minutes past twelve
o'clock to deliberate upon their
-verdict. At ten minutes before
two, they returned and pronounced
a verdict of—Not Guilty.
15. This day the court, under
the special commission, again met
at the Old Bailey, .when the fol
lowing gentlemen were sworn as
a jury, on the trials oi John Richter
aud John Baxter, charged with
high treason.
Robert Batson, William Harwood, James Haygarth, Robert
Lewis, Thomas Wood, Henry
Bullock, John Powzy, Hugh Ro
nalds, Henry Capel, John Leader,
Jeremiah Blakewood, Robert Kilby
Cox, esquires.
The prisoners being arraigned in
the general way, the attorney-ge
neral said, * Gentlemen of the jury,
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in the circumstances in which I
have now the honour of addressing
you, I think myself justified in
forbearing, at present to bring
forward any evidence against the
prisoners at the bar.' —The lord
chief baron then said, 4 Gentlemen,
there being no evidence brought
against the prisoners, you will of
course find them Not Guilty.'
The verdict of Not Guilty being
given and recorded, the chief baron
said, ' These gentlemen having
been found not guilty, are now
discharged from the bar.'
John Baxter said, 4 Gentlemen
of the jury, I beg leave to return
you my thanks ;' aud was proceed
ing, when he was informed by the
chief baron, 4 That being now
discharged from the bar, he had
no right to say any thing to the
court.'
The court was then adjourned
to Friday the 26th of December.
On Monday, Spence, Hilliard,
and Frankloe, three of the persons
in custody on charges of high
treason, were released from prison,
on entering into recognizances to
appear, if called upon by the at
torney-general.
19. Yesterday William Bromhead, Robert Moody, Henry Hill,
George Widdeson, and William
Carnage, who were apprehended- in
May last at Sheffield under the war
rants of the secretary of state, for
high treason, were, together with
John Edwards and Samuel Wil
liams, both members of the London
Corresponding Society, brought to
the duke of Portland's office at
Whitehall, when Mr. Ford, beiog
authorised by the lords of his ma
jesty's privy council under the act
of last feflion of parliament, dis
charged them from out of the cus
tody of the king's messenger, upon
their entering into recognizances
to
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to give evidence against Henry
Redhead, alias Yorke, at the next
assucs for the county of York.
26. About halfafter nine o'clock,
the lord mayor and Mr. justice
.Lawrence, appeared on the bench,
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and the court, under the special
commiflion, was formed.
On the motion of the attorneygeneral, the court was immediately
adjourned to Wednesday, the 14th.
of January next.
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30. Consort of prince Lewis, se
cond son of the king of Prussia, a
Jan. 4. Lady of James Bland son, named Frederick William.
Bnrges, esq. under secretary of Lewis.
state, a daughter.
March 3. Lady of fir John
Dryden, bart. a son.
MARRIAGES In the Year 1794.
9. Countess of Beverly, a son.
Jan. 2. William Scrope, esq.
10. Her Catholic Majesty, a
Castle Cumbe, Wiits, to miss Long,
prince.
14. Lady Arden, a son.
niece of sir James Tylney Long,
20. Countess of Glasgow, a bart.
13. Charles Gamier, esq. of the
daughter.
May 10. Lady Bruce, two royal navy, to lady Elizabeth Delme.
daughters.
25. William Currie, esq. M. P.
24. Lady Susan Thorpe, a son to miss Percy Gore, daughter of
and heir.
the late colonel Gore.
June 8. Empress of Germany,
Feb. 13. Hon. captain Francis
an archduchess.
Grey, to miss Mary Anrue John
July 3. Lady Deerhurst, a ston, daughter of the late major
daughter.
Johnston.
22. Countess Camden, a daugh
March 3. James H. Blake, esq.
brother to sir Patrick Blake, bart. to
ter.
2 7. Lady Strathaven, a son.
miss Gage, sister to viscount Gage,
Aug. 25. Viscountess Mount— Edward earl of Oxford, \o
ftuart, a son.
miss Scot, daughter of the Rev.
— Lady of fir Alexander Grant, Mr. Scot, of Richmond, in Yorkbart. a daughter.
stiire.
Sept. 20. Lady of sir John
8. R. Brudenel, esq. equerry ta
D'Ovley, bart. a son.
the Queen, to mils Cook of Hol
011. 10. Countess of Northelk, ies-street.
a son. '
— William Wyndham, esq. of
(E 2)
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Dinton, Wilts, to miss Popham,
daughter of Alexander Popham,
esq. M. P.
11. Dnke of Athol, to lady Mac
leod, relict of lord Macleod.
— Lord Belmo're, to missCaldwall.
29. Sir Charles Style, bart. to
miss Whatman, daughter of James
Whatman, esq.
April 2. Thomas Goodricke,
esq. to miss Goodricke, daughter
of sir Henry Goodricke, bart.
12. William R. Carterer, esq. of
Aynho Hall, Northamptonshire, to
the hon. miss Maude.
24. Thomas viscount Weymouth, to the hon. miss Byng,
third daughter of viscount Torrington.
28. Viscount. Belgrave, to the
hon. miss Egerton, daughter of
lord Grey de Wilton.
May 7. Major-general Bertie, to
Mrs. Scrope, of Colby, Lincoln
shire.
20. John Cotes, esq. of Woodcote, Salop, to lady Maria Grey.
22. Rev. George Talbot, bro
ther of the late earl Talbot, to the
hon. miss Aune Beauclerk.
27. Hon. Mr. Bingham, to lady
Elizabeth Bellasyse, the divorced
wife of Mr. Howard.
June 1. Charles Edmonstone,
esq. second son of sir Archibald
Edmonstone, bart. to miss Emma
Wilbraham Bootle, daughter of R.
W. Bootle, esq. of Satliom House,
Lancashire.
9. Hon. Mr. Stewart, eldest son
Of lord Londonderry, to lady Ame
lia Hobart.
July 2. Rev. sir Thomas Boughton, bart. to Mrs. Scott Jackson, of
Bedford-square.
5. Viscount Conyngham, to miss
Penison, daughter of J oseph Denison, esq. of Denbighs, Sun-y.
33. Sir James Murray, bart. M.
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P. to Henrietta Laura baroness
Bath, only daughter of William
Pulteney, esq. M. P.— Sir James
has taken the name and arms of
Pulteney.
Aug. 28. Earl of Ilchester, to
miss Maria Digby, daughter of the
late dean of Durham.
Sept. 3. Rev. Charles Hales, to
miss Anna Maria Byng, daughter
of the hon. John Byng.
8. Lord Saye and Sele, to the
hon. miss Eardley.
15. Thomas Anson, esq, of
Shugborough, Staffordshire, to miss
Ann Coke, daughter of Thomas
William Coke, M. P. for Norfolk.
24. Captain Williams, of the
foot-guards, to the countess of Bar
rymore.
' Oil. 13. Captain Gill, of the
life-guards, to lady Harriet Flem
ing.
20. Lord Dynevor, to the hon.
Harriot Townshend, daughter of
viscount Sydney.
Nov. 1. Sir Montagu Burgoyne,
bart. to miss Burton.
6. Sir Archibald Dunbar, bart.
to miss H. P. Cumming, daughter
of colonel Cumming.
15. Edward Loveden Loveden.
esq. M. P. for Abingdbn, to miss
Lintall, daughter of Thomas Lintall, esq.
j 8. Charles Grey, esq. M. P. for
Northumberland, to miss Ponlonby, daughter of the right hon. Wil
liam Brabazon Ponsonby, M. P. for
Kilkenny.
29. Earl of Mornington, to ma
dame Roan.
Dec. 13. Peter Murray, esq. eld
est son of sir William Murray,
bnrt. to lady Mary Anne Hope,
sister of the earl of Hopetoun.
26. John Lord Sheffield, to the
hon. mils Lucy Pelham, daughter
of Lord Pelham.
— Lord Gormanstown to the
hon.
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3. Francis Burdett, esq. only son
hon. miss Southwell, daughter of
of fir Robert Burdett, bart.
lord de Clifford.
6. Richard Burke, esq. recorder
of Bristol.
18. Sir John Fenn, knt.
DEATHS in the Year 1 794.
22. Henry duke of Newcastle.
— Sir Francis Drake, bart.
Jan. 11. Hugh earl of March23. General sir John Sebright,
mont.
bart.
— Sir Clifton Wintringham,
26. Countess of Digby.
March i. Lady Eardley.
bart. M. D. and F. R. S.
— Dr. John Hinchcliffe, bishop
3.' Lady Mary Wesley, sister to
of Peterborough and dean of Dur the earl of Mornington.
5. Sir Henry Gould, knt. a
ham.
— Caroline countess dowager justice of the court of common,
of Dalkeith and widow of the right pleas.
hon. Charles Townfhend, in her
— Lady Jane Buller, sister of
own right baroness Greenwich : earl Bathurst.
the title extinct.
n. Lady Charlotte Madan, wife
1 5. John Ramey, esq. of Great of the bishop of Peterborough, and
Yarmouth, grandfather to the earl sister to marquis Cornwallis.
19. Hon. general James Murray,
of Home.
— Hon. Mrs. Coker, lady of colonel of the 1 7th regiment of foot,
John Coker, esq. and daughter of and uncle to the duke of Athol.
the late lord Romney.
25. Riglit hon. Hercules Lang16. Edward Gibbon, esq. the ford Rowley.
At-ril 1. Don Philip, the youngest
celebrated historian.
1 7. Penyston Portlock Powney, son of their Catholic majesties.
8. Lady dowager Vernon.
esq. M. P. for Windsor.
22. John viscount Mountstuart,
17. John StepI'enson, esq. M. P.
JM. P. for Cardiff.
18. Charles earl Camden.
24. Admiral sir Edward Hughes,
20. General Robert Dairymple
Horn Elphinsion, colonel of the
X.B.
25. General sir Charles Hotham, 53d regiment.
23. Countess of Guilford.
bart. and K. B.
— Major - general Albemarle
30. Lady Caroline Home, sister
of the earl of Home.
Bertie.
Sir Thomas Hay, bart.
26. Sir Edward Boughton, bart.
May 3. Lord George Cavendish,
47. Henry earl of Pembroke.
Lately, the infant son of the M. P. for Derbyshire.
— Sir John Guise, bart.
marquis of Worcester.
5. James Bruce, esq. the cele
28. Countess of Abingdon.
29. Lady Eden, relict of fir John brated Abyssinian traveller.
— Lady Crawford.
Eden, bart.
6. Nathanael Mnith, esq. M. P.
30. Benjamin Bond Hopkins, esq.
7. Hon. David Murray, M. P.
M. P.
31. Admiral Marriot Arbuth- brother to lord Elibank.
12. Mrs. Hussey, sister to earl
not.
, .
Feb. a. Hon. captain Seymour Beaulieu.
13. Lady dowager Nasinyth.
Finch.
(E 3)
17. Sir
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17. Sir Thomas Dyke Ackland, Hutt, of the Queen. Monuments
to both have been voted by the
bart.
— Lieutenant - general Towns- house of commons.
Lciid.
July 1. Gertrude duchess dow
19. Thomas earl of Haddington. ager of Bedford.
25. Hon. miss Mary Pelham.
2. Henry Dnimmond, esq.M. P.
Lately, at Madrid, aged ai, the
Lately, sir Gilfred Lawson, batt.
duke of Berwick, the last male de
3. Trevor Charles lord Dacre.
scendant of marshal Berwick, na
5. Right hon. and right Rev.
tural son of James II.
Dr. William Cecil Pery, lord
30. Lady of lord Carleton, lord Glentworth, bishop of Limerick.
chief justice of the common-pleas
15. John Evans, esq. admiral of
in Ireland.
the blue.
June 1. Countess of Egremont,
Aug. 1. Sir Henry Martin, M.P.
lady of count Bruhl, the Saxon en for Southampton, and comptroller
voy.
of the navy.
Lately, William viscount New2. Richard Burke, esq. M. P. for
haven.
Malton, only son of the right hon.
2. Reigning duke of Mecklen- Edmund Burke.
• burgh Strelitz, brother to the
6. Henry earl Bathurst.
^
Queen of Great Britain.
id. Mrs. Gamon, wife of Ri
3. Duchess of Portland.
chard Gamon, esq. M. P. for Win— Viscountess Mayo, widow of Chester, sister to the duke of Grafthe late John viscount Mayo.
ton and lord Southampton ; being
5. Anne lady Ravensworth.
the daughter of their late mother^
6. Countess of. Deloraine.
lady Augusta Fitzroy, by her se
7. Francis marquis of Hertford. cond husband, the late James Jef>— Rev. sir Henry Vane, bart. feries, esq.
prebendary of Durham.
12. Winchcomb Henry Hart
8. John lord rvilmaine.
ley, esq. M. P. for Berks.
18. Hon. general James Murray,
13. John Tempest, esq. M.P.
colonel of the royal North British for the city of Durham.
fusi leers.
14.. George Colman, sen. the
19. Viscountess Dillon, mother celebrated dramatic writer.
19. Frances baroness dowager
of the present viscount.
Lately, Hr Robert Boyd, K. B. Annaly. .
— Sir Hugh Williams, bart.
governor of Gibraltar.
23. Sir Archibald Murray, bart. M. P. for Beaumaris.
— John Lord Elphinstone.
27. Prince Kaunitz, the cele
Lately, the earl of Mayo, arch
brated prime minister to the late
empress-queen Maria Theresa, and bishop of Tuam.
to the emperors Joseph II. Leo
24. Count Merci d'Argenteau,
the Imperial minister on a private
pold II. and Francis II,
— Major Halliday, brother-in- embassy.
Sept. 3. Hester viscountess Mallaw to the earl of Dysert,
pas, relict of George viscount
28. Admiral Balfour.
29. Earl of Waldegrave,
Malpas.
4. Sir James Johnslone, bart.
30. Of their wounds in the late
naval victory, captain John Har M. P. for Weymouth.
5. Right hon. John Heiy Hutvey, pf the Brunswick, and captain
chipsow,
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chinson, principal secretary of slate
for Ireland, and provost of Trinity
College, Dublin.
10. Lady dowager Rous.
1 3. Sir Robert Mackworth, bart.
Lately, cardinal de Bernis, one
of the ministers of France, in the
reign of Louis XV. and afterward
ambassador to Rome.
Lately, princess Christiana of
Mecklenburg, sister to the queen.
28. Lieutenant - general Henry
Smith, colonel commandant of the
marines.
30. Hon. rear admiral William
Clement Finch, M. P. for Surry.
Oa. 5. Hon. Barbara Grey, sister
to lord Grey de Wilton.
1 4. Sir Thomas Clavering, bart.
17. Lady Helen Douglas, relict
of the late admiral sir James Donglas, and aunt to the earl of Glas
gow.
18. Richard Robinson, lord
Rokeby, D. D. and archbishop of
Armagh.
2 1 . Countess of Howth.
• 27. Rev. sir Edward Casileton,
bart vicar of Thornham, Norfolk.
Nov. 1. Hon. Mr. Curzon, son
of lord Scarsdale.
— Elizabeth dowager baroness
Colville of Cuhoss.
4. Major-general Robert Johnstone.
— Lady of sir William Dick,
bart.
6. Mary Wortley Montague
Stuart, countess dowager of Bute,
in her own right baroness Mountstuart. 1
13. Major-gerveral Allan Camp
bell.
18. Lady of sir John Frederick,
bart. M. P. for Surry.
— Mrs. Nugent, aunt to the
marchioness of Buckingham.
20. Duchess dowager of Leeds,
relict of the earl of Portmore.
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24. Lieutenant-general Joseph
Gabbit.
— Sir John Stanley, bart.
28. Sarah lady Ballenden
— Sir James Tylney Long,
bart. M. P.
39. Princess Sophia Frederica,
consort to prince Frederick of
Denmark.
30. Rear-admiral Rowland Cot
ton.
Dec. 14. Counted dowager of
Peterborough.
16. Lady of sir Edward Winnington, bart.
1 7. Major-general Alexander
Stewart, colonel of the queen's
royal regiment, and M. P.
25. Harry duke of Boston.
— Lady Eliza Saville, daughter
of the earl of Mexborough.
28. Charles earl of Aboyne.
30. John earl of Caslilis. .
31. Lady Harriet Pleydel-Bouverie, eldest daughter of the earl of
K ad nor.
Lately, Hon. Edward Somerset
Fitzroy, son of lord Southampton.

PROMOTIONS in the Year 1794.
Jan. 1. Edward viscountMountgarret—earl of Kilkenny in Ire
land.
— Arthur viscount Valentiaearl Mountmorris of Ireland.
— Otway viscount Desart— earl
of Desart in Ireland.
— Alice viscountess dowager
Wicklow—countess of \Wicklow
in Ireland.
— John viscount Clonmell—
earl of Clonmell in Ireland. — Andrew Thomas lord Castlestewart—viscount Castlestewart in
Ireland.
— Robert lord Leitrim—vis
count Leitrim in Ireland.
(E 4)
1. Francis

PROMOTIONS;
I. Francis lord Landaff—vis
count Landaff in Ireland.
— Cornwallis lord De Montalt—viscount Hawarden in Ire.
land.
— John lord Fitz Gibbon —vis
count I'itz Gibbon in Ireland.
II. Sir John Dick and John
Martin Leake, esq.— comptrollers
of the army accounts.
25. Richard Byron, esq. —gen
tleman ustier of the privy-cham
ber.
— Edmund Armstrong, esq.—
groom of the privy-chamber.
— Hon. William Frederick
Wyndham—envoy extraordinary
to the court of Florence.
— William Jackson, esq.—
commissioner of excise.
26. George earl of Pembroke —
lord lieutenant of Wilts.
30. Major-general Philip GoldsWorthy - colonel of the first regi
ment of dragoon guards.
— General lir Wiiliam Augus
tus Pitt, K. B.— governor of Ports
mouth.
Feb. 6. Dr. Spencer Madan bilhop of Bristol—bishop of Peterbo
rough.
— Dr. Charles Manners Sutton,
bishop of Norwich—dean of Wind
sor.
8. Dr. James Cornwallis, bishop
pf Litchfield and Coventry—dean
of Durham.
— John Hunter, esq. — captain
general and governor of New South
Wales.
— Lieutenant -colon el his royal
highncr prince William—a colonel
in the army.
March r . John Atkinson, esq.—
Scmer et herald.
5. George viscount Macartney—
earl of Macartney in Ireland.
— Charles viscount Loftus—
earl of Ely in Ireland-
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11. Soulden Lawrence, esq.—a
justice of the common-pleas, and
knighted.
15. George Naylor, esq.—York
herald. .
— Lord St. Helen's—ambassa
dor extraordinary and plenipoten
tiary to the states general of the
United Provinces.
— Sir Morton Eden, K. B.—
ambassador extraordinary and ple
nipotentiary to his Catholic ma.
jesty.
April 8. Rev. Reginald Courtenay, LL. D.— bishop of Bristol.
30. Thomas duke of Newcastle—
lord lieutenant of Nottingham
shire.
May 2. Colonel his highness
prince William of Gloucester—co
lonel of a regiment of infantry to
be forthwith raised.
12. Earl of Euston—ranger and
keeper of St. James' and Hyde
Parks.
23. Henry Hamilton, esq.—go
vernor of Dominica.
27. Joseph Smith, esq.—agent and
paymaster to the out pensioners at
Chelsea hospital.
29. Henry duke of Buccleugh—
knight of the garter.
— Hon. rear admiral fir Keith
Elphinston, and captain sir John
Borlase Warren, bait.— knights of
the bath.
June 23. Capt Henry Wilson of
the first regiment of life guards—
knight.
27. Earl of Carhampton—lieuteT
nant general of the staff of Ireland,
28. Dr. William Bennet, bishop
of Cork and Ross— bishop of
Cloyne.
— Hon. and Rev. Thomas Stopford, dean of Ferns—bifliop of
Cork and Ross.
July 4. Herbert Sawyer, esq. sir
Richard King, bart. Jonathan,
Faulkner
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Faulkner and Philip Affleck, esqrs. Curtis, knight, Henry Harvey, Ro
vice-admirals of the white—vice bert Man, and William Parker— rear
admirals of the red.
admirals ot the blue.
— William Young and James
— Thomas Fitzherbert, Samuel
Cornish, John Brisbane, Charles Gambier, esqrs. and lord Hugh
Wolseley, Samuel Cranston Good- Seymour—colonels in the marine
all, esqrs. hon. Keith Stewart, and forces.
the duke of Clarence, vice-admirals
11. William earl Fitzwilliam—a
of the blue—vice-admirals of the priyy-councellor and lord-president
•white.
of the council.
— Richard Onflow and Robert
— George John earl Spencer—
Kingsmill, esqrs. rear-admirals of a privy-counsellor.
the red — vice-admirals of the
— William Henry Cavendish
duke of Portland—secretary of state
white.
— Sir George Collier, knight, for the home department.
George Bowyer, esq. sir Hyde Par
— Right hon. William Windker, knight, Rowland Cotton and ham—secretary of war.
Benjamin Caldwell, esqrs. hon.
— Alexanderduke of GordonWilliam Cornwallis, William Al keeper of the great seal in Scot
len, John Macbride, and George land.
Vandeput, esqrs. rear-admirals of
16. Right hon. William Windthe red—vice-admirals of the blue. ham—a privy-counsellor.
— George John earl Spencer— Charles Buckner, John Gell,
William Dickfon, and Alan Gard lord privy seal.
19. Charles Saxton, efq. of Cirner, esqrs. rear-admirals of the
court, Berks—a bart.
white—vice admirals of the blue.
— Prince William of Glouces
— John Lewis Gidoin, George
Gayton, George Murray, and Ro ter, and the duke of Portlandbert Linzee, esqrs. sir James Wal knights of the garter.
lace, knight, William Peere Wilr
— Marquis Townfliend—go
Hams, and Thomas Pafley, esqrs. vernor of Hull.
— Sir Henry Clinton, K. B.—
rear-admirals of the white—reargovernor of Gibraltar.
admirals of the red.
23. Evan Nepean, Stephen Cot— John Symons, efq. and sir
Thomas Rich, bart. rear-admirals trell, and James Bland Burges
of the blue—rear admirals of the esqrs.—commissioners for execut
ing the office of keeper of the pri
red.
— Charles Thompson, James vy-seal.
26. Henry Strachey, efq.—master
Gumming, John Ford, John Colpoys, Skeffington Lutwidge, Archi of his majesty's household.
Aug. 6. Marquis of Titchfield—
bald Dickfon, George ^Montagu,
and Thomas Dumaresq. esqs. and lord lieutenant of Middlesex.
11. Major-general Charles Leigh
hon. sir George Keith Elphinftone, K. B. rear-admirals of the —captain general and governor m,
chief over the islands of Nevis, St.
blue—rear-admirals of the white.
— Captains James Pigott, hon. Christopher, Montscrrat, Antigua^
WilUam Waldegrave, Thomas Barbuda, Anguilla, and all other,
Mackenzie, Thomas Pringle, hon. islands, commonly called the Ca?
William Clement Finch, sir Roger ribbee Islands.
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it. Jaffies Craw/urd, esq.—go rear-admiral Thomas Pafley, and
vernor and commander in chief of rear-admiral sir Roger Curtis, knt.
the Bermuda or Corners Islands.
—baronets.
i2. John earl of Upper Oflbry,
Sept. 8. Earl of Chesterfield and
of the kingdom of Ireland - baron earl of Leicester—postmasters-ge
Upper Oslory, of Ampthill, in Bed neral.
fordshire.
— Major-general Lake— go
— Edward lord Clive, of the vernor of Limerick.
kingdom of Ireland—baron Clive
26. William Lindsay, esq.—go
of Walcot, in the county of Salop. vernor of Jamaica.
— Henry lord Mulgrave, of the
Ofl. 4. Colonels Edmund Fan
kingdom of Ireland—baron Mul ning ; Francis R. Humphreys, of
grave, of Mulgrave in Yorkshire.
the late 79th foot ; John Hughes,
— William Henry Lyttelton Horatio Spry, William Souter, and
lord Westcote, of the kingdom of Harrie Innes of the marines; Wil
Ireland — lord Lyttelton, baron of- liam Fawcett, inspector general of
Frankley, in Worcestershire.
recruits in Ireland ; Robert Donkin,
— The right hon. Welbore El of the late garrison battalion ; James
lis baron Mendip, of Mendip, in Balfour, of the 77th foot; James
the county of Somerset, with re Francis Perkins, of the marines ;
mainders successively to Henry Norman Macleod, of the 73d foot ;
Welbore Agar, viscount Clifden of Alexander Campbell, of the late
the kingdom of Ireland, the hon. 95th foot ; Francis D'Oyly, of the
and rev. John Ellis Agar, second lit foot-guards; William Crosbie,
son, and the hon. Charles Bagnal of the 89th foot ; sir James Duff,
Agar third son, of James late vis knt. of the 1st foot-guards ; Henry
count Clifden ; Welbore Ellis Agar, lord Mulgrave, of the 31st foot;
esq. one of the commissioners of Grice Blackeney, of the 14th dra
the customs ; and Charles Agar, goons ; Paulus Æ. Irving, of the
archbishop of Cafhel, and their re 47th foot ; John Small, lieutenantspective heirs male.
governor of Guernsey ; George
— Sir Henry Bridgeman, bart. Harris, of the 76th foot ; Richard
—baron Bradford, of Bradford, in Vyfe, of the 1st dragoon guards ;
the county of Salop.
William lord Cathcart, of the 29th
— Sir James Peachy, bart.— foot ; Maurice Wemyss, of the
baron Selsey, of Selsey, in Sus marines; Robert Mason Lewis,
captain of Carisbrooke-castle ; Basex.
— Fir Thomas Dundas, bart.— nasire Tarleton, of the late Ameri
baron Dundas, of Aske, in York- can dragoons ; sir Hew Dalrvivple,
' (hire.
knt. of the 1st spot-guards; Gor
— Assheton Curzon, of Perm- don Forbes, of 'the 105th foot;
House, in the county of Bucking Andrew Gordon, of the 26th foot;
ham, esq. — baron Curzon of Ptnn, John Floyd, of the 19th dragoons ;
in the said county.
Oliver de Lancev, barrack master— Charles Anderson Pclham, general ; John Graves Simcoe, of
of Brocklesby in the county of Lin the queen's rangers ; Robert Johncoln, tfq.- baron Yarborough, of stone, of the 3d foot-guards; aud
Yarborough, in the said county.
James Henry Craig, of the 16th
1 6. Vice-admiral George Bow foot— major-generals.
23. Captains Charles Holme*
ser, vice-admiral Alan Gardner,
Everitt
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Everitt Calmady, John Bourmaster,
sir" George Young, knt. John Hen
ry, and Richard Rodney Bligh—
rear-admirals of the blue,
24. Major-general Adam Wil
liamson—a knight of the Bath.
— Earl of Balcarras—lieute
nant-governor of Jamaica.
Nov. 12. Sir Morton Eden, K. B.
— a privy-counsellor.
14. Admiral Thomas Graves —
lord Graves of Ireland.
— Admiral fir Alexander Hood,
K. B.— lord Bridport of Ireland.
18. Major-general Adam Wil
liamson—governor of that part of
St. Domingo which belongs to his
majesty.
25. Sir Morton Eden, K. B.—
envoy extraordinary and minister
plenipotentiary to the court of Vi
enna.
28. Sir James Sanderson, knt. of
London ; Charles Willoughby, esq.
os Baldon House, Oxfordshire ; and
George William Prescott, esq. of
Theobald's Park, Herts - baronets.
Dec. 10. William earl Fitzwilliam—lord lieutenant of Ireland.
— Major-general Charles Leigh
—governor of the Leeward Caribbee Islands.
17. David earl of Mansfield—
lord president of the council.
— John earl of Chatham—lord
privy-seal.
— George viscount Milton— a
privy-counsellor.
20. George John earl Spencer,
Samuel lord Hood, sir Alan Gard
ner, knt. Charles Small Pybus, esq.
vice-admiral Philip Affleck, and
vice-admiral sir Charles Middleton,
bart.— lords of the admiralty.
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Berkshire, Edward Stephenson,
of Farleyhill, esq.
.
Bucks, Charles Clowes, of Ieor,
esq.
Cambridgeshire and Huntingdon
shire, John Richards, of Brampton,
esq.
Cheshire, Dumville Poole, of
Lymm, esq.
Cornwall, Edward Archer of
Trelask, esq.
Cumberland, William Henry
Milbourne, of Armathwaite Castle,

D erbvshire, fir Henry Harpur, of
Caulk, bart.
Devonshire, John Spurrell Pode,
of Stoke Damerell, esq.
Dorsetshire, Edward Buckley
Batson, of Sixpenny Handley, esq.
Essex, James Hatch, of Claybu^
r.V, esq.
Gloucestershire, Isaac Elton, of
Stapleton, esq.
Herefordstiire, John Miles, of
Ledbury, esq.
Hertfordshire, Samuel Leightonhouse, of Orford House, esq.
Kent, Richard Carew, of Or
pington, esq.
Leicestershire, George Moore, of
Appleby, esq.
Lincolnstiire, sir Joseph Banks,
bart.
Monmouthfliire, John Rose, of
Duffrain, esq.
Norfolk, John Richard Dasliwood, of Cockley Clay, esq.
Northamptonshire,
Richard
Booth, of Glendon, esq.
Northumberland, Charles John
Clavering, of Bitchfield, esq.
Nottinghamshire, John Bridgman Simpson, esq.
Oxfordshire, Samuel Gardner, of
Hardwick, esq.
Rutlandstiire, Thomas Forsyth of
SHERIFFS appointed for the
Empingham, esq.
Year 1794.
Shropshire, William Yelverton
Bedfordshire, Edward Njcholl, of Davenport, of Davenport House,
Studham, cscj.
Someiset-
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Somersetshire, Charles Knatchbull, of Babington, esq.
Staffordshire, Matthew Boulton,
of Soho, esq.
Southampton, Henry Bonham,
of Petersfield, esq.
Suffolk, Charles Purvis, of Darsham, esq.
Surry, Charles Bowles, of East
Sheen, esq.
Sussex, Samuel Twyford, of
Trotton, esq.
Warwickshire, Richard Hill, of
Kineton, esq.
Wiltshire," Richard Long, of
West Ashton, esq.
Worcestershire, Thomas Farley,
of Halton, esq.
Yorkshire, Thomas Lister, of
Guiibourn Park, esq.
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Pembroke, John Phelps, of
Withy-Bush House, esq.
Cardigan, William Owen, Brigstrock, of Blaenypant, esq.
Glamorgan, Henry Knight, of
Tythegstone, esq.
Brecon, Richard Wellington, of
Hay Castle, esq.
Radnor, Richard Price, of Knighton, esq.
N O R T H-W ALES.

Anglesea, Hugh Jones, of Carrog, esq.
Carnarvon, Richard Lloyd, of
Trefbedlig, esq.'
Denbighshire, Bryan Cooke, of
Havodywern, esq.
Flint, John Williams, of Boddlewiddan, esq.
SOUTH-WALES.
Merioneth, Owen Ornsby, of
Glynn, esq.
Carmarthen, William Clayton,
Montgomery, John James, of
of Alltycadno, esq.
Castle Caerinion, esq.
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His Majefl/s Speech to both Houses of
Powerful efforts have been made
by my allies in the south of Europe ;
Parliament, January »i, 1 794.
the temporary possession of the
town and port of Toulon has
greatly distressed the operations of
My lords and gentlemen,
my enemies ; and in the circum
THE circumstances under stances attending the evacuation of
which you are now assem that place, an important and deci
bled require your most serious at sive blow has been given to their
naval power by the conduct, abili
tention.
We are engaged in a contest, on ties, and spirit of my commanders,
the issue of which depend the main officers, and forces, both by sea and
tenance of our constitution, laws, land.
The French have been driven
and religion, and the security of all
from their possessions and fishery at
civil society.
You must have observed with Newfoundland ; and important and
satisfaction the advantages which valuable acquisitions have been
have been obtained by the arms of made both in the East and Weft
the allied powers, and the change Indies.
At sea our superiority has beea
which has taken place in the general
situation of Europe since the com tmdisptited, and our commerce so
effectually protected, that the losses
mencement of the war.
The United Provinces have been sustained have been inconsiderable
protected from invasion. The Aus in proportion to its extent, and to
trian Netherlands have been reco the captures made on the contract
vered and maintained, and places ed trade of the enemy.
The circumstances by which the
of considerable importance have
been acquired on the frontier of further progress of the allies has
been hitherto impeded, not only
France.
The recapture of Mentz, and prove the necessity of vigour and
the subsequent successes of the perseverance on our part, but at the
allied armies on the Rhine, hare, same time confirm the expectation
notwithstanding the advantages re of ultimata success.
Our enemies have derived the
cently obtained by the enemy in
that quarter, proved highly bene means of temporary exertion from
ficial to the common cause.
a system which has enabled them
t*
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to dispose arbitrarily of the lives
and property of a numerous peo
ple, and which openly violates
every restraint of justice, humanity,
and religion. But these efforts,
productive as they necessarily have
been of internal discontent and
confusion in France, have also
tended rapidly to exhaust the na
tural and real strength of that
country.
Although I cannot but regret
the necessary continuance of the
war, I fliousd ill consult the essen
tial interests of my people, if I
were desirous of peace on any
grounds but such as may provide
for their permanent safety, and for
the independence and security of
Europe.
The attainment of these ends is
still obstructed by the prevalence of
a system in France, equally incom
patible with the happiness of that
country, and with the tranquillity
of all other nations.
Under this impression, I thought
proper to make a declaration of
the views and principles by
which I am guided:— I have or
dered a copy of this declaration to
be laid before you, together with
copies of several conventions and
treaties with different powers, by
which you will perceive how large
a part of Europe is united in a
cause of such general concern.
I reflect with unspeakable satis
faction on the steady loyalty and
firm attachment to the establisticd constitution and government,
which, notwithstanding the conti
nued efforts employed to mislead
and to seduce, have been so gene
rally prevalent among all ranks of
my people. These sentiments have
been eminently manifested in the
zeal and alacrity of the militia to
provide for our internal defence,
and in the distinguished bravery
8
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and spirit displayed on every occa
sion by my forces both by sea and
land : they have maintained the
luitrc of the Britisli name, and have
shewn themselves worthy of the
blessings which it is the object of
all our exertions to preserve.
Gentlemen of the house of com
mons,
I have ordered the necessary
estimates and accounts to be laid
before you ; and I am persuaded
you will be ready to make such
provision as the exigencies of the
time may require. I seel too sensibly
the repeated proofs which I have
received of the affection of my sub
jects not to lament the necessity of
any additional burthens. .
It is however a great consolation
to me to observe the favourable
state of the revenue, and the com
plete success of the measure which
was last year adopted for removing
the embarrassments affecting com
mercial credit.
Great as must be the extent of
our exertions, I trust you will be
enabled to provide for them in such
a manner as to avoid any pressure
which could be severely felt by my
people.
My lords and gentlemen,
In all your deliberations you
will undoubtedly bear in mind the
true grounds and origin of the war.
An attack was made on us and on
our allies, founded on principles
which tend to destroy all property,
to subvert the laws and religion of
every civilized nation, and to in
troduce universally that wild and
destructive system of rapine, anar
chy, and impiety, the effects of
which, as they have already been
manifested in France, furnisli a
dreadful.
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dreadful, but useful lesson to the
present age and to posterity.
It only remains for us to perse
vere in our united exertions — their
discontinuance or relaxation could
hardly procure even a short inter
val of delusive repose, and could
never terminate in security of
peace.
Impressed with the necessity of
defending all that is most dear to
us, and relying, as we may with
confidence, on the valour and re
sources of the nation, on the conlinued efforts of so large a part of
Europe, and above all on the in
contestable justice of our cause, let
us render our conduct a contrast to
that of our enemies, and by culti
vating and practising the principles
of humanity and the duties of re
ligion, endeavour to merit the con
tinuance of the divine favour and
protection, which have been so
eminently experienced by these
kingdoms.
Earl Stanhope's Protest in the Hotise
of Lords against the Rejeflion of the
Bill brought in by the Earl of
Albemarle, to indemnify ]\finijlers
for permitting a Body of Hejfian
Troops to land in this Kingdom,
without the previous Consent of Par
liament, Feb. 31.
Dissentient,
lst, Because " It is contrary to
law, for the crown to keep an army
in this kingdom, either in time of
peace, or in time of war, without
the previous consent of parlia
ment." And it is essential, that
this important constitutional prin
ciple (which was unequivocally
admitted in the debate) should be
for ever maintained inviolate in
this country. Aud the friends of
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public liberty ought ever to bear
in memory, the admirable vote of
the house of commons, on the
fifth day of May, 1641, when it
was resolved, " That this house
doth declare, that whosoever sliall
give council or assistance", or join
in any manner, to bring anv foreign
force into the kingdom, WlesS it
be by command of his majesty,
with the consent of both houses in
parliament, sliall be adjudged and
reputed a public enemy to the
king and kingdom."
2dly, Because the annual mutiny
bill is a proof, that the crown can
not perpetuate or assume a preroga
tive, which parliament annually
bestows ; nor exercise at its own
discretion that power, which the
legislature specially limits.
K
3<ily, Because it is a most dan
gerous doctrine, that the crown
has a right (by virtue of an u un
defined prerogative,") to do any
act which is not warranted, either
by corfimon, or by statute law,
under the frivolous pretence of its
appearing to ministers to be useful.
And the supineness of parliament,
in the reign of king James the se
cond, when so many acts, notori
ously illegal, were committed by
the crown, and yet pasted unnoticed
by the two houses, clearly proves,
that, from the want of vigilance in
certain parliaments, precedents
may be establislied, subversive of
the first principles of national
freedom.
4thly, Because the maintaining
of a foreign army on the establisliment, or within the territory of
this kingdom, is in open defiance
of the very act of parliament, which
fettles the crown on the present
royal family (namely the 12th and
13th of William III. chap, the ad.)
which expressly enacts, " That no
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person bom out of the kingdoms
of England, Scotland, or Ireland, or
the dominions thereunto belonging
(although he be naturalized, or
made a denizen, except such as
are born of English parents) shall
be capable to enjoy any office or
place of trust, either civil or mili
tary." And the act of the agth
George II. chap the jth, is a
proof, that the legislature deemed
a special act of parliament necessary,
to enable the king to employ even
a limited number of subaltern
foreign officers in America, only
under certain restrictions and qua
lifications.
5thly, Because u foreign mer
cenaries have always been unufeful,
or dangerous to those who employ
■em. Their conduct, at first, has
generally been peaceable and en
snaring; at last, seditious and de
structive. And those states, that
have carried the points which they
intended, by their assistance, have
usually, in the event, been enslaved
by them."
And 6thly, Because a preroga
tive in the executive power, to in
troduce any number, without
limit, of armed foreign hirelings
into any country, without the pre
vious and express consent of the
legislative, is. totally incompatible
with any form of a free constitu
tion. For, not only that govern
ment is tyrannical, which is actually
tyrannically administered ; but that
government also is tyrannical
(however administered), where
there is no sufficient security apiinst
its being tyrannically administered
in future. And I solemnly protest
against a measure, which tends to
endanger the rights and liberties of
my fellow citizens, of whom I con
sider myselfonly as a trustee.
Stanhope.
3
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Hie Earl *f Radnor''s Protest on the
fame Subjeft, Feb. 2 J.
Dissentient,
ist, Because as, with the excep
tion of only one noble lord, (not
one of his majesty's ministers) it
was in the debate unanimously ad
mitted, that the keeping in this
country troops, whether native
or foreign, in time either of war
or peace, without the consent of
parliament, is unconstitutional ;
and as it was also admitted unani
mously and unequivocally, tha$
the troops in question arc here
upon grounds of fitness and expe*
diency ; and as the considerations
of fitness and expediency, though
they may render, and in fact, in
the present instance, do render the
measure not only justifiable, but
highly meritorious, do in no degree
so change its nature as to make it
more or less constitutional.
zdly, This bill, though of a fort
to be very sparingly adopted, yet
was of particular propriety ; for,
in a matter of great moment, it
declared the law, saved the consti
tution, and did justice to the mo
tives of the executive government.
3dly, Because the stopping of
this bill leaves the troops here,
without any consent of parlia
ment.
4thly, Because the effect of the
declarations, by which the right of
the crown so to keep troops here
was disclaimed, however strong,
general and unequivocal, is yet
transitory and fugitive; but the
fact that troops are so here, is
notorious and recorded ; and, when
the motives which justified, and
the declarations that reconciled the
house to the measure, are forgot
ten, may be done into precedent.
February 17, 1794.
radnoi.
Protest
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Protest against the first Rending of
the Bill far suspending the Ha
beas Corpus Ad, May 22.
Dissentient,
Because I abhor the idea of
establishing a dangcrmisand uncon
stitutional system of Letttes de Ca
chet in this country.
StanKope.

Protest against the passing of the Bill
for suspending the Habeas Corpus
jfcl, May 22.
Dissentient,
1st, Because no evidence has
been laid before us, that this king
dom is at present in those circum
stances of imminent danger and
imperious necessity which alone,
in our opinion, would justify even
the temporary surrender of that
sacred fundamental law which is
tfce sole guardian of the personal
liberty and security of our fellowsifbjects. None of those circum
stances, either of foreign invasion
or of domestic insurrection, or of
formidable conspiracy, now exist,
which induced our ancestors -to
commit their liberties to the peril
ous guardianship of a defpotical
authors
Instead of such an
unequivocal public danger, which
silences aril deliberations and over
rules alt laws, we are now re
quired to vest an arbitrary power
in his majesty's ministers, upon the
authority of a detail of the offences
of individuals or societies', whose
strength and numbers are not
proved, to our apprehension, to be
such as would justify such a mea
sure as the present, especially as
the ordinary operation- of the law
is sufficient to check the spirit
which is supposed to prevail. One
of the worst effects of the conduct
J794-
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of these societies is their having
operated as the instrument for for
mer artificial panics, and as a pre
text for former measures, in our
opinion the most hazardous ani
pernicious. They continued the
fame conduct without injury experienced by the public, without
accession of strengti, without the
proof of any change in their sys
tems or designs. We cannot, there
fore, witho. t betraying the trust re
posed in us, consent to resign the
liberties of all our fellow-subjects
to the discretion of the servants of
the crown, on no better ground
than that of a catalogue of offences
which have been long notorious to
the whole kingdom.
adly, Because even the proof that
some individuals entertain those
desperate designs which have been
ascribed to them would not, in our
opinion, form any justification of
the pre*eit measure. From the Re
volution to the comp!-t2 defeat of
the pretensions of the House of
Stuart, the wisdom of our ancestors
did not deem the existence of a zea
lous, powerful, and indefatigable
Jacobite party a sufficient reason^
without overt acts of rebellion, or
actual existing conspiracy, for sub-i
jecting the personal liberty of the
wljole kingdom to the will of mi-»
nifters. Miserable, indeed, and
precarious is our condition, if, ac
the pleasure of a handful of vision
aries and incendiaries (characters
which everv age produces, and dis
guises which the agents of every
government may assume), our li
berties are to be laid under a legal
interdict, and ministers are to be
vestal with an art>itr«ry power over
the persons of all the freemen of
this realm.
3dly, Because, even if the danger
had been as real and iimn'nient as
is pretended, it mujht have beta
(F)
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provided against by measures far
less odious than that of depriving
the subject of those rights of per
sonal security which distinguish
the British Constitution beyond any
other free government ancient or
modern, and changing it, for the
time, from a government of law to
a government of will. One expe
dient, comparatively more mode
rate, is obvious, namely, to put the
law respecting bail for misdemean
ours which affect the state, for a limit
ed time on the fame footing with bail
in cafes of treason.
4thlv, Because this bil! appears
to us, under a still more melancholy
and alarming aspect, when we com
bine it with declarations which
have been made by considerable
persons during the dependence of
this bill. Even this, the utmost
extremity to which our ancestors
were ever driven by the pressure
of the greatest danger, is "but the
prelude to a system of measures (if
possible) still more violent and ar
bitrary. These menaces, too forci
bly illustrated by some past mea
sures, in our opinion of a rigour
equally impolitic and odious, fill
us with the most melancholy ap
prehensions that designs are enter
tained, by » progressive series of en
croachments, to annihilate all the
rights of Englishmen, and to extin
guish all the free principles of the
British Constitution.
5thly, Because the precipitation
with which this bill has been hur
ried through the House is both in
decent in itself, and directly repug
nant to two standing orders of this
House, one of the 28th of June,
1 7 tC, and tha other of the 28th
April, 1699, standing orders which
insure to this House the advantages
of mature deliberation, and to the
subject the invaluable privilege of
petitioning against measures, which,
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like the present, are subversive of
his fundamental rights.
ALBEMARLE, BEDFORD,
LAUDERDALE, DERBY.
Protest against the Vote of Thanh 10
Lord Hood, June 17.
Dissentient,
t. Because it has not been the
practice of this House to vote thanks
to officers commanding his majes»
ty's forces by sea or land, except
on occasions where they have emi
nently advanced the honour and
promoted the interests of their coun
try, by the most important and ac
knowledged services.
2. Because by voting the thanks
of this House, except in such in
stances, we diminifli the value of
the most honourable reward we
have it in our power to confer, and
lessen one of the best incitements to
future service.
3. Because the reduction of Bastia
does not in itself appear to us to be
such a service as calls upon thts
House for any extraordinary mark
of approbation or applause.
4. Because, whatever the merit of
that service may be, the other ad
mirals of the fleet, and the com
manding officers of his i>»jestv's
land forces, mull have had their
share in it ; and to refuse thanking
them, as had been usual on similar
occasions, appears to us to justify
an opinion that the vote of thanks
to lord Hood originated from some
motive of a private and personal
nature, which it is improper for
this House to countenance.
5. Because even ministers them
selves do not seem, in the first in
stance, to have considered that ser
vice as entitled to such a mark of
approbation ; for though accounts
had been received of the reduction
of
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t>f Bastia previous to those of the
victory obtained by the fleet under
the command of earl Howe, no in
tention was announced of moving
a vote of thanks to lord Hood, till
this House had paid the just tribute
of gratitude and honour for that
most important and splendid vic
tory.
Bedford,
Derby,
Albemarle,
Thanet.
Lauderd ale,
The Speech of the Speaker of the House
of Commons, ivhen he gave the
Thanks of the House to the Mana
gers of the Impeachment againjl
Warren Hastings, Esquire, June
20.
Gentlemen,
It is my duty to communicate to
you, the thanks of this House, for
the manner in which you have dis
charged a most arduous trust, on
an occasion highly interesting to
the honour and justice of the na
tion.
The subject, to which your atten
tion has been directed, was intricate
and extensive beyond example :
you have proved, that it was well
suited to your industry and elo
quence, the exertions of which
have conferred honour, not on
yourselves only, but on this House,
whose credit is intimately connect
ed with your own. A forcible ad
monition has been given, on this
occasion, to all persons in situations
of high and important national trust,
that they can neither be removed
by distance, nor sheltered by power,
from the vigilance and authority of
this House, which is possesled of no
privilege more important, than that
by which it is enabled to bring
public delinquents to the bar of
jpublic justice, and thus to preserve,

or rescue from dishonour, the Bri
tish name and character.
But in addressing you on this
occasion, and in considering the
beneficial consequences to be ex
pected from this proceeding, it is
impossible not to advert to the in
creased security, which the consti
tution has derived in the course of it,
from the recognition and full con
firmation of the principle, that an
impeachment is not discontinued
by a dissolution of parliament ; a
principle esl'ential to the privileges
of this House, and to the indepen-,
dent and effectual administration of
public justice.
Under these impressions, suggest
ed by the nature and importance of
your trust, and by the manner in
which you have discharged it, I
obey, with the utmost satisfaction,
the commands of this House, by
stating to you their resolution,
" That the thanks of this House
" be given to the members, who
* were appointed the managers of
" the impeachment against War" ren Hastings, esq. for their faith" ful management in their discharge
" of the trust reposed in them."

His Majestys Speech to both Houses of
Parliament, on Friday, July 11.
My lords and gentlemen,
The state of public business
enables me now to close this session
of parliament, in doing which I
have again to acknowledge that as
siduity and zeal for the interests of
my people, of which you had be
fore given me so many proofs, and
which have been so particularly
manifested in the present year.
. I am persuaded that you enter
tain too just a sense of the natur*
and importance of the contest in
which we are engaged, to suffer
•
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your zeal to be abated, or yonr
perseverance shaken, by the recent
successes of the enemy in the Ne
therlands.
In a moment which so strongly
calls for energy and vigour, it is
peculiarly gratifying to me to re
flect on the uniform skill and bra
very of my fleets and armies ; the
undaunted spirit and unwearied ex
ertion of my officers and troops in
every situation ; and the general
public spirit of my people, which
liave never at any period been more
conspicuous.
I have observed, with the highest
satisfaction, the rapid and valuable
acquisitions made in the Hast and
West Indies ; the successful ope
rations which have been carried on
in the Mediterranean ; and the bril
liant and decisive victory obtained
by mv fleet, under the command
of earl Howe, an event which must
ever be remembered as one of the
most' glorious in the naval history
of this country.
Gentlemen of tlie house of
commons,
. I return you my warmest thanks
for_the chearfulnefs and liberality
■with which you have granted the
large supplies which were necessa
ry for the service of the year, and
for the maintenance of a cause
equally important to the security
aud happiness of every class of my
subjects.
My lorUs, and gentlemen,
:-I feel it incumbent upon me
particularly to acknowledge your
diligence in the investigation of the
designs which had been formed
against the government and consti-tution of these kingdoms, and to
thank you for the confidence you
have reposed in me on this occa
sion. It will be a principal object
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of my attention to make a vigorous
and prudent use of the additional
powers vested in me for the pro
tection and security of my people ;
and relying, as I do, with the ut
most confidence, on the uniform
loyalty and public spirit of the
great body of my subjects, I have
no doubt of speedily and effectually
repressing every attempt to disturb
the public peace, and of defeating
the wicked designs which have been
in agitation.
It must not, however, be forgot
ten, that these designs against our
domestic happiness are essentially
connected with the system now
prevailing in France, of which the
principles and spirit art irreconcileably hostile to all regular and
established gorvernment ; and that
we are therefore called upon, by
every consideration of our own in
ternal safety, so continue our efforts
in conjunction with my allies, and
to persevere with increased vigour
and exertion in a contest, from the
successful termination of which
we can alone expect to establish,
on a solid and permanent founda
tion, the future security and tran
quillity either of this country, or of
the other nations of Enrope.

TJ:c Speech os his Excellency folm
Mat I of Westmorland, Lord Lieu
tenant of Ireland, to both Houses of
Parliament, fan. 21.
My lords, and gentlemen,
I have his majesty's command*
to meet you in parliament. You
must have felt, with the highest sa
tisfaction, that, by the success of
his majesty's arms and those of his
allies, the hopes of France, in their
unprovoked declaration of war, to
impair the stability or (hake the
constitution of Great Britain and
Irs
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Ireland, have been utterly disap
pointed.
The forces of his majesty and his
allies are in possession of many im
portant fortresses which belonged
to the French, and many of their
oppressive and unjust conquests
have been wrested from them ; and
whilst the trade of the empire has
been generally protected, the re
sources which our enemies derived
from their wealthy settlements and
extensive commerce have been al
most entirely cut olf.
I have the satisfaction to acquaint
you, that the spirit of insurrection,
■which was for some time prevalent
among the .lower orders of people,
is in general suppressed. No exer
tion shall be wanting, on my part,
to bring them to a due sense of or
der and subordination, and to pre
vent and punisu the machinations
of those who may aim to seduce
them from their accustomed loyalty
inro acts of sedition and outrage.
The law for rendering a militia
in this kingdom effectual has been
carried successfully into execution.
I am happy to find that the people
are at length fully reconciled to
this institution, which has already
been attended by the most bene
ficial consequences, in producing
internal tranquillity, and contribut
ing to the general strength and force
of the empire.
I am commanded to acquaint
you, that his majesty has appointed
a commission under the great seal,
to execute the office of lord high
treasurer of this kingdom, in order
that the payment of the civil list
granted to his majesty, and a regu
lar appropriation of the revenue to
distinct services, may be carried
into execution in a, manner as con
formable to the practice of Great
Britain, as the relative situation of
this kingdom will permit.
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Gentlemen of the bouse of
commqns,
I have ordered the national ac
counts to be laid before you, as well
as the estimates for the service of
the ensuing year. It is painful to me
to observe, that the exigencies of th«
times will require a large supply
and additional resources ; but when
you consider that this is. a war of
absolute necessity, and that you are
contending for your liberty, pro
perty, and religion, I doubt not
that you will cheerfully contribute
to support the honour of his ma
jesty's crown, and the essential in
terests of the kingdom.
My lords, and gentlemen,
The agriculture, the manufac
tures, and particularly the linen ma
nufacture of Ireland, the Protestant
charter schools, and various other
institutions of public utility, have
so constantly received the benefit
of your tare arid liberality, that I
need not particularly, at this time,
inculcate their importance.
His majesty has the fullest reli
ance upon the loyalty and attach
ment of his people of Ireland. You
are now, by the unjust aggression
of France, involved in a contest for
your religion, for your constitution,
and for the preservation of every
principle which upholds social or
der, or gives security to your per
sons or properties. In such a cause,
his majesty has no doubt of being
cordially supported by the efforts
of all his subjects, in resisting the
delperate designs of me:;, who are
endeavouring to erect their own
power and dominion on the ruins
of law and order, and to in'-olve
every government of Europe in 'a
general scene of confusion and anarchv.
His majesty's object is peace ;
(F 3)
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and he will exert himself, in con
junction with his allies, whenever
an occasion shall present itself, for
obtaining this desirable end, with
out surrendering the honour of his
crown, or sacrificing the present or
future security of his people and of
the rest of Europe.
You may depend upon my faith
ful representations of your serf ices
to his majesty ; and I will zealously
co-operate with your exertions for
the welfare and prosperity of Ire
land.

The Speech of his Excellency John
Earl of Westmorland, Lord Lieute
nant of Ireland, to both Houses of
Parliaments March 25.
My lords, and gentlemen,
The important objects which
engaged your attention being con
cluded, 1 am enabled to relieve you
from further attendance in parlia
ment.
I have his majesty's commands
to express his most entire satisfac
tion in tht> zeal and unanimity
which have governed your pro
ceedings during the present seslion,
and the cheerfulness with which
you have provided for the extraor
dinary emergencies of the state*
This conduct, so honourable to
yourselves, must essentially tend to
preserve the internal tranquillity of
your country, to maintain that free
constitution under which you en
joy such inestimable blessings, and
is highly beneficial to the general
interests of the empire, and to the
common cause of Europe.
Gentlemen of the house of
commons,
I am directed by his majesty to
return you his thanks for the very
liberal supplies you have voted for
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the public service. You may rely
on their faithful application to the
purposes for which they were grant
ed.
My lords, and gentlemen,
His majesty feels, with the most
cordial pleasure, the loyalty of his
people of Ireland, and the affection
ate determination they have always
shewn to stand or fall with Great
Britain. In the contest in which
we are engaged by the unprovoked
aggression of France, measures of
the most vigorous r.ature continue
to be requisite, and his majesty will
persevere in his exertions, in con
junction with his allies, against the
common enemy. Under the Di
vine Providence, on the justice of
his cause, on the disciplined valour
of his sleets and armies, and the
united efforts of all his subjects, his
majesty relies for a favourable issue
to a war, which, on the part of our
enemies, is waged against the envied
liberty of these kingdoms, and the
established government of every
state in Europe.
I applaud your wisdom in passing
an act for preserving the property,
within this kingdom, of persons re
sident in France from becoming the
plunder of those who have usurped
the government of that unhappy
country. It is peculiarly our duty
to support the security of private
property, and to maintain the prin
ciples of justice, when doctrines
have been advanced, and attempts
endeavoured to be carried into exe
cution, for the destruction of both.
I am sorry to inform you, that in
some parts of the county of Cork,
the people, deluded by the artifices
of wicked and designing men, have
assembled in numerous bodies, and
have compelled many to take un
lawful oaths. The timely exer
tions of the magistrates, aided by
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the spirited conduct of his ma
jesty's regular and militia forces,
have nearly suppressed those dis
turbances. No attention shall be
wanting on my part to the pro
tection of the peaceable and in
dustrious, and to the punishment
of offenders against the law, and
especially pf those who have insti
gated the ignorant to the commis
sion of such dangerous crimes.
The early conclusion of the sesr
sion will enable you, in your re
spective counties, to enforce a due
obedience to the laws, and to in
culcate that spirit of loyalty to the
king, and attachment to our happy
constitution, which has so emi
nently distinguished your conduct.
I am truly sensible of the re
peated testimonies I have received
of your confidence and support,
for which I return you my most
sincere thanks, and shall endeavour
to ensure their continuance by
employing every power with which
I am invested for the maintenance
of the public tranquillity, and the
advantage of this kingdom, and
by faithfully representing to his
majesty your unremitting attention
to the welfare of Ireland, and your
unanimous exertions for the gene
ral cause of the empire,
n—1
—_
J7ic New Constitution os Corsica,
TRANSLATION.
We, the representatives of the
Gorsican nation, free and indepen
dent, lawfully assembled in a gene
ral meeting, possessed of a special
authority to form the present con
stitutional act, have unanimously
decreed, under the auspices of the
Supreme Being, the following ar
ticles.
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Chapter I.
Of the Nature of the Constitution,
and of the Constituted Powers.
Art. I. The constitution of Cor
sica is monarchical, according to
the following fundamental laws.
II. The legislative power is vest
ed in the king, and in the repre
sentatives of the people, lawfully
elected and convened.
III. The legislature, composed
of the king and of the representa
tives of the people, is denominated
the parliament ; the assembly of the
representatives of the people is
named the house of parliament ;
and the representatives are styled
members of the parliament.
Chapter II.
Of the Mode of Elections, the
Number of Members, and the
Functions of Parliament.
Art. I. The territory mall be
divided into pieves, (districts) each
of which sliall send two members
to parliament. The towns on the.
coast, of which the population
sliall amount to ,3,000 souls and
upward, have the right of sending
two members each to parliament ;
the bishops, who discharge the
duties of their see in Corsica, and
are recognised as such by the Corsican nation, sliall be members of
parliament.
II. The members of parliament
sliall be elected by all the Corsican
citizens, of twenty-five years of
age, who shall have been resident
at least one year in the pieve, or in
the town, and who are possessors of
land.
III. No person sliall be elected
a member of parliament, unless he
possesses at least 6,000 livres in
land in the pieve which he is to re(F 4)
presents
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present, and pays taxes in propor
Chapter III.
tion to this posseihon, and unless
bo n of a Corlicnn father, and Of the Duration and Convocation
of Parliament.
botift fide an inhabitant, having ^
ke; t house for five yean in the said
Art. J. The duration of one par
pi: ve, aud until he has arrived at
the age pf twenty -five.
liament shall be two years.
II. The king may dissolve the
IV. Lodgers, except those who
arc inmates for life, persons em parliament.
III. In cafe of a dissolution of
ployed in collecting trie, revenue,
the- receivers and collectors of parliament, the king shall convene
taxes, those who have pensions, or another within forty days.
IV. Those persons who were
who are in the service of a foreign
power, and priests, cannot be mem members of the dissolved parlia
bers of the house of parliament.
ment, may be elected members of
V. The lorm of election shall the succeeding one.
V. If the parliament expires
be determined by the laws.
VI. If a mur/Utr of the parlia without being dissolved, another
ment dies, or becomes incapable, shall be called, by the king's au
according to law, of being a mem thority, within forty days.
ber of parliament, another member
VI. The king may prorogue the
shall be elected by his pieve, within parliament.
VII. The parliament cannot befifteen days, by the king's autho
convoked or assembled, but by the
rity.
VII. The house of parliament king's command.
VIII. The interval between the
has the right of enacting all the
acts which are intended to hare convening of the house and its
prorogation, or, if it be not pro
force of law.
VIH. The decrees of the house rogued, until its dissolution, or, if
of parliament shall not have force it be not dissolved, until its expira
of law, unless they receive the tion, is to be called the session of
king's sanction,
parliament.
IX Any decree that has not
IX. The viceroy, or, in case of
palsed the house of parliament, aad illness, the commissioners nomw
received the king's function, ihr.ll nated by him for that purpose, shall
not be looked upon as law, nor open the sessions in person, and
carried into execution as suc h.
declare the reasons for convoking
Xt No imposition, ta*, or pub the parliament.
lic contribution, flia.il hr laid with
X. The parliament may adjourn
out the consent of parliament, or itself and re-assemble," during the
without being especialy granted same session.
XI. The house shall decide up
by if.
XI. Parliament has the right of on any contested election of its
impeachment, in the name of the niembdrs,
nation, of every arjent of govern
XII- The memhers of" parlia,
ment, guilty of prevarication, be ment sliz.ll not be subject to arrest
fore the extraordinary tribunal.
or imprisonment for debt during
XII. The cafes pf prevarication the continuance ol their represent
dull be (kternujied by the iaw,
ation;
Chapth*
' 1 '
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On the Mode of Deliberation,
Freedom of Debate, and internal
Regulations of Parliament.
Art. I. After the opening of par
liament by the viceroy, or by his
commissioners, as is herein beforementioned, the oldest member shall
take the chair ; and the members
present, having elected a provi
sional secretary among, themselves,
stiall proceed to the choice of «
president, and of one or more se
cretaries. The secretaries shall
not be chosen from among the
members ; and may be dismissed
by a vote of parliament.
J I. The parliament assembled,
in all the cafes before-mentioned,
has the power of debate, and of
paffin? bills, whenever above one
half or its members are present.
III. Every member, elected and
not appearing, stiall have notice,
from the preside nt of the ho'ise, to
repair to his post within fiftetu
days.
IV. In cafe of non-appearance,
or of not sending a lawful excuse
satisfactory- to trie- house, such
member Ihall be condemned to a
fine of 200 livres.
V. Pailiament may grant leave
of absence, or permit tne absence
of such members who solicit it,
provided more than one half of its
member? remain present.
VI. Every proposition mnde i'i
parliament Ihall be decided by the
majority of the memb r* present;
the president, in case of an equal
division, stall give the casting vote.
VII. The forms and procedures
of enacting laws, and of determin
ing otiicr matters in the house,
which may not be fixed by the
present constitution, shall be re
gulated by the house itself,
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VIII. The king's sanction, or
the refusal of it, (hall be announced
in person by the king's representa
tive in the house of parliament, or
by a special commission in case of
sickness.
IX. The form of the sanction,
{hail be, the king approves ; that of
refusal, the king will examine; the
bills sanctioned by the king are
named Acts of Parliament.
X. No member of parliament
stiall be called to account, or punistied by the king's servants, for
the opinions manifested, or the
doctrines professed in the house, or
by any other authority whatever,
except by that of the house itself.
XI. The president of the par
liament has the right of calling to'
order any of its members, when
he may think proper. The house
may censure, arrest and imprison
any of its own members, during
the session.
Chapj-er V.
Upon the Exercise of the Execu
tive Power.
Art. I. The king shall have his
immediate representative in Cor.sica, with the title of Viceroy.
II. The viceroy stiall have the
power of giving his sanction or
refusal to the decrees of parlia
ment.
III. He stiall moreover have the
power to perform, in the king's
name, all the acts of government
which are within the limits of the
royal authority :—there stiall be a
board of council and a secretary of
state, nominated by the, king; and
mention shall be made in the viceroy's orders, that he has taken the
opinion of the said board of coun
cil ; and these orders stiall be
countersigned bv the secretary.
IV. The
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IV. The nation has the right of
petitioning, as well the viceroy as
the house of parliament : the con
stituted and acknowledged corps of
the law may petition in a body,
the other corps in their individual
capacity only ; and a petition fliall
never be presented by more than
twenty persons, however numerous
may be the signatures to it.
V. The house of parliament
may address the king to recall his
viceroy : in such cafe the house
lhall address his majelty in his privy
council assembled : the viceroy
shall be obliged to transmit the ad
dress to the king, upon the requi
sition of the house, within the term
•f fifteen days after such requisi
tion, and the house may itself
transmit it to the king, even
through the channel of a deputa
tion ; but in any case the house is
bound to present to the viceroy,
fifteen days previous to the depar
ture of the address, a copy of the
fame, and of tlie papers Which are
to accompany it.
VJ. The king has the exclusive
direction of all military arrange
ments, and is to provide for the
internal and external security of
the country.
VI L The king declares war
and makes peace : he fliall not be
authorised, however, in anv event,
nor on any account whatsoever, Co
give up, alienate, or in any manner
prejudice, the unity and indivisi
bility of Corsica and its depen
dencies.
VIII. The king (hall appoint to
all the offices of government.
IX. The ordinary employments
of justice, and of the administra
tion of the public money, shall be
conferred upon natives of Corsica,
or persons naturalised Corsicans,
ia virtue of the laws.
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Chaptex VI>
Of Judicial Proceedings, and os'
the Division of the Tribunals.
Art. I. Justice shall be executed
in the king's name, and the orders
carried into execution by officers
appointed by himt in conformity
to the laws.
fl. There fliall be a supreme
tribunal, composed of five judges
and the king's advocate, and this
shall be stationary in Cofte.
III. There fliall be a president
and a king's advocate attached to
every other new jurisdiction.
IV. The functions of the said
respective tribunals, their admini
stration, and the emoluments, fliall
be determined by law.
V. There shall be in every pieve
a podesta, (magistrate.)
VI. In every community there
fliall be a municipality, named by
the people, and its functions fliall
be regulated by the laws.
VII. Crimes, which deserve
corporal or ignominious punish
ments, fliall be tried by the judges
and a jury.
VIII. The king has the power
of granting pardon, in conformity
to the fame regulations under
which he exercises this prerogative
in England.
IX. All civil, criminal, com
mercial causes, and those of every
other kind whatsoever, shalj be ter
minated in Corsica, iu the first ancj
last instance.
Chapter VII.
Of the Extraordinary Tribunal.
Art. I. There fliall be an extra
ordinary tribunal, composed of five
judges, appointed by the king, and
commissioned to judge upon any
impeachment from the house of
parliament, or upon all charges
f
made,
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made, on the part of the king, of
prevarication, or other treasonable
transactions.
II. The nature of the said
crimes, and the form of trial, shall
be determined upon by a special
law ; but a jury shall be allowed in
every case of this fort.
III. The members of the tribu
nal mail not assemble,£ut in cafes of
impeachment by the house of par
liament, or by the king ; and, im
mediately after judgment given,
they shall be obliged to separate.
Chapter VIII.
Of Personal Liberty, and of the
Liberty of the Press.
Art. I. No person shall be de
prived of his liberty and property
but by sentence ot the tribunals
acknowledged by the laws, and in
the cafes and according to the
forms prescribed.
II. Whoever shall be arrested or
placed in confinement, shall be
conducted, within the term of
twenty-lour hours, before the com
petent tribunal, in order that the
cause of his detention may be ad
judged according to law.
III. In cafe of the arrest being
declared vexatious, the person ar
rested will have a right of claim
ing damages and interest before the
competent tt ibunals.
IV. The liberty of the press is
decreed, but the abuse of it is to b«
amenable to the laws.
V. Every Corsican shall have
the power freely to depart from
his country, and to return to it
with his property, conforming
himself to the regulations and ordonrrances of general police, ob
served in such cases.
Chapter IX.
Of the Corsican Flag and Naviga
tion.
Art. I. The standard shall bear
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a Moor's Head, quartered with the
King's Arms, according to th,e
form which stiall be prescribed by
his majesty.
II. The king stmllafford the
fame protection to the trade and
navigation of the Corsicans, as to
the trade and navigation of his other
subjects.
III. The Corsican nation, deeply
penetrated with sentiments of gra-.
titude toward the king of Great
Britain and the English nation, for
the munificence and protection
which it has always enjoyed, and
which is now, in a more special
manner, secured to it by the present
constitutional act,
Declares, That it will consider
every attempt which in war or in
peace fliall be made to promote
the glory of his majesty, and the'
interests of the empire of Great
Britain in general, as its own ; and
the parliament of Corsica will al
ways manifest its readiness and de
ference to adopt all regulations,
consistent with its present constitu
tion, which shall be enacted by his
maiesty in his parliament of Great
Britain, for the extension and ad
vantage of the external commerce
ot the empire, and of its depen
dencies.
Chapter X.
Of Religion.
Art. I. The catholic, apostolic,
Roman religion, in all its evange
lical purity, shall be the only na
tional religion in Corsica.
II. The house of parliament is
authorised to determine on the
number of parislies, to settle the
salaries of the priests, and to take
measures for ensuring the dis
charge of episcopal functions, in
concert with the holy fee.
III. All other modes of worship
are tolerated.
Chapter
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Omatter XI.
Of the Crown and its Succession.
The sovereign king of Corsica
is his rfiajesly, George the third,
king of Great Britain, and his suc
cessors, according to the order of
succession to the throne of Great
Britain.
Chapter XII.
Of the Acceptance of the Crown
and of the Constitution of Cor
sica.
Art. I. The present act shall be
presented to his majesty, the king
of Great Britain, ti. rough his ex
cellency sir Gilbert Elliot, his com
missary plenipotentiary, and spe
cially authorised tor this purpose.
II. In the act of acceptance, his
majesty, and his plenipotentiary in
his name, shall swear 'to maintain
the liberty of the Corlican nation,
according to the constitution and
the laws ;' and the fame oath shall
be administered to his successors,upon every succession to the
throne.
III. The members of the assem
bly shall immediately take the fol
lowing oath, which shall be admi
nistered by his excellency sir Gil
bert Elliot; I swear (for myself,
and in the name of the Corsican
nation, which I represent,) that I
acknowledge for my sovereign and
kir,g, his Majesty George the Third,
the king of Great Britain ; to yield
him faithful obedience, according
to the constitution and laws of Cor
sica, and to defend the laid consti
tution and laws.
IV. Every Corsican shall, in his
respective community, take a simi
lar oath of slleg ance.
Dene, and unanimously decreed,
and aster three readings, on three
succeeding days, in the general as
sembly of the Corsican nation, in,
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Cortc, this day, 19th of June, 1794$
and individually signed in the as
sembly of all the members of which
it is composed.
[Signed by above four hundred
names.]
Ti arjlalion of the Speech made in the
General Asembly of Corsica, on the
Acceptation of the Crmn and Conftitutionofthat Island, by his Excel
lency Sir Gilbert Elliot, June 19.
Gentlemen,
In availing myself, for the first
time, in the midll of the Corsican
nation, of the privilege of calling
you brothers and fellow-citizens, a
reflection, which will naturally oc
cur to every one, excites in me the
most heartfelt satisfaction. Indepen
dent of the reciprocal political ad
vantages which we may derive from
so close a connection, I see, on the
present occasion, every thing that
can render it more precious and
more eiiimable by the sentiments of
confidence and of affection, the first
and pure principles of our union,
which they will for ever continue Jc»
cement and consolidate.
This remarkable truth, which it
is impossible to overlook, cannot
be mentioned without a strong emo
tion of sensibility and joy. Our two
nations have, for a long period,
been distinguished by a reciprocal
and remarkable esteem. Without
anticipating the happy end to which
this instinctive partiality, this sym
pathetic attraction, may some day
lead us, we have given to each other
instances of confidence on every
occasion ; yet no relations have hi
therto subsisted between us, except
those of reciprocal and voluntary
good offices. Our minds have been
prepared by Providence for the fate
which awaited us; aud the divine
good
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goodness, intending our union, has
ordained that it should be anticipat
ed and brought about (if I may so
express myself) by a similarity of
character, and by a conformity of
views and principle, and, above all,
by a pleasing exchange of friendly
services.
This sacred compact, which I re
ceived from your hands, is not a
cold and interested agreement be
tween two parties who meet by ac
cident, aud form a contract found
ed on the impulse of the moment,
or on a selfish and temporary po
licy.—No, the event of this happy
day is only the completion of willies
we had previously formed ; to-day
our hands are joined, but our hearts
have long been united, and our
motto should be, Amici e nan di
Ventura.
However seducing this prospect
of our happiness may appear, I trust
(and it is important for us to know
it, as we assuredly do) that it does
not depend on sentiment alone ;
but that it rests on the solid basis of
the true interests and permanent
felicity of the two nations.
I will not mention to you the in
terests of Great Britain upqn this
occasion ; not that they are of little
consequence; but being of a nature
purely political, the subject would
be too cold, too dry, for this im
portant day. Besides, it is not ne
cessary on this occasion to appre
ciate them in detail. I shall confine
myself to this remark, that every
possible advantage, which Great
Britain could have in view from
her union, with Corsica, is essen
tially attached to your political
and absolute independence ofevery
European power, and that these adVantages are not only compatible
with your interests, but cannot for
the most part exist, and still less
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flourish, but in proportion to your
prosperity.
On your part, what is necessary
to render you a happy people ? I
will tell you in two words—Liberty
at home, and security abroad.
Your liberty will not be exposed
to any encroachments from a mo-"
narch, who, by his own experience
and the example of his ancestors for
several generations, ispersuaded that
the liberty and the prosperity of lu's
people is the only foundation of
the power, thcglory, and the splen
dour of the throne ; a king who
has ever governed according to the
laws, and whose sceptre is at once
strengthened by the privileges, and
embellished by the happiness of hi»
subjects. Here I mighrexpatiate on
the august virtues of that monarch
whom you have chosen for your
own ; but they are known to all his
subjects: you will therefore become
acquainted With them by a happy
and certain experience ; and this
testimony will be far more faithful
than my weak voice.
It would not, however, be right
that your liberty should depend
sosely on the personal virtues of
the monarch. You have therefore
been careful to ensure it by the wise
constitution and fundamental laws
of our union, which, in my opinion,
constitute so essential a part of
the act you present to me this day,
that I could not (without violating
the confidence reposed in me by my
sovereign) agree to a system which
might have degenerated into ry-ranny; a condition equally unfa
vourable to the happiness of hin>
who exercises it, and of those who
endure it.
If hia majesty, therefore, accepts
the crown which you have agreed
to olfcr him, it is because he is de
termined to protect, and never to
enslave
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enslave those from who he receives
it; and, above all, because it is
given, and not seized upon by vio
lence.
For external security, you wanted
nothing but the constant and ac
tive alliance of a maritime power :
this act ensures it to you ; and while
you enjoy at home peace and tran
quillity which the enemy will no
longer be able to interrupt, you
will (hare with us the treasures of
trade, and the sovereignty of the
seas.
From this day, therefore, you are
quiet and free. To preserve these
blessings, you have only to preserve
your ancient virtues, courage, and
the sacred love of your country.
These are the native virtues of your
foil ; they will be enriched by those
which accompany our union, and
which you will derive from our in
dustry, from our long experience,
(that true source of political wis
dom) and from our love of liberty,
at once enthusiastic and enlighten
ed. I speak of that liberty which
has for Its object to maintain your
civil rights, and the happiness of
the people ; not to serve ambition
and vice : that liberty, which is in
separable from religion, order, re
spect for the laws, and a sacred re
gard for property, the first prin
ciples of every human society ; that
liberty which abhors every kind of
despotism, and especially that most
terrible of all despotism, which
arises from the unrestrained vio
lence of human passions. Such are
the virtues which belong both to
you and to us ; on their happy mix
ture and influence on each other,
depends the prosperity of Corsica.
Immediate liberty, and a progres
sive and increasing prosperity—
such is the text, to which I hope
and venture to predict ,that t>ut be
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haviour to each other, and ottr
common destinies, will always prove
a faithful and a satisfactory illus
tration.
Address of the Lord Mayer, Alder
men, and Commons of the City of
London, to his Majtjty, June 20.
To the Kino's Most Excellent
Majesty.
The humble Address of the Lord
Mayor, Aldermen, and Commons
of the City of London, in Common
Council assembled.
Most Gracious Sovereign,
We, your majesty's most duti
ful and loyal subjects, the lord
mayor, aldermen and commons of
the city of London, in common
council assembled, humbly . beg
leave to approach your majesty
with our warmest congratulations
on the late glorious successes with
which it has pleased the Divine Pro
vidence to bless your majesty's arms
in different quarters of the world,
and more especially on the signal
victory obtained by the British fleet,
under the command ot admiral earl
Howe, over the fleet of the French,
on the first of this month.
We have the pleasure of ac
knowledging, with heartfelt satisfac
tion, that, by the reduction of the
principal settlements of the French
in the East Indies, and by the cap
ture of their West India islands, the
most valuable commercial acquisi
tions have been gained by your ma
jesty's subjects, at the fame time that
the commerce of the enerriy has beta
destroyed in those parts. And these
advantages are greatly enhanced,
in our estimation, by the amazing
rapidity and little bloodslied with
which thev were accomplished.
We
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We rejoice in seeing your ma
jesty's arms victorious in the re
duction of Bastia, whereby not only
the Corsicans are liberated from the
tyranny of French anarchists, but
ourfleetshaveacquired commodious
harbours in the Mediterranean.
We have viewed, with a pecu
liar satisfaction, the glorious exer
tions of our brave countrymen, en
couraged by the example of their
illustrious commander, and other
branches of the royal family on the
continent; inwhich your majesty's
paternal feelings must have partici
pated in an extraordinary degree.
Deeply impressed with the im
portance of these advantages, we
should think ourselves wanting in
the duty we owe to your majesty,
vnder whose mild government we
deem it our greatest happiness to
live, were we to delay taking the
earliest opportunity of testifying, at
the foot of your throne, our most
ardent joy at the late signal victory
gained by your majesty's fleet over
that of the enemy ; a victory, per
haps, unexampled in the annals of
the Britisti navy ; and which has
materially reduced the power of the
French at sea, adding security to
our wide-extended commerce, and
transmitting a most brilliant ex
ample of British valour to the latest
posterity.
And while we thus rejoice in the
successes of your majesty's arms
abroad, we desire to express our
warmest approbation of the vigi
lance and zeal of your majesty's
ministers at home, in repressing the
attempts of the seditious, and those
who wickedly aim at the subver
sion of your majesty's government ;
and assure your majesty, that your
faithful subjects, the citizens of
London, will continue to exert
their most constant and earnest en
deavours to preserve to themselves
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and their posterity the secure and
permanent enjoyment of the inva
luable blessings of the glorious con
stitution as established by law.
May these brilliant events con
vince your majesty's enemies of the
justice of your majesty's cause, and
thereby the blessings of peace be
restored to these kingdoms, and to
Europe, on a safe and permanent
foundation.
Signed, by order ot Court,
William Rix.
To which Address his Majesty laat
pleased to return the following most
gracious Answer.
I receive, with great satisfaction,
this dutiful and affectionate address.
The expressions of attachment from
my faithful city of London are at
all times highly satisfactory to me,
and peculiarly on the present con
juncture. Their cordial congratu
lations on the late glorious victory,
obtained by my fleet under earl
Howe, and on the signal successes
which have attended my arms in
different quarters, and the season
able assurances of their uniform at
tachment to our invaluable consti
tution, prove how sensible they are
of the importance of the contest in
which we are engaged, and of the
numerous blessings, rqf the preser
vation of which we have to coutend.
The city of London may at all
times rely on the continuance oi my
favour and protection.

Declaration os the King *f Prussia to
the German Empire, on his Sectsson from the Continental ConseJtracy.
The period being arrived in
which his Prussian majesty is forced
to discontinue takingthatactive part
in
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in the present war, which hitherto
has been the effect of his generosity
and, pure patriotism, on account
and in consideration of what is
owing by his majesty to the preser
vation of his own states and to the
welfare of his subjects, his majesty
thinks it particularly his duty to lay
before their highnesses the CoStates of the German empire, the
real causes and true motives by
whicli he was induced to take such
a resolution.
At the time when the French
nation, in the unfortunate delusion
of imaginary liberty, had not only
dissolved every tie of civic order
among themselves, but also meditat
ed the subversion of the repose and
welfare of other nations, by the in
troduction of their anarchic hor
rors, and, in fact, had already fallen
in a hostile manner on such terri
tories of his imperial majesty, and
of the German empire, as ueije
nearest to them, his majesty thought
proper to linker his just arms with
those of his imperial majesty, and
afterwards with those of the whole
German empire, and thole of his
other allies, in order to set bounds
To the destructive enterprizes of a
delirious nation, and to restore
peace and happiness to those as
guiltless as highly endangered states.
This object was ever the guide of
the arms of his majesty down to this
present moment, and more impres
sive on his mind, in proportion as
the madness of the French aug
mented, and the danger of all Ger
many became more imminent. The
efforts of his majesty to set a boun
dary against this mighty torrent of
ill-fortune on the German territo
ries, were, it is true, at first "but
proportioned to the danger, but
loon exceeded the utmost of his
ability.—The war was not a war
with a civilized nation, and well0
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disciplined armies, but a war with
a delirious and never diminishing
swarm of men, with a highly po
pulous nation, provided with every
resource /or war to back them—a
set of men who did not fight merely
for victory, but who fought, by fire,
sword, and the poison of their per
nicious doctrines, to subvert the
whole social edifice of Germany.
, 'To oppose this almost uncon
querable enemy, the king, on his
part, brought into the field 70,000
men, and those his choicest troops j
with these has. his majesty combat
ed, even until this third campaign,
under every imaginable obstacle,
•far from the Prussian dominions,
amidst already exhausted lands, ex
cess of dearness of the necessaries
of life, and almost insupportable
expence.
Besides these unparalleled efforts,
his majesty has made to the com
mon cause every possible sacrifice)
which the national strength of Prus
sia would permit ; nor has he hesi
tated to expose even his sacred person> and the princes of his family,
to every danger by which the re
pose and safety of Germany could
be protected from the enemy. For
this object alone Iras so much Prus
sian blood been spilt—for this, such
immense treasures drained from his
dominions. Such a war rrmst ne
cessarily have more exhausted his
resources than those of such powers
whose dominions lay more contigu •
ous to the scene of hostility ; and
thus his majesty fell into an abso
lute impossibility of taking any
longer that active part, from his own
means, without utterly ruining his
own dominions, and entirely ex
hausting the propertyof hissnbjects.
His majesty, however, still re
mained deeply impressed with a
patriotic hope of being able still to
lend help aud protection, and that
with
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with increased force, to the Ge;-- all-subverting enemy; on the other,
man empire; and to be enabled to the noble and heroic {hud of the
do this, he entered into a negocia- Prussian army,-»and the invnenie
tion with the confederate powers, sacrifices of the blood of hi winproposing certain arrangements- to rlor.i, and the treasures of h:s dt;them, the principal points of which minions, made bythe mairi.u.iirii'y
were, besidœ the payment of a snb- of his Prussian majesty. Even t*en
sidy to him, a stipulation that the that army was standing on the banks
subsistence of the greatest part of of the Rhine, the bulwark of the
the Prussian army should be pro- whole empire, to which the enemy
vided for by the empire in general ; did not dare to penetrate ; but the
and that, until a final plan mould subsistence of that army, underbe concluded to this effect, the six tsken by the whole en.pire, was the
anterior circles of the empire, who sole condition under winch it no
lay most exposed to danger, and ' longer could be effective, and which
who reaped immediate benefit from the natural impossibili .v of Prussia
the defence, should be charged pro- alone bearing the burutn, did abvifionally with the furnishing or the solute !y oblige PruliM to insist upon,
same j and it was also declared to Was it accedes! m, so as t'nt the futhe diet of the empire, and the cir- turecouidatiord the consolatory procles abovementioned, that, in cafe spect of his majesty acting with that
these frank and free proposals were known alacrity, that well-proved
not acceded to by the emperor, his fidelity, in the defences the emmajesty would be compelled to pire, and the protection of its conwithdraw the greatest part of his stitution, to the utmostof his power?
troops, and to leave the empire to But every impartial observer might
its fate.
have easily anticipated the cor.feSeveral states have made decla- quences of a refusal of.the required
rations suitable to the pressing cir- subsistence, and the return of the
cumstances, in which they and the Prussian troops intd his majesty's
whole empire were placed ; in par- own states. Then might the overticular his electoral highness of powerful and impetuous e-iemy raMentz,full of exalted and patriotic vage, uncontrouled, throughout the
sentiments towards the empire, empire, and with plundering' and
complied with every requisition re- murderous hand?, unbridled and
lativeto the subsistence of thePrus- unlimited, bear down the Germans,
sian troops which depended upon their husbandry, all law, order, and
him, and summoned an immediate property ; subvert, with anarchic
congress of the fix circles.
abomination-;, the constitutions of
His* majesty entertained a just ex- more regular states, annihilate prinpectation, that similar good con fe- ces and nobles, destroy the temples
uences would everv where have ofreligion, and drive from the hearts
owed from his patriotic intentions, of the Germans their natural love of
and his hard-earned merits in his virtue and order, by the aids of the
former defence of the whole em- seductive al'urements of licer.tiouspire. Every retrospect seemed to ness, and the precepts of an unfeelconfirm these hopes : on one side, ing immorality,
the past afforded the admonisliing
All these and similar obscrvapictureof the dreadful torrent of an lions, simple and obvious as they
1794.
(GJ
were,
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were, did nevertheless not suc
ceed in bringing the arrangement
for the subsistence of the army to a
just conclusion. This proposal was,
besides this, sufficiently connected
with another arrangement, which
his majesty had designed to oiler
the confederate powers, which it
did not seem good to his imperial
majesty to comply with, and which
other states did also not approve.
Moreover, the proposal gave rise
to an exception, which, after so
many and meritorious actions, such
unparalleled sacrifices, which his
majesty had already made, he, in
truth, had no reason to expect, and
on which his majesty, not without
much sorrow, finds it his duty to
make some remarks.
The summoning of the six cir
cles, by the elector of Mentz, has
been represented asirregular, though
in fact it is strictly constitutional.
Measures were there proposed pre
cisely contradictory to the negociations for the subsistence; and the
universal arming of the peasants
was resolved on, though it is plain,
that such a measure is as inefficient
as dangerous, and completely ad
verse to the object proposed—inef
ficient against an enemy who presses
forward in a mass wkh an insanity
of fury, approved tactics, and a nu
merous artillery !—dangerous, be
cause, when the peasant is armed,
and brought away from his ordinary
mode of life, the enemy may easily
become his most dangerous seducer ;
r—and finally adverse to the object
proposed, because such an arma
ment is wholly incompatible with
the operations and subsistence of
disciplined armies.—These reasons,
which flowed from the most sincere
conviction of his majesty, have
been represented in the most odious
colours; and the most false and
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scandalous motives have been at
tributed to him, for" his dissent to
this measure ; - and, in order to
prevent the arrangement of the sub
sistence, projects of extending his
dominions, of secularizing ecclesi
astical territories, and of oppressing
the empire, have been rumoured to
have been in contemplation by him ;
and of which his majesty's known
patriotism, and acknowledged vir
tues, will form the best contradic
tion.
After what is part, every hope of.
the subsistence being acceded to be
ing now vanished, his majesty does
now renounce the fame, aud also
every resolution of the empire, and
of the circles relative thereto : - his
majesty has therefore taken the re
solution no longer to grant his
protection to the German empire ;
but to order his army (excepting
twenty thousand auxiliaries accord
ing to different treaties) instantly to
return to his own dominions.
At the fame time that his majesty
finds himself compelled to with
draw a portion of his troops from
the defence of those states, for
which they have already combated
with so much glory, he expresses
the most earnest wishes, that those
consequences he has above alluded
to may not take place, but that the
exertions of his imperial majesty,
and of the empire, may eventually
insure to both a full indemnity, and
a general and honourable peace.
To his majesty remains the just
consolation, and permanent glory
of having, on his part, made such
sacrifices to the defence and safety
of the emperor in the present awful
crisis, as certainly few slates in Eu
rope, or members of the Ger
manic body, could, without much
hesitation, have resolved upon.
Berlin, March 1 3, 1 794.
Address
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Address of the Prince of Saxe Co- causes have forced our armies to
retreat to your frontiers;
bourg to the Germans, July 30.
It is there that they are now
German Brothers and Friends,
posted, weakened, but not vanOur valorous armies have just quislied ; fatigued by an unequal
quitted the fertile plains, in which contest, but not humbled by dis
they have sustained the most severe couragement, nor subdued by de
combats during three bloody cam spair. It is there that they form, as
paigns, for the preservation of your it were, an advanced wall of de
property, the repose of your lives, fence for the Germanic liberty :
the security of your fields, the to act as a rampart for your reli
maintenance of your religion, the gion your laws, and your fami
happiness of your children, the lies. The Meuse is the line of
riches of your flourishing provinces, separation between the total loss
and to save those provinces from and the preservation, between the
ruin and complete annihilation ; overthrow and the maintenance
plains, in which they maintained, of all these, between misery and
at the expence of their bldod which happiness. Rise, then, German
has flowed forthree successive years, brothers and friends ! On you
the glory of their arms, by the ge will depend the making it possible
nerous sacrifice of their lives, and for your deliverers to live or die for
of their means ; .while they sa your defence. I, myself, a Ger
crificed those dearest ties which at man prince, full of solicitude not
tach men of distant nations, not less less for the safety of my country
than yourselves to their homes, and than the preservation of my war
to their country; and while they riors - 1 call upon you. Procure
voluntarily renounced all the do us subsistence, bring us. provisions
mestic happiness they had a right from your magazines. Think that
in forwarding to us these succours,
to expect.
The inexhaustible resources of you secure, at the fame time, your
a nation in a state of frenzy, which approaching harvest. Share with
sports with the life and happiness us your savings. To obtain what
of man, with religion, with the du we want, employ the treasures of
ties, with the bands of civil so your churches. Give your uten
ciety ; it* innumerable cohorts, sils and vases of silver to the em
which are led to slaughter by their peror, for the pay of your defend
tyrants, and who, by lavistung ers. "You will receive receipts
their blood, purchase the fleeting for the re-payment in due form,
shadow of an imaginary liberty ; and you will be paid interest for
the inactivity of a blinded people, the pecuniary aids you have thus
■who would not listen to the ap procured. Replace the resources
proach of danger any more than of Belgium, which have bef*p cut
to the paternal voice of their good off from us, and now flow for our
prince ; the secret practices, which enemies. Nurse and relieve, with
we hardly know by what name to a solicitude full of chaijty, our sick
call, of several of their ambitious and wounded !
representatives ; men in whom this
Rise, courageous inhabitants of
very people fee and abhor, now too the fair countries of the Rhine
late, the authors of their unbound and the Moselle ! Arm yourselves,
ed and unceasing misery ; all these ye valorous men ! Line vour rivers
(G 2) '
and
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and your defiles ! Accompany our
convoys! Watch over our maga
zines ! Rife by thousands, and fight
•with us for your altars, for your
- habitations, for your emperor, fur
your liberty ! We will not lead
you beyond the rivers of your
country ! We will not depopulate
your provinces; but you will se
cure the positions in our rear, and
you will guard your own confines.
Assuredly, German citizens, we are
not deceived with respect to you ;
we have reposed our confidence in
the good sense of Germans; we
trust to the hearts and the blood of
the German nation. For three
years your emperor has borne the
heavy burthen, and distant nations
have fought for your defence.
You, yourselves, must fee, that
your turn to take arms is now
come. Then I, as commander in
chief of a faithful, approved, and
courageous army, promise, in the
name of my troops—To spare you,we will observe a rigorous disci;
pline ; for your happiness, we will
Died the last drop of our blood ;
as we have fought for you, we will
die for you ; and never shall the
free, the happy Germany, bowdown her head beneath the steel
of the guillotine. Never sliall her
peaceful inhabitants exchange their
generous morals, their tranquil sim
plicity, their guardian laws of pro
perty, their consoling religion, for
the licentiousness, the calumniating
spirit, the legalized system of spoil,
the infidelity, imposed by force, of
the French.
But if, on the other hand, you
should be so unfortunate, like those
inhabitants of the Belgic provinces,
who now groan in calamity, de{>r!ved of their property, of their
iberty, of their altars, as to suffer
yourselves to be milled by secret
seducers, we ill all find ourselves
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obliged to pass the Rhine, to leave
you a prey to your enemies, and
to withdraw from you, without
ceremony, whatever the enemy
might find among you for their
subsistence.
Done at our head -quarters, at
Foron-le-Comte, July 30,
1 794(Signed)
The Princi of Cobourg,
Field Marshal.
Proclamation of General Thaddeus
Kosciujko to the Citizens of Poland^
March 4.
Dear fellow citizens, "
Having often been called to assist
in the salvation of our common
country, behold, I obey the call ;
but I cannot be useful to you, or
break the chains of slavery, if you
do not give me speedy succour !
Support me with your whole force,
and fly to the standard of your
country. In this common cause,
the same zeal ought to animate us
all.
Make voluntary sacrifices of
your wealth, which hitherto, instead
of being at your own disposal, was
at the will of a despot ! Furnish
men capable of bearing arms ' Do
not refuse the necessary provisions
of bread, biscuit, &c. Send horses,
shirts, boots, cloth, and canvass for
tents. The generous sacrifices
made to liberty and your country
will receive their recompence in
the gratitude of the nation.
The last moment is arrived, in
which despair, in the midst of shame
and reproach, puts arms in your
hands. Our hope is in the con
tempt of death, which can alone
enable us to ameliorate our fate,
and that of our posterity. Far be
from us that terror which the ene. mics,
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mtes, conspired against us, endea
vour to infuse into our minds.
The first step to throw off the
yoke is to dare to believe ourselves
free ; and the first step to victory is
a confidence in our strength !
Citizens, the palatinate of Cra
cow affords you a signal example
of patriotism. It offers the flower
of its youth, having already granted
pecuniary and other assistance :
their example is worthy of imita
tion : do not hesitate to place creditin your country, which will re
ward you well : the ordinances issu
ed by the-generalsof the palatinate,
and the commanders of the troops,
to furnish the necessary provisions,
will be placed to the acount of im
posts, and will be paid for in the
sequel. It is unnecessary to encou
rage vou beforehand, because that
would appear to doubt your civism.
The continued oppression practised
by the Russian soldiers, ouglrt suf
ficiently to convince you, that it is
oetter to make voluntary sacrifices
to your country, than sacrifices by
force to an enemy. Whoever, in
these circumstances, can be insen
sible to the urgent necessities of his
country, must draw upon himself
eternal infamy.
Dear fellow-citizens, I expect
every thing from your zeal : your
hearts will join that sacred union
which is neither the work of fo
reign intrigue, nor of a desire of
domination, but is solely the effect
of a love for liberty.
Who does not declare for us is
againll us. He who refuses to as
sociate with those who have sworn
to shed thtir last drop of blood for
their country, is either an enemy or
one who is neuter, and in such a
case neutrality is a crime against
civism. I have sworn to the na
tion that the powers entrusted to
me shall not be applied to the op-
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prefsion of the people. At the same
time I declare, that whoever acts
against our confederacy, shall suffer
the punishment establiflied in the
national act, of a traitor and enemy
to his country.
We have already sinned by con
nivance, which has ruined Poland.
Scarce has an offence against the
people ever been punished. Let
us now adopt a different mode of
conduct; and let us recompence
virtue and civism, by pursuing and
punishing traitors.
(Signed) Thaddeus Kosciusko.
Head quarters at Cracowt March
24.

Proclamation of tie SuDrcme Na
tional Council of Poland, to the In
habitants of Great Poland, June
12.
The court of Berlin, having now
thrown off the mask, as if no lon
ger ashamed to act publicly, con
trary to all principles of justice or
right, having by an edict issued
from the court, of the 23d of April,
and publsslied on the 16th ult. had
the audacity to preach up to you,
and impose upon yon fictitious,
vague, and false obligations ; the
supreme national council, therefore^
think it necessary on their part to
recal to your minds, your real, sa
cred, and irrevocable duties, which
you in common owe to your coun •
try.
It will hardly be necessary to ob
serve to you, that the cause of the
present war, and the source of all
the misfortunes nearly related to it,
did not originate with the Polish
nation, but in the corruption, and
in the insatiable desire of Prussia
aggrandizing its power, which has
become the distinguishing charac
teristic of the cabinet of Berlin.
(G 3)
The
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The conduct of our brave brethren,
in flocking to the standard of their
country, not invading foreign ter
ritories, violating no foreign pro
perty, but coming forward in the
heart of their native country, which
has been violently usurped by Fre
deric William, requires neither jus
tification nor apology. Would it
be necessary to prove that there is
no civil war amongst us ? Need
we convince the world that we
know of no other enemy than those
violent plunderers, who, without
any pretext or claim, nay, contrary
to all treaties and conventions, dis
member our country, violate our
liberties, destroy and lay waste our
habitations and corn-fields ?
Neither does the calumny, "that
the better part of the nation groans
under the misfortunes of the
insurrection," need any answer ;
since the whole nation has risen in
arms against its ' oppressors. And
Frederic William undoubtedly is
not the most competent judge to
decide which is the better part of
the nation, or of its government ;
he, who considers only thole to be
the better part of the nation, who
were the leaders at the rebellion of
Targowitcz, and who were mean
ana* corrupt enough to sign and ra
tify his usurpations at the assembly
of Grodno. Has he a right to
judge of the constitutional govern
ment of Poland, who wishes the
fame government to be directed by
the arbitrary commands of a Ruf
fian ambassador at Warsaw ? Did
not his language always change ac
cording to the different circum
stances, and according to his pri
vate interest ? In his declaration of
"October the 12th, 178S; and in
his dispatches of May the 17th,
1791, he laviflied praises upon the
authors of the constitution of the 3d
of May, calling them trup patriots
and good citizens j but soon after*
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in his declaration of January the
i6tb, 1793, the fame worthy men
are stigmatized with the vile appel
lation of intriguing Poles. This
duplicity of conduct will be a suf
ficient argument to exclude Frede
ric William from the capacity of
judging which is the better part of
the Polish nation.
Honourable fellow citizens and
brethren.
Frederic William speaks to you,
as if you were his subjects ; he fays,
that to vour happiness and tranquil
lity he has sacrificed his own ; but
what true Pole asked him for that
protection ? What right had he to
that considerable part of Poland,
which was ours by the most sacred
and most ancient' of birth-rights ;
a part which he afterwards bap
tized with the name of South Prus
sia? Without even taking the trou
ble of publishing a manifesto of ap
pearances of pretension, he marched
an army into the states of the re
public, and soon after, a declaration
of the 9th of April, 1 793, appeared,
in which he said, that he was taking
possession of the Polisli province*,
for the purpose of protecting them
against Jacobinism. But, fellow
citizens, at this moment, however,
you fee, that inilead of finding you
Jacobins, he on the contrary fays,
that you have eagerly and volunta-rily submitted to his usurped go
vernment.
It would indeed appear degrad
ing on our part, who are convinced
of the justice of our cause, to osser
even the flightest answer to the ca
lumnious declaration of the cabU
net of Berlin, in which every Pole,
who loves his country, is called a
Jacobin
This, our proclamation, fellow
citizens and brethren, is addressed
to you only. Your own feelings
will always teach ypu what you
owe to your country. You well
1.
know,
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know, that the object of the pre
sent war is no other than to render
us all free.
We have risen in arms in order
to re-conquer the provinces which
have been wrested from us by vio. lent and unjust means, to lay a so
lid foundation for the independence
of our nation, and to bring us all
back to the happy lap of liberty.
Rife, therefore, and join your own
energy to ours ; union alone will
make us obtain the object of our
wi sties.
In consequence of this, the su
preme national council thinks it
further necessary to prescribe to
you a few rules by which you are
to regulate your conduct. The
council declares the act of Prussia,
of having taken possession of our
territories, an act of violent usurp
ation.
It annihilates the resolu
tions taken by the late traitorous
assembly of Grodno, considers the
woywodricks and districts of the
province 'of Great Poland as inse
parable, parts of the republic, and
its inhabitants as Poles and fellow
citizens. The council further de
clares, that, as inhabitants of Poland,
you are obliged to acknowledge no
other government than that ot Po
land, and that you owe no obedi
ence to the commands of Prussia.
The council, therefore, orders
all the inhabitants, under pain of
confiscation of their property, not
to quit the places of their residence,
and to fnlfi} the duties prescribed
to them by the republic, their mo
ther country ; and declares those
who preach up obedience to an op
pressive and usurping power," trai
tors to their country.
' Given in the sitting'; of the su
preme national council at
Warsaw, June r2, 1794.
(Signed)
Ignab Potocki.
'•■
President.
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Convention for the common Defence of
the Liberty and Safety of the Da
nish and Swedish Commerce ana
Navigation, between the King os
Denmark and the King of Sweden,
March 27.
His majesty, the king of Den
mark and Norway, and his ma
jesty the King of Sweden, having
considered how much it imports
the subjects of their realms to en
joy, in safety and tranquillity, the
advantages attached to a perfect
neutrality, and founded on ac
knowledged treaties, impressed with
a deep fense of their duties to their
subjects, and unable to conceal the
inevitable embarrassments of their
situation in a war which rages in
the greater part of Europe, have
agreed and do agree to unite their
measures and their interests in this
respect, and to give to their nations,
after the example of their prede
cessors, all the protection which
they have a right to expect from
their paternal care ; desiring, more
over, to draw closer the bonds of
amity which so happily subsists be
tween them, have nominated to
that effect — His Danish majesty, his
minister of state and foreign affairs,
the Sieur Andre Pierre count de
Bernstorf, knight of the order of
the elephant, &c.—and his majesty
the king of Sweden, the Sieur Eric
Magnus, baron Stael de Holstein,
chamberlain to her majesty the
queen dowager of Sweden, and
knight of the order of the sword,
who, after having exchanged their
full powers, have agreed on the fol
lowing articles :
I. Their majesties declare so
lemnly, that they will maintain the
most perfect neutrality in the course
of the present war ; avoid, as much
as on them depends, whatever may
embroil them with the powers their
j[G 4.J
friends
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friends and allies ; and continue to
mark, as they have constantly done,
in circumstances sometimes diffi
cult, all the attention, and even all
the amicable deference, consistently
with their own dignity.
II. They declare, moreover, that
they claim no advantage which is
not clearly and. unexceptionably
founded on their respective treaties
with the powers at war.
III. They engage also recipro
cally, and before all Eiurope, that
they will not claim, in cafes not
specified in the treaties, any advan
tage which is not founded on the
universal law of nations, hitherto
acknowledged and respected by all
the powers, and by all the sove
reigns of Europe, and from which
they can as little suppose that any
of them will depart, a* they are in
capable ol departing from it them
selves.
IV. Founding on a basis so just
the claim and the maintenance of
their indisputable rights, they will
give to the lawful navigation of
their subjects, which is entirely
within the rule of, and conform
able to the subsisting treaties, with
out extending it to such as may de
part from the rule, all the protec
tion which it deserves against all
those who, contrary to their expec
tation and their hopes, would dis
turb the legal exercise of sanctioned
rights, the enjoyment of which
cannot be denied to neutral and
independent nations.
V. For attaining the proposed
object, their majesties engage reci
procally to equip, as soon as the
season will permit, each a squadron
of eight sliips of the line, with a
proportionate number of frigates,
and to provide them with all neces
saries.
VI. These squadions shall unite
or separate, as shall be judged belt
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for the common interest, which
sliall be interpreted on both fide^
with the amity that so happily sub
sists between the two powers.
VII. No distinction whatsoever
shall be made between the interests
and the flags of the two nations,
except such as different subsisting
treaties with other nations may re
quire. Moreover, in all cafes of
defence, convoy, or otherwise,
without any exception, the Danisli
sliips sliall defend the Swedish
sliips and flag, as if they were their
own nation, and the lame on the
other part.
VIII. For the order of com
mand, in all cafes, it is agreed to
adopt the tenour of articlei VI.
and VII. in the convention of
12th July, 1 716.
IX. The German states, both of
Denmark and Sweden, are reci
procally and entirely excepted from
this convention.
X. The Baltic being always to
be considered as a sea shut and in
accessible to the armed ships 0/
distant powers at war, is declared
so anew by the contracting parties,
who are resolved to maintain in it
the most perfect tranquillity.
XI. Their majesties engage to
make a joint communication of
this convention to all the powers
at war, adding the most solemn as
surances- of their sincere desire to
preserve with them the most per
fect harmony, and to cement, ra
ther than wound it, by this mea
sure, which tends only to secure
rights maintained and asserted by
those powers themselves, in all
cases where th?y were neutral, and
at peace, without Denmark aud
Sweden having ever dreamt of in
terrupting them.
XII. But if the unfortunate Cafe
should occur, that any power, in
contempt of treaties and the uni
versal
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▼ersal law of nations, will not re
spect the basis of society and the
general happiness, and shall molest
the lawful navigation of the sub
jects of their Danish and Swediflx
majesties, then will they, after hav
ing exhausted all possible mear.s of
conciliation, and made the most .
pressing joint remonstrances, to
obtain the satisfaction and indem
nity due to them, make use of re
prisals, at the latest, four months
after the refusal of their claim,
wherever that shall be thought sit
ting, the Baltic always excepted ;
and will answer entirely the one
for the other, and support one an
other equally, if either nation (hall
be attacked or injured on account
of this convention.
XIII. This convention shall sub
sist in its whole tenour during the
present war, unless it should be
agreed upon, for the common in
terest, to make any useful or ne
cessary change or addition to it.
XIV. The ratification shall
take place fifteen d ys after this
convention (hall have been signed
and exchanged. In testimony of
which, we, the undersigned, by
virtue of our full powers, have
signed the present convention, and
affixed to it the seal of our arms.
. Done at Copenhagen, this "2 7th
of March 1794.
(Signed)
a. p. v. BERN8TORF,
ERIC MAGNUS STAEL,DE HOLSTEIN.

Message from the President of the
United States of America to both
Houses of Congress, March 5.
Gentlemen of the Senate, and
of the House of Representa
tives,
The secretary of state having re-
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ported to me upon the several
complaints which have been lodged
in his office, against the vexations
and spoliations on our commerce,
since the commencement cf the
European war, 1 transmit to you a
copy of his statement, together
with the documents upon which it
is founded.
Geo. Washington.
Sir,
Philadelphia, March 2.
On my succession to the de
partment of state, I found a largo
volume of complaints, which the
notification had collected, against
severities on our trade, various in
their kind and degree. Having
reason to presume, as the fact has
proved, that every day would i n
crease the catalogue, I have waited
to digest the mass, until time mould
have been allowed for exhibiting
the diversified forms, in which our
commerce has hourly suffered.
Every information is at length ob>
rained, which may be expected.
When we examine the docu
ments which have been transmitted
from different parts of the union,
we find the British, the French, the
Spaniards, and the Dutch, charged
with attacks upon our commerce.
It is urged against the British.
1. That their privateers plunder
the American vessels, throw them
out of their course, by forcing
them, upon groundless suspicion,
into ports, rather than those to.
which they are detlined ; detain
them, even after the hope of a re
gular confiscation is abandoned;
by their negligence, while they
hold the possession, expose the
cargoes to damage, and the vessels
to destruction, and makreat their
crews.
2. That British ships of war
have forcibly seized mariners be-*
longing to American vessels, and,
in
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in one instance, under the protec»
tion of a Portuguese fort.
3. That, by British regulations
and practice, our corn and provi
sions arc driven from the ports of
France, and restricted to the ports
ef the British, or those of their
friends.
4. That our vessels are not per
mitted to go from the British ports
in the islands without giving secu
rity (which is not attainable but
with difficulty and expence) for
the discharge of the cargo in some
other British or neutral port.
<;. That without the imputation
of a contraband trade, as defined
by the law of nations, our vessels
are captured for carrying on a com
mercial intercourse with the French
West Indies, although it is toler
ated by the laws of the French Re
public ; and that, for this extraor
dinary conduct, no other excuse is
alledged, than that, by some edict
of" a king of France, this inter
course was prohibited ; and,
6. That the conduct of the Ad
miralty in the British illands is impeachable for an excess of rigour,
and a departure from strict judicial
purity ; and the expences or an ap
peal to England, are too heavy to
be encountered, under all the cir
cumstances of discouragement.
Against the French it is urged,
1. That their privateers harass
our trade no less than those of the
Britifli.
2. That two of their ships of
war have committed enormities on
cur vessels.
3. That their courts of admi
ralty are guilty of equal oppres
sion.
4. That besides these points of
accusation, which are common to
the French and British, the former
(the French) have infringed file
treaty between the United Mates
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and them, by subjecting to seizure
and condemnation our vessels trad
ing with their enemies in merchan
dize, which that treaty declares n»t
to be contraband, and under cir
cumstances not forbidden by the
law of nations.
5. That a very detrimental em
bargo hr.s been laid upon a. large
number of American vessels in the
French ports ; and,
6. That a contract with the
French government for coin has
been discharged in depreciated asfignata.
Against the Spaniards the out
rages of privateers are urged.
And against the Dutch one con
demnation in the Admiralty is in
sisted to be unwarrantable.
Under this complication of mis
chief, which persecutes our com
merce, I beg leave, sir, to submit
to your consideration, whether re
presentations, as far as facts may
justify, ought not to be immedi
ately pressed upon the foreign go
vernments, in those of the preced
ing cases for which they are re
sponsible.
Among these, I class — 1. The
violence perpetrated by public ships
of war. 2. Prohibitions, or regu
lations inconsistent with the law of
nations. 3. The improper con
duct of courts. 4. Infractions of
treaty. 5. The imposition of em
bargoes; and, 6. The breach of
public contracts. How far a go
vernment is liable to redress the ra
pine of privateers, depends upon
the peculiarities of the case. It is
incumbent upon it, however, to
keep its courts freely open, and to
secure an impartial hearing to the
Injured applicants. If the rules
prescribed to privateers be too
loose, and opportunities of plunder
or ill-treatment be provoked from
that cause, or front the prospect of
impu
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impunity, it is impossible to be too Message from the same to both Houses
of Congress.
strenuous in remonstrating against
this formidable evil.
May 21, 1794.
Thus, sir, I have reduced to ge
Gentlemen
of
the
Senate, and
neral heads the particular com
of the House of Representa
plaints, without making any en
tives,
,
quiry into the facts beyond the al
I lay before you certain infor
legations of the parties interested.
Edm. Randolph. mation, whereby it would appear
that some encroachment was about
to be made on our territory, by an
officer aud party of the British
Message from the same to the Senate, troops. Proceeding upon a sup
position of the authenticity of this
April 1 6.
information, although of a private
Gentlemen of the Senate,
nature, I have caused the represen
The communications which I tation to be made to the Britilh
have made you during your present minister, a copy of which accom
session, from the dispatches of our panies mis message.
minister in London, contain a se
It cannot be necessary to com
rious aspect of our affairs with ment upon the very serious nature
Great Britain. But as peace ought of such an encroachment, nor to
to be pursued with unremitted urge that this ne w state of things
2eal, before the last resource, which suggests the propriety of placing
fias so often been the scourge of the United States in a posture of
nations, and cannot fail to clieck effectual preparati m for an event,
the advanced prosperity of the which, notwithstanding the endea
United States, is contemplated, I vours making to avert it, may, by
have thought proper to nominate, circun^tances beyond our conand do hereby nominate John Jay, troul, be forced upon us.
as an envoy extraordinary of the
G. Washington.
United States to his Britannic Ma
jesty.
My confidence in our minister Memorial presented to the Britijh
plenipotentiary in London con
Court, by Mr. say, Minister Ple
tinues undimiaiflied. But a mis
nipotentiary from the United States
sion like this, while it corresponds
of America, 'July 30.
with the solemnity of the occasion,
The undersigned envoy of the
will announce to the world a soli
citude for a friendly adjustment of United States of America, has the
our complaints, and a reluctance honour of representing to the right
to hostility. Going immediately honourable lord Grenville, his Brifrom the United States, such 311 tannick majesty's secretary of state
envoy will carry with him a full for the department of foreign af
knowledge of the existing temper fairs,
That a very considerable num
and sensibility of our-- country ;
and will thus be taught to' vindicate ber of American vessels have been
our rights with firmness, and to irregularly captured, and as impro
perly condemned, by certain of his
cultivate peace with sincerity.
G. Washington. majesty's officers and judges.
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That, in various instances, these as will serve as rules whereby to
captures and condemnations were ascirtain the cases and the amount
so conducted, and the captured of compensation.
placed under such unfavourable
So grievous arc the expenses and
circumstances, as that, for want delays attending litigated suits, to
of the securities required, and other persons whose fortunes have been
obstacles, no appeals were made in so materially affected ; and so great
some cases, nor any claims in is the distance of Great Britain from
America, that the undersigned
others. .
The undersigned presumes that thinks he ought to express his anxi
these facts will appear from the do ety, that a mode of proceeding as
cuments which he has had the summary and little expensive may
honour of submitting to his lord be devised, as circumstances and trieship's consideration ; and that it peculiar hardship of these cases may
will not be deemed necessary at appear to permit and require.
present to particularize these cases,
And as (at least in fame of these
and their merits, or detail the cases) it may be expedient and ne
circumstances, which discriminate cessary, as well as just, that the sen
some from- others.
tences of the courts of vice-admi
The great and extensive injuries ralty stiould be revised and correct
having thus, under colour of his ed by the courts of appeal here ;
majesty's authority and commis the undersigned hopes it will appear
sion, been done to a numerous reasonable to his majesty, to order
class of American.^ merchants, the that the captured in question (who
United States can for reparation have not already so done) be there
have recourse only to the justice,' admitted to enter both their appeals
authority, and interposition of his and their claims.
majesty. That the vessels and pro
The undersigned also finds it to
perty taken and condemned have be his duty to represent, that the
been chiefly fold, and the proceeds irregularities before mentioned, ex
divided among a number of per tended, not only to the capture and
sons, of whom some are dead, some condemnation of American vessels
unable to make retribution, and and property and to unusual per
others, from frequent removals, sonal severities, but even' to the
and their particular circumstances, impressment of American citizens,
not easily reached by civil pro to serve on hoard of armed vessels.
He forbears to dwell on the injuries
cess.
That as for these losses and inju done to these unfortunate indivi
ries, adequate compensation, by duals, or on the emotions which
means of judicial proceedings, has they must naturally excite, either
become impracticable; and con in the breasts of the nation to whom
sidering the causes which combined they brlong, or of the just and hu
to produce them, the United States mane of every country. His reli
confide in his majesty's justice and ance on the justice and benevolence
magnanimity, to cause such com of his majesty, leads him to indulge
pensation to be made to these inno a pleasing expectation, that orders
cent sufferers, as may be consistent will be given, that Americans, so
with equity ; and the undersigned circumstanced, be immediately li
flatters himself, that such principles berated, and that persons honour
may without difficulty be adopted, ed with his majesty's commission,
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do in future abstain from similar
violences.
It is with cordial satisfaction that
the undersigned reflects on the im
pressions which such equitable and
conciliatory measures would make
on the minds of the United States,
and how naturally they would in
spire and cherish these sentiments
and dispositions which never fail
to preserve, as well as to produce,
respect, esteem, and friendship.
(Signed)
John Jay.
London, July 30, 1794.

Lord Grenville't Answer to the fore
going Memorial, Aug. I.
The undersigned secretary of
state has had the honour to lav be
fore the king the ministerial note
which he has received from Mr.
Jay, envoy-extraordinary and mi
nister-plenipotentiary from the
United States of America, respect
ing the alleged- irregularity of the
capture and condemnation of seve
ral American vessels, and also re
specting the circumstances of per
sonal severity by which those pro
ceedings are stated to have-been ac
companied, in some particular in
stances.
The undersigned is authorized to
assure Mr. Jay, that it is his majesty's
will), thi^t the most complete and
impartial justice should be done to
all the citizens of America, who
may in fact have been injured by
any of the proceedings above men
tioned. All experience sliows, that
a naval war, extending over the
four quarters of the globe, must
unavoidably be productive of some
inconveniences to the commerce
of neutral nations; and that no
care can prevent some irregularities
in the course of those proceedings,
which are universally recognized as
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resulting from the just rights inci
dent to all belligerent powers. But
the king will always be desirous
that thele inconveniences and irre
gularities should be as much limited
as the nature of the cafe will ad
mit, and that the fullest opportunity
should be given to all to prefer
their complaints, and to obtain re
dress and compensation where they
are due.
In Mr. Jay's note, mention is
made of several cases where the
parties have hitherto omitted to
prefer their claims, and of others,
where no appeals have been made
from the sentences of condemna
tion pronounced in the first in
stance.
As to the cafes of the first de
scription, lord Grenville apprehends
that the regular course of law is
still open to the claimants ; and
that by preferring appeals to the
commissioners of prize causes here,
against the sentence ofthe court be
low, the whole merits of these ca
fes may be brought forward, and
the most complete justice obtained.
In the cast'i of the second descrip
tion, the proceeding might be diffi
cult, from the lapse of the time usu
ally allotted for preferring appeals.
But his majesty being anxious that
no temporary or local circumstances,
such as those to which Mr. Jay re
fers in his note, should impede the
course of substantial justice, has
been pleased to refer it to tire pro
per officers to consider of a mode
of enlarging the time for receiving
the appeals, ill those cases, in order
to admit the claimants to bring
their complaints before the regular
cc » t appointed for that purpose.
The undersigned has no doubt
that in this manner a very consider
able part of the injuries alleged to
have been furfered by the Ameri
cans, may, if the complaints are
well
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well founded, be redressed in the
usual course of judicial proceeding,
at a very small expense to the par
ties, and without any other interpo
sition of his majesty's government
than is above stated. Until the result
and- effect of these proceedings
shall be known, no definitive judg
ment can be formed respecting the
nature and extent of those cases (if
any.such shall ultimately be found
to exist) where it shall not have
been practicable to obtain substantial
redress in this mode. - But he does
not hesitate to fay before hand, that,
if cases {hall then be found to exist,
to such an extent as properly to
call for the interposition of govern
ment, where, without the fault of
the parties complaining, they shall
be unable, from whatever circum
stances, to procure such redress in
the ordinary course of law, as the
justice of their cases may entitle
them to expect, his majesty will be
anxious that justice fllould at all
events be done, and will readily enter
kito the discussion of the measures
to be adopted, and the principles to
be establislied for that purpose.
• With respect to all acts of per
sonal severity and violence, as the
king must entirely disapprove every
such transaction, so his majesty's
courts are always open for the pu
nishment of the offences of this
nature; and for giving redress to
the sufferers in every case wh3re
the fact be establislied by satisfacto
ry proof; nor does it appear that any
Case of that nature can exist, where
there would be the smallest difficul
ty of obtaining, in that mode, sub
stantial and exemplary justice.
■ On the subject of the impress,
lord Grenville has only to allure
Mr. Jay, that if, in any instance,
American seamen, havebeen impress
ed into the king's service, it has been
contrary to the king's desire ; though
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filch cases may have occasionally
arisen from the difficulty of
discriminating between British
and American seamen, especially,
where there so often exists an in
terest and intention to deceive:—
Whenever any representation has
been made to lord Grenville on the
subject, he has never failed to re
ceive his majesty's commands for
putting it in a proper course in or
der that the facts might be enquired
into, and ascertained ; and to the
intent that the persons in question
might be released, if the facts ap
peared to be satisfactorily estalifhed.
With respect to the desire ex
pressed by Mr. Jay, that new orders
might be given with a view to pre
vent, as far as it is possible, the giv
ing any just ground of complaint
on this head, lord Grenville has no
reason to doubt that his majesty's
intentions respecting this point are
already sufficiently understood by
his majesty's officers, employed on
that service : but he has, neverthe
less, obtained his majesty's permis
sion to assure Mr. Jay, that, Instruc
tions to the effect desired, will be
renewed in consequence of his ap
plication,
The undersigned avails himself
with pleasure of this opportunity
to renew to Mr. Jay his assu
rances of his sincere esteem and
consideration.
(Signed)
Grenville.
' Downing-street, August i, 1794.
Speech of the Minister Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America to
the President and Members of the
National Convention of France^
Aug. 15.
Citizen president, and represen
tatives of the French people, my
ad
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admission into this assembly, in pre
sence of the French nation (for all
the citizens of France are represent
ed here), to be acknowledged as
the representative of the American
republic, affects my sensibility to a
degree which I cannot express. I
consider it as a new proof of the
friendship and esteem which the
French Nation has always testified
for its allies, the United States of
America.
Republics ought to be connected
with one another. In many re
spects, they have all the fame in
terest ; but this maxim is especially
true with regard to the republics of
America and France. Their go
vernments have a great analogy ;
they both cherish the fame princi
ples, aud rest on the fame basis, the
equal and unaiienable rights of
man. Even the remembrance of
common dangers will augment
their harmony and cement their
union. America has had her davs
of oppression, of difficulty, and of
war ; but her sons were virtuous
and brave, and the tempest that so
long obscured her political horizon
has dispersed, and left her in the
full enjoyment of peace aud inde
pendence.
.
France, our ally, our friend, who
assisted us in our conflict, has now
also started in the fame honourable
career; and I am happy to add
here, that while the perseverance,
the magnanimity, the heroic valour
of the iroops command the admi
ration and the applause of the asto
nished world, the wisdom and the
firmness of her councils, promise
equally the most happy conse
quences. America is not an un
concerned spectatress of vour
efforts in the present crisis. I lay
before you, in the declarations of
each branch of our government,
declarations founded on the affec
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tion of the great body of our citi
zens, the most convincing proofs
of their sincere attachment to the
liberty, prosperity, and happiness
of the French republic. Each
branch of the congress, conform
ably to the mode of deliberation,
established in it, has required the
president to inform you of its dis
position ; and in fulfilling the de
sire of these two branches, I am in
structed to declare to you, that the
president has expressed his own
sentiments.
The powers entrusted to me be
ing recognized by you, I promise
myself the greatest satisfaction in
the exercise of my functions, be
cause I am convinced that in fol
lowing the impulse of my own
heart, in wishing happiness and li
berty to the French nation, I ex
press the sentiment of my country;
and that in doing every thing in
my power to preserve and perpe
tuate the harmony that so happily
subsists between the two republics,
I fliall promote their mutual inter
est.
It is to this grand object that ail
my efforts slia.ll be directed. If I
have the good fortune to conduct
myself so as to deserve the appro
bation of the two republics, I fliall
consider it as the happiest event of
my life ; and I fliall retire with the
consolation which is exclusively
the portion of those whose inten
tions are pure and who serve the
cause of liberty.
(Signed)
James Monros.

Answer of the President ofthe National
Convention to theforegoing Speech.
The French people have not for
gotten that it is to the Americ.-m
people they owe the beginning of
liberty ;
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liberty ; it was by admiring the
sublime insurrection of the Ameri
can people against Albion, once so
proud, now so degraded ; it was
by taking arms themselves to se
cond the courageous efforts of that
insurrection ; it was by cementing
the independence of America with
the blood of their bravest warri
ors, that the French people learned
to break the sceptre of tyranny in
their turn, and to erect the statue
of liberty on the ruins of a throne,
founded on fourteen centuries of
corruption and crimes.
Why then sliould not they be
friends? Why sliould they not be
associated by reciprocal means of
prosperity, which commerce and
navigation present to two nations
become free by mutual aid? But
this is not an alliance purely di
plomatic ; it is, the sweetest, the
frankest fraternity that ought to
unite them; it is this fraternity, in
deed, that unites them ; and the
union will be for ever indissoluble,
as it will be for ever the sconrge of
despots, the safeguard of the liber
ty of the world, the conservation
of all the social and philanthropic
virtues.
In bringing us the pledge of this
union so dear to us, you cannot
fail to be received with the most
lively interest. Five years ago, the
usurper of the sovereignty of the
people would have received you
with the pride which befits only
Vice, and he would have thought
that he did much in granting to
the ministers of a free nation, some
marks of his insolent protection.
To-c!ay it is the sovereign people
represented by faithful mandato
ries that receive you, and you see
with what tenderness and what
effusion of heart, this simple and
touching ceremony is accompani
ed. Let me not delay to crown
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it by the fraternal embrace whfch
I am charged to give you in the
name of the French people ! Come
and receive it in the name of the
American people, and may this
picture complete the destruction of
the last hope of the impious coali
tion of tyrants !
Proclamation by the President of the
United States, Sept. 25.
Whereas, from a hope that the
combinations against the constitu
tion and laws of the United States,
in certain of the western" counties
of Pennsylvania, would yield to
time and reflection, I thought it
sufficient, in the first instance,
rather to take measures for calling
forth the militia than immediately
to embody them ; but the moment
is now come, when the overtures
of forgiveness, with no other con
dition than a submission to law,
have been only partially accept
ed—when every form of concilia
tion not inconsistent with the be
ing of government has been adopt
ed without effect ; —when the Well
disposed in those counties, are un
able by their influence and exam
ple to reclaim the wicked from
their fury, and are compelled to
associate in their own defence ;
when the proffered lenity has been
perversely misinterpreted into an
apprehension, that the citizens will
march with reluctance; when the
opportunity of examining the se
rious consequences of a treason
able opposition has been employed in
propagating principles of anarchy,
endeavouring through emissaries to
alienate the friends of order from
its support, and inviting enemies
to perpetrMe similar acts of insur
rection ; when it is manifest that
violence would continue to be ex
ercised
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?rclsed upon every attempt to en
force the law; w hen therefore go
vernment is set at defiance, the
Contest being whether a small por
tion of the United States sliall dic
tate to the whole union, and at
the expence of those who desire
peace, indulge a desperate ambition.
Now, therefore, I, George Wash
ington, president of the United
States, in obedience to that high
and irresistible duty, consigned to
ine by the constitution, " to take
care that the laws be faithfully ex
ecuted ;" deploring that the Ame
rican name mould be sullied by
the outrages of citizens on their
own government ; commiserating
such as remain obstinate from de
lusion ; -but resolved, in perfect
reliance oil that gracious provi
dence which so signally displays its
goodness towards this country, to
reduce the refractory to p due sub
ordination to the law; — Do here
by declare and make known, that
with a satisfaction, which can be
equalled only by the merits of the
militia summoned into service from
the Itates of New Jersey, Pennsyl
vania, Maryland, and Virginia, I
.have receives intelligence of their
patriotic alacrity, in obeying the
call of the present, though painful,
yet commanding necessity ; that a
force, which according to every
reasonable expectation is adequate
to the exigency, is already in mo
tion to the scene of disaffection;
— that those who have confided
cr sliall confide in the protection
of government, sliall meet full suc
cour under the standard and from
the arms of the United States j —
that those who having offended
against the laws have since entitled
themselves to indemnity will be
treated with the most liberal good
faith, if they shall not have for
feited their claim by any subsequent
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conduct} and that instructions ars)
given accordingly.
And I do moreover exhort all
individuals, officers, and bodies of
men, to contemplate with abhor
rence the measures leading directly
or indirectly to those crimes, which
produce this resort to military co
ercion ; to check, in their respect
ive spheres, the efforts of misguided
or designing men to substitute their
misrepresentation in the place of
truth, and their discontents in the
place of stable government ; and
to call to mind that as the people
of the United States have been
permitted under the divine favour,
in perfect freedom, after solemn
deliberation, and in an enlightened
' age, to elect tlidir own govern
ment; so will their gratitude for
this inestimable blessing be best
distinguished by firm exertions to
maintain the constitution and the
laws. .
And lastly, I again warn all per
sons whomsoever and wheresoever,
not to abet, aid, or comfort the insur
gents aforesaid, as they will answer;
the contrary at their peril ; and t
do also require all officers and
other citizens, according to their
several duties, as far as may be in
their power, to bring under the
cognizance of the law all offenders
iii the premises.
In festimony whereof, I have
caused the seal of the United States
of America to be affixed to these
presents, and signed the fame with
my hand;
Done at the city of Philadelphia,
the twenty-fifth day of Septem
ber, one thousand seven hundred
and ninety-four, and of the Inde-'
pendence of the United States
of America, the nineteenth.
George Washington,
By the President,
EDM. Ran dolt*.
(H)
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To the ManufaftttrerS, avd other In
habitants of the Town and Neigh
bourhood of Nottingham.
War is an evil of such serious
moment, that nothing but absolute
necessity, and its being the last re
source against greater evils, can
justify any nation in having re
course to it. It has for some time
past been held up to the apprehen
sion of this kingdom, but in no pe
riod could it have presented itself
with a face of more terror, as the
condition of- the kingdom never
was more opposed to it.—A com
merce of the hig lest prosperity, but
depending on the most nice and
delicate circumstances, must be
wholly disarranged by the opera
tions of war. The excellence of
our manufactures is nearly balanced
by the high price ;>t which they
pass to a foreign market. War
will so advance the price, from the
increased charge ert insurance and
the enhanced rate of freight, that
the foreign market will refuse to
receive them altogether, or receive
them in a very small proportion to
the present demand : the manufac
tures of the kingdom, therefore, on
which so much depends, will ra
pidly decline, and such a scene of
distress may, with hasty strides, be
diffused through the kingdom, as
has never before been experienced
in this land. Tiiis evil is not a
matter of mere conjecture ; from
the very apprehensions of war, the
evil has already commenced; the
manufactures of this town, to a
great amount, ready to have been
ihipped by order, are suspended
from the increased rate of insurance
and freight. The manufactures of
Yorkshire and Manchester have
felt the shock—the dead stock of
the merchant is accumulating— the
price of the material, aud of the
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manufacture, is sinking — and a ge
neral stagnation may be stiortly ap
prehended. From the continuance
of peace at home, and the disorder
ed state of the rest of Europe, Eng
land has derived peculiar advan
tages, and been wonderfully en
abled to bear up under the pressure
of great internal burthens ; but
these advantages will all terminate,
and these burthens will all press
with their full weight upon us,
from that moment that we aban
don peace for war. It well deserves
consideration also, that it will be a
war of a singular character; if
England joins in it, almost all Eu
rope will be in hostility with France,
and there will not be left one neu
tral naval power through whom
the manufactures of England can
be conveyed to a foreign market.
In other less alarming wars, this
has been a principal resource of our
foreign commerce, and therefore
merchants well know how fatal a
deficiency of neutral stripping, in a
state of war, must be to our foreign
trade: It musteither,to a great degree,
be abandoned, or it must be hazard
ed on the seas, as the rich and
tempting plunder of a swarm of
privateers. Either will operate to
the diminution of our foreign trade,
and this will be attended with the
decay of our manufactures, with
the turning adrift the useful artizan,
and committing him to idleness, to
poverty, and a parish maintenance !
With decreased abilities the parish
rates will increase in a degree to
which no one can assign a limit.
In other periods England has been
enabled to encounter great demands,
because she had great resources :
in her present state, she is strained
to her utmost abilities ; and if the
delicate balance on which flie hangs
be once disturbed, a universal dis
order and distress may, and most
pro
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probably will ensue. As there
ought, then, to be reasons of the
last necessity for which a wife na
tion should face such a train of
evils, which will come home to the
feelings of every individual, it is
another argument against the pre
sent war, that no such reasons can
be adduced. Be the internal cha
racter and conduct of France what
it may, it is our wisdom to leave
her to herself, to her own crimes,
or to her own virtues, and, with a
dispassioned mind, to determine
what is wise and good for ourselves.
Peace is that very good, and peace,
we hope, may even now be obtain
ed without one sacrifice of dignity.
A conciliated mind on the part of
England, is all that is requisite to
disperse the gloomy horrors of war,
and to preserve to our country those
blessings of peace, which are always
of high value, but in our present
situation 3re absolutely inestimable :
it is, therefore, the duty of every
dispassionate and humane lover of
his country to operate to so blessed
an end; it is that great and good
work for which he may assuredly
reckon on the approbation of the
God of peace. With this view, it
is proposed to offer
A petition to the house of commons
in favor of a peace with France,
and the subscribers to this address
recommend such a petition to the
.good sense and patriotism of this
town and neighbourhood. Though
war has already commenced, paci
fication must be in view : and the
sooner the provocations of war ter
minate, the less destructive will be
its operations. Whether first or
hst in this petition for peace, it
will be the glory of this manufac
turing town to have contributed,
by one humane and virtuous elr'ort,
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to its own prosperity, and to the
prosperity of its country.
John Wright, banker.
Wm. Rawson, manufacturer.
Tho. Rawson, ditto.
Francis Hart, gent.
Samuel Statham, merchant.
Roger Hunt, manufacturer.
T. W. Watson, merchant.
T. Smith, M. D.
Charles Pennigton, surgeon.
Francis Evans, attorney at law.
John Fellows, manufacturer.
John Thomson, ditto.
F. Wakefield, ditto.
John Hancock, ditto.
Thomas Hawklley, chemist.
Robert Denifon, merchant.
Thomas Oldknow, mercer.
Henry Hoiiins, brazier.
S. Huthwaite, \fiue merchant.
Alderman Joseph Oldknow, gro
cer.
George Coldham, town-clerk.
Alderman Joseph Lowe, mercer.
B. Aldis, manufacturer.
N. Clayton, Rev. Dr.
Alderman W. Howitt, manufac
turer.
Alderman W. Huthwaite, gent.
Nottingham, Feb. 2$, 2793.
The following is a Copy of the Peti
tion proposed in the preceding dJdt rj's, and Ifftfor Signature at the
Ex, hange Hall in Nottingham, on
Wednesday Feb. 27, 1793, and the
following Days.
We, the merchant-manufactur
ers, traders, and other inhabitants
of the town of Nottingham and its
neighbourhood, approach your ho
nourable house, as the guardian of
the public peace and welfare, and
pray that by the interposition of
vour wisdom and patriotism! our(H 2)
selv&s
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selves nnd our country may be res
cued Iroin the evil os an impend
ing war, singular in its character,
not founded on the usual causes of
'war ; which has no specific object
in view ; no definite prospect of
termination, unless in the absolute
conquest of a numerous and pow
erful people, a most arduous, if not
impracticable attempt : and Which,
in the present circumstances of
Great-Britain, must be attended
with heavy suffering, without the
probability of any gain or acquisi
tion to compensate for this sufferso a series of wars, many of
■which with national dhjnity might
have been avoided, we owe the im
mense load of debt, which bears
with the most oppressive weigh; on
every individual, and which nothing
but trie singular prosperity of our
foreign , commerce could enable
fhese kingdoms to sustain. One
principal source of this prosperity
is p. ace. We pray, therefore, that
) our honourable house M ill not
s.ii'er this soi:rce to be destroyed,
nor vour co'.mrrv to participate in
rhe misery, by participating in the
sjllv of other nations. To add to
debr, w hich we fear is irredeem
able, and to an amount which no
on- can calculate, ought to be justi
fied by the last necessity ; nothing
but the very beim* and preservation
of our country could reconcile it
to the national will. Every thing
in our present circumstances is ad
verse to war ; the dfiarness of pro
visions and us all the ntceslaries
and comforts of life, every day ad
vancing, and hardly supported by
the utmost exertions of industry
and ingenuity ; the alarming pro
gress of the poor rates ; a wide
range of taxation, which embraces
every form of property, and cramps
every movement of the subject ;
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together with that delicate balance'
between the excellence and the
price of our manufactures, oa
which our foreign commerce de
pends, all with one ominous yoic«
repel the thought of war. —War
will increase every one of these in
ternal burthens, and co-operating
•with them, diminish or ruin that
trade on which all depends, the en
joyments as well as the resource*
of our common country.
We pray it, therefore, of your
honourable house, that in your
goodness yoti will attend to the
supplications of your country, and
in your wisdom avert an evil, which
has but barely commenced, and
which a pacific disposition in vour
honourable house cannot fail to dis
pel. To vou and to the protection
of the God of Peace we recommend
ourselves, our fellow-citizen;., and
the impending fate of Britain.

Copy of a Note fresented on she l^th of
December 1793, addressed to the
Right Hoi. Henry Dmidas, hii
Majcjly's Stcretary of State for the
Hums Departn.ent, in consequence of
a Request made by the Earl »f
Laudcrdale, Charles Grey, E/q.
As. P. ar.d Rickard Brinstey Sheridfiii, Esq. M. P. that Mrffr;.
Muir and Pidnrcr might net he
transported till after their Cafes had
been discussed in Parliament ; ant1
the Desire expressed by Mr. Duudns,
to have the Reasons for pefttoni:-^
th; Sentence fated to him in Writ
ing.
Lord Lauderdale, Mr. Grey, and
Mr. Sheridan, in compliance wiM
the wish expressed by Mr. Dundas,.
at their intervie.v on- the 11 th in
stant, now beg leave to submit t»
him those doubts respecting the
legality of the sentences passed on
Mr,
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Mr. Muir and Mr. Palmer,which in
duce them to think these sentences
a proper matter for parliamentary
consideration, and which they hope
will be deemed bv the equity of
his majesty's ministers sufficiently
strong; to prevent any step for the
further removal of these unfor
tunate persons, till the possible be
nefit be ascertained, which may
arise to them from such a discus
sion.
The offence with which these
persons were charged was that
of having published sedit!ous li
bels, or of having uttered fieiitious
words. It is therefore that of
fence which is known to the Scotch
law under the names of " Leafingmating" or " Verbal Sedition;"
which was anciently capital in
Scotland. The punishment of it
was limited by the statute of 1703,
to «« fine, imprisonment, or ba
nishment," by which the law re
lative to this subject seems to have
been finally settled ; and unless the
word " Banishment" will neces
sarily comprehend and denote
•* Transportation," the judges of
Scotland seem to have exceeded
their powers, by affixing to this
crime of verbal sedition, a penalty
different from that which had been
appropriated £0 it by the law, and
more severe.
So harsh an extension of the sense
of the word " Banishment" in this
statute appears extremely unreason
able, when we consider how u ide is
the difference between banishment
and transportation, both in the na
ture of things, and in the laws and
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practice of nations. Banishment
imports only an exclusion from a
community : — transportation im
plies that exclusion executed in a
compulsory aud commonly ignomi
nious manner, always aggravated
by confinement to an appointed
spot, and often by the obligation of
laborious servitude. Very singular
would be the language of that code
in which they were- convertible
terms, and which, by the word de
noting the one punishment, should
convey an authority to inflict' the
otr.er. In exterior, the common circu instance of exile gives them some
resemblance j but in spirit and ef
fect they differ as widely as respect
and mildness differ from rigour
and ignominy. Punishments so di
stinct have not been confounded in
the laws of any civilized nation.
. They were distinguished in those of
Rome *■, which are of so high au
thority in Scotland. They are so
distinct with us, that banishment,
properly so called, can only be in
flicted by the authority of parlia
ment f- And they are not only
known familiarly to be separate pu
nishments in the practice of Scot
land ; but cafes exist posterior to
the act of 1705, in which men
were banished that country with
certification, that if they returned
from their banishment they should
be transported. So great is the
difference between these two punifliments in the eye of the Scotch
law, that transportation is thus sup
posed as far to surpass banishment,
as death itself surpasses transporta
tion.

* The Jcforialio ad insuhm, it i> well known, was an inveptinn many centuries poste
rior to the ancient bunilhir.cirt, " aqu* tl 'i£"'S "hrUL-tii," ami perfect y ditlinct in its
natuic and legal effects from the- milder n'.oJe of recent b-msmr.ent, called r.-!r^tit."
.
fide A'Ami ad Injiilut. f. 69.
I CoLr, Second Iaititut p. 47.
*
<H3)
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The particular circumstances of
the act of 1703 will still less justify
the extended meaning of the word
"Banistiment,"than general reasoningonthe natureof thepunisliment.
The form of words used in it is
taken from an act of 1609, and these
two statutes being " in pari matcria,"
are to be understood in the fame
manner. But the word " Banishment" could not have imported
transportation in 1609, more than
sixty years before the power of
transporjting was even exercised by
the privy council in Scotland*.
Neither, therefore, must it be construed to comprehend transpoitation in the act of 1703, which was
itself two years prior to the first
recorded instance of transportation
inflicted by the court of justiciary,
It must be further observed that
the act of 1703 was a law of mitigation, and is therefore to be largely
mterprtted in favour of those who
were the objects of its benignity.
There stems to us, therefore, no
colour for inflicting transportation
jn virtue of this statute, unless a
new principle be admitted in the
construction of dubious criminal
laws, that a generic term for a punishment will necessarily denote
the most aggravated species of it,
in direct contradiction to all the
wise and benevolent maxims of civilized jurisprudence, which teach
us to understand mitigating laws extensively, to construe penal words
narrowly and rigorously, and to fayour, in the decision of every doubt,
the life, the liberty, and the honpur
pf accused men.

PAPERS.
These are the reasons which induce us to doubt the right of the
court of justiciary to inflict the
punishment of transportation on
Mr. Muirand Mr. Palmer, in virtue
of the act of 1703. And from that
statute alone we apprehend they
can derive anv authority to punish
this offence, both, because it must
be understood to supersede and
abrogate any thing contrary to its
provisions, which had previously
existed in the Scotch law, and because, in the only case of thiscrime
• which has occurred since that time,
that of Mr. James Dundas in 1713,
the act of 1703 is stated in the indictment; and because the judges
themselves, in the cafe of Muir, in
speaking of the old law of Scotland which made sedition capital,
can only mean to contradistinguish
from it the act of 1703, and da
therefore expressly claim to act under the authority of these statutes,
Lord Lauderdale, Mr. Grey, and
Mr. Sheridan f, have thus shortly
stated to Mr.- Dundas the grounds
of a doubt, which, according to
their information on the law of
Scotland, they must entertain. The
cafe, according to their view of it,
furnisties an invincible argumentfor
subjecting the judgment of the
Scotch criminal courtSvto a revision when error is assigned in law.
If they should be so fortunate as to
have their opinion on this subject
become that of parliament, they
would certainly endeavour to make
the remedy retroactive in relation
to those persons, whose sufferings
have procured it for the public;

* After the battle of Bcthwell-bridge.
^ These gentlemen seem to have made themselves better acquainted with the law
cn this subject before it was debated in parliament. It U therefore probable, that the
arguments contained in this note, though only such as presented themselves on the first
enquiry, were deemed sufficient to iiuiucc government to delay the execution of the

PUBLIC
and they submit to the judgment
of Mr. Dundas, whether the possi
bility of such an event be not suf
ficient reason to postpone tiil after
the meeting of parliament the
transportation of Mr. Muir and
Mr. Palmer; a short delay which
can neither diminish the effect of
their punishment as an example,
nor tend in the most remote degree
to defeat auy of the purposes of
public justice. '
J The preceding note was immediately

PAPERS.
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transmitted by Mr. Dundas to the
Scotch judges for their opinion, on
the receipt of -which he sent an anfasts to the earl of Lauderdale, de
claring that governmentsaw no rea
son for delaying the execution of the
sentence, and that therefore it coulif
not interfere toslop the course ofjujlice. Messrs. Muir and Palmer
•were not, however, sent oj, till after
their cases had been discussed and
decided upon in parliamatt. ]
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granted by Parliament
Year 1794.

NAVY.
.
. J*f- 31- .
FOR 85,000 men, including 12,115 marines,
Feb. 4.
Ordinary of the navy,
...
Extra navy,
r

for

£■
4,420,000

the

s.
O

d.
o

558,021 11
547,310 o

3
o

5>S25,33 i
ARM
Feb. r.
Subsidy to the king of Sardinia,
200,000
Feb. 4.
For 60,244 men, as guards and garrisons
1,492,812
677,682
Forces in the plantations,
Difference between British and Irish establishments, 50,279
8,3-3 "
Troops in the East Indies,
Recruiting land-forces and contingencies,
219,500
Levy money, &c. for augmentation of the forces,
210,000
General and staff-officers, &c.
...
97^89
Full pay to supernumerary, officers,
39,118
Allowances to the paymaster-general, &c.
64,790
Reduced officers ot land-forces and marines,
146,843
156
Reduced horse-guard.-;,
Officers late in the service of the states general,
3,000
Reduced officers of Britifli American forces,
55,092
Allowances to several reduced officers of ditto,
4-9°7
Widows' pensions,
.....
9,93'
Chelsea pensioners,
.
.
Scotch roads and bridges,
4,500
Embodied militia and fencibles,
6S7.420
Contingencies for ditto,
1 60,000
Clothing for the militia,
93,653
Corps transferred from Irisli to Britifli establisliment, 185,667
538,874
Hanoverian troops,
Troops of Hessc-Casscl,
304,309
Troops of Hesse-Darmstadt,
102,073
24.067
Troops of Baden,
Extraordinaries of the army,
808,805
March 31.
300,117
Fencible cavalry,
£.6,64^060

11

3

0

0

z
12
4
13
4
17
O
0
0
0
I
1
16
7
18
3
10 IO
9
0
0
10 0
10 0
'9
5 I 5
0 0
0
'4
0
0
3
9
6
IS
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
M 4
16
o

6
<i\

QRP;

PUB

I C

JP A P E R S.

(**0

R D N A N C E.
Feb. 4.

£■
Ordnance for 1 794,
70, ,736
Ditto, previous to Dec 31, 1783, not provided for,
576
Ditto, land service, not provided for in 1792,
925
Ditto, not provided for in 1 793,
611,419
Ditto, sea service, ditto,
S°>35o

3
19
4
11
3

J.
a
5
3
8
6

£• i,345,°°8

a

6

o

o

o
o
o
O
O

o
o
o
O
O

o
o
o
8

o
o
o
%

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES.
Feb. 1,
To discharge Exchequer bills,
£. 4,000,000
Feb. 4.
Civil establishment of Upper Canada,
6,4 5°
Ditto, Nova Scotia,
5-3 '5
Ditto, New Brunswick,
4,400
Ditto, St. John's Island,
i,<Joo
Ditto, Cape Breton,
i,Soo
Governor and civil officers of Newfoundland, and _!
the charge of a patent creating a court of civil > i,344
and criminal jurisdiction,
J
Civil establishment of the Bahama islands,
4,a so
Chief justice of the Bermuda or Someri' islands,
cSo
Ditto of Dominica,
....
000
Civil establishment os New South Wales, •
4,795
Feb. 14.
For rendering the house of peers more commodious,
On account of the French refugees,
-"
*
For vyorks done at the Fleet prison,
Ditto, at Somerset-place, &rc.
To pay sums assessed for land tax, &c.
For the discharge of debts contracted by Mr. Tully,
late consul at Tripoli,
For reporting upon losses on evacuating the Mus>
cjuito shore,
....
On account of surveys, &c. at Cape Breton,
To the bilhop of Quebec, for expences of proceed- 1
ing to his see; to Mr. Davison, Mr. Reeves, &c. 3
For enquiring into the laws, &c. of Jersey,
For removal of Mr. Starbuck,
Allowances for American sufferers,
Foreign secret service,
...
Address money, '
Late board of land revenue, and their officers,
American and East Florida sufferers,
Prosecution of Warren Hastings, efq.
Provisions, Sec. to New South Wales,,
Convicts on the Thames,
•«
*
.
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£■
s.
Brought over £.4,472,997 18
Convicts in Longstone and Portsmouth harbours,
13,576 »7
Extraordinary expences of the mint,
18,844 12
African torts,
1 .3,000 o
March 47.
To discharge exchequer bills,
...
1,500,000
March 51.
To the bank, for the reduction of the national debt, 200,000 o
To the Turkey company,
5,000 o
April i 5.
Payments to sundry persons out of the civil list,
1 5,-7 7 9
Board of agriculture,
3,000 o
£.6,241,696
DEFICIENCY.
April 10.
Deficiency of grants for 1 793,
Navy,
Army,
Ordnance, Miscellaneous services,
Deficiency,
-

£.
475,022

5,525,331
6,641,060
1,345,008
6,241,696
475,022

11
0
'2
18
13

3
9^
6
i\
10 j

£.20,228,119

6

?i

Ways and Means for raising the Suppliesfor 1 794.
Feb. 4.
£■
Land and malt-tax,
...
2,750,°°o
Annuities,
....
1 1,000,000
Consolidated fund,
»
«
2,697,000
March 27.
Exchequer bills,
3,500,000
March 3 r.
Profit of a lottery, 40,000 tickets, at 1 81. 10s. 4d.
240,666
April 10.
Surplus of consolidated fund on 5th April,
231,841

J.
f>i
Si
o

o
7t
o

18 2|

s.
13

J.
10

j.
o
o
o

J.
c
o
o
c

»3

4

16

10

£. 20,419,508

Principal Public Ails passed in the
Fourth Sejsion cf the Seventeenth
Parliament os Great-Britain.
Feb. 20.
Act for raising the sum of eleven
millions by annuities.

SFc6. at.
Land-tax and malt-duty bills.
Marine mutiny bill.
American trade bill.
Match U
Mutiny biil.

PUBLIC
An act for preventing money or
effects, in the hands of his ma
jesty's subjects, belonging to,' or
disposable by, persons resident in
France, being applied to the use
ot the persons exercising the powers
of government in France, and for
preserving the property thereof, for
the benefit of the individual owners
thereof.
An act for repealing the stamp
duties on gloves and mittens fold
by retail.
An act for repealing the duties
on the registry of burials, marriages,
and christenings.
March 28.
An act for regulating the con
veyance of letters by the pennypost.
An act for augmenting the mili
tia.
April 17.
An act for encouraging and dis
ciplining such corps, or companies
of men, as shall voluntarily enrol
themselves for the defence of their
counties, towns, or coasts, or for
the general defence of the kingdom
during the present war. '
May 9.
An act to enable subjects of
France to enlist as soldiers in regi
ments to serve on the continent of
Europe, and in certain other places,
and to enable his majesty to grant
commissions to subjects of France
to serve and receive pay as officers
in such regiments, or as engineers,
under certain restrictions.

PAPERS.
May 23.
An act to enable his majesty to
secure and detain such persons as
his majesty (hall suspect are con
spiring against his person and go
vernment.
An act for the better observation
of the Lord's day, by persons exer
cising the trade of bakers.
An act for better regulating the
watermen on the Thames between
Windsor and Gravesend.
June 1 1 .
An act for the better manage
ment of the land revenues of the
crown, and for the sale of fee farms
and other unimprovable rents.
An act for the further encourage
ment of the Britifli mariners.
An act to prevent ships of war,
and private strips or vessels of war,
taken as prizes, from the payment
of duty.
The insolvent act.
J"fy 7An act for more effectually pre
serving money or effects, in the
hands of his majesty's subjects, b:-longing to, or disposable by persons
resident in France, for the benefit
of the individual owners thereof.
An act, to continue an act of the
last session of parliament, respecting
aliens.
An act for regulating the militia
of the city of London.
An act, to continue an act, regu
lating the sliipping of slaves from
the coast of Africa.
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Particulars of the Life and Character of Adam Smith, LL.D.

[From the Third Volume of the Transactions of theRoYAL Society
of Edinburgh.]
" A DAM Smith, author of the at the door of the house, when he
XJL. Inquiry into the Nature and was stolen by a party of that set of
Causes of the Wealth of Nations, vagrants who are known in Scotwas the son of Adam Smith, comp- land by the name of tinkers. Lutk•(roller of the customs at Kirkaidy, ily he was soon missed by his uncle,
and of Margaret Douglas, daughter who hearing that some vagrants had
of Mr. Douglas of Strathenry. He passed, pursued them, with what
was the only child of the marriage, assistance he could find, till he overand was born at KirkaUly on the took them in Leflie wood; aud was
5th of June 1723, a few months the happy instrument of preserving
after the death of his father.
to the world a genius, which was
" His constitution during infancy destined, not only to extend the
was infirm and sickly, and required boundaries of science, but to euallthe tender solicitude of hissurviv- lighten and reform the commercial
ing parent. She was blamed for policy of Europe,
treating him with an unlimited in" The school of Kirkaidy, where
dulgence ; but it produced no un- Mr. Smith received the first -rudifavourable effects on his temper or ments of his education, was then
his dispositions :—and he enjoyed taught by Mr. David Miller, a
the rare satisfaction of being able to teacher, in his djiy, of considerrepay her affection, by every atten- able reputation, and whose name
lion that filial gratitude could die- deserves to be recorded, on account
■tate, during the long period of si\ty of the eminent men whom that very
years.
obscure seminary produced while
" An accident, which happened to under his direction. Mr. Oswald
him when he was about three-years of Dunikeir, whoseprofound knowold, is of too interelling a nature to ledge of finances raised him asterbe omitted in the account of so va- wards to important* employments in
luable a life. He had been carried the slate, and to a distinguished rank
by his mother- to Strathenry on a as a parliamentary speaker; his brovifit to his uncle Mr. Douglas, and tssei-, Dr. John Oswald, afterwards
was one day amusing himself alone bisliop of Raphoc; and Dr John
Ax
. Drys-
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Drysdale, whose talents and worth
are well known to this society, were
among the number of Mr. Smith's
contemporaries.—One ofhis school
fellows is still alive; and to his
kindness I am principally indebted
for the scanty materials, which
form the first part of this narrative.
" Among these companions ofhis
earliest years, Mr. Smith soon at
tracted notice, by his passion for
books, and by the extraordinary
powers of his memory. The weak
ness of his bodily constitution pre
vented him from partaking in their
piore actjve amusements ; but he
was much beloved by them on ac
count of his temper, which, though
warm, was to ap ppcommop de
gree friendjy and generous. Even
then he was remarkable for those
habits which remained with him
through life, of speaking to himself
when alone, and of absence in
company.
. " From the grammar-school of
Kirkaldy, he was sent, ip 1737, to
the Univerlity of Glasgow, where
he remained till 1 740, when he
went to Baliol College, Oxford, as
an exhibitioner on Snell's founda
tion.
"Dr. Madame of the Hague, whp
was a fellow -student of Mr. Smith's
at Glasgow, told Trie some years
ago, that Jjis favourite pursuits
while at that university were mathe
matics and natural philosophy ; and
I remember to have heard my fa
ther remind him of a geometrical
probl-m of considerable difficulty,
about which he was occupied at the
time when their acquaintance com
menced, aud which had been prpposed to him as an exercise by the
celebrated Dr. Simpson.
" These, however, were certainly
rot the sciences ip which he was
formed to excel ; nor did they long
shyers him from pursuits more con

genial to his mind. What lord Ba.
con fays of Plato may be justly ap
plied to him : " Ilium, licet ad
rempublicam non accessiffet, tamea
natura et inclinatione omnino ad
res civiles propensum, vires eo
tiræcipue intendisse ; neque de phi.
osophia naturali admodum soliicitum esse ; nisi quatenus ad philosophi nomen et celebritatem tuendam, et ad majestatem quandam
moralibus et civilibus doctrinis addendam et aspergendam sufficeret."
The study of human nature ip
all its branches, more particularly
of the political history of mankina,
opened a boundless field to his cu
riosity and ambition ; and, while it
afforded scope to all the various,
powers of his versetile and cpmprehensive genius, gratified his ruling
passion, of contributing to the hap.
pinefs and the improvement of so.
ciety. To this study, diversified
at his leisure hours by the less se
vere occupations of polite literature,
he seems to have devoted himself
almost entirely from the time of his
removal to Oxford ; but he still re
tained, and retained even in ad
vanced years, a recollection of hit'
early acquisitions, which not only
added to the splendour of his conversation, but enabled him to ex
emplify some of his favourite theor
ri.es concerning the natural progress
of the mind in the investigation of
truth, by the history of those scien
ces in which the connection and
succession of discoveries may bp
traced with the greatest advantage.
If I am not mistaken too, the in
fluence of his early taste for the
Greek geomefry may be remarked
in the elementary clearness and ful
ness, bordering sometimes upon
prolixity, with which he frequently
states his political reasonings. — The
lectures of the profound and elo
quent Dr. Hutchefon. which h«
- " '
h,A
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had attended previous to his depar- been employed. In the English
hire from Glasgow, and of which language, the variety of poetical
he always spoke in terms of the passages which he was not only acwarmest •idmiration, had, it may be customed to refer to occasionally,
seasonably presumed, a consider- but which he was able to repeat
able effect in directing his talents with correctness, appeared surpristo their proper objects.
ing even to those, whose attention
M I have not been able to collect had never been directed to more imany information with respect to that portant acquisitions;
part of his youth which was spent
" After a residence at Oxford of
in England. I have heard him say, seven years, he returned to Kirkalthat he employed himself frequently dy, and lived two years with his moin the practice of translation, (par- ther; engaged in study, but withticularly frbm the French), with a out any fixed plan for his future
viewtotheimprovemcntofhisown life. He had been originally destyle : and he used often to express stined for the church of England,
a favourable opinion of the utility and with that view had been sent
of such exercises, to all who culti- to Oxford ; btlt not finding the ecvate the art of composition. It is clefiastical profession suitable to his
rnuch to be regretted, that none of taste, he chose to consult, in this
his juvenile attempts in this way instance, his own inclination, in
have been preserved ; as the few preference to the wishes of his
specimens which his writings con- friends ; and abandoning at once
iain of his (kill as a translator, are all the schemes which their prusufficient to shew the eminence he dence had formed for him, he rehad attained in a walk of literature, solved to return to his own counwhich, in our country, has been so try, and to limit his ambition to the
little frequented by men of genius, uncertain prospect of obtaining, in
"It was probably also at this period time, someone of those moderate
of his life, that he cultivated with preferments, to which literary atthe greatest care the^study of lan- tainments lead in Scotland,
guages. The knowledge he possess" In the year 1 748, he fixed hi9
ed of these, both ancient and mo- residence at Edinburgh, and, during
dern, was uncommonly extensive that and the following years, react
and accurate; and, in him, was lectures on rhetoric and belles letsubservient, not to a vain parade tres, under the patronage of lord
of tasteless erudition, but to a fami- Kames. About this time, too, he
liar acquaintance with every thing contracted a very intimate friendthat could illustrate the institutions, ship, which continued, without inthe manners and the ideas of differ- terruption, till his death, with Mr.
ent ages and nations. How inti- Alexander Wedderburn, now lord
Tnately he had once been conversant Loughborough, and with Mr. WiU
with the more ornamental branches Iiam Johnstone, now «V]r. Pulteney.
of learning; in particular, with the
" At what particular period his
Works of the Roman.Oreek, French acquaintance with Mr. David Hume
and Italian poets, appeared suffici- commenced, does not appear rrora
fehtly from the hold which they any. information that I have receivkept of his memory, after all the dif- ed; but from some papers, now in
fererit occupations and enquiries in the possession of Mr. Hume's newhich his maturer faculties had phew, and which he has been so
Ai
©buying
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obliging as to allow me to peruse,
" In the professorship of logics
their acquaintance seems to have to which Mr. Smith was appointed
grown into friendship before the on his first introduction into this
year 1752. It was a friendship on University, he soon saw the neces
both sides founded.on the admira sity of departing widely from the
tion of genius, ana the love of sim plan that, had been followed by his
plicity ; and which forms an inter predecessors, and of directing the
esting circumstance in the history attention of his pupils to studies of
of each of these eminent men, from a more interesting and useful nature
the ambition which both have than the logic and metaphysics of
the schools. Accordingly, after
shewn to record it to posterity.
"In 1 75 1, he was elected profess exhibiting a general view of the
or of logic in the University of powers of the mind, and explaining
Glasgow; and, the year following, so much of the ancient logic as was
he was removed to the professorship requisite to gratify curiosity With
of moral philosophy in the same respect to an artificial method of
University, upon the death of Mr. reasoning, which had once occu
Thomas Craigie, the immediate " pied the universal attention of the
successor of Dr. Hutcheson. In this learned, he dedicated all the reft of
situation, he remained thirteen years; his turie to the delivery of a system
a period he used frequently to look of rhetoric and belles lettres. The
back to, as the most useful and lnp- best method of explaining and il
py of his life. It was indeed a situ lustrating the various powers of the
ation in which he was eminently human mind, the most useful part
fitted to excel,' and in which the of metaphysics, arises from an ex
daily labours of his profession were amination as the several ways of
constantly recalling his attention to communicating our thoughts by
his favourite pursuits, and familiar speech, and from an attention to
ising his mind to those important the principles of those literary com
speculations' he was afterwards to positions, which contribute to per
communicate to the world. In this suasion or entertainment. By these
view, though it afforded, in the arts, every thing that we perceive
mean time, but a very narrow scene or feel, every operation of our minds,
for his ambition, it was probably in is expressed and delineated in such
strumental, in no inconsiderable de a manner, that it may be clear
gree, to the future eminence of his ly riistinguistied and remembered.
There is, at the fame time, no
literary character.
" Of Mr. Smith's lectures while a branch of literature more suited to
professor at Glasgow, no part has youth at their first entrance upon
been preserved, excepting what he philosophy rhan this, which lays
himself published in the Theory of hold of their taste and their feelings.
Moral Sentiments and in the Wealth
" It is much to be regretted, that
of Nations. The society therefore, I the manuscript containing Mr.
am persuaded, will listen with plea Smith's lectures on this subject was
sure to the following sliort account destroyed before his death. The
of them, for which I am indebted first part, in point of composition,
to a gentleman who was formerly was highly finished ; and the whole
one of Mr. Smith's pupils, and Who discovered strong marks of taste and
continued till his death to be one of original genius. From th^ permis
iiisraost intimate and valued friends. sion given -to students of taking
notes,
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hotes, ■ many observations and opU which is mentioned iri the conclu
hions, c&ntained in these lectures, sion of the Theory of Mora! Senti
have either been detailed in sepa ments, he did not live to fulfil.
rate dissertation;* or lngrossed in
" In the lust part of his lectures, '
general collections, which have Re examined those political regula
since been given to the public. But tions which are founded, not upon
these, as might be expected, h»ve the- principle of justice, but that of
lost the air of originality and the di expediency, and which are cakiN
stinctive character which they re lated to increase the riches, the
ceived from their first author, and power and the prosperity of a state;
are often obscured by that multipli Under this view, he considered the
city of common-place matter in political institutions relating to com»
which they are sunk and involved. merce, to finances, to ecclesiastical
" Aboilt a year after his appoint-1 and military establishments. What
tnent to the profeslorsliip of logic, he delivered on these subjects con
Mr. Smith was elected to the chair tained the substance of the work he
of moral philosophy. His course of afterwards published under the title
lectures on this subject was divided of An Inquiry into the Nature and
into four parts. The first contained Causes of the Wealth of Nations.
" There was no situation in
natural theology ; in which he con
sidered the proofs of the being and which the abilities of Mr. Smith ap
attributes of God, and those prin peared to greater advantage than as
ciples of the human mind upon a professor. In delivering his lec
which religion is founded. The se tures, he trusted almost entirely to
cond comprehended Ethics strictly extemporary elocution. His man
so called, and consisted chiefly of ner, though not graceful, wii plain
the doctrines which he afterwards and unaffected ; and as he seemed
published in his Theory of Moral to be always interested in the sub
Sentiments. In the third part, he ject, he never failed to interest his
treated at more length of that branch hearers. Each discourse consisted
of morality which relates to justice) commonly of several distinct pro
and which, being susceptible of pre positions, which he successively en
cise and accurate rules, is, for that deavoured to prove and illustrate.
reason, capable of a full and parti These propositions, when announc
ed in general terms, had, from their
cular explanation.
" Upon this subject, he follow extent, not unfrequently something
ed the plan that seems to be sug of the air of a paradox. In his at
gested by Montesquieu ; endeavour tempts to explain them, he often
ing to trace the gradual progress of appeared, at first, not to be suffi
jurisprudence, both public and pri ciently possessed of the subject, and
vate, from the rudest to the most spoke with some hesitation. As he
refined ages, and to point out the advanced, however, the matter
effects of tliose arts which contri seemed to croud Up6n him, his man
bute to subsidence, and to the ac ner became warm and animated,
cumulation of property, in produ and his expression easy and fluent.
cing correspondent improvements In points susceptible of controversy,
or alterations in law and govern you could easily discern, that he
ment. This important branch of secretly conceived an opposition to
his labouis he also intended to give his opinions, and that he was led
to the public ; bu( this intention, upsn tidi account to support them
A4
with
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greater energy and vehemence. By
the fulness and variety of his illus
trations, the subject gradually swell
ed in his hands, and acquired a di
mension which, without a tedious
repetition of the fame views, was
calculated to seize the attention of
his audience, and to afford them
pleasure, as well as instruction, in
following the same object, through
all the diversity of shades and as
pects in which it was presented,
and afterwards in tracing it back
wards to that original proposition
t>r general truth, from which this
beautiful train of speculation had
proceeded.
" His reputation as a professor
was accordingly raised very high,
and a multitude of students from a
great distance resorted to the Uni
versity, merely upon his account.
Those branches of science which
he taught became fashionable at this
place, and his opinions were the
chief topics of discussion in clubs
and literary societies. Even the
small peculiarities in his pronun
ciation or manner of speaking, be
came frequently the objects of imi
tation."
" While Mr. Smith was thus dis
tinguishing himself by his zeal and
ability as a public teacher, he was
gradually laying the foundation of
a more extensive reputation, by
preparing for the press liis system
of morals. The first edition of this
work appeared in 1 759, under the
title of " The Theory of Moral
Sentiments."
"Hitherto Mr. Smith had remain
ed unknown to the world as an au
thor; nor have I heard that he had
made a trial of his powersin any ano
nymous publications, excepting in
a periodical work called The Edin
burgh Review, which was begun
in the year 1755, by some gentle
men of distinguished .abilities, but

which they were prevented by other
engagements from carrying farther
than the two first numbers.. To
this work Mr. Smith contributed a
review of Dr. Johnson's Dictionary
of the English Language, and also
a letter, addressed to the editors,
containing some general observa
tions on the state of literature in
the differentcountries of Europe. In
the former of these papers, he points
out some defects in Dr. Johnson's
plan, which he censnres as not suf
ficiently grammatical. " The dif
ferent significations of a word (he
observes) are indeed collected j but
they are seldom digested into gene
ral classes, or ranged under the
meaning which the word principal
ly expresses : And sufficient care is
not taken to distinguish the words
apparently synonymous." To il
lustrate this criticism, he copies
from Dr. Johnson the articles but
and humour, and opposes to them
the fame articles digested agreeably
to his own idea. The various sig
nifications of the word but are very
nicely and happily discriminated.
The other article does not seem to
have been executed with equal care.
The observations on the state of
learning in Europe are written with
ingenuity and elegance; but are
chiefly interesting, as they fliew
the attention which the author had
given to the philosophy and lite
rature of the continent, at a period
when they were not much studied in
this i stand.
In the fame volume with the
Theory of Moral Sentiments, Mr.
Smith publistied a Dissertation " ou
the Origin of Languages, and on the
different Genius of those which
are original and compounded-"
" I shall subjoin an original let
ter of Mr. Hume's, addressed to
Mr. Smith soon after the publica
tion of his Theory. It is strongly
marked
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marked with that easy and affection
ate pleasantry which distinguished
Mr. Hume's epistolary corespondence, and is entitled to a place in this
Memoir, on account of its connec
tion with an important event of
Mr. Smith's life, which soon after
removed him into a new scene, and
influenced, to a considerable degree,
the subsequent source of his studies.
-—The letter is dated from London,
1 2th April, 1759.
" 1 give you thanks for the agree
able preseut of your Theory. Wedderburn and I made presents ofonr
copies to such of our acquaintances
as we thought good judges, and pro
per to spread the reputation of the
book. I sent one to the duke of
Argyle, to lord Lytrleton, Horace
Walpole, Soame Jennyjis, and
Burke, an Irish gentleman, who
wrote lately a very pretty treatise on
the Sublime. Millar desired . my
permission to send one in your name
to Dr. Warburton. I have delayed
writing to you till I could tell you
sometliing of the success of the book,
and could prognosticate with some
probability, whether it should be
finallvdamned tooblivion, or should
be registered in the temple of im
mortality. Though it has been pub
lished only a few weeks, I think
^ there appear already such strong
symptoms, that 1 can almost ven
ture to foretell its fate. It is in
short this— But I have been inter
rupted in my letter by a foolish im
pertinent visit of one who has late
ly come from Scotland. He tells me
that the University of Glasgow in
tend to declare Rouet's office va
cant, upon his going abroad with
lord Hope. I question not but you
will have our friend Ferguson in
your eye, m case another project
for procuring him a piace in the
University of Edinburgh sliouM
fail. Ferguson has very much
polished and improved his Tica-
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tise on Refinement, and with some
amendments it will make an ad
mirable book, and discovers an
elegant and a singular genius. The
F.pigoniad, I hope, will do ; but
it is somewhat up-hill work. As I
doubt not but you consult the re
views sometimes at present, you
will see in the Critical Review a let
ter upon that poem ; and I desire
you to employ your conjectures in
finding out the author. Let me fee
a sample of your skill in knowing
hands by your guessing at the person.
I am afraid of lord Kame's Law
Tracts. A man might as well think
of making a fine sauce by a mixture
of wormwood and aloes, as an agreeable composition by joining me
taphysics and Scotch law. How
ever, the book, I believe, has merit}
though few people will take the
pains of diving into it. But, to re
turn to your book, and its succeft
in this town, I must tell you—A
plague of interruption ! I ordered
myself to be denied ; and yet hereis one that has broke in upon me
again. He is a man of letters, and
we have had a good deal of literary
conversation. Yon told me that
you was curious of literary anec
dotes, and therefore I sliall inform
you of a few that have come to my
knowledge. I believe I have men
tioned to you already Heivetlusl
book De 1'Esprit. It is worth your
reading, not for its philosophy,
which I do not highly value, hilt
for its agreeable composition. I had
a letter from him a few days ago,
wherein he tells me that my name
was much oftener in the manu
script, but that the Censor of books
at Paris obliged him to strike it outVoltaire has lately published av
small work called Candide, ou
l'Optimisme. I stiall give you a de
tail of it—But what is all this to my
book ? saV you.—My dear Mr,
Smith, have patience ; Compose
your
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yourself to tranquillity : sliew your- ture. Oswald protests he does not
self a philosopher in practice as know whether he has reaped more
well as profession : think on the instruction or entertainment from
emptiness, and rashness, andfutili- it. But you may easily judge what
ty of the common judgments of reliance can be put on hisjudgment,
men : how little they are regulated who has been engaged all his life
by reason in any subject, much more in public business, and who never
in philosophical subjects, which so fees any faults in his friends. Milfar exceed the comprehension of the lar exults and brags that two thirds
vulgar.
of the edition are already sold, and
-—Non si quid turbida Roma
that he is now sure of success. You
Elevct,accedas:exanicnveimprobuminilla fee what a son of the earth that is,
Caltigcs truhna : nec te quæfireris extra. tO value books only by the profit
A wife man's kingdom is his own they bring him. In that view, I bebreast ; or, if he ever looks farther, lieveitmavprovea very good book,
it will only be to the judgment of a
" Charles Tow nsend, who passelect few, who are free from pre- ses for the cleverest fellow in Engjudices, and capable of examining land, is so taken with the performhis work. Nothing indeed can be ance, that he said to Oswald he
a stronger presumption of falsehood would put the duke of Buccleugh
than the approbation of the multi- under the author's care, and would
tude ; and Phocion, you know, al- make it worth his while to accept
ways suspected himself of some of that charge. As soon as I heard
blunder, when he was attended with this, I called on him twice, with a
the applauses of the populace.
view of talking with him about the
" Supposing, therefore, that you matter, and of convincing him of
have duly prepared yourself for the propriety of sending that young
the worst by all these reflections, I nobleman to Glasgow : for I could
proceed to tell you the melancholy not hope, that he could offer you
news, that your book has been ve- any terms which would tempt you
ry unfortunate ; for the public seem to renounce your profeslbrlhip. But
disposed to applaud it extremely. I missed him. Mr. Townsend passIt was looked for by the foolish es for being a little uncertain in
people with some impatience ; and his resolutions; so perhaps youneed
the mob of literati are beginning al- not build much on his sally,
ready to be very loud in its praises.
" In recompence for so many
Three bishops called yesterday at mortifying things, which nothing
Millar's shop in order to buy copies, but truth could have extorted from
and to alk questions about the au- me, and which I could easily have
thor. The bilhop of Peterborough multiplied to a greater number, I
said he had passed the evening in a doubt not but you are so good a
company where he heard it extolled christian as to return good for evil ;
above.all books in the world. The and to flatter my vanity by telling
duke of Argyle is more decisive me, that all the godly in Scotland
than he uses to be, in its favour. I abuse me for my account of
suppose he either considers it as an John Knox and the Reformation,
exotic, or thinks the author will I suppose you are glad to lee my pabe serviceable to him .in the Glas- per end, and that I am obliged to
gow elections. Lord Lyttleton fays, conclude with
that Robertson and Smith and BowYour humble servant,
er are the glories of English litera*
Dayix> Hume."
S
'» After
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** After the publication of the to rank some very eminent merTheory of Moral Sentiments, Me chants in Che number of his proseSmith remained four years at Glas- lyres.
gow, discharging his official duties " Among the students who attended
with unabated vigour, and with in- his lectures, and whose minds were
creasing reputation. During that not- previously warped by prejutime, the plan of his lectures un- dice, the progress of his opinions,"
derwent a considerable change. His it may be reasonably supposed, was
ethical doctrines, of which he had much more rapid. It was this class
now published so valuable a part, of his friends accordingly that first
occupied a much smaller portion of adopted his system with eagerness,
the course than formerly ; and ac- and diffused a knowledge of its
cotdingly, his attention was natur- fundamental principles over this
ally directed to a more complete part of the kingdom,
illustration of the principles of ju"Towards the end of 1763, Mr.
risprudence and of political œcono- Smith received an invitation front
my.
Mr. Charles Townsend to accom" To thislast subject, his thoughts pany the duke of Buccieugh on his
appear to have been occasionally travels ; and the liberal terms irt
turned from a very early period of which the proposal was made to
life. It is probable, that the unin- him, added to the strong desire he
terrupted friendfliip he had always had felt of visiting the continent as
maintained with his old companion Europe, induced him to resign his
Mr. Oswald, had some tendency to office at Glasgow. With the conencourage him in prosecuting this nection which he was led to form
branchofhisstudiesjandthepublica- in consequence of thischangein his
tionof Mr.Hume'spoliticaldiscours- situation, he had reason to be satises inthe year 1752, could not fail to fied in an uncommon degree, and.
confirm him in those liberal views he always spoke of it with pleasure
of commercial policy which had al- and gratitude. To the public, it
ready opened to him in the course was not perhaps a change equally
of his own enquiries. His long re- fortunate; as it interrupted that
fidence in one of the most enlight- studious leisure for which nature
ened mercantile towns in this island, seems to have destined him, and iii
and the habits of intimacy in which which alone he could have hoped
he lived with the most respectable to accomplisti those literary pro
of its inhabitants, afforded him an jects which had flattered the ambiopportunity of deriving what com- tion of his youthful genius,
mercial information he stood' in
" The alteration, however, which,
need of, from the best sources; and from this period, took place in his
it is a circumstance no less honour- habits, was not without its advanable to their liberality than to his tages. He had hithertolived chiefly
talents, that notwithstanding the re- within the walis of an University ;
luctance so common among men and although to a mind tike his, the
' of business to listen to the conclusi- observation of human nature on the
ona of mere speculation, and the smallest scale is sufficient to convey
direct opposition • of his leading a tolerably just conception of what
principles to all the old maxims of pastes 011 the great theatre of the
trade, he was able, before he quit- world, yet isitnottobedoubted,that
ted his situation in the university, the variety oi scenes through which
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afterwards passed, must have en
riched his mind with many new
ideas, and corrected many of those
misapprehensions of life and man
ners which the best descriptions of
them can scarcely fail to convey.
—But whatever were the lights that
his travels afforded to him as a stu
dent of human nature, they were
probably useful in a still greater de
gree, in enabling him to perfect
that system of political œconomy,
of which he had already delivered
the principles in his lectures at
Glasgow, and which it was now
she leading object of his studies to
prepare for the public. The coin
cidence between some of these prin
ciples and the distinguishing tenets
of the French ceconomists, who
were at that very time in the height
of their reputation, and the intima
cy in which he lived with some of
the leaders of that sect, could not
fail to assist him in methodizing and
digesting his speculations; whilethe
valuable collection of facts, accu
mulated by the zealous industry of
their numerous adherents, furnish
ed him with ample materials for il
lustrating and confirming his theo
retical conclusions,
"After leaving Glafgow.Mr. Smith
joined the duke of Buccleugh at
London early in the year 1 764, and
set out with him for t.ie continent
in the month of March following.
At Dover they were met by sir
James Macdonald, who accompa
nied them to Paris, a:id with whom
Mr. Smith laid the foundation ot a
friendflup, which he always men
tioned with great sensibility, and of
•which he often lamented the short
duration. The panegyrics with
which the memory of this accomlifhed and amiable person has been
ononred by so many distinguished
characters in the different countrie?

of Europe, are a proof how well
fitted his talents were to commandgeneral admiration. The esteem in
which his abilities and learning
were held by Mr. Smith, is a testi
mony to his extraordinary merit of
stiil superior value. Mr. Hume,
too, seems, in this instance, to have
partaken of his friend's enthusiasm.
" Were you and I together, (says
he in a letter to Mr. Smith), we
should slied tears at present for the
death os poor sir James Macdonald.
We could not possibly have suffered
a greater loss than in that valuable
young man."
" In this first visit to Paris, the
duke of Buccleugh and Mr. Smith
employed only ten or twelve days,
after which they proceeded to
Thoulouse, where they fixed their
residence for eighteen months j and
where, in addition to the pleasure
of an,agreeable society, Mr. Smith
had an opportunity of correctingand
extending his information concern
ing the internal policy of France, by
theintimacy in which he lived with
some of the principal persons of the
parliament.
" From Thoulouse they went, by
a pretty extensive tour, through the
south of France to Geneva. Here
they passed two months. The late
earl Stanhope, for whose learning
and worth Mr. Smith entertained a
sincere respect, was then an inha
bitant of that republic.
"About Christmas 1765, they re
turned to Paris, and remained there
till October following. The society
in which Mr. Smith lpent these ten
months, may be conceived from
the advantages he enjoyed, in con
sequence o.* the recommendations
of Mr. Hume. Turgot, Quefnai,
Keeker, d'AJembert, . Helvetiu*,
Marmontel, madame Riccobonl,
were atncjng tin number of his ac,
quaint
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qnaintances ; and some of them lie
continued ever afterwards to reckon
among his friends. From madame
d'Anville, the respectable mother
of the late excellent and much la
mented duke of Rochefoucauld, he
received many attentions, which
he always recollected with particu
lar gratitude.
" It is much to be regretted, that
he preserved no journal of this very
interesting period of his history;
arid such was his aversion to write
letters, that I scarcely suppose any
memorial of it exists in his corre
spondence with his friends. The
extent and accuracy of his memory,
in which lie was equalled by few,
made it of little consequence to
himself to record in writing what
he heard or saw ; and from his anx
iety before his death to destroy all
ti.e papers in his possession, he seems
to have wished, that no materials
should remain for his biogradhers,
hut what were furnished by the
lasting monuments of his genius,
and the exemplary worth of his
private life.
" The satisfaction he enjoyed in
the conversation of Turgot may be
easily imagined. Their opinions
on the most essential points of poli
tical œconomy were the fame ; and
they were both animated by the
fame zeal for the best interests of
mankind. The favourite studies,
too, of both had directed their
enquiries to subjects on which the
Understandings of the ablest and
the best informed are liable to be
warped, to a great degree, by pre
judice and passion ; and on which,
of consequence, a coincidence of
judgment is peculiarly gratifying.
" We are told by one of the bio
graphers of Turgot, that, after his
retreat from the ministry, he oc
cupied his leisure in - philosophical
correspondence with some ot his
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old friends ; and, in particular that
various letters on important subjects
passed between him and Mr. Smith.
I take notice of this anecdote chiefly
as a proof qf the intimacy which
» as understood to have subsisted
betweeu them ; for, in other re
spects, the anecdote seems to me to
be somewhat doubtful. It is scarce
ly to be supposed, that Mr. Smith
would destroy the letters of such a
correspondent as Turgot ; and still
less probable, that such an inter
course was carried on between them
without the knowledge of any of
Mr. Smith's friends. From some
enquiries that have been made at
Paris by a gentleman of this society
since Mr. Smith's death, I have
reason to believe, that no evidence
of the correspondence exists among
the papers of M. Turgot, and that
the whole story has taken its rife
from a report suggested by the
knowledge of their former intima
cy. This circumstance I think it
of importance to mention, because
a good deal of curiosity has been
excited by the passage in question,
with respect to the fate of the sup
posed letters.
"Mr. Smith was also well known
to M. Quefnai, the profound and
original authorof the Œconomicai
Table; a man (according to Mr.
Smith's account of him) " of the
greatest modesty and simplicity
and whose system of political œco
nomy he has pronounced, '* with
all its imperfections," to be the
nearest approximation to the truth
that has yet been publistied on the
principles of that very import
ant science." If he had not been
prevented by Quesnai's death, Mr,
Smith had once an intention (as he
told me himself) to have inscribed
to him his " Wealth of Nations."
"It was not, however, merely the
distinguished men who about this
period
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period fixed so splendid an æra in of phenomena in all the different
the literary history of France, that fine arts. It led him, however, to
excited Mr. Smith's curiosity while some conclusions, which appear, at
he remained in Paris. His acquaint first view at least, not a little para
ance with the polite literature both doxical ; and I cannot h-lp think
of ancient and modern times was* ing, tnat it warped his judgment
extensive ; and amidst his various in many of the opinions which he
qjher occupations, he had never was accustomed to give on the sub
neglected to cultivate a taste for ject of poetry.
the sine arts ;—less, it is probable, " The principles of dramatic com
with a view to the peculiar enjoy position had more particularly at
ments they convey, (though he tracted his attention ; and the histol
was by no means without sensibility ry of the theatre, both in ancient
to their beauties), than on account and modern times, bad furnislied
of their connection with the general him with some of the most remark
principles of the human mind ; to able facts on which his theory of the
an examination of which they af imitative arts was founded; From
ford the most pleasing ofall avenues. this theory it seemed to follow as a
To those who speculate on this consequence, that the fame circum
very delicate subject, a comparison stances which, in tragedy, give to
of the modes of taste that prevail blank verse an advantage over
among different nations, affords a prose, should give to rhyme an ad
valuable collection of facts ; and vantage ovor blank verse ; and Mr.
Mr. Smith, who was always dispos Smith had always inclined to that
ed to ascribe to custom and fasliion opinion. Nay, he had gone so far
their full sliare in regulating the as to extend the fame doctrine to
opinions of mankind with respect to comedy ; and to regret, that those
beauty, may naturally be supposed excellent pictures or life and man
to ha\ e availed himself of every op ners which the Englisti stage affords,
portunity which a foreign country had not been executed after the mo
afforded him of illustrating his for del ot the French school. The ad
miration with which he regarded the
mer theories.
" Some of his peculiar notions, too, great dramatic authors of France
with respect to the imitative arts, tended to confirm him in these opi
seem to have been much confirmed nions ; and this admiration (result
by his observations while abroad. ing originally from the general cha
In accounting for the pleasure we racter of his taste, which delighted
•receive from these arts, it had early more to remark that pliancy of ge
occurred to him as a fundamental nius which accommodates itself to
principle, that a very great part of established rules, than to wonder
it arises from the difficulty of the at the bolder flights of an undisci
imitation ; a principle which was plined imagination) was increased
probably suggested to him by that to a great degree, when he saw the
of the difficult surmov.ta, by which beauties that had struck him in the
some French critics had attempted closet, heightened by the utmost
to explain the effect of versification perfection of theatrical exhibition.
and of rhyme. This principle Mr. In the last years of his life, he some
Smith pushed to the greatest possi times amused himself, at a leisure
ble length, and referied to it, with hour, in supporting his theoretical
singular ingenuity, a great variety conclusions on these subjects, by
tiie
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the facts which his subsequent stu
dies and observations had suggested;
and he intended, if he had lived,
tp have prepared the result of these
labours for the press. . Of this work
he has left for publication a short
fragment : the first part of which is,
jn my judgment, more finislied in
point of style than any of his com
positions; but he had notproceeded
far enough to apply bis doctrine to
versification and to the theatre. As
his no:ions, however, with respect
to these were a favourite topic of .
his conversation, and were inti
mately connected with his gene
ral principles of criticism, it would
have been improper to pass them
pverin this sketch of his life; and I,
even thought it proper to detail them
at greater length than the compara
tive importance of the subject would
have justified, if he had carried his
plans into execution. Whether his
love of system, added to his parti
ality for the French -drama, may
not have led him, in this instance,
to generalize a little too much his
conclusions, and to overlook some
peculiarities in the language and
yersification of that country, I shall
not take upon me to determine.
" In October 1766, the duke of
Buccleugh returned to London.
His grace, to whom 1 am indebted
for several particulars in the forego
ing narrative, will, I hope, forgive
the liberty I take in transcribing one
paragraph in his own words: " In
October 1 766, we returned to Lon
don, after having spent near three
.years together, without the slightest
disagreement or coolness ; on my
part, with every advantage that
could be expected from the society
of such a man. \\'e continued to
Jive in friendfliip till the hour of his
d?ath ; and I shall always, remain
wish the impression of having lost a
friend, wlicwltaved and respected,
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not only for his great talents, but
for every private virtue." • The retirement in which Mr.
Smith passed his next ten years,
formed a striking contrast to the un
settled mode of life he had been for
some time accustomedito,. but was
so congenial to his natural disposition, and to his first habits, that it
was with the utmost difficulty he
was ever persuaded to leave it. Dur
ing the whole of this period, (with
the exception of a few visits to
Edinburgh and London), he re
mained with his mother, at Kirkaldy ; occupied habitually in intense
study, but unbending- his mind at
times in the company of some of hit
old school-fellows, whose ", sober
wishes" had attached them to the
place of their birth; In the society
of such men, Mr. Smith delighted;
and to them he "was endeared, not
only by his simple and .unassuming
manners, but by the perfect know
ledge they all possessed-.of those do
mestic virtues which had distinguish
ed him from his infancy.
" Mr. Hume, who (as^he tells us
himself) considered " a town as the
true scene for a man of letter*,"
made many, attempts to seduce him
from his retirement. In a. letter,
dated in 1772, he urges him to pass
some time with him in Edinburgh.
" I shall not take any excuse from
your state of health, which I sup
pose only a subterfuge invented by
indolence and love of solitude. In
deed, my dear Smith, if you con
tinue to hearken to complaints of
this nature, you will cut yourself
oyt entirely from human society, to
the great loss of both parties.'* In
another letter, dated in 1769, from
his house in James's Court, (which
commanded a prospect of the frith
of Forth, and- of the opposite coast
of Fife),. " I, am glad (says he) to
have come wi^n si^ht ot you ; but
U
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as I would also be within speaking
terms of you, I wish we could con
cert measures for that purpose. I
?m mortally sick at sea, and regard
with horror and a kind of hydro
phobia the great gulf that lies be
tween us. I am also tired of tra
velling, as much as you ought na
turally to be of staying at home. I
therefore pr«nose to you to come hi
ther, and pass some days with me
in this solitude. I want to know
what you have been doing, and pro
pose to exact a rigorous account of
the method in which you have emfoyed yourself during your retreat,
am positive you are in the wrong
in many of your speculations, es
pecially where you have the mis
fortune to dirFer from me. All these
are reasons for our meeting, and I
wish you would make me some reaionable proposal for that purpose.
There is no habitation on the island
of Inchkeith, otherwise I should
challenge you to meet me on that
spot, and neither of us ever to
leave the place, till we were fully
agreed on all points of controversy.
I expect general Conway here to
morrow, whom I shall attend to
Roseneath, and I shall remain there
a few days. On my return, I hope
to find a letter from yon, containing
a boid acceptance ofthisdefiance."
" At length (tn the beginning of
the year 1776) Mr. Smith account
ed to the world for his long retreat,
by the publication of his " Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations." A letter
of congratulation on this event,
rr»m Mr. Hume, is now before me.
It is dated 1st April 1776, (about
fix months before Mr. Hume's
death) ; and discovers an amia
ble solicitude about his friend's lite
rary fame. " Euge ! Belle ! dear
Mr. Smith : I am much pleased
with your performance, and the per

usal of it has taken me from a state
osgreat anxiety. It was a work of
so much expectation, by yourself,
by your friends, and by the public,
that I trembled for its appearance ;
but am now much relieved. Not
but that the reading of it necessarily
requires so much attention, and the
public is disposed to give so little,
that I (hall still doubt for some
time of its being at first very popu
lar. But it has depth and solidity
and acuteness, and is so much illus
trated by curious facts, that it must
at last take the public attention. It
is probably much improved by
your last abode in London. If you
were here at my fire-side, I should
dispute some of your principles.
. . . But these, and a hundred other
points, are fit only to be discussed
in conversation. I hope it will be
soon ; for I am in a very bad state
ef health, and cannot afford along
delay."
"About two years after the publica
tion of " theWealth ofNations,"Mr.
Smith was appointed one of the com
missioners of his majesty's customs
in Scotland ; a preferment which,
in his estimation, derived an addi
tional value from its being bestowed
on him at the request of the duke
ofBuccleugh. The greater part of
these two ytars he pasted at London,
in a society too extensive and varied
to afford him any opportunity of
indulging his taste for study. His
time, however, was not lost to him
self ; for much of it was spent with
some of the first names in Eng
lish literature. Of these no unfa
vourable specimen is preserved by
Dr. Barnard, in his well known
" Verses, addressed to sir Jolhua
Reynolds and his friends."
If I have thoughts, and can't express 'cm,
Gibbon Ihall teach me how to drcls 'em
Is words felect and KtU ;
.
Jones
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Jones teach me modesty anJ Greek, '
Smith how to think, Bu-ke how to speak,
And Bcauderc to converss.
" In consequence of Mr. Smith's
appointment to the board of cus
toms, he removed, in 1778, to
Edinburgh, where he spent the last
twelve years of his life ; enjoying
an affluence, which was more than
equal to all his wants ; and, what
was to him of still greater value,
the prospect of passing the remain
der of his days among the compa
nions of his youth.
" His mother, who, though now
in extreme old age, Hill possessed a
considerable decree t>f health, and
retained all her faculties unimpaired,
accompanied him to tows; and his
cousin miss fane Douglas, (who
had formerly been a member of his
family at Glasgow, and for whom
he had always felt the affection of
a brother), while she divided
with him those tender attentions
which her aunt's infirmities requir
ed, relieved him of a charge
for which he was peculiarly ill
qualified, by her friendly super
intendence of his domestic œednomy.
" The accession to his income
which his new office brought him
enabled him to gratify, to a much
greater extent thaa his former cir
cumstances admitted of, the natural
generosity of his disposition ; zad
the state of lus funds at the time of
his death, compared with his verv
moderate establishment, confirmed,
beyond a doubt, what his intimate
acquaintances had often suspected,
that a large proportion of his an
nual savings was allotted to offices
of secret charity. A small, but ex
cellent library, which he had gra
dually formed with great judgment
in the selection ; and a simple,
though hospitable table, where,
without the formality of an invitaJ79+-
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tion, he was always happy to re
ceive his friends, were the only
expcnccs*that could be considered
as his own. 1
" The change in his habits which
his removal to Edinburgh produc
ed, was not equally favourable to
his literary pursuits. The duties
of his office, though they required
but little exertion of thought, were
yet sufficient to waste his spirits
and to dissipate his attention ; and
now that his career is closed, it is
impossible to reflect on the time
they consumed, without lament
ing that it had not been employed
in labours mere profitable to the
world, and more equal to his mind.
" During the first years of his
residence in this city, ■ his studies
seemed to be entirely suspended ;
and his passion for letters served
only to amuse his leisure, and to
animate his conversation. The in
firmities of age, of which he very
earlv began to feel the approaches,
reminded him at last, when it was
too late, of what he vet owed to the
public, and to his own fame. The
principal materials of the works
which he had announced, hi d been
long ago collected" ; and little pro
bably was wanting, but a few years
of health and retirement, to bestow
on, them that systematical arrange
ment in which he delighted ; a:id
the ornaments of that flowing, and
apparently artless style, which he
had studiously cultivated, but which,
after all his experience in composi
tion, he adjusted, with extreme
difficulty, to his own taste.
•' The death of his mother in
1784, which was followed by that
of Miss Douglas in 1788, contri
buted, it is probable, to frustrate
these projects. They had been the
objects of his affection for more
than sixty years; and in their socie
ty he had enjoyed, from his infauB
cy,
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cy, all that he ever- knew of the
endearments of a family. He was
now alone, and helpless ; and,
though he bore his loss with
equanimity, and regained appa
rently his former cheerfulness, yet
his health and strength gradually
declined till the period of his death,
which happened in July 1 790,
about two years after that of his
cousin, and six after that qf his
mother. His last illness, which arose from a chronic obstruction in
his bowels, was lingering and pain
ful ; but had every consolation to
sooth it which he could derive from
thetenderest sympathy of his friends,
and from the complete resignation
of his own mind.
" A few days before his death,
finding his end approach rapidly,
he gave orders to destroy all his ma
nuscripts, excepting some detached
•flays, which he entrusted to the
care of his executors ; and 'they
were accordingly committed to the
flames. What were the particular
contents of these papers, is not
known even to his most intimate
friends j but there can be no doubt
that they consisted, in part, of the
lectures on rhetoric, which he read
at Edinburgh in the year 1748, and
of the lectures on natural religion
and on jurisprudence, which form
ed part of his course at Glasgow.
That this irreparable injury to letters
proceeded, in some degree, from
an excessive solicitude in the au
thor about his posthumous reputa
tion, May perhaps be true ; but
with respect to some of his manu
scripts, may we not suppose, that
he was influenced by higher mo
tives ? It is but seldom that a phi
losopher, who has been occupied
from his youth with moral or with
political enquiries, succeeds com
pletely to his wish in stating to
others, the grounds upon which his

own opinions are founded ; and
hence it is, that the known princi
ples of an individual, who has ap
proved to the public his candour,
his liberality, and his judgment, are
entitled to a weight and an authority,
independent of the evidence which
he is able, upon any particular oc
casion, to produce in their sup
port. A secret consciousness of
this circumstance, and an appre
hension, that by not doing justice
to an important argument, the pro
gress of truth may be rather retard
ed than advanced, have probably
induced many authors to with-hold
from the world the unfinished re
sults of their most valuable labours;
and to content themselves with giv
ing the general sanction of their
sussrages to truths which they re
garded as peculiarly interesting to
the human race.
" The additions to the Theory
of Moral Sentiments, most of
which were composed under severe
disease, had fortunately been sent
to the press in the beginning of the
preceding winter ; and the author
Jived to fee the publication of the
work. The moral and serious strain
that prevails through these additions,
when connected with the circum
stance of his declining health, adds
a peculiar charm to his pathetic elo
quence; and communicates a new
interest, if possible, to those sub
lime truths, which, in the acade
mical retirement of his youth, awakened the first ardours of his ge
nius, and on which the last efforts
of his mind reposed.
" In a letter addressed, in the
year 1787, to the principal of the
University of Glasgow, in conse
quence of his being elected rector
of that learned body, a pleasing me
morial remains of the satisfaction
with which he always recollect
ed that period of his literarycareer,
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career, which had been more peculiarly consecrated to these important studies. " No preferment (fays
he) could have given me so much
real satisfaction. No man can owe
freater obligations to a society than
do to the University of Gl.isgoiv. They educated me ; they
sent me to Oxford. Soon after my
return to Scotland, they elected me
one of their own members; and asterwards preferred me to another office, to which the abilities and virtues' of the never to be forgotten
Dr. Hutcheson hjd given a superior
degree of illustration. The period
of thirteen years which I spent as
a member of that society, I remernber as by far the most useful, and
therefore, as by far the happiest and
most honourable period of my life ;
and now, after three and twenty
years absence, to be remembered
ln so very agreeable a manner by
my old friends and protectors,
gives me a heart-felt joy which I
cannot easily express to you."
"The fliort narrative which I
have now finished, however barren
of incident, may convey a general
idea of the genius and character of
this illustrious man. Of the intellectual gifts and attainments by
which he was so eminently distinguifhed;—of the originality and
comprehensiveness of his views ;
the extent, the variety and the correctness of his information; the inexhaustible fertility of his inven.
tion ; and the ornaments which his
rich and beautiful imagination had
borrowed from classical culture;—
he has left behind him lasting monuments. To his private worth the
most certain of all testimonies
may be found in that confidence,
respect and attachment, which sollowed him through all the various
relations of life. The serenity and
gaiety he enjoyed, under the pres-

sure of his growing infirmities, and
the warm interest he felt to the last,
in every thing connected with the
welfare of his friends, will be long
remembered by a small circle, with
whom, as long as his strength permitted, he regularly spent an evening in the week ; and to whom the
recollection of his worth still forms
a plea sing, though melancholy bond
of union.
" The more delicate and characteristical features of his mind,
it is perhaps impossible to trace.
That there were mmy peculiarities,
both in his manners, and in his intellcctual habits, was manifest to
the most superficial observer; but,
although to those who knew him,
these peculiarities detracted nothing
from the respect which his abilities
commanded ; and, although to his
intimate friends, they added an inexpressible charm to his conversation, while they displayed, in the
most intcreiling light, the artless
simplicity of his heart ; yet it would
require a very skilful pencil to present them to the public eye. He
was certainly not fitted for the general commerce of the world, or
for the business of active life. The
comprehensive speculations with
which he had been occupied from
his youth, and the variety of materials which his own invention continually supplied to his thoughts,
rendered him habitually inattentive
to familiar objects, and to common occurrences; and he frequently
exhibited instances of absence,
which have scarcely been surpassed
by the fancy of Bruyere. Even in
company, he was apt to be engrossed with his studies ; and appeared,
at times, by the motion of his lips, as
well as by his looks and gestures, to
be in the fervour of composition. I
have often, however, been struck,
at the distance of years, with his acis a
curate
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curate memory of the most trifling
particulars; and am inclined to be
lieve, from this' and some other cir
cumstances, that he possessed a»power, not perhaps uncommon among
absent men, of recollecting, in
consequence of subsequentessprts of
reflection, many occurrences which,
at the time when they happened,
did not seem to have sensibly at
tracted his notice.
" To the defect now mentioned,
it was probably owing, in part,
that he did not fall in easily with
the common dialoguf of conversa
tion, and that he w^s somewhat apt
to convey his own ideas in the form
of a lecture. When he did so, how
ever, it never proceeded from a
wish to ingross the discourse, or to
gratify his vanity. His own incli
nation disposed him so strongly to
enjoy in silence the gaiety of those
around him, that his friends were
often led to concert little schemes,
Sn order to bring him on the sub
jects most likely to interest him.
Nor do 1 think I sliall be accused
of going too far, when I say, that
he was scarcely ever known to
it;;rt a new topic himself, or to ap
pear unprepared upon those topics
that were introduced by others.
Indeed, his conversation was never
more amusing than when he gave a
loose to his genius, upon the very
few branches ofknowledge.ofwhich
he only possessed the outlines.
" The opinions he formed of
men, upon a slight acquaintance,
were frequently erroneous ; but the
tendency of his nature inclined him
much more to blind partiality, than
to ill-founded prejudice. The en
larged views of human affairs,
on which his mind habitually
dwelt, left him neither time nor in
clination to study, in detail, the
uninteresting peculiarities of ordi
nary characters ; ajid accordingly,

though intimately acquainted with
the capacities of the intellect, and
the workings of the heart, and ac
customed, in his theories, to mark,
with the most delicate hand, the nicelt shades, both of genius and of
the pa/lions ; vet, in judging of in
dividuals, it sometimes happened,
that his estimates were, in a surpris
ing degree, wide of the truth. ,
" The opinions, too, which, in
the thoughtlessness and confidence
of his social hours, he was accus
tomed to hazard on books, and on
.questions of speculation, were not
uniformly such as might have been
expected from the superiority of his
understanding, and the Angular
consistency of his philosophical
principles. They were liable to be
influenced by accidental circum
stances and by the humour of the
moment ; and when retailed by
those who only saw him occasional
ly, (suggested false and contradicto
ry ideas of his rea*l sentiments. On
these, however, as on most other
occasions, there was always much
truth, a; well as' ingenuity, in lys
remarks : and if the different opini
ons which, at different times, he
pronounced upon the fame sub
ject, had been all combined to
gether, so as to modify and limit
each other, they would probably
have afforded materials for a deci
sion, equally comprehensive and
just. But, in the society of his friends,
he had no disposition to form those
qualified conclusions that we ad
mire in his writings ; and he gene
rally contented himself with a bold
and masterly sketch, of the object,
from the first point of view in
which his ttmper, or his fancy, pre
sented it. Something of the same
kind might beremarked, when heattempted, in the flow of his spirits,
to delineate those characters which,
from ion j intimacy, he might have
G
been
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been supposed tj understand thorough. y.
The picture was always lively and expressive ; and
commonly bore a strong and amufing rtsemblance to the original,
when viewed under one particu
lar, aspect ; but seldom, perhaps,
conveyed a just and complete con
ception of it in all i;s dimensions
and proportions. In a word, it
was the laulrof his unpremeditated
judgments, 10 be too systematical,
and too much in extremes.
" But, in whatever way these
trifling peculiarities in his manners
may be explained, there can be no
doubt, that they were intimately
connected with the genuine artlelfnessof his mind. In this amiablequa"Jity, he often rec alled to his friends,
the accounts that arc given of good
La Fontaine ; a quality whicfi in
him derived a peculiar grace from
the singularity of its combination
with those powers of reason and of
eloquence which, in his political
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and moral writings, have long engaged the admiration of Europe,
" In his external form aud appearance, there was nothing uncommon. When perfectly at ease,
and when warmed with conversa
tion, his gestures' were animated,
and not ungraceful ; and, in the
society of those he loved, his fea
tures were often brightened with a
smiie of inexpreflible benignity. In
the company of strangers, his ten
dency to absence, and perhaps
still more his consciousness of this
tendency, rendered his manner
somewhat embarrassed ;—an effect
which was probably not a little
heightened 'oy thole speculative
ideas of propriety, which his recluse
habits tended at once to perfect in
his conception, and to diminish his
power of realizing. He never fat
for his picture ; but the medallion
of Taffie conveys an exact idea of
his profile, and of the general ex»
preiiion of his countenance."

Account of the Personal Appearance, Mode of Living, Charac
ter, and PECULiARiTiKsof Linnæus : Supplementary tothe ParTicULARsof his Life inserted in the New Annual Register lor 1781.
[From Dr. Stoever's Life of Sir Charles Linnæus, translated
from the Original German, by Josefn Trafp, A. M.]
J' rT"^ HE stature of Linnæus was a
X little below the common size,
though neither lusty nor lean, yet
the structure of his frame was strong
and solid. He rather stooped a lit
tle when walking, and had con
tracted this hanit from the frequent
examination of plants, and from
his constant search after vegetable
or other natural productions. From
his infancy his veins had much
-swelled with blood. His head was
large, somewhat elevated back
wards, and a traverse line separated
.the fore part from the hind. His

eyes were brown and fierv, his sight
was very stiarp, and his ear extreme
ly quick in catching ever)* found,
except music. It is rather singular,
that the man, who was all alive to
joy and social harmony, mould have
felt an antipathy, as it were, for
that art which best expresses those
affections, and has mostly been the
delight of great men. Eiven the
grave and serious Boerhaave found,
his chief comfort and recreation in
music. Another circumstance to be
notic ed as a peculiarity in Linnæus
was, that his memory, so excellent
B 3
"
and
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and uncommonly vigorous in his
youth and in the flower of his age,
—that memory which encompassed
whatever was remarkable in nature,
became at last as weak as it for
merly had been strong, and began
already to fall off very considerably
after he had completed his fiftieth
year. To the too violent exertion
and overburdening of his memory,
its early decay ought, therefore, to
be attributed.
" His memory, like all his talents
and endowments, was, in point of
science, solely devoted to natural
history. He loved the Belles Lettres, and even when old age had
chilled the brilliancy of his imagin
ation, would frequently read Ovid
and Virgil, and rehearse, with ease
and pleasure, several passages from
the works of those poets. He was
not fond of what is properly called
the philology of words. While at
college, he had already but too
much evinced his aversion to the
learning of languages. In the fo
reign countries which hehad visited,
in England, Holland and France,
the Latin language became mostly
his aid in his intercourse, which
was almost entirely confined to the
learned. In this language, with the
assistance of the Greek, of which
he had a competent knowledge for
his profession, he expressed himself
in describing objects of natural his
tory, with ease, fluency, masterly
conciseness, perspicuity, and pre
cision. Simplicity, the predomi
nant feature of his whole character,
was also remarkable in the language
of his science, which derived from
him so many reforms and perfec
tions. The diction of a technical
man could not surely be that of a Ci
cero. The object of which he com
plained, appeared more important
%6 him than the vesture which he

threw about it. His descriptions
and his letters please, though one
ought not to search for elegance of
latinity in them. Owing to the quick
ness with which he wrote, he would
sometimes commit errors even
against the grammatical accuracy of
the vernacular tongue of the Ro
mans, and some of his letters will
furnish ample proof of the truth
of this assertion. The great
ness of Linnæus becomes an in
ducement even to mention the
most trifling particulars. He fre
quently used to say his friends : —
" I would rather have three flaps
from Priscian. than one from nature.
—Mah lies alasa; a Prifciano, quam
unam a natural
When he was
chosen member ofthe French Royal
Academy of Sciences at Paris in
1763, he composed his letter of
thanks tothat learned body inSwedissi, and had it translated into La
tin by his friend the late Swedisti
librarian Frondin. In other re
spects, it cannot be denied, that a
more extensive knowledge of lan
guages, especially of the modern
ones, would have proved highly
useful to Linnæus. The complaints
of his not having profited with utility by the works of foreigners,
would then have been less nume
rous, if not entirely removed. He
was tolerably well versed in the
German, but spoke it very rarely.
" I had however the pleasure,"
says the celebrated botanist Ehrhard at Hanover, of his once
conversing with me in German,
for a whole afternoon in the spring
of 1773.
*' His activity was as great, as his
thirst for truth, and for the more
profound and more extensiveknowledge of hisscience, was unquench
able. The strictest order, the most
punctual regularity distinguished al}
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his actions. In summer he usually
slept five hours, from ten at night
tillthreeo'clockin the morning; in
winter his rest lasted nine hours,
namely, from nine in the evening
till fix in the morning. He pro
portioned the length and duration of
his steep to the season of the year ;an(J
the time for study and occupation
he always limited by the natural
flow of his spirits. Whenever he
felt himself fatigued, he laid by his
work ; at night he used to be very
fond of good company, displayed
much mirth and jollity, joked, and
would often set whole circles in a
roar in which he most heartilyjoined
them. Owing to his sanguine tem
per he became very susceptible
to transitions from joy to sadness,
and from these to anger. His heart
was downright probity itself, and
from his lips streamed candor,
truth and virtue. Faithful and af
fectionate to his friends, he never
even retaliated upon his enemies
their malice and enmity ;' he was
was not apt to forget an offence ea
sily, and used to say : " I will not
suft'er myself to be deceived a second
time." All the concerns of house
keeping and domestic œconomy he
entrusted to the care of his spouse,
who ruled the family. He was a
true and tender husband, and his
fondness as a father was not less re
markable than his other good qua
lifications.
" His mansion was neat and fill
ed with handsome furniture : he ne
ver disliked feasting his friends;
but the poverty which had once opp re fled him in his youth, would not
permit him to be lavish of expence.
In all that related to his science, to
natural curiosities, books, corre
spondence ; or if he saw a person
that really needed relief, for instance,
a widowed mother with infant
prphans, nothing could then re-
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strain his liberality and beneficence.
The excellent collections of literary and natural treasures which he left
behind him, prove what consider
able expence he was at, as a literatus and a friend of nature.We will il
lustrate this assertion by the follow
ing comparatively speaking diminu
tive instance: In 1764 he wrote
thus to the celebrated Austrian na
turalist J. A. Scopoli, who was at
that time a physician at Istria in
Carinthia, and became afterwards
professor of chemistry and botany
at Pavia, where he terminated his
meritorious life May 3, 1788: "Af
ter many yain endeavours, I have
at last received your description of
the Garinthian insects from Hol
land. The postage alone stands me
in about three ducats, but I do not
grudge the expence. That work
has afforded me more pleasure than
an hundred ducats would have done.
I am astonished at your boundless m
industry in collecting, classing, and
describing your work. None but him
who had a share in such labour can
form himself an adequate idea of it.''
" To the poor and even to
the rich, foreign students, who refided at Upsal entirely on his ac
count, he left the whole of the
perquisites, which they must other
wise have paid him for his lectures.
To the former he remitted that mo
ney from pure motives of benefi-'
cence, and from the latter he would
not receive it, that he might con
vince them how nobly proud he
was of his science. Besides the tes
timony which professor Fabricius
gives in this particular with regard
to Zoega and himself, we will com
municate here the following farther
illustrations of the generosity of
Linnæus.
" When Dr. Gieseke took his
leave of our luminary in autumn of
1 771, he presented to him a Swed£4
isli
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jsli bank note as an acknowledg
ment for the pains he had taken to in
struct him, but he absolutely declin
ed acceptance. After reiterated intreaties he asked Gieseke : "Pray,
tell me candidly, are you rich, and
can you afford it—can you well
spare this money on your return to
Germany.'—If you can, give the
bank note to my wife. But should
you be poor, so help me God, I
would not take a single farthing
"From you."
" To the praise of Linnæus I must
farther own," fays Mr; Ehrhart,
the celebrated botanist at Hanover,
—M that notwithstanding his parsi
mony, he neither did nor would ac
cept a sm«le penny as an honorary
for the lectures which he gave me."
•—M You are a Swiss," said he once
to me, " and .he only Swiss that vi
sits me. I shall take i)0 money of
you, but feel a pleasure, in teliing
you all I know gratis."
" Notwithstanding those liberal
sentiments, gold, the noblest of
metals, did not a little recreate his
sight, and inspire him with iondness.
••And why," fays Dean Bæck,
" should goid not have been amass
ed by him, who hoarded up all that
was precious or beautiful in the lap
of nature t"
* In the common social inter
course he was fond of conversation,
kind and condescending towards
his inferiors,— and at the fame time,
a prepossessed and enthusiastic friend
of reputation and honour. His
coat of arms bore for its motto the
words, with which Anchises spirits
up Æneas, and Pallas invokes Her
cules : " Famam extendere faais."
— " To spread fame by deeds".
The truth of this motto he fully
realized. Honour was in him like in
other eminent men, the source of
his greatness. The liberal will in
other respects hardly deem it iiecci-

sary to gloss over by apologies thafc
manifestation of self-love, which is
generally inseparable from true ho
nour.
" Linnæus is censured," savs
Dean Bæck, «« for having aspired
at universal dominion in botany,
and for having been angry with
those who strove like him to acquire
eminence in that science. Jealousy
is almost constantly found to ope
rate upon great men. And the re
public of science has neither Pompeys nor Cæsars. Exclusive domi
nation in the regions of literary emir.ence belongs to• h:m alone who
has truth on his side ; nature
confirms the truth, while time on
the other hand, destrovs presump
tion and caprices. And who had
more virtue and more merit on his
fide than Linnæus ? who could with
greater right raid- himself the mo
narch of natural science? Huice
how generally and voluntarily have
his laws been adopted." We will
readily allow that Linnæus wished
to acquire honour by his labours :
but lie did not neglect, as his pupils
can prove, to pay proper homage
to the discoveries of other men.
He mentioned with gratitude all
those, who mowed or sent him the
kast curiosities of nature. -He
thought it was his prerogative, to fee
and describe those plants, which
his disciples procured by resources
of their own. He acknowledged
thejr confidence as a strong mark
of politeness ; but when they lost
sight of this confidence, he could
not forbear expressing his displea*
sure. In other respects he did not
like to speak publicly of things
which he had not seen himself.
•• The arms of Linnæus were per-,
haps the molt expressive of any
learned man of the age ; at the top
above the helmet was the plant
which bears his name, anj whole
kavei
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leaves hung down on both fides; in
the centre of the divisions was an
egg,-—an allusion to the principle
Or Harvev : " Qmne ani/nal ex ovo"
and to the basis of his sexual system :
" Omni's plant a e stniine ;"— at the
top was a crown, and on each side
another, signifying the three reigns
of nature, and borrowed from the
medal which count Teliin had or
dered to be struck in honour of
him ; from below appeared the or
der of the Polar Star, encompassed
by his motto : Pamam extendere
failis.
" The hand which Linnæus
■wrote, was upon the whole of a di
minutive size, but remarkably plain,
and well formed for a literatus. In
the earlier part of his lite it must
even have-been remarked as a sine
hand.
" One of the most distinguished
attributes of the mind of Linnæus
M ere his religious sentiments, and
his profound adoration of the Di
vinity. He resembled in this re
spect, Newton, Haller, L6cke, Euler
and others, whose respect of rest,
gion rendered their knowledge still
more estimable. The deeper he
penetrated into the secrets of na
ture, the more he admired the wis
dom of her creator! He praised this
wisdom in his works, recommend
ed it by his speeches, and honoured it
in his actions. Whenever lie found
an opportunity of expatiating on
'the greatness, the providence, and
omnipotence of God, which fre
quently happened in his lectures and
botanical excursions, his heart glow
ed with aceleltial fire, and his mouth
poured forth torrents of admirable
eloquence. This made him one of
the best inculcators of morality ; he
instilled by so doing a nmilar spirit
pi religion into the breast of hjs pu
pils. He kept, as we aireatsy ob
served, a diary like Holler, in which
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he recorded the principal occurren
ces of his life. Besides this, he had
begun to write a little work in 1733,
which he called Nemesis Divina ;
and in which he recorded, as it were
for his own warning, the punish
ments inflicted by providence, and
those catastrophes and adversities
which befel others, and which from
long experience, he had either fore
seen or had a presentiment of. Over
the door of the hall, in which he
gave his' lectures, was the following
inscription : " Innocui vivite !
Numeft adesl !"—" Live guiltless!
Goil'oliservesyou !"—He could never
think on the wonderful paths on
which the Almighty had guided him
without beini; moved, and without
thanking his Providence for all the
proofs of his grace and mercy. He
concluded the tract which contains
the occurrences of his life with these
words : " The Lord was with thee,
where ever thou didst go, &c.&c."
" One of his celebrated pupils,
the late chevalier Murray of'Goettingen, when publicly announcing
the death et h;s £reat teacher in
1778, added the loilowing illustra
tion of his character. —" Every can
did and impaitial mind cannot but
acknowledge how much natural
history stands indebttd to Linnæus
for his writings, for his lectures,
for his correspondence, for his rrn.st
active zeal, and for fending the
ablest pupil:, to all quarters of the
globe ; and with regaid to medicine,
tor fixing the solid basis of a suc
cessful practice and ascertaining the
remedies. By the order, truto,
precision and periection, and the
immediate application of theory to
practical use, which he introduced
in his favourite sc ience, he not only
wearied his countrymen from a
whimsical and pietended study of
antiquities, but kindled in all Eu
rope and in otuer enlightened parts
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of the world,an enthusiastic love of
natural history, which even capti
vated monarch?. As long as the
world (hall exist, there will be op
portunities of making alterations,
additions, and commentaries in
certain learned productions ; but
what is all this, if compared to the
merits of an original creator? His
mind was too elevated and too no
ble to have ever suffered him toabuse
orvex even those who had cowardly
and morosely attacked him. Not a
line of such a tendency obscures
his splendid literary career. The
Swedish court expressed the esteem
which it felt for him, not only by
pomoting and facilitating the pro
gress of his science, but also by
conferring upon him personal re
wards ; he graced the presence of
his king; in the temple which is
consecrated to nature at Drottningholm, a medallion representing him
is suspended amidst the most illus
trious Swedes, and a superb mau
soleum has been erected to him af
ter his death.—Many of his coun
trymen, heedless of the dangers
which abound on the stormy Teas
and in wildernesses, the repairs of
ferocious beads, exposed them
selves, merely to gratify their vene
rable professor by natural collec
tions. One of them sent him a ser
vice of porcelain from China, pur
posely manufactured for him and
bearing a representation of theLinnaea Borealis on the outside. Others
attempted by their pencil, or chi
sel, to render imperishable their
name by publishing his portrait.
As long as Linnæus preserved the
faculty of thinking, he constantly
had in his mind his darling motto :
Famam extendcre faftu.— It raised
him from the humblest obscurity
to the summit of permanent fame."
" Tender to his friends," fays
Condorcet Ln his panegyric, deli

vered before the Royal Academy
of sciences at Paris, " amiable and
blithsome in familiar converse, no
ble with the great, plain and goodnatured to his inferiors, Linnæus
never purchased by baseness the
privilege of making others feel the
humiliating weight of pride; an4
was the less jealous of affecting a
precarious prerogative than he was
confident of his real greatness. Rich
by the munificence of his court,
he never deviated from that simpli
city of life, from which no man
can llray without being punished by
ridicule and loneliness."— A short
time after he had suffered an apo»
pletic stroke, he composed a brief
account of his life, and sent it to
this Academy to furnish materials
for his panegyric. In this produc
tion he speaks with as muc-h candor
of his labours and discoveries as he
does of his faults.—" He owns that
he might perhaps be too easily
moved or iiritated; that he is but
flow in adopting opinions, and per
severes perhaps with too much ob
stinacy in those which he had once
received ; that he was not possessed
of moderation sufficient to resist the
censure- and the contradictions of
his rivals.—Such avowals only
prove, that Linnæus was passion
ately fond of fame, and that this
passion like all others is subject to
frailties and excesses. But how
small is the number of men who
have that courage which he had to
own their frailties."
" Thus the care which he took
of his Eulogium, and which in an
other man might perhaps have been
the mere impulse of vanity, was in
him but a fresh proof of his love of
truth. After having combated er
rors all his life time, he would not
palliate those which admiration or
envy might have urged for or against
him'."
' >MTh5
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** The extraordinary laconism in
the works of Linnæus, and per
haps the too frequent use of system
atic description, render the perusal
of them difficult ; they require
more being studied than read ; but
afford afterwards a rich compensa
tion in the precision of his ideas,
and in the advantage of presenting,
all at once, a multiplicity of result*.
Linnxus was well aware that naked
truth possessed the most captivating
charms, and that those ornaments
which are used to set her off, serve
only to mask her. He was more
eager to form naturalists and to in
struct students than to entertain
amateurs. The powers ofeloquence
which allure the latter and please
the idle fancy, were a gift which he
never desired to make his own. His
countrymen, at the fame time, found
in the works which he wrote in his
mother-tongue, an elegant and plea
sant diction, and that kind of elo
quence, which, among all others,
is the most enrapturing, and per
haps the only one peculiarly adapt
ed to philosophical works, I mean,
that eloquence which comprises
many thoughts in a few words, and
expresses new and important truths,
in a noble and artless language.
" In all the works of Linnæus,
there reigns a profound adoration
of Providence, a lively admiration
of the greatness and wisdom of his
ways, and a tender gratitude for his
benefits. He believed in Provi
dence, because his daily obferva-tions upon nature furnished him
with fresh proofs of her sublime
immensity, and he daily saw instan
ces of it before his eyes.
" All authentic particulars,
which can contribute to a stricter
knowledge of the life, character
and peculiarities of a man, who has
pndered himself as eminent and as
immortal as Linnæus, cannot fall
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to prove agreeable and interesting.
We shall therefore subjoin here
those anecdotes which professor Fabricitis of Kiel, one of his most ce
lebrated pupils, has collected re
specting him.
" For two whole years," relates
Fabricius, namely from 1 762 till
1 1764, " hare I been so fortunate
as to enjoy his instruction, his guid
ance and his confidential friendship.
Not a day elapsed, on which I did
not see him, on which I was not
either present at his lectures, or,
ai it frequently happened, spent se
veral hours with him in familiar
conversation. In summer we fol
lowed him into the country. We
were three, Kuhn, Zoega, and I,
all foreigners. In winter we lived
directly facing his house, and he
came to us almost every day, in his
short red robe de chainbre, with a
green fur-cap on his head and a pipe
in his hand. He came for half an
hour, but stopped a whole one, and
many times two. His conversa
tion on tlieseoccasions was extremeIy sprightly and pleasant. It either
consisted in anecdotes relative to
the le.;rned in his prolession, with
whom he got acquainted in foreign
countries, or in clearing up our
doubts, or giving us other kinds of
instruction. • He used to laugh then,
most heartily, and displayed a se
renity and" an openness of counte
nance, which proved how much
his soul was susceptible of amity
and good fellowsliip.
" Our life was much happier
when we resided in the country.
Our habitation was about half a
quarte r of a league distant from his
house at Hammarby—in a farm
where we kept our own furniture
and other requisites for housekeep
ing. He rose very early in sum
mer, mostly about four o'clock.
At six he came lo us because his
house
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house was then building, break
fasted with us, and gave lectures
upon the natural orders of plants
(airlines iiaturtdesplnntarum) , as 16ng
as he pleased, i.nd generally till
about ten o'clock. We then wan
dered about till twelve upon the ad
jacent rocks, she productions of
which afforded us plenty of enter
tainment. In the afternoon we re
paired to his garden, and in the
evening we \ mostly played st the
Swedish game oi trissett, in compa
ny with his spouse.
" On Sundays the whole '.mily
usually came to spend the day wiui
usl We sent for a peasant who
played on an instrument resembling
a violin, at the sound of which we
danced in the barn of our farm
house. Our balls were certainly
not very splendid, the company
but small, the music superlatively
rustic, and no change in the dances,
which were constantly either mi
nuets or Polish; but regardless of
these wants we palled our time very
merrily. While we were dancing,
the old man, who smoaked his pipe
with Zoega, who was deformed by
nature, and emaciated, became a
spectator of our amusement, and
sometimes, though very rarely,
danced a Polish dance, in which he
excelled every one of us young men.
He was- extremely delighted when
ever he saw us in high glee, nay, if
we evtfn became very noily ; had he
not always found us so, i,e would
have manif'esied his apprehensions
lest we sliould not be sufficiently
entertained Those days, those
hours mall never be erased from
my memory, and every remem
brance of them is gratelul to my
heart !
" What made him so excessively
kind towards us was, because we
were foreigners, and besides some
Ruffian* who did not bestow great

pains upon their studies, we a!s»
were those who alone adhered {«»
him, who alone heard and attended
him, and remained at Upsal entire
ly on his account. He found that
we loved his science, and that we
proved this love by a. most zealous
application to Its different pursuits.
He it-It, therefore, great pleasure in
convincing his own countrymen,
that his science would be esteemed
abroad, even w hen it should begin
to dteiine in Sweden. Pie was also
fond ot conversation on all subjects
relative to natural hiitory, for which
he had but too little opportunity at
Upsai. That science almost en
tirely engross,. d his speech, and
every thought of his mind ; and be
ing the only naturalist then at that
university, such a privation must
have occasioned to him a great deal
of irksomenes*.
" When I got acquainted with
sir Charles -Linnæus, who was then,
in his fifty-sixth year, increasing
age had already furrowed his front
with wrinkles. His countenance
was open, almost constantly serene,
and bore gre.<t resemblance to his
portrait in the Species Plantarum,
But his eyes,—of ail the eyes I ever
saw,—weretliemoii beautiful. They
certainly were but little, but darted
a refulgent splendor and a penetra
tion of aspect which I never ob
served befvie id any other man. It
sometimes appeared to me, as if
his looks would penetrate through
the very innermost recesses of th&
heart.
" His mind was remarkably no
ble and tievated, though I well
know that some persons accused
him of several faults ; the acutcnels
and energy of his mental faculties
even {hor.e thrhugh his eyes. Eat
his greatest excellence consisted in
the systematical order, by which
his thoughts succeeded each other.
What-
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Whatever lie said or did wassaithful temporaries, and only, heeded that
to order, to truth, and to regularity, which proceeded from those, who
In his youth his memory was un- were men of genuine literary mecommonly vigorous, but it began rit. His way of living was moto (ink early -into decay. Even derate and parsimonious, his dress
when I was with him, he could not plain, and oftentimes even shabby,
sometimes remember the names of The high rank to which his king
his dearest friends and relatives. I had railed him, pleased him only
still recollect to have seen him once " as far as he considered it as a proof
very much embarrassed, when, as- of his scientific greatness,
ter writing a letter to Moraeus, his
" In the pursuits of his studies,
father-in-law at Fahlun, he almost he cnuld bur ill brook contradicfound it impossible to recollect his tion and opposition. He corrected
name.
his works agreeable to the just re" His paflior.s were strong and marks of his friends, whose hints
violent. Hi; heart was- open to he received with gratitude ;— but
every impression of joy: md he the attacks of his opponents he deloved jocularity, conviviality, and spiled, and instead of answering,
good living. He was an excellent he consigned them to that obscurity
companion, pleasant in conversed and oblivion, in which they have
tion, full of strong hits of fancy, long ago been buried. Notwithand seasonable and entertaining sto- standing this, he could not easily
ries ; but at the fame time, sodden- forgive aggressions, and strained ely roused to anger and boisterous; very nerve to erase them from the
the sudden effervescence of this annals of literature. He was libefiery passion subsided however, al- , ral in dispensing praise, because he
most at the veiy moment of its was fond of being flattered; and
birth, and he immediately became this, indeed, may be considered as
all plain good nature again. His his greatest foible. At the fame
friendship u\ s sure and invariable, time, Ids ambition was founded upScience was* generally' its basis; ind on tHe consciousness of his own
every one who knew him mull own greatness, and upon the merits
what concern he always manifested which he acquired in a science,
for his pupils, and with how much over which he had for so many
zeal they returned his friendlhip, years wielded the sceptre of soveand frequently became his defend- reignty. Tournefort, as he often
ers. Me was so fortunate as to told me, was his pattern in his
find among his favourites none that youth ; he did all he could to equal
were ungrateful; even Rolancler him, and found at last, that he had
deserved more to be pitied than • left Tournefort at a great distance
blamed.
beneath him.
" The ambition of Linnæus
" Linnæus has been particularly
knew no bounds; and his motto, charged with avarice. It cannot be
Famam txtcndtrt faftis,vt&$ the real denied, that his way of living, conmirror of his foul. But this ambi- sidcring his good circumstances, was
tion never extended beyond the re- very moderate, and that he surely
gions of his science, and it never did not despise gold. But if I weigh
degenerated into surly and offensive in my mind those extremes of popride. He certainly did not care verty, which so long and so heavily
touch f0;- thc opinion, of his co- overwhelmed him, I cas. easily ac, count
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count for this parsimony. But I
could not fay, that his frugality
ever degenerated into sordid ava
rice. I can even prove quite the
contrary by my own experience.
After having given us lectures all
the summer round, we were not
only obliged to urge him to receive
the fee due for these lectures, but
even to leave the money (lily upon I
his chest, as he had signified his re
solution not to take it, in a final
and peremptory manner.
" He was not quite happy and
comfortable in his own family. His
wife was tall, robust, domineering,
selfish, and destitute of every ad
vantage of a good education. She
frequently robbed us of the joys
which gilded our social momenta.
Unable to hold any conversation
in decent company, she conse
quently was never much fond of it
herself!
" Under those disadvantages, the
education of the children of Lin
næus could not but be of an infe
rior description. The young la
dies, his daughters, are all goodtempered, but rough children of
nature, and deprived of those ex
ternal accomplishments which they
might have derived from a better
education. The younger Linnæus,
who succeeded his father in his pro
fessorship at Upsal, is certainly not
endowed with the lame vivacitv ;
but the great knowledge which he
acquired by a constant practice of
botany, and by the many and ex
cellent observations of his parent,
which he found in his manuscripts,
must have rendered him a very use
ful man there. The eldest daughter,
who married captain Von Bergencranz, returned afterwards to her
parents, and lived constantly in
their house.
" The merits of Linnæus in the
sciences axe uncommonly great.

He not only enriched, them consi
derably h<mself, but formed also a
great number of pupils of the great
est sciyit^c eminence. He found
means, partly by the charming me
thod of delivering his lectures,
f>artly by his excursions and friendy demeanour, to inspire them with
a love of natural history, which
they always preserved afterwards, >
and which induced them to under
take long and important travels and
voyages, and to enrich their science
at home by valuable tracts and ob
servations. But few were those
teachers, who had the good* fortune
to form so great a number of disci
ples, who all contributed, in some
measure, to extend the limits of
their science; arid there is no coun
try but Sweden, which ever sent
out so many travellers to make dis
coveries in natural history.— Lin
næus was also my teacher, and I
acknowledge with emotion, how
greatly indebted I am to him for his
lessons and his friendship.
" Besides the hbour which he
bestowed upon medicine, especially
upon the materia medica and pa
thology, nature was his principal
occupation, and proclaimed him
also as the first darling of his time.
Great was he in discerning and ar
ranging the immensity of beings
which cover the globe : and per
haps greater still in the extraordi
nary number of observations, and"
in the hypotheses which are found
ed upon them, and gradually be
came theoretical truths. The hy
potheses of Linnæus indicatc'most
particularly the brilliancy of his
imagination, and at the fame time,
the strength of his judgment. Some
of them appear extremely bold and
venturesome at first ; but upon
closer inspection, we find the ob
servations in nature on which they
are founded, and must acknowledge
t
them
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them afterwards, if not as true, at
least as probable and as deserving
of a more minute enquiry.
" Among his manuscripts there
must -certainly have been found ma
ny important remarks; I should
have been very defirouS of seeing
those which relate to the general ar
rangement of nature. He must
have collected the most interesting
observations on this head. Hecontamplated nature with the greatest
accuracy, and with so much know
ledge and judicious (kill, as to have
penetrated into her most secret mys
teries. But he dared not, as lie
himself assured me, publish those
observations during his lite, because
he was afraid of the excessive vio
lence of the Swedish divines, who,
frequently too faithful and too bigotted to their own arguments, do
nat consider, that nature as well as
revelation, proclaim, in unison of
principle, the hands of that Great
Master, who formed both. Lin
næus had the example of his pupil
Forskal before his eyes, who, imme
diately after his return from Goettingen, saw himself involved in so
many theological dispiues,as would,
perhaps, have been carried too lar,
had he not left the field of litiga
tion, by setting out on his voyage
to Arabia.
" Linnæus knew how to secure
to himself, even in his earlier days,
that dominion over the three reigns
of nature, which he preserved till
death.
" In mineralogy, his very coun
trymen entered the lists of conten
tion against him. He certainly was
often attacked and censured with
injustice; and the littie inaccura
cies, which will never fail to exist
in works of that importance, ought
to have been palliated and over
looked, on account of the other
great merits of tlreir author. It is,
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however, an incontrovertible fact,
that he first introduced systematic
regularity in the mineral reign. Heformed the classes, and determined
the genera and species by regular
distinctive marks, which he derived
from the external appearance. Thus
mineralogy became a regular sci
ence, after it had formerly been but
a chaos created by the miners, who
used to discriminate the minerals
partly by practice and partly by
fire. Linnæus having once left
the mines, having no laborato-v,
and being over-burdened by a mul
tiplicity of other occupations, dis
continued to exert himself so much
in mineralogy. His system is how
ever excellent, his hypothesis the
fruit of the ripest reflection, his de
scriptions of the species are excel
lent, and his observations truly im
portant. In spite of all attacks,
his name will likewise be handed
down in this science to the latest
posterity.
" The vegetable reign possessed
the greatest charms for Linnæus ;
he bestowed upon it the best sliare
of his time and abilities. When1
he first appeared in the field of sci
ence in 1732, Tournefort's system
of botany, derived from the struc
ture of the inward cover of the
flower, was every where popular
and universally accepted. But dur
ing the latter part of its most flou
rishing epoch, a kind of barbarism
was perceived in that system. A
great number of new plants having
been discovered,, it so happened
that the characters of the inward
cover of the flower proved insuffi
cient to distinguish one trom an
other with plainness and regularity.
Botanists began, therefore, to have
recourse to the outward appear
ance,,, and to copper-plates, not
without prejudice to the certainty
of the real system.
« Lin-
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" Linnæus soon perceived the
error and its real foundation, in the
want of sufficient and solid charac
ters, which the inward cover of the
flower could nev er have procured.
He fought, therefore, a safer basis
for his iystem, and took at first the
outward cover of the flower to ef
fect his purpose. But he found it
equally insufficient. He ultimately
examined the sex of the plans,
which had in some measure been al
ready known before him, though
never used as a system. Upon these
enquiries he built his sexual system,
which soon met with universal ap
probation, and spread itselfthroughout Europe. That he might render
it the more firm and imperishable,
he introduced the natural charaoters of the genera, which he took
from all the parts of fructification,
and from which he obtained a great
number of distinctive marks, which
wiil never fail accurately to point
out the genera. He demonstrated
the true prim i pies of a botanical
system, introduced a solid, certain,
and definitive technology, and de
monstrated the various errors of his
predecessors, which had made their
systems totter, and rendered uncer
tain the definition of the plants.
This laid the foundation of his au
thority in the science of botanvj
which he extended still farther in a
most extraordinary manner, by tiie
excellent, concise, and plain Differentiæ Specifkæ, by the trivial
names, and a solid and precise\synonymy. After the entire arrange
ment and completion of his system,
when the denomination and defini
tion of plants could np longer em
barrass Its progress, he began to
give a i;reat number of the descrip
tions of the new specie^ which are
all real master- pieces,- ana the know
ledge of which lie partly owed to
his travels, partly to his pupiis, aud

from which the many editions andV
the important emendations of his
system have originated* He was,
at the fame time, extremely cautioiis
in not mentioning any plant as a
species Or as a genus, ot which he
either did not well know the cha
racters, or did not find them suf
ficiently clear to his understandingi
He acted thus, merely that he might
not prejudice the solidity of his
system.
,
" The number of his, new and
important observations in botany is
very great. They are for the most
part to be found in the collection
of his academical dissertations. He
also took uncommon pains to finish
his Ordines Naturales, or the natu
ral affinity which subsists among,
the plants; but notwithstanding the
great extent of his exertions, those
productions only remained frag
ments, and many plants still are
left, to which he could not assign a
place in their natural order. 1 wish
ed at the same time to get better ac
quainted with the. distinctive marks
of his natural classes and with his
observations upon them. He sub
joined them finally, though with
too much laconism, to the last edi
tion of his Genera Flautarum,
which was the result of some lec
tures he gave us in summer, in tne
country, upon the natural orders.
" These are his merits in botany,
to which he gave a quite new ap
pearance, and enriched with many
valuable ren;arks."—" If we make
conjecture of the value of the Linnæan method," fays the celebrated
Hill in his Vegetable System, " it
will live, even when a natural me
thod snail be found, as long as there
is science."
" Linnævs manifested the seme
spirit of systemi'.ticaV order in the
animal reign. He found it a real
chaos, in which the intinite num
ber

Anecdotes of the Travelling Putils of Linnæus.
her of animals were confounded
without characteristic distinction
and without order. There had
hardly been any regular and fixed
classes introduced, at least not
among the smaller kinds of animals.
But he made it a regular science.
He limited the various classes by
plain distinctive marks, introduced
the solid genera, determined the
species, and took pains to lessen the
great number of variations. I must
freely own, that Linnæus himself
was very sensible, that his system
of the animal reign was not built
upon so safe a foundation as his bo
tany, and that his generical charac
ters were far more tottering and
more undefined. It is, however,
the only system which comprises
the whole animal reign, which is
certainly a great prerogative, if we
only consider the circumstances in
which Linnæus found that science.
It remained almost entirely uncul
tivated, consisted only of a few
descriptions which were extremely
deficient, and of a small number of
copper-plates, so badly executed, as
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hirdly to be discernible. In ich
thyology, he alone profiteJ by the
labours of his ill-fated friend Artedi.
" Linnæus was likewise the first
who separated the worms from the
infects, defined both classes by real
characters, and introduced genera,
sorts, and orders—a foundation
upon which almost all his succes
sors built after him. He also aug
mented all the different parts of the
animal reign by a very considera
ble number of new discovered spe
cies, by exact and more accurate
descriptions, and by a great quan
tity of the most important discove
ries, which chiefly relate lo animal
ecconomy.
" -Linnæus was therefore a great
man in all the branches of natural
history. His name will consequent
ly remain immortal in them all.
Posterity will admire the penetrating
spirit, the precision and the energy,
which sliine forth in the works of
that original genius, who rendered
his science the most regular, and
was the boast of his country and
the pride of his age."

Anecdotes of the Travelling Pupils of Linnæus.
[From the fame Work.]
" TF I look back upon the fate Barbary ; Guillandini was taken by
of naturalists," fays Linnæus, pirates; the Dutch consul Rumt
" must I call madness or reason died blind in the island of Amboyna,
that desire which allures us to seek where he preferred his toils to all
and examine plants? The irresist the wealth of the universe ; Lippi
ible attractions of nature can alcne was murdered in the wilds of ./Ethi
induce us to face so many clangers opia; Steller fell a victim to his
and troubles. No science ever had exertions in Siberia; Gmelin was
so many martyrs as natural history. thrown into a dungeon bytheTartars;
Pliny, the prince of nature among Lowitz impaled ; Scheuchzcr left all
the Romans, plunged into the fiery the conveniencies of life to gather
abyss of Mount Ætna, Simon Pauii grasses,expofed toathousand da ngers,
from his love of plants broke his on the Alps; Tournefort exchanged
leg ; Clusius, an enthusiast equally the luxuries of Paris to range through
unfortunate, was thrown into irons, the wilds of Turkey ; a Banks, a
and robbed of all his treasures in Forster, and other cotempoiarics are
1794.
C
equal
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equal to, nay they excel Tourne- tunity to visit a remote part of the
fort in point of enthusiasm; because world, was C. Ternstroem, a young
they exchanged smiling fortune at man who seemed to be born to col.
homewiththethreatcningdangersof lect natural curiosities. In 1 745
foreign climes, in barbarous and un he embarked at Gothenburgh for
known regions ; Rudbeck lost his China ; but fell a victim to the cli
collections in the fife of Upsal, and mate, even before he could reach
died of a broken heart ; Plumier the place of his destination. He
suffered shipwreck ; Bannister was died at Poulicandor, towards the
hurled headlong down a rock in close of 1 745.
Virginia; Barclli, Micheli, Do" Soon after Linnæus became the
nati, Vaillant and others, without instrument of a.second voyage. He
number, fell a sacrifice to their sci represented in his lectures, in the
entific exertions in natural his most eloquent and persuasive man
ner, the extraordinary merits aud
tory."
" The pupils of Linnæus aug great celebrity which a young stu
mented the number of victims of dent might obtain by travelling
science. We shall be^in with those through Palestine, and by enquiring
whose ill-fated career deserves most into and describing the natural his
tory of that country, which was till
to be lamented.
"Sweden stands indebted to count then unknown, and had become of
Teslin for the preservation of the the greatest importance to interpret
great professor at Upsal ; likewise the bible, and to understand eastern
for the numerous peregrinations of philqlogy. This certainly was an
his pupils. The patriotic disposi Herculeau and dangerous entertion of many of his fellow-citizens prize. Nevertheless there was a
imitated afterwards his example. He young man whose courageous zeal
requeued of tiie Swedish East India was bent upon this expedition.
" His name was Frederick Hassel.
company at Gothenburgh, to let
every year a young naturalist make qnist, then a student, and after
a voyage lo India in their strips, free wards doctor of physic. The lively
lroni expeuce ; a request made by representations of Linnæus, and the
so great a man, was instantly com obvious importance of the voyage
plied with. Magnus Lagerstroem, itself soon rendered it an object of
a great lover of natural history, was patriotic concern. There being no
then director of that company, and fund arising from the liberality of
the academy of Stockholm after the crown, private collections were
wards received him as one of its made, which poured in very co
members. He gratified every wish piously, especially from the pro
of Linnæus; took ti;e young tra vince of Eafl Gothland, the native
vellers under his special protection, country of the young traveller.
and charged the captains of the All the faculties of the university
strips to serve them whenever they of Upsal also granted him a sti
found an opportunity. Lagerstroem pend.
even- brought it so far, that they
" Thus protected, ke commenced
could purchase natural curiolities his journey in the summer of 1 749.
in China at the company's own ex- By the interference of Lagerstroem,
he had a free passage to Smyrna iu
pence.
" The first of the pupils of Lin one of the Swedifli East Indiamen.
næus, who profited by this oppor He arrived there at the conclusion
of
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of the year, and was received in
the most friendly manner by Mr.
A. Rydel, the Swedisli consul.
In the beginning of 1 750 he set out
for Egypt, and remained nine
months at Cairo the capital. Hence
he sent to Linnæus and to the
learned societies of his country,
~ some specimens of his researches.
They were published in the public
papers, and met with the greatest
approbation, and upon the propo
sition of Dean Bwck and Dr. Wargentin, secretary of the royal aca
demy of sciences, a collection of
upwards of 10,000 dollars in cop
per-money was for made the conti
nuance of the travels of young Hasselquist. Counsellors Lagerstroem
and Nordencrantz, were the mostactivein raising subscriptions at Stock
holm and Gothenburg!). In tH?
spring of 1 75 1 , he repaired to his
destination, and passed through
Jaffa to Jerusalem, Jericho, &c.
He returned afterwards through
Rhodus and Scio to Smyrna. Thin
he fulfilled al! the expectations of
his country, but he was not to reap
the reward of his toils. The burning
heat of the sandy deserts of Arabia
had -affected his lungs ; he reached
Smyrna in a state of illness, in
which he languished for some time,
and died February 9, 1752, in the
30th year of his age.
" The fruits of his travels were,
however, preserved through the li
berality of a great princess. He
had been obliged to contract debts.
The Turks, therefore, seized upon
all his collections and threatened to
expose them to public file. The
Swedisli consul prevented it. He
sent with the intelligence of the
unhappy exit of his countryman,
an account of the distresses under
which he died ; —and at the repre
sentation of Dean Bæck, queen
Louisa Ulrica granted the sum of
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14,000 dollars in copper-specie, to
redeem all his collections. Tht/
arrived afterwards in good preser
vation at Stockholm, consisting of
a great quantity of antiques, Ara
bian manuscripts, shells, birds, ser
pents, insects, &c. and were kept
in the cabinets at Ulrichsdale and
Drottningholm. The specimens of
the natural curiosities of these mu
seums being double or treble in
number, Linnæus obtained some
of them, and publislied the voyage
of his ill-fated friend, and ho
noured his memory with a plant
which he called from his name
Hasselquistia.
" The plan which Linnæus had
first projected, and which Hasselquist on account of his illness was
not able to execute alone, was soon
afterward revived by a German.
Professor Michælis of Goettingen,
ene of the greatest adepts in the
eastern languages, who from the
great respect which count Hoepken entertained for him, was cre
ated a knight of the polar star in
the year 1775, demonstrated the
necessity of obtaining a more ex
tensive knowledge of that country,
which had been the theatre of most
of the events related in the Holy
Scripture ; and he brought it so
far, through the interference of the .
Danisli ministers counts Bernftorf
and Moltke at Copenhagen, that
an expedition was made into Ara
bia, which will always be recorded
in the history of Frederick V. king
of Denmark, as a striking and ho
nourable testimony of his liberality
and zeal in the promotion of the
sciences. Five persons were chosen
for this purpose, viz. counsellor
Niebuhr, professor Forskal, profes
sor Von Haven, professor Cramer,
M. D. and Baurnfeind, the painter.
The former had been proposed by
counsellor Kæstner, and the two
Ca
latter
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latter by Michælis. Forskal was a
native of Sweden, a pupil of Lin
næus, and well versed in the east
ern languages, which he had stu
died under Michælis at Goettingen.
He was soon after appointed pro
fessor at Copenhagen, and heard the
lectures of Linnæus upon natural
■ history at Upsal. The voyage was
commenced in 1761; Arabia Fe
lix proved as unfortunate to these
naturalists as it had once proved to
Hasselquist. Forskal sent a letter,
with some dispatches to count
Hernstorf, on the 9th of June, 1 763,
in which he gave him a precise ac
count of the Arabian balsam of
Mecca. These were the last dis
patches which he ever sent to Den
mark. One month after, on the
1 ith of July 1763, he departed this
life, in the 3 tst year of his hopeful
age. The fate of his companions
was equally fatal. Death snatched
them all away in Arabia, except
M. Niebuhr, who afterwards pub
lished an account of this memora
ble voyage. The observations of
JForskal were not lost. His surviv
ing friend published them at Co
penhagen, and the interesting con
tents of his last letter were com
municated to Linnæus; who called
a plant after his name—Forskahlea
tenaciffima.
" Thus three of his young pupils
found an early prave in Asia. The
ashes of a fourth were destined for
another part of the world. How
ever flattering the choice of Forskal
to act as a naturalist in the Danish
Voyage to Arabia must have been,
yet the selection of another pupil
of Linnæus proved equally ho
nourable* to otn luminary. Appli
cation was made to him from the
west of Europe, from Madrid, for
an able botanist. He chose for this
purpose a young Swede of the
• name of Peter Loefiing, who went

to Spain in 1751, where he ac
quired great merit in his profession
of botanist to the king, and in ad
vancing natural knowledge. The
Spanifli government wished to pro
fit still farther by his talents. In
1755 he was sent to South Ameri
ca, to travel through the different
Spanish settlements and possessions,
and to explore their natural pro
duce; but scarce had he been a
twelve-month in that southern re
gion ere he fell a victim to its clinjate. He died February 1 ith, 1 756,
in the flower of youth, aged twen
ty-seven years, and crowned with
merit. Linnæus was singularly af
fected at the loss of him. Among
all his travelling disciples he was
one of the most zealous and most
learned botanists, and none had a
finer opportunity to enrich his sci
ence. He left to his great teacher
at Upsal the melancholy pleasure
of publishing his voyage, and de
dicating to his memory a plant
which he denominated Loeflingia.
" Linnæus did not live to hear of
the tragical exit of another of his
pupils, who, like Loeflins;, revered
him as his promoter. This was
J. P. Falk. He was born in West
Gothland in 1 730, and came to Up
sal in 1 75 1, to study natural history.
His diligence and poverty were
equally great. He was as much
distressed ssLinnæusonce had been.
The latter did for Falk what Cel
sius and Rudbeck had formerly
done for himself. He took him into
his house and made him tutor to
his son, afterwards professor Lin
næus. In the year 1759 he made
a tour to Gothland. The good for
tune of Forlkal induced him two
years after to go to Copenhagen,
in hopes of being chosen a member
of the society of the Arabian tra
vellers. His hopes were, however,
frustrated, and he returned to Up
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sal, were he published in the year
1 762 his Plants Alstroemeria. In
the following year the horizon of
his fate become somewhat more se
rene. Through the recommenda
tion of Linnæus he was called to
Peterstnirgh, to be inspector of the
cabinet of natural curiosities be
longing to Mr. Knife, first physi
cian to the empress of Russia, and
counsellor of state. He suffered
sliipwreck at Narva, and lost the
best part of his effects. In 1765
he was made professor of the medi
cal college and inspector of the bo
tanical garden. His unbounded
passion for study had a very sinister
influence upon his health. He be
came subject ro obstructions in the
abdomen, and consequently to ex
treme fits of melancholy. He sliot
himself on his last travels through
the Ruffian empire, at Cafan in
Tartary, in the night of the 20th
of March 1 774. Thus despair ter
minated the life of a man who had
been too great a slave to science
ever to enjoy happiness and social
hilarity.
" To the above ill-fated persons
may be added the celebrated J. J.
Bjoernstahl. He certainly made the
Belles Lettres his chief study, yet
at the fame time he had frequented
the Linnæan lectures upon natural
history. After twelve years pere
grination he ended his career on
the 12th of July 1779, in the fortyninth year of h"s age, at Sa!o\u hi
in Macedonia. The patriotism of
his countrymen honoured his me
mory by medals, and his tomb with
a marble monument.
"These were the six pupils of Lin
næus, the six ambassadors of Flora,
who were stopped in their million
by premature death. We sliall now
speak of those whosedestiniesproved
more auspicious.
41 Besides Loefling, two other pu
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pils of Linnæus made a voyage to
America. The principal among
these was Peter Kalm. A patriotic
thought of Linnæus occasioned his
voyage. He well knew that a spe
cies of mulberry tree (mortis rubra)
grew wild in North America, and
rose to a sine height in the open dis
tricts of Canada. The situation
and climate of that country are
much analagous to that of Sweden.
The importation of raw silk in this
latter kingdom was reckoned at
twenty-thousand Swedifli pounds,
which consequently drew out of
the national coffer the sum 250,000
dollars per annum. Linnæus pro
posed to the royal academy of
Stockholm a voyage to Canada, to
learn, among other things, whether
or not the American mulberry trees
and the silkworms which feed 011
them could be transplanted into Swe
den with advantage. Patriotism
soon executed this proposal. The
royal academy of sciences, the uni
versities of Upsal and Abo, the ma
gistrates of Stockholm, and the com
mercial college of the slates contri
buted liberally to defray the expences. Linnæus chose Kalm,
who was then a student, and had
already made himself known by his
observations on domestic natural
history, to undertake this voyage.
He set out in October 1747, ruid
passed from England to North America, where he remained three
years. In 1751 he returned in good
health to his country, where he
published an account of his voy
age, and took upon him the func
tions of professor of natural history
at the university of Abo, in Fin
land, which charge Linnæus had
previously obained for hiir, and
where he terminated his literary
career in the year 1 790. The mul
berry-tree of Canada was by him
introduced into Sweden, and cultiC3
vateii
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vated in several gardens ; the Swed his great teacher at Upsal, and of
ish government set a prize upon his friend Linnæus junior. He
its cultivation in 1757, but the silk has been created a knight of the
manufactures of that country never order of Vafa, since the ' year
rose to a flourishing state.
* Some time after Kalm's return,
"Thus the spirit of Linnæus dif
Dr. Rolander, one of his colleagues, fused itself from the North through
who had also been tutor to Lin all the zones of the earth, thus his
næus junior, made a voyage to name was spread by his disciples
Surinam and to the island or St. over most parts of the world, even
Eustatius in 1755; but his voyage in the Southern Indies. Some of
was of no great utility, and he was his pupils were among the sirst who
one of those pupils with whose con entered and explored the new dis
duct Linnæus was most dissatisfied. covered countries. One of them
" The melancholy fate of Tern- was Sparrmann— and before him Dr.
stroem, Hasselquist and Forskal, Solander, who, after Linnæus, tra
who were cut (iff in the flo\»er of velled through the Alps of Lap»
youth in Asia, could by no means land, and accompanied, with sir Jo
deter their countrymen. In 1750 seph Banks, the great and immor*
Olof Toren made a voyage to the tai captain Cook in his voyage of
Coast of Malabar and Surat, and discovery. He remained at Lon
some time after, Peter Osbeck, as don, where he held an office in the
chaplain of a Swedish East-India- British Museum till hisdeath, which
man, sailed to China. Both re happened in the year 1 782,
turned safely with their treasures to
" In all those parts of the world,
Sweden, aud published their obserr whence the Muses are not entirely
vatious. The captain of the ship banished, Linnæus became the
himself became conspicuous for modern teacher of natural history.
his love of natural history and the His system was equally as well re
zeal with which he served Linnæus. ceived at Batavia and Calcutta, as.
His name was Eckeberg. In 1 765 at New York and Philadelphia.
A. Sparrmann made likewise a voy The friends of nature, of all nations
age with him to China-, he re and all religions, did homage to his
turned three years alter, and from system. His name and bis doc
the year 1773 till 1776 made ~a trine became even known among
voyage round the world with Capt. the Mahometans BjoernsrUil un
Cook and Forster—also to the Cape expectedly experienced the truth of
of Good Hope, and into the inte this assertion. While he was a;
rior parts of the South of Africa, Thgrapia in Turkey he law a
by which his name became so cele Greek in a field, who was walking
brated. Much about the fame time about with a book in his hands.
- a voyage was made to this latter He accosted him, and found with
country and {he South-Eastern part astonishment that the book which
of Asia, by one of the most distin he held, was no other than the Lin
guished pupils of the Linnæan næan System of Nature, the edi
fthool, then a physician in the ser tion printed at Halle in 1761.
vice of she Dutch East-India com The Greek, whose name was Depany. This w.is doctor Charlos metrios, informed him, that he had
Peter Thunbnrg, that celebrated formerly been first physician to the
naturalist and worthy successor of Pacha of Egypt ; that five Europe-
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an learned men had been presented order in which they studied at Up
to him, among whom there was a sal:
" 1. Counsellor Schreber atErlanbotanist, with whom he had made gen, frequented the lectures of
several botanical excursions in the Linnæus about the years 1 759 and
environs of Cairo, where they re 1 760 ; and besides Nicholas Law
mained six months ; that this fame
Burmann, the present pro
botanist had inspired him with the rence
fessor of botany and physic at Am
love of plants, made known to him sterdam, was the only foreigner who
the great man in Europe, (meaning ever lived in the house of Linnæus.
Linnæus) and had shown him the
latter gave him this character :
way to collect and preserve plants. 1" he
He was as penetrating as any of
—The botanist whom Deinetrios the pupils I ever had under me."
alluded to was the ill-fated Forskal. "2. Professor Fabriciusat Kiel, stu
" Not only the remotest quarters died at Upsal 1 762 till 1 764, with
of the globe, but also many of the the late Danish counsellor of state
European states became the objects Zoega, who died in the year 1788.
of the travels of the disciples of Linnæus said of them : " IfFabi icius
Linnæus. In 1752 Martin Koehler comes to me with an insect, or
made a tour through Italy ; in Zoega with a moss, I pull off my
1760 ALiroemer visited the fame hat, and fay—Be you my teach
country, France and Spain ; in
1758, Anthony Rolandson Martin ers!"
" 3. Professor P. D. Giescke at
explored Spitzbergen ; Uno Van Hamburgh, frequented theLinnæan
Troil, now archbishop of Upsal, lectures in 1771, having taken his
made a tour to Iceland in 1772; degree of doctor at Goettingen in
Rothmann to France, Africa, &c. 1768. " How much I loved and
Fabricius to Norway, England, and esteemed Gieske," said Linnæus af
France; Gieske to Great Britain terwards to another of his German
and France; Ehrhart through the pupils, " he himself cannot but
territories of Brunswick, Hariover, have known. I made him ac
&c ; Ferber through Italy and quainted with the higher curiosi
Hungary ; besides many whose ties of nature, and took no small
names would form too long a list pains in giving him lectures on
to admit of being inserted nere.
orders of plants.
" The natural history of Sweden, the«« natural
4. F. Ehrhart, botanist at Herhowever much Linnæus himself renhausen, near Hanover, was one
had already done for its progress, of the most confidential and most
was remarkably more.advanced and persevering pupils of Linnæus, at
enriched 'by the travels and obser whose lectures he assisted between
vations of his pupils. Dr. Solander three and four years, viz. from the
travelled through Fithea Lapland; 20th of April 1773, to the 28th of
Montin in 1 759 to Lulea Lapland ; April 1776, and the only native of
Falk and Dr. Berlins in 1752 to Switzerland who perhaps ever stu
Gothland; Kalm to West Gothland, died at Upsal. For several years
&c. &c.
back that republic has keen fa
" Among his foreign pupils there mous for being the native country
were several Germans whose merits of botanists and naturalists. Lin
he had most reason to boast. A- næus had acquired some ot his
rnong them we reckon the follow knowledge fiom their productions.
ing, according to the chronological
C4
How
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How great therefore must have
been his joy to fee the penetration
of his genius and the fame of his
fcience transmitted to posterity by
a native of that country.
" Among the Swedish pupils of
Linnæus who fettltd in Germany,
was the celebrated mineralogist, J.
J. Ferber, professor at Mitau, and
afterwards counsellor of the mines
of the king of Pruffia. He was
born at Carlfcrona, August 29th,
1743, and died at Bern, in 1 791. —
Farther, the aulic counsellor and
chevalier Murray at Goettingen,
who was born at Stockholm June
37, 1740, and died May 22, 1701.
" To the eminent German discipies of Linnæus, may be added
M. Meyer at Stettin, and doctors '
Leppentin and f . Grunov of Hamburgh. The latter died in 1783.
" Thesepnpils etteemedand rovercd their master, who, in return, tesiifled gratitude to their love and
friendship to their merits. He conferred upon them the greatest honour he could confer, by perpetuating their names in the vegetable
reign. He thus glorified, for instance, his German pupils and
friends, by the Schrebera, Giesckia,
Ehrharta, Murraya, Jacquir.ia, Scopolia,Ludwigia, Gleditschia, Munchausia, Moehringia, Trewia, &c.
&c— His Swedish disciples and
friends, by the Torenia, Osbeckia,
Solandra, Kalmin, Alstrœmeria,
Lagerstrœmia, Browallia, Celsia,
Rudbeckia, Moræa, Bceckia, &c.
—His friends and the meritorious
botanists of Switzerland, by the
Halleria, Gcsm ria, Scheuchzeria.
—His friends in Great Britain, by
the Sloanea, Sherardia, Dillenia,
Collinsonia, Milleria, Lawsonia,
Ehretia, Ellisia, Hopea, Hillia,
Sibthorpia, &c.-^His Spanish pupils and friends, by the Queria,

Minuartia, Valeria, Ortegia, Salvadora, Ovieda, Monarda, Barnadesia, Mutisia, Hernandia, Ximena, &c.—His friends in France, by
the Sauvagesia, Jusiiœa, Reaumuria, Valantia, Dodartia Barreria,
Ifnardia, Guettarda,Govania, Magnolia, &c.—His Dutch friends by
the Gronovia, Royena, Clififortia,
Boerhaavia, Swictenia, Burmannia,
Gorteria, &c.
" Tims the majestic prerogative
which Linnæus was possessed of, to
confer titles in the vegetable reign,
became an excellent means for him
to honour merit and to demonstrate
his friendship. But the use he made
of this prerogative, did not escape
the eye of critical censure; and ,
Haller morosely complains of it in
the following expressions :
" We find it very natural to assign to the genera of plants the
names of celebrated men, and so far
they ought not to be altered. But,
as these names are the reward of
labours generally unrewarded by the
world, and an encouragement to
devote oneself to such labours ; and
as no prince or minister is particularlv honoured by having his name
assigned to some herb or plant, we
would reserve all those garlands for
those alone who are real and e.\pcrunced botanists. Nor would we
ever assign such a denomination to
the mere hopes conceived of men
who have not passed the ordeal of
merit; nav, we would by no means
advance with a title, those whom
experience may afterwards prove to
be unworthy of such distinction.
Above all, personal services, receptions into learned societies, presents,
and casualties of this kind, ought
by no means to be acknowledged
with an honour which confers immortality, and is congenial alone to
merit!"'
Sketches

C 4r J
Sketches of the Character, of Tippoo Sultan.
[From Lieutenant Moor's Narrative of the Operations of Cap
tain Little's Detachment.]
" 'T^HAT Tippoo is a great man,
X may, we think, be asserted
without much hazard of refutation:
that he is a good one, has never been
said ; and he who has the boldness
to declare so, must prepare himself
to oppose the opinions of all who
have ever heard the name of Tip
poo mentioried. Of late years, in
deed, our language has been ran
sacked for terms in which well dis
posed persons were desirous to ex
press their detestation of his name
and character; vocabularies of vile
epithets have been exhausted, and
doubtless many have lamented that
the English language is not copious
enough to furnish terms of obloquy
sufficiently expressive of the igno
miny, wherewith they in justice
deem his memory deserves to be
branded. It is not, therefore, at
all a matter of surprize, that the
generality of people, particularly
in parts so remote as England,
should have the most unfavourable
ideas of this prince's character ;
and, as just noticed, it would be an
instance of great temerity, in any
one attempting to defend it.
"Sensible of this, it is not to be
supposed that what may be here
said, is with the view of entirely ex
onerating Tippoo of the innumer
able cruelties of which he stands
accused; or to offer any thing deci
sively in extenuation of his conduct,
in having so often, and so unprovokedly, disturbed the tranquillity
of our possessions in the east.
" Those, however, who do not
choose to be carried away by the
torrent of public opinion, bin, in
preference to thinking by proxy,

venture to think for themselves, can
find the fame excuse for the restless
ness of Tippoo, as for that of any
other ambitious sovereign ; and on
the subject of his cruelties, venture
to express a doubt whether they
may not poffibly have been exag
gerated. Tippoo is not, in fact,
much more justifiable in extending
his territories, than the Mahrattas,
the French, or any other nation; but
the desire of retaining self-conquer
ed countries, as well as the acqui
sitions of ancestors, is so strong,
that we ought not to wonder if a
man of spirit and power, in pre
ference to relinquisliing any part of
hisinheritance or conquests, lhould,
to prevent their dismemberment,
tenaciously endeavour to defend
them, or even to incroach on his
neighbours ; whole right of posses
sion in the neighbourhood was esta
blished by the very means that he
adopts to subvert it.
" It is not our business to inquire
into the radical establishment of
sovereignties or governments : if the
historic page of remote ages were
impartially indited, and its records
collated with the more recent ac
counts of later times, we should,
perhaps, find the majority of go
vernments proceeding from the
fame origin ; and that origin to be
usurpation.
" On the score of cruelty : — A
flowery narrator may, by an appeal
to the passions, impose an act of
ordinary and necessary justice, on
his unsuspecting readers, as an in
stance of the most arbitrary despo
tism and unfeeling cruelty. We
read with horror and indignation of
a sub
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a subject, at the nod of an imperi
ous tyrant, being dragged from his
family and trodden to pieces at the
foot of an elephant ; and without
enquiring into the degree of crimi
nality that might have called for the
interference ot authority in so san
guinary a proceeding, hefitate not
to pronounce the punishment se
vere and oppressive ; and involun
tarily suffer ourselves to be actuated
solely by emotions of pity for the
subjects of such a bloody tyrant,
and detestation of the tyrant him
self. It should be nrcollected, that
in governments, like that of My
sore, unlimitedly monarchical, the
mandate of the sovereign is the
law; the execution of that' law,
therefore, in all those interested,
neceuai ily excites reflections invidi
ous to the immediate cause of their
distress: in governments more in
tricate, and more refined, punish
ment assumes the name of justice,
and is softened by being inflicted
according to law, in that case nlade
and provided; and which law, even
the subject who suffers for a breach
of it, had indirectly a concern in
forming, and cannot, therefore, in
reason, produce effects, by any
means so prejudicial to the sove
reign in the affections of his peo
ple.—We may hence with appa
rent certainty infer, that a monarch
who wields not the iron sceptre of
vindictive justice, but hasthe power
of dispensing on an extensive scale
the pleasing portion of mercy," fa
vour, and honour, will consequent
ly be more exalted in the love of his
subjects, than him who being him
self sole awful judge, is frequently
necessitated to appear arrayed in fa
tal frowns, and surrounded by the
instruments of death.
" This inference, on a general
view, has seemingly in its favour

everything that reason can urge;
in some cases, however, facts ap
pear to oppose it ; before which
theoretical inference, however rational, hides its diminished head,
and arguments lose their weight,
how powerfully soever reason may
urge them to conviction.
. " The summary mode of punish
ment sometimes practised in the
cast, has, to us, an appearance
much more irreconcileable than the
form of process established in Eu
rope ; but divested of national and
local prejudice, it is of very little
consequence, whether a delinquent
suffers on a gallows, guillotine, or
by an elephant or sabre; or whe
ther his body be gibbeted, anato
mized, given to the worms of the
earth, or consigned to the birds of
the air : the process and investiga,
tion, however, for ascertaining the.
delinquency, it must be admitted,
differ widely.
" Throughout the sultanfs territo
ries, the odium of every execution
is, by strangers and observers,
thrown upon him ; and indeed with,
some degree of reason, because, as
he delegates the power of life and
death to his representatives in the
distant parts of his territories, he
oughtto beanswerable for all abuses
of that power committed by them.
This doctrine, although plausible
in argument, will yet bear a con
troversy, for many enormities may
be committed by viceroys in situa
tions remote from the feat of soveT
reignty, which, should they come
to the monarch's ears, he has it not
in his power to remedy. This ar
gument, therefore, if generally admitred, will be opposed by parti
cular facts, and tacts are stronger
than arguments, iiut this topic re
quires not to be handled here.
" During our short sojournmentN
in*
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In England, we have often been
divened with the ideas of very re
spectable peopk, on the subject of
Tippoo's public character,and even
of his domestic arrangements: some
are firmly of opinion, that from
the qualms of his afflicted consci
ence, he cannot repose without a
servant and candle in his chamber ;
and as guilt creates suspicion in the
sullied soul, it is asserted that a disli
is never brought to his table, without
being previously acquitted of appre
hended evil, by the cook tasting it
in his presence. Other opinions,
equally correct and entertaining,
are indulged by the good people of
England ; which it is vain to op
pose, for the party " was told so
by a gentleman who had been in
India ;" perhaps a voyage or two ;
but these, however respectable in
their profession, are surely not the
persons to receive information from,
on the subject of the political cha
racters of the cast ; no more (nor
indeed much less) than some gen
tlemen who may have resided a few
years in India ; for we can easily
admit the possibility of a person
spending many years of his life in
the cities of Calcutta, Madras, or
Bombay, without knowing much
more of the politics, prejudices,
&c. of interior states or countries,
than if he had never stirred out of
London, Dublin, or Edinburgh.
" Tfce idea of Tippoo being so
execrable"a creature, is not confined
to instances of the nature here givpn : we 111a11 in this place quote
the opinion of the best authority in
England, and we beg it may be un
derstood, that nothing is more remole from our intention, than fay
ing any thing disrespectful of that
authority ; for in almost every other
instance, we have on it the most
^mplicit reliance.
ff Major Kennel, in his Memoir,

speaking of Tippoo, says, " His
general character is that of a man
of high ambition, with great abili
ties for war and finance ; cruel to
an extreme degree, and obstinately
attached to his own schemes. He
is unquestionably the most powerful
of all the native princes of Hindoostan; but the utter detestation
in which he is held by his own sub
jects, renders it improbable, that
his reign will be long."
" Impressed with the fame senti
ments, that Tippoo was, in his own
country, utterly detested, many
highly respectable persons, at the
commencement of the late war,
doubted not but the defection of
his whole army would be the imme
diate consequence of the approach
of the confederate forces : but, in
the very reverse, have been seen of
his army, such instances of attach
ment and fidelity, as excite our ad
miration, and perhaps can scarcely
be equalled. Without attempting
to draw a comparison that might
have an invidious appearance, let
it be asked what troops, under such
highly disadvantageous circumstan
ces, would have shewn an attach
ment superior to those of Tippoo?
" Without, in the course of two
years severe service, it may be said,
scarcely one event from which they
could draw a ray of hope, orglimmeriugof encouragement, we have
seen their fidelity unshaken, and
their courage unbroken :—it is no
reflection upon British troops to fay
that such conduct would not have
discredited them ; even with all the
advantages of fighting fora govern
ment so justly enviable, and fora
sovereign they with so much reason
adore. When we fee troops, after
being continually beaten for twa
years, fight as well at the end as at
the beginning of the war, we must
surely allow it to proceed from
some?
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something superior to a blind obe
dience to commands, without ad
mitting loyalty and attachment to
the commander, to have any fliare
in stimulating them to their duty.
M Imagination can scarcely frame
an idea of two situations more op
posed to each other, than those of
one army flushed with a series of
continued victories, and another
depressed with the mortifying re
flection of invaried discomfiture:
—the one rushes on with the cheer
ing confidence of certain conq.iest;
the other proceeds with a reluctant
diffidence, resulting from a retro
spection of experienced defeats.
Still under these circumstances did
Tippoo's troops oppose the British,
with a perseverance that might, had
not their ideas led them to suppose
it wa^ in a good cause, have been
termed obstinacy j and the man who
views events with philosophic libe
rality, will not withhold from them
the tribute of applause. Abstract
ed from the confined prejudices of
contrasted minds, he will not feel
his own merit diminished by allow
ing others their share. A soldier,
by admitting the enemy their por
tion of credit, will in this instance
be afforded a cause for exultation,
for the superior prowess of the Bri
tish arms is confessed ; and a Briton
too may exult in the idea, that how
ever remote the clime in which the
British flag sties triumphant, the na
tion, through its army, is compe
tent to its defence.
" An opinion has been maintained
that militates materially against
Tippoo's character of an able states
man ; and if admitted without in
quiry, will reduce his credit for po
litical sagacity to a very low ebb.
This opinion regards his having
provoked the English, with all In' dia to support them, to a declara
tion of war at a time when they

were so well prepared ; and, from
profound tranquillity in Europe,
enabled to direct their whole force
with accumulated energy at him alone. The situation os his Euro
pean ally, too, was most unfavour
able to his interests.
" From every circumstance that
has come to light, we have reason to
conclude that Tippoo expected
from France very powerful suc
cours to support him in his late en terprize : the distracted state of that
kingdom, precluding the possibility
of fending any, may therefore be
deemed the dawn of Tippoo's in
auspicious fortune; for had five
thousand French been added to his
arrr.y, it would have rendered the
operations in the field more preca
rious, and the ships attending the
expedition might materially have
affected our means of 'forwarding
supplies to different parts by sea,
which, throughout this war, we
din uninterruptedly. Deprived by
chance of his European ally, for
tune frowned also upon his endea
vours of attaching any of the na
tive powers of the Peninsula to his
interest; and from the great abilities
of the British ambassadors at the
principal courts, the war com
menced with a general confederacy
in our favour : an instance unparal ■
leledin the annals of our history in
the east. Had not our negotiations,
at the court of Poona succeeded, in
gaining to our party the powerful
nation of the Mahrattas, the war
would have been carried on under
circumstances comparatively unfa
vourable: or had not the fluctuating
councils of Hydrabad, by address,
been fixed in our interest, we sliould
have found the effects of the Ni
zam's alliance with Tippoo, more
severe than will at first be imagined
probable, when l heir inactivity as
our friends is ouly seen; which will
admit
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admit the Nizamites no greater
sliare of credit in the operations of
the war, than having been of ne
gative assistance : it is an indulgence
to allow them even that, for some
times they were, doubtless, felt as
an incumbrance.
" Tippoo being thus constrained
to fight his own battles unaided,
was expected to fall an easy con
quest to so powerful a confederacy ;
but, under everv unpropitious event
that could possibly befal him, in a
continued series of ill-fated opera
tions during a two years war, he
found means to support himself in
a manner thatastonistied even those,
who from political situations and
minute enquiries, had opportunities
of knowing the probable state of
his army and treasury—the life and
soul of Asiatic governments.
" Never was more head in plan
ning, or heart in executing oper
ations displayed, than by our gene
rals and armies in this war ; still had
not fortune forwarded their endea
vours, they would not in so emi
nent a degree, have been crowned
with such glorious successes. The
public, from the official accounts,
are already in possession of the events to which we allude, and we
shall only notice two or three in a
general manner : indeed we have it
not in our power, nor is it our
plan, to be particular.
" In the first campaign of 1790,
our army was unavoidably so situ
ated, that Tippoo's whole force
was brought against a little more
than one third of ours ; and had
not that third performed what we
really must call by the trite term of
wonders, the war might probably
have ended (but in a manner very
different to its subsequent termina
tion) with that campaign and year.
Tippoo made his attack with almost
a Certainty of success, but the in
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vincible steadiness of our troops,
bathing hjs attempt, astonislied not
only his, but our army. Had this
promising attack succeeded, a simi
lar might have been immediately
expected on the main body, at that
time considerably reduced by a de
tachment against Dindigul, consist
ing of nearly one of the remaining
two thirds of the army. Colonel
Floyd's masterly defence against
Tippoo's attack, however, saved
our army on this occasion. The
fall of Dindigul about this time
wa9 a very fortunate occurrence :
—the party besieging it, having
expended their ammunition, deter
mined to storm a breach avowedly
impracticable ; and though they
were repulsed, the garrison unac
countably surrendered the next day;
putting into our possession an im
portant post, at au important time,
when we had no reason to expect
such a surrender, nor means to en
force it. The next event that oc
curs to us, where fortune smiled
propitiously on our exertions, was
at the storm of Bangalori : had not
a most unforeseen and unexpected
accident seconded the bravery of
oar troops, terms of peace would
never have been dictated to Tippoo
under the walls of Seringapatam.
" By the concurrence of all these
successes, the Britisti army were led
to the enemy's capital, and in a de
sperate action, gained a brilliant and
complete victory; which, howe
ver, was not sufficient to enable the
army to keep the field, or to pre
serve the stores in the artillery and
other departments, and they were
accordingly destroyed, as detailed
in the public accounts, and noticed
in page 73 of this work.
" J11 this state the army bent its
melancholy course back toward
Bangalore, cheered only by the
hope of commencing a third cam.
paign
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paign with a brighter prospect, for
that now before their eyes .was scar
city and distress in their most gloo
my form.
" Scarcely had one day's retrograde
march been measured, when on an
alarm of the enemy's approach, the
advance, turning out to receive
them, received—instead of ene
mies, armies of friends, well sup
plied with food, and every thing
wanted ; which armies, by every
supposition, were, at that time, at
the distance of a hundred miles.
" Other instances might be ad
duced, as links of that chain of
fortuitous events, that so eminently
connected all our operations in the
late war ; but these shall suffice to
lhew that Tippoo, although pur
sued by such invaried mischance,
from the preparatory negotiations
to the last period of action, was
not yet in so desperate a case, but
one luckv occurrence might have
retrieved him. Hence it may be
discovered, that Tippoo's rasliness
in provoking hostilities, was not so
great as would at first appear; for
had any one of these events taken
a contrary turn, it might have giv
en a contrary turn to the termi
nation of the war.
** As it is, however, let not a re
trospection to probable depression,
prevent our enjoying our present
exultation. Let us rejoice (and we
do most heartily) at the glorious
successes of our arms ; by which
our honourable masters are raised
to such a pitch of prosperity, and
their interests established on a basis
not to be fliaken.-rMay their pro
sperity increase !
"We will now consider Tippoo,
not as a general or a statesman, but
as the guardian to his people.—
When a person travelling through
a strange country finds it well cul
tivated, populous with industrious

inhabitants, cities newly founded,
commerce extending, towns in
creasing, and every thing flourish
ing so as to indicate happiness, he
will naturally conclude it to be un
der a form of government conge
nial to the minds of the people. —
This isa picture of Tippoo's coun
try, and our conclusion respecting
its government.
" It has fallen to our lot to tarry
some time in Tippoo's dominions,
and to travel through them as much
as, if not more than, any officer
in the field during the war, and we
have reason to suppose his subjects
to be as happy as those of any
other sovereign ; for we do not re
collect to have heard any com
plaints ormurmurings among them,
although, had causes existed, no
time could have been more favour
able for their utterance, because
the enemies of Tippoo were in
power, and would have been grati
fied by any aspersion of his charac
ter. The inhabitants of the con
quered countries submitted with
apparent resignation to the direction
of their conquerors, but by no
means as if relieved from an op
pressive yoke in their former go
vernment : on the contrary, no
sooner did an opportunity offer,
than they scouted their new mas
ters, and gladly returned to their
loyalty again.
" Major Dirom, in his Narrative,
has a passage to our purpose.—«■
" Whether," says the major," from
the operation of the system establisiied by Hyder, from the princi
ples which Tippoo has adopted for
his own conduct, or from his do
minions having suffered little by in
vasion for many years, or from the
effect of these several causes unit
ed, his country was found every
where full of inhabitants, and ap
parently cultivated to the utmost
extent
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extent of which the foil was capable ;
while the discipline and fidelity of
his troops in the field, until their
last overthrow, were testimonies
equally strong of the excellent re
gulations which existed in his ar
ray.
His government, though
strict and arbitrary, was the despot
ism of a politic and able sovereign,
who nourishes, not oppresses, the
subjects who are to be the means
of his future aggrandizement ; and
his cruelties were, in general, in
flicted only on those whom he con
sidered as his enemies."
" Tippoo yet remains to be no
ticed under another character : in
bis political capacity we have per
haps detained him too long; but as
a messenger from God, we have less
to do with, and less to fay of him.
Tippoo, not content with the repu
tation he must have acquired as a ge
neral and a statesman, and not find
ing in military or political views,
objects sufficiently exalted to bound
his ambition, has, it is said, aslumed the specious character of a
prophet.

" This, although apparently su
perior to worldly concerns, is per
haps only a secondary consideration,
and meant to be totally subservi
ent to sublunary projects. His sub
jects, he may possibly think, will
with more reverence listen to his
mandates when sanctioned by the
authority of religion ; and his ar
mies will with more awe, contem
plate the power and dignity of their
sovereign and general, when the
abilities they admire are annexed to
the spiritual sanctity of his charac
ter.
" Could not some probable rea
sons be assigned for Tippoo's af
fecting this singular distinction, we
might be induced to look upon it as
a childish propensity : the greatest
men, however, we sometimes fee
emulating the trifling acquirements
of inferior pursuits. We have an
instance of it in the greatest prince
and general in theannals of Europe ;
who, not content with such glori
ous fame, had the poor ambition to
bethought a piper and a rhymer."

Anecdotes of Schmitz, a German Artist.
[From the First Volume of The Rhine, or a Journey from Utrecht
to Frankfort, &c. by T. Cogan, M. D.]
"POME years ago, while professor
Krahe was superintendant of
the gallery of paintings, he received
a viiit from a young baker of the
town; who, after a very short in
troduction, took a book out of his
pocket, which he presented to Mr.
Krahe, expressing a desire that he
would purchase it. The superin
tendant found, upon examination,
that it was a prayer book, orna
mented, in the ancient style of re
ligious foppery, with a number of
coloured figures and engravings. It

was the one which the elector Cle
ment Augustus, of Cologne, had
ordered to be published, and was
become very scarce and valuable.
The professor enquired whence he
had it ; and the young man answer
ed, with a modest blush, that it
was a copy from one he had bor
rowed. " By whom?"—"By myself,"
rejoins the youth. Upon a close ex
amination, Mr. Krahe could scarce
ly distinguish the copy from the ori
ginal.He could not conceal his surprise,and asked, why he d»d not prac6
' tisc
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life engraving, rather than continue
a baker ?
" The youth answered, that it
was the wish of his foul j but his
father, having a numerous family,
could not afford the expence of
suitable instructions. " I design to
travel," adds he ; " but, as my fathercannot furnish themeans,'andas
I knew that you was fond of draw
ings, I was emboldened to make
this application to you, in hopes
that you would purchase the copy,
to furnish immediate help, and I
must trust to my industry and good
fortune, for future advancement."
" Call here to morrow, without
fail," says Mr. Krahe, with an em
phasis that manifested pleasure and
astonisliment.
" Early the next morning, the
professor called upon an intimate
friend at Keystrswerth, a sew miles
distant from Dusseldorff ; of which
place the young man was a native.
" This friend, with the power,had
the disposition to do good. Krahe
told him the story, sliewed him the
workmanstiip, and begged him to
lend the young artist two hundred
crowns. " He will, doubtless," adds
he, " become, in a few years, a dis
tinguished engraver, and be able
to reimburse you. I will be secu
rity for the payment."
" I take no security," answered
his friend ; and he advanced three
hundred crowns.
" Krahe returned to the astonish
ed and transported baker with the
money. He quitted the oven,
learned geometry and perspective,
applied to drawing according to the
rules of the art, and acquired a
competent knowledge of history.
" After assiduous application, for
the space of two vearc, the young
man had made such rapid progress,
that Mr. Krahe advised him to quit
Dusseldorff, where no further im9

provement was to be expected, and
visit Paris, promising him a letter
of introduction to Mr. Willes, a
celebrated engraver in that metro
polis. •
" Sclunitz (for this was the
young man's name) put' his advice
into execution ; and, in order to
œconomize his little store, he tra
velled on foot from Dusseldorff to
Paris. But, unfortunately, he fell
ill immediately upon his arrival ;
and, although, he applied to a mo
nastery, where he was hospitably
received, and carefully attended,
yet incidental expences, during an
illness of some continuance, had
entirely exhausted his little store.
Upon his recovery, that delicate
kind of pride, which so frequently
accompanies true genius, forbade
his making application to Mr.
Willes, while he must appear as an
indigent beag-ar.
" One day, as ha was walking
pensively in the streets, his mind
occupied with his unfortunate situ
ation, he was met by two soldiers
of the Swiss guards ; one of whom
accosted him with the enquiry,
"Young man, are you not a Ger
man?"—"Yes"—"From whence?'"-"From Keyserswerth, near Dussel
dorff."—" You are my countryman.
--What do you do here?" Schmitzre.
lates to him the particulars ofhi s histo
ry; adding, that a long illness had ex
hausted a large portion of his time,
and all his money ; and that he
could not support the idea of being
troublesome to any one. The sol
diers advised him to enlist, assuring
him that the service was not severe,
and that he would have leisure to
follow the bent of his genius.
Schmitz accepted the proposition,
was introduced to the captain of the
regiment, was enlisted for four
vears, and stiortly after, was intro
duced to Mr. Willes, by the cap
tain

t
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tain himself. As much time was
indulged to him, as the nature of
the service could possibly admit, to
pursue his favourfte object, under
the direction of Mr. Willes. He
continued in this situation the four
years, when he received his dis
mission.
" Finding that he was in the line
■ of improvement, he continued at
Paris two years longer, applying
himself, with the utmost diligence,
to the art of engraving : at the ex
piration of which term, he returned
home, with the best attestations
concerning his talents, industry,
and moral conduct.
" Professor Krahe received him
with open arms, was charmed with
the progress he had made, and en
gaged him to work in the cabinet.
He continued to work under the
inspection of the professor, about
two years, conducting himself in
such a manner, as to gain upon the
affections of his patron.
" It was about this period, that
the professor invited our artist to
an entertainment, where several of
his friends were to be present. He
met his friends, and was entering
into the joys of convivial inter
course, when he was informed that
the entertainment was in honour
of a stranger. But alas ! this stran
ger was the destined hulband of the
professor's eldest daughter ;-^beautiful, in his eyes, as an angel; and
wife, in his judgment, as the god
dess of wisdom. He made as pre
cipitate a retreat as decency would
permit, and left the brisk glass, and
jovial song, tg circulate among the
happy.
" The next morning he returned
to the cabinet with the utmost de
jection of mint} and countenance.
This sudden change was noticed by
his benefactor, who enquired into
the cause. Schmitz, in confused
' J 794.

expressions, and with faultering
voice, confessed that he had fall
en deeply in love with that very
daughter who was shortly to be in
the possession of another.
" Have you intimated to my
daughter, the strength of your af
fection ?"
" Never," answered the noble
youth ; " not in the most distant
manner. Could I, without title,
fortune, or pretensions of any kind,
be so base as to speak of love to the
daughter of my friend, my patron,
my benefactor ? I was contented
to fee her, and was careful to
conduct myself in such a manner,
that no suspicions might arise, to
debar me of that happiness; and
now I learn, that I am ssiortly to'
be deprived of the only satisfaction
to which I dared to aspire."
" The benevolent professor tried
his utmost to soothe and comfort
him,—assured him of the strength of
his affection, that he loved him as his
own child,—but warned him to
subdue his love for Henrietta ; ex
patiating upon the criminality, cir
cumstanced as they were, of indulg
ing the passion.
" The poor young man admitted
the force of the argument, and pro
mised to obey. But the struggle was
toomuchforhis constitution. Hefell
ill, and continued in a dangerous
state, upwards of four months. Mr.
Krahe paid him every attention,
and gave him every consolation in
his power. But, in all their inter
views, the name of Henrietta was
never mentioned. His lamentable
situation, however, could not be
concealed from her. She sympa
thized, and most sincerely pitied ;
but, though " pity is so near a-kin
to love," duty and honour inter
posed a barrier between them.
" The intended husband return
ed to his parents ; and it was not
£>
difficult
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difficult to perceive, from the tefture of his letters, that certain ob
jections were started by thern to (he
union. Although he 4a red not to
express his own sentiments fully
flpftn this occasion, yet Henrietta
<jtvine,d them, and gave him full
power to follow the genuine bent
his own inclinations, renounc
ing every claim upon his promise.
Tljp answer was correspondent to
fier expectations ; and, allowing a
short interval for the suppression
of that chagrin which the injured
pride of every young lady mult sufT
fer in such delicate situations, she
permitted the sufferings of Schmitz
tf? engage more of her thoughts,
—-generously indulged her compasijon, until she found it blended
with affection,—and, finally, ad
dressed her father thus: "Sir, I
fcriow it has been your wish, to have
Schmitz for your son-in-law - Eve
ry obstacle is removed— Tell him,
that Henrietta will be his if slie caii
promote his felicity."
'
The joyful father informed
him of this declaration in his fafour. But the good news was as
like to have proved fatal, as his
despair. Recovering from his emo
tion, and leaning on the arm of
bis benefactor, he was conducted
to the generous object of his pas
sion ; and, by pasting the evening
in her company, he. was clieared,
comforted, and restored.
" But, how great was the sur
prise of every one, when they
learned, the next morning, that
the lover had left the town, in a
carriage with four horses, and had
carried his plates and drawings
with him ! —What astonifliment to
fcrahe ! —What a thunder stroke to
pocr Henrietta 1
41 This was so apparently the
act of a disordered brain, that his
return was dreaded as much as his

flight was lamented ! Nor did they'
receive a single line in the interval,
to remove their doubts. On the
ninth day, he returned from Mu
nich, with an order for a pension,
of six hundred florins per Annum,
to be paid to Schmitz, by the
treasurer of the palatinate.
" He had been to throw him-:
self at the feet of the eleetor pala
tine. He discovered to him his
love,—his situation,—(hewed him,
the certificates of his conduct, and
the specimens of his workmanship.
The heart of the elector was moved,
and he gave htm the pension.
" Now, sir," fays the generoushearted Schmitz, " I am more wor
thy of my Henrietta."
" This event took place in the
year 1782. The particulars are
extracted from a publication, in
high repute, entitled, Museum fur
Kunstler, und fur Kunrtliebhabcr ;
or, History of German Artists. |
am very sorry, that my total igno
rance of the anecdote, when at
Dusscldorff, prevented me from
making those enquiries, which,
more than curiosity would have
dictated, relative to this worthy
couple, or the present state of our
engraver.
{• See there, my friend, in one
short history, the eulogium of num
bers ! —I beseech you to make dua
comments upon the excellent cha
racter of our artist, the hero of the
piece, —upon the benevolence of
the professor,— his friend, of Keyserfwerth,— the monks in the con
vent,— the tw.o soldiers, with their
captain, —the engraver Wilies, —
the elector pa'atine, - and the ami
able Henrietta ; and then revert to
my proposition, that the private
history of individuals would, in ge
neial, give us more favourable ideas
ofhuruan virtue, and of human hap
piness, than those are apt to imagine,
who
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who direct their chief attention to
the ambition of the great, and the
subversion of empires. Num
berless are the instances, where in
dividuals emerge from obscurity,
and act a conspicuous part on the
theatre of life. We behold, and
applaud the actor, without advert
ing to the different stages through
which he must have passed, before
he was prepared for this honour
able exhibition, and how far he
must have been assisted, in each
stage, by those around him.
" Go to, ye libellers of your
species ! ye defamers of God's most
perfect workmanfliip below ; ye that
delight to sketch out figures with
charcoal, add horns, a tail, and
cloven-feet to your (ketch, and call it
human ! man is naturally a friend
to man. Adventitious circumstan
ces may suppress this kindly tem
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per, until the most contracted self
ishness is deemed a system of genu
ine prudence ! Tyranny may de
press the mind, until it be rendered
incapable of one virtuous exertion 1
False theology, by representing the
heart as naturally vicious and de
praved, may destroy the choicest
springs of action,—may persuade
us, that to act the knave or fool,
is merely to act in character: where
as a consciousness that we are capa
ble of doing much good,—a con
viction that we are naturally dispo
sed to do good,—that the instinct
was given us, that we might be
come the active instruments of the
divine benevolence,— an instinct
so strong, that it is deemed inhu
man to stifle its impulse,—these
are admirably calculated to quicken
the disposition, improve the habit,
and extend the effects."

Literary Anecdotes of German Authors, and particularly of
Lessing.
[Frorn the Second Volume of the fame Work.]
."y^i ERMANYhas always been
\jr renowned for learned and ela
borate writers in t Indifferent branch
es oft heahstrufer sciences. Since their
emancipation from the Latin lan
guage, and the free enjoyment
of their native tongue, the Ger
mans have greatly distinguistied
themselves in every department of
the belles leltres. They have many
excellent poets, and they are now
attempting, with great success, both
romance and the drama. It is not
a little flattering to England, that
your literature is much preferred
among them to that of the French.
Indeed I have frequently remarked
a striking resemblance between the
genius of the two nations, through
the whole range of genius from me

taphysics to song making, and this
naturally induces them to prefer
models most correspondent with
their own taste and talents. In
many instances, it is not difficult
to trace in their writings the Eng
lish authors which the Germans
have consulted ; and in some you
may detect rather more than imita
tion. Confiding in the ignorance
of the generality of their readers in
the Englisli Ianguage,theysometimes
borrow more literally and more co
piously than they would have ven
tured, were our language more fa
miliar among the inhabitants. One
of their most celebrated poets, Wieland, in his Oberon, has engrafted
the January and May of Pope, into
one of his cantos, without any deD2
sign
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sign of its appearing in the light of a
translation. In my course along
the Rhine, which 1 sliall describe
to you hereafter, I happened to
take up a young lady's prayer book,
which I was happy to find her tra
velling companion ; and I disco
vered that the first prayer was a
prose translation of Pope's Univer
sal Prayer ; and the second was
chiefly composed from passages tak
en out of Young's Night Thoughts,
but without acknowledgment. The
compilation had a yet greater singu
larity, it was made by one King
(Koenig) a player upon the theatre
at Mentz, whoselife,it is said, corre
sponds with his professions of piety.
I could produce other instances of
a similar nature, but I am persuad
ed that you will be better amused
by the following anecdote. While
it affords entertainment as a curious
fact, it will prove that a spirit of
imitation extends itself to the most
singular and eccentric departments.
With what success the attempt has
been made in the instance 1 sliall
lay before you, I sliall leave you to
determine.
« Lessing, the famous poet and
miscellaneou,s writer, was at Ham
burg in the year 1 769, where he
formed an intimacy with the rev.
Mr. G***, a very bigotted cler
gyman. This intimacy displeased
his friends and surprised every one;
but he vindicated himself by al
leging that G * * * was a man of
literature. Among the friends of
Lessing that were scandalized at this
nnion was one Mr. A * *, a clergy
man of a very opposite description.
Mr. G * * * was for retaining all
customs, which he deemed sanction
ed by antiquity : Mr. A * * was for
making those changes which the
change of sentiments, and of man
ners, seemed to require. Lessing,
although most liberal in his private

opinions, and in the tenour of hit
writings, was a declared enemy to
innovations. He attempted to dis
seminate what are termed liberal sen
timents ; butbe was a strenuous advo
cate forthe profession ofold establish ed creeds. Another feature in this po
pular man's character was, that he
was much disposed to maintain the
weaker side of a question, merely
from the love of disputation, that
he might exercise his own wit, and
to call forth the powers of others.
" While Lesling was at Ham
burg, a general fast was appointed
by authority. It appears that the
manner of keeping a public fast was
pretty much the fame at Ham
burg as in most other places.
The people, in the midst ot their
professed humiliations, were ac
customed to encreafe their guilt by
the rancorous spirit they manifested
against their public enemies. Thev
hoped by the mere confession of
their crimes to incline the universal
parent to exterminate their parti
cular antagonists, and vainly at
tempted to obtain personal com
miseration by covering themselves
with sackcloth and ashes, and thus
divert the wrath of heaven towards
their adversaries. It was customa
ry, upon these occasions, to make
use of a commutation prayer, taken
from the 6th verse of the 79th psalm.
Mr. A * *, with another clergyman,
thought themselves obliged in con
science, to discontinue the use of
this prayer ; Mr. G * * *, on the
other hand, found it a snug method
of releasing malevolent nature, and
thought that no swearing was to be
compared to a truly pious conse
crated curse ; and he made no
small commotion at this wicked
omission of his brethren. Mr. A* *
was greatly incensed at his being in
censed.' In short, words rose so
high, and became so turbulent, be
tween
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tween these ministers of peace, that sermon in question ; and related to
Mr. G » * *, although he had the Nicolai the following particulars
populace on his side, yet as he had concerning it. " This sermon was
made the most noise, was enjoined a sliort but a masterly performance.
silence by synodical authority* Les- Yorick's manner was perfectly well
sing was not a friend in his dispo imitated. Similar simplicity, pene
sition or sentiments, either to the tration, philanthropy, were united
cause or bigotted zeal of G * * * j with similar wit and vivacity. I
but he was strongly solicited by the do not recollect any passages in the
partizans of that gentleman to be sermon itself so completely as to
come his champion. Thus influ do them justice; but a part of the
enced, united with the pleasure he introduction made too deep an im
enjoyed in supporting the weaker pression to be effaced from my me
fide, he undertook to defend this mory. It represents an incident
execrating prayer, and he boldly which is supposed to have given
maintained that a due attention to rise to the discourse. The incident
necessary distinctions, and parti was as follows :
" Uncle Toby took a walk with
cular circumstances; not only per
mitted, but demanded, that we his trusty corporal Trim. They
should pray against our enemies. met on the road an emaciated
A * * denied the proposition, and Frenchman, in a tattered uniform,
asserted that a prayer of so dark halting upon a crutch, as he had
a complexion, was inconsistent with lost a leg. He took off his hat with
the spirit of Christianity, which en down-cast eyes, without uttering a
joins love to our enemies. Lesling syllable; but his dejected counte
answered, we will love our enemies, nance was truly eloquent. The
and yet imprecate the vengeance of major gave him some sliillings with
God upon those who deserve his out attending to their number.
anger. A * * asserted, these were Trim took a penny outof his pocket,
incompatible, and defied Lesling to butcalled him, as he gave it, a French
produce an instance that could re dog. The major continued si lent a
concile such glaring contrarieties. few seconds, and then turning to
In the.space of a few days Les- Trim, he said, Trim, he is a man
sing composed a sermon from the and not a dog. The French inva.
two texts Psalm lxxix. 6, and Mat. lid was hopping behind them. Up
xii. 39 ; but to give a greater force on this speech of the major, Trim
to his argument, he pretended that gave him another penny, and again
it was one of .Yorick's sermons, added French dog. This man,
translated from the English. This Trim, is a soldier ! Trim looked at
sermon was never published ; half him stedfastly, gave him another
:i dozen copies of it alone were cir penny, and repeated French dog.
culated among his friends, to the And Trim, he has been a brave
alarm and terror of Mr. A * *, who soldier, he has fought for his coun
begged that it might be suppressed, try, and has been desperately wound
dreading the pernicious influence ed. Trim pressed his hand, while
it might have in the debate. Mr. he gave him a fourth penny, but
Ebert, who communicated this repeated French dog. And Trim,
anecdote to Nicolai, the compiler this soldier is a worthy though un
of the Berlin Literary Gazette, from fortunate husband, who has a wife
whence it is extracted, had read the and four small children to maintain.
i> 3
Trim,
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Trim, with tears in his eyes, gave
all that he had in his pocket, but
still called him French dog, though
in a softer tone. When the ma
jor returned home, he mentioned
the affair to Yorick. Yorick answer

ed, it is plain that Trim hates, with
all his heart, the whole French
nation, as being an enemy to his
country, but he loves every indivi
dual in it that deserves respect."
—

Biographical Sketch of Gerald Barry.
[From the First Volume of the History of Great Britain, by James
Petit Andrews, F. A. S.]
" TNi 202 or 3, Gerald Barry (betJL ter known as Giraldus Ca'mbrenfis) forsook the world and lived
In retirement till his death ; the æra
of which is not known. He was
born in 1146 and had studied with
honour at the University at Paris.
Returning to England in 11 72, he
was put in possession of several be
nefices, one of which (that of Brechiu) he fays he obtained bv con
victing the old incumbent of keep
ing a concubine. He was a fa
vourite of church and of court ;
was a joint preacher of a crusade
with the archbishop of Canterbu
ry, and was (as he affirms) inserted
By Richard Cauir dc Lion in his
commission for the guardianship of
England.
" Gerald was a most entertaining
writer, but very credulous and most
intolerably conceited. He expati
ates on the exquisite delight which
hegaveatOxford,in publicly reading
his books, three days successively ;
first to the poor, secondly to the
doctors and men of literature, and
on the third day to the scholars,
soldiers, &c. 1 A most glorious
spectacle (says the honest Ge
rald) ' which revived the ancient
days of the poets.' He also speaks
of his Latin sermons, which affect
ed and excited to take the cross
(for the recovery of Jerusalem) the

honest Welchmen, who knew not
a word of Latin, the language in
which he tad preached. He dwells
with transport on his own princely
lineage which, he avess, . made
Henry II. jealous of him and stopt
his preferment. He went with
prince John to Ireland ; and re
fused (as he fays) two fees, that
he might have time to compose a
history of the country.
" At Chester he observed that the
countess Constance kept a herd
of milch-kine, made cheeses of
their milk and presented three of
them to his comrade the archbishop
of Canterbury. He adds that he
remarked an animal between an ox
and a flag ; a woman born without
arms, who could few with her toes
as well as others could with fin
gers ; and that he heard of a fitter
of whelps, begotten by a monkey.
How judicious and important our
historian's observations sometimes
were, may be judged from these
extracts : Yet when we have smil
ed as his foibles, we must allow
that many curious pieces of intelli
gence are to be found in his work;
his stories too are frequently inter
esting though absurd, as the follow
ing specimen perhaps may prove.
A prelate, he affirms, kept a do
mestic who used to entertain him
beyond measure, by a wonderful'
pro
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proficiency in sciences the most modest, and singular compliment
abstruse ; and particularly, by recit to his patron Henry II. will testify;
ing passages of sacred history per
fectly new and not to be founu in ' Olorior hoc uno, quod numquam vidimus
tinum,
the Bible. One day he related with ' Nec potuiise
magis, nec noculffe minlis.'
great energy the various distressc&af
the rebellious angels, when driven
Imitated.
from the presence of their incensed
boast I make of this alone ;
Creator. ' They fled' (said the My
never yet have fairly knowii
story-teller) ' to the extreme* of th« We
So little harm achieved by one,
tiniverse aud hid themselves, to a- Who might with ease so much have done*
I. P. A.
void his wrath, in the most unfre
quented places. Scne fought the
. " To this ingenious Britdn is al
"deepest caverns : some plunged in
to the ocean ; as for me I dived so attributed the following line oil
into a well.' Here the incautious the death of Henry and the imme
narrator, conscious of having be diate succession of G'oeur de Lion.
trayed his own diabolical origin,
broke off Ihort ; and vanished a- « Mira cano, sol dcc*buit,< not nfllla secutt.'
way with every symptom of vexa
Imitated.
Vainly the sinking sun akrm'd our seaftj
tion and shame.
" Giraldus was not destitute of We've loft his di b( aid yet sio night afc
poetical talents as the following
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MANNERS of NATIONS.

Account of the Turkish Harem at Aleppo, and of the Charac
ter, Employments, and Amusements of the Turkish La
dies.
fFrom the First Volume of the enlarged Edition of Russell's Natural
History of Aleppo.]
*
« TT OWEVER desirous a travelJfl lerinTurkey maybetolearn
the character and domestic manners
of the Turkish ladies, he must exjject to meet with various obflacles
to his researches. The regulations
of the Harem oppose a strong bar
rier to curiosity; inveterate custom
excludes females from mingling in
assemblies of the other sex, and,
even with their nearest male rela
tions, they appear to be under re
straint, from which perhaps they
are never emancipated, except in
familiar society among themselves.
' " In conversation, the Turks
seldom talk of their women, and a
stranger has very few opportunities
of introducing a subject which they
seem studious to avoid. Some in
formation indeed may be obtained
from the Christian and Jewifli wo
men who occasionally have access
to t(\e Harem ; but their accounts
must be received with caution, and
due allowance made for religious
prejudices, as well as for the East
ern propensity to fable.
** All travellers who have visited
the Levant, have more or less ex
perienced these and other obstacles
to inquiry ; and hence it is the less

remarkable, that the relations con
cerning Mohammedan women, met
with in some of the best books of
travels, siiould often be found con
tradictory or defective, without im
peachment either of the writer's
diligence or veracity. Sensible,
from experience, that neither a
tolerable knowledge of the lan
guage, nor familiar intercourse with
the natives, in the course of a long
residence in the country, can whol
ly surmount difficulties, which others have encountered with fewer
advantages, it may be proper to be
speak indulgence for incidental er
rors, in the following representa
tion of Mohammedan manners : -in
which are introduced a few domes
tic circumstances, that professional
privilege afforded opportunities of
observing, in the interior of the
Harem.
" A description of the quarter in
the Turkifli palaces appropriated to
the women, has been given in the
first chapter of the preceding book.
It may be added here, that, close to
the outer door, there is an aperture
in the wall about two feet from the
ground, two feet and a half in
height, and nearly two feet in
breadth j
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breadth ; to which is fitted * narrow wooden frame, and the middle
space filled up by a hollow wooden
^ylinder, placed vertically on pivots,
so as to be easily turned round,
This wheel, being divided by one
or more horizontal partitions, and
open on one side from top to bottorn, serves to deliver dishes from
the kitchen, or to receive small
parcels, without opening the outer
ioor, or the persons on either side
_ being seen. The partitions are
moveable, and may be taken out
occasionally, for the reception , of
larger parcels. Females who have
business at the Harem, summon the
attendants within, by rapping gently on the wheel, but, if not answered readily, they exercise the knocker of the outer door with great violence. It may be remarked, that
the doors of the great Harems, from
morning to fun set, are seldom
locked, on account of the constant
succession of people coming and
going : but the cafe is different in
inferior Harems, and in ordinary
houses, where there is no separate
quarter for the women : the master
of the house, when he goes abroad,
not only shuts the street door, but
carries the key along with him.
" To the Harems of the great
belongs an officer named Harem
Kehiasy who superintends all asfairs, without doors, relating to the
Harem, and commonly has one or
two boys under him, who have access to the apartments, and are employed by the hdies in carrying
messages, or in other petty services,
These boys generally are biack
slaves, but not eunuchs. Their
master, sometimes, is an eunuch,
butr except in the service of basliaws, the office is more commonly
bestowed on a trusty white slave, or
on a servant of advanced age.
" None of the ordinary menial

.

hiale servants ever approach the
door of the Harem, unless the Harem Kehiasy, or one of his attendants, is presents and all females
who have business with the ladies,
as well as physicians and other medical attendants, must apply to liiin
for admittance. Even -the grandee
himself, when there are female
visitants in his Harem, does not
presume to enter, till he has beea
-announced, in order to give those
time to prepare for his reception,
who, according to custom, ought
■ not to appear before him unveiled;
and on certain occasions, as wiien
the Harem entertains a large cornpany, he, being apprized before
hand, does not go near the Harem
till the guests have left it.
" When the ladies visit one another in a forenoon, they do not
immediately unveil on coming into
the Harem, lest some of the men
sliouldhappentobestillathome,and
might see them as they pass ; but,
as soon as they enter the apartment
of the lady to whom the visit is intended, either one of the young ladies, or a stave, alfists in taking off
the veil, which, being carefully
folded up, is laid aside. Itisafjgn
that the visitant intends only a fliort
stay, when instead of resigning the
veil, she only uncovers her head,
permitting the veil to hang carelessIydovvnonthefhoulders.Thisgenerally produces a friendly contest
between the parties; one insisting
upon taking the veil away,' the
other refusing to surrender it. A
like contest takes place at the close
of the visit. When entreaty cannot prevail on the visitant to stay
longer, the veil is hidden, the
slaves, instructed before hand, pretend to search for it every where in
vain, and when slie urges the absolute necessity of her going, slie
is assured that the Aga, or master
t
of
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of the house, is not yet gone abroad^
and is then jocosely dared to depart
without it.
" In their manner of receiving
one another, the ladies are less
formal than the men ; their complimental speeches, though in a
high strain, are mure rapidly and
familiarly expressed.
" The common salutation is per
formed by laying the right hand
on the left breast, and gently in
clining the head. They sometimes
salute by killing the cheek ; and the
young ladies kiss the hands of their
senior relations. They entertain
with coffee and tobacco, but the
Ihcrbet and perfume are only pro
duced on particular occasions.
" The great men are attended in
the Harem, by the female flaves, in
the fame manner as, in the outer
apartments, by the pages. They
remain standing in the humble at
titude of attendance, their hands
Crossed before them on their cinc
ture, and their eyes fixed on the
ground. The other ladies, as well
as the daughters of the family, oc
casionally bring the pipe and coffee,
but do not remain standing ; they
either are desired to sit down, or
they retire. This however is to be
understood of the grandees; for in
.brdinary life, both wives and daugh
ters minister servilely to the men :
the two sexes never sitting at table
together.
" It is seldom that all the ladies
of a Harem are, by the great man,
seen assembled, unless they happen,
in the summer, to be surprized sit
ting in the Divan, where they meet
to enjoy the cool air. At his ap
proach, they all rife up; but, if de
sired, resume their places, (some of
the flaves excepted) and return to
their work. However loquacious
they may have been before he en
tered, a respectful silence ensues the

moment he appears ! a frestralrit
which they feel the less, from their
being accustomed to it almost from
infancy. It is surprizing how sud
denly the clamour of children is
hushed on the approach of the fa
ther; but the women dften lament
their want of power, in his absence,
of quieting the children either by
threats, or soothing.
" Though the presence of the
great man may impose silence ori
the younger ladies, he always finds
some of the elderly matrons, ready
enough to entertain him, fliould he
be disposed for conversation. In
this manner he learns the domestic
news of the town, which, though
rarely a topic of discourse among
the men, being in great request at
the public baths, is circulated by the
female pedlers, and the Bidoweeri
women attached to the Harem.
The former, who are chiefly Jewish
or Christjan women of a certain
age, supply the ladies with gauzes,
muslin, embroidery, and trinkets,
and moreover have the art of col
lecting and embellistiing all kinds
of private history ; the latter are not
less talkative, nor more secret, but
possess also a licensed privilege of
speaking freely to the men, which
tiiey perfectly know how to exer
cise. Theirlicence is derived from
being often retained as nurses, by
which they gain a permanent esta
blishment in the family ; the foster
sister remaining attached to the
Harem, and in tinie succeeding her
mother. The grandees, in these
indolent hours converse also ori
their domestic affairs, and amuse
themselves with their children;
Wheri they wish to be more retired;
they withdraw to another apart
ment, into which no person, except
the lady to whom it belongs, pre
sumes to enter uncalled.
*' The Turks, in presence of
theif

and the Character, of the Turkish Ladies.
their women, appear to affect a
more haughty, reserved air, than
usual, and in their manner of speak
ing to them, are less courteous, and
more abrupt, than they are to one
another, or even to men who are
much their inferiors. As this was
frequently observed in persons re
markable for an affable deport
ment to men, it may be considered
rather as their usual manner, than
ascribed to the accidental presence
of an European ; and is further
confirmed by the ordinary beha
viour of the boys-, who talk' to
the women in an imperious man
ner, which they could only have
learned from example. The men
perhaps judge it politic to assume
this demeanour, in a situation where
dominion may be supposed to be
maintained with more difficulty,
than among their male dependants ;
and therefore venture only in hours
9s retirement, to avow that gentleBess, which, as if derogatory from
their dignity, they think pru
dent, in their general conduct, to
conceal, from persons whose obe
dience they believe can alone be
secured, by an air of Item authori" The Indies, especially those of
rank, appear reserved? in regard to
their husbands, while they show an
engaging, affectionate"fondness for
their brothers, though it is often re
turned with little more than frigid
complaisance : as if their tender en
dearments were a tribute due to
male superiority. There are times
however when natural affection gets
the better of this cold indifference
of the young men. The sight of a
sister in distress, or languishing in
a fit of severe illness, often pro
duces emotion, of which, judging
from general appearances, they
would stem to be unsusceptible.
The affectation of apathy is a re
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markable trait in the character of
the Turks. They are led by it,
under misfortunes, to assume an
appearance of tranquillity, more '
than they possess in reality; and,
on other occasions, they strive to
hide that sensibility which other
nations think it honorable to in
dulge. Their exterior manners are
universally marked by this affecta
tion : their real feelings, influencedby the common springs of human
ity, are more remote from the ey*
of observation.
" Persons of distinction, who are
in office, leave the Harem early ii»
the morning, and, two hours after
noon excepted, pass most of their
time in the outer apartments. But
others, who have little business, and
the luxurious young men of all de
nominations, lounge many hours ill
their Harem. Some allowance, in
this respect, is made to youth, for
some weeks after marriage : but ar*
effeminate character, which is by
no means respectable amon* th«
men, is far from being acceptable tor
the women. The presence of the
men, at unusual hours in the day
time, lays the whole Harem underrestrains, and however some particu
lar favorite may be gratified by the
particular attention of her lord, the
rest of the women are apt to lament
the liberty they are deprived of, by
his remaining too much at home.
" The grandees, if slightly indis
posed, continue to see company in
the outer apartments ; but when
the disorder becomes serious, they
retreat into the Harem, to be nurs
ed by their women : and in this si
tuation, besides their medical at
tendants, and very near relations,
no person whatever can have ac
cess, except on very urgent busi
ness. They make choice of the
females they wisti to have more im
mediately about their person,, and
*
one
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One In particular is appointed to
give an account to the physician, of
what happens in the intervals of
his visits, to receive his directions,
and to fee them duly obeyed.
" Medical people, whether Eu
ropeans or natives, have access to
the Harem, at all times when their
attendance is requisite. The phy
sician, after being announced, is
obliged to wait at the door till the
way be cleared ; that is, till his pa
tient, when a female, her com
pany, and attendants, and others
who might happen to be in she
courts through which he must pass,
have either veiled, or retired out of
light. He is then conducted to
the chamber of the sick lady by a
slave, who continues, in a loud
voice, to give warning of his ap
proach, by exclaiming Dirb, Dirb,
al Hakeem Gia-y. Way ! Way !
the doctor is coming : a precaution
which does not always prevent the
unveiled ladies, who have not been
apprized, from accidentally cross
ing the court, in which cafe, it
becomes the well-bred physician to
turn his eyes another way.
" Upon entering the chamber,
he finds his patient covered with a
loose veil, and, it being a vulgar
notion that the malady may be dis
covered from the pulse, he is no
sooner seated, than the naked wrist
is presented for his examination.
She then describes her complaints,
and, if it be necessary to look at the
tongue, the veil is for that purpose
removed, while the assistants keep
the rest of the face, and especially
the crown of the head, carelully
covered. The women do not hesi
tate to expose the neck, the bosom,
or the stomach, when the case re
quires those parts to be inspected,
but, never without extreme reluc
tance consent to uncover the head.
Ladies whom I had known very

young, and who, from lorig ac
quaintance, were careless in con
cealing their faces from me, neves
appeared without a handkerchief or
some other slight covering thrown
over the head. So far as 1 could
judge, from general practice, it
seemed to be considered, in point
of decorum, of more consequence
to veil the head, than the face.
" The physician is usually en
tertained with tobacco arid coffee,
which, being intended as a mark
of respect, cannot in civility be de
clined, though the compliance leads
to an intemperate use of both.
After he has examined, and given
directions concerning his patient,
he requests leave to retire, but is
seldom allowed to escape without
hearing the incurable complaints of
as many valetudinary visitants, ashappen to be present, who either
sit ready veiled, or talk from behind
a curtain occasionally suspended in
the chamber. These ladies alwaysconsider themselves entitled to ver
bal advice, or at least to an opinion
of such remedies, as have been re
commended by others ; and a prin
cipal part of the medical art, among
the native practitioners, consists ir»
being able to acquit themselves
dexterously in^ such incidental con
sultations.
" In families which the "Eu
ropean physician has been accus
tomed to attend, and when his pa
tient is on the recovery, he is some
times induced to protract the visit,
and to gratify the curiosity of the
ladies, who a(k numberless questions
concerning his country. They are
particularly inquisitive about the
Frank women, their dress, employ
ments, marriages, treatment of
children, and amusements. In re
turn they are ingenuously commu
nicative, and display talents, whichr
being little indebted to artificial cul
tivation.
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tivation, appear, as it were, to ex
pand naturally, under a clear sky,
and the influence of a delicious cli
mate. Their questions, are gene
rally pertinent, and the remarks
they occasionally make on manners
differing so widely from their own,
are often sprightly and judicious.
" When the visit is at length
concluded, notice being given to
clear the way, the physician sets
out, preceded as before by the slave.
But it rarely happens that he is not
more than once stopped, to give
advice to some of the domestics,
who wait his return; for however
Hightly they may be indisposed, the
temptation of telling their com
plaints to a doctor is irresistible.
These damsels seldom have any
other veil, than a handerchief
thrown over the head, one corner
of which is held in the mouth ; but,
in order to avoid even that trouble,
they frequently place themselves
behind a door, ora window sliutter,
half open, in which situation,
thrusting out one arm, they insist on
having the pulse examined. It
sometimes happens, in the great
Harems, that another obstacle must
be encountered before regaining the
1 gate. This arises from some of the
younger ladies, or slaves, who are
fLt work in the court, refusing
peremptorily either to veil, or retire ;
which is done merely in sport, to
vex the conductress, who is obliged
of course to make a halt. In vain,
she bawls Dirb ! and makes use by
turns of entreaty, threat, and re
proach ; till, finding all in vain
slie gives fair warning, and has re
course to a never failing stratagem.
She marches on, and bidsihe doctor
follow. — A complete rout ensues ;
the damsels scamper different ways,
catch hold of whateveroffers first by
way of veil, or attempt to conceal
themselves behind one another. It
\
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is only when none of the men are
in the Harem, that this scene of
romping can take place. When
the physician is conducted by the
Aga himself, every thing passes in;
orderly silence, and in the chamber
of the sick, none besides the elder
ly or married relations offer to join
in the conversation : but it is seldom
that the Aga himself takes the
trouble, after the few first visits,
except the doctor be a stranger to'
the family. " Women of distinction pass
much of their time at home. They
have a bath for ordinary occasions,
within the Harem ; the purchase of
household necessaries does not lye
within their province ; and mer
cery, drapery, and trinkets, are
either v sent from the shops to be
chosen, or are brought in by the
female pedlers formerly mentioned.
They are not however idle within
doors; the superintendence of do
mestic affairs, the care of their
children, with their nceilleand em
broider}', furnifli ample employ
ment.
w They are taught, when young,
to read, and, sometimes, to write,
the Arabic, but are very apt when
taken from school to neglect both ;
so that reading ought not to be
reckoned a common female amuse
ment, and isnever a study. I have
known however some exceptions
to this. A daughter of the late
grand Vizir, Ragab Bashaw, had
made (as he assured me) a surpris
ing progress in Arabic literature,
and he sliowed me a manuscript
very beautifully written with her
own hand. Devotion does not ap
pear to take up much of their time;
they never go to Mosque ; and, ex
cept the elderly ladies, and those
who fiave been at Mecca, they are
not so punctual in their prayers at
home, as the men.
<• This
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" This is asserted only as it ap be found at Aleppo. A manu
peared to me. On the public days, script containing two hundred and
the women may often be seen pray eight nights, was the only one I
ing iu the gardens, but it is only a met with, and, as a particular fa
small number out of a crowd. In vour, procured liberty to have a
the Harem, there is not the fame copy taken from it. This copy
opportunity of seeing them at pray was circulated successively to more
er, as there is in respect to the men. than a score of Harems, and I was
My opinion was formed from being assured by some of the Ullama,
so seldom obliged, on visiting at whom the women had sometimes
noon, ot sun set, to wait till pray induced to be of the audience, that
ers were over; and on going into till then they were ignorant that
the Harem immediately before the such a book existed.
" The toilet consists of a Divan
times of prayer, from finding so
sewprepared by ablution ; for when cushion reversed, upon which a
they have once performed the Wo- small mirror is placed. They do
dou, they cannot permit a Chris not employ much time at it; for
tian to touch their puise, without the attire of the head may be taken
being obliged to wash over again. off, and preserved entire, and the
Indeed allowance should be made braiding of the hair, which is rather
for a circumstance peculiar to the a tedious operation, is always per
fex, which disqualifies them periodi formed in the Hummam. They
cally from acts of devotion. Sun dress neatly for the day, early in
set seemed to be the time when the the morning, except on days when
they go abroad in ceremony, or to
women chiefly prayed.
44 It does not seem necessary to> the public bath, and then the alter
enter upon the argument concern ation made in dress docs not require
ing the exclusion of the Mohamr much rime.
medan women from paradise, with
" They are fond of flowers and
other innumerable errors and mis odoriferous plants, which are some
representations relating to them, times cultivated under their own
which are to be found in the works care, but for the most part .pur
of travellers, in other respects, of chased of those who raise them for
sale. They preserve them in china
good credit.
" Their usual games are Manka^ or glass flower plots, arranged on
la, Tabuduk, draughts, and some wooden pyramids placed in the
times chefs ; but, as before remark middle of the Divan ; and form
ed of the men, they play merely for them, when required, into elegant
amusement. In the winter even nofegavs. When the ladies fend a
ings, while the men are engaged in congratulatory message, or a cere
the outer apartment, the ladies monious invitation, it is usually
often pass the time in attending to accompanied with a nosegav, wrapt
Arabian tales, which are recited, up in an embroidered handker
but more commonly read, by a per chief. The message is verbal, and
son who has a clear distinct voice, often delivered in the first person.
and occasionally sings the stanzas " Thus, fay? my mistress, I
interwoven with the story. — It has will have no excuse—and do not
been already mentioned, that the tell me did you not promise me,
Arabian Nights Entertainments, &rc." This however is not the
known in England, were hardly to constant practice, but it is alwavs
deii:
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delivered precisely in the words in
which it is given. The person re
ceiving the message takes out the
flower with her own hand, and,
i .carefully folding up the handker
chief, returns it hy the messenger.
They preserve deciduous flowers
in the summer, by wrapping them
in a muslin handkerchief sprinkled
with water, which is laid in a metal
bason, and placed in a cool cellar.
The flowers of the orange, the Arabian jasmine, and the musk rose,
are in this manner kept fresh for
many hours.
" The young ladies amuse them
selves by tying their nosegays with
(ilk threads of certain colours,
which, in the fame manner as the
assortment of particular flowers,
are supposed to convey some em
blematical allusion. But these are
by the women so generally under
stood, that the artifice seems to be
unfit for the purpose of secret cor
respondence ; and a proof that the
colours are for the most part re
garded as indifferent, is the practice
of the men, who, receiving nosegavs from their ladies, either of
their own making, or such as have
been sent to them from other Ha
rems, give them away, or inter
change them with their visitors. It
may be remarked, however, that,
for the most part, the men inter
change single flowers, or two or
,.three stalks untied, and that the
ladies sometimes make an alteration
in the binding of a nosegay, before
presenting it, as if the rejected
threads were improper.
" Lady Mary Wortley Monta
gue, in her 40th Letter, has given
a specimen of this mode of gallan
try. " There is no colour, no
weed, no flower, no fruit, herb,
pebble, or feather, that has not a
yerse belonging to it; and you may
pjuarrel, reproach, ,jr send letters

of passion, friendship, or civility,
or even of news, without ever ink
ing your fingers."
" The ladies at Aleppo are not
such proficients, as her ladyship
describes those at Constantinople ;
but the verses and allusions are
much the fame, exprest only in the
Arabic instead of the Turkish lan
guage. Tne colour of the silk
thread denotes fear, doubt, jealou
sy, impatience, or despair.
" Amid domestic occupations,
serious or amusing, the ladies find
themselves fully employed, and
seldom complain of time hanging
heavy. But various occasions call
them abroad. They visit near re
lations several times in the year, as
also when in child-bed, or in sick
ness ; they aflist at nuptial and fu
neral ceremonies; and, at establish
ed hours, go to consult their physi
cian at his house, when the case
does not require his attendance at
the Harem. Thus, women above
a certain rank, are, in proportion
to the extent of their connections,
more or less engaged, while those
of the lower class are often obliged
to go out to market, and constant
ly to the bagnio : the last indeed
brings all the women abroad ; for
even those who have baths at home,
are in cafes of ceremonial invita
tion, obliged to repair to the public
bath.
" Mondays and Thursdays are
the women's licensed day* for vi
siting the tombs, and, with their
children and slaves, for taking the
air in the fields or gardens. The
slaves carry carpets, pipes, coffee
equipage, and provisions : the gar
den supplies lettuces, cucumbers,
or such fruits as are in season.
Some tske possession of the garden
summer-houses, others place them
selves under the (hade of trees, a^d
ail pass the day in high festivity. In
/
' the
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the spring season, the gardens in
the vicinity of the town, are crowd
ed with women, and, towards even
ing, the several avenues of the town
are filled with them, returning
home, fcome parties of the better
class are preceded by a band of
Caging women, the ladies them
selves walking behind with a flow
and stately step; but the lower peo
ple are less formal, they advance in
groups, singing as they walk along,
and with the tympanum and the
zihrett make the air resound on all
hands. Ladies of distinction, on
these occasions, dress in the plain
est manner, and wear the ordinary
striped veil, instead of the white
Furragi ; but most of the others
dress in their gayest apparel, and,
wheD at a little distance from town,
being more careless of their veil,
they give accidental opportunity
of feeing more of their taces, than
at any other time.
" As men, on these public days,
are not excluded from the gardens,
numbers are of course found stroll
ing in the walks, which obliges the
women to be more on their guard,
ami to remain muffled up. But
there are select parties, on other
days, exempt from that disagreeable
restraint, and in all respects more
elegant. These are composed of
the ladies belonging to two or three
Harems, who hire the garden for
the day. The Divans in the sum
mer houses of the gardens are fur
nished from the city ; cooks are sent
to prepare the entertainment; the
Harem-KehiaK, with some pages, at
tend at the gate to prevent the in
trusions of strangers, and, the gar
deners being obliged to keep out
of the way, the ladies are at liberty
to w*alk about more negligently
veiled. The company set out from
town by dawn of day, and return
at sunset. A numerous train of

slaves or servants avail themselves
of the opportunity to make merry,
and the day is considered as one of
licensed frolic. Musicians, dancers,
and buffooi's, are among the female
attendants, and their music and zilareet may be heard at the distance
of a rr|ile. The gardener, in the
mean while, has litt le reason to wish
for parties of this kind, being by no
means adequately recompensed for
the mischief done his fruit trees,
the branches in blossom being bro
ken without mercy, and the fruit
gathered before it is half ripe.
" On these occasions, the ladies
usually walk to the garden, unless,
when it happens to be too distant,
in which case the principal ladies
go in a covered litter, carried by
two mules ; while such of their re
tinue as do not choose to walk,
ride on asses, or mules.
" The litter is called a Tahtnian, and is sometimes used by old
or iniiim men. It is the most
fashionable vehicle for the ladies,
but, in long journies it is carried
by two camels instead of mules,
especially on the pilgrimage tq
Mecca. There are always a cer
tain number of Tahtruanj in the
suite of a Bashaw.
" There is another vehicle so*
women and children of ordinary
rank, two of which are suspended
on the opposite sides of a camel, so
as to be always in equilibrium^.
They are wooden cradles half co:
vered with thin hoops of wood,
over which an awning is occasion
ally spread. They are furnished
with a mattress and cushions, upon
which a person can sit easily enough
in the eastern fastiion, but cannot
stretch out at full length. They
are called Muhasti.
" Besides the tvvo public days in
the week, several others arc solem
nized by the women, in comme
moration
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rhorafion of certain Sheihs, or holy
men, whose tombs they annually
visit, from devotion : the convent
bf Sheih Abu Bekre is visited by
vast crowds of wdmen, two or three
times in the year.
" It is a cruel disappointment
when the women, by an ordinance
6f the governor or the cady, are
prohibited from going abroad on
their ordinary privileged days,
which is the ease when troops are
to march near the city; or at other
times of expected tumult. A bastiaw rarely acts capriciously in this
point, but the ordinance is always
regarded as tyrannical, and, though
punctually obeyed, occasions great
murmuring..
\
" From what has been said, it would appear that the Turkish ladies are not in fact so rigorously
Confined as is generally imagined :
it may be added, that habit, and
the idea of decorum annexed to
their restraints, render them less
irksome. Therr ignorance of the
female privileges enjoyed in many
parts of Europe; precludes any
mortifying comparison, and, when
told of those privileges, they do
nbt appear very desirous of a Jiberty which, in many instances,
they regard as inconsistent with
their notion of female honour and
delicacy. When it was said, in the
former edition,' " that the Turks of
Aleppo being Very jealous, . keep
their wives as.much at home as they
fcan,- so ths(t it is but seldom they
are allowed to visit each other," it
was to be understood comparatively with the liberty enjoyed by the
European ladies. But the custom
of keeping the women close sliut
up, is of high antiquity in the east,
and was by the Turks rather adopted, than introduced into Syria.
" The barbarous nations, (fays
1 794.
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Plutarch) and amongst them the
Persians especially, are naturally
jealous, clownish, and morose, toward their women ; so that not
only their wives, but also their female slaves and concubines, are
kept with such strictness, and so
constantly confined at home, that
they are never seen by any but their
own family; and when they take a
journey they are put into a carriage
shut close on all sides. In such a
travelling carriage they put The-'
mislocles, and told those whom
they met or discoursed with Upon"
the road, that they were carrying
a young Grecian lady out of Ionia
to a nobleman at court."
" This circumstance is dated in
the first year ef Artaxerxes, that is
about 462 years before the birth of
our Saviour. It may further be!
remarked that it was, a capital of- ■
fence in Persia to cross the way
when a carriage containing women
was passing. But the Greeks them selves had their wards for the reception pf the women, which seem
to have been much the fame with
the women's quarter in the Syrian
seraglios. The women lived im- •
mured there under great restraint ; '
they were sometimes attended by •
eunuchs ; and never went abroad .
without a veil, or without sonic old
female attendants. The Romanmaners in this respect were very
different; but it is not probabls
that their conquests in Syria produced much change in the ecconomy of the Greek Harem,
" Women of condition in Syria
always walk abroad attended by a
numerous suite ; no modest wo
man is ever seen in the street without a servant or companion, U'iless perhaps elderly women of an
inferior class. Of the attendants,
on the great, one is generally a Bidoween woman belonging to the
£
Harem,
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Harem, who is eafily distinguished,
notwithstanding her veil. Indeed
the veil worn in ordinary by the ladies themselves, is not sufficient to
hide them from their acquaintance,
and when they wear the black crape
over the face, which conceals them
more effectually, the slaves in their
train, who are often employed to
carry messages, or to go to the bazars, being known to the sliopk?fcpers, discover the Harem to
which they belong.
41 These circumstances, together
with the want of proper places of
rendezvous, may be considered as
material obstacles to criminal intrigue ; which various circumstances render so liable to detection,
Besides, as intrigues are rarely heard
of, it may reasonably be concluded
they do not often happen. I hardly
remember a public instance of
adultery, at Aleppo, in the course
of twenty years ; and, in the private
walks of scandal, those I heard of
were among the lower class, and
did not in number exceed a dozen.
As to the illicit admission of strangers into the great Harems, considering the number that must be trusted with the secret, it would appear
to be impossible. Nor does Aleppo, in this respect, probably differ
mjuch from other Turkish cities :
tfyough there may perhaps, in the
capital, be third places more comrnpdious for assignation, than are to
be found in the provinces. In re.pect to the Franks, the undertaking is attended not only with such
rilik to the individual, but may, in
its consequences, so seriously involve the whole settlement, that it
is litlier never attempted, ,or is
concealed with a secrecy uaexampled in other matters. I have
reason to believe that European
travellers have sometimes had a
Greek courtezan imposed on them
1

for a sultana, and, after being"
heartily frighte/ied, have been in|duced to pay smartly, in order to
preserve a secret, which, the day
after, wa$ known to half the sisterhood in town,
" But it would be rather harsh
to ascribe the chastity of the women solely to these exterior restraints. Innate modesty, cherished
from its first dawnings with maternalcare,and, inriper years, sheltered
from the contagion of insidious gallantry* ought in candour, to be allowed some share in the protection
of the sex from irregularities, to
which the climate, as well as the natural constitution may be reckoned
favourable : and skill in the arts of
seduction, ora character for illicit
amours, being neither deemed requisite nor venial, in the composition of a Turkilh fine gentleman,
tuition, finding fewer obstacles to
encounter, may perhaps on that
account be less liable, than in some
other countries, to fail of success,
" The wives and concubines, ©f
relations who live familiarly together, are restrained by the ties of
consanguinity, from a criminal intercoune, which would be deemed
scandalous, if not incestuous ; and
clandestine intrigues between the
boys and maid servants, to whatever cause it may be owing, are in
fact less frequent than might be expected. It is indeed hardly possible
that an amour mould remain long
concealed in the Harem; and the
mothers usually take care to hasten the marriage of their sons, before the passions become too fierce
for the control of parental authority.
" I have been told by Turkish ladies, that a principal view in their
preference os slaves to free women,
as menial servants, was to prevent
domestic intrigues. When a free
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girl is seduced, her parents- make
use of the accident to lay the fa
mily under contribution, by threat
ening a public prosecution, which
is not only productive of expense,
but, what to the women is more
vexatious, exposes the honour of the
Harem. The girls sometimes slyly
give encouragement, not only from
the hope of some pecuniary indemnificatim, but also perhaps, of obtain
ing a hutband. This last is no un
common modeof compounding the
matter, it not being difficult to find
some one willing, for money, to
take the girl, but who is at the
fame time careful to retain, as an
additional dowry, the power of
harassing the family, as often as he
becomes necessitous. Families are
sometinhes plagued with these vex
ations, at the distance of several
years, and that even where the com
plaint is groundless. I have had
occasion accidentally to hear such
causes tried at the Mahkamy, but
believe they are not common ; for
.the mistress of the Harem gene
rally chooses to prevent public
scandal by submitting to private
extortion.
The slaves on the
contrary, having no kindred to
support them, can derive few si
milar advantages from criminal in
trigue.
u The youth of distinction, with
out the precincts of the Harem,
have little or no opportunity of in
dulging in illicit pleasures, for they
are not only never permitted to go
abroad unattended, but there are
no private places of resort where
the sexes can meet. The common
prostitutes (who are chiefly attach
ed to the soldiery) are of the lowest
order, and lodge in such obscure
places of the town, that 110 person
of character can have a'jV decent
pretence to approach them. These
prostitutes are licensed by the Ba-
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sliaw's Tufinkgi Bastjee, whom they
pay for his protection. Some are
natives of Aleppo, but many come
from other places. They parade in
the streets, and the outskirts of the
town, dressed in a Haunting man
ner, their veil flying loosely from
the face, iheir cheeks painted,
bunches of flowers stuck gaudily
on the temples, and their bosom ex
posed ; their gait is masculine, and
full of affectation, and they are in
the highest degree impudent and
profligate. There are perhaps a
few courtezans of a somewhat
higher class, who entertain visitors
in more suitable lodgings ; but the
risk which people of property
run, when detected, of being forced
to submit to arbitrary extortion, or
to be exposed to public ridicule,
confines this mode of gallantry to
the inferior class of Ofmanli, aud
the Janizaries.
" The ladies of the Harem are
either free born natives of Turkey,
or slaves originally christian, who
have been brought from Georgia :
the number of the latter at Aleppo
is comparatively small.
" The Turkish girls of condi
tion are carefully educated ; and
those of every denomination are
taught silence, and a modest rtfv
served demeanour, in the presence *
of men. From infancy, they are
seldom carried abroad without a
gauze handkerchief thrown over
the head, and from' the age of six
or seven, they wear the veil. When
about seven years old, they are sent
to se hool to learn to sew and embroi
der : but their work in embroidery
is greatly inferior to that of the
Constantinople ladies. The hand
kerchiefs of the men are embroi
dered with silk of various colours,
as well as with gold and silver ;
and are common presents made by
the women, in the fame manner as
£a
woriced
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worked watch esses, purses, and
tobacco bags. Some of the girls,
as- remarked before,, are taught to
read and wrire the Arabic ; but all
are instructed in their prayers,
their duty 'o parents, and in the
exterior forms of behaviour. Per
son1; of condition seldom fend
their children to the public school,
after the ninth year, either engag
ing professed teachers to come into
the Harem, or, making an inter
change, become tutoresses to e:;ch
otiier's children. By this last mode
the petulance, s.i often the' conse
quence of indulgence at home, is
in some measure corrected ; for the
voluntary tutoress maintains strict
authority, keeps the young pujr.l
limier her eye, mr.kes her lit in
the apartment where ste herself
arid her slaves are' at work, and,
when she goes from home, she
leaves the girl under the care of
some one who is to make a report
of her conduct. A laudable dis
cretion in conversation is preserved
in the presence of these girls, and
an indirect lesson is occasionally
given by reprimanding the slaves in
their hearing. Indeed the whole of
their education appears not to confist so much in a formal course of
precepts, as in artfully supplying
the pupil with examples in do
mestic life, from which she may
draw rules for her own con
duct: and which being as it were
the result of her own reflection,
acquire perhaps more lasting influ
ence.
" The early separation of the
boys and girls, (for they are sent
to disserent reading schools,) soon
leads each sex to trie pursuit of its
peculiar amusements, preparing
them gradually for the disjoined
state of their future lives. The
boys grow impatient of confine
ment in the Harem, and love to

pass their time among the pagrt
and the horses; they assume a grave,
sedate air, and imitate the manner*
of those whom they observe to be
respected among the men. The
girl forms different ideas of her
own dignity, grows attentive to
the punctilios ot her sex, is proud
ly fond of her veil, and strives to
imitate the gait, the tone of voice,
and the peculiar phrases of those
ladies whom she has heard chiefly
commended.
" The boys (according to M.
D'Arvieux) are not permitted to
enter the apartments of the women,
after their seventh ye3r : such
isthe jealousy of the men." Others
have said' the same : but if the cir
cumstance was true at the time he
wrote, it is not at present the case
at Aleppo. The boys have-free ac
cess to the Harem till sixteen or
seventeen. They are not indeed
carried to the bagnio with the wo
men later than six years old.
" The women in their persons
are rather engaging than handsome.
It was remarked before, tnat they
were pretty in infancy, but changed
for the worse as they grew «p : yet
they retain for ever the fine pierc
ing eye, and many to the last pos
sess their exquisite features, though
not their complexion. They do
not wear stays, and are at little
pains to preserve their shape. Ingeneral they are low in stature, and
such as are tail, for the most part
stooo. The women of condition
affect a stately gait, but walk inele
gantly, and the carriage of their
body is devoid of that ease, and
air, to which an European eye has
been accustomed. The dress in
which they appear abroad, is not
calculated to set off the person ; the
veil sliovifi their sliape to disadvan
tage, the legs are awkwardly con
cealed' by the boots, and even with
out
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e\H them, their movement is not
so elt'gant.y easy as that of their
arms: ivuich may be the reason
that they appear to most advantage w hen httiug on the Divan.
" The t'.iiJient manner in which
the Turkish women can only be
seen by a stranger, renders it <liffnu'li, :r .not impossible, to speak
decidc;aly ci: their beauty, in compariftm with that of the women of
otliei entries, who are seen with
more familiarity. Their dress and
veil, whicharefo disadvantageous to
their shape, may perhaps (the latter
particularly) be of advantage to
their looks. I h.ve had occasion
to fee great numbers, and thought
them j n general handsomer than the
Christian and Jewisli ladies ; but I
waasometimes inclined to doubtwhether that opinion n ight not in some
degree be ascribed to seeing them
partially, or when revealed in such
a manner, as to give relief to their
beauty : it is certain that many
whose faces I had at first thought
exquisitely fine, from under a loose
veil, lost considerably when more
exposed.
" When the female slaves are
pure!,ased very young, which seldom happens, they are brought up
.much in the fame manner with the
daughters of the family; but if
they have reached the age ol fifteen, or more, being then considered as too far advanced for re^ular schooling, they owe their future
improvement to accidental opportunities, and for that reason are seldom so accomplished as the Turkjsli girls of condition. This, however, is only to.be understood of
such as' are brought for sale to
Aleppo ; for many of those who
.aie carried young to Constantinopie, are carefully kept by the merchant, till they have acquired such
improvements, as serve to enhance
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their price. They are instructed
in music, dancing, dress, and all
the arts of allurement; and they
generally possess the advantage of
personal charms. 1 These high bred
ladies very seldom appear at Aleppo ; the extravagance of tneir price
is one objection, and they are confidered also as capable, by their example, of corrupting the less refined
manners of the Syrian Harems I
knew an instance of a bassiaw, who
procured two of those ladies, at a
very considerable expence, from
Constantinople; but he dismissed
them in l. ss than three months ; declaring they had in that time turned
the heads of half the women in the
Harem, and, besides ruining him in
fine clothes, he believed they would,
in two months more, have transformed his daughters into dancing
girls.
" The (laves of a certain age are
either purchased, merely as' menial
domestics, or as future partners of
the bed. Of the former, there aret
many who turn out most excellent
and faithful servants; they have no
kindred nor connections to allure
them abroad, aud they become fincerely attached to the family, into
which accident has introduced
them. Though the menial slaves
are in the power of their master,
they are protected in a great measure from violation, by established
custom, as well as by other considerations. Should they happen to
prove pregnant, they do r ot er ase
to be slaves, but their master has
no longer the right of selling them,
and the offspring enjoy nearly the
fame rights of inheritance with legitimate children. If the slave be
the property of one of the.ladies of
the Harem, whether purchased, or
received as a present, her person is
regarded, in decency, as almost
equally sacred with that of a
£3
daughter
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daughter of the family, and an in
jury done her, would be deemed a
high affront to her mistress.
The slaves destined for the bed,
are recommended more by their
beauty and personal attractions,
than their domestic qualifications ;
and their future fortune depends on
various accidents. When brought
into the Harem of a young volup
tuary, the new favorite, after tri
umphing in a pleasing dream of
envied pre-eminence, soon finds
herself reduced to the fame state
with the neglected females she had
supplanted ; and, if she brings no
■ child, must sometimes submit to
the humiliating employment of at
tendance on happier rivals ; or try
her fortune, at the option of her
master, in some other family.
When the young slave falls at first
to the lot of a bachelor, or of a man
of suitable age, who, having never
had children, obtains his wife's con
sent to take a concubine, slie at
once is well received, and not un
frequently forms a happy establish
ment for life. But it too often is
the fate of those orphan beauties,
to fall the helpless victims of
wealthy age, caprice, and impotency ! They are doomed to bloom
unseen, and to waste their prime in
tasteless luxury. The death of their
lord releases them at length from
bondage ; but their share of his
fortune being inadequate to the sup
port of their accustomed slate, they
find themselves reduced to the necesttty of pasting the remainder of
their days in parsimonious solitude ;
or, if thev seek a connection by
marriage in some inferior rank, they
become entangled in duties, for
.which their former idle way of life
fats but ill qualified them.
" The girls belonging to the wo
men, who are purchased young,
are brought up with care, and art

sometimes honorably established in
the Harem ; or, with consent of
their mistress, perhaps are married
to some domestic without doors :
they receive their freedom, and
continue useful adherents to the fa
mily. But a large proportion of
these slaves remain for ever single ;
they follow the fortunes of their
mistress, and though generally emancipated at her de<ith, they re
tain a grateful attachment to her
children.
" When a person dies, his slaves
(such as have borne children ex
cepted) become the property of his
heirs : there are, however, certain
degrees of consanguinity, which
exclude them from the bed of the
successor. The grandees sometimes
bestow slaves, who have had no
child, on their favourite depend
ants, as a mark of regard ; but it
is usually with consent of the
woman, who, together with her
freedom, receives a marriage por
tion. On the other hand, they are
sometimes presented with a virgin
slave, by the rich merchants, or
others who have occasion to culti
vate court interest; and when such
ladies luckily become favorites,
they often give proof of their gra
titude, in the services rendered to
the family of their first patron.
" The great men also make pre
sents of slaves to each other, but
the custom is less common, and
considered as more dangerous. It
has been made subservient to infa
mous policy, by carrying murder
into the most sacred recesses of do
mestic security ; and the loveliest
forms of female beauty have some
times, though perhaps often unjust
ly, been suspected of being made
the cruel instruments of the black
est treachery.
" A basliaw whom I had occa
sion to know at Aleppo, in the
year
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yea/ 1 76a, and who, within a few
months after, died basliaw of Cairo,
was strongly suspected of having
been poisoned by a beautiful (lave,
of whom he was extremely fond,
and who had been presented to him,
after he left Constantinople, by the
grand vizir. I had an opportunity
afterwards of conversing with se
veral of his domestic officers, and,
from circumstances, was inclined
to believe, (what they did not) that
his death, though sudden, was
merely accidental. He had con
sulted me, before going to Cairo,
on account of vertigoes to which
he had been subject for several
years. He was a young man of a
plethoric habit, a sliort neck, in
temperate in his pleasures, and,
having lost his mother in an apo
plexy, was strongly apprehensive
of dying of that distemper. A fit
unfortunately seized him when no
other person but the stave was pre
sent.
" Among people of rank, as
well as the rich merchants, there
are many who marry a slave in pre
ference to a free woman ; choosing
to forego the pecuniary, and indeed
all advantages of alliance, rather
than submit to the conditions on
which such females are obtained.
A woman of birth, conscious of
family consequence, is apt to be
haughty and petulant, and her re
lations sometimes make it one of
the marriage articles, that the hus
band Hull not take another to his
bed. At any rate, the apprehension
of family resentment lays him un
der a restraint, not experienced with
a partner, whose interest it is aaxioufly to endeavour to conciliate the
affections of the man on whom is
her sole dependence, and who pos
sesses the power of arbitrarily de
serting her. This spirit of liberty,'
or rather of liceuiiousnesi, is laid

to be more general at present than '
formerly, while the gratification of
it is become more difficult, from
the decrease in the number of
Georgian slaves brought into the
provinces. At the fame time it
may be remarked, that the restric
tion to one woman, being only
matter of private contract, not a
religious precept, the article is of
ten infringed, and, in consequence,
is productive of much domestic un
easiness.
" It may be suspected, where
coumstiip can have no place till af
ter possession, or at least till after
the object is within the power of
the lover, that there can be little
room for delicacy of sentiment ;
and that, while the man, led only by
the coarser passion, neglects the
arts of refined address, the woman
will regard with careless indiffer
ence, the infidelities which custom
has sanctified, and which slie can
neither prevent nor resent. The
suspicion may perhaps, in general,
be just, with respect to the theory
of love in Turkey. The men pre
tend to despise gallantry as frivo
lous, nor is the imagination of ei
ther sex perverted by the fictions
of romance. Nevertheless, in the
course of a more intimate acquaint
ance with individuals, I was justi
fied in the belief, that nature her
self dictates a nameless refinement
of passion, which often renders
them restless or discontented, and
shows that something more is want
ing to the perfection of luxury,
than the mere power over passive
beauty.
" On the other hand, though de
sertion on the man's part does not
reflect much dishonour on the wo
man, yet a certain sensibility makes
her often feel severely the unpro
voked injury ; and slie laments, in
secret, a neglect, which though
E 4
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fashion may vindicate, it cannot
suppress the feelings of the human
heart. The unusual attention be
stowed on dress, ami the improved
polislvin manners, observable soon
after marriage, in many of the
Tuikiih youth, is a tacit indication
of a greater nl'pect to the sex, than
the professed prnoiple of the me*
would seem to admit : while the
faded Cheek of forsaken beauty,
■with a long train of chronic ail
ments, consequent to indulged me
lancholy, are proofs, too frequently
met w ith, of that female sensibility,
which slowly consumes the spirits,
and exposes the bloom of youth to
the canker of hidden grief.
■• " Tne instances now alluded
to, though not uncommon, are
to be considered as exceptions
to the regular influence of cus
tom, which renders the sex pa
tiently resigned ib' the inconstancy
of their husbands ; or subjects
them only to transient sits of re
sentment. The slaves who have
intruded on others, have little pre' tence to murmur at the man's di
vided affection, and appear con
sented in sharing it in common
with the rest. The wives find it
their interest to be silent, and when
not deprived of their legal claim
on the husband, trust rather to ac
quiescence than remonstrance. It
is fortunate for both when they
happen to have children to engage
the mother's attention ; (he to them
transfers her love and anxious ten
derness, and, for their fakes, con
tinues officiously to cultivate the
good will of the father, though with
out hope of his returning passion.

" For some time after marriage,
the young man of family is con
fined solely to his wife; it is not
till further advanced in life,- or till
he comes intq poiseiiiou of the fa
ther's estate, that he avails himself
of the right of polygamy. A pre
vailing notion that pleasure can
only be found in variety, naturally
prevents his bestowing much pains
on the cultivation of a passion
which is likely to attach him to a
single object. It, however, some
times happens, that he is entangled
unawares ; and it is far from un
common, in the great Harems, to
find the man's affections engrossed
by one lady, while the visits he is
under an obligation of paying to
the others, serve only to convince
him of the difference between mere
delire and fond affection. I have
been told, by the men themselves,
instances of what they called ex
travagant passion, which they had
experienced at different times of
life, and which they ingenuously
Confessed, had rendered them so
foolishly submissive to the woman,
that they were heartily asliamed of
their weakness. It is curious also
to observe, in a situation wheie pe
cuniary or" other motives can have
no influence, how little beauty
seeins to be regarded, in determin
ing the man's choice. It is often
remarked that ladies who have
pretensions but to few personal
charms, are preferred to the mosr.
graceful and engaging forms ; and
the examples are numerous of last
ing connections, formed with thj
plainest women in the Harem.'-
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Religious "Austerities and Superstitious Notions of the Mahrattas, and other Hinqoos.
[From Lieutenant Moor's Narrative of Captain Little's De
tachment. J
r* A Lthough we do not pretend to
XX. give any particular account
pf the customs or prejudices of any
of the people of the peninsula, we
have, when any appeared very sin
gular, taken notice of it : and, on
this principle, Qiall give some ac
count of a curious practice in reute among the Mahrattas, and
ther tribes of Hindoos ; we shall
call it swinging. It is a ceremony
to which one of any age, or either
sex, may make appeal, being gene
rally referred to in expiation of
an offence, or in consequence of
some vow made, let us suppose, in
the event of any acquisition in
which the appellant is interested.
There are particular villages lor this
ceremony to be performed in : Jejoory is a fhvourre town, and a
correspondent in that quarter in
forms us, that in the month of
March there was a great deal of it
thereabout. Another swinging vil
lage is near l'oonah, which was, we
think, pointed out to us by Mr.
Uhthoff, from whom most of the
particulars here given from recol
lection, were received.
" A moveable platform is made,
on which a pole, twenty or more
feet high, is erected, with a beam
projecting horizontally from the
top, not unlike a gibbet, supposing
the upper member moveable : from
jlie extremity of the horizontal limb,
a rope depends, reaved through a
pulley, with a blunt hook at the
end : on this the appellant is hook
ed through the fleshy part of his
pack, hoisted up to the beam, and
fin it turned round as many times

as his confidence in his own reso
lution had pre-derermined. Pre
vious to being hooked, the swinger
declares the cause of his appeal,
and, we believe, the number of
revolutions he conceives it necessa
ry for the beam to make, while he
is in this strange suspension.
" It is not unusual for a person
to swing from a vow if he marries
a certain girl within a certain time :
this idea, however, generally com
prehends the possession of such a
sum of money as will enable them
to marry with convenience. A per
son may swing by proxy. We were
told of a venerable dame that came
in consequence of her daughter's
vow, who tuid, it seems, vowed to
swing, if the child, of which she
was pregnant, was a boy. The dam
sel had been delivered but a short
time before the arrival of swinging
day, which, we believe, is annual,
and could not be tucked up with
out prejudice ; and to prevent the
bad effects of non-performance, the
old lady went through the ceremo
ny for the young gentlewoman in
the straw with great resolution and
satisfaction. Tne present head man
of the village near Poona, before he
arrived at that dignity, vowed to
swing every year, if he was fortu
nate enough to get the post : after
wards, however, he modified his
vow, and swings only when there
are no other advocates ; which is
seldom the case, as the ceremony
seems to be- in high estimation.
When the appellant is very zealous,
we have heard that the whole ma
chine has, by his desire, been mov
ed
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. ed to a considerable distance while
"be hung on it, to the great envy
and admiration of the gaping mul
titude ; others who, have not so
much resolution, or do not con
ceive so great an effort requisite,
are hoisted up and lowered down
again directly. One instance we
heard of, where, from the hook
not having suflicient hold, or the
stelh and skin not being sufficiently
strong to support the weight, the
party fell, and was killed. From
this inauspicious circumstance, it
was concluded, he had swung from
a bad vow, or had not previously
declared the true one. We never
saw the ceremony, but have con
versed with swingers, who fay it is
no pain, if the cause of-swinging is
a good one; but if of bad tendency,
it is very excruciating. A servant
of Mr- Uhthoff's had swung, and
we examined his back, which we
found incised a little lower than the
middle, over the right vettbrne.
From the appearance of the cicatrix, the wound appeared to have
originally been nearly two inches
long. His vow, he said, was a good
one, and he felt no pain.
" The hook is beyond doubt put
through the flesh ; there can be no
deception, as it has frequently been
particularly remarked. The flesh
is, we have understood, benumbed,
by being first beaten or bruised,
and is then perforated with a sliarp
instrument, to make an entrance
for the blunt hook. The wound is
rubbed with some preparation, and
soon heals. Many tribes of Hin
doos practise swinging, and a
number of them swing annually at
Calcutta.
" If any records of these circum
stances are kept in the swinging vil
lages, with the causes of -swinging,
they would, doubtless, make a curi
ous figure in a European dress ; for

we have heard of a number of causes
assigned for the ceremony, that
would furnisli almost as diverting
an essay as the well-known story of
the lover's leap, if worked up by
so humourous a hand..
" Most authors on the subject of
eastern manners, have had occasion
to mention the great austerities of
Hindoo devotees ; austerities, com
pared to which, the complicated
sufferings of monastic dicipline in
Europe dwindle into insignificance.
Very few instances, and none of
any note, have fallen under our ob
servation. In Punderpoor there
were, it is likely, many of these
milled bigots, but we did not re
collect to seek for them. In Poona
there is a man, who, for several
years past, has stood upon his head
a certain number bf hours every
day : we saw him once in this re
versed state. Five or six years back,
a man in Bombay hung himself up
by the feet, and vowed to continue
in that situation, until, we believe
two thousand rupees were collected
for him. He hung four or five days
and nights, and had made consider
able progress in his collection, when
,/the deputy of police interfered, and
cut him down ; and he, it was said,
immediately distributed among the
poor all the money that had been
given him. We did not see this
man. Another man, in Bombay,
about ten years since, had obtained
great veueration for a vow he made
of silting in the fame posture for
twenty -four years : he had, when
we saw him, sat twelve, and W2S
fixed in so strange a manner, that
we are afraid we sliall not be able
to explain it clearly. His legs were
turned behind his neck, where they
formed a kind of pillow, or lupport for his slioulders; his back
bone was bent in a half circle, and
he fat upon the middle of it ; his
8
posteriors,
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posteriors, if now properly so call
ed, being brought before him
under his chin ; aud in this singu
lar position were his iimbs and bo
dy immoveably fixed. His legs snd
thighs, from so long a suspension of
their functions, were withered and
lhri veiled. He rode in a neat palan
keen, which we stopped to examine
him,carried by eight bearers,ofwhom
we made some enquiries. He did not
condescend at all to notice it. His
equipage was supported by the ready
assistance of the credulous Hindoos,
who deem themselves happy in con
tributing to the conveniences of so
eminent a character. He appeared
to be about forty years old, of low
stature originally, and ill favoured
in his person. If now living, his
time is almost out ; but he had now
as good continue his plan, for he
can never be fit for any thing else.
He came to Bombay, we believe,
from Poona, and made but a sliort
stay, as he was charitably disposed
to favour as many parts as possible
with his presence.
" Bigotted practices of this kind
are more observable among Hin
doos than any other people in In
dia. The Mahrattas, aonsidering
their numbers, are perhaps as free
from them as any people ; and it
would be unjust to fix the imputa
tion of superstition or bigotry upon
them, from observing two or three
circumstances of that tendency. In
England, even, may a stranger ob
serve several trifling prejudices of
that nature, yet nothing can be
more incorrect, than faying the
English are a superstitious people.
" Among the Mahrattas and
Bramins, we could not but notice
some prevailing opinions so strongly
tinged, that, although we are un

willing to sav they are a supersti
tious people, we hardly know how
to withhold the appellation. The
day on which colonel Frederick
first met the Bhow publicly, an
untoward accident happened, which,
by the Bramins and Mahrattas, was
construed into a most inauspicious
omen', and they found no difficulty
in believing it a pointed portent of
the inefficacy of his reinforcement
in reducing the fort of Danvar.
The circumstan/ce was this : the
colonel intended going on horse
back, and had a favourite animal
caparisoned for the purpose : it was
a beautiful gentle Arabian ; yet no
sooner was the colonel in his saddle,
than the beast reared, and put him
otF. Thrice he renewed the at
tempt, and was as often equally
unsuccessful. Now there was no
thing in this that may not be
accounted for in the most satisfac
tory manner : the horse was tendermouthed, and had ever been accus
tomed to a light gentle bit ; that
used this day, for the first time,
was a heavy severe curb, which,
with the smallest check, galled and
made him rear : yet this was look
ed upon as a fatal prognostic ; and
when the unhappy event of the
colonel's death was announced, re
collected as prophetic, and the me
lancholy intelligence received with
out surprise.
" Sneezing but once, is, by the
Bramins, reckoned ominous ; and
when a great man vawns, the pro
mised sleep is supposed sweetly for
warded, by all the company snap*
pin.g their fingers, which they do
with great vehemence, and make a
singular noise, that might embar
rass a stranger.''
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Character of the Mahrattas as Horsemen and Farriers,
[From the fame Work.]
M TNthis placewe will speak of the
Jl Mahrattas as horsemen and far
riers —They asluredly deserve the
best cattle, from the care they be
stow on them : a Mahratta, whcrt
dismounted, is continually sham
pooing his horse : this is performed
by rubbing him violently with the
elbows and wrists, and bending the
animal's joints quickly backward
and forward with a considerable
(exertion of strength; by these
means a horse will keep his flesh
with half the quantity of provision
that he will require when t.hey are
neglected. Very few horses belong
ing to inferior people in the
Mahratta camp had more than a
fecr anda half jcrday,and if forage
was plentiful, a fecr, or less, per
haps, wouid be his allowance ; the
usual quantity given to our horses
was four or five feers a day, and
they never looked better than the
Mahrattas' ; it must, howeverj be
observed, that without good look
ing aster, it is a common practice
with the lies, or giooms of Eu
ropean gentleman, to embezzle a
part, and not unfrequently a conside able part, of the horse's grain ;
and not being equally interested
with the Mahrattas, are not at
equal pains to shampoo their mas
ters' horses.
«* As horsemen, the Mahrattas
are to a European eye very ungrace
ful ; they ride with their knees as
high as the horse's back, and hold
on by the heels, nor is it awkward,
or at all unhorsemanlike to hold by
the mane, or peak of the saddle, or
whatever they ride on. With- these
advantages it will be supposed they
seldom fall ; sometimes, however,

as we have seen, this accident does
happen ; but it is reckoned a lad
disgrace, as they pride themselves
greatly on their horscmansliip.
" Some, but comparatively not
many, use peaked saddles ; that is
to fay, saddles with a peak rising
in a crane-neck form in front,
which the Mahrattas seem to have;
adopted from the Moghuls : most
horses led in state, of which every
considerable person has several,
have these saddles, but in general a
substitute is used, called by us a
charge hammer (although we ap
prehend the word'stiouid oe spelled
char-jamma) composed of a piece
of stuff made of hair, as our hats
are c." felt, put next the horse,
which effectually prevents chafing ;
it is bound by a girth, on which,
with short leathers, the stirrups are
suspended : over this the rider's
cjoaths, bedding, &c. arc bound
by another girth, and over al! a cpvering is laid, also called a charge
hammer, chiefly ornamental, agree
able to the fancy.
" No man, if his beast is not
worth five rupees, rides without a
crupper and a martjngal. Men of
property have their cruppers adorn
ed with silver knobs as big as hen's
egi;s, silk tassels or embroidery :
the cruppers admit of two rov.s of
these 'ornaments, being fastened,
not as ours are, in the centre of the
saddle behind, but on euch side.
Common people carry, fastened to
the crupper, the tobra, a leathern
vessel, into which the horse thrusts
his month to eat his grain : they
carry also the head and heel ropes,
called from their situation agareepeetcharee, for tue country custom
°f
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of picketing horses is different from
o'jrs : a rope is carried from the
head stall on each fide to a peg,
and the hinder fetlocks have a
thong round them, from which
ropes are carried twenty, and some
times thirty feet, and there fastened
to a peg, which pulls the horse
back, and keeps him, when stand
ing, on the stretch ; but does not, as
it wouldappear, and is generally sup
posed, keep him from lyingdown. A
Mahratta, although he sells his horse,
never parts with the heel ropes ; it
is deemed unlucky. In the field
the lorses are kept always cloathed,
with their eyes covered, to prevent
horses and mares seeing each other,
or any thing to make them restless ;
the cloathing, they fay, preserves
the glossy appearance of the coat.
The bridles have but one bit, like
our snaffle, but sometimes, if a
horse's mouth is callous, so jagged
and pointed that it cuts him severe
ly > the rein is fixed on a swivel
ring, that projects a little down
wards, but has not the power of
our curb ; one single narrow strap
fastens the bridle on, over which a
headstall, unconnectsd with the
bridle, is worn: this is usually or
namented with lace or embroidery,
and has the martingal fixed to it,
and a thong, about a yard in length,
depends from the rein to touch the
horse with, as neither whip nor
switch is ever used.
" The ornaments most common
among the Mahratta gentlemen, are
a necklace over the horse's chest,
sometimes made of silver plates of
different kinds, or of coins : Tippoo's rupees and double rupees,
made into an ornament of this de
scription, cut a very mining ap
pearance : - The mane plaited in
small braids, with coloured silks,
and silver knobs depending—a top
kjiot between the horse's ears, and

ftime have tails, perhaps five or six
on each side ; these tails are very
bushy, and, when cleany milk white,
and are, we have been told, giv:rn
to distinguish some military exploit.
They are said to be Uie tail of a
wild cow in the northern .parts of
Hindoostan, and are, among other
uses, found serviceable to keep
flies off the table during meals : they
are then fct in a silver handle, and
called chowrie. All persons of.distinction have people constantly
whilking them about to keep lthe
flics off, particularly the Muffelmans, who abominate flies.
" All people naturally attached
to their own customs, view with
surprise^ the difference in those of
strangers. The Mahrattas stared to
fee us riding with spurs and without
martingals ; but without cruppers !
—it had to them an appearance as
preposterous, as in England it would
be for a gentleman to walk bare,
footed. Some others ofour customs
greatly excited their attention. They
have no idea how a man can pre
fer walking to riding. A Mahratta
on a marching day, gets on his
horse at his tent door, and does not
dismount until he reaches the spot
of encampment : to see us frequent- ■
ly walk ten or twelve miles, with
our horses led, was to them an un
accountable piece of obstinacy.
Another custom, peculiar we be.
lieve to Europeans, of walking
backward and forward in a tent, or^
for want of one, in the open air,
they marked with particular admi
ration : a person who after walking,
when he could have rode, ten or
twelve miles, continued perambu
lating to and fro in his tent, under
a tree, or in the fun for an hour or
two, they concluded must be in
sane. This idea prevailed some time,
but when on acquaintance they had
reason to suppose the person com
pos,
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pos, and found it so general * salt, but the horse is"subject to a rcpractice,they knew not what to think; turn of the excrescence. The lamuntil at length it was discovered to pers is a disorder very common in
be our method of praying, which India. Cropping and nicking are
discovery was confirmed by their unknown in India, nor can the
never observing any other acts of natives believe we practise them,
devotion. A soldier in the field and were a horse's ears as long as
must be content with being devout an ass's they would not think of
in private ; and as no opportunities cutting them down : nor they never
offered for our friends to sec our clip the tail, but delight in seeing it
pious practices, it was as well to long and full, and, if white, it is
let them ind\ilge the idea, for as to frequently dyed red.
telling them it was for exercise,
" The bigotry with which all
their language does not furnish sects of Hindoos adhere to their
them with such a word, nor their owncustoms is well known ; still,
understanding such an idea.
when these customs are strikingly
" As farriers, the Mahrattas are injudicious, and totally abstracted
very deficient, having but little from religious prejudices, perseverknowledge, either of *the diseases snce degenerates into obstinacyyand'
incident to horses, or of the me- simplicity into ignorance". Soitis
thod of cure. Their common me- with the Mahrattas, in abiding by
dlcine, on all occasions, is massola, their present practice of cutting the
which is a composition chiefly of hoof and stioeing horses : they cut
spices, mixed up with flour and away the hinder part of the hoof, in
ghee. That called ba-tees, from such a mariner that the pastern albeing compounded of two and thir- most touches the ground, and the
ty ingredients (ba-tees in the Mah- frog is suffered to grow so that the
ratta tongue is thirty-two) is most hoof is nearly a circle, in which
esteemed : pepper and ginger arethe form the shoes are made, the hinder
chief ingredients, with a small quan- parts almost touching; and so thin,
tity of cassia, cardamoms, saffron, that a person of ordinary strength
&c. and is given on all occasions, can easily twist them. Instead of
■whether the animal be costive or making the back part of the shoe
loose.
Massola is also given to the thickest, they hammer it quite
horses to make them sleek and spi- thin, making the forepart thickest,
rited, for which purpose it is usual and the slioe, gradually becoming
to mix a spoonful or two of whole thinner, ends in au edge,
pepper, and a little salt with theif
" The farriers travel about camp,
grain. Favourites are sometimes andr wherever they are wanted, do
indulged with sheep's head broth, the business on the spot; as they
rice and milk, and other dainties, carry a dozen ready made flioes,
" The Mahrattas have also purg-' with nails, and all their implements
ing balls, compoted principally of in a bag. The anvil weighs fiveor
jalep, and are not ignorant of the six pounds, and is driven into
effects of nitre, which they give in the ground, a hammer or two, a
the gripes and other disorders, pair of pincers, and a clumsy knife
They have not the art of rowelling, to pare the hoof are all their tools,
nor of burning or cutting for the They use no rasp, but pare the
lampm : the latter they reduce by hoof to fit the sooe. During the
rubbing the gums violently with job, the horsekeepcr, or groom.
' l
'
■
holds
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holds the horse's foot up with a
thong, that the operator brings in
his bag. The nails are clumsy,
with round heads, and are not
let into a groove in the shoe : its thin
ness woul(l not admit of it. With
difficulty two or three w ere prevail
ed upon to learn our method of
making and fixing shoes, and were
employed by almo'.l our whole line,
■but will, doubtless, when we left
them, have taken again to their
former manner.
*' It is but justice, however, to
give them credit for their skill in
that part of farriery that relates to
cutting, in which we think Euro
peans might take a lesson. The
part is not extracted whole, but a
ligature is tied tight round the scro
tum, so as to prevent any nourish
ment being received, and in a few
days the part to be removed is dis
solved, the scrotum punctured, and
its contents let out in a kind of pus.
Emollients are put into the scrotum,
and in a short time the horse is well.
This method is certainly, upon the
whole, more expeditious, less pain
ful, and said to be safer than cut.
ting ; indeed the operator will in.
sure the horse for a trifle. The ani.
mal is commonly purged and
brought to a proper temperament
before the operation. It is not,
however, common, among the
Mahrattas, to make geldings; nevtr, indeed, but when, from vice,
a horse is unmanageable. Bullocks
are made in the fame manner, and
in another, very cruel one.
" With the Mahrattas long fet
lock joints are esteemed, although
they are not ignorant of its being a
sign of weakness : they fay it makes
the animal easier in hispaces, which
may be true, as it would appear a
horse's fetlocks act like springs to a
carriage.
" Piebald horses are deemed

strong, second only to black,
of which colour very few are to be
seen. White is a bad colour, un
less with a black mane and tail,
and then it is passable. The method,
in Europe, of eroding the breed,
the Mahrattas do not practise, but
endeavour to preserve the breed by
coupling animals of the fame na
tion, which they have not yet learn
ed, causes them to degenerate. An
Arab and a Toorkee (a heavy spe
cies) would make a good breed, but
they put Arab to Arab, and con
ceive by not mixing the blood, that
the foal will have all the virtues df
its parents.
" Mr. Orme has some earnest in
quiries respecting the manner in
which the Mahrattas procure and
feed their horses : they certainly
breed a great many, and procure
others from Arabia, Persia, Candahar, and the northern parts of Hindoostan. We know of no place in
the Mabratta country peculiarly ad
apted for feeding horses, but con
jecture the different chiefs feed their1
own cattle, in their own territories:
in few parts of which, we appre
hend, will be found a want of pas
turage.
" Mr. Orme speaks of a breed,
of which he fays, " a few are seen
straggling in every part of these
countries, but so diminutive and
naught, that no one owns them,
and they may be taken up for the
fee of a few pence to the Zemindar."
A species, called tattoo, are here
alluded to, and although not quite
so despicable, as Mr. Orme men
tions, are certainly, as hor£es,a most
contemptible breed : they are, how
ever, serviceable and hardy, and
frequently used, instead of bul
locks, for carrying baggnge. Their
value is from rive to fifteen rupees.
Horses bred in this country, of the
ordinary size, fell from two to six
hundred
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hundred rtipees ; northern horses
up to a thousand rupees, which is
reckoned a high price. Mr. Fryer
does not, as Mr. Orme supposes, in
the note just quoted, mean rice,
when he speaks of corn for horses :

that grain is never given to' ho'rsesT
a1) their oYdinary food. Gram an<i
coolty are the grain on which horses
are fed throughout the Mahrattai
country;"

Account of the Parsees of Bombay.
[From the fame Work.]
"ri "'HE Parsees, mentioned in this
X note, are the principal na
tive inabitants of the Island of Bom
bay, in regard to wealth and num
bers: not only the moss valuable
estates, but a very considerable
part of the shipping of the port be
long to them, and no merchants
transport their goods in finer ships
than the Bombay merchants, not ex
cepting even the honourable East
India company. The reader will
have an idea of the commercial
opulence of this little island, when
he learns, that besides the great
number of fliips from Europe and
America that yearly clear from the
custom-house, there are, in carpen
ter's measurement, belonging to the
port and island, 27,cootons of ship
ping, constantly employed trading
to every part of Asia, navigated by
Englisli officers. Besides this, there
are country fliips, vessels, and
boats, to an immense amount in
tonnag!', going to and fro between
Bombay and the Red Sea, Persian
Gulf, &C.&C.
" In one article of merchandize,
and to one port, there was in the
year 1788-9, cleared from the Bom
bay custom, what at that port sold
for an almost incredible sum. We
allude to cotton, of which there
were in that year exported from
Bombay to Canton .55,000 candy :
the freight only of which to Can

ton, at ninety rupee's, the medium1
of the season, amounts, if the ru
pee is estimated at as. 6d. to 6So,750I. sterling; or if taken at the
lowest value in exchange,- to half a
million !
" The finest ships in India are
built by the Parsees of Bombay,
solely by themselves, without the
least assistance from Europeans from
the time the keel is laid, until the
stiip is launched. Some of these
fliips are of a thousand tons burthen:
but from the heaviness of the wood,
and the difficulty of making the
iron work sufficiently strong to con
fine it, some skilful naval architects
are of opinion, that building such
large ships will not be found to
answer so tvell as smaller. Ships of
five hundred tons, built in Bombay,
will last many years longer, perhaps
double the time, than a flVtp, from
any yard in England. This is owing
to the superiority of the timber ;
for notwithstanding the celebrity of
Englifli oak, the Indian teek far ex
ceeds it in durability."
" To return to the Parsees.—:
We have observed them as the fa
vourites of fortune ; let us add, they
are deservedly so, for we find them
doing very extensive acts of charity
and benevolence. In the Bombay
Herald of the 4th October, 1 790,
we read the following paragraph.
" We are happy in the opportuni7
<y

■ \
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tv of pointsng out the liberality of
{Joorabjee Muncherjee, whose con
duct does honour to humanity :
during the present scarcity of pro
visions, he daily feeds upwards of
two thousand people, of different
casts, at his own expence." Other
public instances might be given.
" Some of them also have poor
Europeans on their pension list, to
whom are given a weekly allow
ance, and food and cloathing. To
their private charitv and benevo
lence, they add all the public show
and expence necessary to give dig
nity to their riches. Sonic of them
have two or three country houses,
furnished in all the extravagance of
European taste ; with elegant and
extensive gardens, where European
gentlemen nre frequently invited,
and where they are always welcome
to entertain their own private par
ties, and retire to enjoy the rural
pleasures of the country, free from
the noise and bustle of a busy, dirty
town. We have seen Parste mer
chants give balls, suppers, and en
tertainments to the whole settle
ment ; and some of them ride in
English chariots, such as a noble
man in England need not be asham
ed to own, drawn by beautiful ani
mals that every nobleman cannot
equal In his stud. The Parsees
have been often known to behave
to English gentlemen, respecting
pecuniary concerns, in a manner
highly liberal ; and although iniiances might be given to the contrary,
and instances might also be given,
vvhere individuals, elated by their
riches, have forgotten the rtfpect
due to English gentlemen, still they
are but instances, and are not more
reprobated by any than themselves.
" A Parfee beggar was never
known ; and their women, who
afe as fair as Europeans, are pro
verbially chaste; so that a harlot
>794-

is as rare as a beggar. Upon the
whole, they are a very handsome
race of people.
" An enquiry into the history
and customs of the Pirsecs would,
we think, be curious. Their history
commences at the period of the
troubles caused by the Saracen con
querors of Persia : when, persecut
ed for their religious opinions, a
few Persians took refuge in the Me
of Ormus, whence, some time af
ter, they sailed for India, and land
ed in Gudjraat, where they found
an asylum, on condition that they
fliould reveal the mysteries of their
creed, fliould renounce their own
language and dress, that their wo
men fliould go abroad unveiled, and
their nuptials be celebrated in the
evening. These restrictions were
all complied with, and the Parsees'
dress is nearly the fame with the
Hindoos, and they use the nagri
character. So far is their own lan
guage forgotten, that perhaps there
are not ten Parsees, we know not
of one, on the Island of Bombay
that can speak it.
" Tavernier, in his Persian Tra
vels, page 163, gives a long ac
count ot the Guars, by whom he
evidently means this people ; but he
is so unfortunate as to err notorious
ly in a number of particulars.
• " They never intermarry, nor
have they any public places of
prayer; like their progenitors, the
puritans of the east, they do not
think temples, as places of worship,
at all necessary, merely as such :
they pray in the open air, and make
their prostrations to the fun, as the
grandest emblem in nature of the.
Deity, whose temple is the universe,
and the all-pervading /element of
fire his only symbol.
T>Iost of their original customs
are, however, somewhat altered.
No one, perhaps, is so singularly
F
cuiious
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curious as their method of sepul
ture, with which, in a brief de
scription, we fliall conclude this
note.
" The defunct, after lying a
proper time In bis own house, for
the purposes of mourning, is car
ried, followed by his relations and
friends, the females chaunting a re
quiem, and deposited in a tomb
of the following construction. It
is a circular building, open at top,
about fifty-five feet diameter, and
twenty-five in height, filled to with
in rive feet of the top, excepting a
well of fifteen feet diameter in the
centre. The part so filled is ter
raced, with a flight declivity to
ward the well.Two circular grooves,
three inches deep, are raised round
the well, the first at the distance of
four, the second at ten feet from the
well. Grooves of the like depth or
height, and four feet distant from
each other at the outer part of the
outer circle, are carried straight
from the wall to the well, commu
nicating with the circular ones, for
the purpose of carrying off the wa
ter, Sec. The tomb, by this means,
5s divided into three circles of par
titions : the outer, about seven feet
by four ; the middle, six by three ;
the inner, four by two : the outer
for the men, the middle for the wo
men, the inner for the children ; in
which the bodies are respectively
placed, wrapped loosely in a piece
of cloth, and left to be devoured by
the vultures; which is very soon
done, as numbers of those animals
are always seenhovering and watch
ing about these chamel houses, in
expectation of their prey. The
friends of the deceased, or the per
sons who have charge of the tomb,
come at the proper time, and throw
the bones into their receptacle, the

well in the centre; for which puf«
pose, iron rakes and tongs are de
posited in the tomb. The entrance
is closed by an iron door, four feet
square, on the eastern side, as high
up as the terrace, to which a road
is raised. Upon the wall, above
the door, an additional wall is raised,
to prevent people from looking into
the tomb, which the Parsces are
particularly careful to prevent. A
Persian inscription is on a stone in
serted over the door, which we
once copied, but have forgotten its
tenor. From the bottom of the wall
subterranean passages lead to receive
the bones, &c. and to prevent the
well from filling.
" Men of great property some
times do not chuse to be deposited
in these indiscriminate receptacles,
and cause a small one to be built
for their own families. Soorabjee,
a rich merchant formerly of Bom
bay, is laid in a private one in the
garden to his house on Malabar
Hill ; and we understand his tomb
is grated over ; if so it is the only
one on the island so covered. The
public tombs are, we think, five in
number, but not now all in use, si
tuated about three miles north
westerly from Bombay fort : the
largest, for they are of different
sizes, is that here described. We
have seen accounts of this custom
of the Parlees, and descriptions of
their tombs, but never any cor
rect.
" Led by idle curiosity, when
very young, we went into every
tomb on the island, the private one
in Soorabjee's garden excepted : not
only into the tombs but into the
wells- We were not then aware of
the impropriety, or mould not so
indecently have obtruded on the
iacred repositories of the dead."
5
Mokai

MoRAt Character and Relig!on of the North America^ iitDtANS.
[From the HistoRY of the Mission of the United Brethren among
the Indians, &c. by George Henry Loskiel, translated from the
German by Christian Ignatius La Trobe.]
" »T^HOUGH the Indians are
X uncultivated, yet perhaps
no heathen nation, in its noral
Conduct, exhibits a greater show of
goodness and virtue. This pre
eminence will appear upon the
slightest comparison between them
and other heathen, and the follow
ing short remarks made by our mis
sionaries, after many years experi
ence and an intimate acquaintance
with them, will confiim it;
" In tommoh life and conver
sation the Indians observe %rezt de- '
cency. They usually trc&t one
another and strangers with kindness
and civility, and without empty
compliments. Their whole beha
viour appears solid and prudent,
lo matters of qonscquence they
seem to speak and act with the molt
cool and serious deliberation, av oid
ing all appearance of precipitancy.
.B nt upon closer examination, their
caution appears to rife chiefly from
suspicion, and their coolness is af
fected. They are perfect masters
of the art of dissembling. If an In
dian has loll his whole property by
fire or any other calamity, he speaks
of it as he would of the most tri
vial occurrence : yet his pride can
not always conceal his sorrow.
" In the converse of both sexes,
the greatest decency and propriety
is observed. At least nothing las
civious or indecent is openly al
lowed, so that in this respect it can
not be denied, but that they excel
most nations. But in secret, they
art nevertheless guilty of foruica-

cation, arid even of unnatural
crimes.
" They afe sociable and friend
ly, and a mutual intercourse sub
sists between the families. Quar
rels, sarcastical and offensive beha
viour, are carefully avoided. They
never put any one publicly to the
blush, nor reproach even a noted
murderer. Their common con
versation turns upon hunting, fistiing, and affairs of state. No one:
interrupts his neighbour in speak
ing, and they listen verv attentively
to news, whether true or false.
This is one rc isori why they are so
fond of receiving strangers : but
no inquiry is made about news, till
they have fmoaked One pipe of to
bacco. They never curse and
swear in their conversation, nor
have they arty such expressions for
it in their language, as are common
in other natiensi
" By their behaviour it appears'
?s if the greatest confidence iubsistt A among them. They frequently
leave their implements and game in
the open air, for many days, ; not
altogether because they place much
dependence upon the honesty and
faithfulness of their neighbours, for
stealing is hot an uncommon prac
tice among them; but because they
highly resent the least idea of suspi
cion. They therefore pretend to
guard thdpame merely from the at-*
t«sck of wild beast;).
" Difference of rank; with all
its consequences, is not to be found
among tlie Indians. They are all
Fa,
equally

/
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equally noble and free. The only
difference consists in wealth, age,
dexterity, courage,and office. Who
ever furnishes much wampom for
the chiefs, is considered as a person
of quality and riches. Age is every
where much respected, for, accord
ing to their ideas, long life and wis
dom are always connected together.
Young Indians endeavour by pre
sents to gain instruction from the
aged, and to learn from them how
to attain toold age. However, the
Indian youth is much degenerated
in this respect. A clever hunter, a
valiant warrior, and an intelligent
chief, are also much honoured ; and
no Indian, with all his notions of
liberty, ever refuses to follow and
obey his captaiiKor his chief.
" Presents are very acceptable
to an Indian, but he is not willing
to acknowledge himself under any
obligations to the donor, and even
takes it amiss, if they are discon
tinued. Some old men and women
pretend to the art of procuring presen's of cloaths and provisions, by
a certain charm, or magic spell,
called beson. At least they find
the superstition of believing in the
efficacy of the besons a profitable
•ne.
" The hospitality of the Indians
i-> well known. It extends even to
strangers, who take rtfuge amongst
tjiem. They count it a most sacred
duty,, from which no one is ex
empted. Whoever refuses relief to
any one, commits a grievous of
fence, and not only makes himself
detested and abhorred by all, but
liable to revenge from the offended
person.
" In their conduct towards their
enemies tliej aie cruel and inexoral i' , and wi t-n enr»gi(i, bent upon
nothing bu' murder and hioi'dlhed.
They are however remai^abie for
concealing their pai lions, and wait

ing for a convenient opportunity
of gratifying them. But then their
fury knows no bounds. If they
cannot satisfy their resentment, they
even call upon their friends and
posterity to do it. The longest
space of time cannot cool their
wrath, nor the most distant place
of refuge afford security to their
enemy.
" Fornication, adultery, stealth,
lying, and cheating, they consider
as heinous and scandalous offences,
and punish them in various ways.
" An adulterer must expect, that
the party offended will requite him,
either in the fame manner, or put
him to death. An adulteress is in
general merely put away ; but some
times destroyed.
" Ajthief must restore whatever
he has stolen ; but if he is too poor,
or cannot be brought to justice, his
relations must pay for him. In cafe
of violent robberies, the sorcerers
are consulted, and these pretend to
send the offender out of the world
by an inexplicable process.
,l Since the Indians have taken
so much to drinking rum, murders
are more frequent. An Indian feast
is seldom concluded without blood
shed. Though they lay all the
blame to the rum, yet murder com
mitted in drunkenness is severely
punished. For the murder of a
man one hundred yards of wam
pom, and for that of a woman, two
hundred yards must be paid by the
murderer. If he is too poor, which
is commonly the 1 afe, and his friends
can or will not assist him, he must
fly from the resentment of the re
lations. But if any one has mur
dered his own relation, he escapes
without much difficulty; for the
family, who alone have a right to
take revenge, do not choose, by too
severe a punishment inflicted on
the murderer, to deprive their rate
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of two members at once, and thus
to weaken their influence. They
rather endeavour to bring about a
reconciliation, and even often jus
tify the deed.
" The Indian women are more
given to stealing, lying, quarrelling,
backbiting, and slandering, than
the men.
" The Indians are very capable
of learning every kind of work.
Some, who have long resided among the white people, have learnt
to work in iron, and make hatch
ets, axes, and other tools, without
any regular instruction. Yet few
will submit to hard labour, neither
their education nor their wants in
clining them to industry and appli
cation. The Indians in general,
but especially the men, love ease ;
and even hunting, though their
chief employ, is attended to, with
perseverance, but for a few months
of the year ; the rest are chiefly
spent in idleness. The women are
more employed ; for 1 the whole
burthen of house-keeping lies upon
them, and nothing but hunger and
want can rouse the men from their
drowsiness, and give them activi
ty.
" The honour and welfare of the
nation is considered by the Indians
as a most important concern. For
though they are joined together
neither by force nor compact, yet
they consider themselves as one na
tion, of which they have an exalted
idea, and 'profess great attachment
to their particular tribe. Indepcndenceappears to them to be the grand
prerogative of Indians, considered
either collectively or as individuals.
They frankly own the superiority
of the Europeans in several arts,
but despise them, as submitting to
laborious employments. The ad
vantages they possess in hunting,
fishing, and even in their moral
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conduct, appear to them superior
to any European refinements. This
public spirit of the Indians produces
the most noble exertions in favour
of their own people. They dread
no danger ; suffer any hardships,
and meet torments and death itself
with composure, in the defence of
their country. Even in their last
moments they preserve the greatest
appearance of insensibility, in ho
nour of rheir nation, boast of their
intrepidity, and with savage pride
defy the greatest sufferings and tor
tures which their enemies can in
flict upon them.
" Sacrifices, made with a view to
pacify God and the subordinate
deities, are also arrong the religious
ceremonies of the Indians. These
sacrifices are of very antient date,
and considered in so sacred a light,
that unless they are performed in
proper time and in a manner accep
table to the deity, they suppose ill
ness, misfortunes, and death itself,
would certainly befal them and
their families. But they have nei
ther priests regularly appointed, nor
temples. At general and solemn
sacrifices, the oldest men perform
the offices of priests, but in private
parties, each man bringing a sacri
fice is priest himself. Inltead of a
temple, a lar»e duelling house is
fittest up for "lie purpose.
" Our mislionaries have no: found
rank polytheism, or gross idolatry,
to exist amr.ng the Indians. They
have, however, something which
may be called an idol. This is the
manitto, representing in wood the
head of a man in miniature, which
they always carry about them, ei
ther on a string round their neck or
in a bag. They hang it also about
their children, to preserve them
from illness and ensure to them
success. When they perform asolemn sacrifice, a manitto, or a head
F 3
as
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as large as life, is put upon a pole in
the middle of the house.
" But they understand by the
word manitto, every being, to which
an offering is made, especially all
good spirits. They aiso look upon
the elements, almost all animals,
and even some plants, as spirits,
one exceeding the other in dignity
and power.
" They sacrifice to an hare, be
cause, according to report, the first
ancestor of the Indian tribes had
that name. To Indian corn they
sacrifice bear's flesli, but to deer and
bears, Indian corn ; to the fishes,
small pieces of bread in the shape
of fishes: but they positively deny,
that they pay any adoration to these
subordinate good spirits, and affirm,
that they only worship the true
God, through them : for God, say
they, does not require men to pay
offerings or adoration immediately
to him. He has therefore made
known his will in dreams, notify
ing to them, what beings they have
to consider as manittos, and what
offerings to make to them.
" The manittos are also consi
dered as tutelar spirits. Every In
dian has one or more, which he
conceives to be peculiarly given to
assist him and make him prosper.
One has in a dream received the fun
as his tutelar spirit; another the
moon ; a third, an owl ; a fourth,
abuffaloe; and so forth. An In
dian is dispirited, and considers
Jiinisclf as forsaken by God, till he
has received a tutelar spirit in a
dream ; but those who have been
thus favoured, are full of courage,
and proud of their powerful ally.
" Among the feasts and sacrifices
of the Indians, five are the most
remarkable, and each has its pecu
liar ceremonies. I will describe
them as held among the Dela
wares,
*

" The first sacrificial feast is held
by«a whole family or their friends
Once in two years,, commonly in
autumn, seldom in winter. Beside
the members of the family, they
sometimes invite their neighbours
from the adjacent towns; and, as
their connexions are large, each
Indian has an opportunity of at
tending more than one family feast
in a year. The head of the family
must provide every thing. He cal
culates the requisite number of deer
and bears, and sends the young
people into the woods to procure
them. When they have completed
their numbers, they carry the booty
home, in solemn procession, depo
siting ft in the house of sacrifice.
The women are meanwhile engag
ed in preparing fire-wood for roast
ing or boiling, and long dry reed
grass for seats. As soon as the
guests are all assembled and seated,
the boiled meat is served up in large
kettles, with bread riiade of Indian
corn, and distributed by the ser
vants. The rule is, that whatever
is thus brought as a sacrifice, must
be eaten altogether and nothing left.
A small quantity of melted fat only
is poured by the oldest men into the
fire, and in this the main part of the
offering consists. The bones are
burnt, lest the dogs soould get any
of them. After dinner the men
and women dance with much der
cency. One singer only performs
during the dance, walking up and
down, rattling a small tortoise-shell
filled with pebbles. The burthen
of his song consists of dreams, and
a recital of all the names of the
m.mittos, and those things which
are most useful to the Indians.
When the first singer is weary, he
sits down, and is relieved by an
other. Thus this feasting is some
times continued for three or four
nights together, beginning in the.
after-
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afternoon and lasting till the next
morning.
" The second feast differs from
the former only in this, that the
men dance almost naked, their
bodies being daubed all over with
white clay.
" At the third feast, ten or more
tanned deer-stuns are given to as
many old men or women, who
wrap themselves in them, and stand
before the house, with their faces
turned to the east, praying God
with a loud voice to reward their
benefactors.
" The fourth sacrifice is made to
a certain voracious spirit, who, ac
cording to their opinion, is never
satisfied. The guests are there
fore obliged to eat all the bear's flesh,
and drink, the melted fat, without
leaving any thing, which is fre
quently followed by indigestions
and vomiting.
" The fifth festival is celebrated
in honour of fire, which they con
sider as the first parent of all In
dian nations. Twelve manittos at
tend him as subordinate deities,
being partly animals and partly ve
getables. The chief ceremony in
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celebrating this festival is, that a
large oven is built in the midst of
the house of sacrifice, consisting of
twelve poles, each of a different
species of wood. These they run
into the ground, tie tliem together
at the top, and cover them entirely
with blankets, joined close toge
ther, so that the whole appears like
a baker's oven, high enough nearly
to admit a man standing uprights
After dinner the oven is heated
with twelve large stones made red
hot. Then twelve men creep into
it, and remain there as long as they
can bear the heat. Meanwhile an
old man throws twelve pipes full of
tobacco upon the hot stones, which,
occasions a smoke almost powerful
enough to suffocate the persons thus
confined, so that, upon their being
taken out, they generally fall down
in a swoon. During this feast a
whole deer-skin, with the head and
antlers remaining, is raised upon a
pole, to which they seem to sing
and pray. But they deny that they
pay any adoration to the buck, de
claring that God alone is worship
ped through this medium."

Customs and Diversions of the English in the Anglo-Norm aw
Period.
[From the First Volume of Andrews's History of Great Britain.]
*' r * >HE customs introduced by
\_ the Normans to England
were in general praise-worthy and
gentleman-like, when compared to
those of the Anglo-Saxons. Knight
hood, which neceflarily compre
hended a brave and liberal heart, a
firm demeanor and a graceful per
formance of manlike exercises, flou
rished under their protection. The
knight, after having served a kind
of apprenticeship during seven or

eight years as an esquire, bound
himself by a solemn oath to be
loyal to his king, to protect the
virtuous part of the fair sex, and
to rescue widows and orphans
from oppression, at the hazard of
his life. The tilts and tournaments
(which were pompous festivals
where the skill and agility of the
knight were severely tried) afforded
perpetual incentives to excellence
in military science ; and the pictuF4
resque
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resque duty annexed to chivalry, of
chusing a supr«me lady, in defence
of whose beauty and virtue her
knight was always ready to com
bat, hid its own absurdity under a
veil of elegance. [St. PALAYE,sur
la CtlEVALliRIE.]
" Besides the tournament, a di
version allotted only to persons of
rank, the favourite sports of the
principal Normans were hunting
arid hawking ; these the kings, pre
lates and noblemen, pursued with
an incredible eagerness, and with
out the smallest regard to the la
bours of the husbandman. 'By these
pursuits' (fays John of Saliibury)
* they lose their humanity, and be
come monsters like the savage ani
mals they chafe; Ihepherds and
their flocks are driven from their
pastures, that wild beasts may range
iri them at large ; sliould one of
these potent sportsmen approach
your dwelling, hasten to bring out
every refreshment which you have
in your house or which you can
)>eg or borrow of your neighbours,
est you sliould find the fatal conse
quence of your neglect ; and per
haps be accused of treason.
The game of chess, and still
rnor'' the various chances of the
<Jice, constituted domestic amusezftents for the great. That they
parried 'these to excess we may
judge from many circumstances.
Even the horrors of civil war could
not damp their spirit of gaming; for
3V1. Paris complains of the barons,
associated to resist the tyranny of
John, for spending their time in
luxury and playing with dice,
when their appearance was wanted
in the field.' Excessive gaming at
sea was restrained by the second
Of these laws which the united
kings of England and France dreyv
up in 1 190 tor the government of
|he force fitted out against the Sa

racens. There it is enacted that
knights and clerks sliall be re
strained to the loss of twenty shil
lings (nearly what fifteen pounds
would be in the 1 8th century) in. a
day ; but that soldiers or sailors, if
detected in playing for money,
sliail be fined at will, or whipped or
ducked. [Brompton. Benedict
Abbas.]
" Theatrical entertainments were
not wholly unknown. The mira
cles of saints and the sufferings of
martyrs were the subjects of dra
matic representations in London as
Fitz Stephens writes; and we find
by M. Paris that Geoffrey, an abbot
of St. Albans, was the author of a
play of St. Katharine; and that he
borrowed from the sacristan,' the
holy vestments of the abbey to
adorn the actors.
" The more gross amusements
of the Norman nobility in the pan
tomime style have been mentioned
in a former note from John of
Salisbury, who, though a severe,
was a tolerably candid critic on the
times he lived in.
" The common people were not
without their diversions. Bullbaiting, cock-fighting and horseracing were known to the men
of London : the sports on the
Thames, the skaiting, and ^he va
rious exercises and entertainments
of the twelfth century are accu
rately ,and even elegantly painted
by Fitz Stephens in his description
of London.
" The Normans were sober and
rather delicate at their me.ils when
they first invaded England. It was
not long however before they
equalled their predecessors in feast
ing and even added costly epicu
rism to brutal gluttony.— Yet two
meals each day supplied the place
of the Anglo-Saxons' four, and Ro
bert de Mellent, prime minister and.
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favourite of Henry Beauclerc,
strove, hard to reduce these two to
one.
[W. Malmes.J
" The dinner was held at nine
in the rooming, the supper at five
in the afternoon.
Besides the
common meats, many dishes were
used, with the composition of which
we are not now acquainted. As
to liquors they had several kinds
compounded of honey, of spices,
and of mulberry juice; such as
hypocras, pigment, claret, and morat, besides wine, cyder, perry and
ale.
" Various kinds of bread were in
use. The 'panis piperatus' was a fort
of gingerbread. Wastel cakes and
fimnel cakes, as they were part of
she royal allowance of the King of
Scots when in England, were pro
bably made of the finest meal.
[Rym- Fced.}
" There was great inconsistency
in the general and national cha
racter of the Anglo-Normans.
They were at the fame time acute
ly discerning and grossly credu
lous ; honourably brave and atro
ciously cruel ; respectful to the fair
sex even to adoration, yet brutally
licentious in their conduct to indi
viduals; effeminate in their dress
and manners, yet patient of almost
intolerable fatigues.
" During more than an hundred
years, the Normans in England
shaved their faces. W. de Percy
(who accompanied duke Robert
in 1096 to Palestine) was styled,
on account of singularity as to t;iis
point, 4 William Algernons,' or
♦ William with the whiskers.'
" The dress of the Anglo-Nor
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mans was, in the eleventh century,
simple if not elegant. The great
wore a long and close gown, which
reaphed down to their he,els and
had its bottom frequently embroi
dered with gold. Over this hung
an equally long cloak which wai
generally buckled over the breast.
When riding or walking abroad, a
hood always hung behind the
cloak. The close gown was put
over the head like a shirt, and fast
ened round the waist by a girdle,
which was often embroidered and
set with precious stones. [Strutt
from Ant. Paintings.]
" They wore breeches and
stockings made of fine cloth and
sometimes very costly. The ab
surd long-toed shoes came in with
William Rufus. The queen and
the women of fastiion wore loose
gowns trailing on the ground and
girt round the waist. The mar
ried women had an additional robe
over the gown, hanging down be
fore not unlike a sicerdotal gar
ment. To the girdle a large purse
or pouch was suspended. The
men wore their hair long, except
sometimes when suddenly wrought
on by fanaticism.
" In the approaching centuries
we fliall find strange variations
from this simplicity of habit. The
crusades indeed seem to have intro
duced to Northern Europe, among
other vices, luxury and effeminacy
in dress to a degree which a mo
dern man of fashion would blufli
to imitate.
" The umbrella was in use as
early as the reign of king Stephen."
[Strutt.J

Character
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Character of the Peasants of the Betuwe.
[From the first Volume of Dr. Cog an's Rhine.]
* ' I'MIE peasants in this part of
X the world retain much of
■what you would term the ancient
simplicity of manners. They afford,
in many respects, a specimen of
what we may suppose to have been
rhe character of the English, about
two hundred and fifty years ago.
It is a respectable mark of learning,
to be able to read and write. How
ever, the riling generation will pos
sess an advantage over their parents
in this respect, as schools are now
established in almost every village.
"When I resided at Zuylestein, most
of their bills upon me were drawn
out by the school-master, and ac
quitted by the sign of the cross ;
which I suppose had originally the
solemnity of an oath, that the de
mand was duly paid. In conse
quence of not being able to minute
down every article, their memories
become extremely accurate and te
nacious. They continue, to this
day, to create and change names
ad libitum. One countryman is
distinguished by the appellation of
Jan Boer, John (the) Farmer, whose
father was Dirk, (the) Miller. A
farmer contiguous to my mansion
was born at Bois le Due ; in Dutch,
Hertogs Bosch ; Anglice, Duke's
Wood. He planted himself, upon
his first emigration, on the north
side of a range of hills, near to Leersum, and was there known by the
name of Van den Bosch, from the
wood. Upon his coming over these
hills, and taking a farm near to my
residence, he was known by the
name of Friz Overburg, Frederick
Over-hiil. My respectable person
age was only known among the
common people by Mynheer op

Zuylestein ; and had I transplanted
myself to any spot in their neigh
bourhood, my family would have
been termed the Van Zuylestein
family.
" It is common for those who
reside in cities, amidst profligate
manners, to extol the simplicity and
purity of rural characters. But they
do not sufficiently distinguish be
tween manners and morals, or be
tween open extravagance and se
cret depravity. When I resided
among these peasants, I was not
only several removes from either
the polish or the immoralities which
characterize cities, but, as already
hinted, I felt myself thrown more
than a couple of centuries back
wards in the world. I have been
at some pains to acquaint myself
with the originals, from whom such
pleasing copies are taken, and am
convinced that these pretended co
pies are, in general, strong exag
gerations. I have often found ex
ternal simplicity connected with
much slyntfs of disposition. To
cheat and out-wit a person who is
in a more elevated station, if they
be not his immediate dependents,
is the profelfed trial of skill, and
the perpetual boast of almost every
farmer. They are externally sub
missive to superiors ; in general,
civil to strangers; and, if not in a
state of enmity, very cordial, gene
rous, sympathising, among one
another, Their enmity is impla
cable. It is enkindled and burns
with ardour on each side, accord
ing to family connections ; no re
spect being had to the cause, or the
justice of the quarrel. They seem
to think that the injunction to for
give
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give an injury, is one of the se
verest ; and it would be impossible
to make them comprehend the
dignity of seeking reconciliation.
They arq pretty regular in their at
tendance upon public worship on
the Sunday, and as regularly re
turn home intoxicated on the mar
ket-day. The crime of adultery is
scarcely known among them ; of
fornication, not very frequent ; and
the triumphs of seduction, never.
Their conduct towards each other,
though coarse, is sincere. They
are strangers to that duplicity which
the polite world is obliged to prac
tise, merely to avoid giving offence,
or to conciliate esteem. But then,
if they be sincere, they are often
very coarse.
" From the above sketch, you
will think with me, good sir, that
painters and moralists either make
a selection of the most pleasing ob
jects with design and in order to
embellish a picture ; or, by con

templating rural scenes at a distance,
they do not discover that roughness
which would deform theirlandfcape.
The character of the peasant, his
habitation, his employments, are
all softened, flattered, and embel
lished by their pencil. They are
all made to exhibit ideas of rural
felicity in description, which will
not stand the test of close inspection.
Their very hog-stiesand dung-hills,
although the terms themselves are
almost too indelicate to be commit
ted to paper, are supposed to be
without filth, and to emit no offen
sive odour : Their habitations are
supposed to be proof against the
rudest blasts, and most penetrating
cold :—their labours are supposed
to be without anxiety or fatigue ;
disease is thought never to enter their
happy dwellings, and the possessor
is contemplated without vice or
guile; a complete model of inno
cence, simplicity, and hospitality!"

Picture of a Westphalia Inn ; and Information for Epicures.
[From the same Work.]
"AS soon as we entered the
Xx village where we were to
remain, the joyful tidings were an
nounced by a crack of the whip,
and an exclamation " Dass ist das
Dorrs !"_ This is the village.—But
we were still to experience rockings and joltings, in a rough and
stony road, through rain and wind,
for the space of a tedious half hour,
before our driver could exclaim,
" Da ist das Wirthsliaus!"—There
is the inn !
" Although we were so desirous
of shelter from the storm, yet our
countenances were by no means
brightened up when we beheld the
p.eaa appearance of our inn. We

enquired if it were the best in
the village, and were answered, «' It
is the only one, where you can re
ceive any accommodations." Our
ideas' had given it a much better
form ; and these were, in some
measure, authorized by the speci
men we had had of a post-house be
tween Xanton and Dusseldorff.
" Our host, nis fair spouse, and
bnre-footed maiden, seemed equally
strangers to the wholesome duties
of ablution ; nor did a peep into the
sombre and dirty kitchen give us
any great appetite for our future
supper.
■ " After we had settled accounts
with the driver,—who was the re
present
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prcsentative of the stable-keeper of
Dusseldorff, while he supported
claims and privileges of his own, (in
which double capacity he employ
ed all the intrigues of a minister of
state, to deceive ; and we, all the
firmness of found policy, to main
tain our known and acknowledged
rights), we were conducted to our
apartment, or stube, opposite to
the kitchen. Its clean and neat ap
pearance, notwithstanding its sim
plicity, was somewhat encouraging.
Its whitened walls, adorned with
small pictures of saints,—an image
of the Virgin, that was placed up
on a large family chest, as the pro
tectress of some old china, ranged
in the front,—a crucifix, under an
antique-framed mirror, manifested
the owner's depositions both for de
votion and ornament, while they
gave us hopes that matters would
not go very bad in such good com
pany.
" Our repast was simple, but inabundance; audit was served upwith
attention and civility : a clean table
cloth, napkins, and plates, with
burnished knives, fliarpened the ap
petite, which had lost its edge from
a perspective of the kitchen. Our
bed-chamber (the arrival of other
company had deprived us of sepa
rate rooms) partook of the fame
neatness and simplicity ; and we
awoke in the morning, much more
refreshed, and better satisfied, than
the first appearances had promised,
the preceding evening.
" No horse,—or, to elevate the
simile as much as possible, when I
compare myself to a beast of bur
den,—no mettlesome courser, could
feel more indignant terror on his
spir'ts, upon being forced into the
sliop of a rude-handed farrier, than
was felt by your humble servant,
upon his being urged by necessity
5-nto this Wirthfliaus ; and fora si

milar reason,—from the apprehen
sions of rough treatment within. I
recollected those miserable inns in
Westphalia,
If inns they could be called that inns were
not—
into which my waggon-shaken
bones entered in hopes of rest and
refreshment, but returned without
either.
These are termed Scheueren, or
barns,whererationals and irrationals,
men, women, and children, with all
their live stock, dwell under one roof,
and in the fame apartment. The fa
mily occupy the extreme part ofthe
building, at the greatest distance
from the door, which is mostly
at the gable-end ; horses, milch cows,
and oxen, a:e ranged on the right
and left, toward-) the entrance ;
hogs and poultry take possession of
the middle space. In consequence
of tiiis disposition, the hearth, or
fire-place is very remote from the
donr; anil the smoke, which is
mostly of oak-wood, finding, no
chimney, or immediate vent, col
lecting in ample ringlets in the up
per regions, is distilled in copious
streams over the whole building,
and its superabundance escapes at
the barn-door. At once to form a
beneficial stream, and to facilitate
its passage, a large reflecting-board
is placed perpendicularly above
the fire place, at such a due height,
that it prevents the smoke from
collecting among the beams and
rafters, bv diffusing each column,
as it rises, over the middle region1..
By condescending to compare my
self to a quadruped, surely 1 have
purchased a right to compare this
machine to the sounding-bo^rd of
a pulpit, which it resembles in
sliape and size, and also in its man
ner of reverberating.
" Some of these- Scheueren, or
barns, have a secondary apartment,
6
•
called.
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called a stube, or stoveroom, which
is warmed by a stove, or furnace,
placed contiguous to the wall, and
generally heated from without, by
an opening in the partition wall ;
so that the air in the apartment has
no access to the fuel, but receives
a close, sultry, and unwho»-some
heat, from the accumulation of
ignited particle.1:, which have no
proper vent. These machines are
called ovens ; a generic term that
we have appropriated to a particu
lar species of furnace, to which the
most common ones in Germany
bear a close resemblance. The
ovens of the rich and great are very
elegant, consisting of cast-iron,
highly ornamented with figures in
relief, or cased with valuable Saxon
china. In large aud spacious apart
ments, these ovens may be useful
and necessary ; but, in these small
shibes, they yield an impure and
suffocating heat. They appear to
me the chief causes of those pul
monary complaints that are so fre
quent in Germany, as well as in
England, where you study so much
the luxury of warm apartments ;
while they are scarcely known in
IJolland, where the rooms are much
more loftv, fires are less violent,
and the inhabitants warmer clad ;
so that they are happily exempt
from the ill effects attending the
sudden change of atmosphere.
" The filth, which mustaccu nulate
"Hn great abundance in so. large a fa
mily, is formed into a dung-hill
planted immediately before, the
door. All the villages, therefore,
as they abound with farmers,
abound with these mountains ; the
infusion of which, in a rainy sea
son, flows, in copious streams, along the streets, and necessitates
those inhabitants that are above ab
ject poverty to use boots. May
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we not trace the modern fashion, in
your men of fashion, of wearing
morning boots in clean streets, up
to this source? As thus,—English
officers, in their frequent German
campaigns, were under a necessity
of imitating the German officers,
and perpetually encasing their legs
se deftnkendo, until they acquired
the habit; and, upon their return
to their native foil, they gave the
ton to those gentry who are so fond
of following the example of the
military, in every thing but in ex
posing their lives for the good of
their country. I propose this, merely
as a conjecture en passant.—What
I am about to advance, is much
mori' important, and is founded on
a minute attention to cause and ef
fect, for which I claima double por
tion of honour.
Felix qui potnit rernm cognosecre causes.
" Although it is my physical and
metaphysical creed, that every dis
covery, and every speculation, has
been or will beuseful, yet 1 will main
tain, that the above axiom is, in it
self, as applicable to investigating
the superior flavour of a Westpha
lia ham, as the creation of worlds ;
nay, in my own opinion, I have
made the better choice, if utility
be the prime object of our study.
Besides, it will certainly be much
more in our power to be smokers
of the one, than builders of the
other ; for, did we know the prin
ciples of world-making ever so well,
it would be extremely difficult for
us to gather together a sufficient
quantity of materials, or to find a
single spot of terra firma, on which
to commence our operations ;
whereas, smoking of hams isa pro
cess equal to the capacity of every
one who is capable of eating then),
and who will have reason to la
ment
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ment his ignorance, as often as his
best endeavours are not rewarded
with the requisite flavour.
" The superior excellence of a
Westphalia ham to every other,—
that Epicurean gout which gives
them a decided preference, —is, in
a great measure, to be ascribed to
the construction of these Scheueren,
and to their being without chim
neys. The hams are suspended in the
thickest part of this stream, or cur
rent of smoke, a few yards from
the board by which it has been re
pelled :—Thus they are constantly
exposed to a suffusion of an acrid
anti-putrescent principle ; for, it is
well Known, that the smoke of oakwood is more penetrating and antiputrescent than that of any other
fuel; and this principle is constant
ly operating, without being ap
plied in that degree of heat which
produces rancidity, as is the cafe
with allyour chimney-smoked hams.
This I take be the immediate,
or the proximate cause of more ex
cellent fumigation. But I imagine
also, that there are pre-disposing
causes, respecting the subject
imoked, which operate more fre
quently in this country, than in
any other ham-creating region.
" The swine are permitted to
wander at large, and to frequent
woods that abound with acorns j
and they fatten, while they are en
joying all the benefits of air and
motion, which render their flesh
firm, healthy, and nutritive; nor
is the covering of fat so excessive
and oleaginous as when the animals
are supported upon very scanty
fare, the greater part of their lives,
and gorged with a superabundance,
the small remainder. This cause
operates durantc vita ; another takes
place soft obitum. The hams are
not exposed to this suffusion of

smoke, until, by being placed in #
warm and moist situation, they have
acquired that degree of softness
which precedes putrefaction. Then
they are duly salted, and exposed td
the current. Put these rules into
practice, my good sic,—and I hope«
some time or other, to enjoy the
benefit of my lecture.
" In every one of these West
phalia barns, you may see an in
credible quantity of bacon, hams*
breasts and hind-quarters of ducks
and geese, exposed to the bene
ficial vcurrent, partly for domestic
consumption, and partly for sale.
" I was surprised, in almost
every village through which I pass
ed, at the number and size of the
flocks of geese and ducks, as well
as the quantity of other poultry ,that
crouded the streets, so as frequent
ly to obstruct the wheels of my car
riage. Such an enviable abund
ance of provisions, and the conse
quent abundance of down, and
other feathers, is the natural result
of a number of small farms, which
support large families, and render
not merely the necessaries, but the
delicacies of life, plentiful and
cheap. There is scarcely an infant
in a cottage, notwithstanding their
apparent poverty, that does not
fleep, in the winter season, between
two feather beds ; nor is there the
least danger that any individual be
ing should starve with hunger. It
is true, " evil communication cor
rupts good manners 1" the owners
of these Scheueren are nearly as
dirty as their chief stock in trade.
Their style of cookery is also dis
gusting, and their bread is wretch
ed.
" The abundarree of feathers
proceeds, in part, from the uni
versal custom of plucking the down
from the breast, and from under the
wings,
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wings, twice a year. This is a
painful operation tothe patient, and
apparently cruel in the agent : nor
can it be justified upon any other
principle, than as being the conditio
Jinc qua nan, of their existence, and
the care taken of them. There
seems to be a tacit convention be
tween the two species of bipeds, ra
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tional and irrational, by virtue of
which, geese and ducks consent to
be thus painfully twitched twice a
year, and to be eaten at the close of
life, upon condition of being well
fed during the whole circle of their
existence, with the most fattening
dainties.".

CLASSICAL

CLASSICAL an& POLITE CRITICISM^

Observations on the Utility of defining Synonvmoos Terms*
with some Illustrations from the Latin.
[From an Essay in the Third Volume of the Transactions of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, by John Hill, L. L. D. F. R. S.
Ed.]
"TTTORDS that are precisely
VV equivalent,are rarely, if at
all, to be met with in any language.
Those properly called synonymous
exhibit one leading circumstance
in which they all agree, and one
or more accessory circumstances,
in which they differ. When the
point of their general coincidence,
and the grounds of their particular
diversities, are clearly ascertained,
it is then in the power of the writer
to use them with propriety. By
the assistance of the grammarian,
he knows which to adopt and which
to reject, and can reconcile embel
lishment with pxcuracy and pre
cision.
"The excellence of any lan
guage may m a great measure be
judged of, by the number of syno
nymous terms that belong to it.
A multiplicity of them, under skil
ful management, creates no hurtful
redundancy. On the contrary, it
enables every author of taste to ex
hibit his thoughts with energy arrd
lnstre. For the most delicate vari
ety of ssiades in thought, he is fur
nished with a corresponding variety
in expression; and the language in

which he conveys his idea, be
comes a complete picture of the
idea itself.
" The author of this essay is abun
dantly sensible, that though the
Latin tongue presents many classes
of synonymous terms, yet to catch
the circumstance on which their
differences rest, is no easy matter,
and may often leave room for di
versity of opinion. After a careful
examination of the classical writers,
he suspects it will be found, that in
the glow ofcomposition, the strict di
stinctions between such words have
not been always attended to, and that
the purest writers have occasionally
deviated from the standard which
their general practice had esta
blished. Still, however, he appre
hends, that there is room for a cri
tical and scientific discussion of
the Latin synonymous terms. As
this is a subject to which, in the
line of his profession, he was led to
give particular attention, and as he
considers it to be of no small im
portance to those who wish to dis
criminate the flightest violation of
purity in the Roman language, he
has made a very large collection
of
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of its synonymous words, with re
marks upon them. The following
specimen of the instances he has
collected, he submits, with much
diffidence, to this learned society.
" Rogare, petere, poftulare, poscere,fiagitare, agree in denoting the
expression of a desire to obtain
something not possessed, but differ
in respect to the urgency with
which this desire is announced.
They are all distinguished from the
verbs cupere, and optare, which,
though not equivalent, suppose,
like them, the existence of desire,
but not the expression of it, with a
view to its being fulfilled.
" The power of the verb rogare
extends no farther than to the simple
intimation of desire. ■ By means of
it, a want is suggested to the person
addressed, of which he was before
ignorant, and both he and his peti
tioner are supposed conscious, that
compliance with the request must
be voluntary and the effect of good
will.
Molestum verbum est, et
onerosum, et demisso vultu dicendum, r«go."—" Malo emere quam
rogare."
" He who proposed a law in the
Roman comitia, and was then said
rogare legem, presented his request
respectfully, and left it to the as
sembly to judge as to the expedi
ency of granting it.
Petere differs from rogare, in
supposing a certain difficulty in
coming at the object desired, and a
greater degree of keenness upon the
part of the petitioner. " Ad te
confugimus, a te opem petimus."
*' Cum a me peteret et summe con
tenders, ut propinquum suum defenderem."— " Id £bi ut donaret,
rogare et vehementer petere ccepit."
In the last example, the verbs rogare
and petere are evidently contrasted.
The latter denote* a degree of zeal
»794«
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upon the part of the person who
asks, which the former does' not.
" The definition now given of
petere does not correspond with that
given by Servius. " Petere, fays
he, " est cum aliquid humiliter, et
cum precibus, postulamus." With
all the respect due to so great a
critic, it may be urged, that this
power of petere is not to be dis
cerned in the verb when taken by
itself, though it may be expressed by
words with which it is occasionally
accompanied. Thus Cæsar, De
Bella Galileo, says, " Suppliciterque
locutijflentespacem petiffent." "rueri mulieresque, paffis manibus, pacem ab Romanis petierunt." No
thing in either of those instances
serves to prove, that the keenness
of the petitioner, which marks the
verb, may not exist, independently
of the manner in which the request
is presented. The manner is in
fact expressed by those terms that
happen to be adjuncts to the verb.
" Petere, from the Greek verb
irtru, ferri, volare, stiews its native
force in such derivatives as impetus
and priepes. It seems to have ori
ginally expressed an effort to come
at objects not within reach, and to
have been transferred from mate
rial objects to intellectual concep
tions. Its primitive power appears
in such instances as the two fol
lowing : " Sciebam Catilinam non
latus aut ventrem, fed caput et
collum petere solere."—" Malo me
Galatea petit, lasciva puella.",
" The power of petere, thus li
mited, appears to have been after
wards extended, so as to express a'
desire, accompanied with an effort
to obtain any object whatever ; and
thus the original idea of bodily ex
ertion was lost in that of the eager
ness of any pursuit. Candidates
for offices at Rome were said petere
G
magis~
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magijlratus ; and from a sense of
the value, as well as of the difficulty
of obtaining the object, they were
keen in the pursuit of it.
" From a passage in Horace, it
should seem, that any means for
the acquisition of an object that
are less than coercive, may be. ex
pressed by the verb pettre.
—— Cæsar, qui cogere posset,
Si pttertt per amicitiikm patrii atcruc suam,
non
Quidquam proficttet. ■
" Nothing more is suggested here
by petere, than Cæsar's keenness to
hear this musician perform. It
were absurd to suppose, that the
emperor, who possessed the power
of compulsion,, would ever stoop to
beg the favour, according to Servius, " humiliter et cum precibus."
" Pojiulare differs from petere, in
as far as it suggests neither keen
ness nor difficulty in the acquisition
of the object. Besides the senti
ment of desire which is common
to all the five verbs compared, the
idea of claim, which is manifestly
not inherent in either of the tivo
former, is essential to postulate. Upon
a proper limitation of tlus claim,
however, a due apprehension of the'
power of the verb depends.
" The distinctive character of
postulate seems to rest on the ac
knowledged reasonableness of that
which is demanded. " Geometræ
solent non omnia docere, fed pojiu
lare ut queedam sibi concedantur,
quo facihus qure velint explicent."
When geometers require any conceilion of those they are about to
instruct, they appeal to their reason,
and tacitly bind themselves to allow
the validity of that which they re
quire. The axiom again, which
is an undeniable principle, carrying
wkh-itself
own preof, is not to

be confounded with the postulate,
or entreated maxim. Other philo
sophers, as well as mathematicians,
eslablifli postulates, though often
in terms less definite, and of course
more readily mistaken. " M. Dasne
igitur hoc, Pomponi, deorum immortalium vi, natura, ratione, naturam earn regi ? A. Do sane si
pof.ulas."
" Cicero uses the expression,
" Impudenter rogare, impudentissinie pojiulare;" and thus intimates,
that the indecency which was cul
pable in the bare suggestion of a
desire, as implied in the former
verb, rose in a superlative degree,
when to this was superadded the
idea of a claim, as implied in the .
latter.
" It appears from Quintus Curtius, that the insolence of Darius,
after a severe defeat, provoked Alex
ander. He not only took to him
self the appellation of king, with
out "iving it to his conqueror, but
presented his requests in terms that
became not his situation. The his
torian of Alexander accordingly
says, " Pofiulabat autem magis quam
prtcSat.?'
" Poscere agrees with pastularc,
in supposing, that the, petitioner
has a claim to have his request
granted ; but it besides denotes,
that he himself is entitled to judge
as to the validity of that claim,
v ithout regard to the opinion of
the person requested, or to the ac- .
knowledged equity of the demand.
Thus Cicero, fays, " Nemo tarn
audax qui pojireret, nemo tarn impudens qui pojiularet." The pointed
opposition made here by the orator
between the two verbs, fliews clear
ly the meaning affixed by him to
each. Impudence, he tells us in
the last .clause, or a contempt for
the opinion of the world, wha
9
wouLl
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would judge ns to the propriety of respecting the same act in any two
the demand,, is all that would be countries, may very naturally pro-]
needful for enabling the petitioner duce a difference in the interpre
to present it in tHe form denoted by tation of those words that are ex
fojiulare. With regard to po/cere, pressive of this act in each. Un
however, the case'tis different. A defined terms have'in this way be-|.
sentiment of courage is supposed come, a fruitful source of control
needful, when a petition, implying versy in matters both civil and re-,
the violation of some private right, ' liglous'; and even the science of
was to be presented. A matter of grammar has suffered by those in-,
favour would, with an unbecoming accuracies of expression, which it
boldness, have been held forth as a, professes to remedy in all other sub
matter of right, so that the person jects. The religious sentiments of
requested might reject the petition, the Romans were by no means re
as being an insult to himself.
fined. Vows were presented as
" The definition given by Varro bribes to their deities, into whose,
of poseere seems perfectly just, ex ear they whispered petitions, which,
cept only in as far as a compound they were ashamed to acknowledge
is preposterously taken to state the in the fate os the world. " Turpower of the verb itself. " Pos- pjffima vota diis insusurrant ; si
cere" says he, « est quoties aliquid quis admoverit aurem, conticespro merito npstro deposcimus." cent, et quod scirehominem nblunt
nt
Had the critic taken the trouble deo narrant." The prayer of such
previously to define " deposcere,'' worshippers, then, was a matter of
we should have been at no loss to traffic, not an act of devotionunderstand his account of the sim That disinterested benevolence, in
ple verb.- His definition appears reliance upon which more pious
to be, in other respects, complete, supplicants present their requests^
as he supposes the petitioner pos was none, of the attributes of the'
sessed of the power of measuring Roman deity. The jmmiliation of
the extent of what he styles " me- the devotee was in his own eyes,
an article of merit ; and he left the
ritum."
" The different uses of the verb ajtar on which he had laid his of-foscere may be all reconciled with' fering, feeling the obligation imthe definition now given, whenttJ pdsed on that bting to whom it
is applied to the intercourse that was presented.
takes place between man and man
Many passages in the Latiit
In its application, however, to those classics confirm tne ttjith of the ob
petitions that were presented by servations now made.
the ancients to their gods, its pow er
■ ——non'tn ycie.£ p^feit erhaci,
becomes more mysterious. Tiie
idea of right is not easily reconciled
lisi.scdutlisiiequijeai cgmnaitts e divil.
with that of supplication; so that,
according to the definition given " Antequam limen Capitolii tanof the verb, those who were seid gantn&TuiS donum promittit, si proposcert deos vemam^ might well be pinquum diviteia. extulerit, alius, si
thesesiirum cssodexU. Ipse senatus,
accused of profaneness.
" In order to obviate this seem recti boniiiiu' preceptor, milie poning objection, it must be remem do auri C.ipirolio pronultit. " On)-,
bered, that a difference of opinion nibns dii» hom'.ui Yufque formosior
U z
vide-.
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videtur massa auri, quam quicquid
Apelles Phidiasve, Graeculi delirantes, fecertint."—" Prisco instituto rebus divinis opera datur.
Cum aliquid commendandum est,
prece ; cum folvendum^ gratulatione ; cum expofcendum, voto."
The vow then among the Romans
was a bribe, the acceptance of
which was deemed obligatory upon
the party who took it. As means
leading to an end, it necessarily pre
ceded the claim, and wai the foun
dation on which it was built.
" The fame notions respecting
vows prevailed among the" Greeks,
as well as the Romans. In the
prayer of the priest who had been
affronted by Agamemnon, the Gre
cian bard makes him state his claim
to be heard in the most express
terms:
ti TroTi rot ^a^irr* 1*1 vwfgi^A;
H N mrt rot xttta mofa juiiji' eK«»
f
Tai/fav !)>' atytav, rolt fAtt Xf»i»w siXfaf.
*' Flagitare differs from pistillate,
and agrees with po/cere, in suppos
ing the justness of , the privilege as.
fumed by the petitioner, of judging
as to his own claim. Its power,
however, is more extensive than
that of po/cere, because to the idea
of being the judge of the validity
of his right, it fuperadds that of ef
fecting his purpose by such means
as he reckons fit for doing so. In
those means, at the fame time, there
may be a considerable variety. The
petitioner may either distress the
person requested with incessant im
portunity, or he may threaten ven
geance, if the claim which he feels
himself entitled to enforce is not
fulfilled. That flagitare has more
power than rogare and postularc, ap
pears from the two following sen
tences : « Metuo ne te forte flagiteat; ego autem mandavi ut roga*

rent."—« Tametsi causa pejlulat, tamen quia postulat, non flagitat, ego
præteribo."
" In the oration of Cicero for
Plancius, he calls upon Laterensis
to specify his charge, and to men
tion any one tribe that his friend
had corrupted in his competition
for the ædileslilp. " Etiam atque
etiam insto atque urgeo, insector,
posco atque adeo flagito crimen."
There is evidently a climax in the
five verbs that compose this sen
tence, and the gradation is very
happily supported. By means of
po/cere, the orator makes a requisition
in behalf of his client, of the justice
of which he had a right to judge :
and by the public manner in which
this requisition was made, he vir
tually threatens him with the pe
nalties of law, if it was not com
plied with ; which last conception
is involved in the verb flagitare.
" Ausonius Popma defines this
verb very properly, " Vehementer
et plerumque ciim strepitu et convicio poscere."
. " The gentlest power offlagitare,
which is that in which the petiti
oner proposes to effect his purpose
only by teazing, appears in such
examples as the two following :
" Implorare et flagitare auxiliura
consulis."
nee potentem amicum
Larginrafitgite.
Satis edntemus unicit Sabinis.
41 There are other instances again,
in which flagitare implies, that the
petitioner threatens the person re.
quested, and excites fear, in order
to effect his purpose.
EJicite ex ammo cm-am atque alienumsci,
Ne quis lancaAtljtagitatorm suum.
«« Petreius afque Afranius qiiurri
stipendium ab legionibus pene seditionc
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iditione factastagitarentur, cujus illi
diem nondum venisse dicerent, Cxfar ut cognofceret postulatum est."
The request made by the soldiers,
in order to obtain their pay before
it was due, was very different from
that made to Caesar in order to have
the matter settled.
" There is a passage in Tacitus,
in which the three last of the five
verbs considered are so placed, that
the meaning of eaph is very ele
gantly and decisively brought forth.
The historian is describing the sen
timents both of Otho and of the
army at Bedriacum, which he had
left just before the engagement that
was to decide the contest between
him and Vitellius. " Ibi de prælio
dubitatum ; Othone per literas flagitante ut maturarent ; militibus ut
imperator pugnæ adeflet postcentibus •
plerique copias trans Padum agentes acciri postulabant." By forming
this anticlimax, Tacitus gives in
formation to the grammarian which
is worthy of his attention. The
terms of the emperor's message, in
which flagitare is used, are expres
sive of his authority, and intimate
the danger of not complying with
his request. Those which announce
the sentiments of the soldiers, by
means of postcere, are expressive of
no unbecoming menace towards
their commander, but make the ful
filment of their right to be led on
to battle by him, the condition of
their obedience. Many, again,
whose request is announced by post,
tulnre, suggest a reasonable claim,
in which there is not even the sha
dow of contumacy. They are' will
ing to obey the orders of their
commander with all prudent dis
patch, and even in his absence,
and they require a reinforcement,
not as a right, but as the means of
doing justice to their own courage,
and to the cause which they had

espoused. The delicacy, exhibited
by the historian in this description,
will please the more, the longer it is
contemplated. He not only de
lights his reader by an elegant and
masterly discrimination of the va
rious sentiments then prevalent in
the minds of Otho and his follow
ers, but furnishes him also with
some curious grammatical facts,
which few other writers had inge
nuity to perpeive.
" Docerc, erudire, instituere, imbuere, agree in denoting a change
produced upon the mind by com
munication from others, but differ
in respect, either to the state of
that mind to which the communi
cation is made, or to the means em
ployed in making it. Docere, which,
according to Varro, comes from de,
signifies to give information to those
wno need it, without reference to
their previous knowledge, and is a
correlative term in respect to discere. Thus, Seneca fays, " Homines
dum decent, discunt,"—" Itaquenon
facile est invenire qui, quod sciat
ipse, alteri non tradat. Ita non;
solum ad discendum propensi sumus,
verum etiam ad docendum." That
doccre is applicable to all who re
ceive instruction, whether ignorant,
or in a certain degree previously
instructed, appears from the follow
ing passages : " Quid mmc te Asine literas doccam t non opus est
verbis fed fustibus."
Hoc quoque te manet, ut pueros element*
doctntem
Occupet extremis in vicis balba scnectus.
" In the passages now quoted,
docere supposes the minds receiving
the information to be completely
ignorant; but in the three that fol
low, they appear to be in a state
directly contrary. " Et docebo sus
(ut aiunt) oratorem eum, quern
quum Catulus nuper audisset, feenum. alios aiebat esse oportere."
G 3
Plura
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Plura recognosccs, pauca JacenJ-ut eris.
Quid est enim aut tarn arrogans,
quam, de religione, de rebus diviTiis, ceremonlis facris, pontisicum
collegium docere conarir"
" Docere is almost the only one
of the verbs mentioned, that is em
ployed to denote information given
as to an event, as well as the ac
quisition of a new conception.
" Cum interea ne literas quidem
ullas accepi, quæ.rne docerent quid
ageres."
" Erudite, from e and rudis, dif
fers from docere, in referring always
to the rude state of the person in
structed, and to the gradual pro
gress by which he becomes learned.
J\o such expression as " sus crudio
oratorem," can exist, because, when
docere is tints used, it vilifies the abi
lity of the teacher, and heightens
the information of the scholar.
When the Romans used the phrase
Jus Minervam, the construction was
to be completed by docere, not by
erudire. They only admitted in idea
the possibility of adding one or a
few facts to the stock of know
ledge, possessed by the goddess of
learning.
'« The instances that follow fliew
clearly, that erudire constantly im
plies the absence ot information up
on the part of the perftfu to be in
structed.
t
qn: moliibus anr.U
Ie patrias artes mdimiiu e;at.
•'Tnde puerum liben'imiococœptiftn haberi, erudirique arti.ms quibus
ingenia ad magnæ fortunæ cultum
excitantur."—" Philofophia omni
um ,mater artium nihil aliud est
quam donum inyentum deorum.
Hæc nos primtim ad illorum cul
tum, deinde ad jus hominum, quod
fitum est in generis huir.ani focietate, turn ad modesiiam mngnitudi-

nemque animi erudivi/." In this
last example, the progress of man,
as she.pupil of philosophy, is beau
tifully painted by erudire in its pur
est sense.
" There is no inconsistency in do
cere and erudire appearing in one sen
tence, and being applied to the dif
ferent degrees ofproficiency made by
those acquiring knowledge. " Neque folum vivi atque præfentes studiofos difeendi erudiunt atque docent,
fed hoc idem etiam post mortem
rnonumentisliterarumassequuntur."
Sallust fays of Sylla, that he was
*' literis Græcis atque Latinis juxta atque dodijjime erudims." Upon
the principles laid down, this com
pounded expression will bear to be
analysed. The participle, it sliould
seem, denotes, that he had been re
gularly instructed in Greek and Ro
man literature, and the adverb, that
the stock of his knowledge was
such, that few, if any, were able to
add to it.
" One instance occurs in Cicero,
in which erudire signifies to inform
as to an event, which docere does
often. " Obviæ mihi velim sint
liteiæ tuæ, qua* me crudiant de omni repubiica, ne hospes plane veniam." This uncommon use of
erudire seems to justify the defini
tion given of it. Cicero modestly
confesses that ignorance of the af
fairs of the state, inconsequence of
his absence, which is perfectly con
silient with the pure use of erudire%
and which, when duly represented,
his correspondent was able to re
move.
" Institutre differs from the pre
ceding verbs in denoting the first
step of a progress in teaching, and
the communication of the elements
of whatever is the ground of in
struction. The simple verb jiatucre, in a figurative fense, denotes
the determination to act, while the
com.
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compound denotes the commencement of the action that had been
resolved upon. It is only, however, as applied to teaching, that
this verb can be held synonymous
with the rest of the set. " Socrates
jam senex institui lyra non erubesceb.it." The verb here evidently
refers to the first lesson in an art,
of which the philosopher was before utterly ignorant. " Susceperas enim liberos non solum tibi,
fed etiam patriæ. Eos injiituere atque erudire ad majorum instituta
atque civitatis disciplinary, non ad
tuas turpitudines, debuisti." Injlilucre here refers to the first step in a
process, which erudire supposes to
be carried on in the education of
children. The arrangement of the
verbs, however, may be reversed,
and each respectively applied to
that particular state of certain pupils with which it best accords,
" Senectus adajescentes docet, injii/a/7, ad omne ofheii munus instruit."
" Imbucre differs from injiituere,
jn denoting the instilment of fentiments that fit the pupil for making
progress in a particular line. It
implies intention upon the part of
the agent, like the former verbs,
and supposes the means of instruction to operate without the con
sciousness of him who receives itIn its original application to material objects, it had denoted an assection of them in respect to colour,
taste, or smell, communicated by
means of a fluid, and has been as.
terwards applied to the production
of a mental disposition or aptitude
not easily ro be destroyed. «* Appium Claudium præsect^uro urbis
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relinquunt, jam inde ab incunabulis imbutum odio tribunorum piebisc/iie."—" Ad hanc legem. non
do8i fed facti, non injlituti fed imbutt sumus." Facti here suggests
the purpose of the creator in opposition to that of a teacher, at whatever time he might communicate
his instructions ; and, imbuti, the inllilment of preparatory, sentiments
before any lesson was given, as involved in the verb injiituere.
" Imbuere does not always imply
the complete absence of information
on any subject, but it uniformly
implies an effect produced as the
means tending to future improvemeiit. ' " Sin sit is qui et doctrina
mihi liberaliter injlitutus, e: aliquo
jam imbutus usu." In/litutu; here
denotes, that a good foundation had
been laid upon which the scholar's
progress rests ; and imbutus, that by
habit he had acquired such predispositions, as fit him to advance in
that line of study which the orator
chalks out.
" When Horace states the good
qualities of a slave exposed to sale,
he fays he was
Litcnilis Grcecis Mat*:, idoneus arti
Cuilibec : argilla quidvis imiuberis uda.
Though the power of the diminutive in the nqun falls properly on
the participle, yet no ambiguity is
thereby produced in respect to the
meaning of imbutus. From the
words that follow, it evidently implies, that the smattering of Greek
literature, acquired by the stave,
fitted him for making further pro.
ficiency."
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[From Mrs. Piozzi's British Synonymy, in Two Volumes.]
Droll, Comical, Grotesque.
" rr->HE first of these words was
X long used in our language
as a substantive, but grows obsolete
as such in conversation, where it
takes the French fense now exact
ly, and is synonymous to every
epithet that expresses coarse mirth
divested of all dignity, and fittest
for buffoons. Some time ago it
was in constant service as a verb ;
but in these days we do not fay a
man drolls upon his neighbour's
foible, but how droll he is when
he so entertains the company. I
would observe, that people met to
gether on purpose to laugh, and to
be wantonly or idly meny, should
at least be attentive in the choice of
subjects to exert their fancy upon ;
as nothing is more easy than to be
comical, if the imagination is per
mitted to excite grotesque images
upon topics particularly grave, and
rationally serious : —and I trust it
3s for that very reason these droll
gentlemen commonly choose those
subjects for ridicule— because the
very opposition suffices to create
the merriment, at slight expence of
humour, wit, or learning, in such
talkers ; who by mere knowledge
of the clear obscure in conversa
tion, force out strong and immedU
ate effect, with little or no merit. —
Less innocent and not more va
luable to those that excel in letters,
life and languages, are such pre
tenders, than is the Panorama
viewed by painters—a mere decep
tion, ad captandum vulgus. We
must confess, however, that neither
vulgar nor elegant minds are di
verted with the fame kind of </>«/-

lery in different countries, where
whatever is merely comical ' de
pends much upon the habits of
life ; and the famous story of Itai
lian humour will scarce make an
English reader laugh perhaps, al
though it is a sort of standing joke
with them. I will insert it, be
cause to many of my country peoT
pip it may possibly be new, and is
certainly the fairest specimen ofgro
tesque manners in a nation that ad
mits of infinite familiarity from
servants and low dependants, such
as obtained in England a century
ago, when the consequences of
such kind of behaviour were not,
as they would now be, destructive
to decorum, and even dangerous to
society. "A noble Florentine, then,
had ordered a crane for dinner;
but his cook's sweetheart coming
in hungry, he cut off a leg for her,
and sent the bird to table with but
one : his master in a passion called
him up, and asked if cranes had,
but one leg ? No, sir, replied the
fellow with great presence of mind,
and your excellency never saw
those animals with too. Did I ne
ver indeed ? said my lord, still more
provoked—order the carriage to
the daor ' directly.—The open
chaise was brought, and the cook
put into it by his master's direction;
who seizing the reins, drove him
to the neighbouring lake three
miles from the palace, where stood
numbers of cranes by the water
side, as is their custom, upon one
leg, with the other drawn up under
their wing. Now look, sir, said
the cunning fellow—they are all so,
you may perceive; not one of them
has more than one legv. You are im:
oudent
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pudent enough, replies the noble
man, we will fee presently if they
are all lame : and suddenly crying
Hoo, hoo, away scampered the
birds on as many limbs as they
could muster.—Oh 1 but, my lord,
returns the droll cook comically, this
is not fair:—you never cried Hoo,
hoo, to the crane upon your dish,
or who knows but he might have
produced two legs as well as these ?K
L\udicrous, Comical, Laughable, Hut.^reus, Droll,
" If critically applied to essays,
dramas, &c. are nearly but not ex
actly synonymous ; for a thing co
mical in its own nature, and seem
ingly well adapted to the stage, will
not always be laughable, and vice
versa. There are humorous stories
told every day in company, that,
as Shakspeare says, set the table in
a roar, which would excite no
sympathy of mirth in an audience
met on set purpose to be entertain
ed : nor would any thing appear
half so ludicrous as the insensibi
lity of pit, box, and gallery to a
tale which, told to any ten people
there at supper, would divert them.
Laughing depends upon a thou
sand minute circumstances ; and
the man of humorous faculties is
never half as sure of making those
who surround him laugh, as the man
pf wit is sure to make them all ad
mire. Wit is a brilliant quality,
and of a positive nature; it may be
translated in twenty languages, nnd
lose but little ; but foreigners can
with difficulty learn to laugh with
us, or we with them.
" Doctor Beattie seems to have
confounded these qualities strange
ly, and selects passages as humo
rous, which 1 think purely and
perfectly witty; and selects from
feudibras too, of all books, perhaps
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the most dazzling with scintillanl
brightness. I should as soon be
tempted to laugh over Young's
poems as Butler's; for though ri
dicule and satire provoke admira
tion, and we all agree to express that
admiration by laughing, it is but a
company laugh at 'last, called up to
sliew that we understand the joke,
but is expressive of no mirth ;
while in Goldsmith's five act farces
you are momentarily presented
with some droll mistake, some bur
lesque image, or some ludicrous si
tuation, which assisted by the actor
forces out sudden and involuntary
laughter from the most seriously dis
posed. Whatever appears studied
cannot be humorous, though co
mical it may be made by study cer
tainly ; as Swift and Congreve
knew. They were facetious writ
ers in the truest fense of that clas
sical word ; but I see more humour
in Johnny Gilpin than in all Gul
liver's Travels, replete as they are
with wit, and satire, and raillery,
and malice. Shakspeare mjentime
possesses the true power over his
countrymen's hearts, who never at
the thousandth representation for
bear to give their unequivocal
testimony to his various powers,
while Lancelot Gobbo and his
whimsical father instruct Basfanio
on his way to master Jew's; or
when Elbow's examination before
the magistrates is likely (as_one of
them observes) to outlast a night
in Russia, when nights are longest
there. The difference between wit
and humour is best exemplified
however in the historical plays :
where we find Falstass always witty,
nor can distress at last in any de
gree blunt his powers of calling up
comic images, and combining them
■with facetious pleasantry; but mine
hostess displays pure, naive and na
tive humour, nor can any thing ex
ceed
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cctut her droll simplicity in the ac they stand : we may therefore, 3n\
count slie gives of the poor knight's order to bring them close together,
de'ath, when he is gone, whose sup observe, how through the number
port in every scene often took our less vicissitudes in nature and in
attention away from her character life, there is yet less real change
■—admirably, incomparably, as it is than flulluation of events, less true
drawn. Ben Johnson has not, I diversity perhaps than unremarked
somehow think, received his due revolution. Even in the toffings
praise for humour. Learning is an of that sea whence the third substan
enemy to merriment, we fancy ; yet tive upon our list is derived, I have
surely the last scene of the Alchy- thought there was not so much
misi, which to every other perfec mutability as a light observer would
tion that a comic drama can possess, imagine. The same waves pro
adds the ludicrous appearance of bably fqr many years wash the
the gaping neighbours, apparently fame coasts.— The wells they
all wonderstruck at sight of what leave behind them exhibit no
they knew perfectly well before, variety. Fish of the same kind
but had been persuaded to disbe haunt the same shores, and no flight
lieve against the evidence of their of time brings turtle to the bay of
own senses,, chained down by the Dublin, or salmon to Genoa :—I
superior genius of Jeremy Butler mean, not iti sufficient quantity to
— is an astonishing performance disprove this observation ; for now
—ingenious and subtle in the con and then an extraordinary thing
trivance aud grouping—yet so truly will happen, and flying-fishes from
natural, pleasant, and honestly the Pacific Ocean are at this hour
laughable, no powers of face can digging out of a mountain near Ve
stand it : and when I sit alone rona. Pennant will tell us, that the
and refresh my memory with the fame swallow occupies the fame
effect tTiat play had upon the stage nest every vear ; and Dr. Johnson
in Garrkk's time, I can laugh from said, th..t no poet could invent a
recollection of i'.s force. Garrick series or combination of incidents
indeed knew all • the avenues to the præcognita of which might not
laughter ; and bad such extraordi be found in Homer: and , should
nary capacity for playful images, we claim an exception or two in
and light gaiety, that the words favour of Shakspeare and Ariosto,
ludicrous, d. oil,, and comical can those exceptions would only prove
never surely be pronounced or the rule.
" Herschel informs us that all na
written without exciting tender re
membrance of him, whose plea ture's works are rotatory : if then
santry made our lives cheerful each ftsr, however firmly fixed, has
—perhaps even at the expence of in itself a motion round its own,
axis, the solid contents of every
his own."
such globe may be supposed to par
Variety,
Diversity, \ Tluftuation, ticipate this spirit of rotation. In
Change, Mutability, Vicissitude.
our own we see truth and error,
land and sea, stiifting their stations
" Among these words though with more vicissitude than actual
analogy may be found, synonymy change; and while the natural fun
can hardly be sought : the proprie rises to one half of us mortals,
ty depends upon the place in which wjiile ij, sets to the others, we dis
cern
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cern in like manner whole regions
immersed in darkness at beginning,
now brightly illuminated wi:h
Revelatioir's beam ; and the tracts
of country first irradiated, funk in
to fad opacity.
" This seems indeed the even
ing of our earth's natural day—

Nipht succeeds impervious night.
.What those dreadful glooms conceal,
Fancy's glass can ne'er reveal : /
When fliall light the scene improve ?
When shall time the veil remove ?
■When shall truth my doubts dispel ?
Awful period! who can tell?
Ha wkzs worth."

On the Difficulty and Dignity of Translation.
[From the Second Volume of the Looker-on, a Periodical Paper.]
Non missura cutem, nisi plena cruoris hirudo.
Nor will he leave his skin, until he drains,
Through every pore, the liquur of his
veins.
" rT">HERE is no better proof
X of the difficulty that at
tends any species of composition,
than the scarcity of successful spe
cimens it affords, among a more
than common multitude of trials:
It is hard to point out an indisputa
bly good translation in the language ;
whence it follows that no mind of
ordinary mould is equal to the per
formance, and'that, to accomplish
the task, some certain qualities
must conspire, which do rarely
operate in conjunction. Why men
fhould'think humbly of an object,
which great geniuses have thought
not unworthy to employ them, and
on which original talents have been
tried in vain, which, in the literary
warfare has proved too strong for
the mighty, and which, circum
scribed as its limits may seem, has
held out against those conquerors
by whom greater provinces have
been subdued, it is not easy to
conceive, unless it arise from the
envy inspired by those failures in
original attempts, which derive
some consolation from under-rat
ing the glory acquired in less ar
duous undertakings. They are best

answered, however, by a fact which
contains in it something a little
problematical : there never was a
capital translator that was desti
tute of original powers, while
many an original genius is with
out the qualincatious of a translat
or.
" If translation were nothing
more than a verbal exercise of the
memory, and a mechanical accom
modation of one part to another ;
if the letter alone, and not the spi
rit, were concerned ; if the force of
a man's mind existed separately in
the words, and not in their combi
nation ; and if- the sum of his
meaning were always to be pro
duced from the fame denomina
tions ; the translator might stand in
the middle, between the maker of
an index and the compiler of a
vocabulary: but, if there be any
intellectual chemistry employed in
the transfusion of thoughts and
Images from one language into an
other ; if, to represent, in all their
vivacity, the pictures wrought in
another's imagination, we must
possess all the corresponding co
lours in our own ; if it be necefsarary to feel nicely, to describe
justly ; if we must conceive fully,
to copy faithfully ;-' then there is
a dignity in translation above
the reach of common men ; a me
rit
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rit that belongs to it beyond what
the original reflects ; a merit pecu
liarly and eminently its own ; and
a mode of excellence not always
within the grasp of original ability.
" But what is that circumstance
in which consists the superior
difficulty of translation; a difficul
ty which great wits and accom
plished writers have rarely, if ever,
surmounted j and before which
genius itself falls often prostrate,
and avows its irnbecillity ? A great
er felicity of invention, or power of
imagination; a greater (kill in com
bining, or force in colouring ; a
greater expansion of thought, or
affluence of materials, it cannot re
quire than works of original genjus : to these belong whatever
holds the highest place and charac
ter in the order of intellectual
endowments ; whatever is para
mount and princely in the mind.
In what then consists this peculiar
difficulty of tranflation ? Not in its
concerns with the genius or the
judgment separately : not in its
claims upon the imagination, or its
exercise of the memory j but in
that equal tribute it exacts from all
the powers of the intellect, in that
poise and equilibrium of the fa
culties it requires, which holds
them all in reciprocal dependence;
in its calls for genius, but genius
yoked to discretion; in its calls
for prudence, but prudence in
formed with vivacity ; in that rigour of its demands, which requires
au assemblage of qualities that
rarely conspire, which requires am
bition with moderate pretensions,
emulation without the wish to sur
pass, freedom tempered with re
serve, and spirit exercised to for
bearance.
" This speculative difficulty of
translation has produced thole de
fects in practice, which might have
reasonably been expected. In its

earlier efforts, we behold a tameness and servility which disappoint
us of all the genius of the original;
by its idolatrous adherence tojbrms
and symbols, it lost sight of the true
objects of adoration—the spirit and!
divinity itself. Of this character
are the attempts of Ben Johnson,
Hobbs, Holiday and others. Then
followed a crowd of flovenly trans
lators, whose pride seemed to con
sist in familiarising their originals,
by coarse and ordinary expressions,
content with a loose display of their
meaning, without caring about the
quality of the medium through
which their sense was conveyed.
Such are the versions of Echard
and L'Estrange, whose productions
may be studied with advantage by
those whose business is with the vul
gar combinations of the language,
with fordid witticisms and proverbial
buffoonery. In the cohort of li
centious translators who followed,
and who may justly be said to be
above their profession, Dryden ap
pears at their head,
• by merit rals'd
To that bad eminence.
{' Franchiscd by nature, and en
dued with that grace of mannef
by which some men are privi
leged above rules, he felt that he
could adventure in poetry beyond,
any other writer of his age. Un
happily he carried this habitual
carelessness into the province of
translation, where it could not but
work considerable mischief, and
overthrow the very principle and
purpose of his labours ; where it was
a breach of literary trust, and a
violation of that faith to which he
pledged himself by the undertak
ing. He complains, indeed, of the
insufficiency of our language, which
was unable to supply what the ori
ginal exacted in the grace and splen
dor of dictjon ; and repines at the
dish-
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difficulty which grew upon him, of - When the harassed army of* the
making'new words and phrases, to Greeks,under the conduct of Xenocorrespond with the unwearied va- phon, after innumerable sufferings
riety of his author's language : but and fatigues, had gained the heights
this plea, which is doubtful as far of the Carduchan mountains, thesea,
as it goes, can never excuse his suddenly bursting upon their view,
Violations of that first and funda- gave them a prospect of the'r
mental law of his original* which homes, and, in a moment, filled
enjoined an unrelenting severity, their hearts with a thousand tender
and an uniform elevation of style.
hopes and recollections ; they saw
" I do not know how a man can before them the sweet reward of all
reasonablv complain, with the Pa- their toils ; and already their fanradise Lost in his hands, of the want cies regaled them with the joyful
of strength, or variety, or majesty, congratulations of their wives, and
in our language. We have words the lisping welcomes of their
in abundance for high and low oc- children : " eaXuTlalflaXaT?.!" broke
casions, for grave and mirthful to- involuntarily from the lips of those
pics ; a wardrobe furnished for who were foremost, and the found
every character, whether we act ran increasing from the van of the
the prince or the mountebank, the army ; presently those who were behero or the harlequin : yet, true as hind took it up, till at length it spread
this observation may be of the lan- from battalion to battalion, till it
guage in general, it is a misfortune reached the ears of Xenophon, who
inherent in translation, that no lan- was bringing up the rear of his'
guage can furnifli, for every parti- troops. Now what fort of figure
tular phrase, a phrase of corre- will the words, " the sea ! the sea!"
sponding dignity; for every par- make in place of " 8«**t7»! Bm\vH* '."
ticular word, a word of similar en- Not all the echoes of a thousand
ergy. Some sentences must una- hills, or the union of a million of
Voidably lose a proportion of their voices, could give it an equal efValue, for the want of adequate ex- sect ; and here we mult confess,'
preffions ; and the force of a pas- that there is no force of mind in
sage must frequently be reduced by the translator, which can compenwords of inferior found. But where fate for the defect in his language,
there is a prevailing character in
" But, as certain words, in certhe original, whatever that cha- tain languages, have sounds which
raster may be, such is the versatile- cannot be imitated, so have they
capability of our language, that the meanings which cannot be transEnglifli translator is inexcusable planted. If any man of knowledge
if he fail in the ultimate rescm- and research, equal to the underblance, and lose sight of the leading taking, were to set himself the task
excellence of his model.
of collecting those words in differu Languages are not always in ent languages, which are most ununison, and their chords will not translatable into others ; the adop^
always afford corresponding effects tion of such words, instead of the
of found ; an irremediable defect multiplication of our synonymous
attached to translation, in respect terms, might be a real accession of
to single words, which no arts of literary wealth, and, by savins; the
combination can supply, and no necessity of circumlocutions, would
subsequent compensations redeem, bring with it very material advant
tages

•
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tages in respect to brevity of phrase,
and simplicity of expression. In
the course ot such an enquiry, lie
would often fall upon very pleasing
discoveries of the strong connexion >
between language and manners,
and might discern through this
medium, many -ot the distinguish
ing features of ancient and modemtimes. Thus u sentiment," is a
word of modern origin, and ex
plains in a manner, by its date, au
effect of the Gothic institutions of
chivalry. In the Latin word "or- .
bitas," for which we 'can find no
corresponding term, we perceive •
some intimation of the consequence
and immunities which were gained
among the Romans by a numerous
progeny. The complexional pe- ■
culiarities of the Englilh have pro
duced a Variety of appropriate
words,., such as " comfortable.,"
" humour," and a hundred others ;
of which quality are, " appetis-.
sent," " piquant," " naivete,",
M ennui," in the French.
" But -it- is not in single words
only, that one language bids defi- .
ance to another; they are as oftenirreconcilable in their combina-.
tions. That accidental force which'
ib communicated ta words by those
circumstances aud incidents, those
trivial localities which leave their
impressions on a language long af
ter they expire themselves, impart
also to certain phrases an untrans
latable quality, an essential inhev
r;:nt virtue which bariles imitation,
'i'liu*, in some writers who are
most intimately acquainted with
the secret resources of their lan
guage, we observe.a delicacy which
will not bear removal, a vivacity
which dies in the handling, a charm
wi.icli fades with exposure. This
is th.it carina felicitas by which
Horace is distinguished above other
writers, and which adheres to the.

language as a painting to its canvas.
Who can express, in other words,
the " stremta inertia," the " facili
sævitia,'- the " simplex munditiis,"
and a hundred other phrases of
that exquisite poet? they are among
the
fifi)«f>3, once said, and ne
ver to be said again.
" It is flattering to our natures
to find excuses for human failures,
and to lodge the blame rather with
the. instruments with which we-'
work, than with ourselves. In the
business of translation, we are sure
that no perfection of intellect can
remedy or supply the deficiencies
of langi/ige ; yet, in the specimens'
which ^ur country's literature ex-'
hibits, we perceive a-surhcicnr<
number of errors, for which no
reason can be given, but the raise
taste, ignorance, or pride of transla
tors. It mry be fairly attributed
to one of these causes, when we fee
an author's meaning grossly mistak
en, a new dress given to his senti- •
ntents, or new sentiments fublfiv
tuted in their place. Thus 1 lose mir'
patience, when 1 fee what was meant
metaphorically by the author, inter
preted literally by his translator; or'
a thought cast into a' "metaphor,
which was simply intended. This
is only warrantable in cafes where
one language cannot be accommo
dated to the spirit or idiom of an
other ; but it is plain to be perceiv- :
ed, how often it springs froln a
pragmatical interference ih -the
translator, who is so continually
led awr.y by the conceit of im
proving upon lib original.
" A vanity of this fort seemsto have
strongly possessed the mind of the ce- '
lebra'ted translator- of Cicero's and
Pliny's Epistles, who not seldom sa
crifices his original to an overspun
delicacy of phras*', and is, in some
respects, too fine a gentleman for a
faithful translator " Epistola cnimt
nou
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non erubescit"—thus Tully, in his
famous letter to Lucceius ; which
his translator has engliihed, For
a letter spares the confusion of a
blush." Had he rendeted it lite
rally, its strength and its brevity
might have bt-en preserved in the
translation. He has too much of
what the Greeks express by tne
term >»^&«, a word whose force
cannot be represented by any sin
gle word of anv lantjua:re with
which I am acquainted.
" There is no faidt into which
the pride of improving more fre
quently betrays modern translators,
than this aberration from the sim
ple meaning and spirit of their au
thors. The circumstance, indeed,
which still secures to the ancients
their poetical pre-eminence, is that
superior vein > of sinipl city by
which, in general, they are distinguislied. As the dress of.fhepherdesies become some women best, so
some thoughts are best adorned in
the plainest attire. The modern
translator is for tricking out every
tiling in a meretricious splendor;
is for covering with a corrosive
cosmetic, the vivid bloom of na
ture, and for hiding her original
whiteness with a cold and lifeless
enamel.
" This difference of character
between ancient and modern com
positions, is marked in nothing so
strongly as in the t^lte for allego
rical representations. The em
blems of the moderns are distinguislied by their complication and
confusion ; those of the ancients,
bv their simplicity and propriety.
The fame opposition of character
runs through the whole range of
metaphor and allusion. The an
cient designs with two or three
strokes ; the modern is always sill
ing up and retouching: the one
imagines you can never have
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enough ; the other is afraid of
giving you too much. It was a
risk more perilous than he thought,
for an ancient to have indulged his.
genius: his boldness is sure to be
outraged by his translator; if he
be witty, he is converted into a
conjuror; all his conceits are
wrought up into conundrums ; his
native elegance is ■ refined into
coxcombry ; and, if his natural
walk be graceful, he is' made to
dance in the translation.
" In the business of translation,
there is no attempt more delicate
and dangerous, than that of tam
pering with a thoughts under a no
tion of improving its effect. It is*
not in the compass of any general
rules to define so dubious a right,
or limit so precarious a liberty. Let
it be exercised by those wily, who,
by long acquaintance with their au
thor's manner, have learned with
accuracy to dilfinguisli the colour of
his thoughts, to embrace the true
scope of his meaning, and to de
tect in his language' the -tacit oper
ations of his mind. To force upon
him a thought, of which he has
given no sort of intimation, is an
offence without excuse or pallia
tion ; and so much like treachery
and falsehood, as to take a slir.de of
immorality*.—If this be a crime in
translation, Dryden must be con
sidered as criminal in no common
degree, unless it will be admitted
in excuse that, as often as he over
charges the fense of his original in
one place, he curtails it in an
other.
" The last stumbling-block to
translators, which 1 have room left
me to remark upon, is the wit and
humour of their authors. There
is nothing which will bear so little
to be loaded as genuine humour,
the texture of which is generally so
fine, that a breath will almost dis
solve
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solve it : yet here the wantonness
of the translator conspicuously
breaks out ; and nothing is more
rare, than a flower of this kind that
survives the transplanting. One
might wonder how any man, in
whom there was nothing congenial,
should venture upon the translation
of a comic writer, if every hour
did not serve to convince us that
the point of humour is that, in
which our self-flattery leads us into
grosser mistakes, than any faculty
which belongs to our natures. The
sources of humour lie so buried in
the wosds, and its effect is so complexional, and adheres so closely to
the manner, that it cannot be sepa
rated by rude hands, or developed
by common acuteness.
" Besides which, the jest of the
humourist lies often in his earnest,
and his earnest reciprocally in his
jest; a circumstance-which induces
perpetual mistakes in the translator,
who is forever interpreting serious
ly, what is jestingly meant in the
original, and is shaking his sides,

when his author only smiles severe
ly. We may boast, however, of
translations, both of Lucian and
of Plautus, two of the most hu
morous writers of antiquity, which
are highly creditable to the litera
ture of this country ; and a living
author of some sensible essays has
shewn us, by a very spirited speci
men, how well qualified he is to
preserve, in a translation, the irre
sistible humour of Aristophanes. I
do notrecollectan instance in which
the idea of an original has heen im
proved by a chaster and happier
turn, than in a passage of Plautus's
Treasure, tranflated by Thornton.
The passage to which I allude, is in
the fourth scene of the second act,
the force of which, however, can
only be understood by a perusal of
the context—" Hem ! sic oportet
obseri mores malos!" The turn giv
en to " mores malos," by trans
lating it " wild oats," adds infi
nitely to the humour, without de
parting from the scope of the idea."
/

PHILOSOPHICAL PAPERS,

Observations of a Quintuple Belt on the Planet Saturn, by
William Hekschbl, LL. D. F. R. S.
[From the First Part of the Philosophical Transactions, for the
Year 1794.]'
" TTl^rERY analogy that can be
j£j traced' iff the appearance of
the planets, seems to throw some
additional light ufi *hat v/e know
of them already. Iu some of my
former papers I have established the
spheroidical form of the plane.t Sa
turn, and pointed out the motion
of a spot on its disk. From the
first of these may be inferred acou•iiderable rotation 0:1 it/axis; while
the latter goes a step farther, and
shews that it has liich a- motion.
My late observations seem to hint
tons, that the period -in which it
revolves is, probably, not of a long
duration.
" They are as follows:
« Nov. i',, r793. 3* 35', 7-feet
reflector, power 287.
" Close to the ring of Saturn,
where it passes across the body of
the planet, is the siiadow of the
ring ; very narrow, and black.
" Immediately south of the sha
dow is a bright, uniform, and
broad belt.
" Close to this bright belt is a
broad, darker belt; which is di
vided by two narrow, white streaks ;
f'o that by this means, it becomes
to be five belts ; n'nirrelv, three
dark, and two bright ones ; the co
lour of the dark belt is yellowiflz.
1 794-

" The space from the quintuple
belt towards the south pole of t'.e
planet which b in view, is of a pale,
whitish colour ; less bright than the
white equatori?! belt, ai:d much
less so than the rinj.
" The globular form of Sattra
is very visible, so that it has by no
uieans the appearance of a Hat t;ilk.
" Nov. 13, 3h 30'! The quin
tuple belt on . Saturn is as it was
Nov. ri. I saw it three hovirs ago,
and several times since, without
any visible change.
" Nov. 19, 3h 14'. The south
ern belt of Saturn is siill divided
into five. The evening is not clear
enough to observe changes in i:,. if
there were any.
" Nov. 22, 2h 32'. The quintu
ple belt on Saturn remains itill the
fame j power 287.
" With 430, 1 seethe fame very
distinctly ; but the small divisions
have hardly light enough when so
much magnified.
" I' viewed the same belt with
four different object specula. One
of them fliewed the divisions un
commonly well.
• .
" Dec. 3, o'1 35'. 7-feet reflec
tor ; power 287. The quintuple
belt upon Saturn remains as it was
Nov. 23.
//
" J tried
!
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" I tried several double and
pla.,jo-concave eye-glasses, but found
them all defective in figure except
one, and that being of one inch
focal length, the power was too low
to expect seeing these belts well,
with it.
•< The smallness of the field of
view, with astronomical objects is
not so disagreeable as it is generally
supposed tt>- be ; for the eye may
have a motion before the lens, and
by that means a small luminous ob
ject, when ail the rest of the field
ss dark, and while the telescope re
mains in the feme situation, maybe
seen for as long a time, pasting
through the field of a concave eye
glass, as it can in a convex one ;
whereas with the latter, it is wellknown that such a motion of the
eye can be of no use.
«< 2h 36' : 20-seet reflector; pow
er 15;, 300, 480. I see the quiiw
tuple belt ve.y well.
" We know that the planet Ju
piter has many belts. Some re
markable instances of their being
very numerous are recorded in my
journal, one of which is accompa
nied with a figure. The observa
tions are as follows:
" May 28, 1780. Jupiter's b»lts
are curved ; and there are a multi
tude of them ail over the body of
the planet.
" Jan. 18, 1790. I viewed Ju
piter with the 40-feet reflector,
shere were two very dark, broad
belts, divided by an equatorial zeac
or space, the colour of which was
of a yellow cast. Next to the dark
belts, on each side, towards the
poles, were bright and dark small
belts, alternately placed, and con
tinued almost up to the poles, both
ways.
" In taking out fig. 2. from my
journa), I perceive one so very un
like; it jusi before, that I am in

duced to give it here, though rather
foreign to my present purpose. It
contains, however, an observation
which it will not be amiss to re
cord.
" April 6, 1 ;3o. I had a fine
view of Jupiter, and saw, as soon
as I looked into the telescope, with
out having any previous notice of
it, the shadow of the 3d satellite,
and the satellite itself, upon tht
lower part of the disk. The sha
dow was so black and well defined,
that I attempted to measure it, and
found its diameter by the microme
ter l",c62.
M This measure of the shadow
should be checked by the follow
ing observation.
" March 15, 1791. uh 54'.
With the 20-feet reflector, and a
power of 800, I estimate the appa
rent diameter of the largest of Ju
piter's satellites to be lev! than onefourth of thediamsterof the Geor
gian planet, which X have just been
viewing. With 1200, it seems also
to be less, in the fame proportion.
With 2400,- I can plainly perceive
the diik of the satellite. With
4800, the apparent diameter of the*
largest of the satellites is less than
one-quarter of rhat of the Georgian
planet.
44 The analogy allutsed to in the
first paragraph of this paper, refers
tu the numerous parallel belts which
we have noticed, in the above given
observations, on the disks of Jupi
ter and Saturn.
" That belts are immediately
connected with the rotation of the
planets, will hardly be- denied, when
those, of Jupiter are so well known
always to lie in the direction of its
equatorial motion. Since, then, it
appears that the belts of Saturn are
very numerous, like those of Jupi
ter, and are also placed in the direc
tion of the longest diameter of the
piauet,
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planet, it may not be without some
reason that we infer the period of
the rotation of the former to be
short, like that of the latter.
" The planet Mars, in all my
observations, never presented it
self with any parallel belts, nor do
tve observe such phænomena on
the disk of Venus. The first is
known to have a rotation much
slower than Jupiter ; and the latter,
according to the accounts of Cassirti
and Bianchini, 1s certainly not orie
that moves quickly upon its axis.
** However, I do hot mean to
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enter into the strength of an argu
ment for a quick rotation of Saturn,
that may be drawn from the con
dition of its belts. The circum
stance of a quintuple belt is ad
duced here with no other view,
than merely to point out an analogy
in the condition of the two largest
planets of our system ; and from
thence to infer, that every conclu
sion on the atmosphere and rotation
of the one, drawn from the appear
ance of its belts, will equally apply
to the other."

On the Conversion of Animal Muscle into a Substance much re
sembling Spermaceti, by George Smith Gibbes, A. B.
[From the Second Part of the same Work.]
" TT is a matter of great curiosity
_|_ so observe, aster any fact has
been well ascertained^ how many
things might have led to a much
• earlier investigation; particularly so,
had the writings of many great men
been equally examined; with those
observations which, though appa
rently very triflings have often ex
cited general attention. The con
version of animal muscle into a fatty
matter gives us a very striking ex
ample.
" The celebrated sir Thomas
Brown, in his very learned and cu
rious treatise intituled Hydriotaphia, assures us, that he has found
a soap-like substance in an hydroI)ical body. His words are as folow, viz. " In art hydropical body,
ten years buried in a church-yard,
we met with a fat concretion,
where the nitre of the earth, and
the fait and lixivious liquor of the
body, had coagulated large lumps
•f fat into the consistence of the'

hardest Castile soap ; whereof part
remaineth with us."
" Lord Bacon, in his work intitled Sjlva Sylvarum, also men
tions this curious circumstance :
" You may turn (almost) all flesli
into a fatty substance j if you take
flesti and cut it into pieces, and
put the pieces in a glass covered
with parchment ; and so let the
glass stand six or fcven hours in
boiling water. Jt may be au ex
periment of profit for making
grease or fat for many uses ; but
then it must be of such flesti as is
not edible* as horses, dogs, . bears,
foxes, badgers, Stc."
" Animal muscle, having lost i)s
living principle, has been generally
supposed to undergo, when exposed
either to the action of air dr water,
that kind of decompohtiosl only,
which is known by she name < f
the putrefactive fermentation. S'nce
the discervery of the bodies ia the
Ciatitihr tics Jnnocttu at Paris, this
H2
subjcQ
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subject hai been more attended to ;
and a substance, much resembling
spermaceti, is now known to be
. formed by combinations w hich take
the animal flesh and water.
" If you put flesh under water,
and let it stay some time, it will
get very offensive, and the putre
factive fermentation will in some
measure most assuredly take place.
This seems to have been the reason
why the substance remaining in the
■water had not been more accurate
ly examined, it being imagined,
that as this decomposition had com
menced, the whole would be chang
ed in the fame manner. It would
appear strange, if the fame sub
stance, exposed to the action of
two such different bodies as air and
water, sliould undergo precisely
the same change. That they do
not, has been lately proved by ma
ny experiments : and that the pu
trefactive fermentation is not at all
necessary in the formation of this
fatty matter, I think some of the
following experiments will sliew.
" Alter having seen some of the
matter found in the CimetUrc d(s
Imwcens at Paris, 1 concluded that
in some situations the fame kind of
substance might be easily round ;
accordingly I examined some of
the macerating tr.bs belonging to
anatomical ichools in town, and I
round that in most of them thefiefh
was nearly changed into this kind
of fat. By- the indulgence of Dr.
Fegge, the anatomical profetibr in
Oxford, 1 was permitted to exa
mine the receptacle in which the
bodies are deposited, after he has
linislied lecturing on them. This
place is a hole dug in the ground
to the depth of about i 3 or 14 feet ;
and, to remove all offensive smell,
a little stream is turned through it.
I found, on first looking into it,
Chat the flesh was quite white; and

on dVawing up the first piece, I
found it changed in the manner be
fore described. From this place I
have procured at least 12 pound
weight of a substance equal iu every
respect to spermaceti.
" Having seen many specimens of
different animals, which had been
changed under somewhat different
circumstances, that is, where some
had been buried in dampisti ground,
some in wet ground, and some
even in water itself, I began to sus
pect that I might bring about the
same change in a shorter t:me, at
least I might determine the time
necessary lor it: with this view a
piece of the leanest part of a rump
of beef was confined in a box full
of holes, which being tied to a tree
near a river, was suffered to stoat
in it. On taking this up from time
to time, I perceived that it gradu
ally got whiter and whiter, and at
the end of a month it was perfect
ly to appearance changed to a mass
of fatty matter. From lome circum
stances, 1 am induced to believe
that it is sooner converted in run
ning water than when it is perfectly
at rest ; lor wiien this beef was ex
posed to the water in the river, a
piece of mutton was placed in a re
servoir of water, and I perceived,
that though the mutton w as exposed
fora longer time than the beef, yet
it was not so much changed.
" Finding that this substance was
so formed, and that I could pro
cure large quantities of it, I tried
some experiments to purify it ; for
this purpose I took several piece*
stf it and melted them; and I found,
though they were brought into a
closer union, yet the fetid smeil
wtas as bad as before. After trying
some unsuccessful experiments, it
.occurred to me that if I could add
a substance to it which would unite
with the offensive parts, and not
6
with,
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with the set, I might then get it
pure; accordingly I poured some
nitrous acid upon it, which imme
diately had the desired effect ; a
waxy smell was perceived, and on
separating and melting it, I got it
nearly pure.
The nitrous acid
turns it yellow, but by submitting
it to the action of the oxygenated
muriatic acid, I have got it quire
white and pure. In the beginning
of last June I buried a cow, in a
place where, from the rising of a
river to supply a mill twice a day,
it was submitted to the action of
running water.
On tak ng this
cow up in December, I found that
where the water was constantly run
ning over it, there it was changed
into a fatty substance, biJt where
the water which had actixl on the
meat could nut ; ass off, there a ve
ry disagree.-. tile smell was sensible,
and the skill was not so much
changed. A piece of this cow,
that was perfectly loan, was stuck
through with a stick, and fastened
to the bottom of t e river ; this
piece was perfectly changed into a

fat matter, and had lost its offensive
smell.
" I have brought about this
change in a much shorter time, in
the following manner : I took three
lean pieces of mutton and poured
on them the three mineral acids,
and I perceived that at the end of
three days each was much altered ;
that in the nitrous acid was much
softened, and on separating the acid
from it, I found it to be exactly
the same with that which I had be
fore got from the water ; that in the
muriatic acid was not in that
time so much altered ; the vitriolic
acid haii turned the other black.
" From these experiments, it ap
pears to me that it is not at all necefliiry that the putrefactive fermentation should take place; on
the contrary, that it takes awav a
great deal of the flesti which might
lcrve tor the formation of a greater
quantity of this waxy substance.
" The foregoing experiments
may not appear new to every one ;
but as they are perfectly so to me,
I take the liberty of offering them."

Experiments relating to Animal Electkicity, by Alexander
Monro, M. D. F.R.S. Edin.
[From the Third Volume of the Transactions of the Royal Soci
ety of Edinburgh.]
"

tlie third of November
V_/ last, sir James Hall and Dr.
Rutherford asked me to repeat with
them some .experiments on what
has been called animal electricity,
which were first performed by Dr.
Galvani, professor of anatomy at
Bologna, and ot which an account
had been 'communicated by Mr.
Seguin of < aris to Dr. Black, in a
letter dated Paris, 3d. August,
H We accordingly1 with the help

of my assistant Mr. Fyfe, repeated
them in the following manner :
" We cut a living frog into two
parts, a little above the lower cud
of the spinal marrow. We then
put ihe middle part of a bit of tin
foil, about one-tenth of an inch in
breadth, and two inches long, ynder the beginning of one of ;l>c
sciatic nerves, and then doubled
the tinfoil over the nerve, that is,
we included the nerve in the douH 3
bling
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bline; of the tinfoil. We next placed
ore hdf crown silver piece between
the table and loins or the frog, and
:< nother between the table and its
leg. We then bended a piece of
brassnvire, about the size of a com
mon stocking-wire, and after lay
ing one tnd of it upon the halfcrown piece which supported the
'leg, we with t'ie other end of the
w;re f rested the double tinfoil ajj; i nil the half-crown piece which
supported the loins, and found,
that instantly convulsions were prodvc.-d in the muscles of the thigh
and leg.
When the tinfoil was passed
around both sciatic nerves, both
legs were convulsed, although the
half-crown piece was placed under
one of the legs only. These ex
periments were tried more than an
hour after the spinal marrow had
been cut across, with the fame suc
cess.
" In another frog, in which the
spinal marrow was not divided, we
found the fame means produce the
fame effects upon the legs, but did
rot observe, that the muscles above
the tinfoil in the trunk, or fore-legs
were affected.
" When the touches were quick
ly repeated, the motions seemed to
become, by degrees, less vigorous,
but did not cease after repeating
them often, even where the spinal
marrow had been divided, traitsvet felv.
" On the toth of November, I
prosecuted the subject farther by
the following experiments;

brain, I thrust into it a bit of tin.
foil. J then placed one half-crown
piece between the table and the bo
dy of the frog, opposite to the tin
foil, and another half-crown piece
between the table and the lower
part of the trunk ■ of the animal,
and, on applying the wire, as be
fore, I found convulsions produced
in the fore-legs and body. Gold
had nearly the fame effect as silver;
but the convulsions were much less
observable, when lead, iron, or
copper were substituted instead of
these.

Experiment I.

M After inclosing the upper part
of the sciatic nerve in tinfoil, I tied
a linen-thread around it, where it is
about to pass from the trunk into
the thigh, so tight as to deprive the
muscles of their power of acting by
the ordinary exertions of the ani
mal,

" After cutting off the hind legs
of a living frog, I laid bare the upT
per part of its spinal marrow, and
surrounded it withtinloil; and in
another" Ifog, aster laying bare the
7

Experiment II.
" I next tried all the above men
tioned experiments with one halfcrown piece only, placed opposite
to the tinfoil ; and on pressing the
tinfoil against the silver-piece, by
means of a brass-wire which I held
in my hand, I found, that the mus
cles were convulsed exactly ;n the
same manner as where two pieces
of the silver were employed in thtmanner before mentioned.
Experiment III.
" I found likewise, that the ex
periment succeeded equally well,
although the silver-piece did not
touch the body of thev animal, but
was merely brought into contacts
with the tinfoil put around the
nerve, by pressure with a brass-wire
held in the hand.
Experiment IV.
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mal, and the skin and toes of their
Experiment IX.
feeling : vet when, with a brasswire held in my hand, I pressed the
" I passed the tinfoil around por
tinfoil against the silver-piece, the tions of the skin, the muscles, the
muscles of the lia&b were violently intestines, and around the femoral
blood-vessels of frogs,, without ob
convulsed.
serving convulsions produced, when
the tinfoil was applied to the silver >
Experiment V.
by-means of the brass-wire.
"I divided transversely all the parts
•f a frog at the pelvis, then tied to
Experiment X.
gether the divided parts of one of
"J laid bare the sciatic nerve in
the sciatic nerves with a linen
thread. I afterwards passed the tin the back part of the thigh of a
foil around the nerve, at a consider young rabbit, and inclosed it in tin
able distance above the ligature, foil, and then applied the tins il,
and found, that when, with a brass- by means of a brass-wire, repeat
wire, i pressed the tinfoil against a edly to a half-crown piece, laid on
half-crown piece, laid on the table the table, aud observed convulsions
at a little distance from the frog, the of the leg produced on each appli
muscles of the leg were instantly cation. 1 after that cut transversely
the lower part of the spinal mar
convulsed.
row, and then, with a brass-wire
held in my hand, I pressed the tin*
Experiment VI.
foil again to the silver, and kept it
" When, after dividing both -sci applied for .1 few seconds, which
atic nerves transversely, I tied the occasioned convulsions so quickly
upper part of the right sciatic nerve, repeated, that the leg became rigid.
inclosed in the tinfoil, to the lower Immediately thereafter, the m.,sc.es
part of the left sciatic herve, and were relaxt-d, and their contractile
then, with a brass-wire, pressed the power seemed to be exhausted, as
tinfoil against a piece of silver, the repeated applications of the tinfoil
muscles of the left leg were con to the silver produced no farther
motion of the limb.
vulsed.
Experiment VII.

Remarks and Qu E R 1 e s,

" From the accounts we have
" The event was the fame when
the divided parts of the nerves received of the experiments of Dr.
were crossed over each other, with Galvani and Dr. Yalli, it appears,
that both these celebrated authors
out being tied together.
have supposed " That the circula
tion of the nervous fluid from the
Experiment VIII.
nerves to the muscles, is nearly si
" The event was the fame, when milar to the circulation of artificial
the animal, with the metals, were electricity in the Leydcn phial ; and
placed on the top of a large glass- as the circulation of the Leydtn
jar inverted, or on a plate of win- phial supposes two contrary electri
clow-glass, supported on two pieces cities, the one more condens. d or
ot staling ws.y
positive, and the other less so or ncII 4
gative,
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gative, so professor Galvani con
cludes, that a similar distinction
fakes place in the bodies of animals,
And that one of these electricities,
to wit, the condense'! or positive,
is seated in the nerves, and the
other in the muscles."
" Hence both of them have con
ceived it necessary, to establish, a
Communication between the nerve
and the muscle, by means of me
talline coating of the nerve, and
pieces of -metal and metalline con
ductors ; or by coating the nerve
with lead or tin, then laying one
piece of silver in cont .ct with the
tin, aud another in contact with the
rhufcle ; and, in the last place, eitablifliing a communication between
the two pieces of metal, or between
the nerve a';d the muscle, by means
of a brass- wire, which they term
a conductor.
" But, instead of this complex
apparatus, I have found, from the
above experiments, that the muscle
is thrown into action, although no
metal is directly in contact with it,
or wiien the communication be
tween the metals and the muscie is
made by the nerve alone.
" It appears, therefore, that pro
fessor Galvani and Dr. Vaili have
allowed preconceived theory to
conduct their experiments, instead
of allowing their experiments to
conduct tucir theory ; in conse
quence ot which, several of their
experiments have been performed
with less accuracy than might have
-been expected. Thus, they teli
Xi!>, that if lilt conductor is- first ap
plied to the muscle, trie convulsions,
are stronger than when it is fust ap
plied to the ntrve; that the shocks
are stronger when the ftet commu
nicated with the earth, &c. where
as the application of the conductor
to the muscles, or of the feet to the
earth, are quite out of the question.

" a. We have found, that when a
piece of fib er is brought in contact
with the tinfoil coating of a nerve,
the muscl.s in which that nerve ter
minates, are thrown into action, al
though the nerve has been surround
ed with a tight ligature between the?
coating and the rnufcle, or even al
though it has been divided by a
transverse incision, provided the di
vided parts are again brought into
contact, or tied together by a
thread.
" 3. When we tie the coated
nerve, after it is cut transversely,
to another nerve which has been
cut transversely, we have found,
that the muscles supplied by the
latter are thrown into action.
" 4. After the spinal marrow and
whole bodv of the frog were divid
ed transversely about the middle of
the bark, and the tin coating, and
silver were applied to the sciatic
nerve, I did not observe, that the
muscles at the loins and pelvis were
thrown into action, or the effect
produced by the meals did not in
fluence muscles supplied by brauches of nerves sent off trom the spinaj marrow or sciatic nerves above
the coating.
" It appears, that the nerve of a
living animal, whether entire, or
cut and rejoined, conducts that
matter by which the muscle is in
fluenced, more readily than the Ikin,
the fieih or the blood-vessels do.
" 5. Although, on repeating Dr.
Galvani's experiments, it should be
proved, that electrical matter, drawn
f. nm a-cloud or excited by the com
mon machinery, and conducted to
a nerve, and that matter, which is
put in motion by the application of
certain metals to each other and to
a nerve, produce similar motions in
the muscles in which the nerve ter
minates, we are not at liberty to
take for granted, as Gab ani and
X Vulli
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Valli seem to have done, that the
electrical matter and this matter are
the fame, as the nerves may be af
fected by stimuli of different kinds.
" 6. As an animal does not feel
nor act by the medium of a nerve
which has been divided transverse
ly, although its divided parts are
placed contiguous, or tied together;
as the muscles supplied by nerves,
above the place coated, are not
thrown into action ; the above ex
periments, or those of Galvani and
Valli, instead of proving, as they
have supposed, that the matter
which is excited is electrical, and
the fluid of the nerves the fame with
it, appear to show, that the elec
trical fluid, or matter put in motion
by the different metals, is quite dif
ferent in its nature from the nervous
fluid, as the course of the nervous
fluid, but not that of the electrical,
can be intercepted by ligature or
incision of the nerve.
" 7. As the action of the mus
cles, in the above experiments, is
not produced, nor even increased,
bv connecting the coating of the
nerve with the muscle by means of
a wire, there is no foundation for
the opinion of Galvani and Valli,
that the nerve is electrified phis,
and the muscle minus, or that the
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electricity of the one is positive,
and that of the other negative.
' " 8. We seem therefore to be led
to the conclusion, that the matter or
fluid which is excited or put in mo
tion by the application of the dif
ferent metals to each other, and to
the nerve, serves merely as a pow
erful stimulus to that energy or fluid
which is lodged in the nerves.
" To support this way of rea
soning, we may observe, tha"t in a
warm-blooded animal, the rabbit,
although convulsions were repeated
for a considerable length of time
when the nerve was entire, yet, af
ter dividing the nerve and inter
cepting the further supply of ner
vous energy from the brain, the
action of the muscles ceasedin a few
seconds, by keeping the two me
tals contiguous, which is readily
explained on the supposition, that
the nervous energy or fluid, lodged
in the nerve beyond the place of
the incision, was exhausted ; and
Dr. Valli himself, by observing,
that, after the electricity, as he
calls it, of a limb is exhausted, if
the coating of a nerve be moved
higher up, the action of the mus
cles may be renewed, furnishes a
fact which, I apprehend, may be
explained on the fame principle."

Memoir on the purification of corrupted Water, read at tlie
(Economical Society of Petershurgh, by M. Lowrrz.
[From the Seventh Number of the Repertory of Arts and Manu
factures.]
« TT7ATER is one of those
V V substance^ without Which
mankind cannot exist : yet every
one knows that it is very apt to be
come putrid, and to contract, in
consequence of its being so, qua
lities which render its use unsafe.
This circumstance is particularly

embarrassing in sea voyages; and it
deserves no less consideration in
those districts where the inhabitants
are often obliged to make use of
stagnant water, or of such as, from
its hepatic taste and smell, is very
disagreeable. It would be useless
here to enumerate- the various dis
orders
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orders occasioned by the use of
such waters; but it is undoubtedly
an object of great importance to
n>ake known the means by which
the putrefaction of water may hjt
prevented, and by which that wj.
ter whert-in putrefaction has alrear
dy taken place, may be rendered
perfectly sweet.
" Having employed myself, dur
ing the course of lait year, in mak
ing a great number of experiments
on the purifying powers of rhaocoal, 1 law with great satisfaction,
that it possessed, among oiher pro
perties, Mat of almost instantly de
priving the most putrid vvjter of its'
bad smel!. From that circumstance,
I immediately conceived an jdea
that it might have a very powerful
effect in preventing water from be
coming putrid, and the numerous
trials I have since made kave con
vinced me that I was not deceived
in my opinion.
" Pure water, properly so called,
when deprived of all heterogeneous
parts, is not subject to become pu
trid; but it i> very difficult to keep
it long in a pure state, on account
of its dissolving powers. To pre
serve water for a length of time in
that state, it would be necessary to
keep it in wssels of glass, or of
earihen ware; but the brirtleness
ot these velUls renders it impossible
to i'.'.akc use ot veiv large ones, and
we are therefore obliged to have re
course to woode i velseU, which,
though they are not subject to be
broken like the others, have the
great disadvantage of imparting to
the water a yn.ix quantity of mu
cilaginous and extractive particles,
which liallen it> putrefaction. It
is well known that these particles,
in a state of division, ftirmst) an in
numerable qmnri y of living crea
tures, the almo'.i perpetual and unintirrupted destruction aud regene

ration of which communicate tm
water that degree of corruption and
putrefaction which renders its use
io dangerous : it is not, therefore,
from the water itself, but from the
continual decompoGtion of the
substances dissolved in it, that its
disposition to putrefaction arises.
" From what has been said it
evidently appears, that the first
means of preserving from putre
faction water which we are obliged
to keep in wooden vessels or casks,
consists in having these reservoirs
perfectly clean. The smallest quan
tity of matter already corrupted
being left in them acts as a real
ferment, and very quickly dispp/Jrs
the fresh water, with which these
vessels are filled, to become putrid
in the fame manner, i.or this rea
son I advise, that the cases, or other
vessels, be well washed with hot
water and sand, or with any other
substance capable of removing the
mucilaginous particles ; and after
wards, that a certain quantity of
powder of charcoal be employed,
which will entirely deprive such
calks, &c. of the musty or putrid
smell the-y may have contracted.
" When water is preserved by
having certain substances mixt with
it, these substances act, either by
their antiputrescent powers, or by
mechanically absorbing the putrified particles. Vitriolic acid pos
sesses the first of .these properties,
an^l powder of charcoal fulfils she
second intention, in a very striking
manner.
" To satisfy myself that char
coal, when used alone, possesses the
property of preserving water from
corruption, 1 undertook, in the
summer of the year 1790, a course
of experiments which completely
fulfilled my hopes; but, at the
fame time, 1 was convinced that
the effect of the charcoal is render*
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ed much more speedy by using,
along with it, some vitriolic acid.
" The following, according to
the result of my experiments, is the
best proportion of charcoal 'powder, and -vitriolic acid: viz. one
ounce and a half of charcoal in
powder, and twenty-four drops of
concentrated vitriolic acid, (oil of
vitriol) are sufficient to purify three
pints and a half of corrupted water,
and do not communicate to it any
sensible acidity. This small quantity of vitriolic acid renders it unnecessary to use more than one
third part, at most, of the charcoal
powder which would be wanted if
the acid were not made use of; and
the less of that powder is employed, the less is the quantity of water lost by the operation, which, in
fta voyages, is an object worthy of
consideration. In proportion to
the quantity of acid made use of,
the quantity of charcoal may be diminished oraugmented; and it must
be observed, that all acids produce
nearly the fame effects. Neutral
salts also, particularly nitre and sea■salt, may be .used for the purpose
in question, but vitriolic acid cerfaiuly is preferable to any of these ;
water which is purified by means
of this acid and charcoal will keep
a longer time than that which is
purified by charcoal alone.
" The cleanness of the calks in
which water is kept, in sea voyages,
is an object which sliould never be
neglected : I havt already described
the best method of cleaning them,
£U'd of depriving them of any bad
smell; and it would nos be amiss
if that operation were repeated every time they arc about to be filled
with fresh water. I would advise
that six or eight pounds of powdt red chai coal be used to each calk,
(it is bttttr to put too much than
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too little of this powder) and as
much vitriolic acid as is sufficient
to communicate to the water a de.
gree of acidity hardly to be perceived. To hinder the charcoal
from settling at the bottom of the
cask, in the form of a paste, it will
be proper to stir the whole together
with a stick, at least twice every
week; by this means the charcoal
will be better dispersed through the
whole mass of water, and conse( quently will perform its office moi^
completely.
" Powder of charcoal and vitriolic acid are two antiputrescent
substances ; the first prevents the
water from acquiring that yellow
colour which it usually contracts by
time, and the acid particularly cen
tributes to clarify the water, which
the powder of charcoal, when employed alone, generally renders turbid. If we wish to make use of the
water so preserved, we should try
it first, by passing a small quantity
of it through a strainer, in the form
of a jtllv-bag, filled with powder
of charcoal; such a strainer or bag
should always be in readiness, robe
made use of for such trials,
" When we mean to purify any
given quantity of corrupted water,
we should begin by adding to it a*
much powder of charcoal as is necessary to deprive it entirely of its
bad imell. To ascertain whether
that quantity of powdered charcoal
was sufficient to essect the clarification of the f.iid water, a small quantity of it may be passed through a
linen bag, two or three inches long;
if the water, thus filtered, still has
a turbid appearance, a fresh quantity of powdered charcoal must be
added, till it is become perfectly
clear: the whole of the water may
then be passed through a filtering
bag, the lize of which sliould be
pro-
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proportioned to the quantity of
water.
" If vitriolic acid, or any other,
can be procured, a small quantity
of it should be added to the water,
before the charcoal powder is used;
the quantity of acid must be regu
lated according to the Hate of pu
tridity in which the water h ; it
should be sufficient to communicate
to the water a degree of acidity just
perceptible to the taste. If the
water is intended merely for dres
sing meat and vegetables for the
ship's crew, instead of the acid,
such a quantity of sea salt as would
have been proper for seasoning the
above articles, may be employed.
Saline substances, like acids, hasten
the effects >•{ the charcoal pow
der; by n.aking use of acids, (ns
was before observed) a much less
quant i y of powdered charcoal is
necessary; and, so easy is the process to any one a little accustomed
to operations of this kind, that four
or five minutes only are required to
render several gallons of very pu
trid water fit to drink.
w To improve the taste of those
spring waters which have naturally
an hepatic flavour, and are there
fore unpleasant to make use of, no
thing more is necessary than to fil
ter them through a hag half filled
with powder of charcoal ; if such
waters are not very much loaded
with mucilaginous particks, the ad
dition of an acid is not necessary.
With respect to the best method of
preparing the powder of charcoal,
what T have said on that subject in
Crell's Annals for the year 1788,
pages 36 aud 131, of the second
volume, and in the first volume for
the year 1791, passes 308, 398, and
494, may be consulted.
" Powder of charcoal, when
prepared according to the method
described as above, is a very light

substance, a circumstance which
may perhaps appear embarrassing,
on account of the room it will take
up in a slii p, supposing the quanti
ty of it to b.e in proportion to the
quantity of wator taken on board.
The following is the result of my
experiments refpectingthe space re
quired for stowing the charcoal.
11 First, four ounces and a half
of powdered chr.rcoal, a quantity
which is sufficient to purify three
pints and a half of water, when no
acid is made nse.of, rake up as much
space as sixteen ounces of water ;
but, if this powder is strongly com
pressed,, it will take up only the
space of nine ounces of water ;
consequently two casks of po wder
ed charcoal would be required to
purisv eleven casks of water.
" Secondly, one ounce and a half
of powdered charcoal is sufficient
to purify three p'nts and a half of
water, provided a snail quantity of
vitriolic acid, or sta-salt, is at the
fame time trade use of; one cask
of powdered charcoal, therefore, if
tightly packed, is sufficient for se
venteen casks of water.
" In the last experiments I made
on this subject, I found that six
drachnisof powdered charcoal were
sufficient to deprive three pint*; of
■water of its bad smell, and to fen
der it perfectly clear, provided, at
the same time, twenty-four drops
of vitriolic, acid were added ; in this
way, then-lore, one cask of pow
dered charcoal would be sufficient
to purify thirty -four casks of cor
rupted water. These experiments,
however, must be considered as li
able to some variation ; for, in or
der tormbtam effects equal to those
I have related, the charcoal powder
must be piepared with the greatest
care; it must also be observed, that
though the above small quantity
was found sufficient to deprive the
water
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water entirely of its bad smell, and
to render it very clear, a larger
quantity
be required to deprive
it of its bad caste.
" In order to save the charcoal
powder on board a ship, as that is
an article not easily procured at lea,
I advise, that the powder should
not be thrown awav after it has been
once used ; for, if it is afterwards
well dried, and again beat to pow
der, it will by that means acquire
new surfaces, and will serve a se
cond time, to purify a quantity of
water almost as great as that for
which it was used the first time.
Nay, charcoal powder which has
been several times made use of, and
has in consequence thereof entirely
lost its purifying power, will im
mediately recover il by being made
re.i-hot in a close vessel ; this oper
ation is certainly a troublesome one
on board a ship, but it may, per
haps,' in some circumstances, be
rendered more easy. As on board
all ships there is a fire every day,
œconomy requires that we should
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save the charcoal of the wood which
has been used ; and, instead of let
ting it burn to ashes, it should be
extinguished by water, or by any
other means, and kept to be made
use of when wanted.
" The cinders of pitcoal, pro
vided they are perfectly burnt, and
reduced to powder, may serve, in
case of necessity, for the purifica
tion of water ; but, when this kind
of coal is made use of, no acid of
any kind must be added to the wa
ter, as the metallic particles which
pitcoal contains, even after it is tho
roughly burnt, might, if acids were
employed, communicate dangerous
qualities to the water.
** It is proper to observe here,
that charcoal takes from the water
a part of the acid which has been
made use of ; if two drops of oil
of vitriol are put into soar ounces
of water, the water will become
sensibly acid, but this acidity will
immediately disappear, if a small
quantity of powdered charcoal be
added to the water."
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Observations on some Egyptian Mummies, and tne Arts prac
ticed by the Venders of them, by John Frederic Blumenbach^
M.D. F.R.S.
[From the Second Part of the Philosophical Transactions for this.
Year 1794.].
"

A MONG the many instance's
of kindnesi I have experi*
enced during my late abode in
London, of which the recollection
can never be obliterated from my
memory, I reckon and acknow
ledge with gratitude, the uncomXr\o»i and to me very interesting,
opportunities that were afforded
me, to oj«n and examine several
Egyptian mummies.
•~" A few days after my arrival, I
lritind in the library of my honour
ed friend Dr. Garthlhorej F. R, S.
among oilier Egyptian antiquities,
a small mummy, not above one
foot in length, of the usu:4 form
of a swathed puppet, wrapped up
in cotton bandages, paiifted and
gilt in its- front part, and inserted
in a small sarcophagus of sycamore
wood, in which it fitted exactly.
** Having expressed a wish to
know the contents of this figure,
the doctor was kindly pleased to
permit the opening of it ; which
accordingly took place on the aist
of January, 1 792, at his house, in
the presence of the president and
several members of the royal so
ciety, and ot)ier men of ktters.
The mummy itself measured 9I

inches in length, and 8 inches in
circumference at the breast, where
it was of the greatest thickness.
" The mask, exhibiting human
features, was of a gypseous plaster,
which here and there shewed some
signs of having once been gilt.
"Of the semicircular breast-plate
only some fragments were still ex
tant.
" The lower part of the front
covering was, as is frequently ob
served on large mummies, in a
manner dissected in regular com
partments; and on it were painted
the two standing figures that so
often appear on the integuments of
mummies, viz. on the right side,
Anubis with the dog's head, and 011
the left, Osiris with the head of a
sparrow-hawk.
" The mummy itself was opened
at the side. The outward integu
ments Were glued so fast upon each
other that it was found necessary to*
use a saw : the inner ones were less
adhesive. I counted in the whole
above 20 circumvolutions of these
cotton bandages. .
«« Within these was found, as a
kind of nucleus, a bundle, about
8 inches long, and full 2 inches in
circum
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•rrcumference, of the integuments
of a larger mummy, strongly im
pregnated with a resinous sub
stance, which rendered it hard and
compact, and which appeared on
the edge to have been shaped into
this oblong form by the paring of
a knife. Pieces of this mass* hav
ing been put on a heated poker,
emitted a smell perfectly similar to
to that of fir-rosin, or the drug
called wild incense from ant-hills.
" The sarcophagus consisted of
, fix small square boards of syca
more, fastened together with iron
'nails.
" Soon after I found in the col
lection of Dr. Letisom, F. R. S.
another similar mummy, which,
outwardly, perfectly resembled the
above, was likewise contained in
a sarcophagus, and differed only
in the dimensions, this being 14^
inches long, and n-J- in circumfer
ence at the breast.
" The proprietor was likewise
kind enough to suffer me to open
it, which 1 did at his house on the
29th of January.
" But much as it resembled Dr.
CJarthstiore's mummv externally, it
was found very different as to its
contents, there being in it a great
number of detached bones of the
skeleton of an Ibis, which were
only here and there indued with
rosin.
" This striking difference, no
doubt, rather excited than satisfied
my curiosity; and having here
upon found in the British Museum
no less than three such diminutive
mummies, which were now to me
become enigmatical (viz. two in
the Hamiltonian collection of an
tiquities, both contained in the
fame kind of square wooden cof
fins, clinched with iron nails, and
the third in the Sloanian collecrion), I felt an irresistible impulse
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to apply to the president of the
royal society, as one of the cura
tors of the Museum, for his inter
ference towards obtaining permis
sion to open one of these three, in
order to have an opportunity fos
some further comparison.
" The result of this application
was, that at the very next meeting
of the curators leave was granted
me, in the most liberal manner, notonly to open one of these little mum
mies, but also to choose among
the four large ones that are in that
noble repository, the one that
should appear to me the most like
ly to afford some material inform
ation on the subject.
" I chose among the small o«es
the Sloanian, as it seemed to me todiffer more than the »w'o in the Ha
miltonian collection,from either thit
of Dr. Garthsltore or Dr. Lettsom.
The four large mummies resem
bled in the main the one deposited
in the academical museum of Got-i
tingen, which I examined in the
summer of the year 1781. I se
lected, however, the one that up-'
peared to differ molt from the
others, and from ours, by the close
adhesion of the bandages, from
which I had reason to expect some
difference in the interior prepara
tion of it.
" The 1 8th February was ap
pointed for the opening of these
two mummies at the Museum, ia
the presence of a numerous and re
spectable meeting.
■ .
" The small roummy was exter
nally very similar to those I had
opened before, except that it wSs
only itT§ inches in length, and
inches round the breast, some
what more compact in the hand
ling, and, proportionally to its
size, rather hea-vie*.
" On sawing it open, a resinous
smell was immediately emitted, and
glutinous
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glutinous particles of rosin adhered
to the heated saw. This was ow
ing to the cotton bandages having
been from without impregnated
with rosin, which was not the cafe
»ith the two former ones.
" On opening it completely, we
found in the inside a* human os
humeri, being part of the mummy
of a young person, perhaps eight
years old, who had been embalmed
with rosin ; and with it were also
found some shreds of the original
integuments likewise " impregnated
with rosin. The-iipper end (caput)
of the bone was inserted in the
head, and the lower extremity w:is
at the feet of the little figure.
" Although when viewed ex
ternally nothing appeared suspi
cious in this little mummy, I
found, however, on examining
carefully the successive integu. ments, that the outward ones had
some traces of our common tint
paper, with which it seemed -'to
have been restored, and afterward1;
painted over.
- " The large mummy I was per
mitted to examine, appeared by its
stature to be that of a young per
son, not above 14. years old, but
who had not, it seemed, as yet shed
all hii teeth. Its outward panned
integuments were very similar to
those of the Gottin^en mummy, as
• k is figured in the IVth Vol. of
the Oommentationcs Societntis
Scientiarum. The bandages about
the head were in a manner caked
together by means of rosin. The
skull was inclosed in a kind of cast
of the same substance, which could
with difficulty be removed from it.
It seemed also,' to judge by its
Vfj^ht, to be filled with rotin, which
particularly appeared in the cavity
between the palate and the lower
jaw. The rosin here having been
gradually punched out, not the least

appearance of a tongr.i was dis- '
cernible ; though some have assert
ed to have found traces of it in
mummies ; nor was any thing like
the little golden plate (the supposed
naitius) to be here met with. There
were no remains whatever of the
soft fleshy parts, of (kin, tendons,
&c. in short, nothing was found
but mere naked bones.
" The maxilla: were sensibly pro
minent, but by no means so much
as in a true Guinea face; and not
more so than is often seen on handsome negroes, and not seldom on.
European countenances.
" WVr.it appeared to me very re
markable, and has, as far as I can
learn, never yet been noticed, is
two exterior artificial ears, made of
cotton cloth and rosin, and applied
one on each side of the head That
on the right side was prominent ;
but the other seemed to have been
moved from its proper place ; it
was compressed, and much djiH-.
gut-ed.
" The cotton bandages on the
remainder of the body were loose,
not glued together, and readily
yielded to the pressure of the hand."
" The great cavity of the .trunk
was filled with bundled rags, and
daTk brown vegetable mould, in
which, however, some-pieces of rosin
were here and there discovered. Bus
the inside of the thoracic cavity
on both sides of the spine, and the
inner surface of the ossa ilium,
were covered with a thick coat of
rosin.
" No idol, or any artificial sym
bol whatever, was found in the in
side of this mummy. Nor did it
contain any thing like an onion,
such as have been now and then
found about the parts of genera
tion, or under one of the foot notes
of mummies.
" The bones of the arms lay
along
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along the side of the body, in
the same manner as those of the
Gottingen mummy, and the one
at Leipzig, described by Kettnen
Whereas in the mummy at Gotha,
described by Hertzog, the two at
Brestau, that were examined by
Gryphius, another at Copenhagen,
that was dissected by Brunnich, and
a fifth which belonged to the royal
society, and has been described by
Dr. Hadley in the Philosophical
Transactions, the arms were found
lying across over the breast.
" On some of the bonej of the
arms, for instance 011 the left os humeri, was found some glutinous
rosin, which on being touched
stained the fingers of a duskv red
greasy colour, and had a strong
empyreumatic alkaline taste. In the
remainder of the body, the dry ro
ll n was almost entirely covered or
impregnated with a saline crust,
by which the thoracic vertebra in
particular were much corroded,
and which had entirely stripped
the intermediate corpora vertebrarum
of their periosteum.
" Circumstances did not allow
me to make any experiments on this
salt ; but I have since obtained
from my worthy friend John Haw
kins, esq. F. R. S. some considerble pieces of mummies which he
had bought of a druggist at Con
stantinople, one of which was co
vered and impregnated with a saline
incrustation, which in taste and ap
pearance was very similar to that I
have just now mentioned. Of this
1 dilfolved a part in water, filtered
and evaporated the solution, and
thus obtained a true soda, or
mineral alkali (natrum), which shot
into very neat and regular crystals.
«' For the fake of comparison,
I examined another large mummy
in the Museum, which had already
been opened in several places. This
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was of a full grown person, and
measured j feet five inches in
lengthi Like the former, it fliewed not the least trace of any of the
soft parts, but consisted of nothing
but naked bones.
" Except a little rosin which
stuck fast between the teeth,
this mummy, as far as its inside
could be examined, contained none
of that substance ; its thoracic and
abdominal cavities being entirely
filled with a dark brown mould,
which also occupied the whole space
between the palate and the lower
jaw, where it could easily be loos
ened and drawn out with the sin
gers.
" The maxilla of this mummy
were still less prominent than those
of the former one.
" Some weeks after^ viz. the
77th March, I had an opportunity
to examine one more mummy
at the honourable Charles Greville's, F. R. S. which had four
years before, viz. March 29, 1788,
been already opened in the presence
of several curious spectators. It
belonged to John Symmons, Esq.
of Grosvenor house, Westminster,
who with the most obliging readi
ness allowed me unconditionally,
not only Jo dissect it as much more
as I should think proper, but also to
select and take away whatever
parts of it I sliould think worthy of
a particular investigation.
" It was a mummy of a child about six years old, which as to its
preparation, (viz. without rosin,
and without the least remaining
trace of any of tlie soft parts), and
the painted semicircular breast
plate, consisting of several folds
of cotton cloth glued upon each
other, was very similar to those at
the British Museum, and the one at
Gottingen, except that the cha
racters upon that part of the cotton
/
integu
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integument which covered the so much mutilated as to afford nS
shanks, resembled rather more the manner of information concerning
figures of the one delineated by this circumstance.
" The above observation how
count Caylus, in his Recueil, &c.
" Nothing remained of the head ever appears, at all events, to be
but some pieces of the bones of the well worth attending to, as it may
face, a few teeth, and the mask, hereafter prove a criterion for de
which still adhered to the cotton termining the period at which any
given mummy has been prepared.
bandages.
" Among the teeth I found the
" But what interested me most
incisores, which notwithstanding in Mr. Symmons's mummy was the
the tender age of the person had mask, to the two sides of which
however a very stiort thick crown, pieces of the bandages, with which
considerably worn away at that the whole of the exterior integu
edge which is usually fliarp. This ments had been fastened ti» the
therefore, is a new confirmation of corps, still adhered. The inner
the extraordinary phænomenon 'part of this mask was sycamore
which I had already noticed in a wood, its outside being lhaped, by
complete skull, and some fragments means of a thick coat of plaster, in
of jaws, in my own collection, and bas-relief, into the form of a face,
which had also been observed the surface of which seemed to have
by Middleton in the Cambridge been stained with natural colours,
mummy, and by Bruckmann in the which time had now considerably
one that is at Cassel. Storr has al blended and obscured. Having,
so seen something similar in a mum however, with Mr. Symmons's
my that is preserved at Stuttgard. leave, taken this mask, together
" If we reflect during how ma with some other very interesting
ny centuries, and through what a pieces of his mummy, with me to
variety of revolutions, the Egyp Gottingen, I there steeped it in warm
tians have used the practice of water, and carefully separated all
mummifying their dead bodies, it the parts of it. By this means I
■will naturally occur that we are not discovered rsie various fraudulent
to expect in all mummies a similar artifices that had been practised in
characteristic formation of the the construction of this mast; : the
teeth, any more than we are to wooden part was evidently a piece
look for a similar characteristic na of the front of the sarcophagus of
tional form in their productions of the mummy of a young person ;
and in order to convert its alto- '
art.
" This peculiar structure of the relievo into the basso-relievo
teeth was not observed in the two of the usual cotton n:alk of a
mummies I examined in the Bri- mummy, plaster had been applied
tifli museum, neither does it exist on each lide of the nose ; after
in our Gottingen mummy. A de which paper had been ingeniously
tached skull of a mummy in the pasted over the whole face, and
museum, prepared with rosin, lastly, this paper had been stain
and which bore great resem ed with the colours generally ob
blance to the abovementioned in served on mummies.
" The small Sloanian mummy in
its general form, and especially in
the narrowness of the poll, had un the museum had probably been pre
fortunately the crowns of the teeth pared nearly in the same manner.
That
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That the deception has in both
cafes been very industriously exe
cuted, appears from this, that, as
far as I can learn, no one has ob
served it before, although both
these pieces have no doubt been of
ten seen, and examined by persons
conversant with these matters.
" Some other suspicious circum
stances in the mummies I examin
ed in London were more evident.
For instance, the coffins of syca
more wood fastened together with
iron nails, in which the small
mummies of Dr. Garthshore, Dr.
Lettsom, and fir W. Hamilton,
were contained, had most probably
been recently constructed of pieces
of decayed sarcophagi of ancient
mummies.
The little Sloanian
mummy even lay in st box in the
form of a sarcophagus, which was
made of a dark-brown hard wood,
totally different from the sycamore,
and manifestly of modern construc
tion.
" How many other artificial re
storations and deceptions may have
been practised in the several mum
mies w hich have been brought into
Europe, which have never been
suspected, and may perhaps never
be detected, may well be admitted,
when we consider how imperfect
we are as yet in our knowledge of
this branch of Egyptian archæolo
gy, which, as a specific problem,
few have hitherto treated with the
critical acumen it seems to deserve.
" All the knowledge we have
concerning the manner of prepar
ing mummies is derived from two
sources, viz. the examination of
the mummies themselves; and two
classical passages in Herodotus
and Diodorus Siculus ; Strabo and
other ancient authors having men
tioned mummies only incidentally,
aud in verv few words.
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" But unfortunately these two
classical passages do not in the least
agree with the state of the mum
mies brought into Europe, which
are in general of two forts, viz.
the hard compact ones, wholly in
dued with rosin, which hence can
be knocked into pieces ; the
soft ones, which yield to the pres
sure of the hand, and are prepared
with very little rosin, and often
none at all, whose loose bandages
may be wound off, and which con
tain in their cavities scarce any
thing but a vegetable mould, and
particularly no idol whatever as far
as I have been able to learn.
" 'The front part of the latter is
usually covered with a painted,
and, at times, guilt mask of cotton
cloth ; and as they appear more
variegated than the former, and
have no rosin in them yielding
drugs for traffic, they are brought
in much greater numbers, and may
be seen in many collections in Eu
rope Ln a more perfect state than
the former, though often rendered
so by restoration. The former on
the contrary, have for this very
reason remained most of them in
the hands of druggists.
" Of this, viz. the former sort,
were the two in the dispensary of
Crusius at Breflau, which Gryphius described in the year 1662, and
particularly the very valuable body
of a mummy which was opened by
the apothecary Hertzhog, at Gotha,
in 171$, and in which more idols,
beetles, frogs (as symbols of ferti
lity), nilometers, &c. were found,
than was ever, to the best of my
knowledge, known to have beep
contained in any other mummy
whatever.
«« But Herodotus, that very in
quisitive and credulous historian
(as one of the most learned and ju/3
dicious
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" At least it may be admitted1,
dicious antiquaries in England has
named him), does not so much as without much hesitation, that the
mention either of sthesc forts of mummies we now possess, which
mummies ; nor does he speak of differ so much in their preparation
therosin,or painted masks,although and characteristic structure, are at
he expressly describes such painted least of a period including one thou
integuments on the ./Ethiopian sand years.
" But it were much to be wish
mummies.
Diodorus is equally silent as ed that we might have certain cri
to the rosin, and the painted co teria, to determine with some ac
vering; whilst on the other hand curacy the precise age of any parti
he advances some very strange as cular mummy that may happen to
sertions, such as that the (kill of the fall into our hands. Before, how
embalmers extended so far as per ever, we can expect to obtain this
fectly to preserve the lineaments of object, the two following pia dethe facc» although the faces of jideria must first be accompliflied,
mummies of both forts be generally viz.
A more accurate determina
covered with cotton cloth to the
thickness of nearly a marl's hand, tion of the various, so strikingly
i " These authors, although they different, and yet as strikingly cha
have both been in Egypt, had pro racteristic national configurations in
bably their intelligence merely the monuments of the Egyptian
from hearsay; for, on the other arts, together with a determination
hand it would no doubt be too pa of the periods in which those mo
radoxical to assert, that all the mum numents were produced, and the
mies we are now acquainted with causes of their remarkable dif
have been made since the days of ferences.
" A very careful technical ex
Diodorus, and that none of those
described by him and by Herodo amination ofthe characteristic forms
tus should have reached our of the several skulls of mummies
time. Count Caylus rather con we have hitherto met with, toge
jectures, that no mummies were ther with an accurate comparison
made since the conquest of Egypt of those skulls with the monuments
by the Romans (about the time of abovementioned.
" This, at least, I consider as
Diodorus) ; but in this he is mani
festly mistaken, since we learn from the surest method of solving the
St. Augustin that so low clown as problem ; being persuaded that,
his own time (viz.inthe first half of especially after what has just nowthe fifth century) mummies were been said of the fraudulent restora
certainly made in Egypt. But that tions, it can hardly be expected
among the mummics-that now exist, that we mould be abft to draw any
especially the hard ones, which are just inferences from the mere style,
entirely done over with roiin, and the contents of the painted in
there cannot but be many of a much teguments of the mummies we
greater antiquity, will, among may have opportunities to exa
other proofs, appear particularly mine.
" Still less can we infer aught
from the style or workmansliip of
several of the little idols contained from the sculpture or paintings on
the sarcophagi, as to the contents
in them.
of
a
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of the mummies sent us into" Eu
rope; Maillet having about sixty
or seventy years ago detected the
fraud of the Arabs, who he fays
are in the practice of breaking in
pieces the mummies contained in
the catacombs in the more orna
mented sarcophagi, for the sake of
the idols they expect to find in
them, of replacing them with tole
rably preserved common painted
mummies (such as I have called
soft), and thus offering them for
sale.
" The osteological propertieswhich
I have had opportunities to observe
in the skulls of mummies, are most
of them mentioned in the descrip
tion of my collection of the skulls
of different nations above quot
ed ; and will, I hope, prove use
ful to others for further compari
sons.
" As to the different national
physiognomies of the ancient Egyp
tians, I shall here advert only to
what, in my physiological study of
the varieties in the human species,
] have deduced from my compari
sons of these (kulls with the artificial
monuments found in Egypt. For I
am wholly at a loss to conceive how
learned writers, not only of the
stamp of the author of the Recherchts
fur les Egyptiens, but even pro
fessional antiquaries, such as Winkelmann, and the author of the
Rt clin ches' fur I'Origine des Arts de
la Grcce could ascribe to the arti
ficial monuments found in Egypt
one common character of national
physiognomy, and define the fame
in a few lines in the most decided
and peremptory manner.
" It appears to me that we must
adopt at least three principal va
rieties in the national physiognomy
of the ancient Egyptians ; which,
Jike all the varieties in. the human.
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species, are no doubt often blend
ed together, so as to produce vari
ous ihades, but from which the
true, if I may so call it, ideal ar
chetype n ay however be distin
guished, by unequivocal proper
ties, to which the endless smaller
deviations in individuals may, with
out any forced construction, be ul
timately reduced.
" These appear to me to be,
1. the Æthiopian cast; a. the on«
approaching to the Hindoo ; and,
3. the mixed, partaking in a man
ner of both the former.
" The first is chiefly distinguish
ed by the prominent maxillnf, tur
gid lips, broad flat nose, and pro
truding eye-balls, such as Volney
finds the Copts at present ; such,
according to his description, and
the best figures given by Norden,
is the countenance of the Sphinx;
such were, according to the wellknown passage in Herodotus on the1
origin of the Colchians, even the
Egyptians of his time; and thus
hath Lucian likewise represented A
young Egyptian at Rome.
" The lecond, or the Hindoo
cast, differs to'ro calo from the above,
a$ we may convince ourselves by
the inspection of other Egyptian
monuments. It is characterized
by a long (lender nose, long and
thin eyelids, which run upwards
from the top of the nose toward*
the temples, ears placed high on
the head, a short and very thin bo
dily stnicture,and very long flunks.
As an ideal of this form, I shall
only adduce the painted female fi.
gure upon the back of the sar
cophagus 0/ capt, lyethieullier's
mummy in the British muser
um, which has been engraved by
Vertue, and which most strikingly
agrees with the unequivocal nar
tional form ofthe Hindoos, which,
/ 3
especially'

>
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especially in England, is so often
to be seen upon Indian paintings.
" The third sort of Egyptian
configuration is not similar to ei
ther of the preceding ones, but
seems to partake something of both,
which must hare been owing to the
modifications produced by local
circumstances in a foreign climate.
This is characterized by a peculiar
turgid habit, flabby cheeks, a short
chin, large prominent eyes, and ra
ther a plump make in the person.
This, as may naturally be expected,
is the structure most frequently to
be met with.
<' I thought this little digression
the less intrusive, as it appears to
me that it may on the one hand
strove useful, not only towards iU
nitrating the history of the origin
and descent of the nations that were
transplanted into Egypt, and have
acquired the general denomination
of Egyptians, but also for the de
termination of the different periods
of the style of the arts of the an
cient Egyptians, concerning which
we have as yet v ery imperfect ideas ;
whilst, on the other hand, it might
lead to much accurate information
as to matter of fact ; many very
eminent authors having given the
most incongruous representations
of the Egyptian national character,
such as Winkelmann for instance,
who produced a wretched figure of
a painted 'mask, without any cha
racter whatever, engraved in Beger's Thesaur.Brandcnb.'X'.III. p. 40a.
as one of the most characteristic re
presentations of the form of the an
cient Egyptians; and who, as well as
several others, will have this form to
be similar to that of the Chinese ;
an assertion which, after having had
opportunities to compare twentyone living Chinese at Amsterdam,
and having since seen in London
abundance of ancient Egyptian mo-

nutrients, especially in the British
museum, and the collections of
Mr. Townley, Mr. Knight, and.
the marquis of Lansdown, has ever
appeared to me incomprehensible.
" Adopting, as I think it con
formable to nature, five races of
the human species, viz. 1. the
Caucasian ; 2. the Mongolian ; 3.
the Malay; 4. the Æthiopian; 5,
the American ; I think the Egyp
tians will find their place between
the Caucasian and the Æthiopean,
but that they differ from none more,
than from the Mongolian, to which
the Chinese belong.
«• Thus far concerning the bo
dies of the Egyptians prepared into
mummies. 1 shall conclude with
some observations o». the proba
ble meaning and destination of the
diminutive mummies, which have
given rife to the present inquiry.
• " They certainly are not what
they have long, I believe, univer
sally been taken for$ namely, mum
mies of small children and em
bryos. $ome of them are ;he real
mummies of Ibises, such as one of
Dr. Leftsom, and oae of the two
iji the Hamiltonian collection, in,
the British museum, which had by
decay been so far laid open as tn
allow me plainly to distinguish in it
the bill of an Ibis, and other bones
of a bird. • " These sacred birds, it is well
known, were usually, aster having
been swathed round with cotton
bandages, placed in earthen urns,
and deposited in the catacombs ap
propriated to the Ibises. Some
times, without being stuck into an
urn, they were prepared in the
form of a puppet, yet so that the
head and bill projected at the top ;
one of this sort has been figured by
count Caylus. And thirdly, the
whole bird was frequently wrap
ped up in this poppet form, and
dressed
t
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dressed in a mask, like one of the wooden representations of mum- •
human species.
mies in the British museum. Lu" But as the two others, viz. ' c^an also relates, as an eye witness,
Dr. Garthshore's and the Sloanian, that in his time the dead bodies
were externally perfectly similar to themselves were introduced at tathe abovementioned, I am led to ble. It is easy to conceive how,
conjecture (for in the total want of during the long interval of near
information from the ancients con- 700 years, before the transition
cerning these small mummies, we took place from the first simple
must however fix upon some con- idea to this disgusting practice, such
jecture,) that the manufacturers of little mummies may at some period
mummies, who made them for sale, or other have formed the intermein order to save themselves the trou- . diate step.
ble of preparing a bird, took a bone, ■
*' The author of the Recherches
or other solid part of a decayed fur les Egyptiens seems unwilling to
mummy, or indeed any thing that to admit that real mummies had
was nearest at hand, dressed.it up ever been introduced at table: but
as the mummy of an Ibis, and his scepticism appears to me to be
tendered it for sale.
•
no better founded than the contrary
" Whoever recollects what a assertion of one of the most eminent
despicable set the Egyptian priests physicians of the last century, Casp. .
were, even in the time or Strabo, Hoffman, who, in his once classical
and how the whole religious wor- work de Medicamentis Ojficinaliius,
ship of the Egyptians was then al- in the section of the Egyptian mumready fallen into decay, will not mies, gravely relates, that in lower
think this conjecture too gratuitous, Saxony no feast was ever given
pr void of probability.
without the introduction of a mum" Or shall we rather consider my. And strange as this qui pro quo
these puppets as the memento mint between ah Egyptian corpse and awhich it is well known the Egyp- particular kind of Brunswick strong
tians were wont to introduce at beer must appear, it is however a
table in their meals and festivals ? fact, that several more modern writ.
Herodotus says, that little wooden ers upon mummies have actually
images were usually carried about copied it out into 1 heir works with
for this purpose, and I do actually implicit confidence."
recollect having seen such small

The Origin and History of Newspapers in Great Britain, to the
Reign' of George I.
.
[From ^CHALMERS'S ^IFE of RUDDIMAN.]
',rTHHE pr'gin of news-papers,
J[ those pleasant vehicles of instruction, those entertaining companions of our mornings, has not
yet been investigated with the precision which is undoubtedly due
tc what has been emphatically called

,

\

one of the safeguards ofourprivileges. We are still unacquainted
with the name of our first newspaper, and we are still ignorant of
the epoch of its original publication.
" The intelligent editor of Dodf74
ley's
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ley's old plays has indeed, told the
English world, though u ith less cer
tainty than confidence, " that GalloBtlgicus was the name of the first
pew*- paper, published in England :"
pud, he maintains his position from
ancient plays, and draw* his proofs
from obsolete poetry: May's co,
rnedy of the Heir, which was first
acted in 1620, opens in she fol
lowing manner; —

been collected by Gotard ArthtiR,
for Sigismond Latom, and to have
been printed at Frankfort, in 160;,
This was plainly a rival work.
Gallo-Belgjcus was now published
half-yearly with a title-page and
index to every volume; and was
now, for the first time, usefully or
namented withmaps. It was writ
ten, as late as the year 1605, by
John Philip Abe), and was printed
for the heirs of Latqm, with the em
Polymetcs.
peror's special privilege. I flatter
Hast thou divulged tl.c news,
myA;lf, tfre inquisitive reader is now
^"hat my son <licd at Athens?
sufficiently acquainted with the par
Roseio.
renMge, and performance*, of Galr
Yea ; rny lord, ' . .
\Vith, eycry circumstance, the time, (he lo-Belgicus, of whom the poets,
place,
the editor of poets, teem only
And manner of his death; that 'tis hcjievcd, and
And tnld for news, with as much confi from
dence.
" Rumour's tongue t» have idly heard.''
A? if were vii\i \tCGatk-Btl^au.
1
»
'i When Paul came to Athens,
. ** Inquiring for the certainty of
facts rather than the fictions of po he perceived that the Athenians,
etry, I went to the British museum, and the strangers, residing there,
winere I saw, and handled, Gallo- spent. their tine in little more than
ilelgicuf. This collection, which 'f either to tell, or to hear some new
had pnee belonged to the King's li thing." At a period, more early,
brary, sliows plainly, though it is perliaps, than the time of Paul, the
not com pleat, tiie nature- of the government of China distributed,
vjork. It may be called the State through that most extensive empire,
of Europe; or, the Annual Regis a written paper, containing a list of
ter ; or it may be entitled more the Mandarins, who were appoint
truly, The History of his own ed tq rule in every province. Yet
Times; but it i§ not arjews-paper. this Chinese Red Book, which was,
" Gallo-Belgici;s seems to have afterwards printed, and is still dis
been the first contemporary author, tributed, can scarcely be deemed ^
who, in modern times, detailed news- paper.
" Venice is entitled to the ho
events as they arose. He appears
to have- been well received; the nour of having produced the first
first volume, which was printed for Gazetta, as early as the year 1536.
the widow of 'Godfred Karpensis, It was compiled upon the plan,
having run through a second edi which was afterwards adopted by
tion, before the year 1603, with ad Gallo-Belgicus,and contained much
ditions, and amendments. The intelligence, both of Italy, and even
fourth volume, which was published of the rest of Europe. Vet, a jea
in 1603, was compiled by Caspar lous government did not allow a
Lorchaii, for WilliansLu'tzenkirch. printed news-paper. And the Ve
Success soon gave rise to rivallhip. netian Gazetta continued long after
*The fifth volume appears to have the iuventiou of printing, to the
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close of the sixteenth century, and from Madrid, which speaks of puteven to our own days, to be distri- ting the queen to death, and of the
buted in manuscript.
instruments of torture that were
" After enquiring, in various on board the Spanish fleet. We
countries, for the origin of news- may suppose, that such paragraphs
papers, I had the satisfaction to find were designed by the policy of Burwhat I sought for in England. It leigh, who understood all the armay gratify our national pride to tifices of printing, to excite the
be told, that mankind are indebted terrors of the English people, to
to the wisdom of Elizabeth, and the point their resentment against Spain,
prudence of Burleigh, for the first and to inflame their love for Elinews paper. The epoch of the Spa- zabettu
nisti. Armada is also the epoch of a
"Yet are we told, that posts
■genuine news-paper. In the Bri- gave rife to weekly news-papers,
tisli museum, there are several news- which are likewise a French invenpapers, which had been printed tion. The inventor was Theowhile the Spanish fleet was in the phrast Renaudot, a physician, who,
English channel, during the year laying his scheme before cardinal
1588. It was a. wise policy, to pre- Richelieu, obtained from him a pavent, during the moment of gene- tent for the Paris Gazette, which
raL anxiety, the danger of false re- was first published in April 1631.
ports, by publishing real informa- Thus would confident ignorance
jtion. Aud, the earliest news-paper transfer this invention, which is so
is entitled, The English Mercurie, usefully advantageous to the gojvhich, by authority, " was im- vernors and the governed, from tho
printed at London, by Christopher English Burleigh to the French
Barker, her highnesses printer, Richelieu. The dates demonstrate,
1588."
that the pleasures and the benefits
" Burleigh's ngws-papers were all of a news-paper were enjoyed in
Extraordinary Gazettes, which were England, more than forty years
published from time to time, as before the establifliment of the
fhat profound statesman wished, Paris Gazette, by Renaudot, in
either to inform,, or terrify the France. And the English Mercurie
people. The Mercuries were pro- will remain an incontestible proof
bably first printed in April 1588, of the existence of a printed newstyrben the armada approached the paper in England, at an epoch
shores of England. After the Spa- when no other nation can boast a,
pifli ships had been dispersed by a- vehicle of news of a similar kind,
wonderful exertion of prudence, and . " The English Mercurie no longspirit, these Extraordinary Gazettes er proclaimed his news, when EHyery seldom appeared. The Mer- zabeth, speaking of the armada,
curie, No. 54, which is dated on had said, Flavit Deus et dijjipaiitur.
Monday November th^ 24th 1588, A news-paper had now gratifie4
inforn^d the public, that the so- the curiosity of the people; and
lemn thanksgiving for the successes the curiosity of the people would
which had been obtained against be no longer satisfied without a
the Spanifli armada, was this day news-paper. Burton complains, in,
strictly observed. This number his Anatomy of Melancholy, which,
contains also an article of news was first published in 1614, "that
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if any read now-a-days it is a play- of the times, was influenced by his
book, or a pamphlet of newes." interest to tell—
The news-papers were at first oc- " News, old news, and such news as yo»
nasional, and afterwards weekly.
never heard of."
Nathaniel Butter, at the Pyde-Bull, He was thus induced to convert
St. Austin's gate, established a week his Weekly News into half-yearly
ly paper, in August 1622, entitled, news. And he publiihed the Ger
The certain Newes of this present man Intelligencer, in 1630, and
Week. How long Butter, who the Swedisli intelligencer, in 163 1.
was a great publisher of newes, He had for his compiler, William
continued his hebdomadal intelli Watts, of Caius college, of whom
gences, I am unable to tell. He it may be said, that he was edu
laid little before his readers, which cated for other labours ; and of
could enlarge knowledge, or excite whom Voscius speaks as JaHiffimus
risibility; though his battles may et clarijjimus Watfius, qui optime de
have surprised and elevated, and his hijloria meruit. He was born near
sieges may have alternately agitated Lynn in Norfolk of I know not
the hopes and fears of his country what parentage. After being trans-"
men.
planted from the banks of the Cam
" Whatever may have been his to the groves of Oxford, he travelled
success, he certainly had competi into several countries, fays Anthonytors, and imitators. In February Wood, and became master of di
1625-6, was first published a fresh vers languages. He was, on his
paper of Weekly Newes. The fo return, after the accession of Charles
reign intelligence of May the 2 ;d, I. made one of the king's chaplains,
was; conveyed in number 13. This and was preferred successively, to
too was a small quarto of fourteen livings, and dignities in the church ;
pages. And it was printed at Lon and adhering manfully to the king's
don for Mercurhis Britannicus, in cause, he was sequestered, plun
16261. This proves sufficiently, dered, and left without a slielter for
that the well-known title of Mer his wife and children. He was
curhis Britannicus had a more early carried by his courage, and resent
origin than has generally been sup ment, into the Seld with prince
posed. Similar papers w"ere con Rupert, during the hardiest of his
tinued, though they assumed differ exploits; and died, in 1649, on
ent names. In the preface to, the board his fleet, -in the harbour of
Swedish Intelligencer, which was Ktusale. He had an especial hand,
publislied in 1632, " now the third says Wood, in sir Henry Spelman's
time revised, corrected, aud aug glossary ; he edited Matthew Paris ;
mented," we are assured, that, and exclusive of other treatises, he
" very good use have also been published, before the civil wars
made of the Weekly Currantoes, of England began, several numbers
which, if a man of judgment read, of new books, in, the English tongue
he shall find very true and very (more than forty), containing the
punctual : whosoever will be cun occurrences done in the wars be
ning in the places and persons of tween the king of Sweden and the
Germany, and would understand Germans. William Watts may,
her wars, let him not despise Cur therefore, be deemed the Gallorantoes."
Belgieus of England.
41 Butter, the active news-monger
" We*re
now ■come, by a regu•
i
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lar progress, to that memorable various news-papers werepublifhed
iepoch in English history,
weekly at first ; but, in tht progress
of events, and in the ardour ot cu
" When civil dudgeon first grew high." riosity, they were distributed twice,
or thrice in every week. Such
Each party, whether political or re were the " French Intelligencer,"
ligious, now hoped to gain their the " Dutch Spye," the " Irish.
object, by spreading their preten Mercury," and the " Scots Dove,"
sions. From this source, the nation the " Parliament Kite,'1 and the}
was soon over-run with tracts of " Secret Owl." Mcrcurius Acheevery size, and of various denomi ronticus brought them hebdomadal
nations : hence the diurnal, which News from Hell, Mercurius Deinocontinued its hebdomadal round, critus communicated wonderful
notwithstanding the ridicule of news from the World in the Moon*
Cleveland, from 1640 to 1660 : the Laughing Mercury gave perfectand hence too the different Mer news from the Antipodes, and Mercuries, which were sent abroad, to cunus Mastix faithfully lalhed all
inflame by their vehemence, or to Scouts, Mercuries, Posts, Spies, aud
conciliate by their wit ; to convince other intelligencers.
by their argument, or to delude by
" Amid this clamour of contra
their sophistry. Many of them diction, this activity of ridicule,;
were written with extraordinary ta this tumult of laughter, Scotland
lents, and published with uncom was not neglected. As early as
mon courage. The great writer 1642, there were published at Lon
of Mercuries was Marc hmont Need- don, The Scots Scout'sDiscoveries..
ham, who was born in 1620, and On the 30th of September 1643,
was educated at Oxford ; who as appeared Tiie Scots Intelligencer,
sumed all the colours of the cha- or the Weekly News from Scot-,
melion, during those contentious land and the Court. On the fame
times : and being discharged from day, flew abroad The Scots Dove;
writing public intelligence by the
council of state, in March 1660, " Our Dove tells newIVs from the king's,
he was allowed to live at the Resto u And of harmonious letters hugs."
ration, till at length, fays Anthony
Wood, this most seditious, mutable, In 1644, arrived wecklv, Intelli
and railing author, died suddenly gence from the South borders of
in Devereux Court, in November Scotland. Mercurius Scoticus ap
peared in 1651. And, in the sub
1678.
When hostilities commenced, sequent year, was given out the
every event, during a most eventful Theme, or Scoto-Prelbyter, which,
'period, had its own historian, who with admirable ridicule, inquires,
communicated news from Hull, " Whether it be not as little disho
truths from York, warranted tidings nourable for the Scots to be con
from Ireland, and special passages quered by the English, in 1652, as
from several places. These were to have been these twelve years
all occasional papers. Impatient, past slaves to the covenant." ' All
however, as a distracted people these papers were assuredly pub-were for information, the news li (lied at London, either to gratify
were never distributed daily. The private interest, or to promote pub
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tc measures, though some os them
are miftakingly supposed to have
been printed at Edinburgh.
" It is a remarkable fact, which
history was either too idle to ascer
tain, or too much ashamed to re
late, that the arms of Cromwell
comrmfViieated to Scotland, with
other benefits, the first news-paper,
which had ever illuminated the
gloom, or dispelled the fanaticism,
of the North. Each army carried
its own printer with it ; expecting
either to convince by its reason
ing, or to delude by its falsehood.
King Charles carried Robert Bar
ker with him to Newcastle, in 1639.
And general Cromwell conveyed
Christopher Higgins, to Leith, in
16 52. When Cromwell had here estaWished a citadel, Higgins reprinted
in November 1 65 2, what had bee n al
ready published at London, a Diur
nal of some Passages and Affairs, for
the information of the English sol
diers. Mercurius Politicus was first
reprinted at Leith, pn the 26th of
October, 1653. The reprinting of it
was transferred to Edinburgh, in
November 1654 ; where it conti
nued to be published, till the eleven'h of April 1660 ; and was then
reprinted, under the name of Mer
curius Publicus.
*f The time was, however, at
hand, when Scotland was to enjoy
.the luxury of a news-paper, which
was of Scottish matin faiture. On
the 31st of December, 1660, ap
peared at Edinburgh, Mercurius
Caledonius : comprising the affairs
in agitation in Scotland, with a sur
vey of foreign intelligence. Jt was
a son of the bishop of Orkney,
Thomas Sydserfe, who now thought
he had the wit to amuse, the know
ledge to instruct, and the address to
captivate, the lovers of news, in
Scotland. But he was only able,
jyjth all his powers, to extend his

publication to ten numbers, which
were very loyal, very illiterate, and
very affected.
" Even after the Restoration, the
news-papers which were published,
by authority, at London, continued)
to be reprinted at Edinburgh,
though not by the hand of Higgins.
The Mercurius Publicus was here
published, till it was superseded
by The Kingdom's Intelligencer,
which still retailed the news of Lon
don to the people of Scotland.
** In the annals of our literature,
and our freedom, it is a memorable
fact, that there was not a news
paper printed in Scotland, at the
æra of the Revolution. The few
had doubtless instructed themselves,
during several years, from the Lon
don Gazette. And the many had
been too busy, during the late
times, with the affairs of the other
world, to be very anxious about
the events of this. Yet, were the
estates of Scotland, who assembled
at Edinburgh on the 14th of March,
1689, and the mobs which out
raged on that occasion, both law
and religion, sufficiently inflamed,
without the agency of a news
paper.
" Whatever freedom, either of
thought, or of printing, may have
been ellablished in Scotland, by the
Revolution, ten years elapsed be
fore it was deemed safe by the pub
lic, or advantageous by an indivi
dual, to print a news-paper. The
Edinburgh Gazette was at length
published by authority, in February
1699, by James Watson, who is
still remembered for his History of
the Ai t of Printing. Having pub
lished only forty-one numbers, he
transferred, in July 1699, the Edin
burgh Gazette to John Reid, 011
whose death it became the property
of John Reid, his son, who continued
to print the Edinburgh Gazette,
pveu
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even after the Union. Watson
was for several years, the great
news-monger of Scotland, as Butter
had been of England, during the
prior age. In February 1705, he
established the Edinburgh Courant,
which, after he had printed fiftyfive numbers, he relinquished to the
heirs and successors of Andrew An
derson, the printer to the queen, to
the city, and to the college. Yet
Watson still hoped for profit, or
honour, fromprintinga news-paper.
And, in September 1705, he pub
lished the Scots Courant, which he
continued to print, beyond the year
J 7 18. At the epoch of the Union,
Scotland had thus successively ac
quired three news-papers, which
were all published at Edinburgh;
but neither promoted that measure
by their facts, nor retarded it by
their declamations.
" To the Gazette, the Edinburgh
Courant, and the Scots Courant,
were added, in October 1 708, the
Edinburgh Flying Post; in August
I^og, the Scots Postman, which
was printed by John Moncur for
David Fearne; and in March 1710,
the North Tatler, which was print
ed by John Reid for Samuel Colv'4,

['4'1

" The year 1 7 1 5 is also the epoch
when the commercial city of Glas
gow first enjoyed the advantages of
a news-paper. The Glasgow Cou
rant alone was then equal to her
wants. Her traffic, her opulence,
and her knowledge, give circula
tion, at present, to a Journal, a
Mercury, an Advertiser, and a
Courier.
" The printing of a news-paper
at Glasgow did not prevent the
establishment of other news-papers
at Edinburgh. In March 1714*
Robert Brown began to print the
Edinburgh Gazette, or Scots Post
man, on Tuesday and Thursday
in every week. On the *+th of
December 17 18, the town council
gave an exclusive privilege to James
M'Ewen, stationer-burgess, to pub
lish three times a week, the Edin
burgh Evening Courant; "the
said James being obliged, before
publication, to give ane coppie of
his print to the magistrates." This
i aper continues to be published by
David Ramsay, though I am un
able to tell whether he comply
with the original condition, of giv
ing ane coppie of his print to the
present magist ates."

MISCF.L,

MISCELLANEOUS

PAPERS;

Communications, in a Letter to Mr. More, ori pruning ant!
planting Orchards, by Thomas Skip Bucknall, Elq. additional
to what were inserted in our last Volume.
[From the Twelfth Volume of the Transactions of the Society,
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Com
merce.]
" Siv
« T HAVE been twice this sumX mer to view the orchards at
Sittingborne, and delire the Favour
of you to acquaint the Society for
the Encouragement of Arts, Ma
nufactures, and Commerce, that to
fulfil the promise conveyed in the
memorial, I did myself the honour
of presenting to them, I now; send
further observations to throw the
husbandry of orchards under such
culture as to preserve the tree, and
improve the fruit.
" The appearances were much
to my satisfaction, and I saw great
reason to be pleased with the opera
tion of pruning ; yet several of the
cherries were much gummed. I
examined to fee whether the gum
was from frefl) fissures, or those
formerly medicated ; and to a cer
tainty the former medications were
perfectly healed ; and I did not ob
serve, but that the cherry bears the
knife very well, with the aid of the
medication. I pointed out these
circumstances to the tenants j and

desired they would look to them,
and open the blotches which had
affected the trees since^pruning.
" Mr. R. and I. Boulding in
formed me that the medication had
been objected to, on account of the
tar. I sliould not have thought
this of consequence sufficient to
mention to the society, if it had
not been represented by William
l'attenson, esq. in a paper publish
ed in the Xlth volume of theif
Transactions, that to smear the
stems of trees with tar, to keep
cattle from biting them, is injuri
ous : certainly, in the fense there
conveyed, the observation is per
fectly right; and to explain the
difference, I must beg the indul
gence of the society ; for to suffer
any doubt to remain either in the
science or practice, would entirely
destroy the whole system.
The Formation of Gum.
" From the stems and leaves of
trees a constant and copious eva
poration is regularly going on, as
may
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way be proved by the air-pump.
Now, any sudden check striking
the tree, stops the pores ; and ob
structing the perspiration, throws
all the sap into disorder; which
soon becoming vitiated, and nature
having no other way of relieving
itself, forces a fissure through the
bark, out of which oozes the al
most stagnated sap, which, there
condensing, becomes gum very
soon ; after which the bark, want
ing its due portion of nourishment,
begins to crack and split : from
that time the tree runs fast into
ruin. '
"Therefore any smearing, or other
cause which may impede a just cir
culation and perspiration, must in
jure the tree; but the medication
cannot produce any of these evils ;
Tor it is applied merely as a plaster,
and is never extended further than
on the bare wood, or torn bark,
and where the gum is oozing
through the bark. I desire to as
sure the society, that in each of
these cases, the medication, from
its drying qualities, becomes su
premely salutary, and the wounds
heal in half the time they can do
when exposed to heat, cold, mois
ture, and vermin : for the misfor
tune k, being left exposed, the
wounds do not heal ; there the
evil lays.
1 " Mr. Boulding, in his certifi
cate, fays, ' When we took off a
* large branch or two, the wounds
' generally cankered ; which made
* us leave them in the encumbered
* state they were in, rather than run
•any hazard.'
•* Mr. Lake alfS remarked,
' Many died; others were wounded
* by a canker in the bark, from the
* bottom of the body to the top
4 arms.' Mr. Fausset fays, 4 1 ap* prised Mr. fiucknall that his or* chards, in the occupation of Mrs.
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* Boulding, were, in a very declin' ing state; and, in autumn, 1789,
* having business with dim, I again
* repeated my thoughts relative
* thereto ; and that, if something
' was not done to recover the trees,
1 I suspected that great part, if not
'all of them, would certainly die.
' He (Mr. Bucknall) said he could
1 easily reinstate the trees and bring
' them to health, and would come
' down for that purpose, and be an1 swerable the trees mould not
'sustain any injury; snd he did
' come down in the spring follow' ing.'
" My agent Mr. Fausset, the te
nants, Mr. Lake and the Bouldings, all concur in saying that
the trees were in an actual state
of decay. This is a circum
stance necessary to be fullv esta
blished, as any one may lee they
did recover and wonderfully.
This induces me to fay that from
the certainty of success and easy
application, the medication sur
passes any thing for such pruning
as orchards require. Where trees
have been so long neglected as to
become hollow, I would recom
mend the composition prepared by
Mr. Forsyth, because the hollow
parts require a substance to fill them
up ; and I have the happiness of
saying that Mr. Forsyth and I go
on the same principle; each plan
ning for the general good of society,
and the improvement of art.
" And, as I have long wished to
introduce the name of orchardist, I
here desire it may take place; and
for the encouragement of those
who are willing to undertake the
art,' say that it is easily learnt and
highly pleasurable ; for what can
be a greater gratification, than to
see nature improving under our
hands ?
" It is a mistake to cut off the
heads
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beads of trees, and engraft them,
merely to procure young wood ;
pruning being better, as an old
tree cannot continue in health af
ter such loppings ; for the head be
ing gone, the roots become inactive
and more mischief takes place out
of sight than can be repaired in
years. Do not attempt to force a
tree higher than it is disposed to
grow, for that will not improve the
fruit : the rule should be—keep
the branches out of the reach of
cattle, then let them follow their
natural growth ; for each different
species of the apple and other,
fruits have a growth peculiar to
themselves. With regard to gene
ral pruning, do it as soon as the
fruit is off, that the wounds may
tend toward healing before the frost
conies on ; but do not surfer a bro
ken or decayed branch to continue
at any season.
f
"If! may make use of an explod
ed idea, the substantial form of
the tree is the fame before and after
pruning ; that is, the tree continues
of the fame size, and all extreme
shoots keep the fame distance,
which is an improvement no ope
has brought into practice ; for each
person employs his strength to
Knock the heads of the trees to
pieces, mutilating them, till he
leaves the tree in a more decaying
state than when lie first attempted
the pruning it. Having spoken
thus freely, I must, in justice to the
age, fay, there are sew professional
men who are not expert at wallfruit pruning ; because, it being
their profession, they attend to
what they are about.

before they are to be planted, and
fee that they are properly pruned
in the nursery, by taking otf, perfectly close, all rambling and un
sightly branches, leaving the heads
to three or four good leading shoots;
from this forecast the trees will
not require pruning for some time,
and, having no wounds to heal the
year they are transplanted, will
greatly accelerate their growth.
Be sure the trees are young ; and
do not plant any galled, fretted, or
cankered plants; for it is certain
that there is a vapour arises from
cankered trees wnich affects the
found ones.
" When the trees are taken up,
keep the roots as long as is conve
nient, which will give them a dis
position to run horizontally, from
which, the roots being more under
the influence of the fun, the lap is
richer and produces the sweetest,
fairest fruit ; prepare stakes before
the day of planting, for the trees
mult be well staked and defended
from cattle ; and other precautions
with which the planters are well
acquainted.
" Choose your ground carefully,
that your plantation may be screen
ed on the east, north, and west
sides, and open to the south : and
tell the nurseryman that he must
attend to the natural growth of the
different fruits, and mark them,
that they may be planted thusone row of the tallest strongest
growers on the three cold fides, and
that row should be planted twice
as thick as any other ; then one
row more of the next free- growers
'parallel to the-last rows ; and so go
on gradually, declining in size till
Hints on Planting.
you come to the centre.
W' The preventing of a disease is
" What I meau 4by twice as
preferable to the cure ; therefore, if thick, place a low rambling grow
possible, choose the trees the year ing fruit tree between each of the
other ;

Observations on planting and pruning Orchards.
other; Forfheintentionhereistoraise
shelter ; and it would be advifeabie
011 the outside of the plantation lo
run a row of underwood,- more
than a pole wide of the freest-grow
ing trees which the country produ
ces; be assured the wood will more
than pay lor the expence. lie not
tenacious of the size or sliape of the
orchard ; for, in some situations,
by taking a little more or less
ground, much good may result.
Before the ground is laid out) let
the mind be active to secure the
little risings or inflections, to catch
the fun, and exclude the cold.
Tlie Scotch fir, or "other valuable
trees, may be happily introduced
at a distance for slielter, which
would also greatly embellish the
appearance of the country.
■ " Such a plantation may be ex
pected often to bear a crop when
the whole neighbourhood fails; and
every one knows the value of a
good crop in a failing year. These
ideas are on a large scale, for the
supply of the London markets :
and, though I can bring no proof
that such an orchard exists, the
hints here given are to point out
that position is an essential circum
stance both for the whole plantation
and every individual tree. Al
ways remembeiing local circum
stances must govern the business i
follow nature.
" If I have expressed this clearly,
the orchard will appear as it were
enclosed on three sides ; the larger
trees are to keep off the blighting
winds ; and leaving the plantation
open in the middle and to the
south, is to dissipate the stagnant
vapours which stunt the fruits irt
the spring ; besides, the ground be»
ing open in the middle, the verdure
or crop under the trees will be
more valuable : this mode of plant
ing will also appear handsome, and
each tree enjoy the happiest influ1704,
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ence of the sun and air. The cus
tom of intermixing fruits by chance
is always unsightly and detriment
al; for the strong growers con
stantly stunt and spoil the more de
licate fruits by overtopping them ;
whereas by this mode the delicate
fruits fall to the centre and south.
" In new plantations be careful
nos to place the trees too deep ;
more mischief arises from that O'.e
source than all the other combined
causes : but when the trees are too
deep, a method may be introduced
for raising them, or for setting
them upright when they lean, also
for shaking the barren tfees fruitful^
provided they are in high health ;
if not, the sooner they are grubbed
up the better. Also avoid planting
too thick, fer sunsliine and ftiide
are unalterably the cause of sweet
and sour fruits.
" I have been careful in express
ing the manual operations in a plain
and sliort manner, that the practice
might appear easy. As for the na
tural and philosophical accounts
of the bark, the formation of gurrij
the power of vapour, &c. with the
relative causes of decay in vegeta
tion, I have entered more full/
into them, in slopes of inducing
gentlemen to take up the practice,
and establisli the profession of an
orchardist.
" Lastly, I beg the Society not
to deem any of these circumstance?
visionary ; for I have so long
dwelt upon the subject as to be
fully persuaded of the efficacy of
the whole practice, and that it may
be rationally expected from judici
ous pruning, that the crooked trees
may be made straitj the sterile fruit*
ful, and the old handsome ; as th£
power of nature may thtrrcbv be
regenerated, the disease removed,
all the branches supplied with
young and besring wood, so that
we may almost s*v the causes of
K
d«cay
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decay are banished : but to support
these assertions, she trees ought
from their earliest infancy to bt? in
good hands, and regular prtming
introduced.
I am, Sir,
Your most obliged
humble servants ,
THOM A3 SkIpDyoT BuCKNAtl/'
Hampton Courts
h'ov, I 5, I 79 J. ,
Mr. More.

Orehardift's Tools recommended ly Mr*
Bucknall.
u Two pruning-kirives, a saw,
two chissels, a mallet, a spoke-fhave,
and a painter's brush. With the
chissels and spoke-fhave work up
wards, or the bark will shiver : the
saw must be coarse set, aH the other
tools sharp and smooth ; and to
shew the size and form of the pruning-knives, three are reserved in
<he society's repository, for the in
spection of the public."

Sgsstakce of Sir John Sinclair's Awdress to the Board of Agri
culture on the first Day of its being aisemWed.
" 'T'HAT he could not forbear
X troubling the board with
a fetf words, congratulating the
members present, on the complete
establishment of so invaluabhe an
institution, as that of a board of
agriculture. That in other Coun
tries attempts of a similar nature.on
a humbler scale, had been mad* ;
but that the present, he believed,
was the first instance, of such an
institution having been snatched
from the feeble hznds of individu
als, and invested with all the
strength nnd vigour of public esta
blishment.
" That from the. circumstance
of his having moved in parliament
for the establishment of that board,
his majesty had been graciously
pleased to nontinate him as pre
sident, a situation, to which he
could not otherwise have aspired,
among so many members, distin
guished bv their superior talents,
and possessed of greater experience
and fkiltin husbandry; but that he
would endeavour to make up for
any personal deficiency, by the most
unwearied zeal and attention to

promote the objects for which the
board was constituted.
" That no man would have ven
tured to have made such a motion
in- parliament, without having pre
viously sketched out in his own
mind some general ideas respecting
the system that might be pursued,in case the proposed institutioa
should take place, and that he
would shortly state to the board
what had occurred to hin rrpon the
subject.
" That having carried on, for
some years past, a correspondenc*
with above 1500 individuals, on
matters of a pubHc nature (for pro
moting the improvement of Bri-<
tisn wool, and examining with
greaf minuteness inte the political
state of Scotland) he \va* enabled,
by the experience which lie had
thus acquired, to ascertain in a>
great measure those leading princi
ples, on which so great and exten
sive a planmight be conducted, anJ
these he would shortly submit t»
the consideration os the meeting.
" That, in the first place, lie hai
much satisfaction in stating, as the
found-
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foundation on which the edifice of
national improvement might be
built, that there existed in these
kingdoms a greater fund of solid
ability and of useful information*
and a greater extent of actual and
efficient capital, than, so far as he
could judge, any other country, of
the fame extent and population in
the universe, could boast of; and
that little more would be necessary,
than to call forth that ability, and
to collect that information, and to
give the capital of the country a
direction or tendency to increase
internal wealth and cultivation, in
order to make this island, what it
ought to be, the garden of Europe.
" In the second place, he was
certain that there existed a greater
mass of public spirit in the nation
at large, (more especially among
that description of people, with
whom the board of agriculture was
principally connected) than was
commonly imagined ; and he was
satisfied, that the board would find
no difficulty, in prevailing on the
active and intelligent husbandmen
of the kingdom to try any expe
riment, or to follow any system,
that could contribute to the public
good, and did not materially mili
tate against their own personal in
terests ; and that a wide difference
would be found, between a recom
mendation to improvement, com
ing from a respectable public body,
and from private individuals.
" In the third plare, this princi
ple ought ever to be kept in view,
that, in a good cause, nothing can
resist industry and perseverance.
That at first, some doubts of jea
lousies might be entertained of a
hew institution, and some rumours
might be circulated respecting the
objects of the board, which time
would soon do away. But for his
part, he entertained no doubt, that
ifparliament would Continue its pe-
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cuniary assistance for some years,
(promoting at the fame time* by
wise regulations, a general system
of improvement) and if the board
(which he was persuaded wouM be
the cas:) would steadily persist in
its exertions, that in a very sliort
period the produce of many miK
lions of acres, now cultivated in a
very defective manner, would be
greatly augmented ; that many mil
lions of acres, now lying waste,
would be brought under cultiva
tion, and that the stock of the king
dom would be improved, to at least
double its present value.
" In regard to thd plan to be
pursued, he submitted to the con
sideration of the board, whether
the first object ought not to be, to
ascertain facts, without which no
theory or system of reasoning, how
ever plausible, could be depended
on. That, for that purpose, it
would be necessary to examine in
to the agricultural state of all the
different counties in the kingdom,
and to inquire into the means,
which, in the opinion of intelli
gent men, were the most likely
to promote, either a general system
of improvement, or the advantage
of particular districts. That by em
ploying a number of able men for
that purpose, and circulating their
reports previous to their being pub
lished, requesting the additional
remarks and observations of those
to whom such communications
were sent,, it was probable that no
Important fact, or even useful idea,
would escape notice.
M That the immense mass of in
formation thus accumulated would
answer two purposes ; first, it
woiild point outthe measures which
the legistature might take, for pro
moting agricultural improvements ;
secondly, individuals would thus
be instructed by the practice and
experience of others- the landlord
Ka
in
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in the proper mode of managing his
property, and the farmer in the best
plan of cultivating his fields.
" That for attaining the first ob
ject, that of legiilative assistance, it
would be proper to digest the sub
stance of the information that was
accumulated, into one Report, to
be submitted to the consideration
of his majesty, and of both houses
of parliament ; suggesting, in the
report, wl^t measures had occurred,
in the course of their inquiries, that
could tend to the improvement of
the country. Headded,that from the
spirit with which these agricultural
surveys had been gone into, he had
no doubt, that such a report could
be drawn up, in time sufficient to
enable parliament to take some ef
fectual measures for the benefit ofagriculture, in the course of the
ensuing session.
" That parliament might be of
essential service to husbandry in two
respects: first, by removing all
discouragements to rural industry ;
and secondly, by granting encou
ragements. That the second was
a matter of much delicacy, and
which required very mature con
sideration. At the fame time it
was certain, that by granting en
couragements to agriculture, the
great Frederick of Prussia was ena
bled to double the value of his do
minions, and to amass a very con
siderable treasure, amounting, it
is well known, to many millions
sterling. That such encourage
ments operated like manure spread
upon the ground, which insured a
more abundant harvest. That they
also had a tendency to impress on
the public mind this truth, " That
she proper cultivation of the foil is
an object so peculiarly interesting
to the community at large, that
those who most affidttouity attend
-to it, are, perhaps, to be accountf ed the most meritorious citizens of

their country." That in one point
of view, at least, the husbandman
was more Intitled to public atten
tion, than thole of other profes
sions, being more fixed to the ter
ritory on which he lived, and less
apt, from habit, inclination, or
ability, to wander from it.
, " That in regard to instructing
individuals, no doubts could be
entertained, from the great mass of
information which would be ac
cumulated, by the correspondence
of the board, both at home and
abroad, that the best mode of ma
naging landed property, or in other
words, the most advantageous sys
tem of connection between- the
landlord and the tenant, would be
ascertained, and that the principles
of rational husbandry, for the in
struction of the practical farmer,
would soon be brought to a very
great degree of simplicity and per
fection.
" That he would not anticipate,
with too much confidence, the im
portant consequences, that might
result from such an institution. He
believed, however, there was none,
from which the public at large had
reason to expect so many substan
tial benefits. That the board, in
deed, was already looked up to,
even by foreign nations, as likely
to become the general magazine of
knowledge on agricultural subjects.
Thatjhey already considered it as
the source from which they werew
derive the most important inform
ation, and the most solid advantaf
ges. That in these respects, at
least, agriculture had arr advan
tage over other arts, that no jea
lousy subsisted among those who
were engaged in it, and that every
discovery which tended to its im
provement, more essentially con
tributed, than in any other, to pro
mote the general good of the fpeciss."
«

t
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Substance of Sir John Sinclair's Address to the Board of Agri
culture, on Tuesday the Twenty-ninth of July, 1794.'
•"""T'HAT he considered it ex- reportready, fully explainingthean£ tremely necessary for any per- cient laws respecting the division
son who silled that situation in which of such lards, and the best means
he happened to be placed, previous of facilitating them in future ; and
to the annual adjournment oi the that the board was already in polboard, to give a short statement of session of a very interesting and
the business which had been trans- able paper, drawn up by one of
acted in the course of the session, its members (John Robinson, esq.
and of the progress that had been surveyor-general of the woods and
made in carrying on the important forests), which had thrown much
objects for which the board was light upon that subject,
constituted.
" Above all, that the progress
That at the commencement of made in the agricultural survey of
the present, being the first session the kingdom, (the basis of all the
after its ellablisliment, the atten- measures which the board might
tion of the board had naturally think i:adviscable,to recommend to
been, directed to the formation the attention of the public) had furos those bye-laws which were to re- pasted the most sanguine expectagulate its future proceedings, the tions. The whole kingdom had
original /ketch of which had been been assigned in districts to disserdrawn up, with great attention ent surveyors, from each of whom
and ability, by a noble lord, (lord a separate report was required.
Hawke) to whose Zealand assiduity Such a plan had never been formerthe board, in that and in ether re- ly attempted in any country ; and
spects had been infinitely indebted, many doubts were entertained whe" That a great variety of import- ther it would be possible to effect
ant communications had been it even in Great Britain, in any
transmitted to the board from ma- reasonable space of time. He had
ny quarters, both at home and a- the pleasure, however, of acquaintbroad, on all the different topics ing the board, that seventy-four
connected with agricultural inqui- reports had been already given in,
ry, furnishing a number fjf valu- and were either printed or now in
able hints, which might be of es- the press, and that the remainder
sential service in promoting the im. were in such a state of forwardness,
provement of the country. These that they might soon be expected;
hints, he observed, might either and, consequently, within twelve
be separately printed, or incorpo- months rrom the establishment of
rated with the reports of the board, the board, this great object would
That the committee appointed " to be completed. That to tii? credit
•take the present state of the waste of the gentlemen who engaged in
lands, and common fields of this this laborious undertaking, a conkingdom, and the probable means siderablc number of them would
of their improvement, under their accept of nothing fortheir trouble,
consideration," had already made and the remainder were sati tied
great progress in that important in- with sums, in general, scarcely
zpjirvywdhe had no doubt, would, adequate to the expenert rhev hud
when the bo aid re-allenibled,havca incurred. Tbat the reports they
A' 3
lud
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had given in, were not to be con
sidered a; complete systems of hus
bandry, but merely as chapters of
a j'.rear work, distributed at present,
as aflFordins; the readiest means of
Collecting farther information. That
t.*:e circuiting of 80,000 papers,
on so oopu..ir a subject as, that of
ag-iculfure, mu'\ have a strong tendo: ~ i • direct the piUflii. attention,
iu .: r.- peculiar manner, to that
obic ' ; which, indeed, had akeadv lutfkier.tly appeared, fro;n the
R.rdety t -"yrocurc th-d'e papers, and
from the demand which had lately
arisen f-ir works on tgrlculture
Touu'out iuo reports had been
alie!cl\ received hack, the mar
gins of w'nicn were filled with ma
ny v doable hints and observations.
That he ;ud no d >-.ibt a consider
able nuiii'jer of rherep^rts in circu
lation ivau; I Je returned with re
marks of . ( ial merit. The board
wo.ii 'hus navs under its inspectio ar once, not only very interest
ing Acviiuis. of t!ie present state of
the kinn, and a complete <.q1le'ti-v ,->f a!i the past sklli and cxper •..ice of which the country w?s
pots; :s» 1, in matters of husbandry,
but probably every suggestion that
the kingdom. w,ismasterof, respect
ing 'he means of its future im
provement: il- a mass of useful inf>rrnation, of which it cannot
with justice be assen.-d, that any
pther naFon tias ever ye{ been pos
sessed."
Jn regard to the use that
ought (o he made of the information
thus accumulated by she labour
and ex&rtions of so many active
and intelligent individuals, there are
two p tints which he beg-ged leave
to submit $o the consideration of
the board. First, that they ought
not to Lifter tue public attention to
waste itself, previous to their com

municating that information to th«
country; and, secondly, that in -i
stead of frittering away the valuable
treasure they have thus obtained, in
partial reports, they should endea
vour to condense it into, one great
system.
" To explain more fully to the
bo.ird the idea which he had formed
of a general report, he had drawn
up a plan, stating the various sub,
jects to be treated of in it, and the
order in which they might be ar-,
ranged, and which he flattered him
self it would be possible for the
bonrd to complete, in the course
even of the ensuing sesiion.
Plan of a General Riser I, on tie Pre-,
sent State of the Agriculture ofGreat
Britain, end the Means of its. In-,
prmement : To if laid befexe Him
Majejly, and both Houses cf Par
liaments by the Board of jigricuU
ture.
«' Introduction, and. plan of the,
report.
Chap. 1. General view of the
natural advantages possessed by
Great Britain, for carrying on agri*
Cultural improvements,
Chap. 2. State of property in the
kingdom—lands held in severalty,
or in common-3-size of estates —
advantages resulting from a diver,
sity of landed property, in point of
extent.
Chap. 3. Mode of occupation, in Woads-T-plantations —pastures, na
tural or artificial— arable land,—,
gardens—orchards—English hus
bandry, or the union of improved,
stock and skilful culture.
Chap. 4. Manner of cultivation
—land cultivated by the owner—
lands let—on the, proper size of
farms.
Chap. 5. Svstcrn 0/ connection
.between,
/
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between the landlord and the te
nant, or leases and the covenants
in them:
Chap. 6. Rent, whether payable
in money, in kind, or in personal
services —whether taxes are paid
by the tenant, or otherwise—of
taking fines.
Chap. 7. Buildings on a farm
and their repairs, with observations
on the accommodations necessary
for a farmer.
Chap. 8. Wages of servants —
price of labour ; whether by the
day, or the piece—cottages.
Chap. 9. Inclosures, their na
ture and advantages.
: Chap. 10. Draining, whether
surface or under draining.
Chap. 11. Live stock. 1. Sheep,
2. Cattle, 3. Horses, 4. Hogs, Sec.
with engravings of the different
breeds.
Chap. is. The dairy and its
productions.
Chap. ig. Implements of hus
bandry, and engravings of the best
jdnds.
(
Chap. 14. Oxen, and their use
In husbandry.
Chap. 15. Manures, whether of
a mineral, vegetable, or animal
nature.
1 Chap, j 6. Rotation of crops
adapted for the different foils.
Chap. 1 7. Comparison between
the drill and broad-cast husbandry,
and on dibbling.
Chap. 18. On fallowing, and the
extirpation of weeds.
Chap. 19. Culture of the differ
ent kinds of grain, and the foils for
which they are respectively best
calculated.
Chap. 20. Harvesting, and the
best means of preserving grain and
roots, either from the inclemency
of the weather, or from vermin.
Chap. 21. Culture of green
'Wops.

Chap. 22. Culture of artificial
grasses—whether pastured on, cut
green, or converted into hav, and
on the b;st mode of preserving
herbage.
Chap. 23. 'Crops not generally
cultivared, as hops, h;nip, &c. &c.
and the culture of plants for dying,
for medicine, Sec.
Chap. 24. Husbandry of the fens,
including paring and burning.
Chap. 25. Natural meadows and
pasture, and the proper mode of
managing them.
Chap. 26. Embankments.
Chap. 27. Watering land, or ar
tificial meadows, and a comparison between them aud other pas
ture*, in regard to quantity and
quality of produce.
Chap. 28. Gardens ami orchards,
and the diseases incident to plants.
Chap. 29. Woodsand plantations.
Chap. 30. Of waste lands, and
the means of their improvement,
whether by rendering them arable
—converting them into water mea
dows, or pasture, or into planta
tions.
Chap. 31. Of the proper system
to improve waste lands, either by
private individuals, or public com
panies : wjth a view of increasing
the population, as well as the pro
duce ot the country.
Chap. 32. Roads, public, and
parochial ; and navigations con
nected with agricultural purposes.
Chap. 33. Markets, domestic and
foreign ; and on the advantages of
establishing a uniformity of weights
and measures.
Chap. 34. Effects of c mmerce,
manufactures, and timeries, on
agriculture, and the advantages of
thtir union together.
Cnap. 35. Of manufacturers refiding in the country, and being
occasionally employed ia the cul
tivation of the foil.
A 4.
Chap.
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Cliap. 36. Of the poor, and the rection and improvement, and in'
means of employing them in the such a form, that every individual
operations of agriculture.
may have it in his power to pur
Chap, 37. The cojn laws, and chase on reasonable terms, either
en the polity of encouraging a fur-!, the account of his qwn parti
plus of g'ain for exportation, after cular county, or the reports relat
supplying the consumption of the ing to all the cliff rent counties, or
the general report on the state of
country.
Chap. 38. Of agricultural le the kingdom at large, a« he may
gislation aud polite.
find most desirable.
Chap. 39. On the price os pro
" He could not conclude, with
visions, and the laws for encouraging' out attempting to give, even in this,
the sals, or manufacturing ihe pro early stage of (heir prooceedings,
duce of the country.
some general idea ; of the public be
Chap. 40. Mil«iellaneous observ nefit to be derived from the im-i
provement of the territory of the
ation!.
country.
.
Conclusion.
" 1% -is not difficult! even on
Chap. 1. 0'>stpcles to improve such data as have been already ob»
ment, and the means of remo\ing tained, to make calculations suf
ficiently accurate for every useful
thenv
Chap. 2, Hints, of improvement purpose, respecting |he probable
from foreign countries.
advantages to be expected from thf
Chap, 3. Means of exciting a improvement of the kingdom, in
spirit of industry and improvement regard to income, capital and poin the labourer, the farmer, and the puiation : and perhaps a short state
landlord : and whether public en ment of such advantages may
couragements a,re necessary for that awaken more the public attention,
and be more satisfactory to the ge
purpose.
Chap. 4.. Gonera} view of the a- nerality of the people, than long
gricu{tura( produce of the king disquisitions. He had therefore em
braced the earliest opportunity, of
dom.
Chap. 5. Resources of the na throwing together some ideas upon
tion, from the farther improve the subject, for his own private sa
ment of iti slock and territory.
tisfaction, and for the considera
'* Jn order that the general re tion of the board and of the public.
port migt.t not be driven out to too
" Of the different report j given
treat a length, it is proposed that in to the board, that from the
an appendix shall be giuicxeJ to county of Cambridge is by far the
each chapter, for the purpose of niost minute, the surveyor having,
containing a number of fact* and with great labour, gone from pa
observations, which, though tend rish to parish, ^ind in general hav,
ing to iilurtra e th« subject treated ing obtained sufficient information
ot, plight, in the opinion of some, in regard to stock, produce, and
t>e considered cf 3 left interesting population. At the conclusion of
his r< port, he recapitulates the in
nature.
H That besides the general re crease of rent, which may be ex
port, it wpuld be expedient to re pected, by improving the cultiva
print and. to publish, the various tion, of 319,300 acres in that coun
agricultural accounts now in cir- ty, of which the following is au ab
. (tjhjtioti, with every possible cor stract.
N'irrbir-
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Number of Acre?

Description of the Land.
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Increased Rent Total Increase.
' per acre.

r:\-.,
r50,000

:■•
- L -f Waste and unimproved fen
■*'.©?vi»
£ O.ip"',6'~.
C Open and common field *\
080
52,800,, 0 p
I arahk land
- - f
Inferior pasture
- ,097
»-i^,8o<^ f' .94l|i,'n,lc
0 11 0
7,500
- - Of upland common
4,ct)6 , o' 0
Os fen common. . P 1Q _P .
i.&m-.z*i
Of half-yearly meadow land
a»ooc> '
. 0 ' * * * ■ /• 8toV';eT 0
At an averape about OS. per acre.
£i46,»6i 'p 0
. 7TO.IOO . •
" That it seemed to him impossible to contend, that these rents
•re exorbitant, or beyond what
any tenant would be willing to pay
for the advantage of h iving his land
drained, inclosed, and put in a slate
of improvement. This seem«, therefore, a fair foundation, on which
file following calculations may be
built.
■ " That the abnve increased rent-,
jt is evident, can only ari e frorri
increased produce, or decreased expences, but principally Irom the
former; and it is not unieasonable to fay, that the tenant ought to
have, of increased produce alone,
thrice the increased rent, or, in the
county of Cambridge, deducting
smaller sums, 438,000!. per annum,
" That to prove this is a low
calculation, it ie sufficient to re-

mark, that, slating the additional produce of 319,300 acres at;
438,0001. is only at the rate ofabout
il. 7s. per acre, which surely cannot be called too high an estimate,
'< That in order to judge what
addition this would make to the
national capital, the increased pro
dl:ce ought to be multiplied by
thirty;—hence the total value, at
thirty years purchase, would amount to 13,140,0001.
" That in the view of additional
population, the result is equally
satisfactory. According to the coinmon calculation, 10I. at an average,
is sufficient for every human being,
men, women, andchildrenincluded,
consequently 438,000!. ot additional produce won les furnish subsistence to 43,800 additional inhabit*
ants,

The general result, in regard to Cambridgeshire, is then as follows j
Number of acres to be improved,
• »
319,000
Addition of rent, at the average of about 96. per acre,
£ 146,269
Additional produce, at il. 7s. per acre,
^438,000
Addition to the national capital at xq years purchase 7 ..
of the produce,
.
.
j £ -3,'4<>,oo»
Probable increase of population,
1
43,800 fouls,
" That for the purpose of caldilating the extent to which imErovements may be carried in the
ingdom at large, it is necessary to
slate, that according to the compu(ation of the celebrated Dr, Halley,

Canibridge-stiire is a seventieth part
of Fngland and Wales; consequent-.
ly the above results are to be muU
tiplied by seventy, in order to as.
certain the improvable value and
population of the southern part of

Sir John Sr^ct air's A&dkbss
The united kingdom.—The result of that calculation would be as /allows t
Number of acres ;o be improved,
..... 32,351,000
Addition of rent, at the average of about 93. per acre, £ 10,057,950
Additional produce, at ij. 7s. per acre,
- " ^"30,1 73,850
Addition to the national capital, at 30 years purchase } .
of the produce,
. ..
j * 90S'*'S.5°»
Probable increase of population,
. - 3,017,385 souk.
u That of the number of acres
to be improved, namely 22,3; t,ooo,
One half probably consists of waste
lands, and the other half of com
mon fields and lands under defect
ive cultivation ; and that, great as
would be the benefit to be derived
from the improvement of the for
mer, it was the latter from which
the greatest expectations of solid ad
vantage were to be entertained.
" That doubtless there would
be some, who, unaccustomed to
such calculations, or perhaps from
despondency of temper, might be
inclined to question them. They
may probably say that one district
is too small a foundation, or. which
to build so great a superstructure :
that Cambridge-sli ire has an unusual
proportion of wastes and common
fields, and consequently cannot
furniih fair data for such a calcu
lation, &C.&C. To this it may be
sufficient to answer, that in such
.cases, minute exactness is net so be
looked for. That to be able to
sorm some general idea of the na.ttire and extent of public improve
ment, is a great step gained.
" That from every information
which the board of agriculture has
as yet been able to procure, there
are at least twenty-two millions of
acres, partly waste, and partly al
ready in cultivation, which may
be made to yield an additional pro
duce of tl 7s. per acre. That the
above calculations are confined to
South Britain ; and that one-sixth
more, at least, might have been add^4 sor North Britain, had there

been any wisti to make exaggerated!
estimates : and that as much of the
additional produce will consist of
wool, hides, and other raw mate
rials, which will employ manv
hands, and the value of which will
be trebled by being manufactured,
it is impossible that the above state
ment can do justice to the addition
al wealth and population of the
country, resulting from a general
improvement of the soil ; more
especially, when the improvement
ot the live stock in the kingdom is
taken into consideration, from
which so much additional advan
tage may be expected.
" Another objection, which may
be urged, is, that no deduction is
made on account of the expence
of these improvements. That is
undoubtedly a circumstance to be
attended to by those private indivi
duals, by whom those improvements
are to be made. But in a national
account, that is not an object for
consideration. The public pays for
none of these improvements ;
though John employs Thomas to
survey a waste, to inclose a com
mon field, to build a new house
for a fanner, or to raise new
plantations, the public, so far
from losing, gains by the expendi
ture. The money thus laid out
might have lain dormant iu the
coffers of a banker, might have
been wasted on foreign luxuries,
might have been employed in ma
nufacturing articles for foreign
markets, which were never paid
for j or might have been destined

to the Board of Agriculture.
for the cultivation of distant terri
tories, with all the risk of being
taken from us hv an enemy, or de
claring themselves independent.
How different is the result, when
our money is laid out at home, and
employed in a manner, in every
possible point of view, so peculiar
ly beneficial. The improvements
ps our own land cannot be taken
from us. They require no addi
tional troops to defend them, nor
fortresses to be reared for their pro
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tection. But if any person should
incline to consider the money ex
pended in carrying on the amelio
ration of our own soil, as so much
national loss, let him state the expence at the sum- of 4I. per acre,
which is certainly sufficiently high,
(for the first crops, after any field
is improved, are in general so lux
uriant as to repay all necessary expences) and even then, ample in
ducements for improving will still
remain.

The expence of improving 22,35 1,000 acres at4.I. per
acre, would amount to,
J £ 89,404,000
Interest thereof at five per cent.
*
" These sums are to be deducted
from 905,215,500!. of additional
jpational capital, and 30,173,8501.
of additional national income.
" That here it was impossible
not to advert to the astonishing dif
ference, between expending eigh
ty-nine millions in improvements
at home, or in foreign conquell.
After the expenditure of that sum
in war, it would be accounted a
most fortunate means of reimburse
ment, if we could secure any ter
ritory, by a commercial intercourse
with which, five millions per an
num could be gained ; whilst at the
fame time, it would be necessary to
pay at least five millions of addi
tional taxes. But if that money
were laid out at home, or rather,
if privafe individuals were encou
raged to expend a part of their
wealth and capital in the internal
improvement of the country, in
stead of new taxes being necessary,
the old ones would become lighter

and more easily paid, and instead
of dragging five millions per an
num, at an enormous distance, and
consequently with much risk aud
expence, thirty millions would be
produced within our own domain,
and always at our command. That
these were truths whicli had been
often vaguely talked of, and conic,
quently made little impression, but
which were now likely to be probed
to the bottom, and established be
yond a doubt.
He should conclude with re
marking, that, with such a pro
spect of public prosperity resulting
from the labours of the board, he
was persuaded every member of it
would persevere with alacrity and
zeal, in completing the great un
dertaking in which they were en
gaged ; the effect of which would
be felt and remembered, whilst
any vestige of civilization, of use
ful industry, or of political happi
ness could be traced in Europe,"

JIethop
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.Method of curing the Dry-rot in Timber, communicated in a
Letter to Mr. More, from Robert Batson, Esq. of Limehouse.
[From tj^e Twelfth Volume of the Transactions of the Society for
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce.}
" Sir,
ported them ; it had 3lso seized
•* fT~>HE Society for the Encou- upon and destroyed a moveabie
X ragement of Arts, Manu- board for breaking sugar on. I
factures, and Commerce, continu- therefore, in the beginning of the
ing to offer a premium for discover- year i 787, determined to strip the
ingthe cause ofthe dry-rot in timber, whole closet of lining and floor, and
and disclosing a certain method of not leave a particle of the wood
prevention ; I beg leave to lay be- behind, and also to dig and take
fore them an account of a method away about two sect of the earth in
I have put in practice, and which depth, and leave the walls to dry,
at present appears to -me to have so as to destroy the roots or feeds
fully succeeded.
of the evil. When by time and
" The dry-rot having taken the admission of air, and good
place in one os my parlours in such brushing, it had become sufticientmanner as to require tiie pulling ly dry and cleanled, I filied it, o£
down part of the wainscot every sufficient height for my joists, with
third year, and perceiving that it anchor-smith's asties ; knowing that
arose from a damp stagnated air, no vegetable would grow in them,
and from the moisture of the earth, My joists being sawed off to their
I determined, in the month of proper lengths, and fully prepared,
June, 1783, to build a narrow clo- they and the plates were well charlet next the wall through which the red, and laid upon the ashes ; pardamp came to the parlour ; which ticular directions being given that
had the desired effect : but, though not any scantling- or board might
it put a total stop to the rot in the be cut or planed in the place, lest
parlour, the evil soon appeared in any dust or shavings might drop
the closet ; fungi of a yellow co- among the ashes. My flooring
lour arose to a great degree, in va- boards being very dry, I caused
rious parts of it. In the autumn them to be laid close, to prevent
of the year 1786, the closet was the dirt getting down, which, I
locked up about ten weeks : on thought, in a course of time, might
opening it, numerous fungi were bring on vegetation.
'
observed about the lower part
»« The framing for lining the
of it, and a white mould was closet was then fixed up, having all
spread by a plant resembling a vine the lower pannels let in to be faltenor sea-weed, and the whole of the ed with buttons only, that, in cafe
inside, china, &c. was covered with any vegetation should arise, the
a tine powder of the colour of pannels might with ease be taken
brick-dust. It being then cleaned out to examine them,
out, I soon perceived, what, in" This having now been done
deed, I did not expect, that the upwards of fix years, and no \ egcevil had impregnated the wood io tation or damp appearing, the
far as to run through every shelf whoLe of the pannels and floor re*
therein, anJ the brackets that sup- maining in the same state as wtien
5
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Composition for preserving Weather-boarding.
first put in, I shall have a satis
faction in taking a part of the floor
up, if the society think proper to
appoint a committee to examine
the place. ,
" if what I have produced meets
the approbation of the society, I
\vish it made public under their
sanction, that as full a trial as pos
sible may be made of it : and if at
a proper distance of time it proves
of general utility, any honorary to
ken of the society's approbation
will be received with much satis
faction by me.
" I think it may be highly neces
sary, in some situations, to take out
a greater depth of earth ; and where
allies can be had from a foundcry, they are fully equal to those
from anchor-smiths ; but by no
means depend upon house-aslies.
I am, Sir, &c.
Robert Batson."
Limehouse, December 7, I 793.
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" In consequence of the forego
ing letter, a committee was appoint
ed to examine and report the state
of the closet, who having met on
the 1 ;th of May, 1 794, and the
wainscot being taken down, and
the flooring boards taken up, they
were all found entirely free from
any appearance- of the rot ; and,
from all the circumstances then ob
served, it was the opinion of the
committee, that the method advis
ed by Mr. Batson, when fully and
completely put in execution, ap
peared to have answered every in
tention mentioned in his letter ;
and this opinion seemed the more
justly founded, as two pieces of
wood, (yellow fir) which had been
driven into the wall as plugs, with
out being previously charred, were
affected with the rot."

Letters from William Pattenson, of Ibornden, in Kent, commu
nicating a Discovery of a cheap and durable Composition for
preserving Weather-boarding.
[From the same Work.]
« Sir,
« j TROUBLE you with this let1 ter on the following occasion.
I have often thought something
much wanted for preserving wea
ther-boarding, &c. from the inju*
ries of the weather ; tar and oker,
and other mixtures recommended
for the purpose, I have tried, but
do not find they answer: I there
fore have made many experiments,
to discpver a composition better
adapted to the purj ase, and think I

have found one which answers my
expectation : it is impenetrable t»
water; is not injured by the action
of the weather, or heat of the fun,
which hardens it, and consequently
increases its durability ; it is much
cheaper than paint, and more tasting.
" i have sent a small specimen,
which has been exposed to the
weather for many months ; it has
rather a rough appearance, but the;
may be easily altered in the prepa
ration j if vou think it descrv'nsj
the
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Process to deprive Treacle of its disagreeable Taste..

the society's notice, you will please
to acquaint them with it; and should
they suppose it an article of public
use, I fliall be happy in communi
cating to them its composition and
mode of preparation.
1 am, Sir, &c.
William PattensoN."
Ibtrnden,
Feb. c, 170.4.
Mr. More.
" Sir,
«♦ I RECEIVED the favour of
your letter ; and with great pleasure
inform the society of the composi
tion for preserving weather-board
ing, &c. which is as follows :
" Three parts air-flacked lime,
two of wood-aflies, and one of fine
sand, or sea-coal ashes ; sift these
through a fine sieve, and add as
much linseed oil as will bring it to
a consilience for working with a

painter's brush ; great care must be
taken to mix it perfectly. I believe
grinding it as paint would be an
improvement : two coats are neces
sary ; the first rather thin, the se
cond as thick as can conveniently
be worked. I am not certain »t to
the length of time the samples I
sent you were exposed to the wea
ther, but suppose seven or eight
months ; it was exposed immedi
ately on its being applied to the
wood ; and from the nature of its
composition, there is no doubt but
it is very durable; as it certainly
will improve in hardness by time,
and is much superior for the pur
pose to any thing I know of.
I am," Sir, &c.
William Patterson."
Ibormhn,
March 12, 1794.
Mr. More.

Process to deprive Treacle of its disagreeable Taste, and to
render it capable of being employed for many Purposes, instead of
Sugar.
[Inserted in the Ninth Number of the Repertory of Arts and Ma
nufactures.]
«« rT"'HE high price of refined
X sugar deprives a great number of persons of a wholesome alinient, to which they have been ac •
customed j among the methods
which have been proposed to com- ■
pensate the loss of sugar, the use
of purified treacle is one of the
leait expensive. The following is
a process given by M. Cadet
(Devaux) in the Feu, He Ju Culthatfur, founded upon experiments
made b,y Mr. Lowitz, of Petersburgh.

Take of treacle,
24 pounds.
of water,
24 pounds.
«
of charcoal, thoroughly burnt,
6 pounds,
" Bruise the charcoal grossly, mix
the three substances in a caldron,
and let the mixture boilgently upon
a clear wood-fire > after it has boi!ed for half an hour, pour the iiquor through a straining bag, and
then replace it upon the fire, that
the superfluous water may be ev.iporated, and that the treacle may be
brought to its original consistence.
Tiitie

s
Method of curing Butter in U&hy.
There is little or no loss by this
Operation, as twenty-four pounds
of treacle give nearly the same
quantity or syrup.
" This process has been repeated
in the large way, and has succeed-
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ed ; the treacle is sensibly amcliorated, so t'lat it miy be used for
many dilhes: nevertheless those
with milk, and the fine or aromatic
liqueurs, are not near so good as
with sugar."

Account of the Mbthod of curing Butter practised in the
Parish of Udny, and its Neighbourhood, by James Andersoit.
L. L. D.
[From the Sixth Number of the Repertory of Arts and Maw'
factures.]
" ' I *HE following mode of
X curing butter is practised
by some in the parilh of Udny, and
that neighbourhood, which gives
to their butter a great superiority
above that of others.
" Take two parts of the best
common salt, one part of sugar, aud
one part of saltpetre ; beat them up
. together, and blend the wl.ole completely. Take one ounce of this
composition for every sixteen ounces
of butter, work it well into the
mass, and close it up for use.
" I know of no simple improvernent in occonomics greater than
this is, when compared with the
ufcal mode of curing butter by
means of common salt alone. I
have seen the experiment fairly
made, of one part of the butter
made at one time being thus cured,
Snd the other part cured with salt
alone : the difference was inconceivable; I should suppose that, in
any open market, the one would
fell for thirty per cent, more than
the other. The butter cured with
the mixture appears of a rich roarrowy consistence, and fine colour,
and never acquires a brittle hardnes*, nor Ultes salt ; the ether is

comparatively hard and brittle, tpapproaching more nearly to the ippearance. of tallow, and is micb
falter to the taste. I have eat butter cured with the above composition, that had been kept three years,
and it w:is ns sweet as at first ; but
it must be noted, that butter thus
cured requires to stand three weeks
or ? month, before it is begun to>
be used. If it be sooner opened,
the salts are not sufficiently blended
with it ; and sometimes the coolness of the nitre will then be perceived, which totally disappears afterwards, ^
" The pernicious practice of
keeping milk in leaden vessels, and
salting butter in stone jara, begins
to gain ground among some ot the
sine ladies in this country, as west as elsewhere, from au idea oscleanliness. The fact is, it is j».t the
reverse of cleanliness ; for, in the
hands of a careful person, nothing
can be more cleanly than wooden
dilhes j but under the management
of a slattern, they discover the secret, which stone dislies indeed <k>
not.
" In return, these latter commu
nicate to the butter, and the milk,
wuick

Method of curing Butter in TJWy'.
which has been kept in them, a
poisonous quality, which inevitably
proves destructive to the human
constitution. To the prevalence
of this practice, I have no doubt,
we must attribute the frequency of

palsies, which begin to prevail (a
much in this kingdom ; for the
well known effect of the poison of
lead is, bodily debility, palsy,—
death !"
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ODE for the NEW YEAR.
By Henry James Py», Eso^, Poet-I^ubeat.
I.
■^TUATUR'D in storms, the infant year
A\| Comes in terrific glory forth ;
Earth meets him wrapp*d in mantle drear,
, And the loi:d tempest sings his birth.
Yet 'mid the elemental strife
Brood the rich germs ot vernal life.
Frore January's iron reigri,
And the dank months succeeding train)
The renovated glebe prepare
For genial May's ambrosial air,
For fruits that glowing Summer yields*
For laugiiing Autumn's golcien fields;
Aud the stout swain, whose frame defies
The driving storm, the hostile slcies,
While his keen plowshare turns the stubborn foil,
Knows plenty only springs the just reward of toil
II.
Then if fell War's tempestuous found
Swell fur and uide with louder roar |
If, stern, th' avenging nations round
Threaten yon rate-devote shore ;
Hope points to gentler hours again,
When peace (hall re-assume her reign.
Yet never o'er l.is timid head,
Her lasting olive shall be spread,
Whose breast inglorious wooes her charms
When Fame, when Justice calls to arms.
While Anarchy's infuriate brood,
Their garments dy'd with guiltless blood,
a 794.
L
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With Titan rage, blaspheming, try
Their impious battle 'gainst the Iky,
Say, shall Britannia's generous sons embrace
In folds of amity the harpy rac^,
Or aid the sword that coward Fury rears,
Red with the widow's blood, wet with the orphan's tears?
Ul
But tho' her martial thunders fall
Vindictive o'er Oppression's haughty crest,
Awake to Pity's suasive call,
She spreads her buckler o'er the suffering breast.—
From seas that roll by Gallia's southmost steep,
From the rich ifles that crown th* Atlantic deep,
The plaintive sigh, the heart-felt groan,
Are wafted to her monarch's throne ;
Open to mercy, prompt to save,
His ready navies plow the yielding wave,
The ruthless arm of savage license awe,
And guard the sacred reign of Freedom and of Law.

ODE on converting a SWORD into a PRUNING HOOK.
[From Poems, Lyric and Pastoral, by Edward Williams.]
Recited on Primrose Hill, ata Meeting of Ancient British Bards,
Residents in London, Sep. 2a, 1793, being the Day whereon the Au
tumnal Equinox occurred, and one of the four grand solemn Bardic
Days.
Gwir, yn erbyn y Byd.
, Motto of the Ancient Bards of Britain,
In English—Truth, against all the World.
And they shall beat their swords into plough-shares, and their spears into
pruning-hooks ; nation sliall not lift up sword against nation ; neither
fliall they, learn war any more. Isaiah, chap', ii. ver. 4.
FELL weapon, that in ruthless hand
Of warrior fierce, of despot king,
Hast long career'd o'er ev'ry land, .
Hast heard th' embattled clangor's ring ;
Wrench'd from the grasp of lawless pride,
With recking gore no longer dy'd,
I bear thee now to rural shades,
Where nought of hell-born war invades;
Where plum'd Ambition feels her little soul ;
Aa<i
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And hiding From the face of day
That dawns from heaven, and drives away
Those fiends that love eternal night,
She, with rude yell, blasphemes the sons of light,
That bid her deathful arm no more the world controuL
I saw the tyrant on her throne,
With wrathful eyes and venom'd breath,
Enjoy the world's unceasing groan,
And boast, unfliam'd, her fields of death ;
When through the Ikies her banners wav'd,
When, drunk with blood, her legions rav'd,
Her priest invok'd the realms above,
Dar'd at thy fhrone, thou God of love !
,
Call for the thunders of thy mighty will,
To storm around the guiltless head,
To strike a peaceful brother dead ;
*
Whilst blasphemies employ'd his tongue,
The gorgeous temple with loud echoes rung ;
I felt my slmdd'ring foul with deepest horror chill.
I saw the victor's dreadful day,
He, through the world, in regal robe,
Tore to renown his gory way ;
With carnage zon'd th' affrighted globe :
Whilst from huge towns involv'd in flame
The. monster claim'd immortal fame,
What lamentable shrieks arose,
In all th,' excess of direst woes !
Loud was the sycophant's applauding voice :
Together throng'd the sceptred band,
Hytnn'd by the fiends of ev'ry land :
How mourned my foul to hear the tale
Of fad humanity's unpity'd wail t
And each imperial dome with horrid shouts rejoice I
But hear from heav'n the dread command ;
It gives to speed that awful hour,
, •
When from oppression's trembling hand
Must fall th' insulting rod as pow'r [
Long vers'd in mysteries of war,
She scyth'd her huge triumphant car;
Her lance with look infuriate hurl'd ;
Bade fell destruction sweep the world ;
She wjng'd her Churchill's name from pole to pole:
Now, brought before th* eternal throne,
Where truth prevails, all hearts are known,
She, felf-condemn'd, with horrid call,
Bids on her head the rocks and mountains fall.
To sliield her from the wrath whose venging thundersrell.
La. .
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Thou strength of kings, with aching breast,
I raise to thee the mournful strain ;
Thou (halt no more this earth molest,
Or quench in blood thy thirst again.
Come, from rude war's infernal storm,
And fill this hand in alter'd form,
To prune the peach, reform the rose,
Where, in,th' expanding bosom glows
With warmest ardours, ev'ry wish, benign :
Mine is the day so long foretold
By heavens illumin'd bards of old,
To feel the rage of discord cease,
To join with angels in the songs of peace,
That fill my kindred foul with energies diviwr«
Dark error's code no more enthrals,
Its vile infatuations end ;
Aloud the trump of reason calls ;
The nations hear ; the worlds attend ?
Detesting now the craft of kings,
Man from his hand the weapon flings;
Hides it in whelming deeps afar,
And learns no more the skill of war;
But lives with nature on th' uncity'd plain »
Long has this earth a captive mourn'd;
But days of old are now return'd ;
We pride's rude arm no longer feel ;
No longer Meed beneath oppression's heel ;
For truth, to love and peace restores the world again.
The dawn is up, the lucid morn,
I carol in its golden skies ';
The muse, on eagle pinions borne,
Through rapture's realm prophetic flies ;
The battle's rage is heard no more,
Hulh'd is the itorm on ev'ry more ;
See Iambs and lions in the mead
Together play, together feed,
Crop .the fresh herbage of perennial spring ;
From eyes that bless the glorious day,
The scalding tears are wip'd away ;
Raise high the song 'tis hcav'n inspires s
In chorus joining with seraphic lyres,
We crown the prince of peace, he reigns th* eternal kings'
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Elegy on the Death of Miss Harriet Taylor, by her Father
Johi( Taylor, Esq.
I.
HOW vain the wish of long-continuing joy,
Form'd on the transient pleasures of a day !
How weak, that man should serious toil employ,
To rest his thought on clouds which fleet away 1
II.
As well from hence he may attempt to rife,
On eddying winds aloft, and proudly dare
To bid the fiery meteor in the (kies
Arrest its motion thro' the liquid air.
III.
Scarce hath swift Time his laughing circle drawn,
Of gay delusive years, to twenty-onj^
Ere all the light:blown bubbles of our dawn
Vanish, like dew drops from the morning fun,
IV.
In manhood's course how artfully are thrown
Succeeding lures of life, from stage to stage! '
More firm in prospect, but, when truly known,
frail as the playthings of our infant age 1
V.
Of human ties that bind us. most to earth,
However various, 'tis by all agreed,
If funk with sadness, or if chear'd by mirth,
either period friendship takes the lea.d.
VI.
Happy their lot, whose ever-seeking minds
In this false world can gain a small supply !
Supremely so the man, who hourly finds,
A; home, its radiance beam from£very eye !
'

•

VII,
i
This my pafs'dlife hath prov'd, and yet may prove,
Save that,my Harriet Is no longer giv'n !
Her foul of friendship and her looks of love,
Fled to their source, have found a home in heav'n.
L 3

Alas !
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VIII,
Alas ! reflection now alternate guides
The mind, enfeebled, to each diff'rent theme-;
As buried joy or living hope presides,
Till balmy (lumbers give this lenient dream :—*
\
Methinks I fee, with sympathetic woe,
Pale Sorrow moving from that hallow'd tomb,
In sighs as mild as summer zephyrs blow,
To breathe the.se accents thro' the midnight gloom :
X.
Mourner, approach * yon moon will light thy way,
O'er fun'ral hillocks in the cypress glade ;
These flowing eyes shall catch her waning ray,
And shew the flow'ry turf where Harriet's laid i

Eager I haste, with dying voice to speak
This one memorial, as a truth sincere:
Her life ne'er caus'd a blufli upon her cheek,
Or drew, till gone, from this fond heart a tear.
XII.
When Faith, descending on a seraph's wing,
"Points out my progress to a happier shore ;
There, the bright saint (die said) .can welcome bring,
And hail with rapture " We (hall part no more,"

ODE on his MAJESTY'S BIRTH-DAYX
By Henry Jamis Pve, Esq. Poet Laureat.
I.
T\ OUS'D from the gloom of transient death,
Reviving Nature's charms appear:
Mild Zephyr wakes with balmy breath
The beauties of the youthful year.
The fleecy storm that froze the plain,
The winds that swept the billowy main,
The chilling blast, the icy show'r,
That
obscur'd the vernal hour^

POETRY.
And half deform'd th' etherial grace
That bloona'd on Maia's lovely face,
Are gone—and o'er the fertile glade,
In manhood's riper form array'd,
bright June appears, and from his bosom throws,
Blushing with hue divine, his own ambrosial rose.
II.
Vet there are climes where Winter hoar
Despotic still usurps the plains,
Where the loud surges lafli the shore,
And dreary desolation reigns—
While, as the shiv'ring swain descries
The drifted mountains round him rife,
Thro' the dark mist and howling blast
Full many a longing look is cast
To northern realms, whose happier skies detain
The lihg'ring car of day, and check his golden rein.
III.
Chide not his stay ;—die roseate Spring
Not always flies on halcyon wing;
Not always strains of joy and love
Steal sweetly thro' the trembling grove.—
Reflecting Sol's refulgent beams,
The falchion oft terrific gleams ;
And louder than the wintry tempest's roar,
The battle's thunder fliakes th' affrighted shore.
Chide not his stay i—for in the scenes
Where Nature boasts her genial pride,
Where forests spread their leafy skreens,
And lucid streams the painted vales divide,
Beneath Europa's mildest clime,
In glowing Summer's verdant prime,
The frantic sons of rapine tear
The golden wreath from Ceres' hair j
And trembling industry, afraid
To turn the war-devoted glade,
Exposes wild, to Famine's haggard eyes,
Wastes where no hopes of future harvests rife.
While floating corses choke th' empurpled flood,
And every dewy sod is stain'd with civic blood.
IV.
Vanish the horrid scene, and turn the eyes
To where Britannia's chalky cliffs arise.—
What tho' beneath her rougher air
A less luxuriant soil we share ;
Tho' often o'er her brightest day
Sails the thick storm, and iurouds the solar ray ;
L4.
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No purple vintage tho' Ihe boast,
No olive (hade her ruder coast;
Yet here immortal freedom reigns,
An4Jaw protects what labour gains ;
And as her manly sons behold
The cultur'd farm, the teeming fold,
See commerce spread to every gale
From every shore her swelling sail;
Jocund they raise the choral lay
To celebrate th' auspicious day,
By Heav'n selected from the laughing year,
Sacred to patriot worth, to patriot bosoms dear.
SONNET to the BAT.
[From Mrs. Radcliffe's Mysteries of UooLr-Ho.J
FROM haunt of man, from day's obtrusive glare,
Thou sliroud'st thee in the ruin's ivy'd tow'r,
Or in some shadowy glen's romantic bow'r,
Where wizard forms their mystic charms prepare,
Where Horror lurks, and ever-boding Care !
But, at the sweet and silent ev'ning hour,
When clos'd ;n steep is ev'ry languid flow'r,
Thou lov'st to sport upon the twilight air :
Mocking the eye, that would thy course pursue,
In many a wanton-round, elastic, gay,
Thou flitt'st athwart the pensive wand'rer's way,
As his lone footsteps print the mountain-dew.
From Indian isles thou com'st, with summer's car,
Twilight thy love—thy guide her beaming star !
ADDRESS to the WINDS.
[From the fame Work.]
VIEWLESS, through heaven's vast vault your course ye steer,
Unknown from whence ye come, Or whither go !
Mysterious pow'rs ! I hear ye murmur low,
Till swells your loud gust on my startled ear,
And, awful ! seems to fay—some God is near !
I love to list your midnight voices float
In the dread storm that o'er the oceau rolls,
And, while their charm the angry wave controult,
Mix with its sullen roar, and sink remote.
Then, rising in the pause, a sweeter note,
The dirge of spirits, who your deeds bewail,
A sweeter note oft swells while sleeps the gale !
But
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But soon, ye sightless pow'rs 1 your rest is o'er :
Solemn and flow, ye rife upon the air,
Speak in the shrouds, and bid the sea-boy fear—
And the faint-warbled dirge is heard no more!
Oh! then I deprecate your awful reign !
The loud lament yet bear not on your breath {
Bear not the crash of bark far on tho main,
Bear not the cry of men, who cry in vain,
The crew's dead chorus sinking into death !
Oh! give not these, ye pow'rs ! I a(k alone,
As wrapt I climb these dark romantic steeps,
The elemental war, the billow's moan ;
I ask the still, sweet tear, that list'ning fancy weeps !
ODE to WAR.
[From Whjtehouse's Odes Moral and Descriptive.]
'

I.

THREAD offspring of Tartarian birth,
1/ Whose nodding crest is stain'd with gore,
Whom to some giant son of earth,
Strife, in strong pangs of child-bed bore ;
O War ! fierce monster, homicide,
Who marchest on with hideous stride,
Shaking thy spear distilling blood,—
Bellona thee, in angry mood,
1 Taught proud Ambition's spoils to win,
Amidst the loud, conflicting din
Of arms, where Discord's gorgon-featur'd form
High shakes her flaming torch amidst the martial storm.
II.
Stern God ! wolf-hearted, and accursed,
Fostered by pow'r, by rapine nursed,
Oppression ever in thy train,
For hapless man prepares her chain :
A thousand vulture-forms beside
Stalk on before thee ; bloated Pride,
Thick -eyed revenge, his foul on fire,
And Slaughter breathing threat'nings dire,
Tumult, and Rage, and Fury fell,
And Cruelty, the imp of hell,
Her heart of adamant ! and arm'd her hand
With iron hooks, and cords, and desolation's brand.
There
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III.
There, where the battle loudest roars,
Where wide th' impurpled deluge pours,
And ghastly death—his thousands {lain—
<
Whirls his swift chariot o'er the plain,
Rapt in wild horror's frantic fit,
'Midst the dire scene thoa lov'st to sit,
To catch some wretch's parting sigh,
To mark the dimly-glazing eye,
The face into contortions thrown,
Convuls'd : the deep, deep-lengthening groan,
The frequent fob, the agonizing smart,
And nature's dreadrelease, the pang that rends the hearts

/

IV.
Avaunt, from Albion's isle! nor there
Tky arms and madd'ning car prepare,
Nor bid thy crimson banner fly,
Terrific, through the troubled sky ;
But stay thee in thy wild career ;
Lay by thy glitt'ring shield and spear>
Thy polish'd casque, and nodding crest,
And let thy sable steeds have rest:
At length the work of slaughter close, *•
And give to Europe's son's repose,
Bid the hoarse clangors of the trumpet cease,
And smooth thy wrinkled front to meet the smiles of Peace,
Anna's Complaint ; or the Miseries of War;
Written in the Isle of Thanet, i 794.
By Mrs. Moody.
A Ballad.
f\N Thanet'i rock, beneath whose steeps
\) Impetuous rolls the foaming deep,
Alowly maid, to grief confign'd,
Thus pour'd the sorrows of her mind ;
And while her streaming eyes pursue
Of Gallia's cliffs the misty view,
Accurst (she crits) that guilty shore,
Whence William shall return no more I
Thou, cruel war, what hist thou done !
Thro' thee the mother mourns her sonj,
The
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*Tl* orphan joins the widow's cries,
And, torn from love— the lover dies. •
Ah, William ! wherefore didst thou go
To foreign lands to meet the foe ?
Why, won by war's deceitful charms,
Didst thou forsake thy Anna's arms r
Alas ! full little didst thou know,
The monster war doth falsely stiow i
He decks his form with pleasing art,
And hides the daggers in his heart.
The music of his martial band,
The shining halberd in his hand ;
The feather'd helmet on his head,
And coat so fine of flaming red—
With these the simple youth he gains,
And tempts him from his peaceful plains;
And by this pomp w as William led
The dang'rous paths of war to tread.
Fair-founding words my love deceiv'd :
The great ones talk'd, and he believ'd,
That war would fame and treasure bring,
That glory call'd to serve the king.
But wiie men say, and sure it's true,
That war is theft and murder too ;
Yet had my William thought it so,
He had not gone to sight the foe.
How blest, could Anna fee him now,
With shoulders 'bending o'er the plough,
Toiling to sow his native fields,
And reap the harvest virtue yields.
Then happier lot would both betide,
A bridegroom he, and 1 a bride.
But these fond hopes return no more,
For dead he lies on yonder shore.
p ! in that battle's dismal day,
Wheii thou, dear youth, didst gasping lay,
Why was not then thy Anna there,
To bind thy wounds with softest care,
To search with speed the nearest spring,
Tfo thy parcWd lips the water bring,
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To wash with tears thy bleeding face.
And sooth thee with a last embrace ?

y.
;

But thou, amid a savage train,
Wert mingled among heaps of stain,
Without one friend to hear thy sighs,
Or Anna's hand td'close thine eyes.
Thou, cruel War, what hast thou done !
Thro' thee the mother mourns her son,
The orphan joins the wiJow's sighs,
And, torn from Anna—William dies.
A Free Imitation from Catullus.
[An origjnal Communication.]
UT flos in scptis seerctus nascitur hortis,
Ignotus pecori, nullo convulsus aratro,
Quern mulcent auræ, firmat sol, educat imber,
Multi ilium pueri, multæ optavere puella?;
Idem cum tenui carptus defloruit ungui,
Nulli ilium pueri, nullæ optavere puellæ;
Sic virgo, dum intacta manet, turn cara suis: fed
Cum castum amisit polluto corpore florem,
Nec pueris jucunda manet, nec cara puellis.
Catwllus.
As some fair flow'r beneath a fost'ring sky,—
Sweet fav'rite object of the gard'ner's eye ! —
With jealous care is strongly fene'd around,
Secure from cattle, and the ploughshare's wound :
To lads and lasses when this flow'r is stiewn,
Pleas'd they all wisli the lov'ly plant their own ;
Snapp'd from its stem it now neglected lies,
Fade its warm tints, and ev'ry beauty dies;
The lads and lasses, who admir'd so late,
Pass the pale flow'ret, nor regard Us fate.

x

Thus a fair virgin' whom kind heav'n approves.
Whom friendship fosters, guards, directs, and loves,—
Should some curst spoiler blast her spotless fame,—
Sinks the wan victim of remorse and shame :
*Aso longer friends, the fair, with fondness eye ;
The lads reject her, and the lasses fly.
'
W. T.
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IN the course of our annual
labours, we have had frequent
opportunities of congratulating the
biblical scholar, on the very re
spectable talents, and the indefa
tigable industry which, within our
own period, have been consecrated
to the service of sacred literature*
AmoHg other critics, Dr. Newcome, bishop of Waterford^ has
been eminently distinguished. The
numerous works of this prelate are
equally recommended by the learn
ing, the impartiality, and the in
genuousness which they display. It
is with pleasure that we are able to
place at the head of our present
Catalogue, a new work of the
bishop's, entitled " An Historical
View of the English Biblical Trans
lations.- the Expediency of revising
by Authority our present Transla
tion ; and the Means of executing
such a Revision." This wor^L is
divided into five chapters. 'The
ilrst chapter contains a history of
the English versions of the bible,
from Wickliff to James I. which is
chiefly an abridgment of Lewis,
but more distinct and judicious
than the original, and abounding
in more useful information. In the
second chapter we are presented
with a methodical and entertaining
view of " such authorities as have
occurred on the subject of our au

thorised version ; whether they con
sider its merit or demerit ; the prcM
priety or impropriety of recom
mitting it to the anvil." The third
chapter consists of satisfactory an
swers to the ordinary objections to
an improved version of the bible,
which are delivered partly in his
own words, and partly in the words
of the authorities which he had be
dsore introduced. In the fourth
chapter, the bishop brings forward
his arguments to shew the expe
diency of an improved version ; of
which the principal are—the flux
nature of living languages, and the
vast accession to the biblical appa->
ratss which hath been ftirniflied
sin.ce the period when the presen?
version was executed. The last
chapter contains the rules for con
ducting an improved version of
the bible, (which were prefixed to
Dr. Newcome'S Version of the
Minor Prophets, announced by us
in our Register for the year 1785)
with considerable enlargements*
and additional illustrations from
later critics. To the whole is add
ed a list of various editions of the
bibk, and parts of the bible, in
English, from 1526101776. The
high estimation in which our au
thor's learning and candour are de
servedly held, and the repeated ap
plause we hive bostowed on his
6
exertion*
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exertions in the cause of sacred
science, render it unnecessary for
us to make any farther remarks on
the importance and value of this
publication.
In our Register for the year
1789, we congratulated the lovers
of sacred literature on the publica
tion of " Observations upon the
the Expediency of revising the pre
sent Englisti Version of the Four
Gospels, and the Acts of the Apos
tles, by John Symonds, LL. D.
Professor of Modern History, in
the University of Cambridge." We
likewise informed them of his con
ditional promise, to lay before them
the result of his future enquiries in
the fame course of study. During
the present year, that learned au
thor has acquitted himself of his
engagement, and fulfilled the ex
pectation of those who were highly
gratified by his former work, by
publistiing his " Observations on
the Expediency of revising the pre
sent Version of the Epistles in the
'New Testament." In this work,
Dr. Symonds has introduced the
lame sensibleand perspicuous mode
of arrangement, as in his former
treatise and has discovered the
same marks of attention, liberality,
and critical acumen. In the pre
face, after announcing the con
nexion between the two publica
tions, our author has introduced a
reply to some passages in a pam
phlet, entitled " An Apology for the
Liturgy and Church of England,"
which was noticed by us in our
volume for the year 1 790. The
author of that pamphlet took occa
sion, in the course of his observa
tions on the production of another
writer, to animadvert on the la
bours of our professor, in a man
ner that was very generally consi
dered to be unwarrantable and illi
beral. Dr. Syrnondt'i defence of

himself is manlv and satisfactory J
and, in point of good temper, a*
well as arjjunsent, is a proper con
trast to the attack of the Apologist.
To the list of learned men who
have contributed to the elucidation
of the sacred writings, we have
now aio to add the name of the
late W. H. Roberts, D. D. provost
of Eton college, whose " Correc
tions of various Passages in the
Englisti Version of the Old Testa
ment, upon' the Authority of An
cient Manuscripts,and AncientVer
sions," have been published dur
ing the present year by his son, W.
Roberts, M. A. fellow of Eton col
lege. The merits of this work,
like those of every critical publica
tion of so multifarious a nature,
will be differently appreciated by
different readers : but that the au
thor had just pretensions to learn
ing and ingenuity, no one will dis
pute, who dispassionately peruses
it :—and it is but justice to add,
that the application of these talents,
in the treatise before us, will be
found serviceable to those who*
may hereafter comment on the
scriptures.
The fame observations are in »
considerable degree applicable to
" a Commentary on the Revela
tion of St. John, by Bryce John
son, D. D. Minister of the Gospel
at Holywood, in 2 Vols." This
Commentary on the Revelation
was originally delivered in the form
of lectures, to the inhabitants of
the parish in which the author re*
sides. His object in delivering it
to the public is, to call their atten
tion to an interpretation of a diffi
cult part of scripture, which he
conceives to be more consonant
with the symbolical language of the
Old and New Testament prophets,
and to convey a more just and
complete explanation of that book,
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on fixed and rational principles,
than the illustrations of any pre
ceding writers which, he had met
with. How far he has been more
successful than 'his predecessors in
the explication of this mystical
book, and given to the prophetic
idiom that simple and rational il
lustration which he considers to be
the " innate evidence of truth," is
what we must leave to be decided
by those candid and enlightened
readers to whom he appeals. Dr.
Johnson is not a stranger to the
works of the ablest expositors of the
prophetic writings ; and he appears
to have exercised great attention
and industry, in performing the
talk which he had prescribed to
himself.
The next work which attracts
our notice is the production of a
■veteran in literature and criticism :
it is entitled " Observations upon
the Plagues inflicted upon the
Egyptians, in which is fliewn the
Peculiarity of those Judgments, and
their (Correspondence with the
Kites and Idolatry of that People,
&c. by Jacob Bryajit." This ela
borate performance was drawn i:p
by the author, with a view to do
honour to the religion which he
professes, and to authenticate the
scriptures upon which it is found
ed. The contents may be divided
into six parts. The first part is an
introductory disquisition on the
Egyptian rites and customs, and the
migrations from Egypt into Greece,
by which they were, at a very early
period, introduced into the latter
country. In the second, third, and
fourth parts, Mr. Bryant is em
ployed in explaining distinctly the
nature of each of tne ten plagues,
and in shewing their particular
adaptation to the circumstances and
sentiments of the Egyptians, from
(heir having, in every instance, a
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strict reference to the peculiar na
ture of their idolatry. The fifth
part of this work contains a copi
ous and Ingenious dissertation on
the tiivine mission of Moses, in
which the author takes very dif
ferent ground from that occupied
by bishop Warburton, as it is hit
object to shew " that the great law
giver and leader of the I/raelites,
in numberless instances, acted
contrary to common prudence c
and that the means used seemed
inadequate, and oftentimes oppo
site, to the end proposed. Hence
the great events, which ensued,
were brought about, not only with
out any apparent probability, but
even possibility, of their succeed
ing by human means." The sixth
part consists of geographical dis
quisitions relative to the place of
residence given to the children of
Israel in Egypt, and the route which
they took on their journey toward*
the promised land. From the pe- "
rusal of this truly valuable and
ingenious work, which interests
and gratifies curosity at the fame
time that it presents us with rich
stores of solid and useful erudition,
every biblical scholar, aud friend
to revelation, will receive couth
pleasure and improvement.
The cause of Divine Revelation
is also greatly indebted to Mr.
Archdeacon I'aley, for his " Vie*
of the Evidences of Christianity,
in 3 Parts. Part I. Of the Direct
Historical Evidencfs of Christian
ity, and wherein it is distinguish
ed frora the Evidence alleged for
other Miracles. Part II. Of the
Au xil iary Ev idences of Christ'ani ty.
Part III. A brief Consideration os
some popular Objections. Ip 3
Vols." -These vo'umes contain a
most judicious popular view of the
arjjinnents in favour of the christian
religion, drawn up with the fame
candour.
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candour, perspicuity, and felicity
of reasoning-, as distinguished his
admirable treatise, entitled" Horæ
Paulinæ," of which we gave an
account in our Register for the
year 1 790. To such evidence as
has been repeatedly adduced by the
ablest advocates for our holy re
ligion, and especially by the admir
able Lardner, Mr. Paley has given
an interesting and pleasing air of
Originality ; while his penetration
and ingenuity have enabled him to
bring forward new auxiliaries in
support of the cause for which he
contends. It would give us plea
sure to lay before our readers an
analysis of the contents of this va
luable performance : but the nar
rowest space into which we could
compress them would occupy more
than we can devote to any single
publication. There is one circum
stance, however, highly recommen
datory of our author's work, which
we must not overlook, and that is,
the unexceptionable plan on which
it is drawn up, so as not to inter
fere with the opinions or prejudices
of any sect of christians. " It has
been my care," fays he, " in the
preceding work, to preserve the se
paration between evidences and
doctrines ai inviolable as I could, to
remove from the primary question
all considerations which have been
unnecessarily joined with it ; and
to offer a defence of Christianity,
which ever)1 Christian might read,
Without seeing the tenets in which
he has been brought up attacked
or decried: and it always afforded
a satisfaction to my mind to ob
serve that this was practicable ;
that few, or none, of our many
controversies with one another, af
fect or relate to the proofs of our
religion ; and that the rent never
d- scends to the foundation."
The anonymous author of " An

Essay on the Necessity of Reveal*!
Religion," instead of entering into
a particular view of the positive
evidence in favour of the truth of
Christianity, insists principally on
the arguments for the necessity of
such a scheme, drawn from the re
ligious and moral state of the an
cient world. And notwithstanding
that his little treatise has no great
pretensions to novelty, either in the
design, or in the facts which are
adduced, it deserves to be recom
mended as an elegant introduction
to the evidence for Divine Reve
lation. When the author incident
ally adverts tm theological . topics,
he appears to be of the creed of our
established church: when he ob
trudes in a note his political faith)
which has no connexion with the
subject of his pamphlet, and which,
without any injury to it, might
have been wholly omitted, he doei
not appear to be of the number of
finglisli whigs.
" The Age of Peason, being an
investigation of True and Fabulous
Theology, by Thorhas Paine," is
a bold and undisguised attack,
upon Revelation, and especially
upon Christianity^ drawn up in that
blunt and popular manner, which. has given such celebrity to the au
thor's political writi ngs. It abounds
in forcible but unsupported asser
tions, which, by the ignorant and
half thinking, may be mistaken lor
arguments : but they must be per
sons of such descriptions only, who;
after attentively perusing his work;
can give Mr. Paine any credit for
a tolerable acquaintance with his
tory, or for that ssiare of erudition
and critical skill which were neces
sary to qualify him for such a dis
cussion. To the greater part of
what he says in defence of natural
religion, there are few if any chris
tians who will object, And we
think
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think it calculated to have good
effects on those uninstructed men,
who have been seduced into infide
lity, and who are in danger of be
coming indifferent to all religion
and moral obligation. His stric
tures on the evidence of revelation
are pert and flimsy, and such as,
in a variety of ihapcs, have been
frequently detailed, and as fre
quently answered. In the objec
tions which Mr. Paine urges to the
opinions disseminated throughout
the Old and New Testaments, we
cannot vindicate him from the
charge of gross disingenuousness.
For, instead of those tenets which
by the common consent of all sects
and parties are to be found in the
sacred writings, he chuses to re
ceive, as their genuine and unques
tionable contents, the glosses and
comments of individuals, which
other firm believers disavow, and
which they maintain to be errors
and corruptions. His work, how
ever, has been serviceable to the
cause of Revelation, in provoking
discussion : and from the most li
beral and unrestrained discussion,
nothing can arise that will excite
alarms in the mind of the consistent
friend to truth.
Among the dilTerent treatises to
which the last mentioned publica
tion gave rife, our first attention is
due to " An Examination of the
Age of Reason, &c. by Gilbert
Wakefield, B. A." This ingeni
ous author, after expressing in hand
some terms his respect tor the in
tellectual abilities of Mr. Paine,
agrees with him in the first article*
of his creed ; and condemns, in
animated and pointed language,
national inliitutions of religion.
He afterwards, in the most frank
and liberal manner, makes nume
rous concessions with respect to
the difficulties connected with scrip1794.
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ture hiflory, and the peculiar
system of doctrines attacked by
his antagonist : concessions, for
Which he will be condemned by the
more orthodox believer, but which
he may make in perfect consistency
with the molt ardent attachment to
the interests of Christianity, and
which the Unitarian Christians will
contend are necessary to vindicate
the reasonableness of their faith.
After dismissing the points on
which he is ready to join issue with
Mr. Paine, our author enters into
a particular examination of his ob
jections to the Jewish and Christian
systems, and the authenticity of the
scriptures. In this part of his
work, Mr. Wakefield employs the
most clear and forcible reasoning
in defence of Revelation, and ex
poses, with no little spirit, and with
occasional pleasantry, the weakness
and ignorance of Mr. Paine on the
subjects in dispute. This treatise,
together with our author's publica-.
tion on the Evidences of Christi
anity, of which an enlarged edition
was published during the last year,
we recommend to those who wish,
for a concise view of the most im
portant arguments which are ad
duced, by men of literature and
liberal enquiry, in favour of divine
revelation.
" The Age of Infidelity, in An
swer to Thomas Paine's Age of
Reason, by a Layman," is a de
fence of revelation conducted on
very different ground from that oc
cupied by the last mentioned
writer; at least as far as theological
opinions are introduced into the
controversy. For the doctrines and
mysteries which are maintained in
the creeds and confessions of our
established churches, he considers to
be the best parts of religion, and will
not consent to relinquisli them to
secure the rest. This answer is
M
divided
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divided into two parts. In the character of a French layman.
former, the author exhibits a (ketch The fluency and eloquence which
of the evidences of Christianity, this author displays, and whicit
drawn up in a pleasing and popular are by no means contemptible, ap
manner. In the latter, he offers a pear to much greater advantage
review of Mr. Pafne's objections than his argumentative powers, or
to Christianity, which he includes his acquaintance with the subjects
Under different heads, and answers which his zeal has induced him to
with much ingenuity, and often discuss. His theology, as far as it
with complete success. That, respects the person of Christ, is that
however, the whole ground which of the Arian school.
" Deism disarmed, Ot a short
he has chosen is tenable, is a point
which will be denied by those who Answer to Paine's Age of Reason,
differ from our layman on doctrin on Principles self-evident, but sel
al topics ; who will contend, that, dom produced," is another inju
by endeavouring to prove too' dicious attempt to stop the progress
much, he has not followed tire most of infidelity* Renouncing any de
judicious method of defending the sign to prove the reasonableness
common cause against the hostile and importance of revelation, or to
attempts of unbelievers.
explode the' objections of ignorance
The fame observations will ap- and disingemiity, our author thinks
ply, in general, to the treatise en that the most powerful way of de
titled, " Christianity the only tnse fending truth is to use the erg*'
Theology, &c. by a Churchman." aentitm ad iominrm: not to en
After some preliminary observa deavour to establish Christianity,
tion?, in which the author injudi- by which we presume he means the
ciouslv betrnvs the contempt in authenticity of Christianity, but
which he holds his antagonist, we to silence its enemies, by shewing,
are presented with the objections that the mysteries, which, he con
ot Mr. Psinc, ?i:d answers to them, tends, contHtutc its essence, are less
in a regular series, as they affect mysterious than those which the
the authenticity and genuineness Deist must admit to exist in nature,
of the books of scripture, the testi or have recourse to palpable ab
mony of the apostles as historians surdity. We do not conceive the
of facts, and the importance of re mode which he recommends to be
velation. What the author ad calculated to thin the ranks df scep
vances on the sufficiency of pro ticism.
phecy and miracles as evidences
" Dogmatism exposed, and So
of revelation, constitutes the mast phistry detected, &c. by Daniel
valuable part of his performance. M'N'eille, A. M." is the work of
On the whole, it is sensible aid well an author who expresses his dislawritten, and will be particularly tisfaction with the different an
acceptable to those who maintain swers to Paine which he had met
with, on account either of their
the orthodox creed.
A feebler and less informed ad weakness and insufficiency as argu
vocate has undertaken the defence mentative productions, or of their
of the fame cause, in a stiort reply proceeding on principles which he
to the Age of Reason, entitled, considers to be little better than
u Age du D-soidre pris pour celui Deism. We do not think it im
de la Railbn,
written in "the probable that succeeding writers
may
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, may cbss our author among the heaven ; and that he himself has
•weak supporters ot a good cause : had experience of such communi
for his treatise consists of an im cations, in dreams and in visions,
perfect and not very luminous as have, likewise, several of his ac
summary of the positive evidences quaintance.
of Christianity, and a variety of
" The Spirit of Christianity,
unconnected, and, frequently, su compared with the Spirit of the
perficial remarks on the obvious Times, in Great Britain, by Gil
errors, and gross blunders of Mr. bert Wakefield, B. A." is a bold
and manly protest against the in
Paine.
" Paine's Age of Reason mea congruity or their conduct, in pub
sured by the Standard of Truth, lic or in private stations, who pro
&c. by Michael Nasli," is the off fess themselves the followers of
spring of one of those illuminated the Prince of Peace, and yet are
minds, whose idea% and language, advocates for war and oppression ;
common sense and profane criti and who, in their political trans
cism may not understand or ap actions, are totally regardless of the
prove, but which will, neverthe obligations of Christian morality.
less, meet with acceptance among His language is frequently severe
certain sects of religionists. With and indignant ; but not more
Mr. Wakefield's and the Layman's so than the circumstances on
Anf.vers to the Age of Reason, Mr. which he animadverts will fully
Nasti is highly displeased, as the justify. On churchmen and dis
authors have presumed to make senters, on ministry and opposition,
their appeal to human testimony, he passes his censures with equal
and wickedly to avail , Hemselves of freedom and impartiality ; and of
the assistance of logical deduction. fers seasonable advice, by which,
The witness to which he appeals is all parties, if they will but listen to
the inward witness of the spirit; it, may profit.
under whose inspiration he is conThe " Letter to Gilbert Wakefid-, nt of effectually " stopping the field, B. A. on his Spirit of Christi
way against Deists, Arianv, Soci- anity, compared with the Spirit of
nians, Armiuians, and hypocrites, the Times, in Great Britain, by
whose words, in carnal minds, do David Andrews," is a contemptible
an.l scurrilous attack upon reve
eat as doth a canker.".
" Reason and Revelation, 4cc. lation, which the most puny cham
by Thomas Bentley," is another pion may easily repel, and with
answer to the Age of Reason, in which the sober deist must be dis
which the reader will look in vain gusted. A Hume, or a Rousseau,
for acute investigation, and a series would have been ashamed of hail
of regular connected arguments. ing that man as their associate in
In assertion, indeed, the author is the contest against revealed re
liberal : and of credulity, he will, ligion, who should have attempted,
by many, be thought to possess no like David Andrew, if such a man
small portion, when he is found there be, to fix on the character of
declaring his belief, that the wis the benevolent Jesus, the reproach
dom of a Socrates, an Alfred, a of injustice and malignity.
WicklifF, a Luther, and a Locke,
" The True Churchman ; being
was obtained by means of im a general, free, and dispassionate
mediate communications with Enquiry into the Propriety of
M 2,
Written
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Written Worfliip, peculiarly re
specting the Book of Common
Prayer, Administration of the Sa
craments, and other Rites and Ce
remonies of the Church of Eng
land," does not appear, from the
language and temper in which it is
written, to be the production of
one who wishes to introduce a re
form into the liturgy and service of
our established church. If such
had been his view, the body of his
work would have corresponded
with the title, and been dispas
sionate, serious, and decent, while
it manifested freedom in pointing
out imperfections. For the form
which it now wears, it is neither
indebted to learning, liberality, nor
candour.
Jn our last year's Register, we
announced the publication of Dr.
Priestley's " Letters to a young
Man, Part II." in which the doc
tor undertook to establish the au
thenticity of some of the books of
scripture, which Mr. Kvanson, in
his " Dissonance of the Evange
lists," publiflied in the year 1792,
was desirous of excluding from the
sacred canon, and to answer the
objections of that gentleman. We
there, likewise, intimated our ex
pectation, that Mr. Evanson would
not suffer the controversy to drop
with that answer, but would
speedily present the public with a
reioinder to the doctor's reply.
This expectation he ha: fulfilled in
A Letter to Dr. Priestley's young
Man ;" in which he pursues his
former annnrents with additional
force and djxteiiry, and enters into
greater minuteness of discussion on
the topics in debate. His objec
tions to an historical relation of
miracles as a satisfactory ground
of belief, tinless when introduced
or accompanied by predictions, he
Itill maintains with much inge-

nuity, and rests his faith in Chris
tianity solely on the truth of pro
phecy. But the levity which oc
casionally appears in this part of
his work, when he treats of the ac
counts of the miraculous facts re
corded in the scriptures, is surely
unsuitable to the subject. His
reasons for rejecting the gospels of
Matthew, Mark, and John, and
several of the epistles, he pro
nounces to be unshaken by the
authorities which the doctor ad
duces, or the meritorious labours of
Mr. Paley, of whose Horæ Paulinæ he speaks in terms of great
respect. We cannot think, how
ever, that he carries on the contro
versy with Dr. Priestly with that
urbanity which is due to his cha
racter and reputation, or that he is
justified in the high tone of triumph
which he universally assumes.
Some trifling inaccuracies in his
opponent's arguments and criti
cisms, he may have discovered ; but
these do not materially affect the
main points which are contested.
We hope that the questions which
our author has introduced into the
theological arena, will still em
ploy the pens of learned and candid
polemics, as we are persuaded that
such discussions will tend to esta
blish the evidence of divine revela
tion, and to remove the doubts and
distrust which sceptics are so de
sirous of propagating.
With the value of Dr. Doddridge's " Course of Lectures 011
the principal Subjects in Pneumatology, Ethics, and Divinity, with
References to the most considerable
Authors on each Subject," there
are few modern divines who are
entirely unacquainted. And not
withstanding that some objections
may be urged against the author's
plan, particularly against the ma
thematical form of reasoning which
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he applies to moral and theological or either to confirm or to gainsay
topics, it must nevertheless be al the opinions of Dr. Doddridge.
lowed to be the most useful work "This," he observes, "would have
which has been publislied, for the been the creation of a new work.
student who wishes to have a con It is the business of individual tu
cise and methodical view of the ar tors to enlarge upon the lectures
guments on any subject within its in that way which accords with
prescribed limits, and to be di their own sentiments. My sole
rected to the writers who have aim is to mention, with freedom
treated on the several matters in and impartiality, the writers on all
question. Since the time, however, sides of the different questions
when these lectures formerly ap which are the objects of discussion,
peared, the most important sub that hereby the mind of the student jects in thepjogy and ethics have may be duly enlarged, and that he
undergone new discussion, by men may be able, with the greater ad
of uncommon learning, and abili vantage, to prosecute his searches
ties, both in the establifliment and after truth." After the ample ac
among the dissenters. This cir count which we have introduced,
cumstance has rendered an im it would be superfluous to dwell
proved edition of these lectures on the importance of this publica
highly desirable. During the pre tion.
During the present year, like
sent year, Dr. Kippis, who was a
pupil of Dr. Doddridge, and whose wise, Mr. Archdeacon Travis has
studies have led him to attend to publislied a new aud enlarged edi
the progress of literature in general, tion of his " Letters to Edmund
and particularly to the history of Gibbon, esq." in which he has
religious controversies for the last gi/en the result of his additional
fifty years? has performed a me enquiries into the authenticity of
ritorious service to the public, by i. John, v. 7. That Mr. Travis
presenting them with .such an edi has exerted much industry in re
tion, in 2 vols. 8vo; in which his vising his authorities, and in re
own industry, learning, and can pelling objections ; that he has
dour are conspicuously displayed. brought for\vard much new matter
He has inserted references to above in support of his former opinions;
a thousand different publications and that he has improved his work
which have appeared since Dr. by softening the acrimonious and
Doddridge's decease, or which illiberal language in which he for
were omitted in former editions ; merly spake of the assailants of the
introduced several judicious a- controverted passage, is wliat everv
mendments of former references ; dispassionate reader must allow, and
and enriched the whole by several redounds much to his credit. But,
notes of reference, which are partly " that the verse in question seems,
his own, and partly selected from beyond all degree of serious doubt,
the manuscripts of different gentle to have stood in the epistle when it
men who have gone through this originally proceeded from the pen
course as tutors. One thing Dr. of St. John," is a conclusion which
Kippis wishes particularly to be the critics who attacked his former
remembered, that it is no part t>f arguments will pronounce, even
his design to give general illustra now, after the archdeacon's multi
tions of the subjects treated upon, plied labours, to be illegitimate.
AT 3
'
Of
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Of Mr. Porson's Letters, which themselves_worthy of the liberality
were noticed by ut in our Register exercised towards them by the le
/or the year 1 790, and which we gislature, by discarding that bigotry
still conceive to be decisive of the and intolerance, which in the
question, even if it had been left darker ages exposed them to me
undetermined by1 Emlyn and Wet- rited opprobrium and detestation.
stein, not the least notice is taken And we do not doubt, but that the
exenions of our author, and of
in this edition.
The «« Letter from the Rev. others of equally' enlightened
Alexander Geddes, LL.D. to the minds in the fame; church, will in
Right Rev. John Douglass, Bishop time produce so dtsirablea change.
of CenturiiT , and Vicar Apolloiic But it should seem that the pre
in the London District," contains sent race of vicars apostolic must
an able and satisfactory defence of be numbered with their fathers,
the author, for the freedom with before ignorance, superstition, pre
which he has dared to pursue his judice, and the unjust love of
religious enquiries, without mea power, fliall no longer disgrace the
suring his opinions by the con Catholic superiors in England.
tracted dogmas of his ecclesiastical
The Treatise, entitled " eiaisuperiors, and for his boldness in 0p?ro? t>!{ Kait.7!{ Aia5n^».?, or an Ap
publishing a new version or the peal to the New Testament, in
Bible, without meanly suing for Proof of the Divinity of the Soft of
their approbation and Imprimatur. God, by Charles Hautrey, M. A."
These proofs of his independency contains a selection of the texts
of spirit, it appears, have drawn which are usually adduced on the
down on his head the vengeance of Trinitarian side of the controversy,
Dr. Douglass, and two other of the with the explana1 ions commoniy
four vicars apostolic in this coun given by orthodox divines. We
try ; who have pronounced his opi do not perceive, however, that the
nions to be false, heretical, and er author has pointed out any more
roneous; issued to their flocks aso- certain or compendious met'.od
lemn prohibition of his translation ; of terminating the contest respect
and declared him suspended from ing the pe- son of Christ, than the
the exercise of his clerical func numerous class of writers who
tions. Against these arbitrary and have of late years preceded him in
tyrannical proceedings, Dr. Geddes support of the commonly received
protests, with the spirit of a Briton, opinion. On his zeal and good
and the freedom of a primitive intentions to establish beyond con
Christian ; and, by solid argu tradiction, what appears to I im to
ments, not unmixed with a happy be the true Christian faith, we
vein of irony, exposes the impro heartily bestow our applause, espe
priety of their conduct on the cially as his sole appeal is to the
ground of reason, as well as on language of the sacred scriptures:
received principles of ecclesiastical of his success we augur more than
discipline. Scarcely emancipated doubtfully.
The next publication which calls
from the severest of the penr.l laws
which lately oppressed the Catho for our notice is " The universal
lics in this country, it might have Restoration of Mankind, examined
been hoped that the bishops of that and proved to be a Doctrine incon
communion would have shewn sistent with itself, contrary to the,
Strip
6
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Scriptures, and subversive of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ ; in Answer
to Dr. Chauncy, of New England,
and Mr. Winchester's Dialogues ;
by John Matsom, in 2 vols." In
this publication, Mr. Marsom exa
mines, very fully, the passages of
scripture to which Dr. Chauncy and
Mr. Winchester appeal ia support
of their opinion, and maintains,
with great acuteness and ingenuity,
that die interpretations for which
they contend are distorted and un
natural. The doctrjne which be
insists on, as the true scripture doc
trine, is that of the complete de
traction of the impenitently wick
ed j in defence of which he ar
gues with considerable ability, in
perspicuous and unaffected lan
guage. In his preface, Mr. Mar■ibm, with becoming indignation,
^exposes the dishonest arts which
appear to have been practised by
some enthusiastic advocates for the
doctrine of universal restoration,
in order to gain converts .to it from
among the credulous and supersti
tious.
The Treatise, entitled, " Advo
cates for Devils refuted, and their
Hopes of the Damned demolished,
&c. by William Huntingdon,1'
contains the attack of a pulpit buf
foon on the doctrine of universal
restoration ; in which they who sub
mit to the drudgery of reading it
will meet with little argument, but
with an abundant quantity of vul
gar abuse, and spiritual ribaldry.
" The Signs of the Times ; or,
the Overthrow of Papal Tyranny
in France the Prelude of Destruc
tion to Poperv ai-.d Despotism, by
J. Bicheno, Parts I. and II."
chiefly consist of a comment on
-different parts of the book of Re
velation, which, the author con
ceives, clearly predict the events
which have taken place among our
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neighbours, the preparatory cir>
cumstances which preceded them
in regular order of time, and the
approaching final destruction of'
Antichriftianism and civij oppres
sion- Whatever may be thought
ef the author's success in the ap
plication of the prophecies of this
obscure book, he certainly dis
covers great ingenuity, and a com
mendable attention in studying the
symbolical language of his original.
The reflections, likewise, with
which he concludes his work, on
the predominant motives to the
present crusade against a people
struggling for liberty, and the un
affected teryour which breathes in
his exhortations to a speedy politi
cal and moral reformation, are
honourable ttstimonies to his seri
ousness and liberality.
The " Outline of a Commen
tary on Revelations^ xi. 1 — 14," is
the production of "a writer, who
, adopts Mr. Evanson's mode of cal
culating the forty-two months for
the duration of the fatal apostacy
from the pure religion of Jesus,
which is advanced in that author's
letter to bishop Hurd, and his opi
nion, that the wild beast, described
in the Apocalypse as having seven
heads and ten horns, means the
civil power, as far as it is connected
wkh the ecclesiastical, of the Wetiern division of the Roman empise
in Europe. On these grounds he
undertakes to explain that part of
the book of Revelation mentioned
in the title-page; and endeavours
to shew, that the prophecy which
4s. contains has been clearly accom
plished in the French revolution.
Whether his .readers concur with
him in opinion, or not, they must
allow him to be a sensible and in
genious writer, and to deserve com
mendation for the an\ietv which
he profesies, " to add even one
M4
grain
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grain of evidence in favour of our
most holy religion." He is like
wise to be praised, for the ingenu
ous diffidence and modesty with
which he offers the result of his re
flections, 11 merely as a foul copy,
to be blotted and interlined by the
corrections of any learned and judi
cious friend to revelation," and intreats the animadversions and hints
of any liberal-minded critic.
The treatise called 11 A Revealed
Knowledge of some Things that will
speedily be fulfilled in the World,
communicated to a Number of
Christians, brought together at
Avignon, by the Power of the Spi
rit of God, from all Nations ; now
published by his Divine Command,
for the Good of all Men, by John
Wright, his Servant, and one of the
Brethren," our readers will perceive
by t)>e title, to be of that species of
compositions, in which are detailed
the drean:s and ravings of enthu
siasm. John Wright announces
the close of the spiritual dispensa
tion of Swedenborg, and the ap
pearance of a new prophet, in the
person of Richard Brothers, of
whom the baron was the forerunner,
as John the Baptist was of Christ.
Since the appt aranceostheaboverrentioned publication, the prophet
himself has opened his commission
in " A Revealed Knowledge of the
Prophecies and Times, Book the
First, wrote under the Direction of
the Lord God, and published by
his sacred Command, it being the
First Sign of Warning for the Benefit
of all Nations, containing, with
other great and remarkable Thing*,
not revealed to any other Person on
Earth, the Restoration of the He
brews to Jerusalem, by the Year
J7f;8, under their revealed Prince
and Prophet." He has likewise
published " a Revealed Knowledge
.of the Propl.ec iti and Times, parti

cularly of the present Times, the
present War, and the Prophecies
now fulfilling ; the Year of the
World 5913 ; Book II. con
taining, with other great and re
markable Things, not revealed to
any other Person on Earth, the sud
den and perpetual Fall of thq Turk
ish, German, and Russian Empires,
&c." which he entitles " a Second
Sign of Warning for the Benefit of
all Nations, by the Man that will
be revealed to the Hebrews as their
Prince and Prophet." Those of our
readers who wish to know more of
the contents of these publications
than is expressed in their title-pages,
we must refer to the works them
selves ; remarking only, that as
they discover more striking proofs
of the wanderings of a disordered
imagination, than we remember to
have met with in any of the wait
ings of the Swedish prophet, they
will probably secure to Mr. Bro
thers that preeminence to which
John Wright contends he is en
titled.
The " Plain and Practical Lec
tures on each Chapter of the Gos
pels, partly selected from Authors,
but chiefly Original, delivered to
the Children of a Sunday School
&c. by a Country Clergyman,"
compose an useful little treatise,
judiciously adapted to the capaci
ties of young and uninstructed
minds, and calculated to impress
them with sentiments of piety and
devotion.
«« The History of the Life and
Death of our Blessed Saviour, by
Mrs. Catharine D'Oyly," may, with
propriety, be entitled plain and
practical lectures on the narrative
parts of scripture which relate to
the life of Christ, particularly the
Gospel of St. John ; in which the
sentiments and comments have been
chiefly selected from the volumi
nous
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nmis performances of learned and
orthodox divines : the whole regu
larly arrartged in twenty five chap
ters, and cloathed in neat and per
spicuous language.
" The Libertine led to Reflec
tion by calm Expostulation, a Me
thod recommended in a Farewet
Address to his younger Brethren,
by an old Parochial Clergyman,"
is a publication which does credit
both to the abilities and the heart
of the author, The advice which
he gives is evidently the result of
experience, and an intimate ac
quaintance with human nature.
It appears to have been dictated by
an ardent zeal for the interests of
religion ; and it breathes, through
out, that catholic liberal spirit,
which entitles the author not only
to the attention of those to whom
it is addressed, but of the persons
for whose benefit it was written.
The " Devotional Offices for
Public Worship, collected from va
rious Services in use among Pro
testant Dissenters ; to which are
added two Services, chiefly selected
from the Book of Common Prayer,"
consists of ten different services,
beside occasional prayers, and ser
vices for baptism, the communion,
and the burial of the dead. They
are drawn up with judgment, and
in that simple and perspicuous
style which is best adapted to acts
of worstiip, or to impress devotional
sentiments. And, what must strong
ly recommend them to the liberal
and unprejudiced, they are formed
on those principles of religion
which are common to all sects of
Christians, and contain no expres
sions that can be offensive to per
sons of any theological system. Of
the different liturgic compilations
which have been published by Dis
senters, we have no recollection of
7
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any one which possesses superior
merits to that before us.
Among the collections of ser
mons which were published .during
the year 1 794, the first which we
have to announce are, the posthu
mous " Discourses on several Sub
jects and Occasions, by George
Home D. D. late Bistiop of Nor
wich, and President of Magdalen
College, Oxford, volumes III. and
IV." These discourscsare twentythree in number ; and appear, for
the most part, to have been deliver
ed before the university of Oxford,
■or in the metropolitan church of
Canterbury, of which the author
was dean, previous to his exaltation,
to the' mitre. The ptiblic is too
well acquainted with the style and
manner of Dr. Home, and the cast
of sentiment, theological and poli
tical, which pervaded his pulpit
compositions, to be informed of
them in this place. On former
occasions, we have expressed our
opinion of his ta'ents as a pulpit
orator ; and have been liberal in
our applause of his excellence in
that line, which deservedly procur
ed him numerous admirers, while
we have, with freedom, pointed out
what we conceived to be his ble
mishes. To those who concur
with our author in opinion, these
volumes will be highly acceptable;
while it would be fastidious not to
to fay, that, making allowances for
his peculiarities, readers of very op
posite sentiments to those of the
worthy prelate, may receive much
pleasure and improvement from the
perusal of them.
The next work, which calls for
insertion in our catalogue, is the
fourth volume of " Sermons, by
Hugh Blair, V. D. F. R. S. Edin.
Professor of Rhetoric and Belle*
Lettres in the University of Edin' burgh."
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burgh." Of these sermons, which ful, and, therefore, better accorded
are twenty in number, it is suffici with the principal object of the ex
ent that we simply announce the cellent author. For we are per
publication, and state that they treat suaded, that his view in publishing
on important and useful subjects. them was the instruction and im
Toeuter.into their character, would provement of his reader*, rather
be to repeat the commendations be than to exhibit a display of his
stowed by us on the author's for (kill in controversial theology, or
mer volumes, as they successively his attachment to any particular
made their appearance, and in opinions about which good men
»
which we only concurred with ge rray differ.
The " Discourses on the Evi
neral opinion. We congratulate
the public, on the valuable addi dences of Revealed Religion, by Jo
tion which this volume makes to seph Priestley LL.D. F.R. S.&c."
their sources of Christian edification are a valuable legacy, which the
author hath left to his countrymen,
and virtuous improvement.
It is with pleasure that, in our next on being obliged, from motives of
article, we are able to announce prudence and a regard to his per
another excellent work, in- which sonal safety, to submit to a volun
there is displayed a happy union of tary exile from his native land. He
those talents which peculiarly qua had formerly written several treatises
lify the author for the office of a on the subject of this volume, which
preacher of religion. The work to might seem to render this pub
which we refer is the second volume lication unnecessary. The present
of " Sermons on several Subjects, times, however, he conceives, will
by the Right Rev. Beilby Perteus justify him in taking ground con
D. D. Biihop of London." Of siderably different from any that he
the merits of our right reverend au has been upon before ; especially,
thor, as an eloquent, impressive, as the number of those persons is
and useful preacher, we delivered continually increasing, who affect
our opinion so fully in the account to make their appeal to reason, but
which we gave of his first volume hastily, and without examination,
of sermons, in our Register for the reject all evidence of supernatural
year 1783, that we must refer our revelation ; and, as the complete
readers to the literary histoir of overthrow of the civil establishment
that year, for the general character of Christianity in a neighbouring
of the work before us. We must country makes it æcessary for the
be frank enough, at the fame time, friends of religion to sliew, " that
to express our wish that his lord they ave not chargeable with a blind
ship had substituted, in the room of implicit faith ; that their faith is
the polemical discourses, and those the offspring of reason ; and that
published on particular occasions, the evidence of the facts on which
which are admitted into this vo it is built, is the fame with that of
lume, others from among the num any other facts of ancient date ; so
ber of his admirable compositions that we must abandon all faith in
cn practical topics. This wish is history, and all human testimony,
prompted by the Conviction that before we can disbelieve them.*'
filth an alteration would have ren What he endeavours particularly
dered them more extensively use to illustrate in this volume is, the
evidence
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evidence arising from the miracles bliflied church; for the use of whose
that have been wrought in favour members he has particularly adapt
of the divine mission of Moses and ed them to the subjects usually en
pf Christ. This design he pursues larged upon on fasts and festivals.
" The ' Expediency, Prediction,
through ten different discourses :
to which he has added a sermon and Accomplifliment of the Cbril>
on the resurrection of Jesus; a tian Redemption illustrated, in
view of revealed religion ; and an eight Sermons, preached before the
appendix, containing the prefaces University of Oxford, in the Year
to these two discourses, aud a cor 1794, at the Lecture, founded by
respondence which took place be the late Rev. John Bampton, M. A.
tween him and Mr. Gibbon. by Thomas Wintle, B. D." is 4
Whatever ideas his Christian read work distinguislied by much learn
ers may -entertain of the particular ed investigation, profound argu
opinions for which Dr. Priestley ment, and critical skill. The doc
hath been a zealous advocate, if trine which Mr. Wintle supports,
they can for a moment banisti all as the grand doctrine of Christiani
prejudices, and make allowance for ty, is that of the recovery of hu
the differences which ever will pre man nature -from sin and death,
vail respecting speculative topics, by the merits and atonement of
they must acknowledge, that he Christ. In the first sermon, he
appears, in this publication, in the treats of the inability of human na
character of an able and dextrous ture to discover a mode of deliver
champion in the common cause. ance from the fatal consequences
Ana the candid unbeliever will al of sin, the death of the body, and
low, that his open, manly reason the final destruction both of foul
ings, in which he disdains having and body, in the second death. In
recourse to the little arts of subter the second, third, and fourth ser
fuge and disguise, and makes his mons, he examines the intimations
appeal to the standard by which of a deliverer, in the early ages of
he himself professes to be guided, the world, which were given to the
are deserving of serious attention. Hebrew patriarchs, and to others
The language of these discourses is not belonging to the family of
familiar and perspicuous.
Israel, and the express predictions
The " Short Enquiry into Re of the Messiah, by the Old Testa
vealed Religion, in its Origin, its ment prophets. The fifth sermon,
Progress, and its final Eftabiifliment is employed in repelling the ob
in Christianity, digested into five jections which have been drawn
Sermons, preached at Bath, in the from the long deiay of the Chris
Years 179a— 3, by the Rev. Wil tian revelation. In the sixth ser
liam Leigh, LL. B." is a practical mon, Mr. Wintle undertakes to
and useful little treatise, drawn >p prove that the death of Chi ist was
with neatness and conciseness, and an expiatory sacrifice. In the se
well calculated to conciliate their venth, he makes a practical appli
attention to the great objects of cation of the doctrine for which
religion and virtue, " who neither he had besn contending ; and, in
read much nor long." The senti the eighth, eVpatiates on the bene
ments w hich the author mainiains, ficial effects of the intercession of
but without entering into polemical Christ.' The able and ingenious
discussions, axe thole of our esta- defence of the orthodox doctrine,
which
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which this volume contains, does
great credit to the author's ta
lents as a scholar and logician,
while the liberality and candour
which it discovers, reflect equal
honour on him as a gentleman, and
as a Christian.
The volumeof "Sermons preach
ed before the University of Cam
bridge, by James Fawcett, B. D.
Lady Margaret's Preacher," confists of five argumentative discour
ses on the evidences of Christianity,
and of nine others, chiefly on prac
tical subjects. In his argumenta
tive discourses, Mr. Fawcett has
exhibited, with great judgment and
perspicuity, a general view of the
arguments in favour of Christianity,
under the following titles : the
Connexion between the Internal
Evidence of Religion, and its Ex
ternal Proofs ; the Jewish Dispen
sation preparatory to the Christian;
the Evidence in Favour of Chris
tianity derived from the prophecies
delivered by Jesus Christ ; the Evi
dences of Christianity sufficient ;
and the Effects of Christianity be
neficial. This compendium of the
evidences of our religion might,
we think, be published with advan
tage in a separate form, and be
properly recommended to young
men beginning their academic stu
dies, as an introduction to the large
and comprehensive mass which
will demand attention in the pro
gress of their enquiries. The re
maining sermons in the volume, in
culcate a variety ofjust and weighty
sentiments, on religious and moral
topics, in correct, elegant, and
energetic language.
The " Sermons on some of the
principal Doctrines of the Christian
Religion, with Practical Inferenceb
and Improvements, by Edward
Stillihgfleet, M. A." are chiefly cmployed in familiar and popular il

lustrations of the tenets commonly*
held by orthodox believers to be
the peculiar doctrines of Christiani
ty. We must not, however, in
justice to the author, omit remark
ing, that, while he zealously incul
cates what appear to him to be the
essential doctrinal parts of religion,
he docs not neglect strongly to en
force the obligations to Christian
obedience. The language of these
sermons is simple and unaffected.
The two volumes of " Sermons,
by the Rev. Thomas Harwood,
Master of Litchfield School," as
the author informs us, " were deli
vered to a country congregation,
to assist the understanding by illus
trating the sublime truths of divi
nity, and to mend the heart by en
forcing the practical duties of piety
and morality." In his theology,
Mr. Harwood appears to be true to
the articles which he has subscrib
ed, although he does not engage in
any particular defence of their
doctrines. In hh endeavours to
enforce a regard to religious and
moral duties, he has given evidence
that he possesses learning and abili
ties, and that he is not a stranger
to those arts of persuasion which
become the dignity of the Christian
pulpit. Yet we cannot say that
his discourses are judiciously adapt
ed to the comprehension and edi
fication of a country audience.
The classical allusions, which occur
in them, must be unintelligible to
hearers of that description, as well
as the turgid and obscure modes of
expression which the author too
frequently uses, and which some
times render it no easy talk for an
attentive reader to decipher his
meaning. By a careful correction
of their faults, Mr. Harwood';. vo
lumes may be rendered valuable
closet companions to the serious
and well disposed ; and they are cer- .
tainly
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tion.
The two volumes of " Sermons
on Useful and Important Subjects,
by the late Rev. John Coscns, D. D.
Minister of Teddington," do not
appear to have been designed by
the author for publication. The
subjects of them are chiefly prac
tical; and the language in which
they are written is plain, animated,
and impressive. If they do not
abound in much originality, or
nice critical discussions, they con
tain, nevertheless, important and
ood advice on subjects that come
ome to men's business and bosoms,
delivered, at the fame time, with
that honest zeal for the interests of
religion, and the true happiness of
mankind, which must have render
ed the author a popular, as well as
useful preacher.
The " Discourses preached be
fore the Honourable Society of Lin
coln's Inn, by Robert Nares, A.M."
which are twenty in number, are
written in correct and easy language,
such as was proper to be addresled
to the intelligent audience before
whom they were delivered. The
subjects on which they treat are
miscellaneous ; partly practical, and
partly polemical. Mr. Nares'
practical discourses deserve to be
ranked above the common class of
pulpit compositions. In addition
to the calm and dispassionate rea
sonings of an able logician, on some
of the most important topics in re
ligion and morals, they discover,
throughout, that spirit of genuine
seriousness, and Christian piety,
which could not fail to engage the
attention of his hearers, and to ex
cite good emotions in their minds.
In his polemical discourses we do
not think that our author appears
to equal advantage ; or that he has
given any new elucidations, of the
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texts which it has been usual to
quote in support of the commonly
received opinions. •
The " Six Sermons preached
before the Right Hon. Paul le Mesurier, Lord Mayor of the City of
London, by Geo. Stepney Townley,
M. A. Chaplain to his Lordship,"
with the exception of one useful
practical discourse, are on political
subjects. The author's design is
to paint the blessings of the British:
constitution, in church and state;
to exhibit a shocking picture of
French principles and manners ;
and to combat those principles of
liberty and equality, which the sup
porters of the measures of ministryattribute to the men who are stre
nuous advocates for reformation;
but which the latter assert to be ab
surd phantoms, existing only in the
prejudices or disordered imagina
tions of their opponents, and to
have no connexion with their sys
tem. The manner in which Mr.
Townley treats on these subjects,
will not do him any discredit as a
rhetorician.
Mr. Bryson's " Comprehensive
View of the real Christian's Cha
racter, Privileges, and Obligations,
being the Substance of a Course of
Sermons on the Eighth Chapter of
St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans,"
is a publication which, in matter
and manner, bears a near resem
blance to the puritanical writings of
the last century. It possesses, how
ever, one distinctive feature. With
in the compass of about three hun
dred octavo pages, the author en
deavours to compress, whatthe in
dustry of those orthodox divines
would have dilated into substantial
folios. Withdue reverence for the su
perior learning and abilities of those
venerable men, we conceive that
Mr. Bryson's method will b? most
acceptable to modern readers.
When
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When we turn our attention to ence an idea of the dreadful evils to
such of the single sermons of the be apprehended from the " passions
year as our plan will allow us to and unbridled will of the multitude
insert in our historical list, we meet, at large," rather than from the abase
in the first place, with " a Sermon of the prerogative. Yet the reflect preached before the Lords Spiritual ing and unbiassed mind, from his
and Temporal, in the Abbey lordship's premises, will naturally
Church of St. Peter, Westminster, conclude, that the leading causes of
<»n Thursday, January joth, by the catastrophe which he laments,
Edward Lord Bifliop of Carliste."^were the unconstitutional measures
This discourse is temperate and ju- of those who perverted and abused
dicious, and enforces sentiments the powers entrusted to them, and
and reflections which are honour- who were the advisers of the repearable to the author as a peer of par- ed illegal extensions of the royal
liament, and as a Christian minister, authority. When attending to his
Adverting to the circumstances of lordship's observations on a neighthe times which led to the decolla- bouring people, and their supposed
tion of Charles I. he candidly ac- attempts to kindle the flames of
knowledges, "that, in that unhappy discord in our native land, we may
period, the causes of alarm to the be disposed to object to some of his
nation were many and well ground- statements; but we must applaud
ed ; that the encroachments of the the pious and humane reflections
prerogative had been, in many par- which accompany them,
ticulars, such as it was right and
The «* Sermon preached before
necessary to oppose and to repress ; the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,
that many who first opposed these in the Abbey Church of St. Peter,
encroachments, were real lovers of Westminster, on Friday, February
their country, and grave, conscien- a8th, 1 794, being the Day appointtious, and thinking men, seeking ed for a General Fast, by Charles,
for that redress only, and thole re- Lord Bifliop of Norwich," sugmedies which might be attained bv gefts a variety of sentiments well
means already known and authorif- adapted to a day of public hued> and by the power of law." miliation, and expressed in that
And, though he laments that there temperate and moderate tone which
were others who acted on very dif- are becoming the clerical character,
ferent ideas, and, by representing Among others, she following rethe feebleness and insufficiency of marks were peculiarly seasonable,
those means, induced the people to and merited the attention of his
adopt new expedients, which ulti- brethren of the bench, as well as
mately Led to the overthrow of the the lay peers : " to depend totally
constitution ; he does not under- on the counsels, the valour, the
take the absurd task of exonerating wisdom, the resources of the nation,
the persons t ossessed of the powers were an idle and a fond depeiuiance;
of government,from that heavysliare nor is it a safer policy to rest our
of guilt which is justly to be imput- hope of success on the iniquities of
ed to their misconduct. It is true those to whom we are opposed,
his lordship does not enter into a National depravity, is undoubtedly
specific crimination of the court national weakness ; but it is surely
party; and, in his inferences, wishes a much wiser principle to . orrect
principally to impress on his audi- our own vices, than to pteseme on
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those of the adversary. The com J. H. Williams, Vicar of Wellsparative merits and demerits of na bourn, Warwickshire," we cannot
tions are not easily calculated ; and, easily speak in too high terms ; on
indeed, if thev were capable of esti account of the liberal and just sen
mate, it is stilf a question of doubt, timents which they breathe, and
whether it may not consist with the their tendency, on the principles
unsearchable wisdom of God to pu of humanity and true policy, as
nish, as in old times he hath punish well as of the gospel, to expose the
ed, a viciojs people by a still more mischievous effects of war.
vicious." His observation, likewise,
On the fame grounds, we mould
that " it does not become the mi be justified in warmly recommend
nister of peace to be an advocate ing "the Rife, and the Fatal Effects
for war," was equally worthy of War, a Discourse delivered ort
of their lordships' consideration. March 28th, 1 794, by Robert Miln,
When, however, he urges, in exte M. A." at Carlisle. We might
nuation of the present war, that it likewise select, from a very long list
is not merely political, but under of fast sermons, several, which in
taken for the defence of our reli pfoint ofmatter and composition, and
gion, we cannot subscribe to the from the known characters of their
right reverend preacher's doctrine. authors, would be entitled to di
For we deem too highly of the di stinct notice, could we consistentlyvine origin of our religion to ad devote more room in our historical;
mit, far a moment, that its preser catalogue to publications of this
vation in the world depends on the chrfs. In such an enumeration,
prowess of armies, or the vigilance would be found the names of Priest
and policy of cabinets. Those ley, Hurdrs, Wollaston, Urquhart,
who vindicate its defence or pro Parker, Brand, Jardine, Bathurst,
pagation bv such means, forget the Newton and Grose. This list we
spirit of the gospel, and imbibe might close with pointing out the
merits of two excellent tracts, en
that of the koran.
The " Sermon preached at the titled " Reasons for National Pe«
Chapel in Prince's street, West nitence, recommended for the Fast!
minster, on Friday, Feb. 28th 1794, appointed February 28, 1 794," and
by Andrew Kippis D. D. F. R. S. " Thoughts on the Nature of true
and S. A." inculcates sentiments Devotion, with Reflections on the
well calculated to inspire the de late Fast, addressed to the Britisli
vout mind with si>; <port and conso Nation;" which are the produc
lation in times of public calamity ; tions of humane, pious, and enlight
and reads, likewise, instructive les ened minds ; but our prescribed
sons both to the abettors of despo limits oblige us to proceed to the
tism and anarchy ; to those gover other departments of our work.
nors of states, and warriors of the
earth, who eagerly strive to crush
We have no recollection of any
or confound the interests of man important publication during, the
kind, or to triumph over the cause year 1 794, which is to be referred
tither of honour, rectitude, or reli exclusively to the head of Philoso
gion.
phy and Ethics, excepting an ela
Of t<:e " Two 9ermons preached borate and voluminous " Investi
on the Public Fasts of April, 1703, gation of the Principles of Know
and February, 1794, by the Rev. ledge, and of the Progress of Rea
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son, from Sense to Science and
Philosophy, in Three Parts,by James
Hutton, M. D. and F. R. S. E. in
3 Volumes." Of a small part only
of this work have we had a very
cursory inspection, and are obliged,
therefore, in justice to the author,
as well as the subject, necessarily
to defer our account of it to our
next volume.
Dr. MorelPt " Notes and Anno
tations on Locke on the Human Un
derstanding, written by order of the
Queen, corresponding in Section
and Pape with the Edition of 1 793,"
are the productions of a learned,
judicious, and penetrating mind,
and wiil be found of considerable
use to the student in explaining
many intricacies in the questions
which that great author has agi
tated. In some points, concerning
which the commentator differs ma
terially in opinion from his ori
ginal, it will be acknowledged, even
by those who may think his posi
tions objectionable, and his reason
ing inconclusive, that he maintains
the contest with great ability and
precision.
The next work which calls for
our notice belongs, partly to the
Ethical class, and partly to thai ofGo
vernment and Political (Economy.
It is entitled " an Enquiry into
the Duties of Men in the Higher
and Middle Classes of Society in
Great Britain, resulting from their
respective Stations, Professions, and
Employments, by Thomas Gisborne, M. A." This work may be
considered in the light of a conti
nuation ol those moral speculations
of our author, which were noticed
by us in our Register for the year
1789. In the present work he pur
sues his theory into its practical
consequences; and endeavours to
engage the descriptions of persons
mentioned in the title-page, to a

strict adherence to those laws of
moral conduct, which enlightened
reason aud divine revelation unite
to prescribe. After some introduc
tory remarks, employed in inveltigating the conformity between the ac
knowledged principles of the British
constitution, and those fundamental
rules of political wisdom which
ought to be carefully regarded in
every civil society, Mr. Gilborne
treats of the duties of the sovereign ;
of the general duties of Engliflimen as subjects and fellow citizens;
of the duties, both official and per
sonal, of peers and members of the
house of commons ; of the duties of
the executive officers of govern
ment, in the civil, naval, and mi
litary departments j of the duties of
lawyers ; of justices of the peace
and municipal magistrates ; of the
clergy; of physicians; of persons
engaged in trade and business, and
of private gentlemen. Under these
several heads he has entered into a
great variety of minute particulars,
which (hew him to have been a
careful and attentive observer, and
from which the reader will receive
much entertainment, as well as use
ful instruction. The political opi
nions which occur throughout this
work, are liberal and manly ; and
the author's moral advices are de
livered with a fervour and earnest
ness, which bespeak a disinterested
and laudable zeal for the best in
terests of society, and render them
peculiarly impressive. Of such a
work we stiould be glad to see a ju
dicious abridgment, which might
be recommended with advantage to
numbers of persons of the stations
and professions for whose benefit
it is intended, by whom the perusal
of a pretty large quarto volume
would bedeemeda burdensome task.
Among the publications which
more strictly belong to our present
de
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department is " an Attempt to esta
blish the basis of Freedom on simple
and unerring Principles, in a Series
of Letters, by Charles Patton."
This is the production of an inge
nious and able advocate for the
mixed form of government, similar
with that which is established in
Great Britain. The principles, how
ever, on which he maintains the
superiority of such a form, differ,
in their nature or application, from
those of most preceding writers.
In opposition to such as contend
that property or population should,
either of them, exclusively, be
made the ground-work for political
power, he sets out with the posi
tion that it should be established
on a just combination of both ; and
adduces many arguments to. shew,
that real freedom, to which the re
presentative form of government
is belt suited, can only prevail
where the legislative authority is
placed one half in property, and
the other half in persons, and where
such a balance is preserved between
those parties as completely pre
cludes either of them from prepon
derating. The instrument for pre
serving this balance is the execu
tive power, permanently placed in
the hands of a single person ; whose
influence in the legislative assembly
the author makes an essential part
of his plan. This influence he pro
poses to a;ise from the ministers
and other officers of government,
equal in number to one third of
the whole body of deputies, who
shall be entitled to sit and vote in
the assembly. And in order to
prevent either the legislative or ex
ecutive power from being overawed by the mob, he contends for
the institution of a body of nobi
lity to be created by the executive
power, and not possessing too great
a share of the national property,
»794-
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who shall reconsider and sanction
the transactions of the legillative
body. Such an institution, he con
ceives sufficient to give general re
spect to the legiflative power, with
out recurring to the dangerous ex
pedient of an aimed force, ^vhich
might be debauched by the chief
magistrate, or by ambitious dema
gogues, and made use of to destroy
what it had been raised to maintain.
These principles Mr. Patton illus
trates and supports by a short com
parative view of the various forms
and revolution* of government in
ancient and modern times. What
is said by him on the subject os in
fluence, will prove objectionable to
many of his readers who arc equdly
attached with himself to a mixed
form, in preference to the monar
chical or republican. The author,
however, does not appear to have
adopted this part of his plan on the
hasty suggestion of the moment.
The arguments by which he sup
ports it seem to be the result of
mature icslection; and will be al
lowed to carry no inconsiderable
weight with them, even by those to
whom they may not be convincing.
The whole of his treatise is drawn
up in that candid dispassionate man
ner, which justly entitles it to re
spectful attention.
The " Letter to Francis Plowden, Esq. on his Jura Ariglorum, by
a Roman Catholic Clergyman," is
the production of a shrewd and able
disputant, who is dissatisfied with
some of the positions laid down by
that gentleman, in which he re
linquishes all pre-eminence of the
spiritual over temporal authority,
and maintains the natural right that
every man has to chuse his religion.
In conducting his argument he
professes to disclaim all religious
controversy ; but he frequently for
gets the line of distinction which
N
he
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/he had prescribed to himself, and
uses arguments founded on data,
which the enlightened Catholics of
the present day will not concede
to him, much less Protestants, and
those of them more especially who
protest against the interference of
any human authority in religious
concerns. Without allowing him
these data, his opinions respecting
the proper boundaries between ec
clesiastical and civil power, and the
reasonings by which he endeavours
to establish and precisely to define
their limits, must fall to the ground.
So, likewise, must his spirited and
indignant opposition to the doc
trine^ that the estates of the church
may be disposed of by the legisla
ture, as the property of the nation.
The " Preliminary Lecture to a
Course of Lectures on the Insti
tutes of Justinian, together with an
Introductory Discourse, by John
Wilde, Esq. Advocate, Professor of
Civil Law in the University of
Edinburgh," is a declamatory eulogium on the system of Roman
jurisprudence, which the author
would wish to see introduced into
all our courts of law. We trust,
however, that the spirit of freedom,
which is not yet entirely extinct in
the breasts of Britons, will lead
them better to appreciate the value
of their present system, imperfect
as it may be, than to admit in its
room a code which would infal
libly lead to the establishment of
complete despotism. And we hope
that the puriod is not far distant,
when the efforts of enlightened
statesmen will prove successful in
correcting its operation if not in
entirely banishing it from those
courts into which it hath already
obtained adjniflion. Mr. Wiiue's
introductory discourse contains au
ample confession of his own poli
tical principles, which are thole of

genuine toryism ; and reflectiosti
On the preient war, the state of
things in France, and the characters
of Lewis XVI. and his unfortunate
queen, in which he shews himself" a
proficient in the diction of intem
perance and rhapsody.
" The Citizen, being the great
Outline of Political Science, and a
Defence of the British Constitution
from the Writings of Montesquieu,
Blackstone, Hume, l'aley, Gibbon,
&c.*' is a treatise of uncommon
merit in point of composition. It
is highly to be commended for Iu>
minousness of arrangement, and a
happy choice of words and expres
sions adapted to the author's sub
ject. His design is, to enquire into
the advantages and disadvantages of
the different forms of government
which have prevailed in the world,
and to allege his reasons for giving
a preference to the mixed form, as
most favourable to the freedom and
permanent happiness of the go
verned. In pursuing his plan, he
shews himself to be well versed in
the history of ancient and modern
systems, and to have weighed with
a cool and discriminating mind,
their respective excellences and de
fects ; and his conclusions appear
to be the fair and honest results of
a comprehensive and liberal enqui
ry : !)ut we cannot say that they
have our entire assent. We must
particularly except to the sound
ness of his opinions respecting the
present state of the national repre
sentation, and the plausible objec
tions which he urges against a par
liamentary reform. The propriety
of his suggestion that the greatest
camion and deliberation sliould be
used in adventuring upon what
may be deemed necessary changes,
is what every friend to liberty and
orJer will readiK admit. But to
magnify the dangers of innovation,
when
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Vhen the most obvious and glaring
abuses call for correction, we con
ceive to be the part of a timid ra
ther than a wife statesman ; and to
be productive of incalculable mis
chiefs to a constitution which, ac
cording to the opinion of its ablest
defenders and panegyrists, owes its
chief excellence to the circum
stance of its being the result of re
peated experiment, and progrtilive
improvement.
The " Essiys on the following
interesting subjects: I. Government.
—a. Revolutions.—3. The British.
Constitution.—4. Kingly Govern
ment.—5. Parliamentary Represent
ation and Reform, &c. by John
Young," appear to have been chief
ly written with the design of vin
dicating the seceders in Scotland
from the charge of being disaffected
to the constitution of the country :
a charge not unusually brought by
the supporters of those in possession
of political power, against the men
who with to succeed to their emo
luments, or who on the most disin
terested and patriotic grounds ex
press a disapprobation of their pro
ceedings. As far as Mr. Young's
treatise is to be considered as a de-»
fence of himself and his brethren,
it is completely successful. It like
wise contains a variety of observa
tions on the principles of govern
ment, and those especially of our
own mixed form, which afford
proofs of the author's extensive
reading and liberal reflection, as
well as of his zealous attachment to
our civil constitution.
Our next article, which is a very
important one, is entitled " Poli
tical Papers, chiefly respecting the
Attempt of the County of York, and
other considerable Districts, com
menced in 1 779. and continued dur
ing several subsequent Years, to ef
fects Reformation of the Parliament
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of Great Britain ; collected by the
Rev. Christopher Wyvill, Chairman
of the late Committee of Association
of the County of York, in 3 Vols."
Of the contents of these volumes
we shall endeavour to give our read
ers some idea from the editor's
preface. They contain a trails^ lipc
from the books of the York mire
committee, of every material reso
lution passed by that body of men,
and by their committee, from the
year 1 779 to the year 1 784 ; also a
similar transcript from the minutes
of the proceedings of the first and
second meeting of deputies in the
years 1 780 and 1 78 1 ; also accounts
of the resolutions and debates at
several meetings of the county of
York, and other counties, the me
tropolis, and other cities, &c. in
the year 1779, and the six subse
quent years ; also letters and ot!i<"r
pieces selected from the correspond
ence of the Yorksliire committee.
With these papers are connected
several addresses, Sec. published by
the constitutional society in Lon
don, accounts of several debates in
parliament on the proposed reform
in the representation of the people,
and some other papers relative to
that subject. To these pifees are
prefixed some preliminary papers
respecting the association proposed
at a meeting of the county of York,
in the year 1745, by archbishop'
Herring ; and paper's respecting the
proceedings of two meetings of the
fame county, in the years 1760 and
1 769, on the subject of the powers
assumed by the house of commons
in the cafe of t. e Middlesex elec
tion. The abjve-mentioned pa-i
pers are contained in the first and
second volumes. The third vo
lume contains the editor's corre
spondence with the committees of
Edinburgh and Stirling, in the years
1733 and J 784; the resolutions of
t ff *
several
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several meetings held in London,
Edinburgh and Glasgow, in tiie
years 17S8 and 1792, tor the pur
pose of promoting improvements
in the elections of the counties and
royal burghs of Scotland, and a ge
neral reformation in the parliament
of Great Britain ; also the editor's
correspondence with the volunteers
of Irebnd, in the year 1783 ; with
many private gentlemen of York
shire, and several members of par
liament in the year 1 7 79 ; and with
sir George Savile, the earl of Slielburne, Dr. Franklin, aud other re
spectable persons, on subjects con
nected with the proposed reforma
tion of parliament : to which are
added an appendix ; the editor's de
fence of Dr. Price, and the reform
ers of England; his letter to the
right hon William Pitt, in the year
1793 ; and an account of the pro
ceedings, and other papers of the
soc iety of the fiiends of the people^
in the ytar 1792, ice. From this
ample enumeration our readers will
perceive, th;it these volumes will
supply the historian, as well as the
politician, with numerous valuable
documents relative to an important
period in the history of his coun
try. They will find, likewise, that
the doctrines of an equal represent
ation of the people in the great
council of the nation, of annual
elections, and the universal right
of suffrage, have not been doctrines
peculiar to republicans and levellers,
as their oppofers have falsely stated,
but that they have been maintained
by some of the most- respectable
characters in the kingdom, for ta
lents and property, and who have
given abundant and unequivocal
proofs of their attachment to the
British constitution. The friends
to reform will value this collection,
as the faithful history of important
exertions in the public cause, which,

though they have not yet produced
the wilhed-for effects, will not be
lost, but ultimately be followed by
essential benefits to the commu
nity.
" The Alteration of the Consti
tution of the House of Commons,
and the Inequality of the Land
Tax, conjointly considered, by J.4
Brand, M. A." is an elaborate and
well written treatise, in which the
author opposes, on grounds differ
ent from those of any other author
whom we have met with, the mea
sure of a parliamentary reform.
The method which he pursues is
that of alarming the fears of the
landholders, in various parts of the
kingdom, by predicting the injuri
ous local consequences of such a
measure. He divides England into
two districts : one of which he calls
the Home District, including the
counties of Middlesex, Sutry, Hert
ford, Bedford, Cambridj,*e, Kent,
Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk, Berks,
Buckingham, and Oxford ;'and the
other the Remote District, includ
ing the remainder of the kingdom,
and the principality of Wales.
The landholders of the latter di
strict he alarms on the ground, that,
in the present political circum
stances of the country, an equali
zation of the land tax must neces
sarily t;,ke place, before such a re
form can with justice be effected;
and by this strong appeal to their
interest, biasses them to the support
of the old system. On the land
holders of the home district, who
are at present disproportionately
taxed, he urges, that without ob
taining such an equalization in the
first instance, a reform in the repre
sentation will be productive of very
great injuries to them, by so in
creasing the power of the landed
interest in the remote districts, in
the house of commons, as to pre-
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elude their ever obtaining substan
tial justice, and greatly to augment
the disproportionate burthen which
they already bear. In the course
of his reasoning he undertakes to
sliew, that the time cannot be far
distant, when it wlll.be found ne
cessary to increase the present a^mount of the land tax ; and quotes
the opinion of baron Maseres, who
fays, that there is reason to appre
hend that it must be increased to
double irs present quantity, or to
four millioni a year.^ And he
forms his calculations on the basis
of the plans for an alteration in the
representation, which were offered
by Mr. Pitt and Mr. Flood, in the
years 1785 and 1793. This work
does great credit to Mr. Brand's
abilities, as a calculator and rea
soner: but we think that it is bet
ter adapted to damp the ardour for
reformation, by exciting the inter
ested jealousies of the landholders
in different parts of the "kingdom
against each other, than to point
out any mischiefs that would at
tend it, on the grounds of liberal
and just policy. On these grounds
the able statesman can surely ad >pt
measures, by which the apparently
jarring interests of both parties
may be reconciled, and the benent
of alterations, of which every hour
ihews the increasing n"ce!lity, be
equally extended to e«ch of them.
The '• Considerations on the
Structure of the House of Com
mons, and on the Plans of Parlia
mentary Reform agirated ?t Lhc
present Day, by R. D. P-acock,
M. A." are employed in shewing
that the h-use of commons, in its
present form, is adequate to all t .e
purposes of good and equal govern
ment j and that the influence which
the other branches of the legislature
have over its members, is not only
beneficial in its effects, and consist
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ent with the genuine principles of
the Britisti constitution, but essen
tial to its very existence. On these
topics he argues ingeniously and
plausibly, but with less force than
others who, like himself, deprecate
the evils which they conceive
would be attenJantou any change
in the system of representation. He
loses light, however, of the princi
ples of a constitutional Briton when
he laments, that the great body of
the people are instructed that they
are the only sources of all legiti
mate power; and that all public
transactions sliould be canvassed
and scrutinized with the mb;t jea
lous severity. The code that was
signed at Runncmede, and the re
cognition cf it in the convention
parliament of 1689, will condemn
any person who would insinuate
that such instructions savour of po
litical heresy.
The " Sketches of a Plan for an
effectual and general Reformation,
of Life and Manners, by John Do
naldson, Esa." contain the senti
ments
>erson who ao
to
have devoted much of his attention
to the means by which the llate of
society may be meliorated, aud the
vices of governments, as well as indi iduals, be corrected. What he
principally holds out to pubi c no
tice in this treatise ire, the evils oc
casioned by the bad management
of our charity s.ho >',$," workhouses,
prison*,' and. the fictions adopted in
our U'.v proceedings; tor .vh>ch he
pr fe ihes remedies. His observa
tions on thffe subjects, and his in
cidental remarks on other ubj c'ts
of political economy, ar<: not un
deserving the attention of those who
a"e feilow labourers with him in the
honourable task of promoting the
service of the.public.
The " Essay on Colonization,
particularly applied to the Western
JV'3
Coast
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Coast of Africa, with some free
Thoughts on Cultivation and Com
merce, &:c. by C. B. Wadstrom,
Part I." is part ot a plan which we
soall probably have an opportunity
of noticing more particularly on
some future occasion. Jt is in
tended to allist in the grand design
of abolishing the slave trade, by
proving that the colonization of
Africa is not only practicable, but
highly desirable in a commercial
point of v'ew ; and bv pointing out
the means ,of ac complifliing that
object of humm/ity ami justice. In
the course of his ot servations he is
led to discuss a variety of commer
cial and political questions, by
which Le evinces the industry and
pains he has taken to procure in
formation ; and to obviate the ob
jections which interest ora narrowminded policy may suggest. With
these discussions he has intermixed
interesting and pleasing pictures of
Hie character of the Africans ; ac
counts of the climate, foil, water,
and produce of the country ; eco
nomical observations on the best
means of preserving health in those
tropical region? ; and sketches of
the history of the commercial colo
nies formed in Africa, by the Por
tuguese, Spaniards, French, Dutch,
Austrians, and Swedes.
The " general View of the Fish
eries of Great Britain, drawn up
for the Consideration of the Under
takers of the North British f ifliing,
lately begun, for promoting the ge
neral Utility of the Inhabitants, and
the Empire at large, by the Rev.
John Eanne Buchanan," consists
of an historical account of former
fisliing companie?, and the causes
of their declension; remarks on
the advantages derived to Holland
from her fisheries; an abstract of
the act for incorporating the Britisti
society j observations on the errors

committed by the present adven
turers ; an enquiry into the expen
diture of the public money ; and a
postscript, containing a reply to
the directors of the royal bounty.
Whatever unfavourable ideas many
of his readers may be led to enter
tain of INj r. Buchanan, from his
bold and unsupported assertions re
specting the high antiquity of Scot
tish commerce, and from the keen
language of resentment, if not of
disappointmeir, which pervades
his work, it contains, nevertheless,
important matters of fact, with
which the author's situation for
some years in the Hebrides, as a
missionary, afforded him the oppor
tunity of being personally acquaint
ed, and which merit the soricus at
tention of the public. The errors
which he points out in the manage
ment of the company, are palpable
and gross; and if persisted in, must
defeat the benevolent intentions of
the legislature.
The " Essay on the best Means
of providing Employment for the
People, to which was adjudged the
Prize, proposed by the Royal Irish
Academy, for the best Dissertation
on that Subject, by Samuel Crumpe,
M.D. M.K.I. A." is a publica
tion abounding in much valuable
political information, which *he au
thor has judiciously adapted to the
local circumstances of the Irish
nation. The subject which he has
chosen, is such as must be interest
ing to every well wislier to his spe
cies ; and in discussing it he has
discovered, that he poslesses the
noblest philanthropy, a found judg
ment, liberal and comprehensive
views, and an intimate acquaint?
ance with the best writers -on po
litical economy, of the French and
of the Englifli schools. It is not
possible for us, within our contract,
ed limits, to give our readers any
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adequate idea of the numerous im
portant topics which present themsent themselves to Dr. Crumpe in
the course of his investigation, and
of the principles on whic h lie builds
his system for the future happiness
of his country. We must content
ourselves with inserting a general
view only of the outlines of his
plan. After shewing what are the
movements of the mind which
principally rouse man to labour
and exertion, he endeavours first,
to point out the belt means of in
troducing, and generally diffusing
among a people, a spirit of industry
and labour; secondly, to discover
the principal impediments to in
dustry and labour, which different
forms of government, and various
restrictions and regulations have
occasioned ; and thirdly, to point
out the general system of industry,
the most beneficial to be pursued,
and the most productive of employ
ment to the people at large. These
divisions constitute tlic first part of
his plan. In his second part our
author applies his general princi
ples to the cafe of Ireland, and
treats first, of the situation, general
productions, and climate of Ire
land ; secondly, of the general cha
racter, habits, and propensities of
the people of Ireland ; and thirdly,
of the bell means ot obtaining em
ployment for the people of Ireland.
We shall only add, that Dr. Crumpe,
in the whole of his Enquiry, rises
superior to the spirit and prejudices
of party, and has combined toge
ther a great variety of facts and
reasonings that -are of the greatest
political importance, not only to
Ireland, but to the whole British
empire.
The " Plan for the Commuta
tion of Tythes, the Extension of
Agriculture, Relief of the Farmers,
she Peasantry and the Poor, with
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out disturbing the existing Govern
ment,'' is the production of a sen
sible and judicious writer, who has
entered into a variety of minute
calculations, which appear to justify
his general conclusions, and cer
tainly merit the serious attention
of the political economist. The
adoption of what he proposes
would, he conceives, effectually re
move the evils of which there are
such general complaints undrr the
present system, without being li
able to the objections of those who
contend that any change would in
terfere with ecclesiastical privileges
and laws, and prove injurious to
incumbents or impropriators. We
cannot tollow him into particulars:
but we may convey to our readers
a general outline of his plan by
stating, that his object is to repress
monopoly, to regulate the parochial
taxes, to declare all trie waste lands
in the kingdom national properly,
and to allow to all tithe-iiolders a
fair and just composition.
The treatise entitled, "Tythes po
litically, judicially, and justly c onsi
dered, and in which the Neceiiityof
a general Commutation of Tv hes is
demonstrated, Modes of Commuta
tion are proposed, and the proper
Measures pointed out for obtain
ing such as may meet the Public
Will, by a Piuraiiil," is written by
a zealous advocate for the claims
of the church, who appears from
the acrimony of his style, and the
fore experience which he acknow
ledges to have g.ined in the cruel
contests of law, to have been a suf
fering champion in their defence.
H's advice, however, to his bre
thren of the clerjy. to join with the
laitv in endeaw uriug to obtain an
equitable conirnutatio • of tvtl.es,
is sound and politic, and recom
mended to them by argunvnts of
weight ; and it is interspersed with
A4
incidental
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incidental remarks, which will be
found interesting to those who feel
the oppression of the tax as it is
now laid. How far any one cf the
different .plans which he proposes
may meet the ideas of those who,
upon the whole, are favourers of
the principle us commutation, we
must leave them to determine by
referring them to the work itseif.
The author of " A Defence of
the Right to Tythes, on Principles
of Equity, with Observations on a
Commutation," wit!) great ingenu
ity supports the claims of the clergy
to such an establishment. He is
not averse, however, to a species of
commutation, which may prove
less odious than the present mode
of levying the tax. From the in
creasing attention which appears to
be paid to this subject by men of
considerable landed property in
different parts of the kingdom, it
is not improbable that it will, ere
long, be particularly and fully dis
cussed by the hgisla tire. The
agriculturist and the pious clergy
man will both have reason to hail
she dav, when the grounds of dis
sension, to which the present systefh is perpetually giving rise, are
for ever removed, by the adoption
of some one or other of the altera
tions which are so repeatedly and
forcibly recommended ,by the
warmest frends to religion, and
sound policy.
The " Desultory Sketch of the
Abuses in the Militia, with Com
parative Reflections on the Increase
cf our Military Establishments, &c.
Addressed to the Right Hon. Fran
cis Earl of Moira," is the produc
tion of a writer of no mean abili
ties, whose remarks appear to have
been su;jrtsted by considerable pro
fessional skill, and to be published
from an honest desire of being ser
viceable to his country. The pur

port of his work is to apprize the
public, by a relation of indisputa
ble facts, that in the present manage
ment of the milita there occur
" innumerable instances of neg
lected or perverted regulations,"
which, if not timely corrected,
forebode the degradation and ruin
of our grand conllitutional defence;
and also to suggest necessary cor
rections, "in a succinct methodi
cal display of what the militia and
army might be, were they differ
ently modelled." And we think,
from the temper with which the
author writes, that he does no more
than justice to his motives for this
publication " hen he fays, that his
observations " arc: brought forward,
not so much to criminate the lead
ers in government for t.'ie palpable
abuses of their servants, as to rouse
the members of both houses to a
timely sense of - that necessity for
correction which the circumstances
of the times demand."
The 44 proposed Plan for the
better Regulating of the Militia of
Great Britain, -&c. Addressed to the
Yeomanry 'of Great Britain, by
Charles James, Captain in the
Western Regifnent of Middlesex
Miiifia," is written by the author
of the lait mentioned* treatise, to
which it is an appendix. It con
tains upwards of fifty propositions
for the better. regulating the militia
of England and Wales, and the
fencibles of Scotland, which cap
tain James recommends to be in
corporated together, under the name
of tlie constitutional tioops, er the
militia of Great Britain. On the
expediency of many of his regula
tions, we must leave professional
men to d"cide : but the reader
who possesses little knowledge of
military uctics may readily per
ceive, that others of them suggest
improvements that are highly desir.
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able, and w'iich merit the atten
tion of every person who wishes to
maintain the honour, and to pre
serve the independency of hiscoun-"
try.
Of Mr. Nichols' " Methods pro
posed )or decreasing the Consump
tion of Timber in the Navy, by
Means of prolonging the Duration
of our Ships oi War," with his
" Generai Remarks on the present
timbered State of the Kingdom,
&c." we can only say, that it ap
pears t • contain the observations of
a person who is intimately ac
quainted with the subjects on which
he writes ; and who has collected
a number of important facts and
opinions, which deserve the serious
notice of government, and of the
public at large.
Among the Law publications of
. the year we find " Report of Cafes
adjudged in the Court of King's
Bench, during the Reigns of Charles
II. James II. and William III.
by Sir Bartholomew Showers,
Knight, in 2 Vols. a new Edition,
with additional Remarks by T.
Leach, Esq." " The new Natura
Brevium of the most: reverend
Judge Mr. Anthony Fitzherberr,
to which is added a Commentary,
supposed to have been written t>y
the late Lord Chief Justice Hale,
in 2 Vols. a new Edition ;" " Nov's
Grounds and Maxims also Analy
sts of the Englilh Law, to which is
added a Treatise of Estates by Sir
John Do idridge. Knight, &rc. a new
Edition, with Notes and References,
•by Charles Bartoi), Esq.;" "Haw
kins's Pleas of the Crown ; a new
Edition, in 4 Vols. by T. Leach,
Esq.;" " The Statute's at large,"
for last Sessions, both of Pickering
and RufFhcad's editions; "Term
Reports in the Court of King's
Bench, from Michaelmas Term, 26
Geo. III. to Easter Term, 27 Geo,
3
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III. by Charles Durnford, and Ed
ward Hyde East, Esq.;" "A Trea
tise of Equity, with the Addition of
marginal References and Notes, by
J. Fonblanque, Esq. Vol. H.;"
" A Collection of Cases on the
Annuity Act, with an Epitome of
the Practice relative to the Enrol
ment of Memorials, by W. Hunt,
A. M. of Lincoln's Inn ;" " The
Laws relative to the Duty and Of
fice of a Justice of Peace, Vol. II.
IH. IV. by W. Williams, Esq.;"
" The Law of Tythes, by T. H.
Shaw, Oent." ; " A Treatise 011 the
Law of Partnerships, by William
Watson, of Lincoln's Inn, Esq.;"
" An Analysis of the Practice of
the Court of Chancery, by Wilmot Parker, Solicitor';" " The
modern Pleader, containing the se
veral Forms' of Declarations in ail
Actions, with Notes, &c. by J.
Impey ;" " the Solicitor's Guide to
the Practice of the Office of Picas in
his Majesty's Court of Exchequer
at Westminster, &c. by Richard
Edmunds, one of the Attornies of
the said Office,;" " The Practice
of the Courts of King's Bench and
Common Pleas, Part II. by Baker
John Sellon, Esq. ;" "The Practice
of the Court ot King's Bench, in
Personal Actions, Part II. by Wil
liam Tidd, of the Inner Temple;"
and " An Index to Pickering's Sta
tutes, from the isl. to the 32nd. of
Geo. ill."
In our list of Mathematical pro
ductions, we have to insert a valua
ble work in 2 Vols. 4to. for which
the scientific world is indebted to
the industry, care, and liberality of
baron Maseres. It is entitled,
" Scriptores Logarithmici ; or a
Collection of several curious Tracts,
on the Nature and Construction of
Logarithms, mentioned in Dr.
Hmtoit's Historical Introduction to
bis new Edition of Sherwin's Mathe
matical
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matical Tables: together with some
Tracts on the Binomial Thcori*/),
and other Subjects connected with
the Doctrine or' Logarithms." The
mathematical reader will be suffici
ently apprized, from the title of
this work, of the great obligations
that he is under to baron Maferes
as an editor. But he has, likewise,
enriched these volumes with many
tracts of his own 'composition,
which wiil be found of the greatest
importance and use in the discus
sion of many abstruse and difficult
mathematical questions. From the
preface we are led to expect the ap
pearance of a third volume, which
will complete the Editor's plan.
This work which we have but late
ly met with, is marked in the titlepage as a publication of the year
1791.
The " Tables of Logarithms of
all Numbers, from 1 to 101,000,
and of the Sines and Tangents to
every second of the Quadrant, by
Michael Taylor : with a Preface
and Precepts for the Explanation
and Use of the same, by Nevil
Maskelyne, F. R. S. Astronomer
Royal," is a work which the well
known science, and indefatigable
industry of the lale author, and the
extent to which his computations
are carried, render of the greatest
importance ; especially in deter
mining questions when equations
for second and third differences are
wanted, when those differences are
▼ery irregular, and the utmost ac
curacy is required. To supply
what before this publication was a
desideratum in logarithmic science,
" Mr. Taylor undertook the la
borious work of computing the
logarithmic sines and tangents to
every second of the quadrant, by
interpolating Vlacq's logarithmic
sines and tangents, whereby he
obtained a table to every second,

consisting of ten decimal places of
figures, as Vlacq's did, which he
then abridged to only seven deci
mal places besides the index, tak
ing particular care to make tke
lalt figure true to the nearest fi
gure over or under, a circumstance
that will be found very conducive
to exactness in such cases, where
an unit in the last place is of conse
quence, andwhereleverallogarithms
are added together. Nor did the
author use less care and diligence
in supervising the press, and cor
recting its errors."' Dr. Mafke•lyne has described very particularly
the extraordinary care and attention
which Mr. Taylor bestowed, in or
der to render his work faultless.
Under these labours, however, he
funk, and died, when five pnges
only of the Tables remained un
finished. For the completion of
these the public are indebted to the
learned editor, who, in a masterly
preface, has given an explanation
of the general nature and proper
ties of logarithms, and full instruc
tions for the use of the logarith
mic tables, which he has illustrated
by the solution of fifteen useful
problems. These parts of the work
reflect the greatest honour on the
abilities, industry, and zeal in the
cause of useful science, by which
the astronomer royal is distinguish
ed.
" The New Royal Road to Geo
metry, and familiar Introduction to
the Mathematics, by Thomas Malton, fen. in two Parts," is the republication of a work which first
appeared some years before the
commencement of our periodical
labours. The first part is divided
into eight books, containing the
elements of geometry, with an
Appendix on the theory of men
suration. The second part consists
of the problems of Euclid, together
,
with,
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from different writers; and an Ap
pendix, in which is given t he con
struction of ellipses, proportional
scales^ and the line of chords, v\ hji
problems illustrating their uTv.
How far the separating of the t eorems and problems of Kuclid from
each other, and the different dispo
sition which the author adopts in
the order of the propositions, can
be of advantage to the learner, we
will not tske upon rursclws to de
termine. He is, however, entitled
to the merit of clearness and per
spicuity in his demonstrations: and
had he paid a little more attention to
brevity in hib notes, his work would
have been rendered liill more de
serving than it is, of similar patron
age with that bv which the former
edition was favoured.
The " Treatise on the Conic
Sections, in five Books, by G.Walk
er, F. R. S. of Nottingham, Book
J." is part of a work which pro
mises to be a very extensive, and
we should do the author great in
justice if we were not at the seme
time to add, very complete elucida
tion of this branch of the pure ma
thematics. The method of deducing
the properties of conic sections
which the author adopts, is founded
on the conside:;ition of the 24th
proposition of Newton's Arithmetica Universalis,.and is that of tak
ing a property which is common to
all the sections. This property
which is the basis of his system, is
that of the focal distance of a point
in a conic section, being to its
perpendicular distance from the
directrix, in a given ratio. Such a
purely geometrical method he con
ceives, and we think justly, to pos
sess much greater advantages in
point of ease and eleg-nce, than
the algebraical, or geometrico-alr cbraical processes. Of the geneial
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excellence of this work, as a firstrate scientific production, it would
not, perhaps, be easy to speak in
too high terms. The only objec-r
tion which we think can be made
to it is, that from the plan which
Mr. Walker has prescribed to him
self, it is in danger of becoming
too large for general use. For in
the present book, aster sixteen in
troductory lemmas, he is chiefly,
wnplo\ed in demonstrating the
principal properties, both of the
itctions in cpmmon, and of each
in particular. To complete hi9
design he proposes, to publifli four
books more ; in which pe is to
treat on the properties which are
common to two sections; on the
properties which are peculiar to
two sections ; on the problems re
lating to the conic sections; and
on the loci cf the conic sections,
or those problems of which the
conic sections arc loci. The nu
merous plates which accompany
this work are executed, in general,
with accuracy and neatness.
The " Short Treatise on the Co
nic Sections, in which the three
Curves are derived from a general
Description on a Plane, and the
most useful Properties of each are
deduced from a common Principle,
by the Kev. T. Newton, M. A."
is a pleasing and useful elementary
work, in which the student will
meet with a concise and clear de
monstration, on geometrical princi
ples, of those properties of the
cone, of \\ Inch a previous know
ledge is necessary to their initiation
into the Newtonian philosophy.
As such we think it well calculated
to prevent their having recourse to
the algebraical system, when an at
tention to larger end. more com
plete treatises might threaten to en
gage a greater portion of their time,
than could be spared from otner
objects
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objects of academical pursuit. Mr.
Newton has built his system on the
elements of Boscovich, from whose
method, however, he has freely de^
parted when it appeared to throw
needless embarrassments into the
way of the young* mathematician.'
The w Arithmetical and Mathe
matical Repository, being a new
improved Systi mof Practical Arith
metic, &c. by John Eadon, Vol. I."
is part of a woA which is intended
to be completed in four volumes.
That before us is divided into three
books.
The fust treats of the
arithmetic of whole number1;, with
its application to mercantile busi
ness. The second contains tiie
principles of vulgar and decimal
fractions, the explanation and use
of logarithms, the extraction of
roots, and their application to a
variety of subjects.
The third
book contains the practical appli
cation of scientific rules to dmereut branches of mechanic philoso
phy; and a number ct questions on
useful, instructive, and entertairing
subjects. This work deserves to
be recommended among the useful
elementary treatises winch tiie dif
ferent candidates for public favour
are continually offering to the world,
to many of which, in point of va
riety of matter, as well as arrange
ment, it is certainly much superior.
The "Military Miscellany: Ex
tracts from Colonel Tempelhotie's
History -of the Seven Years War,
&c. by the lion. Colin Lindsay,
Lieutenant Colonel of the 46th
Regiment, in 2 Vols." is a work
which will piove peculiarly accept
able to gentlemen of the army.
It was colonel. Lindsay's original
design to publifli the whole of co
lonel Tempelhoffe's history, with
accurate plans of the different bat
tles', &c. But the circumstances of

the great expence that would have
attended such a pubbeation, and,
we are sorry to add. the want of
proper support when he proposed ^
subscription, obliged him to rclinqttisli his grand plan. The progresi
which he had made, however, de
termined him to lay before the pub
lic such detached parts of his ori
ginal, as he thought were particu
larly interesting and instructive : to
these he has added scientific remarks
and observations from other au
thorities, together with original dis
cussions of his own. Of the parti
cular subjects that are illustrated in
these volumes our military readers
will be able to form some idea, from
the following summary of their
contents. 1, An Introduction, in
which scveralftlilitary Questionsare
discussed. 2. The Duke of Marlborough's March to the Danube.
3. Extracts from the German of
Col. Tempelhoffe, consisting of Re
marks on General Lloyd's History
of the Campaigns of 1756, 1757
and part of 17^8 ; and Considera
tions on Subsistence, and on the
March of Convoys. 4. A Treatise
on Winter Posts, translated from
tiie German of C. F. Lindenau,
Captain in the Prussian service, c.
Narrative of the Events at St. Lucie,
in tiie Years 1779 and 1780. 6.
Some Account of the Assault on
Gibraltar in 1782. 7. Of theSwedes,
and the Square.
The " Observations on the Duke
of Richmond's extensive Plan of
Fortifications, and the new Works
he has been carrying on since these
were set aside by the House of Com
mons in 1786," we notice in this
place, on account of the profound
scientific abilities which the author
displays on the subject of engineer
ing, and Ids perspicuous and satis
factory demonstration of the modes
of defence which are best adapted
to
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to the situation of this island. The
system to which his Grace has {hewn
himself so firmly attached, he has
complerely demolished ; and he has
exhibited a number of enormous
abuses in the application of the sums
granted for the service of the ord
nance, which merit the serious at
tention of the legislature. Inde
pendently of his claims to science,
the author's observations prove him
to be a well-informed and elegant
scholar, and zealously flevoted to
the true interests of British liberty.
In our Register fortheyear 1790,
we embraced the opportunity of
congratulating the lovers of the fine
arts on the high gratification which
was afforded them by the publica
tion of the second volume of "The
Antiquities of Athens delineated,"
by Messrs. Stuart and Revett. In
that article we expressed our hops,
that the widow of Mr. Stuart would
meet with that assistance which
would enable her to present the
public with a third volume, the
materials for which were left by
her husband in a considerable state
of forwardness. That assistance has
been afforded, and the third vo
lume published, by Mr. Reveley,
whose abilities and fine taste are
well known in the scientific world,
and who has himself attentively ex
amined she objects which Mr.
Stuart has delineated. In his Pieface, Mr. Reveley accurately distin-'
guiflies between the original work
of Mr. Stuart, both in the descrip
tions and the drawings, and what
has been added from his own ob
servations to render it more idhiplete. The remains of antiquity
treated of in this volume are, the
Temple of Theseus ; the Temple
of Jupiter Olympius ; the Arch of
Theseus, or of Adrian; the Ionic
Frontispiece of the Aqueduct1 erect
ed by Adrian at the Recevoir dug at
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the foot of Mount Anchesmus ; the
Monument of Fhilopappus, king
of Commagene, and others of his
Family; a Doric Temple at Corinth,
of a prior date to the time of Peri
cles ; three Arches of the Bridge over
the Ilissus, and the remains of the
Stadium Partheniacum; theOdeuin,
built by Herodes Atticus, in ho
nour of his wife Regilla ; the Incahtada at Salonica; a Doric Temple
of Apollo, and the Portico of Phi
lip king of Macedon, in the Island
of Delos ; an Ionic Colonnade near
the Lantern of Demosthenes; and
other less considerable antiquities.
These remains of the stately monu
ments of public magnificence, or
private luxury, are illustrated by a
great variety of accurate maps, and
elegant engravings, that must ren
der them a desirable acquisition to
the dilettante, as well as to the artist.
In giving our annual accotint of
such publications as mark the pro
gress of science, we have been ac
customed to pay our first respects
to the Transactions of our own
Royal Society. Aud as we had
only seen the first part of their vo
lume for the year 1793, when the
Literary History in our last Regis
ter was prepared for the press, our
present iist shall commence with a
slioi t notice of the most important,
papers in mixed mathematics and
na ural philosophy, which com
pose the second part of that work.
■— In this number Dr. Herschel's ob
servations on the planet Venus are
peculiarly interesting, as they lead
to deductions which prove the ac
counts which former astronomers
have given of that planet to be er
roneous. For after the most sedu
lous repeated attention, in which
he employed the various powers of
his wonderful optical apparatus, he
is obliged to conclude that the pe
riod of the diurnai rotation of Ve
nus
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nus is uncertain; that the position
of its axis is still more so; that there
are no mountains in it which can
be discovered by his best instru
ments ; and that this planet is some
what larger than the earth. Mr.
Wollaston's description of a transit
circle, for determining the place of
celestial objects as they pass the
meridian, gives a particular and
minute account of the construction
and properties of a new instrument,
which promises to prove highly
important and advantageous to the
astronomer. This part of the Trans
actions also contains Mr. Renuell's
valuable observations on a current
that often prevails to the westward
of Scillv, which was inserted among
the philosophical papers in our last
volume ; curious observations on
vision, by Thomas Young; aud
other papers in hydrostatics and
meteorology.
In the Transactions of the Royal
Society for the Year 1 794, the reader
will find (besides the articles which
occur in. our present volume, under
the heads of Philosophical Papers
and Antiquities,) an account of Dr.
Herschel's Observations on the Pla
net Saturn, during 154 revolutions
of its equator, by which he has de
termined the precise period of its
rotation ; and of some remarkable
appearances observed by him dur
ing a late eclipse of the sun, from
which he has formed a curious con
jectural estimate of the height of
mountains in the moon. He will
also soul among the philosophical
• papers, an ingenious and plausible
theory of vifum, by Dr. Hossack;
and a very interesting account of
a method of measuring the compa
rative intensities orthe light emitted
by luminous bodies, by lfeuf. ge
neral sir Benjamin Thompson,
Count of Rumford. Of the commuuit^iioiii in pure mathematics and

mechanics, the most important are,
observations on the fundamental
properties of the lever, with a con
cise and perspicuous proof of the
principle assumed by Archimedes
in his demonstration, by the rev.
S. Vince; the method of determin
ing, from the real probabilities of
life, the value of contingent rever
sions, in which three lives are in
volved in the survivorship, by Wil
liam Morgan, Esq ; investigations
founded on the theoiy of motion,
for determining the time of vibrition of watch balances, by George
Atwood, Esq ; and very compre
hensive and accurate tables for re
ducing the quantities by weight, in
any mixture of pure spirit and wa
ter to those by measure, and for de
termining the proportion by mea
sure of each of the two substances
in such mixtures, by Mr. George
Gilpin, Clerk to the Royal So
ciety.
During the present year, the
Royal Society of Edinburgh have
published the third volume of their
Transactions. This publication
contains the History of the Society,
with, biographical accounts of de
ceased members, and various pa
pers distributed into physical and
literary classes; specimens of which
appear in different departments of
our present volume. Among the
most valuable of the physical class,
we must rank experiments-and ob
servations on the unequal refrangib ili ty of light, by Dr. Robert Blair;
an analysis of the waters of some
hot springs in Iceland, by Dr. Black;
different accounts of hot springs in
Iceland, by John Thomas Stanley,
Esq ; and observations on the mus
cles, by Dr. Alexander Munro. v
Durmg the year 1793, the Lite
rary and Philosophical Society of
Manchester published the first part
of the fourth volume of their " M j
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Jttoirs." Of this work we enabled
our readers to form some judgment,
by the selections in the literary and
philosophical departments in our
last year's Register. As, however,
it had not fallen into the hands of
the wi iter in this department of our
work, when his manuscript was
sent to our printer, we think it
proper formally to announce its
publication, to preserve the regu
larity of our literary history. Be
sides the papers which we selected,
this volume contains som? useful
articles in chemistry, by Mr. Tho
mas Willis, and Mr. Peter Henry;
a very valuable and curious collec
tion of meteorological observations
made on different parts of the west
ern coasts of Great Britain, ar
ranged by T. Garnett, M. D ; an ar
gument against materialism, drawn
from a number of cases of injury
of the brain, which sliew that the
whole of its structure has been ma
terially changed, without affecting
the exercise of the rational facul
ties, by John Ferriar, M. D; com
ments on Sterne, which detect his
numerous and gross plagiarisms, by
the fame gentleman ; an ingenious
and liberal disquisition on the uses
of classical learning, by G. Gre
gory, D. D ; and some antiquarian
researches.
To contribute to the more ge
neral diffusion of useful science, a
new work has been publislied, which
from the manner in which it is exe
cuted deserves, and we hope will
meet with, liberal encouragement.
It is entitled " Memoirs of Science
and the Arts : or an Abridgment of
the Transactions publiflied by the
principal learned and economical
Societies eftublislied in Europe,
Asia, and America." Of this work
vol. I. and the first part of vol. II.
with numerous plates, have already
made their appearance. The edi

s
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tor's plan is to notice every article
in all the principal publications of
the kind throughout the learned
world ; to give analyses of them
proportioned to their consequence;
and to print at large such as are at
the fame time interesting and inca
pable of abridgment. Another im
portant work which we cannot bet
ter introduce than in this place, is
" The Repertory of Arts and Ma
nufactures, consisting of original
Communications, Specifications of
Patent Inventions, and Selections
of useful practical Papers, from tl*e
Transactions of the Philosophical
Societies of all Nations, vol. I."
The design of this work is to esta
blish a vehicle, by means of which
new discoveries and experiments
in philosophy, chemistry, and espe
cially the useful arts and manu
factures, may be transmitted to
the public ; particularly to artists,
manufacturers, and others, who
might, otherwise, have but little
chance of ever being acquainted
with them. We need not say hovy
commendable such an undertaking
is, and how highly it deserves tlie
patronage of the public. The pre
sent volume ct.ntains a great va
riety of interesting articles, accom
panied by 25 copper plates.
With the laudable design of ren
dering the useful and important
truths discovered by natural and
experimental philosophy, familiar
and easy ; of bringing together
that knowledge which is dispersed
through many volumes, and of con
centering in one work the labours
of the wife men of different coun
tries aud ages ; Mr. George Adams
has publislied " Lectures on Natu
ral and Experimental Philosophy,
considered in its present State of
Improvement, &c. in five vols."
the filih consisting of piatesand an
inde>. This is a judicious and
pleasi : g
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pleasing elementary work, worthy
of the reputation which the author
has acquired by his former produc
tions, and of the numerous and re
spectable list of subscribers who
have patronized it. The " Lec
tures on Electricity, by G. C. Mor
gan, in two vols." are the produc
tion of an ingenious and industri
ous experimentalist, who wishes to
rtvive the attention of the philo
sophical world to a branch of sci
ence which has of late been too much
neglected, and to throw new light
on its phenomena. Whatever may
be thought of some parts of his
theory, in whic h he differs from the
ablest preceding writers, (the truth
and importance of which can only
be ascertained by repeated and cau
tious experiments), the candid rtader will award him the praise of
considerable originality, and ac
knowledge his illustrations of gene
rally received principles to be high
ly interesting, and his directions
well calculated to assist the student
in this branch of philosophy. The
" Meteorological Observations and
Essays, by John Dalton, Professor
of Mathematics and Philosophy, at
the New College, Manchester,"
contain the result of many years
study and experience of a well-in
formed and accurate observer of
nature, and furnish many useful
hints for explaining the phenomena
of the atmosphere. The " View, of
Nature, in Letters to a Traveller
among the Alps, &c. by Richard
Joseph Sullivan, Esq. F. R.S. and
F. S. A. in fix vols." consists of a
rich variety of materials, partly me
taphysical and theological, but prin
cipally selected during the author's
extensive course of reading on sub
jects of natural knowledge, which
are arranged by him in a manner
that is judiciously and pleasingly
adapted to excite it) the mind the

love of science. The form which
he has chosen, is the epistolary and
narrative, containing scientific dis
cussions, diversified by strokes of
pleasantry and flights of fancy. And
what grearly redounds to his praise
is the care which he has uniform
ly taken to intermix instruction
with entertainment, and to direct
the attention of his reader from na
ture's works to nature's God, and
to subjects the dearest and most interestitie to human beings.
Dr. Priestley's " Heads of Lec
tures on a Course of Experimental
Philosophy, particularly including
Chemistry, delivered at the New
College, Hackney," deserve to be
recommended on account of the
judicious abst ract which they con
tain of chemical knowledge, in its
present advanced state. The antiphlogistians, however, will ob
ject both to principles and terms
which occur in them. Dr. Har
rington's " Chemical Essays"
contain what modern chemists
will pronounce to be a very un
satisfactory defence of the singu
lar hypotheses which he has at dif
ferent times laid before the public;
together with observations and stric
tures upon Drs. Priestley's, Fordyee's, and Beddoes' late papers in
the Philosophical Transactions, and
an answer to the reviewers. From
the verdict of his countrymen, who
have decried his theory, he now
appeals to foreign philosophical
chemists. Mrs. Fulhame's " Essay
on Combustion, with a View to a
new art of Dying and Painting,"
contains a lively and spirited at
tack on the principles ot the phlogistians and antiphlogistians, by
which they explain the theory of
combustion ; and recites a number
of curious experiments from which
she concludes the possibility of fix
ing gold, silver, and other metals,

ITERATURE.
In the fibres of silk, &c. as co\o\m
hre fi-xed in the common process- of'
dying. -This lady is unquestionablyentitled to the praise of industry
and ingenuity, and to the ' -er?-1
couragement which is due to scien
tific projectors, whatever opinion
the chemical reader may form' of;
the truth- and utility of her system.'
The " Synopsis of Mineralogy,
exhibiting at one View, and '•ren«%
defring easy and familiar, the iwhol;
System of that delightful and most'
useful Science, by James Millar,
Esquire, Professor of Chemistry to
the College, New Windsort Nova
Scotia," is frcim its nature a com
pilation, in which the author pro-"
fesses to have"consulted all the-moff
approved modem 'writers- from
whom he<rriigbt expectfo derive in
formation, and*o follow the classifi
cation of H. Magellan's last edition
fof CrOnstedt's system of mineral
logy.' T-his':**6rk consists of thiri
teen large ■ folio • sheets, which are
so contrived5 AS to be pasted toge
ther, and . framed in one whole,
eight feet wide and six feet deep, or
to be •■bound
in 'the form of an at*
la*.
'■"•'»•
■>
. . y^
.. .
. Irt Natural History, the first pub
lication which arrests our notice, is
the second Volume of the " Trans
action's of the Linnæan Society."
Of -the contents' of the numerous,
valuable, and curious papers which
compose this volume, out limits
will not permit us to lay an ab
stract before our readers. We can
only say, that the articles are thirtyfix in number, many of them bygentlemen of high ind acknow
ledged merit in natural science;
and that the most important sub
jects which are discussed in them,
are illustrated by numerous accu
rate and beautiful plates. For Dr.
Falconar's Miscellaneous Tracts
and Collection* relating- to Natural
*794"
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History, selected from the princi
pal-Writers of Antiquity on that'
Subject," the lover of classical lite-'
rature and philosophical science
will conceive himself milch in
debted to the learning and patient
diligence of that gentleman. They"
contain different ancient calendars,
and bring together, in a connected
series, arid within a narrow com
pass, many interesting particular*
that are scattered about in Greek
and Roman writers, accompanied
with illustrative extracts from mo-:
dern authors; and will b; found
of considerable use to those who
are- engaged in physical specula
tions. The volume enti led " In
digenous Botany, or Habitations
of English Plants, containingthe re
sult of several Botanical Excursions;
&c. by Colin Milne, LL. D. and
Alexander Gordon. Reader of■ Bo
tany, in London," though not a
complete, or very judicious work;
will afford useful instructions as well
as entertainment to the young her
barium his botanical walks through
someof thecounties near the metro
polis. The young student of nntnri
may also derive many useful hints
from Mr. Donovan's " Instructions
for collecting and preserving va
rious subjects of Natural History,
■as Animals, Birds, Reptile^ Shell',
Corals, Plants, Sec. selected from
the best authorities." ■
'■ '
Among the publications of the
year which have for their object
the Improvement of Agriculture,
aud Rural Economy, the twelfth vo
lume of " The Transactions of the
Society instituted at London, for
the Encouragement of Arts, Manu
factures; and Commerce," claim
our first attention. From this vo
lume the public are presented with
i additional proofs of the utility of
that institution, in the great pro
portion of valuable articles which
0
it
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it contains in economics ; and of
the increasing exertions of the so
ciety to render these still more nu
merous, in the greater number of
premiums, honorary or pecuniary,
which they offer to those who shall
make discoveries or improvements
that shall be beneficial to the com
munity. 'I he articles under the
heads of Chemistiy, and Colonies
and Trade, evince also the increas
ing value of the communications
which are called forth by this pa
triotic plan. Mr. Monk's " Agri
cultural Dictionary, consisting of
Extracts from the most celebrated
Authors and Papers, in Three Vo
lumes," contains a great variety of
valuable materials, which will
p»ove of considerable use to land
lords and farmers. His arrange
ment of particulars, however,
might be much improved ; and we
cannot omit observing, that tlie
want of an index, or table of
contents, when information rela
tive to the fame subject must, from
the nature of such a compilation,
necessarily be scattered abroad un
der different heads, is a biameable
omi(l:on. Mr. Hodfkinson's" Plain
and Useful Instructions to Farm
ers, or an Improved Method of
Management of Arable Lands,
with some Hints upon Drainage,
Fences, &c." contain no new
or important information for those
who are acquainted with the im.provements of modern husbandry.
On the less informed class of culti
vators who have not yet shake n off
the trammels imposed on them by
the practice of their forefathers, if
they can be induced to read and
attend to what the author writes,
;it may produce good effects. Dr.
Anderson's " Practical Treatise on
Peat Moss, considered as in its Na
tural State fitted for affording Fuel,
or as susceptible of being convert
ed into Mold, capable of yielding

abundant Crops of useful Produce,
&c." offers much scientific and va
luable information, which does
credit to the author as an expe
rienced agriculturist, and promises
very considerable advantages to the
community, and to the possessors
of large tracts of land which now
lie waste. In Scotland, to which
part of our aland his instructions
are pore particularly applicable,
we hope that the public spirit of
some individuals will give them a
fair trial. The M Account of the
different Kinds of Sheep found in
the Ruffian Dominions, and among
the Tartar Hordes of Asia, by Dr.
Pallas, illustrated with fix Plates,
and five Appendixes tending to il
lustrate the Natural and Economical
History of Sheep," by Dr. Ander
son, is an interesting and valuable
work. It contains a fund of cu
rious information respecting the
sheep ; and many sensible remarks
and notes by the editor, which in
this country, where so much de
pends upon the propagation and
proper management of that profit
able animal, merit particular atten
tion. Mr. M'Phail's " Treatise on
the Culture of the Cucumber, &c."
supplies many useful hints tor the
proper cultivation of that vegeta
ble, which appear to be the result
of long experience, and patient at
tention. A considerable pan of
his work is intended to display the
author's acquaintance with agri
culture; for which he does not
seem so well qualified as for the
direction of the kitchen garden.
The next publications which
call for our notice are such as be
long to the head of Anatomy, Sur
gery, and Medicine. To this de.partment of our work we must re
fer " Zoonomia, or The Laws of
Organic Life, by Erasmus Darwin,
M. D. F. R. S. Vol . L" The pur
port
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port of this elaborate and ingenioui-treatise is, <* an endeavour to
reduce the facts belonging to animal life into classes, orders* genera, and species j and, by comparing them with each other* to
unravel the theory of diseases.*'
Without expressing any opinion
with respect to the legitimacy
of Dr. Darwin's conclusions', from
the immense number of scattered
facts of medical and philosophical
knowledge which he has brought
together, we must bestow on his
work the praise of uncommon originality with respect both to matter
and arrangement, profoundness of
disquisition, extensive information,
and also liveliness of fancy. For
the author, as in his notes to theBotanic Garden, has contrived judiciously to Mend with the result
of his severer studies, a large fund'
of entertainment, in curious and
sprightly narrative?, and pleasing
dissertations ou the most imereiting
phenomena of animated nature,
The "Brief View of the Anatomical
Arguments for the Doctrine of Ma
terialism, by William Tattersal,
M. D." was written in answer to.
Dr. Ferrlar's argument against that
doctrine, which we 'noticed in a
preceding article. It displays great
ability and ingenuity. But of the
author's success in deciding the
controversy, those readers who are
interested in the subject, will form
very different opinions according
to the system which they have embraced. Ms. Bell's " Anatomy of
the Bones, Muscles, and Joints," is
a work which deserves highly to be
commended^ It is distinguished
by accuracy of information, perspicuity of description, and judicious arid useful physiological and
pathological remarks. It is " free
and general in the explanations,
not redundant* and yet not tow
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brief." On these accounts, a better elementary worit, ns far as it extends, cannot be recommended to
the anatomical student Dr. BailHeJs " Morbid Anatomy of some
of the most important Parts of the
Human Body'' is, likewise, a publication that richly merits the attention of the student. It contain*
a minute account of the morbid
changes of structure which ta4t<
place in the thoracic and abdominal viscera, in the organs ot' generation in both sexes; and. in th*
brain. Dr; Baiilie-'s situation, a*
physician of it. George's Hospital, gave him the opportunity of
extensive arid reiterated observation j and he has been commendably employed in communicating
the result of his experience, with a
strict attention to accuracy, and
in unaffected and pleasing lati-s
guage. Mr. Pugh's *' Treatise on
the Science of Muscular Action"
is worthy of the- attention of the
public, on account of tfie rational'
principle$ which it inculcates ahd
the appeals the author is able to
make to numerous facts in suppose
of them. His object is to stie-wy
that as strength* vigour, and!
activity, are to b6 given to tile
muscular system by general exer*
cise; so partial exercise wist relieve and remove local complaints*
and, in recent cafes of debility and
injury, restore the limbs to the
performance of their proper funo*
tions. His reasonings on this subJ
ject are illustrated by a set of bold
and well executed plate?, which express either the cause of some defect
in motion, or' she proper method
of removing it-bjr counteraction,
The " Treatise on the Blo*od,
Inflammation, and Gun Shot
Wounds, by the late Join Hunfer," was prepared for the pies;,
and a great part of it printed,
Qa
during
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during the life of that celebrated
physiologist. The leading principie for which he contends is, that
the blood is composed of the same
materials that compose the body,
and that it is endued with the fame
living powers. This principle he
supports by strong arguments, and
numerous striking experiments ;
and afterwfrds applies it with great
ingenuity to the theory of inflammation. His observations on gunshot wounds, and the management
of them, contain much informatian on a subject to which the
greater part of surgeons have had
but little opportunity of payiug
attention. To the work is prefixed a sliort account of the author's
life, by his brother-in-law, Everard
Home, which will gratify the curiosity of the reader. Mr. Latta's
" Practical System of Surgery, illustrated with Cases on many of
the Subjects, and with Copper
Plates, in three vols. Vol. I." contains much valuable information,
compiled from the voluminous
works of some of our best authors
irt this science^ together with accounts of operations, which from
the neat and compressed form in
which they are detailed, will be
useful to the young practitioner,
Mr. Ford's " Observations on the
Disease of the Hip Joint" are the
production of an enlightened and
experienced surgeon, whose exact
description . of the disease and its
f»rogrefs, enumeration of cafes ilustrative of its several stages, and
scientific account of the mode of
treament which he has found moll
successful for its removal, cannot
fail of being acceptable to his brethren. His treatise contains also
useful incidental observations oft
the white swelling of the knee, the
caries of the joint of the wrist, and
•ther similar complaints, the whole

illustrated by engravings taktlt
from the diseased parts. Mr. Wei* •
don's " Observations, Physiologi- :
cal and Chirnrgkal, on Compound
Fractures," contain much judici- :
ovis advice, in a small compass,
which will be useful to those surgeons who have not had the advantage of much experience. Mr. •
Bell's " Treatise on the Hydra- ■>
cele, on Sarcocele or Cancer, aud
other Diseases of the Testes,'' ir. a :
judicious and important work : .
but is chiefly a republication ofwhat has already appeared in hissystem of surgery. Mr. Bell is a
decided enemy to the mode of
>curing the hydrocele by injection ; .
and recommends a method of dressing, when incision is . practised,;
which he has found so successful,
that not one patient out of 165 on
whom he operated in that mode,
has died or even been in danger,
Dr. Ewart's " History, of Two
Cases of Ulcerated Cancer of the
Mamma, one of which has been
cured, the other much relieved by
a new method of applying Carbonic Acid Air," is a very interesting
publication. For, if he was .not
mistaken in the symptoms of the
disease, and if it shall appear from
subsequent repeated experiments
that the remedy which he made
use of can effect a permanent cure,
or afford considerable relief in
cases that are clearly and unquestionably -cancerous, the Dr. will
deserve well of his species for his
antidote against one bf the most
horrible and loathsome disorders
by which they can be affected,
Dr. Bland, in his " Observations
on Human and Comparative I'arturition," controverts the doctrine*
maintained in Dr. Oiborn's " ti
says on the Practice of Midwifery,"
with considerably slirewdness and
ability.. Which of the gentlemen
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jsir) the right, must be decided by
those who are well versed in the
obstetric art.
.
Dr. Rowley's " Rational Prac. tice of Physic, in four vols." is
chiefly a republication of treatises which have at different periods
been offered to the world, and,
many of them, received with much
approbation. They are the proAuctions of a man of ability, and
extensive knowledge, and afford
much useful instruction. Dr. Withers' " Treatise on the Errors and
Defects of Medical Education"
may appear hackneyed and trifling to the experienced physician,
To the medical student, however,
it offers advice and assistance from
which he may derive essential benefit. Dr. Penrose's " Essays, Physiological and Practical, founded on
the Modern Chemistry of Lavoifier, Fourcroy, &c." with a view
to the improvement of the practice of physic, do not appear to
•.possess that originality, and accurate discrimination which can contribute to the extension of medical
knowledge. Dr. Rush's " Account
of the Bilious Remitting Yellow
Fever, as it appeared in the city of
Philadelphia, in 179s," is a very
interesting publication, and does
great credit to the author as an accurate observer, and as a judicious
and successful practitioner in an
uncommonly arduous and trying
situation. How far his theory of
tiie origin and nature of the disease
indicates his accurate acquaintance
with pathology, we nyjst leave the
medical reader to decide from the
characteristic symptoms which he
has described. The various modes
which he adopted in treating the
fever, and the distresses of his mind
at the appearances which it assumed
pf nearly all the acute .ind chronic
^iseases, are related with j-rcat can,4
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dour. Fortheparticularswe mustrefer to the work itself. Dr. Fordyce's
" Dissertation on Simple Fever, or
on Fever consisting of one Paroxysm
only," from the well known abilities and experience of the author,
may justly be.expected to hold out
useful information in nosology. In
a future dissertation he proposes to
point out the manner in which
simple fever is repeated so as to
produce all the varieties of the
disease. Dr. Alexander's «' Trealife on the Nature and Cure of the
Cynanche Trachealis, commonly
called the Croup," describes the
progress and phenomena of that
disease with considerable accuracy, and points out means of removing it, which appear to be
sanctioned by extensi ve and sucecssful practice ; and Mr. Ciutterbuck's " Account of a New and
Successful Method of Treating
those Affections which arise from
the Poison of Lead," contains observations which merit the.attention of the faculty,
The few remaining articles which
we have to notice m this department of our work, belong to MedicalChemistryand Pharmacy. The
first of these is Dr. Pearson's
" Short Account of the Nature
of Airs, so far as relates to their
Medicinal Use, intended as an Introduction to the Piieumai'x Method of treating Diseases, &rc"
In this treatise the author defends
the analogical reasonings of Dr.
Beddoes, in favour of the use of
factitious airs in various diseases;
and mentions some singuiar instances of their salutary erTects in
consumptive cases. We ave glad
to learn that this theory is likely
soon to be brought to the telt of
experiment, on a grand scale. Dr.
Crumpc's " Enquiry in o th ■ N3ture and Properties of Opium,
O 3
wherein
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wherein its Component Principles,
Mode of Operation, and Use in
particular Diseases, are experimentally invelHgated, &x." is an elaborate and well written perform■nee. A»d if it does riot offer
triii ch that is neu' to those wiio are
acquainted with the numerous anthors who have treated union the
subject, it contains much useful information tor those whose reading
h is been more confined ; ai d pr-actical observations on its use arid abuse
in particular diseases, that are often
judicious and important. Dr. A)ckrson's " Essay on the Rhus Toxi'COdendron, Pubescent Poison Oak,
or Sum;i.ch, with Cases stiewirig its
Lflicacy jn the Cure of Pa alytis,
and othcr^Diseases of extreme 'Debility," is a commendable attempt
to increase the number of useful
remedies, and deserves the attention of the faculty. If, on repeated
triils, this vegetable flimrd maintain the character here ascribed to
"ft, ir will be 3 valuable addition to
the Materia Medica. Dr. Relph,
' ir. his sensible aud accurate "Enquiry into the Medicinal Efficacy
of a New Sp;cies of Peruvian
' Bar!;, lately imported into this
Country, under the Name of Yel3ow Bark," and Dr. O'Ryan, in' a
'* Letter" on she fame subject, addrefled to Dr. Re|ph, contend for
' the superiority of the yellow bark
pher tve;y otl-pr species of cine^hona; and relate a number of pharrr.acettfica! experiments on that
drug, and teffimonicb to its effi- acy
which seem to justify tlie ardour
' with which they reconwend it.
What they have written is at east
sufficient to induce the faculty to
give this remedy a fair tri'a}.

History of t)ekkan, from the first
Mdhummedan Conquest: with a
Continuation, frpm other Native
Writers, of the Events in that Part
of India, to the Reduction <sf Its
last Monarchy, by the Emperor
Aulumgeer Aurtingzebe,&c." trans.
Jated by captaiojonathan Scott. This
is a very important and interesting
work, and will be highly valued by
those who wish for accurate jnformation rcspe<\ing Orienial hrstory. Ferishta is one of the most
esteemed writers in Hindooslan,
and was qf noble rank, and high in
office at the court ot Ibrahim Adil
Shah, of Beejapore, one of the
sultans of Dekkan. Besides the
history of the Dheli emperors, and
' this of Dekkan, Feriflita compiled
one of every province in India;
' and many complete copies of his
works have been broug.t home by
Englisli gentlemen. The work before Us consists of six parts. The
first and second parts, which form
the first volume, abound in informatiqn, which, in a considerable
degree, is novel to Europeans,
They contain the eventful and entertaining history of the Bharr*nee, or Braminical dynasty of
Dekkan sovereigns, and -os' the
Adil Shahee dynasty of Beejapore
' sovereigns: to which the translator
has prefixed, by way of introduc:
tion, a brief- sketch of the geogra
phical divisions of that part of
India, which' by English writers is
called the peninsula, and the tradi' tionary alterations in its governmeirt, prior to the period 'when
this history, commences. In the
second volume, which <x0Gns the
remainder of the work,"we are pre
sented with a view of the rife and
fall of the several monarchies thnt
- - ■' o .
7
■
I
.-. sprung
r —p tip
.r on
, the ruim of~ the
tlons of the year, the first which Bhamenee house ; an account of
claimj our attention is '« Ferifli tec's " Aulumgeer's exploits in the Dek.
kan j
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fcan ; the origin of the Mahratta
empire ; the history of Aurungzebe's successors in the empire of
Hindoost'.n, to the present day ;
and the history of Bengal, from
the accession of Aliverdee Khan,
to the year 1 780. To the text of the
whoie, captain Scott has added a
variety of notes, which contain
useful comments on his original.
The style of this work is uniformly
perspicuous, forcible, and elegant ;
and the translator has (hewn great
judgment in " curtailing some of
the numerous hyperbolical epi
thets, and too frequent conjunc
tions," which would be hurtful to
the fense in our language, and in
introducing into it, in a pleasing
and unaffected manner, the beau
ties of oriental Imagery.
The next work which we have
to announce to our readers, is a
second edition of " The Natural
History of Aleppo: containing a
"Description of the City, and the
principal Natural Productions in
* its Neighbourhood ; together with
an Account of the Climate, Inha
bitants, &c. by Alexander Russell,
M. D. ; revised, enlarged, and il
lustrated with Notes, by Pat. Rus
sell, M. D." in two volumes. This
edition is so greatly changed from
the former, in its form and con
struction, as well as the splendor
of its appearance; and it contains,
at the fame time, so much addi
tional information of the historic
kind, that it is entitled to more
particular notice than we generally
' pay to publications which are not
entirely original. We shall fay
noting, however, of the claims
of tKFlate Dr. Russell, and of the
present editor, as he modestly styles
himself, to a very respectable rank
in the Y& of modern instructive
and entertaining writers. On these
points the public have already suffi
ciently decided, Wtt fliall only en-

{a^J

deavQur to convey to our readers,
a general idea of the arrangement,
under which they will meet with
those materials which they here re
ceive in anew form, and of the addi
tions which have been supplied from
papers bequeathed to the editor by
his deceased brother, or from his
own stock. And we cannot do
this better than in his own words.
" The various topics which were
dispersed through the first book of
the former edition, have been col
lected aud arranged under separate
chapters : a deviation from the
miscellaneous mode formerly adopt
ed, which rendered it necessary to
make numerous additions to the
text. But care has been taken in
the insertion of these, to assimilate
them as nearly as possible with the
ideas of the author; keeping in
view his primary intention of ren
dering the introduction subservient
to the medical part of his work.
In a few instances, where it was
thought he had been misinformed,
or where some material corrections
of the text had been admitted, an
explanatory note is e ther subjoin
ed at the bottom of the page, or
placed in the notes at the end of
the volume. The present work is
divided into six books. The first
book contains a description of the
city and its environs ;-of the sea-*
sons, agriculture, and gardens. The
second contains a general account
of the inhabitants; a more parti
cular description of the manners
and customs of the Mohammed
ans; of the interior of tne Turkistt
harem ; and a sketch of the go
vernment of the city. The third
contains an account of the Euro
pean inhabitants, of the native
Christians and Jews, and of the pre
sent state of Arab literature in Syria.
The fourth book is wholly employ
ed on the remaining branches of
natural history, and tre&ts of indi?
Of
* • genous
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tjennus quadrupeds, birds, fishes,
infects, and plants. The fifth con
tains meteorological observations ;
with an account of the epidemi
cal diseases at Aleppo, during the
author's residence there. The sixth
and last book treats solely of the
plague, and the method pursued, by
Europeans for their preservation.
To each volume are added notes and
illustrations, with an Appendix.''
The " Epitome of History, or a
concise View of the most import
ant Revolutions and Events, which
are recorded in the Histories of
the principal Empires, Kingdoms,
States, and Republics, now subsist
ing in the World, &c. by John
Payne, in j vols." is a work which
is ushered before the public with
modest pretensions, and is deserv
ing of a favourable reception. The
autnor does not aim at the praise
of deep research, and philosophi
cal reflection ; but wishes to afford
V oung persons, and those who
b ave not leisure for extensive en
quiries, a compendious and useful
vie w, from the best authorities, of
the principal facts in the political,
geographical, and religious history
of the Civil governments which
subsist in the world, accompanied
with such observations as may in
spire them with liberal r.nd worthy
sentiments. This plan he has con
ducted in a judicious and able
manner, and in a stvle f free from
harshness, embarrassment, and ver
bosity." The first volume is con
fined to Europe: the second is de
voted to the? other quarters of the
g!obe:
'• The History of Great Britain
connected with the Chronology of
Europe, with Notes, &c. cputaining Anecdotes of the Times, Lives
ol the [.earned, and Specimens of
their Works, vol. I. from Cæsar's
' Jnvasion, to the Deposition of

Richard II, by James Petit An>
drews, F. A. S." is conducted up
on a new plan. The object of the
author is, " to reduce the most
interesting occurrences rel^'ive to
modern Europe, within a reason
able compass; and, by arrang
ing them in such chronological or
der, that the events of each year
shall face a corresponding epoch
of Britain, tempt those to acquire
a knowledge of universal history,
who had hitherto been contented,
at most, with that of their own
country." He does not pretend
to the merit of originality. " He
aspires at no higher praise than
that of a faithful historian; end to
this shpuld it be added, that he
has selected with judgment, and
abridged with accuracy, his utmoft
ambition will be gratified." To
fids praise the most fastidious cri
tic must allow, that he has consi
derable claims. As a work of in
formation and reference, with re
spect to the most material and in
teresting transactions^ which have
taken place in the History of Eng
land, and the other European
states, it affords evidences of com
mendable industry, of a studied at
tention to conciseness and brevity,
and of accuracy and correctness in
general, in the narrative as well as
the style and language in which it
is eloathed. The notes which ac
company it, contain a great variety
of curious and amusing particulars,
which have been collected from
the writings of numerous authors,
with whom .the generality of read
ers are but little acquainted. And
to each of the three books, of which
the present volume consist*, the
author has added two appendixes.
In these are introduced relations
of such incidents as he could not
properlv throw into the notes;
biographical sketches of distin•■ ■
guifhed.
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gnashed British writers, with speci'mens of their works, if poetical;
and an analysis of the times, under
the heads of religion, government,
manners, arts, sciences, language,
commerce, coin, &c. These appen
dixes are followed by' an index
which may be considered as acomplete abridgment of his work, and
a table of chronology, as well as
reference. On the whole, we think
that our author's plan, and his
manner of executing it, will prove
useful and acceptable to a numer
ous class of readers, who are de
sirous of obtaining information and
entertainment at a small -expence
of time : and we shall be glad to
accompany him through the more
modern periods of domestic and
foreign history.
" The History of England, from
the Earliest Dawn of Record, to the
i'tace of 1783, by Charles Coote,
LL. D." vols. I. II. III. is part of a
work intended to consist often vo
lumes. In hisprefacetheauthortakes
a view of his predecessors in this de
partment, aud explains his reasons
for engaging in such an undertak
ing. The want of candour and im
partiality in Hume, and above all,
his insidious and artful endeavours
to sap the fabric of religion, and un
dermine the dearest interests of so
ciety ; the numerous errors, want of
animation, and injudicious use of his
rnaterials which Rapin discovers;
the superstitious prejudices and pre
possessions of Carte ; the evident
Want of attention, and the inaccu
racies and misrepresentations dis
played by Guthrie and Smollett ;
the too narrow and confined plan
adopted by Goldsmith; and the
detached and disjointed method of
the accurate and judicious Henry ;
theie circumstances have induced
Dr. Coote to throw himself on the
patronage of his countrymen, by
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offering them a r.ew work on this
popular subject, comprized within
moderate limits, and untinctured
by the rancour of party, or the biali
of prejudice. And we must ac
knowledge that, from the progress
he has made, he bids fair to pre
sent the public with a work, in
which great care fljull be taken to
be free from the defects which he
has freely pointed out in preceding
writers, and to entitle the author
to the applause of a judicious aud
impartial historian, whose page*
abound in useful, liberal, and ani
mated reflections. The volumes
before us are divided into bo iks
and chapters. The first volume,
besides a preliminary discourse oa
the origin of the Britons, their per
sons, dress, character, manners,
government, religion, Sec. contains
the history of the country from
Cæsar's British expeditions, ti the
period of the Norman Conquest,
in 1066. The second extends
to the death of John, in 1216;
and the third to the death of
Richard II. in 1399. With re
spect to his style and language,
Dr. Coote ha£ evidently bestowed
great attention in avoiding " that
affectation of profuse ornament,
those meretricious embelHshments
of speech, which are better adapted
to the florid pa;;e of the rhetori
cian, than to the graceful and manly
dignity of the historian ; and in
preserving that chaste simplicity,
and nervous perspicuity of diction,
which the most esteemed critica in
all aj^cs have recommended as the
n ost proper for historic composi
tion." In our next volume we
sliall have an opportunity of re
newing our attention to this work.
Mr. Heron's " New Ger.en.l
History of Scotland from '.he Earli
est Times, to the Æ-a of the Abo
lition of the Hereditary Jurisdic
tion!.
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tions of Subject* in Scotland, in
the year 1748, vol.1." is divided
into two b >oks. The first reaches
from the earliest times to the accesfion of king Malcolm Canmore, in
the year 1001. The second continues the narrative from the lastmentioned period, to the death of
Alexander III. in the year 128 1.
Each of the fe books is divided
into two parts; in the former of
which, the author records the publie transactions, and in the latter,
the local circumstances, labours,
knowledge, and employments of
the inhabitants of Scotland, in each
period. As far as Mr. Heron has
proceeded, he appears in the light
of an ingenious and entertaining
authpr, whose industry and perseverance in a course of dry and tedious researches is highly to be
commended, and who is not a
stranger to the graces of good writing. And his labours promise to
afford desirable aid to the enquirer,
who would wish to obtain a probab!e knowledge of the events and
manners in the dark periods of the
Scottish history. For he must be
very sanguine who expects to at-

us to enlarge upon them in this
place. We shall only observe,
that for useful information, and
interesting details, the volumes before us are not inferior to those
which have preceded them,
" The History of the Reigjn of
George III. King of Great Britain,
&c. from the Conclusion of the
sixth Session of the fourteenth Parliament, in 1780, to the End of the
seventh Session of the sixteenth
Parliament of Great Britain, in
1 790, vol. Ill," is the continuation
of a work which was noticed by u*
with approbation, in our Register
for the year 1782. It is the production of a judicious, intelligent,
and elegant writer, who details the
events of the period with clearness
and perspicuity; delivers important
and interesting observations on the
principal political questions which
were agitated ; and delineates the
characters of the chief actors on
the scene, with a bold and masterly
pencil. He is uniformly an advocate for those principles which are
the glory and pride of consistent
Englishmen ; and execrates, In
terms of , proper indignation, the

criticism can claim to be authentic,
are buried in en immense chaos of
fiction.
Sir John Sinclair, during the
present year, has greatly added to
our stock of local knowledge, as
well as general history, by pubr.shing the VlIIth,IXth,Xth,XIth,
XIIH),and XlIIth,voluinesof " the
Statislical History of Scotland,
drawn up frojji the Corrmunications of the Ministers of the different Parishes.'' Of the form and
value of this voluminous work our
readers have been too frequently
apu ue;k, to rendci it necessary for

calamities of a later period, than it
falls within his present province to
describe.
The " Short History of the
British Empire, during the last
twenty Months, viz. from May
1 792, to the close of the Year 1793,
by Francis I'lowden, LL.D." is
partly political, and partly historical. In the political part the author shews himself to be warmly
attached to the principles of the
British Constitution, while he assails,
in severe and pointed terms, the.
language and conduct of admirtistration and of their principal abettors,
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tors, particularly of Mr. Burke,
_And, if we except what he fays on
the subject of the slave-trade, and the
■ too indiscriminate condemnation
which he passes on the .first conslituent assembly of France, he writes
on the subject of liberty in general, and of rel'gious liberty in
particular, with great liberality and
.candour. The narrative and historical part of this work is drawn up
in an interesting and entertaining
manner, in easy, perspicuous, and
nervous Is ngimge. What our opinioni§ respecting the authenticity of
the sources whence Dr. Plowden
has derived his information, and
the weight of the observations and
reflectfons whichrhe has introduced
iato his history, our readers will
find no difficulty in ascertaining
from the repeated references wh'ch
we made to it in the historical part
■of our last volume.
Mr Stedman's " History of the
Origin, Progress, and Termination
of the American War, in 2 vols."
»S the production of a gentleman
■ who served in the British army in

the ground of candour and impartiality; and that he will be found
to agree in the representation of
molt facts o/ importance, with Dr.
Ramsay, the favourite historian of
the new world. In tiie first volume,
Mr. Stedmau carries on his History
from the commencement of hoitilities, to the resignation and return of sir William Howe; to
which he has prefixed an extenfive Introduction, in which he
traces the origin and progress of
the settlements in North America,
the character of the inhabitants in
the several states, and the circumstances which led to the revolution,
that great event which is " a wonder to the present, and an example
to all future ages." The second
vol. commences with an account
of the bills brought into the parliament of Great Britain for effecting a reconciliation with the Americans, and concludes with the
termination of the war. This
work is principally valuable as a
particular and minute detail of the
military operations which took

contest with that country. From
his situation, therefore, he pofll-sled
considerable advantages for collecting materials for such a wor-k,
whfch he ap- ears to have industrioufly improved. From his situation, likewise, and the sentiments
by which he was led into it, it will
naturally be imagined that his partiality is towards the English ; and
that the American reader will not
entirely acquit him of admitting
prejudices against his countrymen,

in which light it is greatly superior
to any of the publications which
have preceded it. In this light,
likewise, Mr. Stedman, as the felator, has established considerable
claims to impartiality, by freely
pointing out and censuring the
errors and blunders in the conduct
of our commanders, while he hat
embraced frequent opportunities of
doing justice to the character and
military talents of their ultimately
successful opponents. In point of

complete justice. We think, how;ever, with the exception of some
Instances in which we may concur ,
with the American reader, that he
»s entitled to considerable credit pn.

to be commended for perspicuity in
the arrangement, and for correctntss
and elegance in the style and language. It is illustrated by maps and
plans, which are well executed, and
appear
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- appear also to possess the merit of coinage of Tippoo, and the zodi
acal rupees. The language of thi*
' fidelity.
'Lieutenant Moor's " Narrative Narrative is unaffected, lively, and
of the Operations of Captain Lit perspicuous.
tle's Detachment, and of the MahThe " Sketch of the War with
ratta Army commanded by Purse- Tippoo Sultaun, or a Detail of Mi
ram Bhow, during the late Confe litary Operations from the Com
deracy in India, against the Nawab mencement of Hostilities at the
Tippoo Suitan Bahadur," is a work Lines of Travancore in December
from which, readers of different i 789, until the Peace concluded
detcriptioas will receive much in before Seringapatam in February
formation as well as entertainment. 1 792, by Lieutenant Roderick
To military men, the author's ac Mackenzie, in a. vols. vol. I." is
count, of the proceedings of the chiefly confined to a professional
army to which he was attached, description of the events of the
and of the peculiar system of tac war, which appear to be recorded
tics followed by the Mahrattas, with fidelity and impartiality, and
»-ill be curious and interesting. accompanied by every necessary
And his incidental strictures on the voucher. In this view it is valua
military establishment of the India ble as a book of reference for the
Company, are such as merit the future historian, notwithstanding
serious attention ot the directors of that it may not prove very in
that body. But Mr. Moor's Nar teresting to general readers. We
rative recommeiidb itself, Jikewise, cannot avoid noticing, however,
Co the geographer and the histo that among the incidental reflec
rian, by the variety of information tions which 'occur in it, we meet
which it contains in the body of with tire most severe and indis
the work and in numerous notes criminate invectives against the
and illustrations, relative to differ character of the Hindoos, who
ent countries with which Euro have been proverbial for their in
peans have been very imperfectly nocence and honesty. How far he
acquainted. Among other topics js to be justified in drawing a pic
which agreeably relieve the mili ture so odious, and so totally dif
tary detail, and include much new ferent from the greater part of
matter, will be found anecdotes of . those, which Europeans have transthe court of Hydrabad ; sketches .mitted from the east, we will leave
of the character of Tippoo tiultan; his readers to determine from the
historical and descriptive particu evidence on which he builds his
lars of Can3ra and the Canarese ; assertions, and the counter-evi
the domestic government, charac dence supplied by the able writings
ter, and customs of' the Mahnttas, of such of his contemporaries as
and of different Malabar Tribes, have attentively studied the genius
Uraminical and Mohammedan ; . and manners ot that people.
" Tne History of the Campaign
gn ample account ot the once
provicicity of Bcjapoor,or Visiapour, of 1 793, between the Armies of
and of the extensive and eleyant t rance under Generals Dumourittr,
structures in that place; interesting Valence, &c. and the Allies under
anklesof natural history; and ca the Duke ot Brunswick, &c. by
rious information relative tc the J. Moiiev, Marechal de Camp in
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the Service of Louis XVI." is the tory in-the present volumes appears
production of a gentleman who is in an improved and corrected state;
a lieutenant colonel on the English that the cau/es of the revolution
establishment, and who was ltd to are also developed in an introducoffer his services to France, at the tory chapter; that the narrative is
commencement of the rupture with contiaueti to the present time, as
Austria, from a desire of improv. ' well as the scattered and imperfect .
iiw himself in hit profession. His ! materials- which have latterlyreachabilities and experience as an ofH- ed this country from France would .
ter procured him the rank above- ,. pepnit ;- and that its claims to immentioned, under general Dillon, , ps^tiality are founded on the au- i
who commanded the advanced thors not being able to charge
guard of Dumourier.'s army in the • themselves with feeling the smallest
celebrated actions which termi- biass to any party but that of truthi.ated in the retreat and disgrace of ' and liberty, and on the readiness
the duke of Brunswick. From his with which they will be found to
situation, therefore, he had the best have marked in improper colours,
opportunities of becoming accurate* ; every censurable action, whoever
ly.aoquainted withtbectreumstances . were the authors or actors. •
of that memorable campaign, which
The
Historical and Moral
he relates with impartiality and View of the Origin and Progress
frankness, in au easy- and unem- of the French Revolution, and the
barrassed style. To military gen- Effect it has produced in Europe,
tlernen, and to ,the. historian, colo- by Mary Wollstonecraft", vol. I."
iiel Money's history will afford is the production of a writer who
much gratification; while it will possesses a vigorous and well iniupply readers in general with im- formed mind, habituated - to reportant information relative to a flection, aud to entertain 'liberal
very interesting period, and with cu- and comprehensive views of policy
rious anecdotes of the French sol- and morals, it commences within-,
uiery, and of the most conspicuous troductory observations on the procharacters in the scene which he gress of society, and the necessity
delineates.;.,
of political discussion to correct
: Of the merit of the " Impartial the errors of former times ; and on
History of the late Revolution in the causes which in France have
France, from its Commencement lately concurred to awaken an atto the Death of. the Queen, and the tention to the philosophy of goF.xecutioni of the Deputies of the vernment, and to dispose the minds
(iiroade Party, In two volumes," it of the people to throw off the yoke
would be highly improper in us to of despotism. After these observaexpress any opinion, as a consider- tions, Mrs. Wollstonecraft enters on
able portion of it has already ap- the reign of Louis XVI ; developes
peared in our British and Foreign the causes of the misfortunes ot'
History for the years 1791, 1792, that prince; and selects such cirand 1793. We may, however, cumstances and cven:s'as presents
without the smallest offence against a just and striking picture of
decorum, mention from the adver- the grievances which subsisted in.
ti semen t, that those pages were France prior to the revolution,
originally written with a view to a The reader is afterwards preseparate publication ; that the his- sented with animatedy atwi interest-
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ing representations of the various portion of credulity to believe the'
efforts ot rising freedom, and the latter, may swallow the former j
struggles of expii ing tyranny, from but by consistent protestants they
the commencement of the national will be pronounced equally inadafterably, to the removal of the missible.
assembly and king to Paris ; wish
The *« Domestic Anecdotes of
observations on' the occurrences the French Nation, during the
which 'took place during that pe- last thirty years, indicative of the
ribd, and strictures on the acts French Revolution," are curious
and decrees of the constituent and interesting. The object of
body. These subjects of history them is, to point out the secret
and discuffion our author examines causes which have led to that ine
wish a calm and philosophic eye; morable epocha in the annals' of
and suggest*, as she goes along, a the world, by holding up to view
variety of important reflections ■ some of the most striking features
which merit the attention of poli^ of the philosophers, the clergy, and
tician: of every party, and states- the court, and in the manners and
men of every countryj The style literature of the country; in which
of this work, with the exception may be traced the gradual rife and
of some obscurities occasioned by insensible operation of a system
the too frequent recurrence of me- which, to persons unaccustomed to
taphorical and figurative language, close research, and extensive speis- peculiarly energetic and impress culation, appeared to burst into
five.
instantaneous existence. To ac' " The History of the Clergy complifh this object, the compilers
during the French Revolution, by profess to have given into an exthe Abbe Barruel," is employed in centric course of reading, not only
an endeavour to excite the indigna- of printed books, but of manution of the English, to whom it is scripts, whence they derived maaddressed, against the persons in terials which, they presume, are
power in France, by drawing a very little known to the public; to
shocking picture of the horrors have examined the multifarious
that have been perpetrated in that memoirs of the day, with which
country, and by detailing the se- the French nation abounds ; and
verities which have been exercised to be themselves so well acquainted
against the nonjuring priests, whom with the greater part of the anecthe author holds out in the light of dotes which they bring forward, as
confessors, martyrs, and saints, to have sometimes corrected the
Many of the stories which he has notices they collected, while they
collected are, probably, trne, h^ve added some original informathough related with every circum- rion. Had they estabiislied the austaace of aggravation. Others of thenticity of their anecdotes, by
them are so wonderful and extra- specifying their particular authoriordinary, and at the same time ties, they would have done essential
so entirely unsupported by any service to the cause of truth and
shadow of rational proof, that we liberty, to which they avow their
can class them only with the le- attachment. But in their present
pendary miracles of the church of anonymous and unautheiuicated
Rome. Those unenlightened ca- form, however striking they may
thoiies who yet retain a sufficient be in themselves, and however ap. ■
propriate
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psopriate to the object of the work,
a considerable part of their utility
is lost, as they cannot be appealed
to by the political speculatist, or
quoted by the historian of the
times.
" The History of the Puritans,
&c. by Daniel Neal, M. A. a New
Edition, revised, corrected, and enlarged, by Joihua Toulmin, A. M.
Vol. I." is. part of a republication
which is peculiarly acceptable, on
account of the intrinsic merit and
scarcity of the original, and the
well known qualifications of the
editpr for the talk which he has
undertaken. Mr. Toulmin " has
taken no other liberty with the
eriginal text, than to cast into
notes some papers and lists of
names, which appeared to him too
much to interrupt the narrative,
This alteration in its form promises1
to render it more pleasing to the
eye, and more agreeable to the perusal. He has, where.he could procure the works quoted, which in
most instances he has been able to
do, examined and corrected the references, and so ascertained the
fairness and accuracy of the authorities. He has reviewed the
animadversions of bisliops Maddox and Warburton, and Dr. Grey,
«nd given the result of his scrutiJiy in notes ; by which the credit
of the author is eventually establilhed. He has not suppressed
■strictures of his own, where he conceived there was occasion for thenj.
It has been his aim, in conducting
tbis work through the press, to
support the character of the diligenr, accurate, impartial editor."
To this character we think he his
an indisputable claim. Prefixed to
this volume, we find Memoirs of
the Life of Mr. Neal, drawn up
from his funeral sermon, preached
by Dr. Jennings, and a manuscript
7
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account of him and his works by
his son Nathaniel Neal Esq.
" The History of the Church of
Christ, vol. I. containing the Three
First Centuries, by Joseph Milner,
M. A." is written on a new plan.
The author means not to enter
with any nicety into an account of
the rites and ceremonies and forms
of government of the ancient Chris"'
tian churches, much less into their
secular history.
" No doubt,'*"
says he, •* some more ancient voluminous church historians, as
well as Mostieim in his Compendium, have given us much useful
information ; and if one can look
on them as civil historians altogcrher, they are not to be blamed,
Had they incorporated into their
secular narratives, an account of
the progress of godliness itself, I
should not have dared to reprehend
them as ecclesiastical historians.''
It is the history of the men who
have been real, not merely nominal
Christians, that the author propose!
it but what belongs to Christ's kingdom, and to celebrate genuine piety alone. Such a work must necessarily be partial and defective,
And however useful and valuable
it may be thought by the pious
Christian who embraces the sentiments of high orthodoxy* it will
afford little informasion to the student in the history of mankind,
and the enquirer after truth, who
wiflies to become acquainted with
the rife and progress of Christianity, and to (race the corruptions
which were gradually incorporated
into it from the dogmas of paganism, and its connexion with the
civil power. Wlien the author
occasionally digresses from his plaft,
he adopts the intemperate language^
of some of the ancient ecclesiastical
historians, and credits the anecdotes
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dotes to which their prejudicc'orma» upon, and conducting war, ' £riA~*
lignity gave rife, in order to hold out making peace. jVlr. La Trobe-'-sto detestation some of those charac- translation is reiœcuted with.simters who have been branded with plicity, and apparent fidelity, aud i* '
the opprobrious name of Heretics, accompanied by a map of Norths
The '» History of the Million of America, between the 35th andthe United Brethren among the 4.5th degrees of latitude, ferrd a coIndians in North America, in three pious Ijulejc.
■ .'. ■ 'v '
Parts, by George Henry Lofkiel,The " Chronological History of
translated from the German, by the European States, with their DisChristian Ignatius La Trobe," is a. coveries and -Settlements, from the
■work which will be chiefly interest- Treaty of Nimeguen in 1678, to'
ing to the society of which the au- the close of the Year 1792, &c.
thor is a mtmbtr. At least we also Biographical Sketches of the
tnay venture to pronounce this Sovereigns who have reigned durOpiuion on the second and third ing that Period, and of those Per—
parts of the work, which are imme- sons who have beer, principally in—
diately devoted to the history of terested, &c. by Charles Mayo,
the Million, and describe the hard- LL. B>" is a. work on which the
stiips, dangers, and persecutions to author has employed uncommrm
which individuals have submitted, diligence, and great ingenuity7 ;
in endeavouring to proselyte the ' and it will be found highly useful
Indians to the faith of the JJnitas* to the student in modern history ^
Fratrum. But, like Crantz's History From errors and inaccuracies, it is
of the Million to Greenland, it con- not entirely free ; but they are not
tains in format ion which, is valuable ,so numerous, or of such consejto the public at large. This will quence, as greatly to detract from
be principally found in the first its general merit. The author's
part, which is introductory, aud plan divides each page, which eonpresents us with an enquiry con- tains the general . occurrences of
cerning the origin of the Indian one year, into columns, and appro*
nations ; a geographical view of priates one of these to each state in
the country ; an account of the which any thing memorable has
general character of the people, happened, and adjusts the constku*
their language, their acquaintance ent events of each civil transaction*
•w ith the arts, their religious cere,- and military or naval operation^ina
monies and superstitions,their dress, series which has a reference to. a
habitations, and manner of living, scale of months in the upper margin;
their food and agriculture, their by which means a distinct outline is
method of hunting and fishing, given of the history of each enun. their trade, their mode of travel- try. By disposing, likewise, the
ling, dancing, and other amuse- coiumns in a parallel order, the
.ments, their diseases and remedies, histories of the several states
their funerals and mourning, parti- are concentrated in one point of
culars in natural history ; a narrative view. By this plan, he comprizes
of the Indian nationssince thearriy- every material transaction and
al of the Europeans ; a description event, in ecclesiastical, political,
of the political institutions of the De- military,, and commercial history;
lawares and Iroquois ; and an ac- and arranges them in such a man. count of their manner of entering ner, as to enable the reader to dis
cover
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cover the causes in which the several
revolutions, wars, &c. have origin
ated, the consequences with which
they have been attended, and their rel»i ion to other contemporary events.
•** The biographical sketches are con
cise, and well digested, and drawn
up, like the rest of the work, in
prespicuous and pleasing language.
In Biography, the first work
which attracts our notice, is " the
Life of Sir Charles Linnæus,
Knight of the Swedish Order of
the Polar Star, &c. &c. by D. H.
Stoever, Ph. D. translated from the
Original German, by Joseph Trapp,
A. M." The original of this work,
we are informed, has been read
upon the continent, with an avi
dity bordering upon enthusiasm.
And it must be acknowledged that
the author has exercised the most
indefatigable literary diligence, to
render it worthy of such a favour
able reception. Besides a careful
and minute examination of up
wards of thirty biographical trea
tises respecting the Swedish lumi
nary, Dr. Stoever was supplied
with much original information,
by many persons of considerable
literary eminence, to whom he
makes due acknowledgments ; and
he was, likeivise, so fortunate as to
collect from the surviving pupils
of Linnæus, many valuable facts,
which would, in all probability,
otherwise have been lost. With
these materials he has composed a
work which, by tracing that txtra©rdinary character through the se
veral circumstances of his iife,*-and
the regular advances which he
made in science, and literary repu
tation, will gratify the curiosity of
a great number of readers, and be
particularly acceptable to the lov
ers of natural history. To this
harrative are added biographical
particulars of the- life of professor
»794-
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Charles Linnæus jun. who suc
ceeded his father in the academical
chair, but was prematurely snatch
ed away when promising to open
his career with splendor. Dr. Stoe
ver has also annexed a curious
history of the sale of the Linnæan
collection, from a letter of Dr.
Smith, the president of the Lin- v
næan society of London, who was
the fortunate purchaser; and a
list of the writings of Linnæus,
which he has spared no pains or
labour to render as complete and
satisfactory as possible. We can
not bestow any great fliare of
praise upon the translation, with,
respect either to elegance, or ac
curacy.
The next work which calls for
our attention, is " the Life of Tho
mas Ruddiman, A. M. to which
are subjoined New Anecdotes of
Buchanan, by George Chalmers,
F. R. S. S. A." In this pro
duction, the author has agreeably
intermixed with the incidents of
Ruddiman's life, a history of the
progress of grammatical learning
in Scotland, from the earliest ac
counts ; a curious history of news
papers, from the time of queen
Klizabeth to the year 179a; anti
quarian researches relative to the
history of Scotland ; and biogra
phical' notices of Ruddiman's
friends, and literary connexions.
On these different topics, he has
supplied the curious reader with
much information and entertain
ment. The new anecdotes of Bu
chanan, which Mr. Chalmers has
subjoined, are intended to defend
Ruddiman against the censures
which have been passed by differ
ent writers, on the preface and
notes to his edition of Buchanan's
works ; and to hold out the Scot
tish historian in the most odious
points of view, as the seditious in
stigator to anarchy, and guilty of
P
ingratitude,
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ingratitude, meanness, falsehood,
and forgery. In this part of his
work our author appears to be in
fluenced by the strongest prejudices
against Buchanan's political princi
ples, and an evident predilection
for those doctrines of Jacobitisin,
which are becoming fashionable
among the profesied friends to the
Brunswick dynasty. The reader,
therefore, will find it, as he may
probably suspect, wanting in that
candour and impartiality of which
the historian and biographer should
never lose sight : he will also find
it written in that style of bitterness
and asperity, which is injurious to
truth, and disgraceful to criticism.
In our last volume^ we gave an
account of the " Memoirs of Gregorio Panzani, translated from the
Italian original, by the Rev. Joseph
Berington ;" which we recom
mended as containing a collection
of facts, highly interesting to the
ecclesiastical historian. We like
wise expressed our warm approba
tion of the candour and liberality
discovered by the translator, in
communicating them to the public,
and in the remarks and sentiments
which he conveyed in his Intro
duction and Supplement. This
candour and liberality, as we sur
mized would be the case, have ex
cited the indignation of the bigotted Romtin Catholics against that
gentleman ; one of whom, the
Rev. Charles Plowden, has publislied " Remarks on a Book, entitled
Memoirs of Gregorio Panzani, pre
ceded by an Address to the Rev.
Joseph Berington."' These remarks
are by no means destitute of inge
nuity and flircwdnese ; although
we think that they contribute very
little to invalidate the arguments
produced in support of the authen
ticity of the materials made use of
in the Memoirs. But the address

by which they are preceded is acri
monious and virulent in the ex
treme. Mr. Plowden, in the ex
uberance of his zeal for the papsj
cause, is not sparing of the oppro
brious epithets which he bestows
on Mr. Berington, whom he repre
sents to be " a daring innovator,
who has insulted spiritual authori
ty, especially in its source, the
head of the church ; who has re
viled the Jesuits ; and who ha* been
guided by the demon of independ
ence, and run wild with the lust
of singularity." He, likewise, more
than insinuates his suspicion, that
he has designedly imposed upon the
world a contemptible piece of pre
tended history, or that he has for
ged the memoirs, or fraudulently
garbled them. Such treatment
those enlightened Catholics must
expect to meet with, who refuse to
yield that universal and implicit
subjection to the see of Rome,
which they conceive to be incon
sistent with the true genius of the
Christian religion, and the legiti
mate claims of the church.
Mr. Henry John Todd, in hrs
" Account of the Deans of Canter
buryj from the New Foundation
of that Church, by Henry VIII. to
the present Time," among notices
of many unimportant characters
who have few or no pretensions to
biographical record, offers brief
memoirs of dignitaries of the
church who have been eminent in
their day, as scholars, or divines :
such as Wotton, Godwin, Tillotson, Sharp, Hooper, Stanhope, and
Home. For a considerable part of
his materials he is indebted to the
Biographia Britannica, and the
General Dictionary; excepting in
the instance of Dr. Home, whofr .
decease has been too recent to have
admitted the insertion of his name
in the past impreflions of those
works,
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"Works. The manner in which he
has compiled these rsketches is, in
general, simple and 'pleasing, and
"accompanied with pertinent 're
marks. To the whole Mr. Todd
has added a catalogue of the manu
scripts in the library, which will
be principally of service to the of
ficers in the church of Canterbury.
" The Life of John Hunter, by
Jesse Foot, Surgeon," contains a
critique on the character and works
of that celebrated anatomist/by one
of the profession who boldly at
tacked some of his leading opi
nions during his life-time j and
now publishes this work to " en
lighten the blind admiration of
those Who never having read a sin
gle line he has written, believed
him to have been the first surgeon
of his time ; and to inform the
implicit, but zealous pupil, who
relying on the truth and integrity
of his master, without consulting
his own understanding, was per
suaded, that the latest discoveries
and newest opinions of John Hunt
er could not be found already re
gistered in former authors." This
work is divided into four parts.
The first part commences with his
studying in the school of anatomy,
under his brother, and includes an
account of the controversies with
professor Monro, and Mr. Pott,
and the other transactions of his
life to the year 1 760. The second
part contains an account of his extrance into the army, with conse
quent transaction? to the year 1 770,
and a catalogue of all Mr. Hunt
er's publications. The third part
consists of explanatory remarks on
all his various productions in natu
ral history, anatomy, and surgery.
In the fourth part we are presented
with the series of transactions from
the year 1 770, to the close of Mr.
Hunter's Use; an account 6f the
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progress and arrangement of his
museum ; and anecdotes of the
author, with a fliort sketch of his
character. On the justice and
merit of the greater part of the
strictures and criticisms in this
work, we must leave professional
men to decide. We cannot help
observing, however, that Mr. Foot's
narrative appears throughout to
be tinctured by a decree of preju
dice against Mr. Hunter, which
should seem to have disqualified
him for the office of an impartial
biographer. Hi'j abilities and vir
tues must indeed have been very
" thin and shadowy," if he was
not entitled to higher encomiums
than will be found in the volume
before us. Mr. Foot's performance
is, upon the whole, well written,
notwithstanding that it is occalionally obscure and inaccurate.
The " Memoirs of General Dumourier, written by himself, trans
lated by John Fenwick, Parts I.
and II." constitute a publication
which cannot but be hignly inter
esting, on account of t'.te talents
which that celebrated character
has displayed in the cabinet and in
the field, and his subsequenfchange
of circum:tances ; which arrested
the attention of all Europe. To
these memoirs is p efixed a brief
account of his life, extra-Sed frorh
a letter to a friend. The body of
the work contains, in twenty-nine
chapters, a view of the slate of
things in France, particularly with
respect to the armies ; an account
of the different parties in the con
vention, with the characters of
the principal members; the mea
sures pursued by him to counteract
the plans of the Jacobins, and to
serve the king; his endeavours to
preserve peace with England and
Holland ; his account of the dif
ferent campaigns in which he was
P 2,
engaged^
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engaged, particularly that of 1793,
with the arrest of the commission'
ers ; and much other matter of
which the outlines are too multi.
fariops to be analyzed by us. Dumourier's object in this work is
to prove, that he had always fixed
principles and a determined cha
racter ; to c onvince men of elevat
ed and upright minds, that he was
influenced in all his transactions by
a sincere regard to the constitution
of 1789, and a wisli to serve his
country, and insure general tran
quillity to Europe ; and that any
apparent inconsistencies in his con
duct are to be resolved into his
uniform opposition to republicans
and royalists. Notwithstanding that
we cannot avoid being sceptical
with respect to the purity of his
motives, and consider' his history
as holding out an instructive leison
to those whose predominant pas
sions are ambition and vanity ; we
are nevertheless ready to acknow
ledge, that he has employed great
ingenuity in vindication of his
character and conduct. As a col
lection of striking facts, relative
not only to the hero of the story,
but to a very important and event
ful period in the history of the pre
sent war, these Memoirs noerit'the
serious attention of the politician
and historian, and will, doubtless,
,be appealed to by posterity. How
far they will enable posterity to de
cide on the comparative guilt of the
French and of the allies,in being the
causes of the complicated horrors
which have covered the face of
Europe, we will leave the dispas
sionate reader to judge. Mr. Fenwick's translation, though upon
the whole faithful to the sense of
the original, bears marks of inat
tention and precipitancy.
« The Life of J. P. Briflbt, De
puty from Eure aud Loire, to the

National Convention, written hy
himself, and translated from thi
French," is an interesting publica•tiqn, and is recommended by every
Internal evidence of authenticity.
It contains an ingenious and spi
rited defence of one of the ableft
and best characters who were en
gaged in planning and bringing
about the French revolution, against
the attacks of his enemies, who ac
cused him of being corrupted by
foreign powers ; and shews, that in
the whole course of his life he
had been uniformly influenced byprinciples of pure morality, and
genuine patriotism. It throws
much light, likewise, on the views
of the different parties who have
"by turns succeeded to the posses
sion of power in France. On these
accounts it is well worthy of at
tention ; and more especially, as
the conspicuous part which Briflot
acted on the scene, subsequently to
its publication, has attached con
siderable celebrity to his name in
the public annals of hi* country.
The "New Biographical Diction
ary, or Pocket Compendium, con
taining a brief Account of the
Lives and Writings of the most
eminent Persons in every Age and
Nation," is a comprehensive little
work, drawn up with much can
dour, and in a pleasing style. We
recommend it to those readers who
have little opportunity for consult
ing larger biographical treatises,
and who wish to obtain some ge
neral information concerning the
most conspicuous characters, who
from their stations or talents have
commanded the attention of the
world, and whose names frequently
occur in the page of history*
Among the publications of tbe
year which are to be referred to
the head of Antiquities, we find a
continua
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continuation of Mr. Maurice's cu
rious work entitled " Indian An
tiquities," which was announced'
by us in our last volume. This
continuation is divided into three
parts, or volumes, numbered, III.
IV. V. In the third volume our
author proceeds with the subject
of his second dissertation, and en
deavours to illustrate the oriental
theology by a comparison and ex
planation of the sacred edifices of
Hindostan and Egypt ; in which
he takes Tavernier, Norden, Pococke, Greaves, Volney, and Savary, for his guides, interspersing
their accounts with ingenious ob
servations of his own, and intro
ducing a curious disquisition on the
origin and progress of architecture,
considered with reference to the
astronomical and mythological no
tions of the ancients, and on the
earliest species of oriental architec
ture. We cannot but remark,
however, that Mr. Maurice grows
more inattentive to arrangement
and order, and betrays a greater
disposition to indulge to conjec
ture and hypothesis, as he proceeds
in his work. The former fault
he will doubtless correct in a new
edition, which we hope the encou
ragement of the public will soon
demand. The latter seems to have
taken such firm possession of his
mind, and is so connected with
what now appears to be an essen
tial part of his plan, viz. to sliew
that the symbols of the Christian
religion were immemorialty used
among the idolatries of Asia, that
we despair of seeing his work so
modelled as to meet with our en
tire approbation. That we do not
lightly make this remark, and that
it does not proceed from any opi
nion of our own with respect to
the commonly received doctrine,
jve think those dispassionate read
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ers will admit, who attend to the
species of proofs which he adduces
for the truth of the doctrine of the
Trinity, drawn from the sephiroth
or three superior splendors of the
Jewish Cabala ; from the dogmas
of Oriental theology which were
held above a thousand years before:
Plato was born; and from the
monstrous superstition «f' the Hin
doos. These proofs occupy the
whole of the I Vth and a consider
able part of the Vth volumes, and
abound in assertion and declamation ;
but are very defective in point of
rational argument. We are indeed
ready to acknowledge ourselves to
be of the number of those " timid
Christians.*' who should have been
surprised, if from such sources we
could have traced any principles of
pure Christian theology. Indepen
dently, however, of the tedious dis
cussion in which his fondness for hy
pothesis involves our author, these
volumes will afford information
and entertainment to the reader ;
in the accounts which they contain,
of the doctrines and superstitious
rites of the Brahmins, and the pro
gress of the candidates through the
different degrees of Hindoo proba
tion; the mysteries of Mithras, and
the severities exercised on those
who were initiated into them ; and
the horrible penances voluntarily
submitted to by the devotees of In
dia. From the close of our author's
preface we are led to expect soon
a sixth volume of this work, which
is to contain distinct and extensive
dissertations on the celebrated code
of laws, the most ancient form of
government, and the literature of
Hindostan. In thrse dissertations
we expect that we fliall accompany
the author with more unmixed
pleasure than the present volumes
have afforded us, and that we shall
find greater reason to express olir
P 3
unqualified
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unqualified applause of the result of
his learned aud ingenious labours.
" The Course of Hannibal over
the Alps ascertained, by John
Whitaker, B. D." in a vojs. is a
performance in which the author
has employed much ingenuity, in
order to correct the misconceptions
of ancients and moderns respect
ing the track which the celebrated
African pursued, in his march from
Gaul to Italy. In; a variety of,
discussions, and digressions, in which
he has given his known learning,
antiquarian skill, aud imagination
full play, he conducts his hero
from Lauriol, in Dauphine, where
he passes the Rhone, to Lyons ;
from Lyons, to Geneva ; from Ge
neva, to Martigny ; and from Martigny, over the Alps, by the great
Et. Bernard, to Turin, where he
leaves him. He then .triumphant
ly exclaims, " I have thus con
ducted Hannibal from Lauriol on
the Rhone in Dauphine, to Turin
on the Po in Piedmont. I have
taken him stage by stage, and step
by step, through this long laby
rinth of nations ; as the concur
ring narratives of Polybius and Livy have held out the clue.
Geo
graphy has united with history ;
the present nature of the ground
with the ancient descriptions of
the sites, and the Itinerary of Rome
with the traditions of the Romans,
to confirm their narrative, end my
account. I have pointed out all
the grand reasons, that actuated
the mind of Hannibal, and direct
ed the movements of the Carthagi
nians under him. I have thus
thrown a new and strong light,
I presume, upon this important
portion of history, I have parti
cularly fixed the line in which he
crossed the Alps, for the first time
in a Jingle part of his course, and
for the last, I trust, in every part of

it." We must leave his readers t»determine how far he is entitled to
that merit which he so confidently
claims. But we cannot avoid no
ticing with strong disapprobariora
the air of selfr importance which
fiervades every part of these vfl
umes, and the coarse and intemperatc-language in which he condemns
the opinions of Livy, and Polybius, .
and Strabo, and the modern au
thors who have treated on the
fame subject, when they differ
from his own. Nor can we con
ceal the disgust which we felt,
when, we found him introducing
the invidious and abusive distinc
tions of modern politics, into a li
terary work. With many of his
otlier digressions, historical, and
critical, we have been highly en
tertained. The style of Mr. Whit
aker somstimes is turgid, and some
times sinks into the other extreme ;
but its general characteristics are
vigor and vivacity.
The " Defence of the Scots
Highlanders in general, &c. with
a New and satisfactory Account of
the Picts, Scots, Fingal, Offian,
&c. and several other particulars
respecting the high Antiquities of
Scotland, by the Rev. John Lanne
Buchanan," is designed to contro
vert several positions in' Mr. Pini
kerton's Enquiry into the History
of Scotland : particularly, that the
Picts spake the Gothic tongue, and
not the Gaelic ; that no Druids
ever dwelled northward of Wales;
and those which assert the tardy
conversion of the Picts to Christi
anity. Whatever be the truth on
these points, we cannot fay that our
author is a formidable antagonist
to Mr. Pinkerton. To argument
he has few pretensions.; and still
fewer to candour and urbanity,
When Mr. Piukerton's work made
its appearance, we freely expressed.
our
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our disapprobation of the language
of self-importance and of acrimo
ny, which disgraced several of his
ingenious and learned pages. The
virulence, however, which we met
with in Mr. Buchanan's work,
united to equal confidence, and
very little that can afford instruc
tion or amusement, excited sensa
tions that we will not attempt to
describe in adequate terms.
The " Enquiry into the Origin
and Progress of the Science of He
raldry in England, with Explana
tory Observations on Armorial En
signs, by James Dallaway, A M."
is a publication which will afford
much entertainment to the curious
and intelligent antiquary, from the
ingenious researches which it con
tains, and the clastical as well as
historical and general literature,
which the author has made subser
vient to the illustration of his fa
vourite studies. It is, likewise, the
most accurate, perspicuous, and
elegant production which we have
seen on the subject ; aud the best
adapted to the information and
amusement of the young student in
English antiquities. Of its con
tents we sliall endeavour to give
our readers a general idea, by men
tioning the leading subjects in the
seven sections into which it is di
vided. These are, the origin of
heraldry, or of bearing armorial
distinctions ; tilts and tournaments ;
the establisliment of the college of
heralds, with thtir perquisites of
.office, visitations, Sec. &c; literary
history of heraldry during the reigns
of Elizabeth and James, with bio
graphical accounts of the persons
who have written on the science of
heraldry ; origin of surname*, the
state ot heraldry under Charles I.
and an account of the decline
of the courts of chivalry ; investi
ture of heralds ; the .compila
tion of pedigrees, modes of mar.
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mailing arms, cognizances, crests,
&c. &c. &c. The author has also
added to these sections an Appen
dix, containing additional explanar
tions of the subjects on which h«
has treated in the body of his work ;
which is farther illustrated and recommended by numerous plates
and vignettes, and great typogra
phical elegance.
The " Two Letters on the Ori
gin, Antiquity, and History of
Norman Tiles, stained with Armo
rial Bearings, &c. bv John Henniker Major, Esq. M, A. F. R. S.
S. A." will be esteemed curious by
the adepts in heraldic lore ; but
we do not perceive to what im>
portant or interesting object the
author can apply the subjects of his
investigations. The utmost that
we can learn from these letters is,
that the tiles- which they describe
once formed part of the pavement
of one of the halls of the convent
of St. Stephen, in the capital of
lower Normandy, and that they
were probably the armorial bear
ings of some of the superstitious
noblemen, whoaflisted in founding
or endowing that religious house.
The next publication which
calls for our notice is, a continua
tion of the Bibliotheca Typographica Britannica, entitled " Mis
cellaneous Antiquities," Nos. I.
and II. The first of these num
bers is entitled " Manduessedum
Romanorum, being the History,
and Antiquities ot the Parish of
Manceter, including the Hamletsof Hartshill, Oldbury, and Atherstone, and also of the adjacent
parisli of Anfley in the County of
Warwick." This work was left
in an incomplete state by the late
Benjamin Bartlett, Esq. F. A. S.
who had for many years devoted
to it his leisure hours ; and comesbefore the public enlarged, and car
ried on under the inspection of seP 4
vend
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veral gentlemen resident on the
spot. It contains such, information ami entertainment as cannot
fail of being acceptable to the lovers of topographical history j and
biographical notices of Obadiah
Grew, D. D. who was ejected from
the church of St. Michael, In Coventry, by the act of uniformity,
and of his son Nehemiah Grew,
M. D. who was well known in
London, where he resided many
years, as a physician and an author,
No. II. is a pleasing, but short
»• Sketch of the History and Antiquitie6 of Hawkherst, Kent," written on a plan suggested some years
ago in the Gentleman's Magazine,
for procuring parochial histories
from every part of the kingdom.
State of the parish of Crarnond, to
which are added Biographical and
Genealogical Collections, respectirtg some of the most considerable Families and Individuals connested with that District," is a well
written, and elegant work, for
which the public are indebted to
the pen of John Philip Wood,
Esq. It is divided into two parts,
The first part is topographical, and
presents us with the situation, extent, Roman history, antiquities,
population, manners, state of agriculture, manufactures, &c. of the
parish Of Crarnond, in which the
reader will meet with many curipus and interesting particulars,
The second! part, which is biographicas and genealogical, abounds
also in informatioH-and amusement,
It contains accounts of sir George
Mackenzie of Roystoun, first earl
of Cromarty ; of the family of
Hope, of which Charles Hope, of
Hopetoun, was raised to the peerage in 1703 ; and of John Law,
of Lawriston, which has already

and was noticed by us in our Re«
gister for the year 179 1.
f* The History and Antiquities
of the Abbey and Borough of
Evestiam, compiled chiefly from
MSS. in the British Museum, by
Wm. Tindal, M. A." consists of
nine chapters. The first five chapters are devoted to accounts of the
foundation of the abbey ; of the
abbots; of the revenue and endowmerits j of the customs and inters
nal regulations; and of tjie site and
remaining antiquities o; that ancient monastery. The remaining
part of the volume describes the
vale of Evestiam ; the rife of the
town from the abbey; its favourable situation, present state, soil,
air, &c ; public edifices ; the eminent persons who have been born
or resided there; and the decisive
battle of Evestiam which proved
fatal to the power of the famous
Simon Montfort, earl of Leicester,
With these chapters are connected
two Appendixes, one in the body
of the work, consisting of charter*,
and references to public papers that
relate to the abbey ; and the other
containing lists of the representatives
in parliament and of the mayors,
and other papers illustrative of the
constitution and history of the borough. Notwithstanding that in
our perusal of this work we met
with opportunities in which criticiim might convict the author of
inaccuracies, and the injudicious
introduction of matter foreign to
the proper design of an antiquarian
and topographer, we think him, oq
the whole, to be entitled to praise
for the attention and industry with
which he has compiled it. The
plates accompanying it, which are
seven in number, are well executed.
The volume of " Select Views
Leicesterfliire, from Original
Drawings,
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Drawings, containing Seats of the
Nobility and Gentry, Town Views,
and Ruins, accompanied with De
scriptive and Historical Relations,
by J. Throsby," appears to have
been published, chiefly, with the
design of introducing to notice the
numerous pleasing engravings' with
which it is enriched. These are
upwards of sixty in number, and
exhibit the remains of castles and
religious houses, and the " dwell
ings of the rich and opulent," be
ginning with those of the highest
rank of nobility, and ending with
the seats of private gentlemen. In
the relations and descriptions which
accompany them, readers of dif
ferent descriptions will find enter
tainment.
The " Supplementary Volume
to the Leicestershire Views, con
taining a Series of Excursions in
the Year 1 790, to the Villages and
Places of Note in the County," by
the fame author, is presented to the
public as an expression of grati
tude to those who had been volun
tary patrons of his former work.
It contains a greater portion of
description and narrative, and a
greater variety of anecdotes* than
were to be met with in that
volume; and will prove not an unpleasing companion to the traveller
who wishes to frequent the rural
scenes, aud learn the village his
tory of Leicestershire. This vo
lume is illustrated by sixteen en
gravings, principally relating tq the
remains of antiquity.
Th$ 'f Account of a rich Illu
minated Missal, executed for John
Duke of Bedford, Regent of France
under Henry VI. and afterwards iq
she Possession of the late Duchess
pf Portland," brings the reader ac
quainted with a very curious and
splendid monument of the arts in
she fifteenth century, This Missal
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contains fifty-nine large miniatures,'
and above a thousand small <jnes.
displayed in brilliant borders of
golden foliage, with variegated
flowers, &c. and with explanations
of each in lines of blue and gold
letters at the bottom of every page.
The subjects are, symbols of thetwelve months, historical paint
ings from the scripture, portraits of
the duke and duchess of Bedford,
with various paintings, designed as
compliments to the noble owners
of the book. At the sale of the
late Duchess of Portland's effects
in 1786, this missal-was purchased,
by Mr. Edwards, bookseller, of Pall
Mall, for the large sum of 2 r jL 3s. '
Among the books of Travels
which were published during the
year 1 794, we meet with " The
Rhine, ora Journey from Utrecht to
Frankfort, &c. described in a Series
of Letters, written from Holland
to a Friend in England in the Years
1791, and 1792, by Thomas Cogan, M. D. jn a vols." These
volumes are the productions of a
well-informed and judicious ob
server, who with taste and discri
mination has selected the most
striking objects that offered them
selves to his view, or excited his
reflections during bis tour, and
penned his descriptions and senti
ments with that unrestrained ease
and freedom which are so interest
ing in epistolary correspondence.
And, what renders his work more
valuable and entertaining than the
greater part of travels and voyages
which are continually issuing from
the press is the circumstance, that
a very considerable (hare of his at
tention has been bestowed on the
different views of human nature
which presented themselves to him
in his progress, and the customs,
mauners, and characters of the
I ersjas

i> Q» a* *r s,- T- 1 c r h fi t-$ rR. a t? w- ft: e?
persons wbomhe met with, which
he has contrived to explain and
oevelope with a happy mixture of
good fense and vivacity. Dr. Co-,
gan is an uniform friend to truth,
virtue and liberty ; and has ingeni
ously introduced anecdotes into
bis work,, to illustrate the value of
those . blellinga.
The principal
places in the first volume, at which,
the Dr. arrests the progress of the
reader- for any considerable time,,
are Clcves, Dussetdorss, and Co
logne; at which places he has op
portunities of affording unaffected
displays of his knowledge and.
good taste, of the warmth and
energy- with which he can com
mend noble and generous actions,
and of the good-huuioured satire
be can make use of in exposing the,
superstition and follies of mankind.;
L> the second volume he conducts
us, to Bonn, Cobientz, Mentz, and.
ljrankfort. At Menu, he is enga-,
ged in a curious disquisition on the
invention of printing, the honour
of which he awards to Laurence
Coster of Haarlem j and at Frank
fort, in a description of the cere
monies observed at the coronation
of the emperor, aud a very enter
taining account of that part of the
annual fair which relates to the in
terests ?.itdj history of literature in,
Germany. The rest of this vo
lume is employed in a detail of the
author's pailage down the Rhine,
which abounds in animated descrip
tions, just remarks, and genuine
pleasantry. This work is orna
mented with twenty-four acqua
tinta views of the most picturesque
Aenery on the banks of the Rhine.
Thq " Letters during a Tour
through Germany, Switzerland,
a/id ltaiy, in the Years 1791 and
1 702, with Reflections on the
Manners, Literature, and-Religion
vl those: Countries, by Robsrt Cray,

A:MV are the' productions ofan author already well known to
the public as a learned divine, andwho is careful to preserve the dig
nity becoming that character while
he claims their acquaintance as a
traveller. Those who travel with,
him, will " find him at least harm
less ; picking, up no seraps of in»,
fidelity, collecting no. trash oft
foreign politics. If he advert to
the light and empty notions which
bubbled up in the societies which
he saw, it is only to point out their
frivolous and transient nature. He
has wished to direct curiosity to in
teresting objects, and to enliven
the vacant hours of life by in
offensive if not instructive com
munications." By such observa
tions in the preface the reader is
prepared, wheH he opens this vo->
lume, to sit down to a calm and
sober entertainment, from which
he may derive instruction and im
provement, if he should not be
charmed by beauties of description,
or provoked to merriment and
laughter, by lively sallies, spright
ly anecdotes, and convivial gaiety.
And in such/an expectation he will
not be disappointed. Mr. Gray, in
pasting over scenes which have of
ten been described" by intelligenttravellers, selects such objects as
are more particularly interesting to
a. literary and religious character,
on which he makes useful remarks
and reflections ; or he endeavours
to draw from the records of histo
ry, particulars which have escaped,
their attention ; or to give an unhacknied illustration of those cir
cumstances in the general man
ners of the countries he visited,
which appeared most interesting to
himself, and which may furnish
subject for the amusement of *
few leisure, hours. The style ii\
which these setters are written, *
pevsei^
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perspicuous, and the language
simple and easy.
The " Ramble through Holland*
France, and Italy, in z vols." is a;
work that has not much pretension
to information and novelty. It is*
rendered entertaining, however, by
the interesting nature of many of.
the subjects which the author has
selected for his remarks, and the
free sprightly manner in which they
are made ; and as it is written in
the light epistolary style, it will be:
acceptable to a numerous class of.
readers.
• ,
The " Two Voyages to Sierra
Leone, during the . Years 1791,
179a, and 1 79 j, in a Series of
Letters, by Anna Maria Falconbridge," are written in a lively and
pleasing manner, and, as far as we
can judge from internal evidence,,
with a rigid adherence to truth.
They describe the incidents and
occurrences which the authoress
met with in hen voyages, and
excursions in Africa ; the man
ners, customs, &c. of the people
inhabiting the places me visited ;
their situations and qualities; a
brief history of the peninsula of
Sierra Leone, and its environs,
which it was her intention to have
considerably enlarged, had not her
design been anticipated by the pub-,
lication of lieutenant Matthews's
Voyage to that country ; and the
transactions and progress of the co
lony eitabliflied in that -place.
With respect to the .complaints to
which Mrs. Falconbridge freely
indulges against the directors of the
Sierra Leone company, it does not
fall within our pcovince to give
any opinion.
Mr. Montefiore's " Authentic
Account of the late Expedition so
Bulam, on the Coast of Africa,
with a Description of the present
Settlement of sierra Leone, and
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the Adjacent Country," gives an,
affecting detail of the. unfortunate
circumstances which terminated in.
the disappointment and ruin of,
some of the first persons who en
gaged in a plan for colonizing one
of the islands in the Rio Grande.
From this account it appears, that
the plan was hastily conceived, and
attempted to be put in practice, to.
fay, the least, very injudiciously.
For without any previous cere-,
mony of purchasing Bulam from
the neighbouring natives who oc
casionally occupied it, they en
deavoured to establish their right
by taking possession, and hoisting
the British flag. The consequence
was, that some of the settlers weresoon afterwards cut off by the in
habitants of a neighbouring island,,
and the rest obliged to tske refuge
in a settlement belonging to thePortuguese. Our author's account
of the settlement of Sierra Leone,,
agrees in most circumstances with
that in the last mentioned article.
Mr. Johansen's " Account of
Bulam," or Bulama, according to:
his orthography, " with Observa
tions on its Climate, Productions,&c. and an Account of the Forma
tion and Progress of the Bulam
Association, and of the Colony it
self," is of a later date than the:
preceding. From this account it;
appears, that several of the colonists
whose fears were not sufficiently
powerful to engage them to aban-,
don their design, profiting from
experience, entered into a negocia-.
tion with the Canabacs, who claim
ed Bulam ,as their property, and
who made a formal and friendly
cession of it for a satisfactory con- 1
siderarion. Subsequently to that
event a settlement has been esta
blished on the island, which, with
proper support, gives flattering
promises of final success to the un
dertaking.
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demiting. Every friend to the in
terests or humanity, and of his
Country, must wish that the hopes
of the colonists may not prove to
have been too sanguine, as their
object' is " to people those fertile
territories, despoiled of their irrhabitants by the slave trade, to rear1
the productions of the climes be
tween the tropics, by the assistance
of freemen, and to extend the
commerce and manufactures of
Great Britain." Mr. Johanfen's
treatise gives a complete and au
thentic detail of the formation and
progress of the association, anil a
description of the settlement itself,
including a variety of facts and ob
servations' relative to its climate
and productions. The materials
from which it has been drawn up
are, the letters, communications,
and despatches of Philip Beaver,
Esq. a lieutenant of the royal navy,
who has resided nearly two years
as chief of the settlement ; the in
formation of different colonists
since their return to Europe ; and
the records of the society:
• " Slavery arid Famine, Punish
ments for Sedition, or an Account
of' the Miseries and Starvation of
Botany Bav, by George Thomp
son, who sailed in the Royal Ad
miral, May 1792, with preliminary
.Remarks by G. Dyer, B. A." is a
publication which gives an interest
ing, but very unpromising ac
count of the settlement which the
■wisdom of our government has
established for convicts, in New
Smith Wales. Many of the facts
which are here adduced will lead
the reader to question the policy of
the establishment itself, and to con
demn the severity with which purrishment has frequently been inflict.d for very flight offences.
The accounts which the editor has
introduced of Messrs. Muir, Palmer,

and Skirvirig, and his reflections
on their peculiarly hard lot, inbeing sent to such a country, and
to such associations, on account of
their political opinions, will excite
the sympathy of every friend of
humanity and constitutional free
dom.
The treatise entitled " Some
Information respecting America,
collected by Thomas Cooper, late
of Manchester," contains many
important facts, which deserve the
serious consideration of those who
wish to emigrate to the transatlantic
regions. It is written in the form
of letters to a friend. The first
letter presents us with a compara
tive estimate of the advantages
likely to be derived from settling
in any of the different situations to
which an emigrant is most likely
to direct "his wishes. The second
consists of miscellaneous informa
tion. The third offers a variety of
facts relative to the purchase of
land, labour, and produce. The
fourth contains an interesting ac
count of a journey from Philadel
phia towards the state of New
York. The last letter is entitled
A Letter of Scraps. One conclu
sion which will be drawn from the"
facts which this able and observ
ing writer has collected is this, that
unless to those Engliflimen who
are habituated to agricultural pur
suits, and who can personally un
dergo the labours of the field, or
who have been instructed^ in some
one of the mechanic arts, emigra
tion to America must prove an ob
ject that should very deliberately be
reflected upon before it be em
braced. The government of that
country is certainly wife and
equitable; and the industrious
poor enjoy a degree of independ
ence and comfort in it, to which
the greater part of that class are
Wire,
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entire strangers on this side of the
Atlantic. But the inconvenience
and the expences to which persons
not accustomed to labour must bp
exposed, and the differences in the
habits and associations in the old
and new worlds are so great, that
nothing but oppression or persecu
tion, or the scar of being materially
affected by the convulsed state of
things in Europe, can engage per
sons of much property to exchange
countries.
The " Letters on a Tour through
various Parts of Scotland, in the
Year 1792, by J. Lettice, B. D."
is a publication from which we
have received more information
and entertainment, than from any
recent account which we have seen
of travels into the northern part of
this island. Mr. Lettice entered
upon his excursion on the 24th of
August, in company with some
friends, from Carlisle, by Gretna Green, Annandale, Glasgow,
Paisley, and Greenock to the Isle
of Bute; whence he pursued his
route by Dunbarton, Inverary,
Glenorchy, Glenco, Forts Wil
liam, Augustus and George, In
verness, along the north coast to
Elgin and Castle Gordon ; and
thence by Huntley, Ab«rdeen,
Dundee, Perth, Kinross, Stirling,
the late Mr. Brace's of Kinnaird,
and Linlithgow to Edinburgh,
which he reached on the 25th of
September. In passing over this
extensive tract of country, our au
thor has examined the various ob
jects of nature and of art which
presented themselves to him, with
an intelligent and inquisitive eye.
His descriptions of the scenes of
grandeur which arrested his atten
tion, are animated and poetical.
His observations on the language
and manners of the inhabitants,
population, manufactures, trade,
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■and. political economy, are sensi
ble and interesting, and are i'n,tcr'jnuen \yith amusing .anecdotes, a$
welt as judicious and pertinent r&BefiUpns. The language in wjnca
his, , narrative is .written,' is' lively
'and 'pleasing.
' !' _■
The " Picture qf the Isle of
Wight, delineated. oh the Spot, in
the Year 1793, by Henry. Pepri^ddocke Wyndham," h the production
of a man of observation and taste,
and will be found of signal use to
those who may visit that charming
island.. The author was induce?
to draw it, from the want which l»ir
himself felt, on his first acquaint
ance with .the Ille of Wight, of
proper instructions, '•' w hich might
point out the beautiful varieties of
its little district, or which might
connect them in such a manner,
as to make them accessible to the
best advantage.'' The parties,
therefore, who hereafter fliall visit
it, by consulting this pleasing and
lively guide, " may be previously
prepared for what they may expect
to see, and, consequently, may
contract or lengthen their journey,
according to the time tl.ey may
have allotted to their ramble, or as
the descriptions may be suitable to
their respective tastes and inclina
tions." With the addition of a
map, it would be still more valu
able.
The " History of the principal
Rivers of Great Britain, vol. I,"
is part of a magnificentand splendid
work, which, from the specimen
before us, promises to be greatly
superior to any thing of a similar
nature which has been attempted
in this country, and to unite those
excellences of composition, typo
graphy, and engraving, which fliall
prove honourable testimonies to the
advanced state of literature, and
of the fine arts at the present pc
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rlod. This first volume is devbted
to the history of the river Thames,
and the description of its' co'u'rTe
from the spring head, in the 'parish
of Cotes, in the county of Glou
cester, to Kingston, in the county Of
Surry. It includes, likewise, the
history of its various tributary
streams, from the Churn to the
Mole. ' The intention of the au
thor in presenting the public with
the history of this, as well as the
other principal rivers of the king
dom is, to give the history " of
(whatever appears on its banks';
from metropolitan magnificence, to
village simplicity ; from the habit
ations of kings, to the huts of
fishermen; from the woody brow,
which is the pride of the landscape,
to the secret plant that is visible
only to the eye of the botanist : not
to content himself with existing
'circumstances, but to relate the
past, as well as to describe the
present ; and while he gives the
history, or represents the antiqui
ties connected with the scenes be
fore him, to delineate the scenes
themselves : to throw upon the
fame page, historical narration, and
antiquarian research; the cri
ticism of modern taste, and the
sketch of landscape beauty." The
'manner in which the present vo
lume is executed, does ample just
ice, to this comprehensive design.
In the literary part, the reader will
meet with that information and en
tertainment, which he would ex
pect' to receive from a writer pos
sessed of an extensive acquaintance
with history, antiquities, and to
pography, of a classical and cor
rect taste, and lively powers of de
scription. The engravings which
embellish the work, are the pro
ductions of Mr. Farrington, and
are forty-six in number. They
arc executed in acqua'tinta, »n an
1

etched outline, and stained in imi
tation of drawings. Of their par
ticular excellences we must leave
the cognoscenti to judge. To us
they appear highly pleasing and
beautiful; and from tneir exact re
presentation of some of the strik
ing scenes Which we have frequent
ly contemplated with delightful
emotions, we should conceive
them, in general, to be fair and
accurate transcripts from nature.
The " Select Views in the South
of France, with Topographical and
Historical Descriptions, by the Au
thor of the Rhœtian Alps," con
sist of fifteen exquisitely beautiful
engravings, from the drawings of
Mr. Beaumont, with whose judg
ment and taste the public are well
acquainted, and executed in acqna
tinta by Apostool. The subjects of
them are, the Harbour of Antibes ;
the Town and Harbour ; Toulon ;
"the Harbour of Toulon ; a TriumP hal Arch near St. Remi : the Harb our and City of Marseilles ; the
Entrance of the Canal of Orgon ;
the Entrance of the Bay of Toulon ;
the Temple of Caius and Lucius
Cæsar, or the Maison Carrie at
Nismes ; the Amphitheatre at
Nismes; Antiquities; the Tourmagne, on a hill near Nismes ; ' the
Pont du Gard ; the Triumphal Arch
at Orange ; and a Pyramid near Vienne, in Dauphiny. The descrip
tions which accompany the plates
are amusing and instructive; and
the typography singularly ele
gant.
Such also is the character, at
least as far as respects the plates, of
" A Picturesque Tour from Ge
neva to the Pennine Alps, trans
lated from the French." This is
the translation of a work ot Mr.
Beaymont, which was published at
Geneva, in the year 1787: but,
what is very unaccountable, and
certainly
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certainly very- ynhandsome towards that gentleman, it appears in
English without the most distant
acknowledgment of his being' the
author. This' engravings are twelve
in number, a«d coloured from na
ture to ' imitate -drawings. -The
descriptive part appears,^ on the
whole, to b^'faithfully trtihslatea.
With'rtso^to'the Political pub
lications of (he yeirywe 'must folk>w our usual practice of briesty*
noticing a few of the most irtporf'
ant, and barely announcing others
which have-been fhought more de
serving of attention- than the mass
of such temporary productions.
The principal subjects which
called forth the exertions of poli
tical writers, were the war 'with
France, and the conduct of men itt
power. Among the publication's
which arraigned the present system',
and the principles on which it is
supported, the " Letters to the
Peers of Scotland, by the Earl , of
•Lauderdale,'' attracted considerable
notice. In these letters the noble
author, in energetic and pointed
language, condemns she foHy 6f
our interference in the affairs of
France ; exposes the versatile and
ruinous politics of government,
and those intrigues for power which
produced the disgraceful schism in
the whig party ; and ably defends
his own political actions, and those
of the men who join with him in
opposing the ministerial measures,
■against the attacks of calumny and
misrepresentation. The " Conlider-ations on the Causes and alarming
•Consequences of the present War,
and the Necessity of an immediate
Peace, by a Graduate of the Univer
sity of Cambridge," expose, Jike•wise, in animated language, and with
nervous arguments, the reasonings
or fears of theft- who vindicate the
. «
.
6

ft fe',

'fatf

origin of the' war, dr "who are fat
protracting hostilities on'the princi
ple that this cpuntry cannbt secure
ly treat with FrdnCe, till the readopt the monarcKibil'form of go'r
Ternment. Di\ HawHe-n's "FBendty
and constitutional rAddresV to, tftfc
People of Great Britain^1 main
tains similar principles* and itt
keen terms condemns, itfetr polities
who wilh to throW'a veil over,'tf^
seie'nCe of government, to propa
gate the docti-Tfres df indefeasible
and hereditary rj^ht, a;id to holii
but so public odium the advocates
for parliamentary reform. 'MrGilbert WafcefiehJ, in his " Re
marks on the General Orders of
the Duke of York to his Army,' on
July 7, 1794," while he'eondeislus,
in indignant language, the airoeities which have been committed
S'n tranee, yaces those atrocities to
tHe' machinations of the combined
pnwers ; and on principles of hurn'anity' as well as religion, elo
quently declaims against the criminalrtv of the present war, and severesy lashes its supporters. Mr.
William Fox, in his treatises " on
Jacobinism," " on Peace," and his
%l Defence of the War against
France," thews himself to 'be an
able auxiliary On the fame ' fide
of the question, and in' plain but
impressive language, aild a keen
strain of political fVire, tiroes many
home truths on the un'Heruandiugi
and common fense ot 'his fellow
citizens. Mr. Bigge's " Cfinfiderations on the state of Parties, and,
the Means of effecting a Reconci
liation betu'een them," is also ;i
publication which engaged aud
deserved mUch notice. Those
who are convinced of the excel
lence of our constitution in theo
ry, and wish to diminish the num..
ber of its enemies, by a timelv
reform of The abuses which haw
crept
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crept into its administration, will
find the author an able advocate
for their system.
On the other fide, likewise, con
siderable ingenuity and abilities
have been called forth to justify the
measures of administration, to per
suade the public of the necessity
and " policy of continuing the war,
aud to inspire them with confi
dence in their power and resources
for that purpose. Among others,
Mr. George Chalmers prefixed to
a new edition of his " Estimate of
the Comparative Strength of Great
Britain," a very long dedication to
Dr. Jamet Currie, the reputed au
thor of " Jasper Wilson's Letter;"
in which with a mixture of satire
and, bold assertion he attacks the
advocates for peace and reform,
and justifies the measures adopted by
government, both with respect to
foreign powers, and the internal
state of this country. Mr. Hunt
er also, in his " Considerations on
the Causes and Effects of the pre
sent War, and the Necessity of con
tinuing it, till a Regular Govern
ment is cstabliflied in France,"
uses much ingenuity to prove that
the present contest is a war of pru
dence, necessity, and self defence,
on the part of Great Britain ; that
the enthusiasm by which the French
have been actuated is just expir
ing ; that the brave armies of the
allies, fired with the noblest ardour,
and emulous to display their hero
ism, assure us of speedy success
against anarchy and atheism : and
many other points which late
events have shewn to be specula
tive deceptions. " The necessity
of continuing the War, and the
Dangers of immediate Peace, from
the French of Le Comte de Montgaillard," is employed in shewing
that present peace with France
would be attended with ruin to all

Europe; and that the establislimeut
of a republic in that country, must
necessarily prove the downfall of
every existing government. He,
however, recommends a total
change of the nature and system
of the war : advice which was dis
regarded till it was too late to
carry it into effect. M. de Montgaillard publislied also " The State
of France in the Month of May
1 794," in which he greatly in-terested the public attention, by a
most ingenious cjiain of conclusions
drawn from a statement of facts
which, if authentic, would seem
to justify the most sanguine hopes
of the allies, and to announce their
speedy triumph over that devoted
country. The result of the last
campaign has fliewn how baseless
was the fabric which he constructed.
In " A continuation" of the fame
work, the author brings forward
nume-rous additional facts, from
which he argues with the fame abi
lity, but, as events have fliewn, from
equally erroneous information, oran
equal deficiency in political sagacity.
The accuracy of his statements,
and the eonclusiveness of his rea
soning were soon attacked with
great force and spirit, in a treatise
entitled " Rassuiez-Vous, &c."
the author of which is, neverthe
less, a warm advocate for continu
ing the war, and for restoring the
princes of the house of Bourbon
to their estates and -power ; which
restoration he pronounces to be
the only possible pledge of a last
ing peace, and the only security
for the payment of the Indemnifica
tions vihuh it may please the allies tt
fix anil demand.
A variety of other publication*
appeared on both sides of the ques
tions agitated in the abovemeationed works, among which were,
" Considerations on the French
War,
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War", by a British merchant;" " A
Short Exposition of the Advantages
to Great Britain from the War ;'*
" Dangers which threaten Europe,
translated from the French of
Mallet du Pan;" " Considera
tions on the present internal and
external Condition of France ;"
** the Retrospect, or the State of
Religion and Politics in France
and Great Britain, by J. ;Owen,
A. M.;" " Peace with the Jaco
bins impossible, by W. Playfair j"
" War with France the only Se
curity of Britain;'* " the Prospect
before us, in Reply to Comte de
Montgaillard ;" " A Letter to
Earl Stanhope, from Mr. Milk ;"
" Information concerning the
Strength, &c. of the Powers at
War, by R. Heron;" » Reflec
tions submitted to the combined
Powers, by J. Bowles, Esqr."
" Considerations for those who
have subscribed towards the In
crease of the Military, ar^ illumi
nated for the Victory of Lord
Howe;" " Better Late than Never:
a Review of Mr. Pitt's Adminiltration ;" " Dialogue between a Re
former and antirevolutionist ;" " A
Refutation of Mr. Pitt's Assertion,
that unless the Monarchy of France
be restored, the Monarchv of Eng
land will be lost for ever;" " A
Letter on public Affairs, by Sir Ri
chard Musgrave, Bart." " the State
of the Country in November 1794,
by Abraham Jones;""Good Sense,"
ana a " first" and " second Peal of
the Tocsin of Britannia, or Alarm
Bell of Britons, by John Stewart,
•the Traveller;" " Pig's Meat, or
Lessons for the Swinhh Multitude,
vol. I ;" " Observations on Mr.
Fox, and his Opposition in the last
.Session, by a Suffolk Freeholder;"
Considerations on seise und real
Ala- ms, by Colonel Norman Mac-
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leod •" " a Vindication of Daniel
Holt, the Printer of the Newark
Herald;" " Dialogue between a
coiTupt Burgess, and a patriotic
Knient;" "Thoughts on the Sus
pension of the Habeas Corpus Act;"
aud " a Lecture on the Moral Ten
dency of a System of Spies and
Informers, by J. Thelxall."
On the subject of Indian Poli
tics we meet with " British India
analysed," a voluminous work in 3
vols; " Observations on the pre
sent State of Bombay;" " Stric
tures on the Mocurrery System of
landed Property in Bengal ;" " an
Answer to Mr. Princep's OWVrvations on the Mocurrerv Svstem,
by T. Law, Esqr;" " Address to
the East India Proprietors, on their
addressing the King;" " Sketches
of the Debate, and the adjourned
Debate, on the fame Subject, by
W. Woodfall ;" Speech against the
Directors trading to India, by Mr.
Twining;" " an Answer to Mr.
Twining's Speech, by Mr. Tolfrey ;" and " an Account of the
Method and Expence of Cultivat
ing Sugar in Bengal."
The following publications are
of a highly interesting nat'ire, and
necessary to be read by every per
son who would acquire an accurate
knowledge of the state of political
parties in this country, or develope
the causes ot the very extraordinary
prosecutions which have been car
ried on, during the present year, by
the servants of the crown : " a Re
view of some of the political r>,vents at Manchester during the last
five Years, &c, by Thomas Wal'ter.:" " a Narrative of Facts, re
lating to a l'rsieciition for High
Treason, Sec. by Thomas Holcroft ;" and the " Account of his
Arrest for treasonable Practices, his
Examination before the Privy
<2
Council,
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Council, his Commitment to the it may tend to revive in our first
Tower, and subsequent Treatment, seminaries the study of a language
&c. by Jeremiah Joyce."
which, on account of its being the
medium through which the earliest
From the region of politics we records of the world are conveyed,
now turn our attention to such must be allow ed to be of import
publications of the yearas belor.gto ance to every man of letters.
the head of Critical, Classical, and
The next work which we have
Folite Literature. And in this list, to announce will give employment
the first wor* in point of order to the learning and ingenuity of
that calls for our notice is " Hebra- thole grammarians who take a
icæ Gmnimatices Rudimenta, in pleasure in investigating the origin
usum Scholæ Westmonallerienfis of languages. It is entitled " the
diligcnter recognita, Sec." bv Tho Origination of the Greek Verb, an
mas Abraham Salmon, M. A. Hypothesis," and comes from the
In this work Mr. Salmon takes as pen of Dr. Vincent. His Hypo
his foundation Bulby's Grammar, thesis is, that all the inflexions of
to which he has made considerable the Greek verbs are formed from
additions from Buxtorf, Bythner, one original verb £ n, in the fense
Leufden, and other eminent gram of to do, or to ex-Jl, by adding
marians, whose rules he has en that verb to the primitive indeclin
deavoured to compress, and illus able word, signifying the action to
trate in such a manner, as to faci be denoted. Thus ypxQ, write,
litate the acquaintance of the young >.ty,speak, jriiC, persuade, by the ad
student with the rudiments of the dition of iw, become ypap-iai, •crite
speak I do, wii9-ia; pti Hebrew tongue. 'Neque omnia, I do,
neque nihiP is his motto. Whe suadc 1 do. This scheme is applied
ther in keeping the former part of by the doctor to the formation of
this motto in view, he has not all the verbs, in all their parts,
sometimes been too concise, espe with the aid of such contractions
cially in ascertaining the power of of syllables, and omissions of let
the different letters in pronuncia ters, as are consistent with the ge
tion, and in illustrating the differ nius of the Greek language. Those
ent conjugations of the verbs, will who wish for a particular explana
admit of some dispute. In other tion of this hypothesis, and of the
instances, where his grammatical manner in which it is supported,
id as are evidently founded on the we must refer to the work itself ;
structure of the Latin tongue, al observing only, that with respect
though we cannot see the advan to its truth and importance, the fu
tage of his method when applied ture and sedulous enquiries of
to the simplest and easiest of all learned grammarians must decide.
To the editor of " Q. Horatii
languages, yet we must acknow
ledge that he is supported in it Flacci Opera, cum Variis Lectionibv hi « h authorities. We cannot, bus, Notis Variorum, et Indice
howe>er, pass this article, with Iecupletissimo," in 2 vols. the
out bestowing our warm applause classical scholar owes his grateful
on the learned author, for his de acknowledgments, as such a per
sign, and the labour he has be formance h: ^ long been a deside
stowed upon it; and we wish that ratum in literature. Dr. Combe,
whose
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" whose name it bears,, appears to
have had considerable assistance in
collecting ana arranging the mate
rials of this work, from the late
Mr. Henry Hom.-r : but he has
not specified how tar his obliga
tions to that gentle/nan extend.
In the preface to this work he in
forms us, that in this edition' care
has been taken to assist the studies
of scholars, and to adorn the libra
ries of collectors by the introduc
tion of such notes ns are approved
for their utility by learned judges;
that Baxter's edition, repuhliflied by
Gesner, has been preferred by him
in the choice of his text, on ac
count of its accuracy; that the
notes which he has selected, illus
trative and critical, have been
chiefly taken from the writings of
Bentley, Cuningham, Batter, G.sJier, Klotzius, Janus, VVaddelus,
Wakefield, and others, of whom a
complete catalogue is subjoined ;
and that in order to render it more
perfect he carefully examined' seven
manuscripts, foe the use of which
he was indebted to the politeness of
the curators of the British Museum.
Aster the abovementioneel cata
logue, we meet with lour different
lives of Horace : one, that general
ly aseiibed to Suetonius, and ac
companied with copious notes;
another, taken from Tie Ball edi
tion of 1527 ; and the others from
editions which he has not particu
larised. To these lives succeed a
•small tract tie Amicis Horatii ; two
odes published sometime ago from
a manuscript in the Vatican, and
inserted in our Register for the
year 1789, which Dr. Combe re
jects as unworthy of Horace; Testimonia antiqua de Horatio ; a tract
of Aldus Manutius de undrviginti
Generibus Metrorum Horatii ; aud
the Metra Horatiana, by Christo
pher Wasc. Such is the informa
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tion which the editor's preface, and
a cursory \ iew, enable ut to lay be
fore our readers, with respect to
the contents of these volumes.
That Dr. Combe i;. entitled to a
very considerable ihare of praise
for the industry and learning which
he iias empioved in preparing this
work for the public, cannot be
denied ; and that it exh bits a vast
collection of valuable information
and useful criticisms, no person
will entertain a doubt who casts
his eye on the numerous notes
which it contains, and the names
of the authors from whom they
have been felled. How far these
selections have been made with,
judgment, and the editor is entitled
to the praise of accuracy :n his
collations and quotations, can be
fairly determined only by thole
who have the opportunity of com
paring the materials of which these
volumes consist, with the original
works from which they have been
taken. The paper and typogra
phy of this edition of Horace, are
in a high degree elegant and
splendid.
The classical scholar will also re
ceive with much pleasure, a very
beautiful pocket edition of the
same interesting poet, in two vo
lumes, by Mr. Gilbert Wakefield.
This gentleman, as well as Dr.
Combe, has taken Baxter's edi
tion republifhed by Gesner for
his text ; which he has end* ..-."Hired
to render as pure and correct as
possible by emendations scorn Dc.
Be tley, and Mr. AlarkLanJ, and
conjectures of h:s own. These
emendations and conjectures will,
in general, hi'My approve them
selves to the admirers of the poet,
as they tend to throw consider
able light 011 the sense and beau
ties of particular paflajss which, as
they stand in the commonly reccivq %
cd
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ed copies, are evident corruptions very loyal Englishmen, in the fense
of the ori inal. The few notes ac in which those words are generally
companying them, are intended to applied by the enemies " to inno
vindicate the readings which »ur vations, however delicately manag
editor adopts. These volumes are ed."
" Hicro, or the Condition of
printed on elegant paper of a larger
and a smaller size, with beautiful Royalty, a Conversation, from the
types, and are ornamented with Greek of Xenophon, by the Trans
two vignettes, well designed and lator of Antoninus's Meditations,"
executed, and heads of Horace and is a neat and pleasing version of a
Mæcenas. It is Mr. Wukefield's valuable ancient treatise, which is
intention, if this work is favourably intended to shew the real difference,
received, to superintend editions of in regard to happiness or misery, be
other poets, both Greek and Latin, tween a private station and the con
wiih the fame recommendations in dition of kings. The result of the
point of accuracy, and typographi conversation holds out those as ob
cal excellence ; and to publish Vir- jects of true compaflion, whom the
gii next We shall with great false opinion of the world too com
pleasure announce the successive monly exalts into objects of admira
publications, which we hope he tion and envy. This translation is
will be encouraged fpeedih to un accompanied with useful notes.
" Polyænus's Stratagems of
dertake, by the support he will
meet with from the literary world. War, translated from the Ordinal
" The Constitution of the Athe Greek, by R. Shepherd, F. RT S."
nians, &c. translated from theGreek, is the first English version which
with a Preface and Nott s, by James has appeared of a work abounding
Morris, "and "Xenophon's Defence in entertainment for the general
of the Athenian Democracy, trans reader, and containing a detail of
lated from the Greek" by an ano facts from which military men may
nymous writer, are faithful versions derive much information. Polyof the fame Treatise, in which that ænus, who had passed the early
celebrated author urges a variety part of his life in arms, was ho
of ingenious arguments in favour noured by a civil appointment of
of the democratic form of govern trust and dignity, by the emperors
ment which was the choice of the Antoninus and Verus. The leisure
Athenian people. Both of the hours which he could spare from
versions appear to have originated the duties of his situation were de
in the wishes of ti.e translators to voted to this collection ; which was
accompany tl.em with such notes undertaken by hi:u to contribute to
and observations as fliould tend to the improvement of the profession
shew the superiority of the mixed he had quitted, and the gratifica
form of government which exists tion of his patrons. As it has
under the Britisli constitution, over reached onr times, however, it is
the republican j at 'east the ancient incomplete j'and the text of what
republ.can forms, for neither of is handed down to us is, to a vfry
them discuss the comparative ad great degree, mi'-tilated and cor
vantages or defects of representa rupted. These circumstances, to
tive democracy. In these parts of gether with the author's fhniid
their respective publications, the attention to brevity, occasioned the
authors prove themselves to be task of the translator to be attended
with
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with no small difficulties. His ob
ject has been " every where to ex
plain the stratagem, as well as to
translate it ; anil rather to give the
author's meaning, than a literal
Version ef his words ; whenever
the one did not clearly and fully
convey the other, or where he has
suspected the text to have been
corrupted. And, rude and un
adorned as the original is, the con
ciseness the author observes in his
relation of facts, has in some in
stances induced the translator a lit
tle to deviate from the form of
narration which occurs in the ori
ginal, in order to avoid as far as
mii;ht be an appaffjt poverty of
diction, and to give as much ease
and variety to the style, as matter
so fettered up is capable of receiv
ing." On the whole, Mr. Shep
herd is entitled to a considerable
fliare of praise for the labour which
he has taken to bring the English
reader acquainted with this agree
able author, and for the appearance
w hich he wears in his new dress.
" Antipolemus, or the Plea of
Reason, Religion, and Humanity,
against War, a Fragment, trans
lated from Erasmus, and addressed
to Aggressors," is a liberal and pa
raphrastic, and at the fame time
masterly version of one of the most
excellent remains of that brighe or
nament of the human species,
whose name will be ever dear to
the friends of goodness, learning,
and liberty. He " led the way
both to the revival of learning,
and the restoration of religion.
Taste and polite letters are no
kss indebted to him than rational
theology. Liberty acknowledges
him as one of her nobJett assertors. Had he not appeared and
fought on the side of humanity,
with the spear of truth, and the
lasli of ridicule, Europe, instead of
enjoying or contending for free
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dom at this hour, might perhaps
have been still funk in the dead
repose of servitude, or galled with
the iron hand of civil tyrants,
allied, for mutual aid, in a villain
ous confederacy, with the despot
ism of ecclesiastics." His rational,
liberal, and philanthropic senti
ments in the pamphlet before us,
are delive/ed with an energy and
flow of eloquence, that render
them peculiarly impressive ; and
the picture which he draws of the
wretchedness and wickedness of
war, is distinguished by an anima
tion and strength of colouring,
that must excite the horror of
every undebauched mind at a
practice " which it is proper uni
formly to explode, which it is in
cumbent on every man, by every
lawful means, to avoid, to depre
cate, to oppose." In an appen
dix we are presented with several
letters of Erasmus to the king of
France, to the king of Poland, to
the prime minister of Poland, to
the king of Hungary and Bohemia,
and to the abbot Bergis on the
subject of this treatise ; and a series
of quotations, chiefly Classical, re
lative to war, peace, and universal
philanthropy. The sentiments and
reflections of the translator are per
fectly congenial, with those of
Erasmus, and are delivered with
a freedom and energy which do
him honour, and render his pub
lication, at the present crisis, pecu
liarly seasonable and important.
This translation is generally attri
buted to a divine of the church of
England, who has been long di
stinguished by his elegant literary
productions, and who was last year
persecuted by some military heroe9
at Brighton, for preaching the
christian doctrine of peace and
good will.
" De Lcgione Manliana, Quæstio
e Livio desumpta, et Rei Militaris
Q3
Rornanæ
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Romnnrr sludiosis proposita, Auctorc Gulie'mo Vincent," contains
an ingenious hypothesis by which
the author endeavours to solve a
difficult passage in Livy, in which
that historian disa-recs with Polybius and other writers on the Ro
man army : a passive -ui which some
of the mod skilful critics have
stumbled. For the particulars of
the difficulty, and the plan which
Dr. Vincent offers for their re
moval, we must refer our classical
readers to the work irstlf. And
it will perhaps excite their curio
sity to be informed, that the author
has corresponded with the cele
brated Hcyne on the subject of
this question, who has expressed
his approbation of the greater pr.rt
of what ..e has advanced.
The " Spec mens of Hindoo Li
terature, containing Translations
from the Tamoul Language, &c.
with Explanatory Notes, by N. E.
Kinderfley, Esq. in the honourable
List India Company's Civil Ser
vice on their Mrdras Eftoblifliment," form a curious and interest
ing publication, and will be found
of considerable service in intro
ducing the reader to an acquaint
ance with the religion and man
ners of the east. It may be divided
into four parts. Tfie first part
contains a concift and methodical
abstract of Hindoo mythology ;
for the substance of which the au
thor acknowledges himself indebt
ed to the Rev. Mr. Gtricke, pro
testant rn'nTionnry at Madrzs, who
gave it to him as the result c f many
years inveftig-itio)', on the part of
himself aiuKiji l.is colleagues. The
second .part consists of extracts
from the Teroo-Vaulavcr-Thuudul, or the Ocean of Wisdom, a
beautiful d:i!;.ctic poem, in the
manner of the Proverbs of Solo
mon, and supposed to be above

fourteen hundred years oki. The
third part, which occupies a consi
derable share of the volume, is
the History of the Nella-Rsj.Ji, a
Hindoo" romance, composed in the
extravagance of eastern imagery,
and intended to represent the per
nicious effects of gaming. The
fourth part is an explanation of
some beautiful engravings which
ornament the volume, and which
represent mythological sculptures
on granite pillars belonging to a
magnificent choultry, or appendage
to the temple at Madura, In the
body of the work is also inserted
a plate of Mamooden, the Hindoo
Cupid ; who is represented as a
child mounted on a parrot, and
armed with a sugar-cane bow, and!
arrows ornamented with flowers.
We hope that the ingenious author,
who, from the attention which he
has paid to the language and man
ners of the country appears well
qualified for such an undertaking,
will continue to employ his leisure
hours in selecting fresh beauties
from the stoics of oriental litera
ture.
** British Synonymy, or an At
tempt at regulating the Choice of
Wovds in familiar Conversation,
by Hester Lynch Pio'/zi, in two
volumes," was composed for the
use of foreigners, to assist them in
clearing up' difficulties in the use
of words neatly alike in their sig
nification, and in the choice of
proper expressions in conversation.
Her method is, to combine such
words in the fame sentence or
paragraph, introducing each in
that connection in which it most
frequently occurs in colloquial
language. In pursuing this object,
Mrs. Piozzi has not imitated that
logical and philosophical precision,
and that elegant discrimination,
which distinguisli the Synonymes
Francois
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Francois of the celebrated abbe
Girard; but has aimed more at
cafe and fprightliness of illustra
tion, than philological acu cness,
and critical definition. In this
light it is often instructive, and
frequently entertaining. It con
tains much display of invention and
ingenuity, as well as of a consider
able exterjt of reading and know
ledge, with a fund of amusing
anecdotes, sallies of a lively fancy,
and well drawn pictures of life and
manners. We cannot conceal,
however, that in reading it, we
met with inaccuracies and inclegancies which greatly lessen its
merits as a clallical guide to the
English language ; and proofs of
political and theological bigotry,
which are disgraceful to a literary
performance.
The " Literary and Critical Re
marks on sundry eminent Divines
and Philosophers of the last and
present Age," are the productions
of a person who appears to be
well acquainted with the works of
our best writers on theological,
moral, critical, and political sub
jects. But though they are some
times judicious, and frequently enttrtaining, the author can found
no pretensions on them to lite
rary end critical excellence.
" The Plays of Lear and Cymbeline, by William Shakspear, in
two Volumes, with the Notes and
Illustrations of various Commenta
tors, to which are added, Remarks
by the Editor," are offered to the
public as a specimen of a more
complete edition of the favourite
plays of our bard, than has hitherto
appeared. The principal object of
the editor, for the execution of
which he must remain solely re
sponsible, is " to mark with clear
ness the progression of the fable,
and trace the connection of its se
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veral parts with, and dependence
upon each other, so as that they
may appear to constitute one con
sistent whole, and that chit fly with
a reference to the circumstance of
time and place " For he conceives
" that it may be affirmed, that in
this species of composition, not
the brightest local beauties, neither
the most affecting strokes of pas
sion, the wisest maxims of morality,
nor the justeti and most animating
descriptions, whether ctrived from
the productions of nature or of
art, can avoid having their effect
weakened, whenever they are no
longer considtred in their' subordi
nate relation to one coherent sys
tem, som? rational adjusted pla'n."
Of the manner in which he has
executed this, task, we cannot con
vey an adequate idea within the
limits to which we are necessarily
confined ; and must refer the curi
ous reader to the work itself. We
can state, however, that he has
not been sparing of labour and in
dustry in examining early editions,
and the criticisms of the numerous
commentators on Shakspeare ; -and
that the volumes before us are distinguislied by their neatness and
accuracy.
" The Looker-on, a Periodical
Paper, in three Volumes," with the
exception of a few contributions,
which are acknowledged in the last
number, is the production of the
Rev. William Roberts, A. M.
F. A. S. Fellow of Corpus Christi
College, Oxford. His design has
been " to substitute the forsaken
t.-pics of morality, literature, and
taste, in the room of mallow poe
tics, and news-paper philosophy,
and to betray men, under the maik
of amusement, into serious and
manly thought." Of the numer
ous papers of which these volumes
consist, a few are devoted to reliQ4
giotts
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gious . topics, and contain a suecession of judicious and well written pieces on the subject of analogy, as applied to the principles
of natural and revealed religion,
Wlienever the author introduces
political discussions, he appears in
the character of a zealous admirer
of the British constitution, and an
advocate, at the fame time, for the
temperate and peaceable correction
of such abuses as have crept into
its adminjf ■ .tion. The critical papers are chiefly confined to the
rules and principles of taste, translation, and the vicious styles of
writing affected by modern novelists, historians, and biographers,
The moral paptrs are many of
them excellent. But the most valuable and entertaining are those
in which the author in a vein,
sometimes of serious satire, and
sometimes of lively humour, ridicules folly and absurdity. The
reader who is conversant with
composition* of this species will
p.TCeive, that many of the author's
ideas, and especially those on which
lbine of his fictions are built, are
r.ot wholly new. He deserves
commendation, however, for hav-ing done so much to entitle himi'Ai to the claims of excellence and
o/s-iiialky, in a line of writing, in
v. L'.oh be has been preceded by
• ii.it a number of authors of estatli-'vid reputation, who had endear."Uied to rxhaust the topics adapt» .1 to luch periodical works. Mr.
uson i.as evidently been his
.i'r.d.-l; especially in his humour©«* pacers, and those intended to
p.cnrKe the interests of virtue. The
;".p.i c of the Looker-on is perspicucv.1. correct, and pleasing.
- 'i-v Peripatetic, or Sketches
o« . ;iv..rt, of Nature, and Soc :v, in a NerieT of Politico-Senliu.i.-.ui Journals, in Verse and

Prose, of the Eccentric Excursions
of Sylvanus Theophrastus," in
three volumes, by J. Thelwall, contains many sensible and just oblervations, intcrming]ed»with the excentricities of a lively imagination,
which are adapted to impress the
minds of his readers with humane
and benevolent sentiments, at the
fame time that they are amusing
and entertaining. We know not
how we can better characterise the
form and construction of these
volumes, than by observing, that
they partake of the qualities of the
novel, the Sentimental journey,
and the collection of miscellaneous
essays, and are written in easy and
familiar language,
The " Essay on the Picturesque,
as compared with the Sublime and
Beautiful, and on the Use of studying Pictures, for the Purpose of
improving real Landscape, by Uvedale Price, Esq." is a work distinguished by uncommon proofs of
genius-, learning, and critical (kill.
The author's object is distinctly to
define the properties, and to point
out the boundaries of the picturesque, in contradistinction to
the beautiful and sublime. The
reasonings and observations to
which the prosecution of this design gives rise, will afford much
gratification to the man of taste,
and the critic in the art of painting; and establish the author's
claim to a high rank among
connoisseurs and dilettanti. In
the application of his principles
we do not think him uniformly
happy. And we find ourselves particularly obliged to except to his
observations on the method of laysmall and confined Tcale, in which
the abilities of the late Mr. Brown
were so eminently conspicuous,
The " Letter to Uvedaje Price,
Esq.
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Esq. by Ht Repton," is intended
to vindicate Mr. Brown's princi
ples of improvement, against Mr.
Price's attack ; which we think it
does in the most "convincing and
satisfactory manner, while it affords
abunda.it evidence of the author's
candour as a gentleman, and of his
knowledge and taste as an artist.
The 41 Graphic Illustrations of
Hogarth, from Pictures, Drawings,
and scarce Prints, in the Possession
of Samuel Ireland, Author of this
Work, &c." were undertaken with
the view of rescuing from obli
vion, any genuine and authentic
traces of our great moral painter.
" The volume consists of sixty en
gravings ; those which are from
original prints, are either unique,
or so very rare, as to leave a pre
sumption, from the great price
they have drawn from the pockets
of individuals, that they have some
claim to the attention of the pub
lic." Such is the account of Mr.
Ireland : and notwithstanding that
we must differ from him so far as
to think that his enthusiastic admi
ration of Hogarth has induced him
to admit of some articles into this
collection, that are frivolous and
contemptible; we must acknow
ledge the great merit which others
of them possess, and the credit
which is due to our artist for the
method which he has taken to pre
serve them. He is to be commend
ed, likewise, for the entertainment
which he has afforded to readers of
different descriptions, by his illus
trations, remarks, and numerous
anecdotes.
Among the publications of the
year, which belong to the depart
ment of Poetical Translation and
Poetry, we find " The Æneid of
Virgil, translated into Blank Verse,
by James Beresford, Fellow of
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Merton College, Oxford." In this
version, Mr. Bereslord has given
sufficient proofs of his perfect ac
quaintance with the fense of his ori
ginal. He has, likewise, stiewn him
self to possess no mean pretensions
to poetic taste and judgment, by
the fire and animation which he
occasionally displays, and the va
riety, and frequent harmony of his
periods. But, however highly we
were pleased with many paris of
his work, in others we met with
that harshness, and stiffness, to
which translators who endeavour,
in this species of versification,
faithfully to preserve the peculia
rities of their originals, seem par
ticularly liable.
" The Thymbriad, (from Xenophon's Cyropa?dia) by Lady Burrell," is a pleasing and interesting
tale, in blunk verse, built on the
story of Panthea and Abradates,
which Xenophon has related with
inimitable simplicity and pathos.
The incidents and sentiment*
in the original are carefully
preserved by lady Burrell, with
which she has intermixed mnc'i
additional matter, descriptive, and
illustrative, dictated by her fancy
and feelings ; the whole rloathed
in easy and pleasing versification.
It is almost needleu to add, that
this story exhibits one of the most
beautiful pictures of conjugal af
fection, which we meet with in
any of the writings of the an
cients.
« Tekmachus," by the fame
lady, is a charming love tale, in
rhyme, taken from that part of the
poem of Fenelon, which describes
the passion of Calypso for the son
of Ulysses, and his amour with
the nymph Eutharis; with addi
tional incident^, descriptive image
ry, and pleasing sentiments, sup
plied by the imagination and pow
ers
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ers of the fair writer. Its character
istics are pathos, ear-, and me
lody.
The two volumes of " Scottish
Songs," L>y Mr. hitlon, contain
such pieces as arc already known
to collectors of ancient ballads,
neatly printed, ,.nd accompanied
viitli themuiic. His principal mo
tive in this publication seems to
have been, to present these songs
in the precise iiate in which they
existed in old manuscripts and to
pics, before they received any al
terations frem modern editors. In
performing this talk he has scrupu
lously avoided any shadow os. ap
proach to innovation, even in the
admihion of a presumptive sylla
ble, or letter, when the original
was expressed bv a contraction. In
perusing Mr. Ritson's preface, his
historical essay on Scotish song,
his notes, and his glossary, the read
er will find many opportunities
of being dissatisfied with him: some
on account ot his deficiencies in
the information and previous
knowledge necessary to the editor
of such a publication, and others
on account of his manifest want of
candour and modesty.
" The Poetical Works of John
Milton, vol. J." folio, is part of a
magnificent and splendid edition of
the labours of our immortal poet,
in which the excellencies of paper,
typography, and engraving, are
worthily employed in honouring
some of the noblest productions of
English genius. This volume con
tains the first fix books of Paradise
Lost, ornamented with elegant
frontispieces engraven by Simon,
Eailom, and Schiavonctti, from
designs by Weflall; to which is
prefixed the Life of Milton, by
Mr. Hayley, accompanied by three
fine portraits. Mr. Hayley 's Life
ot Milton is au extensive and inter

esting piece of biography, written*
in an easy and perspicuous style ;
and completely vindicates him
from the illiberal aspersions which
have been cast on his character in
his domestic relations, and as a
man oi private virtue and public
integrity.
" The Works of Alexander
Pope, Esq. with Remarks and IIhiilrations, by Gilbert Wakefield,
13. A." vol. I. is the commence
ment of a correct and elegant edi
tion of that poet, from which
t^re acknowledged learning and
ciific.l talents of the annotator
will lead his admirers to promise
themselves mitch gratification. Hi*
nous are intended " to recommend
Mr. Pope as an Englisli clastic to
men of taste and elegante ; and
they pretend to no subtleties of
investigation, no profundities of
criticism, no grand dilcoveries of.
resintd argumentation and curious
coherence." It has been his " resoluti )n to present to the world as
much origiuality as possible." The
manner in which he has conducted
the volume before us, accords with
what these quotations state respect
ing his design. In his rema ks and
illustrations, Mr. Wakefield care
fully points out the beauties and
defects of his author, and in
troduces a variety of similar paisuges from English and Latin
poets. It is but justice to fay,
that his ex'ensive reading, inge
nuity, and judgment, are equally
conspicuous, in these criticisms and
elucidations, and that they may be
perused with pleasure and advan
tage, by the c-vallical as well as Eng
lish scholar. This volume is print
ed from the text of bishop War
burton, for whose talents and pe
netration Mr. Wakefield professes
the highest reverence. It contains
Mr. Pope's elegant Preface; his.
•
. Discourse
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Discourse on Pastoral Poetry ; hit
juvenile Poems, including his Pas
torals, and Windsor Forest; the
Ode on St. Cecilia's Day ; the
Chorus to the Tragedy of Brutus ;
the Essay on Criticism ; the Elegy
to the Memory of an unfoitunate
Lady ; the Epiille of Eloisa to
Abelard ; the Epistles to several
Persons ; and Epitaphs, Sec.
" The Englisti Anthology,"
vols. I. II. III. consists of a num
ber of poems and extracts, not injudii iouily selected, from the works
of Chaucer, Langelande, Spencer,
Shnkspeare, Milton, Dryden, Otwav, Pope,&c. which are in the li
braries oi every student of taste, un
less they are established on a small
and circumscribed scale. To those
persons, however, whose collec
tions are of the above-mentioned
description, it wiil be an accept
able present, on account of the va
riety of good pieces which it in
cludes, and its typographical ele
gance and beauty.
" The Poetical Farrago, being a
Miscellaneous Assemblage of Epi
grams, and other Jeux d'Esprit, se
lected from the most approved Writ
ers, in i volumes," has been col
lected with industry, and not without
taste, from the whole family of our
major and minor poets. And not
withstanding that many of the se
lections might have be^n omitted,
without any injury to the general
meri>- of the work, it deserves to
be recommended as affording a
source of cpnsidcrable amuse
ment in the hours of heaviness and
lassitude.
" The Prems.of Anna Maria"
were printed at Calcutta, under
the patronage of a respectable list
of subscribers, of whose applause
the poetesj speaks in high terms of
gratitude, and self-congratulation.
And notwithstanding that in read
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ing them, we met -with some stiff
and affected expressions, and pass
ages too sublime and incompre
hensible for our pia;n understand
ing, we cannot pronounce her un
deserving of the praise which flie
received on the banks of the
Ganges. The pieces in this little
volume are of the lyric and elegiac
kind ; and are distinguiflied by
great tenderness of sentiment, har
mony of numbers, and pleasing
poetic imagery. It appears that
several of them were first published
in the Asiatic Mirror, and Calcutta
Morning Post ; and that they are
reprinted with corrections and ad
ditions, in their present elegant,
form.
Mr. Jephson's " Roman Por
traits, a Poem, in Heroic Verse,
with. Historical Remarks and Illus
trations," consists of a number of
separate sections, descriptive of
some of the most striking circum
stances and extraordinary charac
ters in the history of Rome, from
the foundation of the city to the
Augustan age. On its merits as a
poem, considered either with re
spect to plan, or execution, we
cannot bestow any liberal stiare of
commendation.
Sometimes the
author writes with considerable,
energy and spirit, and is very hap
py in his classical imitations ; but
his lines are too frequently incor
rect, un harmonious, and prosaic.
Mr. Jephson appears to have un
dertaken the employment of draw
ing these portraits, with the design
of depreciating the government
and virtues ot the ancient Ro
mans j of shewing his " real ad
miration of, and reverence for, the
most excellent constitution, and
the happiest form of government,
that ever regulated human affec
tions and conduct ;" and, more es
pecially, of expressing his det-.sta
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tion of the French revolution,
and of the principles and conduct
of its supporters, the atheists and
regicides, who " dissolved, with the
ancient form of government, every
bond upon conscience, and every
obligation to virtue." In the his
torical remarks and illustrations,
the reader will meet with an abun
dant quantity of this extraneous
matter, which does no honour to
the author's judgment, or can
dour j but which will, neverthe
less, meet with admirers at a pe
riod, when invective and declama
tion against the Gallic republicans
constitute some of the most fashion
able topics of discourse and writ
ing. This work is printed in the
best manner, upon excellent vel
lum paper, and is ornamented
with elegant engravings of heads
taken from antique gems and sta
tues.
" The Poetical Works of Wil
liam Preston, Esq." in 2 volumes,
consist of different pieces which
have mostly been publislied in se
parate forms, and are now reprint
ed with corrections, and critical
observations by the author. The
first volume contains a number of
satirical, and mock heroic poems,
miscellaneous sonnets, translations
from Anaureon and others, and
love elegies. These poems possess
unequal merit : but many of them
are distinguished by genuine hu
mour, beautiful allusions, and po
etic animation. The second vo
lume consists of irregular odes,
and short poems, with three histo
rical tragedies, founded on stories
taken from the annals of the Sax
ons, of Greece, and of Lombard)'.
The former contain many sublime
and pathetic passages ; and the lat
ter present us with several well
wrought and interesting scenes.
Mr. Preston's language is, in gene

ral, correct and* pleasing ; his num
bers smooth and harmonious ; and
his critical observations (hew him
to be a man of learning, and good
taste. The typographical execu
tion of these volumes is an ho=
nourable specimen of the correct
ness and elegance of the Dublin
press.
The two volumes of " Poems,
Lyric and Pastoral, by Edward
Williams," will prove highly gra
tifying to the curiosity of those
readers who are informed, that
they are the productions of an un
educated Welsh bard, whose situa
tion in life is that of a working stone
mason. By thestrengthofhisgenius,
however, he has surmounted the
disadvantages of his obscure and
humble lot, and from his observa
tions and feelings, been enabled to
compose a variety of pastorals,
songs, descriptive pieces, and odes,
which abound in beautiful image
ry, harmonious versification, and
noble and exalted sentiments. To
borrow the language of one of the
bardic aphorisms with which he
concludes his volumes : he has
sliewn that he possesses u the three
primary requisites of poetical ge
nius, an eye that can fee nature, a
heart that can feel nature, and a
resolution that dares to follow na
ture." Some of his pieces are
translations from his own Welsh,
and a few from the remains of the
ancient Welsh bards. We hope
that the encouragement of the pub
lic will rescue our poet from the
drudgery of l;is occupation, for
which it appears that he is but
ill qualified by his state of health,
and that he may be enab'ed to ap
ply with spirit and vigour to his
favourite studies.
The volume of" Poems, by John
Bidlake, B. A." consists of a variety
of pieces, in different walks of
poetry,
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poetry, arranged under their proper
heads. The first and principal
porm is allegorical, and is entitled
" The Progress of Poetry, Pa nting,
and Music." In this poem Genius
is married to Fancy ; and their three
daughters, mentioned in the title,
contract alliances with Art, Indus
try, and Necessity. The object of
trie poem is to describe the effects
of these unions, and to draw the
characters ol the future favourites
and votaries of the sister arts. In
pursuing this difficult plan, if Mr.
Bidlake sometimes exposes himself
to the attacks of severe criticism,
from his inattentions to propriety,
and his inequalities, he discovers,
notwithstanding;, considerable vi
gour of conception, boldness of
imagery, and justness of sentiment.
The remainder of the volume con
sists of sacred poems on scriptural
subjects, elegies, odes, sonnets, mis
cellaneous verses, and songs. In
these various pieces we find much
to admire, although we cannot pro
nounce them faultless productions.
They discover blameable ncgligences in point of language, and
harmony ; which the author's taste
must have pointed out on a close
and attentive revision, and his abi
lities have enabled him to correct.
On the whole, however, they en
title" him to the character of a pleas
ing, and interesting poet, and,
what is greatly to the author's
credit, are uniformly favourable
to the interests of religion and
virtue.
The collection of " Select Odes
and Miscellaneous Poems, accom
panied with Notes critical, histori
cal, and explanatory, by the Rev.
William Talker, A. B." in three
volumes, with different dates, con
sists of translations of several of the
odes of Pindar, and the Carmen
Seculars of Horace , original odes,
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elegies, historical poems, &c. and a
series of letters on literary, anato
mical, and medical subjects. The
translations and the other poems are
chiefly republications of pieces of
acknowledged merit; some os which
have been so favourably received,
as to have occasioned a demand for
reptated impressions, in separate
forms. The additional poems have
pretensions to similar excellence ;
and the letters on literary and clas
sical subjects, afford testimonies to
the author's learning and ingenuity.
On the accuracy and extent of his
medical and anatomical knowledge,
the faculty must decide.
Mr. Hurdis's " Tears of Affec
tion, a Poem, occasioned by the
death of a sister tenderly beloved,"
is the first of the author's produc
tions to which he has affixed his
name. The public, however, have
been repeatedly charmed by the
offspring of his muse ; and particularly, by the " Village Curate"
" Adriano," and a volume of
" Poems," which he now acknow
ledges. The poem before us is distinguistied by the sanie excellences
with those admired pieces. It
breathes, in strains that speak a feel
ing and a pious heart, sentiments
suited to the occasion on which it
was written, that irresistibly excite
our sympathy ; and describes the
charms of the country in soring,
summer, and autumn, in a succes
sion of scenes that are highly beau
tiful and interesting. To the prin
cipal poem which gives the name
to this publication, the author has
added several others, some in rhyme,
and some in blank verse, partly de
scriptive, and partly sportive, in
which the reader will find nume
rous marks of genius, and a culti
vated taste.
" The Landscape, a didictic
Poem, in three Books, bv R. P.
Knight,"
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Knight," considered with respect
to its merits as a poetical work, is
entitled to no small share of praise.
It (hews the author to be possessed
of learning, genius, and taste ; and
presents us with many happy in
stances of the exercise os his powers
of description, and satire. But as
a didactic performance we think it
highly injudicious and romantic.
Mr. Knight's ideas of decorating
parks, lawns, and the approaches
to family mansions, if they were
reducible to practice, would change
the beautiful scenes which are cre
ated by the system of modern En
glish gardening, to desert wildnese,
or its opposite extreme, " the laby
rinths perplexing maze." Errors
and defects, there may be in modern
taste; but not any which militate
Ib strongly against what we conceive
to be the principles of' harmony,
grace, and utility, as the standard
which our author would let up. His
attack upon Mr. Brown an ! his dis
ciples mav be accused of unwar
rantable acrimony, if Hot ofiiiiberality.
The author of " a Sketch from
the Landscape, a Didactic Poem,
addressed to R. P. Knight, Esq.
with Noses, Illustrations, and a Post
script," in a strain of laughable and
good humoured satire, successfully
attacks the precepts contained in
the last men'ioncd article, while he
pavs due respect to the learning and
taste of Mr. Knight. In his Post
script he ably defends Mr. Brown,
and his followers, from the critical
censures of Mr. Uvedale Price, in
his essay upon the picturesque as
compared with the sublime and
beautiful, and on the use of study
ing pictures for the purpose of im
proving re-tl landscape.
Mr. Whitehouse's " Odes, moral
and descriptive," are ten in number.
The titles of them are, to Enthu
siasm; to Ambition; two to Sleep; to

War ; to Horror ; on the Death of a
favourite Parrot; to Beauty; to Truth
to Justice. In these different pieces
the most fastidious critic will find
much to commend, and applaud,
notwithstanding that he may be able
to point out occasional redundan
cies, the recurrence of similar
images, some harsh expressions, and
unharmonious lines. It must, how
ever, in justice be acknowledged,
that these faults but seldom appear ;
and that the author discovers in
them a vigorous conception, great
animation and strength of language,
and noble generous sentiments.
With a little more attention to the
Irnæ labor, Mr. Whitehouse pro
mises to rife to distinguished excel
lence as a poet.
The " Walks in a Forest, or
Poems descriptive of Scenery and
Incidents characteristic of a Forelt,
at different Seasons of the Year,"
are written in blank verse, and
describe the appearances of nature
in the vegetable and animal world,
with that propriety of language,
and minuteness of accuracy, which
will render them highly gratifying
to the student of nature. In poe
tical animation, and the happy
introduction of philosophical and
moral reflections, the author cer
tainly cannot be compared with
Thomson, whom he endeavours
to resemble, but without servile
imitation. Excepting that poet,
however, we know not his rival in
this species of poetry.
" The Pursuits of Literature, or
what you will, a Satirical Poem in
Dialogue," is the production of a
slirewd and keen satirist, who in easy
verses,and notes which sliew that he
has not been inattentive to the diffe
rent branches of literature, endea
vours severely to lash political and
theological reformers, and some of
the first wits and critics of modem
times. We leave him to their in
dignation,
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dlgnation, if his sportive raillery
should not disarm them of the re
sentment which his occasional illi
berally and rancorous expressions
may excite.
" The present State of Manners,
Arts, aud Politics of France and
Italy, in a series of Poetic al Lpistles
from Paris, Rome, and Naples, in
1792, and 1793, by J. Courteney,
Esq. M. P." is written in Ansteyan
verse. From the author's well
known felicity in using the wea
pons of good humoured satire, and
in introducing con.ic anecdotes
into his poetic effusions, the reader
will expect to meet with much en
tertainment in these epistles ; and
we can assure him that he will not
be disappointed.
Mr. Moser, in his " Adventures
of Timothy Twigg, Esq." in two
volumes, amuses the reader by humourousdescript ions, and laughable
stories, written chiefly in the fame
familiar kind of poetry. The fol
lies of fashion in the metropolis, in
dress, modes of living, public amusements, gaming, &c. are the
objects of his satire, which is al
ways entertaining, without trans
gressing the bounds of decorum, or
good nature. Part of this work is
sentimental, and relates tender love
tales in different kinds of verse.
But Mr. Moser's talents appear to
greatest advantage, when he em
ploys himself in exciting innocent
pleasantry.
Of the following articles we can
only insert thf titles: " Celebra
tion, or the Academic Procession to
St. James's, an Ode, by Peter Pin
dar, Esq;"—" Ethic Epistles to the
Earl of Carnarvon, on the Mind
and its Operations, as bearing ge
nerally on the Events of the World,
and particularly on those of France;"
" Ode for the Encænia, at Oxford,
July 1793, for the reception of his
Grace the Duke of Portland, Chan3

cellnr of the University, by R.
Holmes, D. D. Professor o'f Poetry ;"
" Farewell Ode on a distant Pro
spect of Cambridge, ''—" Monody
to the Memory of the late Qneeii
of France, by Mrs. Robimon;"
" Lineson the Murclerof the Queen
of France, by. T. Fitzgerald, Esq;"
" Carmen Seculare, an Otie, in
scribed to the President and Mem
bers of the Royal Academy, by a
Muse more loyal than Peter Pin
dar's;"—" The Pindaric Disaster,
a Tale, by Paul Pungent, Esq;"
" The Barbers, or the Road to
Riches, by VV . Hutton, F.A S.S.;-*
" Essay on Novels, a poetical
Epistle, addressed to an ancient and
to a modern Bishop, by A. Thom
son, Esq. author of Whist, ?. Poem,
&c. ;" " Occasional Po'ems, bv
the Rev. William 1 left, A. M.;'"
" Beauty an Ode, bv Tnlicssen de
Monmouth ;"— " The Tears of the
Muse, to the Memory of the Coun
tess of Westmoreland, by P. Allen,
Esq ;"—" Poems, by the late Mr.
Samuel Marls' Oram ;"—" Edu-y
and Edilda, a Tale, by the Rev.
Thomas Sedgwiek Whalley, embtllilhed with six sine engravings;"
" The Garden of Ifleworth, a
Sketch, inscribed to R. B. Sheri
dan, Esq ;"— " l.langunnor Hill, a
loco-descriptive Poem, with notes;"
" The solitary Frenchman on the
Banks of the Thames, to his Friend
in Switzerland, a Poem, translated
by the Rev. Joh 1 Gregg ;"— " Selico, an African Tale, translated
into English verse, from the French
prose or M. de Florian ;"— " she
Infant; Vision of Shakspeare, an
Apostrophe to the immortal liard,
and other Poems, by Mr. Harrison ;"
" Hymen, a Poem ;"—" Adelaide
and Antoninc, or the Emigrant, a
Tale, by Mary Julia Young ;"
" The Maid of the Castle, a legen
dary Tale, by Jemima Maria Strat
um;"—" Poetical Chronology of
Ancient,
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Ancient, and English History, with
historical and explanatory Notes j"
" The Golden Age, a Poetical
Epistle from Erasmus D— n, M. D.
to Thomas Beddoes, M. D."—« A
Crying Epistle from Britannia to
Colonel Mack, by A. Pasquin;"
" The Volunteer Laureate, or Fall
of Peter Pindar, by Archilochus ju
nior ;" "TheCoffeeHousc,acharact fistic Poem;"—" The Times,
a satirical Rhapsody, by James Jen
nings;"—" Verses on the late una
nimous Resolutions to support the
Constitution, by Samuel Egerton
Brydges, Esq ;"—«' War, a Poem ;"
" The Hero, a poetical Epistle,
respectfully dedicated to the Mar
quis Cornwallis;"—" Britannia, a
Poem, in three Cantos, on the late
brilliant Naval Successes ;"—" The
Calamities of Winter, and of War,
an Ode ;"—" Investigation, or Mo
narchy and Republicanism analyz
ed, a Poem ;" and " Three Pindaric
Essays, Fitzwalter, the Birth of De
mocracy, and the Calamities of
France.'"
The Dramatic publications of
the year were, " The Captive Mo
narch, a Tragedy, by Richard Hev,
oftlieMiddle'Temple,Esq;"—"The
Siege of Meaux, a Tragedy, by
Henry James Pye, Esq ;"— " The
Maid of Normandy, or the Death of
the Queen of France, a 1 ragedy, by
Edmund John Eyre;"—"TheCount
de Villeroi, or the Fate of Patriotism,
■ Tragedy ;"— " Fontainville Forest,
a Play, in five acts, (fouided on the
Romance of the Forest), by James
Boaden,of the honourable Society of
the Middle Temple;"—"The Jew*
a Comedy, by Richard Cumber
land, Esq';"—" The Box Lobby
Challenge, a Comedy, by the same;"
*' Love's Frailties, a Comedy, bv
T. Holcroft;"—" Wild Oat«, or
tlu- strolling Gentlemen, a Comedy,
by John O'Keetfe, Esq ;"_" Conz

sequences, or the School far Pre
judice, a Comedy, by E. J. Eyre;"
" Heigh-ho for a Husband, a Co
medy ;"—" The Wedding Day; a
C6medy, in two Acts, bv Mrs.
Inchbald;"—" The Coalition, or
the Opera rehearsed, a Comedy, by
the Editor of the Spiritual Quixote;"
" Lodoiska, an Opera, bv J. P.
Kemble;"—" The Castle'of An
dalusia, a Comic Opera, bv John
G'Keeffe, Esq;"—" The Travel
lers in Switzerland, a Comic Opera,
by Mr. Bate Dudley ;•'—" The Pro
digal, a Dramatic Piece;" — " The
Sicilian Romance, an Opera, by
H. Siddons;"—" Netley Abbey,
an operatic Farce, by Mr. Pearce ;'*
" Arrived at Portsmouth, an ope
ratic Drama, by the same ;"—" Bri
tain's Glory, or a Trip to Ports
mouth, a musical Entertainment;"
" The Apparition, a musical Dra
matic Romance, by J. Cross ;" and
" The Purse, or the Benevolent
Tar, by the same."
Among the few articles which
we have reserved for our Miscella
neous List, is a fourth volume of
that elegant and useful little work
entitled, " Evenings at Home,"
which was announced by us in our
last year's Register. Of this volume
we shall only observe, that it is en
titled to the fame character with
the preceding, and offers additional
entertainment and information for
young persons, conveyed in themost
pleasing and interesting form.
v The little work entitled " Even
ing Recreations, a Collection of
original Stories for the Amusement
of her young Friends, by a Lady,"
d' serves also to be commended for
its excellent tendency to impress
young minds with humane and ge
nerous sentiments, aad to excite in
them a thirii for curious and useful
knowledge. The style in which it
is written is simple and easy, but
cot
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correctness.
Mr. Milns' " Well-bred Scholar,
or Practical Essays on the best
Methods of improving Taste, and
assisting the Exertions of Youth in
their Literary Pursuits," is a well
written production, and appears to
be well calculated to introduce
Voung persons, in the course of a
school- education, to an acquaint-nce with the different branches of
iglisli polite literature. In the
">urfe of reading to which he di■■cts the student, he has selected,
ith judgment and taste, our best
riters In poetry and prose, whe;
tiier originals ot translations, and
arranged them under thejr proper
heads; and he has illustrated his
didactic observations by numerous
apposite quotations, chiefly from
she best Englissi versions of the
Greek and Roman daisies.
The " Lounger's Common
Place-Book, or alphabetical Anec
dotes, &c." which was noticed by
us in this department of our Lite
rary catalogue for the year i7<;s,
has been increased, during the pre
sent year, by the appearance of two
additional volumes. These vor
lumes, like the former, are frequent
ly lively and entertaining ; and
sometimes, from the editor's want
pf judgment and candour, in his
selections and satirical remarks,
fiighly censurable.
The " Familiar Letters on a va
riety of subjects, addressed to a
Friend, by the Revd. Edward Bar
ry, M D,"are not distinguissied by
any peculiar excellences, either in
oint of master, or composition,
ome of them, however, will afford
amusement to the reader ; and they
are uniformly unexceptionable with
respect so their moral tendenev.
•»« The Crisis„a Collection of
Essays, written in the years 1 79a,
>' »ud 1793, upon T,oleratien, Public
1794.
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Credit, the Elective Franchise in
in Ireland, the Emancipation of the
Catholics, with other interesting
miscellaneous Subjects," is the production of lord Mountmorres.
Many of the papers of which it is
composed, are distinguished by a
spirit of good sense, liberality, and
patriotism, and contain important
and useful observations on religU
ous, political and economical to
pics. But the noble writer is not
always consistent in his principles,
or the application of them. Our
observation is intended particularly
to a^iply to what he advances on
the subject of the admission of Ca
tholics into parliament .in Ireland,
and on the inteference of the con
federacy against France in the in
ternal concerns of that country.
Among the Novels of the year,
the following deserve to be distin
guished from the general mass, on
account of their superior merits :
" the Mysteries of Udolpho, in 4
Vols. by Mrs. Radcliffe ;" " the
Adventures of Hugh Trevor, in 3
Vols. by T.Holcrosi j" "Things as
they are, or the Adventures of Ca
leb Wjlliams, in 3 Vols. by W.
Godwin i"
Herman of Unna,
translated from the German of Pro
fessor Kramer, in 3 Vols ;" " the
Wanderings of Warwick, by
Charlotte Smith ;" 41 the Banislied Man, in 4 Vols. by the fame ;"
" the Royal Captives, a fragment,
in 2 Vols. by Ann Yearlley ;"
1 Sydney St. Aubyn, in 2 Vols ;
by Mrs. Robinson ;" " the Wi
dow, in 2 Vole, by the same ;" and
" Turkissi Tales, a New Collec
tion, in a Vols, by I. Mofer."—
To the same class of publications
are we to refer " the Packet, in 4
Vols, by Miss Gunning;" " Lord
Fitzhenrv, in 3 Vols, by the fame ;'*
" Ellen, Countess of Castle Howell, in 4 Voh, by Mrs. Bennet j"
R
"the
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" the Medallion, in 3 Vols, by S.
Pearson ;" " Lucy, in 3^Vols, by
Mrs. Parsons ;" " Madeline, in 3
Vols, bv Mrs. Kellv ;" " the Shrine
of Bertha, in 2 Vols, by Miss M.
E. Robinson ;" the Contrast, in a
Vol>, by Mrs. C-ooch;" •' the
Ma d of the H.imlet, in a Vols, by
R. Maria Roche ;" " Henry Stukeley, or the Effects of Dissipation,
in 3 Vols, by W. Helme ;"
44 Perplexities, or t';e Fortunate
Elopement, in 3 Vols, by Mrs.
Matthews;" " the Life and Ad
ventures of W. Ramble, in 3V0IS;"
»« the Haunted Priory ;" " the
Emigrants, a Gallic Tale, in a
Vols 5" " the Baroness of Beaumont, in 1 Vols;'* Angcline, or

Sketches from Nature, in 3 Vols ;"
" the Victim of Paffion, in 3V0U;"
•'the Necromancer, in a vols;"
" Caroline Merton, in a Vols;"
" Vicissitudes in genteel Life, in 4.
Vols ; 44 the Sheperdess of Aran~
ville;" 44 Wonderful Travels of
Prince Fan-Feredin j" " Caroline
de Montmorency ;" " Edward deCourcy, in a Vols " Ivy Castle,*
in a Vols;" " the Offspring of
Russel, in a Vols ;" " the MouseTrap, in a Vols ;" " the Castle of
Zittau, a German Tale, in 3 Vols ;"
" Count Roderic's Castle; in a
VoL ;" " the Weird Sisters, in j
Vols ;" " the Parisian, in a Vols;"
and «' the Mystic Cottager of Cha-.
mouny, in a Vols."
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■
Of the Year 1794.

IN our catalogue ef the Foreign
productions of the year 1 794, the
number of articles belonging to the
dominions of Russia, Sweden, and
Denmark, bears a smaller propor
tion than usual to that of the rest
of Europe ; notwithstanding the
peculiarly unfavourable circum
stances in which the greater part of
the continent has been placed, for
literary and scientific pursuits.—In
the Russian dominions, the only
theological treatise, of which we
have received any account, is a
" Dissertation on theGift ofTongues
at the first Christian Pentecost, bv
I. G. Herder," published at Riga.
In this dissertation M. Herder en
deavours to expose the commonly
received opinion, that the apostles
had suddenly and miraculously
imparted to them a knowledge of
foreign languages. To the ques
tion, what power did they receive
at the feast of Pentecost ? he an
swers, that they were inspired to
speak of the great acts of God, the
works of Providence for the salva
tion of mankind, in exclamations
of rapture, which some of tfie Jews

from all quarters of the world then
dwelling at Jerusalem felt in uni
son with the feelings of their own
minds, others ridiculed as extrava
gant, and others attributed to the
fumes of wine. The wonder which
they expressed, he contends, was
occasioned by their hearing untu
tored Galileans, men from a coun
try famous for its simplicity, utter
ing the sentiments and expressions
of highly cultivated mind?. In the
lessons which hededuces from this
explanation, be boldly and ably in
culcates freedom of thinking and
enquiry, as essential to the genius
of the Christian religion.—At Pe
tersburg, M. Wassily Sewergin, has
publiflied a translation into the
Russian language, of Mr. Kirwan's
" Elements of Minerr.logy ;" in
which he has inserted the later dis
coveries in that science, together
with the uses to which the several
articles are applied, and the experi
ments which have been performed
wjth them. The editor has also
given the appellations of most mi
nerals in the Jinglist), French, and
German, as well as Russian, and La
is %
tin
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tin languages. — At the fame place
have been published New Memjnoirs relative to Northern Disco
veries, by M. Pallas." These me
moirs, besides a curious account of
a voyage undertaken at the com
mand of the empress, to ascertain
whether there be any passage from
the Northern Ocean into the sea
of Kamsthatka, contain a variety
of interesting particulars concern
ing the natural History of the North
ern parts of Asia, and the customs
of their inhabitants.—At the fame
place have appeared a volumes of
" Travels through Russia to Mount
Caucasus, by I. A. Guldensted,"
edited by professor Pallas ; which
are illustrated by a map, and seve
ral plates, and are reported by the
foreign journalists to contain a vast
collection of importaht and valu
able materials.—At the fame place,
M. Oseretzkowsky has published a
volume of " Travels on the Coasts
of the Lakes of Ladoga, and Onepa," which throw considerable
light on the geographical, and eco
nomical histories of those portions
of the Ruffian empire.
In Swedisti literature, the first
article which calls for our notice is
" a brief History of Agriculture in
Sweden, by Magnus Blix," publislied at Stockholm. This is an able,
and well written treatise, and deliv
ers a number of economical hints
which are of general importance.
Jt particularly exposes the causes
which, in Sweden, have reduced
the state of agriculture to a much
worse situation than it was in when
the country groaned under the rig
our of the feudal system. These
causes the author stieus to be, the
repeated wars into which it has
unnecessarily been plunged ; the
impolitic endeavours to promote
commerce and manufactures at the
expence of lmlbandry ; and the

thirst for titles and offices which,
has been created by the unwise anej
degrading distinctions establish^
between the most respectable culti
vators of their paternal Inheritance,
and the meanest servants of the
crown. - At the fame place, and at
Norrkoeping, Assessor Aken, and
M. Nils tyystroem, have published
" Accounts of Experiments on
Substances capable of extinguiflii'ig
Fire." The results of these expements are of very great importance
in political economy, and deserve
the serious attention of the direct
ors of our English fire-offices. We
should gladly insert an abstract of
the statements which the inventors
laid before the Swedish academy,
of the substances which they used,
as far as they have chosen to make
them public, were we not prevent
ed by the limits within which ' we
are necessirily confined We reset
the English reader, for such an ac
count as will prove gratifying to
his curiosity, to the Appendix to
the fourteenth volume qf the
Monthly Review enlarged.—At
Stockholm, M. Hallenberg, Histo
riographer of Sweden, has publish
ed tiie third part of his " History
of the Kingdom of-Sweden, during
the Reign of Gustavus Adolphus,
containing an Account of the molt
remarkable Events which took place
between theYears 161 3, and 1616. ''
In this volume we are presented
with an account of a very interest
ing period in the Swedish annals,
the transactions of which it relates
in a manner' that will' reward the
attention of the reader, and lead
him to form very high expectations
of the information and entertain
ment which he will receive from
the author's continuation of his
comprehensive and well digested
History.— At Upsal, M. Fans, pro
fessor of history, has published the
fifth
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fifth part of his " Sketches of Adler intimates his design of pubLessons on universal History, frorri liming another volume, containing
the beginning of the Sixteenth Cen some supplementary matter, and
tury," which comprizes the space properindexes.—At the same place,
from the death of Gustavus Adol- Dr. Christian Ulrich von Eggers
phus, in 16324 to the peace of R.ys- has publislied " Memoirs of the
wick, in 1637; and at Stockholm, French Revolution, with a particu
M. de Rolenstein has published larView to general Politics,Vol. I."
"the Posthumous Works of Lid - This work, which the character*
her," the Stfedisli poet, to which and abilities of the author cannot
fail to render valuable, promises to
he has written a preface.
When we turn our attention to be very extensive. For the volume
the Literature of the Danish do- before us, consisting of above five
fttinibns, we meet with " Philoso hundred pages, brings down the
phical Ideas on Religion, and the history only to the third meeting
Spirit of pure Christianity, by of the Notables. Much of it, how
C. H. G. Venturini," published at ever, is taken up by introductory
Altona. The object of ttiis author matter, and the numerous docu
is, to separate the pure and simple ments which the doctor has given
principles of the religion of Jesus at length, in the original French,
Christ, from the corruptions which and translated into German. His
have at different periods been add- plan is to embrace every thing con
ed to them bv eclesiastical corpo nected with the revolution, whether
rations and establishments. This influencing it, or influenced by it ;
talk he has performed in a manner and particularly the effects it has
that fliews him to possess a well in had on men ot letters in France,
formed and liberal mind ; and that England, and Germany, and through
will tend to rescue the Christianity them on the public. —At the fame
of the Gospel from the well found place, M. Hagerup has published
ed and unanswerable objections an interesting and entertaining bio
which the philosopher will urge graphical account " of Peter Toragainst the Christianity of the denlkiold, formerly* Vice Admiral
schools, and of national churches. of the Danish Fleet," who,attained
—At the fame place, Mr. A Hen- that rank, from the lowest station,
nings, gentleman of the bed cham by his course and conduct.—At
ber to the king of Denmark, has the fame place hath appeared a new
published " ah Historical and Mo edition, with additions and improve
ral Picture of the Influence of ments, of professor Baden's " Lec
Courts on the Depravity of States, tures on the Danish Language, or
&c." which is a manly and spirited rational Danish Grammar;" which
performance, and holds out useful is spoken of as the most complete
lessons both to princes and nations. system of instructions that can be
—At Copenhagen hath appeared recommended. to those who are de
the fourth volume of the very va sirous of studying the Danish
luable " Mohammedan Annals of tongue.
The first work which calls for
Abulfeda, in Arabic and Latin,"
which was prepared for the press, our notice among the literary pro
by the late professor Reiske, and is ductions of the Otiited Province;,
published bv professor Adler, under is " the Book of Job, trarfflated
tlie patronage of M. Jauhm. Dr. from the Hebrcw, with annotations,
k3
hj
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by Henry Albert Schultens, com
pleted and published aster his death
by Herman Muntinghe," at Am
sterdam. This is the production
of the late professor of Oriental lan
guages in the University of Leyden,
whose extensive learning, critical
skill, and liberality of sentiment, pe
culiarly qualified him for the office
of commentator on the sacred writ
ings. It will, therefore, be receiv
ed with pleasure by the biblical
scholar. Professor Schultens' an
notations are, in general, concise,
and chiefly employed in illustrating
the figures and allusions which
occur in the poem. In an intro
ductory dissertation, he gives a short
view of what had been done by
former critics, towards elucidating
this ancient book ; and in an appen
dix he discusses the various readings,
the opinions of commentators, and
other subjects which will be inter
esting to those who are conversant
with the Oriental languages.—At
the fame phce, and at Utrecht,
Mr. Van Vloten has published the
seventh volume of *' the Bible, trans
lated, paraphrased, and illustrated,
with Annotations," which is repre
sented by the foreign reviewers to
be a work of very great merit in
tlii' department of literature. The
volume before us contains the three
books of Solomon, and the prophe
cy of Isaiah.—At Haarlem, M. I.
rionynenburg, professor of theolo
gy and ecclesiastical history in the
society of remonstrants at Amster
dam, haspublistied "nn Enquiry into
the Nature of the Prophecies of the
Old Testament relative to the Messi.ih ;"■ to which the gold medal
was adjudged by the directors of
Teyler's Theological society, not
withstanding that it does not come
into the world under their sanction.
This is a learned and ingenious
woifc, which richly merited the

distinction it has received, and
throws considerable light on the
subject which the author undertook
to discuss. But we must remark,
that his sentiments and reasonings
will not be entirely approved of
by those who maintain the plenary
inspiration of every passage iu the
Old and New Testaments. The
objections of unbelievers, we con
ceive, will be most forcibly repel
led by those who adopt the same
liberal line of interpretation with
our author. — At Amsterdam, Dr.
Dionysius van de Wynpersse, pro
fessor of philosophy, &c. at Leyden,
has published a " Defence of the
true and eternal Divinity of our
Lord Jesus Christ, against modern
Attacks ;" to which was awarded
a prize offered for the best disserta
tion on that subject, by a society
for defending Christianity, at the
Hague. If this treatise was the best
which the occasion produced, either
the cause of orthodoxy has but
feeble suppoiters in the United
Provinces, or the zeal of its advo
cates partakes much of the phlegm
of the Dutch character.—At Utrecht, Dr. Brown, professor of mo
ral philosophy and ecclesiastical
history, has published a sermon,
preached at Utrecht, March 26,
1 794, the day of the general fast,
intitled " the Influence of the Di
vine Judgments, on the Reforma
tion of the World;" which is a
sensible and well written discourse,
and offers seasonable advice to the
people, to the clergy, and to the
government. We wisli that it may
not be thrown away ; for small is
their number who listen to the
voice of wisdom in these delirious
times.
The " Letters to Emma, con
cerning the Kantian Philosophy, by
I. L. Ewald, translated from the
German," publislied at Utrecbt,
contain
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(Contain a candid and impartial ex
amination of some of the leading
principles of professor Kant's sys
tem, divested as much as possible
tof metaphysical terms ; and a com
parative view of his theory of mo
rals and that of the Gospel. The
author's intention is to shew, that
the Kantian philosophy is obscure
and unintelligible ; that instead of
assisting the mind in the acquisition
of true science, it tends to sink it
in doubt and scepticism ; and that
instead of improving human nature
into the resemblance of the divine,
it renders man a speculative and
comfortless being, incapable of in
dulging to the most delightful af
fections, and of being impressed by
the most powerful motives to vir
tue.—The " Essay on the Manners
of the latter part of the eighteenth
Century, by C. A. M. de N." pub
lished at the Hague, was sent to
Lyons as an answer to the following
question proposed by the academy
of that city : in the present state
of morals, what are the principles
and sentimentsxwhich ought to be
inculcated by philosophy and lite
rature as molt beneficial to man
kind ? It points out the true causes
of the licentiousness and cruelties
which have attended the political
changes in France, and offers good
advice to those who wish to ad
vance the interests of the social jmd
domestic virtues.—At Amsterdam,
M. Jacob Kantelaar has published
*' a Discourse on the influence of
Intellectual and Moral Improve
ment ont he Happiness of Women,
and on Domestic Felicity, delivered
in Amsterdam, at the general Meet
ing of the Society for promoting
. the public Welfare." This is an
excellent treatise, and well worthy
the attention of those parents who
wish that their daughters stiould be
rendered capable of conferring and
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enjoying happiness in the domestic
relations, ratner man be di itinguislied by frivolous and stiewy ac-1
complishments, which may create
temporary admiration, but cannot
excite rational esteem and affection,
or secure lasting attachment.— ,-U
the same p.ace hath appeared a
tranflation from the German, of
" an Elsay on Patriotism, by Henrv
. Christopher Albrecht Vol. I."
This work contains many just and
valuable remarks on the principles
of society, and the proper lines of
discrimination between great and
good actions. But it also contains
many positions and reasonings
which will not stand the test of a
close and accurate i vestigation. —.
At Rotterdam, Mr. Ge.rge Craufurd has published the first part of
a work entitled " the Doctr.ne of
Equivalents, or an Ex; lanation of
the Nature, theValue, and the Pow
er of Money, together with their
Application in organizing Public
Finance."/ This treatise is intend
ed more fully to expliiu the prin
ciples for which the au:hor con
tended in an Essay on the actual
Resources for establishing the Fi
nances 01 Great Britain," publiflied at London, in the year 1785,
which he complains were totally
misunderstood ; and also to refute
the principles, respecting money,
laid down by Mr. Harris, Mr.
Hume, sir Jarrjes Stuart, and Dr.
Adam Smith. His observations
and remarks sliew him to be a man
of close thought and reflection, who
appears to be actuated by a disin
terested desire of promoting the
public good. How far his princi
ples are well founded, we shall be
better able to judge whert-they are
more completely developed in wh t
yet remains to be explained of his
pian.
The thirtieth »olume of " MeR 4
moirs
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moirs by the Philosophical Society
of Haarlem," consists of two disser
tations on the principles of moral
obligation, by professor Crass, and
an anonymous author; and one
medical article, by Dr. Pet. Ste
phen Kok, of Louvain, on the
cure of the palsy of the loins and
lower parts, by the rhus radicans,
foliis terminatis, Linnæi. To pro
fessor Crass' Dissertation, a gold
prize medal was awarded, by the
philosophical society of Haarlem,
who pronounced it to contain the
best answer to the following ques
tion : " as philosophers have long
fought a first and universal princi
ple of moral obligation, whence all
the more particular precepts of du
ty may be deduced ; as the hy
pothesis which supposes what is
called the moral fense to be such a
principle, seems liable to some ob
jections ; and as that which pro
fessor Kant has proposed is, by
many, deemed obscure, vague, and
useless; the society have been in
duced to enquire whether the in
vestigation of such universal prin
ciple be judicious, necessary, or
useful; and, if so, what is this prin
ciple?" This is a truly ingenious
and valuable performance, equally
distinguislied by philosophical pre
cision, accuracy, and perspicuity.
In adverting to preceding hypothe
ses, ancient as well as modern, pro
fessor Crass endeavours to (hew,
that they have been founded only
on a contemplation of a part of
our nature, instead of the whole.
In his method of investigation an
accurate view is taken of the whole
of our nature and constitution ;
and different principles are eftabliflied, founded in the affections of
human nature, up to which the ob
ligations of every moral precept
may be regularly traced. The
anonymous dissertation is a confu

sed and unintelligible jargon, total
ly unworthy of the silver medai
which was adjudged to the writer.
—The Transactions of the Society
establislied in Leyden for promot
ing Mathematical Knowledge," yol.
I. consist of addresses to the socie
ty, and the candidate;, at the an
nual distribution of the prizes be
stowed on such as distinguished
themselves by their progress in the
several branches of mathematics,
by M. P. Van Campen, and M.
Johan Meerman, the presidents ;
and dissertations on the best method
of removing that diflike to mathe
matics which many young persons
conceive, and which prevents their
pursuing those studies with that at
tention and perseverance which
are necessary in order to make a
considerable progress in them. The
prize dissertation on this subject, by
M. A. I. Deiman, student of law in
the academical school of Amster
dam, is a sensible and judicious de
fence of the utility of mathemati
cal studies, and suggests useful di
rections relative to the mode of
teaching. Another dissertation on
the fame subject, by M. I. L. Kesmann, an officer in the service of
the states, is also deserving of con
siderable praise.— At Leyden, the
society for promoting the public
welfare have published a very va
luable and useful work entitled
" Elements of Arithmetic for young
Persons, by H. Aeneæ, A. L. M.
Phil. Doctor, &c. in a vols." This
work is written in the form of a
plain and familiar dialogue between
the teacher and learner; in which
the ingenious author accommodates
himself in a judicious and interest
ing manner to the capacities of the
latter, and removes the difficulties
which occur to a young person in
acquiring the first principles of this
science.— At Amsterdam, professor
jS'kholu
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Nicholas Bondt, M.D. has publish
ed " an oration on the utility of
the mode of study, adopted by
modern botanists, delivered in the
academical school at Amsterdam,"
which contains a judicious and ele
gant illustration of the advantages
which arise to botany in particu
lar, and to science in general, from
the labours of Linnæus and his
followers. ■■
In our last volume we announc
ed the publication of the first and
second volumes of aninterefting and
entertaining work, entitled " some
Account of the Prussian, Aullrian,
and Sicilian Monarchies, and of
some of the adjacent States," pub
lished at the Hague. During the
present year, the third and fourth
volumes have made their appear
ance, and will highly gratify the
reader by the author's detail of his
tours from Trielte through Udine,
Venice, Padua, Modena, Bologna,
Florence, Rome, Naples, Sicily,
and Malta ; and the descriptions,
observations, and anecdotes with
whichit isinterspersed.--At Amster
dam the first volume of a work has
been published, " entitled Sketch
es of the Revolution in France."
This work is intended to contain a
fiill account of the events which
have accompanied the French revo
lution, illustrated by representations
of the most striking scenes, copied
by able artists from French engrav
ings. The volume before us, which
is recommended by ease and ele
gance of composition, carries the
history of the revolution to the
union of the three orders in the
National Assembly, on the 27th
July 1 789,—The " Account of the
Cnmpaioii of the Year 1 79a, under
the Command of the Duke of
Brunswick, in Letters Written by
one w ho was an Eye Witness of the
Facts related, in 3 vols." is an ano
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nymous work, stated to be translat
ed from the German of a subaltern
officer in the Prussian service, and
published in Holland. What credit
is due to it the reader must judge
for himself, from internal evidence,
and its general correspondence
with well authenticated statements.
The author, who left Germany
with the strongest prejudices against
the French Revolution, altered his
opinion very much after he had
been some time in France. This
change we are told was occasioned,
partly by the contempt which the
conduct of the emigrants excited,
and partly by the resentment of the
Prussians on account of the misre
presentations which had engaged
them in this disastrous expedition.
The manner in which this work is
written, is very desultory and di
gressive. —At Amsterdam, a treatise
has been published entitled " the
Causes of the III Success of the
Combined Powers in the late Cam
paigns, clearly pointed out to the
Inhabitants of Europe, with their
Resources for continuing the War
with Success." The author's ob
servations on the misconduct, ig
norance, wans of faith, and of plan,
which have accompanied the whole
progress of the tllies, are founded
on facts which cannot be denied,
and which history will record t»
the eternal disgrace of the parties
concerned. His projects for carrying on the war with success, and
the arguments by which he en
deavours to recommend them, are
the reveries of a political quid
nunc, who can easily effect that in
the closet, which experience has
shewn to be impracticable in the
field.
At Amsterdam an anonymoui
work has appeared, entitled " a
sliort Account of the L*ife of Mulcy Leizit, Emperor of Morocco,"
Which,
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which, if trtie, describes the hor
rors of savage despotism to which
the people of Morocco, through
whole favour he had been raised to
the throne, were subjected during
the short reign of One of the most
unprincipled and inhuman monsters
that ever disgraced humanity.—
At the fame place, M. Jacob Kantelaar has published " an Eulogy
on Henry Albert Schultens, late
Professor of Oriental Languages in
the University of Leyden ;" which
is an elegant and friendly tribute
of respect to the memory of a great
and good man, by whose premature
death, the interests of literature and
liberality in Holland have sustain
ed a loss, the magnitude of which
it is not possible to calculate.
Among the literary productions
of Germany, the first which in
point of order calls for our attention
is professor ChristianTheoph. Kuinvel's " Prophecy of Hosea, in He
brew and Latin, with a perpetual
Commentary," published at Leipsic. In this work the learned and
ingenious author, whose talents
eminently qualified him for such
an undertaking, applies professor
Heyne's method in elucidating the
Old Testament writings.—At Nu
remberg, professor G. L. Baur has
proceeded as far as vol. VII. in his
" Continuation of J. C. Fr. Schulz's
Scholia on the Old Testament."
This volume contains nine of the
minor prophets, and gives abund
ant proofs of the judgment and diligeiAx- used by the editor, in se
lecting the best materials from the
different exegeticnl writers on these
parts of scripture. — At Leipfic,
Dr. Roscnmuller has published the
Bd and id sections of the third vo
lume of his " Scholia on the Old
Testament,'' which conclude the
book of Isaiah.—At Jena, profess
or Paulus has published " a Philo

logical Key to the Old Testament,
for Schools ind Universities.
Isaiah." This work contains many
valuable hints for correcting- Ahe
present text, and excellent illustra
tions of the fense of the prophetic
language. What most modern ex
positors render a fun dial, in ch.
38, verses 7, &c. our professor con
siders to be a flight or ten or more
steps, which wasjfrr a time shaded,
and on which tRsun afterwards
shone; and he irflknes that Isaiah
referred to it mflty as a type of
the king's sickness and recovery,
without any thing supernatural occuring respecting the sun's motion.
— At Leipfic, the fame author has
publislied the fourth, fifth, and
sixth volumes of his " Memora
bilia, a Philofophico-theological
Magazine," in which the fame
learning and ingenuity are display
ed by the professor and his coadju
tors, as in the former volumes, and
the biblical scholar is supplied with
many curious and valuable critical
disquisitions. — At Giessen, M. Hezel has published the 3d part of the
lid volume of his «* Investigator of
Scripture," consisting of criticisms,
paraphrastic transtations, and pole
mical essays and dissertations ; and
at Konigsberg, professor I. G. Hasse,
has publislied a volume of " Biblico-oriental Essays."—At Halle,
M. I. A. Noesselt has publislied a.
" Criticism on Romans, 1 3—j,"
which gives an easy and natural
meaning to the passage. - At Erfurt,
M. 1. I. Bellarman has publistied
the third volume of his " Manual
of Biblical Literature," which still
continues to be interesting to the
student, on account of the variety
of information which it contains,
selected, from the best- writers, on
subjects which tend to elucidate the
Jewish archæology, geography,
history, physics, mythology, ice—
At
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At L«ipsic, Dr. Rosenmiiller has
published the ist volume of a new
edition of " Bochart's Hierozoicon,
or Treatise on the Animals men
tioned in Scripture," which he has
enriched with the additional infor
mation supplied by writers on na
tural history, who have lived since
the time of Bochart.—At Erlangen,
Dr. Christ. Fred. Ammon has pub
lished the tst part a " Christology
of the Old Testament," in which
hi* design is to discover the grounds
it affords for the expectation of a
Messiah. In conducting his plan,
he pays more regard to the general
scope of the religion of the patri
archs, and of the Mosaic dispensa
tion, than to a few unimportant
passages which, by forced construc
tions, have been made to predict
trifling circumstances in the history
of Jesus Christ. It is his intention
to pursue his investigation through
the apocryphal books.—At Vienna
hath appeared " an Introduction
to a fundamental Knowledge of the
Christian Religion, for the Use of
the Sc hools of the Members of the
Augsburg Confession in the heredi
tary Dominions of the Emperor,
composed by command, by I. G.
Fock, of the Supreme Consistory,
&c." In this work the author has
endeavoured to deliver the doctrines
of Jesus Christ in their natural
purity and simplicity, without any
arbitrary additions and interpreta
tions. The form which he has
adopted, is the aphoristic. His
explanation of the formula of bap
tism, is the most liberal that we
have seen from a member of the
Lutheran church : " baptise," says
he, " into the religion of the Fa
ther, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,
that is into the religion which
teaches us to know God, as the
father of all men, made known to
Ut by Jesus Christ, the son of God,
7
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and confirmed and propagated by
the Holy Spirit."— At Leipsic, Dr.
G. I, Planck, consistorial councellor, and professor of divinity at
Gottingen, has published the first
part of a valuable work entitled
" an Introduction lo the Science
of Theology," which is calculated
to afford much assistance to the
theological student in prosecuting
his enquiries, as well as to excite
his industry, and his attention to
the principal objects, and import
ant design of this science.—At Er
langen, Dr. Rosenmiiller has pub
lished li some Remarkson the Study
of Theology," which is a judicious
and instructi vef are well lecture, de
livered by him on quitting the uni
versity of Erlangen for that of
Giessen. To these remarks he has
added an essay on some expressions
of professor Kant respecting the
interpretation of the Bible, in which
he accuses him of reviving the old
exploded allegorical method of ex
position, which extorted from tlie
words of the sacred writers mysti
cal meanings, wholly foreign to
their natural signification.—At Tu
bingen, professor Storr has publish
ed 4i some Theological Remarks
on Kant's Philosophical Doctrine
of Religion," which are an attack
on that author's work entitled
" Religion within the Limits of
pure Reason, &c." by a divine of
considerable eminence, and ac
knowledged learning. In these re
marks, however, he only makes
use of the old weapons by which
orthodox divines have been accus
tomed to defend their cause. — At
Halle, Dr. C. F. Bahrdt has publislied '• a Catechism of Natural
Religion, designed as the Balis of
general Instruction in Religion and
Morality," containing a judicious
and perspicuous view of the prin
ciples of natural religion, and a
pleasing
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pleasing and'impreffive recommen
dation of them.—At Gorlitz, an
interesting and well written treatise
hath appeared, admirably calculated
to disseminate liberality of senti
ment, entitled u Socratic Dialogues,
as an Introduction and Illustration
of Bahrdt's Catechism of Natu
ral Religion; being an Attempt
to promote unprejudiced Re
flection, among the Rational and
well informed, of both Sexes, and
of all Ages and Conditions."—At
Ratifbon, a sensible work has been
published" on the Knowledge of
ourselves, the Obstacles to it, and
the Advantages of it," which places
in a striking light the necessity of
self-examination, as an instilment
of moral perfection.—At Vienna,
M. Denis, who has been engaged
for some time in compiling a ca
talogue raisonne of the MSS. pre
served in the imperial library, dis
covered a collection of twenty-five
inedited " Discourses of Augustine,
Bisliop of Hippo." These he has
publiflied in a form to correspond
with the Benedictine edition of the
fathers, and accompanied them
with short critical and explanatory
notes.— At Gieslen, M. I. B. MulIcr has publiflied a collection of
" Sermons on Christian Morality,"
in six large SSvo. volumes, which he
judiciously selected from the works
of the most eminent German di
vines, who have treated on moral
and practical topics. They are
accompanied with a complete list
of the sermons which -have been
publiflied on these subjects in the
German language. Such are the
notices which the foreign Reviews
supply, of the theological and mo
ral publications of Germany dur
ing the last year.
Under the head of Government
and Political .Economy, we find
**■ the Reciprocal Relations, between

a State and its Servants, considered
in a Moral, Political, and Judicial
View, by I. M. Seuffert, Ph. and
LL.D." publiflied at Wirtzburg.
This work may properly be called
a systematic commentary on the
edicts issued by the prince bittiop
of Wirtzburg ; and affords a pleas
ing specimen of the liberality of
sentiment, on subjects of govern
ment and policy, which is rapidly
spreading in the German empire.—' 1
At Hamburg, a treatise has been
publiflied " on the late Ordinances
respecting the Liberty of the Press
in Denmark," containing an histo
rical view of the different rescripts
issued by the Danish government,on the subject of libellous and se
ditious publications, from Sept.
1770, when unlimited freedom of
the press was declared, till Dec1 790, when its abuses were finally
subjected to the investigation of the
public courts. To writers on the
constitutions of government in the
different European nations, it will
afford useful information.—At
Leipsic a work hath appeared enti
tled " Enquiries concerning the
English Constitution, by Henry
Christopher Albrecht." This work
is intended to convince those who
wifli for the establishment of a
constitution of government in Ger
many, on the principles of the
British, that the object of their ad
miration, from the abuses which
have been suffered to creep into
it, stands in need of a revisal and
reconstruction ; and that its ruling
institutions stiould be studied by
them as warnings rather than ex
amples. Although there is too
much ground for many of his se
vere reflections, vet the author does
not appear to have possessed a suf
ficiency of knowledge, or imparti
ality, to have enabled him to do
justice to the merits of the British
cou-
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£©i)stitution.—At Hamburg a work
has been published, entitled " the
Jrrench Constitution correctpd ac
cording to Justice, Reason, and
"Wisdom, uniier the direction of
Mess's. Delessart, Montmorin, Barnave, and De la Porte, by M. Pelienc, fate secretary to Comte de
Mirabeau ; with the approbation
of tlie queen Marie Antoinette : to
which are added Reflections on the
Representative system, byComte de
Clerniont Tonrierre." This work,
we are informed, was found among
the papers of M. dt: la forte, and
published by order of the commis
sioners of the National' Assembly
appointed to examine ' the papers
deposited in the civil list office.
One principal design 0/ the author
was to fliew, by deduction, that
nothing was farther from the late
king's thoughts, than to restore the
ancient despotism, or to enter iijfo
the views of the emigrants ; and
that he was willing to give up ma
ny valuable prerogatives, in order
to quiet the people, and to secure to
them the enjoyment of rational li
berty. Whether the statements
which it contains are accurate, or
otherwise, it is an object of consider
able curiosity, if we attend to the
plan of government which it re
commends, or to its strictures on
that adopted by the constituent as
sembly.—At the same plate have
appeared two volumes of a work en
titled " the Political Interests of
the several Courts of Europe, dur
ing the Reigns of Louis XV. and
Louis XVI. consisting of MSS.
found in the cabinet 0/ Louis XVI."
which contain some curious me
moirs and state papers, interesting
to the politician and the historian,
and bearing strong internal marks
of genuineness. They were noticed
by us in our account of the Litera
ture ofFrance for the year 1 793.—At
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Stutgard, a treatise has been publish
ed " on Commons, and the Manage
ment and Division of them," which
points out in an able manner the
advantages of the enclosing syllem ;
and at Leipsic a periodical work,
called " a Journal of Manufactures,
Trade, and Fashion," containing
a number of important articles, in
teresting not only to the merchant
and political economist, but to the
man of literature, and lover of the
fine arts.
Among the German productions
belonging to the department of Ma
thematics and Natural Philosophy,
the " Memoirs of the Royal Aca
demy of Sciences and Belles Lettres
at Berlin, for the years i;83 an J
1789, with its History for the tune
period," demand our first attention.
TIhs voiwme contains some import
ant papers in mathematics, by M.
Director Von Caslillon, M. Bode,
M. VonTcmplet'coff, M. Bernouilli,
M. Burja. and M. Lhuilier. To
the Philosophical department, Mr.
Achard, M. Mayer, &L R. Forsler,
and M. Robert have been the con
tributors. Among the writs" JI>
Speculative Philosophy, and Be,''" ,
Lettres, we find the respectabk."
names of M. Formey, M. Schwab,
Count Hertzbcrg, the Abbe Denina, and M. Erman. The History
of the Academy gives, as usual, an,
account of the meetings, eulogies
on deceased members, questions
announced, and prizes awarded.—■
At Berlin, Mr. Abel Burja has
published an " Introduction to
Optics, Catoptrics and Dioptrics."
This work, like the other scientific
productions of it's respectable au
thor, contains every thing of im
portance to the science on which,
it treats, delivered with great clear
ness and perspicuity.—Such, like
wise, is the character of the " Ele
ments of Astronomy, Vol. I." by
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the same author, published at the
(ame place. To this volume is
prefixed a brief History of Astronomy, or rather of celebrated astronomers deceased.—At the same place
M. L E. Bode has published " a
Short Sketch of Astronomy, with
seven plates ;" which is a judicious
abridgment of his well known great
work, sufficient for the purposes of
those who wifli to obtain a general
knowledge only of astronomy, and
of <he sciences connected with, or
de-pendent upon it.—At Leipsic,
professor Gren still continues the
publication of his " Journal of
Natura! Philosophy," in numbers,
containing a recital of many curious experiments, and important
investigations in different branches
ofphilosophy. — At Erfurt, and StutSard, M. John George Scheyers
as published a treatise, entitled
Practical Hydraulics adapted to
the Capacities of Millwrights and
Farmers," which contains the practical and preceptive part of the
science, explained in an easy and
popular manner, so as to be intelligible to those who have not had
the advantage of a mathematical
education. It will be of considerable use, therefore, in countries
liable to inundations, or where the
force of running water is applied
to mechanical purposes.—The
numbers of Crell's " Annals of
Chemistry" continue still to be
published, and to supply the philosophical student with much curious and useful knowledge.—At
Hanover, professor I. A. Cramer
has published " Letters on Natural
Philosophy," consisting of meteorological, agricultural, and other
remarks, together with the natural
history of a small circle round Hildefheim, which are not unworthy
of notice. Among other curious
particulars, it presents us with the

account of a dog-rose-tree, the nf*
c<t»/»« of Linnæus, twenty feet high,
and of somewhat greater breadth,
which was inclosed by a wall, by biIhop Hezilo, so long ago as the year
1078.—AtFreyberg.and Annaberg,
Messrs. Kohler and Hoffmann continue the publication of their " Miner's Journal." The years IV. and
V. contain a great variety of interesting and important papers.—At
Frankfort, M. C. H. Stucke has
publistied " Chemical Investigations of some Fossils on the Lower
Rhine, &c." which he intends to
continue.—At Hanover, and Osnaburg, Francis Baron Beroldingen,
Canon of Hildeslieim, has publifhed an enlarged edition of his " Observations, Doubts, and Queries
relative to Mineralogy in general,
and a Natural System of Mineralogy in particular,'" which does much
credit to his abilities as a skilful
mineralogist ; and at Weimar, M.
I. C. Voight has published an enlarged and improved edition of his
celebrated " Practical Essays on the
Natural History of Mountains."—
At Berlin, M. Bloch has published
the Vllthk volume of his splendid
" Natural Hi story of Foreign Fish,"
illustrated with 36 plates coloured
from nature. A considerable part
scriptions of such sisli as are inhabitants of the Indian seas ; the materials for which were furnished
from the collection made by M.
John, during his residence in India.—At Erlangen, M. I. David
Schdpss has publistied two fasciculi
of a " History of Shells, illustrated
with plates," which will be received with pleasure by the lover
of this branch of natural history.—
At Leipsic, M. Roth has published a
second volumeofhisvaluable"German Flora;" and at Frankfort, and
Regenspurg, M. Schrauk has pub
lished
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of his " Bavarian Flora, printed in a
?ortab!e form, and reduced into
'ables,"
Among the Historical produc
tions of Germany for the year 1 794,
we meet with the first and second
volumes of a M History of Arca
dia, by G. A. Von Breitenbauch,"
publiihed at Frankfort. This learn
ed and ingenious work presents us
with the ancient history of Arca
dia, from materials chiefly sup
plied by Fausanias ; the history of
particular cities, and the share they
took in the general commotions
and wars of Greece ; an account
of the employments, arts, political
constitution, reiigion, 2nd charac
ter of the Arcadians ; a geographi
cal description of the country, and
chronological tables — At Leipsic,
the Rev. J. J. Mitnnich has pub
lished a valuable philosophico-his
torical work entitled, " An En
quiry into the State of Morals and
Science among the Ancient Ro
mans,'' in which he justly appre
ciates the character of that people,
as a nation, during the reign of
Augustus, the period of their high
est refinement, and properly ex
poses the foliy of tnat implicit
veneration with which we are
taught to view them in the com
mon course of Classical education.
—At Gottingen, professor Meiners
lias published two volumes ot " an
Historical Comparison of tlie Man
ners and Political Establishments,
the Laws and Profeflions, the Com
merce, and Religion, the Sciences
and Places of Education of the
Middle Ages, with those of the
Present Century," which are re
plete with information and enter
tainment, and reflect honour on
the industry and discrimination of
the learned author.—At Leipsic,
M. Heinrich has published the
ijjnth volume Part V. ofhis "History
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of the German Empire, as an Im
provement of Guthrie's Universal
History, including the Reigns of
Charles V. Fredinand I. and Maxi
milian II." This history is stated
to be drawn from the most ap
proved sources, to be written with
candour and impartiality, in a per
spicuous and elegant style, and in
many respects to be superior to the
labours of preceding historians.—
At Gottingen, M. Ch. L. Woltmann has published the first volhrae
of an " History of the Germans in
the Saxon Period," which is *
work of great merit for general
readers, if we consider the proofs
which it affords of the author's
care in selecting his facts from au
thentic documents, the pleasing
style in which it is written, the
reflections which are introduced,
and the striking delineations of
character which it exhibits. This
volume includes the lives of Henry
1. and the three Othos.—At Berlin,
Dr. Girtanner has publislied seven
volumes of " Historical Informa
tion, and Political Remarks con
cerning the French Revolution,"
in which he appears to have had
recourse to the best sources of in
formation, and offers rriany valua
ble dissertations and reflections in
the character, of a philosophical
historian. The author is a bitter
enemy to democracy ; and, not
much to his praise as an impartial
writer, considers the party of Fayette, Malouet, Lally Tollcndal,
Clermont Tonnerre, and their as
sociates, as the only persons who
in that grand struggle were ac
tuated by motives of pure patriot
ism.—At Lemgo, Dr. Gottlieb Jos.
Planck has published the second and
third volumes of his " Modern Ec
clesiastical History,*' which, among
other subjects, embraces the late
disputes between the courts of
iNiaplts and Rome, the late religi
ous
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cms persecutions of the reformed
evangelists in the palatinate,' a con
tinuation of the disputes between the
papal chair and the German arch
bishops, and the ecclesiastical revo-lution in France.— At Schweinfurt,
and Nuremberg, M. J. Mich. Sixt,
one of the deacons of the cathedral
of St John, has publistied " A His
tory of tl}e Reformation in the
Free Town of Schweiiiftirt, with
Forty-eight Documents," which is
a valuable fragment of ecclesiasti
cal history. At Leipsic, M. Plant
has published " The Complete
Geography of . Polynesia, or of
the Fifth Division of the World,
vol. I. West Polynesia ;" in which
he has carefully inserted, from
MSS. as well as printed authori
ties, every thing of importance re
lative to the physical state, the
commerce and navigation, the sta
tistics, the history, the characters of
the inhabitants, &c. of the coun
tries bordering on Asia, as far as
New Guinea, including. Sumatra,
Java, the Molucca Iflands, Ce:bes, Borneo, Magindanao, and
the Manilla Islands.—At Ham
burg, hath appeared a new edition
of " Busching's Geography, revis
ed, correct t'd, and considerably aug
mented by the author, in eleven
volumes octavo." The value of
this work is sufficiently known to
every scholar, who will receive
with gratitude those improvements
which the author has introduced
at a considerable expence of atten
tion and labour.—At Cologne, an
anonymous work has been pub
Jislied, entitled " The Life and
Crimes of Philip Duke of Or
leans," which draws a malignant
caricature of a person of whom
candour cannot speak but with
disapprobation, and offers a feeble
declamatory defence of the ancient
despotism of France, and its con

temptible supporters.—At Nurwrii
berg, a splendid work is publishing
in numbers, entitled " Delinea
tions of Egyptian, Greek, and Ro
man Deities, with Mythological
and Technical Explanations,"
which are engravings from gems
which formerly belonged to barou
Stosch, and are now in the cabine:
of the king of Prussia.—At Rostoch, Protestor G. O. Tythsen has
published '« An Introduction to
Mohammedan Coins," which pre
sents us with all the preliminary
information necessary for the stu-,
dent who will'c-s to become ac
quainted with this branch of the
science of medals, and will greatly
assist him in decyphering aud cx-r
plaining oriental coins. — At Leip
sic hath appeared " The reputed
Tomb of Homer, engraved from
a Sketch of M. de Chevalier, by
J. Dom. Fiorillo, and illustrated
by C. G. Heyne, with five plates,"
which is an interesting and pleasing
treatise in antiquities. Professor
Heyne supposes this tomb to con
tain the nslies of some person of
note, but not to have been erected
at an earlier period than the time
of the Romans. —At Hamburg,
Professor Dan.Gottl. Moldenhauer
has published the curious " Pro
cess against the Order of Knights
Templars, from the Original of the
Papal Comm islioners in France,"
which is written in old French,
Limosin, and CitaIonian, and is the
fame which Dupuv used in his.
history of that order.—At Leiplic
have appeared " The Travels' of a
Pole through Moldavia to Turkey,
by Jos. Mikoscha, translated from
the Polisli," which are the produc
tions of a man of abilities both as z
statesman, and as a writer, and
contain interesting observations on
the Turkish empire, its form of
government, religion, forces, man
ners,
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tiers, and on the nations that live
under it, &c, &c—At Hamburg,
" A Philosophical, Political, and
Literary Journey in Russia," has
been published by a person who as
sumes the name of Chaiitreau, which
is evidently a compilation, though
not an unpleasing one, from the
Variety of publications which have
of late years been devoted to de
scriptions and, anecdotes of the
Russian empire.—To the preced
ing; articles we can only add the
titles of-the following, which be
long to the head of History, Anti
quities, and Travels : " The Post
humous Works, Political and Mis
cellaneous, of the late R. F. Count
of Lynar, vol. I." published at
Hamburg ;
The Historical Ca
lendar for the Year i 794^ and His
tory of the Eighteenth Century,"
publissied at Leipsic ) " Geogra
phy for People of all Ranks, bv
J. E. Fabri, Phil. Prof." in four
large octavo volumes, publissied at
the fame place ;" " The Geogra
phy of North America, vol. I. or
the tenth volume of Busching's
Geography, by Christ. Dan. Ebeling," published at Hamburg; " On
Rousseau's Connexions with Wo
men," a biographical treatise, pub
lissied at Leipsic; " Two Essays
On the Rape -of Cassandra, on an
ancient earthen Vase, by H. Meyer,
and C. A. Bottinger," publissied at
Weimar; " Letters on a .Tour
through France, England, Hol
land, and Italy, written in the
years 1787-8, by Dr. James Christ.
Theoph. Schæffer, in z vols." pub
lissied at Ratifbon; " Picturesque
Views of Italy, by Dies, Reinhart,
and Mechau," with a great num
ber of beautiful and splendid en
gravings, publissied in numbers at
Nuremberg ; and " The European
Traveller's Guide, with ai> Iiine1794.
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rary Map of Europe, &c. in s
vols. by M. Reichard," publissied
at Weimar, and represented by the
foreign journalists to be the best
book of the kind that has ever ap
peared.
The last German publications
which we have so notice in this
year's catalogue, belong to the head
of Classical, Critical," Polite, and
Miscellaneous Literature. Among
these we find " Plutarch! Opera,
cum 4 dnotationlbus Variorum, adjectaque Lectionis Diversitate, ab
Hutten, torn. V." publissied at Tu
bingen. This well known work
is continued with the fame atten
tion to correctness and accuracy,
as distinguissied the' former vo
lumes.—At Deux-Ponts, 3 vols*
have been publissied " Diodori
Siculi Bibliothecæ Historical Lib.
qui supersunt," with the notes of
Wesseling, and commentaries and
dissertations, by Professors Heync,
and Jer. Nic. Eyring.—At Leipfic
hath appeared " Polvbii Historiarum quicquid superest, vol. VII.
cum Annotationibus ad lib. XI—
XXX." by the late learned and
indefatigable Schweighaliser, which
is to be followed by a concluding
volume, containing the notes to
the fragments of the last ten books,
together with Greek and Latin in
dexes.—At the fame place, M.
Johan. Frid. Fischer has publissied
" AnacreontisTeii Carmina, Græce
e recensione Guil. Baxteri, &c.'*
with various readings, notes, and
conjectural emendations, partly
collected from preceding exposi
tors, and partly his own. This
edition is publissied by a person
who possesses considerable reputa
tion in the learned world, and who
has devoted himself for nearly
twenty years to the study of Anacrcon.—At Berlin, Professor M.
i'
G. La
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G. L. Spalding has publiflied a
Latin commentary " on the First
Part of Aristotle's Book concern
ing Xenophancs, Zeno, and Gor£ias, with a Defence of the Megaric Philosophy," which is distin
guished by considerable philologi
cal merit ; and at Gottingen, Pro
fessor liu hie has publiflied " Aristotelis de Poetics Libri, Græce, in
usum Scholarum," which is cor
rectly printed, and accompanied
with useful conjectural improve
ments of the text.—At Leipsic,
Professor Frid. Jacobs has publifli
ed " Antliologia Grasca, five Poetarum Græcorum Lufus ex Recensione Brunckiana, torn. I. and II."
which, when completed, with the
commentary and indexes of the
editor, promises to be a verv cor
rect and valuable edition of the
Greek Antliologia.—At Luneburg,
M. Job. Frid. Wagner has pub
liflied a learned and elegant Latin
dissertation on the fourth Pythian
Ode of Pindar, which contains a
critical examination of the words
and sentiments' of his author, and
many original and ingenious ob
servations,— At Halle, M. Joh.
Chriil. Wetzel has published an
edition of Cicero's " Brutus,"
with numerous interesting and va
luable historical and critical anno
tations.—At Leipsic, M. J. J. Hottinger has publiflied an edition of
M. Tullii Ciceronis Libri de
Divinatione," corrected by the
help of MSS. and accompanied
.with useful critical notes. — At Dusseldorf, M. J. H. Withoff has pub
liflied, in two parts, " Critical Re
marks on Horace, and other Roman
Writers," which contain some ju
dicious emendations and much cu
rious historical information col
lected from the bell authorities. —
At Halle, Professor liichhoni has

publiflied a corrected ants enlarged
edition of Professor Simon's
He
brew and Chaldee Lexicon," which
his critical skill, and intimate ac
quaintance with oriental literature,
have rendered superior to any other
manual extant.—At Rostoch, Pro
fessor O. G. Tychsen has publiflied
" Elements of the Arabic Tongue,
&c." which, on account of their
conciseness and perspicuity, will
be highly useful to those who with
to study that language. Of the
whole grammar, an English transla
tion is inserted in the Appendix to
the Xllth volume of the Critical
Review, New Arrangement. — At
Prague, F. J. Tomsk has publiflied
" The Second Part of his com
plete Bohemian, German, and Latin
Dictionary, with a Preface by Jos.
Dobrowskv," containing observa
tions on preceding dictionaries, and
on the ancient history of the Bohe
mian language.—At Frankfort, M.
de Beauclair has published " a Se
ries of Gallicisms, or Idioms of the
French Language," which will be
chiefly useful to foreigners when
perusing old French authors, or
when they meet with instances of
colloquial language. —" The Li
terary Journal of Berlin" is an in
teresting periodical publication in
the French language, consisting of
historical, philosophical, and lite
rary dissertations, fugitive pieces,
translations in verse from the Ger
man poets, analyses of the best
works lately publiflied, anecdotes
of the lives and writings of cele
brated authors of this century,
scientific views of the principal
academies in Germany, dramatic
observations, &c. &c. To these
short and imperfect notices of the
literary productions of Germany,
we can only add the titles of the
following works: " Printed Books
of
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of the XVth Century, in the Li without answering any ends of
brary of the Regular Canonry of liberal and good policy. We have
Buerbcrg, described by Paul Hup- seen, indeed, two publications
fauer, Dean of the Canonry," pub which are stated to have been
lished at Augsburg; " G. C. Lich- printed at Geneva, but are, most
xenber^'s Illustration of Hogarth's probably, the productions of other
Prints, v i h reduced but complete presses than those of the republic.
Copies of them, by E. Riepenhau- The first of these is entitled " a
sen," vol. I. published at Gottin- Letter from M. Necker to M.
gen; " G.E. Leffing's Corre- Mallet du Pan, Citizen of Geneva,
Jpoiulence, with K. W. Ramler, and formerly Editor of the MerJ. Joach. Eschenburg, and Fred. cure de France ;" and is an ironical
Nicolai, with some Remarks on piece, written by a royalist, who,
Lesling's Correspondence with with wit and talents, possesses an aMcndtllsohi," publislied at Ber bundant stiareofthc arrogance ;ind
lin ; " New Dialogues of the pride which has brought ruin on
Gods, by Wieland," publislied at the aristoerncy of France. It is
Leipsic ; " Friendly Letters from intended to ridicule the two charac
the Count de Mirabeau, to M. ters mentioned in the title-page.—
Msuvillon at Brunfwic, written The other publication is entitled
during the Years 1786-90, &c." " Thoughts on Peace, addressed to
published a Hamburg; " Miscel Mr. Pitt, and the French Nation,"
laneous Dissertations, by Villaume," and was written by the baroness
publislied at Berlin; the first part de Stael, daughter of M. Necker.
of the second volume of " A New It contains many wife and just ob>
Magazine for Schoolmasters, by servations, and irrefragable argu
G. A. Ruperti, and H. Schlich- ments in favour of an immediate
thorst," published at Gottingen ; peace, which we are apprehensive
" A Collection of Love S«ngs, in will make no impression on the
Imitation of Solomon's, newly minds of those statesmen, whose
translated, and accompanied with personal interests, ambition, or
Remarks, by J. F. Beyer," pub resentments are gratified by pro
lished at Marburg ; and " Wolde- longing the calamities of war.
mar," an interesting and philoso
From the fame circumstances
phical romanpe, by privy councelIor Jacobi of Dusseldorf, publislied which have contributed to render
our last article so scanty, our pre
at Konigsberg.
sent list of Italian literature is un
Of the literature of Switzerland usually barren and imperfect. The
for the year 1 794., we have not first scientific work we have to an
been able to obtain any informa nounce is, " a brief Discourse on
tion. This circumstance we must the Electric Conductor, erected by
attribute to the Hate of the times, Order of Pius VI. the present
which has rendered the importation Pontiff, on the Church of St.
of foreign books exceedingly diffi Mary of the An 'els, at Rome, by
cult,, and to the increased duties P. L. Gelii." The most remark
laid on them by the legislature, able thing in this treatise is the
which have operated in a consider account which it gives of the in
able degree as prohibitory laws, scription placed in the church bv
S 3,
the
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the command of his holiness, in
which his obligations to the here
tic Franklin for the security which
his invention has afforded to that
edifice, are acknowledged in the
fpljowing lines ;
Et F.USiricii Franllinii V'trvit
Futuram Tuteittm mwiirijujjit.
At Padua, M. L. Brugnatelli has
published 3 volumes of " Annals
of Chemistry, or a Collection of
Memoirs on Sciences, Arts, and
Manufactures, relative to it," in
which his object is to insert, in the
present and succeeding volumes,
every new chemical discovery,
every useful invention relating to
chemical philosophy and the arts,
from the accounts of authors, col
lections and publications of differ
ent kinds, Italian arid foreign.
These volumes contain a great va
riety of articles, on the subjects,
R.id from the publications above
n)entioned, thntarc highly interest
ing and valuable. And they pre
sent us, likewise, with many cu
rious facts and remarks which M.
Brugnatelli has added to the mat
ter which he has selected from the
writings of other chemists, or the
communications of his friends,
without altering their respective
opinions and theories.—At Milan,
the patriotic society have publiflied
the third volume of their "Trans
actions, directed to the Advance
ment of Agriculture and the Arts."
The papers which compose this
volume are chiefly designed for
local utility, and will be found of
importance in the political econo
my of Italy. These papers are
preceded by tributes of praise to
the memory of some cf the de
ceased members of the society.—
At the fame place professor Fulgen$ip Vitniaii has publiflied the third

fourth and fifth volumes of hk " Summa Plantamm quae hactenus
innotuerunt," in which, with the
assistance of the celebrated botanist
Wahl, he has added nil the differ
ent genera amLspecies undescribed
by Linnæus. —At Bologna, the
Abb6 Joseph Jolis has published
♦'an Essay on the Natural History
of the Province of Great Chaco,
with an Explanation of the Me
thod of Living,and theCustoms and
Manners of the Inhabitants, and
Journals of three different Excur
sions into the Internal Parts of that
barbarous Country." This work,
when completed, will consist of
four volumes. That before us is
interesting and entertaining, and is
divided into seven books. In these
the author treats, in order, of the
name and geography of Chaco;
of its vegetables ; of its quadru
peds ; of its birds ; of its reptiles,
fish and insects; of its nations and
inhabitans; and of its colonists,
The Abb6 Jolis resided nine years
in the country which he describes,
The remaining Italian articles
which we have to announce, be
long to Biography, Antiquities,
and Miscellaneous Literature.
At Venice, the public librarian
More'.li has publiflied " the Life
of Andrew Gritti, Doge of Ve»
nice, written by Nicolas Barbarico," towards the latter end of the
16th century; which is an in
teresting piece of biography,
written in easy and perspicuous,
if not very elegant Latin. The
author was a person whose merits
raised him to very honourable sta
tions in the service of his country.
— At Rome hath appeared " an
Essay on the Origin of Printing in
Spain, by Raymond Deodate Caballero," which is a valuable publi' cation in bibliography. —At Venice,
M. Andrea .
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M. Andrea Rtibbi is publishing a
new edition of the " Works of Muratori,'" of which 6 volumes have
made their appearance. In this
collection we are presented with an
eulogy of the celebrated author, by
l,ami, and literary notices prefixed
to each separate work, by the
editor.— At the same place the same
editor has superintended a new im
pression of " the Works of Maffei,"
in 5 volumes. In this collection,
also, we have an eulogy on the
author, by Ippolito Pinuemonte,
and literary notices to each piece
by M. Rubbi.—At Rome, a serious
epic poem has been published,
possessing much of the sublimity
and vigour of Dante, " on the
Death of Hugo de Basseville, in
January 1704, who was murdered
by the mob for having rendered
himself disagreeable to the papal
court in his character of envoy
from France. But though we can
admire the poetical merits of this
performance, we have no praise to
bestow on the principles which it
discovers. These can prove ac
ceptable only to the bigotted and
intolerant.
The first work which we have to
notice among the few productions
in French literature ot which we
have had any information, is a
treatise entitled " Philosophical
Worship, &c." by M. Laba -ays.
This appears to be the production
of a man of virtue and piety, who
js almost persuaded to be a Chris
tian. For he is a strenuous and
able advocate for the existence of a
God, the immortality of the foul,
and a future state. Had he been
placed in circumstances in which
Christianity had come recommend
ed to him in her unassuming native
charms, instead ofappearingdebased
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by an unnatural union with tyran
ny and fanaticism, it is highly
probable that he would have be
come an entire convert.—The-"
" Parallel of Religions, in 5 vols.
4to." is a work in which the au
thor has with great industry availed
himself of the writings of all the
ablest moderns on the subject, so
lay before his readers a complete,
and, as he professes, an impartial
account of the several religions
which have obtained in the world.
From the syllabus of the contents
in the Esrit dt: Journauxt it ap
pears to be divided into seven
parts. The first contains the histo
ry of modern and ancient pagan
ism, in all the different nations in
which it has prevailed ; the second
a parallel of the pagan religions
with each other; the third the
history of Mohammedanism ; the
fourth a parallel of Mohammedan
ism with paganism ; the fifth the
history of Judaism; the sixth par
allels of Judaism with paganism
and Mohammedanism ; and the
seventh parallels of Christianity
with Judaism, Mohammedanism,
paganism, and deism.
" The
Glance on Society In general, by
J. J. H." is a declamatory piece on
the pei section and happiness to
which the world is tending, not
withstanding the existing evils
which are painful to philosophy
and humanity ; and predicting the
speedy approach of the period
when •* all mankind, ashamed of
their long infancy, will form one
great individual, one society, united
by all the indiflbluble ties of
matter and of mind." Professor
Gueroult's " Treatise on the Con
stitution of the Spartans, of the
Athenians, and of the Romans,"
is the production of an author with
whose extensive learning and in
formation,
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formation, and abilities as a writer,'
the world is not unacquainted. In
the work before us his knowledge
and taients have been employed in
a manner that will not tend to di
minish his fame, and that conveys
much useful instruction to the reader. — M. Veirieu's " Means of in
creasing and confirming the Na
tional Power, in increasing the
Private Wealth of each Individual,
Sec.'' is a report given in to one of
tlit French committees, the object
of which is to shew the infinite
advantages which would arise to
the public from a, new mode of
managing mortgages. Of his plan,
and the details by which he illus
trates it, we have not seen any ana
lysis.—The treatise "on the Sup
pression of Games of Chance, Lot
teries, tec. by M. Dusaulz," is an
interesting work ; in which their
.history and dangerous consequences
are described with circumstanceSj
and in terms, which strongly paint
their folly and impolicy. M. Du
saulz was appointed by the com
mittee of public instruction, in
conjunction with M. Mercier, to
draw up that report on the subject
of this treatise, which was follow
ed by the decree of the convention
3bolifliing all games oi chance from
the first of October 1793.—The
next work which occurs in order,
is a very important' and useful one
in Economics, written by a person
whose long attention to the subject,
and numerous repeated experiments
have enabled him to throw much
light upon it. Of the nature of
its contents we fliall enable our
readers to form some judgment, by
inserting its long title. It is called
" Memoirs on the Administration
of Forests, and on the individual
Qualities of Indigenous Timber, or
such as bears the Climate of

»

France ; to which is added, a De
scription of the Exotic Woods furniflied by Commerce; a Work
useful to the Proprietors who wish,
to economize their Timber, tet
judge with precision of the Age at
which they ought to sell their
Trees, and to know the most ad
vantageous Use of the different
Kinds, according to their Quali
ties, determined by a great Num
ber of new Observations and Ex
periments, by P. C. Varenne
peniUe, in 2 vols."—" The Batavian l'hilosoper, or Philanthropic
Reflections on the present War,"
is an eloquent piece of declamation
against the principles and objects of
the war entered into against France
by the coalesced powers, and point
ing out, in beautiful colours, the
scene of freedom, virtue, prosper
ity, and happiness, «which will
take place, if that country should
be so successful as to maintain her
independence. This question is
no longer problematical, if it ever
was, in the mind of the sober poli
tician. But some of the confer
quences which our author predicts,
are not yet to be perceived except*
ing by the eye of faith.
With respect to the productions
of France in Mathematics and Na
tural Philosophy, our information
is exceedingly limited. We have
barely heard that in " in the Jour
nal of the Lyceum at Paris," the
friend of science will meet with
many valuable and important ar
ticles ; but we are unable to lay be
fore our readers the subjects which
have employed the attention of the
members of that national institu
tion, which is stated to be con
ducted on a plan highly favourable
to the dissemination of useful
knowledge.—M. Charles Pougens'
" Essays on various subjects in.
Physics,
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'Physics, Botany, and Mineralogy,"
are reported by the foreign Jour
nalists to be the productions of a
sensible and ingenious writer, who
has successfully applied himself to
the study of nature, and is well
versed in the best authors who have
undertaken to explain her arcana;
and who possesses at the fame time
a happy facility in communicating
■what he knows to readers of the
most ordinary capacities. He isa
bold advocate for the opinion, that
the principle of aniinaiity is com
mon to the three natural king
doms.—M. de la Metherie has
published a new edition, greatiy
enlarged, of Bergman's " Manual
fbr Mineralogists," in which the
principal improvements which
have been made in that science,
since the first appearance of the
work, about ten ten years ago,
have been judiciously introduced
by an author, whose profound ac
quaintance with chemistry and
mineralogy peculiarly qualified him
for such an undertaking.
Among the Historical productions
-of France for the year 1 794., we
meet with " the new Age of
■Louis XIV. in four Volumes."
This work does not aspire to the
•dignity of regular history, but is a
compilation of the scattered me
moirs, anecdotes, fugitive pieces,
satires, lampoons, songs, ballads,
and satirical epitaphs of the period,
the greater part of which were
handed about in manuscript, and
would not have been suffered to be
published under the reign of de
spotism. It has been properly
termed by one of our English
Journalists, an epigrammatic history.
The numerous notes have consider
able merit in an historical point of
view ; and the whole presents the
reader with a vast fund of amuse
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ment.—The " Historical and Poli
tical Memoirs of the Revolution
in the Netherlands and the Country
of Liege in 1793, by Publicola—
Chaussard, a Man of Letters, sent
into those Countries by the Provi
sional Executive Couffcil of the
French Republic, with the Cha
racter of a National Cornmiffioner,"
is a w'ork abounding in authentic
and interesting information, which
will afford considerable assistance
to the historian of the present
eventful period. And as the pro
duction of a man of letters, it h
recommended by philosophical re
flections, powerful reasoning, and
the attractive graces of fine writ
ing. — The " Historical Relation of
the Siege of Valenciennes, by a
Soldier of the Battalion of Charente," is an interesting and simple
narration of the events, and fluctu
ations in public opinion which
took place during that celebrated
siege, by a person whose situation
as an assistant in the council of
war, and president of a popular
club, gave him the best opportuni
ties of being well informed on the
subjects of his publication.—The
" Lift of the Names of the hereto
fore Nobles, Nobles of Race, Pet
tifoggers, Prelates, Financiers, In
triguers, &c. with Notes on their
Families," in three parts, is a col
lection of historical facts and anec
dotes, which presents a disgustingpicture of the degeneracy and pro
fligacy of the late titled orders in
France.— " The Private Life of the
Ecclesiastics, Prelates, and other
Public Functionaries who have not
taken the Oaths on the Civil Con
stitution of the Clergy," in three
parts, is a supplement to the last
mentioned work. It is intended,
to expose the pride and vices which
disgraced the clerical character in
France,
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France, and powerfully contributed
to the astonishing change in ecclesi
astical matters which has taken
place in tliat country. We are
persuaded, however, that the ac
counts which it contains are fre
quently exaggerated ; otherwise the
depravity and hypocrisy of many
of the most celebrated French
clergy would almost justify the
severe and cruel treatment which
they have experienced. We re
commend this work to be con
sulted in connexion with the Abbe
Barruel's History of the Clergy
during the French Revolution,
which was noticed by us among
the articles in Domestic Literature.
The reader, from the very different
and opposite accounts which they
give, will be prevented from plac
ing implicit confidence in either of
them.—The " Dissertation on a
Collection of Letters, to the Num
ber of 84, written by Henry IV.
of France with his own hand, to
M. de Bellyevre, Chancellor of
France, by the Abbe Rive," is a
curious tract relating to some ma
nuscripts which may serve to throw
light on many political circum
stances in the reign of that patriotic
king. As far as internal evidence
can weigh, they carry with them
strong marks of authenticity. They
are reported to have been pur
chased by the present proprietor
from one of the national guards,
into whose hands thev fell at the
destruction of the Bastile.—The
" Voyages to Guinea, and to the
Carribbce Islands in America, by
Paul Edman Ifert," is a translation
from the German, of a pleasing
work, written in the epistolary
form, which furnishes the reader
with much interesting information
relative to the inhabitants and na
tural productions of those parts of
3

the globe.—Of " ChantreauV Phi-,
losophical, Political, and Literary
Journey in Russia," we have al
ready taken notice in our account
of the literature of Germany.
The last articles which we have
to mention in our imperfect cata
logue of French literature for the
year 1794, belong to the classes
of Literary Antiquities, and Miscel
laneous Literature. The first of
these are the " Memoirs of Litera
ture, taken from Registers of the
Academy of Inscriptions and Belles
Lettrcs from the Year 1 780 to 1 784,
Vols. XLIV— XLVI, printed at
the national press, in the Louvre."
In these volumes we -are presented
with the history of the academr,
now no longer royal, and eulogies
of many or its respectable mem
bers. They afterwards offer to us
a variety of important papers on
subjects of eastern literature, Greek
and Roman antiquities and litera
ture, and the history of ancient
and modern nations, which reflect
honour on the learning and in
dustry of the authors. Among the
respectable names of the contri*
butors to these volumes we find
those of Deguignes, Kcralio, Anquctil Duptrron, St. Croix, Garnier, Bouchart, Broitier, de Rochfort, Vauviiliers, Dupuy, and Dtsonneaux.—The " Memoirs on
different Antiquities of Persia, &c.
by A. I. Silvester de Sacy," are re
plete with learning and curious in
formation, which will be highly ac
ceptable to the oriental scholar, as
wellas to the historian and antiquary.
They contain dissertations on the
inscriptions and monuments of
Nakslii Rustam ; on the Cufic and
Persic inscriptions in Gehel-Minar,
as they arc found in Niebuhr; aa
account of the coins of the Persiau
kings of the dynasty of the Sassjnidat;
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ntd.c ; an, account of the inscrip- .
tions,&c. discovered atKirmanflsah,
or Bisutun, in Kurdistan ; and a
history of the Persian kings of the
dynasty of Sassasidæ, from the
famous History of MirkJiond.—
M. Hassner's treatise " on Literary
Education, or on the Organization
of an Establishment for the higher
Branches of Science,'' was pub
lished in consequence of the print
ing of Talleyrand Perigord's report
of. a plan for public instruction,
which it shews to'be in many re
spects essentially defective. And it
offers many important remarks on
the subject, which deserve an at
tentive perusal, as they are suggest
ed bv a person of a liberal and en
lightened mind, who has possessed
the advantage of experience for
many vears in the capacity of pro
fessor of theology in the univer
sity of Strafburgh.—The " Ele
mentary Treatise on the Art of
Printing, by Antoine Francois jVIomero," will prove a valuable pre
sent to those who wish to acquire a
practical knowledge of the art, as
it contains, the substance os all the
useful instructions delivered in
such works as have already received
the stamp of general approbation,
together with the improvements
which have been introduced since
their appearance. - M. Gretry's
" Essay on Music," is the work of
an author who has acquired great
celebrity in the musical line, and
who has contributed much to
banish that false taste from France,
which fora longtime justly exposed
their compositions a-ml pt rformances to the ridicule of foreigners.
It may well be supposed, therefore,
to abound in valuable remarks and
observations which will prove in
teresting both to composers and
practitioners.——" The various
J794-
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Works of Cerutii, or a Collection
of Pieces composed before and
since the Revolution," contain a
great number of pieces of elo
quence and poetry which arc said
to be deserving of considerable
praise.—To the articles already
enumerated we have to add,
" Fables, by M. Florian," which
are said to be inferior only to those
of la Fontaine ; " The Blind Man
of the Mountain," a collection of
literary and philosophical discourses
written in imitation of the elegant
and interesting conversations trans
mitted to us by the ancients, and par
ticularly by Cicero; and " William
Tell," a popular drama, in three
acts, by Sedaine.
We sliall now close our sliort
view of foreign literature, by just
announcing some publications
which have issued from the presses of
Spain and Portugal. In the for
mer country have appeared a work
on " the Origin of Laws, Arts, and
Sciences, and their first Progress,
among the Ancients," in a vols;
"New Observations on Rural Eco
nomy, the Manner of perfecting
and preserving the Breed of Horses,
and on other interesting Objects,
by M. Malatos;" " Elements of
the Veterinary Art," by the fame;
" Uranography, or a Description
of the Heavens, by M. Garriga,
with three Maps of the Constella
tions 5" the third part of the second
volume of " a Description of the
Spontaneous Plants of Spain, and
of those cultivated in the Gardens
of that Country, by I. A. Cavanillas,'' illustrated with 30 plates,
and accompanied by the natural
history of the mountainous di
stricts in the kingdom of Valencia;
and " Notices concerning North
aud South America, a Physical and
Historical Dialogue."—In PortuT
guesc
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giiese literature we have only heard
of "a Topographical and Historical
Description of the City of Oporto,
by Agost. Rebello da Costa, with
a Chart of the Province of Entre
Douro e Minho, and Views of the
City of Oporto." This work is

rv, principal buildings, population,
civil and religious establishments,
manufactures, and commerce of
that important city. The intimate
intercourse which subsists between
Oporto and this country, would.
render a' translation of the above
work acceptable to the Englisti
to present us witti a circumstantial reader.
*nd interesting account of the hilto:

